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Need for improvements
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Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 5A Part 1 – Need for the scheme – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Future growth
Consultee(s)

Old West Internal
Drainage Board
(IDB)

Summary of consultee comment

The A14 is a main link between the east coast ports and the
Midlands. With Cambridgeshire being one of the fasted growing
counties, there is a need to ensure the right infrastructure is in
place to cope with the increase in demand.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

The section of A14 between Milton and Fen Ditton is outside the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

General design
Huntingdon viaduct
Consultee(s)

The Stukeley's
Parish Council

Milton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
The Council supports the demolition of the viaduct over the East
Coast mainline as this would reduce traffic in Ermine Street and
reduce noise in the two Stukeley villages. It is also noted that
major developments in the Huntingdon Areas will have to review
their traffic assessments.
The road should be widened to three lanes from Fen Ditton to
Milton.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Anglian Water

Support for sustainable growth within its region.

09 May 2014
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Associated British
Ports

The three ports in the New Anglia LEP region are important as
regional ports and serve regional industries in the East of
England. All three ports depend on efficient road networks to
serve the Eastern region and the Midlands and improving road
infrastructure is very important to these regional ports that do not
have sufficient cargo density to utilise rail effectively as an
alternative. In the bulk, timber and general cargo trades in which
ABP's East Anglian ports operate, rail cargo transportation is not
possible. ABP in East Anglia handle in excess of 1 million
tonnes of export grain, agribulks and import agricultural
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commodities including Fertiliser and this requires good road
linkages throughout the Eastern region and to the Midlands. In
this context, improvements to the A14 are welcomed.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Boxworth Parish

The residents of Boxworth still have concerns about the latest
version of the proposals which are outlined below.
Notwithstanding these concerns, Boxworth Parish supports the
principle of the urgent need for an upgrade to the A14 and it is in
the detail of the proposals that our concerns arise where some
elements are clearly sub-optimal, presumably driven by cost
pressures. Boxworth Parish urge that the long term effective
operation of the new road structure is given primacy over short
term cash budgets. It will cost more in the long run if an
inadequate solution is implemented now which needs further
expenditure in the future.

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

The Stukeley's
Parish Council

The Parish Council urge the Highways Agency to get in with the
programme as soon as possible to unlock development sites in
the Huntingdon area especially Alconbury Weald.

Bar Hill Parish
Council

The Parish Council welcomes all improvements to the A14 if this
will relieve the current traffic chaos. It is essential that any
highway improvements should make the traffic flow along the
A14 safely, reduce accidents and improve conditions for drivers.

Hemingford Abbots
Parish Council

Strong support for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme as currently proposed. The only access to
the north, west and south from Hemingford Abbots must involve
travel on the existing A14 and our residents thereby suffer
regular congestion and delay even when making only local
journeys. It is urged that the scheme in its entirety be
commenced and completed without further delay.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

No

Comment is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring
the proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated
junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would
Introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The

Yes

Safety
Consultee(s)
Ellington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Safer travelling.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
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consultation
letter)

scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)
Ellington Parish
Council

Boxworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
Improved time travelling.

The A14 is one of the most important major arterial routes in the
country and is unusual in carrying a very high proportion of HGV
traffic from the east coast ports to the rest of the country. The
projected vehicle numbers in your traffic model estimate that the
traffic flow will exceed 100,000 vehicles per day by 2031 and
currently is over 86,000vpd. Given this, the proposed dual 3
lane all purpose road is inadequate to cater for the existing level
of traffic let alone the increased volume forecast. The Highways
Agency's Design Manual for Roads and Bridges recommends
that for such a road the maximum traffic flow for design
purposes is 54,000 vehicles per day.
The response from the Highways Agency agreed with the design
maxima but stated that this did not represent the limit of
capacity. This begs the question of why have design criteria in
the first place if they are ignored in reality. Boxworth Parish
Council reiterates its strong conviction that the present design
proposed is insufficient to deal with the current traffic levels let
alone the projected growth. There was no convincing answer to
the question we posed. Can you explain how the proposed 3
lane dual carriageway can be considered to be adequate for the
projected future traffic flows of over 100,000 vehicles per day
without giving rise to significant and unacceptable congestion?

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that although the route through Huntingdon
would be longer journey times from the A1 North via the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would be quicker compared to using the existing A14 route if the scheme
were not to go ahead. The journey time between the A1/A14 spur junction north of
Alconbury (Junction 14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5
minutes quicker via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic
in the morning peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by around
one minute.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that in the
majority of sections the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme would
be appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The following links would
come under increasing stress and may experience a deterioration in the level of
service provided as the design year is approached;
A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction,
A14- Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and
Yes

No

A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years
leading up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any
further intervention should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical note
is appended to the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).
The proposed 3 lane dual carriageway as well as a 4 lane dual carriageway
(between Bar Hill and Girton) has been designed to cater for forecasted traffic up
to the year 2035. This along with a few free flow junctions would help alleviate the
likelihood of congestion.
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E.5A.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 5A Part 2 – Need for the scheme – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Cambridge City
Council

Although supportive, the Cambridge City Council needs to be
able to understand, in detail, how the proposals will impact on
the City and its environment, to enable Cambridge City Council
to work with the HA to ensure acceptable impact mitigation is
identified and implemented at the local level. At this stage of
consultation, based on material currently released by the HA, the
City Council does not feel there is currently sufficient detailed
information available to be able to fully assess the level of
impact and hence judge what mitigation needs to be made.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has produced an A14 Link Capacity Report, which reviews
the traffic flow by the number of lanes for the whole scheme. The Transport
Assessment demonstrates that for year 2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to
deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridge in
the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all development that are
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the
National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across
the study area. Further details on how the scheme impacts on future traffic are
provided in the Transport Assessment (DCO submission document 7.2).
Since the formal pre-application consultation, the draft Environmental Statement
has been shared with Cambridge City Council and an environmental workshop
was held on 20 October 2014 to discuss impacts and mitigation measures. The
Environmental Statement submitted with the DCO sets out the likely significance of
environmental effects and proposed mitigation measures.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Huntingdonshire
District Council

The Council has been an active participant in the development
of the A14 project since the CHUMMS study was published in
2001. The creation of a new A14 would allow several new
development opportunities to proceed to support economic and
employment growth and a new off-line route would ease serious
traffic congestion within Huntingdon and St. Ives and
surrounding communities.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridge City
Council

The City Council is supportive of improvements to the A14 and
the strategic investment for the region. The A14 has been a

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted. One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth;
enabling major residential and commercial developments to proceed.

Yes
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No

limiting factor on Cambridge’s economic growth and its
improvement will bring a number of economic and potentially
social benefits to the City, and the region as a whole.

Essex County
Council

Essex County Council would like to express concern in relation
to the long term capacity and resilience of the A14 link and
related improvements to the A1, in particular whether the design
includes provision for sufficient capacity to accommodate all
growth planned along the route. The Highway Agency has
suggested the provision of hard shoulders on planned upgraded
sections of the A14 in order to alleviate concerns about safety,
resilience and the long term capacity of this critical part of the
trunk road network. The provision of hard shoulders is strongly
supported by Essex County Council.

consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth. The A14, including
junctions, have been designed to cope with forecasted traffic up until the year
2035. Details of further developments considered within the traffic model can be
found in the Transport Assessment.
The A14 would also have extra resilience in the form of a 3 dual lane carriageway
for much of the stretch. The scheme is designed to modern standards which would
improve traffic flow, safety and journey reliability. This along with a few key junction
would help maintain free flow and reduce the likelihood of incident.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary
to meet the scheme objectives.

General design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suffolk County
Council

The Felixstowe to Midlands Route Strategy evidence report
published on the 23 April states “The A14 is a popular, heavily
trafficked road, and a lack of viable and attractive alternative
roads means that when incidents occur, motorists have limited
options to avoid delays and congestion. The absence of hardshoulders over a large part of the route is considered to be one
factor which can contribute to poor resilience because
emergency and rescue services can have difficulty in reaching
incidents”.
At a meeting of the Suffolk Chamber of Commerce Transport
and Infrastructure Group on the 12 March there was strong
support for the A14 to be improved to motorway status. Chamber
members also indicated that they would welcome the provision
of hard shoulders as part of the current proposals, possibly as a
first stage leading to future upgrading of the A14 to motorway
status. The County Council supports this approach.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the northbound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of
the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to scheme cost and
is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives. The proposed route
will be an all-purpose trunk road. Consideration has been given to special road
status, but a strategy of prohibiting NMU traffic and provision of extensive
alternative facilities has been adopted. The majority of the length of route will be
D3AP with hard strips and wider hard shoulders on slip roads. The maintenance
strategy developed has recognised that this will, in combination with the extensive
technology planned, including lane control signals, message signs, CCTV
coverage and MIDAS systems all linked to the Regional Control Centre, provide
resilience and safety for both road users and road workers in the context of
planned maintenance and incident management.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Suffolk Coastal
and Waveney
District Councils

The District Councils do not employ highway engineers so have
worked closely with the County Council and fully endorse their
concerns about resilience and capacity. The draft Felixstowe to
Midlands Route Based Strategy Evidence Report included the
statement "There is opportunity to improve resilience through the
provision of hard shoulders or wide hard-strips on planned
upgraded sections of the A14 through Cambridgeshire ...". The
District Councils support this approach as a way to mitigate the
impact of incidents, accidents and planned works.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The majority of the length of route will be D3AP with hard strips and wider hard
shoulders on slip roads. The maintenance strategy developed has recognised that
this will, in combination with the extensive technology planned, including lane
control signals, message signs, CCTV coverage and MIDAS systems all linked to
the Regional Control Centre, provide resilience and safety for both road users and
road workers in the context of planned maintenance and incident management.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency acknowledges the importance of this scheme to
Huntingdonshire District Council. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process
would be complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016
with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suffolk County
Council

Strong support for the principle of the proposals to provide the
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement. The Council supports
the stated objectives of the project, in particular making the route
more reliable, providing capacity for future traffic growth and
unlocking growth.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Support for the need for the improvement scheme to achieve the
five listed objectives of combating congestion, unlocking growth,
and connecting people, improving safety and creating a positive
legacy. The success of these objectives will need to be qualified
by the outcome of ongoing discussions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

It is important to address improvements to the A14 as soon as
possible. Improvements to the A14 are necessary in order to
deliver the local growth agenda, and improve journey times and
road safety for the travelling public. The A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon is a vital route of international,
national, regional, and local importance, and needs to be
improved urgently.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The A14 improvement project remains fundamental, to the
delivery of the sustainable growth agenda across
Huntingdonshire and to address current congestion and safety
issues.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Huntingdonshire
District Council

A key risk is a failure of the scheme to proceed. The
recommendations included within this report reflect this and a
formal response now is crucial to meeting this need.

Essex County
Council

Strong support for the construction of the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement at the earliest opportunity.

Cambridge City
Council

The need for improvements to the A14 has long been
recognised. In 2001, the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal
Study (CHUMMS) recommended improvements to the A14 to
provide additional capacity. This led to detailed proposals for the
A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton scheme being taken forward until
they were cancelled by the Government in 2010 as part of the
Comprehensive Spending Review.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

Comment is duly noted. The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001) identified a package of transport measures which included rail
improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a
guided busway. All of the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding
development.

Following this, the Department of Transport undertook a new
study in 2011 which looked at other options including rail freight
and public transport. A number of highway packages emerged
from this study and formed part of the Highways Agency’s
consultation on the proposed scheme between September and
October 2013. This consultation also sought comments on how
tolling could work.
The A14 between Cambridge and the A1 forms part of the TENT network and an important crossroads between the east-west
trunk road corridor linking the Midlands to East Anglia and the
east coast ports and the north south trunk road corridor
connecting the A1(M) to the M11 and providing access to
Stansted Airport.

Suffolk County
CounciL

The road also serves local communities in the vicinity of the
trunk road; and is an important local commuter route, in
particular into and out of Cambridge.
The A14 is connected to the M11, A428 and A1/A1(M) strategic
routes and wider trunk road network via Girton interchange,
Brampton Hut junction and Alconbury interchange.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor
between the Midlands and East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M)
and M11 motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter route in the
region. The scheme is designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic
using the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the local
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and
reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The main purpose and function of trunk roads is to carry
strategic traffic movements and it is clear that a significant
volume of traffic using the A14 in Cambridgeshire is travelling to
and from Suffolk (approximately 36% of the traffic using
Cambridge Northern Bypass and 18% using the A14 between
Dry Drayton and Bar Hill, based on data provided by
Cambridgeshire County Council).
Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Road users on the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon regularly experience long delays and unpredictable
journey times and that without improvement, congestion on the
A14 trunk road will worsen. This has a significant impact on local
and regional businesses, including HGV operators in Suffolk and
particularly those serving the Haven Ports. The County Council
believes that it is essential to remove this bottleneck and deliver
the proposed project at the earliest opportunity.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by
2020.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The A14 carries a substantial volume of local and commuter
traffic movements.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the

Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
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E.5A.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 5A Part 3 – Need for the scheme – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.

103480

Commute of staff, timely deliveries to customers and visits to
sites are becoming more difficult, hindering operations as a
business in a competitive environment based professional
planning and efficiency.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased
road capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

Community impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of air quality and noise impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. Air quality in
Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the scheme with pollutant
concentrations in the Air Quality Management Area improving. The scheme would
also result in reduced noise along the ‘de-trunked’ A14 corridor as the volume of
passing traffic would be reduced considerably with through traffic being routed
onto the new out of town bypass.

101779

The current A14 passes through Huntingdon and generates
noise and air pollution for residents alongside the road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

103529

The current A14 needs upgrading however there is concern
over how close this new road will be to villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104508

The scheme is of national benefit and will cause problems to
those living close to the proposed route

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104956

There is a need to improve this road but this route is not in the

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on local communities has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects on local communities. During construction, this would
include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage

best place to minimise impact on the local community.

and the use of noise screens and low noise surfacing. In addition, extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the impact of
the scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself,
the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise
barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove significant noise effects at several
locations. In addition, significantly effected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts. With the scheme in
operation, traffic would be diverted onto the new offline section of the A14 which
would result in reductions in traffic levels on the existing local road network and
the current A14 route. This would provide relief from existing severance issues
between communities and community facilities by easing congestion and reducing
hazards. On the online section between Fen Drayton and Milton the scheme
would provide improved access between existing community facilities along the
A14 corridor and to Cambridge via the route improvements.
10 April 2014

104587

Little consideration has been given to the adverse effects on
Hilton and its residents.

Yes

No

10 April 2014

104850

The legacy in many villages will be increased noise, rat running
and poorer access to other nearby villages. Elsworth, Boxworth
and Conington will be particularly badly affected in this regard.

Yes

No

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The scheme would create additional
capacity on the A14 that would not only accommodate future traffic growth but
allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14.
This is also true of the proposed local access road, which would provide access
for local traffic, including that generated by new developments.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that a number of towns and
villages along the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic with
the scheme. Further detail on the traffic forecasts is provided in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

30 April 2014
105032

An assessment of the scheme on local communities (including Hilton) has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton
is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme acting as a barrier
to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route negates much of
this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme
to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme once built and in use. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant residual adverse effects from
noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme
from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by a significant amount of
intervening field boundary vegetation so that visual effects would be of low
significance.

Villages like Fenstanton have lived with the blight of the A14
for several decades.

Yes

No

Local people and communities have been considered throughout the design of the
scheme. The environmental impact assessment has included an assessment of
impacts on communities and this has helped improve the design and identified
mitigation measures to reduce impacts. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Environmental
Air
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
10 April 2014

103529

Concerns about air pollution.
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Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The summary concludes that during the construction phase of the

scheme mitigation is required to reduce potential nuisance from dust at local
residential properties and businesses. Mitigation proposed is based on industry
best practice guidance for dust suppression and management. With this
mitigation in place the impacts of the scheme are not expected to be significant.
During the operational phase of the scheme, predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors. A number of areas are
predicted to experience a large improvement in air quality, most notably in
Huntingdon and along the A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon. This was a
result of the majority of traffic being diverted away from these areas and on to the
proposed new road. Air quality management areas in the study area are predicted
to experience improvements in air quality as a result of the proposed scheme
10 April 2014

104750

There is pollution at Huntingdon.

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.

Yes

No

10 April 2014

105061

There is pollution.

Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along
the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. (An AQMA is identified by the local authority at locations
where national air quality objectives could be exceeded.) The air quality
assessment in summary concludes that predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the operational phase of the
scheme would be below objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all
modelled receptors.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The summary concludes that during the construction phase of the
scheme mitigation is required to reduce potential nuisance from dust at local
residential properties and businesses. Mitigation proposed is based on industry
best practice guidance for dust suppression and management. With this
mitigation in place the impacts of the scheme are not expected to be significant.
During the operational phase of the scheme, predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors. A number of areas are
predicted to experience a large improvement in air quality, most notably in
Huntingdon and along the A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon. This was a
result of the majority of traffic being diverted away from these areas and on to the
proposed new road. Air quality management areas in the study area are predicted
to experience improvements in air quality as a result of the proposed scheme

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken as part of an environmental
impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
A range of mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
10 April 2014

103529

Concerns about noise pollution.

Yes
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technical assessment work.
10 April 2014

104750

There is need to consider noise at Huntingdon.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken as part of the environmental
impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme
to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the
scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback
and the technical assessment work. The noise study area is primarily defined in
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as 600 metres around new
or altered highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works
subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme
on opening.
The noise impacts, including impacts to Huntingdon, which would arise from the
proposed scheme, have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment. The noise assessment methodology is that described in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (HD213/11 Revision 1). The method notes that
speed variations associated with junctions will result in a trade-off between the
effects of reducing speed and the additional engine noise generated by
deceleration and acceleration. Hence the prediction of noise should assume a
mean speed appropriate to the segment of road under assessment. In
Huntingdon, the Environmental Statement has identified that the provision of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large number of
dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14.

Visual
Consultee(s)

103529

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns about view pollution (given visibility of the road from
homes).

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include
environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views
towards the scheme, the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive
locations, and native tree and shrub planting. The planting proposals would
establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to
views of the scheme and would generally reduce the significance of visual effects
in the long term.

Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

54593

Concerned that a single three lane dual carriageway trunk road
through Cambridgeshire remains too little too late. It is now
over 30 years since the current A14 was built and almost from
the outset there has been clammer for the capacity to be
increased and it is suggested that the extra carriageway at best
plays catch up with the situation as it existed 10 or 15 years
ago and does not address the increasing flows and
requirements for east west capacity through Cambridgeshire.
In this respect it is felt that the current consultation has been
too narrow and should have taken into account the wider

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the Draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
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issues of trunk roads in Cambridgeshire.

junctions up until the year 2035.
] Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth. Details of further
developments considered within the traffic model can be found in the Transport
Assessment.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101779

Congestion needs to be reduced to enable economic growth
generally.

10 April 2014

104508

The scheme will enable housing growth around Cambridge to
be unlocked.

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.

10 April 2014
104564

With increased development the present road system is
inadequate

Yes

10 April 2014

104743

The new town at Northstowe has significant importance for
housing, employment and economic growth regionally and
nationally. Outline planning permission has been granted for
Phase 1 (1,500 dwellings and associated development) and
HCA is preparing a second application for Phase 2.
Development of Phase 1 is due to commence on site in
September 2014. The scheme objectives are relevant to the
delivery of the new town and in particular to unlock growth to
allow Northstowe and other major developments to proceed.

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase from 19500 vehicles per day to
33900 vehicles per day (+74%) as a result of the A14 scheme. The majority of
this growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase 2 development which is
dependent on improvements to the A14.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate these forecast traffic
flows. Allowance has also been made for widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill
to two lane dual carriageway to connect to the proposed southern access road
and new roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe
Phase 2 development.

Yes

No

Any other improvements to the local road network that are required to deliver the
second phase of the development would need to be agreed between the
developer and Cambridgeshire County Council and included in the planning
application for the second phase of Northstowe.
As part of the A14 scheme, allowance has been made for the Bar Hill junction to
be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes safeguarding land and providing earthworks and structures
that are capable of accommodating an enlarged junction. Any further
improvements to the local and strategic road network that would be required to
support subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to be
agreed with the local planning authority in consultation with the local highway
authority.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely'. Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
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A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104956

Questioning the validity of unlocking growth. Concern that
there would be a negative legacy for the region.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. (N5) Without
improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be a
constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General design
Diversion routes
Consultee(s)

103495

Summary of consultee comment

In the event of an accident on the A14 there are no alternative
routes available, causing congestion on the routes through the
local villages and creating journey delays.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on
the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

104578

Summary of consultee comment

The A14 should be improved but there are many things that
could be done prior to building a new road and all the
incorporated costs. The amount of T-junctions and short slip
roads gives traffic no chance to get up to speed and therefore
causes the flow of traffic to stop. These closed or the slip roads
lengthened.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number
of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve
the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

Slip roads
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Consultee(s)
101766

Summary of consultee comment
Poor design of existing A14 slip roads (short or non-existent).

Date consulted
10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

10 April 2014

103546

There are too many slip roads and junctions for such a busy
road with so many HGVs.

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number
of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve
the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
the length of the scheme. It is not intended that these would be available for
overnight truck parking. The exact location of these emergency refuges would be
determined at the detailed design stage. Facilities for overnight parking will be
available at private sector-operated service areas. There are currently three
privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and
Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the scheme.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Truck stop
Consultee(s)

104578

Summary of consultee comment

Lorry parks should be introduced to stop lorries stopping
overnight again causing disruption and delay to the flow of the
A14.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Road design
Consultee(s)

104803

Summary of consultee comment

The existing layout around Huntingdon is no longer valid.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The majority of the Huntingdon viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and
removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local
landscape and communities. The viaduct would be removed and replaced with
new local road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon.
A new link road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon
from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon
ring road near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station
and from the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road
to connect with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway
would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

General disagreement
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Consultee(s)

104902

Summary of consultee comment

Due to the lack of available information upon which the
scheme objectives are based, there is uncertainty that the
scheme is either required or will address in a positive manner
the objectives.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)
101815

Summary of consultee comment
The A14 is not fit for purpose and needs upgrading.

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Support for the scheme duly noted.

10 April 2014

101779

It is an important link road between east coast ports and the
Midlands.

10 April 2014

Cambridge
Regional College

Support for the improvements to the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon as it will improve the safety of all road users in
the area. This scheme will benefit CRC both directly and
indirectly.

104560

Support for the Swavesey District Bridleway Association
proposals.

10 April 2014

Ebeni Ltd

Agreement provided that the scheme objectives are achieved
and are not just political goals.

10 April 2014

George Lenton
Trust

Agreement with scheme objectives.
Increased volumes of traffic since the completion of the A14 to
M1/M6 interchange mean that there must be infrastructure
changes to avoid worsening congestion problems.

10 April 2014

104791

55622

There is a need for a new solution given the congestion on the
two-lane section of the A14.

30 April 2014
10 April 2014

102203

This will be money well spent – each container lorry is trade in
or out of the country, which is far more important to this country
that the saving of 20 minutes train journey time spent on the
HS2 project. There will be lots of disruptions in the localities but

14 May 2014

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
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the eventual benefits ensure we keep ‘Britain Moving’ in the
right direction.
105032

There is a need for a new road and it has to go somewhere.

St John's College
(Cambridge)

There is a need to make improvements to the Cambridge to
Huntingdon section of the A14. The proposal does offer a
solution to current problems but uncertain whether this is the
optimum solution.

30 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

No comment
Consultee(s)
The Ramblers,
Cambridge Group

Summary of consultee comment

Comment as stated in previous section.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Highways Agency’s response

Comment is duly noted.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

104717

104902

Summary of consultee comment
There is strong potential to increase safety around the
Huntingdon Railway Station for both pedestrians and cyclists if
the planning takes their specific needs properly into account.
There is a concern that this s not the case in the proposed
plans.

There is little provided for safe cycling, in particular on the
proposed 'local' roads and the de-trunked part in Huntingdon,
representing a missed opportunity to reduce the number of cars
on the roads and increase the number of cyclists.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
New shared footway/cycleway facilities would be provided on either side of Mill
Common Link from Brampton Road/Mill Common Link junction south to
Huntingdon Station access and signalised NMU crossings would be provided at
the junction. Full details of scheme proposals can be found in Volume 2.0
Plans/Drawings/Sections of the application.
Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed
by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
highway authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would
be de-trunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and
Spittals interchange. Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to
handle the considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road.

Safety
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101842; 104562

There are frequent accidents.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

103546; 103547

There are too many accidents.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

103547

The roads that currently lead onto the A14 are dangerous.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104611

Safety is a problem which needs to be resolved.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101779

104508

The A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon is dangerous
because of traffic volumes and frequent congestion.

The scheme will improve road safety.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.

104578

If the A428 were dual carriageway all the way to the A1 which
already has permission, this would take huge amounts of traffic
off the A14 and further developments were needed at a later
date they could be looked in to.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

104850

Work needs to be done on the road however there should be a
simpler and cheaper solution is being trialled.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon

improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

53805

There are regular problems with the current A14 and some
form of enhancement is desirable. However, the new road is
not the only answer; would simply attract more traffic and
rapidly become congested. Much of the congestion is caused
by freight. Other options, such as moving freight onto rail, need
to be properly considered.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Growth from outside the study area has been considered by the Cambridge SubRegional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the
A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency’s traffic forecasts, although individual
developments have not been specifically considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines how modelling forecasts have
been undertaken.
Removing HGV traffic would be against the principles of this strategic road
scheme. One of the benefits of the proposed scheme is increased capacity and
resilience of a critical part of the trans-European Network, and improved links to
and from the east coast ports. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs
overtaking on other road users.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)
101036

There is too much congestion and journey times are erratic.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

101842

There are frequent bottlenecks.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

103546

There is lots of congestion.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104562

There is a need to consider the level of congestion.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

104611

Congestion is a problem which needs to be resolved.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104717

The current A14 is constantly congested.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104750

There is congestion on the road to Cambridge.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105060; 105061

There is congestion.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101070

There is a need to improve the congestion caused currently
which impacts on houses situated on the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101855

The A14 is gridlocked most morning which has an effect on
local roads.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the

frequency of accidents.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from
a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

Domino UK Ltd

103495

The A14 journey time is very unpredictable and the road
usually heavily congested. Road users leave the A14 and use
back roads. This takes longer than staying on the A14 if free
flowing but is more relaxing and pleasant - and the time taken
more predictable. Recently, traffic is getting heavier until after
Spittals Interchange. Other people must experience the same
and it must have a negative effect on local businesses.

The A14 is congested at morning and evening rush hours due
to the volume of commuter traffic to Cambridge and further
away. For this reason a large percentage of commuters no
longer use the A14 but instead use alternative routes through
local villages.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from
a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic flows
on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from
49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as a
result of the scheme.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104803

Incidents on the A14 usually result in complete gridlock around
Godmanchester/Huntingdon.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic flows
on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from
49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as a
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result of the scheme.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on
the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
102877

Too much use of cars is leading to increased CO2 and
congestion.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Increase in CO2 emissions is expected as the scheme increases road capacity
and journey length for some drivers. However, the scheme includes Intelligent
Transport System features to reduce congestion and improve the flow. Both of
these aspects can reduce emissions.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

104512

The current A14 is busy and dangerous.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104508

The scheme will improve congestion.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104643

104756

The A14 is currently very congested. It is unpleasant driving in
to Cambridge from Huntingdon because of the heavy lorries on
the road.

Current road congestion into Cambridge is poor. Congestion
on the A14 is also an issue, particularly the regular backlogs at
Spittals roundabout which could be alleviated as a result of the
scheme.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
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section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic flows on the existing A14 between
Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from 49,900 vehicles per day to
18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as a result of the scheme.

104902

The proposed works between Girton and Milton will not reduce
congestion and the need for lane changes at speeds of 70 mph
remain. This is in part due to the high proportion of slower
moving HGV's on this road.

10 April 2014

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme could
accommodate predicted HGV levels.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
101766

There is increased traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

102820

There is too much traffic at present.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104548

There is a high volume of traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

103495

Given the additional development in the area and the recovery
of the economy, the volume of traffic on the A14 will increase.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely'. Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104750

The road was built for 15,000 vehicles a day; there is now
90,000.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
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likely'. Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
104803

The volume of traffic using the A14 is no longer valid.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Comment is duly noted. The current road is not designed to accommodate the
volume of traffic experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the
accidents on this road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

103546

104501

Summary of consultee comment

There are too many lorries mixing with local traffic.

The scheme will only benefit commercial traffic between
Midlands and East Anglia.

10 April 2014

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 between
Huntingdon and Swavesey would be reduced from 87,300 vehicles per day to
35,600 vehicles per day (a decrease of 59%) as a result of the scheme. This
reduction would benefit local traffic using the A14 at this location.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

104893

Summary of consultee comment
The A14 is congested but the average speed cameras have
made a positive impact with reference to the number of
accidents.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

Comment is duly noted.

E.5A.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 5A Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

102882

104644

How will dignity be maintained in accessing the crematorium
through its car park? This aspect seems not to be covered by the
exhibition and is a very sensitive matter.

Yes

No

Under the scheme, access to Cambridge Crematorium would be via the local
access road between Dry Drayton and Girton Interchange instead of directly off the
A14. The proposed access, in a similar way to the existing access, would be for all
visitors and would connect to the existing internal network of roads. The Highways
Agency recognises the sensitive nature of this site and this will be taken into
account in discussions with Cambridge Crematorium during detailed design
development.

Improvements will give better and safer access locally and to
through traffic.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101043

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck.

Congestion makes it impossible to guarantee to be at a customer
site on time, which distorts business practice and increases
costs.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101839

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
Congestion harms business. Clients complain about the time it
takes them to reach Cambridge from Heathrow, with the final
part of the journey (on the M11/A14) taking an inordinate length
of time.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
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not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
101843

Currently delays are unpredictable; invariably they lead to staff
being late to work. The real danger as things get worse is that
customers will go to more accessible providers resulting in
gradual loss of trade

Yes

Congestion has an impact on ability to get to work on time.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.

101844; 101888

No

101940

Frequent delays and accidents impact business.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101782

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
Businesses across the UK are negatively impacted by the delays
caused by this wholly inadequate road every day.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101787

101797

It is important to reduce journey time, increasing efficiency for
employers.

Yes

Every traffic block on the A14 has a detrimental effect on the
traffic and subsequently to the businesses in those areas. It also
affects the country wide movement of lorries and trucks which

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
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No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It

has an impact on the movement of goods.

also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101826

The regular delays are costly to business and the country as a
whole.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

101904

Regular congestion has an impact on business.

Yes

No

101914

This road is a limiting factor for transport and business in the
area.

Yes

No

101884

Inadequate road leads to lost productivity.

Yes

No

102893

The A14 has developed a reputation as a route to be avoided.
This is a major consideration for businesses looking to locate
along the Cambridge/Peterborough corridor. This is potentially
very damaging to the local economy and restricts trade between
the major centres.

Yes

No

The current traffic congestion makes it difficult for staff
commuting to and from work. Meetings frequently have to be
postponed or cancelled. The cumulative effect must be having a
seriously damaging effect upon the local and regional economy.

Yes

No

Traffic makes it difficult to attend early meetings and trains are
not an option; it is affecting the ability to do business in
Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

Time, money and ability to compete is lost if travel on this section
of road is needed. This can prevent businesses from winning
competitive tenders in the Cambridge area.

Yes

No

Currently congestion is a major problem in that staff are regularly
delayed getting to work, goods deliveries and pic-ups are often
delayed, customers are often delayed when visiting.

Yes

No

Clients are frequently delayed due to A14 traffic. The A14 is the
only viable route for them to travel whether they come from the

Yes

No

103592

103496

103506

103558

102888
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and

north (via AI), east (A14 is the only route from the east), from the
south via M11 or from the west via A14. It is seriously restricting
trade.

East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101857

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Consultee regularly travels from Huntingdon to Cambridge for
work.

Yes

No

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101890

102787

Commuting time is higher than should be expected.

Yes

No

Commuters experience daily congestion problems.

Yes

No

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

104859

Commuting to Cambridge is a nightmare.

Yes
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No

Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road

capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
104571

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes.

Commuter time between Willingham and Cambridge has almost
doubled in five years.

Yes

No

Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

102006

Commuting time would be reduced.

Yes

No

103498

Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.

A road network that is fit for purpose is essential to the future of
freight businesses. Most of the trade involves road transport for
containers and/or trailers from the port of Felixstowe. As this is
the country's busiest container port, good road and rail
connections are essential.

Yes

No

Combatting congestion is a key objective of the scheme. The Highways Agency
recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of the major road gateways
in to the East of England region and hence to the Port of Felixstowe. The scheme
is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck.
.

103500

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.

A large proportion of Cambridge's workforce relies on the A14 to
access the city as housing is too expensive and too limited in the
city itself.

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Yes

No

Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
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104520

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.

Jobs may be gained by some but no consideration has been
given to those who will lose their job and way of life.

Yes

No

The scheme is important to the reputation of the sub-region as a place in which
movement is not constrained by traffic congestion; this is a significant factor not
only for businesses, but also for housing, education and tourism. The employment
and business opportunities from the scheme would be considerable, ranging from
professional and skilled jobs during the construction phase through to local
contracts for equipment, services and materials both during and after construction.
The Highways Agency would develop a skills and employment strategy around the
scheme, to address construction skills shortages and to engage local people. A
supply chain development strategy will also be developed, targeting small local
businesses and enabling them to access the contract opportunities, whilst helping
them to develop the skills and expertise needed to maximise supplier and
individual success.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on local communities. The findings of this assessment
are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
104566

Businesses across the UK are negatively impacted by the delays
caused by this inadequate infrastructure on a daily basis, so
infrastructure with sufficient capacity to meet the demands of
those businesses must be a top priority.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104658

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
The bottleneck at the Girton interchange makes it impossible to
consider any jobs with a traditional work day in the Science Park;
it is inaccessible by car and buses stop too early, making it
infeasible to return by bus.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
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unreliability.
104699

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

There is a need to make travelling to and from work more
predictable for staff, customers and deliveries.

Yes

No

Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

104745
Experience of running a business locally demonstrates the
current network to be adequate, and does not limit business or
ability to 'connect' with others.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Further detail on the need for the scheme is provided in the Case for the Scheme.

55527

Local businesses will be affected as they will need to divert
through Huntingdon town centre to get to many destinations.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 between
Huntingdon and Swavesey would be reduced from 87,300 vehicles per day to
35,600 vehicles per day (a decrease of 59%) as a result of the scheme. This
reduction would benefit local traffic using the A14 at this location.

104971
The congestion causes loss to business locally and nationally.

Yes
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No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the

Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

100983

101015

The current road creates a barrier to country walks and cuts off
neighbouring villages from each other to all except car drivers.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed
by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

Congestion is too much; we are trapped in our village every
morning and evening

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a
reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route.

101080

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.

The lack of affordable housing in Cambridge city means that
many people are being forced to live further than they would
choose from their place of work, and the dire state of the A14
makes this a much less appealing option.

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Yes

No

Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101771

It is important to create a positive legacy for the region.

Yes

No

102851

Uncertain that the legacy will be positive.

Yes

No

104593

Further consultation is required to consider a positive legacy.
This will not be a further road improvement scheme for local
communities such as Hilton.

Yes

No
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Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks opportunity at national, regional and
local levels . The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth. A number of aspects

54767
The issue of creating a positive legacy is irrelevant as the
scheme is simply developing what already exists.

Yes

No

101940

of the scheme will directly support long-term legacy benefits, such as the removal
of the Huntingdon railway viaduct, which unlocks development
opportunity. Chapter 7 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy and how the scheme can help facilitate sustainable development.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Frequent delays and accidents impact leisure, community
development and individual lifestyle.

Yes

No

101959

By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed, long-distance traffic a wider range
of options can be developed to meet local travel needs, and create a safer more
sustainable road system that makes journeys between the towns, villages and
other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable. This is reflected in one of the
legacy themes for the scheme which centres on identifying potential quality of life
benefits that result directly from the scheme or are facilitated by it. Chapter 7 of the
Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO application, provides an overview
of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a positive legacy. Rural parts of
Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in villages causing
congestion and negative social and environmental impacts, would be reduced.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The scheme would connect people by
placing the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up local capacity. Between
Cambridge and Huntingdon, this would be achieved through the provision of a new
Local Access Road that runs parallel with the A14, providing an alternative route
for local traffic. As such, it is expected that the Local Access Road would primarily
be used by local traffic travelling between Cambridge and Huntingdon and the
villages in between. Long distance traffic should remain on the A14 mainline,
which would become a more attractive route by virtue of the increase capacity
provided by the scheme.

Concerns about the negative impact of opening routes to more
traffic via the local access road, when local villages have
inadequate traffic calming / HGV restrictions, for example at
Madingley. There is too much risk of ruining the rural village
environment. Weight, speed and volume of traffic are the main
community concern.

Yes

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise
need to use the A14.
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar
Hill junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14. Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.
In addition, long distance traffic would be discouraged from using the de-trunked
A14 both by the number of junctions and by the removal of dual 2-lane
carriageway to dual single lane carriageway prior to Mill Common. HGV traffic
would be unable use the Brampton Road Bridge with the weight restriction applied.

101865

It is not unusual to have Huntingdon and St Ives gridlocked by an
accident on the A14.

Yes
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No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to

accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
101904

Regular congestion has an impact on the local community.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve the quality of life for its users by alleviating the existing
issues with the A14 which include unreliable journey times and congestion.

103521
A14 is a constant frustration to the community.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

101932

With regards to legacy for the region, the scheme will certainly
reduce congestion and people may well use the A14 more.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

102880

It is a good idea to remove a major trunk road from Huntingdon;
the present crossing between Huntingdon Godmanchester is a
problem.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102902

The impacts of the scheme on the communities mentioned have been assessed in
the Environmental Statement and The Transport Assessment.

The scheme will not bring benefits to the villages along the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Villages such as Hilton, Offord,
Buckden and Brampton seem to have been sacrificed for
Huntingdon and Godmanchester, and will suffer greatly as a
result of the noise and pollution and probably reduced values of
our homes.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be a limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden, The Offords, Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton as a
result of the scheme.
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon transfers on to the proposed de-trunked section of the A14.
Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (-26%), while daily traffic flows on
the Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (62%).
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The impacts upon each of the communities mentioned in this response vary. For
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those communities where slight adverse impacts are identified a range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
103539

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Bar Hill residents are reliant on the A14 to get anywhere by car,
unless travelling through surrounding villages, which is unfair and
sometimes equally unreliable should accidents occur on the A14
that necessitates all traffic to try and find alternative routes
around the grid-lock and congestion that results.

Yes

No

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have
a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local access road
providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling to other
areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access the
Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

103598

103543

Bar Hill can be isolated due to accidents, congestion and delays.

Yes

No

The A14 is currently very close to Huntingdon itself and is a
noisy eyesore.

Yes

No

Traffic passing through Huntingdon is a major cause of noise and
air pollution in the town and diminishes the quality of life for
residents and visitors alike.

Yes

No

104530

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The Huntingdon viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road
connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road
would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and
east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near
the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
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Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
Further details on visual, noise and air quality impacts of the scheme are provided
in the Environmental Statement.
103566

Concern that scheme will create a concrete jungle primarily for
the transit of large trucks and at the expense of local people.

Yes

No

104504

It will not solve the problem; it will have serious negative impacts
on my village.

Yes

No

104518

Those living in the location of new road will be negatively
impacted by the countryside that will be concreted over and the
resulting air and noise pollution, as well as inconvenience to daily
life whilst it is built.

Yes

No

54486

There is no mention of the impact to local residents and how this
would be mitigated.

Yes

No

104600

Improvements are needed but this should not be at the expense
of local people and their environment.

Yes

No

55534

It must be ensured that this will not be a blight for our successors
to inherit.

Yes

No

105105

Query over whether the current proposed plans will benefit road
users and not adversely affect village residents.

Yes

No

104519

The current scheme addresses the main problems of east-west
traffic flows and the interconnection with north-south arterial
routes. However, mitigation of impacts on local quality of life and
unrecognised potential effects on local traffic flows need to be
considered.

Yes

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8),
visual (Chapter 10) and noise impacts (Chapter 14) as well as impacts to
communities (Chapter 16), all travellers (Chapter 15) and a health impact
assessment (Appendix 18.1). A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. This includes the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at several locations.
An assessment of the impact on traffic flows is reported in the Transport
Assessment.

No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been developed with five main
objectives: to reduce congestion, to unlock future growth, to connect people in the
area, to improve safety and to create a positive legacy for the area. For Brampton,
the scheme is forecast to reduce the volume of traffic travelling through the village
on the B1514, as some through traffic is expected to transfer on to the de-trunked
A14, which would be substantially relieved of traffic. As a result, traffic volumes
through Brampton would be forecast to decrease. Daily traffic flows on Buckden
Road would be reduced from 12800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 9500
vehicles per day with the scheme (-26%), while daily traffic flows on Thrapston
Road would be reduced from 10200 to 3900 vehicles per day (-62%).
This reduction in traffic would generate further benefits in the Brampton area,
including less congestion, safer conditions for all road users and improved
connectivity, and would also allow for future growth. These potential benefits would
help create a positive legacy for the village and the region based on accessibility,
growth and safety.

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8),
visual (Chapter 10) and noise impacts (Chapter 14) as well as impacts to
communities (Chapter 16), all travellers (Chapter 15) and a health impact
assessment (Appendix 18.1). A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. This includes the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and

104556

Few objectives will be achieved for Brampton.

Yes

104649
The scheme would spoil the Offords and surrounding area.

Yes
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An assessment of the environmental impacts, including impacts on local
communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the Environmental Statement
(Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise surfacing. In
addition, extensive mitigation has been designed into the scheme to reduce the
impact of the scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the
route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove significant noise
at several locations.

landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at several locations.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts, reported in the Transport Assessment,
indicate that with the scheme daily traffic flows on the B1043 in Offord Cluny are
forecasts to rise by around 10%, while Offord D’Arcy would benefit from a 25%
reduction in traffic compared to flows without the scheme.
104698

It would avoid the noise, light and vehicle emissions pollution that
will be on the doorstep of Offord Cluny.

104672

Yes

No

There is a need for improvements to the existing A14 but no
consideration has been given to how it will affect the lives of
adjacent communities. Individuals and landowners whose
livelihood it will significantly affect have not received even
courtesy site visits without requesting them.

Yes

No

Site surveys have given far more consideration to the animals,
birds and insects than to the people living in the area.

Yes

No

104672

104684

Agreement with the need for improvement but not being so close
to the village of Hilton.

Yes

Yes
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An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on local communities and private
assets has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement. Much of the land required is currently in private ownership. Primarily
this comprises agricultural land which would need to be purchased specifically for
the scheme. The footprint of the scheme has been carefully designed to minimise
land take, to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance. Nevertheless it is
unavoidable that a number of farms would be severed by the scheme and
significant changes would be needed to the way the land is farmed in order for the
farms to remain viable. The Highways Agency would undertake engagement with
landowners and tenants to discuss any concerns.
A dedicated land-owner liaison team was set up to prior to the formal consultation
to contact and meet as many landowners as possible. Several meetings have been
held with landowners in order to clarify and discuss particular queries.

No

An assessment of the scheme on local communities has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton would experience
slight adverse impact due to the scheme acting as a barrier to movement, though
the provision of overpasses along the route negates much of this impact. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and
visual impact of the scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of
the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern
peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field
boundary vegetation so that visual effects would be of low significance.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a reduction in
traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the proposed scheme, as traffic diverts
back on to the de-trunked A14 which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Agency’s forecasts indicate that by 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040
Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. An even greater reduction
is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (28%).

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8),
visual (Chapter 10) and noise impacts (Chapter 14) as well as impacts to
communities (Chapter 16). Hilton would experience slight adverse impact due to
the scheme acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses
along the route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the
scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No

104985

Fenstanton residents have already had to deal with two A14
bypasses and now the beautiful tranquil village of Hilton and its
residents will have to share the noise and traffic implications of
this new development.

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8),
visual (Chapter 10) and noise impacts (Chapter 14) as well as impacts to
communities (Chapter 16). A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects. This includes the alignment of the route
itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
several locations.

significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation
so that visual effects would be of low significance.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a reduction in
traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the proposed scheme, as traffic diverts
back on to the de-trunked A14 which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Agency’s forecasts indicate that by 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040
Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. An even greater reduction
is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (28%).
104745

The money should be spent on improving local services that
have suffered, reducing the quality of life for many members of
the community. Ruining unspoilt countryside, peaceful
communities and generating more traffic pollution will not create
a 'positive legacy' or improve quality of life. Offord Cluny is
known for the clean, safe, rural surroundings which people move
to for improvements in the quality of life.

Yes

No

Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme would unlock opportunity at national, regional
and local levels. Chapter 8 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy.
An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation measures
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The
Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the
design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout.

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8),
visual (Chapter 10) and noise impacts (Chapter 14) as well as impacts to
communities (Chapter 16), all travellers (Chapter 15) and a health impact
assessment (Appendix 18.1). A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. This includes the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers would also be introduced to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at several locations.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme would reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. The route from The Offords to Huntingdon
would be maintained through the provision of a bridge carrying the B1043 over the
A14 maintaining its existing connection to Huntingdon via Godmanchester. The
existing A14 would remain as a de-trunked element within the local road network
providing for local journeys.

104774

The needs of people already living near the A14 should be taken
into account, especially health and safety in terms of noise and
pollution.

Yes

104795
The scheme is cutting off local communities by shutting routes
from villages to towns such as the Offords to Huntingdon, the
route at Hilton which will put more traffic on to the A1, and the
country side that will be lost.

Yes

54767

104920

There is a need to connect people.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).

Concern over the legacy as the scheme will create a virtual
island of Godmanchester, Huntingdon and Brampton.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
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from local traffic. The scheme would reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. The existing A14 would remain as a detrunked element within the local road network providing for local journeys between
Alconbury, Huntingdon, Godmanchester, Brampton and Swavesey.
104928

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

Cambridge and many of its satellite villages (including Girton,
Histon, Impington, Bottisham) are already blighted by the noise
and pollution, damage to quality of life, caused by the M11 and
A14. As the UK has persistently breached EU air quality
regulation levels, the EU is now taking the UK to court about this.
The aim should be to promote use of public transport and reduce
the number of lorries on our road network.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. This assessment has included air quality (Chapter 8).

104973

In terms of legacy for local communities and businesses, the A14
does not exist alone it is part of a region of many roads that
service many communities and importantly a significantly
growing number and size of communities. Unless consideration
is given to this wider picture, any sense of positive legacy is
questionable.

Yes

No

54700

Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks opportunity at national, regional and
local levels. Chapter 8 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy.
The Huntingdon viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road
connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road
would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and
east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near
the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The existing A14 is a blight on Huntingdon, but the complex of
local roads that is proposed to take its place will be worse.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
An assessment of air quality, visual and noise impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in the Environmental Statement (Chapters 8, 10 and 14 respectively). The
introduction of the new highway infrastructure would result in the loss of some
open space, however the section of the existing A14 embankment to the east of
the Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme, which
would create new open space within the common. The removal of the existing A14
viaduct and its associated traffic, embankment and sign gantries would cause
localised beneficial townscape and visual effects as well as improvements to noise
and air quality conditions.

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104862

The A1 can clearly be heard from Brampton and the noise and
pollution in the form of dust which will occur during construction
will be serious.

Yes

No

The impact on air quality in the Brampton area has been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment of the proposed scheme and reported in the
Environmental Statement (Chapter 8). Mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce potential nuisance dust issues during construction. The mitigation
measures to limit the impact would be applied to all sites where dust producing
activities would be taking place and the methods of dust suppression would adhere
to the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). No exceedances of the air quality
objectives are predicted as a result of construction vehicles.
(Con7) Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation
measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include
noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment),
acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.

104950

The construction will worsen congestion.

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme.. The cost of
developing the scheme will be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102793

There is a possibility of obtaining permission for housing to fund
part of the A14 project.

Yes

54758
The plans are a waste of £1.5M; it would be much better to
improve the existing route by retaining the railway bridge and
adding extra lanes to provide any long term capacity without
destroying valuable farmland.

Yes

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Further detail on the need for the scheme is provided in the Case for the Scheme.

55534

A spend in excess of £1.5 billion before having a Public Enquiry
to explore more economic and ecologically-friendly solutions is a
wasted opportunity.

Yes
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No

Under the DCO process there is no public inquiry, however a mechanism exists for
stakeholders and the public to provide comments during the examination period.
The Examination is mainly a written process, although in certain circumstances
hearings may be held, at the discretion of the Planning Inspectorate.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon

Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing
Further detail on the development of the scheme is provided in the Case for the
Scheme.
104817

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
The money would be better spent on other roads with more
traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
the need is greatest.

104943
The cost of the proposal is out of step with the enhancements of
the existing structure.

Yes

No

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would deliver value for money.
Further detail on scheme value for money is provided in the Case for the Scheme.

Environmental
General
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

It is important to reduce environmental damage.

Yes

No

Need to consider the environmental impacts of congestion.

Yes

No

103479

It is the greener option: cars are better moving than sat still.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104528

There needs to be consideration of combating global warming
and not making it worse, food and water security, protecting the
life support systems of the UK and the world and addressing the
biodiversity crisis. Roads generate more traffic, take up more
land, increase the consumption of diesel and petrol, and promote
more consumption of the world’s dwindling resources. There is a

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Consultee(s)
101787

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101916

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects. The EIA has been undertaken as an
integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the
design has been developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified
and incorporated into the decision making process throughout.

serious question as to how long the fossil fuels to power the
traffic on the upgraded A14 will be available. The legacy the road
will create will be negative for the region as it will lead to
unsustainable growth based on unsustainable transport use, any
wider benefits will be short lived. The new road will add to global
warming and deprive people of food and water in the long term.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a
reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed layouts would accommodate
predicted traffic levels.
An assessment of human health impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
the Environmental Statement. The health assessment indicates that the scheme
would have beneficial effects on health. Accessibility and connectivity, especially
for non-motorised users would likely see significant beneficial improvements and
improved transport links would help business opportunities, reduce road accident
rates and reduce traffic flows on many local roads.
Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. The positive
impacts identified including improved connectivity, reduced congestion and health
benefits would all contribute to sustainable growth in the region. These
improvements would facilitate local housing development and provide opportunities
to develop new public transport and non-motorised user (NMU) solutions in the
A14 corridor, as well as supporting the diversification of the local economy, most
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notably in Huntingdon, following removal of the Huntingdon viaduct.
104684

104698

Agreement with the need for improvement but not at the cost of
the surrounding countryside.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The EIA has been
undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the
scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental constraints and issues
were identified and incorporated into the decision making process throughout.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape.

It would avoid laying waste to the countryside and farmland to
the north of Offord Cluny.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104794

The UK is committed to climate damage mitigation; there should
be pressure to reduce traffic levels, plan towns so that
employment provision reduces the need for lengthy commutes,
and provide investment in alternatives.

Yes

No

104992

Enlargement of this road is a short term fix which does not take
into account likely adverse effects, concentrating only on
business and financial gain. The present government has
offloaded most of its green credentials. Money is worth nothing if
the environment becomes degraded.

54614

It seems to be the belief of all governments that growth is
necessary to run a successful economy. In view of climate
change and finite world resources, efforts should be made
towards reducing consumption and emissions and expansion
discouraged. In these terms building more roads makes no
sense.

Yes

Yes

No

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options could be developed to meet local
travel needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that would make
journeys between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more
enjoyable.
Rural parts of Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in
villages causing congestion and negative social and environmental impacts, would
be reduced. The roads would become safer and quality of life would improve.
The scheme is important to the reputation of the sub-region as a place in which
movement is not constrained by traffic congestion. This is a significant factor not
only for businesses, but also for housing, education and tourism.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The
EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing
decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental
constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making
process throughout.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
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objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the Draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

In view of the above, cannot, in general, support this large
improvement scheme for the A14. However it is recognised that
it has much support and is going to be built.

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. The scheme is designed to take traffic away
from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air
emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the detrunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. Appendix 13.2 of
the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations for
intervention to reduce carbon emissions.
Air
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

52896

Vehicles travel slowly and inefficiently, creating pollution.

Yes

No

54216

Concern over reducing air pollutants and improving air quality in
Huntingdon, Godmanchester and Brampton

Yes

Yes
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the scheme with pollutant
concentrations in their quality management area improving.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted. Air quality in Huntingdon and Godmanchester is
generally predicted to improve as a result of the scheme, since the re-routing of
traffic onto the new road takes traffic away from the urban areas. Receptors in
Brampton are predicted to experience improvements in NO2 and PM10
concentrations at receptors along the A14 and B1514 in 2020 and 2035.

No

A key objective of the scheme is to reduce congestion by enabling traffic flow. The
proposed A14 improvement scheme would create additional capacity on the A14
that would enable more efficient travel.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.

55745
It is important to improve air quality by removing stationary traffic.

Highways Agency’s response

During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the scheme with pollutant
concentrations in the air quality management area improving.
101865

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Having a major road running straight through Huntingdon with
sitting traffic cannot be good for pollution levels to one of the
major towns in this area population.

Yes

No

101871

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the scheme with pollutant
concentrations in the air quality management area improving.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
An environmental impact assessment of the effects of the scheme during
construction and operation has been undertaken as part of the environmental
impact assessment and is reported in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters
8 to 17). Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted. Air Quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a
result of the scheme with pollutant concentrations in the air quality management
area improving.

The scheme will increase pollution and disrupt the local
environment (including during operation and construction, such
as mineral extraction).

Yes

No

Borrow pits would be restored as part of the scheme. Further detail on the
proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
The restoration of the borrow pits would follow two main objectives: restoration to
agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet informal recreation such as
walking and fishing and also for biodiversity with the balance determined by local
factors.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would, inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency and
the main contractors including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.

101884

A key objective of the scheme is to reduce congestion by enabling traffic flow. The
proposed A14 improvement scheme would create additional capacity on the A14
that would enable more efficient travel.
There is currently too much pollution from stationary vehicles.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the scheme with pollutant
concentrations in the air quality management area improving.

101889

The land on the Brampton side and the A1 is not suitable for
housing development due to air pollution being higher than the
permitted levels. This scheme will be doubling the level of
pollution.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported (including for Brampton) in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted.

102006

Air quality would be improved.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102796

Improved air quality in villages.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102882

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(ES). The study area (Figure 8.6 of the ES) for the air quality assessment of the
scheme is defined using two criteria, comprising the traffic reliability area (TRA)
and the affected road network (ARN).
What measures will be taken to reduce pollution in Cambridge
city? Pollution levels already exceed safe levels.

Yes

No

102902
What will be done do minimise pollution for villages along the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass such Hilton, Offord, Buckden and
Brampton?

Yes

No

The environmental impacts, including impacts on air quality and noise at Hilton,
Offord, Buckden and Brampton which would arise from the proposed scheme,
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are
reported, in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. During operation,
no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that the scheme would bring
improvements for Huntingdon residents and for communities near the detrunked
A14. Small increases in traffic emissions are predicted in certain areas, but no
exceedances of the air quality objectives are predicted.
The impacts on human health which would arise from the scheme are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and the findings of this assessment
are reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. This assessment of
effect on human health indicates that the scheme would have beneficial effects on
health, with improvements expected in various areas of relevance to health. With
the implementation of mitigation measures, the assessment has not identified any
significant adverse health effects likely to arise from the scheme.
Comment is duly noted. Impacts on air quality have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted. Air quality in Huntingdon and Godmanchester is
generally predicted to improve as a result of the scheme, since the re-routing of
traffic onto the new road takes traffic away from the urban areas. Receptors in
Brampton are predicted to experience improvements in NO2 and PM10
concentrations at receptors along the A14 and B1514 in 2020 and 2035.

102902

Concern around the effect on the air quality for reasons of health,
based on proximity to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

Yes

For this assessment the ARN includes roads in the northern part of Cambridge, but
Cambridge City Air Quality Management Area is outside the ARNs. The
assessment concludes that along the A14, to the north of Cambridge, the predicted
changes to annual mean NO2 and PM10 are mainly negligible. All results in this
area are in compliance with the objectives and limit values. As no exceedances of
air quality objectives were observed across the scheme area at human or
ecological receptors, no mitigation is proposed for the operational phase.

103482

Air quality improvements to the greater population of Huntingdon
and Godmanchester would be a very beneficial consequence of
the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

104576

This upgrade is an opportunity to adapt the stretches of road
being modified to improve pollution.

Yes

No

104862

No regard has been made to pollution around the villages,
especially Brampton; during construction and operation.

Yes

No

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

Comment is duly noted. Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted.

Ecology
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
104755

Bridges are needed for wildlife, to protect local biodiversity and
the natural environment.

Yes

No

An assessment of nature conservation impacts and proposals for mitigation are
reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Maintaining landscape
and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the design mitigation. This would
be achieved largely through the use of appropriate habitat creation, landscaping
including tall screen planting, and the provision of suitably located and designed
culverts in conjunction with fencing and sensitive lighting. The inclusion of a green
bridge has also been considered, but is not thought to be of specific benefit to
maintaining connectivity and none are included in the mitigation. No significant
effects on nature and conservation are predicted as a result of severance.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Flooding
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102880

A failure to construct adequate and effective drainage measures
under the A14 will increase the flood risk to Hilton as to no other
village. Both design and implementation to an adequate standard
are essential.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme, including in the vicinity of Hilton.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 will not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the roundabouts
at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An assessment of likely
significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
likely significant environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting
columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of
tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation may also be
implemented. No new road lighting is proposed in the immediate vicinity of Offord
Cluny, Offord Darcy or Hilton and no significant adverse impacts on lighting are
predicted for these villages.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Light
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102880

Concern that the current plans do not provide sufficient
screening from light pollution to villages like Hilton, which will be
most affected.

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102006

Noise pollution would be reduced.

Yes

No

102902

Concern that a 2m bund is not sufficient to mitigate the noise
problems for Hilton.

Yes

No

Concern that the sound barriers and planting will not be effective
at Hilton.

Yes

No

104491
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Support is duly noted.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added

to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work including the alignment of the route
itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
No significant residual adverse effects are predicted for Hilton.
104576

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise barriers are also proposed to
substantially reduce the noise effects at several locations including Girton.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. In summary the assessment
concludes that the scheme would improve the noise climate at a large number of
noise sensitive receptors. The mitigation and avoidance measures would also
successfully mitigate the large majority of significant adverse effects and minimise
other adverse effects as far as is sustainable.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Current road conditions are causing significant stress to
individuals and a knock-on effect to businesses.

Yes

No

The A14 is an additional stress factor, frequently adding time
departure time to allow for traffic jams and stoppages.

Yes

No

This upgrade is an opportunity to adapt the stretches of road
being modified to improve noise levels, which is of particular
importance to Girton residences. Motorway noise creates real
blight in communities alongside major roads, including those that
do not fall within the immediate noise shadow of the road.

Yes

104699

There is a need for lower overall noise levels.

Health
Consultee(s)
101080

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

104856

101916
Need to consider the health impacts of congestion.

Yes
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No

Comment is duly noted. An assessment of impacts on all travellers has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. An
assessment of the potential effects on human health has also been undertaken
and is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme
would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and
would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey
reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the
effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route. When the scheme is in
operation, traffic would be diverted onto the new offline section of the A14 which
would result in reductions in traffic levels on the existing local road network and the
current A14 route, thus easing congestion and reducing hazards. The scheme
also includes Intelligent Transport System features to reduce congestion and
improve the flow. During operation, the provision of high quality road, separation of
local and through traffic, and reduced fear of accidents would provide long term
beneficial effects, reducing driver stress.
Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA)
and are reported in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range
of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. An assessment of the potential effects on human health has also been
undertaken and is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.

When the scheme is in operation, traffic would be diverted onto the new offline
section of the A14 which would result in reductions in traffic levels on the existing
local road network and the current A14 route, thus easing congestion and reducing
hazards. The scheme also includes Intelligent Transport System features to
reduce congestion and improve the flow both of which can reduce emissions.
During operation, the provision of high quality road, separation of local and through
traffic, and reduced fear of accidents would provide long term beneficial effects,
reducing driver stress. Traffic emissions are also predicted to decrease within air
quality management areas, and although some increases in emissions are
predicted elsewhere, these increases are small and do not result in any
exceedances of the relevant air quality objective. Likely significant effects on air
quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
104992

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. No
mitigation for air quality pollution was required as no significant impacts were
identified. A number of areas are predicted to experience a large improvement in
air quality, most notably in Huntingdon and along the A14 between Swavesey and
Huntingdon. Traffic emissions are also predicted to decrease within air quality
management areas, and although some increases in emissions are predicted
elsewhere, these increases are small and do not result in any exceedances of the
relevant air quality objective.

Further development and traffic growth will be to the detriment of
the area. More emphasis should be given to health issues such
as noise and air pollution. At Swavesey, the environment has
deteriorated since this road was enlarged from a single
carriageway.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). The EIA has been
undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the
scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental constraints and issues
were identified and incorporated into the decision making process throughout. The
proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route that
avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction on
the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton combined
with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge
would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of the
A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. In summary the assessment
concludes that the scheme would improve the noise climate at a large number of
noise sensitive receptors. The mitigation and avoidance measures would also
successfully mitigate the large majority of significant adverse effects and minimise
other adverse effects as far as is sustainable.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

55774

Consideration needs to be given to mitigation of the impact on
the countryside, and adjacent communities such as Conington,
Boxworth, Hilton and Elsworth, and villages between the A14
and A428 such as Knapwell which are increasingly becoming
inappropriate cross country rat-runs.

Yes
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Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from
a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14. A range of mitigation measures
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
An assessment of impacts on local communities has been undertaken and is
reported in the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix
20.2 of the Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing
and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. In addition, extensive
mitigation has been designed into the scheme to reduce the impacts once built and
in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers would also reduce or
remove significant noise at several locations.
Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Suffolk Coastal and
Waveney District
Councils

Major concerns about the way the consultations are presented
as local congestion issues in Cambridge and Huntingdon significant volume of traffic using the A14 in Cambridgeshire is
travelling to and from Suffolk including access to and from the
east coast ports.

10 April 2014

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The strategic nature of the route is a core consideration in the scheme, and capacity
and safety for long distance traffic are primary elements of the economic Case for
the Scheme.

Future growth
Consultee(s)
100989

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Improvements on this stretch of road may facilitate some growth,
with new businesses looking into this area.

Yes

No

The A14 upgrade is critical to the development of the region and
would pay for itself in business development many times over.

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

54192

100992

Trade movements and economic development are stifled by
short sighted infrastructure planning and investment by the
Government and all the associated public sector bodies.

Highways Agency’s response
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become
worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring
people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient
freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more
effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential
developments to proceed.
The Department for Transport’s ambitions for alleviating transport problems in the
A14 corridor were described in the A14 study outputs and included: supporting
growth of the national economy by enabling efficient movement from the ports to
other parts of the country; and supporting the regional economy, which has a high
potential and is of regional and national importance, but is frustrated by a lack of
housing and constraints on movement caused by road traffic congestion.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
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A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035.
100994

Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become
worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring
people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient
freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more
effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential
developments to proceed.
Traffic growth and housing development are not sensible goals
for this route.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

101000

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The explosive growth in the Cambridge Technology Cluster has
not been matched by infrastructure development. This has meant
that staff have had to live further afield which has led to huge
traffic growth around Cambridge.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential developments to
proceed. The Transport Assessment demonstrates for the year 2035 that the
scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels

102871

Cambridge has many companies involved in cutting edge
technology. Not being able to access these organisations without

Yes
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No

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages

running the gauntlet of the A14 can only damage the economy of
the area.

would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

54192

103592

104954

The area around Cambridge is economically very active. The
A14 is completely inappropriate for the current levels of traffic
and will not be able to cope with the prospective 50% population
expansion in the next 20 years.

Yes

No

The "Cambridge growth phenomenon" will not be able to
continue to boost the British economy if the A14 acts as a barrier
to business rather than a conduit.

Yes

No

Cambridge will grow and as a significant contributor to "high
tech" industries and research; this should be encouraged.

Yes

No

103510

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

There is a need to consider the growth of Cambridge and the
need for greater road capacity.

Yes

No

A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101010

Improved infrastructure will enable East Anglia to grow.

Yes

No

104771

This will allow growth and encourage economic growth, and will
have all-round positive effect on all aspects of transport and
development.

Yes

No

101022

The congestion will only get worse with the development of
Northstowe and the expansion of the villages between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The connection is already a major
contribution to traffic accidents along this stretch of the A14.

Yes
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No

Support is duly noted.

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other

developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and several amendments have been made to the design to ensure that
the scheme would accommodate them. Growth outside the study area is derived
from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM), which is in turn based on the
East of England Regional Model (EERM). EERM includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip End
Model. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the
A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual
developments will not be represented explicitly.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
101096
Unlocking growth is not a good idea. Growth of population in this
area needs to stop as the area is already overcrowded.
Increasing the population further will reduce the fraction of
agricultural green space in the region.

Yes

No

104782

The development of the A14 will not promote economic growth in
the local area or nationally.

Yes

No

Current government policy supports development that provides housing and/or
jobs. Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035,
with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport
including by road.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
The Department for Transport’s ambitions for alleviating transport problems in the
A14 corridor were described in the A14 study outputs and include: supporting
growth of the national economy by enabling efficient movement from the ports to
other parts of the country; and supporting the regional economy, which has a high
potential and is of regional and national importance, but is frustrated by a lack of
housing and constraints on movement caused by road traffic congestion. The A14
improvement scheme is designed to address congestion and in turn unlock growth
in the region.
Further detail on how the scheme is expected to unlock growth is provided in the
Case for the Scheme.

101105

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.

Congestion on the A14 is a problem leading to loss of
productivity and holding back development in the area.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

101881

The current A14 constrains economic growth.

Yes

No

101904

Regular congestion has an impact on the economy.

Yes

No

101916

Need to consider the economic impacts of congestion.

Yes

No

101887

Cambridgeshire is an ever expanding growth area and the road

Yes

No
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Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively

system is just not fit for purpose.
103479

and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

The A14 must make it difficult to attract major investment to
places other than Cambridge as the links to these places are
problematic.

Yes

No

104899

The existing road is no longer fit for purpose and is hampering
economic growth.

Yes

No

Road Haulage
Association

The haulage sector and the wider economy is being damaged by
congestion related delay on the A14. The current proposals as
broadly sensible measures that will help control and limit
congestion, and will reduce the cost of road congestion to the
economy of the East of England and beyond.
It seems clear that without action, the current severe congestion
on the A14 will worsen and that the growth of the Eastern region
will be restricted, with negative consequences for jobs, housing
development and regional businesses.

Yes

No

102016

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Reducing congestion and allowing free flow traffic would allow
important links with the rest of East of England and Midlands.
Local economic status should be improved offering local
employment and improving the lives of those in the local area as
a result.

Yes

No

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

101821

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
Rerouting the A14 away from the centre of Huntingdon, allowing
the removal of the viaduct, would in turn allow for growth to the
west of the town centre.

54082

Good transport infrastructure encourages industrial growth and
social development.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while daily
traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 43%).
One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,

long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
101864

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally.

Serious consideration needs to be made in regards to "unlock
growth". Flooding and sufficient green sites should be considered
ahead of profit.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. The assessment has concluded the need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas.
Some of these mitigation measures have been added to the scheme following the
formal consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The
assessment concludes that with these mitigation measures in place the existing
flooding conditions would not be adversely affected.

101771; 103524;
104973
There is a need to unlock growth.

However, this is not the only measure against which the scheme is measured. The
value for money assessment for the scheme is measured against a wide range of
impacts including those associated with: noise, air quality, greenhouse gases,
landscape and townscape.

Yes

No

101782

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

A new road with enough capacity to meet current and future
demands and support new housing developments must be a top
priority.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

101895

This upgrade is essential to save time for the public and increase
productivity of workers, as well as allowing growth and expansion
of Huntingdon, St Ives and Cambridge.

Yes

No

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
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includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
101836

There is a need to consider future development for the east of
England and beyond.

Yes

No

101882

Traffic from Felixstowe docks needs easier access to the
Midlands and North. Business would grow in Cambridgeshire
with improved road access and traffic flow.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

101803
Improve prosperity of the region and make up for negative
effects of HS2.

Yes

No

103500

104915

The A14 is a key route between Felixstowe and the Midlands
which is critical for UK economic growth. Cambridge is
associated with poor traffic routes and parking which will inhibit
growth.

Yes

Economic growth and a road system that will meet those needs
is essential. However this should be balanced with consideration

Yes

No

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
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No

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,

for environmental and social local impact.

locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The impacts upon each of the communities mentioned in this response vary. For
those communities where slight adverse impacts are identified a range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

Efficient and effective infrastructure networks are essential to the
functioning of the UK economy. The ongoing difficult economic
conditions have, to some extent, masked the impact of
congestion and unreliability. Congestion is a drag on businesses
and the UK’s international competitiveness is vital to securing
economic growth and job creation.

Yes

No

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

101932
Unlocking growth and connecting people are not a particular
issue, these would happen naturally.

102881

Yes

Concern that it will not be a smooth enough flow to cope with
medium term growth. Concern that expanding population and the
associated increase in housing, car ownership and personal
expectations have been accommodated in the overall scheme.

Yes

No

Consideration needs to be given to the pure volume of traffic and
the intended increase in homes around Cambridge of 30,000
homes in next 10 years.

Yes

No

102897

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

103482

The current A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge has been
identified by the business community as a serious restriction to
growth and economic development and this will disadvantage the
region for the future if the scheme is not progressed. With
additional housing coming to the region the pressure on the
existing road infrastructure will increase further and a scheme
that can increase capacity on the local roads around Huntingdon
is important.

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
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The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
103552

A scheme such as this will support businesses and communities
in Cambridge, and it will encourage and enable enhanced
economic and housing growth over the wider area including
Norfolk.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

104516

104518

In order to promote success within the business community it is
imperative to render town centres easily accessible. Growth has
to be worked at, nurtured and consolidated. The right pathways
need to be in place to allow that process. The economy rests on
these successes nationally. Improvements will have a domino
effect for all communities starting from basic house building to
the most complex of corporate and conglomerate presence.

Yes

The scheme will not create a positive legacy for the region as the
major beneficiaries will be those passing through the region from
Europe, with little benefit to local growth.

Yes

No

Based on past evidence, the forecast of growth and a positive
legacy is unlikely to make a real impact on anybody and is not
worth the cost and disturbance the scheme will inevitably involve.

Yes

No

A new A14 with separate local roads will allow the planned
growth for this area to be effective and avoid gridlock.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them. (T4) The Transport Assessment demonstrates

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme would reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. The existing A14 would remain as a detrunked element within the local road network providing for local journeys between
Alconbury, Huntingdon, Godmanchester, Brampton and Swavesey.

104520

104533
104566

Increasing capacity along this route is crucial to unlocking future
economic growth, not just regionally but nationally.

Yes

104571
With the additional traffic created by Northstowe, the North West
Cambridge development and the new housing estate in
Longstanton, there is a need to future proof Cambridge to ensure
that people are able to make the journey safely and quickly rather than looking elsewhere to work, shop and socialise.

Yes
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Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks opportunity at national, regional and
local levels. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth. A number of aspects
of the scheme will directly support long-term legacy benefits, such as the removal
of the Huntingdon railway viaduct, which unlocks development
opportunity. Chapter 7 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy and how the scheme can help facilitate sustainable development.

that in the year 2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
104576

To unlock growth, it is important to address the consequences to
local residents of increasing traffic on the road.

Yes

No

54675

With new residential schemes proposed in Cambridgeshire, it is
imperative that the road is upgraded to prevent diversions of
heavy traffic through the villages.

Yes

No

104607

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.
It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from
a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase from 19500 vehicles per day to
33900 vehicles per day (+74%) as a result of the A14 scheme. The majority of this
growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase 2 development which is dependent
on improvements to the A14.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate these forecast traffic
flows. Allowance has also been made for widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill
to two lane dual carriageway to connect to the proposed southern access road and
new roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase
2 development.

Do not agree with enabling residential developments to proceed,
in particular the development of Northstowe, which is planned to
destroy open countryside and agricultural land. The scheme only
takes account of those which currently have planning permission,
around 1500 homes. The only principal access out of Northstowe
will be onto the A14, whether going north, south, east or west; or
locally by the Guided Bus. The new A14 scheme will never be
able to cope with that volume of cars from 10,000 homes
accessing it.

Any other improvements to the local road network that are required to deliver the
second phase of the development would need to be agreed between the developer
and Cambridgeshire County Council and included in the planning application for
the second phase of Northstowe.
Yes

No

As part of the A14 scheme, allowance has been made for the Bar Hill junction to
be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes safeguarding land and providing earthworks and structures
that are capable of accommodating an enlarged junction. Any further
improvements to the local and strategic road network that would be required to
support subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to be
agreed with the local planning authority in consultation with the local highway
authority.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104637
Continued decrease in emissions, the use of electric motors and
modern design and build techniques mean that there is no
excuse for preventing the natural development of necessary
infrastructure.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, grade-
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separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
Improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
104681

For Godmanchester, it is essential to cope with the unacceptable
traffic congestion that will be caused by the Bearscroft
Development.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This includes development for 750 dwellings at Bearscroft
Farm site as agreed with Huntingdonshire District Council in April 2014.
A full list of development and growth assumptions can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104787
The objective should be to reduce traffic. Planning of new growth
should be away from the Cambridge area.

Yes

No

104794

104801

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Creating development does not increase economic growth; it
steals it from other parts of the region and country.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and
create additional capacity to support future growth.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

The improvement will increase the potential for future

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
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development in the region.
104825
Cambridge needs a road network that is resilient and able to
manage the growth in the sub-region for the benefit of
Cambridge and its environments. The needs of road users using
the A14 to pass through the region should be a secondary
concern.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
In order to improve local conditions, strategic traffic needs to be managed.

54767
The achievement of growth should focus on more sustainable
methods of transport such as rail.

Yes

No

104909
The road is vital to the prosperity of the region and the UK as a
whole. The current hold ups and delays are costing millions of
pounds per year to the economy particularly to hauliers whose
businesses are being made inefficient due to the inadequacies of
the current A14.

Mid Suffolk District
Council and Babergh
District Council

Stansted Airport

Campaign for Better
Transport (CfBT)

Northamptonshire
County Council

Much of the future housing and employment growth in Mid
Suffolk / Babergh will be in the A14 corridor, including portrelated economic development linked to the east-west road and
rail routes.
Important considerations are junction capacity as a potential
constraint on future development.

Efficient and reliable surface access links are critical for
Stansted's growth and meeting the region's needs for moving
people and goods. This scheme will provide much needed
additional capacity on a key route to Stansted from the north;
thus enabling Stansted to use its expanded catchment area
(through reduced journey times) as a means of attracting new air
services (including long haul routes). Strong support investment
in this key strategic corridor.
The new road will encourage car use and facilitate cardependent new housing and commercial developments.
‘Unlocking growth' is not a meaningful term. The scheme will
open up a range of greenfield sites to development that could be
placed elsewhere, and which will add to traffic on the roads. The
induced traffic will be found both on the A14 and on local roads,
as very few of these induced journeys will start and end on the
A14 itself.
The strong demand for distribution space is likely to continue,
particularly once stronger economic growth returns.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed,
long-distance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by
2020.
Junction improvements are indeed necessary and this includes widening of the
links between junctions, to provide adequate capacity to tackle congestion.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.
The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The junction layouts have been designed to accommodate the forecast
traffic flows using these junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the
proposed junctions would operate satisfactorily at peak times.

No

The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of
the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The scheme would
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The
additional capacity would certainly assist reducing journey times.

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to

alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and
create additional capacity to support future growth.
104899

The population and general economic expansion demands a
better infrastructure.

Yes

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, both for the local and wider population.

Joint Parishes HCV

It appears that there continues to be very little joined up,
strategic, thinking about the subject of long term traffic forecasts
along this route, on the A14 as a whole or on the surrounding
road network. Improvements are necessary. However, one has
to ask where is the solid evidence that this plan is commensurate
with future needs? Where is the evidence that affecting his plan
will not just move the problems a few miles up the road in either
direction, resulting in more sticking plasters in the future? How
does this project both address and impact long term strategy for
transport along this corridor? What is the relationship between
this project and other modes of transport and communication
along the A14/E24 route as a whole and this corridor in
particular?

Comment noted. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate
congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards would significantly improve the local infrastructure.

Yes

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public
transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the
peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035
the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
Traffic flows on the A1 to the north and south and the A14 to the east of the
scheme are not expected to change significantly. Some growth is forecast on the
A14 to the west due to the additional capacity provided around Huntingdon while
growth is also expected on the M11 as more traffic stays on the A14 rather than
using alternative routes. Improvements to other parts of the trunk road network
outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review
the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies
and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The long-term strategy for the transport networks in Cambridgeshire is set out in
Cambridgeshire County Council’s Long-Term Transport Strategy, which
(November 2014). This document includes the A14 improvement scheme.
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No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the St Neots Eastern Expansion area incorporating Loves
Farm and Wintringham Farm developments, are now considered 'more than likely'
to go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the latest
traffic modelling and several amendments have been made to the design to ensure
that the scheme would accommodate these developments.

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that for the year 2035 The A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard than the
existing road, with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. As a
result of the transfer of strategic traffic onto the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the A1198.

Abbotsley Parish
Council +1
Concerns that traffic projections will be made worse by housing
developments at Loves Farm and Wintringham.

10 April 2014

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

104515
When traffic flows approach their maximum, four lanes should
not flow into two lanes. Road widening to this effect is welcomed.

104755

104993

Yes

The road needs to be three-lane to alleviate traffic delays and
accidents due to heavy use of route by lorries Felixstowe etc.
travelling to Midlands and beyond via M11, A14 West, A1(M),
A47.

Yes

No

The road does get busy but the road should not be widened too
much. Three lanes would be helpful.

Yes

No

102802
With three motorways converging (A14/M11/A1), four lanes on
each side are required.

Yes

No

Scheme proposals comprise three-lane dual carriageway apart from: the western
end of the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which would be two-lane dual
carriageway between Ellington and a new junction to the south-west of Brampton
(the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would then continue as a three-lane dual
carriageway); the existing (de-trunked) A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey,
as well as between Alconbury and Spittals interchange; and the section of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton, which would be four-lane dual carriageway.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road, with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic onto the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the
A1198.
Comment duly noted. The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and
help reduce the frequency of accidents.

101800

More lanes or alternative routes will ease traffic and delays.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme..
The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction
14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by approximately one
minute.
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Journey times between Godmanchester and Alconbury via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the existing A14 without the
scheme. The Transport Assessment suggests that journey times would typically
increase by four to five minutes, with similar journey times predicted whether this
traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Improved strategic access
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic , the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic flows
on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from
49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as a result
of the scheme. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass are forecast
to be around 95,500 vehicles per day (two-way) which is well within the capacity
for a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.

The Transport Assessment indicates that the A14 to the west of Ellington will
increase as a result of the scheme. By 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this
section of the A14 are forecast to increase from 51,300 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 63,700 vehicles per day with the scheme. This increase in traffic is
due the increased capacity provided by the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
the relief of traffic from the existing A14. In combination, these changes would
release existing bottlenecks at the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions and make
the A14 a more attractive route for long distance traffic. This level of traffic is well
within the capacity of the existing ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’ standard of road.

Brampton A14
Campaign Group

BCG has consistently advocated improvements to the existing
A14, including removal of unnecessary junctions and HGV laybys to improve traffic flow, provision of safe and secure lorry
parks to reduce HGV parking in A14 villages and installation of
Active Traffic Management (ATM). The EU Transport
Commissioner supported BCG’s views and provided some

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Legislation to provide ATM on all-purpose roads (incorporating variable speed
limits) is not available currently. However, the scheme includes an extensive
technology provision including lane signalling, strategic message signing, CCTV
and incident detection. All of this will be linked to the HA Regional Control Centre.
This will provide resilience and safety for both road users and road workers in the
context of planned maintenance and incident management. Lay-bys will be

20million euros towards installation of ATM on the whole length
of the A14 – this has now been completed except for the HA A14
scheme area.
Road Haulage
Association

provided for emergency purposes only, and no all-purpose parking lay bys will be
provided.

Turning to the specific issue of roadside facilities, the
Department for Transport’s own 2011 AECOM Lorry Parking
Study identified the East of England as an area with serious
problems related to truck parking. The study said that the East
had the highest regional utilisation of truck parks in England, and
that overall on-site parking was 80% full compared to a 61%
national average. The report also said that there was a severe
off-site parking hotspot around A14/A1 (M) Interchange,
combined with a high level of road freight crime activity. Off-site
parking hotspots were also pin-pointed along sections of the
A14. The report concluded that there was limited scope to
encourage more vehicles to park on-site, as more than half of the
truck park sites were already close or at capacity.
Significantly the study found that there was a need for additional
HGV stopping facilities, with over 40% of vehicles parking in the
Eastern region parking off-site and an excess demand in the
region of 615 vehicles. This was the highest level recorded in
England.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

There are two service areas along this section of A14, which have lorry parking
facilities, the operators of which have plans to extend them

The study also found that in 2010 there were 345 recorded road
freight crimes, directly costing the haulage industry an estimated
£8.6 million.
In the view of the RHA the Department for Transport’s own
evidence suggests that more needs to be done to build
affordable truck parking facilities into the redevelopment plans for
the A14, so that the industry is well served, the likelihood of
freight crime is reduced, and local residents and other road users
do not have to deal with trucks stopping at unofficial and
unsuitable locations.
National Farmers
Union (NFU)

The Highways Agency should consider increasing the width of
A428 between St. Neots and the Caxton roundabout due to the
increasing population in St Neots.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s road freight forecasts are based on the National Traffic
Model, which predicts growth in freight across all modes based on outputs from the
Great Britain Freight Model (GBFM). The GBFM is the principle model in the UK
for modelling the nationwide impacts of changes to freight demand as a result of
transport interventions.

Joint Parishes HCV
Has any assumption been included for the reduction in HCV's on
the A14 which the Felixstowe to Nuneaton rail improvements will
provide? Staff who were at the exhibitions, remained unaware of
this project. However, Hutchison are efficient and they estimate
that the rail improvements, some of which are already complete,
will result in a reduction in HCV movements of at least 500,000
per year to and from Felixstowe port.

This suggestion is outside of the scope of to the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
scheme. However the recent Government announcement (December 2014)
indicates that this scheme is in the Roads Programme. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based
strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. The assessment has taken account of other
developments.

Diversion routes
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Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

There is inadequate alternative route capacity and any disruption
to A14 traffic flow leads to gridlock on the local non-trunk
network.

Yes

No

101939

The A14 is unsafe with few alternatives in case of accidents and
closures.

Yes

No

102839

There is a lack of options to bypass A14 when it is closed which
leads to excessive journey times and delay, and reduces
productivity for everyone trying to use the road.

Yes

No

103481

When an accident occurs, alternative routes cannot cope with
extra traffic.

Yes

101099

It is often necessary to take alternative routes instead of the A14
as the congestion is that bad, and there are always accidents
and breakdowns.

Yes

No

The road network around Cambridge is poor. There are very few
alternative routes, particularly across the north of Cambridge.
Consequently, any issue with the main routes lead to significant
problems.

Yes

No

Consultee(s)
102805

102871

102839

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

No

There is a lack of options to bypass A14 when it is closed which
leads to increases in traffic on the minor routes through
numerous market towns and villages, often stretching as far back
as Newmarket to the east and Ellington to the west. This means
routes like the A142, A10, A141 are also busier due to amount of
traffic trying to avoid delays. Living on the A14 corridor and using
it daily to get to work, means life and work often revolves around
what the A14 is doing on any given day.

Yes

104574

Incidents on the A14 lead to traffic frequently diverting through
Cambridge, causing gridlock at times.

Yes

No

104615

The current infrastructure is unable to provide mitigation for
adverse weather conditions or incidents where lane or road
closures become necessary.

Yes

No

103501

When closed, traffic is often routed around St Ives causing major
disruption.

Yes

No

101109; 101820

There are few sensible alternative routes.

Yes

No

No

103535

Due to over capacity of the existing A14, traffic using alternative
routes is impacting on the A428 and villages such as Great
Paxton.

104799

There is a need to divert traffic from the A428 going onto
Madingley Road, adding entry and exits from A14 onto M11 at
Girton junction.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages would benefit a reduction in through traffic.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The major strategic diversion routes
for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending
on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14. This would also be the case with the proposed
local access road, which would in part provide access for local traffic, including that
generated by new developments. As a result a number of villages would benefit
from a reduction in through traffic.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden and Little Paxton, Daily traffic flows on the B1043 in Offord
Cluny are forecast to rise by around 10%, while Offord D’Arcy would benefit
through a 25% reduction in traffic.

Yes
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No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the

Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
Motorway standards
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100992

The A14 should have been built as a motorway in the first place.

Yes

No

54192

An M14 road will still be required to maintain the economic
development in the area.

Yes

No

104590

This is the worst motorway in the arena, congested, dangerous,
not sufficient for the traffic it is supposed to take.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and
reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging the north bound M11 and the
A14 link will be able to better merge together over this section. The addition of hard
shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101054

The A14 has very bad junctions.

Yes

No

101834

Junctions joining the road also need improvement.

Yes

No

103543

The A14 route is currently often congested in the Huntingdon
and Cambridge areas with too many major junctions stopping the
free flow of heavy traffic.

Yes

No

The two junctions where it is necessary to turn off the main road
in order to continue along the A14 are in urgent need of
improvement.

Yes

No

102856

There are currently too many badly designed junctions which
impact on safety.

Yes

No

104867

All junctions are below safety levels.

Yes

No

104913

There are dangerous junctions at both ends of the road; the
A14/M11 at one end and A14/A1 at the other. In addition the runons at certain junctions (such as Hemingford Grey) and laybys
are examples of minor cost saving measures that have proved to
be serious mistakes.

Yes

No

There are too many local road junctions with dangerous short
acceleration and deceleration paths for traffic joining and leaving
the route.

Yes

No

104790

102805

104903

The plans do not seem to include a dedicated lane for motorists
entering the east bound A14 from Bar Hill. This will create an
unnecessarily dangerous situation, with heavy traffic from Bar
Hill entering the A14. This link road is also not that far from the

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number
of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve
the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road; access
to properties would no longer be from the A14, and instead would be from a local
road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or from
the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon;
improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.

Entry slip roads have been designed to the current DMRB standards. Along with
improvements to the number of lanes on the A14 at this location this would allow
sufficient time to access the A14 in both directions.
At the east bound merge Bar Hill junction to Girton the scheme includes the

point where the A14 splits into the A14 and the M11 which may
further complicate and block traffic downstream to Cambridge if
there should be an accident near Bar Hill. There has been at
least one fatality from cars trying to get onto the A14, before the
present dedicated lane system was put into place. Request that
the dedicated lane be retained.

provision of an additional lane, which will upgrade the road to a four lane dual
carriageway.

The roundabout at Spittals is outdated and unsuitable for lorries,
causing delays on a major trunk road. A two lane road in each
direction through the middle of Fenstanton currently has
numerous accidents due to a large volume of joining traffic. A
three lane road in each direction is not possible.

Yes

No

100982

The spirals roundabout is not coping with the volume.

Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic. Three of
the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction in traffic
as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this junction.
Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which would
benefit traffic on A141.

101832

The Huntingdon A1 / A14 intersection is currently illogical and an
obstruction to east-west and west-east traffic on the A14.

Yes

No

102816

The major junctions at J23 and J31 were not designed with the
present route of the A14 in mind and require the traffic on the
main route to turn off, causing major bottlenecks and safely
problems with the tightness of the curves. The more minor
junctions are of a low standard with short slip roads, and there
are too many minor junctions for such an important route.

Yes

No

100984

The Girton interchange is incredibly badly designed.

Yes

No

101019

A14 Carries all traffic travelling east/west coming M1/M6 - A1 A10 - A11 - M11 plus others. A two lane carriageway with current
junctions at Spittals / Brampton Hut/ Girton are simply not
sufficient

Yes

No

104914

101051

The A14 has been a substandard highway since the 1970's.
Girton interchange for example was never designed to serve a
continuous route. The M11 should have joined the route of the
A11 and been continued through to Norwich. Then the A47
should have been dualled throughout its entire length and the
former A45 (now A428) dualled westwards to meet the A1 at
Eaton Socon.

No

Comment is duly noted. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation
of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.

Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic. Three of
the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction in traffic
as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this junction.
Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which would
benefit traffic on A141.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

104700
The design of the Spittals interchange was bad the inception and
is the cause of many accidents and delays.

The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The junction layouts have been designed to accommodate the forecast
flows using these junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the proposed
junctions would operate satisfactorily at peak times.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

103488

Some of the slip road junctions are inadequate.

Yes

No

104818

The road was badly designed with almost non-existent entry and
exit slips causing changes in speed to traffic.

Yes

No

103558
The current road is poorly laid out, specifically the slip roads.
These can be extremely dangerous at peak times with accidents
a regular occurrence.

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number
of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve
the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road; access
to properties would no longer be from the A14, and instead would be from a local
road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or from
the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon;
improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.
Huntingdon viaduct
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100982

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct is almost falling down.

Yes

No

104644

The flyover at Huntingdon railway station is unsafe not sufficient.

Yes

No

101819

The existing bridge over Huntingdon Station is in a poor condition
and structurally inadequate design.

Yes

No

103482

The viaduct past Huntingdon and the A14 generally requires a
high degree of maintenance due to over capacity and age, so
even more disruption is likely in the future without a new route.

Yes

No

104914

The viaduct over the railway at Huntingdon is passed safe usage.

Yes

No

104949

The A14 bridge over the railway at Huntingdon is becoming too
expensive/unsafe to maintain.

Yes

No

104547

The Huntingdon Viaduct is a blot on the landscape and ruins a
pretty town.

Yes

No

There is no need to remove the railway bridge at Huntingdon as it
is quite substantial since the last works on it and the congestion
on Brampton Road will be horrendous.

Yes

No

The traffic needs to go somewhere before the Huntingdon Viaduct
comes down.

Yes

No

104862

104523

104833

Highways Agency’s response

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct will cost millions and will
lead to a lack of alternative route when the proposed by bypass is
complete, leading to new congested roads. Bringing the truncated
A14 down to a junction with an already overloaded Brampton
Road will lead to chaos. Traffic coming onto the Common when
the A14 is blocked will lead to congestion on the ring road. People
will avoid Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for
potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Demolition of the Huntingdon viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway would
only commence post opening of the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
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101090

104936

Concern over a reduced service in the direct neighbourhood of
Huntingdon caused by the destruction of the current rail viaduct.

Yes

No

The issue of the A14 fly-over at Huntingdon Railway Station as
being unfit for purpose is untrue. It has been passed by
constructional engineers, as fit for purpose for many years to
come, after the recent repairs this year.

Yes

No

55527

constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for
potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Demolishing the bridge over the railway will be a considerable
downgrade of the local road system for local residents and
commuters into Cambridge.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.

Road design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

104637
All roads should be designed to cope (within reason) with traffic at
the busiest times.
100984; 101834
The road is not fit for purpose, it is too narrow for the amount of
traffic using it.

Yes

No

The current road layout is inadequate to deal with present traffic
levels, especially if there is an accident.

Yes

No

102803

102805
The current A14 appears to operate at or above its design
capacity and is subject to regular disruption.

Yes

No

102896

The road link between Huntingdon and Cambridge has always
been poorly designed since opening.

Yes

No

104923

The current arrangement is unsatisfactory.

Yes

No
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One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Northamptonshire
County Council

Some sections of the A14 are below the standards of which a
modern two-lane dual carriageway would be built.

Yes

No

101031

The current A14 and surrounding networks are not fit for purpose.

Yes

No

101062

Having only two lanes means that lorries hamper other traffic.

Yes

No

104636

The A14 is always blocked as the road is too small for the lorry
traffic.

Yes

No

101820

The current roads are narrow.

Yes

No

104875

The present road is too narrow to cope with minor accidents
without causing tailbacks.

Yes

No

103504

The A14 is too narrow.

Yes

No

104949

The current A14 is too close to the centre of Huntingdon. The A14
is not wide enough for traffic volumes.

Yes

No

105062

The present dual carriageway is too small for the current and
projected traffic, especially during peak work times.

Yes

No

103560

The existing road is too small/narrow for the current volumes of
traffic. It is dominated by heavy freight lorries.

Yes

No

104749

The A14 was never built big enough originally as one of the main
ports to/between Europe

Yes

No

101806

The road is too narrow and too congested. There should be at
least three lanes, if not four between Girton and Milton.

Yes

No

101774

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

The A14 is an out of date design which renders it dangerous to
users and lacking space to provide speedy access to the
emergency services when attending the frequent accidents which
occur.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The dual three-lane cross section would also be less susceptible to a full
carriageway blockage.
The number of incidents is therefore expected to be
reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would
also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

101819

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
The current arrangement with roundabouts at the intersection with
the A1 and on the approach to Huntingdon is not able to cope with
the traffic on this strategic east-west route.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety: the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, grade-separated
junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road; access to
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properties would no longer be from the A14, and instead would be from a local
road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or from
the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon;
improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of the improved connections
in Huntingdon and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including the de-trunked A14 junction with the A1, would be
reduced.
101849

The A14 between Cambridge and Brampton Hut does not meet
the standards needed to meet economic, environmental and
safety objectives. It was never designed to be used as north-south
and east-west trunk routes of national and international
significance.

Yes

The road is badly designed and dangerous in places, suffering
accidents several times a week, causing even worse delays.

Yes

No

The A14 was designed poorly by modern standards for most of its
users. To motorists it is less safe and slower than it should be,
with poor sightlines at many junctions. To non-motorised users it
is worse, with many bridleways and footpaths simply cut in half.

Yes

No

The road is overly busy with poor design meaning regular
crashes.

Yes

No

Side road accesses are dangerous.

Yes

No

This is a major trunk road that is running over design capacity.
Because of original design faults, many of the junctions are
inadequate for current traffic volumes, leading to regular accidents
and road closures.

Yes

No

No

101861

101084

103487

104575

104984

101873

The road is heavily used, especially by commercial vehicles, so
needs to be wider and have fewer roundabouts to negotiate.

Yes

102871

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

The present A14 has too many entry and exit points and lay-bys
for a trunk road.

Yes

No

The lack of a hard shoulder is unsafe and a frustration.

Yes

No

With few alternative routes, even the provision of a hard shoulder

Yes

No
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Closures/diversions
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Comment is duly noted. The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between
Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the
Girton Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future
traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104882

101957

Comment duly noted. The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more
capacity than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The dual three-lane cross section would also be
less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is
therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be
less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane

would help immensely.

104773

carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the northbound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of the
hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

The route has become much busier than it was originally
designed for and well-planned infrastructure has to keep up with
growth.

Yes

No

102899

The A14 should have originally been built to three lanes, it was
obvious it was going to be busy.

Yes

No

103560

The infrastructure is crumbling, especially the Huntingdon flyover.

Yes

No

103574

The Huntingdon bridges will not last much longer.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues
with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge
which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey
reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
Comment is duly noted. The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old
and is considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct
and removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the
local landscape and communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

54120
The proposed layout seems to be complicated with multiple roads
and slips that will promote traffic growth. Many of the junctions
appear to be vastly over complicated.

Yes

No

104547

The M11 / A14 interchange is inadequate as a junction of two
serious highways.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The section of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon currently has many junctions and accesses. Traffic leaving and joining
the A14 at these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the
congestion and potential for accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would
reduce the number of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road.
This would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the
mainline.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join.In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened two to three lanes in each direction. This
design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The junction would be improved in accordance with current industry standards. The
distance between the joining of the M11 northbound and A14 westbound would be
sufficient for traffic to safely change lanes before Bar Hill junction.

104798

The road as it stands comprises of several linked roads, the old

Yes
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No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many

A604 and the awful junction at Spittals. These were never made
to cope with the capacity in the first place.

junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic.

104813

Concern over the need to turn off the A14 going east into
Cambridge, in order to continue going on the A14. Local and
national traffic is funnelled into a single lane causing large
queues. Similarly, around Huntingdon, the need to turn off the
A14 to continue on the A14 causes needless queues.

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at Girton would
increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14 west of
Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those terminating
in Cambridge.
Yes

No

104819

There are fundamental design failures that are causing delays,
and the amount of traffic using the road is in excess of the design
capacity.

Comment is duly noted. The current road is not designed to accommodate the
volume of traffic experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the
accidents on this road.
Yes

No

104949

The current A14 is too close to the centre of Huntingdon.

Yes

Yes
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough.

No

Comment duly noted. Changing the proposed road category to motorway has
many consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a
dual four lane carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual,
it enables traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14
or heading south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the
northbound M11 and the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this
section. The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the
current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
objectives.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages would benefit a reduction in through traffic.

Hutchison Ports (UK)
Limited

The proposed improvements will address the current capacity
constraints on this section of the A14. There are also issues with
the resilience of this section of road coupled with few or no
efficient alternative routes. For this reason, HPUK would welcome
the inclusion of hard shoulders in the design of the new sections
of road, as well as those sections to be the subject of on-line
widening, and hopes they can be incorporated into the scheme.

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough.

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104862

A bypass to the north of Huntingdon would be a better option.

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

103566

Proposals are not required.

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Local businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential developments to
proceed.
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101768

104525

There is one major flaw in part of the design.

Yes

No

It is unclear what specifically the respondent disagrees with regarding the
proposals. Where respondents have raised specific comments later in their
questionnaires, the Highways Agency has addressed these individually.

Some of the objectives seem vague. There is no real evidence put
forward to substantiate the standard phrases used here, almost
by rote.

Yes

No

The need for the schemes and background to the scheme objectives are as set out
in the Case for the Scheme.

No

The scheme is expected to cost around £1.5 billion, the majority of the funding
would be provided by HM Treasury. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.
These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and
should help to alleviate congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at
peak times. The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme and
in line with industry standards.

104541

The scheme objectives are incapable of being met without the
huge expense and disruption of an A14 upgrade.

Yes

104745
The A14 does not prevent growth, isolate people or generate a
negative legacy. This is 'spin' from central and local government
driven by less 'popular' agendas and private interests.

Yes

No

104703

There is congestion and many accidents but I do not believe that
the current proposal is the correct response.

Yes

No

54120

Broad agreement with the aims but do not think the scheme will
achieve them.

Yes

No

54632

There is a case for improvements but disagree with the current
proposals.

Yes

No

104863

There is a need for improvement, but not in the way currently
proposed.

Yes

No

104936

The A14 does need improving but there are better options than
those proposed by the Highway Agency.

Yes

No

104980

The current A14 suffers frequent congestion, and therefore needs
some form of improvement. However the proposed development
is not a satisfactory solution to the problem.

Yes

No

104499

There is a need for improvement, but this will not be achieved with
the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

54700

There is a need to work toward the scheme objectives, but the
scheme as shown is not the way forward.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential developments to
proceed.

Comments duly noted. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the
Department of Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as
part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from
April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.

The proposed A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing
issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

101066

The road is not needed.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did not go ahead,
leading to significantly extended journey times and greater unreliability.

Yes

The economic evaluation of the scheme demonstrates that it provides value for
money. Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.
102373

The present road is not good enough for the amount of traffic that
uses the road. Almost all the current users try to find an
alternative to using the present A14. So building a replacement

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study). The A14 Study initiated in 2011

will just be another road to avoid; what is needed is an alternative
good and viable route.

comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement
scheme. This included options that retained and widened the existing A14 and
alternative routes to the north and upgrades to the A428 to the south. The analysis
of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge will provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Need for the Proposals
Consultee(s)

Road Haulage
Association

Mid Suffolk District
Council and Babergh
District Council

Highways Agency’s response

No

Comments noted.
The scheme would relieve congestion on one of the busiest stretches of the
strategic road network, providing more reliable journey times and reducing driver
stress. It would separate strategic and local traffic which would help to reduce risk
of accident and would reconnect a number of communities currently divided by the
A14. The scheme would help businesses to operate more effectively, support the
growth of commercial developments and carry the projected increased traffic from
a number of new major residential schemes. It would leave a long lasting positive
legacy by enhancing the region’s reputation as a place where people can move
freely, whether getting to work, doing business or travelling for recreational
reasons.

No

Comments and support noted.
The 2013 options consultation confirmed that tolling proposals generated
significant antipathy. In connection with the Autumn Statement 2013 and within a
speech given at the Institution of Civil Engineers on 4 December 2013 to launch
the National Infrastructure Plan 2013, Danny Alexander MP in his role as Chief
Secretary to the Treasury confirmed that the scheme would not be tolled. He
stated that this decision would not delay the scheme and that the cost would be
covered by government.

Yes

No

Comments noted.
The scheme would improve safety, providing benefits to long-distance throughtraffic and to local drivers and their passengers. The Transport Assessment
document predicts a reduction in casualties over the study area over the 60 year
assessment period.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The A14 is not that bad compared with other road networks such
as M6 and M25. The money would be best spent at other areas
around the country.

Yes

No

Problems on the A14 are rarely experienced.

Yes

No

The current scheme is likely to meet most of the listed objectives
of combating congestion, unlocking growth, connecting people,
improving safety and creating a positive legacy for the region.

The District Councils welcome the decision to abandon the
previous tolling proposal and support early construction and
delivery of this scheme. The overall improvement scheme is very
important to the economy of Suffolk, for future employment and
housing growth.

101796

Improvements in these areas have to be made - they are currently
places that are frequently the scenes of many accidents.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101871

104847

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Date consulted

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

104890

The current A14 is sufficient.

Yes

No

101066

The road is not needed.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Further information required
Consultee(s)
101869

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Noted importance of being able to express comments.

55534

Highways Agency’s response

Plans already seem to be finalised when visiting the exhibitions.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The scheme has been developed over a number of years.
Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been
held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations
with interested parties. The plans presented for consultation represent the scheme
that has been developed a result of this process to date. Further refinement of the
design will be undertaken as a result of consultation and further design stages.

104635

The scheme objectives noted in the questionnaire seem to be
leading the responder to support a predetermined view.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104672

Some Highways Agency representative did not know the Guided
Busway existed.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing. These were well-attended and the
Highways Agency received nearly 1,400 written responses.

104672

The proposed scheme has been developed without due care,
consideration or any public consultation.

Yes

This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014 at 31 locations along the route of
the scheme. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme
options that have been considered.
Further detail on scheme development is provided in the Case for the Scheme.

54767

There has been no consultation on any of the objectives.

Yes

No

Details of scheme objectives was included as part of the formal consultation on the
scheme which took place from April to June 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101051

The current A14 proposals are a belated correction of previous
mistakes and so are welcome in themselves.

Yes

No

101075

The other benefits should take care of themselves if the
improvements are made.

Yes

No

101857

The proposals will alleviate all of the problems.

Yes

No

101901

This will help Huntingdon immensely. People in its route line may
be affected but the improvements are necessary.

Yes

No

102881

Presently the area is becoming somewhere to avoid when looking
at travel plans (or, at best, scheduling travel at unsocial hours) so

Yes

No
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Support is duly noted.

this scheme will help relieve the problem.
53913

I strongly agree and think this should have been done ten years
ago.

Yes

No

104554

The A14 is made up of different roads put together to form a
route. The scheme would create a single efficient route with no
delays and no inadequate junctions.

Yes

No

Full support of the plans now that there is to be no toll on the new
proposed route, providing they do not lead to a grid-lock in
Huntingdon around the new station junction.

Yes

No

Papworth Everard Parish Council agrees that an upgraded A14
between the A1 and Cambridge would achieve positive outcomes
and improvements in all the problem areas identified - Combating
Congestion, Unlocking comic growth, Connecting people and
Connecting people.

Yes

No

104918; 104946

General agreement.

Yes

No

101809

General agreement with the scheme.

Yes

No

103555; 104533;
104841;

Agreement with the scheme objectives.

Yes

No

103601

Agreement with the scheme objectives, particularly safety.

Yes

No

102206

Support for the A14 upgrading proposals on the grounds that the
road is regularly subject to delays and an upgrade will benefit
individuals and business.

Yes

No

Yes

No

104651

Papworth Everard
Parish Council

Kettering Borough
Council

Support for the improvements being planned for the A14 and its
junctions with the A1. These will greatly improve journey times
between Kettering and Cambridge and therefore also from and to
Felixstowe and will improve the queuing problem at Brampton
Hut. The proposals also make connection to the M11 better from
the west and the proposals overall will clearly improve highway
safety and reduce the disruption currently experienced by
accidents on the route. These works are therefore supportive of
the Kettering and North Northamptonshire economy as well as
that of the communities more immediately affected.

10 April 2014

104410

Support for the scheme as vital to mitigating congestion and
reducing road traffic collisions on a route of national importance.

Yes

No

54676

Once constructed the proposed A14 will deliver a road fit for
purpose in an area of substantial growth.

Yes

No

Ipswich Borough
Council

The Council supports, in principle, the general proposals outlined
and does not intend to lodge any formal objections against them.
The A14 is a vital link of strategic importance to Ipswich and the
wider area. It is of the highest importance for the wellbeing and
development of the economy and is relied upon on a daily basis
by businesses and residents. The existing section between
Cambridge and the A1 regularly suffers from considerable
congestion problems which add to the costs of businesses from
our area and act as a barrier to investment.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Jonathan Djanogly
MP

It is supported that the Government has recognised the
importance of building a new road. The proposed scheme, which
is largely based on CHUMMS, is welcomed, and it is essential
that construction begins as soon as possible. It is widely accepted
that the existing road is no longer fit for purpose and the
significant number of accidents and delays is a heavy burden on
the local economy and the security of my constituents.

10 April 2014
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The majority of my constituents and local businesses are in favour
of the proposal and understand the urgency of this scheme.
Northamptonshire
County Council

Road Haulage
Association

Consultee(s)

Agreement with the objectives of the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon scheme to combat congestion, unlock growth,
connect people, improve safety and create a positive legacy, and
fully support the rationale behind them. There is a need to make
improvements to this stretch of the A14 to be able to achieve
these objectives in the long term.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The RHA has been pushing for redevelopment of the A14 for a
number of years and so it welcomes the proposals to develop the
road between Cambridge and Huntingdon.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100989

A solution to the problem on this stretch of road is necessary to at
least create some efficiency with the workforce.

Yes

No

101915

Work time is lost by not being able to travel on this route so
upgrading is essential.

Yes

No

105122

There is a need to address the existing problems of the present
A14, the frequent accidents and resulting delays to traffic. This
affects local people on a daily basis; it affects people travelling
long distances for work and pleasure. It must have a devastating
cost to the economy. Query as to why local initiatives, costing far
less than the proposed new scheme, have not addressed the
problem areas years ago.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Northamptonshire
County Council

101028

There is a need for a solution which addresses the problems of
the whole route, and to develop solutions to encourage private
sector investment in the route. There is a need to work closely
with the freight industry and national operators to identify, design
and implement innovative solutions.
The road needs urgent improvement to allow traffic to flow safely,
and reduce delays.

10 April 2014

100987
The road needs improvement because it does not feel safe to
drive on.

Yes

No

101091
The route is over used, under-funded and in urgent need of
upgrading to three lanes (and preferably to motorway status).

Yes

No

Appreciation that the amount of traffic on the A14 through
Huntingdon is not sustainable, and that there is a need to improve
this section of the road.

Yes

No

101788

The need is evident; the current road network is inadequate.

Yes

No

101815

The A14 is not fit for purpose and needs upgrading.

Yes

No

101783

This stretch of road has needed upgrading for many years; it was

Yes

No

101059
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Highways Agency’s response

One of the scheme’s objectives is to unlock growth by enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth,
locally, regionally and nationally.

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The A14 would not be considered for motorway on the basis that this would be
unaffordable under current funding scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk
road and changing it would be inconsistent as well as out outside of the scope for
the scheme. Modifications to the layouts of this junction have been made to
address expected increases in traffic as a result of the Northstowe development.
The scheme has been designed to current DMRB standards.
The sheer volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road, and
junction layouts, are in places, below modern highway standards. Improving safety
is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be built to modern
highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD, introducing better lane
control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels.

not built for modern levels of traffic.

The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standards that the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or lay-bys. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. Consequently, the Highways Agency
expects that there would be fewer accidents on the new road with the likelihood of
a full carriageway closure also reduced.

101946

There is an undisputed need for this. This section of the A14
operates beyond its maximum capacity.

Yes

No

101845
There is a clear need to do something about the congested part of
the A14 - but not necessarily a completely new route.

Yes

No

Either the current A14 needs to be widened or a re-directed route
(as suggested) needs to be built.

Yes

No

There is no other alternative than to construct a new road, or
vastly improve the existing one.

Yes

No

100997; 103493;
104609; 104820

Improvement is needed.

Yes

No

101898

The road desperately needs improvement.

Yes

No

102858

The A14 needs to be widened between Alconbury and
Cambridge.

Yes

No

101937

Major improvements need to be carried out.

Yes

No

101951

Frequent traffic backlogs prove this is required.

Yes

No

101965

There is a need for the road to be upgraded to alleviate delays on
the route.

Yes

No

104502

It is needed to relieve congestion.

Yes

No

102844

Improvements are needed to relieve congestion, increase
capacity and make the road more resilient to incidents.

Yes

No

104986

Nearly everybody agrees with the need for a new A14.

Yes

No

104832

Improvements to this section of the A14 are needed to provide a
better transport solution for the future of this area and for the
overall improvement of the national road infrastructure.

Yes

No

101818
101825

102860
The area has developed and grown. The A14 is decades behind
in its needed upgrade.

Yes

No

On the existing stretch of road between Swavesey and Milton, the carriageway
would be increased by one lane in each direction. In addition there would be the
provision of a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton which aims to
segregate local traffic from long distance and commuter traffic. Improvements to
junctions like the Girton Interchange would allow for additional capacity and
facilitate a better flow of traffic than existing arrangements. The removal of existing
frontages like the Cambridge Crematorium and junctions (with the exception of Bar
Hill and Swavesey), would serve to allow better traffic flow and reduce conflict
points.
The scheme would encompass both new elements and improvements to the
existing A14. The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a
new high quality route that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional
lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between
Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road between
Huntingdon and Cambridge will provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern
end of this section of the A14.
The scheme would encompass both new elements and improvements to the
existing A14. This support is duly noted.

Comment is duly noted. The existing road is well known for congestion and delays,
without improvement the situations is predicted to worsen. One of the main
objectives of the scheme is to reduce congestion by designing the scheme to
modern highway standards, introducing better lane control and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels

The proposed scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate
future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
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be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
100987

The road needs improvement because it could not accommodate
extra traffic flows in the future.

Yes

No

102872

Improvements to infrastructure essential to accommodate the
planned growth in housing and residents.

Yes

No

103560

The road needs improving to allow for the expansion of local
businesses and additional housing in the area. Without it, it may
deter future business development in Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

104489

The A14 needs updating to cope with traffic growth.

Yes

No

104786

Cambridge is a growing community and the A14 has never been
able to deal with the traffic and HGVs that result from the shipping
ports. Due to these two issues the road system needs massive
improvement to accelerate growth as more business will be willing
to trade here.

Hutchison Ports (UK)
Limited

Suffolk Chamber of
Commerce

Yes

No

This road scheme is crucial not only to the regional economy but
also the UK economy and an early delivery of the scheme will
help support economic recovery and development in an area that
is one of the few in the UK to make a positive contributor to the
Exchequer during the recession years. This scheme is vital to the
local and national economy and should be implemented without
delay.

10 April 2104

Yes

No

The A14 is the main trunk route connecting East Anglia with the
Midlands and North and is the only option for many drivers. East
Anglia relies heavily on the A14 to the west and A12 to the south.
It is therefore an imperative for sustaining business and securing
economic growth and development that the proposed
improvements to the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon
are carefully designed for optimal efficiency and are then
progressed as quickly as possible so that disruption is minimised
and the benefits of the capacity enhancements and improved
journey-time reliability are felt as soon as possible.
This road scheme is crucial not only to the Suffolk economy but
also the UK economy. Failure to do so will undermine economic
growth and development to an area that is vital to the national
economy.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104662

We live in a progressive area and a good road system is crucial.

Yes

No

105027

There is a need to develop the A14. Everyone who lives in this
area knows it needs re-working and enjoys the benefit of living in
a prosperous region which has a bright future ahead of it. A sound
road network is very important.

Yes

No

104939

Improvements are necessary to combat congestion, connect
people and improve safety.

Yes

No

103485

The safety and congestion on this road have needed improving
for over 10 years.

Yes

No

103575

The continuous traffic needs to be slowed down and the new road
completed as soon as possible.

Yes

No

104651

The regular tail backs and accidents on the A14, which have been

Yes

No
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Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Very little of this committed and planned development is dependent on
the proposed A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
indicate that congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge
would continue to worsen if the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading
to significantly extended journey times and even greater unreliability.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth; enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the
existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The proposed
scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

Comment noted. The existing road is well known for congestion and delays,
without improvement the situations is predicted to worsen. One of the main
objectives of the scheme is to reduce congestion by designing the scheme to
modern highway standards, introducing better lane control and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels

notorious for years, indicate that change is required.
104760

The need to make improvements is recognised to relieve
congestion and reduce the number of accidents, road closures as
a result and therefore the volume of traffic diverted through this
small village.

Yes

No

104854

It is essential the road is improved to reduce the level of
congestion and to reduce the number of accidents on it.

Yes

No

57336

Improvements are required to alleviate the current peak time
congestion and the chaos caused to the area when incidents
occur on the A14.

Yes

No

105058

The A14 is out of date; it must be upgraded as there are more
vehicles on the road.

Yes

No

104991

The road needs widening in order to stop the long queues during
rush hour or if there is an accident.

Yes

No

104533
There has been a great need for the A14 corridor between
Cambridge and Elsworth since the A14 was built up to the M6,
where traffic was going to greatly increase. Since that time traffic
has increased hugely and accidents cause traffic to spill onto local
roads causing gridlock in towns like Godmanchester.

Yes

No

Bringing the A14 to Elsworth is currently out of the scope of the scheme. Originally
twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and why we have pursued this proposal.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth; enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The proposed A14 improvement
scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area.

No

Comment is duly noted. By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed, longdistance traffic a wider range of options can be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.

104683

The amount of traffic currently on the A14 is enough to warrant a
bigger/wider road, let alone with population growth in and around
Huntington/St. Ives.

Yes

104729
Improving the A14 now may be the last time such an improvement
is needed as the nature of transportation systems is likely to
change over the next 50 years.

Yes

104932
Improvements are needed now to reduce number of car crashes
and make the road safer for current drivers. Investment in roads is
needed to meet predicted growth. However there is not enough
money to do a good job on the A14 and tolling will not occur
(thankfully).

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme is expected to cost around £1.5 billion and the majority of the funding
would be provided by HM Treasury.

104819
The region has been crying out for this section of road to be
improved.

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

It is necessary to make the route more reliable and provide
capacity for potential further growth on this important strategic link

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
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for freight transport connecting the East Coast ports in East Anglia
with the Midlands and the rest of England.
102892

University of
Cambridge

Consultee(s)

This is a major road artery used by short, medium and long
distance traffic. It is attempting to operate at, or often beyond, its
maximum safe capacity. The need for improvement is obvious,
and has been for many years.

Yes

No

The University recognises the need to improve the stretch of the
A14 between Huntingdon to Cambridge to reduce traffic delays on
a major strategic artery to Cambridge; improve highway safety in
the area: and provide further capacity to enable the continuing
development of Cambridge and allowing its corresponding
economic benefit to the region. There is also an essential need to
improve nationally important strategic highway communications
between the Midlands and the East of England. As such the
University has long-supported the principles of the scheme.

10 April 2014

No

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101029

The need to widen the A14 has been discussed for twenty years;
it is about time we got on with it.

Yes

No

101067

The improvements are hugely overdue and the improvements
must come online as soon as possible.

Yes

No

102013

These proposals have been in development for too long.

Yes

No

102015

The A14 needs to be sorted now.

Yes

No

101792

This road should have be build 10 years ago, the lack of
commitment has caused this problem.

Yes

No

101886

It should have been completed 10 years ago. There has been too
much politics which has blighted this project and overruled
common sense.

Yes

No

101914; 103593;
Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

Improvements are overdue.

Yes

No

104815

The current plan is overdue.

Yes

No

104692; 104823

These improvements should have been made a long time ago.

Yes

No

101958

This scheme first entered the roads programme in 1989; it is time
to start constructing.

Yes

No

101965

This route should have been upgraded 10-15 years ago.

Yes

No

52907

The A14 has needed an upgrade for many years.

Yes

No

102811

Improvements are long overdue - too much time and money has
been spent over recent years and not doing anything.

Yes

No

103498

The existing A 14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon has
become a major bottleneck and is long overdue for improvement.

Yes

No

103532

This is an overdue answer to the region and meets its objectives.

Yes

No

104730

The road is badly designed, badly used and badly connected.
Improvements are long overdue.

Yes

No

104810

The upgrade is long overdue; every time a consultation is held,
the cost escalates.

Yes

No

Suffolk Chamber of

This upgrade of the A14 must be commenced with urgency and

Yes

No
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East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to address known
issues with congestion and journey time reliability. Built more than three decades
ago, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that
now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been shelved on the basis of
affordability.
. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by
2020.

Commerce

without delay.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100983

The current road has no capacity for cyclist and walkers to access
the countryside.

Yes

No

101012

The current road does not meet the needs of non-motorised
traffic.

Yes

No

101869

Equestrians, pedestrians and cyclists are fair game to drivers
whether they on legal crossings or not.

Yes

No

104789

The A14 acts as a barrier to foot and bicycle travel, and prevents
access to areas of South Cambridgeshire for those without a
motor vehicle.

Yes

No

101896

Improve cycle routes and give incentives to share cars.

Yes

No

101998

Cycle lanes are a significant carrier of traffic at key times. It is
important to improve these as strategic transport arteries.

Yes

No

104699

There is a need to make it safer for cyclists.

Yes

No

104563

Cycling to work and elsewhere would be more welcoming if there
were a safe cycle route.

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

Interested in the objective of freeing up local roads for increased
use by cyclists.

No

No

104641

An objective should be added to ensure non-motorised user
groups are given greater consideration in the scheme in order to
relieve reliance on motor vehicles for journeys. In particular roads
suitable for cycling, with separated space with enough room for
overtaking and space enough to be separate from walkers.

Yes

No

The scheme proposals will increase safety for cyclists.

Yes

No

102814

10 April 214

103539

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme endeavours to address each of these comments through the provision
of NMU facilities and crossings which would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards.
Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robis Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane.

Provision of NMU facilities from Bar Hill to the guided busway would be outside the
scope of the scheme.

Bar Hill requires a dedicated cycle lanes and link bus services to
the guided busways, although this is not a cheap transport
alternative.

The junction design has been changed since the formal consultation. One of the
‘loop roads’ has been removed. The eastern loop is retained and traffic signal
control has been added to accommodate traffic movements and non-motorised
users.
Yes

No

103560
It is a dangerous road to cycle along. Levels of traffic are set to
increase which will only further exacerbate the current problems.

Yes
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No

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

The Highways Agency has participated in targeted conversations with NMU groups
to arrive at these proposals. The facilities would separate NMU traffic from the
main traffic on A14 and the local access road, and would all be designed to the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards.
54120

Whilst there is a stated objective of promoting non-motorised
usage there appears to be piecemeal provision for this, rather
than a proper route all the way to Cambridge.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robis Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane..
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the considerations
of NMUs for this stretch of road.

104526

104568

Objectives must be met for non-motorised users as well as those
driving. There is currently no safe way to get from Cambridge to
Bar Hill by bicycle, which is an ideal cycle commuting distance.
The convenience and safety of non-motorised users must be
taken into account and both continuous routes parallel to the A14
introduced and safe way to cross any feeder roads that doesn't
take about half an hour per road. Every person who cycles into
Cambridge for work reduces congestion on the A10/A14 junction.

Yes

No

Consideration should be given to developing cycle routes close
by, which should be much cheaper if done and integrated with the
new road.

Yes

No

104706

Concern around the proposals for a cycle lane and footpath to run
alongside the A14; this will be an accident waiting to happen.
There is already a cycle lane and footpath along the guided bus
lane from St. Ives to Cambridge.

104710; 104736;
104994
Shelford & District
Bridleways Group
Swavesey
Bridleways

Yes

Current scheme proposals do not include provision of a cycle lane along the length
of the A14. Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would
be provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, which would be segregated from the carriageway.
The NMU provision on the local access road would complement the existing
facilities on the Guided Busway as it would provide users living in towns and
villages closer to, and south of the A14 a more direct route to Cambridge,
Huntingdon and the surrounding area.

Support of Swavesey Bridleways comments.

As the local bridleway group, Swavesey Bridleways sees firsthand the effects of the existing A14 as summarised:
1. Heavy levels of rat running through village roads and lanes

No

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robis Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The facilities are designed to best practice standards. The NMU path alongside the
local access road would provide a clear width (plus additional widening for edge
shyness where appropriate) of 3metres between Fenstanton and Dry Drayton.
Between Dry Drayton and A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, this would be
widened to 4m (requested by Cambridgeshire County Council to allow for potential
increased usage in this length). There would also be a verge between the edge of
the NMU facility and a separation from the running lane of the carriageway. The
proposed verge width is 0.8 m, which when combined with the 1.0m wide hard strip

whenever the A14 is blocked;
2. Inability to cross the A14 (Lolworth, Fen Drayton-Conington,
Fenstanton-Hilton due to traffic volumes and ARNCO installation;
3. Perception of inability to cross at Swavesey-Boxworth or Bar
Hill-Longstanton overbridges due to heavy traffic volume;
4. Points (2) and (3) above lead to isolation and lack of community
spirit between village communities on either side of the A14. It
forms an impenetrable barrier.
5. Inability to use the A14 route as a NMU. The existing left side
gutter "cycle lane" is too narrow and hazardous, the traffic levels
are too high and fast, and there is no provision for walkers or
horse riders).
6. Point (5) above leads to more use of private car by local people
for local trips.
The proposal for a NMU route parallel with the A14 from
Swavesey to Girton is welcomed.
Request that this NMU route is high quality, at least 2.5m wide
tarmac with adjacent 2m soft (grass) verge with appropriate
fencing/hedging barrier to separate the NMU route from adjacent
traffic flows. This will attract high levels of use, as demonstrated
by the Cambridgeshire Guided Busway Public Bridleway. Horse
riders and walkers may prefer the grass, while cyclists may prefer
the tarmac, but both can have both options open to them.
Crossings of the A14 and the de-trunked A14 should either be
segregated (bridge or underpass) or, if at-grade, should be signalcontrolled and located in such a way to maximise visibility and
safety while crossing for all three NMU groups: horse riders,
cyclists and walkers. No crossing should be for one NMU-group
only, irrespective of current use.
A long term view should be taken of ‘future-proofing’ the NMU
network. That will lead to greater uptake by NMU usage, as
demonstrated with the busway's bridleway.
The same high quality provision of route and crossing points
should be applied to the de-trunked section of A14 between
Swavesey and Huntingdon to manage the needs of NMU users in
Fen Drayton, Fenstanton, Hilton, Conington, St Ives,
Hemingfords.
In addition, the NMU route should continue from Girton to
Histon/Impington, as there is currently no direct link between
these two village areas.

to the carriageway, would provide a separation of 1.8 m. This complies with
Highways Agency standard TA90.
NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users, and the Department of Transport standards.
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
highway authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. Any NMU considerations for this stretch of road
would be for Cambridgeshire County Council to consider.
There are no planned additional NMU facilities between Girton Interchange and
Histon Junction. This section of A14 is not being widened by the A14 project.
Provision of NMU facilities on the north side of Cambridge Northern Bypass in this
area has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. The view was
taken that Darwin Green development would be the driver/facilitator for additional
NMU facilities in this area.

104755
Bridges are needed for non-motorised road users.

No

Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey. Existing NMU routes
severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges
between Offord Road and New Barns Lane, with additional NMU crossing facilities
provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge and Grafham Road Bridge.

Yes

No

A continuous shared NMU facility (over 12 km) would be included in the scheme
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at
Bar Hill and Swavesey

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307

Yes

Cyclists' Touring
Club
There is a need to re-establish links for cycling between
Cambridge, Bar Hill and Fen Drayton which have been blocked by
the existing A14.

10 April 2014

104779
Proper cycling facilities need to be considered.
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Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robis Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane.
104794

The scheme as proposed has no benefit for pedestrians, cyclists
or equestrians - they are not going to use the de-trunked A14.

Yes

No

No meaningful proposals have been put forward for nonmotorised transport. The new road will make the region even less
attractive for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders, creating a ring
of asphalt around what will be the conurbation of Huntingdon,
Godmanchester and Brampton.

Yes

No

104920

Approximately 30 km of new non-motorised user (NMU) facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robis Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane..
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the considerations
of NMUs for this stretch of road.

104958

Concerns regarding crossing the Bar Hill junction at rush hour on
a bicycle. The original plans suggest that motorised vehicle users
will be given priority and that cyclists will have to wait for a gap in
the traffic to cross. Given the volume of traffic, especially after
Northstowe has been completed, sufficient gaps will unlikely exist
to allow cyclists a timely way to cross this junction. The preferred
solution would be a tunnel to allow cyclists uninterrupted access.

Yes

No

Cyclist Touring Club
(CTC)

There is a public expectation to take advantage of the opportunity
this scheme presents to make even greater provision for cycling
as a form of transport. Historic problems should be fixed to ensure
that it is easy and safe for cyclists to use junctions.
The minimum level of provision that is currently proposed is a step
in the right direction but it does not go far enough. A higher quality
NMU network is required. The extra cost of building higher quality
NMU routes will be relatively small at this stage. And the benefits
to society of higher quality provision in terms of improved health
and a better environment are high and are well worth that extra
cost.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

At Bar Hill, the scheme would include a dedicated NMU bridge linking Bar Hill to
the local access road north of the A14. This bridge links to a shared NMU facility
on the local access road joining to the B1050 Hatton's Road. Toucan crossing
facilities are proposed, with equestrian crossing facilities at the Bar Hill NM bridge
interface with the local access road. Crossing facilities for NMUs are proposed at
the junction with the B1050 Hattons Road and local access road by means of
toucan crossing within the signalised junction.
The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users, and the Department of Transport standards. An
assessment of the impacts on NMUs has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. An assessment of the potential effects
on human health has also been undertaken and would be reported in Appendix
18.1 of the Environmental Statement. There is currently limited provision for travel
between Huntingdon and Cambridge other than by motor vehicle and the scheme
would have the following beneficial effects upon travellers:
•
•

•
•
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a new shared NMU facility between Fenstanton and Girton, which would
provide new, safer opportunities to travel by non-motorised means;
the ‘de-trunking’ of the existing A14 alignment between Brampton Hut and
Swavesey, would reduce traffic volumes, making conditions safer for
cyclists;
the proposed provision of dedicated footways and cycleways at new
junctions on the A14;
two purpose built bridges for pedestrians and cyclists at Swavesey and Bar
Hill to would provide links for local communities to key employment sites

•
•

by non- motorised means;
improved access to bus stops which would be relocated on local access
roads; and
a new bridleway near Brampton which would reconnect bridleways
previously severed by original A1 widening, connecting Brampton to
Brampton Wood and the Brampton Hut services.

These improvements would contribute to the overall beneficial effects the scheme
would be expected to have in terms of health and the environment.
Safety
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The number of accidents and the slowness of the traffic,
combined with the high numbers of UK and foreign trucks makes
it an uncomfortable and time-consuming journey,

Yes

No

The current road is very dangerous, frequently congested and has
no capacity for cyclist and walkers to access the countryside.

Yes

No

101012; 101089;
101100; 101054;
101891; 101905;
102798; 102857;
103510; 103514;
104572; 104575;
104689; 54675;
104919; 104914

Accidents occur frequently.

Yes

No

52896

Accidents are common as traffic shunts occur.

Yes

No

101025

There are too many accidents and delays.

Yes

No

104944

There are too many accidents.

Yes

No

Papworth Everard
Parish Council

Accidents (collisions) seem to occur frequently and lead to very
severe traffic congestion for long periods.

Yes

No

101026

The A14 is a frequent source of accidents.

Yes

No

104565

Accidents occur on a weekly basis mostly due to the volume of
traffic and poor driving such as tailgating.

Yes

No

104757

There are regular accidents during rush hour.

Yes

No

104673

There are frequent serious accidents.

Yes

No

104837

There are frequent accidents causing death and injury.

Yes

No

103534

This section of road has been a cause of accidents for many
years.

Yes

No

102809

The A14 has a poor safety record.

Yes

No

102824

The A14 is notorious for accidents.

Yes

No

101058; 101096

Unacceptably poor safety on such a congested road.

Yes

No

101942; 101877;
101906; 103504;
104694; 52907;
104789; 104812;
104873

The A14 is dangerous.

Yes

No

103482

The current A14 is dangerous, with a high incidence of accidents

Yes

No

Consultee(s)
100979

100983

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

10 April 2014
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Highways Agency’s response

The sheer volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road, and
junction layouts, are in places, below modern highway standards. Improving safety
is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be built to modern
highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD, introducing better lane
control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels.
The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standards that the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or lay-bys. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. Consequently, the Highways Agency
expects that there would be fewer accidents on the new road with the likelihood of
a full carriageway closure also reduced.
On the existing stretch of road between Swavesey and Milton, the carriageway
would be increased by one lane in each direction. In addition there would be the
provision of a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton which aims to
segregate local traffic from long distance and commuter traffic. Improvements to
junctions like the Girton Interchange would allow for additional capacity and
facilitate a better flow of traffic than existing arrangements. The removal of existing
frontages like the Cambridge Crematorium and junctions (with the exception of Bar
Hill and Swavesey), would serve to allow better traffic flow and reduce conflict
points.

and consequent disruption and delays.
104568

The A14 is currently a very slow dangerous road.

Yes

No

104861

The A14 is not safe for cars.

Yes

No

104574

There are frequent accidents, which are dangerous and slow
things even further.

Yes

No

102893

Accidents are all too regular, causing major disruption, not to
mention injury and loss of life.

Yes

No

101839; 104909

The road is unsafe with a high number of accidents.

Yes

No

102788

There are serious accidents and hold ups.

Yes

No

101109

As a result of congestion and over capacity, it is a dangerous
road, sustaining many accidents and significant delays.

Yes

No

101764

There are too many deaths on the A14.

Yes

No

104955

Too many lives are lost in too many accidents.

Yes

No

104654

The current journey cannot be considered as safe as it could be
with numerous instances of accidents and near misses.

Yes

No

104692

The existing A14 between Bar Hill and the A1 is unsafe. It is not
uncommon to see potentially fatal accidents once a month or
more.

Yes

No

101020
The current A14 is unsafe in places, particularly at junctions with
the A14 and other roads.

Yes

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

101075
The route feels very dangerous in parts, such as entering the
Girton Interchange from A14 west where there is a need to cross
two major roads and a motorway to re-join the current A14.

Yes

No

52896

The route needs to be opened up to promote safer driving at more
efficient speeds.

Yes

No

101932

Road safety has always been a priority throughout the country,
unfortunately most motorists do not understand lane discipline or
control.

Yes

No

There are poor safety driving standards.

Yes

No

101820
101993; 101787;
101789; 101821;
101948; 101769;
102790; 103531;
104484; 104686;
104696; 104727;
104782; 104828;
54767; 104922;
104990
104785

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

There is a need to improve safety.

Something needs to be done to improve safety. There are so
many accidents due to congestion and weight of traffic. Too many
people have already been killed on that stretch of road.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety on the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon.

Yes
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No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the
existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and

Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

103596; 104483

There is a need to reduce accidents.

Yes

No

101798

The scheme resilience to accidents would be much improved. The new A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass has been designed to much higher standards than
the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The
Highways Agency has made improvements to the existing road layout between
Swavesey and Girton including the removal of junctions with exception of Bar Hill
and Swavesey. With increased lane capacity from two to three lanes and three to
four lanes respectively and the provision of a local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton, again this would offer increased resilience against incidents.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

With the amount of traffic using the small space, there is a higher
likelihood of more accidents.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
(The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

101799; 101885

Accidents and congestion regularly cause major issues in the
region.

Yes

No

101806

Regular accidents costs the region millions in lost hours.

Yes

No

101814

Regular accidents cost the country a lot of money in unproductive
hours spent in the car.

Yes

No

There are many accidents on the stretch of the A14 which are
largely due to the high number of HGVs using the road, many of
which are from overseas. Combining this with just two lanes
causes prolonged overtaking by HGVs (congestion) and HGVs
pulling out into outside lane more often (collisions/accidents).

Yes

No

104644

The current A14 is not safe due to heavy traffic, particularly
articulated and large lorries.

Yes

No

102817

There are frequent accidents on A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge, often involving HGVs.

Yes

No

102819

The main issue is safety. The road is overcrowded, despite the
introduction of the guided bus. The amount of lorries and heavy
vehicles is really quite dangerous on a small dual carriageway.

Yes

No

101827

101831

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents..

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
Need to improve safety at junctions; and only this.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The proposed junction layouts have been designed to accommodate the
forecast flows using these junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the
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proposed junctions, while busy, would operate satisfactorily at peak times.
104954

The current road is not safe and creates an unpleasant
environment for people living in the area.

Yes

No

101838

Regular accidents cause congestion which has a knock-on effect
on local roads and surrounding villages.

Yes

No

Accidents cause inconvenience and in-town traffic.

Yes

No

104971

101856

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Accidents cause tailbacks from Huntingdon to Cambridge.

Yes

No

102799

In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

Weekly major accidents, usually with fatalities. Godmanchester
becomes clogged with traffic through all minor roads. Usually
busy up to Cambridge or Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

101884

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
There are too many accidents, with too little margin for error, and
it is getting worse daily.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

101890
There are regularly road traffic accidents on the A14 and most
commonly between Huntingdon and St Ives.

Yes

No

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
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built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
101907

Congestion and the poor design of certain junctions leads to an
unacceptable number of accidents which cause further delays.

Yes

No

101979

The number of accidents as a result of the volume of traffic is
unacceptable.

Yes

No

102901

The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in excess of
recommended capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the
section of the A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operates between 93110% of expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between
Swavesey and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD)and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety:

Accident levels are unacceptable.

Yes

No

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the truck road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
Improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.

103515

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
Poor safety record on this particular section is due to the speed
and weight of traffic coupled with the number of minor roads and
farm tracks that come onto the main carriageway with little or no
slipway.

Yes

No

103561

Crashes occur far too often, which is made worse by the road
running over capacity.

Yes

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and local accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce
the number of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This
should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on
the mainline.
The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in excess of
recommended capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the
section of the A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operating between 93110% of expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between
Swavesey and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

104518
The scheme will not improve safety as the plans to take down the
Huntingdon viaduct will cause the traffic that would normally
bypass the centre of Huntingdon to be forced into an extremely
congested area around the Railway Station and Hinchingbrooke
Hospital. More traffic means potentially more accidents in an area
frequented by over a many children going to the schools (many by
bike and on foot).

Yes
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No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day

without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while daily
traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 43%)
104622

Road safety will be improved.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

104647

54700

105105

Uncertain whether the scheme will improve safety.

Yes

No

The upgraded A14 will be safer than the present route, but this
will be offset by increased casualties elsewhere as a result of
higher traffic levels. The way to improve safety is by measures
specifically targeted at that aim rather than capacity
improvements.

Yes

No

The frequency of incidents on the current A14 is well documented
and a positive resolution to this problem would be welcomed by all
concerned with the situation.

Yes

No

Campaign for Better
Transport (CfBT)
There is a strong case for improving safety on this section of the
strategic road network, and for better managing the
consequences of crashes and breakdowns, which mean the
temporary use of alternative routes is necessary. However, these
objectives would be better achieved by reducing the volume of
lorry traffic on the road, providing more refuges and, where
needed, safer overtaking lanes and lower speed limits, as well as
more use of smart traffic management measures, such as
variable message signage and alerts to drivers when incidents
occur.

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
the length of the scheme. It is not intended that these would be available for
overnight truck parking. The exact location of these emergency refuges will be
determined at the detailed design stage. Facilities for overnight parking will be
available at private-sector operated service areas. There are currently three
privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and
Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the scheme.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Northamptonshire
County Council
The resilience of the road is creaking such that accidents and
incidents cause unprecedented delays and subsequent adverse
impacts on commerce and industry, especially in terms of ‘just in
time’ delivery.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency recognises that the existing road is well known for
congestion and delays. While this is particularly prevalent during the traditional
peak hours, the route is busy throughout the day. Without improvement the
situations is predicted to worsen. There is currently little resilience to the road
network. When accidents occur they almost always disrupt traffic movements. This
is due to the fact that the current layout makes it difficult to divert traffic away from
the incident.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101961
The only time this road is a problem is at office open/close times,
therefore if companies took some of the responsibility and
staggered open/close times or allowed flexible working and more
home working then it wouldn't such a problem.

Yes
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One of the main objectives of the scheme is to reduce congestion and make the
route more reliable and provide capacity for future growth. The proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD,
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should
help reduce congestion, and would increase resilience of the road network.
101864

Do not agree with toll roads being introduced without a viable
alternative being provided, the economic climate is difficult
enough for people without removing a lifeline for work, which does
not currently involve daily charging.

Yes

No

The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would be
dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding.

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon. The East
Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge,
as existing.
The scheme would still provide a potential route for through traffic, but as a much
less attractive route in terms of travel time than use of the southern bypass.

No

Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks opportunity at national, regional and
local levels. Chapter 8 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy.

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would allow traffic to bypass
Huntingdon.
The scheme would also widen the existing Cambridge Northern Bypass section
between Histon and Milton.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has been
designed to accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in
the period up to 2035.

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty one
route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these
options presented a shortlisted six highways options. Options were the subject of a
cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs
they would result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected. The
analysis showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a full
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highway’s Agency’s traffic forecasts
suggest that the proportion of HGV’s using the A14 would remain largely
unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the proportion of HGVs is
expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the increased numbers of
cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments have been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme could
accommodate predicted HGV levels.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with additional
lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

101891
The viaduct at Brampton has been strengthened at least twice
and will continue to require work to keep it safe. It would be
cheaper to remove and replace with a new link road.

Yes

54304
Uncertain on whether legacy, connectivity and future growth
should form part of the proposal for the road improvements. They
are a separate issue and should be considered important enough
be treated as such.

Yes

102896
The road would be much improved if the HGV and east bound
traffic could bypass Huntingdon and Cambridge and go directly to
the Newmarket bypass.

Yes

103489

Agreement that improvements need to be made to the A14, but
not that building a brand new road is the right solution. The main
issue with the A14 is lorries; this aspect should be dealt with.

Yes
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No

The Highways Agency recognises that the existing road is well known for
congestion and delays. While this is particularly prevalent during the traditional
peak hours, the route is busy throughout the day. Without improvement the
situations is predicted to worsen. There is currently little resilience to the road
network. When accidents occur they almost always disrupt traffic movements. This
is due to the fact that the current layout makes it difficult to divert traffic away from
the incident.
One of the main objectives of the scheme is to reduce congestion and make the
route more reliable and provide capacity for future growth. The proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD,
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should
help reduce congestion, and would increase resilience of the road network.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Originally twenty one route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

104505

Other actions can be taken before such improvements are made
such as the closure of laybys to stop lorries from causing
congestion and accidents; restricting lorries to inside lane during
peak times; and encouraging greater visibility of policing.

Yes

104485

The A14 needs improvement but not by constructing 10 lanes of
motorway to the west of Brampton.

Yes

No

Dualling the A428 between Caxton Gibbet would divert enough
east-west traffic from the A14 that the proposed six-lane highway
across Cambridgeshire would not be justifiable.

Yes

No

54675

The A428 is in need of an upgrade and should be dualled to the
Black Cat Roundabout.

Yes

No

104833

The A428 dualling from Caxton Gibbett to the A1 at Black Cat
roundabout will complete a dual carriageway from Felixstowe to
Glasgow and should be dealt with first.

Yes

No

There is mounting pressure for the A428 to be dualled between
Caxton Gibbett and the Black Cat Roundabout (A1) to complete
the dual carriageway access to the M1. This would take a
significant volume of traffic off the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
road.

Yes

No

A more strategic overview of the situation in the Cambridgeshire
area is required taking into consideration proposals such as
dualling of the A428 from the Caxton Gibbet to the A1 at St Neots
and improving the rail service to take more freight off the road
network.

Yes

No

54758

54758

105130

104515

Concern over the continuing use of part of the A14 on the east
end of the section planned for improvement as a local distributor
road. Unless this section too is also improved two major accident
black spots will continue to claim victims. Traffic passing to the
north of Cambridge will be seriously impeded at peak times of
day. The local road should continue through the northern corridor
with the closure of the access points at the B1049, A10/1309 and

Yes
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No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the Highways
Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much
higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and
minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
The traffic model indicates less demand for a local access road running parallel to
the Cambridge Northern Bypass, and the expense of such a proposal would not be
justified by its use, or the relief it offered to the A14. Additional road connections to
Chesterton Fen are a matter for the local highway authority Cambridge County
Council and not required as part of the A14 scheme.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14

B1047 junctions. The existing roundabouts can form part of this
northern local road and a new link from to Chesterton Fen would
be included to solve a long-standing local problem for Chesterton.

improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

104525

104541

The Highways Agency has failed to dual the A421 properly from
Cambridge to the M1 as was planned when the A14 was first built.
If there had been two east-west links of this sort, as was
recommended at the time, then the present problems of the A14
would not be as acute as they now are. The present A421
remains an appalling stretch of road that is frequently congested
and often at a standstill when accidents on different parts of the
immediate network are closed for accidents or road works. A
flyover at the Black Cat roundabout should have been built. The
bypass to St Neots is inadequate in that it is not dual carriageway.
There still needs to be an upgrade to this route which could now
include a new rail link to complete the Bedford to Cambridge
railway line.

Yes

No

No alternatives have been presented.

Yes

No

104593

Other alternatives are available and need equal consideration.
The scheme will limit the consultee’s ability to access the needed
roads and local roads will have more traffic.

104580

A high capacity four lane highway is required between Cambridge
and Huntingdon/ Brampton Hut. The road should be fed on either
side between Cambridge and Fenstanton by local lane for local
traffic. Splitting local roads by direction will avoid complicated
traffic interchanges as proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey /
Cambridge services.
Girton interchange proposed is wrong. A merging junction
between Fenstanton and Cambridge services is required to
achieve travel times that are acceptable. Minimal use of
roundabouts at interchanges must be considered.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The volume of traffic on the current A14, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. One of
the main objectives of the proposed scheme would be to improve safety by
designing the scheme to modern highway standards with good forward visibility,
grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should help
reduce the frequency and impact of accidents. Traffic will inevitably look for all
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme proposals
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes and
three to four lanes, removing the number of local accesses onto the A14, the
provision of the new local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton and the
provision of a free flowing bypass south of Huntingdon.
The Highways Agency recognises that some traffic already uses the A428 to avoid
the most congested sections of the A14, and this is forecast to worsen over time if
the proposed scheme does not go ahead. The proposed A14 improvement
scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back on the A14. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the A428 to the east of
the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result
Improvements to the A421 and A428 are outside the scope of the scheme;
however, the Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where the need is greatest.
Comment is duly noted. The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001) identified a package of transport measures which included rail
improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a
guided busway. All of the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding
development.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Originally twenty one route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The scheme includes an additional lane either side of the carriageway; providing
dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. The increase to four lanes is required
between Bar Hill and Girton to allow for both predicted traffic and the movements
at Girton interchange.
This would significantly reduce congestion and the likely effects of incidents
disrupting flow. In addition, the scheme would provide a local access road in
parallel with the A14 and remove direct accesses to properties and commercial
frontages along the A14, which would further improve both safety and flow. Having
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Once the southern A14 route is completed the existing viaduct
over Huntingdon Station needs to be rebuilt, giving the area a
robust traffic conduit.
The current proposals need to properly take heed of toll road
rejection integrating local and national needs.

local roads either side of the A14 would not be considered affordable under the
current scheme.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The Highways Agency
has produced an A14 Link Capacity Report, which reviews the traffic flow by the
number of lanes for the whole scheme including the section between Girton and
Milton. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has
adequate capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels up until the design year 2035.
Both Bar Hill and Swavesey are important layouts, offering routes to the A14, the
local access road and other local roads. Well-designed signage would direct
drivers.

104595
Increasing capacity is a temporary solution. Other solutions may
be more effective, such as building houses near work location. It
would be more sensible to address an underlying problem: the
lack of suitable, affordable housing.

Yes

No

The lack of capacity and resilience on the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon has a number of impacts, including impacts on large-scale housing
developments; these are planned in the A14 and A1 corridors to alleviate an acute
housing shortage in Cambridgeshire, but cannot be implemented to their full
potential without improvement of the local highway network, including the A14.
The A14 improvement scheme is designed to address congestion and in turn
unlock growth in the region.

104713

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

There is a need for improvement of the existing road including an
improved junction North of Huntingdon.

Yes

No

104746
Spittals Interchange in particular is inadequate.

Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain to facilitate movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages, but would no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected
to see a reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic
from this junction. Consequently, there is expected to be a reduction in delay at this
junction, with consequential benefits for traffic on the A141.
Accidents are perceived to be a significant problem on the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, in reality the level of accidents isn’t significantly
different to that on other A roads. However when accidents do occur they almost
always disrupt traffic movements due to the fact that the current layout makes it
difficult to divert traffic away from the incident. There is little resilience in the
current road network.
Additional capacity increases resilience
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users. The scheme provides good forward
visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the
new road. This would introduce better land control, providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.

104920

104922

104986

The existing Spittals interchange would remain to facilitate movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages, but would no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected
to see a reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic
from this junction. Consequently, there is expected to be a reduction in delay at this
junction, with consequential benefits for traffic on the A141.

The statistics show that this road has no more accidents than the
national average.

Yes

No

Other means can be used to address congestion and safety notably less expensive ones in terms of financial and
environmental costs.

Yes

No

Concern over the way the scheme has been planned and that the
route is virtually finalized before the consultation even began.
Consequently the route is unnecessarily close to the village of
Hilton. The route should be moved north closer to the existing A14

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001) identified a package of transport measures which included rail
improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a
guided busway. All of the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding
development.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
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which would affect one or two isolated house in open countryside.

102206

The A1 (M) south of Peterborough shows what can be done, the
ability to travel efficiently from one part of the country to another is
a feature of a modern country.

The analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways options. Options
were the subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered
lower financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental and social
effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these
were rejected. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and why we have pursued this proposal. The Highways Agency has
reviewed consultation comments and there were no alternatives suggested that
would offer the same benefit for less.
An environment impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

Comment is duly noted. The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001) identified a package of transport measures which included rail
improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a
guided busway. All of the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding
development.

102226

One of the main reasons the A14 needs widening is because it is
used as a rat-run by drivers from the Norwich area who wish to
drive to the north of the country. It would be more sensible to
leave the A14 as it is and instead dual the A47 from Great
Yarmouth to Peterborough. Using the A14 rather than the A47
shaves an hour off the driving time between Norwich and the A1.

Yes

Upgrading the A47 route Great Yarmouth to Peterborough would not significantly
relieve, or affect the need to upgrade, the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon. Outside
of the scheme, the Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the
wider A1 and trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies, targeting
future improvements where need is greatest.
Measures like congestion charging, lower speed limits or use of smart traffic
management measures would not in themselves be effective in resolving the
scheme objectives of improving safety, reducing congestion and unlocking growth.
Comment is duly noted. The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001) identified a package of transport measures which included rail
improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a
guided busway. All of the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding
development.

104982

55527

Road congestion is not a problem that is solved by more road
building. There is no explanation as to why existing routes should
not be developed or why radical traffic management schemes
including congestion charging are not introduced on the existing
A14 route.

Yes

No

A full study of transport options in the region would be preferable
to incurring such large expenditure as proposed, unnecessarily

Yes

No
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The scheme incorporates around 15 km of new NMU facilities which look to build
on an existing culture of cycle and non-motorised travel. Of this, over 12 km is
provided in a continuous facility from Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated
from the carriageway, to provide links to/from Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to future development at Northstowe. Additionally, two NMU
bridges are being provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey, improved crossing facilities
for NMUs in Huntingdon, and re-established bridleway links at Brampton. The
design standards for these routes are based on desirable rather than minimum
standards.
Current government policy supports development that provides housing and/or
jobs. Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035,
with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport
including by road. Very little of this committed and planned development is
dependent on the proposed A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency's
traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon
and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the proposed improvements do not go
ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study also considered a

using valuable agricultural land and ruining some beautiful
countryside. This might take a couple of years but bearing in mind
the potential benefits for Cambridgeshire residents it would be
worth the delay.

Campaign for Better
Transport (CfBT)

package of measures not related to road infrastructure, such as rail improvements
in the form of the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line. Many of the measures have now
been delivered, including the guided busway, leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as one of the remaining road component of the
recommendations.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways options. Options
were the subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered
lower financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental and social
effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these
were rejected. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and why we have pursued this proposal. The Highways Agency has
reviewed consultation comments and there were no alternatives suggested that
would offer the same benefit for less.

Building on large, greenfield out-of-town sites near main roads is
a counterproductive and outmoded model of town planning. New
housing and commercial development in the area would be better
placed in and around existing urban areas and alongside existing
or new public transport facilities. There is much evidence that this
pattern of investment is better value for money, is preferred by
investors and is not only better in terms of providing sustainable
economic growth, but also more equitable, providing connections
to jobs and services for the large numbers of people without cars
as well as those who drive

Yes

No

102206
There will always be a need for travel, and in this area the railway
infrastructure in terms of main lines is so limited that provision
would be very expensive, though the restoration of the Oxford to
Cambridge rail line would be welcomed, and a new station at
Alconbury.

Yes

No

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Request for more investment to facilitate the removal of long
distance freight from roads and onto the railways.

1 Community
consultee

The A428 should be dual carriageway from Cambridge to the
Black Cat roundabout.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The lack of capacity and resilience on the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon has a number of impacts, including impacts on large-scale housing
developments; these are planned in the A14 and A1 corridors to alleviate an acute
housing shortage in Cambridgeshire, but cannot be implemented to their full
potential without improvement of the local highway network, including the A14.

Comment noted.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
The Highways Agency is not responsible for future improvements to the railway
network.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public
transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the
peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and

104485, 102914

minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in traffic
on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

Traffic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104884

It is accepted that the current through traffic includes a much
higher than normal number of heavy goods vehicles travelling to
from Felixstowe Container Terminal. Has due consideration been
given to the impact on routes caused by the London Gateway
Container Terminal? The new terminal at London Gateway will
compete with Felixstowe Container Terminal for business and
clearly some current shipping using Felixstowe will opt to use
London Gateway.HGVs travelling to and from London Gateway
from most areas of the UK will opt to use the M25 to access the
motorway network. The only London Gateway traffic opting to use
the M11/A14 route from the M25 would have destinations in East
Anglia/Lincolnshire.The net result of this movement of current
shipping from Felixstowe to London Gateway will be to reduce the
HGV traffic using the A14 Felixstowe to M1 J19 route.

Suffolk Coastal and
Waveney District
Councils

Road Haulage
Association

Joint Parishes HCV

It is clear that a significant volume of traffic using the A14 in
Cambridgeshire is travelling to and from Suffolk including access
to and from the east coast ports. Of utmost importance is the
resilience of the route in its role as part of the core trans-European
transport network designated by the European Union and the
strategic trunk road network.

On the specific issue of truck parking the view of the RHA is that
more needs to be done to ensure that drivers can stop to rest, or
stop overnight in safe locations where there is good provision of
both food and bathroom facilities.

Unconvinced by the traffic forecasts used as a basis for justifying
the adequacy of and need for this scheme and its impacts on local
road networks. The source data used in the forecasts is stated as
coming from two traffic models TEMpro and NTEM and the DoT
Road Transport Forecasts. There has also clearly been more
effort to incorporate the expected effects of potential local
developments. However, with the exception of the latter item,
there is no transparency as to the assumptions made when
making these forecasts.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency’s road freight forecasts are based on the National Traffic
Model, which predicts growth in freight across all modes based on outputs from the
Great Britain Freight Model (GBFM). The GBFM is the principle model in the UK for
modelling the nationwide impacts of changes to freight demand as a result of
transport interventions.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. The assessment has taken account of other
developments.

The strategic nature of the route is a core consideration in the scheme, and capacity
and safety for long distance traffic are primary elements of the economic Case for
the Scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The majority of the length of route will be D3AP with hard strips and wider hard
shoulders on slip roads. The maintenance strategy developed has recognised that
this will, in combination with the extensive technology planned, including lane
control signals, message signs, CCTV coverage and MIDAS systems all linked to
the Regional Control Centre, provide resilience and safety for both road users and
road workers in the context of planned maintenance and incident management.
The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
the length of the scheme. It is not intended that these would be available for
overnight truck parking. The exact location of these emergency refuges would be
determined at the detailed design stage. Facilities for overnight parking will be
available at private sector-operated service areas. There are currently three
privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and
Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the scheme
The development of additional provision through the private sector would be subject
to a separate planning proposal to the relevant local authority.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. Since the formal consultation the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire
District Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood
of additional major developments in the area. This has included the identification of
additional planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the
second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments
have therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth. Details of further
developments considered within the traffic model can be found in the Transport
Assessment.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

53836
Public transport is not an option due to the lack of a regular bus
network.

Yes

No

101014

There is a need to invest in better public transport. During the
summer holidays there are no issues.

Yes

No

101870

The money would be better spent on increasing provision of
public transport.

Yes

No

104800

There should be investment in public transport, such as the
guided busway, and on cycle routes and the railways.

Yes

No

104848

Use of public transport is threatened by the vocal majority
interested only in using their own vehicles. Concern that the
proposed improvement is not worth the cost to humans, wildlife
and the environment.

Yes

No

54700

104488

104645

104952

Increasing traffic is not necessary for economic prosperity. A
better way of unlocking growth is to focus on the public transport
network. Public transport at Papworth Everard, for example, is
limited to an irregular service, with nothing in the evenings and on
Sundays. Upgrading the A14 will not help residents who do not
have access to cars or worsen the situation.

Yes

No

Improving roads creates more traffic and CO2 pollution. Instead a
rail line should be opened between Cambridge and Swindon via
Oxford.

Yes

No

The objectives are worthwhile, but unlikely to be achieved by the
proposal. Reducing congestion, permitting growth, connecting
people, improving safety and creating a positive legacy are all
best done by reducing dependency on motor traffic. The huge
amount of funding reserved for this project could be spent on
infrastructure to support rail, cycling, public transport and (to some
extent) walking. Doing so would allow the objectives to be
achieved without increasing the level of motor road traffic along
the corridor.

Yes

No

In order to reach the scheme objectives, it is necessary to create
an integrated public transport network for Cambridgeshire.
Investment in the railways, buses, and a comprehensive

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from Huntingdon
Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

cycle/footpath network will achieve the objectives. The transport
congestion problem will not be solved by upgrading our road
system.
101871

Failure to address the investment in public transport and railways
which would be a cheaper and more sustainable option.

Yes

No

104524

There is a need to address the traffic on the A14 and surrounding
area but the proposals are only aimed at a single mode of traffic:
driving. It has not considered a balanced / holistic multimodal
approach.

Yes

No

104600

More focus should be placed on alternative forms of transport and
connection.

Yes

No

104937

This survey is inadequate in its design because it considers only
the road component of a transport problem. It does not allow
people to consider alternative investment proposals with a
different philosophy about the future of transport in and through
the region.

Yes

No

104787

There should be more focus on public transport and making use
of the railways.

Yes

No

104960

Steps need to be taken to shift the traffic onto different modes.

Yes

No

Northamptonshire
County Council

The A14 must not be looked at in isolation, but also consider its
adjacent feeder network as part of a holistic approach

Yes

No

101896

Alternative transport links should be created, notably a train route
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, rather than the guided bus
route which connects St Ives to Cambridge. improve cycle routes,
give incentives to share cars etc

Yes

No

103593

10 April 2014

Improving the rail links between the East Coast ports and the
Midlands, though important, will have little impact on the local and
economic effects of the current congestion.

Yes

No

104481

The railways can transport containers to the Midlands Distribution
Centres.

Yes

No

101917

Moving all possible traffic on to the railways would be a far more
environmentally acceptable solution. Increasing capacity on the
A14 only encourages more traffic to use it. However because this
will not happen improvements to the A14 are the only answer.

Yes

No

104719

If more freight from lorries was put onto rail, there would be less
traffic on the A14 and the current road would be adequate.

Yes

No

101066

Freight traffic must be encouraged to go on the railway which
would relieve the road and leave the land to be farmed.

Yes

No

104992

Freight would be better on rail, which would not be as dependant
on oil.

Yes

No

104981

There are too many heavy goods vehicles on this road that
perhaps should be transported by rail.

Yes

No

101897
It is more important to get all the foreign lorries off the road. They
pass through Cambridgeshire, creating pollution and not stopping
to use the businesses in Huntingdon, and no do not contribute to
the economy or growth of the region. They are the one causing
congestion and without them there would not be a problem on the
A14.

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail freight.

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the

A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel 15mph
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.
103487

The lack of alternative infrastructure means that there are few
good alternatives which also suffer when there are problems on
the A14.

Yes

No

There is no evidence that the scheme reflects the impact of the
emergent improvements to the railway line between Felixstowe
and Nuneaton on freight traffic.

Yes

No

104523

104595

104937

104939

Ipswich Borough
Council

Facilitating other transport modes will alleviate pressure on the
A14. Huntingdon, Newmarket, and Ely are easily within cycling
distance of Cambridge. Building on the success of the St Ives
cycleway will draw traffic off of the A14, reduce air pollution,
increase health and well-being, and reduce road repair costs.

Yes

A priority should be to increase investment in public transport for
both people and freight, in order to reduce the load of traffic on
the A14. The assumption that investment in bigger roads is the
main solution to the five scheme objectives is short-sighted,
environmentally unsustainable (as we have to move to a low
Carbon economy as fast as possible) and underestimates the
negative impacts on many residents. Furthermore, experience
(and traffic models) shows that improving roads tends to increase
the volume of use, so that problems of congestion, safety and
pollution may be moved around but overall are increased.

Yes

Unlocking growth and creating a positive legacy do not
necessarily require large scale highway construction. The
proposals take no account of the reduction in HGV traffic on the
A14 in recent years, following the transfer of large portions of the
Felixstowe freight traffic to the Ipswich-Nuneaton rail route which
has ongoing upgrades in progress. Currently, some 40% of
Felixstowe container traffic has transferred to rail, either via
Ely/Peterborough, or via London.
Medium distance passenger traffic, including commuters, could be
accommodated by increases in capacity and speed to the
Peterborough/Ely/Cambridge rail route, with additional stations in
the Cambridge area and by the proposed Bedford-Cambridge
section of the East-West Rail Route which is likely to be
constructed in tandem with the new settlements in central South
Cambridgeshire.
Whilst this need for strategic transport capacity is understood to
be so high that improvements to the A14 are necessary, the
Council notes with concern that there is no railway line connecting
Cambridge with Bedford (where existing railway infrastructure can
then provide onward travel to longer distance locations) and that
the existing railway line between Ipswich and Peterborough is
slow, not electrified and lacking in capacity. The Council desires
to see the provision of the East-West Rail link to overcome the
former issue and major investment to the Ipswich to Peterborough
railway line to overcome the latter, as both of these
enhancements would help to meet the fundamental problem of
the need to move people and goods to the west and north-west
Cambridge, and would therefore reduce the congestion and

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Traffic will inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

No

Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from Huntingdon
Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic..
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it would not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.

No

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it would not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.

pressure placed on the A14.
104923

The scale of the scheme is larger than unnecessary.

Yes

No

104719

The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

Freight should be moved to rail.

54700

The proposed A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the
existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Yes

A ferry link across the Great Ouse should be considered.

No

No

In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was
produced in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package
was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in
HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.
The CHUMMS study identified that public transport can contribute to a solution but
not a complete solution in itself.
Comment noted. A ferry link is outside the scope of the scheme and not a matter
for the Highways Agency. This would be a matter for the Local Authority.

Strategic context
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100992

The A14 is a major east /west road artery of national and regional
importance.

Yes

No

100996

The A14 is the main route from East Anglia to the North and
Midlands.

Yes

No

101001

This is a major pinch point on the east-west road network which
needs increased capacity.

Yes

No

103504

It is the major route from Felixstowe to the M1/M6.

Yes

No

103552

The A14 trunk road is a key element of the trans-European
transport network and provides a vital east-west corridor between
the Midlands and East Anglia.

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Essex Chambers of
Commerce

The A14 through Cambridgeshire is a major link between the East
of England, the Midlands and the North and is particularly
important in providing access to and from ports in Essex, and
Suffolk. It provides a link northwards from the A12 running
through Essex and from the M25. It is becoming increasingly
congested with heavy goods vehicles going to and from those
areas as well as with more localised traffic, especially around
Cambridge itself and Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Papworth Everard
Parish Council

This is the main link between the east coast ports (especially
Felixstowe) and the Midlands (one of the Country's main
manufacturing areas. It is also heavily used as a local commuter
route, especially into Cambridge.

Yes

No

104980

The A14 is a busy road linking the east of the country, and
particularly the North Sea ports such as Lowestoft and Harwich,
with the Midlands and the main road network there.

Yes

No

104680

There is a need to improve transport and communication to the
eastern region.

Yes

No

103583

The road is a major trunk route so attracts lots of through traffic as
well as local traffic.

Yes

No

Babergh District
Council

Noted importance of the A14 as a Trans-European Network route
and to Suffolk and UK economy growth agenda means need for
resilience and capacity.

Yes

No

55530

The road is part of the trans-European network and carries lorries
from the docks at Felixstowe. It is one of few east/west highways
in the UK and therefore takes a lot of traffic.

Yes

No

Recognition that the fitness for purpose of the A14 is central to the
economic fortunes of the Eastern region, given that the A14 forms
part of the trans-European transport network linking Felixstowe
container port to the M1 and M6 motorways, and providing a vital
east-west corridor between the Midlands and East Anglia, as well
as linking north-south routes via the A1 (M) and M11 motorways.
Acknowledgement that the road is also an important local
commuter route.

Yes

No

The strategic importance of the A14 scheme arises from
Cambridge's position as the most significant technology cluster in
the UK. The UK needs knowledge based to remain globally
competitive. However, despite the strategic importance of 'Silicon
Fen' for the UK's future, successive governments have been
content to leave it with an antiquated transport infrastructure

Yes

No

This section of road is the link between the M11 and A1, between
East Anglia and the Midlands, and between Cambridge and
Peterborough. As such it needs to be free running at all times of
day.

Yes

No

101784

As one of the nation’s major east/west highways, the A14 needs
to be of the highest quality

Yes

No

104659

Such a major trunk road from the Midlands to the East Coast
should be upgraded to reflect its importance to the economy.

Yes

No

101774

As a major connection from the centre and north of the UK to East
Coast, Thames Gateway and Channel Ports, the A14 is a major
and uneconomic bottleneck.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.

This is a key strategic route that is consistently congested,
damaging the local, regional and national economies.

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is

Road Haulage
Association

101029

102015

103593
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acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
101926

Currently there is a large amount of traffic using the route as it
links the north with the east of England,

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

104746
The A14 is a nationally important route which is overloaded at
certain times of the day now and can only get busier.

Yes

No

104806

The A14 represents a major route in need of investment to
connect to the ports and mainland Europe

Yes

No

102850

The A14 is a major east-west trunk road, connecting the ports
with the M11, M1, M6 and A1(M), and as such has a high volume
of freight traffic. In addition, it carries a high volume of local traffic
due to their being no alternative routes.

Yes

No

The A14 is critical to the cross-country infrastructure for the
transport of goods to and from East Anglia sea ports and the
present road capacity imposes heavy financial costs on this
industry due to delays and fuel wastage in traffic jams.

Yes

No

54160

The current A14 is inadequate for what is a major east-west route,
particularly the junctions (M11 - A14 - A428)

Yes

No

104515

The road is inadequate as a single link between a major east-west
European route and a major north-south link from East London
and Kent to the Midlands and North of England.

Yes

No

101082

It is important to support Felixstowe docks in light of new London
gateway docks.

Yes

No

101791

Freight lorries and light commercial vehicles need to be able to
access the whole of East Anglia. It is important to consider the
growth of East Anglia and the associated requirements for road
infrastructure.

Yes

No

102854

The congestion is unacceptable for the primary freight route from
the East to the Midlands.

Yes

No

Hutchison Ports (UK)
Limited

The Port of Felixstowe is the largest container port in the United
Kingdom and sits at the eastern end of the A14. The port serves
more container freight trains on a daily basis than any other UK
pot but the A14 remains the main access route for goods
travelling to or from the port from the Midlands and North. The
section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon is a
serious bottleneck on a major strategic route and HPUK supports
the early construction and delivery of this important project.

Yes

104706

The A14 was originally built to take heavy traffic from the coast to
the Midlands; it should have been three lanes when built.

Yes

No

104790

The A14 is a major trunk road, with many lorries going to and from
Felixstowe and Harwich. As such it would be safer if it was a
continuous road.

Yes

No

The A14 is a major barrier for travel from Peterborough and

Yes

No

104652

102857

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel 15mph
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.

No
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
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The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and

Northamptonshire south to Cambridge and beyond.

East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Suffolk Chamber of
Commerce

The A14 is the primary route for Suffolk businesses to access
markets in the Midlands and North of the UK. It also serves as
the main access route into and out of the Port of Felixstowe and it
is a major route for business and visitors to Suffolk

Yes

No

Northamptonshire
County Council

The A14 is a vitally important road for Northamptonshire. As the
logistics hub of Britain, access from Northamptonshire to the
country’s busiest container port at Felixstowe is essential to our
economy.

Yes

No

102894

This route is a critical transport artery for businesses in Suffolk
and Norfolk as well as local users.

Yes

No

Stansted Airport

The emerging work of the Government's Airports Commission
highlights the need to make maximum use of existing airport
assets so as to retain the UK's competitive position. Stansted is
benefiting from significant new investment. The aim is for
Stansted to serve its traditional London markets but, increasingly,
better serve the needs of Eastern England for both business and
leisure trips. This will support, and benefit from, the increased
focus on the M11 London - Cambridge corridor as a key economic
growth opportunity.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

100982; 104673

The A14 suffers from traffic jams.

Yes

No

100998; 101040

The road is often congested and frequently causes delays.

Yes

No

101008

Most weekdays have considerable delays and traffic jams,
particularly between Godmanchester and Fenstanton.

Yes

No

101016

The present road is a congested and dangerous nightmare.

Yes

No

52896; 101030;
101062; 101100;
101109; 101793;
101820; 101827;
101891; 102815;
102893; 103548;
104694; 104721;
52907; 54675

The road is congested.

Yes

No

101082

There is significant congestion along most of the A14

Yes

No

101854

The traffic is terrible more often than not.

Yes

No
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that for the year 2035 the scheme would
have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,

101901

The area is being choked by traffic.

Yes

No

102788; 104995

There are traffic problems on the road.

Yes

No

102824; 103531;
103550

Congestion is a problem.

Yes

No

103557; 104585;
104881

The road is too busy / congested.

Yes

No

103581; 104789

The A14 is overcrowded.

Yes

No

103600; 104689;
52907

The route is overloaded.

Yes

No

104493

The road is currently overloaded with general and local traffic

Yes

No

104947

The A14 is at best slow, and at worst stationary.

Yes

No

101012

The current road is congested and does not meet the needs of
most motorists using it.

Yes

No

104687

It is one of the most congested roads in the country.

Yes

No

104609

There are many traffic hold ups on the current route.

Yes

No

101028

Gridlock occurs most of the day, accidents occur every day. This
is one of the worst roads in the country.

Yes

No

101058; 101824;
101833; 101850;
101856; 101874;
101904; 101925;
101950; 102000;
102809; 103481;
103500; 103504;
103510; 103536;
104553; 104799;
104829; 104962

There is frequent traffic congestion.

Yes

No

104572; 104757

There are regular queues of traffic.

Yes

No

104653

The road is often at a standstill.

Yes

No

104944

The A14 eastbound frequently at a standstill.

Yes

No

101000; 101012;
52896; 101100;
101942; 101906;
101084; 103562;
104875

Journey times are unreliable / no longer predictable along the
A14.

Yes

No

101825

The road is currently unreliable, never knowing whether you will
get stuck in congestion.

Yes

No

101805

No-one from outside of the area can judge how long to leave for
this part of the journey.

Yes

No

103585

The current A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge is crowded
and unreliable.

Yes

No

103592

Delays and accidents on this section of the A14 make it difficult to
have any certainty of journey times.

Yes

No

103492

It must be one of the most congested and unreliable routes in the
country.

Yes

No

55758

Regular congestion which spills over into surrounding roads
makes journey times unpredictable.

Yes

No
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101037

Travelling time to the south of Cambridge is completely
unpredictable and significant working time is lost in allowing for
this.

Yes

No

103508

The A14 is unreliable, too slow and a disincentive for people &
business to use Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

101010

Too much time is wasted by congestion.

Yes

No

54305

Congestion at certain times of day is wasting the time of road
users.

Yes

No

101957

As a motorist I've spent too many hours of my life on the
particular short stretch of road - either due to phantom queues or
accidents that can't be reached or moved.

Yes

No

102790

Time is lost from delays.

Yes

No

104687

A great deal of time is lost by local businesses, schools and
industry by sitting in queues.

Yes

No

104671

People travelling to work, school and lorry drivers suffer
enormous strain waiting in traffic jams. This is unacceptable.

Yes

No

104955

Too many hours are lost in traffic jams.

Yes

No

101033

The number of cumulative hours wasted by vehicles sat in traffic
must be significant for the region as a whole.

Yes

No

101073; 101761;
101838; 101054;
101805; 101860;
104661; 102801;
102814; 102857;
103549; 104683;
104913; 104963

The A14 is currently busy / congested, especially at peak times.

Yes

No

102843

The road is congested at peak periods and dangerous.

Yes

No

104665

During the rush hours the congestion often brings the road to a
standstill.

Yes

No

104853

Congestion on the A14 and the A428 single carriageway section
becomes difficult during peak flow traffic.

Yes

No

102850

On a dual carriageway the average speed during peak times is
regularly less that 25mph with queues covering the entire length
of the route between Huntingdon and Cambridge. If there is an
incident on the A14, it is not an exaggeration to say the entire
county becomes gridlocked.

Yes

No

Congestion occurs on this stretch for seemingly no reason at all
and often at random times, not just the expected peak times.

Yes

No

103555
104599

Congestion every day on A14 between junctions 32 and 31.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic flows on the
Cambridge Northern Bypass between Histon and Milton would increase to around
3,600-5,100 vehicles per hour in each direction, which is within the capacity of a
‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.
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100987; 102812

The A14 is regularly congested, with a large number of HGVs
using the route.

Yes

No

101763

The current road overcrowded by trucks using Felixstowe.

Yes

No

101064

The road is frequently congested, to the extent of being
dangerous, exacerbated by the high percentage of HGVs and
inadequate provision for them when leaving laybys.

Yes

No

101105

The large number of HGVs on the route and the lack of viable
alternative routes make the congestion problem particularly acute.

Yes

No

101796

The number of HGVs using it can be frightening for car drivers on
this two-lane dual carriageway.

Yes

No

101903

There is a high proportion of lorries causing disruption, pulling out
into the fast lane and causing congestion.

Yes

No

102843; 103528;
104575; 104861

There are too many lorries.

Yes

No

104789

HGV traffic is too high for a four lane road.

Yes

No

103550

There are many lorries, and almost every accident on the road
involves a lorry.

Yes

No

104724

Regular hold ups usually by accidents or incidents involving
lorries (often foreign lorries).

Yes

No

54758

HGVs overtaking reduce traffic carrying capacity.

Yes

No

104755

Delays caused when lorries overtake and parallel block outside
lane for other vehicles.

Yes

No

104985

Many of the jams on the M11 and A14 are caused by lorry drivers
going too fast or driving badly, not by the amount of cars.

Yes

No

104984

The high proportion of HGV's using a dual lane road causes
further congestion as they attempt to overtake, and the convoys
they form in the slow lane leads to accidents as drivers try to join
the road at poorly designed junctions with inadequate slip roads.

Yes

No

The road congested with lorries. Suggestion that if HGVs are not
allowed in outside lane across the whole of the route, the new
road would not be needed.

Yes

No

104991

Many lorries use the road which slows traffic down.

Yes

No

104693

The road is gridlocked or slow moving. The amount of articulated
vehicles using the road and overtaking restricts other vehicles.

Yes

No

100991

There are too many bottlenecks with lorries overtaking each other
on a dual carriageway.

Yes

No

101989

The A14 is currently overloaded and carries too much heavy
traffic. The high volumes regularly result in local chaos if there is
an accident, however minor. Anything which improves this for
local people, and, at the same time, allows business users
(including HGV's) the opportunity to safely pass through the area,
is worth exploring.

Yes

No

Any incident on this road causes long delays.

Yes

No

103582

Accidents cause long delay as there is nowhere to get trucks/cars
off the road when damaged.

Yes

No

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

101784

The congestion, often caused by accidents, is totally
unacceptable.

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and

101069

100996; 53836;
102802; 104837

Yes
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The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.

53836; 104671

If an incident occurs there can be gridlock, not only on the A14,
but also through the surrounding local road network.

Yes

No

102814

Congestion on the A14 has an impact on local roads.

Yes

No

101882

An accident or breakdown causes congestion on A1, A428 and
many other roads.

Yes

No

103528; 104799;
104834; 104953

An accident or breakdown leads to congestion in the surrounding
area.

Yes

No

101045

The road seems to be blocked by accidents for far too much time.

Yes

No

101904; 103501

Road traffic accidents or other incidents cause the road to be
shut.

Yes

No

104963

There is gridlock when incidents force lane closures.

Yes

No

103597

Heavy traffic with much disruption to the area when accidents
occur.

Yes

No

104798

This section of the road is often at full capacity or has an
accident, causing gridlock through the local villages.

Yes

No

101008

Congestion causes stress and leads to frequent accidents,
thereby creating further congestion.

Yes

No

101824; 104679

Congestion leads to accidents.

Yes

No

104872

There is unacceptable congestion and associated high incidences
of accidents

Yes

No

55527

The road has heavy traffic but this is rarely a problem apart from
when accidents lead to blockages.

Yes

No

53836

104801

The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Yes

No

The improvement will increase journey time reliability.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This would avoid the need to use the A14. This route is forecast to carry 14,700
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to use the A14.

Yes

No

The scheme projections for cutting congestion and optimistic.
Making this stretch of road faster would make the bottlenecks
worse

Yes

No

The scheme will not relieve congestion; it will just attract more
cars and lorries, diverting freight and passengers from rail. This
will encourage more vehicles into Cambridge and the towns and
villages along the route.

Yes

No

101870

Increasing road capacity 'to relieve traffic congestion' is unsound.

Yes

No

104782

Increasing the capacity of the A14 will further increase the volume
of traffic using the A14 and will not, after a short time, be a
solution to the problem of congestion on this road.

Yes

No

Whilst there are regular problems with the current A14 and some
form of solution is needed, building a new road will attract more

Yes

No

105130

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Congestion needs to be reduced in order to free up travel across
Cambridgeshire and into Suffolk.

The crowding makes it difficult, unpredictable and dangerous for
local residents to use the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon.

101098

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

102845

101065

General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
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The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
The Transport Assessment also concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

traffic and congestion.
101068
There is always major traffic jams around Huntington/Cambridge
and it takes a long time to get through.

Yes

No

The roads are no longer fit for purpose, leading to constant
congestion and drivers looking for less crowded routes, using
smaller 2-lane roads.

Yes

No

102016

Congestion pushes traffic onto minor roads that are not designed
to cope with the traffic levels.

Yes

No

101909; 101911

Regular congestion on the A14 leads to the same problem
occurring on other routes.

Yes

No

101992

The A14 is closed too often and this causes frequent congestion
elsewhere.

Yes

No

102848

Regular traffic jams and accidents push traffic down the A1 and to
the single carriageway A428 that is already above maximum
capacity. This then results in the local area being at a standstill. If
the capacity of the A14 was increased I would expect these
instances to occur less.

Yes

No

Frequent delays on the A14 pushes traffic onto other routes
throughout the area. Medical facilities in Cambridge require
access.

Yes

No

Congestion leads to drivers finding alternative routes through
Huntingdon or across country, which adds congestion on local
roads.

Yes

No

101801; 101824;
101910; 103510;
103514; 104553;
104801

There are frequent delays.

Yes

No

101089

This road has regular delays, especially during rush hour.

Yes

No

101974

Regular delays because of congestion, break-downs or accidents.

Yes

No

102839

Frequent delays to journeys due to amount of traffic and
frequency of accidents.

Yes

No

101998

Congestion adds journey time of sometimes over one hour to
through routes.

Yes

No

102817

There is frequent traffic congestion on A14 between Huntingdon
Spittals Interchange and Cambridge causing excessive delays.

Yes

No

104837

Long delays due to tailbacks at junctions.

Yes

No

102819; 102900;
102901; 104679;
104790

Congestion leads to journey delays.

Yes

No

102856

Heavy traffic delays occur too frequently.

Yes

No

103598

Too many delays due to accidents/congestion.

Yes

No

104569

The congestion always adds at least 20-45 minutes to journeys
(sometimes an hour or more).

Yes

No

104699

There are constant traffic delays caused by accidents on the A14
and by heavy traffic loads.

Yes

No

101085

104487

104569
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route that
avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme would
have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year
2035.

102866

A 20 mile journey from Huntingdon to Girton interchange or on to
the M11 frequently takes an hour or more.

Yes

No

101090

The delays and risks involved in the use of the current A14 are a
major planning headache. The scheme should considerably
reduce these problems.

Yes

No

103560

Journey times are too long.

Yes

No

101771; 101993;
101789; 101850;
101875; 101932;
101964; 102790;
102796; 102797;
103524; 103544;
54120; 103576;
104484; 104490;
104639; 104696;
104727; 104731;
104828; 54767;
104874; 104900;
104922; 104957;
104973; 104990

There is a need to reduce / relieve congestion.

Yes

No

104926

There is a need to relieve the post-incident congestion problems
and to provide more capacity during the busiest periods.

Yes

No

103518

Congestion is common and needs to be addressed.

Yes

No

104765

There is a need to relieve congestion on a regionally important
highway.

Yes

No

101787; 101875

There is a need to reduce journey time.

Yes

No

101964

Combatting congestion can only be solved through a major
redevelopment.

Yes

No

Without improving this important road, building further
developments along the A14 will only make congestion worse.

Yes

No

101796

This stretch of road is at a standstill due to accidents, broken
down vehicles and volume of traffic.

Yes

No

101937

Capacity problems and accidents lead to long delays and
congestion.

Yes

No

103488

The current road is overloaded and has frequent incidents which
cause delays, missed appointments and general inconvenience.

Yes

No

101833

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme would
have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year
2035.

104802

The current A14 is frequently blocked due to traffic accidents and
hold ups at junctions.

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
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emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.
101895

Currently there are significant delays for the public and
businesses when using these roads.

Yes

No

101942; 101863;
104953

Congestion is unacceptable / appalling.

Yes

No

101892; 104831

The road is a nightmare.

Yes

No

102876

Congestion on the A14 occurs at any time of and it is not pleasant
(for example when towing a van with kids during holidays).

Yes

No

102819

The congestion is madness.

Yes

No

102811

The road is heavily congested and unpleasant, even dangerous,
to drive on.

Yes

No

104624

Congestion is terrible.

Yes

No

104664

Any resident of Cambridgeshire and beyond cannot have failed to
notice the nightmare of congestion that the A14 normally
becomes on a daily basis.

Yes

No

101827

The congestion occurs eastbound towards Cambridge at Girton.

Yes

No

102898

There is constant traffic around the A14/M11 junctions which
adds 30 minutes or more to most journeys.

Yes

No

104511

There is congestion on the A14 from Fenstanton to Milton every
Monday to Friday. The congestion is mostly limited to queuing at
the Girton interchange.

Yes

No

101072

The A14/M11 two-lane stretch is the most congested part of the
journey almost regardless of time of day.

Yes

No

104569

Congestion is mainly caused by the A14/M11 split. At this point,
the A14 goes down to 1 lane, causing a serious bottle neck which
impacts the previous 20 miles.

Yes

No

There are frequent traffic jams during rush hour periods and some
resulting road traffic accidents, particularly on the stretch leading
to the Girton interchange and the junction onto the A14 leading
away from the end of the M11.

Yes

No

104619

101828

The delays currently experienced during peak hours are
unacceptable and hamper economic activities.

Yes

No

101839

Frequent congestion makes journey times uncertain.

Yes

No

101907

This section of the A14 is currently frequently congested with
consequential queues, and longer journey times.

Yes

No
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a second
lane on the A14 eastbound link and a new local access road into Cambridge via
Huntingdon Road.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to

accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
101872

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
There are a number of bottlenecks on the route, where the main
A14 continues but through a junction, such as at Girton and
Spittals interchanges. These impact traffic flow hugely.

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow movement. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

101905

There are long queues of traffic commuting to/from work.

Yes

No

104634

Commuting to Cambridge often takes an hour or more each way.

Yes

No

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the local access
road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling to other
areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access the
Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.

104981

The volume of traffic on the A14 at work hours is too much,
mainly caused by our over-population problem.

Yes

No

101932

Congestion will only get worse due to more vehicles in the coming
years.

Yes

No

104683

Congestion will worsen with housing growth.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
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adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

104764

Congestion will worsen if the new road is not built.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104954

There is significant congestion on this route which will only get
worse as the area develops.

Yes

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these development have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

102880

101981

The analyses of the problems contained in the studies published
in 2012 are well founded. The road is too busy now and will be
much worse even with modest growth.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

The planned changes will reduce the gridlock on this route which
regularly spills over to affect the A1 & A428 as well as many
villages in between.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

101769; 104483;
104543
There is a need to reduce delays.

Yes

No

102004

There is always congestion where the section of the A14 merges
with the A428. The biggest delay is the single lane section of the
A428 around the junction near Eltisley.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flowing traffic movements. It would remove the
existing A14 westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow
connection. It would also provide a new local access road into Cambridge via
Huntingdon Road.
The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.
Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.

102785

The scheme would relieve traffic congestion from Huntingdon to
Godmanchester.

Yes

No

102789

The scheme will relieve congestion, queues and obstruction along
the road from Huntingdon to A14 via Godmanchester, especially
Monday to Friday.

Yes

No

104622; 104647

The scheme will reduce congestion.

Yes

No

102806

Spittals roundabout is very congested in the mornings. A14 traffic
jumps the traffic lights meaning Huntingdon traffic can't get over
the roundabout. It is compounded when the A14 to Cambridge is

Yes

No
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Support is duly noted.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling

busier than usual.

between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.

104835

Since the A14 was first built there has been congestion around
Spittals.

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

102814

The scheme would alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of
the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an
existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The slightest distraction seems to lead to mishaps and delays.
Congestion is made worse by additional vehicles trying to join /
leave the present route, driving in the outside lane until the last
minute, causing holdups.

Yes

No

102816

This is one of the most notoriously congested stretches of road in
the country.

Yes

No

103503

The traffic congestion, in particular when coming back from
Cambridge to Peterborough, is legendary, sometimes adding an
hour onto your journey.

Yes

No

This stretch of road is currently notorious for its delays and
danger.

Yes

No

Problems on existing A14 are well known.

Yes

No

104854
104894

101869
Responsible driving would help reduce congestion. Lorry and
truck drivers are a law unto themselves and SatNavs do not
encourage road usage.

Yes

No

102869

102896
102903

Trying to get across to Cambridge and the eastern part of the
country is invariably fraught and either slowed down by traffic
volumes or regular accidents.

Yes

The road link between Huntingdon and Cambridge has always
been congested since opening.

Yes

No

This section of road is congested and as a result it is dangerous

Yes

No

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the

as well as inconvenient and ineffective.

frequency of accidents.

The A14 is the main way out of the city north and west. It cannot
be good for the areas beyond Cambridge on the A14 to be
constantly in traffic jams.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

103479
Yes

No

103511

Currently the A14 between Spittals intersection and Bar Hill can
be slow running at any time of the day, unable to cope with the
volume of traffic currently using it, and when an incident occurs,
can quickly grind to a halt taking a long time to clear.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
Yes

No

As a result of this re-routing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

103527

It is unfit for purpose. It is congested every day with both local
and national traffic.

Yes

No

104720

Current road is unfit for purpose with large amounts of congestion
and frequent traffic problems.

Yes

No

The current road is not fit for the purpose. It has a high proportion
of HGVs, more accidents and congestion than is acceptable by
whatever measure is chosen.

Yes

No

104681

103532

The stretch from Cambridge to Huntingdon of A14 has been
congested since 1995. However, the congestion has grown and
Godmanchester is known widely for accidents on the A14 that
cause mayhem throughout the other roads.

Yes

This section of road has been a cause of congestion for many
years.

Yes

No

103534

No

103562
The congestion on the current road costs the economy a great
deal of money and time.

Yes
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No

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and
between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local
roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes
would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is

acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
54120

The proposed route through Huntingdon will increase congestion
and cause problems throughout the day.

Yes

No

104518

The scheme will not free up local capacity, it will congest local
capacity by forcing traffic off of the A14 into the centre of
Huntingdon/Brampton.

Yes

No

104950

Increasing road capacity will increase the number of journeys
made, and over time, there will be congestion again, so the
fundamental problems will not be solved.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and
between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local
roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes
would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the traffic
growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips diverting
back on to the A14.

103583
Travelling from Huntingdon to Cambridge most days is a "stop
start" experience rather than free flowing traffic due to the volume
of traffic.

Yes

No

54758

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

The A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge is busy but not
unacceptably so. It is busier at morning and evening peaks due to
commuting but traffic does not stop except when there is a
breakdown or accident. Then the practice of the Highways
Agency is to close both lanes of a carriageway, which causes
problems as traffic starts to reroute.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
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104520

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
Congestion could easily be solved with an extra lane.

Yes

No

102642
The congestion on the current A14 is a serious blight on this area.

Yes

No

104563
The A14 is the only way of entering or leaving Lolworth by car.
Delays are frequent and long enough to disrupt the working day.
The uncertainty of journey duration has a negative effect on
willingness to travel to use local facilities for leisure.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Under the current scheme, traffic from Lolworth village would continue to use
Robin's Lane, which would be diverted over the A14 to join the local access road at
a new junction approximately 100m to the east of Hill Farm Cottages.

104569

Congestion is mainly caused by volume of traffic.

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

104569

104574

Congestion is worsening.

Yes

No

Traffic is slow due to volume of vehicles.

Yes

No

Relieving congestion during rush hour and holiday periods is
important.

Yes

No

104576

104596
The amount of congestion on the A14 is not unacceptable.
However, with future developments, it may make the situation
worse than it currently is.

Yes
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No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently

and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
104655

Congestion often occurs around Brampton Hut / Huntingdon
eastbound.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

104692

The existing A14 between Bar Hill and the A1 is congested,
unsafe and attempting to accommodate an increasing number of
vehicles that it just does not have the capacity to hold. Using the
road during rush hour is avoided as this can double the normal
journey time.

Yes

No

104718

There are significant knock-on effects of hold-ups on the whole
road network, influencing businesses and individuals. Peak traffic
journey times into Cambridge already take an extra 30-40
minutes for the last 2 miles at Madingley Road.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would transfer strategic traffic onto the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.
Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.

104729

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Congestion of traffic flows leads to both physical and economic
inefficiencies.

Yes

No

104783
Road users currently need to leave home early to avoid traffic.

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and
create additional capacity to support future growth.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the

frequency of accidents.
53845

To be able to address congestion problems on the A14, there is a
need to properly identify, reduce or eliminate the causes before
embarking on any further measures such as major roadway
alterations. If not, the £1.5bn of public money earmarked to be
spent will be a complete waste, as within a short period of time
the problem will just be back again.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104846

The Girton-Spittals (J31-J23) section suffers chronic congestion
issues. It carries, in effect, two major traffic corridors: east-west
(A14) traffic and north-south (M11/A1) traffic. As both these
routes are busy in their own right, it is inevitable that the shared
section - which has no additional capacity compared to each of its
feeder routes - will become congested.

Yes

104857

The increasing levels of congestion can be attributed to peak time
congestion, its use as a major arterial route for HGVs using ports
of Felixstowe & Harwich, and the narrow lanes, short slip roads
and lack of hard shoulder particularly from Huntingdon to Bar Hill.
Lack of investment has meant this road has not seen essential
modernisation that other essential routes have.

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Yes

No

104916
Rush hour congestion is caused by poor exits to Madingley Road
from M11; and A14 eastbound at Girton towards Felixstowe. This
would benefit from dedicated lane.

Yes

No

104921
The road itself has sufficient capacity for general use and is only
constrained at the M11 junction and the roundabout at
Huntingdon. The Highways Agency should first address those
bottleneck issues.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
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between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
104922

Legacy for the region depends upon how successful the
congestion issue is dealt with.

Yes

No

Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the scheme. Legacy cuts
across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion, increasing road capacity
and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks opportunity at national, regional and
local levels. Chapter 8 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO
application, provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a
positive legacy.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

104934

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.

Congestion occurs at Girton and Spittals interchanges.

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

54700

Combatting congestion is best managed with improvements to
public transport and management measures to reduce traffic
levels.

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road

and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion
would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Mid Suffolk District
Council and Babergh
District Council

University of
Cambridge

Northamptonshire
County Council

Important considerations are reducing delays on the A14, and
resilience and reliability of the route.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The existing A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon is a
bottleneck as it combines the north/south A1/M11 traffic flow with
the east/west A14 traffic. To increase the capacity of this
bottleneck seems reasonable.

No

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and
create additional capacity to support future growth.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be

The section of the A14 between the A1 at Huntingdon and the
start of the M11 at Cambridge experiences regular congestion
and is in urgent need of improvement.

Yes

Northamptonshire
County Council

Congestion on the A14 has an impact on adjacent roads.
Congestion leads to a negative economic impact due to ‘lost
productive time’ and associated delay to business and freight.

Road Haulage
Association

Yes

RHA members continue to report long delays and unpredictable
journey times. It is acknowledged that the current volume and
density of traffic has negative road safety and pollution
implications.

Yes

300000
The current system is heavily congested.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
100986

Summary of consultee comment
The A14 in its current state is under-capacity.

Date consulted
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a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
100991; 101101;
102816
There is more traffic than two lanes can cope with.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

101022

Being a main route for through traffic from the ports, this road
contains too many lorries for the size of the road.

Yes

No

101025; 101100;
101791; 101774;
101822; 101826;
101883; 101884;
101979; 102800;
102831; 103530;
104544; 104680;

The road is not suitable for the current volume of traffic.

Yes

No

103528; 104814;
104898

The current A14 is not fit for purpose.

Yes

No

Papworth Everard
Parish Council

The present A14 cannot cope with the traffic using it. On the
Cambridge to Huntingdon section at peak periods the traffic is
frequently traveling extremely slowly or is at a standstill.

Yes

No

104806

The current A14 is not fit for purpose; there is too much traffic on
too small a road.

Yes

No

103483

There is too much traffic for the A14 in its current configuration.

Yes

No

104606;

The current route is under capacity.

Yes

No

104809; 104909;
A14-C001

Current capacity is inadequate / The current road is inadequate
for the current capacity of the traffic that is using it.

Yes

No

55591

The A14 is operating over capacity and that there is a need to
address the issue.

Yes

No

101026

The A14 is already overloaded with traffic.

Yes

No

101048

The road at present is operating above actual capacity, and has
been for many years.

Yes

No

101958

This route operates way above its capacity during peak and interpeak hours.

Yes

No

102872

Traffic flow is close to maximum at many times during the week.

Yes

No
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The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104553

The volume of traffic on the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge exceeds the road's capacity

Yes

No

104867

The level of traffic exceeds original design levels.

Yes

No

104615

The current infrastructure is unable to accommodate the levels
and types of traffic.

Yes

No

104869

The current A14 has insufficient capacity being only a dual
carriageway road. Three lanes in both directions are required.

Yes

No

102895

This stretch of the A14 is at full capacity; there is no a time where
there is no slow moving traffic.

Yes

No

101052

The road is clearly overloaded and traffic will only grow.

Yes

No
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. The scheme seeks to address this issue

104603

The present A14 does not have enough capacity at peak times
because of the usage by both local commuters and through traffic.

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase by approximately 74% as a result of
the scheme. The majority of this growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase
Two development, which is dependent on the A14 improvements.
The scheme includes the widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two lane dual
carriageway. This would connect to the southern access road and new roundabout
on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase Two
development.

101086

The B1050 is already very busy and will get worse with the
Northstowe development.

Yes

No

The scheme has been informed by traffic forecasts that take account of the
Northstowe development including the proposed access on to Dry Drayton Road.
Land has been safeguarded at Bar Hill to allow this junction to be expanded in the
future to accommodate the traffic generated by the full development. In addition
allowance has also been made for widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two
lane dual carriageway to connect to the proposed southern access road and new
roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase Two
development. Any further improvements to the local and strategic road network
that would be required to support subsequent phases of the Northstowe
development would need to be agreed by the developer with the local planning
authority in consultation with the local highway authority.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. The scheme seeks to address this issue

101109

The existing A14 was never intended to carry this amount of
traffic. The route is used by many lorries crossing the country from
Felixstowe attempting to access main routes such as the A1M,
M1 and M6.

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
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the route.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. The scheme seeks to address this issue

101786

The existing road cannot deal with the volume of traffic and this
tends to have a knock on effect on the other roads in the area
such as the A1 and A428.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to the
south of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change significantly.
The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

101817

The current road can only just handle the existing traffic levels
safely and future growth will make it worse, especially at times of
incidents.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

101821

Provide adequate future provision and capacity for both local
traffic and national traffic, and enabling local and national traffic to
be separated.

Yes

No

101853

There is too much traffic on one road; combining local, city and
long-distance commercial traffic.

Yes

No

101969

The road is too busy to cope with current traffic levels, commuters
to Cambridge and lots of lorry traffic to Felixstowe and Northern
ports.

Yes

No

104873

The current A14 is inadequate for handling M11 to A1M,
Felixstowe to Midlands and local traffic.

Yes

No

101861; 101762;
101887; 101939;
101990; 102002;
104530;

The A14 is not able to cope with current traffic demand, and
unable to cope with future growth.

Yes

No

101987

The major trunk roads in Cambridgeshire are not fit for purpose
and currently do not allow the satisfactory safe flow of traffic
through the area, let alone cater for the future increase in traffic
and for local development and growth.

Yes

No

104544

The present road is inadequate for the current traffic let alone
future growth, resulting in daily delays, inefficiencies within the
economy and huge environmental damage.

Yes

No
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The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and
reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

101762

The current A14 offers no flexibility to respond to accidents and
breakdowns.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

101872

Where the A14 joins the Cambridge Northern bypass, this stretch
of road through to Milton is over capacity and traffic regularly
queues as a result. The same applies west-bound for the Girton
interchange.

Yes

No

101881

The current route is restricted in capacity and journey times are
extended.

Yes

No

104658

The A14 has been under-provisioned for a long time.

Yes

No

101890

The road is not currently suitable for the heavy traffic usage.

Yes

No

102856

The road was clearly not built to cope with current traffic density,
especially the number of lorries.

Yes

No

103574

With the current amount of freight traffic coming from the ports
and the south the current road cannot cope.

Yes

No

101957

Sheer volume of traffic is too much.

Yes

No

102798

There is too much traffic.

Yes

No

102801

Large volumes of freight traffic.

Yes

No

104482

Traffic volume needs to be considered.

Yes

No
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The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic flows on the
Cambridge Northern Bypass between Histon and Milton would increase to around
3,600-5,100 vehicles per hour in each direction, which is within the capacity of a
‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a second
lane on the A14 eastbound link and a new local access road into Cambridge via
Huntingdon Road.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104856

There is too much traffic trying to pass over that route.

Yes

No

101983

There is a need to improve traffic flow between Huntingdon and
Cambridge during busy periods.

Yes

No

104686

There is a need to improve traffic flow.

Yes

No

104753

There is a need to consider the volume of traffic in the area.

Yes

No

102827

There is far more traffic using the A14 than was predicted. The
new route is better but still has flaws in it.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [paragraph 7.5.19] demonstrates that there
would be limited change in the volume of traffic using the key radial routes into
Cambridge from the A14 as a result of the scheme.

102882

What increase in traffic and congestion in Cambridge is likely to
result from making car commuting to the city easier?

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows on the
Huntingdon Road would increase from 13,500 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 16,700 vehicles per day with the scheme (+24%).
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a
result of the scheme.
Daily traffic on the Huntingdon Road are forecast to increase from 18,000 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 20,000 vehicles per day with the scheme (+5%).
Daily traffic flows on Histon Road and Milton Road are forecast to fall by 5% and
12% respectively. Little change in flows is predicted on the other radial routes.

103502

The almost constant high volume of traffic, including numerous
HGVs, makes driving on that section of the A14 unreliable and
dangerous.

Yes

No

103535

The existing A14 is not capable of carrying the volume of traffic,
resulting in many accidents and gridlock.

Yes

No

103561

Traffic has steadily increased over the years, and the A14 is now
a very unreliable road in terms of what amount of congestion can
be expected at any given time.

Yes

No

103573

There is too much traffic on the road. We need a bigger, better
alternative.

Yes
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No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the

Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
104497

The bigger the road, the more traffic will use it.

Yes

No

104794

Creating new road infrastructure is a cause of increased traffic
levels, not the solution.

Yes

No

104973

The wider the road, the more traffic it attracts. So providing
capacity is a short to medium term benefit.

Yes

No

104985

Traffic always expands to fill the roads available.

Yes

No

54700

Increasing capacity on the A14 will encourage further traffic
growth and therefore exacerbate congestion problems off the
route.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

104822

Building roads rarely improves traffic problems.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

104533

A new A14 with separate local roads will allow traffic flow to be
manage much better.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104652

Existing traffic volume is consistently high leading to frequent and
severe delays due to congestion, breakdowns, and accidents,
with consequent high costs in time, pollution, repairs, injuries and
deaths.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104677

A considerable increase in lorry traffic that has taken place given
that there are few east-west links in this country and with the
development of the Ferry Ports. The A14 is also the only link to
Cambridge (apart from the A428) for local traffic. If the A604 had
remained, there would not be as many problems.

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

104810

When the A604 was upgraded to become the A14, there was no
M11 and no enlarged container port at Felixstowe. The A14 was
planned to improve the traffic flow but under estimated the volume
of traffic so that it is now trying to operate at a level in excess of
its planned capacity. The net result is congestion and accidents
which bring the roadway to a halt.

No

The scheme would also provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents
and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that
use the route.

Yes

Yes

Yes

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104691

Traffic is increasing and travelling into Cambridge can be a
nightmare.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

104779

Peak car levels have already been reached. Further increases in
oil price will increase the attractiveness of shorter trips, and add
flexibility to rail-based traffic.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104813
The Cambridge / Huntingdon stretch is constantly close to
saturation. It does not take much for the surrounding roads
(A1198, A428 etc.) to become congested.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
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104815

The current will help to meet some of the current traffic
requirements, but seems unlikely to cope with future demands.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

104816

104825

104826

104835

There is not enough traffic to justify the scheme.

The proposed scheme will encourage more traffic to use the road.
The proposed scheme ignores the growth around Cambridge and
the extra traffic these will create; and does not manage the
impacts of these on the local road networks. The proposed
scheme seems to be interested only in getting traffic from
Felixstowe to the M1/6 at the expense of all the communities in its
path.

Although improvements need to be made, the proposals as they
stand will not improve the traffic situation in Fenstanton and
Hilton.

Concern around using 2008 facts and data for this option based
on the inadequate predictions used for the original road capacity.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Department for Transport low demand scenario figures forecast a 26% increase in
traffic on the strategic road network by 2040. The Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the A14 between
Godmanchester and Swavesey will have increased by 17% from 72,200 vehicles in
2014 to 87,300 vehicles. Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme is
designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'. Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge SubRegional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the
A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual
developments have not been specifically considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected to
reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8700 vehicles per day
with the scheme (a decrease of 23%).

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a 6%
increase in daily traffic flows on the B1040 through Hilton if the proposed A14
improvement scheme goes ahead. While some of this traffic would be using the
B1040 to access the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass, this will be offset to some
extent by local traffic diverting back on to the A14.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).
The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the

project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.

104855

The current situation is unsustainable.

104903

The presence of an expanded A14 may have the unintended
effect of attracting more traffic to the area, and worsen the
problem.

Yes

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).

55527

Query over whether the forecasts are valid. Traffic is busier at
morning and evening rush hours due to local commuters - but that
applies to all local main roads including the A428 and the A1.

The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the
project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
Yes

No

In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

54758

Traffic levels on this section of the A14 have fallen in recent years
and, although the morning and evening rush hours are busy, at
other times the traffic flows at 60-70 mph.

Yes

No

55527

The A14 does not urgently require improvements. It is a busy
road, but it is less busy than many other roads in the UK – and
there have been fewer problems in recent years as traffic volumes
have declined slightly in recent years.

Yes

No

Campaign for Better
Transport (CfBT)

New roads will not solve congestion, and are not justified by
claims of traffic growth. The scheme is more likely to incite
unnecessary traffic growth and encourage car dependency than it
is to solve any congestion problems in the area. There is evidence

Yes
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No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035. The Transport
Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic generated as a direct
result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the traffic growth is due to

that traffic in the area has not grown significantly since 2000 (and
that HGV traffic has in fact fallen as parallel rail routes have
improved for freight traffic). Despite an increase from 2012-2013
in traffic on some sections of the A14 (principally those to the
North and West of Huntingdon) the long-term flat/low-growth trend
in overall motor traffic remains clear, and there has been an
overall reduction in HGV traffic at all count points in the past
decade. There are also reductions in traffic compared with the
highest peak levels.

planned development in the region and existing trips diverting back on to the A14.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101012

The current road mixes local and non-local traffic.

Yes

No

103516

Farm traffic and local traffic are both using what is in effect a
motorway.

Yes

No

103600

The route mixes local commuter traffic with a national trunk road.

Yes

No

102880

There should be a better separation between local and crosscountry traffic than is possible with the current road.

Yes

No

At the moment the A14, particularly between Cambridge and
Huntingdon is both an access road for local traffic and a
national/international (EU) through-route. The nature of the
current infrastructure makes this duality untenable.

Yes

No

101980

101083

101826

The traffic from the A14 needs to merge seamlessly on to the A14
west near Brampton Hut.

Yes

No

Mixing through and local traffic causes congestion and increases
the risk of accidents.

Yes

No

It is essential that the Cambridge end be designed very carefully
to ensure no bottle neck for through traffic mixing with local traffic.
Keeping these two different traffic flows separate is important.

Yes

No

When busy and when accidents occur, traffic is forced on to the
A428, which is over capacity in normal conditions.

Yes

No

There is a significant back log of traffic over flowing onto the A428
which in itself needs upgrading urgently.

Yes

No

101857

101861
101947
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Highways Agency’s response

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be the mainline connection to the
existing A14 to the west of Brampton Hut. Trips to/from the A1 and Huntingdon
would use the slip roads at the new Ellington junction.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
101878

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Importance of easy access to and from Cambridge.

Yes

No

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.

101889

The problems with the A14 are mainly due to driver errors. The
main problem is that the eastbound A14 traffic cannot quickly
enough join the Newmarket bound traffic coming up the M11. This
causes a tailback to St Ives. Fixing this junction will solve a
majority of the congestion.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. The scheme would also include enhanced on-road
technology and signing to manage traffic flow and provide advance warning of
traffic conditions. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver behaviour
currently experienced.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a second
lane on the A14 eastbound link and a new local access road into Cambridge via
Huntingdon Road.

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and
between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local
roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes
would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

No

Comment duly noted. The scheme has been designed to accommodate
development growth up to the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the
design of the scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by
the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.

101907

As a result of congestion, heavy commercial traffic and motorists,
avoid this section of the A14 by using the A428 and other local
roads instead so they are now becoming regularly congested.

103532

Godmanchester has grown and there are major expansion of
houses and business within Alconbury and Wyton. These houses
and businesses will generate more cars and lorries in the vicinity,
which are congested at peak times, so taking the through traffic
away from this area will connect people and free up local

Yes

Yes
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capacity.
103596

104565

There is a need to keep large lorries, heavy through traffic
moving.

Yes

No

Local traffic has to join with vehicles passing through
Cambridgeshire. The current A14 capacity is too low for this
situation.

Yes

No

There is a need to ensure through traffic does not mix with local
traffic.

Yes

No

104731

104826

Improvements must be designed so as to encourage motorists to
use the new routes.

Yes

No

104973

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

Connecting people is not an objective that the A14 improvements
will satisfy. The scheme is positioned to facilitate through traffic as
the primary purpose, such that all else is secondary at best. That
must be the case given the enormous upheaval to create it and
the existence right now of alternatives for pedestrians and cyclists
for the most part.

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development. Two NMU
bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be reestablished at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins
Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New
Barns Lane.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and
between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. A number of local roads would also benefit from

Local road network
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101064
Overflow of traffic is negatively impacting on local roads, which
are unsuitable for large numbers of heavy vehicles.

Yes
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a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
101086

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Additional access to nearby villages is bad, making access to
Cambridge difficult.

Yes

No

Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.

101908

Congestion and accidents on the A14 cause impacts on other
local roads such as the A428.

Yes

No

101950

Any problems on the A14 cause a dramatic increase in traffic on
local roads, particularly the A1198.

Yes

No

102831

When accidents occur, traffic has to be redirected through local
roads, and this often results in gridlock in Godmanchester.

Yes

No

104897

Delays on local roads occur when there is an incident on the A14
and traffic is diverted or seeks alternative routes.

Yes

No

Currently the local roads are filled with traffic as businesses have
been encouraged to move into the area.

Yes

No

The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

The scheme proposals will increase safety for local traffic.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104992

102814

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101918

Whenever a problem occurs on the A14, traffic runs through the
Offords and Graveley where roads are not built to cope with the
levels of traffic. This is particularly the case at the Offord Mill
where traffic divers to cross the railway. This also endangers safe
passage of emergency services.

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Yes
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No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

55574

Congestion on the A14 between Huntingdon and Girton at rush
hours results in large volumes of traffic taking rat runs through the
villages. Even when the A14 is running smoothly, there is
stationary traffic on Houghton Hill most days. It is hoped that the
scheme will lead to the traffic using the new road or the residual
old A14.

Yes

No

104830

Excessive traffic volumes using the A14 with frequent queues and
congestion at peak times meaning that 'rat-run' routes are taken.

Yes

No

104653

Heavy traffic uses villages as a rat run to avoid delays.

Yes

No

104826

To avoid hold ups vehicles are rat running through the villages,
causing danger and congestion in rural communities.

Yes

No

100979

There are no real alternative unless drivers go across country
through the villages.

Yes

No

101062

It is necessary to drive an alternative route to get to work in
Huntingdon from Cambridge every day, which is adding to traffic
in surrounding towns, on the A428 and A1198.

Yes

No

Due to the heavily congested nature of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, a large number of users get off onto
the A1198 and use the Papworth Everard Bypass as a route to
the A428, causing a tailback from Caxton Gibbet to Papworth
Everard.

Yes

No

Problems on the current A14 lead to too much traffic cutting
through small villages such as Knapwell.

Yes

No

101035

104885
103549

There is significant rat-running through Fenstanton High St by
traffic routing between the Vindis Roundabout at St Ives and the
Fenstanton Junction.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?
No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and
between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local
roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes
would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected to
reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8700 vehicles per day
with the scheme a decrease of 23%).

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101048

The use of average speed limits has helped by establishing a
steadier speed flow.

Yes

101072

Night time congestion on the A14 is mainly because of the
average speed cameras which cause the night time traffic to
bunch up.

Yes

No

The average speed cameras cause an issue with speeding
motorists along the M11 forming a 'train' to comply with the
cameras; making it dangerous to re-join the current road.

Yes

No

101827

The average speed cameras have made little impact on reducing
the number of accidents.

Yes

No

101083

The lack of traffic lights on roundabouts encourages traffic queues
on the A14.

Yes

No

101075

Average speed cameras are not currently part of the proposals and will only be
considered where there is a safety benefit.
The scheme would include enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and would provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels
and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number
of accidents.

Lighting at junctions will be provided.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

101869
The change in lights seems inconsistent.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver

behaviour currently experienced.
101098
To reduce congestion on the A14 the scheme should make
driving less attractive, for example by lowering the speed limit.
That would also promote safety.

101926

104590
104601

Yes

No

Suggest lane restrictions on HGVs as these often cause
congestion by overtaking each other, Whilst there is a need to
upgrade this network, there is no need for HGVs to be overtaking
each other when they restricted to a maximum of 56 mph.

Yes

No

There is a lack of restriction for lorries for overtaking in rush
hours, 6am to 6pm.

Yes

No

Imposing a minimum speed limit to the existing A14 and banning
vehicles over 3.5 tonnes from the outside lane would remove
almost all congestion on the road.

Yes

No

104762
Overhead gantry text controlling speed in each lane, improved
junction and lane labelling, and some improvement of the Girton
interchange would be enough as most accidents are caused by
bad driving and speeding. Speed and lane change controls are
very effective in controlling traffic jams. This must surely be
cheaper.

Yes

No

104780

Better road management would reduce congestion and accidents.

Yes

No

This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply. The scheme would separate local traffic from long-distance and commuter
traffic with the introduction of the local access road between Fen Drayton and
Girton. In addition, the scheme removes domestic and commercial frontages onto
the A14 and provides extra capacity in both the three-lane and four-lane dual
carriageway sections. These improvements would provide a freer flowing A14.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction would
operate efficiently.
Strategic and local destinations will be signed as agreed with the relevant highway
authorities.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

104774

Measures such as a reduced speed limit may help ease
congestion as well as improve road safety.

104782

The Highways Agency has not actively managed the flow of traffic
on the A14. Many of the issues with the A14 could be resolved by
the introduction of a variable maximum speed system determined
by the flow of traffic with mandatory penalties for non-compliance.

Yes

No

104822

Clever solutions regarding driver behaviour should be introduced.

Yes

No

104880

There are frequent accidents and traffic jams because the existing
A14 is not managed properly with speed-flow design techniques.

Yes

No

104921

In other parts of the county part time speed restrictions apply to
improve traffic flow at peak times. This could be tried on the
existing A14.

Yes

104981

There is bad driving daily by many car drivers which should be
managed. Drivers come out fast from slips roads onto the A14
instead of waiting for appropriate time to join. Drivers constantly

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply.

switch lanes to progress a few metres further ahead. Some
drivers go unnecessarily slow in rush hours. Some use mobile
telephones and an increasing number have visual distraction
displays (SatNavs) near their dashboard making them less aware
of surroundings. An unmarked police vehicle to hand out spot
fines to bad drivers is suggested.
104960

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Building the new road will attract more traffic to the area,
increasing noise and air pollution.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
An assessment of air quality and noise impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in the Environmental Statement (Chapters 8 and 14 respectively).

54758

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
A no overtaking rule for HGVs would enable cars to flow through
faster. Problems do arise when breakdowns/accidents occur and
both lanes of a carriageway are closed, forcing traffic to seek
alternative routes. This could be resolved by keeping one lane
open if possible following accidents or adding hard shoulders and
extra lanes.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

104762

Speed and lane change controls are very effective in controlling
traffic jams. Overhead gantry text controlling speed in each lane,
improved junction and lane labelling would be enough as most
accidents are caused by bad driving and speeding.

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents. These enhancements could not be achieved through
traffic control measures alone.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

104921
The Highways Agency should address bottleneck issues. In other
parts of the county part time speed restrictions apply to improve
traffic flow at peak times.

Yes
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No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents. These enhancements could not be achieved through
traffic control measures alone.

This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E Comments and responses
E.5B

The right solution

E.5B.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 5B Part 1: The right solution – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Cost
Junctions are designed to cater for all predicted traffic levels in 2035, taking into
account forecast traffic growth associated with planned development.
The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the proposed junctions, while
busy, would operate satisfactorily at peak times.
Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Concerned that too much of the scheme, particularly rural
junctions and our own, is designed for off-peak levels of traffic.
The Council already has a scheme like that and are spending
£1.5B to rectify it.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to
ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future
conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would provide high value for money. The economic Case for the
Scheme detailing this analysis set out in Chapter 5 in the Case for the Scheme.

Environmental
Landscape

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny
Parish Council

Planting of woodland appears to offer mitigation but we would like
to know how long it would take for these trees to grow sufficiently
to act effectively as a noise and visual barrier. Also who is
responsible for their ongoing care and maintenance?
To appreciate the landscape fully, it has to be seen looking down
on the Ouse Valley from the top of Offord Hill. It is this view that
has prompted the proposal for a designation of an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and it is this view that will be
destroyed by the new A14 route. In this regard none of the
proposed mitigation measures will be effective.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. This chapter provides
information on planting proposals and timeframes. The scheme would incorporate
tree and shrub planting to reduce visual impact and integrate the scheme into the
local landscape. Tree and shrub planting normally achieves effective traffic
screening of a road scheme after approximately 15 years of growth. Initially, the
contractor for the road scheme would be responsible for care of the planting
during a –five year landscape establishment/aftercare period included as part of
the contract. After that the Highways Agency would be responsible for on-going
care through their network maintenance contractors.
Mitigation proposals for the section between the railway and the east bank of the
river Great Ouse have changed recently. For flood control reasons, the
Environment Agency requires the removal of previously proposed tree covered
embankments west of the railway, replacing them with an extension of the viaduct.
Tall, fast growing trees would be planted on the floodplain either side of the
viaduct to soften and screen the structure. About midway between the river and
the railway, clumps of trees on a short section of embankment slope up to road
level would also partially screen and visually break up the continuity of the
structure.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Ouse Valley is not currently designated as an area of outstanding natural
beauty (AONB) but the LVIA acknowledges that there are aspirations to designate
it as such. The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley are acknowledged
and impacts on this landscape have been assessed.
It is acknowledged within Appendix 10.2 of the Environmental Statement that
residential properties on Offord Hill would experience significant adverse visual
effects. Mature mitigation planting along the embankments would generally filter
and soften views towards the scheme in the long term. However, open elevated
views of traffic crossing the river Great Ouse viaduct to the south would remain.

General design
Alignment

Fenstanton Parish
Council

Lolworth Parish
Council

We are broadly in favour of the proposed scheme, assuming that
the existing proposed A14 route contained in the scheme remains
unchanged. We do however reserve the right to withdraw our
support if there is any deviation from the proposed scheme A14
route e.g. if the A14 is moved closer to Fenstanton Village.
The local access road between the Lolworth bridge and the
Swavesey junction should be taken north of the sewerage works
and the commercial properties adjacent to the Swavesey junction,
thereby allowing widening of the main carriageway to be more
symmetrical.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Support duly noted.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Updated details of the scheme including the limits of deviation and an assessment
of the impacts are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of
this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme favours asymmetric widening as it is less disruptive to users, allows
safer offline construction and enables the redundant eastbound carriageway to be
reused as a local access road. Options where the local access road was routed to
the north of the sewerage works and commercial properties between Lolworth and
Swavesey were considered earlier in the project but were not taken forward due to
higher construction costs when considered in conjunction with asymmetric
widening, and the severance of farmland.
Junctions are designed to cater for all predicted traffic levels in 2035, taking into
account forecast traffic growth associated with planned development.

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

Concerned that too much of the scheme, particularly rural
junctions and our own, is designed for off-peak levels of traffic.

The lack of any “joined up thinking” regarding linking traffic from
the M1, northbound A1 and eastbound A14. It would appear that
traffic moving north on the A1 will have to go past the junction with
the A14, do a U-turn at the next junction and travel back to the
A14 junction if it wishes to travel eastbound towards Cambridge.
This cannot be sensible. Alternatively, along with traffic arriving
from the M1 at the “Black Cat” roundabout it will still have to
access the A428 via a very congested. badly designed entry point
followed by a stretch of single-carriageway as far as Caxton
Gibbet. The many shortcomings of this part of the A428 are major

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the proposed junctions, while
busy, would operate satisfactorily at peak times.
The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to
ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future
conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.

Yes

No

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost of providing an additional access would be significant and deemed
unnecessary as the existing route via the A428 would provide access from the A1
northbound to the A14 eastbound at Cambridge.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

contributors to congestion on the A14 yet the HA has consistently
shown no interest in remedying them.

Highways Agency’s response
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on
the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change significantly in
the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic
flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both cases.

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

A “hard shoulder” to enable offending vehicles to be swiftly
removed from the carriageways, properly designed slip roads
rather than right-angle junctions, to allow traffic to enter and exit
the road safely and the removal of lay-bys (or “lorry-stops” as they
have become) in order to reduce the number of accidents
involving lorries. Provide a proper rest area for lorry drivers to
compensate. All this could be achieved at a fraction of the cost,
both monetary and human, of the Highways Agency’s proposed
solution for improving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon route.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon is already heavily congested at
peak times and without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will
become worse. It will be a constraint to housing and business growth in the
Cambridge and Huntingdon area and within the region as a whole. Traffic will
inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the
scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to
three lanes or three to four lanes.
In 2011/12, the Department for Transport carried out a detailed study (the A14
Study) into potential options for improving issues faced by the section of the A14
between Ellington, to the west of Huntingdon, and the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. The A14 Study appraised a range of multi-modal measures that included
both public transport and rail freight measures, as well as highways measures. It
confirmed that the public transport and rail freight measures alone would not be
sufficient to address the issues identified for the A14 trunk road.
The Highways Agency has carried out a further assessment of the highways
options within the A14 Study, as set out within Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme and has developed proposals for a scheme that it believes will best meet
strategic and local transport needs and provide legacy benefits.
Adding a hard shoulder, improving slip roads and junctions and removing lay-bys
would not provide the additional capacity that is required.

Abbotsley Parish
Council

Abbotsley Parish
Council

Request for a future development plan with a wider view to
include the A14 and A428 combined.

Request for a future development plan with a wider view to
include the A14 and A428 combined.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency will continue to assess the road network and carry out
improvements where need is greatest. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the
A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. Traffic
forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.
The Highways Agency will continue to assess the road network and carry out
improvements where need is greatest. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the
A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. Traffic
forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.

Girton interchange
Associated British
Ports

There is a concern regarding the current congestion between Bar
Hill and Girton. In particular during the morning peak period being
associated with the volume of traffic entering Cambridge via the
A10/A14 Milton Interchange where there is a single carriageway

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme would also include improvements to both Histon and
Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

heading directly into Cambridge. The performance of this junction
causes long queues and tailbacks onto the A14 causing
significant delays and impacting performance and free flowing of
the A14 eastbound carriageways. Thought needs to be given to
the queuing arrangements for Cambridge including the Science
Park in the eastbound direction.

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny
Parish Council

Highways Agency’s response
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. The Cambridge
Science Park junction is part of the local road network and as such its future
operation is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

The proposed re-design of the Girton interchange should help to
keep traffic flowing properly separating that traffic that wishes to
enter Cambridge and that which wishes to continue along the
A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

There are a number of features that the parish council is pleased
to see included in the current design, including the demolition of
the viaduct.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Huntingdon Viaduct
Brampton Parish
Council

Buckden Parish
Council

Any plan to demolish the Brampton Road viaduct should be
reconsidered not only because of the consequential serious
impact on the future smooth transit of vehicles in the local area
but because it could provide potential capital savings.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge..
Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
One of the options considered as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation
(Option 5) included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a lower standard
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Both this and the current option offered high value
for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5 would cost less to
construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs and would require
additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued maintenance of the
viaduct

Junction design
Brampton Parish
Council

The Council supports the provision of a safe exit for heavy
vehicles coming from the pyrolysis plant and the recycling area

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes
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No

Support duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
and the removal of the dangerous junction where the slip road
from the northbound A1 meets the B1514.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

consultation
letter)
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

Associated British
Ports

Thought needs to be given to the queuing arrangements for the
westbound carriageway (Milton interchange) to access the
southbound M11 and northbound A14 using the staggered
junction but common slip road from the A14 westbound.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
proposed improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east
to west on the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more freeflowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
Access to the M11 would be via a dedicated slip road.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay-bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The scheme would reduce the number of
junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would
improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

The scheme should consider designing proper entry and exit slip
roads for the junctions along its course and closing the badly
designed and poorly sited laybys to lorry parking along the route.
The presence of a hard shoulder would minimise delays.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Lolworth Parish
Council

The asymmetric widening of the road between Swavesey and Bar
Hill junctions brings it closer to Lolworth with adverse
environmental issues.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken to assess the effects
of the scheme (including on Lolworth where appropriate) and is reported in the
Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects including areas of planting to improve screening
between Swavesey and Bar Hill.

Brampton Parish
Council

The Council supports the increase in the number of lanes of the
A1 north of Brampton Hut.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

The road should be widened to three lanes from Fen Ditton to
Milton.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter

Yes

No

The section of A14 between Milton and Fen Ditton is outside the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

The Council supports the provision of a safe route for pedestrians
and cyclists from the village to the Brampton Hut Services and
Brampton Wood. The latter will provide through routes for cyclists
and walkers into the national networks.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

The proposed plans provide neither safe roads nor reliable
journeys.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme. The scheme would be designed
and built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny
Parish Council

Yes

No

The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Road widening

Milton Parish
Council

Non-motorised users (NMU)
Brampton Parish
Council

Safety
Buckden Parish
Council
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

letter)

Highways Agency’s response
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The scheme would reduce the number of
junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This should
help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the
mainline.

Scheme scope

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny
Parish Council

Buckden Parish
Council

There are other options including making the A428 a dual
carriageway from Caxton Gibbet to the Black Cat roundabout and
keeping the Huntingdon flyover to take northbound traffic.
Pressure of rush-hour traffic can be relieved by dualling the A428
between St Neots and Caxton Gibbet and thus providing an
alternative route for local traffic There should be a proper link to
the M1 that bypasses the Black Cat roundabout at Barford.

The Option which most closely meets Buckden Parish Council’s
aspirations is Option 5 as modified with the A1 constructed to the
west of the new A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011
comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme.
The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to
the A428 between St Neots and Caxton Gibbet are outside of the scope for the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011
comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme.
The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Option 5 included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a Huntingdon
Southern Bypass designed to ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’ standard. Both this and the
current option offered high value for money. However, it was concluded that while
Option 5 would cost less to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct.

Buckden Parish
Council

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

The Parish Council believes that the need for the Buckden A1
bypass, which was agreed in the 1990s and cancelled in 1996 is
well documented and will continue to fight for its inclusion in future
highway and infrastructure plans.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this
process to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of
the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the
scheme.

Along with traffic arriving from the M1 at the “Black Cat”
roundabout it will still have to access the A428 via a very
congested. badly designed entry point followed by a stretch of
single-carriageway as far as Caxton Gibbet. The many
shortcomings of this part of the A428 are major contributors to
congestion on the A14 yet the HA has consistently shown no
interest in remedying them.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest. Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment
show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would
not change significantly in the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year
(2035), with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in
both cases. Improvements to the A45, A421 and Black Cat Roundabout are
outside of the scope of the scheme with minor realignment works of the A428 near
Girton Interchange included in the design.

The route provides a more direct route in the section between the
A1 and Cambridge which will improve congestion and road safety
as well as remove the impact of heavy traffic from Huntingdon.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost of providing an additional access would be significant and deemed
unnecessary as the existing route via the A428 would provide access from the A1
northbound to the A14 eastbound at Cambridge.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to the
south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change
significantly. In 2035, daily traffic flows (2-way) on this section of the A1 are
forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,400 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. Further
detail on traffic forecasts is provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment,

Traffic
Congestion
Papworth Everard
Parish Council

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

The lack of any “joined up thinking” regarding linking traffic from
the M1, northbound A1 and eastbound A14. It would appear that
traffic moving north on the A1 will have to go past the junction with
the A14, do a U-turn at the next junction and travel back to the
A14 junction if it wishes to travel eastbound towards Cambridge.
This cannot be sensible.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Concerns regarding the roads to the south of Huntingdon, in
particular the A1 and adjacent villages.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Local road network

Buckden Parish
Council

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Traffic flow

Buckden Parish
Council

The Council continues to believe that there continues to be
serious flaws in the proposals, which will affect the free and safe
flow of traffic in the local area.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be limited
change in traffic levels in Buckden and Little Paxton, Daily traffic flows on the
B1043 in Offord Cluny are forecasts to rise by around 10%, while Offord D’Arcy
would benefit from a 25% reduction in traffic. Traffic volumes through Brampton
are forecast to decrease, particularly on Thrapston Road, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon transfers on to the de-trunked section of the A14.

The council supports the decision to abandon tolling.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

The Council supports the reduced volumes of traffic on the
existing A14 north of Brampton, but adjacent to Oak Drive, Laws
Crescent, Wood View and Crane Street and the reduced delay at
the notorious Spittals roundabout.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Traffic management
Brampton Parish
Council

Traffic movements
Brampton Parish
Council
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E.5B.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 5B Part 2: The right solution – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General design

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council supports the Government’s decision,
following the autumn 2013 consultation, to abandon plans to toll
this project however the Council has outstanding concerns about
the design and resilience of the project.

Suffolk County
Council

Notes the Highways Agency’s statement that “there is an
opportunity to improve resilience through the provision of hard
shoulders or wide hard-strips on planned upgraded sections of
the A14 through Cambridgeshire”.
The Highways Agency may wish to initially implement the project
as proposed with hard shoulders, as indicated in the Felixstowe
to Midlands Route Strategy evidence report, and subsequently
convert the hard shoulder into a running lane as and when
required in the future. Given the disruption this would cause and
the additional costs involved, the County Council believes that it
would be sensible to construct the scheme with the additional
lanes.

Suffolk County
Council

Recommendation that an additional lane should be provided in
each direction on the A14 between Girton and Brampton and the
A1 between Brampton and Alconbury. This would alleviate the
County Council’s concerns about safety, resilience and long
term capacity of this critical part of the trunk road network. This
approach is also supported by the Suffolk Chamber of
Commerce;

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.
Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey
reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary
to meet the scheme objectives.

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that in the
majority of sections the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme would
be appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The following links would
come under increasing stress and may experience a deterioration in the level of
service provided as the design year is approached;
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction,
A14- Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and
A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years
leading up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any
further intervention should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical note
is appended to the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).

Need for the proposals
Suffolk County
Council

The County Council supports early construction and delivery of
this vital project and has agreed to make a local contribution to
facilitate construction of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes
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No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

letter)

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire District Council continues to support the
proposed scheme as the project remains vital to relieve current
congestion, reduce journey times, and address the safety issues
of the current route and also creating a positive legacy as part of
eventual delivery.
The proposal contains many features that this Council has been
lobbying for over many years, including the proposed off-line
A14 route to the south of Huntingdon and Godmanchester, the
upgrading of the A1 between Alconbury and the A14 and the
removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

In principle the route option with on-line widening from Milton to
Swavesey and a Huntingdon southern bypass is supported. The
Council supports the rejection of alternative route alignment
options, in particular the use of the A428 / A1198.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Support for the route option including the de-trunking of the A14
through Huntingdon and removal of the A14 Viaduct.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The County Council supports the principle of the proposals to
provide the Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement as well as
the online widening of the A1 and A14 Cambridge Northern
Bypass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Suffolk County
Council

Support for the scheme duly noted. Unlocking growth is one of the key objectives
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme seeks to address.
Current government policy supports development that provides housing or jobs.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and
delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if
the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly extended
journey times and even greater unreliability.

Essex County
Council

Ensure local growth and local access by sustainable modes can
be accommodated. ECC supports minor local amendments to
the proposed scheme provided these do not have a negative
impact upon the primary strategic function of the A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. In 2011 a study
was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in
November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. However,
the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent
of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
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E.5B.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 5B Part 3: The right solution – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
101070

104893

104717

Access to my property will not be possible with the proposed
scheme.

Too few junctions to access the new road.

Strong concerns about the layout of the Huntingdon railway
station access.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The scheme design has been developed since the formal consultation period in
response to consultation feedback. The scheme would now include a new access
to the rear of this property via the local access road.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. Introducing junctions results in merging traffic and poorer
lane control. The scheme junction locations have been optimised for capacity,
connectivity, safety and cost.

No

Access to the railway station would be improved once the viaduct is demolished.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station and with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station. The existing
access to the station would be closed and two new accesses to the station would
be created.
Ongoing consultation has been held with Network Rail and Cambridgeshire County
Council. New roads and accesses would be designed to modern road standards as
set out by the DMRB and TSRGD and would improve safety for all users.

Agricultural and business impact

Conington Pub Co
Ltd

The proposed route from Swavesey to Fenstanton comes too
close to the White Swan Pub at Conington. I object for
environmental, pollution, amenity and business reasons. The
proposed route will severely affect our pub business and the
surroundings of Conington Hall. It would be cheaper to widen
the A14 to the St Ives junction and encroaching on the village.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Environmental and community impacts have been assessed in the Environmental
Impact Assessment. The findings of the assessments along with
recommendations for mitigation and any necessary monitoring are presented in the
Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 10
Landscape and Visual Impacts, Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration, Chapter 16
Community and Private Assets and Chapter 17 Road Drainage and the Water
Environment. The Environmental Statement (Appendix 10.3) states that views of
the scheme from the White Swan pub would be contained by tall mature hedgerow
along Conington Road and would be limited to distant intermittent glimpses of
traffic on existing A14. No significant adverse noise or air quality impacts have
been identified at this location. The summary of the assessment of likely effects on
community facilities and private property in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement does not include the White Swan pub. Assets have not been listed
where the effect is likely to be negligible.
Alternative routes for the scheme have been considered in the route development
phase and these routes were subject to consultation. A key reason for the
proposed route deviating from the line of the existing A14 at Swavesey is air
quality considerations at Fenstanton.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Community impact

102877

Severe permanent impact on local residents.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment and the
mitigation measures proposed to mitigate against any likely significant effects are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

104512

Takes local considerations into account.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

55669

The current route planned has too much impact on
Cambridgeshire residences; there are more optimal routes that
would reduce this impact.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Originally twenty-two route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The removal of the Huntingdon viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre.

101842

The proposals would take traffic away from Huntingdon
residences.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed scheme still provides a route for through traffic, but as a much less
attractive route in terms of travel time than use of the southern bypass.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Construction

55622

Years of inconvenience and disruption during the construction
phase.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 6.4) The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical. With the main haul
routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
will provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors will consult with local
roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main
contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
will be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main
roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads will be restricted
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally
sourced materials. The main contractors will implement traffic management
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads,
cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the
appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Cost

104508

The route selected is too expensive and the improvements
should be made within the present line of the A14 with a
redesigned route around Huntingdon to reduce cost.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011
comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme.
The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
Option 5 included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a Huntingdon
Southern Bypass designed to ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’ standard. Both this and the
current option offered high value for money. However, it was concluded that while
Option 5 would cost less to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct.

55696

102877

The case for the new road has not been made. It will be
excessively expensive. The authority has not yet shown that
lesser remedial measures to the existing road, plus possible
widening, would not achieve the same.

Huge expense of project.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the Highways
Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide value for money.
Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme are contained in Chapter 5 of
Case for the Scheme.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on air quality, noise and vibration and the community. The
findings of these assessments are reported in Chapters 8, 14 and 16 of the
Environmental Statement, respectively.
Further impacts on local resident’s health and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels can be
found respectively in Appendices 18.1 and 13.2 of the Environmental Statement.

102877

Severe permanent impact on environment and CO2 levels.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

In line with the requirements of the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks, climate change has been taken into account as an intrinsic part of the
planning, design and mitigation of the scheme. Chapter 3 of the ES sets out where
climate change considerations have been taken into account as part of the scheme
design parameters, for instance with respect to rainfall and drainage runoff
predictions. The drainage design for the scheme and the flood risk assessment
includes allowance for climate change - this is presented in Chapter 17 of the ES.
An assessment of carbon emissions from the scheme is made in Appendix 13.2 of
the ES.

Future growth
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.

103547

It will lead to extra housing being built in the immediate area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.

104850

Gallagher Estates

The development at Alconbury Weald will put more pressure on
the surrounding roads.

The major improvements proposed for the Fen Drayton to Girton
section of the route together with the local access road (Fen
Drayton to Dry Drayton) and the junction improvements at Bar
Hill are extremely important for the future delivery of Northstowe
and will be part of an effective transport strategy.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire and include the Alconbury Weald development.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them..
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase from19500 vehicles per day to 33900
vehicles per day (+74%) as a result of the A14 scheme. The majority of this
growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase 2 development which is dependent
on the A14 improvements.

104530

A trunked road away from Huntingdon allows for future extension
and development or even upgrading to motorway status.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Widening the existing Huntingdon viaduct to increase capacity would not be
practical. The removal of the viaduct carrying the existing A14 over the east coast
main line would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
The scheme is designed to accommodate forecast traffic growth up to the year
2035.

101922

101971

It is important that the road is future-proofed so that the road is
not overrun in a short time frame once opened.

Improvements will only be undermined by increasing numbers of
road users.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

General Disagreement

104803

Agreement with the proposals for this area. However, not
convinced that the current proposal is the solution.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

Consultee(s)

104788

Summary of consultee comment

This route will not leave a positive legacy.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104578

The proposals are narrow minded and short term.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Local businesses also depend on efficient
freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more
effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential
developments to proceed.
The demolition of the viaduct in Huntingdon and removal of the embankments
would reduce the severing effect it has on local communities and would open up
opportunities for the local townscape. Reduced traffic volumes through the town
centre due to vehicles being relocated to the new bypass would be expected to
improve air quality in the locality.

General Design
General
54593

The scheme fails to address the wider transport issues, in
particular it does not achieve the goal unlocking growth in
Cambridgeshire and preparing the sub-region for a predicted

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that in the
majority of sections the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme would

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

national increase in road traffic. These objectives can only be
achieved by maximising the number of east west road links
through the county, the provision of a single extra lane will not
achieve this objective. We would suggest a minimum of 5 lanes
east west achieved as follows:
provision of 3 lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass in accordance
with the published scheme.
retention of the existing A14 through Huntingdon until such time
as the A428 Caxton Gibbet to Black Cat scheme has been
implemented
This will mean that the current scheme can process so that on
completion in circa 2019 there will be, and remain, at all times 5
lanes of east west dual carriageway through the district.

Highways Agency’s response
be appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The following links would
come under increasing stress and may experience a deterioration in the level of
service provided as the design year is approached;
A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction,
A14- Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and
A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years
leading up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any
further intervention should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical note
is appended to the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model
(CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts which
are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently, development
growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the
Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Proximity to Hilton

102820
105032

It comes too close to Hilton, and sufficient reasoning has not be
given as to why.

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage
and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this
would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

103529

A route which does not come so close to Hilton would be better.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Sufficient open countryside for this new road to be sited much
further away from the village of Hilton than is currently planned at least 0.5 to 0.75 of a mile further north and west. This would
benefit Hilton hugely.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104788
55622

Huntingdon Viaduct

104844

The overpass in Huntingdon should not be removed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.

300014

It is clear that the removal of the Huntingdon viaduct is sensible

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the removal of Huntingdon Viaduct is duly noted.
The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on the local landscape and communities and would open up
opportunities for the local townscape.

104850

Removing the viaduct at Huntingdon will create major queues on
all roads leading to and from the proposed new junction at
Huntingdon Railway Station.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Proposals not fit for purpose
Extensive traffic modelling studies has been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End
Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

104548

I do not believe the new road will meet future needs.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104578

Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District
Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the full build out of
Alconbury and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes)
are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have
therefore been explicitly included in the latest traffic forecasts although the overall
level of growth remains constrained to NTEM.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model
(CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of England Regional Model (EERM).
EERM includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts which are
also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently, development
growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the
Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly.

101766

If car numbers increase the proposed Brampton roundabout will
be unable to work.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road from Girton to Histon, with an improved junction
arrangement at Girton, would increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to
the east and A14 west of Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as
well as those terminating in Cambridge.

104562

Adding an extra lane between Histon and Girton is not going to
solve anything.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

Need for the proposals
Domino UK Ltd

A combination of better junctions and keeping some of the local
traffic (e.g. from St Ives and local villages) on separate roads will
help.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

54593

The current proposals are a significant improvement on the
scheme withdrawn in 2010.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

AXA REIM
(Northstowe)

Support the A14 improvement proposals and the justification for
them as set out within the Highways Agency consultation
material.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

103547

Improvement on its current state.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

101855

Provides benefits to everyone.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Mr Alan Joyner
FRICS. FRTPI
(Gallagher Estates)

Extremely important for the future delivery of Northstowe and
will be part of an effective transport strategy.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Scheme scope
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

55669

The use of the A428 as an alternative east/west route has not
been given sufficient consideration. A more flexible, and cost
effective solution could have been produced making use of this
road, with appropriate improvements, such as completing
duelling all the way to the A1 neat St Neots This would also
have given a better route for the additional housing that is
planned along or this corridor.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer
the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the proposed
scheme.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction,
and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the
subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower
financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental and social
effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these
were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing options were those
which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

104844

The new road is not the answer, the current A14 should be
widened instead.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes.
Reduced traffic volumes in Huntingdon town centre due to vehicles being
relocated to the new bypass would also be expected to improve air quality in the
locality.

104844

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much
higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys.
The A428 should be duelled from the A14 to A1.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction,
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in traffic
on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

104578

A new A14, four lanes wide, should go from Girton over the top
of St Ives and join with the A1 at Alconbury. This would link up
with other forms of transport and would help the infrastructure of
new development being built in Alconbury.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with
overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End
Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer
the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the proposed
scheme.

300014

Consider removing bridges such as the one near Castle Hill as
this is probably the only opportunity to do so.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.
Therefore the existing section of A14 near Castle Hill and the existing A414 bridge
over the River Ouse will remain in place to provide local access to and from
Huntingdon and surrounding villages.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

104798

An A428 option should be considered taking cars directly to the
A1.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction,
and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

104798

104850

104850

The road should be aligned north of Huntingdon.

The scheme is not taking into account the need to make a
proper junction from the A428 eastbound and the M11 or from
the M11 northbound to the A428.

The new road should stay on the existing route past Fenstanton
with a junction at St Ives Galley Hill rather than that proposed
one near the existing Cambridge services.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow for travel between the A428 and the M11 via
the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal
with the extents of the proposed southern bypass as shown.

54593

103529

As part of the overall scheme the A14 west of Ellington should
be upgraded to enhance the safety of the route in particular.

The best solution to the A14 would be to widen the whole stretch
- it would be more cost effective and would improve traffic flow.
Consideration should be given to removing as many lorries from
the A14 as possible and carrying goods by rail - this is a more
environmentally friendly option.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The section of the A14 to the west of Ellington is outside of the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Other route options, including options that considered widening of the A14 west of
Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove strategic
traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct and would
not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. More recently, In 2011 a study was
commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in
November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104788

Can the road not take a more northerly route?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

55622

Widening of the existing road has always looked to be the most
logical, least expensive and least environmentally damaging
option. I believe that this solution should be used along the full
length of this project and that a 'new', southern bypass should
not be constructed.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study
concluded that the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less
than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. This study concluded that a northern route would be longer
across open countryside risking greater environmental impact and greater impact
on populous areas. The six options were consulted on as part of the Autumn
2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
further consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this
preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation
in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Other route options, including options that considered widening of the A14 west of
Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove strategic
traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct and would
not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions.

54593

Closure of the existing sub-standard Easton turn with provision
for a local feeder road parallel with the A14 to link the Easton
Road with Spaldwich and thereby giving access to the
Spaldwich inter-change.
Closure of the existing Woolley turn with similar provision via a
local feeder road to the Spaldwich inter-change.
Closure of the existing at grade A14 crossing at the Leighton
Bromswold turn and replacement with either a local feeder road
linking the Catworth and Spaldwich interchanges or a new grade
separated interchange.

54593

There is concern that a single three lane dual carriageway trunk
road through Cambridgeshire is overdue and out of date. The
scheme should have taken into account wider issues of trunk
roads in Cambridgeshire. For example the current consultation
is to de-trunk the existing A14 following construction of the new
road without reference to the traffic pressure on the A428

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

The section of the A14 to the west of Ellington including junctions at Spaldwick
and Easton Road are outside of the scope of the scheme. The Highways Agency
will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

between Caxton Gibbet and Black Cat roundabout. Current
proposals for the A14 should be considered in tandem with, or
as part of a wider scheme involving the upgrading of the A428
between Caxton Gibbet and Black Cap to 2 lane dual
carriageway.

Highways Agency’s response
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The Highways Agency has produced an A14 Link Capacity Report, which reviews
the traffic flow by the number of lanes for the whole scheme. The Transport
Assessment demonstrates that for year 2035 the scheme has adequate capacity
to deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area.
The scheme also seeks to separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is
using the A14 for strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge by providing a new local access road that
runs parallel with the A14 mainline.
The scheme would also transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which
would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction as a result.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to
the A428 and other trunk roads in Cambridgeshire are outside of the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic
Traffic flow
102877

Traffic always builds to fill available infrastructure. For example
on the M25 the four lanes around M4 / Heathrow are still always
busy.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year
2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

102877

Inevitable increase in traffic to negate the imagined benefit of
the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Traffic management

55696

It is the trucks that cause most problems, overtaking in the
outside lane, and frequently having accidents. Measures could
include banning trucks from overtaking, and encouraging freight
onto rail between east coast ports and the midlands,
improvement to junctions.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports.
The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to
Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less
suitable roads.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with additional
lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users. Whilst
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel slightly
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
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Section 47 – local community

Appendix E Table 5B Part 4: The right solution – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Comments relating to the impacts of the works
Access

104530

101822

Removing through traffic from the Huntingdon viaduct will allow
the two local boroughs to be reconnected with each other, as
well as the Ouse Valley / Portholme area.

Unsure of the impact of closing the Dry Drayton junction - how
will users from Dry Drayton access Cambridge easily?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for removal of Huntingdon viaduct duly noted.
The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) is one of the junctions that it is proposed
would be closed. There are two main reasons for this, both of which are safety
driven. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5km from the Bar
Hill junction, which is well below the Highways Agency’s recommended junction
spacing of 2km and introduces a conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill
(Junction 29) has to cross traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with
the proposal to widen the A14 to four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill
and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes
of traffic. These are significant road safety issues that have the potential to cause
congestion and delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is most
appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the surrounding villages
maintained via the proposed local access road.
Residents from Dry Drayton will be able to easily access Cambridge via the new
local access road, without the need to join the A14.
A free flow connection would be provided from the A1 southbound to the A14
eastbound as part of the scheme.
The scheme would not preclude the addition of a link from the A14 to the A1
south of Brampton in the future.

54235

Should be at least one more access on the Brampton Junction to
the A1 southbound. There will be an emergency access from
Buckden Road, why not make it a proper one?

The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. At present this is outside of the scope and
affordability
7 April 2014

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. Introducing junctions results in merging traffic and poorer
lane control. The scheme junction locations have been optimised for capacity,
connectivity, safety and cost.
Emergency access would be provided to aid operation in the event of incident or
road closure. To provide slip roads to modern safe standards would require
additional land take and cost which would be prohibitively expensive for the
benefit gained.

101761

The local road will improve the access for Bar Hill residents to
Cambridge.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Support for the Local Access Road duly noted.

Consultee(s)

103515

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed route would not be accessed by farm tracks or
minor roads.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Traffic from Godmanchester wishing to travel to Cambridge would be able to use
the detrunked A14 from junction 24 as at present to access the new eastbound
A14 at Swavesey junction.

102814

104564

103518

101822

The new A14 route seems fine except for those people who live
in Godmanchester who wish to join the route to Cambridge and
will have to go into Huntingdon. They should be able to access
the A14 from the A1198. If Bearscroft Farm Estate is built the
additional traffic will add to the pressure on Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely’. The development at Bearscroft Farm is included in the forecasts. Trips
from this development towards Cambridge would be expected to use the same
route as traffic from Godmanchester.
A12 Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4
Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

The current proposed route cuts across open countryside with
no justification for spoiling the views and countryside across
Hilton, Godmanchester, Offord and Buckden.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to Hilton, Godmanchester, Offord and Buckden) and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an assessment of
impacts on landscape character and addresses how the scheme would relate to
landscape policy and designations. The introduction and improvement of major
highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape. Landscaping
works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental
bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help to screen the
highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.

It appears to improve access for local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Uncertain of the impact of closing the Dry Drayton junction - how
will users from Dry Drayton access Cambridge easily, and vice
versa?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for
local traffic, including traffic that current uses the existing Dry Drayton junction.

Local versus through traffic

102880

The road is far too busy now and will be much worse even with
modest growth. There ought to be a better separation between
local and cross-country traffic than is possible with the current
road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14.
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Girton. This road would enable local traffic to avoid the A14. Traffic forecasts
indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300 vehicles per day, which
would otherwise need to travel on the A14.

300017

Making the road wider will alleviate some of the problems
caused by through traffic, and local traffic will have more than
one choice.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104813

Separating the local and national traffic makes sense.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Travel distance
Comment Noted

100989

Residents who lie to the north of the existing A14 are essentially
incurring increased journey times to the new A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency acknowledges that the journey distance and journey time
to the A14 would increase for some residents. However, the Transport
Assessment indicates that in general, the additional journey time associated with
diversion would be offset by the journey time savings associated with the
improved operation of the A14 and proposed new Local Access Road.
Comment Noted.

101950

The improvements at the Milton exit (J33) will not reduce the
time it takes me to get to work.

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an
extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The improvements to Milton junction ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no
worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic
modelling that has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.
Support for the scheme duly noted.

300018

For A1M to M11 it might add a couple of minutes, but nothing
significant.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that although the route via Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be longer, journey times via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be quicker compared to using the existing A14 route if
the scheme were not to go ahead. The journey time between the A1/A14 spur
junction north of Alconbury (Junction 14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be
approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except
for southbound traffic in the morning peak hour, when the journey time is forecast
to increase by around one minute.

Truck stops

Road Haulage
Association

Given that the need for more lorry parking has already been
made out in the Department for Transport 2011Lorry Parking
Study, we would like to see greater provision made for adequate
truck stopping and parking facilities on or near the route to
address drivers’ requirement for rest, food and hygiene,
particularly because the tachograph rules mandate drivers to
take regular rest breaks. We would also like parking facilities for
trucks near the route to be secure, so that the risk of crime
affecting both drivers and loads can be reduced.

The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions and local
accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of traffic and
reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline. Existing parking lay-bys will be
removed and emergency lay-bys provided for use in emergencies only.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Facilities for overnight parking would be provided at private-sector operated
service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop service
areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of
the A14 improvement scheme.
It is not Department for Transport policy to provide new service areas and lorry
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
parks alongside new roads. It is for the private sector to promote and operate
service areas that meet the needs of the travelling public.

104864

The laybys being used as parking sites for lorries and trucks
should be removed.

The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions and local
accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would to improve the flow of traffic
and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline. Existing parking lay-bys
will be removed and emergency lay-bys provided for use in emergencies only.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Facilities for overnight parking would be provided at private-sector operated
service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop service
areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of
the A14 improvement scheme.

Agricultural and Business impact
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). This study
culminated in the development of six shortlisted options. The analysis showed
that the best-performing options were those which provided a full Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.

55534

There are alternatives to using prime agricultural land, using land
further north, which has less environmental impact.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

In summary, the assessment concludes that approximately 4.99ha of Grade 1
agricultural land, 592.71ha of Grade 2 agricultural land and 564.27ha of Grade 3
agricultural land would be permanently lost. Where possible, the loss of
agricultural land, particularly that in the best and most versatile category, would
be minimised by keeping the footprint to a practical minimum, by appropriate soil
handling and earth work procedures to protect fertile soils and restoration of
disturbed land to agricultural use where possible.
The wider region in the vicinity of the scheme largely comprises agricultural land
and the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably impact on
agricultural land of similar quality and extent.

101953

Bypass will ruin the natural environment around the Great River
Ouse, and consequently impact upon tourism via the many
walkers and holiday makers who visit Buckden, the marina and
the local walks.

104672

The route dissects the land of a local farmer and moving the
route slightly north would alleviate much of the impact on his
land and the concerns of the village and would not adversely
affect any other landowners.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would be undertaken to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate
the scheme including bridges into the wider landscape. Whilst it would not be
possible to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual effects would be restricted by the
indirect and filtered nature of many views and lessened by the mitigation planting
in the long term, so that residual effects would generally be of low significance.

No

Following analysis of consultation feedback and on-going engagement with
stakeholders that have an interest in the land a number of amendments have
been made to the design to address access and severance issues. The scheme
would include the purchase of land for the construction and/or operation of the
scheme. An assessment of impacts on community and private assets including

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
agricultural land has been undertaken and the findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). This study
culminated in the development of six shortlisted options. The analysis showed
that the best-performing options were those which provided a full Huntingdon
Southern Bypass rather than widening of the existing A14.

104920

104957

The existing road should be widened to save agricultural land.

Locals who depend on farming for their livelihoods will be
adversely affected.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary, the assessment concludes that due to
the prominence of agricultural land in the area, some impact on this asset is
unavoidable. However, the detailed design process has aimed to minimise
impacts on agricultural land where possible.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary, the assessment concludes that a number
of farms will be severed by the scheme and significant changes will be needed to
the way the land is farmed in order for the farms to remain viable.
The Highways Agency will continue liaising with land owners and communities
directly impacted by the scheme. The Highways Agency is happy to discuss the
impact on land and property, including the impact on property and house prices,
on an individual basis.

104652

Haulage costs should reduce as business efficiency increases.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Noted
Future traffic growth is predicted as a result of local and regional social,
demographic and economic factors as well as a predicted increase in strategic

102863

With superfast broadband connections, the population does not
need to be located in one area but rather industry/firms can be
encouraged to locate to the existing unemployed labour supply.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

road-freight traffic. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road
would become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the
Cambridge and Huntingdon area and the region as a whole. Local businesses
need access to a large and diverse labour market, requiring many people to
commute into and out of the area each day; congestion and consequent lack of
journey time reliability make it more difficult for businesses to recruit the people
they need. Additionally, the quality of life for those who live in Cambridge and
Huntingdon is reduced by congestion, which causes frustration and delay, and
contributes to increased numbers of road traffic accidents and other
health problems arising from increased levels of traffic induced pollutants.
The Highways Agency document, Case for the Scheme, details the reasons why
the improvement scheme is necessary.

Community Impacts

101069

It may have an adverse effect on the Wood Green Animal
shelter.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would pass approximately 400 metres to
the south of Wood Green Animal Shelter (WGAS). Access to WGAS would
remain via the A1198 and would not be directly affected.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1198
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
in the vicinity of WGAS would be significantly reduced by the scheme. In 2035,
daily traffic flows (2-way) on the section of the A1198 to the north of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are forecast to be reduced from approximately
19,400 vehicles per day without the scheme to 11,800 vehicles per day with the
scheme. This represents a 40% reduction in traffic.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. There would be filtered glimpses
through a strong tree belt from the southern periphery of WGAS of construction
activity and in the short term during winter of lighting and traffic on Ermine Street
junction, which would cause visual effects of slight adverse significance.
Mitigation planting around Ermine Street junction would mature so that there
would be no views of the scheme in the long term and visual effects would be of
neutral significance.

Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council

102897

Concern relating to the impact on the lives of people in the
community.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Gridlock problems may occur at proposed junctions.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101005

The proposed road is close to the village of Brampton. Has the
impact of the village been taken into account?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104669

Concerns relating to adverse impacts on Brampton including
noise pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104552

It will have a negative effect on the quality of life in Buckden,
Brampton and The Offords.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104695

Concerns relating to the impact on smaller villages such as the
Offords of the high bridge and loss of environment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

At the moment the Offords seem to be getting all the
disadvantages with few of the advantages of this scheme with no
access to the village from the road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

If the A1 has three lanes north and south from Brampton, there
may be negative impacts on Buckden. Congestion is already a
key issue in the village.

7 April 2014

101059

101792

Yes
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No

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be limited
change in traffic levels in Buckden and Little Paxton. Daily traffic flows on the
B1043 in Offord Cluny are forecasts to rise by around 10%, while Offord D’Arcy
would benefit from a 25% reduction in traffic.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken to assess the
impacts of the scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental
Statement. Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets of the Environmental
Statement considers the impacts of the scheme on people and communities.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels up to the
design year 2035. Further details of the traffic impact are reported in the
Transport Assessment published by the Highways Agency with this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken to assess the
impacts of the scheme (including, where appropriate, on Brampton), the findings
of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 14
Noise and Vibration and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The area directly
north of Brampton would be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce into this
area due to the introduction of the scheme leading to lower traffic flows on the
existing A14 and associated noise level reductions. Properties at the western
edge of Brampton would experience an increase in sound from road traffic.
Mitigation for reducing noise impacts would be proposed for this area comprising
absorptive barriers along the route.
With regards to Buckden, the scheme acts as a barrier to accessing the facilities
around Huntingdon which may be a deterrent to local residents; however, the
road to Brampton is maintained via an overpass therefore the overall effect is
likely to be minimal. Similarly, within the Offords, the scheme acts as a barrier to
accessing the facilities around Huntingdon which may be a deterrent to local
residents; however, the road to Godmanchester is maintained via an overpass
therefore the overall effect is likely to be minimal. Visual impacts are reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. It is acknowledged that the river
Great Ouse viaduct would cause some visual intrusion, although this is mitigated

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
as far as practicable with proposed mitigation measures including planting and
environmental bunds.

Impact on local communities must be further considered and
listened to.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Any proposal should minimise impact on existing communities.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104498

Village needs would be adversely affected along with wildlife.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104632

The scheme would have an adverse impact on the local villages
and countryside.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is little consideration for local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104835

Residents’ quality of life should be improved.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104724

A major road in such proximity to the villages would have a
detrimental impact for residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104745

Quality of life for residents will be reduced due to the visual,
noise and air pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104885

More consideration to minimise impact on surrounding villages
and countryside is required.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102826

This scheme is entirely for the benefit of through traffic with no
regard to local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104904

This proposal is at the expense of the residents of Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

100989

Mitigation for impacts on local communities should be put in
place especially those which are located to the north of the A14
where increased journey times will be incurred.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There are few benefits to the local community.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101031
102801

104749

104970

Local people and communities have been considered throughout the design of
the scheme. The environmental impact assessment has included an assessment
of impacts on communities and this has helped to improve the design and
identified mitigation measures to reduce impacts. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of the likely significant environmental effects, including impacts
on local communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the Environmental
Statement (Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. In addition, extensive mitigation has been designed into the scheme
to reduce the impact of the scheme once built and in use. This would include the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers would reduce or remove significant noise
at several locations. A biodiversity mitigation strategy would be developed to
ensure no net loss of valued habitats, maintain habitat connectivity, reduce
disturbance to species and create new habitat areas for a range of species. The
scheme would also provide new cycle/footway networks, reduce driver stress
and provide overpasses to allow connectivity between communities to be
maintained.

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle
and pedestrian access.

102899

Do not understand the full proposals or the impact on local
people.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

During the formal consultation both preliminary environmental and traffic
information documents were available, providing an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area. The
objective was to give members of the public an understanding of the key issues
and enable them to prepare well informed responses to the consultation.
Chapter 11 of the Preliminary Environmental Impact Report included descriptions
of the likely environmental effects on People and Communities.
The impact of the scheme on people and communities has now been assessed
in more detail and is reported in the Environmental Statement, Chapter 16
Community and Private Assets.

104546

The proposed route would have a detrimental impact on

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

community life to more villages than would be affected by
focusing on improving the current road.

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
A number of the options considered included retention of the viaduct. However,
it was concluded that these options would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct. They also did not achieve environmental
benefits in Huntingdon and did not support plans for development on the western
side of Huntingdon.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 16
Community and Private Assets which assessed impacts on community facilities
and private assets. The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken
as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as
the design has been developed.

101884

101889

The route allows free flow of traffic outside of Huntingdon
boundaries, less noise, pollution and accidents.

Brampton Primary School will be close to ten lanes of traffic and
the cost of the project could pay for other facilities.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment noted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement assesses the impacts on Air Quality, Chapter 14 presents the findings
of the Noise Assessment and Chapter 16 considers the impacts on local
communities. The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. The western edge of Brampton would experience an increase in sound
from road traffic. Mitigation for reducing noise impacts for this area would
comprise absorptive barriers along the route.
The improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and would
alleviate congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at peak times. The
cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme and in line with
industry standards. The economic Case for the Scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme published by the Highways Agency as part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

104864

Ten lanes of motorway traffic next to Brampton would cause
noise, light and air pollution. The 12 metre high bridge over the
railway line just north of Offord Cluny would cause more air and
noise pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets.
The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The western
edge of Brampton would experience an increase in sound from road traffic.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Mitigation for reducing noise impacts for this area would comprise absorptive
barriers along the route. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted and so no mitigation is required. The mainline of the
A14 would not be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the roundabouts at
the proposed junctions including at Brampton interchange. However there is
existing lighting along the A1 and additional impact caused by the increased
extent of lighting in this area would be limited.

101955

One of the proposed options is to create a road through Mill
common in Huntingdon, which would have an adverse effect on
local residents who own properties that look upon the Common.
Impacts may include noise disruption, air pollution, and
devaluation of the area and loss of green space.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. An assessment of impacts on
areas of open space and grassland used for grazing has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Within Huntingdon, the
introduction of the new highway infrastructure would result in the loss of some
existing open space. However, the section of the existing A14 embankment to
the east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme, creating new [grassland for grazing] between Mill Common and Views
Common. Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement provides an assessment of
air quality impacts which concludes that air quality in Huntingdon would benefit
as a result of the scheme with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area improving. Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement
provides an assessment of noise and vibration. The scheme would result in
reduced noise along the ‘de-trunked’ A14 corridor as the volume of passing
traffic would be reduced considerably with through traffic being routed onto the
new out of town bypass.
Following the consultation, the design of the scheme has been revised to replace
the proposed roundabout with a traffic signal controlled junction. This would allow
the new Pathfinder link connection to the Ring Road to be located adjacent to the
existing Mill Common (Road), so reducing the intrusion into that space.

101952

102824

Major impact on the environment and villages. Huntingdon will
be adversely affected.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken to assess the effects
of the scheme (including, where appropriate, on Huntingdon), the findings of
which are reported in the Environmental Statement. Within Huntingdon it is
predicted that the removal of the viaduct and de-trunking of the exiting A14 would
have a number of effects. Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement provides an
assessment of air quality impacts. There would be improvements in air quality,
with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality Management Area reducing.
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement provides an assessment of noise
and vibration. There would be reduced noise along the ‘de-trunked’ A14 corridor
as the volume of passing traffic would be reduced considerably with through
traffic being routed onto the new out of town bypass. The introduction of the new
highway infrastructure would result in the loss of some existing [grassland used
for grazing] and have adverse visual impacts. However the section of the existing
A14 embankment to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be
removed as part of the scheme, creating new [grassland for grazing] within
Views Common and enhancing the local townscape.

The proposal will have a detrimental effect on the local village as
the road is only 1k from Hilton and may increase traffic flow
through the village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
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Consultee(s)

104708

104684

103588

Summary of consultee comment
The proposed route would impact on the surrounding villages;
the village may become a rat run between the A14 and the
A1198. The visual impact may reduce house prices.

Hilton will be affected by congestion and the proposal is currently
located too close. Adverse impacts from noise, visual, light and
air pollution will affect the village. Increased traffic speed through
the village due to the straightening of the B1040 has safety
implications and the village will be used a rat-run.

Concerns about the impact upon Hilton Village and design of 3m
high raised road.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The height of the A14 in the section adjacent to Hilton would be determined by
highway drainage considerations. It is necessary to elevate the road in order to
safely drain the highway towards the drainage ponds and watercourses.

104764

The proposed Huntingdon southern bypass will come within 1

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton would experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme once built and
in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards
the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by a
significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that visual effects
would be of low significance.

kilometre of Hilton village. The increase in noise and pollution
and consequent effect on property values will be to the detriment
of residents.

Under certain specified conditions there is scope to claim for property
devaluation under Part I of the Land compensation Act 1973, the ‘Compulsory
purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to residential owners and
occupiers’ (2010) sets out potential reasons to make a claim. Part I of the Land
Compensation Act 1973 (Section 3) also outlines what to include for the claim.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

104593

The current proposed scheme does not take into consideration
people in Hilton. It affects the livelihoods of local people. I
believe if it was moved further North from Hilton this would be
beneficial and help local people. Access to the current A14
needs to remain at the St Ives junction otherwise this could result
in more traffic coming through Hilton.

The scheme would not remove the St Ives junction on the existing A14.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.

104961
104872
104982
104617

104672

104769

104708

102876

104668

It is a completely detrimental route to the residents of Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is significant impact on Hilton Village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding the adverse impact on Hilton and other
villages along the proposed route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns that the proposed route option is going to blight Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed route does not take into account any effects it may
have on the local community of Hilton, with no consultation as to
how it could lessen the environmental, noise and visual impact
on the village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding the lack of regard for Hilton and full details
of impacts have not being understood.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposal is located too close to Hilton which will be affected
by detrimental impacts of noise and pollution on village life.
Mitigation measures should be put in place to reduce the impact
on residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consider the impact on local communities.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding the proximity to our village including light
and noise pollution, the elevated highway and rat running
through the village. There will be gravel pits dug in or near the
village; the B1040 is to be straightened so traffic in the village will
be faster. There have been no proposals for any measures to
help the noise/light/visual impact on residents. The current
problems could be addressed in a different way.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.
The mainline of the A14 would not be lit but lighting would be provided at all of
the roundabouts at the proposed junctions. An assessment of lighting impacts
has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental
Statement. No significant adverse impacts are predicted for Hilton.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
Further information on the construction works can be found in the Construction
Code of Practice, appended to the Environmental Statement.

104703

104688

104507

The existing A14 could be improved without the adverse effects
for villages such as Hilton.

The existing A14 should be upgraded which would have reduced
impacts on the community.

The new road would improve conditions for A14 users but at the
expense of local villages especially Hilton. Insufficient impact
analysis has been undertaken for the Highways Agency to select
the most appropriate scheme and there will be a significant
adverse impact on Hilton if the current route option proceeds
without significant modification especially from increased noise
and pollution and increased safety risk due to the additional

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would
be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that
visual effects would be of low significance.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

traffic that will use our village as a 'rat-run' on a daily basis as it
would appear that there is no access to the A14 from the B1040.

Highways Agency’s response
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment and Chapter 14
Noise and Vibration. Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impact due to
the scheme acting as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses
along the route negates much of this impact. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of the
scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No
significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation
so that visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104547

104553

104652

104699

The scheme provides countless other benefits to communities
across the route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted.
During the formal consultation both preliminary environmental and traffic
information documents were available, providing an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area. The
objective was to give members of the public an understanding of the key issues
and enable them to prepare well informed responses to the consultation. The full
environmental impact assessment is published in the Environmental Statement
with this Development Consent Order (DCO) application. An assessment of the
scheme on local communities has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
16 of the Environmental Statement. As part of the DCO process there is
opportunity to comment on the supporting documentation.

A draft EIA is unavailable therefore residents of Hilton have little
understanding of the impacts of the scheme on their village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The new route is largely rural and will benefit the Huntingdon
area by removing high levels of noise and pollution for a large
number of people and homes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Least cost and overall most benefit for local villages, the
development of Huntingdon itself and for longer distance travel
by business and residential user traffic.

7 April 2014

Comment is duly noted
Yes
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No

Consultee(s)

104663

54192

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Other alternatives seem to make more sense without disturbing
many villages and homes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme will impact local communities and the route should
have been routed north of Huntingdon. The impact of an
increase in lanes will detrimentally impact local communities. A
majority of this impact would be avoided if the route was located
north of Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement considers the impacts on local communities.

104679

104681

104680

104966

It will cause the least disruption and interference with residents
along the route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It adversely affects the fewest number of people and villages.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It offers the least disruption to the fewest number of people.
Inevitably it will cause distress to some.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I feel the current proposal requires some adjustments to meet
the objectives. Most of the emphasis has been for transiting
traffic and less thought for those living around the area of the
improvements.

Comment is duly noted. An objective of the scheme is to alleviate the existing
issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge with minimum disruption and interference to residents along the
route, which is in line with our objective of creating a positive legacy.
Comment is duly noted. An objective of the scheme is to alleviate the existing
issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge with minimum disruption and interference to residents along the
route, which is in line with our objective of creating a positive legacy.
An assessment of the scheme on local communities has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed, long-distance traffic a wider
range of options can be developed to meet local travel needs, and create a safer
more sustainable road system that makes journeys between the towns, villages
and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable. Rural parts of
Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in villages
causing congestion and negative social and environmental effects, would be
reduced. As a result the roads would become safer and more reliable than is
currently the case.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As part of the environmental assessment, consideration has been made on the
impact of the scheme on local communities and residents. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the fundamental
objectives of the scheme. Reduction in the volume of traffic and especially
heavy goods vehicles would improve conditions in towns and villages along the
existing A14 route. Given the large footprint of the scheme, it is inevitable that
there would be impacts on community facilities, private property other than farms
and development land. Some of these would benefit from new access routes.
Others would be affected by loss of land or rearranged access.

104973

This proposed route will seriously disadvantage north-eastern
communities and create high levels of multiple types of pollution

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. An assessment of air quality
impacts has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are
predicted and Air Quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the
scheme with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality Management Area
improving. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement considers the impacts on
local communities.

which reduces quality of life.

104851

The scheme should contribute to community facilities such as
schools to offset adverse impacts.

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is noted. Creating a positive legacy is one of the objectives of the
scheme. Legacy cuts across all aspects of the project. By relieving congestion,
increasing road capacity and de-trunking the A14, the scheme unlocks
opportunity at national, regional and local levels. Chapter 8 of the Case for the
Scheme, submitted with this Development Consent Order (DCO) application,
provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a positive
legacy.

57336

New roads should not be built in the area as it is unsustainable
and reduces quality of life for residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the fundamental
objectives of the scheme. An Environmental Impact Assessment has been
undertaken and is reported in the Environmental Statement. The Environmental
Impact Assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design
process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
As part of the environmental assessment, consideration has been made on the
impact of the scheme on local communities and residents. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

101774

The proposal relieves the negative effect on Huntingdon and
surrounding villages.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

103566

It is appreciated that the A14 does need upgrading however the
environmental affect it will have on Hilton has not been
considered, in addition to the impact on local residents who feel
the village will be blighted. This improvement will only benefit
through commercial traffic and no consideration has been given
to local traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact, Chapter 14 Noise and
Vibration and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impact due to the scheme acting as a barrier to
movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route negates much of
this impact. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme
to reduce the noise and visual impact of the scheme once built and in use. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant residual adverse effects
from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by a significant
amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that visual effects would be of
low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
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Consultee(s)

104991

Summary of consultee comment

The Spaldwick route will take the A14 much closer to local
villages and is unnecessary. The road should follow the current
route which does not impact now on local villages.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
A number of the options considered included retention of the viaduct. However,
it was concluded that these options would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct. They also did not achieve environmental
benefits in Huntingdon and did not support plans for development on the western
side of Huntingdon.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken, the findings of which
are reported in the Environmental Statement. Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement considers the impacts on local communities.

104752

The scheme will impact hugely on local communities and the
road should have skirted to the north of Huntingdon where there
is more open country. The solution chosen smacks of shorttermism.

104707

The impact of so many lanes of traffic in this area will be
devastating to the adjacent communities. The road line should
have been north of Huntingdon and much of the environmental
impact of the new road would have been avoided

Babergh District
Council

Detrimental effect on A428 St Neots. Need for improvements to
this route and A14 Camb/North.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. A route north of Huntingdon was considered as one of these routes. This
was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The
route north of Huntingdon was not included in the six options that went forwards
for further investigation as the route was assessed to be too long and not value
for money. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the
Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. A route north of Huntingdon was considered as one of these routes. This
was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The
route north of Huntingdon was not included in the six options that went forwards
for further investigation as the route was assessed to be too long and not value
for money. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the
Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. However, the scheme would transfer

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction,
and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice including the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks.

104625

The route is unnecessarily close to Hilton which will suffer
significantly from the development. Landfill avoidance for
example has pushed road over prematurely.

Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards
the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by
intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of
low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
(paragraph 7.5.14).

Construction
101019

Expanding the road through Huntingdon would cause too much
disruption.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103523

If the roads were done as a coherent thing, then there would not
be congestion whilst upgrading.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101990

It relieves the most problematic stretch of the A14 and causes
the least amount of disruption to existing populated areas. It
needs to be completed at the same time as the existing A14
continues to be used to its current capacity.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103526

As the new traffic routes are being constructed there will be
heavy traffic such as gravel lorries to the 85,000 already using
the existing road daily which would impact local communities.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) Appendix
20.2. The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations.

Consultee(s)

104818

New Anglia LEP

104603

101827

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The impact on local traffic in the affected area will be increased
due to the proposed closure of the level crossing between Offord
and Buckden during the construction phase.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

We are keen to see early construction of the project, which is
critical to the local economy of Cambridgeshire and the region.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

One advantage of a new through route would be that if it were to
be completed first, it would relieve pressure and disruption
during the reconstruction of the existing A14 route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Travelling south from Huntingdon needs to be allowed via new
roads as a priority before the viaduct is dismantled.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

It is anticipated that the statutory Development Consent Order (DCO) process
will be complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016
with the road open to traffic by 2020.
It is anticipated that the statutory Development Consent Order (DCO) process
will be complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016
with the road open to traffic by 2020.
Works constructing the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass as well as upgrading
the existing A14 will be concurrently constructed. This along with efficient
phasing of works will minimise the disruption to A14 users.
The removal of Huntingdon viaduct would be the last phase of the scheme and
only completed once the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass has been
completed.

Cost
This project could be completed at a reduced cost if upgrades to
the existing road infrastructure were undertaken instead of
building a new road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There are alternative solutions at a far less expense.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing road network and upgraded alternatives, such as
the A428 between Cambridge and St Neots would more cost
effective solution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The new route should be brought back on -line earlier and this
would save a significant amount of money and avoid the impact
on Hilton village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The cost of the proposed scheme is excessive and wasteful.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104520

The scheme should use the existing route as the proposed route
will involve enormous unnecessary cost.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104804

The proposed scheme is too extravagant and a complete new
section of road is unnecessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Cost is excessive when public transport is undergoing cuts.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104920

The scheme represents extremely poor value for money.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104780

The scheme is not good value for money and there are better
ways of improving use of the A14

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54484, 104880

104583, 104821,
104951, 104978

104863

104921

104503

104864

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
A number of the options considered included retention of the viaduct. However,
it was concluded that these options would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct. They also did not achieve environmental
benefits in Huntingdon and did not support plans for development on the western
side of Huntingdon.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 between St Neots and Cambridge are outside of the
scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest.

101932

There are too many surveys and consultations making the
project costly.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The planning and design process for the scheme accords with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance. This includes legislation that sets
requirements for undertaking an environmental impact assessment, which
includes a programme of surveys and a process of consultation.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

54504

There is no justification for spending £1.5 billion pounds to
provide a bypass for a town of 20,000 people.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the
Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.

104698

55696

The whole scheme results in excessive costs, which could be
avoided, and it is quite clear that if all traffic is directed on a new
road south of Huntingdon the A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury will have to be widened resulting in more unnecessary
expenditure.

The case for the new road has not been made. It will be
excessively expensive. The authority has not yet shown that
lesser remedial measures to the existing road, plus possible
widening, would not achieve the same.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to
the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change
significantly. In the year 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this section of the
A1 are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,400
vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.
Further details are provided in the Transport Assessment.
The widening of the remainder of the two lane A1 has not been included within
the scheme as is not affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to
meet the scheme objectives as defined in the Case of the Scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the
Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

Hilton Parish
Council A14 Action
Group

Upgrading the existing A14 would be quicker, much less
expensive and still respond to present problems. The money
should be spent on upgrading the A428 from Caxton to the Black
Cat roundabout.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A number of the options considered included retention of the viaduct. However,
it was concluded that these options would be less able to meet future capacity
needs and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as
continued maintenance of the viaduct. They also did not achieve environmental
benefits in Huntingdon and did not support plans for development on the western
side of Huntingdon.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 between St Neots and Caxton Gibbet are outside of
the scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest.

104921

The new route should be brought back on -line earlier and this
would save a significant amount of money and avoid the impact
on Hilton village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement), though
the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this impact. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects.

101820

104920

104780

Best option within cost constraints.
The costs of the scheme are disproportionately high when
compared with the perceived benefit the scheme will deliver. The
current benefit-cost ratio used by the DfT to prioritise road
schemes is outdated and inappropriate as it treats the increased
revenue from indirect fuel taxes as a benefit, thus artificially
inflating the BCR.

The scheme is not good value for money and there are better
ways of improving use of the A14.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The assessment of the anticipated benefits associated with the scheme has
been undertaken in accordance with the Department for Transport’s Transport
Appraisal Guidance. The economic Case for the Scheme is presented in the
Case for the Scheme.

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet
the whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local
Enterprise Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million
towards the scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide value
for money. Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme are contained
in Chapter 5 of Case for the Scheme.

Environmental
General

Yes

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English
Heritage, changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to
reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic
structures and the Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at
Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the
new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common
road to reduce land take further.

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise

105060
Disagree with the removal of Mill Common land.

54504

Proposals will generate road traffic and force others to suffer the
noise and pollution.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.

103549
54304

102821

103549

103593

104485

Reduces excessive localised environmental detriment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Huge environmental benefit for Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and reported in the
Environmental Statement, including assessment in relation to the villages
adjacent to the scheme, such as Buckden and Hilton Chapter 8 concludes that
during operation no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted,
Chapter 10 concludes that whilst proposed mitigation would lessen the
significance of effects, there would be some significant residual adverse
landscape and visual effects. Chapter 14 concludes that a small number of
residential properties situated close to the scheme would qualify for noise
insulation under the Government’s regulations. Noise insulation combined with
mitigation integrated into the scheme would avoid any significant adverse impact
on health and quality of life, consistent with Government noise policy. During
operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted in Buckden
or Hilton.

The proposal for a southern Bypass of Huntingdon will cause
significant environmental pollution to residents in villages
affected including Buckden and Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The preferred option reduces excessive localised environmental
detriment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact,
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets.
The findings of assessments of flood risk and human health impacts are reported
in Appendices 17.1 and 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Brampton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration, Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets and
Chapter 17 Road Drainage and the Water Environment. The Environmental
Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects. The western edge of Brampton would
experience an increase in noise from road traffic. Extensive mitigation measures
would be incorporated into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various

None of the other options makes any sense environmentally.

There will be an increase of pollution, noise, dust, floodwater in
Brampton.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental effects caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise
barrier on top of 2m false cutting would be included in the scheme design. During
operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted and so no
mitigation is required. With regard to flood risk, consultation is currently ongoing
with the Environment Agency to assess the change to flood risk and develop a
mitigation strategy.

104490

104528

There are other ways to minimise environmental impact.

There are negative environmental consequences of building a
new road and will contribute to the effects of global warming.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme would increase traffic and greenhouse gas
emissions, encourage unsustainable development, attract people
from public transport and rail freight, whilst journey times in
future would still be longer. There is a view that the A14
improvement scheme will reduce CO2 emissions by enabling
traffic to flow more freely. To quote from a recent paper to the
Growth and Environment Policy Development Group: “There is
evidence from studies looking at improved traffic flow (such as a
recent study conducted on the M42) to suggest that any
reductions in emissions from the avoidance of stationary and
stop/start traffic are outweighed by the additional emissions from
travelling at higher speeds, and any extra induced traffic
occurring as a result of the improved capacity.”

7 April 2014

104568

The lack of a commitment to carbon reduction measures is
concerning.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104583

Pollution will be a huge problem for local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104552

Yes
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No

An assessment of the likely significant environmental effects, including impacts
on local communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the Environmental
Statement (Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
An assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of
UK air quality objectives are predicted. Within Huntingdon, it is predicted that the
removal of the viaduct and de-trunking of the exiting A14 will result in
improvements in air quality, with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area reducing. The air quality assessment in summary concludes
that predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) for the operational phase of the scheme would be below objective
levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
An assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
UK air quality objectives are predicted. Within Huntingdon it is predicted that the
removal of the viaduct and de-trunking of the exiting A14 will result
improvements in air quality with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area reducing. The air quality assessment in summary concludes
that predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) for the operational phase of the scheme would be below objective
levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options where the Huntingdon Southern Bypass re-joined the existing
A14 further to the west. Twenty-two route options were considered for the
alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options
presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform
most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of
the current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can
be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

If we have to have a new A14 it should be moved further north
as it skirts Hilton to reduce the environmental impact on the
village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme will detrimentally impact the local environment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposal will have a detrimental effect on the environment of
local communities

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54192

The scheme will have a detrimental impact on the local
environment, landscape, loss of habitat, increased noise, air and
light pollution, health risks, increased flood risk and loss of
agricultural land.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104961

Noise, traffic and pollution are all factors and none of the surveys
have been completed in time for the imposed deadlines.

104752

104920
101867

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact, Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and
Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets (including agricultural land). Hilton
would experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement),
though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this
impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. This includes the alignment of the route itself,
the use of cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No
significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation
and environmental bunds with dense planting on the south side of the road, so
that visual effects would be of low significance.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact,
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets.
The findings of assessments of flood risk and human health impacts are reported
in Appendices 17.1 and 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects.
Assessments of traffic, air quality and noise impacts have been undertaken and
are reported in Chapters 7, 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. These
assessments have been informed by surveys undertaken in line with current
guidelines and were completed in time to inform the Environmental Statement

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and mitigation proposals.

104498

104499

Village needs would be adversely affected along with wildlife.

The scheme should use less farmland and the SSSI of the Ouse
Valley and consider the detrimental impact on villages and
wildlife.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of the impacts on community and nature conservation. The findings
of these assessments are reported in Chapters 11 and 16 of the Environmental
Statement. Mitigation measures have been included to reduce the impact of the
scheme on ecology and to create new or enhanced habitat. This mitigation would
avoid impacts in the first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure away
from sensitive habitat and timing works to avoid sensitive periods.
An assessment of the impact on agricultural land and farms is reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative
route which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is
possible. The design minimises land take as a primary mitigation measure.
Mitigation measures to protect and reuse soil having regard for the Defra Code of
Practice are discussed in the Environmental Statement.
The scheme does not fall within Ouse Washes SSSI. Ecological and community
impacts are assessed in Chapters 11 and 16 of the Environmental Statement.

104665

There are likely to be problems with dust, air, noise pollution due
to extra traffic on the B1040, which is after all a country lane
which should have an HGV ban.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact, Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and
Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets. Hilton would experience slight
adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement), though the provision of
overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this impact. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards
the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by a
significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation so that visual effects
would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The introduction of weight restrictions on local roads is a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

103484

Avoid impact on countryside by not constructing a new road and
the noise, light and vehicle emission pollution on Offord Cluny.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Offord Cluny), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact (including lighting impacts) and
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration. The air quality assessment concludes that the
affected road network in 2020 only includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy
and the impact in this area for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter
(PM10) is negligible. The affected road network in 2035 covers both of the
Offords. The impact in these locations for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine
particulate matter (PM10) is negligible. All results in this area are in compliance
with the objectives and limit values. The Environmental Statement has not
identified any likely significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Offord Cluny
as a result of the scheme.

104920

105120

There is considerable scientific evidence that living near to a
busy road not only damages respiratory health but can lead to
increased stress, heart disease etc. None of these costs were
included in the previous economic benefit analysis for the road.
Request that the Highways Agency carry out an honest
assessment of indirect costs.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consideration needs to be given to sustainable development and
environmental concerns then road and rail, must work together
to make sure that when compatible long distance freight
movement are performed by rail and local ones road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Assessment of air quality and human health impacts are reported in Chapters 8
and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to
take traffic away from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents.
Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and
along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas
(AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has
identified a location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. The
health assessment indicates that the scheme would have beneficial effects on
health. Accessibility and connectivity, especially for non-motorised users would
likely see significant beneficial improvements and improved transport links would
help business opportunities, reduce road accident rates and reduce traffic flows
on many local roads.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the
public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of
the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.

55891

EU and DfT transport policy seeks to shift freight (and
passengers) from road to rail (and water-borne transport) to
reduce carbon emissions and toxic road traffic air pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the
public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of
the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation, policy and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
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Highways Agency’s response
Statement. The scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where
emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted
to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. In summary
the assessment concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme
and the scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of
the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location
where national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
In line with the requirements of the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks, climate change has been taken into account as an intrinsic part of the
planning, design and mitigation of the scheme. Chapter 3 of the ES sets out
where climate change considerations have been taken into account as part of the
scheme design parameters, for instance with respect to rainfall and drainage
runoff predictions. The drainage design for the scheme and the flood risk
assessment includes allowance for climate change - this is presented in Chapter
17 of the ES. An assessment of carbon emissions from the scheme is made in
Appendix 13.2 of the ES.

It looks to be the most sensible solution as long as the promised
noise abatement measures are used and the road is screened
by trees wherever possible.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

100983

Widening of the existing roads through and near Girton would
create a serious air pollution hazard to all local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104864

Concerns regarding air pollution around Brampton and north of
Offord Cluny.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101005

Concern about the effect of diesel emissions on health,
especially vulnerable and children.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101918

Reservation regarding air quality.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102842

It is environmentally unacceptable to have a highway of 10 lanes
concentrated on the western edge of Brampton. It contravenes
the European Environment Directive and, according to Public
Health England will result in long term death through air
pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Air pollution in Huntingdon would increase due to slow and

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101838

Comment noted.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14
of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting.

Air

54758
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An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Girton, Brampton and Offord Cluny),
the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes
Chapter 8 Air Quality. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
objectives are predicted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes Chapter 8 Air Quality. During operation, no exceedances of UK air
quality objectives are predicted. The assessment concludes that no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme and it does not affect the UK’s ability to
achieve compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive. Within Huntingdon it is
predicted that the removal of the viaduct and de-trunking of the exiting A14 will
result improvements in air quality with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area reducing.
An assessment of the potential effects on human health has also been
undertaken and is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.

Consultee(s)

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Air pollution is a real issue and the proposed scheme will make
pollution worse for us. EU regulations appear to have been
ignored.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Pollution caused by stationary traffic is detrimental.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The capacity to increase traffic volume will exacerbate the
pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response

standing traffic.
104895

101865
102863

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104977

The key issue for the future is carbon emissions and the
proposals make no serious attempt to address this future need.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
An assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of
UK air quality objectives are predicted. Within Huntingdon it is predicted that the
removal of the viaduct and de-trunking of the exiting A14 will result
improvements in air quality with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area reducing.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement.

54192

The second DaSTS objective is to reduce transport’s emissions
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases with the desired
outcome of tackling climate change. The increased length of this
road results in an increase in emissions of all greenhouse gases.
When added to the predicted increase in traffic it can be seen
that the proposal is contrary to this objective and will lead to a
substantial increase rather than a decrease in carbon emissions.
There be an overall increase in pollutants.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. Emission
reductions from transport have been taken into account.
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Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. This includes extensive
baseline assessment for protected and notable species. Although black squirrel
is rare in England, this species is a non-native, invasive species and is not
considered of particular conservation value. However, mitigation to reduce the
impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified which seeks to avoid
impacts in the first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure away from
sensitive habitat and timing works to avoid sensitive periods. Other principles
adopted in the mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats;
maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural
planting (in conjunction with fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity
along the scheme with new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species;
minimise culverting of watercourses where practicable; and the creation of new
habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain along the
scheme.

Ecology

101953

The bypass route will impact local wildlife including rare Black
Squirrels that exist along the river and up by the Offord Hill
Farm.

7 April 2014

Yes

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104895

There will be consequences for local wildlife and farm land due
to building on and close to fields and woodlands. This would
include an adverse effect on the ancient Ouse valley meadows
and other wildlife sites.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported in
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment includes
consideration of both statutory and non-statutory designated sites with the
potential to be impacted by the scheme with particular reference made to the
Portholme Special Area of Conservation/Site of Special Scientific Interest, river
Great Ouse County Wildlife Site (CWS) and Buckden Gravel Pits CWS. No
significant effects are predicted for these sites following the implementation of
the scheme mitigation. Whilst there would be a loss of arable habitat as a result
of the scheme, there would be a gain of over 2710ha in semi-natural habitats,
predominantly mixed woodland and semi-improved grassland, which are
considered to be of relatively greater value to biodiversity.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely
comprises agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives
considered would impact on agricultural land.

Flooding
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement.

102821

Significant increased risk of flooding to Hilton as the new road
will add significant surface water during heavy rain of flash
floods. The design does not add sufficient water holding pools
north of Hilton, Hilton has a history of flooding.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). Where required existing flood
compensation areas would be enlarged to ensure there is no worsening to flood
levels as a result of the scheme. There are two holding pools referred to as
balancing ponds in proximity to Hilton Road. All surface water drainage from the
new road would be attenuated in these ponds to the existing greenfield run-of
rate, as required by the Environment Agency. Therefore the new road would not
contribute any extra run-off to the existing condition.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
Flood risk was considered as one of the parameters when assessing the
potential scheme options to determine the preferred route.

102839

Not many alternatives to the route offered, without excessive
costs due to nature of the land around St Ives/Huntingdon being
flood plain.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. A
flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and
flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the
scheme where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement
with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario
and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding
conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in
the vicinity of the scheme.

104917

The flood plain dictates a considerable height above ground.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
would also allow safe and effective drainage of water from the highway.

Health

104895

104920

104920

Local communities beside the proposed route and users will
suffer adverse health effects due to particulate and gaseous
pollution emitted by vehicles using the roads will affect the
pulmonary and cardiovascular systems of both children and
adults. There is a considerable risk of increased incidence of
conditions such as asthma, COPD and cardiovascular events
including myocardial infarctions and an increase of
exacerbations in those with pre -existing conditions. Noise
pollution will affect residents close to the increased traffic.

7 April 2014

The scheme poses risks to health to those living close,
especially children.

7 April 2014

There is considerable scientific evidence that living near to a
busy road not only damages respiratory health but can lead to
increased stress, heart disease etc.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration and Appendix
18.1 Assessment of Human Health Impacts. The assessment specifically
assesses the impacts and effects of the scheme on all sensitive receptors. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents.
Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and
along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the six air quality management areas (AQMA)
in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified
a location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to approximately 3000 dwellings. Noise increases are identified along the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

104992

Some upgrades and improvements to the current road would be
helpful, particularly if angled towards health improvements.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. Assessment of human health impacts is reported in Appendix
18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The health assessment indicates that the
scheme would have beneficial effects on health. Accessibility and connectivity,
especially for non-motorised users would likely see significant beneficial
improvements and improved transport links would help business opportunities,
reduce road accident rates and reduce traffic flows on many local roads.

Landscape
101014

The development will have a detrimental impact local
countryside and green alternatives could be considered as part
of the scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is too much damage to the open countryside

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Building a new road across open countryside is not meeting the
future needs of our generations.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104627, 104662

104834

104835

The proposals for the new road within Huntingdon will remove
valued green space which should be protected.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
effects. Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting
would screen the highway and traffic flow, and integrate the scheme and the
borrow pits into the wider landscape. Whilst there would be a loss of arable
habitat as a result of the scheme, there would be a gain of over 271ha in seminatural habitats, predominantly mixed woodland and semi-improved grassland,
which are considered to be of relatively greater value to biodiversity.
The assessment recognises that the presence of the Mill Common and Views
Common grassland that is used for grazing give parts of the west side of
Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. Further to consultation regarding
the design within Huntingdon, changes have been made to the scheme design at
Mill Common to reduce the scheme footprint. In summary the assessment
concludes that the scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within Views
Common and Mill Common, with moderate adverse effects predicted on the
central parts of Views Common and large adverse effects predicted on the
eastern part of Mill Common, following establishment of proposed planting.
There would, however, also be large beneficial effects within the Huntingdon
station environs from the removal of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and
sign gantries, particularly for the landform and scale of the landscape.
The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part
of the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has
been developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and
incorporated into the decision making process throughout.

101897

The beautiful landscape of the Ouse Valley North of The Offords
will be adversely affected.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground modelling
and planting. The Ouse Valley is not currently designated as an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) but the LVIA acknowledges that there are
aspirations to designate it as such. The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse
Valley are acknowledged and effects on this landscape have been assessed and
reported in the Environmental Statement.
The river Great Ouse viaduct has been carefully designed to minimise the effects
on the Great Ouse valley and to support the views of key stakeholders who
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure should be a priority
consideration.

103585

53860

The new A14 should go to the north of Huntingdon to avoid
adverse impacts on the countryside around Brampton, Buckden,
the river Ouse, Offord, south Godmanchester and Hilton areas.

It would offer a solution but at what cost to the surrounding
area?

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Originally twenty two (22) route options (including north of Huntingdon) were
considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options by
identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was
not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) currently account for approximately a quarter of
the traffic on the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact
proportion varies along the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge
Northern Bypass to around 27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways
Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14
would remain largely unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the
proportion of HGVs is expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the
increased numbers of cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling
and operational assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of
the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV levels.

104861

104948

It would only encourage even more lorries. At the same time it
would destroy the landscape and blight several villages,

Creating a new road through an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty is irresponsible and reduces valuable farm land.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Likely significant effects on the environment, including landscape and
communities, as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have
been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA
has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared
with these stakeholders prior to the submission of this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application.
The Ouse Valley is not currently designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) but the landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (ES) acknowledges that there are
aspirations to designate it as such. The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse
Valley are acknowledged and effects on this landscape have been assessed and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
reported in the ES.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The effects of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area.
Land take has been restricted to that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated
- the compensation would be via a district valuer to ensure a fair value is
received.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to
continue with current usage on completion of the scheme. Mitigation measures
to protect and reuse soil have regard for the Defra Code of Practice.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability
of residual land parcels for agriculture.

54758

Loss of the Mill Common will have a detrimental impact.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104841

The loss of the Mill Common as green space would have a
detrimental impact for the community.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

54758

The Mill Common is an attractive feature of the town and
removing it would have adverse impacts.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Concerns regarding the proposed destruction of Huntingdon's
"Commons" which have always acted as a "Green Lung” for the
town.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104895

104712

101020

The route cuts through swathes of countryside which negatively
impacts the lives of local residents who have purchased
property in a rural location away from air, light and noise
pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed route as it stands will be visible from Hilton,
damaging the amenity currently protected by the conservation

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment recognises that
the presence of the Mill Common and Views Common as grassland used for
grazing give parts of the west side of Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’
character. Further to consultation regarding the design within Huntingdon
changes have been made to the scheme design at Mill Common to reduce the
scheme footprint. In summary the assessment concludes that the scheme would
slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common and Mill Common, with
moderate adverse effects predicted on the central parts of Views Common and
large adverse effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill Common, following
establishment of proposed planting. There would, however, also be large
beneficial effects within the Huntingdon station environs from the removal of the
existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the landform
and scale of the landscape.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment
concludes that air quality in Huntingdon is generally predicted to improve as a
result of the scheme, since the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic
away from the urban areas. The largest improvements are predicted to be seen
within the Huntingdon Air Quality Management Area..
An assessment of the likely significant environmental effects has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 9
Cultural Heritage and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise road

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

status in the village green.

104662

Keep the elevation lower

Highways Agency’s response
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to
reduce or remove significant noise at several locations. During operation, no
exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Distant views towards
the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be mitigated by tree
planting on environmental bunds and would be filtered by a significant amount of
intervening field boundary vegetation so that visual effects would be of low
significance.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway. Impacts on the
environment as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have
been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA
has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

Light

104917

Concerns regarding light pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement. The mainline of the A14
would not be lit throughout but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major intersection. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light
sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree
of dimming and variable operation could also be implemented.

Noise

104756

101953

The flyover proposed causes concern regarding an increase in
traffic noise.

The bypass will cause increased traffic noise.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and
the technical assessment work.
A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings
and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The
noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections
of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise
level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and
the technical assessment work. Noise barriers, would be installed as required
to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may
qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

100983

Widening of the existing roads through and near Girton would
create a serious noise hazard to all local residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101838

Scheme is an effective solution providing noise abatement
measures are used.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104616

The impact on neighbouring areas is not taken into account
especially noise pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding noise pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101918, 104917

102821

The proposal for a southern Bypass of Huntingdon will cause
significant noise pollution to residents in villages including
Buckden and Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
noise barriers. Noise Important Area (IA) 5043 is located to the south of Girton
close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement. There would be a significant adverse effect along
Cambridge Road in Girton and a significant beneficial effect at the southern
edge of Girton alongside the scheme.
Support is duly noted. An assessment of noise and vibration has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce the noise impact of the scheme
once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers
are also proposed to reduce or remove significant noise effects at several
locations.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce the noise impact of the scheme once built and in
use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also
proposed to reduce or remove significant noise effects at several locations.
Operational adverse effects have been assessed outside the study area. No
significant effects outside the study area have been identified arising from the
scheme.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of
the scheme (including, where appropriate, on Buckden and Hilton), the findings
of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. A noise impact
assessment has been undertaken and is reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential of
noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of Buckden and Hilton
villages during construction. The Environmental Statement includes a range of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code Of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing
and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for the villages of
Buckden or Hilton. During scheme operation, the assessment has not
identified any significant adverse effects at the villages of Buckden or Hilton as
a result of the scheme.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement),
though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this
impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the ES),
the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes
with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

55622

The proximity of the road and height of the bypass close to
Hilton was cause constant noise blight.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The height of the carriageway would be minimised due to environmental and
engineering considerations. There is a shortage of available fill material for
embankment construction hence the design seeks to minimise the height of
embankments in order to reduce the demand for fill in the scheme. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on
pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough
to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial
to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the
outfalls from the road into the drainage system. The level of the road also
needs to be high enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass
beneath the highway.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the ES.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would
be provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton. No
significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for Hilton.

102852

Concerned about increased noise in Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Brampton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental effects caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as
traffic flows reduce into this area due to the introduction of the scheme and
hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton
are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a
1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting
has been included in the scheme design.

103527

Scheme has improved noise reduction.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Brampton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration.
The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and takes account of the elevation of the road.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections
of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level
of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings
and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.

103581

Elevated roads will have negative impacts on noise levels which
would have an adverse effect on residents of Brampton. The
mitigation of noise impacts will be ineffective.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental effects caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Once built and in use it is predicted that the scheme would result in some
reduction in noise from road traffic for residents on the northern and eastern
edges of Brampton (in the vicinity of Thrapston Road and Huntingdon Road). It is
predicted that there would be an increase in noise from road traffic at the western
edge of Brampton (in the vicinity of Stewart Close and nearby RAF Brampton),
which would have a minor adverse effect on the area. At the western edge of
Brampton, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high
false cutting has been included in the scheme design. The barriers are shown
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

104544

The proposed road will increase noise between two villages.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce the noise impact of the scheme once built and in use.
This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at several locations.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Girton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. An assessment of noise and vibration
has been undertaken and is reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

104576

There is a lack of information regarding the effect of raised
roads on noise levels. Noise levels in Girton should be
monitored over a period so measures to mitigate the worst
effects can be put in place.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Noise surveys have been undertaken to monitor existing noise levels and survey
findings have informed the design of the scheme and proposed mitigation
measures. Noise barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined
under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would
prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance
and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014).
Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and
4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to replace the existing 2m
reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton
Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m
high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown on Figure
14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

104943

104864

The noise level will be significant during the summer season.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding noise pollution around Brampton and north
of Offord Cluny.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. An
assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken and is reported, along
with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
the noise impact of the scheme once built and in use. This includes the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at several locations. It is anticipated that there may be
some extended working during summer months to make best use of dry weather
for construction of earthworks. In these situations, it is expected that the noise
effects would be limited in duration and hence are unlikely to be significant.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Brampton and Offord Cluny), the
findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14
Noise and Vibration Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do
so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental effects caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as
traffic flows reduce into this area due to the introduction of the scheme and
hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton
are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic. At the
western edge of Brampton, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on
top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the scheme design. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment has not identified that there would be any significant adverse
effects at Offord Cluny as a result of the scheme and indicates that there is a
dominant contribution to road traffic noise in this area arising from the use of the
High Street (B1043). The long term noise change which would be due solely to
the scheme, i.e. comparison of 2020 and 2035, is predicted to be 2dB.

104524

104781

Concerns that noise will be a major problem and the impacts
from the raised section near Buckden will be difficult to mitigate.
It has yet to be shown how the proposal will address this and the
various European legislation regarding both noise and pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

With the proposed height above the ground, I am very
concerned that the noise needs to be addressed. How is the
noise level going to be controlled or reduced to avoid excessive
pollution in the village?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Buckden), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration.
The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance. During scheme operation, the noise and vibration
assessment has not identified any significant adverse effects at the villages of
Buckden as a result of the scheme and it is predicated that receptors in Buckden
on the A1 would experience improvements in nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine
particulate matter (PM10) concentrations at locations closest to the road. No
exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14
of the Environmental Statement. The assessment has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and takes
account of the elevation of the road. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers are also proposed to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at several locations. The barriers are
shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

Visual
Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts (including from Offord Hill) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
The introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect
the character of the landscape. Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive proposed
tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to
integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
101953

The bypass route plans to sit on top of the hill near to Offord Hill
Farm. This will make the road more visible.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

300019

New route across the Offords will be a huge eyesore and blot on
the landscape.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104514

The proposal will blight Brampton and cause adverse visual
impacts.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104948

Concerns regarding visual impact around Brampton and north of
Offord Cluny.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101838

The proposal is an effective solution providing the road is
screened by trees wherever possible.

The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that would,
over time, provide screening of views of the scheme and would generally reduce
the significance of visual effects in the long term. However the junction lighting
and some of the signage would remain as intrusive elements, as would the
movement of traffic on parts of the Great Ouse viaduct and on some of the over
bridges. The new planting would also lead to the loss of some existing open
views. It would not be practicable to mitigate visual effects on a section of the
Ouse Valley Way where there would be open foreground views of the river Great
Ouse viaduct.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Landscape mitigation works
are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. In the vicinity of Offord,
these would include native tree and shrub planting along the road in the form of
hedgerows and woodland to help screen the road and integrate it into the
existing landscape. North of Debden Top Farm the road would be in cutting or
screened by mounding to reduce visual impacts. Woodland planting along the
road would create further screening in the long term. See Figure 3.2 of the ES for
details of the landscape proposals.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the assessment concludes that the proposed
environmental bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the
western edge of Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse
residual effects on properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF
Brampton, following establishment of mitigation planting.
From properties within the northern part of Offord Cluny there would generally be
middle distance oblique and/or well filtered views towards the East Coast
mainline railway bridge and high sided vehicles above the false cutting, but it is
considered the visual effects of this would be of low significance because the
scheme would not become a dominant part of these views.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Support is duly noted. A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting
which would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape – details can be found in the Outline

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

104646

Views between Oford Cluny and Godmanchester will be
adversely affected.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. This includes
assessment of visual effects in the area between Offord Cluny and
Godmanchester. A range of mitigation measures have been incorporated in the
scheme design including ground shaping and planting. Details can be found in
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. The planting proposals would establish belts of
screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening of views of the
scheme and would generally reduce the significance of visual effects in the long
term. The new planting would also lead to the loss of some existing open views.
The LVIA concludes that it would not be practicable to mitigate visual effects on a
section of the Ouse Valley Way where there would be open foreground views of
the river Great Ouse viaduct.

104648

There are less intrusive ways of getting the same result.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The options were the subject of an environmental appraisal as part of the study
process which included a review of landscape and visual constraints. Impacts on
the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have
been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA
has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104970

104665

Information regarding the elevated road available was not
detailed enough in order to understand the visual impact.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I have concerns with the 10 metre high bridge on the B1040.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period. Updated details of the scheme, including illustrative
cross sections are included in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement. A
landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including carefully designed
environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting which would help to
screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape. Details can be found in the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The height of Potton Road is governed by requirement to achieve requisite
headroom from the A14, allowing for the depth of the bridge structure and the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
height of the A14 itself above ground which is necessary for drainage reasons.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built in to
the scheme design including extensive tree and shrub planting.

Mitigation
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and
Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
104532

104760

101020

103574

We have no real confirmation of what effects on air quality might
be, or noise levels and when I asked about any screening
regarding noise and light pollution there was no conclusive
answer. Nor was there when I asked about road surfaces that
keep noise to a minimum.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Mitigation measure for noise and pollution should be put in
place, impact of the proposed route should be reduced for Hilton
residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Mitigation would reduce my concerns about health damage from
reduced air quality, noise and light pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Hilton will have a six-lane motorway passing close by elevated
and the plans show no mitigation measures.

The air quality assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact (including light) and to reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. No significant residual adverse effects from noise, light or
air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
An assessment of human health impacts is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the
Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to take traffic away from
areas where emissions would have an effect on residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes Chapter 8 Air Quality,
Chapter 10 Landscape and Visual Impact and Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. No significant residual adverse effects from noise, light or
air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before
it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
At the western edge of Brampton, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier
on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the scheme design. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

Further Information Required
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web
page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
101822

Struggling to understand from the drawings how the new Girton
interchange will work. I would like to see this part of the scheme
fully explained.

- Scheme Drawings
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
Further explanation of the scheme was available from the Highways Agency
staff at the consultation venues. Alternatively the Highways Agency also
provided contact details on all documentation, should customers wish to learn
more about proposals or request further explanation.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
The proposed layout at Girton interchange has been designed for safer and
freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound directions of
the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace this
with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Content for the detailed route to be determined with local
residents however this process should not delay the scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Too complicated explanations

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104611

So many consultations in I can’t remember all the details.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted.

55534

The consultation from 2013 showed that more than 30%
strongly disagreed with the route 'chosen'.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in

101029
102898
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Comment noted.
Comment noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14
Study initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in
the A14 corridor. Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment
of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most
strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of
the current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme
can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including
the development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception
of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

104803

The public have been misled on what the "Preferred Route" is.
In 2002 the CHUMMS survey came up with a "Preferred Route"
which was approximately 1 mile further north of the existing
proposal. Subsequent proposals have completely ignored the
original CHUMMS "Preferred Route".

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104709

The design seems frozen before the consultation period is
complete

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104904

It has been implied the route has already been chosen therefore
negating the need for consultation

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
the subject of consultation in September / October 2013. Options were the
subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower
financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental and social
effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why
these were rejected.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
As a result of engagements with consultees with an interest in the scheme
several amendments have since been made to the design and incorporated
into the scheme. Where practicable the Highways Agency endeavours to
accommodate reasonable requests.
This Development Consent Order (DCO) application provides details of how
the Highways Agency has developed the scheme including amendments
incorporated into the scheme as part of the consultation process.

104837

Consultation meetings have not provided accurate or definitive

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Comment noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

answers and requested information has not been provided.

104759

This route seems to be the only one that is being discussed and
put forward, despite the consultation period not being finished
yet. I went to a presentation at Hilton village hall a few months
ago, by the highways agency. There were other routes shown,
but all were being presented as not suitable solutions, whereas
this one was being presented as the solution.

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of engagements with consultees with an interest in the scheme
several amendments have since been made to the design and incorporated
into the scheme. Where practicable the Highways Agency endeavours to
accommodate reasonable requests.
This Development Consent Order (DCO) application submission provides
details of how the Highways Agency has developed the scheme including
amendments incorporated into the scheme as part of the consultation process.

103517

The consultation should have been an open discussion about
options instead of being steered toward selecting the preferred
route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103577

Which of the three alternatives in your documents are you
proposing?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in
the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14
Study initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in
the A14 corridor. Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment
of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most
strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of
the current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme
can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.

55622

Consultation documentation does not provide sufficient
information.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web
page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included
in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission.

104895

The questionnaire should ask "what solutions should be found to
current transport and travel problems around Huntingdon and
Cambridgeshire?" That would ensure the subject was
addressed comprehensively, taking account of all modes of
transport.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency is responsible for maintaining and
upgrading the trunk road network. The scheme has been developed based on
a range of studies and consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of
measures identified in the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study
(CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011 comprised the review of
possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks.

54192

Joint Parishes HCV

Joint Parishes HCV

Too many objections to mention specifics, especially as
sufficient information has not been provided

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Due to the withdrawal of the tolling proposal, there has been
little public comment from the neighbouring districts or counties
whose economies and residents are affected by and use this
internationally important route. However, it is probable that had
they been consulted in detail, they would have been making
suggestions for improvements and alternatives.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No consideration has been publicly discussed of the east/west
alternative of upgrading the A428 from Caxton to St Neots in
order to join up with the dual carriageway route via Bedford to

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Comment noted.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn
2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014 on this preferred option following the decision that the scheme would not
be tolled. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

the M1

104837

Consultation meetings have not provided accurate or definitive
answers, promises have been made to provide information
which have not been fulfilled.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows
on the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change
significantly in either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with
daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both
cases.
The consultation included 22 exhibitions at individual locations, a full set of
consultation documents available on the Highways Agency website,
information points as widely available as possible and web-chats hosted by the
various scheme experts.
The DCO submission provides a full account of how we have arrived at our
final proposals including where we have accommodated suggested changes
as part of this consultation.
More detailed work has been undertaken since the consultation exhibitions and
the additional information is presented with the DCO submission. The
environmental impact assessment has been completed which assesses the
scheme impacts. The findings of this assessment are reported in the
Environmental Statement and the Transport Assessment has been completed
and is published with the DCO.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web
page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels

104762

We do not have access to the data.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included
in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission.

Future Growth

Gallagher Estates

The major improvements proposed for the Fen Drayton to Girton
section of the route together with the local access road (Fen
Drayton to Dry Drayton) and the junction improvements at Bar
Hill are extremely important for the future delivery of Northstowe
and will be part of an effective transport strategy.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The
latest advice received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number
of other developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more
than likely' to go ahead. These developments have therefore been included
within the traffic modelling and amendments have been made to the design to
ensure that the scheme would accommodate them.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase from19,500 vehicles per day to
33,900 vehicles per day (+74%) as a result of the scheme. The majority of this
growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase 2 development which is
dependent on the A14 improvements.

104916

The proposals cannot be implemented without significant
disruption to the local economy.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It diverts too far away from Huntingdon and cuts across the
country unnecessarily.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is an alternative route which although would require
moving Wood Green Animal Shelter would cause less overall
impact.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Would have preferred a more northerly alignment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The route should be moved closer to the existing A14 route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would aim to minimise the impact on the local economy during the
construction of the scheme. The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) outlines
the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with
the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works.
These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management
aimed at minimising disruption.
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic in the local
area where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend
on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to
operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential
growth.

General Design
Alignment
104893
104564
103529
104791
104596

Mark Shuker
(Ebeni Ltd)
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The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14 as well as northern
and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). Originally twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these options resulted
in the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the subject of a costbenefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they
would result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected. The
analysis showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a
full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on
adjacent residents.

101033

The route offers a sensible route with an acceptable alignment.

101059

The route of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass could be more
equitably located between Godmanchester and The Offords.

101897

Re-route the road further away from Offord.

101917

It passes far too close to housing and communities in Brampton
and Offord and to a certain extent Buckden.

101865

The scheme should be moved further away from Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

102011

Route should be north of Offord Hill.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle
and pedestrian access.
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of
impacts on communities. It concludes that Buckden and Offord Cluny and Offord
D’Arcy are likely to experience slight adverse impacts due to the scheme acting
as a barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route
negates much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code Of Construction
Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative
routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise
equipment. In addition, extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce the impact of the scheme once built and in use. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

55758

Agree with the bypass route, except that it runs too close to
Hilton. It could be located nearer to the existing A14.

55774

The road comes unnecessarily close to Conington and Hilton. It
is unclear why this is necessary and why the new road cannot
more closely follow the current route.

101020

The proposed route is too close to Hilton Village which is a
conservation area. It could be moved further north towards the
existing A14 without compromising Fenstanton.

104707

104752

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The route is too close to Hilton the updated road should follow
the old line

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme should be moved further north as it is too close to
Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104990

Proposed new route is too close to the village of Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104837

The route is located too close to Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104781

I am concerned the route is too close to the village of Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102821

The distance of the new proposed A14 southern bypass to the
north of Hilton will cause significant pollution and noise impact.
A previous A14 proposal routed a new road further from the
village.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104686

Concern relating to how close the proposed road is coming to
Hilton. Due to this proximity, traffic noise and traffic fume
pollution will be a huge issue for residents. The route should be
moved further north on the B1040 nearer the existing Galley Hill
interchange.

104917

Concerns relating to the proximity of the new route of the A14 to
the village of Hilton.

104653

The proposed route on the plans are very close to the borders of
Hilton, it would make more sense to cross B1040 further north
where few people would be affected.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and where
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass re-joined the existing A14 further to the west.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found
in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Views of the scheme
from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the scheme from the
northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening field boundary
vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low significance.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Noise and air quality effects on
Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental Statement. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
An assessment of the impacts on communities and people has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement), though
the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this impact.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative
routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise
equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles
per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with
daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease).. Further
information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

101883

A route north of Huntingdon would have been better.

104482

Northern Route will far better meet the needs of new urban
developments at north Huntingdon and negate need for link
road.

104489

The original A14 should stay open for a northern route.

104687

I believe that a Northern rather than Southern route which would
allow the development of Alconbury air base would be a better
development.

104869

Route should be north of Huntingdon and link up with Alconbury
Weald and northern areas of East Anglia.

104532

The route could go north of Huntingdon and St Ives.

104968

A route north of Huntingdon is needed.

103574

The proposal comes far too far south.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and a
parallel route to the north of Huntingdon. Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since
the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options where the Huntingdon Southern Bypass re-joined the existing
A14 further to the west, retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and
provided a parallel route to the north of Huntingdon. Twenty-two route options
were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The
analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
which informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since
the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

101981

The proposed scheme represents the most direct route
alternative.

102788

When this development was first discussed the route went north
of Brampton Woods to take the road away from Brampton and
Buckden.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54205

The more northerly route in the proposals shelved in 2010/11
seems less disruptive.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104523

The current proposal moves the new bypass south, much closer
to Hilton than the 2009 proposal.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104664

The current route has seen a significant move towards the
village of Hilton compared to the previous route option

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104487

As an east-west route, the A14 is already too far north.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104609

The route should be nearer to the existing route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and provided
a parallel route to the north of Huntingdon. Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since
the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and provided
an alternative route to the south via the A428. Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since
the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

104785

The road comes too close to existing housing.

104944
104986

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The routes should be further from villages already blighted by
traffic problems.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Unnecessarily close to established villages when there are
routes slightly further north of the chosen line which would not

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and provided
parallel routes to the north or south. Twenty-two route options were considered

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

affect anything like the present route- chosen prior to
consultation.
104951

The A14 Cambridge route should be followed

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104662

Keep the route closer to the existing A14

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options
presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform
most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the
development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since
the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

101019

A southern route is best

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle
and pedestrian access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports
an assessment of impacts on communities.

104808

The proposed route is the least bad solution given that it is
impracticable to upgrade on the existing alignment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

105121

104764

105012

Replace Brampton Hut and Spittals roundabouts with straight
road connections on current A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In a previous consultation (2007) on the proposed route of the
A14, The Highways agency considered that the “Orange Route”
was the preferred scheme. This appears to be what is now being
adopted for the purposes of the current consultation as it affects
Hilton. But, one of the alternatives, the “Brown Route”, was
further away from the village with the road passing to the north of
the Wood Green animal centre. I would urge that this route is
reconsidered

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 stretch between Cambridge and Huntingdon was
developed out of a single carriageway country road, the A604,
but retained many of its weak characteristics when dualled i.e.
short slip roads, lay-bys with inadequate exits etc. This ultimately
created a dangerous environment when it eventually became
part of a strategic road linking Felixstowe to the Midlands and the
M11 to the A1M while also handling local traffic. A lot to ask of a

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Transport Assessment sets
out that the volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is
forecast to be significantly reduced, with a large proportion of the remaining
traffic being local movements to and from Huntingdon and the surrounding
villages. The volume of traffic passing through both the Spittals and Brampton
junctions would also be significantly reduced. Therefore the existing junction
layouts would be retained.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and this consultation, along
with an assessment of the best value for money and best solutions to the
scheme objectives inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now
pursuing.

Support duly noted. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high
quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the
frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers
of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Adding a hard shoulder, improving slip roads and junctions and removing lay-bys
would not provide the additional capacity that is required. The addition of hard
shoulders would add to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet
the scheme objectives

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035 taking account of development considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely' by Huntingdon District Council and
Cambridgeshire County Council.

No

The Highways Agency would not provide trunk stops as part of the scheme.
However, facilities for overnight parking would be available at private sectoroperated service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop
service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the
boundary of the scheme.

simple road. It is treated like a motorway yet does not have the
infrastructure to support that demand, hence the frequent
accidents. It should have been upgraded a long time ago.
Therefore the proposed improvement scheme is now vital and I
fully support its overall plan, having covered finer details in my
questionnaire response.

105117

Upgrading the existing A14 to modern A road standards by
providing a hard shoulder along its length, making entry and
exits into proper slip roads and taking out the laybys used as
"truck stops".

Mid Suffolk District
Council and
Babergh District
Council

The District Councils agree that the proposed new route should
be designed to have sufficient capacity and resilience to
compensate for loss of the section at Huntingdon and to cope
with projected traffic growth up to the design year (2035).

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

The Association feels that it is regrettable that the opportunity
has not been taken to look at the very necessary lorry parking
requirements along the route. We are concerned that there is a
lack of awareness surrounding the need for rest facilities
generally and this is a missed chance to build in basic provisions
for secure and safe parking for the high level of commercial
vehicles that need suitable parking and rest facilities. Without
that provision our concern is that parking will be taken where it is
available which will be of detriment to both the freight industry
and the communities along the route.

7 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

No

Yes

Yes

52896

The road should be constructed as a motorway and not an Aroad

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or
heading south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north
bound M11 and the A14 link will be able to better merge together over this
section. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current
DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

300010

Diversion of route away from Huntingdon is key.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass duly noted.

101953

Moving the bypass 200m north towards Godmanchester would
sit the road in the valley reducing environmental concerns.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The new route should be brought back on line earlier and this
would save a significant amount of money and avoid the impact
on Hilton village.

7 April 2014

104921

No
Yes

7 April 2014
102880

I do not welcome a road that comes closer to Hilton.

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14 as well as northern
and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). Originally twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these options resulted
in the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the subject of a costbenefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they
would result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected. The
analysis showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a
full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on
adjacent residents.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

104862

105060

54504

A bypass to the north of Huntingdon would be a better option.

Disagree with the removal of Mill Common land.

Proposals will generate road traffic and force others to suffer the
noise and pollution.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014)

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The
design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

Yes

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. Following
consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage, changes
were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the overall
scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and the
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take
further.

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response
to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.
The above assessments with respect to noise and vibration and air quality are
based on and take account of projected future traffic growth.

103549

Reduces excessive localised environmental detriment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

54304

Huge environmental benefit for Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

300010

The adverse environmental impact of doing nothing should also
not be underestimated.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

300020

Confident that the scheme will be sensitive to the environment.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The environmental impacts that would arise from the proposed scheme are
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included
in Chapter 19.

101922

Not enough is being done to improve environmental impact.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise fences, and landscaped earthworks.

104762

Concerned about environmental impact during construction.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement (
ES) and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the ES. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of work
that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The environmental impacts that would arise from the scheme are assessed as part
of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

300021

Building a new road is damaging to the environment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104759

It would probably be good for Huntingdon in terms of
environmental impacts.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104762

The two local relief roads and the remodelling of Girton
interchange will create more issues with noise, run-off and
pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise fences, and landscaped earthworks.
Support is duly noted.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise
Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the ES
identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form of noise barriers, which are
shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the ES. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the ES. In
summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas.
These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

Diversion Routes
101868

The capacity at Cambridge is insufficient and most of the
replacement road remains vulnerable to traffic incidents. The
lack of alternative options would make those more serious.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the
route.
Around Cambridge, the scheme would provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by improving the Girton Interchange and widening the A14
between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon.
The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to
ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future
conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.

104970

Ensure there are alternatives if an accident does block a road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The
diversion routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance
and would depend on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic
diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the
A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The scheme
includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in advance, and
ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Huntingdon Viaduct

55527

Retention of the A14 viaduct offers significant advantages in
improving quality of life for local residents and opens up different
options for resolving the A14 issues. The north/south
(M11/A1M) traffic could continue to use the current road thus
avoiding additional air pollution and transport costs associated
with the 6 mile longer route now being proposed.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.

7 April 2014?

Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

102880

Agree with the removal of the viaduct.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the removal of Huntingdon viaduct duly noted

300022

Removing the viaduct will be good in terms of Huntingdon’s
regeneration despite the impacts of travellers.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the removal of Huntingdon viaduct duly noted

Cambridge Printers
Ltd

This route allows for the dismantling of the decaying Huntingdon
viaduct.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the removal of Huntingdon viaduct duly noted

54494

Leave the viaduct in place to provide more capacity, along with
a good diversion route for the occasions when the new A14 is
blocked. Closing the viaduct and leaving a 16 mile stretch of
dual carriage way surplus seems ridiculous.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The best route for east to north traffic is over the Huntingdon
viaduct, which has just been life extended at taxpayers'
expense, from the current A14 to the A1M. Demolishing the
viaduct forces this traffic to make a much longer journey.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Wyboston Lakes
Ltd
101096
54504

101784
Huntingdon viaduct must be retained and upgraded. In the event
of a blockage on the main A14, this would be a good relief road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104991

Huntingdon viaduct is the main route towards Cambridge for
everyone from Alconbury and further north. If the viaduct needs
repairing, then that should be done and widening take place.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54361

Due to recent maintenance increasing the life span, there is
absolutely no need to remove the viaduct. If the viaduct was to
remain large amounts of criticism from locals would be removed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Demolition of the viaduct will result in a longer journey time,
poorer road conditions, and increased fuel usage for those who
commute north to south along the A14.

7 April 2014

104698
54304

103545

Yes
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No

The majority of the Huntingdon viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The removal of the Huntingdon
viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre. The proposed scheme still
provides a route for through traffic, but as a much less attractive route in terms of
travel time than use of the southern bypass.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from
the east and west. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number
of other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The
Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development.
Due to the differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local
road connections without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life
and retaining it would inevitably require future work at further public expense.
As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local authority control; in this case the local highway authority is

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

103594

The route proposed should be tried out before the demolition of
the viaduct.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

300023, 300024

The viaduct should be retained.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101768

Demolishing the viaduct serves no real purpose.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104719

Disagree with the removal of the viaduct – this takes away road
capacity.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104754

Ensure full consideration is given to the safety and convenience
of all cyclists especially those going to Hinchingbrooke school.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104754

Viaduct should be used for pedestrians, cyclists, buses and
taxis only to protect this iconic structure and continue the green
agenda that remains Government policy.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103484

The current route, and particularly the retention of the viaduct
through Huntingdon, provides a direct route for traffic heading to
the north where it joins the A1 at Alconbury.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101805, 104953

Retaining existing infrastructure provides alternative routes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104705

The removal of the Huntingdon section of the A14 is not an
improvement and currently provides a route when the alternative
is blocked.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101768

Concerns relating to the removal of the viaduct at Huntingdon as
it could provide an alternative route for cars with a weight limit to
restrict HGV movements.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101003

A by-pass north of Huntingdon and joining up with the A14 at
Newmarket should be implemented. This would split the traffic
into two groups, Cambridge bound and Suffolk bound which
would include most of the HGV traffic headed for Felixstowe.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103565

Money could be spent on the Huntingdon Viaduct which has less
impact on the residents

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101784

The bridge over Brampton Rd in Huntingdon must be retained
and upgraded.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104864

Forget about the removal of the Huntingdon railway station
viaduct.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101001

Concerns relating to de-trunking the existing road and removing
the viaduct. Keeping the current road as it is would provide 3
extra lanes at minimal cost.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultee(s)

101762

Concerns relating to the demolition of the A14 viaduct

101072

Concerns relating to the removal of the Huntingdon viaduct
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Highways Agency’s response
Cambridgeshire County Council. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.

101806

If the route through Huntingdon became a single lane road with
large pedestrian/cycling provision, existing commuters could find
themselves slower to Cambridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Junction Design
Mark Shuker
(Ebeni Ltd)

101766

The revised entry and exit arrangements to the A14 are
ludicrous.

Junctions look overcomplicated.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals allow for a separation of
traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all. Junction layouts at Bar Hill and Swavesey would
allow connections from side roads to both the A14 and local access road.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the junctions would
operate efficiently.

103566

101868

The junction at Potton Road Hilton and Gravely Way Hilton is
difficult and dangerous; when traffic uses it to access the A14
westwards it will be much worse.

The A14 in Huntingdon will become a series of junctions.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
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Highways Agency’s response
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

104958

The Bar Hill junction should be a two-roundabout model (like the
A428/Dry Drayton/Hardwick junction).

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the
first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000
homes). The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Improvements to the Spittals Interchange are not included within the A14
improvement scheme.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.

101835

A spaghetti junction style junction at Spittals would be better

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

104752

101803

101812

104598

Improvements could be achieved at a much reduced cost by
attention to better junctions and access points.

Remove the junctions which were put in for the old roads (such
as A604) that were used to make the A14.

The junctions with the M1 in the west and the A1 and the M11 in
the east need upgrading for this major east west link.

Unhappy that junction 30 will be removed and replaced by a
local access road. Residents from Oakington, Girton, Histon,
Cottenham and other surrounding villages use this junction to
access the A14. If this is removed villagers will have to use the

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and
safety at these junctions.

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The scheme includes improvements to the A14 junctions with the M11 (Girton
interchange) and A1 (Brampton Hut, Brampton and New Ellington) M11
Junction14). The Scheme design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and
improve safety.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Improvements to the A14 junction with the M1 are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation
of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will
target future improvements where need is greatest.
The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) is one of the junctions that it is proposed
would be closed. There are two main reasons for this, both of which are safety
driven. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5km from the Bar
Hill junction, which is well below the Highways Agency’s recommended junction

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Histon junction.

104913

Fewer junctions will make a big difference. Eliminating Spittals
interchange and improving the Girton interchange will specifically
help.

101822

Strongly believe that a rethink is needed around Girton Junction,
in particular where traffic from the A14 westbound and the M11
northbound meet and have to merge or cross each other within a
short period.

101834

Proposals seem to address the issues with junction design.

Highways Agency’s response
spacing of 2km and introduces a conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill
(Junction 29) has to cross traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with
the proposal to widen the A14 to four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill
and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes
of traffic. These are significant road safety issues that have the potential to cause
congestion and delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is most
appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the surrounding villages
maintained via the proposed local access road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

The junction would be improved in accordance with current industry standards.
The distance between the joining of the M11 northbound and A14 westbound
would be sufficient for traffic to safely change lanes before Bar Hill junction.
Support for the scheme duly noted.
The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Girton junctions. The proposed junction layouts have been designed to
accommodate the forecast flows using these junctions.
Extensive Traffic modelling has been undertaken to fully assess the impacts of
the proposed scheme on the A14 and surrounding road network.

300025

Connections at junctions require a review as to the impact on
other roads.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest the scheme would see the
transfer of strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on other roads such as the A428 to the east
of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has
adequate capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the design year 2035.
The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Girton junctions. The proposed junction layouts have been designed to
accommodate the forecast flows using these junctions. The Highways Agency is
satisfied that the proposed junctions, while busy, would operate satisfactorily at
peak times.

300010

Minor junction improvements will have little impact.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Junction improvements are indeed necessary and this includes widening of the
links between junctions, to provide adequate capacity to tackle congestion.
Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip
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Highways Agency’s response
End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study
area.
Comment Noted.

iTEXS Ltd

Need to remove the junctions which were put in to stitch together
the old roads to make the A14.

104951

Increase number of lanes at Girton.

100989

The Girton interchange is usually congested however the
proposal does not include sufficient measures to alleviate the
problems.

101067

The changes at Girton could go further.

104715

Traffic from A428 heading east to M11 south has not been taken
into account and missed from the revised junction plan.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at
these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The proposed A14 improvement scheme
would reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto
the trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange
and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14
East slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge
arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be
widened from three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill,
with the section between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes
in each direction. This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and
improve safety.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in likely significant environmental effects and are
not considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the
M11 via the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Motorway Standards
Changing the proposed road category from A road to motorway would have
many consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic who would no longer be
able to utilise the road.
The upgrade in standard, eg. Provision of a full hard shoulder, would add
significantly to land requirements and associated scheme cost.

54297

Four lanes, a hard shoulder and turned into a motorway would
be better in the long term

101058

The whole route should have motorway standards with a safety
shoulder along the whole length to give security to passenger
cars with all the lorries which use this route.

An upgrade to motorway is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
requirements.
7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing
and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM
version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102895

The proposal should be a motorway.

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

FTA members have for some time been looking for a motorway
to replace the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101091

Motorway status is needed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101812

The A14 has been widened into a dual two-lane road which is
almost equivalent to a motorway. In addition to the proposals a
three-lane motorway should be planned in the future.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

53802

A three or even four lane motorway could easily be justified
based upon anticipated traffic levels.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104693

A three lane motorway would be desirable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

57344

There needs to be a three-lane motorway (A14) plus a two-lane
local road between Swavesey and Histon - ten lanes in total.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A14-C001

Consideration should be given to upgrade the road between
Huntingdon and Cambridge to motorway standard to match the
adjacent A1(M) to Peterborough and M11 south to London.
Consideration should be given to upgrading the A14 between
Huntingdon and Catthorpe (known as A1/M1 link) to motorway
standard, as high volumes of traffic between East Anglia, the
Midlands and the North West use the road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or
heading south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north
bound M11 and the A14 link will be able to better merge together over this
section. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current
DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Road Widening
55745

Bluewire Telecom
Limited

The history of other roads proves that three lanes or more will
eventually be needed.

3 lanes in each direction is required.

7 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the
new Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows
on this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to2100 vehicles per
hour in each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton
Interchange, where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour
traffic flows on this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900
vehicles per hour in each direction in 2035. This is well within the capacity of this
standard of road.
The scheme provides widening of the existing A14 to dual three-lane
carriageway between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and dual four lane carriageway
between Bar Hill and Girton.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

101898

More lanes will increase capacity and reduce congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Comments duly noted.

Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

103561

Any improvement over the current two lanes would be
appreciated.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101012

The widening of the existing carriageways and creation of new
routes would address the current problems.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104502

Another lane is necessary for volume of traffic

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101783

It is a critical east-west link, therefore three lanes future-proofs
the road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101010

All of the A1 upgrade should be three lanes. There is an
opportunity to improve north-south links.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A1 would be widened to dual three-lane standards between Alconbury and
the Brampton interchange as part of the scheme.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.

101818

101831

Concern about the widening of the A1 between Alconbury and
Brampton. Would like to understand why this is proposed as
there are never any problems on this part of the road. Widening
will allow for new housing developments in the area causing
more congestion.

There is too much road widening.

7 April 2014

Yes

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend
on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to
operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential
growth.
7 April 2014

Yes

No
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.

102809

104661

The scheme is improved on the original proposals with the
inclusion of widening the A1 south of Alconbury.

The A14 should be widened between Alconbury and Cambridge.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

Comment duly noted.

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current

Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response
scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application

102889

Three lanes each way are not sufficient given traffic volumes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would
continue to use the existing A14.

103513

If the place where A1 and A14 cross is dual carriageway after a
part of the route having three lanes, is this the right way to build
for the long term?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic
flows on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced
from 49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as
a result of the scheme. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
are forecast to be around 95,500 vehicles per day (two-way) which is well within
the capacity for a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.
The Transport Assessment indicates that the A14 to the west of Ellington will
increase as a result of the scheme. By 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on
this section of the A14 are forecast to increase from 51,300 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 63,700 vehicles per day with the scheme. This increase in
traffic is due the increased capacity provided by the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and the relief of traffic from the existing A14. In combination, these
changes would release existing bottlenecks at the Brampton Hut and Spittals
junctions and make the A14 a more attractive route for long distance traffic. This
level of traffic is well within the capacity of the existing ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard of road.

104534

Combining the east-west traffic of the A14 with the north-south
traffic of the M11 plus the local traffic between Huntingdon and
Cambridge is ineffective. The A14/M11/A604 doesn't work and
adding another lane will not improve the situation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme includes the development of a local access road between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge utilising the A1307 (formally A604). It
would provide an alternative route for local traffic. This would avoid the need to
use the A14. This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would
otherwise need to use the A14 mainline.

103530

The new road will be three lanes each way for north/south and
east/west traffic. If the A1 north traffic could use the existing road
and the A14 east/west traffic use a new two-lane road, four lanes
would therefore be available rather than three.

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

Bringing the new road to at least three-lane carriageways will
provide potential benefits in journey time reliability and safety.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted

Comment duly noted.
The scheme is designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic using
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the local access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

104970

Increasing the width of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge and adding a hard shoulder will improve the situation
of the congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
Under the scheme, the A14 would remain an all-purpose road. The addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards, would
add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.

104511

It provides extra lanes eastbound before Fenstanton/Swavesey

101882

The road really should be four lanes from Suffolk to the M6
junction.

104990

The whole of the existing A14 should be widened.

101903

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 should have 3-4 lanes due to the amount of traffic as is
shown by the frequent accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102858

The A14 between Alconbury and Cambridge should be widened

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101083

The whole route from Huntingdon through to junction 35 Stow
cum Quy should be taken into account. From the A14 Girton
Junction to at least junction 33 should be three lanes as even if

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Comment duly noted. The A14 improvement scheme includes an additional lane
in each direction on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31
(Girton) and between Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as
improvements to the Girton Interchange.
The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

the road is improved this becomes a dangerous bottle neck with
traffic coming from Bedford.

102865

The whole of the existing A14/A1 should be 4 lanes.

Highways Agency’s response
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce
the frequency of accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to other sections of the A14 are outside of the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Under the scheme, the A14 would remain an all-purpose road. The addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards, would
add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.

102827

The new expanded A14 will add six miles of road, but with no
hard shoulder. The same will happen to this new road as at
present on the A14, that if there is an accident the road will be
closed and all the villages will get rat-run traffic.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or lay-bys. This would Introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity
for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of
accidents.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Traffic will inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The scheme would include emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange
and new A1198 junctions which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass in the event of a full carriageway closure. The
major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure. The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes could be implemented.

103565

Widen the A14 along its length up to Spittals Interchange.

104632

The A14's current route should be widened.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in

Consultee(s)

104682

Summary of consultee comment

Upgrade the existing route to make more lanes, more roads are
not needed.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

104495

Improvements could be made by widening the A428.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Slip Roads

101040

The road linking the A14 from Bar Hill to the A14 Eastbound at
Girton Junction needs to be a dual carriageway. At peak times
traffic is queued back along the A14 to Bar Hill due to the
bottleneck caused by lack of capacity on the link road.

101766

The A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each direction between
Girton and Bar Hill,
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The straight road with less slip roads will reduce time and
accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104864

Add a hard shoulder and make entry and exit into proper slip
roads.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104951

Increase slip road lanes at Histon/Milton. Remove all none
essential slip roads onto current A14 (Hemmingford-ConningtonFenstanton).

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour flows on the A14
between Girton and Bar Hill would be around 4,050-5,200 vehicles per hour in
each direction in 2035, which is well within the capacity of a four lane standard
road.
Comment duly noted.
Under the scheme, the A14 would remain an all-purpose road. The addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards, would
add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at
these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would
reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the
trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline..

Truck Stops
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

deadline?

Road Haulage
Association

104864

Given that the need for more lorry parking has already been
made out in the Department for Transport 2011Lorry Parking
Study, we would like to see greater provision made for adequate
truck stopping and parking facilities on or near the route to
address drivers’ requirement for rest, food and hygiene,
particularly because the tachograph rules mandate drivers to
take regular rest breaks. We would also like parking facilities for
trucks near the route to be secure, so that the risk of crime
affecting both drivers and loads can be reduced.

The laybys being used as parking sites for lorries and trucks
should be removed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

The scheme would reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses
directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline. Existing parking lay-bys will be removed
and emergency lay-bys provided for use in emergencies only. Facilities for
overnight parking will be provided at private-sector operated service areas.
There are currently three privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton
Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the A14
improvement scheme.
It is not Department for Transport policy to provide new service areas and lorry
parks alongside new roads. It is for the private sector to promote and operate
service areas that meet the needs of the travelling public.

General Disagreement
101065

It follows that if the whole project is based on a flimsy premise, I
can't support the route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101098

Any expansion of the A14 is unnecessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101870

Building more roads will not solve the problem.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102865

Agencies/government unlikely to get it right.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102880

The national road network in this area of eastern England is not
well-designed or adequate. The problem started that many
decades and there is no possibility of solving them now.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103582

It’s near Bar Hill and Northstowe and is a strange configuration
that does not seem logical.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104504

It does not solve the issue.

104649

Other routes would be better.

104762

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

We do not have access to the data. The 1978 A14 upgrade was
very short sighted, and project managed by 'experts'.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104789

The alternatives are less satisfactory than the southern
Huntingdon bypass route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104829

I do not support the route option you are proposing.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104847

No problems to address. Traffic jams rare, only if there is an
accident or a breakdown. A new road won't change this.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104859

Proposed solution is wrong-headed, expensive, damaging to the
environment and an inefficient solution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104860

When the road is complete, the flaws will be obvious.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104967

The whole bypass project is unnecessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104982

Short term design and planning, poor value for money and a
failure to account for environmental damage seem to dominate
this scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104552

This scheme is not the best solution to the problems.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104821

This route is not the best option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultee(s)

104780

It looks as if there could be maximum disruption for a scheme
that is not viable in the national context and would be a disaster
for us locals.

300003

A new route is not required, would rather improvement to the
existing road.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

7 April 2014

300021

Building a new road is counterintuitive.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the
access road and the de-trunked section of A14.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local
villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce
the frequency of accidents.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis
of these options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the
current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on
adjacent residents.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip
End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study
area.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour market,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Local businesses also
depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local
businesses to operate more effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of
major residential developments to proceed.

Not Needed

105058

104532

There is nothing wrong with the A14.

The improvement is not necessary as there are good public
transport links available. There is a need for rural development
instead.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce
the frequency of accidents.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and
reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. Improvements
to the local road network are a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

104663

The original road needs improvement. Therefore a new road
need not to be built instead.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

Need for the Proposals
Stansted Airport

Stansted Airport support, in principle, routing traffic away from
built up areas and providing relief to key bottlenecks on the
existing A14 route.

New Anglia LEP

We support the entire project as proposed by the Highways
Agency, the Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement as well as
the online widening of the A1 and the A14 Cambridge northern
bypass.

Suffolk Coastal
and Waveney
District Councils

We support the entire project - the Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement as well as the online widening of the A1 and the
A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass. We urge early construction
and delivery of this vital project to make the route more reliable,
improve resilience and provide capacity for future traffic growth.
In turn, this will enable major economic growth in Suffolk as
outlined in the New Anglia Local Enterprise Partnership’s
Strategic Economic Plan and multiple Local Authority
documents.

103488

It provides greater capacity and the junctions will be safer. It also
removes a section of the lengthy viaduct in Huntingdon which will
require increasing amounts of maintenance which will cause
disruption. It also improves the environment in Fenstanton.

104574

The proposed route looks like an excellent solution.

104897

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I have confidence in the Highways Agency's proposals.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Essex Chambers
of Commerce

The route seems to us to be the best solution.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104946

An excellent compromise.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104790

I have looked at the route option proposed and think this would
lead to an enormous improvement.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Matthew Hancock

Having received your letter regarding the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme I wanted to write to you and

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Consultee(s)
MP

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

express my full support for it. I strongly endorse your proposals
for the different improvements along the 21 mile corridor.

101828

I agree that the A14 needs to be upgraded and am in broad
agreement with the scheme and its routing.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

105112

The plans proposed are very good.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Suffolk Chamber of
Commerce

The Suffolk Chamber of Commerce has pressed for this
essential upgrade for many years and therefore welcomes, in the
main, the proposed improvements as outlined in current public
consultation technical specification.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee

Thank you for your attendance at the Northstowe Joint
Development Control Committee (NJDCC) Meeting on the 12th
May 2014. We wish to record our general support for the scheme
and urge that its design and capacity should allow residents of
the new town of Northstowe and of neighbouring communities’
easy access to the strategic network and in all directions. This
accessibility is crucial to the sustainability of the town.

10 April 2014

No

No

101925

There is the minimal upset of existing dwellings and clever reuse of A1 as part of A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101001

The route for the new road is acceptable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101015

Extra road will help current situation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101016

Now tolling is off the agenda, this option makes the most sense.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

53795

The broad outline of the scheme looks correct, and the route
appropriate.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

55952

The scheme makes best use of existing infrastructure and
intersections.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101048

Yes for reasons previously given.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101064

This is a well-considered and balanced proposal that addresses
the majority of issues.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101068

It makes much more sense than the current setup which is not
only confusing but takes too long to traverse.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101090

Given that the majority of the traffic is transit and will foreseeably
remain so, the solution should satisfy current and future needs.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101109

It seems to be an effective route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102013

One only has to try to access a grid locked St Neots from the A1
when there is an accident or incident on the A14 to see

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Support for the scheme duly noted.

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

improvements are necessary.
101942

It is a good scheme which cannot be improved.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101819

It will bypass Huntingdon and gives significant benefits to road
users.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101815

A sensible route which avoids main population areas and will
benefit A14 users.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101850

I think that the latest suggestion provides a better route than the
previous one.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101863

This is a better proposal than the previous one.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101878

Yes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101892

It seems a good route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101909

It has been well thought and discussed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101910

The proposed route maximises benefits and minimises impacts.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101937

I believe this route addresses the issues in the best way and is
practical.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101939

This is probably best option to a complicated situation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101951

It looks to be a well-considered approach.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101965

Absolutely.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102850

Anything would be an improvement.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102872

Seems the least problematic of all the options.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102892

Seems reasonable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102903

It covers all of the major pinch points and the route is logical.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103482

The proposed route and upgrades provide the wider benefits
with the minimum adverse consequences.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103485

On the whole, yes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103490

If an upgrade is necessary this appears to offer a reasonable
route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103493

The proposal is better than current route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103555

The route appears to make sense.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I am not sure that anyone can be sure that these proposals offer

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103566
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

right solutions for current problems or future needs.
103573

It covers all necessary requirements.

103576

Proposal is a reasonable option under all the circumstances.

103600

Probably the best compromise available.

103601

Nothing else will provide a solution.

104493

Yes in most respects.

104497

Sounds ok.

104615

To the best of my knowledge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104683

By the looks of it, hopefully yes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104692

It looks like a great solution, not only reducing congestion but
improving traffic flow and making the existing road safer and
easier for local residents to use.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104694

The scheme has the most benefits for the least cost to the area

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104700

At least it is an improvement.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

53810

It seems the best of the available options.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104867

It rectifies most current problem areas.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104873

The scheme is not ideal but best in terms of cost and
construction

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104909

Using the existing A14 route between Swavesey and Girton
makes sense.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104949

It is the only viable option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104810

It is a compromise and will probably not meet with everyone's
approval.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104812

Yes, I really do.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104831

Fully support

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104846

Mostly, yes. Any route is a compromise: this seems to me to be
a pretty good one, apart from one detail that looks as though it
could be unsafe and is capable of fairly simple resolution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104854

It will create a completely new road, purpose built to address the
concerns above. It will also not affect the current A14 during its
construction which would be catastrophic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104855

I have seen in depth plans and they look to cover all bases.

104962

Too many problems with alternative routes.

100984

It meets the needs.

53836

Anything would have to be an improvement and free movement
of traffic is essential.

101000

It prioritises the worst sections of the A14 particularly the Girton
interchange, Girton to Milton section and the section around
Spittals which has been an accident black spot for years.

104563

The route proposed may not be optimal but it has clearly been
proposed as the most pragmatic solution.

101932

Agree with the proposals however is likely to cause disruption.

101089

The proposals look fine.

53989

The route is acceptable.

101798

There is no alternative to make the route safer and faster for
commuters.

53913

Proposed local access road interchange will not cope with the
volume of traffic commuting from places such as Huntingdon, St.
Ives and Northstowe.

101067

The changes at Girton are not substantial enough.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route
into Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been
designed for safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and
westbound directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound
loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also
provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

101795

It is ridiculous to downgrade the existing A14, which will be a
vital road if and when an accident occurs.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Consultee(s)

104598

Summary of consultee comment

Congestion at Histon Junction is bad enough and will not be able
to cope with all the extra traffic as a result of the Junction 30
closure.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction.
This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between
Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and
Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
Traffic forecast response
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic flows on
the Cambridge Northern Bypass between Histon and Milton would increase to
around 3,600-5,100 vehicles per hour in each direction, which is within the
capacity of a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.

104825

101107

104833

300005

103566

This ignores the needs of sub regional traffic that use the A428
to travel from St Neots to Cambridge / M11 southbound - which
is currently forced to leave a 70mph dual carriageway to join a
40mph single carriageway (A1303) if it wants to go into
Cambridge or travel on the A14 southbound. Very little traffic
uses the A428 to travel onto the A14 eastbound.

This scheme is severely lacking in future proofing of the
Girton/A428 interchange which will inevitably be required in the
near future to relieve pressure on Madingley Hill as this will
remain the main route from the A428 to the M11. Without
additional provision for A428/M11 access at Girton Junction the
scheme fails all of the objectives.

The new slip road from Brampton Road to St Northern Street
solves very few problems.

The proposals do not go far enough. If the road widens to take
traffic then narrows again at the end of the scheme this will only
pass the problem on to somewhere else.

Unsure if these proposals offer the right solution for current

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The proposed scheme has been developed based on several studies and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

problems or future needs.

Highways Agency’s response
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in
CHUMMS (the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study). The A14 Study
initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including a bypass to the south of Cambridge). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options. These six options
were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the
development of the current proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip
End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study
area.

105060, 101973 ,
300026

Good compromise.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Proposals are overdue.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

300031

Massive improvement which is urgently needed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

300006

Present situation is not viable for the volume of traffic, the A14
needs to bypass Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

300032, 101801

The improvements are essential and overdue.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

No

There are no proposals to remove Spittals Interchange. However as a result of
this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14
through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a large proportion
of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from Huntingdon and the

104894
300027
101798
300028
Julian Dingle
FRICS (On behalf
of the George
Lenton Trust) (no
id)

Option chosen is overall the best on offer.

101799
300002
101815
300029, 300030

General Agreement

101763

Any improvement is welcome if it does away with Spittals
Interchange

7 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
surrounding villages.
In particular, the volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would
be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic flow
through the junction would reduce from 61900 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 33000 vehicles per day with the scheme (-47%). The majority of this
reduction occurs on the two A14 arms, reflecting the transfer of strategic traffic
movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Traffic flows on the A141
are not expected to change significantly, however, traffic using this route would
benefit from the capacity created at Spittals. Further information on traffic
forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

Sole concern is to remove the present A14 from Huntingdon
Borough Boundaries. We welcome any scheme that will do this.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Babergh District
Council

There is a need for improvements to this route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101925

The scheme is well thought through for the movement of people
and goods from one end to the other.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103503

I will take the train.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

Under the scheme the section of existing A14 from Swavesey to Huntingdon
would be de-trunked. This would also include the section of A14 from Spittals
junction to Brampton junction and the A14 Spur.
Comment duly noted. The scheme aims to improve the existing situation through
the provision additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and
would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey
reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the
effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

Comment duly noted.
Comment duly noted.

Overdue

101023

To meet current traffic congestion issues, safety issues, delays
to journeys, cost in fuel and stress caused on travelling public,
the scheme is overdue, but now it is welcome that
implementation is finally taking place.

101801

The scheme has been delayed for too long

53978

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposal has been debated for too long and needs to be
implemented.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103575

This route should have been in operation 30 years ago.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104671

Various revisions of this scheme have been ongoing for a
number of years however implementation is overdue.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104691

The development is overdue and businesses are losing out of
because of the current situation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101940

The project is overdue and the process is taking too long.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to address known
issues with congestion and journey time reliability. Built more than three
decades ago, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of
traffic that now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been discontinued
on the basis of affordability.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of
accidents. It is anticipated that the statutory Development Consent Order (DCO)
process will be complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site
in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

General Comments
No comment
101062, 101791,

Please see response in other sections
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Your comment is duly noted. Further information regarding the scheme can be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

found in this Development Consent Order (DCO) application, including the Case
for the Scheme, the Environmental Statement and the Transport Assessment.
As part of the DCO process there is opportunity to comment on the supporting
documentation

102882, 104516,
104556, 104670,
104674, 104688,
104782, 104795,
53845, 104823,
104848, 104862,
104903, 104908,
104968, 104976
101086

I will need to understand the plan better

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102015

It addresses all the problems listed in Q3

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101833

I cannot give an opinion on the route north of Swavesey, as I do
not know this area well enough.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I have studied the proposals

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Hopefully

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Have looked at alternatives

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54675

I have been requested to respond on behalf of Gt Paxton Parish
Council

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104543

I live in Buckden!

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104645

There is nothing wrong with the route per se, but see my
response to question 3.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I support what Swavesey Bridleways and/or Sustrans have said
in their response to this point

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Not applicable

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Do not have enough knowledge of road improvements to fully
comment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I’m unsure

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Please refer to notes enclosed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

This to be done the whole length of the current Huntingdon to
Cambridge A14

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101857
101856
103501

104710, Shelford &
District Bridleways
Group, 104736
104737
104993
104995
101771
104663

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised Users

University of
Cambridge

The proposed plan may not be ambitious enough in its provision
of improved facilities for cyclists. There is an opportunity to build
in to this project world class cycle routes that would encourage
more people to use the bicycle rather than the car. For example:

7 April 2014

No

1) Will the new local access roads include dedicated cycle
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No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton,
Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

lanes along their whole length?

A dedicated NMU bridge is proposed linking Bar Hill to the local access road
north of the A14. This bridge links to an NMU route on the local access route
joining to the B1050 Hattons Road. Access to Oakington Road would be via
shared NMU facilities provided on Dry Drayton Bridge.

2) There is no direct cycle route from Bar Hill to connect to the
new local access road proposed to connect to Oakington
Road. A route across, or adjacent, to the golf course would
provide a fast link.

Histon junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the west facing slip
roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU
facility across the junction.

3) 3) I cannot see any improvement to existing cycle routes on
the roundabout at the Histon Road/A14 junction.

101089

101841

There appears to be no discussion in the documents about
provision for non-motorised transport (walking and cycling) at the
junctions, particularly Swavesey and Bar Hill.

NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
and the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for nonmotorised users. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey
enabling NMUs to cross the A14 away from the main junctions.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Concern about footpaths.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Scheme provides improved provision for non-motorised users.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

Further improvements could be made for example: NMU path
from Mere Way attenuation pond access road to Milton Junction.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

Further improvements could be made for example: an NMU path
from Mere Way to guided busway on north side of A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: an NMU path
from guided busway on north side of A14 and south of Holiday
Inn Lake to junction with Cambridge Road / Bridge Road
(B1049).

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101084

104526

104526

104526

Take care that Histon Junction is not made worse. This has just
been improved from Orchard Park to Impington Village College.
Further improvements could be made for example: NMU path
from Cambridge Road (Impington), just south of Lone Tree
Avenue to Woodhead Accommodation Bridge. This bridge is
scheduled to become a strategic cycle bridge during NIAB 3
development. This must be linked to enable school children to
cycle to the local school in Impington.

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Further information about the provision for non-motorised users can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Transport Assessment while an assessment of the impacts of
the scheme on all travellers is presented in Chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement.
The designs developed for the NMU facilities use desirable standards where
possible. The local access road route would be designed to cater for 360 users
per hour north of Dry Drayton bridge and 480 users per hour south of the
location. The scheme would provide for existing paths affected by the route to
have connection to the new facility. Existing paths on the south-west side of A14
north of Bar Hill would be connected to an existing bridleway to create linkage to
Bar Hill and the Non-Motorised User (NMU) bridge from Lolworth.
Comment duly noted.
The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been considered by the project team in conjunction with
Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot
justify increasing the land required for the scheme in this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application to accommodate this. Existing cycle facilities would be
provided in this section south of the Cambridge Northern Bypass, via the Jane
Coston NMU Bridge (which avoids NMUs requiring to use Milton Interchange),
cycle routes on Cowley Road and Milton Road, and the guided busway linking to
the north of A14.
Histon junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the west facing slip
roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU
facility around the junction.
Provision of NMU facilities on the north side of Cambridge Northern Bypass in
this area has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. On
conclusion the Highway Agency have determined that Darwin Green
development would be the driver/facilitator for additional NMU facilities in this
area.

Consultee(s)

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Further improvements could be made for example: an NMU path
from Woodhead Accommodation Bridge to east end of Weavers
Lane in Girton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: NMU path
from middle of Weavers Lane through play area to Girton
Accommodation Bridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: NMU path
from Girton Accommodation Bridge to Huntingdon Road / Girton
College.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: the removal
of “sharp kink” on NMU on A1307 Huntingdon Road just to the
north of the A14 West/A428 over-bridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: the upgrade
of Madingley Accommodation Bridge to NMU traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Provision of NMU facilities on the north side of Cambridge Northern Bypass in
this area has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. On
conclusion the Highway Agency have determined that Darwin Green
development would be the driver/facilitator for additional NMU facilities in this
area.
A shared footway/cycleway facility would be included from Girton
Accommodation Bridge to Weavers Field, Girton.
Existing Footpaths Girton 4 and 5 would be upgraded to bridleway status by
Cambridgeshire County Council, traffic signals would be provided (by the
developer) at the North West Cambridge development junction with the A1307
Huntingdon Road. Cambridgeshire County Council would ensure that a toucan
crossing facility is provided in this to cater for crossing movements.
The alignment of the NMU facility would be developed during the construction
phase of the scheme.
Under the scheme, Madingley Accommodation Bridge would be retained in its
current form. Links would be provided by Bridleway Madingley 2 which would be
diverted, connecting into new local access road at Girton Roundabout West. A
new bridleway to the south would connect to Footpath Girton 5 (upgraded to a
bridleway by Cambridgeshire County Council).
Under the scheme, the diverted bridleway Madingley 2 would extend north along
the foot of the A14 westbound link embankment and connect to Girton
Roundabout West and the shared NMU facilities along the local access road.

104526

104526

104526

104526

Further improvements could be made for example: the upgrade
of Madingley Bridleway 6 from Madingley Accommodation
Bridge to local access road roundabout just to the north west of
New Girton Interchange Bridge ‘C’. Replace new trees planting
with new grass planting to increase visibility splays.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further improvements could be made for example: move NMU
route from adjacent to local access road to be near to local
access road, preferably separated by a hedge or a line of trees.
Given that the cycle track is only on one side, light from
headlights will become an issue.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The NMU route would be separated from other road users in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s standards.

Further improvements could be made for example: replace The
Avenue from Brook Beck Farm to the new local access road as
an NMU only road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There are a number of accesses to agricultural land located on this section of
The Avenue; therefore use by vehicles would be maintained.

Further improvements could be made for example: remove the
detour around the attenuation pond to the north west of Grange
Farm, or move the attenuation pond so that the NMU route is as

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

This amendment has been made to create a link which would be direct as
possible.
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The tree planting would not extend down to the foot of embankment of the A14
westbound link. The diverted bridleway would be separated from the foot of the
embankment by a proposed drainage ditch. The proposed tree planting is
needed to screen traffic on the link in wider landscape views. Sightlines along
the bridleway/cycleway would not be obscured. Sightlines for drivers along the
westbound link would not be at issue as the trees would be on the outer
perimeter of the curve.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

direct as possible.

104526

There is no safe crossing facility from the NMU path to southwest of the local access road to the crematorium. Suggest a right
turn filter lane is added, with an NMU protected island to the
north west of this junction to enable people cycling from
Cambridge to visit the crematorium.

104526

The roundabout on Oakington Road should have a cycle track
with priority all the way around, to allow all movements on a
bicycle to be safely made. The scheme should be extended
slight further back from this roundabout to allow cyclists from Dry
Drayton to enter the NMU facilities before the traffic reaches the
roundabout.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton / Oakington over-bridge must have a full width
NMU track on at least one side - this could be done by adding an
additional cantilevered bridge to the west side of this bridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

The roundabout on Dry Drayton Road should have a cycle track
with priority all the way around, to allow all movements on a
bicycle to be safely made. The NMU tracks should be extended
along Dry Drayton Road towards Oakington to allow cyclists from
Oakington to enter the NMU facilities before the traffic reaches
the roundabout.
There is a missing NMU link from Bar Hill to the Oakington Road
roundabout. A route to the east of Thruffle Way and around the
edge of the Golf Course would provide an excellent way to
access Madingley and Cambridge from Bar Hill.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

A NMU tunnel should be provided under the main access into
Bar Hill such that access can be made safely from the proposed
NMU bridge to Norway Park / Trafalgar Way industrial estate.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Access should be provided for NMUs to the services and hotel to
the north of Bar Hill, probably from Trafalgar Way. Requiring
people to cycle down an entrance ramp to the A14 is not
acceptable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

An uncontrolled NMU crossing facility using a refuge would be provided at the
crematorium entrance.

An uncontrolled crossing would be provided through the splitter island on the
south arm of Oakington Road Roundabout to allow connection from the shared
NMU facilities on the realigned Oakington/Dry Drayton Road and the local
access road.

The existing Dry Drayton Bridge would be modified to accommodate a NMU
facility on the northeast side of Dry Drayton Bridge.

Uncontrolled crossing facilities through refuges which support two way NMU
traffic and permit users to wait on the middle to cross traffic lanes would be
provided on all arms of the roundabout.

This link is beyond the scope of the Development Consent Order boundary. The
shared NMU facilities on the local access road north and south of the A14 would
provide a way of accessing Madingley and Cambridge from Bar Hill.

No tunnel is proposed. The crossing point would be uncontrolled. It would have
an island of sufficient dimensions to allow for two way NMU use, and for cyclists
to wait on the refuge.

The scheme would provide a route from Saxon Way roundabout to bridleway Bar
Hill 1 and onto the service area located to the south of the A14.

It is not clear why the Bar Hill NMU bridge access ramp on the
south side is so curvaceous. It would be more attractive to have
a single radius curve rather than a switch back.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The curves on the NMU bridges are designed to discourage NMUs travelling at
high speeds. This would improve safety on this facility for all users - pedestrians,
cyclists and equestrians.

The NMU crossing of the local access road from the Bar Hill
NMU bridge appears to not be signal controlled. The island
provided also appears not to be able to accommodate bicycles
with trailers. The island must be wider, and be more protected
from errant vehicles, perhaps using high curbs. However would
request a full signalised single stage junction, but keeping the
central refuge to allow permissive crossing out of peak periods.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A signalised toucan crossing would be provided, with equestrian dismounting
facilities at the Bar Hill NMU bridge interface with the local access road.
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Consultee(s)

104526

104526

Summary of consultee comment

The NMU path from the local access road to the B1050 climbs
up a hill to a motorised junction and then back down again, yet
the NMU path could continue at the bottom of the embankment.

The NMU path appears to cross the main junction between the
local access road and the B1050. Given that these arms will
take all the traffic from Northstowe to Cambourne and beyond, I
consider it unacceptable that there appears to be no safe
provision to negotiate these junction. The ideal solution would be
to place tunnels through the three motor-roads such that there is
no need to interact with motorised vehicles at all at this location.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Whilst it is recognised that some cyclists would welcome the NMU facility on the
link to Hattons Road being at the foot of the embankment, it is currently shown
adjacent to the carriageway, based on a balanced view taken from input from a
range of stakeholders, and the fact that the gradient is quite modest from the
local access road to Hattons Road.
The proposed design of the Bar Hill Junction has been modified, leading to the
removal of the west jug handle. This in turn would remove one of the junctions
between the B1050 Hattons Road and the local access road, which NMUs would
have to cross. The proposed layout can be seen in the General Arrangement
drawings included in the Development Consent Order submission. Crossing
facilities for NMUs would be provided at the remaining junction with the link to
B1050 Hattons Road by means of a toucan crossing within the signalised
junction.

The NMU path appears to lose all priority at a very minor farm
access track just to the west of the Bar Hill junction. This is
unacceptable - the NMU path must have as much priority as the
main local access road has. Turning traffic will have to wait for a
gap in all the main road lanes - the local access road and its
NMU path - before completing a turn.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

The NMU path has no safe route through the junction with
Robin’s Lane, the only way in and out of Lolworth for motorised
traffic. The preferred solution would be to completely separate
the motorised traffic from the NMU traffic using a tunnel through
the new bridge over the local access road and A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

At-grade crossing would be provided. Traffic flow counts indicated low flows on
Robins Lane, thus would enable NMUs to cross easily, but with appropriate care.

104526

It appears that the NMU path loses priority at the Uttons Drove
junction. Given the lack of possible traffic at this point, the NMU
path should have priority, but must be deviated back at least 5m
from the main local access road to provide a safe buffer for traffic
giving way to the prioritised NMU traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

NMU users would not have priority at this junction. Subsequent to this
consultation the design for this NMU facility has been deviated back from the
main carriageway.

104526

There appears to be no way to access the Travelodge from the
NMU route. Access must be provided from the main NMU route
to all buildings along this route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Access details would be developed during the construction phase.

104526

There appears to be no way to access the Buckingway Business
Park from the local access road’s NMU path except by using
Anderson Road in the far north west corner of this site. It may
be more appropriate and safer to also allow access to the
business park from the NMU path at other points, for example at
Rowles Way.

104526

104526

The NMU path’s interaction with the main roundabout on the
north side of the Swavesey Junction is problematic. The NMU
route is set back far from the roundabout, allowing cars time to
accelerate into crossing NMU traffic. There are no safe refuges
for crossing NMU traffic to wait if the traffic is busy - combined
with traffic exiting randomly from a roundabout, possibly without

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The west jug handle at Bar Hill Junction has since been removed. The NMU
route would have priority over accesses on the local access road but for safety
(particularly of NMUs) they would not have priority at priority junctions.

Roads within Bucking Way Business Park would not be adopted by
Cambridgeshire County Council (they will remain in private ownership). Regular
movements of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) in this area increase the risk to
NMUs.

The roundabouts at the north side of Swavesey Junction (local access road) and
the south side (Cambridge services) would be negotiated through refuges which
would support two way NMU traffic and permit users to wait in the middle to
cross traffic lanes. On the south side, the NMU bridge would be extended to
cross the link road from the south roundabout at Swavesey junction to
Cambridge Services.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

signalling - making the junction feel unsafe. It may be more
appropriate to raise this roundabout up a couple of metres such
that the NMU traffic can stay at ground level and the motorised
traffic is kept out of the way above.

104526

The NMU path from the Swavesey local access road / Anderson
Road roundabout climbs with the road to go around another
roundabout before going down again. This change in levels is
not appropriate for NMU traffic that is not expected or desired to
use the main A14 junction, and where no provision has been
made for them. It would be better to keep the cycleway at ground
level to the north of this junction.
The NMU path at the main services roundabout appears to be
very close to the path of the main motorised traffic. Safety
barriers or a greater separate is required.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

It appears that Scotland Drove is disconnected from the NMU
path.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104526

Whilst there appears to be minimal NMU facilities provided with
the New Barns Lane bridge, there does not appear to be any
safe way to access the NMU facilities on the north side of the detrunked A14 at this point. This is a link that must be
reconnected.

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

There is no mention of whether the de-trunked A14 would
become safer for people walking, cycling or on horse-back.

The new Conington Road has NMU facilities that appear to lose
priority at even the most minor of junctions. NMU paths must
have the same priority at minor junctions as the main
carriageway has.

The Fenstanton footpaths 6 and 14 have been blocked up, yet
there is no apparent way to get from the existing end of these
footpaths to the new bridge over the A14.

Fenstanton footpath 14 is routed along the line of the old B1040.
This route should be upgraded a full NMU quality. A route along
the north-east side of the A14 at this point should continue all the
way to Brampton. An additional crossing point for the river and
railway for NMU traffic must be provided along with the A14
motorised route. This route should connect with the Hemingford
Gray bridleway 10, the Mere Way bridge, under the A1198

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Yes

No

The details of this levels and gradients of this facility would be developed during
the construction phase.

A separation between the roundabout and NMU facility would be provided in
accordance the Highways Agency Standards for the provision of facilities for
non-motorised users.
Bridleway Swavesey 14 which runs along Scotland Drove would connect into the
shared NMU facility provided along the local access road.

An existing at-grade footpath crossing point would be retained at this location.
The reduced traffic flow at this point, which is part of the local access road,
should permit sufficient gaps to enable users to cross.

NMU provisions on the de-trunked section of the A14 would become the
responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council. The section from
Godmanchester to Swavesey would have relatively high flows which would
preclude capacity reduction. The shared NMU facility would be provided as far as
Fenstanton where it links with existing facilities.
Under the scheme the NMU route would have priority over accesses on the local
access road, To maintain the safety of NMUs, they would not have priority at
priority junctions.
The scheme provides that the existing at grade crossing point would be retained.
A shared cycleway/footpath/equestrian facility would be provided from the north
side of the new A14 where Footpaths Fenstanton 6 and 14 meet. The facility
would run along the southern edge of the road connecting to the shared
cycleway/footway/equestrian over Conington Road Bridge.

The proposal for an NMU facility alongside the Huntingdon Southern Bypass has
been assessed. However, the cost of widening the structures, and their approach
earthworks, specifically the River Great Ouse Viaduct and the East Coast Main
Line Railway Bridge to include NMU facilities would be substantial, and would not
be justified by potential usage levels and patterns. The proposed NMU facilities
along the local access road from Girton to Fenstanton in addition to existing

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Ermine Street, Godmanchester 1 bridleway, under the B1043
Offord Road, and over the east coast main line railway. It should
then continue over the River Ouse to the B1514 Buckden Road.
This route would then allow NMU access to Grafham Water and
beyond.
104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

104526

There appears to be no NMU provision on the Park Road overbridge.

Highways Agency’s response
NMU facilities would provide a route from Huntingdon to Cambridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would include a shared NMU facility on the north side of Grafham
Road Bridge.

Cycling access to the employment opportunities at the Brampton
Hut Services appear to be non-existent. It would therefore be
useful to provide a new NMU route from West End, Brampton,
up to the new A14 over-bridge and then to the Brampton Hut
Services.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It would be useful to provide some future proofing into the
A14/A1 junction such that if additional development occurs in the
area, NMU traffic can be safely routed through this area.
Provision of NMU tunnels should be designed in now such that
they can later provide a network of cycle routes. The following
are two critical suggestions: Rectory Farm attenuation pond to
Brampton Hut service area; a slightly wider bridge over the east
coast main line to allow a cycle route along the side of this train
line.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Additional tunnels would not be provided and are beyond the remit of the
Development Consent Order application.

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users and the Department for Transport
standards,

There are no details of the design of the NMU paths. The NMU
paths must be constructed to the same high standards as the
path alongside the Cambridgeshire Guided Busway.

7 April 2014

Yes

The following is the absolute minimum for new construction: 4m
wide bi-directional shared-use path (foot / cycle / horse) with a
1m wide grass strip on one side, and a 3m wide grass strip on
the other. Trees should be planted along the side of these
routes to create an avenue that breaks the wind, a major
problem in this area. Where constraints demand, for example on
bridges or in tunnels, the width can be reduced to 3.5m cycleable wide of hard surfacing - implying at least 4m wide space.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Tunnels should be straight, extensively lit, and people should be
able to see in and out. Slides should be sloped such that people
can’t hide at the side of the tunnel.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There should be no cyclist dismount signs. These should never
be necessary. Neither should there be give-way signs on NMU
paths; NMU traffic should have priority over side roads, as
required by the Highway Code rule 170.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Give-way signs on the road should be behind any NMU paths.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme would include a shared NMU facility over the A1/A14 Over Bridge
connecting to Brampton Footpath 15 on the east side of the carriageway, with
Brampton Bridleway 19 on the west side and Brampton Hut Services.

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users and the Department for Transport
standards. It would not be possible or affordable to provide a further three metre
wide strip for equestrians.

No tunnels are proposed.

There would be no need for cyclist dismount signs as a general principle on the
routes provided.

NMUs would not have priority at side road junctions on the local access road,
only accesses. The give way signs would have to be located in accordance with

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
standards.

104526

104526

104526

104526

104595

104657

104741

104826

104958

NMU paths should have a design speed of 20 mph with the
appropriate visibility splays, and a design speed of 30 mph if
downhill grades are involved. Steep hills, 1:20 or steeper,
should be wider to accommodate weaving cyclists going uphill,
and faster cyclists going downhill. No bridge should have a
grade steeper than 1:20, and shallower grades should be used
wherever space permits.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Cycle tracks should be machine laid.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Lighting at junctions should provide additional lighting for NMU
paths. In rural areas, solar studs should be used. A centre line
should not be marked on NMU paths.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Direction signs should be installed on all NMU routes giving the
best route to different locations, just like the motorised roads are.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Adding cycleways/non-motorised traffic ways adds a
tremendously cost-effective pressure valve. As the A14 fills
again, more people will use them to avoid the congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Cannot see any provisions of safe means for cyclists to navigate
proposed new junctions where traffic will be entering or leaving
the proposed new A14, or where the proposed new road crosses
existing roads.

The NMU provision alongside and across whatever route is
chosen, including any sections of A14 which are detrunked. There is the perception of inability to cross at
Swavesey-Boxworth or Bar Hill-Longstanton overbridges due to
heavy traffic volume.

Concerns that proposals for non-motorised users between the
villages of Fenstanton, Conington, and Hilton will not be safe or
pleasant to use.

Concerns around the Bar Hill junction design. The original plans
shown to us suggest that motorised vehicle users will be given
priority and that cyclists will have to wait for a gap in the traffic to

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users and the Department for Transport
standards.

This would be a matter for detailed design.
Lighting would be planned at junctions only. Elsewhere, use of solar powered
studs for guidance has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council and
would be further discussed at detailed design stage. No segregation markings
are planned, generally, for NMU paths.
Direction signing strategy is in development and it is intended that
comprehensive signing would be provided on the routes, where appropriate
(such as Girton to Fenstanton and at junctions along the length, and Brampton to
the services and Brampton Woods)

Comment duly noted.

NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users and the Department for Transport standards. Two NMU bridges are
proposed at Swavesey and Bar Hill.

NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users and the Department for Transport. Two NMU bridges are proposed at
Swavesey and Bar Hill.

One of the main objectives of the scheme is to improve safety by designing the
scheme to modern standards. The NMU facilities and crossings would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users and the Department for Transport standards.
NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users and the Department for Transport. An NMU bridge is proposed at Bar Hill

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

cross. Given the volume of traffic, sufficient gaps may not exist to
allow cyclists a timely way to cross this junction. The solution
would be a tunnel.

104524

104977

104595

300033

The A14, A1 and A428 already form significant barriers to
anyone cycling any distance and together with the natural barrier
of the Ouse make it very difficult in planning and using cycles.
Many of the cycle paths are already not segregated from slow
moving pedestrians and wide enough for both to safely coexist.

There are insufficient measures to encourage cycling

Promoting non-motorised transport networks is a better way to
improve traffic capacity.

A cycle lane over the old Huntingdon viaduct would be good.

Highways Agency’s response
Junction, where signalised toucan crossing would be provided, with equestrian
dismounting facilities at the Bar Hill NMU bridge interface with the local access
road.
Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway,

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users and the Department for Transport
standards. The Department for Transport Local Transport Note 1/12 paragraph
7.52 indicates that for shared use a combined peak flows of 180 cyclists and
pedestrians per hour per metre width could be achieved.
Non-motorised transport links would be achieved through the provision of
approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities as part of the scheme. Of this, over
12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road,
Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the
carriageway,
Comment duly noted. Promotion of non-motorised transport links would be
achieved through the provision of approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities as
part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous
shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway,
Under the scheme, the viaduct would be demolished so as to provide visual
improvements in the area adjacent to the viaduct and Huntingdon Station.
Removal of the viaduct and development of the replacement road network would
also support local aspirations for the development of and improvements within
Huntingdon.

Property and Land

104943

104850

The new route places much uncertainty to the property owners
most close to the proposed new route.

The proposals take unnecessarily large amounts of land.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Engagement with land and property owners is ongoing, with meetings being set
up to discuss concerns and to provide scheme updates. For property owners
who are uncertain about compensation processes, further information can be
found within the ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4:
compensation to residential owners and occupiers’ (2010).
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. This strategic infrastructure scheme will inevitably
require land, much of which is currently in private ownership; primarily this
comprises agricultural land. The footprint of the scheme has been carefully
design to minimise land take, to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.
The Land Plans (document reference 2.3) and Works Plans (document reference
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2.4) show the land that is required to construct and operate the proposed
scheme. The Statement of Reasons (document reference 4.1) provides an
explanation of why we may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
The scheme would only permanently retain land required for the long term
function of the road. Areas of land shown for construction compounds and soil
storage would only be taken temporarily and be returned to the land owner
following restoration to existing use.
In some cases land may be acquired to allow the scheme to provide or remove
rights to other parties and generally to allow working space for construction. It is
the intention of the scheme to then return land to the current land owner where
the landowner agrees and retain only the land required for the long term
functioning of the road and meet essential environmental commitments.
The Highways Agency have liaised and are liaising with land owners and
communities directly impacted by the scheme.

Safety
101842
101766

101022

Improvements increase safety of the route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

The proposals will reduce accident occurrence.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Through traffic from the ports should take another route such as
the A428 as the lack of policing on this route and the lorries
being mixed in with the rush hour traffic for Cambridge causes
accidents.

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.
Comment Noted.

55745

101000

Removing the current flyover above East Coast Main Line is
critical before it collapses.

It prioritises the worst sections - particularly the Girton
interchange, Girton to Milton section and the section around
Spittals which have been accident black spots for years.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in excess of
theoretical capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the
section of the A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operating between 93110% of expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between
Swavesey and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity.
The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route
into Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been
designed for safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
westbound directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound
loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also
provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD,
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted
traffic levels.
In addition the scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton
Junction would operate safely and efficiently.
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic onto the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Consequently, there is expected to be a reduction
in congestion and improvement in safety as a result of the scheme.

101831

I accept that safety would be improved by the proposed
measures.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104634

It will avoid accident and congestion black spots at Brampton Hut
and Spittals roundabouts.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103544

There are many incidents at Spittals.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times.
As a result of the transfer of traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass both
Brampton Hut and Spittals would be significantly relieved of traffic. This should
ensure that both junctions operate more efficiently with less congestion and
fewer incidents.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme (including, where appropriate, on Hilton), the findings of which are
reported in the Environmental Statement.

104601

Current option will result in significant increase in lorry traffic
through Hilton. Such traffic is already at dangerously high levels
and frequently exceeds the speed limits in the village.

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Views of the scheme
from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the scheme from the
northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening field boundary
vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low significance.
7 April 2014

Yes

No
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Noise and air quality effects on
Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental Statement. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
An assessment of the impacts on communities and people has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement), though
the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this impact.
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Highways Agency’s response
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code Of Construction
Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative
routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise
equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The management of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and the enforcement of
speed limits on local roads is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

104720

104816

Concerned about the straightening of the B1040 bridge over the
new A14 leading to vehicles travelling at increased speed and
speeding through the village.

Educate drivers better.

104914

It will provide a safer route for cross county M1/M6 to Felixstowe
or London traffic

A14-C001

All the roundabouts on the A1 between Brampton and Baldock
should be upgraded to grade separated junctions and gaps in
central reservation closed to improve safety on the road; an
example is the recently improved A1 Peterborough to Blyth.

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

No

No

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

The new section of B1040 over the A14 would be similar to the existing road
which already has straight sections. This element would also have some vertical
curvature as it rises to pass over the A14 which would encourage slower speed.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type
of driver behaviour currently experienced.
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA) is responsible for setting the
standard for safe and responsible driving and improving driver competency
through licensing, testing, education and enforcement..
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme and support for the scheme is
duly noted.
These elements stated currently sit outside the scope of the project. The HA
continually reviews the road networks and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

Scheme Scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
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Summary of consultee comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

101877

Including improvements to a very dangerous section of the A1
between Brampton and Alconbury would also be a very positive
move.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104825

Does not address the need for the A428 eastbound to connect
with the M11 southbound.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101107

Cannot believe that the cost of an additional cloverleaf at Girton
does not represent significant value for money by taking traffic
from the existing A428 dual carriageway directly to the M11 at
Girton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme does include an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow for travel between the A428 and the M11 via
the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme does include improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the
traffic flow for all existing movements. The design would accommodate future
traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic on the A1 south of
the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change significantly as a
result of the scheme.

101913

The A1 corridor needs urgently attending to as well.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme does include an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.
Further widening or re-routing of the A1 has not been included in this scheme as
it is not affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to meet the
scheme objectives as defined in the Case for the Scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

101968

A better option would be to extend the current A428 dual
carriageway from Caxton Gibbet to the A1 by going north of St.
Neots and then making the A1 a three-lane dual carriageway to
the Brampton Hut.

300034

A14 should continue along the A428 to Papworth then a new
stretch of dual carriageway from there to the A1. The existing
A14 between Girton and Huntingdon should become a local
road. The M11 could then be extended from Girton to Chatteris
to Spalding to Lincoln and on to the Scunthorpe area (joining the
M18). The guided bus between Cambridge and St Ives could
then revert to Electrified Heavy Rail offering a half hourly service
Liverpool Street - Cambridge - St Ives.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101962

Improvements to the A428 should be considered.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis
of these options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the
current proposal with the extents of the proposed southern bypass as shown.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
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Highways Agency’s response
junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden and Little Paxton.

300035

The road through Buckden should be considered.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improvement to roads through Buckden is outside the scope of this scheme.
Future improvements would need to be considered by the Local Highway
Authority.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow for travel between the A428 and the M11 via
the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

101950
102860
104770

There is a missed opportunity to add a junction for the A428 onto
the M11 south at the Girton interchange. The planned addition of
some 6000 new homes at the two Camborne sites will make the
congestion problem here worse.

The scheme does include improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the
traffic flow for all existing movements. The design would accommodate future
traffic forecasts and improve safety.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip
End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study
area.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling
development to proceed and contributing to increased economic growth,
regionally and nationally. The scheme also aims to connect people by placing the
right traffic on the right roads
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

101985

54192

I hope that the decision not to bypass further down the A14 will
not be a mistake.

The scheme will address current problems, however the
additional capacity of an M14 running across the country would
unlock more sustainable activity than HS2. The proposal will
address current and near term needs but will run out of capacity

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis
of these options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the
current proposal with the extents of the proposed southern bypass as shown.
Comment is noted.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
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within 10 years of the upgrade. An M14 is needed running
across the country. This will allow further economic expansion in
all the areas between Birmingham and Cambridge and relieve
some of the population concentration in the M25 area.

Highways Agency’s response
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

101958

55527

104969

It should be built with hard shoulders. The A1 should be
upgraded to A1 (M) between the new Brampton junction and
Alconbury.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Adding extra lanes/hard shoulders to the existing route will more
than suffice for the foreseeable future

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 between Huntingdon and Girton could be greatly
improved merely by adding a hard shoulder, closing laybys and
providing proper slip roads at the entry and exit points.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road, including options which retained and widened the existing A14 through
Huntingdon. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options
were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at
these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would
reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the
trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline.

101011

The option combines two trunk roads, A.14 and M11-A1 link with
no alternative road in the event of traffic issues. A better
alternative may be to route the A14 along the line of the new
A428 to Cambourne then build a new A14 link to the existing
A14 west of Huntingdon near Ellington, crossing the A1 at the
same point as the proposed route. The existing road could

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that used sections of the A428 between St Neots and
Cambridge. Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
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remain as the M11-A1 link. This affords complete separation of
the two trunk routes, an easier to build option and alternative
routes for both trunk roads in the event of problems. It also offers
a new direct link to nearby Papworth Hospital.

Highways Agency’s response
A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against
the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

101018
104549

101987

104926

104705

104988

The northern route is a good option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The previous northern route would have been better from the
options looked at several years ago.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I believe that the Northern route would have been the best
option, but since the Southern route has been preferred then my
major concern is that it should be designed to future proof other
developments.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Widening the existing road and building a new road between
Alconbury and the A14 west of Ellington might work. Whatever
solution is determined should consider the building of Alconbury
Weald and concentrate on a route to the north of Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Northern solution is to extend the A428 from Caxton North
West with a flyover over the A1 and then linking up with the
existing A14 much further West. The Southern solution is to build
a Southern By-Pass around Cambridge. This should link into the
M11 which should be reduced to an A road. A new link road from
the M11 to the A428 needs building from the A603 link.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The current plan which is out for consultation, assumes a
“Southern Route”, however consideration of a northern route
appears to have been abandoned prematurely without proper
consideration of its benefits. All southern routes proposed in
earlier deliberations and the current favoured route fail in that
they do not incorporate traffic growth from expanding industrial
and residential developments to the north of the A14. A more
appropriate solution for the A14 around Huntingdon would be to
build a motorway standard road from the A14 close to
Molesworth to the A14 near Newmarket that passes north of

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that provided a parallel route north of Huntingdon and utilised
sections of the A428 between St Neots and Cambridge. Twenty-two route
options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The
analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road traffic
model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more
than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
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Huntingdon but to the south of Peterborough, Chatteris and Ely.
There would also be an extension of the M11 north from its
current northern termination on the existing A14 to intersect the
new motorway between Chatteris and Ely. This proposed link
road is to pass through wetlands to the east of Huntingdon with
extensive and expensive construction on the floodplain. It is
probable that little of the volume of the new traffic will have
Huntingdon as its destination.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling
development to proceed and contributing to increased economic growth,
regionally and nationally. The scheme also aims to connect people by placing the
right traffic on the right roads.

105029

A route north of Huntingdon has not been considered; this
seems less congested and has less difficulties in terms of terrain.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104532

There were other proposed routes the last time the A14 bypass
was suggested.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101031

Option 5 is the best solution.

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Six alternative route options were considered and consulted on during 2013.
Option 5 included retention of the viaduct in combination with a lower standard
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Both this and the current option offered high
value for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5 would cost less
to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs and would
require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued
maintenance of the viaduct.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme includes the creation of a new local access road between
Huntingdon and Cambridge which will provide an alternative route for local traffic
that avoids the need to use the A14.

101043

Commuter traffic and long distance traffic are still being mixed,
there is little provision for commuters into Cambridge. A different
alternative should be provided to keep commuters off the A14.
Upgrading the A1123 may make a difference.
The lorries in the long-distance traffic are responsible for a good
proportion of the congestion because of slow overtaking. If they
could be put on a road that doesn't mix with commuters that
would probably help.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic travelling to and from the Haven
ports. The Agency recognises the existing issues on the section of the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge and considers that it is more appropriate to
upgrade this route to improve conditions for all drivers than to divert HGV traffic
on to other less suitable roads.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help to reduce the frequency and impacts of
accidents. The provision of additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs
overtaking on other road users.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. The A1123 is
part of the local road network and therefore improvements to this route are a
matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
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101058

There are insufficient lanes planned to cope with the projected
traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

53989

The capacity provided by the current plans is not enough to meet
any increase on the Day 1 demand.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104566

The plans will not resolve the situation in terms of supporting an
active region that is undergoing a phenomenal growth period.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Capacity proposed will support current demand, but does not
adequately provide for future growth. There could be one more
lane than proposed or the separation of E/W traffic / N/S traffic
and traffic between Cambridge and the villages.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104658

53989

103530

This will not meet future needs. Opening year AADTs are very
high for the standard and 2035 levels show that the online
upgraded sections would be congested, maybe a better local
access road maybe wider carriageways, maybe junction
alterations (e.g. using the lightly-trafficked D2 A14, rather than
the heavily-trafficked A1 to reach the roundabout at Brampton
Hut from the South/SE) Also, as a non-motorway, will be less
likely to improve safety, with the greater speed differential due to
lower speed limit for HGVs and lack of prohibition of slower road
users.

7 April 2014

It is difficult to assess future needs as it is likely that changes to
routes will change attraction to network.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Growth from outside the study area has been considered by the Cambridge SubRegional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along
the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency’s traffic forecasts, although
individual developments have not been specifically considered outside of
Cambridgeshire.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines how modelling forecasts have
been undertaken.

104783

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104832

The proposed route option will provide some of the solutions to
the existing problems, but it is unlikely to be the complete
solution. One major road development scheme in an area that is
long overdue for improvement is not going to meet all the needs
for the future.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It address current problems but not future growth

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme does not address long term issues

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104952

104882

A smaller local road to the north of the existing A14 would be
better therefore enabling all local entry and exit points to be
closed. Crawler lanes to enable lorry overtaking could then be
made using obsolete lay-bys and slip-roads.

Traffic forecasts have been modelled using housing and employment data
provided by the local authorities and through the use of the DfT’s National Trop
End Model (NTEM) datasets.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

A solution would be to have a more direct route from the M1
(J15) to Cambridge. As that is unlikely to happen, I believe the
proposed solution would be an improvement but that by the time
it is ready (2019/20) the situation will have got worse.

104875

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

The local access road and junctions with the A14 have been positioned to
provide improved access for local communities to and from the A14 while making
best use of existing infrastructure. The local access road will remove many local
journeys from the A14 putting the right traffic on the right roads.
The increased number of lanes on the A14 will improve the ability to overtake
slower heavy goods vehicles.
Both the above will improve the performance of this strategic A14 route.

101072

De-trunking the existing road is a mistake as it could provide
extra north – south capacity.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Six alternative route options were considered and consulted on during 2013.
Option 5 included retention of the viaduct in combination with a lower standard
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Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Both this and the current option offered high
value for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5 would cost less
to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs and would
require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued
maintenance of the viaduct.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme seeks to separate, where possible, strategic and local traffic
movements around Huntingdon. The Transport Assessment indicates that
although the route via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be longer, journey
times would actually be quicker for the majority of movements at most times of
the day compared to the existing A14 route without the scheme.
The removal of the Huntingdon viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Comment noted.
101082

The whole of the A14 needs investment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability
and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

101773

The scheme does not go far enough. The same problems will
exist and the old route needs to be kept open as well as retaining
the viaduct. The A428 also needs to be dualled all the way to the
M1 removing the Black cat roundabout which is also a daily
congestion point.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The majority of the Huntingdon viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The removal of the Huntingdon
viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre. The scheme still provides a
route for through traffic, but as a much less attractive route in terms of travel time
than use of the southern bypass.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The scheme would also transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which
would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of
the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction as a result.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
A428 is outside of the scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency will
continue to review the operation of the trunk road network through its routebased strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

101797

101809

Allowing further developments without sufficient studies might
negate the benefits of the widening. The concept of placing the
right traffic on the right roads is a good idea and would be
beneficial if the lorries were taken off the A14.

Sections of the plan could be improved.

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support for the placing the right traffic on the right roads is duly noted, however,
removing heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic would be against the principles of
this strategic road scheme. The A14 is one of the primary routes between the
East of England region and the rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers
that it is the most appropriate route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the
Haven ports. The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the
Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on
to other less suitable roads. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs
overtaking on other road users.
The respondents comment does not indicate the sections which could be
improved. The Highways Agency has sought to address all comments and if the
respondent has indicated specific concerns these will be addressed elsewhere in
this Appendix.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer
the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the scheme.

101826

Upgrading the A428 would be a better option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

101918

102786

The A428 from Caxton Gibbet needs extending to the A1
especially when a new roundabout is planned at the Black Cat
as it would give St Neots a better bypass.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A428 is a better option for an improved east-west route. Far less
impact on local communities and countryside. Current single
carriageway A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots could
be dualled for easier than creating a new A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that utilised sections of the A428
between St Neots and Cambridge. The analysis of these options presented a

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

I believe the A428 would be the better route

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improve the existing route but the A 428 needs improvements
more urgently and would relieve the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102902

If the A428 was properly dualled from Cambridge to the A1, it
would help alleviate the A14 without the expense of a six-lane
bypass and help the poor traffic conditions every day on the
A428 at Madingley Road, St Neots and Black Cat roundabout.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104656

Developing the A428 as a dual carriageway all the way to the A1
would be a better solution

7 April 2014

Yes

No

If the A428 was made a dual carriageway then it might not be
necessary to have such a wide new road and some of the
additional local roads.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is a need to complete the widening of the A428 from
Caxton to the A1, and at Madingley so that there is a coherent
road system.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Widen the existing A14 and the A428.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improve the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots, or build
a new road from Caxton Gibbet to A1 Black cat roundabout with
a proper link to the A421 and M1.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultee(s)
104495
104682

103562

55758

104536

104633

104635

Summary of consultee comment

There is a better and less costly solution than the one proposed.
Upgrading the existing A14 to A road standards.
Improving/upgrading the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and the
Black Cat roundabout.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104627

Improving the A428 between the A1 and Caxton Gibbet should
be dualled with possible link road to black cat roundabout and
A421.

104523

The current proposal dismisses consideration of developing the
A428 between Girton and the Bedford bypass (the line of the old
A45). Improving this inadequate road would attract freight traffic
from the Cambridge to Huntingdon stretch. It would also improve
the resilience of the road network when the inevitable hold-up
occurs at Bar Hill, Huntingdon or Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The new A14 should follow the old A14 (with additional lanes).
There is no need to remove the existing viaduct over Huntingdon
station, and would prefer this road to remain, subject to weight
restrictions to serve the local community. To solve all the traffic
problems in our area, however, there will ultimately need to be a
linking of the Black Cat roundabout (A1 / A421) with the A428 at
Caxton, to provide at least dual carriageway for this section. With
both Huntingdon and St Neots forecast to increase housing
significantly over the next 20 years, both these schemes would
ultimately reduce congestion on local roads and villages.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104651
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Highways Agency’s response
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Further information on the evolution of
the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or laybys. The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which
would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of
the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Consultee(s)
104784
104798

104814

104852

104879

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The A428 would be a better route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A428 could take cars directly to the A1 which would mean
the route would go north of Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There needs to be additional access provided to the A14/M11 for
traffic travelling to and from St. Neots along the A428. This is a
major problem, and without an adequate link to go from St.
Neots to London, via the A428 / M11, the traffic will go along the
A428 and onto the A14 before turning round at the B1049
roundabout and then come back along the A14 to pick up the
M11. This will cause unnecessary additional traffic on the new
A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improve A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots or build a
new road from Caxton to the A1 Black Cat roundabout with a
proper link to the A421 and M1. The current scheme does not
address these issues. Arguments that the Huntingdon station
viaduct must go because it is at the end of its life are not valid.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A1 between Brampton and Buckden needs addressing by
re-routing behind Brampton Wood with the A14 as well to join
A14 to A428 then A1 to re-join at the Black Cat roundabout

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

54758

Improve the existing route with additional lanes and dual the
A428 between Caxton Gibbet and the A1(Black Cat) for the
optimum long term strategy which would provide really useful
alternative re-routing options for all four major routes (M11/A1,
A14 east/ west, A428, A1Black Cat to Alconbury).

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104985

This new road is not the correct option. As for routes, why not
incorporate the A428 which is under-used and already available
and could have been brought into the scheme instead of this
one.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102373

The A428 is in desperate need of upgrading and if this money for
the new A14 was directed at both these old roads then two
reasonable quality routes may emerge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

105101

Improve the A1 and A428 instead

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104609

Expansion of the A428 Papworth to St Neots should be
considered

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The single carriage A428 would also need attention

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing A14 route and dual the A428 between Caxton
Gibbet and Black Roundabout (A1) should be improved.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing road routes can be improved to ease congestion at
peak times and make them safer, at significantly less cost and
without the adverse effects. The issues on the local roads are
the bottleneck on the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots
and the lack of proper slip roads and hard shoulders on the

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104853
54758

104745
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Highways Agency’s response

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that utilised sections of the A428
between St Neots and Cambridge. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Further information on the evolution of
the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or laybys. The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which
would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

existing A14 routes. The HA should widen the A428 between
Caxton Gibbet and St Neots to make this a viable route to take
more traffic from the A14 to the A1. If better links to the 'North'
are required, widen the existing A1, accessed from the existing
A14 route to 3 lanes past Peterborough and complete the other
improvements and widening of the existing A14.

57336

104936

104927

57336

the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

A more sophisticated solution offering alternative routes through
the area that allow traffic to be directed using ‘smart’ signage
instead of a single funnelling option. The A428 has the capability
of providing an alternative route to the M1 if the dualling between
Caxton Gibbet and St Neots is completed and a St Neots bypass
is introduced to incorporate the Black Cat roundabout on the A1,
this to give easier access onto the already completed A421 dual
carriageway to the M1 J13.The same route would offer a viable
alternative from Cambridge to the Midlands via the A1 to the
Ellington Junction. Retaining and improving the current A14, with
a remodelled junction at Spittals involving flyover access north of
Huntingdon Racecourse to the Ellington Junction would therefore
offer routes that allow traffic to be directed based on the
destination rather than funnelling and in cases of incidents
provide improved resilience for the network that allows credible
diversions to be set-up and rat-running reduced.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The better option would be to improve the A428 between Caxton
Gibbet and St Neots, or build a new road from Caxton Gibbet to
the A1 Black Cat roundabout with a proper link to the A421 and
M1. Retaining the improvements at Girton and Milton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Longer term traffic considerations take into account other major
development projects along the route. In contrast neither
mention nor consideration is given to upgrading to A428 to
motorway standard. The existing route could be
modernised/upgraded to motorway/A Road standards
with/without an upgraded A428.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The current A14 is unable to manage the volume of traffic,
especially on the section between Brampton Hut J21 and the
cloverleaf intersection J31. Whilst the new highway will have an
additional 50% capacity it being a single route through the area
will limit options. There will be a limited number of junctions and
rat-running will take place. Better to avoid again building a single
route to funnel traffic and to consider introducing a more
sophisticated solution offering alternative routes through the area
that allow the traffic to be directed using 'smart' signage. The
A428 has the capability of providing an alternative route to the
M1 if the dualling between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots is
completed and a St Neots bypass is introduced to incorporate
the Black Cat roundabout on the A1. This gives easier access
onto the already completed A421 dual carriageway to the M1
J13. The same route would offer a viable alternative from

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and options
that utilised sections of the A428 between St Neots and Cambridge. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement
scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways
options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment
criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme. This led
to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

Cambridge to the Midlands via the A1 to the Ellington junction.
Retaining and improving the current A14 with a remodelled
junction at Spittals involving flyover access north of Huntingdon
Racecourse to the Ellington junction would therefore offer routes
that allow traffic to be directed based on the destination rather
than funnelling and in cases of incidents provide improved
resilience for the network that allows credible diversions to be
set-up and rat-running reduced. It is accepted that the current
through traffic includes a much higher than normal number of
heavy goods vehicles travelling from Felixstowe Container
Terminal. Consideration should be given to the London Gateway
Container Terminal.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce
the frequency of accidents.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the
number of accidents. The scheme would be designed to a higher standard than
the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys
The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest. Improvements to the local road network are a matter for
the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of future traffic growth,
including future growth in heavy goods vehicles (HGV) traffic.

104905

There is still no link to the A428 included in the scheme. This link
is essential in view of the new developments at Bourn Airfield
and Cambourne and the overcrowded access to Cambridge
West and M11.

Traffic travelling west on the A428 towards the A14 West and A1 North would
access the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the Ermine Street junction via
the A1198. Traffic travelling west on the A428 towards the A1 south would use
the existing route joining the A1 at St Neots. Traffic travelling east on the A428
towards Cambridge, the M11 and A14 East would use the existing A428.
7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.

Consultee(s)

104972

Summary of consultee comment

The A1198 should be dualled all the way from J24 at
Godmanchester to Caxton Gibbet, and the junction with the new
A14 should allow traffic movements in all directions. Early
consideration is also urgently required to dual the A428 between
Caxton Gibbet and the A1, with possible route diversion to the
Black Cat roundabout.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained the existing A14 through Huntingdon and options
that utilised sections of the A1198 and A428. Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest. Improvements to the A1198 are a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

104695

A428 / A1198 expansion options have been ignored.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that utilised sections of the A428 between St Neots and
Cambridge. Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against
the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest. Improvements to the A1198 are a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme.

104953

Can be solved upgrading existing A14 to modern A road
standards by providing hard shoulder proper slip roads removal
of lay-bys Improve A428 Provide proper link to A421 & M1

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at
these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would
reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the
trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

101839

Public transport is no option and with the growth of Felixstowe
port, the number of LCVs on the road will only rise. Plus there is
the local commuter growth coming from Godmanchester and
Northstowe, many of whom will commute to Cambridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model (CSRM), which takes account of planned growth in housing,
employment and road freight.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts therefore take account of planned future
growth, including commuter and heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic.

101844

A secondary road which contained lorry traffic would be a better
option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic travelling to and from the Haven
ports. The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge
to Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less
suitable roads. Providing a secondary road for HGV traffic would be against the
principles of this strategic road scheme and would be prohibitively expensive.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

101845

Building a new six lane road is not a sustainable solution,
consideration should be given to other transport. A combination
of upgrades, new/greener transport methods and traffic
reduction/control measures may be preferable.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The A14 Study
Output 3 was produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the
shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the
previous stage of the study. The public transport package included proposals for
a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local bus services to
connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight
package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail freight
infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and the
Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway between

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to reduce
heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in
HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public
transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the
peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.

101849

Additional capacity is urgently needed, and to add it through
Huntington would be environmentally and socially unacceptable.
The merging of the north-south and east-west routes is not ideal
but cannot be avoided given the wider route alignments.

101851

The new route will benefit the majority of traffic users although
traffic coming from / heading to the North travel a longer way
around.

7 April 2014

It splits the local traffic away from the lorries and through traffic,
and offers more lanes as well.

7 April 2014

101853

101864

The alternative route from Swavesey junction to Ellington should
be implemented this retains the existing A14 infrastructure and
keeps access across Huntingdon with the rail viaduct.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support and comments are duly noted.

Yes

No

While the journey distance from the A1 to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass (and
vice versa) would increase, the Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that
journey times via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly
quicker for most movements at most times of day compared to using the existing
A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme.
Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter
4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application.

101886

The original design for the A14 used an interchange at Buckden.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed design with the A1 being realigned to the west of the A14 does
leave the option open for a future western bypass of Buckden. A Buckden
interchange is currently outside the scope of this scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.

102813

If the roundabout at Buckden is not addressed and the proposed
A14 is closed, there will be absolute gridlock on the A1 and
access in and out of Buckden will be impossible. Buckden itself
will be grid locked and it will be used as a rat run.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In the event of a full carriageway closure, diversion routes employed in these
circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend on the location
and severity of the incident.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
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Consultee(s)

54192

101887

101901

101932

Summary of consultee comment

The Buckden roundabout could be a problem. And the village of
Buckden should be bypassed

Are there other routes available?

Decommission the A1 roundabout.

The route chosen is a compromise for the current situation,
vehicle number predictions will no doubt cause future projects to
be considered.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction will be considered as
part of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A1 is outside of the scope of the scheme except for the
widening of A1 between Brampton Hut and Alconbury which directly impacts the
traffic flow of the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the A14. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road network, including
the A1, through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of
the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing
and employment growth forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk
(and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic
forecasts, although individual developments have not been specifically
considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District
Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the full build out of
Alconbury and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes)
are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have
therefore been explicitly included in the latest traffic forecasts.
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Consultee(s)

101945

Summary of consultee comment

With regards to meeting the future needs, any future option to toll
could result in extra works. Due thought should be given in the
design to reflect that as an option now.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would
be dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the scheme.
There is currently no ambition to revert to tolling and current guidance from
Government is that this would only be a consideration for new roads.
Comment is duly noted.

101957

102373

102798

102805

I agree with the logic behind the bypass, however, wish there
could be a way of improving the existing road without having to
build a brand new one. However, I know that option is not really
possible and believe the economic, travel and safety arguments
for the new road are sound.

Replacing one road with another will not achieve a long term
solution.

Not sure the optimum route has been selected.

The proposed route has been greatly improved by the additional
access to Huntingdon, additional local road access to connect
the surrounding villages and the inclusion of the Cambridge
Northern by-pass to Histon. However the absence of effective
direct connections to St. Ives and the Fenland villages served by
the A1123 does result in an assumption that traffic will accept the
distance and time penalties created by the access/exit junctions
at Godmanchester and Swavesey. This assumption will be
tested in practice and if it's incorrect it will increase local traffic
and could result in westbound traffic using the old route plus the

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

As suggested, the current infrastructure on the existing A14 would not allow for
the level of improvements required. The section of A14 that would be detrunked
as part of the proposals has a number of local road accesses and would be
restricted by the Huntingdon viaduct which currently only has dual two lane
carriageway capacity. Where possible the existing road has been used. The
scheme proposals allow for widening between Swavesey and Milton by a lane
either side of the carriageway.
The scheme does not look to simply replace the existing A14. The current A14
between Swavesey and Huntingdon would be de-trunked as part of the scheme
proposals and is intended largely to be for local road traffic. The new A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would serve strategic traffic movements and would
be designed to a much higher standard than the existing road with fewer
intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The Transport
Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
Support for the local access road is duly noted.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme does not provide for a junction at St Ives. Trips from St Ives to and
from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the
Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked A14
(following the same route as currently used). The de-trunked A14 is expected to
see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals.
Trips to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed local access road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

new Huntingdon through route as far as Brampton Hut and viceversa for eastbound traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Support for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is duly noted.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be well within the capacity of this standard
of road.

102819

Bypassing Huntingdon would be very helpful as the A1 Brampton
Hut roundabout and then Spittals just makes life very difficult.
The road needs to be four lanes and an investment in the road
should really be to provide another route for the road and leave
in place the existing A14 to provide an alternative option for local
people.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton
Interchange, where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour
traffic on this section of the A14 is forecast to be well within the capacity of this
standard of road.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon would still be available
predominantly for local road traffic. The road would become part of the local road
network as it is not intended as a strategic route.
The Highways Agency proposals are expected to result in a significant reduction
in congestion and journey time in the A14 corridor. Much of this reduction is
associated with the relief of congestion at Girton, Spittals and Brampton Hut
intersections. The de-trunked A14 is expected to see a significant reduction in
flow and congestion as a result of the proposals. All of the new junctions have
been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with some reserve capacity.
The improvements at Girton junction should reduce congestion and journey
times for trips to the east and for trips into Cambridge. The improvements at
Spittals and Brampton Hut are largely the result of diversion of traffic onto the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Comment regarding the scheme being the most appropriate option is noted.

55574

The other options are generally unsatisfactory. The only issue I
have is with the removal of the Huntingdon viaduct. There is a
need to leave a gap of at least one year between the new A14
being opened and the start of removing the viaduct. I am also
concerned that if there are problems on the new A14 due to
accidents there is no alternative route. This problem needs to be
urgently addressed as the A1123 is not suitable for HGVs and
without the viaduct HGVs may be tempted to use the A1123
anyway if going North on the A1. This will be the case for many
vehicles exiting both Felixstowe and the London Gateway and
heading for the northern manufacturing centres. Vehicle traffic
from Peterborough to St Ives currently uses the A14 and exits at
the St Ives junction. When the viaduct is removed this traffic will
exit the A1 at Sawtry and come through Abbots Ripton and on to
the A1123 at Sawtry Way(B1090) where the road is already
reaching capacity and is one of the major bottlenecks on the
road.

The removal of Huntingdon Railway Viaduct would be in the last phase of
construction and is dependent on the construction of the new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the
current A14 and be designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. Hence, the number of incidents is expected to be reduced and
the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would also be a
reduced likelihood of a full road closure. The new southern bypass would be
designed to a much higher standard than the existing road, with fewer
intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The proposed dual three-lane
cross section would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage.
Consequently, the Highways Agency expects that there would be fewer
accidents on the new road with the likelihood of a full carriageway closure also
reduced.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion
routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would
depend on the location and severity of the incident. The major strategic diversion
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428,
depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The scheme includes
signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in advance, and ensure
that effective diversion routes could be implemented. Traffic inevitably looks for
all available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme
proposals provide extra resilience to help prevent impacting local roads.

102849

A much cheaper solution would be to widen the existing road, reroute just the Huntingdon end to avoid the rail viaduct. The link
with the existing A14 West of Huntingdon could be a three lane
road around the north of Huntingdon Race Course. The whole
thing should be at least three lanes for its whole route. The
existing A14 rail flyover at Huntingdon/Brampton must be
retained to provide a route which avoids congestion in
Huntingdon and Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the A14
through Huntingdon and alternative alignments to the west of Huntingdon. The
analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
The scheme provides dual three lane carriageway for the majority of the route
between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The only exceptions would be the dual four
lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual two lane carriageway
between Brampton and just east of Ellington, which have been sized to forecast
traffic.
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from
the east and west. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number
of other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The
Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development.

104636

The problems on the A14 could be remedied by widening the
road and/or banning lorries. If the road was widened by a lane in
both directions the problems of lorries overtaking would be got
rid of, therefore congestion would decrease and the road would
flow smoothly. However if a new road is built instead neither will
have three lanes, so the same problems will occur.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme provides dual three lane carriageway for the majority of the route
between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The only exceptions would be the dual four
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
lane standard carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual two lane
standard carriageway between Brampton and just east of Ellington, which have
been sized to accommodate forecast traffic flows in 2035.
Removing heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic would be against the principles of
this strategic road scheme. The A14 is one of the primary routes between the
East of England region and the rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers
that it is the most appropriate route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the
Haven ports. The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the
Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on
to other less suitable roads. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs
overtaking on other road users.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that reconfigured the Spittals and
Girton junctions. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

104546

Widening of the existing road and re-configuration of the two
pinch points at Spittals and Girton interchanges would be the
best solution. The legacy of a widened road with smooth
direction changes at Spittals and Girton would be achievement of
traffic flow objectives with minimal detriment to villages and
communities located on either side of the existing route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 improvement scheme would provide a new high quality route for long
distance traffic travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which
bypasses the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon avoiding the
Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions which are already busy at peak times. As a
result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. In particular, the volume of traffic
passing through the Spittals Interchange would be significantly reduced, which
would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141. As a result, the traffic forecasts
indicate that traffic flows on the A141 would increase but queues and delays
would be reduced.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of towns and
villages along the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the
scheme goes ahead. The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14
that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back
onto the A14. As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in
through traffic.

104491

The original A14 could be widened like the work being done on
the Histon A14 stretch. Then in Huntingdon where the bridge

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

can't the traffic divert it off there.

102800, 103565,
55530, 105101

101807

104667

A better option would be to widen and upgrade the existing A14
to three lanes in both directions.

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that reconfigured the Spittals and
Girton junctions. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

7 April 2014

It will be better use of funds to use current A14 between Girton
and Huntington and redevelop it to form extension of M11 all the
way to A1(M). There is enough space on both sides of current
A14 there to create emergency lanes and, where appropriate,
develop it into three lanes each way. A14 from East to West
could be extended to use current A428 improved road to A1198
where it could connect to A14 behind Huntington at the junction
with A1 (Thrapston Rd) and the existing roundabout could be
used for that connection. This is not the same as Option 6 which
was considered before.

7 April 2014

What is wrong with making the present A14 into three lanes from
end of M11 to Huntingdon as there is land either side that is
usable and having a prefabricated three lane section built to

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that used sections of the A1198
and A428. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways
options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment
criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order
(DCO) application.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway (extension of M11) has many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. The A14 would remain an allpurpose road under the scheme. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose
road is not in the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme
cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

replace the present raised section finishing at Spittals
roundabout so that the dual carriageway up to the A1 is not
wasted.

102821

104958

55591

103489

54632
104981
103598

104982

104625

104843
104967

102881

The existing A14 should be widened between the A1 and the
Cambridge Services. This would be a significantly lower cost
solution, than the scheme where the A14 is simply being
widened, for the most part, from East Cambridge to the
Cambridge Services.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

There is no need to build a new road, instead update the current
road e.g. build several three-lane stretches between Cambridge
and Huntingdon (where possible) to help flow of traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Due consultation has not been undertaken for this proposal and
it appears the route has already been selected. There has been
no explanation as to why the existing route of the A14 cannot be
expanded.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The road should be improved and extended where the existing
one is. Tackling the cause would be a more appropriate
approach such as not building housing estates, when there are
plenty of houses of all prices on the market.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improvements should be made along the existing route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Further roads should not have to be built.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Make use of existing route with improvements

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Existing routes should be developed and why radical traffic
management schemes including congestion charging are not
introduced on the existing A14 route.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improvements can be made by improving the existing road. For
example safety would be improved by removing minor junctions
and closing laybys

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improve the existing route

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing A14 should be upgraded

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Spittals Interchange is a pinch point that is easily blocked
with knock on effects for local traffic. Add decisions such a Black
Cat Roundabout and there is an area being swamped with new
homes but without suitable infrastructure. This will be insufficient
by 2035 at best.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
One of the options considered as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation
(Option 5) included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a lower standard
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Both this and the current option offered high
value for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5 would cost less
to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs and would
require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued
maintenance of the viaduct .

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
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Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
The scheme is expected to result in a significant reduction in congestion and
journey time in the A14 corridor. Much of this reduction is associated with the
relief of congestion at Girton, Spittals and Brampton Hut intersections. The detrunked A14 is expected to see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as
a result of the proposals. All of the new junctions have been designed to
accommodate the forecast flows with some reserve capacity. The improvements
at Girton junction should reduce congestion and journey times for trips to the
east and for trips into Cambridge. The improvements at Spittals and Brampton
Hut are largely the result of diversion onto the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Black Cat Roundabout is outside of the scope for this scheme. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the motorway and trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The section of the A14 between Junction 31 (Girton) and Junction 32 (Histon) is
currently being widened to three lanes in each direction under the Government's
Pinch Point Programme. This will provide additional capacity to address the
existing congestion and delays that occur on this section of the network during
peak periods.

102888

103479

It will alleviate the problem for travel from the west, and from the
south (M11) but it will only partially resolve the problems from the
east. Traffic coming from the east along the A14 is held up by
the A11 slip road off / on to the A14 between Newmarket and
Cambridge. Also, the proposed solution won't solve the delays
approaching Junction 35 from the east.

The current A14 could be widened if needed at a future date. It
might have been better to build an entirely new road the whole
length of the plan but that would have cost far more and so
would have been impossible to make the case for.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As part of the A14 improvement scheme the section of the A14 between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) will also be widened to three lanes in each
direction. These improvements would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would also help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A14 east of Junction 35 are outside of the scope of this
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the
motorway and trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis showed that the best-performing options
were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass. A shortlist of six
options was the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme.
Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter
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Highways Agency’s response
4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application

103516

This takes traffic away from villages and Huntingdon. With better
road surfacing and noise reduction methods, re-routing would
not be as intrusive. Look to the dualling of the A428 as an
example. It's all in cuttings.

Comment noted.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Noise impacts and mitigation measures across the scheme are reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
Comment noted.

103526

103552

54120

We need new affordable homes and need to build sections of
road which feed traffic safely away from bottlenecks at
congested peaks, not allowing heavy goods vehicles to speed
through small town and village side roads.

The preferred option set out in the public consultation is viewed
to be the right solution to address current problems in
Cambridgeshire and to some extent the wider area. However,
improvements will still need to be made to the wider strategic
road network to improve connectivity and ensure that future
needs can be appropriately met. The A47 as the main strategic
route linking Norfolk to the Midlands and the North (westbound)
and central/northern Europe (eastbound) is largely single
carriageway. Prioritising improvements such as dualling the A47
will enable East Anglia to flourish and ensure that future growth
throughout the region is appropriately supported by a reliable
road network.

All new roads generate traffic. The scheme should be futureproof with an extra 15,000 homes proposed for the area in the
medium term.

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a
result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A47 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the motorway and trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
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Highways Agency’s response
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District
Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the full build out of
Alconbury and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes)
are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth

104484

55788

It could have been even better to connect Huntingdon directly
with Newmarket, to avoid confusing local traffic to Cambridge
with long distance freight traffic from Midlands to the ports.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals allow for a separation of
traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all. The Highways Agency’s scheme also increases the
number of lanes from two to three lanes and three to four lanes respectively on
this stretch of road.

It might address current problems and meet future needs but
there is a real alternative which has not been considered.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. Uncertain what alternative is being referred to.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The
road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of
these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.

104607

The proposal may address current problems maybe, but future
needs with 10,000 houses at Northstowe definitely not.

Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District
Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the full build out of
Alconbury and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes)
are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate these forecast traffic
flows. Allowance has also been made for widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill
to two lane dual carriageway to connect to the proposed southern access road
and new roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe
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Highways Agency’s response
Phase 2 development.
Allowance has been made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). This
includes safeguarding land and providing earthworks and structures that are
capable of accommodating an enlarged junction. Any further improvements to
the local and strategic road network that would be required to support
subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to be agreed
with the local planning authority in consultation with the local highway authority.

104619

This is the correct short term solution (10-20 years), although a
by-pass on a rural route further from the centre of Cambridge
may ultimately be required.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including a bypass to the south of Cambridge). Twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. This included
options that provided alternative routes to the north and south of the existing
A14. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options,
which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
which informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on
the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.

104773

There is no alternative but to cut out the Huntingdon Spittals
interchange.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

In particular, the volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would
be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic
flow through the junction would reduce from 61900 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 33000 vehicles per day with the scheme (-47%). The majority of this
reduction occurs on the two A14 arms, reflecting the transfer of strategic traffic
movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Traffic flows on the A141
are not expected to change significantly, however, traffic using this route would
benefit from the capacity created at Spittals. Further information on traffic
forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.

104835

All the strategic housing settlements are north of the River Great
Ouse and north of Huntingdon and St Ives. Since this option
became the preferred route many factors have now emerged
namely RAF Wyton identified in the emerging HDC Local Plan as
a strategic housing site, RAF Upwood and Ramsey are likely to
be areas for development, Yaxley and south Peterborough are
major areas of growth, as is Ely sitting in different council. There
is a proposal sitting with Natural England to designate the Ouse
Valley as an Area of Outstanding Beauty. With the current route
this means that the Cambridgeshire County Council Transport
Strategy is trying to find a solution to avoid grid-lock, but admits
that their current consultation does not offer a solution and could
contribute to a marked deterioration in traffic flows.

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and Huntingdon
District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major developments
in the area. This has included the identification of additional development,
including planned developments at RAF Upwood and Yaxley. These
developments have therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and
the design of the scheme has been amended to account for this growth. While
the RAF Wyton development is included in Huntingdonshire’s draft Local Plan to
2036, this document is not expected to be approved until early 2016 according to
the timetable set out in the Local Development Scheme. Consequently,
Huntingdonshire District Council has advised that the development does not
currently have sufficient certainty to be included in the scheme traffic forecasts.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve
traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of
a high quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the
frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the effects of the high numbers of
heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route. The scheme also seeks to
separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is using the A14 for strategic
journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west
Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs parallel with the A14
mainline.
The operation of local road network is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

54767

The proposed route makes it more difficult for those travelling
from the from the A1(M) north of Huntingdon to be “connected”
to Cambridge as a longer route in both distance, is being
proposed. There is already a satisfactory route via the
Huntingdon Viaduct. Also the Agency’s own review has
confirmed that Option 5 offers “a comparable level of
performance with that of the scheme and slightly better value for
money” as well as offering a “shorter route for vehicles travelling
between the north and the east”.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

While the journey distance from the A1 to the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass
(and vice versa) would increase, the Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate
that journey times via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be
significantly quicker for most movements at most times of day compared to using
the existing A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. Furthermore, as a
result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced with
consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
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Highways Agency’s response
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes.

104939

104843

For those travelling from the Peterborough direction or further
North preferred option requires them to take a longer route via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, when there is an adequate
route via the Huntingdon Viaduct, which has recently been
strengthened and will be viable to 2035 and beyond, especially if
the Option 5 version of the East-West A14 Southern Bypass
goes ahead and removes approximately 50% of its current
traffic. Going ahead with the Agency's preferred option, with a
total of 10 traffic lanes on the A1/A14 south of Brampton and 6lanes throughout the Huntingdon Southern Bypass to
Longstanton is an unnecessary waste of resources. Planning
capacity for a possible increase in traffic in 2035 is likely to make
the same mistakes as the 1980s 'predict and provide'
philosophy. In any case, should the scheme require a future
upgrade, your Route Options page quotes this cost as
£200millions, which in a future date around 2035 will appear
much less costly than in the likely ongoing Government policy of
austerity until 2020.

Upgrading the existing route, coupled with A428 improvement to
A1 (M1 link) and improving rail freight options are all that is
necessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
One of the options considered as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation
(Option 5) included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a lower standard
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Both this and the current option offered high
value for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5 would cost less
to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs and would
require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued
maintenance of the viaduct.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
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Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the
public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of
the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.

104856

It keeps fairly close to the existing route and resolves the
problem of the overworked bridge at Huntingdon Railway station.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted.
The scheme includes substantial improvements to the Girton interchange to
improve the traffic flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an
additional lane on the A14 West to A14 East slip road, replacement of the
existing reverse loop with a new 2 lane A14 East to A14 West slip road and
changes to the merge and diverge arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428
join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from 3 to 4 lanes in each direction
between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and Swavesey
widened from 2 to 3 lanes in each direction.

104916

The proposed route will recreate the problems further eastbound
and not resolve the local commuter issues, or the long distance
haulage problems with the section of road. The proposals will
create a bottleneck at Cambridge with the new A14; A428 and
new A14 all converging at the Cambridge junction. An option that
allows haulage traffic to bypass the Cambridge section (e.g.
improved A141 north of Huntingdon) would in my opinion better
meet the objectives outlined by the consultation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour flows on the A14
mainline between Girton and Bar Hill would well within the capacity of a dual 4
lane all-purpose standard road. Similarly, peak hour traffic flows on the A14
between Bar Hill and Swavesey are forecast to be well within the capacity of a
dual 3 lane all-purpose standard road.
The scheme also seeks to separate, where possible, strategic traffic that is using
the A14 for long distance journeys from local traffic travelling between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge by providing a new Local Access Road
that runs parallel with the A14 mainline. This route is forecast to carry 14,700
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to use the A14 mainline.
Through the combination of increased capacity on the A14 mainline and the
provision of an alternative route for local traffic, the Highway Agency considers
that the scheme would make adequate provision for the combined traffic flows
from the M11, A14 and A1307 at Girton.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
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Highways Agency’s response
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that provided an alternative route to
the north of Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against
the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).
The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the
project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, but has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.

104932

Scheme will not meet future and local needs on the road network
because the information given about calculating trips and traffic
flow was revised "old" data. I have concerns that traffic flow is
based on 2006 predictions, reviewed against 2011 conditions to
give "refreshed model" CHARM used to forecast future. Looking
at Northern Cambridge area and lists of transport schemes
considered to affect forecasts do not include the current visible
expansion of Cambridge Regional College, agreed new rail
station on Milton Science Park with only 450 parking spaces,
Orchard Park housing development which continues to expand
with new school is also reached via Milton junction, future
housing growth at Waterbeach to create city size of Ely.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Highways
Agency undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of
up-to-date traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data,
traffic count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a
new traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic
conditions in 2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly
enhanced compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in
the underlying traffic representation.
In addition, Local Authorities in the area have been consulted as to their most
likely view of housing and jobs growth in the sub-region. The CHARM2 model
has subsequently included these developments in its traffic forecasts, which
provide the most up-to-date view of growth currently available. This includes
committed and planned development on the northern fringe of Cambridge and
the proposed Waterbeach development. The forecasts also take account of
planned transport improvements, including the Cambridge Science Park rail
station. It is these traffic forecasts that underpin this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application.
By adopting this twin-track approach, the Agency has ensured that credible traffic
forecasts were available to inform the Public Consultation process and the
evolving scheme design, while allowing sufficient time for a new, more robust
traffic model to be developed to support this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

104954

I agree with the route from Brampton to Bar Hill but not with
taking traffic on to the Cambridge Northern bypass. There should
be a new high quality route from around Bar Hill to the A14 East
of Cambridge so that long distance traffic is taken off the

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 from Bar Hill to Histon along with improvements to Girton
Interchange. The layout at Girton has been designed to enable safer and more
free-flowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.

Cambridge Northern bypass which will be fully utilised by traffic
generated from Cambridge's growth in research based industries
and housing developments in the general area. A new road
would have to be built at a later date but provision should be
made in the current design. Inter alia this would mean not
building the new link taking traffic travelling West on the A14 at
the Girton interchange up to the end of the M11 as this would
become redundant.

The scheme would also provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic
by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction.
This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between
Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and
Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that provided an alternative route for
strategic traffic to the north of the Cambridge Northern Bypass. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

105130
105124
103548

104824

Option 3 is preferable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

What were the reasons behind selecting the preferred route?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The other options were just as viable.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

I do not think the full range of options for the route were
sufficiently explored.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that provided an alternative route for
strategic traffic to the north of the Cambridge Northern Bypass. The analysis of
these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were
considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

104895

Opportunities for improving use of the existing road have been
missed and improvements may include better signing, traffic
management equipment, reduction of conflicting junctions,
restriction of slow moving traffic at peak times. Widening the
A428 would help. A new road should not be built however if this
is an option then a northern bypass from the A14 north of
Cambridge to the A14 near Ellington should be considered. It
could be a minimum cost road with no intermediate or conflicting
junctions, three lanes, 60 mph speed limit, no laybys or service
points. This solution to the main issue would probably cost half
that of the scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104900

Tour options are not necessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104637

We need more bypasses and more ring roads to keep heavy
traffic away from town and village centres.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104650

104768

There are a number of other equally effective identified options
that are a huge saving in cost, landscape destruction and noise
pollution.

Route proposed for link between Bar Hill and Cambridge crosses
over the A14 twice rather than following a direct route. A link
from the Dry Drayton Road to link up with roads to Fenstanton is
needed.

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This include options which retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon, options that used sections of the A1198 and
A428 and options that provided an alternative route to the north of Huntingdon
and Cambridge. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
The local access road and junctions with the A14 have been positioned to
provide improved access for local communities to and from the A14 while making
best use of existing infrastructure. The local access road would remove many
local journeys from the A14 putting the right traffic on the right roads.
The proposed Local Access Road between Bar Hill and Cambridge would cross
the A14 twice. This route utilises the existing Dry Drayton Road bridge over the
A14, and provides access to properties which will no longer have direct access
onto the A14.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The local access road would run parallel to the North of A14 from Dry Drayton
Road to Swavesey Junction. The de-trunked existing A14 would then provide
local access route to Fenstanton.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. As a result
a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
Improving safety is also a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions
and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce
better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is
thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.

104781

104802

104712

The requirement to 'connect people' and improve 'safety' has not
been fully designed. St Ives is a major town in this area, and no
exit/entrance to the new road has been thought of. The Guided
bus way stops at St Ives and should in my opinion be a major
reason to connect people to this investment/transport, and allow
vehicles to travel as safely and as swiftly without rat runs/routes
back tracking/slowing the flow of traffic in neighbouring areas.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Trips from St Ives to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass at the Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the
de-trunked A14 (following the same route as currently used) and join the A14 at
the Swavesey junction.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This include options which retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon, options that used sections of the A1198 and
A428 and options that provided an alternative route to the north of Huntingdon
and Cambridge. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

The re-alignment of the A14 and what happens to the "old"
section have not been fully declared. The new sections should
allow cross country flow to be un-interrupted without
roundabouts /traffic lights, and the current section should remain
in place for local traffic or even as use a car park.

7 April 2014

If the existing A14 was widened in its current location and

7 April 2014

Yes

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire
County Council. As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing
A14 would be de-trunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between
Alconbury and Spittals interchange. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.
The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or lay-bys. There would be no traffic lights on the A14 and junctions would be
grade-separated to allow continuous flow of A14 traffic.

Yes
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No

Support for the local access road is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

junctions improved the new road would not be necessary.
However, if the A14 is developed as per your proposal I do agree
the local road is necessary

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options which retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104780

102876

There are less expensive and better ways of improving the use
of the A14

East Anglia needs a better road network to the north A11 and
London and a better road north and south along with junction
improvements.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve
traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of
a high quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the
frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the effects of the high numbers of
heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route. The scheme also seeks to
separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is using the A14 for strategic
journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west
Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs parallel with the A14
mainline.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A11 and other sections of the trunk road network are
outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review
the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104603

The solution to the A14 needs to be holistic rather than
addressing localised problems at Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks..
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to other sections of the trunk road network are outside of the
scope of this scheme. However, the Highways Agency continues to review the
operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest.

101018

A northern route from Brampton to Exning would bypass several
congestion blackspots

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that provided an alternative route to
the north of Huntingdon and Cambridge. The analysis of these options
presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of
the current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can
be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

104920

Alternatives have not being properly considered and other
options should be considered

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks

104920

The main focus of the Government’s programme for the national
road network is supporting economic growth by reducing
congestion and providing more reliable journey times for
motorists and freight operators. The Scheme does not meet the
first this objective in that it does not support economic
competitiveness and the long term benefits of the scheme are
questionable.

The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling
development to proceed and contributing to increased economic growth,
regionally and nationally. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck
road will become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in
the Cambridge and Huntingdon area. The scheme is intended to alleviate the
existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon
and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme
would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth,
enhance journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. Growth outside the study area is derived from the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip
End Model. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along
the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although
individual developments will not be represented explicitly outside
Cambridgeshire.
The scheme also aims to connect people by placing the right traffic on the right
roads. The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow
traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. As a
result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road.

104920

Whilst safety is clearly important, the assessment of the average
accident rate, weighted for traffic flow and distance, has shown
the current section of the A14 has less than the national average
for this type of road and we believe further reductions could be
achieved without the necessity for building a new road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Improving safety is indeed a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD) The scheme provides good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road. This
would introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted
traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport
including by road. The expected increase in traffic on the already congested A14
would potentially increase accident rate. The scheme has been designed to
safely accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridge in the
period up to 2035.
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

102786

The A428 should be considered as an alternative route to A14
and should be upgraded instead of A14

55788

A better solution would be for the Huntingdon southern bypass
by leaving the present A14 as it is but upgrading the A428 to
avoid having 10 lanes of motorway traffic within yards of
Brampton. Diverting heavy trucks from this part of the A14 onto
an improved A428 will mean that the Huntingdon viaduct will not
have to be pulled down. Upgrading the already existing A428
and improving the over stretched Black Cat roundabout will also
prevent the necessity of building a 12 metre high bridge over the
railway near Offord Cluny.

103484

The A428 route should be dualled for easterly or southerly
travelling traffic until it joins the A1.

103523

If the A47 were to be improved more traffic would use it reducing
the need for improvements on the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 and the Black Cat Roundabout are outside of the
scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to
the improved A14, which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on
the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the
west of the Caxton Gibbet junction. The Highways Agency continues to review
the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies
and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
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Highways Agency’s response
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A47 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the motorway and trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

54205

There were previous proposals to improve the A14 by relatively
minor changes to intersections however these have not being
discussed in this proposal therefore there may be scope for
alternative options.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and/or made improvements to the existing
junctions. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways
options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment
criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order
(DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104534

The improvements to the A14 should then be a new road from
Caxton Gibbet to Brampton Hut, leaving the old A604 as an
extension of the M11 to Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that utilised the A428 with a new link
to the A1. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways
options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment
criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order
(DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty one-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current
proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

104625

Improvements can be made by improving the existing road. For
example safety would be improved by removing minor junctions
and closing laybys

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and/or made improvements to the existing
junctions. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways
options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment
criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order
(DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104633

Use the alternative version by upgrading the existing A14 to
modern standards by providing a hard shoulder along its length,
making entry and exit into proper slip roads and take out the
laybys used as truck stops.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme would reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses
directly onto the trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and
reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
Comment noted. Uncertain what alternative is being referred to.

104650

There are a number of other equally effective identified options
that are a huge saving in both cost, landscape destruction and
noise pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
Impacts on the environment as a result of the scheme have been assessed as
part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance
and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104670

Upgrade the existing A14 to modern A road standards by
providing a hard shoulder along its length, removing laybys and
by making entry and exits into proper slip roads Improving the
A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots

104690

Other roads including the A428 should be upgraded to sustain
future development. Any disruption at the Spittals Roundabout is
affects St Neots and Eaton Socon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and improvements to the A428 between St
Neots and Caxton Gibbet. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104698

I think the option to dual the A428 to provide a seamless road to
where it joins the A1 should have been considered for easterly
and southerly bound traffic. the viaduct through Huntingdon,
provides a direct road for traffic heading north where it meets the
A1 at Alconbury.

104704

There is a greater need to upgrade the A428 and link it to the
Black Cat junction.

104784

Make better use of the A428 by widening from Caxton Gibbet

104864

Continue with the improvements at Girton and Milton. Improve
the A428 between St Neots and Caxton Gibbet or build a new
road from the Caxton Gibbet to the Black Cat roundabout and
give proper links to the A421 and the M1.

104948

104951

It is the intersections at A1/A14 in particular that need to be
addressed. Also the A1/A428 intersection and the A428/A1198
intersection, which this proposal does not address. Upgrading
the A14 with proper hard shoulder would reduce holdups due to
breakdowns and accidents. The improvements proposed at
Girton and Milton do seem responsible and helpful.

Remove roundabouts at Spittals and Brampton hut.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against
the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. However, the
scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that bypassed the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
Under the scheme the existing Spittals interchange would remain to facilitate
movements to and from Huntingdon and the surrounding villages, but would no
longer be part of the strategic A14 route. Three of the four arms at the Spittal
roundabout are expected to see a reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
removing the strategic traffic from this junction. Consequently, there is expected
to be a reduction in delay at this junction, with consequential benefits for traffic
on the A141.
Similarly the roundabout at Brampton Hut would remain to serve some strategic
movements between the A14 and A1 as well as local traffic movements towards
Huntingdon. However, traffic flows would be significantly reduced as a result of
the scheme.

54045

The proposal is better than option 5.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the proposed solution is duly noted.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that upgraded parts of the A428.
The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six highways options, which
were considered to perform most strongly against the assessment criteria. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 which
informed the development of the current scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

104927

No comparison with an alternative solution like upgrading the
A428.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope of the scheme. However, the
scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

55527

A new six lane road is not required when the objectives can be
achieved by improving the existing road

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
existing A14 through Huntingdon. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

101031

Changes to the road are needed, other options, routes and
existing road upgrades should be explored.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104752

The junctions with the existing A14, and with the A1 southbound,
must be free-flowing. At the moment it looks like the A14 junction
might be a roundabout. There is no option for joining the A1
southbound from the A14 westbound.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A free flow connection would be provided from the A1 southbound to the A14
eastbound as part of the scheme. Traffic travelling from the A14 westbound to
the A1 southbound would need to travel via the Brampton Hut roundabout, which
would be substantially relieved of traffic by the scheme. The scheme would not
preclude the addition of a link from the A14 to the A1 south of Brampton in the
future. However, at present this is outside of the scope and affordability of the
scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
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Highways Agency’s response
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

101052

Has the railway crossing been considered?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Railway crossing has been considered with consultation and engagement
ongoing with Network Rail.
Comment Noted.

101786

It is difficult to see where else it could go

101799

Other options that provided similar improvements would be more
expensive and possibly not improve issues around end of
M11/A14 area.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
Support for the proposed solution is duly noted.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme does not address the issue of trucks
101763

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies has been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) currently account for approximately a quarter of
the traffic on the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact
proportion varies along the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge
Northern Bypass to around 27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14
would remain largely unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the
proportion of HGVs is expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the
increased number of cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling
and operational assessments have been undertaken to ensure that the design of
the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV levels.
The provision of a high quality route to modern standards with additional lanes
would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

101766

The current scheme does not have any provision for Brampton
Roundabout. If car numbers increase then traffic will back up to
new proposed junction.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain to facilitate movements to and
from Huntingdon and the surrounding villages, but would no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. Three of the four arms at the Spittal roundabout are
expected to see a reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the
strategic traffic from this junction. Consequently, there is expected to be a
reduction in delay at this junction, with consequential benefits for traffic on the
A141.
Similarly the roundabout at Brampton Hut would remain to serve some strategic
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Highways Agency’s response
movements between the A14 and A1 as well as local traffic movements towards
Huntingdon. However, traffic flows would be significantly reduced as a result of
the scheme.
Extensive traffic modelling studies has been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

101767

It would mitigate and provide a shorter, safer and quicker route,
using state of the art skills and technology

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that although the route around Huntingdon
would be longer than existing, journey times from the A1 North via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would actually be quicker compared to using the
existing A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.

A previous presentation in Brampton by the CHUMMS team
argued that their terms of reference were strictly limited which
included the following constraints:

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The terms of reference of
CHUMMS were not limited as described, but considered a wide range of
potential transport options including improvements to road, rail and bus.

a) Only the direct east-west traffic between Ellington and Fen
Drayton would be considered.

The A14 Study initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport
options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two route options were considered for the
alignment of the A14 improvement scheme. The analysis of these options
presented a shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform
most strongly against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of
the current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can
be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

b) The planning “envelope” map linked these two points with a
line around the northern ring road around Huntingdon (thus
eliminating the option of a northern by-pass) and a southern line
going as far south as Brampton and Buckden.
c) No other suggestions relating to the M11 or the A408, or the
north-south traffic would be accepted/considered.
55527

d) The A14 bridge over the railway at Huntingdon needed
repair/replacement and the new by-pass would allow this to be
completed without major rerouting of traffic through Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

e) No allowance was made in the study for the future
development of the Alconbury and Wyton RAF bases which we
now know will house some 40,00 extra people north of the A14
together with large industrial/commercial developments.

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

f) The team had decided that a new dual carriageway road south
of Brampton between Ellington and Fen Drayton was the only
option and no alternative suggestions would be considered.

In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an

The proposed 6 lane highways between Swavesey and Ellington
(A14), and Brampton and Alconbury (A1), could be reduced to 4
lanes thus reducing the impact on our beautiful country. This
would provide a significant cost saving over the current plans
and possibly avoid local councils being forced to contribute to the
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project. This is Option 5 considered by the Highways Agency
which states in its briefing material that this is a good solution
and would have the significant advantage of providing alternative
traffic routing options when the A14 is closed.

Highways Agency’s response
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the
public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of
the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Extensive traffic modelling studies has been undertaken to establish that the
proposed scheme would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate development growth in Cambridgeshire up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. Growth outside the study area is derived from the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of
England Regional Model (EERM). EERM includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip
End Model. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along
the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although
individual developments will not be represented explicitly.
Option 5, which included retention of the viaduct in conjunction with a lower
standard Huntingdon Southern Bypass, was one of the options considered as
part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. Both this and the current option
offered high value for money. However, it was concluded that while Option 5
would cost less to construct, it would be less able to meet future capacity needs
and would require additional expenditure in 10 to 15 years as well as continued
maintenance of the viaduct . Furthermore, upgrading of the existing route
through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the scheme and has
increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.

A14-C001

The A428 between Caxton Gibbet (A1198) and Black Cat
roundabout (A1) should be upgraded to dual carriageway, so it
can be used as a diversion route in the event of an accident on
the A14. The gaps in the central reservation on the A14 between
Huntingdon and Thrapston should be closed as soon as possible
and grade separated junctions provided.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the
current A14 and be designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. Hence, the number of incidents is expected to be reduced and
the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would also be a
reduced likelihood of a full road closure. The new southern bypass would be
designed to a much higher standard than the existing road, with fewer
intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The proposed dual three-lane
cross section would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage.
Consequently, the Highways Agency expects that there would be fewer
accidents on the new road with the likelihood of a full carriageway closure also
reduced.
Improvements to the A428 between St Neots and Caxton Gibbet are out of the
scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to
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Highways Agency’s response
the improved A14, which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on
the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the
west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
Improvements to the section of A14 west of Ellington are outside the scope of the
scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.

53845

Consider making the remaining section of the A428 dual
carriageway through to the A1 and perhaps add a hard shoulder
to most of the existing four lane section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Bar Hill.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Under the scheme the A14 would remain
an all-purpose road. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in
the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives. The addition of the hard
shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

A14-C002

It appears that no alternatives have been properly considered to
the proposed route, for example the dualling of the A428 from
Caxton roundabout to the A1 at the Black Cat roundabout, thus
providing a dual carriage road network from Felixstowe to Milton
Keynes, this would ease the pressure on the existing A14 thus
easing the need for a complete new road. Widening the existing
A14 to three lanes in each direction and closing some of the
minor junctions on it, whilst building a single carriageway road
alongside the existing road to service local traffic and

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and options that improved the A428 between St
Neots and Caxton Gibbet. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against
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communities. Replacing the existing bridge in Huntingdon.

Highways Agency’s response
the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

Consider other options such as widening the existing road,
dualling the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and the A1, providing
dual carriageway access between the M11 and the A428.

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Extensive traffic modelling studies has been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme has
been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in likely significant environmental effects and are
not considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

101020

Should have improved the junctions on the existing A14 and
improved the road surface, with a smaller new road to by pass
the Huntingdon viaduct only. This would be cheaper, safer and
with less disruption.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a
further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on
this preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered. Other route
options, including options that considered widening of the A14 west of Swavesey
have been considered and rejected as they do not remove strategic traffic from
Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct and would not relieve
Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions.

Consultee(s)

101792

104920

Summary of consultee comment

If you are going to upgrade the A14 what about the A1 south
Buckden Black Cat roundabouts; these must be bypassed both
of these roundabout caused delayed ever day of the week.

The Scheme is contrary to European, National and local policies
for sustainable transport, most noticeably it does not achieve
Government’s five goals for transport as set out in the DfT’s
policy statement Delivering a Sustainable Transport System,
November 2008 (DaSTS). It is also at odds with the
Government’s commitment to reduce carbon emissions by 80%
by 2050 as set out in the Climate Change Act 2008.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Buckden and Black Cat roundabout are outside of the scope of the scheme.
However the scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off
the A1 around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to
review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based
Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
Further, Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic
flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change
significantly in the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035),
with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both
cases.

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently,
in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation, policies and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in
the Environmental Statement.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
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Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. The scheme is designed to take traffic away
from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air
emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the detrunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. Appendix 13.2
of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations
for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

104920

104920

It is difficult to see how the proposal meets any of the remaining
objectives, contributing to better safety, health and longer life
expectancy, promoting equality of opportunity for all citizens and
improving quality of life for transport and non-transport users and
to promoting a healthy environment. There is considerable
scientific evidence that living near to a busy road not only
damages respiratory health but can lead to increased stress,
heart disease etc. None of these costs were included in the
previous economic benefit analysis for the road, and I request
that the HA carry out an honest assessment of indirect costs this
time around. Whilst safety is clearly important, the assessment of
the average accident rate, weighted for traffic flow and distance,
has shown the current section of the A14 has less than the
national average for this type of road and we believe further
reductions could be achieved without the necessity for building a
new road.

European policies such as the Marco Polo Funding Programme
appear to have been ignored. Although this route is part of the
Trans European Network, Transport (TENS-T), so too is the
Felixstowe Nuneaton rail freight link, a route on which the
Government is not yet prepared to commit similar levels of
funding as on the A14. The Highways Agency have had no
regard to EU policies when developing this proposal. This is a
serious omission, especially as the office of EU Vice President
Tajani has written to us confirming that traffic growth should not
be accommodated merely by extension of the transport
networks. National Policy

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially
in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where
the local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives
could be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise
effects during construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer
noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified,
mainly along the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. The health assessment indicates that the scheme would have
beneficial effects on health. Accessibility and connectivity, especially for nonmotorised users would likely see significant beneficial improvements and
improved transport links would help business opportunities, reduce road accident
rates and reduce traffic flows on many local roads.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14
this included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. More recently, in 2011 a study was
commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in
November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
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up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road

104920

104920

Accidents are perceived to be a significant problem on the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, in reality the level of accidents isn’t significantly
different to that on other A roads. However when accidents do occur they almost
always disrupt traffic movements due to the fact that the current layout makes it
difficult to divert traffic away from the incident. There is little resilience in the
current road network.

Whilst safety is clearly important, the assessment of the average
accident rate, weighted for traffic flow and distance, has shown
the current section of the A14 has less than the national average
for this type of road and we believe further reductions could be
achieved without the necessity for building a new road.

7 April 2014

The needs of car and road freight users have been given
preference over all other transport users including non-motorised
users. HGVs only pay between one to two thirds of the costs
they impose on society, depending on the way it is calculated.
(see MTRU updated report Feb 2008 Heavier lorries and their
impacts on economy and environment Campaign for Better
Transport May 2008). This road carries over double the national
average of freight traffic with up to 26% of traffic being HGVs as
against 10% on average nationally which means that the amount
to which we subsidise these freight operators through our taxes
in respect of this particular road is even higher. The cost of
motoring has decreased in real terms over the last 20 years
whereas the cost of alternative means of transport such as
buses and trains has increased at more than the rate of inflation,
yet the Government continues to support private car usage
rather than using pricing and subsidies to encourage and create
equal opportunities for those with and without access to a private
car.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Additional capacity increases resilience
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users. The scheme provides good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties
from the new road. This would introduce better land control, providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number
of accidents.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14
this included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. More recently, in 2011 a study was
commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in
November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road

Consultee(s)

104920

Summary of consultee comment

The proposal does not meet the stated aims of the Regional
Spatial Strategy for the East of England which is to manage
travel behaviours to reduce the rate of road traffic growth and
reduce greenhouse gases. The so called improvements will
inevitably encourage more traffic onto the road as users will not
be incentivised to seek alternatives. The Cambridgeshire Local
Transport Plan 2006-2011 contains many similar objectives to
the DfT’s stated policy, including creating a transport system
accessible to all, protecting and enhancing the built and natural
environment, and to developing integrated transport to promote
public transport and other sustainable forms of transport such as
walking, cycling etc. Whilst Huntingdon Local Plan appears to
support the Scheme, this is at odds with Regional policy and
ignores the fact that they have assessed the River Ouse Valley
as being of High Landscape value.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently,
in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation, policies and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in
the Environmental Statement.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. The scheme is designed to take traffic away
from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air
emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the detrunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. Appendix 13.2
of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations
for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation proposed to
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lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. The high sensitivity and value of the
Ouse Valley are acknowledged and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed. Landscape works would help to lessen the visual impacts of the
scheme however it would not be possible to completely mitigate the visual effects
of the road as it crosses the Great Ouse Valley because of the open character of
the landscape. The design of the bridge and its open spans would help to
maintain views under the bridge for walkers alongside the river.

104650

There are a number of other equally effective identified options
that are a huge saving in cost, landscape destruction and noise
pollution. Questioning the motives behind pushing this particular
scheme as if it's the only option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104889

The public transport system needs improving and an improved
rail link must be better for people and the environment

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104952

Should be looking at other transport infrastructure investments
other than road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and this consultation, along
with an assessment of the best value for money and best solutions to the
scheme objectives inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now
pursuing
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14
this included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14
this included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
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104982

The A14 congestion requires a radical and sustainable solution.
The option offered is a typical Highways Agency solution which
in 30 years’ time will most likely be obsolete.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101109

The A428 is already busy on the stretch in question at peak
times. It has long been talked about that it would be upgraded to
dual carriageway. This should be done before the works on the
A14, thus providing a second option for a cross country route
when the A14 is closed and giving less disruption to the above
areas during the A14 upgrade. Widening the bridge in Mill Lane
and extending the raised stretch of road for a few more metres
so that it does not get flooded and closed is also urgently
needed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101807

It will be beneficial to see use of train lines to support
infrastructure (deliveries to large train depots and then local
delivery via trucks).

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. Beyond this time scale long-term traffic growth
forecasts become increasingly unreliable and unsuitable for making investment
decisions for infrastructure projects.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on
the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change significantly in
the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic
flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both cases.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14
this included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
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reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road

101822

Options to encourage public transport during this time, or make it
easier, could be explored. During recent major road works within
Cambridge the local bus company reduced prices and more
people were persuaded to use the buses as a result.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104678

A421 needs dualling before the start of the A14 improvements

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104730

The A428 from Papworth to St Neots should be dualled before
the A14 upgrade work commences.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

103588

The road could be sited much closer to existing A14 therefore
further away from any population.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101018

The proposals should have been four lane each side from 1994.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a
reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
Improvements to the A421 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on
the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change significantly in
the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic
flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both cases.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation and included alignments closer to the existing
A14. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Comment duly noted. The A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in
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102373

The whole of the existing A14 should be widened and thus
improved to help congestion. Along with improvements to the
A428 this should stop the need for a new road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102802

It needs widening to four lanes, as does the whole road to take
the traffic now and in the future

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102860

It should be widened to four lanes for the entire new
construction. What's the point of putting in a road and future
proofing it, if you have it the same width as the existing road
which already can't cope? The A1(M) between Brampton and
Peterborough should be a prime example of how it should be.
This entire new length should follow suit and be called the
A14(M), with non-motorway traffic using other routes.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on
the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change significantly in
the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic
flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both cases.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that in the
majority of sections the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme
would be appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The following links
would come under increasing stress and may experience a deterioration in the
level of service provided as the design year is approached;
A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction,
A14- Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and
A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years
leading up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any
further intervention should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical
note is appended to the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).

53860

Widening of the existing road should be happening along most of
the route as this would have minimal impact on the surrounding
areas, be it to the wildlife or the people living within the local
villages.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
The widening of the A14 west of Swavesey has been considered and rejected as
they do not remove strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of
Huntingdon Viaduct and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions.
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104625

The route would be improved if it followed the current A14 route;
proposal seems to be driven by Huntingdon bridge removal and
development on south of Huntingdon and avoidance of landfill
near Swavesey none of these are primary reasons for the
scheme. These could be managed in a different way. As the new
scheme has developed there is no evidence the design has been
referenced to costs of original routes (for example following
existing route) to see comparative value for money. The route is
unnecessarily close to Hilton which will suffer significantly from
the development. Landfill avoidance for example has pushed
road over prematurely. Moving the departure from the existing to
the north would offset some of the issues around Hilton. Bridges
are very intrusive but also in several cases unnecessary.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104712

Widening of the existing road is the correct course of action for
the whole route not just the Swavesey to Girton section.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104882

Widening the existing road is by far the best option for the whole
route. When not possible then a "local" road scheme should be
devised from existing roads to close the existing A14 to local
Cambridge traffic

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104926

This widening should extend past St Ives and into Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102800

Make the whole A14 wider.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104632

A widening of the present A14 route is what should be
happening, with a new bridge at Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. A route north of Huntingdon was considered as one of these routes. This
was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The
route north of Huntingdon was not included in the six options that went forwards
for further investigation as the route was long and would be expensive.
Another option that considered the widening of the A14 west of Swavesey had
been considered and rejected as they do not remove strategic traffic from
Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct and would not relieve
Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that
have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered. The widening of the A14 west of
Swavesey has been considered and rejected as they do not remove strategic
traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct and would
not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals allow for a separation of
traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all. The Highways Agency’s scheme also increases the
number of lanes from two to three lanes and three to four lanes respectively on
this stretch of road.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey have been considered and rejected as they do not remove
strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of Huntingdon Viaduct

Consultee(s)

100986

Summary of consultee comment

This can only deteriorate. The solution to the A14 needs to be
holistic rather than just throwing a very expensive sticking plaster
at Huntingdon.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

There are several rail freight opportunities:
C1. Haven Ports to Midlands: The upgrade of the Felixstowe to
Nuneaton route has been going on for some time and we are
now within sight of the goal of a continuous double track route all
the way. As such a route with appropriate signalling can take a
train every 5 minutes or so this, even allowing for passenger and
other freight traffic, this should provide enough capacity for all
the traffic on offer thus maximising the reduction of traffic on the
A14 corridor.
It would be worthwhile to keep monitoring the corridor to ensure
that these extra trains didn't cause capacity problems at
junctions and level crossings. This work is already under way at
Ely (though I do not support Cambs County Council's chosen
option for relieving the Ely level crossing).
54700

C2. East-West Rail: I hope that the east-west rail project when
complete will provide a better freight route between East Anglia
and the South Midlands, West Country and South Wales. This
could provide some relief to the relevant section of the A14
corridor, especially east of Girton, with some relief to the west
too in terms of lorries that use the A14 as far as the junction with
the A45 at Thrapston or possibly the A43 at Kettering.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. In 2011 a study was commissioned
by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport
solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in
November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study
concluded that the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less
than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Local roads are the responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council and options
for relieving Ely are a matter for them.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. The current scheme would not preclude
further expansion of the rail network; however, the Highways Agency is not
responsible for the rail schemes.

C3. English Channel to Eastern England: However I am not
aware of any current initiative to attract rail freight to this corridor,
on which lorries tend to use the M25, M11 and the relevant
section of the A14 to reach the A1. Currently the only available
route east of London is HS1, and to get from there through to the
East Coast Main Line requires negotiating the bottleneck at
Stratford. I would like to see the latter replaced by a new route
from Barking via Seven Sisters, Cheshunt and Ware to
Stevenage, which would not need much new construction but
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Highways Agency’s response

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. In 2011 a study was commissioned
by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport
solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in
November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study
concluded that the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less
than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
In addition to bypassing urban areas, the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon connects the A1(M) motorway to the North of England with the M11
motorway to London and the South-East. It provides a strategic link between the
Midlands and East Anglia as well as linking with the east coast ports.
Selected rail and bus routes would not accommodate this strategic traffic
demand.

needs to be planned. South of Barking an alternative to HS1
could be provided by extending the proposed rail link to Barking
Riverside under the river to Thamesmead and Belvedere, linking
there for Ashford via Gravesend and Maidstone. There are also
other options, involving different locations for a new river
crossing.

54700

Stop selected Inter-City trains at St Neots: in conjunction with the
provision of a dedicated bus link between Cambridge station/city
centre and Bedfordshire, to connect with trains to/from Oxford
when that line reopens, this would speed up many journeys to
East Coast Main Line destinations, including journeys from
Cambridge for which many people are likely to drive at least as
far as Peterborough at present. The existing Cambridge-Oxford
bus link could also be used.
New express coach service between Cambridge and Rugby: this
would link the stations and city/town centres at Cambridge and
Rugby, the railheads at Huntingdon and Kettering, and other
intermediate stops such as Thrapston.

7 April 2014

Yes

It would provide a significantly faster route for many journeys on
the A14 corridor, including Cambridge to Birmingham, than is
now possible by rail, thus encouraging people not to drive. For a
full description of my proposals, which would also provide much
improved transport for villages close to the A14, visit
<http://www.bettertransport.org.uk/blogs/roads/030212a14challenge> and click on "Cambridgeshire Campaign for
Better Transport response to the A14 Challenge".
New station at Offord and interchange at Buckden where the
new A14 meets the A1.
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Highways Agency’s response
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge..

There is no rational argument for removing the viaduct and
reducing A14 capacity when increased capacity is being sought.
The Highways Agency scheme also fails to address wider
options to reduce A14 congestion such as rail freight, public
transport – including fast coach services - extension of the
guided bus, park and ride sites.
The Highways Agency scheme:

55891

Brampton A14
Campaign Group

Focuses on removing the A14 rail viaduct and reducing existing
A14 capacity
Builds new roads on Huntingdon’s ancient commons to replace
the viaduct
Ignores DfT policy which seeks to shift freight from road to rail
Locks in road transport while ignoring the environmental benefits
of rail
Ignores Treasury rules on value for money and webtag guidance
on evaluating alternative proposals such as the BCG alternative
scheme
Is the costliest road scheme in the country (now over £60 million
per mile)

Rail options should be explored for the A1 widening between
Brampton Hut and Alconbury] section, and the whole Alconbury
Enterprise Zone before further widening of the A1 is included in
the scheme.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme provides value for money. Details of the economic Case for the
Scheme can be found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. In 2011 a study was commissioned
by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of
Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport
solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in
November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
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Highways Agency’s response
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study
concluded that the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less
than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Widening of the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut is required to carry the
A14 bound traffic that would divert from using the existing A14 into Huntingdon
onto the scheme.

105117

Improve the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots, or build
a new road from Caxton Gibbet to the A1 Black Cat roundabout
with a proper link to the A421 and M1 - issues the current
scheme does not address.

7 April 2014

No

No

The proposal ignores the A428. When the A45 was being
developed 30+ years ago it is obvious from the junction design at
the end of the M11 that the A45 was to continue as a dual
carriageway to the A1. This makes sense as it would spread the
burden of freight and improve links with the A428 to Bedford and
Milton Keynes.

105120

It is no accident that the new London docks has 20+ miles of
railway for the simple reason that this is the most efficient way of
moving freight.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Eddie Stobart did not buy freight trains because he liked to play
with railways. Bulk fright movement over long distance is dealt
with more efficiently at lower cost.
From figures produced by HA and Network Rail enhancing the
rail freight link from Felixstowe to Nuneaton has lowered the
numbers of freight vehicles on the A14. It is interesting how the
A14 flows more readily with fewer freight vehicles.

105120

105125

A twin track railway uses a quarter on the land area materials
needed for 2x3 lanes of motorway standard. This has a marked
effect both on cost and environmental consequence.

What if the A428 which joins the A14 near Cambridge?
Upgrading this road to dual carriageway all the way to the A1 at
St Neots would take freight to its desired destination, the A1 and
its interchange with the A14 at Brampton, and would greatly
alleviate the issue of through-county traffic. It’s already dualled
from Cambridge to Caxton Gibbet. Extending this would be a far

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Improvements to the A428 and A421 are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation
of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will
target future improvements where need is greatest.

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. Traffic forecasts provided in the
Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the
west of the A1198 would not change significantly in the either the year of opening
(2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by
approximately 1% per day in both cases.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered or are in development leaving the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding
development.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend
on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to
operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential
growth.
These improvements would not be delivered through construction of a railway
along the proposed route.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport
Assessment show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly in the either the year of opening (2020) or
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cheaper and less intrusive option.

the design year (2035), with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by
approximately 1% per day in both cases.

102219

Whilst all this work is going on the majority of traffic will decide
that it will use the A428 to avoid road works. What will happen to
St Neots while the congestion in the town gets worse with the
extra housing being built and the overflow from the A14 road
improvements.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104884

The road network in the UK has exceeded its capacity and
realise that the building of yet more roads does not address the
long term problem. Freight should be moved by rail over all but
local distances and whilst this would require Governmental
support and investment in rail infrastructure private finance for
this development would be available from rail franchisees if
supported by legislation and extended franchise terms.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Brampton A14
Campaign Group

EU and DfT transport policy seeks to shift freight (and
passengers) from road to rail (and water-borne transport) to
reduce carbon emissions and toxic road traffic air pollution. The
largest site earmarked locally for development is Alconbury
Weald Enterprise Zone. This lies to the North-West of
Huntingdon and will encompass 8,000 new homes as well as
extensive commercial/ industrial development. Passenger and
freight rail options - should be explored for this site instead of
increasing road capacity at Alconbury. A northern extension of
the guided bus service to Alconbury could also be developed.

Highways Agency’s response

7 April 2014

Yes

In addition the recent Transport Select Committee report: ‘Better
Roads: Improving the Strategic Road Network’ recommends
greater transparency of national transport planning and scrutiny
of DfT’s National Transport Model (NTM). It also calls for DfT to
commission integrated passenger and freight plans for strategic
transport routes, as advocated by the Campaign for Better
Transport (CBT), rather than looking at one mode of transport in
isolation
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No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include
details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction
vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency. The Highways
Agency would aim to minimise the impact on commuters during the construction
of the scheme.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
Rail infrastructure would not meet the objective of unlocking local growth.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered. More recently, in 2011 a study was
commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced
in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in
the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80
percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

.

Highways Agency’s response
concluded that the public transport package would equate to a reduction of less
than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
Rail infrastructure would not meet the objective of unlocking local growth.
Any further development of the guided busway would be a decision for the local
authorities in Cambridgeshire

105012

Strongly suggest that the A428 between Cambridge and the A1
be considered as part of the plan. The current A428 from Girton
to Caxton is a dual carriageway to nowhere as it leads onto a
country lane stretch through to St Neots, yet this road could form
a very beneficial alternative to the A14, releasing pressure on the
bottleneck. It should be dualled right through to the Black Cat
roundabout with the A1 going over a flyover. Why it wasn't rebuilt
like that I don't know as roundabouts northbound on the A1 have
been removed. That was false economy as more money is
wasted in fuel sat in the frequent traffic jams. The road should
then be renumbered A421 to link it through to Bedford, MK and
the M1 taking some of the vehicles off the A14. The current A428
is already split into two and should just apply to the stretch
between Northampton and Bedford.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

105122

Linking the A428 directly to the M11 would have helped.
Creating a "hard shoulder" for much of the Huntingdon to
Cambridge route where it runs through open agricultural land
would have helped. Making dual carriageway for the A14 east
bound sweep away from the start of the M11 at Girton
Interchange would have helped. Lengthening and making a safe
two lane "run in" from Spittals Roundabout (Huntingdon) onto the
A14 eastbound would have helped. Each of these improvements
would have changed the way in which the A14 flows....each
would have been a sensible traffic improvement.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

53845

Move most of all long distance freight onto the railways; that will
greatly free up our roads and will much benefit the environment.
The daily movement of large quantities of long distance freight
by individual lorry loads is so outdated and inefficient when a
single locomotive can move 40-50 or more loads in one haul

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport
Assessment show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly in the either the year of opening (2020) or
the design year (2035), with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by
approximately 1% per day in both cases.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly
to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The eastbound connection of the A14 west of Girton to A14 east of Girton would
be two lanes which is sufficient for forecast traffic growth to 2035.
The scheme would substantially reduce the traffic demand at the Spittals junction
as the strategic traffic on the existing A14 diverts onto Huntingdon bypass.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
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Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
Rail infrastructure would not meet the objective of unlocking local growth.

Joint Parishes
HCV

No consideration appears to have been given to the alternative
of creating replacement for the existing A142/A141 route by
installing a new dual carriageway directly between Fordham and
Peterborough, to the north of Ely. This would provide a quicker,
safer, high capacity route to and from the A1 for Haven Port
traffic. It would take traffic off the A14 around north Cambridge
and between Cambridge and Huntingdon. It would encourage
economic growth in the Fens while avoiding damage to Ely and
its surroundings.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Joint Parishes
HCV

No consideration appears to have been given to re-opening
more old rail routes as alternatives. For example, re-opening the
Peterborough and Alconbury to Cambridge route via Huntingdon
and St Ives with a rail terminal at Alconbury would remove a
significant amount of commuter traffic from the A14 locally and
provide Alconbury-based businesses with direct freight and
passenger access to Cambridge and the East as well as London
Nationally, no consideration appears to have been given to the
possibility of modifying the HS2 and HS1 routes to link up with
each other and the existing network in order to transfer more
Continental-bound passenger and freight traffic to rail. Such
linking was part of British Rail's original Channel Tunnel strategy
prior to enforced politically-driven delay and then building of HS1
along its current isolated route.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

52896

The A1(M) should be extended south to Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101018

The northern route is the only real option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road
including a route north of Cambridge and Huntingdon, although not as far north
as the A141/A142. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme
options which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to
the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. The northern route
was not carried forwards for further assessment because it was too long,
expensive and risked increasing journey time.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. In
addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives
the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the
scheme objectives.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current
capital programme or have been delivered.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
Rail infrastructure would not meet the objective of unlocking local growth.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily
required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with
long distance traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the
east that would switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore
would need to remain on the A1 for longer.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
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Comment
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54304

If the north/south route is retained there will be no need to
upgrade the section of the A1 which is only needed to take the
north/southbound traffic that will be diverted from the perfectly
good existing route. Another good reason to retain what is a
perfectly good road is to ensure that a good quality diversionary
route will be permanently available should an accident or
incident close the new bypass. In any case the money saved by
not widening the A1, only needed to take diverted north/south
traffic, together with the considerable sum required to demolish
the viaduct would more than pay for any remedial work needed.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104485, 102914

The A428 should be dual carriageway from Cambridge to the
Black Cat roundabout.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A14 Study in May 2012. This study concluded that a northern route would be
longer across open countryside risking greater environmental impact and greater
impact on populous areas. The six options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on
this preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily
required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with
long distance traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the
east that would switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore
would need to remain on the A1 for longer.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message
signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance
and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic
Congestion
Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response

104791

The proposed route would improve congestion and the
management of it.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

101035

Without improvements the congestion at Milton Junction will only
get worse especially as the Science Park develops.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104991

Do not understand the need for a new road near Spaldwick, it
will lead to bad congestion in Huntingdon as there simply is not

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a new Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would be
designed to full modern highway standards. The proposed layout would be
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the road infrastructure there.

Highways Agency’s response
designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic growth, taking
into account planned developments.
This Huntingdon Southern Bypass would attract strategic and long distance
traffic, thereby relieving the centre of Huntingdon of congestion.
The proposed scheme would tie into the existing A14 just east of Ellington. The
A14 past Spaldwick would remain as existing.

100991

300036,
Cunnington Clark

100989

There are bottlenecks going west in the morning from the first
Cambridge exit.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes substantial alterations to junctions, slip roads and mainline
carriageway. Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from
forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments. The Highways
Agency is satisfied that the proposed junctions, while busy, would operate
satisfactorily at peak times.

Proposals will reduce congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Not enough thought has been put into the Girton Interchange
area to alleviate the congestion problems.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the
traffic flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional
lane on the A14 West to the A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to
the A14 West slip roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge
arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be
widened from three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill,
with the section between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes
in each direction. This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and
improve safety.
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as
evidenced by the Transport Assessment.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The scheme would include a new local
access road, which would provide traffic travelling between Huntingdon and
north-west Cambridge with an alternative route that avoids the need to join the
A14 mainline. This would help to separate local traffic from long distance
movements.

All of the A14 and commuter traffic has to pass Cambridge, it
may be advisable to divide the traffic and ease the congestion for
"through traffic."
101003, 104674

102002

7 April 2014

This is the biggest bottleneck on the A14 with the highest
number of accidents creating more bottlenecks.

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

As part of the scheme the section of the A14 between Histon and Milton
junctions would be widened to three lanes in each direction. While the section of
the A14 between Girton and Histon junctions is currently being widened to three
lanes in each direction under the Government's Pinch Point Programme. These
improvements would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would also help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality
route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and
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Highways Agency’s response
impacts of accidents.
The scheme would be designed to modern road standards as set out by the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations
and General Directions (TSRGD). The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would be designed to a much higher standard than the existing road with fewer
intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The proposed dual three lane
cross section would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage.
Consequently, the Highways Agency expects that there would be fewer
accidents on the new road with the likelihood of a full carriageway closure also
reduced.

101861

The worst section of the A14 is between Huntingdon and
Cambridge, suffering the most congestion and accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality
route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and
impacts of accidents.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.

101789

Huntingdon is a bottleneck and traffic should to be moved away
from such urban areas.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

101787, 101904,
101906, 101998,
103511, 103527

The scheme would alleviate the pressure at bottle necks, for
example Spittals and Brampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality
route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and
impacts of accidents.
Spittals interchange would remain, but would no longer be part of the strategic
A14 route, so would be significantly relieved of traffic.

101843

There are two roundabouts which connect the A141 to the A14
and A1, these are pinch points for commuters and cause severe
delays into Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme would provide a new high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which bypasses the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon avoiding the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions which are already busy at peak times.

Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. Further information on traffic forecasts
can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

101961

The proposal will not lessen the traffic problems at peak times.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would be able to accommodate predicted traffic levels including
the significant growth expected in Cambridgeshire up to 2035. Further
information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) between Swavesey and the new
Brampton Interchange, where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route.
Peak hour traffic flows on this section of the A14 are forecast to be well within the
capacity of this standard of road in the year 2035.

101874

101896

Joining the existing A14 from the new proposed three lane road
will cause a bottleneck which will make it impossible for all the
villages between Ellington and Thrapston to join it. At present if
there is an accident east of Huntingdon there is a high level of
congestion.

The proposal will just create more traffic and congestion will
increase.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. Again, peak hour traffic flows on this section
of the A14 are forecast to remain well within the capacity of this standard of road
by the year 2035.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would also help to alleviate congestion and improve journey
reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and to lessen
the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

102000

If it starts at Milton yes, if it starts at Swavesey there would be a
compromise as it would offer less reduction in congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Assuming the respondent is talking about the scheme the Highways Agency can
confirm that the eastern-most edge of the scheme would be Milton up to
Alconbury on the A1 and Ellington on the A14. The proposed new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass starts at Swavesey. The roundabouts at Swavesey junction
would offer a route to the local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton, the
Service Area, the improved A14 for strategic road traffic and the de-trunked A14
for local traffic. Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the
junction performs satisfactorily to accommodate predicted traffic flows.
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

102843

Huntingdon has always been a bottle neck and the existing
design of the road does not take into account the massive
increase in traffic over the last 10 - 20 years.

101916, 102797,
102806, 102854,
103518, 102858,
103514, 103560,
103592, 104771,
104984

The scheme appears to address the causes of congestion.

101907

The proposal will significantly increase the capacity of this
section of the A14 so reducing congestion, accidents and delays.
That would make the A14 more attractive to regular users than
the current preferred alternative routes along the A428 and other
local roads, so reducing the current congestion on them.

104830

Yes, it may even ease the congestion at Madingley from the
A428.

103495

The placing of a roundabout between the existing A14 and the
new A14 will cause traffic to slow down and cause congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme design takes account of both traffic growth over the last 10-20 years
as well as forecast traffic growth in the period up to 2035. The scheme would
provide additional road capacity to accommodate this future traffic growth and
would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey
reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to modern standards
should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the
effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.
The scheme also seeks to separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is
using the A14 for strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge by providing a new local access road that
runs parallel with the A14 mainline.

Comment is duly noted.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The roundabouts at Swavesey junction would offer a route to the local access
road between Fen Drayton and Girton, the Service Area, the improved A14 for
strategic road traffic and the de-trunked A14 for local traffic. This is essential in
order to achieve the aim of keeping local road users separate from strategic or
long distance traffic.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction performs
satisfactorily to accommodate predicted traffic flows. Details of the traffic
modelling can be found in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has
been submitted with this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

103558

The Spittals interchange is often congested and a major cause of
accidents. Diverting through traffic from this area would be a
major benefit.

103583

101948

7 April 2014

Yes

No

It keeps a lot of the A14 through traffic from the pinch point at the
Spittals junction in Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed route misses out the congested areas between
Bar Hill and Spittals Junction.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme would provide a new high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which bypasses the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon avoiding the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions which are already busy at peak times. As a result of this
re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14
through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a large proportion
of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from Huntingdon and the
surrounding villages. In particular, the volume of traffic passing through the
Spittals Interchange would be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
for traffic on the A141.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction performs
satisfactorily to accommodate predicted traffic flows. Details of the traffic
modelling can be found in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has
been submitted with this Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

104481

All local traffic will be bottle necked at roundabouts at the
Swavesey junction.

104533, 104554

Funnelling through traffic is the way to allow local towns to avoid
gridlock.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part
provide access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments.
As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

104851

Congestion has historically occurred on the A14 and the same
pinch points remain.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104600

Still seems to be potential major bottle necks.

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104704, 104674

There will still be congestion however it may be worse due to
increased capacity of the roads.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 10,900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035 with the
scheme in place. The proposed layout for the Swavesey Junction has been
designed to ensure that the predicted traffic levels can be accommodated without
significant levels of congestion.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times.
The scheme also includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. Significant growth
is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, the design year of the
scheme, with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of
transport. Further detail on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

104713

The A14 East of Bar Hill and North of Ellington would still prove
to be a bottleneck.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that the A14 to the west of
Ellington would get slightly busier as a result of the scheme. By 2035, daily
traffic flows (2-way) on this section of the A14 are forecast to increase from
51,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 63,700 vehicles per day with the
scheme. This increase in traffic would be due to the increased capacity provided
by the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and the relief of traffic from the existing
A14. In combination, these changes release existing bottlenecks at the
Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions and make the A14 a more attractive route
for long distance traffic. This level of traffic is well within the capacity of the
existing standard of road.
Daily traffic flows on the A14 between Bar Hill and Girton are forecast to increase
from 115,700 vehicles per day without the scheme to 135,900 vehicles per day
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Highways Agency’s response
with the scheme (+17%). Some of this growth is attributable to the Northstowe
Phase 2 development which is dependent on the scheme. However, a
significant proportion of growth is due to traffic rerouting on to the A14 from other
routes (e.g. A1198/A428) due to the increase capacity and reliability created by
the scheme. This level of traffic can be accommodated on the proposed
standard of road.

104971

There is a need to address the connection between St Ives and
the A14 - which is a bottleneck.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be limited
change in traffic flows on the A1096 in the vicinity of St Ives as a result of the
scheme. In 2035, daily traffic flows (2-way) on the A1096 are forecast to
increase from 22,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 23,100 vehicles per
day with the scheme (+5%). Further to the south, a more significant increase in
flows in forecast, with daily traffic flows (2-way) predicted to rise from 20,300
vehicles per day to 24,900 vehicles per day (+23%). This increase primarily
arises from the relief of traffic from the detrunked A14 as strategic movements
transfer on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which makes the A1096 a more
attractive route. Elsewhere in St Ives, daily traffic flows on the A1123 are
forecast to decrease slightly, falling from 15,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 14,300 vehicles per day with the scheme (-5%).
The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. The A1096 is
part of the local road network and as such its future operation is a matter for the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

104674

There is no proposal to ease the freight traffic and will probably
lead to an overall increase in traffic and more congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104984

Freight traffic is unlikely to decrease in the future therefore
increasing congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104721

The congestion will be pushed further back down the A1 instead
and will adversely affect the surrounding villages.

104895

Serious congestion at Buckden roundabout on the A1 could
occur and increased traffic travelling from and to the Midlands
will use the new routes as an alternative route to reach London
or vice versa.

104819

Local traffic and long distance traffic will be mixed therefore
causing further congestion and delays in the long term.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) currently account for approximately a quarter of
the traffic on the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact
proportion varies along the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge
Northern Bypass to around 27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways
Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14
would remain largely unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the
proportion of HGVs is expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the
increased numbers of cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling
and operational assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of
the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV levels.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to
the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change
significantly. In 2035, daily traffic flows (2-way) on this section of the A1 are
forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,400 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. Further
information on the traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

No

Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction will be considered as
part of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

104820

The Cambridgeshire Northern bypass (Girton to Fen Ditton) is
already congested and this scheme does not offer an alternative
to this route. With the city of Cambridge expanding, soon this
"bypass" will become part of the normal city network. The A14
should have been diverted entirely from before Fen Ditton to
after Girton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the section of the A14 between Histon and Milton
junctions would be widened to three lanes in each direction. While the section of
the A14 between Girton and Histon junctions is currently being widened to three
lanes in each direction under the Government's Pinch Point Programme. These
improvements would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would also help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of planned growth in
Cambridgeshire in the period up to the year 2035, including the planned
expansion of Cambridge and surrounding major developments. Further
information on traffic forecasts at the Cambridge Northern Bypass can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The reduction in exit and entry points would increase the scheme’s resilience to
accidents. The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more
capacity than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of
incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each
incident should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full
road closure.

104980

The lack of entry and exit points will compound congestion
issues in the likely event of incidents and/or accidents.

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The diversion routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in
advance and would depend on the location and severity of the incident. The
major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

104600, 104984

With the large amount of potential housing in this area road
usage is going to be overstretched again in just a few years.

101908

The proposal may not deal with future need. Improvements on
one road alone will not deal with wider congestion problems
towards Cambridge.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts
which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently,
development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed
for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly outside Cambridgeshire.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. Significant growth
is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, the design year of the
scheme, with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of
transport. Further detail on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

57336

104857

The single route provides a solution to the problem of congestion
between Huntingdon and Cambridge rather than address the
problems of the wider route.

A lane widening scheme, construction of a hard shoulder,
remodelling of slip roads and peak time traffic management
would alleviate congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of
the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The scheme would be
specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic
through traffic and long-distance commuters from local traffic. One of the benefits
of the scheme is increased capacity and resilience of a critical part of the TransEuropean Network, and improved links to and from the east coast ports.
Widening of the existing A14 is limited by the existing infrastructure, in particular
the Huntingdon viaduct which is currently dual two lane carriageway and the
number of local accesses. Where possible the existing road would be used. The
scheme proposals would allow for widening between Swavesey and Milton by a
lane either side of the carriageway.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Addition of hard shoulder to an all-purpose road is not in the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, and in this case would add
significantly to scheme costs rendering it unaffordable.
Technology including variable message signs is proposed as part of the scheme.
This will be placed strategically to enable traffic conditions on this section of the
A14 to be displayed and drivers to make a decision on whether to use alternative
routes.
The scheme would provide a new high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which bypasses the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon avoiding the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions which are already busy at peak times.

104895

A significant element of existing congestion on the A14 between
Spittals and Girton junctions is the confluence of North/South [A1
– M11] traffic and East/West [A14] traffic, essentially four lanes
of traffic into two, each way. The scheme does not address this
problem but perpetuates it. Keeping these two main flows
separate must be the priority.

102004

The single lane section of the A428 causes longer delays than

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

In particular, the volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would
be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic
flow through the junction would reduce from 61900 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 33000 vehicles per day with the scheme (-47%). The majority of this
reduction occurs on the two A14 arms, reflecting the transfer of strategic traffic
movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Traffic flows on the A141
are not expected to change significantly, however, traffic using this route would
benefit from the capacity created at Spittals. Further information on traffic
forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Under the proposals, the A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from
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the A14 when heading east.
102804

104799

101018

104674

Reducing the A428 to one lane, considering how many new
homes are proposed in this vicinity will cause further congestion.

The plans are missing an obvious opportunity to improve
congestion on Madingley Road. At least half of traffic exiting from
A428 turns off onto M11 junction causing significant delays (half
hour) in morning. Adding to this bottleneck soon will be the major
housing development at this junction adding thousands of
dwellings. When the A14 is shut the A428 is a major diversion
route. Major housing developments in South Cambridgeshire are
proposed around Bourn which will increase travel from A428 into
Cambridge and on to the M11.

The main issue is the Hemingfords to Milton sections causing
congestion up to Huntingdon due to the bottleneck at Bar Hill
and Girton. The scheme does not address this issue.

Building a new road encourages more people to drive and
therefore there will be further congestion issues instead of
resolving the current situation.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
two lanes to one lane as it passes through the Girton interchange. The Highway
Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic levels on the A428
eastbound would be reduced as some traffic transfers back on to the A14
corridor. Traffic flows on the A428 through Girton are forecast to be well within
the capacity of a single lane.
The scheme does not include provision for movements at Girton interchange that
are not currently provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional
connections would increase the cost of the scheme, result in likely significant
environmental effects and are not considered necessary to meet the objectives
of the scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the A428 are outside of the scope for the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

104769

Something needs to be done to address congestion

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
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Highways Agency’s response
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce
the frequency of accidents.

104982

Building a new road is not a sustainable solution to congestion
and more roads result in more traffic therefore resulting in more
congestion.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

101023

101040

101836

There is no 'national plan' for infrastructure projects such as this,
but 'fixing' a link may not the answer as traffic congestion may be
experienced elsewhere in the sub-region.

At busy times traffic is queued back along the A14 to Bar Hill
because of the bottleneck that is the link road.

These new routes should allow towns and villages to proceed
north and south without going onto the new A14.

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
Improvements to the other parts of the trunk road network are outside of the
scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation
of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Towns and villages to the north of the existing A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would be able to use the proposed local access road and the detrunked section of the A14 without having to join the new A14. Existing routes
(A1198, B1043 and B1040) severed by the proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern
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Bypass would be reconnected.

104923

Separating regional and local traffic must be a priority. Local
access roads are necessary as well as provision for buses and
cycles.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Approximately 30 km of new NMU
facilities would be provided as part of the scheme to improve connections for
pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians.

104965

Not persuaded that the proposed route would be effective in
reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104636

'Footprint' data needs to be collected before the scheme, and
money set aside to sort out any problems in Hilton caused by
extra traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104753

Very heavy traffic on the B1049 through Histon and Impington
towards Cottenham which is currently overloaded as it is a
feeder Road for the traffic coming from North Cambridgeshire.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104916

There is no way the proposals can be implemented without
significant disruption to existing traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104884

Finally when will we appreciate that the road network in the UK
has exceeded its capacity and realise that the building of yet
more roads does not address the long term problem. Freight
should be moved by rail over all but local distances and whilst
this would require Governmental support and investment in rail
infrastructure private finance for this development would be

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. Traffic volumes on the B1040 Potton Road to the north of
Hilton would not be impacted by the scheme, with daily flows of 10,000 vehicles
forecast with and without the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on
Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease).
Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Impington as a result of the scheme. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the
B1049 Bridge Road would be reduced by around 4% from 21,100 vehicles per
day without the scheme to 20,300 vehicles per day with the scheme.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management aimed at minimising disruption.
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local
villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures are now in the current capital programme or have been delivered
leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important
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available from rail franchisees if supported by legislation and
extended franchise terms.

101761

Living at Bar Hill, a local road will improve journey to and from
Cambridge.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways
Agency’s
response

Highways Agency’s response
outstanding development.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to
support future growth.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the
public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of
the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Comment duly noted. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic
through-traffic and long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing
appropriate standards of road for each group of travellers.

Local Road Network
Summary of
consultee
comment

104850

There is already huge pressure on the A1096, A1123 and B1040
going in and out of St Ives and this will only get worse.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there will be limited change
in traffic flows on the A1096 in the vicinity of St Ives as a result of the proposed
scheme. In the year 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on the A1096 are forecast
to increase from 22,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 23,100 vehicles
per day with the scheme (+5%). Further to the south, a more significant
increase in traffic is forecast, with daily traffic flows (two-way) predicted to rise
from 20,300 vehicles per day to 24,900 vehicles per day (+23%). This increase
primarily arises from the relief of traffic from the de-trunked A14 as strategic
movements transfer on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which makes the
A1096 a more attractive route. Elsewhere in St Ives, daily traffic flows on the
A1123 are forecast to decrease slightly, falling from 15,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 14,300 vehicles per day with the scheme (-5%).
The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a
6% increase in daily traffic flows on the B1040 through Hilton if the proposed A14
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improvement scheme goes ahead. While some of this traffic will be using the
B1040 to access the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass, this will be offset to
some extent by local traffic diverting back on to the A14.

102897

Pressures put on local villages when accidents close or delay
traffic flow should be considered

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101967

Pressure will be put on local villages when accidents close or
delay traffic flow.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

101026

Traffic would be kept on the A14 and off country roads around
Huntingdon and to its east.

102803

The scheme will reduce traffic on local roads.

102851

Concern about the amount of traffic through nearby roads.

102821

The proposal for a southern bypass of Huntingdon and the new
junction on the A1198 from the West will cause Hilton to become
a rat run between the A1198 and St Ives via Graveley Way. The
closure of Graveley Way at the A1198 should be considered or
make the road one-way to prevent traffic from the A1198.

102856

The impact on local roads needs careful consideration; there is a
risk of the roads linking the current A14 to the A1198 being used
as a "rat run". The B1040 in particular already sees far too many
heavy lorries using it to get from St Ives through to the A1198
/A428.

104665

It would address the congestion problem but would create a lot
of problems in surrounding villages such as Hilton.

The Highways Agency recognises that there is currently little resilience to the
road network. When accidents occur they almost always disrupt traffic
movements. This is due to the fact that the current layout makes it difficult to
divert traffic away from the incident. Improving safety is a key objective of the
scheme, ensuring the proposals would be built to modern highway standards as
set out by the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic
Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD, introducing better lane
control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. The provision
of a high quality route designed to modern standards should help reduce the
frequency and impact of accident, and would increase resilience of the road
network.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals would allow for a separation
of traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all whilst the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is
intended for strategic, long distance traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals would allow for a separation
of traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all whilst the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is
intended for strategic, long distance traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Traffic would be able to use the B1040 through Hilton to access the A14, but the
Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that while this route would be
shorter in distance (7.3km vs 8.1km) it would take longer than the signed route
via the de-trunked A14 in both the AM and PM peak hours (7:10 vs 5:40) in the
year 2035 and is therefore likely to be less attractive. As a result, the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton. The Agency’s forecasts indicate that by 2035 daily traffic flows
(2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800
vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.
An even greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts at the
Cambridge Northern Bypass can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
It would be a matter for the local highway authority to implement traffic
restrictions in Hilton if they considered it to be appropriate.

102876

Motorists will use alternative routes via other small villages to not
pay a charge so this will increase traffic in local areas.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The government announced the decision not to toll the A14 in December 2013.
This followed a period of public consultation in Autumn 2013 that concluded
there was strong public opposition to tolling.

Consultee(s)

103495

103510

Summary of consultee comment

Traffic coming from Boxworth will have priority over traffic from
the existing A14. Commuters will continue to use alternative
routes through the villages.

Keep open the option for bypassing Buckden, which is needed.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Boxworth would have no more priority than other traffic exiting the A14 at
Swavesey and heading towards Huntingdon. It is worth noting that traffic from
Boxworth Road would be required to observe traffic coming from both the
Services and the slip from the westbound A14 at both of the preceding
roundabouts.

No

The design with the A1 being realigned to the west of the A14 would leave the
option open for a future western bypass of Buckden. The Highways Agency
would continue to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.
Traffic travelling north on the M11 would benefit from increased capacity on the
A14 to the north of the Girton Interchange, where the northbound carriageway
will be widened from three to four lanes between Girton and Bar Hill and from
two to three lanes between Bar Hill and Swavesey.

103539

It is unclear about local routes or less congestion coming back
up the M11 towards Bar Hill. Additional local routes are being
constructed for travelling east in the morning, but it is not clear
that there is more capacity coming back north west.

Northbound traffic would not have direct access to the proposed local access
road until it reaches the Bar Hill junction. However, some of the local traffic
travelling between north-west Cambridge and Huntingdon would be expected to
transfer on to the local access road, freeing up additional capacity on the A14
mainline for strategic traffic coming from the M11 and A14 East.
7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 peak hour traffic
flows on the A14 westbound carriageway between Girton and Bar Hill would be
around 4500 vehicles per hour in the morning and 5300 vehicles per hour in the
evening. These flows are well within the capacity of a Dual 4 All Purpose road.
Furthermore, the Agency’s forecasts suggest that despite the increase in traffic
flows on the A14 as a result of the scheme, it will operate with a lower flow to
capacity ratio (63-74%) than if the scheme does not go ahead (72-89%) by virtue
of the increase capacity provided.
The local access road is forecast to carry around 14,700 vehicles per day in
2035, which would otherwise need to use the A14 mainline.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.. The traffic
modelling indicates that the additional capacity introduced by the A14
improvement would result in some traffic which currently rat-runs returning to use
the main road.

104753

104786

Traffic will use other routes across to the A1.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Some of the other connecting roads do not seem to have been
considered. There are constant problems coming from any of the
villages into Cambridge, These plans should also allow for future

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme will reduce the volume of traffic that uses local roads to avoid
congestion on the A14. One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by
placing the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The
scheme proposals provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity, removing
the number of local accesses onto the A14, the provision of the new local access
road between Fen Drayton and Girton and the provision of a free flowing bypass
south of Huntingdon.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The provision of a local access road
between Fen Drayton and Girton which aims to segregate local traffic from long

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

expansion of these roads as the requirement for more traffic flow
increases but at the moment part of the plans seems to be
restricting these roads.

104815

104818

Village traffic should be prevented travelling through Oakington.

The route will just transfer pollution and other problems to other
areas and is only good for through traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
distance and commuter traffic. Improvements to local roads not directly affected
by the scheme are a matter for Cambridgeshire County Council.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. The scheme is
not expected to worsen or exacerbate peak congestion for Oakington. Further
detail on traffic forecasts are reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals would allow for a separation
of traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access road and
avoid joining the A14 at all whilst the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is
intended for strategic, long distance traffic.
The air pollution impacts, which would arise from the scheme are assessed as
part of the Environmental Impact Assessment and reported, along with proposals
for mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
Environmental Statement (Chapter 8).

103584

104879

The plan does not allow access from Hilton to the B1040, and
traffic from the north and probably the east will use the village
and Graveley Way to reach the A1198 at Godmanchester and
join the new road and create more congestion

The road needs re-routing to leave the existing roads for local
people.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways
Agency’s
response

Access to Hilton via the B1040 would not be changed by the scheme. Traffic
would be able to use the B1040 through Hilton to access the A14, but the
Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that while this route would be
shorter in distance (7.3km vs 8.1km) it would take longer than the signed route
via the de-trunked A14 in both the AM and PM peak hours (7:10 vs 5:40) in the
year 2035 and is therefore likely to be less attractive. As a result, the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton. The Agency’s forecasts indicate that by 2035 daily traffic flows
(2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800
vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.
An even greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts at the
Cambridge Northern Bypass can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto
the de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

Rat running
Summary of
consultee
comment

Date consulted

104788

The route will encourage traffic, including HGVs through the
village of Hilton.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from
traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with
daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic
forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Ebeni Ltd,
104850

Traffic will swamp local villages due to the proposals.

104915

The route encourages HCV and rat running as the perception
from motorists is that it will be quicker to cut through local
villages like Hilton.

104837

The new route will create rat runs through local roads, leading to
more accidents.

103526

The upgrade of the A14 will not stop traffic rat running through
the smaller lanes and villages surrounding the smaller villages
surrounding Swavesey, Willingham, Over, Longstanton,
Oakington.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality
route that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each
direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and
Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road between
Huntingdon and Cambridge will provide significantly higher capacity at the
eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the
A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number
of other local roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however,
some routes would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back
on to the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The improved journey time reliability of the widened A14 would encourage traffic
to use the route. Traffic with local origins and destinations would continue to use
the local road network which is managed by the Local Authority. The provision of
high quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the
frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the effects of the high numbers of
heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

No

Depending on the precise origin, traffic between Huntingdon and St Ives may use
the old A14, to which access would have been improved from Huntingdon town
centre and the volume of traffic significantly reduced. Trips from the north of
Huntingdon would use the A141/A1123, which is identified as a strategic freight
route on the Cambridgeshire County Council Strategic Freight Map. However,
the A14 proposals are expected to relieve the existing A14 of so much traffic that
the traffic which is currently rat-running would return to the main road.

7 April 2014

Yes

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the
current A14 and be designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, laybys
and accesses. Hence, the number of incidents is expected to be reduced and
the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would also be a
reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

104826

From Swavesey to Fen Ditton the proposals should work to
relieve congestion and rat running. However from Fen Drayton
going west, the proposals could make things worse and the
result will be that traffic will cut through Fenstanton and Hilton to
join the new A14 south of Godmanchester, and rat running will
become worse.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Traffic to the west of Fen Drayton will have a choice of routes to access the A14
to the west if the scheme goes ahead. The signed route would be via the old
A14, A1198 and the Huntingdon Southern Bypass; however, traffic would also be
able to access the A14 via the new local road connections in Huntingdon. Traffic
would be able to use the B1040 through Hilton to access the A14, but the
Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that while this route would be
shorter in distance (7.3km vs 8.1km) it would take longer than the signed route
via the de-trunked A14 in both the AM and PM peak hours (7:10 vs 5:40) in 2035
and is therefore likely to be less attractive.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
As a result, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be
a reduction in traffic flows through Hilton. The Agency’s forecasts indicate that
by 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced
by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles
per day with the scheme. An even greater reduction is forecast on Graveley
Way, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (-28%).
Traffic flows through Fenstanton are also forecast to fall as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in 2035 are expected to reduce
from 11300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8700 vehicles per day with
the scheme (-23%).

104600

104675

The scheme will create rat runs through Hilton and increase
traffic problems and safety concerns.

Rat runs will form through the villages as local people avoid the
new road.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a reduction
in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme, as traffic diverts back on
to the de-trunked A14 which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Agency’s forecasts indicate that by 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040
Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. An even greater
reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from
4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter
7 of the Transport Assessment, which forms part of this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part
provide access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments.
As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

104643

Summary of consultee comment

Concern with local traffic conditions within Huntingdon town
centre.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre
from all directions, with traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes
in to the town forecast to be reduced as a consequence.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would also be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

104934

101085

Proposed improvements to the junctions will ease traffic flow.

Removes pinch points, particularly when the road narrows from 3
to 2 lanes at Godmanchester.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, laybys and accesses. The proposed Southern Bypass would be a dual three-lane
cross section (three lanes in each direction).
As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing dual two-lane A14
would be de-trunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and Spittals interchange. This de-trunked section of the A14 would be handed
over to Cambridgeshire County Council.

101872,
101906

The proposals smooth flow at junctions.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.
A key objective of the scheme is to reduce congestion by enabling traffic flow.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back on the A14.

100986

101052

Upgrading one part of the road causes congestion further down
the line. The significant improvements made to the A428 have
achieved their stated aims, however people now cut across the
A1198 from the A14 to join it, resulting in horrific queueing
around the Papworth bypass. Further, the A428/A14 intersection
near Histon is increasingly jammed as the improved flow of traffic
from the west is then condensed right back down to two lanes.
The solution above cures the Huntingdon section, but does
nothing for the congestion further down the track.

7 April 2014

Design will remove many points where traffic flow is restricted.

7 April 2014

The scheme also aims to place the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up
local capacity. Traffic will inevitably look for all available diversions when
accidents close roads, however, the scheme proposals provide extra resilience
by increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
Yes

No
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. In 2035, daily traffic flows (2-way) on the A1198 to
the north of the A428 are forecast to reduce from 20100 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 17800 vehicles per day with the scheme (-11%). Daily traffic
flows on the A428 to the east of the A1198 are forecast to fall from 40900
vehicles per day to 38900 vehicles per day (-5%).

Yes

No

Comment noted.
The scheme would provide a new high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which bypasses the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon avoiding the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions which are already busy at peak times.

101087

Further details required regarding the future status of the current
road network, particularly in and around Huntingdon. In
particular, the implications to traffic flows on the A141 (which can
be very heavy during morning and evening commutes) and
access between Huntingdon and Cambridge (i.e. will enough of
the current A14 will remain to facilitate smooth travel from one to
the other without forcing drivers to take lengthy detours).

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141. The
Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic flow
through the junction would reduce from 61,900 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 33,000 vehicles per day with the scheme (-47%). The majority of this
reduction occurs on the two A14 arms, reflecting the transfer of strategic traffic
movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Traffic flows on the A141
are not expected to change significantly, however, traffic using this route would
benefit from the capacity created at Spittals.
The scheme would also include the creation of a new local access road between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge which would provide an alternative route
for local traffic that avoids the need to use the A14. This route is forecast to
carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to use the A14
mainline.

101100

It will direct a large proportion of the through-traffic, particularly
HGVs, away from the existing route and free it for use by local
traffic, making it possible to travel the route with more reliable
journey times.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Comment noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

102785

The traffic flow would be greatly improved at the time of day
when children are going to school.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102789

Traffic flow would be dramatically improved by the proposed
route and give greater safety to the pedestrian areas.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The route will improve the flow of traffic on the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

102803

102844

The core route option seems broadly appropriate for east-west
journeys along the A14. However, I am concerned at the
significant distance and journey time increases (and hence
environmental impacts) for journeys to/from the A1 northbound.
This is particularly an issue for local traffic from the
Huntingdon/Godmanchester area where Peterborough is a
significant destination, but also applies for through traffic from
the north heading east along the A14 (and vice versa).

Highways Agency’s response

Comment duly noted.
Comment duly noted.
Comment duly noted.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that, although a longer route
than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North via
the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly quicker for most
movements at most times of day compared to using the existing A14 route if the
scheme were not to go ahead. The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur
junction north of Alconbury (Junction 14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be
approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except
for southbound traffic in the morning peak hour, where the journey time is
forecast to increase by around 1 minute.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Journey times between Godmanchester and Alconbury via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the existing A14 route if
the scheme were not to go ahead. The Highways Agency’s forecasts suggest
journey times would typically increase by 4-5 minutes, with similar journey times
predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with consequential
benefits for the residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would also provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. The improved access to the old A14 from Huntingdon would improve
access to Peterborough.

103495

104515

There are problems with the traffic flow on Hinchingbrooke Park
Road and adding the traffic from the A14 is unlikely to make this
any better.

The removal of dangerous junctions must be a priority together
with a highway that has the capacity to handle the large flows of
traffic along this route. Allowing through traffic to flow freely is
better for local traffic, especially with three lane carriageways
that keep the rolling roadblocks caused by heavy vehicles
crawling past one another to two of the lanes allowing the third to

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly; however, the Hinchingbrooke Road/Brampton Road junction is
forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic travelling through it via the
Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the junction are forecast to
increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). As a result the scheme includes a
significant remodelled junction to accommodate these higher forecast traffic
flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction layout would
operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the operational
assessments for this junction are provided in the Transport Assessment.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or laybys. The proposed dual three lane cross section would also be less susceptible
to a full carriageway blockage.
Improvements to several junctions on the A14 would allow for additional capacity
and facilitate a better flow of traffic than existing arrangements. Extensive traffic
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

be used by faster traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed layouts
can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Further information on traffic forecasts
at the Cambridge Northern Bypass can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
On the existing stretch of road between Swavesey and Milton, carriageway
would be increased by one lane in either direction. In addition there would be the
provision of a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton which aims to
segregate local traffic from long distance and commuter traffic.

104518

104652

104659

104685

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be well within the capacity of this standard
of road.

The design of the road does not give any extra capacity, the A14
will still be 2 lanes of traffic on the western edge of the route, just
as it is now. Millions of pounds are being spent to move traffic
from a road in one place to a copy of that road further south.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Overall traffic speeds should increase and pollution reduce as
congestion and delays are eliminated.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Huntingdon and St. Ives carry the enormous burden of traffic
whenever there is an incident / accident on the A14 in the area.
With this section of the A14 moved to the proposed course and
upgraded to similar to motorway status, the traffic flow through
the above areas would be obviated.

It is always difficult to predict how the traffic will flow once a new
road is introduced. It appears to offer a good alternative to the
current situation and should take traffic away from Huntingdon
and St Ives and offer another route across the Ouse which
should help to alleviate hold-ups in the area. I hope lorries will be
deterred from using the old route and that speed restrictions will
still apply in both roads.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton
Interchange, where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Again, peak
hour traffic flows on this section of the A14 are forecast to be well within the
capacity of this standard of road.
Comment noted. Impact of the scheme on air quality is reported within Chapter 8
of the Environmental Statement.
Comment noted. As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be
significantly reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes.
Comment noted. As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be
significantly reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in
2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a
decrease of 42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced
from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)The A1123 in St Ives
is also forecast to benefit, with daily traffic flows in 2035 reducing from 15000 to
14300 vehicles per day as a result of the scheme (-5%).
The scheme also aims to place the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up
local capacity. The provision of high quality route designed to modern standards
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
with additional lanes would also lessen the effects of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) overtaking on other road users.

104696

54675

104817

104874

When the A14 was built, it was never envisaged that so much
traffic would be using it and the road at the moment is not coping
with the volume of traffic

It must improve the traffic flow

Traffic is usually OK.

Concerns about the potential traffic flow especially regarding the
removal of the viaduct and the impact on Brampton.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Comment noted. The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the
A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in
excess of theoretical capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In
particular, the section of the A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey
operating between 93-110% of expected capacity in the eastbound direction,
while the section between Swavesey and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97%
capacity.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in
2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a
decrease of 42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced
from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%).Traffic volumes
through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to and from
Huntingdon transfers on to the de-trunked section of the A14. Daily traffic flows
on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease) , while daily traffic flows on
the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles
per day (a 62% decrease).
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).

104932

Concern that enough planning time has not been provided to
accurately measure and predict traffic and out of date
information has been used and "adjusted" to meet deadlines

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the
project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.
In parallel with the update to the underlying model, Local Authorities in the area
have been consulted as to their most likely view of housing and employment
growth in the sub-region. The CHARM2 model has subsequently included these
developments in its traffic forecasts, which provide the most up-to-date view of
growth currently available. It is these traffic forecasts that underpin this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
By adopting this twin-track approach, the Agency has ensured that credible traffic
forecasts were available to inform the Public Consultation process and the
evolving scheme design, while allowing sufficient time for a new, more robust
traffic model to be developed to support this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

104947

104970

It causes least impact on villages and will improve traffic flow
immeasurably.

I am still of the opinion of widening the existing A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge and removing the roundabouts at
Brampton Hut and Spittals and improving these links, i.e. going
North from Brampton on the A1, a large number of the major
roundabouts have been removed over the recent years,
improving traffic flows.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment noted. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme
would result in a reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along
the A14 route.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and replaced Brampton Hut and Spittals
junctions with frew arrangements. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

57336

Creating improvements to existing roads would provide viable
routes to ‘dilute’ traffic rather than funnelling in one direction and
effectively passing the problem onto other geographical areas.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and improvements to alternative routes utilising

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the A1198 and A428. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Comment noted. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that, although
a longer route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times via the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly quicker for most
movements at most times of day compared to using the existing A14 route if the
scheme were not to go ahead.

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

These improvements will be pivotal in assisting traffic flow to
offset the additional mileage and journey times that will be
created by diverting traffic further along the A1 before joining the
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Significant journey time savings are forecast for traffic travelling along the A14.
The journey time between the Ellington (Junction 20) and Swavesey (Junction
28) would be approximately 10-13 minutes quicker via the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, although the eastbound journey time in the evening peak is forecast to
reduce by almost 60%.
The journey time between the Alconbury (Junction 14) and Swavesey (Junction
28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning peak hour, where the
journey time is forecast to increase by around 1 minute.

103498

101865

If the proposal enables free flow of traffic and speeds up journey
times, resolves the continual gridlock problem then it must be the
way forward.

The road should be efficient as it is the main freight route to
Holland.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1
North via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority
of movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without
the scheme. The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey
reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.

Consultee(s)

54192

Summary of consultee comment

The A1 at Brampton should have 5 lanes and free flowing
junctions.

104580

A high volume road is needed.

101040

The amount of heavy goods traffic will increase substantially as it
becomes the main route to the East - Norwich, Great Yarmouth,
Ipswich and Felixstowe - A14/A11 will become the preferred
route rather than the pedestrian A47.

101052

Concerns relating to the A1 north of Brampton Hut.

101792

There has been little consideration of the volume of traffic on this
new road.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.

No

No

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily traffic
flow on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles
per day without the scheme. It is forecast that the scheme would result in an
increase in traffic on this section of the A1 to 81,500 vehicles per day. The
proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to accommodate this
level of traffic.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14 would remain largely
unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the proportion of HGVs is
expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the increased numbers of
cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme
could accommodate predicted HGV levels.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

55696

Summary of consultee comment

Measures should be implemented to ban trucks from overtaking.

7 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
15mph faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity
and is therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much
higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys. The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency
refuge facilities along the length of the proposed improvement scheme. It is not
intended that these would be available for overnight truck parking
Support for the scheme duly noted.

101008

Illogical that heavy traffic transiting between the Midlands and
the East/South-East have to halt at 2 sets of traffic lights and 2
roundabouts. A clear road will allow traffic to travel smoothly,
especially if controlled by some form of speed restriction.

104524

The modelling has to address the Highways Agency strategy for
using technology to actively direct / manage traffic flow from the
north onto and through his section of the A14. (I.e. not just
passive attraction) as stated by the chief executive.

54484

101926

104966

In all two-lane areas that would be remaining between
Cambridge and Huntingdon, restrict HGV traffic to inside lane
only (as the majority of hold-ups and slowing of traffic are caused
by HGV's overtaking).

If lane restrictions were imposed on HGVs this would make the
journey of other users less time consuming.

Heavy traffic between the Midlands and the East/South-East has
to halt at 2 sets of traffic lights and 2 roundabouts. These delays
lead to considerable tailbacks, cause accidents and/or traffic
jams. A clear road will allow traffic to travel smoothly, especially
if controlled by some form of speed indicators, such as that used
on the M25 around Heathrow.

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass provides a free flow connection designed to
modern highway standards.
7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. The scheme also removes domestic
and commercial frontages onto the A14 and providing extra capacity in both the
three-lane and four-lane dual carriageway sections. These improvements would
provide a freer flowing A14.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the
number of accidents.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic travelling to and from the Haven
ports. The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge
to Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less
suitable roads.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with
additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road
users. Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to
travel slightly faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase
capacity and is therefore not proposed as part of this Development Consent
Order (DCO) application.
The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or parking lay-bys. Existing parking lay-bys will be removed and emergency laybys provided for use in emergencies only.
Improvements to several junctions on the A14 would allow for additional capacity
and facilitate a better flow of traffic than existing arrangements. As a result of the
formal consultation in Spring 2014 and subsequent informal engagement, further
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
improvements have been made to several junctions. Extensive traffic modelling
studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the
number of accidents.

101860

102799

102856

103571

You are the experts in traffic management.

The increase in traffic on this part of A14 needs to be addressed
on a larger road built specifically to cater for same volume and
heavier/longer HGVs etc.

The bridges carrying the road over the new A14 should be built
with a weight restriction to ensure the lorries use a more
appropriate route.
Better to shut laybys for lorries, encourage hauliers to use
overnight and make more use of the A428 to connect traffic to
A1.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment is duly noted.
The scheme would be designed to modern road standards as set out by the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations
and General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels The new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would be designed to a much higher standard than the existing road with
fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The proposed dual three
lane cross section would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.. The provision
of high quality route designed to modern standards with additional lanes would
also lessen the effects of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) overtaking on other road
users.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The
decision about the introduction of weight limits on local roads would rest with the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or parking lay-bys. Existing parking lay-bys will be removed and emergency laybys provided for use in emergencies only.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto
the de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

103597

Please include a Huntingdon ban on vehicles on A1198 going on
the 1st junction allowing them to go onto the old A14 to
Huntingdon.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses
or lay-bys. As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the A1198. In 2035,
daily traffic flows (2-way) on the section of the A1198 to the north of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are forecast to be reduced from approximately
19,400 vehicles per day without the scheme to 11,800 vehicles per day with the
scheme. This represents a 40% reduction in traffic.

Consultee(s)
104565

Essex Chambers
of Commerce

104630

104708

Summary of consultee comment

Separating through traffic from local traffic is a good idea.
Although it is no longer an option, we remain opposed to the
concept of charging which we believe will adversely road users
and potentially lead to HGV's using local roads as an alternative
leading to congestion and problems for local residents.

Cambridge needs a bypass that separates through traffic
(especially freight) from local traffic. The present scheme whilst
delivering some additional capacity doesn't seem to provide this
and particularly will still route north/south and east/west traffic in
a single section of road near Milton.

Make it illegal for lorries to overtake and that would reduce the
need to improve the road. Perhaps have overtaking points every
few miles where another lane can be added or the hard shoulder
as this would speed up traffic and solve all the problems.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted.
The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would
be dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the scheme.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The scheme would include a new local
access road, which would provide traffic travelling between Huntingdon and
north-west Cambridge with an alternative route that avoids the need to join the
A14 mainline. This would help to separate local traffic from long distance
movements.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

As part of the scheme the section of the A14 between Histon and Milton
junctions would be widened to three lanes in each direction. While the section of
the A14 between Girton and Histon junctions is currently being widened to three
lanes in each direction under the Government's Pinch Point Programme. These
improvements would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would also help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) traffic travelling to and from the Haven
ports. The scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge
to Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less
suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
slightly faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity
and is therefore not proposed as part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would also lessen the effects
of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) overtaking on other road users.

104890

Introduce traffic calming measures e.g average speed cameras
along a longer length of road. Also stop lorries moving into
outside lane during busier times as used further west near
Northampton.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Technology including variable message signs and signals is proposed to manage
traffic. These would display variable advisory speed limits to suit the traffic
conditions and smooth flows. Proposals to display variable mandatory
enforceable speed limits are being investigated.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
slightly faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity
and is therefore not proposed as part of this Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that
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Highways Agency’s response
the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

105058

103571

It would if it is possible put a new bypass from Godmanchester to
Brampton Hut with tailgate cameras or police in plain undercover
cars.

The current problems can be addressed without improvements
to the A14 with police enforcement.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced. Enforcement of traffic law is a matter for the
police and not the Highways Agency.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced. Enforcement of traffic law is a matter for the
police and not the Highways Agency.

104627

Enforcing proper lane discipline would make a difference.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced. Enforcement of traffic law is a matter for the
police and not the Highways Agency.

104707

Improvements can be made at less cost such as better
roundabouts, better junctions and no overtaking by trucks over
this stretch

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in
2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. This included options that retained and widened the
existing A14 through Huntingdon and replaced Brampton Hut and Spittals
junctions with freeflow arrangements. The analysis of these options presented a
shortlist of six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly
against the assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 which informed the development of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
current scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be
found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and
safety at these junctions.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with
additional lanes would lessen the effects of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)
overtaking on other road users. Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane
might allow car drivers to travel 15mph faster, it would do little to improve total
throughput and increase capacity and is therefore not proposed as part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

104752

Better management of traffic would reduce congestion such as
banning HGVs from overtaking.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with
additional lanes would lessen the effects of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs)
overtaking on other road users. Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane
might allow car drivers to travel 15mph faster, it would do little to improve total
throughput and increase capacity and is therefore not proposed as part of this
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would
be dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the scheme.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

104982

A solution combining congestion charging, restrictions to the use
of the A14 by good vehicles, and further investment in public
transport should be seen as a sustainable solution.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
7 April 2014

Yes
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No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.

102814

As more development takes place there is a need for local roads
to be free of HGV traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Highways Agency’s response

104564

Will help separate freight from local vehicle movements - a
current cause of accidents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

100996

Would effectively split the traffic using the north-south M11-A1
route with the east-west A14 traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.
Comment Noted

300037

102896

54700

New Anglia LEP

Traffic always builds to fill available infrastructure.

The problems are caused by the volume of Ipswich/Felixstowe
and local Cambridge/M11 traffic. The proposed solution will
provide a short term solution and the problems will reoccur. The
solution requires the separation of the Ipswich/Felixstowe and
local Cambridge/M11 traffic just north of Huntingdon (Alconbury).
East bound Ipswich/Felixstowe traffic should then bypassed
Huntington and Cambridge and go directly from Huntingdon to
linking at the Newmarket bypass.

However, the scheme now under consideration is not such a
scheme. It appears to me to be mainly focused on providing
more vehicle capacity.

A significant volume of traffic using the A14 in Cambridgeshire is
travelling to and from Suffolk and Norfolk.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire,
with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip
End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study
area.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

A particular issue is the mix of traffic on the A14 to the north of Cambridge
including long distance traffic and commuting traffic. The proposals allow for a
separation of traffic purposes with commuting traffic able to use the local access
road and avoid joining the A14 at all. The Highways Agency’s scheme also
increases the number of lanes.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. However, objectives for the scheme
aside from combatting congestion include unlocking growth, connecting people,
improving safety and creating a positive legacy.
Comment is duly noted. The Highways Agency recognises the strategic
importance of the A14 as one of the major road gateways in to the East of
England region.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability.

101911

103550

The road moves traffic away from urban areas (Godmanchester,
Huntingdon) and into a rural area.

The proposal adversely affects travelling from Huntingdon to St
Ives to Cambridge for locals as the route is longer.

7 April 2014

Yes

7 April 2014

Yes

No

No

By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed, long-distance traffic a wider
range of options can be developed to meet local travel needs, and create a safer
more sustainable road system that makes journeys between the towns, villages
and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable. Rural parts of
Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in villages
causing congestion and negative social and environmental effects, would be
reduced. The roads would become safer and quality of life will improve.
Movements to/from Huntingdon to St Ives would not be altered due to the
scheme. The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that as a result of these
improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes in to the town would be reduced.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.

101851

Concerns relating to the impact of removing the viaduct on traffic
levels

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge..
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

55696

Freight should be encouraged onto rail between east coast ports
and the Midlands.

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport package would equate to
a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk
road.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing
high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government
policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The Highways Agency has produced an A14 Link Capacity Report, which
reviews the traffic flow by the number of lanes for the whole scheme. The
Transport Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate
capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up
until the design year 2035.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme includes the creation of a new local
access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge which will provide an
alternative route for local traffic that avoids the need to use the A14.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The Agency
recognises the existing issues on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon
and Cambridge and considers that it is more appropriate to upgrade this route to
improve conditions for all drivers than to divert HGV traffic on to other less
suitable roads.
The proposed scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate
future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion
and enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help to reduce the frequency and impacts of
accidents. The provision of additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs
overtaking on other road users.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package
of measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

104719

Freight should be moved to rail.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport package would equate to
a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk
road.
The CHUMMS study identified that public transport can contribute to a solution
but not a complete solution in itself.

100994, 101889,
55534, 104719,
104965

More freight could be transported by rail if improvements were
made to rail infrastructure, which would improve traffic issues.

101066

Rail freight.

101895

More should be done to bring back train links from Huntingdon to
Cambridge and bus routes that do not cause congestion in
towns.

102863

Funding could be better spent on an east-west rail route to move
freight and public transport systems, e.g. local electric buses,
improved medium distance commuting alternatives such as the
Guided Busway.

103508

It will offer a short term relief for 10 to15 years, but in the long
run there has to be more investment in other infrastructure. A
fast train line from Cambridge to Peterborough & Cambridge
east to Ipswich. Freight also has to be forced off A14 onto rail.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104575

More effort should be made to put freight on the railways. The
expansion of the docks at Felixstowe and Harwich will add to the
number of lorries, and from the A14 presentation we understand
that this expansion has not been factored into the traffic
statistics.

104656

Completing an east -west rail link so that heavy lorries would be
banned from the roads and Felixstowe to the Midlands freight
would go by rail.

104662

The proposed route is the most efficient for the bulk of freight
traffic passing through Cambridgeshire en-route to Felixstowe.
We firmly believe better use should be made of the railways for
this traffic.

104889

Date consulted

7 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The train routes should be improved with containers going by
rail.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104963

A rail link from Felixstowe docks to the north of the country would
offer an environmentally friendly solution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104488

The scheme does not propose building railways and promoting
buses/cycling.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104641, 104887
104787, 104937

Not enough priority given to alternative transport and better
alternatives that would benefit health and environmental
objectives.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104800

Investment in low-carbon infrastructure and avoiding the
expansion of the road network is a better option.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104863

Improve access directly to Cambridge itself, bus / rail / cycle to
reduce local traffic.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

104524

It should address the needs of other travellers, for example by
extending the start of the guided busway and cycle path further
east to at least Huntingdon. There is currently no easy way for
locals to use the guided busway because to do so there is a
need to drive (along the A14 or through the Huntingdon ring
road) to get to the nearest parking at St. Ives. There is also no
provision for an east west rail link which would also take
pressure off the A14. The proposals really offer locals no
alternative to use of the A14 in travelling to Cambridge and local
stops.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton,
Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development
and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges
would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be reestablished at Brampton.

104365

The bus way should have addressed some of the A14 problems.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently,
in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of recent and planned
changes to public transport networks including the Cambridgeshire Guided
Busway. The impacts of the busway on traffic on the A14 have therefore been
considered in the scheme design.

Campaign for
Better Transport
(CfBT)

In light of new housing and commercial development in the area
this would be better placed in and around existing urban areas
and alongside existing or new public transport facilities. There is
much evidence that this pattern of investment is better value for
money, is preferred by investors and is not only better in terms of
providing sustainable economic growth, but also more equitable,
providing connections to jobs and services for the large numbers
of people without cars as well as those who drive.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Current Government policy supports development that provides housing and/or
jobs. Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035,
with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport
including by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that
congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would
continue to worsen if the improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.
While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the management of the local road
network and the delivery of travel demand management measures are a matter
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
for the local highway and planning authorities.

Campaign for
Better Transport
(CfBT)

Campaign for
Better Transport
(CfBT)

Campaign for
Better Transport
(CfBT)

Alternative solutions and packages, especially in relation to
public transport, have been properly considered before arriving
at this large road-building proposal.

The objectives listed against question three appear to be highly
skewed in favour of road capacity expansion. Increasing road
capacity may be the mode and method upon which the
Highways Agency wishes to focus its spending, but the Treasury
Green Book and WebTAG requirements for considering
alternatives when spending public money are clear that a wider
range of alternatives should be considered first. We do not
believe that other modes and alternative ways of improving
safety and congestion on the A14 have been adequately
considered. In particular, the potential for the use of high quality
coach services for commuters into and between Cambridge and
Huntingdon has not been assessed realistically.
In addition, the contribution of upcoming and likely further
Felixstowe to Nuneaton rail freight improvements to reducing
HGV traffic does not appear to have been properly included in
baseline scenarios. Neither do the potential benefits of East
West Rail reaching Cambridge in the future on reducing demand
for passenger care travel.

We urge the Highways Agency to look at more sustainable longterm options and review the many better alternatives and
packages proposed by us, our local representatives and local
residents as part of the A14 Challenge and in answers to the
previous consultation.
Throughout this process, the Highways Agency appears to have
looked seriously only at road capacity solutions, so we also urge
the Government to commission a more concerted, wide-ranging,
multi-modal review of any transport problems in the A14 corridor,
focused on ways of increasing access to jobs and providing
more homes in the area that do not require ownership of a car
and driving licence. These could be combined with much more
limited road-based measures to produce an integrated package
of measures to be implemented by the Highways Agency and
others.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104923

Freight could be moved from road to rail and public transport
should be provided for. Bus lanes must be incorporated into the
roads, with priorities over normal traffic where appropriate. The
success of the Guided Busway, in terms of passenger numbers
and public profile, shows clearly a demand for high quality bus
services. A high profile public transport between these two
centres is an essential part of the areas transport infrastructure.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken of the impact of the
scheme, the findings of which are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104920

The Scheme is contrary to European, National and local policies
for sustainable transport and lacks conformity with the Climate
Change Act 2008.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104920

The needs of car and road freight users have been given
preference over all other transport users

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.

104920

The improvements will encourage more traffic onto the road as
users will not be incentivised to seek alternatives.

54504

The only solution is to reduce traffic on the road by moving
freight and passenger traffic from road to rail; open Cambridge
Science Park Railway Station and reopen the railway from March
to Wisbech and Cambridge to Bedford Milton Keynes and Oxford
Upgrade and electrify the Felixstowe to Nuneaton rail freight
route. Encourage traffic from the Channel Tunnel onto the rail
network. It is vital people are encouraged to commute using
public transport.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
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Highways Agency’s response
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
T The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

102863

This country needs solutions to reduce commuting, making
public transport more viable and encouraging movement by
sustainable transport.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
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Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

103490

Other options which divert traffic from road to rail should be
considered

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104656

The best solution would involve re-routing freight traffic off our
roads onto the railway

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104675

Better use of the guided busway should be made. Freight should
be sent by rail avoiding the roads.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.

104752

The Government should take steps to put more freight on the rail
system.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
7 April 2014

Yes

No
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
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Highways Agency’s response
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104970

Further the use of trains to move freight would reduce the
numbers of HGV vehicles on this section therefore improving
traffic flows and reducing pollution.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.
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Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104985

A more joined-up system of rail/road/public transport and traffic
management should be used to reduce the amount of
commercial traffic on the A14.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.

101764

Does it safeguard future development of the East Coast mainline
for freight?

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The Highways Agency have consulted with Network Rail
as part of the formal consultation process. The design has been developed to
ensure the future development of the East Coast Mainline would not be
compromised by the A14 improvement scheme.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104600

Reducing freight traffic, moving goods onto rail a more
sustainable long term option

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package
included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local
bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail
freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and
the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway
between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to
reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which
would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic
between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public transport package
would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on
the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the scheme does not focus on sustainable transport modes, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems.
Improvements to other modes of transport are a matter for the Department for
Transport, local transport authorities and other transport agencies.

55891

102201

Basic upgrading and proper maintenance of the existing A14
would probably help to reduce accidents and congestion but this
scheme has not addressed options to increase capacity other
than road-building or options to reduce car traffic such as
workplace travel schemes, car clubs, community transport, park
& ride etc.

The fundamental problem with the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon section is it is three roads, not one. It is part of the
Felixstowe to Birmingham trunk road, it is a ‘run-off’ from the
M11 and it is also the local road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. I think it would have been much better to have had
three roads instead of one for a similar overall cost. The three
road alternative should be along the following lines: Firstly the
A14 should go along the most direct route between New market
and Huntingdon (roughly along the route of the A1121/A1123 –
many of the villages along this route want, and will possibly get
in the coming years their own by-passes at considerable
expense. By building a good through dual carriageway along this
route will avoid the provision of a number of small by-passes).
Secondly the M11 should have a direct link to the A428 after J12
and too near Coton. The A428 beyond the A1198 junction
(Caxton Gibbet) should have been dualled and go north of St.
Neots and re-join the A1. Thirdly only minor improvements would
be needed to the Cambridge to Huntingdon section. With much
less traffic on this section due to the alternative routes the
Huntingdon Southern By-pass section could start much nearer to
Godmanchester.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.
While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the delivery of travel demand
management measures such as workplace travel schemes, car club. Community
transport and park & ride are a matter for the local highway and planning
authorities.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current
proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Joint Parishes
HCV

Alternatives considered for the internationally significant eastwest E24 route seem to be limited to the existing corridor. This
lack of apparent strategic oversight is unacceptable. This part of
the major route from the Haven ports and the London Ports (in
the latter case via the M11) to the north of England, to Scotland
and to Northern Ireland. Long term, strategic objectives should
be the basis of planning for any part of this route, with local
requirements and constraints overlaid on this strategic view.

105129

Have the Highways Agency considered using the A428 as an
alternative route? This is now dual carriageway up to the Caxton
Gibbet (A1198 junction) and has a light level of traffic on the road
during the most of the day. It is the intention to make the road
dual carriageway as far as the Black Cat roundabout (A421-A1
junction). Hence a new road could be taken from the A428
round the north side of St Neots to join the A1. Even now this
part of the A1 requires improvements, particularly in the Buckden
area. Hence it would appear that the only piece of truly new
road would be between the A428 and the A1.

54568

There is a need to mention the A428; they are entwined –
anything wrong on the A14 results on more pressures on the
A428 and in consequence our villages suffer on roads ‘not fit for
purpose ‘.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and
reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
7 April 2014

Yes

No
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current
proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

7 April 2014

7 April 2014

No

Yes
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No

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available
diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide
extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to
four lanes.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport
Assessment show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly in the either the year of opening (2020) or
the design year (2035), with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by
approximately 1% per day in both cases.

Consultee(s)

105012

Summary of consultee comment
When you view a road map of the UK with the important dual
lane (or more) arteries highlighted it soon becomes obvious
where the weak spots exist in the crucial network. Another is the
A45 from Raunds to Thrapston, which is an inappropriate short
section of single carriageway linking up with the A14. Going back
to my A428/421 proposal though, I think serious consideration
should be given to its incorporation into the A14 scheme. It
would also provide an invaluable alternative route when
accidents or other hold ups occur.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Improvements to the A428 and A421 are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation
of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will
target future improvements where need is greatest.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands
and East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11
motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.
The scheme would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the
construction of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local
traffic via the access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time
reliability and reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic
commercial traffic.

Joint Parishes
HCV

Alternatives considered for the internationally significant eastwest E24 route seem to be limited to the existing corridor. This
lack of apparent strategic oversight is unacceptable. This part of
the major route from the Haven ports and the London Ports (in
the latter case via the M11) to the north of England, to Scotland
and to Northern Ireland. Long term, strategic objectives should
be the basis of planning for any part of this route, with local
requirements and constraints overlaid on this strategic view.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

54700

A ferry link across the Great Ouse should be considered.

7 April 2014

Yes

No
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Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current
proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.
Comment noted. A ferry link is outside the scope of the scheme and would
therefore be a matter for the Local Authority to consider in the future.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.6.

Construction Impacts

E.6.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 6A Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Community impacts
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

There will be impacts on the local residents of Buckden during
construction and after completion of the works.

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction
vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would
consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by
the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport
or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is
reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).

Whilst it appreciates that plans have yet to be finalised the
Council will want to be assured of the following.
•
•
•
•

Buckden Parish
Council

That pollution by light, noise and airborne pollutants will be
kept to a minimum and would like to see detailed plans of
how this will be achieved.
That no construction vehicles will be allowed through the
village and kept to an absolute minimum on the stretch of
the A1 south of Brampton Hut.
That the disposal of spoil will be kept well away from the
villages of Buckden, Stirtloe, Diddington, Southoe and The
Offords.
That both before and during construction the full impact of
the decision to replace a brick viaduct with an earth
embankment across the flood plain between the
Godmanchester to Offords road and the River Great Ouse is
investigated by the Environment Agency. In spite of recent
assurances local residents still fear that the blocking and
channelling of a flooded River Ouse could lead to local
flooding. An increase of only a few inches on current high
water levels would increase the risk of flooding of Mill Road
and the low lying properties in the area including the marina
and residential park homes site.

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have
been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP)
to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
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materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is
the potential for noise impacts during construction. The Environmental Statement
includes a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant adverse environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see Appendix 20.2 of
the Environmental Statement
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency through liaison with the local highway
authority
Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
and management of material resources. All waste would be managed in such a
way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the environment. The main
contractors would be responsible for reducing waste generated from the
construction activities. This would include measures such as careful storage of
materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste management plan
(SWMP) would be prepared in accordance with the Waste and Resources Action
Programme (WRAP) guidance.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. Some of these mitigation measures have been added to the
scheme following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment
Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with
the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be
adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
Construction
Construction materials and borrow pits
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The siting of borrow pits seeks to minimise the distance material is moved.

Offord Cluny and
Offord D’Arcy
Parish Council

Concerned about how the soil from the embankments north of
the Offords will be transported from the borrow pits.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Brampton Parish
Council

It is anticipated that a significant amount of local gravel and sand
will be extracted to support the construction of the new A14.
Where possible, this should be moved by conveyor belt to
reduce the impact on local roads.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No
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Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport

or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is
reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The possible use of conveyor belts is considered for within the borrow pits
themselves but is not considered practicable over longer distances.
We assume you intend to reuse and retain the material under
the CL: AIRE Code of Practice (CoP). The CoP requires you to
demonstrate that the material is suitable for use at its new
location. To enable this, the exact chemical nature of the
material needs to be determined.

Comments noted.
The soil management strategy (SMS), included in Appendix 12.2 of the
Environmental Statement, outlines the approach to the management of topsoil
resources expected of construction contractors. The aim of the SMS is to ensure
that as much topsoil as practicable is retained in good condition for re-use within
the landscaping proposals for the scheme. The SMS takes account of guidance
within the Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on
Construction Sites (Defra, 2009).

The CoP provides operators with a framework for determining
whether or not excavated material arising from the site during
remediation and/or land development works are waste or have
ceased to be waste. Under the CoP:
•

Environment
Agency

Excavated materials that are recovered via a treatment
operation can be re-used on-site providing they are treated
to a standard such that they are fit for purpose and unlikely
to cause pollution.
• Treated materials can be transferred between sites as part
of a hub and cluster project.
• Some naturally occurring clean material can be transferred
directly between sites.
Contaminated soil that is, or must be disposed of, is waste.
Therefore, its handling, transport, treatment and disposal is
subject to waste management legislation.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Chapter 9 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the measures
proposed to assess and control impacts on geology and soils, including risks from
encountering contaminated dust, soils and groundwater. The main contractors
would undertake an assessment of soils to be reused to identify any potential risks
posed to the water environment from reused soils.
Yes

No

Developers should ensure that all contaminated materials are
adequately characterised both chemically and physically,
including in line with British Standards BS EN 14899:2005
‘Characterisation of Waste – Sampling of Waste Materials –
Framework for the Preparation and Application of a Sampling
Plan’ for waste to be removed from site, and that the permitting
status of any proposed treatment or disposal activity is clear. If in
doubt, the Environment Agency should be contacted for advice
at an early stage to avoid delays.

Any material used for the scheme (or re-instating borrow pits) would be proven
‘suitable for use’ by adoption of acceptance criteria and would be deposited under
either environmental permitting regulations or the Definition of Waste.
Development Industry Code of Practice (CL:AIRE, 2011), as described in the
consultee comment. The Materials Management Plan, and any other
documentation required for soil management, would be prepared at the
appropriate stage during construction.
Material known or suspected to be contaminated would be stockpiled and tested
prior to reuse or disposal. Stockpiles would be segregated depending on the
source of the material and the apparent nature of the contamination. Stockpiles
would be placed on a low permeability liner, suitably protected from damage by
earthmoving plant, to prevent leaching of contaminants into underlying
groundwater and surface watercourses. Proposed known/suspected contamination
stockpile areas would be tested adequately prior to and after use to prove that no
cross-contamination has occurred.

If the total quantity of waste material to be produced at or taken
off site is hazardous waste and is 500kg greater in any 12 month
period the developer will need to register with us as a hazardous
waste producer.
Prepare a Materials Management Plan (MMP) under the
DoW:CoP as part of the Remediation Strategy.

Associated British
Ports

Agree that this is the optimum route to connect Cambridge and
feed into the M11 to the south, however construction of this
section (5 1/2 miles) will lead to disruption and impact on
existing flows. Whilst this cannot be avoided, there should be
careful planning and work should be undertaken during off-peak
hours.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
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their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency and other relevant authorities
including local authorities and the emergency services.
General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Anglian Water

Summary of consultee comment

There would be some disruption.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of
work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations. The
CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)

Anglian Water

Summary of consultee comment

Mitigation may be required where the route crosses water or
sewerage assets and/or where such assets require relocation.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency is in ongoing engagement with statutory bodies to identify
apparatus which may require relocation or protection as part of the permanent
works or as a result of construction activities and to agree relevant mitigation
measures.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Offord Cluny and
Offord D’Arcy
Parish Council

Summary of consultee comment

Routes currently run through Buckden or Godmanchester; if
these are used disruption to local traffic will be immense during
construction. Queried whether an alternative route is proposed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The
construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes
that may be used to access the construction sites. A likely worst case scenario has
been assessed for the whole scheme which includes Buckden and
Godmanchester and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management, including alternative routes and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.
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Details of construction traffic movements and traffic management details can be
found in Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement.
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Highways Agency has
significant experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

104911

The main elements of the scheme will be constructed off-route.
Therefore it should be possible to minimise disruption to existing
traffic flows. Traffic flows should not be worsened beyond the
current conditions.
Consideration should be given to the impact on affected local
residents during this process.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The
construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes
that may be used to access the construction sites. A likely worst case scenario has
been assessed for the whole scheme and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

There should be sensible traffic management in sections of the
scheme that address widening or improvements to existing
carriageways. These measures should minimise the impact on
existing flows, as these are already problematic at peak times.

104911

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
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The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
Details of construction traffic movements and traffic management proposals can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement.

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council,

Construction traffic should be kept off the B1049 and the entire
road network during peak hours.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The
construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes
that may be used to access the construction sites.
Yes
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No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. Significant use of
the B1049 is not expected during the construction period. Although some use of
the existing network would be required, the Highways Agency would seek to find
an efficient and acceptable balance through liaison with the local communities and
road users.

E.6.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 6A Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Agricultural and Business Impact
Business impact
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The scheme is important to the Suffolk economy.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Environmental
Mitigation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

The Highways Agency will hold ongoing discussions with stakeholders including
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

It is necessary to have detailed discussions with the Highways
Agency about minimisation and mitigation of the environmental
impact during construction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP prior to the
commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals
for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

The project will remove a notorious bottleneck on the trunk road

10 April 2014

Yes
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Change to
proposal?
No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment is duly noted.

Council

network.

(Section 42
consultation
letter)
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E.6.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 6A Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

103529

Concerned about access to the village.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104643

Concerned about disruption to local access to Mill Common
Lane.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104717
104717
104791

There is potential for substantial impacts during the construction
of the new access roads to the Huntingdon Railway Station.
It is assumed that access to properties would be maintained at
all times.
Concerns about the extent to which access to the A14 will be
affected during construction.

104798

Potentially lack of access to the north of us while the new bridge
is being built.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101766

A new road to the south of the new roundabout on Silver Street
will be required.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104803

54715

Concerned about being adversely affected by construction
machinery on the exit to our property which borders the A1198.
The exit is an accident hotspot, which will be made worse by the
proposed works.

Site access must be possible via main trunk routes.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts,
including those at Mill Common Lane have been considered for every
environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations. Construction traffic movements have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to
managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in local villages on local roads where necessary to avoid or
reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
In the case of temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of
construction and any lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic
anticipated to use the route. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. The
CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix
20.2). Access to properties would be maintained at all times. Access to Huntingdon
railway station would be subject to restriction during the remodelling works and the
removal of the viaduct. The Highways Agency would liaise with local stakeholders
in the planning of these works.
A new Silver Street Bridge would be provided over the A14 as part of the scheme.
No roundabout would be provided.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices
20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2) Advanced warning signs would be
erected in the vicinity of construction site accesses in accordance with relevant
health and safety legislation..
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local

104508

Concerned about access to fields close to the construction.

authorities regarding access routes to construction sites
Access to fields during construction would be maintained on the whole, with
possible restrictions. The highways Agency would liaise with the land owner during
construction to address any concerns on a case by case basis Chapter 8 of the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) details proposed mitigation of impacts on
agricultural resources. The main contractors would advise landowners, occupiers
and agents, as appropriate, regarding the intended commencement of construction
works and would liaise, as appropriate, regarding the provision of accommodation
works.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Agricultural and Business Impact
Agricultural impact
Consultee(s)

104732

Summary of consultee comment

The construction phase will have a major impact on farming
operations.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union to minimise agricultural loss, and would continue through detailed
design within the constraints of the DCO and construction to accommodate access
requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of residual land parcels
for agriculture.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Business impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104956

All local roads should be kept open during the construction
period for the sake of local businesses.

104643

The construction of a roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will be unpleasant for the residents of Mill Common during the
construction phase.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites and would consult with
businesses with regards to access and traffic management arrangements where
required..
Details on construction vehicle movements and proposed traffic management can
be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts,
including those at Mill Common Lane have been considered for every
environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of

Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 6.4). The CoCP outlines
the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on local communities (including Hilton). The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice,
the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with
adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment and
which would apply to construction work undertaken in or near Hilton. Impacts
during the construction phase have been assessed and are reported throughout
the Environmental Statement; a likely worst case scenario has been assessed
including Hilton and is reported in Appendix 3.2.

Concerns about the construction impacts on the local residents
of Hilton.
10 April 2014

102820

104643

Yes

The construction of a roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will be unpleasant for the residents of Mill Common during the
construction phase.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed (including, where appropriate, with respect to Mill Common
road and are reported in the Environmental Statement where measures to mitigate
likely significant adverse impacts are also reported , including the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body. This approach to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with Mill Common road where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant effects.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out proposed measures and
standards applied by the Highways Agency and its contractors’ during construction
including setting out expected time frames. The Highways Agency would engage
with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which will underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement

Construction
Construction impact
Consultee(s)

104717

Assumes that construction impacts would be temporary and that
measures would be taken to minimise the impact on Station
Cottages.

10 April 2014

Yes
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(Appendix 20.2) Impacts during the construction phase have been assessed and
are reported throughout the Environmental Statement, a likely worst case scenario
has been assessed including Station Cottages and is reported in Appendix 3.2.
101766

A new road to the south of the new roundabout on Silver Street
will be required.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A new Silver Street Bridge would be provided over the A14 as part of the scheme.
No roundabout would be provided.

104844

Impacts are obvious and do not need to be listed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

105061
102828

There will be short term construction impacts, but the overall
result will be beneficial.
There will be disruption during construction, but this is
unavoidable.

102828

The A14 will get worse before it gets better.

104756

Query over whether a guarantee that the same materials will be
used where future engineering works/repairs is required (for
example, noise reducing tarmac).

101762

The scheme should be finished as soon as possible using 24
hour working where appropriate.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Comment noted
At the present time the Highways Agency specifies the use of thin wearing course
surfaces which is a low noise material. Any such repairs would have to be
completed to current highways specification
Should the Development Consent Order (DCO) be granted, work could begin soon
after with a start date of early-mid 2016, and an open to traffic date of late 2019
(with Huntingdon improvements works starting early 2020 and completing mid-late
2021)
Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce
would adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable.
Certain works (e.g. tie in points to existing carriageway, deck lifts) would be done
during off-peak hours including the use of night work where appropriate.

Construction materials and borrow pits
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response

54715

Borrow pits should be restricted to a minimum and not beyond
the construction phase.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors

55535

With regards to minerals extraction of the associated borrow pit
excavations, it would be helpful to discuss the possibility of
locating additional facilities on the land. E.g. a ready mixed
concrete plant (Lafarge tarmac).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is engaged with their supply chain for the provision of
coated stone plants. Lafarge Tarmac are part of that community.

104756

If engineering works or repairs are required in the future, there
should be a guarantee that the same construction materials will
be used (e.g. noise reducing tarmac).

At the present time the Highways Agency specifies the use of thin wearing course
surfaces which is a low noise material. Any such repairs would have to be
completed to current highways specification

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

Construction site
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

deadline?

55669

104562

Concerned about proximity to the construction site and depot.

There will be dust and other environmental issues associated
with living less than 100m from the construction site.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

54715

Consideration should be given to the location of the contractor
sites to ensure that access is not through the village.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104508

Concerned about the impact the construction site, office and
camp will have on local villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104508

Concerned about livestock and the construction sites due to the

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out provisions for
general site operations, at the construction sites, including working hours,
construction site layout standards, security and lighting. The CoCP is reported in
the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices
20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations. a likely worst case scenario has been
assessed and is reported in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Chapter
8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The assessment of the air quality is reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main
contractors would implement traffic management measures during the construction
of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as
necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2). Construction traffic movements have been assessed
as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing
the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic
in local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 6.4) The COCP
outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out proposed
measures and standards applied by the Highways Agency and its contractors’
during construction. The Highways Agency would engage with communities
throughout the construction period and in advance of the relevant construction
works. The Highways Agency would also provide information on the enquiry and
complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of the CoCP outlines
the principles which will underpin the community engagement strategy. The CoCP
is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2)
Impacts during the construction phase have been assessed and are reported
throughout the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 8 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) details proposed mitigation

removal of fencing.

of impacts on agricultural resources. The main contractors would advise
landowners, occupiers and agents, as appropriate, regarding the intended
commencement of construction works and would liaise, as appropriate, regarding
the provision of accommodation works and specific requirements including
consideration for livestock, and to agree the programme of works and access
routes to be used. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2). Construction traffic movements have been assessed
as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing
the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic
in local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
Details of construction vehicle movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement

Construction vehicles
Consultee(s)

103529

104501, 104508

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about the HGVs carrying equipment.

Construction vehicles and HGVs using the local road network.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. The main contractors would
implement traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on
or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP
is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Access along
local roads for construction vehicles would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main
contractors would implement traffic management measures during the construction
of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as
necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Works periods, phasing and management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

103529, 104587,
104756

Concerned about the hours of working, particularly night works
and 24 hour works.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out provisions for
general site operations, including working hours, construction site layout
standards, security and lighting. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2). The assumed worst case scenario for
construction including a proportion for night-time working has been assessed and
is reported in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

103529

Concerned about how long the project would take to complete.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

No

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests. Early
construction is anticipated to commence in spring 2016, with overall delivery of the
scheme by the end of the decade.

55535

The Company has a leasehold interest in the land affected and
would like to understand the timescales and impact.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.
101070

Concerns about the environmental impact in the surrounding
area during construction.

Yes

10 April 2014

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP prior to the commencement
of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency.
Further detail of environmental management during the construction period is
provided in Chapter 3 of the CoCP.

Air
Consultee(s)
102877, 104501,
104564, 104902,
300001

102877, 104501,
104587, 104643,
104902

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about effect on air quality.

Concerned about dust and dirt during construction.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality during construction are assessed as part of
the environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes that, with mitigation measures in place, no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.
Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction.

Flooding
Consultee(s)

104508

Summary of consultee comment

Flooding caused by the blocking of field drains and ditches.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This

includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations and engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory
environmental body.
Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or close
to water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs, or groundwater.
Construction activities would take into consideration the requirements to avoid any
significant increase of flood risk. The main contractors would consult with the
Environment Agency (and any other relevant statutory authorities) regarding the
measures to be implemented to contain and manage surface water runoff from the
construction site to prevent deterioration of the water environment and other
potential adverse impacts including changes to flow volume, water levels and
water quality. Appropriate measures, such as keeping watercourses clear of
obstructions and debris to reduce blockage risk would be implemented by the main
contractors.
Further detail on road drainage, the water environment and flood risk during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 14 of the CoCP.
Landscape
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The construction impacts on the landscape and the countryside have been
assessed and are reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.

55696

Concerns about the construction impact on the countryside and
landscapes.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area.

55535

Concerned about the short and long term impacts on the land.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or for
construction purposes. Where land would be required land owners would be
compensated.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage, where practicable, on completion of the scheme.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
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appropriate control measures that would be put in place to mitigate potential
impacts on agricultural resources, including appropriate handling and storage of
soil. Further details of mitigation of agricultural resources during the construction
period, are provided in Chapter 8 of the CoCP
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and will continue through detailed design (within the constraints of
the DCO) and construction to accommodate access requirements where possible
and maximise the suitability of residual land parcels for agriculture.
Light
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104587

Concerned about light pollution.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104756, 104912

Concerned about light pollution at night.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate precautions to prevent unnecessary disturbance to ecological
receptors, residents, railway operators and passing motorists from lighting,
including appropriate positioning and direction of lighting, and use of motion
sensors. At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are
identified, the main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as
part of their Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during
the construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP whilst further detail of
environmental management during the construction period can be found in
Chapter 3 of the CoCP.

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102877, 103529,
104501, 104562,
104564, 104587,
104643, 104912,
104902, 55696,
300001

There will be noise impacts.

102877, 104501

Concerned about vibrations.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104756

Concerned about noise disturbance at night.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104798

Concerned about noise and pollution from the construction
vehicles and HGVs.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

28 May 2014

Yes

No

300001
Concerned about vibrations caused by an estimated 500 HGVs
driving through Potton Road each day. Potton Road is a B road
and should not be subjected to these heavy traffic flows.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for the construction of the scheme, including the
effects in Potton Road and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement along with mitigation including the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Appendix 20.2).
The CoCP outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by
the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction period,
including community relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider and
implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the works
including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures and screening
of equipment

The Environmental Statement indicates that moderate construction vibration
impacts are predicted at residential properties, which are located within 25m of a
location where vibratory compaction activities are proposed. At these locations, a
significant effect would be avoided by using alternative compaction methods such
as lower vibration compaction plant or static rollers. The selection of the lower
vibration processes would be used to reduce the vibration levels as low as
reasonably practicable. With this mitigation in place it is not considered that the
residual effects would be significant.
Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required.
Noise impacts from HGV movements would be mitigated as far as possible, and
thus in addition, airborne vibration impacts would also be minimised. Vibration from
construction vehicles on well-maintained highways (in the absence of speed
bumps or road cushions) is generally considered highly unlikely to give rise to
significant effects.
Visual
Consultee(s)

104912

Summary of consultee comment

There will be an adverse visual impact.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

14 May 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A visual impact assessment has been conducted which can be found in Chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement. Whilst there would be some impacts during
construction a number of mitigation measure, mainly long term would be
implemented.
The scheme has been designed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help
screen the highway and traffic flow, and would help to integrate the scheme and
the borrow pits into the wider landscape.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust.

55669

Would like to see plans of how our village would be mitigated
from the additional traffic, noise and pollution caused by the
construction site.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP prior to the commencement
of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency. A number of assessments have been made
with regards to construction impacts with proposed mitigation measures outlined.
These assessments can be found in the relevant Chapters and Appendix 3,2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. Measures to
mitigate likely significant adverse impacts are also reported, including the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control
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measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body. This approach to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant effects.
Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A detailed construction methodology would be produced once the contractor is
appointed.

104902

There were no details regarding construction methodology
available at public consultation stage.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The methodology aims to provide an approach which is both safe to construct
(both for workers and road users) as well as one which minimises disruption to the
local and wider community.
Offline works would largely be conducted initially with online works commencing
thereafter. Certain works would be conducted during off-peak hours to further
minimise disruption. A likely worst case scenario has been assessed and is
reported in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
A detailed construction methodology would be produced once the contractor is
appointed.
The methodology aims to provide approach which is both safe to construct (both
for workers and road users) as well as one which minimises disruption to the local
and wider community.

103566

More information required on impacts during construction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Offline works will largely be conducted initially with online works commencing
thereafter. Certain works would be conducted during off-peak hours to further
minimise disruption.
The Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.

104902

Local residents should be notified in writing about works being
undertaken, especially if there are night time works. Should the
road works be noisy, we would expect to be offered
compensation for the disturbance and loss of sleep.

104472

Numerous accommodation work requirements which will need to
be addressed during this process; however, it is understood that
these will be dealt with later in the year when specific
representations are invited.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment

Change to

Chapter 4 of the Code of Construction Practice (COCP) sets out the the approach
for community relations and communication, this includes notification to local
residents. Chapter 13 of the COCP stets out the general provision for the
mitigation of noise during the construction period.

During the detailed design stage, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the
design and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms. The Highways
Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure that
accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible. If the
remaining land parcels are uneconomic this would be a subject of compensation.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

received by
deadline?

104508

proposal?

Concerned about the closures of footpaths before replacements
are available.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. The main
contractors would implement traffic management measures during the construction
of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as
necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).Further detail on traffic management during
construction can also be found at Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

During public consultation, a number of discipline leads attended, several of which
had knowledge of the construction logistics. These plans have since been
developed during the design process and would continue to do so.

Other
No comment
Consultee(s)
104743

55622

No comments.

No comment due to insufficient/lack of construction details or
information.

10 April 2014

Yes

Preliminary construction phasing and impacts have been assessed and can be
found within Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Impacts during the construction phase have been assessed and are reported
throughout the Environmental Statement, a likely worst case scenario has been
assessed and is reported in Appendix 3.2

There will be impacts on properties during construction as
summarised below.
•
101070

•
•
•

104472

There have been no specific details on how this will be
mitigated.
Impact on those living in the area during construction.
Noise (particularly at night) does have an effect within
the property.
Would like to discuss the likely problems with a member
of the team.

Numerous accommodation work requirements which will need to
be addressed when specific representations are invited.

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Traffic
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No

No

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that
would be adhered to as part of the scheme including the likely mitigation method.
This would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.

The Highways Agency would engage with communities throughout the
construction period and in advance of the relevant construction works. The
Highways Agency would also provide information on the enquiry and complaints
procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of the CoCP outlines the principles
which will underpin the community engagement strategy.
During the detailed design stage, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the
design and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms. The Highways
Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure that
accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible. If the
remaining land parcels are uneconomic this would be a subject of compensation.

Congestion
Consultee(s)

101779

Summary of consultee comment

While the existing A14 is de-trunked, it is proposed to close the
road and divert the traffic through Huntingdon. The timescale of
these works are unclear, but it is likely to affect the traffic around
the centre of Huntingdon.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

De-trunking works on the A14 within Huntingdon would begin once the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass is constructed and open to traffic. The
decommissioning of the viaduct over East Coast Main Line would not begin until
the new infrastructure is in operation and certain remodelling works within
Huntingdon would be completed. Impacts during the construction phase have been
assessed and are reported throughout the Environmental Statement, a likely worst
case scenario has been assessed and is reported in Appendix 3.2
The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects. Impacts during the
construction phase have been assessed and are reported throughout the
Environmental Statement, a likely worst case scenario has been assessed and is
reported in Appendix 3.2

102887, 103529,
104562, 104587,
104893, 55696,
300001

Concerned about increased congestion, construction traffic,
traffic disruption and delays.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104493

Concerned about increased traffic through the villages near A14.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Chapter 15 of the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic,
transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes through
worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce the use of
public roads. The construction team would consult with the local authorities
regarding access routes to construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and

main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104756

Increased journey times due to lane closures.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles,
such plans would seek to minimise disruption / inconvenience to the road user.
Plans would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.

104893

104798

Increased journey times.

Concerned about congestion and additional traffic around the
construction site.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
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prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement (including, where
appropriate, with respect to Hilton

104893

Concerned about increased congestion and diverted traffic
around St. Ives.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme,
including at St Ives. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul
routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to
use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities
regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access the
construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The likely significant effects from construction traffic, including in St Ives, have
been assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment, which is
reported in the Environmental Statement.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement (including, where
appropriate, with respect to Hilton

300001

Concerned about increased traffic and HGVs through Hilton.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme,
including at Hilton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul
routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to
use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities
regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access the
construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other

paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The likely significant effects from construction traffic, including in Hilton, have been
assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment, that is reported in
the Environmental Statement.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects. The existing A14 would
not be reduced in capacity through the construction period during peak hours,
works would be phased to bring minimum disruption to the road user.

55696

Disruption for commuters and people travelling around the area.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, the construction team would provide haul routes through the works for
use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main
contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes that
may be used by the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

55696

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about heavy traffic movements, including
movements within surrounding towns and villages.

Date consulted

28 May 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Access routes
for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other
local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
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prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic, across the scheme, have
been assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment that is
reported in the Environmental Statement.
Rat running
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.

103546

Alternate routes for local traffic could impact on local villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. The likely
significant effects from construction traffic, across the scheme, have been
assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment that is reported in
the Environmental Statement.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement

104578

Concerned about rat runs through Hilton, not only through the
construction period but once the proposed new road is
constructed as well.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
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line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. . Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.

104893, 104508

Concerned about rat runs on local roads and villages to avoid
the disruption.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. The likely
significant effects from construction traffic, across the scheme, have been
assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment that is reported in
the Environmental Statement.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

104578

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about the weight limit of the B1040, which would be
overlooked during the construction process, resulting in a
damaging effect to the village of Hilton.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Access routes
for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other
local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Construction traffic would utilise appropriate roads as far as practicable. A large
amount of construction traffic would use temporary haul routes and the trunk road
and main road network and avoid the local route network, including Hilton where
possible.

104788, 54715

Construction traffic should not be permitted to go through small
villages and local roads.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies across the
scheme. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul routes
through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public
roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding
access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access the construction
sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The likely significant effects from construction traffic, across the scheme, have
been assessed as part of the likely worst case scenario assessment that is
reported in the Environmental Statement.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement

300001

Construction traffic should not be permitted to go through Hilton.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These
plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement

300001

Hilton already experiences HGVs and lorries that do not comply
with the weight and time restrictions whilst passing through the
village.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to

access the construction sites. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These
plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement
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E.6.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 6A Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101023

Consider using the rail head near Fen Ditton and create a
temporary access via sewage treatment works for the high
specification aggregates required for surfacing the A14. This
would reduce the numbers of HGVs and congestion on the local
road network.

Yes

No

101059, 101826,
101918

During construction, access should be maintained on the route
between the Offords and Godmanchester (B1043).

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment is duly noted. Options for the use of this rail head are being developed
and considered. Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the
ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The new structure for the B1043 is to be constructed off line to the side of the
existing road, this would keep any disruption to a minimum. The route would
largely remain open with the possibility of diversions/closure during overbridge tiein works which would be for a relatively short period of time. In the case of
temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of construction and any
lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the
route.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement (Appendices3.2 and 20.2).
Optimal phasing of the scheme continues to be developed.

300002

It would be helpful to build the bridge over the proposed new
road before it is built, so as not to limit access.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2) The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The main contractors will each prepare a traffic management plan which will
describe the traffic management, safety and control measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. The traffic management plan will include details of
phasing of works.

101826

101846

101918

What route will the construction vehicles be taking to access the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass site?
It is crucial that access is managed to and from Bar Hill whilst
work is being carried out at Bar Hill junction.
Bar Hill is an area of dense housing with only one exit, either
going onto or over the A14. There is potential for further negative
effects with the additional new housing on the opposite side of
Bar Hill junction.

Rail and river access must remain open.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Access routes for construction traffic including access to the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass works, would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road
network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads
would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials. In the case of temporary or permanent
diversions, the width and standard of construction and any lighting and signage
required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the route. The CoCP is
reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2). The
new housing development at Bar Hill has been considered in the traffic
assessment, which is reported in the Transport Assessment. Access to the river
and rail would remain open during the construction period. Details of construction
traffic movement and traffic management can be found in Appendix

103565

104481

During the construction period the access to Brampton woods
would be cut off.

Major access problems.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Access to Brampton woods would be maintained throughout the construction
phase. However over certain periods, diversions would be required, mainly during
construction of Grafham road bridge. In the case of temporary or permanent
diversions, the width and standard of construction and any lighting and signage
required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the route. Chapter 15 of
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2). Details of construction traffic movement
and traffic management can be found in Appendix
Where appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be
provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).

104546

The site should not be accessed from the B1040. Site access
should be provided from the A1198.

Yes

No

104509, 104563

Concerned about access to and from Lolworth village.

Yes

No

104611

Pedestrian access between Mill Common and Huntingdon
Railway Station should be maintained during construction.

Yes

No

104700

Concerns about access to the A1 southbound.

Yes

No

104700

Access to Alconbury Weald Enterprise Zone will become more
inadequate.

Yes

No

104713, 104973

There will be disruption to access for shopping e.g. in St. Ives,
Huntingdon and Cambridge.

Yes

No

104744

The area at Blackwell Travellers Site needs careful
consideration during construction. The Mere Way public
footpath/byway should be kept open, and the access to the
Travellers Site under the bridge will be widened. The current
traffic management that protects Mere Way (concrete blocks
prohibiting motorised traffic) must be maintained at all times.

Yes

No

104837

It is imperative that the construction sites are in locations where
construction traffic can access them from the existing A14 or
from new construction roads which service the construction

Yes

No
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Access routes for construction traffic including access to the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass works, would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road
network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads
such as the B1040 would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to
enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials or specific deliveries. Use
of the local roads would be subject to agreement with the local highway authority.
The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement 2).
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. In the case of
temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of construction and any
lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the
route. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
A temporary access track or diversion route would be provided during construction
works if required with a permanent access designed into the scheme. Details of
construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in Appendix
The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. A traffic
management plan would be prepared by contractors to outline measures to provide
for the safety of traffic, measures to be implemented to reduce construction traffic
impacts and details of timing of operations, this would include non-motorised user
routes. Further detail on traffic management is reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP,
which forms part of the Environmental Statement
Footpaths/byways including around Blackwell Travellers Site that experience
impact would either be temporarily closed or a safe alternative provided which
would be in accordance with the CoCP. All accesses and routes would be
maintained as far as practicable with signage erected if management required.
Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management can be found in
Appendix
Comment noted. Compound sites and haul routes have been located in ways to
reduce impact on communities, running parallel to the new and existing A14 route.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably

sites.

104860

104920
104953

104973

Site access must be possible via main trunk routes.

It is proposed that the railway crossing will be closed at the
Offords, which will leave villagers with no access to Buckden,
Huntingdon or Godmanchester.
Access to Hinchingbrooke hospital would be compromised by
emergency services, visitors and patients.

Disruption for access to work and schools.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

101046

Would like to be assured that the traffic generated during
construction will not have a detrimental impact on pedestrians
and local cycle routes accessing their developments at North
West Cambridge and West Cambridge.

Yes

No

104953

There are severe impacts on exiting the village Buckden when
the A14 has forced closures. This leads to gridlock on the A1
and the A428 and other surrounding villages.

Yes

No
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practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. In the case of
temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of construction and any
lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the
route. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2). Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management
can be found in Appendix
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. In the case of
temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of construction and any
lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic anticipated to use the
route. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2). Details of construction traffic movement and traffic management
can be found in Appendix
The proposed closing of the level crossing adjacent to the Offords is not related to
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement scheme. All comments or
questions should be directed toward Network Rail.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. Consideration would be given to
accessing emergency services, schools and businesses when preparing the plans.
These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The CoCP is
reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Chapter Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2). The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required
to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. Consideration for
the accommodation of cyclists and pedestrians would be given during the
compilation of such plans. These plans would include details of their proposals for
traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction works. These plans would include consideration for traffic
entering and exiting Buckden, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include
details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction
vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The Highways Agency would establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation

104687

Concerned about construction traffic causing difficulties exiting
the village of Buckden.

Yes

No

104825

The plan shows that the construction compound adjoins The
Avenue. This suggests that Madingley will be used as an access
route for construction traffic.

Yes

No

10299

Concerned about access on Silver Street.

Yes

No

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

The temporary closure of roads and private access routes will
have an impact on farm business. Farmers will need as much
notice as possible and it is essential that temporary access is put
in place for those affected.

10 April 2014

Yes

Agricultural and Business Impact
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No

measures identified in the ES are addressed through the construction phase. This
would set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the approach to be
implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental legislation, as
well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other statutory bodies
and the local community. Further detail of environmental management during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the CoCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction works. These plans would include consideration for traffic
entering and exiting Buckden, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include
details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction
vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The CoCP is
reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The compound sites adjoining the Avenue near Girton would mainly be accessed
utilising the trace of the new road and the Avenue itself, meaning low usage of
Madingley over the construction period. Construction movements through
Madingley would be limited with the main construction traffic utilising haul routes
running parallel to the scheme. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These
plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.
The majority of works at Silver street including the construction of the bridge would
be completed off line to minimise disruption. Access would be provided throughout
the construction period. There would likely be some disruption during the latter
phases of the works when the new section would be tied back to the existing road.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice;
these plans would include the works at Silver street, prior to the commencement of
any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.
Any impacts to existing access would be addressed, with appropriate measures
put in place through negotiation with the landowner /interested party e.g. diversion
routes, provision of temporary access. . The Highways Agency would provide
information through several means of communication throughout the construction
period.

Business impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104738

Detrimental financial impacts on our business.

104895

Concerned about the impact on medical and social services.

Date consulted
14 May 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?
No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work. These plans would include consideration for any impact
on access to medical and social services, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out proposed measures and
standards applied by the Highways Agency and its contractors’ during construction.
The Highways Agency would engage with communities throughout the construction
period and in advance of the relevant construction works. The Highways Agency
would also provide information on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how
this is operated. Chapter 4 of the CoCP outlines the principles which would
underpin the community engagement strategy. The CoCP is reported in the
appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).

300003

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

Good agricultural land will be lost, causing disruption to local
residents and businesses.

The construction of the new road will have an impact on farm
businesses. An agricultural liaison officer will need to be
appointed on a 24 hour 7 day a week basis with direct contact
details supplied to all affected landowners and farmers.

Yes

Yes
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No

The impact on agricultural land and farms has been considered in the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely
comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route which
significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil are discussed in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement and the Soil Management Strategy (SMS), which can be
found in Appendix 12.2, which would give practical effect to the guidance set out in
the Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites (Defra,
2009).

No

The impact on agricultural land and farms has been considered in the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely
comprises high quality agricultural land and no alternative route which significantly
reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The design aims to
minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation measures to
protect and reuse soil are discussed in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
and the Soil Management Strategy (SMS), which can be found in Appendix 12.2 of
the Environmental Statement, which would give practical effect to the guidance set

out in the Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soils on Construction Sites
(Defra, 2009). The contractor appointed to build the scheme would establish liaison
during the construction period.
Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101023

Some gypsy, traveller and show-people community sites may
become unusable. Alternative legal and safe pitches should be
identified and provided so that this community is not affected.
Consideration should be given to linkages to community facilities
and schools.

Yes

No

104759

Village of Hilton is going to suffer hugely from environmental
impacts of the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

104719

Hilton is a small village, any construction traffic through the
village would be entirely inappropriate.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement where
measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP
would be applied across the scheme, including in connection with any land or local
communities, such as the gypsy, traveller and show-people community, where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects. The CoCP
identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
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from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2). The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.

300004

Unnecessary disruption in Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on the local landscape and communities and would open up
opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

104859

There would be major impacts for local residents in The Offords.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed including at the Offords and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the
control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency
and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. It applies across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption
to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of
construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body. The contractors appointed
to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in
accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of
any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures which
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess,
consider and implement means to control noise and vibration from the works. This
would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.These methods to
manage and minimise the effects of noise and vibration during construction would
apply to construction work undertaken in or near the Offords.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the d management of air quality during
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construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied in connection with the Offords where necessary to avoid or reduce any
likely significant adverse effects.
The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed including at the Offords and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the
control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency
and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. It applies across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption
to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of
construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.

101897

The community in Offords will suffer from noise, pollution and
disruption. Would be able to accept these short term impacts if
the end result was beneficial in any way, but this is not the case.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures which
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess,
consider and implement means to control noise and vibration from the works. This
would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. These methods to
manage and minimise the effects of noise and vibration during construction would
apply to construction work undertaken in or near the Offords.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the d management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied in connection with the Offords where necessary to avoid or reduce any
likely significant adverse effects.
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The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2)
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed including at the Offords and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the
control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency
and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. It applies across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption
to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of
construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

104969

For residents of The Offords, the impacts would be equally as
bad both during and after construction.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures which
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess,
consider and implement means to control noise and vibration from the works. This
would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. These methods to
manage and minimise the effects of noise and vibration during construction would
apply to construction work undertaken in or near the Offords
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the d management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied in connection with the Offords where necessary to avoid or reduce any
likely significant adverse effects.
The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2)
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Operational affects have been assessed for the scheme including those at the
Offords, which are reported throughout the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement where
measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies
across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
102796, 103576

Disruption to the local community should be minimised.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures which
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess,
consider and implement means to control noise and vibration from the works. This
would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the d management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials.
The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).

104770

Concerned about the construction impacts on the village of
Madingley, including vibration, dust, noise and traffic.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

104507, 104656,
104625, 104600,
54632

Concerns about the construction impacts on the local residents
of Hilton, including noise, pollution, traffic, general disruption and
safety of residents.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures which
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess,
consider and implement means to control noise and vibration from the works. This
would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. These methods to
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manage and minimise the effects of noise and vibration during construction would
apply to construction work undertaken in or near Hilton.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the d management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials.The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
104672

The construction works will affect the local residents of Hilton,
even though the new road will have little benefit to them.

Yes

No

104617, 104904,
104870

Construction works will seriously affect the village of Hilton.

Yes

No

Potential for construction impacts to be severe for Hilton the
following points should be considered.
102880

-

All construction traffic should not be permitted in the
village (including delivery and construction vehicles).
Noise intrusive work should not occur adjacent to the
village at sensitive times of the day,
The village would be unable to cope with an influx of
construction workers.
The project team and local authorities to ensure that this
is managed effectively.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement., in particular in Chapter 16 with respect to local communities This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices
20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on local communities (including Hilton). The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
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Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. The construction team would
work closely with the local authority to develop robust plans with optimal
sequencing to minimise disruption to the community.

102642

The village of Brampton should be protected from noise and
heavy vehicles.

Yes

No

Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
avoiding local roads where practicable. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads including road around Brampton, have been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impact on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement (including, where appropriate, with respect to Brampton). This includes
the Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The
COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations and which would apply to construction work
undertaken in or near the Brampton area area].
See Chapter 14 and Appendix 3.2 in the ES for noise and traffic assessment
respectively.

104541

Concerned about air and noise pollution impacts on the elderly
community of Buckden,

Yes

No

Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to mitigating effects
would be applied in connection with Buckden where necessary to avoid or reduce
any likely significant adverse effects.

104569

Would like to change current job and avoid the area.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
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have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement., in particular in Chapter 16 with respect to local communities This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices
20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations.

104646, 104780,
104723, 54758

Concerned about the impact on local villages and small
communities.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement where
measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies
across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

104967

104970

Concerned about the effect of road diversions on local residents.

Concerned about the construction impacts on the local residents
to the west and south of Brampton.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL)
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations and which would apply to
construction work undertaken in or near the Brampton area

103547

Loss of privacy.

Yes

No

The CoCP sets out proposed measures and standards applied by the Highways
Agency and its contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would
engage with communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the
relevant construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information
on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Chapter 4 of
the CoCP outlines the principles which would underpin the community engagement
strategy. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2). Construction impact have been assessed, and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

Construction
Construction impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support for the scheme duly noted

100979, 101850,
101940, 101878,
103482, 54675

There will be construction delays and traffic jams, - but like so
many schemes of this nature, it has to be done to reduce
congestion on the roads.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction
vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would
consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by
the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport
or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent
to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported
in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

101809, 103488
101948
101010, 101822,
103506, 104643,
104790
101010, 104619
300005
300006
100996, 101016,
101025, 101028,
104752, 55745,
101839, 101843,

There will be construction traffic, but this will be for a limited
period.
There will be congestion on the A1 and A14 during construction,
but there will be long term improvements.
Must accept delays during construction and be tolerant of the
slower journey times, as there will be long term improvements.
Must accept noise during construction as this is necessary to
achieve the required improvement.
Construction impacts are inevitable, however they are only
temporary.
The impact during construction will be difficult, but will need to
be endured to achieve the desired result.
There will be short term construction impacts, but the overall
result will be beneficial.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted
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101865, 101892,
101885, 101910,
103498, 103508,
103511, 103514,
103515, 103516,
103527, 104525,
104823, 103582,
103583, 104659,
104692, 104696,
104652, 104853,
104786, 104734,
104813, 102015,
101882
54082

There will be construction impacts such as noise, dust, vibration
and increased traffic, but these are relatively short term issues.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

101016, 101884,
101904, 101937,
102785, 102806,
104946

There will be short term construction impacts, but the long term
benefits outweigh the short term inconveniences.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

105062

There will be short term construction impacts, but providing a
contract is drawn up to incentivise minimal disruption, the long
term benefits outweigh the short term inconveniences.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

54216, 101875,
103485, 102903,
103515, 103519,
104879, 104734,
103560, 103562

There is a potential for some construction impacts, but
supportive that the proposals minimise them/ limit them to a low
level.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Concerned about the impact on the local and wider economy.

Yes

No

Response needed.

Construction impacts would be temporary.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

102872

103539

101048
104680
103552, 104916,
104932
54470, 101819,
103498, 104746,

Inconvenience should be kept to the minimum.

If the construction impacts are considered within an appropriate
construction strategy, we hope that all the listed construction
impacts are kept to a minimum.

There will be construction impacts, but the result will be
beneficial to the economy of the region.
Must accept that there would be controlled chaos during
construction. It will not be too bad.

Yes
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104593, 10321

101791, 101944,
101877, 102002,
102892, 104487,
102854, 103573

Construction impacts are unavoidable.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted Construction works associated with a road
scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impacts on local communities
and the environment. These impacts have been considered for every
environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.

101774, 101844,
104691

Cannot be a lot worse than the existing situation.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

101860, 101926,
101996, 104534,
104855, 54305,
103558

No construction impacts.

Yes

No

Comment noted Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.

104543, 104632,
104765, 104617,
55622

There will be construction impacts.

Yes

No

Comment noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

102802, 104576
104651, 101965

Construction impacts are of little or no importance/ construction
impacts do not matter.
The disruption caused during construction will be no different to
construction impacts from any other scheme.

53845, 104782,
104746

Should accept that will be a certain amount of disruption.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

103580

It should be a commitment to use British supplies where possible

Yes

No

The Highways Agency promotes use of local suppliers.

Joint Parishes HCV

The Local Plan submitted by South Cambridgeshire District
Council to the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government on 28th March 2014 outlines the need for
approximately 19,000 new homes in the Cambridge region
between 2011 and 2031, with an average delivery rate of 950
new homes per year. Sites include large construction sites close
to the A14, such as Northstowe, which are planned to start at the
same time that the A14 is likely to be under pressure due to
construction activity and lane closures and also at a time prior to
delivery of other improvements needed to reduce current levels
of congestion. The concern is that unless the agreements are
both enforceable and enforced, these combined demands will
make it tempting for HCV/construction traffic to choose to
disregard Section 106 agreement and enforcement measures
and to take local routes affecting villages nearby.
A particular issue is the potential for the A14 construction to be
used as an excuse for breaches of the transport aspects of the
Site Wide Construction Environmental Management Plan
(CEMP) for Northstowe.

101767

Inconvenience and noise should be kept to the minimum.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It has been acknowledged that there is likely to be a number of projects running
concurrently. This may put additional pressure on the local infrastructure.
It is proposed as part of the A14 a number of temporary haul routes would be
created alongside the scheme and also within the trace of the new road where
possible. The haul routes would cater for a significant amount of construction traffic
and therefore reduce the need to use public roads.
Through careful phasing of work, (preliminary phasing and traffic management
details can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement), a significant
amount of works could be carried out offline therefore would minimise disruption to
local traffic. Online works would be conducted with traffic management.
This being said, it is likely there would be a certain degree of pressure put on the
local road network during construction, however with the use of haul routes
alongside efficient traffic management; it would be possible to mitigate the impact
construction traffic would have. Optimal phasing would continue to be developed
and take into account detailed information developed coming out of the next design
stage

Yes
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No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration

mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in
Chapter 14 the Environmental Statement.
Through careful construction phasing as well the creation of temporary haul routes,
a significant amount of work would be conducted offline which would minimise
disruption.
Where online works are required, temporary management would be implemented,
with the aim to keep two lanes of traffic in either direction operation during peak
hours as far as practicable.
Invasive works and lane closures would be limited to off peak hours (including
night work) as far as practicable. These measures would mitigate the disruption
and inconvenience caused during construction. Traffic management details can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement)
101764

Construction is temporary, so there is no worry.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

Construction materials and borrow pits
Consultee(s)

104552, 300007
OBE 2C10

Summary of consultee comment

It is important that the disposal of spoil is kept away from the
villages of Buckden, Stirtloe, Diddington, Southoe and The
Offords.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. The objectives of the scheme
in terms of resource management are to achieve a cut and fill balance, through
segregating construction and demolition materials on-site, or by maximising
diversion from landfill by re-use, recycling and recovery. The main contractors
would be responsible for the storage and management of the earthworks material
excavated from the borrow pits. There would be dedicated areas for handling and
storing excavated material. Further detail on material resources is reported in
Chapter 11 of the CoCP.
Details of construction vehicle movements (including for disposal of soil) can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement

104670

Concerned about aggregate storage.

Yes

No

104630

Gravel extraction should be minimised and kept away from
residential areas.

Yes

No

The preferred solution for sourcing material for the A14 scheme, taking into
account environmental and planning constraints, is to take material from borrow
pits that are located as close as possible to the areas where the material would be
required in the A14 improvement works. This would make the scheme as selfsufficient as is feasible with regard to bulk earthworks materials, minimising
haulage distances and minimising the amount of construction traffic using the
existing A14.
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan
Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a number of areas adjacent and near
to the route corridor that are potential sources of minerals. Several of these have
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been historically earmarked for the A14 improvement works and as such any
material excavated from them can only be used for the A14 scheme
The objectives of the scheme in terms of resource management are to achieve a
cut and fill balance, through segregating construction and demolition materials onsite, or by maximising diversion from landfill by re-use, recycling and recovery. The
main contractors would be responsible for the storage and management of the
earthworks material excavated from the borrow pits. There would be dedicated
areas for handling and storing excavated material. Further detail on material
resources is reported in Chapter 11 of the CoCP.

104630, 104546

Gravel extraction sites/borrow pits should be appropriately
restored after the construction period.

Yes

No

104712, 104674

Concerned about the creation of borrow pits.

Yes

No

104703

Concerned about the extraction of gravel from the borrow pits.

Yes

No

105088

Would like to know what happens to the borrow pits after the
construction period, and how long the digging will last.

Yes

No

104913

The use of borrow bits will help.

Yes

No
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Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors
The preferred solution for sourcing material for the A14 scheme, taking into
account environmental and planning constraints, is to take material from borrow
pits that are located as close as possible to the areas where the material would be
required in the A14 improvement works. This would make the scheme as selfsufficient as is feasible with regard to bulk earthworks materials, minimising
haulage distances and minimising the amount of construction traffic using the
existing A14.
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan
Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a number of areas adjacent and near
to the route corridor that are potential sources of minerals. Several of these have
been historically earmarked for the A14 improvement works and as such any
material excavated from them can only be used for the A14 scheme.
Restoration of borrow pits are proposed and would be conducted after
construction.
Borrow pit excavation methods would be conducted in accordance to the CoCP,
and outline methodology can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The preferred solution for sourcing material for the A14 scheme, taking into
account environmental and planning constraints, is to take material from borrow
pits that are located as close as possible to the areas where the material would be
required in the A14 improvement works. This would make the scheme as selfsufficient as is feasible with regard to bulk earthworks materials, minimising
haulage distances and minimising the amount of construction traffic using the
existing A14.
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan
Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a number of areas adjacent and near
to the route corridor that are potential sources of minerals. Several of these have
been historically earmarked for the A14 improvement works and as such any
material excavated from them can only be used for the A14 scheme.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors
Support for the scheme duly noted

104969

Residents of Brampton should be concerned with the impacts of
the proposed adjacent borrow pits (both during and after
construction), and the number of HGV/lorry movements made as
a result.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Extraction from borrow pits 1 and 2 has potential to cause noise
and dust pollution for Brampton.

104848

It is unclear where the entrance and exit for borrow pit 2 would
be. Therefore, it is also unclear what the potential impacts might
be for traffic on the narrow Buckden Road.

104848

Queried why Brampton is more affected by borrow pits than
other areas.
54486
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Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors. Construction works
associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impacts
on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been considered
for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in
the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations and which would apply to construction work
undertaken in or near the Brampton area
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures which would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main
contractors would assess, consider and implement means to control noise and
vibration from the works. This would include noise and vibration control at source
(such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of
equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the scheme during construction have
been considered in the Environmental Statement
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied in connection with Brampton where necessary to avoid or reduce any
likely significant adverse effects.
Haul routes have been located in ways to reduce impact on communities as far as
possible. Access to and from Borrow Pit 2 would be largely from the proposed haul
route to the west of the borrow pit. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during
construction. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2). Details of traffic management and their effects can
also be seen at Appendix 3.2 to the Environment Statement.
The preferred solution for sourcing material for the A14 scheme, taking into
account environmental and planning constraints, is to take material from borrow
pits that are located as close as possible to the areas where the material would be
required in the A14 improvement works. This would make the scheme as selfsufficient as is feasible with regard to bulk earthworks materials, minimising
haulage distances and minimising the amount of construction traffic using the
existing A14.

The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan
Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a number of areas adjacent and near
to the route corridor that are potential sources of minerals. Several of these have
been historically earmarked for the A14 improvement works and as such any
material excavated from them can only be used for the A14 scheme
The borrow pits are located with consideration for geology and proximity to fill
areas to minimise heavy traffic movements. The Highways Agency would
establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation measures identified in the
Environmental States are addressed through the construction phase. This would
set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the approach to be
implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental legislation, as
well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other statutory bodies
and the local community. Further detail of environmental management during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the COCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2)
104973

Potential for rubbish to build up.

104360

It is understood that one of the proposed borrow pits is located
reasonably close, and there would need to be a considerable
amount of HGV/ lorry movements for the amount of earth that
needs to be moved.

Yes

No

104546, 104870

Concerned about proposed borrow pits sites close to Hilton.

Yes

No

55530

Borrow pits will cause further scarring of the landscape and
there will be a precedence that they will continue to be used
after the road is built.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Material management including waste material and alike would be conducted in
accordance with the CoCP. Chapter 13 in the Environmental Statement provides
further detail concerned around the management of waste.
The borrow pits are located with consideration for geology and proximity to fill
areas to minimise heavy traffic movements. The Highways Agency would
establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation measures identified in the
Environmental States are addressed through the construction phase. This would
set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the approach to be
implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental legislation, as
well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other statutory bodies
and the local community. Further detail of environmental management during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the COCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2)
The Highways Agency would establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation
measures identified in the Environmental Statement are addressed through the
construction phase. This would set out all relevant environmental aspects of the
work, the approach to be implemented to plan and monitor compliance with
environmental legislation, as well as engagement and consultation with local
authorities, other statutory bodies and the local community. Further detail of
environmental management, including as Hilton, during the construction period is
provided in Chapter 3 of the Code of Construction Practice (COCP), which forms
part of the Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
The borrow pits are located with consideration for geology and proximity to fill
areas to minimise heavy traffic movements. The Highways Agency would
establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation measures identified in the
Environmental States are addressed through the construction phase. This would
set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the approach to be
implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental legislation, as
well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other statutory bodies
and the local community. Further detail of environmental management during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the COCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2)
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural

or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
30329

Where possible there should be a commitment to use British
supplies.

Yes

No

Comment noted

Construction site
Consultee(s)

101863, 104703,
102902

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about proximity to construction site.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The
COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations and which would apply to construction work
undertaken in or near the local villages.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The
COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations and which would apply to construction work
undertaken in or near the local villages.

Concerned about villages in close proximity to a construction
site. They will experience:
104850

-

-

Night time noise impacts;
Increase traffic while the existing route is being
disrupted;
Increased traffic where the construction site offices and
accommodation for the construction workers and their
equipment are based; and
Dramatic change in landscape caused by the planned
new road and the borrow pits.

Yes

No

Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out provisions for
general site operations, including working hours, construction site layout standards,
security and lighting. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2). Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on
weekdays (excluding bank holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The
contractors would adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is
reasonably practicable. Night work would be limited to where required.
Chapter 14 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider and
implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the works
including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures and screening
of equipment. Compound sites and haul routes have been located in ways to
reduce impact on communities, running parallel to the new and existing A14 route.
The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. The
scheme includes the provision of an intelligent transport system (ITS), which would
include a system to implement variable speed limits, lane control and variable
message signs. A traffic management plan would be prepared by contractors to
outline measures to provide for the safety of traffic, measures to be implemented to
reduce construction traffic impacts and details of timing of operations. Further
detail on traffic management is reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP.
Appropriate controls would be put in place to protect landscape and visual amenity
in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including provision of
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Concerned about the construction site that is proposed to the
north of Hilton.
-

There has been no detailed information on the traffic
flow route to the construction site.
Query on whether the access route would be through
Hilton.
Query on whether HGVs/lorries would be permitted to
travel through the village of Hilton during construction.

Yes

No

104523

A work camp is proposed in close proximity to the B1040 and
the B1040 and surrounding roads are subject to traffic
restrictions.

Yes

No

104764

Increased damage to road servicing the construction sites.

Yes

No

102821

-

104870

54632

Concerned about the proposed contractor compound north of
Hilton.

Yes

Concerned about the location of the ‘construction villages’.

Yes

No

No

temporary protective fencing, and protection of existing and new vegetation areas.
Further detail of landscape provisions during the construction period is provided in
Chapter 14 of the CoCP
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes to construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited,
as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the
local road network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The main contractors would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).
See Appendix 3.2 in the ES for construction movement details.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Comment noted.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The
COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations and which would apply to construction work
undertaken in or near the village of Hilton. The construction compounds have been
located based on a number of criteria. The construction impacts of these
compounds have been assessed including any impact on Hilton and are reported
throughout the Environmental Statement
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. The construction compounds
have been located based on a number of criteria. The construction impacts of
these compounds have been assessed including any impact on Hilton and are
reported throughout the Environmental Statement

Construction vehicles
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101008

Consideration should be given to silencing ‘reverse gear

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes
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Change to
proposal?
No

Highways Agency’s response

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably

beeping’ since this will affect local residents, particularly at night.

have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. Consideration could be given
to alternatives for the reverse gear safety beeper, however, this would need to be
factored against Health and Safety legislation.

101897, 104688,
104648, 104721,
104593, 103526,
104921, 102799,
300007 OBE 2C9

Concerned about the HGVs/lorries/ construction vehicles.

Yes

No

The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. The
scheme includes the provision of an intelligent transport system (ITS), which would
include a system to implement variable speed limits, lane control and variable
message signs. A traffic management plan would be prepared by contractors to
outline measures to provide for the safety of traffic, measures to be implemented to
reduce construction traffic impacts and details of timing of operations. Further
detail on traffic management is reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP, which forms
part of the Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).

104667

Concerned about the use of HGVs/ lorries on unsuitable roads.

Yes

No

104904, 104546

Concerned about the use of HGVs/lorries on the unsuitable
roads in Hilton.

Yes

No

55774

Concerned about HGVs in the Connington area.

Yes

No

Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical. With the main haul
routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local
roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main
contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The main contractors liaise with the local highway
authority for the Connington area to seek approval for the use of local roads. In
addition the contractor would implement traffic management measures during the
construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other
paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in Conington where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

102799

Increase in volume of construction vehicles used by the
workforce.

Yes

No

104552

Concerned about the number of construction vehicles through
Buckden.

Yes

No
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Construction workforce travel plans would be prepared by the main contractors
with the aim of encouraging the use of sustainable modes of transport to reduce
the impact of workforce travel on local residents and businesses. The plans would
include targets to reduce individual car journeys by the construction workforce,
anticipated workforce trip generation, and methods for monitoring the construction
workforce travel plan. Further detail can be found in Chapter 15 of the Code of
Construction Practice, which forms part of the Environmental Statement
appendices (Appendix 20.2).
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in Buckden where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts

104552

Concerned about the increase of construction vehicles on the A1
south of Brampton Hut.

Yes

No

102889

Concerned about how construction vehicles will access the
works then building the elevated section of the road. Queried
whether they would drive on the existing A14 and A1198.

Yes

No

104556

Concerned about the construction vehicles at borrow pits south
and west of Brampton.

Yes

No

104675

Heavy traffic will ruin local road surfaces.

Yes

No

have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
See Appendix 3.2 for construction traffic movement’s assessments in the ES.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction
vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would
consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by
the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport
or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent
to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary.
See Appendix 3.2 for construction traffic movement’s assessments in the ES.
Haul routes would be created along the trace of the new road and therebyallowing
access and movements for construction traffic without significantly disrupting
traffic.. Construction movements and details of traffic management during
construction have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement
A phasing plan along with details of construction movements can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the ES.
The Highways Agency will establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation
measures identified in the ES are addressed through the construction phase. This
will set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the approach to be
implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental legislation, as
well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other statutory bodies
and the local community. Further detail of environmental management during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the CoCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
A phasing plan along with details of construction movements can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the ES.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. The construction team would work closely with the local
highway authority to ensure that should damage to the existing road surface of any
local roads be apparent, appropriate remedial action would take place.

Roadworks
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to

Highways Agency’s response

received by
deadline?

proposal?

101011

It will involve major road works along existing trunk roads which
will cause considerable issues

Yes

No

101105

All major road works tend to be disruptive.

Yes

No

102016, 104571

Minimise disruption from road works.

Yes

No

Comment noted. Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into account local factors.
For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the
environmental statement has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the
phasing of construction, and as a result the likely environmental effects of the
construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the
ES.

103547

There would be inconvenience caused by the long- term road
works.

Yes

No

The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. The
scheme includes the provision of an intelligent transport system (ITS), which would
include a system to implement variable speed limits, lane control and variable
message signs. A traffic management plan would be prepared by contractors to
outline measures to provide for the safety of traffic, measures to be implemented to
reduce construction traffic impacts and details of timing of operations. Further
detail on traffic management is reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP, which forms
part of the Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2). Construction
movements and details of traffic management during construction have been
assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement

Works periods, phasing and management
Consultee(s)

101107

101826

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

The scheme has potential to be very disruptive if the phasing is
not correct. Suggested a longer overall scheme with alternative
routes in place before disrupting the existing road network. If the
A14/Girton Interchange was delivered early, the A428 could take
some of the A14 load during construction.

Yes

Query on working hours during construction.

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted. Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into account local factors
surround the Girton interchange. For the purpose of assessing the likely significant
effects of construction, the environmental statement has assumed a worst case
scenario in terms of the phasing of construction, and as a result the likely
environmental effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be no
worse than those reported in the ES.
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No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays The construction workforce would
adhere to these working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable.

104828

Query on when the works are due to start.

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

104637

Support for phased works.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Support for 24 hours works.

Yes

No

Support for overnight works.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted
Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required

101807, 101942,
104984, 10251
101875, 104814,
104984
103489, 104967,
104663

Concerned about the hours of working, particularly night works
and 24 hour works.

Yes

No

104926

Hours of working should be controlled.

Yes

No

104611

As there will be noise impacts to Mill Common and Station
Cottages, working hours should be kept to office hours.

Yes

No

103489, 104847,
104857, 104704,
104822, 104828

Concerned about road closures.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

104675
104755

Concerned about road closures of smaller roads between
villages leading to additional traffic on the B1040.
There should not be road closures when no roadworks are being
carried out.

104730

There are too many road closures. Contra flows are preferred.

Yes

No

104574

How do satellite navigation systems acknowledge road
closures? Concerned that warning signs do not appear on the
sat-nav. Measures to address this issue would be useful.

Yes

No

104818

104595
101942, 101782,
104515

There is a proposed road closure between The Offords and
Buckden. In combination with other road closures and
construction delays, there would be a massive impact on the
surrounding villages.

Road closures may temporarily encourage people to find other
transport solutions.
Works should be conducted as quickly as possible, without
unnecessary delays and without compromising quality and
safety.

The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. In the
unlikely event of a lane closure, this would be mainly restricted to night closures
over short periods of time. If a road needs to be closed temporarily to facilitate
construction works, for example to enable the lifting of bridge beams over an
existing road, the contractor would comply with the requirements of the Highways
Agency, Cambridgeshire County Council and the Police. Further detail on traffic
management is reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
We are unaware if satellite navigation systems would be able to track temporary
closures. Appropriate advanced warning signs would be erected prior to and during
any temporary closures or diversion.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. Optimal phasing for
construction will be developed taking into account local factors to minimise
disruption to the road user and the local community. For the purpose of assessing
the likely significant effects of construction, the environmental statement has
assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the phasing of construction, and as a
result the likely environmental effects of the construction programme, once
finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the ES.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment noted

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

104672, 104957,
104593

Works should be restricted at weekends.

Yes

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required

101881

Negative impacts could be reduced by reducing the overall time
for the project.

Yes

No

Comment noted
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54632

Concerned about how the construction works would be phased.

Yes

No

102789

Phased construction works around the new A14 route to
minimise disruption to existing road users.

Yes

No

102844, 102902

104546

Works should not continue through the night.

There should be special measures in place to enforce the
existing night time ban on heavy vehicles through the village of
Hilton.

Yes

Yes

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required. .The existing nigh time ban on HGV’s
through Hilton would be respected, should a special case arise where access be
required, permissions would be sought via consultation with the local highway
authority.

28726

Implementation of the Girton/ Swavesey phase, and the Offords
Bridge and Huntingdon Bridge phases will be challenging.
However, this should not be a major issue if the works are
phased correctly (during off peak times and public holidays).

Yes

No

104944

The removal of the bridge at Huntingdon will be problematic. If
there is an issue on A14 during this period, the whole area will
become gridlocked because there are inadequate alternative
routes.

Yes

No

54192

103593

Build as much of the additional relief road between Swavesey
and Girton before commencing the main A14 carriageways.

The greenfield sections should be brought into use as soon as
possible.

Yes

Yes
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Comment noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account local factors to minimise disruption to the road user. For the purpose of
assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the environmental statement
has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the phasing of construction, and as
a result the likely environmental effects of the construction programme, once
finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the ES.

No

No

Comment noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account local factors for each of the areas described. For the purpose of
assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the Environmental Statement
has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the phasing of construction, and as
a result the likely environmental effects of the construction programme, once
finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the ES.

The viaduct at Huntingdon would not be removed until the new A14 alignment is
open for traffic.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. Optimal phasing for
construction will be developed taking into account the local factors between
Swavesey and Girton. For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of
construction, the Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in
terms of the phasing of construction, and as a result the likely environmental
effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those
reported in the ES.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. Optimal phasing for

construction will be developed taking into account the complexities of a scheme of
this scale, a robust project management plan will be essential to minimise the
disruption to the road user. For the purpose of assessing the likely significant
effects of construction, the Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case
scenario in terms of the phasing of construction and as a result the likely
environmental effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be no
worse than those reported in the ES.

104565

The final section of the dual carriageway from Caxton Gibbet to
the black cat roundabout should have been built earlier as this
could be used by the A14 traffic.

Yes

No

104603, 104707,
Holywell-cumNeedingworth
Parish Council

Concerned about the impact of a construction period that lasts
for four years.

Yes

No

53845

Works should be programmed and supervised adequately and
effectively.

Yes

No

104814, 104957,
104593

Construction works should be restricted at peak times

Yes

No

104795

Construction workers are untidy.

Yes

No

104973

Construction workers would be seeking local facilities which are
already limited.

Yes

No

104915

Delays caused by the programme of works.

Yes

No
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Comment noted The section of road that is referred to is outside of the scope of the
A14 project, your observation is noted.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency would establish a process to ensure the relevant
mitigation measures identified in the ES are addressed through the construction
phase. This would set out all relevant environmental aspects of the work, the
approach to be implemented to plan and monitor compliance with environmental
legislation, as well as engagement and consultation with local authorities, other
statutory bodies and the local community. Further detail of environmental
management during the construction period is provided in Chapter 3 of the CoCP,
which forms part of the Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the management of construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required
Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out provisions for
general site operations, including working hours, construction site layout and
appearance standards, security and lighting. The CoCP is reported in the
appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. Construction workforce travel plans would be prepared by the main
contractors with the aim of encouraging the use of sustainable modes of transport
to reduce the impact of workforce travel on local residents and businesses. The
plans would include targets to reduce individual car journeys by the construction
workforce, anticipated workforce trip generation, and methods for monitoring the
construction workforce travel plan. Further detail can be found in Chapter 15 of the
Code of Construction Practice, which forms part of the Environmental Statement
appendices (Appendix 20.2).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably

have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations. Optimal phasing for
construction will be developed taking into account the complexities of a scheme of
this scale For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of construction,
the Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the
phasing of construction, and as a result the likely environmental effects of the
construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the
ES.
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104944

104580

104729

Construction of the new stretches of the road should not be
problematic- until the stage where they are joined to the existing
roads.

Suggested to construct the sections towards the east firstbetween Fenstanton and Bar Hill.

Most of the new infrastructure would need to be in place before
commencing works on the existing A14.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Comment noted Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account the complexities of joining new and existing stretches of road together.
For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the
Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the
phasing of construction, and as a result the likely environmental effects of the
construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the
ES.
Comment is noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account a variety of local factors including those between Fenstanton and Bar Hill.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of
construction, the Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in
terms of the phasing of construction, and as a result the likely environmental
effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those
reported in the ES.
Comment is noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account a variety of local factors including those with regard to new infrastructure
being in place. Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2) For the purpose of assessing the likely
significant effects of construction, the Environmental Statement has assumed a
worst case scenario in terms of the phasing of construction and as a result the
likely environmental effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be
no worse than those reported in the ES.

101857

Concerned about the sections where Huntingdon Southern
Bypass ties in with the existing A14. This part of the works would
need careful project management.

Yes

No

Comment is noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account a variety of local factors including those with regard to the tie in points for
the new road into the existing, robust project management of these areas are
essential to minimise the disruption to the road user For the purpose of assessing
the likely significant effects of construction, the Environmental Statement has
assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the phasing of construction (which may
be different depending on the environmental topic), and as a result the likely
environmental effects of the construction programme, once finalised, will be no
worse than those reported in the Environmental Statement This includes the Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed
taking into account the complexities of a scheme of this scale, a robust project
management plan will be essential to minimise the disruption to the road user.
Preliminary phasing can be found in Appendix 3.2 in the ES.

101857

In the contract to build, there should be penalties for noncompletion within the set timeframe.
Invitations to tender for the contractors should ask for
contractually binding programmes of work, highlighting the areas
which need particular attention to minimise disruption.
The successful contractor should be required to work with the
least disruptive plan.

Yes

No

Comment is noted. Optimal phasing for construction will be developed taking into
account the complexities of a scheme of this scale, a robust project management
plan will be essential to minimise the disruption to the road user

101046

Reference is made to the provision of a Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) in support of the scheme works. The University
supports the proposal for a CoCP to be prepared for the scheme
works.
- The University seeks that Site-specific (Part B) measures
should also be incorporated within the CoCP that deal with the
management of impacts associated with specific phases of the
scheme - for example, the local access road and Girton
Interchange works.
- Although these would be updated following appointment of the
contractor, the University seeks that these impacts and relevant
mitigation measures should be identified as part of the CoCP
Part B and submitted during the DCO process to allow for later
comment by the relevant authorities and the University during
examination.

No

The Code of Construction Practice would include an outline Construction
Environmental Management Plan which would subsequently be developed in more
detail when contractors are appointed to detail the specific requirements in respect
of works under their management. Construction works associated with a road
scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impacts on local communities
and the environment. These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the
Environmental Statement where measures to mitigate likely significant adverse
impacts are also reported , including the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.

Yes

Cost
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101820

Continual delays in the scheme are increasing the costs.

Yes

No

55622, 104973

The longer journeys during construction will be more expensive.

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.
Comment noted. Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale
would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement along with mitigation measures including the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and

standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period.
Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104762

Concerned about environmental impact during construction.

103566, 104509,
104980

Concerns about the environmental impact in the surrounding
area during construction.
This is a particularly beautiful area of the countryside and
maximum effort should go into reducing the environmental
impact.
More details are required about the environmental impacts
during construction.
There would be nearly five years of disruption and environmental
damage.

102011
104509
104982

102805

There should be an effective environmental monitoring and
control plan in place requiring daily reporting to the Local
Authority’s Environmental Health teams and local parishes. This
should be part of the contractor’s responsibilities.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

2c

Change to
proposal?

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement (
ES) and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the ES. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of work
that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The Highways Agency will continue dialogue with local authorities and other
stakeholders during the construction period.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement along with
mitigation measures including the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix
20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body. The contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the CoCP prior to the commencement of any
works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management
and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by
the Highways Agency.
The CoCP refers to mitigation proposals for various environmental impacts during
construction, including noise and vibration (Chapter 13), air quality (Chapter 8) and
landscape impacts (Chapter 10).
At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are identified, the
main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as part of their
Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP.

300007

Pollution by light, noise and airborne pollutants will be kept to a
minimum and would like to see detailed plans of how this will be
achieved.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement..
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the management of air quality during construction.
The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed
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as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be
applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

101826

How will the impact of light and air pollution be minimised?

Yes

No

101845

It will be a major intrusion in the Ouse Valley area for several
years.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate precautions to prevent unnecessary disturbance to ecological
receptors, residents, railway operators and passing motorists from lighting,
including appropriate positioning and direction of lighting, and use of motion
sensors.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects
At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are identified, the
main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as part of their
Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP whilst further detail of
environmental management during the construction period can be found in Chapter
3 of the CoCP.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including the Ouse Valley) as a result
of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place, such as pollution
prevention measures and provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection
of existing and new vegetation areas.
The appointed contractor would need to submit a method statement for works
around the Ouse Valley prior to commencement of works. This would include site
specific temporary mitigation and construction methodology. This would be
reviewed and agreed with the Highways Agency.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to the Ouse Valley) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment includes likely significant effects of both construction
and operation. The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley is acknowledged
and impacts on this landscape have been assessed. The construction of the
scheme would be likely to result in large adverse effect on the area identified as
the North-Flowing Ouse Valley Floodplain, while the East-Flowing Ouse Valley
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Floodplain is not considered to be directly impacted by construction.

101769

Concern over noise impacts.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement.
A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is
the potential for noise impacts during construction. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works. , which would reduce noise impacts.

Air quality
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.

101031, 102856,
103592

101826, 102788,
102843, 104909,
104482, 104665,
104784, 104504,
104514, 104552,
104583, 104663,
104688, 104858,

Concerned about effect on air quality.

Concerned about air pollution.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community relations,
general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations.
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. Chapter 8 of the
CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. The
likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed as
part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.
Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see
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104764, 104762,
104712, 104841,
104936, 104721,
104937, 104970,
104904, 104749,
104830, 103547,
104675, 104932,
104724, 17404

Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community relations,
general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations.
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. Chapter 8 of the
CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. The
likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed as
part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

102871, 103488,
104808, 101901,
54120, 104485,
104489, 104875,
104882, 55774,
104556, 104688,
104668, 104762,
104712, 104980,
104919, 104721,
104957, 104986,
104863, 104667,
104746, 104830,
104593, 104664,
102805, 103559,
55534, 55622,
National Farmers
Union

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary
concludes that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme.

103489

Concerned about dust and dirt during construction.

Concerned about dirt from the construction vehicles.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community relations,
general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations.
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. Chapter 8 of the
CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. The
likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed as
part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Likely significant impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The findings of the EIA are reported in the Environmental
Statement along with mitigation measures which include the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) – see Appendix 20.2. The CoCP applies to all aspects of the
scheme construction including borrow pits. Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the
proposed management of air quality during construction.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
to avoid local roads where practicable. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Industry best practice
and standards would be applied to the transport of the material. Chapter 3.6 of the
COCP outlines the general provision for site management.

104915, 104084

Concerned about increased air pollution in Hilton.

Yes

No

104920, 104970

Concerned about dust and dirt in the village of Brampton.

Yes

No

104848

Concerned about prevailing winds carrying noise and dust from
the construction and operations towards Brampton.

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed for the scheme including the
villages Brampton and Hilton, as part of the environmental impact assessment and
are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment summary concludes that, with mitigation measures, no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community relations,
general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations.

The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have
been assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this
would be applied in connection with Hilton and Brampton where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Mitigation for construction noise and vibration is set out in Chapter 13 of the CoCP.
The main contractors would assess, consider and implement means to control
noise and vibration from the works. This would include noise and vibration control
at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and
screening of equipment.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
to avoid local roads where practicable. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

104976

104973, 104633

There have been no formal plans to deal with the dust generated
during construction.

Concerned about dust and dirt from nearby borrow pits and the
construction site.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme. Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) –
see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. Chapter 8 of the CoCP
outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. Dust impacts
have been assessed, which are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme. Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) –
see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP applies to all
aspects of the scheme construction including borrow pits. Chapter 8 of the CoCP
outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. Industry best
practice would be employed for the extraction of material in the borrow pits, this
would include mitigation measures to reduce dust. Dust impacts have been
assessed, which are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
to avoid local roads where practicable. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

102863

Concerned about the increased pollution from the construction
site when every effort should be made to reduce the burning of
fossil fuels.

Yes
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No

. Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme. Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) –
see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP applies to all
aspects of the scheme construction including borrow pits. Chapter 8 of the CoCP
outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. Industry best
practice would be employed for the extraction of material in the borrow pits, this

would include mitigation measures to reduce dust.

104986

104895, 104633

Concerned about smells during construction.

Yes

Concerned about pollution from construction equipment and
contractors vehicles.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality (including odour) are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. No
odour issues are expected to occur during construction or operation.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality from construction are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. Mitigation measures include the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) – see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. Chapter 8
of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction.

Ecology
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures include
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) – see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

101031, 103559,
103489, 104489,
104498, 104518,
104646, 104649,
104721, 104683

Concerned about the wildlife impact

Yes

No

101069

Concerned about the animals in Wood Green. Query about
whether the animals in Wood Green have been included in the
assessment.

Yes

No

53860

Concerned that constructing a new road could cause more
disturbance to wildlife than widening the existing carriageway.

Yes

No
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Chapter 12 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of nature conservation
during the construction of the scheme. Species or habitat management plans
would be prepared and contractors would seek to reduce habitat loss within the
land provided for the scheme by keeping the working area to the minimum
necessary for construction of the scheme. Where appropriate (and in line with the
commitments in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement), the main contractors
would mitigate the loss of ecologically important habitats through habitat creation.
The main contractors would consult with relevant authorities including the
Highways Agency, Natural England, the local authorities, the Wildlife Trust for
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and Northamptonshire and the Forestry Commission
regarding monitoring and survey works to be undertaken prior to construction to
update the baseline ecological and arboricultural conditions set out in the
Environmental Statement.
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Wood Green Animal Shelter
has been identified as being likely to be potentially impacted by the proposed
scheme and has been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment
detailed within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of ecological impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to reduce the impact of the
scheme on ecology has been identified which seeks to avoid impacts in the first
instance, through carefully siting infrastructure away from sensitive habitat and
timing works to avoid sensitive periods. In general, widening works would require a
smaller footprint than the construction of a new road. However, for the A14, several
options have been assessed and a mixture of new road construction and widening
works has been chosen based on benefits significantly outweighing impacts. This

104920

The borrow pits to the west of the re-routed A1 will have a
detrimental effect on Brampton Woods SSSI – an excavation of
this magnitude is bound to interfere with the ecology.

Yes

No

being the case, significant ecological mitigation would be carried out.
The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising
predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which would be of
greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it would replace.
The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective corridor within the
farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and enhancing the ability for wildlife
to move through the landscape.
General good practice measures implemented during construction should ensure
there are no impacts on Brampton Woods SSSI as a result of noise, dust or water
quality pollution.
The hydrological assessment for the scheme has identified that the sand and
gravel deposits in the area of the borrow pit do not extend to the Brampton Wood
SSSI. Glacial till is the only superficial deposit expected to be present. The entire
area is underlain by Oxford Clay and the woodland is located on higher ground
some 500m away from the borrow pit. On that basis, there would be no impact on
the hydrogeological functioning of this ecological receptor. Ecological mitigation
proposed in the vicinity of the Brampton Wood SSSI would ensure connectivity of
the wood to the wider landscape is maintained or enhanced.

Flooding
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101060, 103566

The added risk of flooding needs to be considered during and
after construction.

Yes

No

104762

Concerned about flooding.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Details of proposed flood risk management and mitigation during the construction
period are provided in Chapter 14 of the Code of Construction Practice, which
forms part of the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Flooding impact has been assessed and can be found in Chapter 17 within the
Environmental Statement.

104828

300007 OBE 2C11

There could be chaos if it floods during the construction period.
Has this considered?

Both before and during construction, consideration should be
given to the full impact of the decision to replace a brick viaduct
with an earth embankment across the flood plain between
Godmanchester and the Offords. The River Ouse should be
investigated by the environment agency. In spite of recent
assurances local residents still fear that the blocking and
channelling of a flooded River Ouse could lead to local flooding.
An increase of a few inches on current high water levels would
increase the risk of flooding of Mill Road and the low lying
properties in the area including the marina and residential park
homes site.

Yes

No

Construction activities would be undertaken by main contractors taking into
consideration the requirements to avoid any significant increase of flood risk.
Appropriate measures, such as keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and
debris to reduce blockage risk, would be implemented by the main contractors to
prevent, so far as is reasonably practicable, damage to equipment or the works
during potential flooding events. Suitable access and safe refuges are to be
identified for use in the event of a flood. Appropriate maintenance access would
be made available to watercourses and associated flood risk structures, if required.
Details of proposed flood risk management and mitigation during the construction
period are provided in Chapter 14 of the Code of Construction Practice, which
forms part of the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account
for the loss of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak
water level (a localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance

probability flood event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme
would not have a likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There
would be no change in Standard of Protection to any property. Construction
activities would be undertaken by main contractors taking into consideration the
requirements to avoid any significant increase of flood risk. Appropriate measures,
such as keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to reduce blockage
risk, would be implemented by the main contractors to prevent, so far as is
reasonably practicable, damage to equipment or the works during potential
flooding events. Suitable access and safe refuges are to be identified for use in
the event of a flood. Appropriate maintenance access would be made available to
watercourses and associated flood risk structures, if required.

Landscape
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Impacts on the landscape for the scheme have been assessed and can be found in
Chapter 10 within the Environmental Statement.

101845, 104649,
104499, 104518,
104749, 103559

Concerns about the construction impact on the countryside/
landscapes.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably
impact on agricultural land.

101884, 104937,
104667

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or for
construction purposes. Where land would be required land owners would be
compensated.
Concerned about the loss of agricultural land.

Yes

No

Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage, where practicable, on completion of the scheme.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to mitigate potential
impacts on agricultural resources, including appropriate handling and storing of
soil. Further details of mitigation of agricultural resources during the construction
period, are provided in Chapter 8 of the CoCP
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The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.

104937

The proposals contribute to the dominance of roads and
concrete over the landscape.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has
been built in to the scheme design to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape.
Likely significant impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA), including likely significant effects associated with the proposed
borrow pits. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement.

104518

Concerned about the impact of quarry pits.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors
Some borrow pits also provide a flood compensation function as shown on the
Outline Environmental Design Drawings s contained in Fig 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement .

104674

Concerned about digging up fields and the removal of
hedgerows.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably
impact on agricultural land.
Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or for
construction purposes. Where land would be required land owners would be
compensated.

104530, 104721,
103547

Concerned about the loss of trees and hedgerows during the
construction, and the timescale of newly planted trees to grow.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment of likely significant
effects includes assessment of the scheme in the first year following planting, as
well as fifteen year later, once the planting would be established. A range of
mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground
shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting - see the Outline Environmental
Design Drawings s contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Existing trees and shrubs would be retained as far as practicable.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to mitigate potential
impacts on agricultural resources and protect landscape and visual amenity in rural
and urban areas from construction activities, including provision of temporary
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protective fencing, protection of existing and new vegetation areas, and
appropriate handling and storing of soil. Further detail of landscape mitigation
during the construction period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.

104683

104530

The plans show that there the planting of new trees, shrubs and
ponds have been carefully considered.

Planting should take place as soon as possible to allow it to bed
in and remove some of the ‘rawness’ from the development.

Yes

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment of likely significant
effects includes assessment of the scheme in the first year following planting, as
well as fifteen year later, once the planting would be established. A range of
mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground
shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting - see the Outline Environmental
Design Drawings s contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation. Soiling, seeding, planting and/or seeding of completed earthworks
would be undertaken by the main contractors as soon as reasonably practicable
following completion of the earthworks. Planting and other landscape measures
would be implemented as early as is reasonably practicable where there is no
conflict with construction activities or other requirements of the scheme. Further
detail of landscape mitigation during the construction period is provided in Chapter
10 of the CoCP.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.

104583

An Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty will be destroyed.

Yes

No

The Ouse Valley is not currently designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) but the LVIA acknowledges that there are aspirations to designate
it as such and recognises the high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley
landscapes.
Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of the scheme largely
comprises high quality agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives
considered would inevitably impact on agricultural land.

National Farmers
Union

Mitigation should be provided to prevent damage to crops.

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or for
construction purposes. Where land would be required land owners would be
compensated..
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage, where practicable, on completion of the scheme. The Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental Statement
(appendix 20.2) outlines the control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
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transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to mitigate potential
impacts on agricultural resources, including appropriate handling and storing of
soil. Further details of mitigation of agricultural resources during the construction
period, are provided in Chapter 8 of the CoCP
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and will continue through detailed design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including the Ouse Valley) as a result
of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement.

104900, 104687,
101845

The construction impacts on the Ouse Valley will be
catastrophic.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place, such as pollution
prevention measures and provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection
of existing and new vegetation areas.
The appointed contractor would need to submit a method statement for works
around the Ouse Valley prior to commencement of works taking into account the
impacts on the Ouse Valley. This would include site specific temporary mitigation
and construction methodology. This would be reviewed and agreed with the
Highways Agency.

Light
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104552, 104600,
104863, 55622,
104934, 104936,
104967, 17404

Concerned about light pollution

Yes

No

104830, 104891

Concerned about light pollution during the night.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate precautions to prevent unnecessary disturbance to ecological
receptors, residents, railway operators and passing motorists from lighting,
including appropriate positioning and direction of lighting, and use of motion
sensors. At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are
identified, the main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as
part of their Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during
the construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP.

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101767

Inconvenience and noise should be kept to the minimum.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

2c

Change to
proposal?
No
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Highways Agency’s response

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and

operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement (ES) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures
that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and
vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the
scheme during construction have been considered in the ES.

2c

300008

Construction and traffic noise will travel significantly across local
towns and villages, especially during winter months when winds
prevail in a north-west direction.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Highways Agency has established significance effect criteria, which are based
on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization guidance.
The significance of effect takes account of the baseline levels. The methodology
set out in Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) (Department of Transport and
Welsh Office, 1988) has been used to predict the change in noise level resulting
from the change in road traffic during and due to construction of the scheme. The
CRTN procedures assume typical worst case noise propagation scenarios which
are consistent with moderately adverse wind velocities in all directions.

2c

300009

Concerned about noise.

No
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A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.

100986

As a resident from the village of Yelling, noise is an
environmental concern.

101031, 101826,
101838, 101883,
101901, 102788,
102843, 103484,
104616, 104951,
54120, 103579,
53860, 104909,
103592, 103598,
104482, 104485,
104650, 104665,
104495, 104498,
104489, 104784,
104503, 104504,
104875, 104882,
104514, 104518,
55774, 104552,
104556, 104563,
104583, 104663,
104670, 104688,
104648, 104668,
104858, 101093,
104764, 104762,
104824, 104841,
104936, 104968,
104874, 104890,
104721, 104674,
104922, 104934,
104937, 104967,
104986, 104973,
104904, 104863,
104746, 104749,
104830, 104871,
104593, 104664,
102015, 102805,
103547, 103559,
104524, 55534,
104675, 104921,
104828, 55622,
104724, 102856,
103489, 104874,
104891, 10311,
10343

There will be noise impacts/noise pollution.

101060

Noise levels need to be considered during and after
construction.

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The noise study
area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as
600 metres around new or altered highways and sections of existing roads within
1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a
result of the scheme on opening. The village of Yelling is located more than 4km
from the scheme.

A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is
the potential for noise impacts during construction. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement.

Yes
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No

The environmental impact assessment (EIA) for the scheme has assessed the
likely significant effects of noise (Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement)
during construction and has identified temporary construction noise effects around
the Cambridge Northern Bypass, particularly from online pavement laying works.
However, the level of noise would not cause significant adverse effects on
dwellings. Mitigation for construction noise and vibration is set out in Chapter 13 of
the Code of Construction Practice - see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement. The main contractors would assess, consider and implement means to
control noise and vibration from the works. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment.
101093

Would like full height acoustic fences installed alongside the A14
to mitigate the high noise and pollution levels experienced by
villages on the north side of Cambridge.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The locations of noise barriers are shown on the Outline Environmental Design
Drawings s contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The current
proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme. This is likely to be
a thin wearing course system.
Details of noise assessments carried out across the scheme can be found in
Chapter 14 of within the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation for construction noise and vibration is set out in Chapter 13 of the Code
of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement). The
main contractors would assess, consider and implement best practicable means to
control noise and vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at
source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and
screening of equipment.

53913, 104619

Noise barriers should be installed to help mitigate increased
noise.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The locations of noise barriers are shown on the Outline Environmental Design
Drawings s contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The current
proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme. This is likely to be
a thin wearing course system.

104830, 102805,
104553

Concerned about vibrations.

Yes
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No

A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation for

construction noise and vibration is set out in Chapter 13 of the Code of
Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement). The main
contractors would assess, consider and implement best practicable means to
control noise and vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at
source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and
screening of equipment.
The Environmental Statement indicates that moderate construction vibration
impacts are predicted at residential properties, which are located within 25m of a
location where vibratory compaction activities are proposed. At these locations, a
significant effect would be avoided by using alternative compaction methods such
as lower vibration compaction plant or static rollers. The selection of the lower
vibration processes would be used to reduce the vibration levels as low as
reasonably practicable. With this mitigation in place it is not considered that the
residual effects would be significant.

104575

Concerned about noise being carried by prevailing winds.

53913

Noise pollution has already been made worse to the north-east
of Dry Drayton by the removal of trees and bushes in
preparation for the scheme.

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The operational noise prediction method assumes an
adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the road. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

No

Whilst vegetation in line of sight between a sound source and receiver may appear
to provide some noise screening, it has negligible beneficial effect in terms of noise
reduction.

104511, 104804,
104713

Concerned about noise impacts on Hilton.

Yes

No

102813

Concerned about noise impacts in Buckden.

Yes

No

104808, 104870

Concerned about noise impacts from borrow pit
working/extraction.

Yes

No
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A detailed assessment of the likely significant effects of noise has been undertaken
(including with respect to Hilton) as part of the environmental impact assessment
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The environmental
impact assessment has not identified significant noise effects from construction on
Hilton. Further information on construction noise impacts and mitigation can be
found in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement and in Chapter 13 of the Code
of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement.
A detailed assessment of the likely significant effects of noise has been undertaken
(including with respect to Buckden) as part of the environmental impact
assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The
environmental impact assessment has identified temporary noise increases during
construction of the scheme between the Brampton Hut and the East Coast
mainline railway, largely from the operation of borrow pits and soil storage
compounds. Further information on construction noise impacts can be found in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Chapter 13 of the Code of
Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the scheme during
construction have been considered in the Environmental Statement.

104712

104848

Concerned about noise impacts, especially piling at bridges.

At a previous consultation event, it was explained that bunds are
proposed to mitigate noise impacts. These mitigation measures
are limited given their height and positions, such that
immediately adjacent properties might be screened but not those
further away.

Yes

Yes

No

No

A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation for
construction noise and vibration is set out in the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement). The main contractors
would assess, consider and implement best practicable means to control noise and
vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at source (such as
quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.
Bored piling, which is not a significant source of vibration, is the anticipated method
for all bridges and viaducts. Any noise or vibration arising from construction
activities would be controlled and minimised by complying with the CoCP with a
more detailed assessment and confirmation of any specific noise and vibration
mitigation required provided in the relevant application to the local authority for
prior consent under section 61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974 before site
works commence.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures
which would be adhered to during construction of the scheme. The main
contractors would assess, consider and implement means to control noise and
vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at source (such as
quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks (bunds) to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy.
Whilst vegetation in line of sight between a sound source and receiver may appear
to provide some noise screening, it has negligible beneficial effect in terms of noise
reduction.

104881

The removal of trees will worsen the noise impacts at Girton.

Yes

No

Chapter 14 within the Environmental Statement sets out noise assessments which
have been conducted across the scheme, including Girton. Chapter 14 includes a
number of locations and dwellings which would experience higher than the noise
insulation trigger levels defined in the CoCP.

104718, 104976

Concerned about noise from night time working.

Yes

No

104606

Construction noise should not extend into evenings or
weekends.

Yes

No

104958

As Bar Hill is in close proximity to the development, any works
generating substantial noise would not be appropriate during the
night.

Yes

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required.
A detailed assessment of noise has been undertaken (including with respect to Bar
Hill) as part of the environmental impact assessment for construction and operation
of the scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The
environmental impact assessment has identified temporary construction noise
effects around Bar Hill, particularly from online pavement laying works. However,
the level of noise would not cause significant adverse effects on dwellings.
Mitigation for construction noise and vibration is set out in Chapter 13 of the Code
of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The
main contractors would assess, consider and implement means to control noise
and vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at source (such
as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of
equipment.
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Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors would adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable. Night
work would be limited to where required
Visual
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment includes likely
significant effects of both operation and construction, including effects associated
with the borrow pits.

104485, 104511,
104650, 104891,
104712, 102015

There will be an adverse visual impact

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to the area south of Swavesey Junction) and is reported in Chapter 10 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment includes likely significant effects of
both operation and construction, including effects associated with the borrow pits.

30372

Living just south of Swavesey Junction, concerned about the
views from home.

During construction the excavation of the borrow pit north-west of Boxworth (southwest of Swavesey junction), major earthworks and vegetation clearance, and the
presence of soil storage areas, construction compounds and heavy plant, would
cause visual effects of high significance to receptors in the vicinity, including
residential properties and footpaths. . However, views of construction activity
would generally be set within the context of the existing major highway corridor and
traffic movement, except for the excavation of the borrow pit north-west of
Boxworth.
Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
In order to upgrade Swavesey Junction, the removal of vegetation would be
necessary. This would be mitigated by means of vegetation planting on
constructed embankments. The new larger junction would be lit (as existing).

45310

Borrow pits would be needed to form the embankments
proposed around Brampton, which would cause a visual impact

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to the area around Brampton) during both operation and construction,

to the area.

including effects associated with the borrow pits at Brampton. During construction
the excavation of borrow pits, major earthworks to create environmental bunds,
vegetation clearance, soil storage areas, construction compounds and the
presence of heavy plant would cause visual effects of high significance to
receptors in the vicinity, including residential properties and footpaths.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
Vegetation would be planted on embankments to mitigate the visual impact.
Borrow pits would be restored where possible, with the likelihood of using the area
for recreational or agricultural usage after construction.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to the Ouse Valley) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment includes likely significant effects of both construction
and operation. The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley is acknowledged
and impacts on this landscape have been assessed. The construction of the
scheme would be likely to result in large adverse effect on the area identified as
the North-Flowing Ouse Valley Floodplain, while the East-Flowing Ouse Valley
Floodplain is not considered to be directly impacted by construction.
A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design to lessen
the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and
extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow,
and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.

17405

Concerned about the visual impact of the Ouse Valley, as it is
one of the few unspoilt vistas in the country.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the construction
period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
The river Great Ouse viaduct has been carefully designed to limit impacts on the
Great Ouse valley and to support the views of key stakeholders who indicated that
the aesthetic quality of the structure should be a priority consideration. An options
design process has been carried out, and a design has been generated to
minimise visual intrusion and to maintain views along the valley floor.
Mitigation planting would soften the abutments in the long term.

Health
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to

Highways Agency’s response

received by
deadline?

proposal?

101031, 104698,
104785, 104985,
104675, 104932

Concerned about quality of life/daily lives.

Yes

No

103566

Concerns about the mental health of the local communities.

Yes

No

104713

Increase pollution in Hilton will have an adverse effect on allergy
sufferers.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community (including Hilton). The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. In
summary the assessment concludes that community facilities and private property
are affected in a varied way, but overall at a scheme level the effect is not a level
considered to be significant.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
which sets out temporary mitigation for the welfare of the local community (e.g.
pollution control measures).
The impacts on human health which would arise from the scheme are also
assessed and are reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. This
assessment indicates that the scheme would have beneficial effects on health, with
improvements expected in various areas of relevance to health. With the
implementation of mitigation measures, the assessment has not identified any
significant adverse health effects likely to arise from the scheme.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.

104708

Due to the noise and air pollution, sleeping and breathing will
become difficult.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement. Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed
management of air quality during construction. Impacts on air quality are assessed
as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed
as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be
applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been assessed
as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would be
applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104967

The noise impacts would lead to loss of sleep and potentially
depression.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement.
Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes
that, with mitigation measures, no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme. The main contractors would implement inspection and monitoring
procedures to assess the effectiveness of measures to prevent dust and air
pollutant emissions.

104575

Concerned about dust affecting existing health conditions. E.g.
rhinitis.

Yes

No

Chapter 8 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution, odour and
exhaust emission during the construction works, including mitigation of potential
adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring measures, and general site
management. Chapter 8 sets out the measures which would be implemented to
limit pollution from construction plant vehicles and the transportation / storage of
materials. The likely significant effects on air quality from construction have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the approach in the CoCP to managing this would
be applied where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

101812
104532
104855
104606
104860

104636

Summary of consultee comment
Construction traffic, noise, dust, lighting and traffic disruption will
need careful planning and phasing to mitigate the impact to an
acceptable level.
Queried the measures that would be in place to mitigate noise,
dust and debris and air pollution from the proposed activities.
Construction impacts should be suitably mitigated.
The increased construction site traffic and traffic on local roads
should be mitigated.
An environmental plan should be agreed, such as landscaping
for a conservation area to offset the scale of this development.

Contractual mitigation measures should be set out during the
design phase, which should be adhered to throughout (not just if
there is time for this).

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Further detail of lighting during the construction period is provided
in Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction Practice Chapter 13 of the Code of
Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the scheme during
construction have been considered in the Environmental Statement. Chapter 8 of
the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
The CoCP identifies appropriate control measures that would be put in place to
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protect landscape and visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction
activities, including provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of
existing and new vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape mitigation during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 10 of the CoCP.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works.
Water
Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104674, 104762

Concerned about water pollution.

Yes

No

104937, 104683,
104962, 100986

Concerned about contamination of nearby watercourses.

Yes

No

104683

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Measures should be in place to ensure water contamination is
minimised.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Impacts on water resources have been assessed with mitigation measures outlined
during construction and/or operation (details can be found in Chapter 16 within the
Environmental Statement).
During construction measures would be implemented for any works within or close
to water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs, or groundwater. The main
contractors would consult with the Environment Agency (and any other relevant
statutory authorities) regarding the measures to be implemented to contain and
manage surface water runoff from the construction site to prevent deterioration of
the water environment and other potential adverse impacts including changes to
flow volume, water levels and water quality. Appropriate measures, such as
keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to reduce blockage risk
would be implemented by the main contractors. Further detail on road drainage,
the water environment and flood risk during the construction period is provided in
Chapter 14 of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).

Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A detailed construction methodology would be produced once the contractor is
appointed.

104846

The phasing of construction is unclear from the available
documentation.

Yes

No

The methodology aims to provide approach which is both safe to construct (both
for workers and road users) as well as one which minimises disruption to the local
and wider community.
Offline works would largely be conducted initially with online works commencing
thereafter. Certain works would be conducted during off-peak hours to further
minimise disruption.
Construction phasing information can be found in Appendix 3.2 within the
Environmental Statement.

104682
104970
103519
104566

The construction impacts have been poorly communicated.
There were no details on the construction procedures at the
public exhibition.
After visiting an information event, it has been demonstrated that
the scheme will be constructed with sensitivity to local residents.
Public engagement is important, as there will be a high level of
disruption to people using the A14 during the construction

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Comment duly noted Construction works associated with a road scheme of this
scale will inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations. The contractors appointed to build the

period.

scheme would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance
with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works.
These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routing of construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement sets out how stakeholders,
including both local authorities and statutory environmental bodies, would be
engaged and consulted with during the construction phase.
Certain routes would be subject to restrictions throughout construction. Haul routes
would be constructed alongside the scheme where possible to minimise disruption
to the local road network and limit construction movements to these area where
practicable.

104695, 104905

The impact on village traffic is unclear/ there have been no
details about the use of village roads.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.The likely significant effects from
construction traffic on traffic in local villages have been assessed as part of the ES,
and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects
Construction movements and details of traffic management across the scheme
have been assessed and can be found within the Annex of Appendix 3.2 within the
Environmental Statement.

105088

The consultation events did not provide answers to queries
about the local extraction of gravel.

Yes

No

Borrow pits were displayed on GA drawings during the consultation period which
have not changed significantly. A number of flood compensation mitigation areas
have been included which would include shallow excavations across the scheme.
The preferred solution for sourcing material for the scheme, taking into account
environmental and planning constraints, would be to take material from borrow pits
that are located as close as possible to the areas where the material would be
required in the scheme. This would make the scheme as self-sufficient as is
feasible with regard to bulk earthworks materials, minimising haulage distances
and minimising the amount of construction traffic using the existing A14.
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and Waste Development Plan
Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a number of areas adjacent and near
to the route corridor that are potential sources of minerals. Several of these have
been historically earmarked for the A14 improvement works and as such any
material excavated from them can only be used for the A14 scheme.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors

102863

There has been no information on the temporary works, borrow
pits, material dumps or construction yards. Therefore, there
could be enormous construction impacts, but we do not know
about them.

Yes

No

Details of construction proposals are being developed as the scheme progresses.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out a series of proposed measures
and standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main
contractors’ during construction. The Highways Agency would engage with
communities throughout the construction period and in advance of the relevant
construction works. The Highways Agency would also provide information on the
enquiry and complaints procedures and how this is operated. Further detail on
construction proposals would be developed as the scheme is refined and
contractors are employed to undertake the works.
Construction details have not yet been finalised, although have been assessed on
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a worst case scenario basis. A number of construction implications have been
assessed thereby not under-estimating impacts. Details can be found in Appendix
3.2 within the Environmental Statement.
The temporary areas adjacent to The Avenue would be used as a compound sites
and an area to stockpile soil. The general usage would include material storage,
office and welfare facilities for workforce and serve as a base for construction
operations.
104905

There have been no details about the impact of the construction
headquarters at the end of the Avenue, Madingley.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out a series of proposed measures
and standards of works, including at compound sites, that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors during construction.
This would include the operation within temporary areas and mitigation measures
to minimise disruption and environmental impact. Mitigation measures would be in
accordance with the CoCP e.g. dust control measures, temporary bunding, and
would be utilities if and when required.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency

104546

There have been no details of any obligations to be placed on
the contractors.

Yes

No

The main contractors would set out the procedures to be followed for construction
operations in method statements that would address health, safety, site security
and the environmental issues associated with construction operations. The
operations requiring a method statement would be identified using a risk based
approach. As a minimum, method statements would be prepared for site
preparation, construction activities and reinstatement of land and/or infrastructure
following completion of the main construction works.
Haul routes would be constructed alongside the scheme where possible to
minimise disruption to the local road network and limit construction movements to
these area where practicable. Certain local roads would be subject to restrictions
from certain vehicles throughout construction in order to control local road HGV
traffic.

104699

Not conversant with the construction impacts on traffic. Would
like to learn about the impact on local vs. through traffic and the
impact that this could have on our business. It would be
interesting to learn about the construction impacts of the removal
of the viaduct.

Yes

No

Through traffic would continue to use the A14 at a reduced speed in certain areas
with lane closures kept to a minimum.
Once the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is constructed, traffic can be switched
from the old A14 to the new and demolition of Huntingdon viaduct can begin. The
old A14 would be closed temporarily between Spittals Junction and
Godmanchester Junction whilst the viaduct is removed and new links are created
within Huntingdon.
Impacts to traffic have been assessed and details can be found in Appendix 3.2
within the Environmental Statement.

54632

As the plans have not been finalised, it is impossible to gauge
the fully the effects that the construction period will have on the
village of Hilton.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and

dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body. This approach to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with Hilton where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant effects.
Construction traffic would use haul routes and the trunk road network where
possible and avoid utilising the local road network, including Hilton where
practicable.
Construction details have not yet been finalised, although have been assessed on
a worst case scenario basis. A number of construction implications have been
assessed thereby not under-estimating impacts. Details can be found in Appendix
3.2 within the Environmental Statement.

104832

The consultation brochure provides no precise details about
controlling the additional construction traffic, noise and other
disruptive activities that impact the local residents.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction
Practice sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during
construction. Where appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles
would be provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads. Chapter 13 of the
Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures
that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and
vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the
scheme during construction have been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
A noise impact for construction traffic (detailed in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement) has been and outlines locations and dwellings which are predicted to
experience construction noise levels higher than the noise insulation trigger levels
defined in the CoCP.

No

The main contractors would each prepare a traffic management plan which would
describe the traffic management, safety and control measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. The traffic management plan would include details of
phasing of works.
Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical, with the main haul
routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials.
The area around Girton involves extensive works, however a large proportion of
this would be conducted offline, and therefore disruption would be minimal.
Construction of tie in points, realignment of A428 and other online works would
require temporary traffic management and in certain instances would be carried out
during off-peak hours.
The widening of the A14 between Histon and Milton would require temporary traffic
management. With the intention to enable two lanes of traffic in either direction
during peak hours. Construction of this stretch would not require significant
material and as a result would be completed in a shorter time period compared to
other areas which enables disruption duration to be minimised around this section.
Works would be conducted in accordance with the CoCP. General phasing of
works can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. This has not
been finalised and optimal construction phasing would continue to be developed
prior to construction period.

No details are provided regarding the likely phasing of the
scheme, or the likely timescales for each phase. Particularly, no
information is provided regarding works related to the following:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the Girton Interchange;
the construction of the local access road; or
Histon / Impington.

The main construction impact of the proposals on the
University’s interests is likely to be during construction of these
three aspects. The University seeks further details with regards
to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

101046

the likely phasing of each part of the scheme;
the duration of these work phases;
broad traffic management principles; and
construction routing and volumes during
construction to understand the impacts along
Huntingdon Road and the access to the existing
farms in the vicinity of the Girton Interchange.

Yes

The Environmental Statement should consider the potential
variation in traffic levels during construction and the impacts on
air quality, noise and travellers arising from the following.
(i)

Changes in intensity of use of the borrow pits for
aggregate extraction throughout construction and the
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(ii)

implications on construction traffic volumes. In particular
if it requires greater volumes of aggregates and
materials to be imported from elsewhere. This is
required to enable an assessment of impacts in the
vicinity of the University.
Overlaps in construction programme and phasing for
different sections of the A14 Scheme with impacts on
construction traffic volumes and associated impacts on
the University’s North West Cambridge and West
Cambridge proposals.

The construction impacts assessments (including noise, traffic) have been based
on the worst case scenario and can be found in the Environmental Statement.

In addition, the University seeks the scheme-wide construction
peak being identified and assessed where traffic flows are likely
to be highest, as well as the identification of potential for site-bysite variations in traffic (greater or lower), as well as a qualitative
view of implications. This is sought to understand potential
impacts during construction in the vicinity of the University’s
landownerships.
National Farmers
Union (NFU)

An agricultural liaison officer will need to be appointed on a 24
hour 7 day a week basis with direct contact details supplied to all
affected landowners and farmers.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has engaged with landowners in the consultation phase and
would continue to do this through the scheme development and construction phase
of the scheme. A Public Liaison officer would be appointed during the construction
phase giving a direct link to the Highways Agency’s contractor.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The demolition of the viaduct would only occur after the proposed
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass had been opened. However, it is necessary to
remove the viaduct in order to construct the local road connections.

102800

Construction impacts would be unbearable considering the
cumulative construction effects from other schemes. E.g. the
new link road to Ermine Street and ongoing works of the viaduct
bridge.

Yes

No

Several developments have been identified across the Cambridge to Huntingdon
area which are considered likely developments and have therefore been taken into
consideration within the environmental impact assessment, including the
development off Ermine Street (as well as others in the Huntingdon area). Further
detail on these cumulative impacts as well as proposed mitigation is reported in
Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.
The proposed land off Ermine Street development would be unlikely to have a
significant cumulative impact upon the highway network as access would be via
different roads from the scheme. Where construction phases overlap, further
consideration of construction transport management is recommended in order to
minimise disruption.
Details of the construction traffic management and phasing can be found in
Appendix 3.2
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102826

Those who travel into Huntingdon have already endured years of
disruption for schemes such as the strengthening of the viaduct
and the new link road. This scheme would be worse and deter
anyone from going into Huntingdon. St. Neots has been
developed without any regard to infrastructure but is still much
easier to access.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.Only when the new road southern bypass is complete and open to
traffic would works within Huntingdon take place. There is likely to be some
impacts to Huntingdon during construction, but these would be mitigated where
possible. The works within Huntingdon are envisaged to start early 2020 and finish
by mid-2021.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.

102871

Concerned about the cumulative construction traffic and dust
from the A14 redevelopment and the Northstowe development.

Yes

No

The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body. This approach to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant
effects.
Several developments have been identified across the Cambridge to Huntingdon
area which are considered likely developments and have therefore been taken into
consideration within the environmental impact assessment, including the
Northstowe development. Further detail on these cumulative impacts as well as
proposed mitigation is reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement. The
environmental impact assessment for Northstowe has predicted negligible impacts
from construction traffic. Where construction phases overlap, further consideration
of construction transport management is recommended in order to minimise
disruption.

104828

The rail operator is seeking to close the level crossing between
Offord and Buckden. If this occurs at the same time as the
proposed scheme, local communities would experience
disruption and delays. The four roads out of Offord would
effectively reduce to two.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency understands that Network Rail is currently carrying out a
feasibility study to explore options for the closure of level crossings on the East
Coast Main Line. As the project has not yet been confirmed or gone through the
statutory processes, it is not considered to be reasonably foreseeable. Further
detail on cumulative impacts is reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental
Statement.

103582

Similar to the Milton Road roundabout/A14 junction which has
improved since the works have been done.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

54486

Queried whether consideration has been given to timings of the
proposed works and the redevelopment of the RAF Brampton.

Yes

No

Several developments have been identified across the Cambridge to Huntingdon
area which are considered likely developments and have therefore been taken into
consideration within the environmental impact assessment, including the RAF
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development. Further detail on these cumulative impacts as well as proposed
mitigation is reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement. There may be
an effect upon Buckden Road from a combination of the scheme and RAF
Brampton should the construction phases overlap. Where construction phases
overlap, further consideration of construction transport management is
recommended in order to minimise disruption. Construction phasing and
construction movements have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2
within the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

101046

Further information is sought relating to construction vehicle
impacts, and construction phasing, informing the interrelationship of the A14 Improvements Scheme construction
movements with those of the University's schemes.

Yes

No

Several developments have been identified across the Cambridge to Huntingdon
area which are considered likely developments and have therefore been taken into
consideration within the environmental impact assessment, including the proposed
University site (north west Cambridge). Further detail on these cumulative impacts
as well as proposed mitigation is reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental
Statement. Construction traffic associated with the University site and Darwin
Green/ National Institute of Agricultural Botany (NIAB) could lead to cumulative
disruption on the highway network in the north-west area of Cambridge, particularly
Huntingdon Road, unless carefully managed. Where construction phases overlap,
further consideration of construction transport management is recommended in
order to minimise disruption.
Construction phasing and construction movements have been assessed and can
be found in Appendix 3.2 within the Environmental Statement.

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Creating a new road is generally safer and causes less disruption compared to
widening existing roads.

101105

The widening of an existing road has more potential for
disruption than the creation of a mostly new road.

Yes

No

Although this is the case, a comprehensive traffic management plan would be
prepared by contractors to outline measures to provide for the safety of traffic,
measures to be implemented to reduce construction traffic impacts and details of
timing of operations. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency.
In general, construction phasing and temporary traffic management proposals
would be prepared on the basis of keeping the same number of lanes in use as
existing during the peak periods of traffic flow. Lane closures would be employed
during off-peak times for the facilitation of changes to traffic management,
surfacing tie-ins and gantry or bridge construction.

101844

Construction impacts will occur when the road widening

Yes
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No

A traffic management plan would be prepared by contractors to outline measures

102809

commences at Swavesey, but this should be bearable with
careful works management and night- time working.
Careful consideration should be given when widening the road in
order to minimise traffic disruption along the route.

Yes

No

to provide for the safety of traffic, measures to be implemented to reduce
construction traffic impacts and details of timing of operations, including with
respect to road widening at Swavesey. Further detail on traffic management is
reported in Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice, which forms part of
the Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).
In general, construction phasing and temporary traffic management proposals
would be prepared on the basis of keeping the same number of lanes in use as
existing during the peak periods of traffic flow. Lane closures would be employed
during off-peak times for the facilitation of changes to traffic management,
surfacing tie-ins and gantry or bridge construction.

104705

There will be chaos during the construction of the road widening
sections. The current situation at Girton is an example.

Yes

No

For the main routes, it is expected that traffic would be kept on the normal
carriageways wherever possible, if necessary using narrow lanes and restricted
temporary speed limits through the main works areas.
Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce would
adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable.

Diversion routes
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101947, 104715,
104908

Concerned about traffic diverting to the A428.

Yes

No

101939

Concerned about traffic diverting the A428 and A1198 leading to
congestion around the surrounding villages of Eltisley, Croxton,
Papworth, and St. Neots.

Yes

No

104805

Using part of the A428 would have minimised impact on the
existing A14 during construction.

Yes

No

Construction traffic impacts have been identified and assessed with traffic
management measures, including for diversions, and are outlined in Appendix 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.

104771

Concerned about bottlenecks where the traffic is diverted.

Yes

No

104749, 104524

Concerned about diversions on existing roads.

Yes

No

104755

Local knowledge should be used when planning traffic
diversions.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency The traffic plan would also include
details of any required diversions during construction as well as detail temporary
diversion routes during incidents.
Consideration has been given with regards to capacity and capability of local
infrastructure which has highlighted the importance of a robust and resilient traffic
management plan.
Construction traffic impacts have been identified and assessed with traffic
management measures, including for diversions, and are outlined in Appendix 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency would engage with communities throughout the construction
period and in advance of the relevant construction works. The Highways Agency
would also provide information on the enquiry and complaints procedures and how
this is operated. Chapter 4 of the CoCP outlines the principles which would
underpin the community engagement strategy. The CoCP is reported in the
appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
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Highways Agency’s response
In the case of temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of
construction and any lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic
anticipated to use the route. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. The
contractor would maintain the temporary or substitute road or access adequately
for the traffic using the route. The CoCP is reported in the appendices to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).

104593

Concerned about diversions resulting from road closures.

Yes

No

101939

Emergency plans dealing with traffic diversions should be
prepared in advance.

Yes

No

104828

Traffic diverts through Offord, Buckden or Godmanchester when
Little Paxton Road is closed due to flooding.

Yes

No

104908

Diverting traffic to/from the M25 via the A1 is not a solution until
congestion at the Black Cat roundabout is resolved.

Construction traffic impacts have been identified and assessed with traffic
management measures outlined in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency The traffic plan would also include
details of any required diversions during construction as well as detail temporary
diversion routes during incidents.
Consideration has been given with regards to capacity and capability of local
infrastructure which has highlighted the importance of a robust and resilient traffic
management plan.
Construction traffic impacts have been identified and assessed with traffic
management measures, including for diversions, outlined in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Comment is duly noted. Diversion routes for use during an emergency during and
after construction would be discussed with key stakeholders including traffic
officers and Cambridgeshire police.
Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or close
to Water Framework Directive water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs,
or groundwater. Construction activities would take into consideration the
requirements to avoid any significant increase of flood risk. Appropriate measures,
such as keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to reduce blockage
risk would be implemented by the main contractors.
Flood compensation areas would also be excavated during construction thereby
not increasing the risk of flooding. Paxton road would therefore not be more likely
to flood as a result of the scheme.
Further detail of flood risk during the construction period is provided in Chapter 14
of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental Statement appendices
(Appendix 20.2).
Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

All future diversions of the strategic road network would be assessed for suitability
by the Highways Agency.

Drainage
Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104523

Measures should be used to minimise the risk of disrupting
drainage in the West Brook and the Hall Green Brook.

Yes

No

104962

Concerned about run off into Beck Brook and Washpit Brook.

Yes

No

101976, 102892,
104831, 54305,
103534, 103575,
101873, 104565,
10251

Start the works sooner/right away.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or close
to Water Framework Directive water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs,
or groundwater. Typical measures would include preventing sediment being
washed into the watercourses or restrictions or controls with regards to excavating
within watercourses.
An assessment on a number of watercourses, including Beck Brook and Washpit
Brook has been carried out and details can be found in Chapter 17 of the
Environmental Statement.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.
Construction cannot begin until DCO has been granted.
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General disagreement
Consultee(s)

54192

Summary of consultee comment

There would be negative impacts when significantly upgrading
roads of this kind.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required
to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.

101031, 101944,
101874, 101932,
102827, 102900,
104487, 104624,
101014, 102876,
104815, 54120,
103575, 103576,
103582, 104898,
104495, 104784,
104875, 104518,
104565, 104663,
104861, 104799,
104795, 104780,
104824, 104721,
104704, 104708,
104916, 104867,
104984, 104985,
104986, 104863,
104749, 25343,
104664, 104524,
104730.
103571, 104919,
55622

104991

There would be general disruption/chaos/inconvenience due to
the construction of the scheme.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required
to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency. The CoCP
identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.

General disagreement.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental

Would be chaotic during construction. For example, when works
have been carried out on the existing A14, and there are road
closures for hours and/or several consecutive weekends. There
is no confidence that the scheme can be carried out without
major traffic disruption.

Yes
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considerations. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required
to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.
The majority of the Huntingdon viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The removal of the Huntingdon
viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre. The proposed scheme still
provides a route for through traffic, but as a much less attractive route in terms of
travel time than use of the southern bypass.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

101768

Demolishing the viaduct serves no real purpose.

2c

No

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that as a result of
these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via
the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be
reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the differences
in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections without
removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

54470
101861, 104547,
104681

Summary of consultee comment
A few years of construction will be bearable after having the
inconvenience and danger from the existing A14 for around 30
years.
Confident and pleased that the construction impacts are
minimised.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

101974

It would be good not to have any inconvenience, but whatever
the construction period may bring, at least the end is in sight.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

102802, 104615,
105058, 54235

General support for the proposal/plans as they are beneficial.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104683

This is a step in the right direction.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.
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Holywell-cumNeedingworth
Parish Council
101898, 102002,
103483, 102903,
103582, 104746
300010, 300011,
101954, 300012,
101985,300002

Welcomes completion.

10 April 2014

It has to be done/ it is necessary.

There will be some impact but this is not a reason not to go
ahead.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

2c
Support for the scheme duly noted.

300013

Proposals are overdue, it should be constructed as quickly as
possible

2c

Support for the scheme duly noted.

300014, 300015

We are happy to live with this to achieve the end result.

2c

Support for the scheme duly noted.

101820, 104637,
104799

The scheme is overdue.

Yes

No

101976, 102892,
104831, 54305,
103534, 103575,
101873, 104565,
10251

Start the works sooner/right away.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. The Highways Agency appreciates the need
for improvements to address known issues with congestion and journey time
reliability. Built more than three decades ago, the road was not designed to
accommodate the daily volume of traffic that now uses it. Previous schemes have
been shelved on the basis of affordability.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Non-motorised users
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104489

Effect on people using bridleways

Yes

No

104546

Villagers cross the B1040 on foot throughout the day and at
peak traffic times. Schoolchildren are picked up and dropped off
their buses and other transport on this road.

Yes

No

104600

Schoolchildren walk from all over the village of Hilton to catch
the bus, which is a safety concern.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Where separate routes used by pedestrians and other non-motorised users would
be affected by construction works, the main contractors would provide alternative
separate routes within the traffic management scheme being implemented. The
information in the traffic management plan relating to traffic management layouts,
signing and apparatus to be implemented would include details of any temporary
measures or signing to be implemented to maintain access to and signing of
National Cycle Network routes and other existing routes designated for
pedestrians or cyclists. Further detail on traffic management is reported in Chapter
15 of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental Statement appendices
(Appendix 20.2).
The assessment of impacts on non-motorised users and public transport is
covered in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. Footpaths and bridleways
across the scheme, including Hilton, have been identified and assessed.
Construction traffics usage of the local road network would be limited. If nonmotorised users around Hilton are impacted, temporary measures would be
provided.

104657

104741

101841

There is a need to ensure that any road works do not damage
the road surfaces during construction, as this can cause a
danger to cyclists.
The A14 is currently an impenetrable barrier to NMUs (at
roundabouts, over bridges and at ProWs). It is difficult to see
how the construction impacts could make the current situation
any worse for NMUs.
Concerned about the effect on footpaths.

Yes

No

The scheme would be constructed to best practices to avoid damage to the road
surfaces during the construction process. Further details available in the CoCP.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

Where separate routes used by pedestrians and other non-motorised users would
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104837
55530

104948

Construction vehicles will cause a safety hazard if they pass
through small villages where pedestrians are crossing the road.
The construction traffic and construction sites will effect walking
and cycling within the village of Hilton.

The scheme will increase the risk for pedestrians and cyclists
using local routes.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

be affected by construction works, the main contractors would provide alternative
separate routes within the traffic management scheme being implemented. The
information in the traffic management plan relating to traffic management layouts,
signing and apparatus to be implemented would include details of any temporary
measures or signing to be implemented to maintain access to and signing of
National Cycle Network routes and other existing routes designated for
pedestrians or cyclists. Further detail on traffic management would be reported in
Chapter 15 of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental Statement
appendices (Appendix 20.2).
The assessment of impacts on non-motorised users and public transport is
covered in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. Footpaths and bridleways
across the scheme, including Hilton, have been identified and assessed.
Construction traffics usage of the local road network would be limited. If nonmotorised users around Hilton are impacted, temporary measures would be
provided.

101046

The Highways Agency would establish a process to ensure the relevant mitigation
measures identified in the Environmental Statement are addressed through the
construction phase. This would set out all relevant environmental aspects of the
work, the approach to be implemented to plan and monitor compliance with
environmental legislation, as well as engagement and consultation with local
authorities, other statutory bodies and the local community. Further detail of
environmental management during the construction period is provided in Chapter 3
of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental Statement appendices
(Appendix 20.2).

The University seeks further information to demonstrate the
construction impacts of the scheme are unlikely to be significant
in Environmental Assessment terms. This is to provide
assurance that traffic generated during construction will not have
a detrimental impact on users of Huntingdon Road, Madingley
Road, and local and pedestrian cycle routes accessing their
developments at North West Cambridge and West Cambridge.

Yes

No

The CoCP (Appendix 20.2 of the ES) sets out requirements for the contractor to
liaise with relevant local authorities regarding the management of traffic,
pedestrians, cyclists and other road users, when planning the works. Alternative
routes and diversions for NMU will be provided when construction activities would
impinge upon existing routes. Appropriate signage to inform and protect NMU will
also be provided.
Huntingdon road would have disruption with temporary diversion implemented.
A1303 Madingley Road is unlikely to experience significant impact during
construction.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101945

Prevailing winds would push dust and noise directly onto our
property which is located 350m from the A1. This would
adversely affect the property and activities such as drying
laundry outside.

103566
103592

Impacts on the housing market are immense and probably
unquantifiable at this moment in time.
Adverse environmental impacts on residential areas adjacent to
the works.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Air quality (including the impacts of dust) and noise assessments have been
carried out (Chapter 8 and Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement). Mitigation
measures during construction would be implemented in accordance with the Code
of Construction Practice. This mitigation would include (but not limited to)
temporary bunds around site, low noise equipment, dust control methods and
would be implemented where required.
With regards to property devaluation and the process to claim under Part I of the
Land compensation Act 1973, the ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation
booklet 4: compensation to residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) sets out
potential reasons to make a claim. Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973
(Section 3) also outlines what to include for the claim.

103598, 104511,
104511, 103547

Property devaluation.

Yes

No

104625

The construction period will blight properties.

Yes

No

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

Pleased that it has been recognised that agricultural land and
farming businesses will be affected. Mitigation, such as
compensation for the loss of land, will also need to include a
package of accommodation works. Compensation in money
terms will not be enough on its own. If land is severed, a new
bridge or underpass may be essential for the farm holding to
remain viable. The alternative access routes for farmers as
mentioned in the table, are imperative.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Once a DCO is granted the Highways Agency, on behalf of the Secretary of State,
has to serve a notice (that is, negotiate) on everyone with an interest in, or the
power to sell or release the land required for a highway improvement. The notice
provides details of the land to be compulsorily purchased; requires interested
parties to confirm details of interest in the land (whether you are a freeholder,
leaseholder, tenant, or other); states that the Highways Agency is willing to
negotiate in order to agree the compensation payable; and starts the process of
agreeing the compensation payable to you.
Comment is duly noted. Ongoing consultation would continue throughout the
design process in order to reduce severance where possible.
Further to the consultation period a number of accesses have been included within
the design.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes to construction sites.
Where accesses are impacted, appropriate alternative routes would be provided
where required.

Safety
Consultee(s)

100986

Summary of consultee comment

As a resident from the village of Yelling, safety is a concern in
terms of the increased volume of speeding traffic passing
through on a road that is unsuitable.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14. Traffic flows in the
vicinity of Yelling are not expected to change significantly as a result of the
scheme.
The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Construction traffic through villages including Yelling would be restricted where
practicable. Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impact on local communities and the environment. These
impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement.
This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental
Appendices 20.2) The COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied
by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations
Construction traffic through villages would be restricted where practicable with the
main construction traffic utilising haul routes and major road network.

104724

Concerned about the increased volume of speeding traffic
through the village which is unpleasant and unsafe.

Yes

No

The local roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC), and therefore speed restrictions
would be set by CCC.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the
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Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendices 20.2) The
COCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations

104885

Construction traffic through villages would be restricted where practicable with the
main construction traffic utilising haul routes and major road network. By
minimising traffic, safety would not be significantly impacted. The contractor would
work in accordance with the CoCP which sets out duty of care standards.

The developer has the responsibility to ensure the safety of the
local residents from small villages by minimising the traffic
through these villages,

Yes

No

The local roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council (CCC), and therefore speed restrictions
would be set by CCC.
Construction impacts including noise, air quality have been assessed and can be
found in the Environmental Statement.

104704, 104927,
104755, 104895,
104837

103547

103559

Concerned about road traffic accidents/incidents.

Yes

No

Construction traffic through villages would be restricted where practicable with the
main construction traffic utilising haul routes and major road network. By
minimising traffic, safety would not be significantly impacted. The contractor would
work in accordance with the CoCP which sets out duty of care standards.
A traffic management plan would be developed which would set out traffic
management over the various construction phases with safety and minimising
disruption key.

Increased public access would lead to a less secure
environment.

Yes

Danger to people.

Yes

No

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical with the main haul
routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local
roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main
contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement traffic
management measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to
public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary.
All these measures should reduce the impact to safety during construction as
traffic flow would be controlled and current capacity would not be significantly
altered during peak hours. .

300008

Traffic on local roads will increase causing 1 concerns for local
schools and residents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

Safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the lower
proportion of heavy good vehicles.

104575

Concerned about the safety of the A14 while construction work
is being carried out.

Yes

No

Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical with the main haul
routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local
roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main
contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would be
restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of
locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement traffic
management measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to
public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary.
All these measures should reduce the impact to safety during construction as
traffic flow would be controlled and current capacity would not be significantly
altered during peak hours.

Scheme scope
Other infrastructure
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

103579

Concerned about disruption to local transport.

Yes

No

104863

Disruption to the East Coast Mainline.

Yes

No

104864

Query on whether sufficient supporting infrastructure is in place.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The main contractors would consult with relevant local authorities and relevant
public transport and local bus operators regarding traffic management schemes
that may affect the flow of buses and would implement appropriate measures to
mitigate disruption to bus services. Further detail on traffic management is
reported in Chapter 15 of the CoCP, which forms part of the Environmental
Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).No Delay to the East Coast Main Line is
envisaged.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

101026, 101073,
101908, 28727

Summary of consultee comment

It is important that delays and traffic are minimised during
construction.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to

submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A traffic assessment of the construction of the scheme can be found at Appendix
3.2 of the Environment Statement.

100991, 104786,
104571

Increased journey times.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A traffic assessment of the construction of the scheme can be found at Appendix
3.2 of the Environment Statement.

53836, 101918,
53860, 104504,
104880, 104656,
104686, 104760,
104664

Concerned about congestion and traffic flow in the surrounding
towns and villages.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites. The contractors

appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to
the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A traffic assessment of the construction of the scheme can be found at Appendix
3.2 of the Environment Statement.
101091, 101812,
101838, 101895,
101901, 101958,
102000, 102788,
102865, 102871,
103484, 57344,
104483, 104817,
104951, 104727,
103552, 54120,
103579, 104909,
104665, 104498,
104503, 104882,
104514, 104518,
104565, 104569,
104688, 104630,
104668, 104847,
104805, 104771,
104764, 104762,
104757, 104813,
104846, 104824,
104841, 104936,
104968, 104890,
104915, 104919,
104704, 104916,
104917, 104922,
104867, 104957,
104986, 104864,
104749, 104871,
104703, 104662,
104895, 102813,
103560, 104553,
104663, 104675

101078, 101873,
104653, 104575,
54632

Concerned about increased congestion, construction traffic,
traffic disruption and delays.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A traffic assessment of the construction of the scheme can be found at Appendix
3.2 of the Environment Statement.

Concerned about construction traffic on local roads.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult

with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Construction materials would be transported to site via designated
routes seeking to avoid local roads where practicable. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
A traffic assessment of the construction of the scheme can be found at Appendix
3.2 of the Environment Statement.

101008, 103515

101019, 104482

Concerned about congestion/additional traffic around the
construction site.

Increased traffic through Huntingdon and the surrounding areas.

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
Yes

No
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Traffic
movement assessment from the construction of the scheme can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
Construction traffic through Huntingdon would be limited as far as practicable.
Huntingdon would experience traffic movements during Huntingdon Viaduct
removal and concurrent improvements (this is scheduled to start early 2020 and
end mid 2021). Traffic movement assessment from the construction of the scheme
can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

54205, 104482,
104639, 104804,
104713, 104712,
55591, 104719,
104720, 104703,
104601, 104990,
104904, 104600,
102902, 104532,

Concerned about increased traffic and HGVs through Hilton.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the

104546, 104553,
55534, 104870

general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement
Construction traffic through Hilton would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing the Hilton over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul
movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local
routes including Hilton when possible.
Traffic movement assessment from the construction of the scheme can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
The Highways Agency would develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

101035, 104932

104828

Congestion at Girton would continue or become even worse.

Concerned about heavy traffic through Offord.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
Significant works around Girton would involve offline works which would not
significantly impact traffic. Other invasive works would likely cause some
disruption; where possible these online works would be conducted during off-peak
hours including night and weekend work.
Traffic movement assessment from the construction of the scheme can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.

55574, 104693

Concerned about increased congestion and diverted traffic
around St. Ives.

Yes

No

101797

Congestion in the city will be unbearable due to the alternative
routes being used.

Yes

No

Construction traffic through Offord would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing the Offord over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul
movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local
routes including Offord when possible.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement
Construction traffic through St Ives would be limited as far as practicable. Daily
haul movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local
routes including St Ives when possible. Construction traffic would utilise the trunk
route when needed, therefore disruption may across the A1123.
Traffic management would reduce the need for diversions; therefore the impact of
diversions through St Ives would be limited as far as possible.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads.
Traffic management would be in place during construction of the scheme to reduce
road-user delays through the works and inconvenience to local properties and
businesses.
Traffic management would reduce the need for diversions; therefore the impact of
diversions through Cambridge would be limited as far as possible.
The Highways Agency would develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

101833, 103561,
104985, 104932

Concerned about how the necessary road works could worsen
the existing situation regarding congestion on the A14.

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to

104650

104808

Concerned about construction traffic on the B1043 between
Godmanchester and The Offords.

Concerned about traffic impacts caused by borrow pit working.

Yes

Yes

No

No

the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would
be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code
of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency. The
number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be reduced
at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be asymmetric
(widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre line), in order
to minimise disruption to road users.
A traffic assessment fpr construction of the scheme can be found in Appendix 3.2
in the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites.
Construction traffic on the B1043 would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing the Offord over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul
movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local
routes including Offord when possible.
A traffic assessment for construction of the scheme can be found in Appendix 3.2
in the Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles for
borrow pit excavation, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A traffic assessment for construction of the scheme (including movements from
borrow pits) can be found in Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental Statement.

55534

Disruption to north bound traffic.

Yes
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No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This

includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic) and environmental
considerations. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required
to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Preliminary construction phasing can be found within Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. The initial construction phase would involve construction
of the new NB parallel to the stretch between Swavesey and Bar Hill. Traffic
management would switch NB traffic to the new NB traffic. Disruption would be
limited, with lane closures limited.

104633

Construction around Brampton will affect the traffic in the area.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
Construction traffic through Brampton would be limited as far as practicable.
Construction movements would utilise haul routes and the trunk road network near
Brampton including the current A14 and A1. Detail on traffic management
proposals are provided in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

104869

Concerned about increased congestion for the A1 in Buckden
and Brampton.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
Construction movements would utilise haul routes and the trunk road network near
Buckden and Brampton including the current A1. Traffic management would be
implemented where required to minimise disruption and maintain traffic flow across
the A1. Detail on traffic management proposals are provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
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The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours as far as practicable. In addition to this, a significant amount
of works would be offline construction and asymmetric widening (widening on one
side of the road more than the other), This would minimise disruption to road users
and help avoid rat-running behaviour through local roads.

101763

Concern over short term problems with rat running through
villages.

Yes

No

Where online works are required efficient traffic management across the A14 and
A1 where appropriate would ensure capacity is not significantly impacted upon and
therefore this would also help control rat-running behaviour through the local road
network.
Construction traffic has been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach
(as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied
in connection with construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid or
reduce any likely significant adverse effects
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

300016

Summary of consultee comment

Traffic flow should not be worse during construction.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 20.2). The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

101003

101072

There will be disruption to the flow of traffic, however at least it
cannot get worse if a new section is built.

Whilst many of the new sections can be built without interfering
with the current route, it is likely that when the sections are
connected up, traffic would become worse (particularly during
the night when the 40mph or 50mph speed limits are in place).

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment is duly noted.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
During online widening and tie in points, traffic management would be implemented
which would reduce disruption by ensuring traffic flow in managed. Invasive works
(e.g. tieing in to existing roads) would be conducted during off-peak or night time
which would cause disruption. However this disruption would be minimised by
means of implementing efficient traffic management and diversion options.
Detail on traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
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Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.

101100, 103562

Concerned about traffic flow between Huntingdon and
Cambridge.

Yes

No

During online widening and tie in points between Huntingdon and Cambridge
(particularly between Swavesey Junction and Hilton Junction), traffic management
would be implemented which would reduce disruption by ensuring traffic flow in
managed. Invasive works (e.g. tieing in to existing roads) would be conducted
during off-peak or night time which would cause disruption. However this disruption
would be minimised by means of implementing efficient traffic management and
diversion options.
Lane closures would be limited to off-peak hours where practicable, with the
intention of keeping two running lanes in each direction live during peak hours.
Disruption for commuters travelling in and around Cambridge would be limited.
Construction traffic through Cambridge City would be limited as far as practicable.
Construction movements would utilise haul routes and the trunk road network
including the current A14.

103539, 104571

Disruption for commuters travelling in and around Cambridge.

Yes

No

Mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management, haul route creation would
reduce the impact construction traffic would have on the local community.
The impact within Cambridge for travellers has been assessed and can be found
within Chapter 15 of the Environment Statement.

101856

Expects problems with through-flow traffic

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
During construction works, mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management,
haul route creation would reduce the impact construction traffic would have on the
local community and ensure through-flow is maintained as well as possible.
Detail on traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

53978

Attention should be given to ensuring that the current flow of
traffic is not affected.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
During construction works, mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management,
haul route creation would reduce the impact construction traffic would have on the
local community and ensure through-flow is maintain as well as possible. Detail on
traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.
101951

Traffic flow may be worsened before it is improved.

Yes

No

During construction works, mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management,
haul route creation would reduce the impact construction traffic would have on the
local community and ensure through-flow is maintained as well as possible.
Detail on traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.

101979

Construction will make travelling more difficult, but this cannot be
helped if the road is to be improved.

Yes

No

During construction works, mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management,
haul route creation would reduce the impact construction traffic would have on the
local community and ensure through-flow is maintained as well as possible.
Detail on traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

102872

Construction will make travelling more difficult, but
inconvenience should be minimised providing that it is planned
effectively.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
Detail on traffic management proposals is provided in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.

102810, 104707,
104978, 104985,
104755, 101961,
104524

Disruption for commuters and people travelling around the area.

Yes

No

In general, commuters travelling in and around the area may experience disruption
during construction. Mitigation measures, in the form of traffic management, haul
route creation, diversion routes for vehicles and non-motorised uses would reduce
the impact construction traffic would have on the local community.
Construction movements would utilise haul routes and the trunk road network
including the current A14.
The effect on all travellers has been assessed and can be found within Chapter 15
of the Environment Statement.

102824

Disruption for commuters when the road is closed between
Hilton and St. Ives, for an unstated length of time.

Yes
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No

The bridge is designed to constructed offline, enabling flow between Hilton and St

Ives to remain as normal.
Tie is works to the existing road would require traffic management and would
cause temporary disruption. Invasive work such as this would be done during off
peak hours where practicable.

103574

There would be considerable impact on Hilton, with particular
reference to traffic modelling.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as
reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages] have
been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP)
to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.
Construction traffic through Hilton would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing the Hilton over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul
movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local
routes including Hilton when possible.
Traffic movements have been assessed and can be found within Appendix 3.2 of
the Environmental Statement. Traffic modelling (see Transport Assessment)
assesses traffic flow post construction.

55774

Budgets should be made available to monitor average speeds
and volumes of traffic through small villages and rural roads.

Yes

No

The main contractors would monitor traffic management schemes to maintain their
effectiveness and condition and to provide for the safety of traffic, the public and
construction staff during traffic management works and temporary traffic control
measures. The contractors would monitor traffic levels on roads, including site
accesses and public roads adjacent to access points, in order to enable measures
to minimise the use of local roads by construction traffic where possible.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be responsible for the local road network
and therefore would assign budget towards such initiatives if deemed necessary.

104622

The impacts on traffic flows should be limited as new the road is
mainly across the open countryside.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?
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Highways Agency’s response

deadline?

101981

Access and travel through and around Buckden and Offord is
likely to be difficult.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts (have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
Construction traffic through Offord and Buckden would be limited as far as
practicable. Work constructing the Offord over bridge and Grafham road bridge
would require may construction access through the village. Daily haul movements
would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid local routes including
Offord and Buckden when possible.
Access would be maintained as far as practicable. HGV movements during
construction have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

103565, 104668,
104674, 104617

Concerned about HGV movements, including movements within
surrounding towns and villages.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing over bridges may require limited access. Daily haul movements would
use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid the local road network when
possible.
This would mitigate the impact of HGVs utilising towns and villages. HGV
movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

55527

Concerned about HGV movements in Buckden, which is a
village which has many ancient structures. Also concerned about
HGV movements on Mill Road, from Buckden to The Offords.
This road crosses the river and railway and has three narrow
bridges with height and weight restrictions. It also has a 4 track
level crossing.

Yes

No

Construction traffic through villages including Buckden and Offord would be limited
as far as practicable. Daily haul movements would use haul routes and the trunk
road network and avoid the local road network when possible. All local roads,
particularly ones which do not have the infrastructure (including parts of mill road)
would avoid being used as a construction route as far as practicable.
The Code of Construction Practice outlines the standard of work that would be
applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general
site operations, traffic and environmental considerations and which would apply to
construction work undertaken in or near the Buckden and Offords area.
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HGV movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
55758

If the current congestion caused by the improvement works at
Girton and Madingley are an indication of construction impacts,
then travelling would become even worse.

Yes

No

104541

Concerned about whether there would be any difficulties
travelling eastwards during construction, and the extent of these
difficulties.

Yes

No

104980

The existing road infrastructure through the villages does not
have sufficient capacity for increased volumes of traffic caused
by the construction works.

Yes

No

The current widening section between Girton and Histon intersections is a
Highways Agency ‘Pinch Point Scheme’ and is undergoing symmetric widening so
that the upgrade can be kept within the existing highway boundary. Most of the
widening of other sections of the scheme would be asymmetric (widening on one
side of the road only and movement of the centre line) in order to minimise
disruption.
The A1303 Madingley is not envisaged to be used significantly, however impacts
would be mitigated as far as practicable by means of traffic management and other
measures.
Construction movements have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of
the Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.
Disruption would be mainly caused across online widening sections (in particular
between Swavesey Junction and Hilton Junction). Asymmetric widening has been
designed for much of the stretch which would allow significant works to take place
offline. Widening works would affect both eastbound and westbound traffic. Traffic
management would be implemented across the stretch with the intention to keep
two lanes of traffic in either direction live during peak hours as much as practicable.
Haul routes would also be created to reduce disruption where possible.
Construction movements have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of
the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing over bridges may require limited access. Daily haul movements would
use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid the local road network when
possible.
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This would mitigate the impact of HGVs utilising towns and villages. HGV
movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
104755

Consideration should be given to the use of satellite navigation
systems.

Yes

No

Technology would be used where deemed useful and/or appropriate. Advanced
warning signs would be erected prior to and during any temporary closures or
diversion.

104360

HGV drivers will have advised routes to follow, but consideration
should be given to the alternative routes satellite navigation
systems provide, particularly when the roads are congested.
This causes great concern for Fen Drayton.

Yes

No

Unaware if satellite navigation systems would be able to track temporary closures.
Appropriate advanced warning signs would be erected prior to and during any
temporary closures or diversions to promote HGV drivers to use designated routes.

104830

Concerned with HGV and traffic movements along the B1040
and through Hilton.

Yes

No

Chapter15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
Construction traffic through Hilton would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing Hilton over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul movements
would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid the local road network
including the B1040 where possible.
This would mitigate the impact of HGVs utilising towns and villages. HGV
movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.

102881

Through traffic should stay on the through roads, rather than
using the local roads to avoid the road works.

Yes
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No

The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance

with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
The Highways Agency would develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

55549

Disruption for locals using limited access roads.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental
Statement.
Refer to Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement which assesses effects on all
travellers.

101971

104729

Offord Road will be closed so travelling north t will have to be via
the A1. Travelling south will have to be via the A428 which is
already a busy road and would cause additional issues.

Yes

Most of the disruption will be between Fenstanton and
Cambridge.

No

Yes

No

Offord Road will remain as existing. A new bridge will be provided over the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in Appendix 3.2 within the
Environmental Statement.
Online works between Fenstanton and Cambridge are expected to cause some
disturbance. This has been mitigated by designing the road so that asymmetric
construction can take place. This would mean significant works could be conducted
offline thereby not interrupting traffic. There would be need for online widening
works which would cause some disruption. Traffic management would be
implemented throughout to ensure traffic flow is maintained and disruption it
minimised.

Local road network
Consultee(s)

100984

Summary of consultee comment

Care should be taken so that disruption does not cause
problems to the surrounding roads.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency

The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.
55952

Impacts on connections onto the existing A14, M11 and A1
should be kept to a minimum.

Yes

No

The A1 and A14 have significant upgrade works which would cause some
disturbance to the surrounding areas. The M11 would access would not be
significantly impacted.
Access for the A1 and A14 would be managed by means of traffic management to
ensure traffic flow is controlled. During disruption or closures of accesses,
alternatives/diversion routes would be provided with clear signage.

104908

101064

Consideration should be given to measures that could alleviate
the traffic impact on the A1198 at Caxton Gibbet.

There will be some adverse impacts on the A1198 and
elsewhere, but hopes that all possible measures will be adopted
to minimise disruption.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites..
Haul routes would be created across the scheme to reduce the need to use the
local road network. Construction movements would also use the trunk route which
would include the A1, A14, A428. Construction movements and details of traffic
management during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

Yes

No

Other measures, starting at the design, would enable significant construction works
to take place offline thereby minimising disruption to traffic and the local
environment.
The scheme crosses the A1198 and therefore there is likely to be some disruption.
Invasive works would take place during off peak hours when possible to ensure
disruption is minimised.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

101843

Construction will cause similar delays to the existing works on
the A14 junctions 9 to 7, and works on the link to the M6.

Yes

No

Other measures, starting at the design, would enable significant construction works
to take place offline thereby minimising disruption to traffic and the local
environment.
Online works between Fenstanton and Cambridge are expected to cause some
disturbance. This has been mitigated by designing the road so that asymmetric
construction can take place. This would mean significant works could be conducted
offline thereby not interrupting traffic. There would be need for online widening
works which would cause some disruption. Traffic management would be
implemented throughout to ensure traffic flow is maintained and disruption it
minimised.

101908

Long- term roadworks may impact negatively on alternative local
routes.

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes

through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.
102864, 104839

Concerned about increased traffic on the A1.

Yes

No

Preliminary construction phasing can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. This shows that significant A1 works can be conducted
offline therefore minimising disruption. Haul routes running parallel to the A1 would
cater for some of the construction traffic thereby reducing the need to utilise the
road network.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.

104524

104730

54564, 101940,
104635, 104715,
104679

Concerned about living in close proximity to the A1 and being
unable to avoid the disruption caused.

The alternate A428/A1 route is unfit for purpose.

Concerned about increased congestion on the A428.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Significant works are required around the A1 however a large amount of works can
be conducted offline thereby minimising disruption. Preliminary construction
phasing can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. This shows
that significant A1 and A14 works can be conducted offline therefore minimising
disruption. Haul routes running parallel to the scheme would cater for some of the
construction traffic thereby reducing the need to utilise the road network.

The appropriate alternatives/diversion routes would be selected when and where
required. The use of alternative/diversions would be minimised by ensuring
efficient traffic management around the works and ensuring capacity is not
significantly reduced during peak hours. The majority of HGV movements would
take place across the scheme, details of which can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement, along with details of traffic management.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.
Haul routes would be created across the scheme to reduce the need to use the
local road network. Construction movements would also use the trunk route where
appropriate. The majority of HGV movements would take place across the scheme,
details of which can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement
along with details of traffic management.

101109

101109

Concerned about traffic on the A428, particularly between the
Black Cat roundabout and Caxton Gibbet. The traffic on this
stretch of the A428 will become heavier when there are more
significant delays on the A14. The A428 is already busy on this
stretch is already busy during peak times.

There is likely to be significant impact on the route off the A1 at
Little Paxton, down Mill Lane and through St. Neots.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The use of alternative/diversions would be minimised by ensuring efficient traffic
management around the works and ensuring capacity is not significantly reduced
during peak hours.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental
Statement.
Haul routes would be created across the scheme to reduce the need to use the
local road network. Construction movements would also use the trunk route where
appropriate. The majority of HGV movements would take place across the scheme,
details of which can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement
along with details of traffic management.
The use of alternative/diversions including A428 would be minimised by ensuring
efficient traffic management around the works and ensuring capacity is not
significantly reduced during peak hours (i.e. two lanes running in each direction
over the A14 where possible).
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction.
Haul routes would be created across the scheme to reduce the need to use the
local road network. Construction movements would also use the trunk route where
appropriate which may include the A1 close to Little Paxton. The majority of HGV
movements would take place across the scheme (using haul routes and the trunk
network), details of which can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement along with details of traffic management.
All local roads, particularly ones which do not have the infrastructure would avoid
being used as a construction route as far as practicable.

101109

104885

The narrow bridge at Mill Lane will become congested. When
the river floods this route is closed completely, increasing the
pressure on the High Street in St Neots.

Concerned with construction traffic on the country roads and in
the villages between the A14 and A428.

Yes

No

In the case of temporary or permanent diversions, the width and standard of
construction and any lighting and signage required would be suitable for the traffic
anticipated to use the route.
All local roads, particularly ones which do not have the infrastructure would avoid
being used as a construction route as far as practicable.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

Yes

No

Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable. Regular
haul movements (e.g. earthworks form borrow pits) would use haul routes and the
trunk road network and avoid the local road network (including village and certain
country roads) when possible.
This would mitigate the impact of HGVs utilising towns and villages. HGV
movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
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103559

104917, 104957

The main route to St. Ives and the A14 would be obstructed.

There will be more traffic on the B1040.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The main route between St Ives and the existing A14 (A1096) would not be
impacted significantly and would be maintained during construction.
Construction traffic through Hilton would be limited as far as practicable. Work
constructing Hilton over bridge may require limited access. Daily haul movements
would use haul routes and the trunk road network and avoid the local road network
including the B1040 where possible.
This would mitigate the impact of HGVs utilising towns and villages. Construction
movements and details of traffic management during construction have been
assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement
The Highways Agency would develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

104873

Concerned about the impact on the local road network around
Brampton.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would
be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code
of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Construction traffic through Brampton would be limited as far as practicable.
Construction movements would utilise haul routes and the trunk road network near
Brampton including the current A14 and A1 which would cause some disruption to
the surrounding area. Traffic management would be implemented where required.

104822

The work proposed around the A1 is likely to cause lane
closures and contra flows, which will further impact on the Black
Cat roundabout.

Preliminary construction phasing can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. This shows that significant A1 works can be conducted
offline therefore minimising disruption. Haul routes running parallel to the A1 would
cater for some of the construction traffic thereby reducing the need to utilise the
road network.
Yes

No

The remainder of the works would be conducted under traffic management which
would cause some disruption. Invasive works and lane closures would be
conducted during off-peak hours where practicable.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

104753

Concerned about heavy traffic on the B1049 through Histon and
Impington towards Cottenham. This road is currently overloaded
with traffic coming from North Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

Construction traffic through villages including those on the B1049 would be limited
as far as practicable. Regular haul movements would use haul routes and the trunk
road network which would include the existing A14 near the B1049.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
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Statement
The local road network in Madingley is not resilient enough to
cope with the additional weight and volume of traffic generated
during construction. Some roads are already unsafe to walk on
due to the weight, volume, size and speed of traffic using the
village as a rat run.
104825

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate,
routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to
reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.

There is now the possibility of reinforcing the village road
network to widen the road without demolishing several
properties on the High Street.

Yes

No

Construction traffic would utilise appropriately suitable roads and avoid the local
road network where practicable. Efficient traffic management across the A14, with
capacity not significantly affected would help control rat-running behaviour.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

There is only a small section of the road on the High Street in
Madingley where there are footpaths on either side.

Improvements to the local road network would be the responsibility of
Cambridgeshire County Council.

104837

Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable. Regular
haul movements would use haul routes and the trunk road network.

The A1040 is the direct route between Cambourne, Royston and
St. Ives. This is also the preferred route from St. Neots to St.
Ives. Concerned about the tailbacks is this road is closed by
traffic lights.

Yes

No

Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

Rat running
Consultee(s)

101763

200016

102814

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Will cause short term rat running through local villages.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Minor roads will need to be protected from additional traffic.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Good signage will be essential during construction, warning of
potential problems.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge will provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)

(Environmental Appendices 20.2). The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Road works, closures and diversions along with adequate signing would be agreed
in advance with the Highways Agency and Local Authority.
Local residents would be kept informed of progress and planned works.

200005

Ensure that there are no closures on the A1 between Alconbury
and M25 during construction closures of the A14. A14 closures
will need to be announced on A1M and M25 J28-30 VMS.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

101973

Managed traffic flow would be essential during construction.
Regular local updates for any road closures planned in advance
would also be required.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

200006

104921
102880

Heavy vehicles should be forced to use the A1/A428 St Neots
Bypass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Heavy vehicles should be banned from passing through villages
at all times of day with appropriate signage.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comments Noted
Yes

No

104703, 104601,
104990, 55534,
104636

Road works, closures and diversions along with adequate signing would be agreed
in advance with the Highways Agency and Local Authority.
Local residents would be kept informed of progress and planned works.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Potential for rat runs on local roads and villages.
100991, 101103,
101901, 102795,
103579, 104519,
55774, 104648,
104712, 104943,
104948, 104915,
104724, 104704,
104927, 104986,
104973, 104755,
104575, 10285

Road works, closures and diversions along with adequate signing would be agreed
in advance with the Highways Agency and Local Authority.

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours when possible. In addition to this, most of the widening
works would be asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement
of the centre line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid ratrunning through local roads

Yes

No

Efficient traffic management across the A14 and A1 where appropriate would
ensure capacity is not significantly impacted upon and therefore this would help
control rat-running behaviour through the local road network.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads

Concerned about rat runs through Hilton.

Yes

No

Efficient traffic management across the A14 and A1 where appropriate would
ensure capacity is not significantly impacted upon and therefore this would help
control rat-running behaviour through the local road network including Hilton.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
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The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.

104633

Concerned about rat runs through Brampton.

Yes

No

Construction phasing around Brampton (constructing A1 and A14) can be largely
conducted offline meaning traffic flow would mitigate the need to rat-run though
Brampton to a certain extent. Where online works are required efficient traffic
management across the A14 and A1 where appropriate would ensure capacity is
not significantly impacted upon and therefore this would help control rat-running
behaviour through the local road network.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.

101035

Minor roads around Girton and Westwick will become busier with
rat runners.

Yes

No

Efficient traffic management across the A14 would ensure capacity is not
significantly impacted upon and therefore this would help control rat-running
behaviour through the local road network including around Girton. Some works
around Girton could be constructed offline therefore during these phases would not
significantly disrupt traffic flow.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

101959

Construction traffic accessing routes via Madingley would cause
negative environmental and community impacts.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works.
Temporary compound sites and soil storage area would be located at the top
(close to the A14) of Madingley road which would require frequent access.
Construction traffic through Madingley would be avoided as far as practicable, with
the majority of construction traffic utilising created haul routes or the trunk road
network including the existing A14 in some instances.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed (including, where appropriate, with respect to Madingley) and
are reported in the Environmental Statement where measures to mitigate likely
significant adverse impacts are also reported , including the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP
identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental

101895

body. This approach to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with Madingley where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant effects.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours when possible. In addition to this, most of the widening
works would be asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement
of the centre line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and help control
rat-running through local roads. This would also help control safety within villages
during the construction period.

May increase the use of villages during peak times, which will
increase the risk to people’s safety and increase the pollution in
these areas.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
An air quality assessment has been conducted and details can be found in Chapter
8 within the Environmental Statement.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable. Haul
routes would be created where possible to segregate construction traffic with local
traffic.
During peak hours a minimum of two lanes in each direction over the A14 and A1
would be live whenever possible. Invasive works and lane closures would occur
during off peaks hours where practicable.

101008, 102844

Contractors/HGVs should be managed accordingly to avoid
major movements at peak times

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

101039

On working days, two lanes should be kept open between 6am
and 10pm in order to minimise congestion caused by the
construction works.

Yes

No

The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line) which would allow work to continue without disrupting traffic. .
The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. In the
unlikely event of a lane closure, this would be mainly restricted to night closures
over short periods of time. If a road needs to be closed temporarily to facilitate
construction works, for example to enable the lifting of bridge beams over an
existing road, the contractor would comply with the requirements of the Highways
Agency, Cambridgeshire County Council and the Police.
Invasive works and lane closures would be limited to off-peak hours where
practicable.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
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Statement

101067

101103

The delays would be worthwhile provided that as many lanes as
possible are kept open.

Acceptance that some additional traffic would be generated
during construction, but this should be managed appropriately.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
The design of traffic management schemes would ensure the safe transition for
road users from existing roads to the traffic managed sections of road. In the
unlikely event of a lane closure, this would be mainly restricted to night closures
over short periods of time. If a road needs to be closed temporarily to facilitate
construction works, for example to enable the lifting of bridge beams over an
existing road, the contractor would comply with the requirements of the Highways
Agency, Cambridgeshire County Council and the Police.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

101771, 101805,
103534, 103593,
103597, 104509

Supports carefully considered traffic management during
construction.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement

102013

Construction impacts should be minimal providing that the right
approach is taken in regulating traffic along the A1 at crucial
times (as was the case on the M25).

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
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The Highways Agency would develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering the
needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

104984

101802

Lessons should be learned from projects such as the M25
widening to minimise disruption.

Careful traffic management would be required where the
scheme affects the existing A14 route.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Restrictions on the existing A14 should be kept to a minimum.

103562

101802

The Traffic Management Plan should consider the time critical
journeys to and from Stansted Airport, which operates on a 24
hour basis with both passenger and cargo road trips being
generated.
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Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local

authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management including consideration to minimised disruption to
the road user. These plans would be reviewed by the Highways Agency

101852

Severe congestion and associated adverse air quality may need
to be alleviated by diverting some through traffic via alternative
routes.

Yes

No

The traffic management plan would include all elements deemed appropriate.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to
the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Construction movements and details of traffic management during construction
have been assessed and can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL)
Diversions/alternatives would be implemented when required. An assessment on
air quality has been made and can be found in Chapter 8 within the Environmental
Statement. Mitigation would be used where appropriate in accordance with the
CoCP.
The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, and lesson learned from previous projects including Alconbury to
Peterborough, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering
the needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has significant
experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

101886

Suggested to use the same traffic management techniques that
was used for the widening of the A1 from Alconbury to
Peterborough. This organised traffic very well and kept it moving
with minimal delays.

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and

102004

A suitable diversion should be provided, as opposed to lane
closures as this causes bottle-necking. Suggested building a
temporary road. Used the construction of the A421 dual
carriageway as an example, where the old A421 was in full
operation during construction.

Yes

No

would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Comment is noted.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.
Preliminary construction phasing can be found in Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. Optimal phasing would continue to be developed and
take into account detailed information developed coming out of the next design
stage.
For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the
Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the
phasing of construction and as a result of the likely environmental effects of the
construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the
ES.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads
Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable.

102856, 104533,
104630, 104609,
104707, 104752,
104826, 104703

Construction traffic should not be routed through towns and
villages/local roads. This should be strictly enforced.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to
the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Preliminary construction phasing and details on traffic management can be found
in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL)

104505

There should be a contractual agreement drawn up with the
developers banning all construction traffic through villages. This
should be in the proposal as well.

Yes
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No

The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans

for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency

104664

The main contractors will comply with their contracts by using
the haul roads, however others will inevitably deviate from these
protocols.

Yes

No

Construction traffic through villages would be limited as far as practicable and
would avoid inappropriate roads where possible. Specific protocols would be
agreed with the contractor at a later stage.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL)

104360, 104700

Concerned about traffic routes and traffic control, particularly of
HGVs.

Yes

No

104769, 104953

Construction vehicles/HGVs should not be permitted to go
through villages.

Yes

No
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Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Construction traffic (including HGV) through villages would be limited as far as
practicable and would avoid inappropriate roads where possible. Specific protocols
would be agreed with the contractor at a later stage.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local

104781, 104720,
104860, 104553

authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Construction traffic (including HGV) through villages would be limited as far as
practicable and would avoid inappropriate roads where possible. Specific protocols
would be agreed with the contractor at a later stage.
HGV movements during construction have been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental Statement.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to minimise disruption to road users and avoid rat-running through
local roads
Construction traffic should not be permitted to go through Hilton.

Yes

No

Efficient traffic management across the A14 and A1 where appropriate would
ensure capacity is not significantly impacted upon and therefore this would help
control rat-running behaviour through the local road network including Hilton.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

104532

Queried whether construction traffic would be banned from going
through Hilton.
Who will enforce this ban?
Who will deal with complaints from local residents?

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. A traffic
management working group (TMWG) would be formed for the scheme at the
construction phase which would be chaired by the employer’s representative and
includes representatives from the employer, main contractors, local roads
authorities and the emergency services. The main contractors would consult with
the TMWG regarding traffic management and other traffic related measures
(including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance with the CoCP. The
members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to be followed if there
are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other traffic related
measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be channelled
through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

104532

Queried how the construction vehicles will be monitored and
controlled to ensure that there is minimum impact on residents
and the local environment.

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works.
The main contractors will monitor traffic levels on roads, including undertaking
monitoring where reasonably required by the police or the relevant roads authority.

Construction traffic should not be permitted to go through Hilton.
This ban must be in place before construction commences and
must be applicable to vehicles above the size of a transit van.
57336

This should be enforced with number plate recognition
technology and penalties should be given for offenders.
Reimbursement should be available for those able to prove that
they need to access Hilton village for deliveries etc.

Yes

No

The main contractors will monitor site accesses and public roads adjacent to
access points to enable measures to keep accesses and roads clean to be
implemented as required.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency, which would apply to construction
work undertaken in or near the Hilton area.
Any enforcements or protocols would be discussed and implemented where
deemed necessary.
Construction traffic for would mainly use haul routes created and the main trunk
roads and avoid he local route network as far as practicable.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.

104904, 55534

Hilton already experiences HGVs/ lorries who ignore the weight
and time restrictions whilst passing through the village.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency. Any enforcements or protocols would
be discussed and implemented where deemed necessary.
Construction traffic for would mainly use haul routes created and the main trunk
roads and avoid the local route network including Hilton as far as practicable.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Comment noted.

104921

104781

The village only has a weight limit on the road between 7pm and
7am, therefore construction traffic would be permitted to travel
through the village.

There are many listed buildings and residential properties within
Hilton which are subject to vibrations and property damage if
HGVs pass through the village.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport

or delivery of locally sourced materials.
Cultural heritage has been assessed and can be found in Chapter 9 of the
Environmental Statement. Hilton assets have been assessed and have concluded
negligible to minor impact which would cause a slight adverse effect.

104533

Construction traffic should not be permitted to use the
Huntingdon/ Godmanchester medieval bridge.

Yes

No

104814, 104914

Mechanisms should be in place to deter rat runs through
villages.

Yes

No

55774

Parish councils should help to implement engineering measures
to deter rat runs through villages.

Yes

No

Construction traffic for would mainly use haul routes created and the main trunk
roads and avoid the local route network including Hilton as far as practicable.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites.
The Huntingdon/Godmanchester medieval bridge is narrow and therefore would
not be viable for the majority of construction traffic and so use of the bridge would
be limited and have limited impacts on traffic flows.. As far as reasonably
practicable, construction traffic would use haul routes and appropriate trunk road
and main road network and seek to avoid unsuitable roads.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to
the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG) would be
formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be chaired by the
employer’s representative and includes representatives from the employer, main
contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency services. The main
contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding traffic management and other
traffic related measures (including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance
with the CoCP. The members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to
be followed if there are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other
traffic related measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be
channelled through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced at peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening on one side of the road only and movement of the centre
line), in order to help control rat-running through local roads
The contractors would consult with the local authorities regarding access. The local
road network would be under the responsibility of Cambridge County Council. If
deemed necessary Parish councils could implement measures to mitigate impacts.
Contractors would work in accordance to the CoCP and implement mitigation
areas where appropriate.
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104642

It should be ensured that adequate and improved signage is
provided as a means of directing traffic.

Yes

No

104718

Heavy construction traffic should be banned from using single
lane roads.

Yes

No

102641

Construction traffic should be routed through A roads only.

Yes

No

102641

Construction traffic should not be permitted to use B roads (for
example the B1040 through Hilton) or other minor roads.

Yes

No

104693

When Erith Bridge floods, there are rat runs on Needlingworth
Road causing severe delays and congestion. Suggested that
there is restricted access for traffic from St. Audrey Lane during
the construction period.

Yes

No
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Where the main contractors propose to provide a temporary or substitute road or
access or the like (i.e. temporary management), the width and standard of
construction and any lighting and signage required will be suitable for the traffic
anticipated to use the route.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. The
contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for
the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior
to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would
be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code
of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
The main contractors would each prepare a traffic management plan which would
describe the traffic management, safety and control measures proposed during
construction of the scheme. The traffic management plan would include details of
phasing of works.
Impact on local roads would be minimised as far as practical, with the main haul

104981

Any vehicles that are involved in a road collision should be
removed from the road as soon as possible, and should not
block the lanes.

Yes

No

103539

The 50mph speed limits currently imposed for the section of
widening the A14 between Girton and Histon are working well.
Such speed restrictions are essential for the other sections of
the route.

Yes

No

104730

It is likely that speed limits (such as 40mph) will be introduced
even when it is unnecessary.

Yes

No

104921

It would be impossible to monitor a restriction that applies to
construction traffic only.

Yes

No
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routes/accesses utilising major routes. Where appropriate, the main contractors
would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to
reduce the need to use public roads including Needlingworth Road. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials.
Preliminary construction phasing and details on traffic management can be found
in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Optimal phasing would continue
to be developed and take into account detailed information developed coming out
of the next design stage.
For the purpose of assessing the likely significant effects of construction, the
Environmental Statement has assumed a worst case scenario in terms of the
phasing of construction and as a result of the likely environmental effects of the
construction programme, once finalised, will be no worse than those reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by construction
vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors would
consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by
the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for
construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk
road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along other local
roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport
or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent
to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported
in the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
Construction traffic movements have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with construction traffic in local villages where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
When necessary during construction on the trunk roads, the main contractors
would operate a vehicle recovery system to minimise the impact of breakdowns or
accidents on the flow of traffic. This would cover the removal of vehicles that are
stationary due to mechanical breakdowns, accident damage or abandoned in the
trafficked road within the works to a safe location.
It is important that speed is enforced across the scheme therefore the use of
cameras, both existing and temporary, would be required across the scheme.
Due to the A14 having a high incident risk factor it would be critical to maintain a
sufficient safety working zone throughout the scheme. Therefore, under traffic
management measures, the speed limit would be limited to 40mph where required.
It is important that speed is enforced across the scheme therefore the use of
cameras, both existing and temporary, would be required across the scheme.
Due to the A14 having a high incident risk factor it would be critical to maintain a
sufficient safety working zone throughout the scheme. Therefore, under traffic
management measures, the speed limit would be limited to 40mph where required.
The main contractors would monitor traffic management schemes to maintain their
effectiveness and condition and to provide for the safety of traffic, the public and
construction staff during traffic management works and temporary traffic control
measures. The contractors would monitor traffic levels on roads, including site
accesses and public roads adjacent to access points, in order to enable measures
to minimise the use of local roads by construction traffic where possible.

The compound sites adjoining the Avenue near Girton would mainly be accessed
utilising the trace of the new local road and the Avenue itself, meaning low usage
of Madingley over the construction period.
104825

There should be weight restrictions applied on all roads leading
to Madingley to prevent HGVs/lorries from using the village to
access the construction site.

Yes

No

Any enforcements or restrictions for local roads including weight restrictions would
be under the responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council. Contractors would
discuss access issues with local authorities throughout the construction period.
Construction movements during construction have been assessed and can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.6b.

Environmental impacts of the proposed scheme

E.6b.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 6b Part 1: Environmental impacts of the proposed scheme – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
The proposal should aim to maintain access to land severed by
the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Natural England

Every opportunity should be taken to ensure continuity and
minimise severance of access routes/public Rights of Way. The
scheme should result in no net loss of access routes and should
ideally seek to enhance existing links and create new links
where possible, particularly where these can join existing
networks and areas of greenspace.

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests. The
design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

Yes

Suggest that the proposal encourages access to the countryside
for recreational purposes through the following measures:
•
•
•

Reinstate existing footpaths and create new footpaths and
bridleways.
Explore links to other green networks and urban fringe areas
to help promote the creation of wider green infrastructure.
Consider relevant projects and proposals identified within
the Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy
(Cambridgeshire Horizons, 2011).

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Natural England

Natural England

Yes

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. Where agri-environment schemes are in operation, they
are an implicit part of how agricultural land is used, and any likely significant effects
on such agricultural land resulting from the scheme are also effects on the agrienvironment schemes operating on that land.

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
Yes

No

The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance to
access routes and public rights of way. The NMU proposals provide additional
linkages, link existing severed routes and provide new opportunities for NMU traffic
between significant generators, future developments, and residential areas through
the extensive network of NMU routes. Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities
would be provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in
a continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed
by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
The NMU proposals provide additional linkages, link existing severed routes and
provide new opportunities for NMU traffic between significant generators, future
developments, and residential areas through the extensive network of NMU routes
proposed, 30 km in total, of which 12 km links Girton with Fenstanton in the facility
proposed along the Local Access Road. This encourages additional access to
green space and the countryside for recreational use.
NMU groups have been consulted in regard to the design and operation of NMU
proposals. The Highways Agency has consulted with Cambridgeshire County
Council and discussed the design at officer level in order to gain acceptance of the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
NMU design.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Agricultural impact

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Natural England

Concern over the loss of high quality agricultural land.

The Environmental Statement should assess any impacts from
the proposal on agri-environment schemes and, where
necessary, identify measures to ensure that compliance with
these can be maintained wherever possible.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil are discussed in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement and the Soil Management Strategy (SMS), which can be
found in Appendix 12.2 of the Environmental Statement, which would give practical
effect to the guidance set out in the Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of
Soils on Construction Sites (Defra, 2009).
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

Yes

No

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.
Where agri-environment schemes are in operation, they are an implicit part of how
agricultural land is used, and any likely significant effects on such agricultural land
resulting from the scheme are also effects on the agri-environment schemes
operating on that land.

Environmental
General

Offord D’Arcy &
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Associated British
Ports

While there are several mitigation factors proposed, they will not
negate the impact of the road traffic across the Great Ouse
Valley. The design of the bridges/viaduct will have a significant
importance – the size and shape of the piers as well as the
beams could mitigate the impact.

The scheme and associated environmental impact assessment
(EIA) process and public consultation should take the
environmental impact into consideration to as large an extent as
is possible in modern infrastructure development.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes
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No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken (including, where
relevant, in connection with the impact of the scheme on the Great Ouse Valley)
and is reported in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. The EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the
decision making process throughout. In particular, the river Great Ouse viaduct has
been carefully designed to minimise the impacts on the Great Ouse valley and to
support the views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of
the structure should be a priority consideration.

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered. Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the
construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Environmental Impact
Assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the
decision making process throughout. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the DCO application.

The Preliminary Environmental Information Report (Highways
Agency, April 2014) identifies a range of environmental issues
that Natural England would expect to be considered through the
detailed environmental impact assessment.
Natural England

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Support is duly noted.

Natural England

Offord D’Arcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Supportive that the assessment will consider the cumulative
environmental effects of the scheme with other major projects.
This should consider all supporting infrastructure.

It is not clear when the studies proposed within the
environmental information will be undertaken. Concerns that it
will not be possible to adequately complete the studies before
the announcement of the preferred route in Summer 2014, and
the EIA will be a box-ticking exercise to a decision taken many
years ago.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application. An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other
reasonably foreseeable development has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.
The environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken by suitably
qualified and experienced specialists and in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance, as part of an iterative process of consultation, design
and assessment over the past year leading up to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.
Further information regarding this process is provided in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (ES) and the ES reports the findings of the EIA. Both
during and since the close of the statutory public pre-application consultation there
have been numerous changes made to the scheme design as a result of statutory
consultation, non-statutory engagement activity and technical assessment. The
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
changes made vary in scale and type. The announcement of the preferred route
was not made in summer 2014 and is detailed in the Development Consent Order
application which is submitted in December 2014.

Concerns regarding the objectivity of those involved in the EIA,
many of whom will be consultants and third parties reliant on
income from the Highways Agency and other government and
quasi-government organisations. Request assurance that these
are truly independent and free from bias.
Offord D’Arcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Natural England

Offord Cluny &
Offord D’Arcy
Parish Council

The EIA should consider potential impacts on access land,
public open land, rights of way and other access routes in the
vicinity of the development. Natural England is pleased to note,
through the Scoping Report, that consideration will be given to
the potential impacts of the scheme on PRoW and the Ouse
Valley Way, the National Cycle Network Route 51. It is
recommended that reference to the relevant Right of Way
Improvement Plans (ROWIP) to identify public rights of way
within or adjacent to the proposed site that should be maintained
or enhanced.
Whilst Natural England welcomes any measures to enhance
public access to the countryside, where this is likely to result in
increased access to sensitive habitats, including designated
sites, the Environmental Statement should include an
assessment of such effects and identify suitable mitigation to
ensure that adverse effects are minimised.
Provision of bridleway enhancements should consider the
effects of noise, pollution and impacts on visual amenity.
Enhancements to benefit cyclists and horse riders should also
be considered.
While there are several mitigation factors proposed, they will not
negate the impact of the road traffic across the Great Ouse
Valley. The design of the bridges/viaduct will have a significance
importance as will the planting of the embankments. In the case
of the latter selection shrubs and trees will be important, not only
to minimise the impact on nearby residents but also to create
habitats for wildlife.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA)). The EIA has been undertaken by suitably qualified and
experienced specialists with a duty to follow professional codes of conduct and act
independently of commercial interest and in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance. The EIA has been part of an iterative process of
consultation, design and assessment over the past year leading up to the
submission of the Development Consent Order application and the findings are
reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with
a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the Development Consent Order application.

An assessment of impact to on all travellers, including NMUs has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. During operation,
the scheme would have beneficial effects on the ability to undertake journeys on
foot, bicycle or by horse.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency notes the concern about potential increased pressure upon
habitats and species and an assessment of likely significant ecological effects and
proposals for mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental
Statement. This includes an assessment of the impacts of disturbance on
designated sites.
Where public right of ways would be impacted upon within the scheme boundary,
suitable diversion/reconnections would be provided. Further details can be found in
Schedule 4 of the DCO and the Rights of Way and Access Plans (Document
Reference 2.5).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. The high sensitivity and value of the
Ouse Valley are acknowledged and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed. Landscape works would help to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme
however it would not be possible to completely mitigate the visual effects of the
road as it crosses the Great Ouse Valley because of the open character of the
landscape. A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme
design including extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the
Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Native tree and
shrub planting on and adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to
create woodlands, copses and shelterbelts in order to mitigate for ecological
impacts and help integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern where
appropriate.
Air quality

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

The air quality assessment focusses only on NOx and PM10s,
ignoring PM2.5s which are considered more hazardous to health
and thus must be properly addressed. There is a population
exposure target for PM2.5 which should be regarded as the
benchmark.
Concerns regarding the standard and consistency of monitoring
PM10s and PM2.5s in the vicinity of Histon and Impington
villages, particularly as this is within a designated Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA) and recently hit a dangerous
maximum '10' level. This data must form a baseline for the
effects of the scheme so must be addressed as part of the
Environmental Impact Assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
A review of PM2.5 monitoring data from AURN stations across the UK indicates no
exceedances of the PM2.5 pollutant threshold. As such it is unlikely that there are
any exceedances of PM2.5 threshold in this area and consequently monitoring for
PM2.5 will not be undertaken. The assessment of PM2.5 does not form part of the
methodology included in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A review of PM2.5 monitoring data from AURN stations across the UK
indicates no exceedances of the PM2.5 pollutant threshold. As such it is unlikely
that there are any exceedances of PM2.5 threshold in this area and consequently
monitoring for PM2.5 will not be undertaken. The assessment of PM2.5 is not
required as part of the methodology included in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges.
Measurements of pollutant concentrations, including PM10 in the local area are
undertaken using both continuous monitoring instruments and passive monitoring
diffusion tubes. Results of local monitoring are available from the UK air website
and from local authority air quality reports.

Natural England

Natural England

Supportive of the air quality impact assessment that will be
undertaken.

Relevant designated sites such as Brampton Wood SSSI should
be considered as sensitive receptors and impacts on biodiversity
should be fully considered through the detailed assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Support is duly noted.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Ecological receptors, which are designated for nature conservation
importance internationally, as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Special
Protection Areas (SPA), and nationally, as Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), have been assessed where they are located within 200m of the affected
road network. This is in line with the requirements of the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges. HA207/07.
The assessment included a quantitative assessment of effects of changes in air
quality on ecologically designated sites from nitrogen oxides and nitrogen
deposition. The results demonstrate a decrease would occur in annual NOx
concentration and nitrogen deposition at all designated sites included within the
assessment. Thus no adverse effects are predicted as a result of air quality during
operation on these sites.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The assessment should take account of the risks of air pollution
on biodiversity and how these can be managed or reduced.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Natural England

Brampton Parish
Council

Concerns regarding pollution due to the volume of vehicles
(150,000) within close proximity to Brampton village, which
equals traffic volumes on parts of the M25. The impacts on
residents should be researched at an early stage to determine
appropriate mitigation measures.

Brampton Parish
Council

No details are given of the scale and effectiveness of pollution
prevention measures for the new major trunk roads which will
carry significant volumes of traffic downwind of our residents.
The parish request that mitigation measures are of the highest
standards, and prior to that details of current pollution limit
guidelines are provided with a detailed explanation of what steps
will be taken when those limits are breached.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Ecological receptors, which are designated for nature conservation
importance internationally, as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Special
Protection Areas (SPA), and nationally, as Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), have been assessed where they are located within 200m of the affected
road network (ARN). This is in line with the requirements of Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges HA207/07.
The assessment included a quantitative assessment of effects of changes in air
quality on ecologically designated sites from nitrogen oxides and nitrogen
deposition. The results demonstrate a decrease would occur in annual NOx
concentration and nitrogen deposition at all designated sites included within the
assessment. Thus no adverse effects are predicted as a result of air quality during
operation on these sites.

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts on air quality has been undertaken (including with
respect to the area where Brampton Village is located) and is reported in Chapter 8
of the Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of air quality
objectives are predicted.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to the area where Brampton Village is located). The air
quality EU limit values and UK air quality objectives for NO2 and PM10 which apply
to the scheme are also provided in this chapter. During operation, although air
quality will increase in some areas, no exceedances of air quality objectives are
predicted and as such no mitigation is proposed. The scheme is also predicted to
improve air quality in a number of areas including air quality management areas
(AQMAs) across the scheme area.

Archaeology and cultural heritage
An assessment of cultural heritage impact, including non-designated assets, has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement.
Construction of the scheme would result in the removal of three milestones
designated as Grade II listed buildings; a further three un-listed milestones would
be protected to prevent accidental damage (assets 528, 551 and 552). To mitigate
impacts resulting from the removal of listed milestones along the A1 and A14
(assets 79, 104 and 213), the following works would be undertaken:

Clarification is sought on the removal of five Grade II listed
milestones and what happens to these milestones.

English Heritage

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

•

•
•
•
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A photographic survey in accordance with guidance in Understanding Historic
Buildings – A guide to good recording practice (English Heritage 2006) to
document the existing setting of the assets;
Removal and storage in a secure and weatherproof location for the duration of
the construction works of three listed milestones;
Reinstatement of the milestones as close to their original location as possible
within the scheme boundary; and
Protection during construction of three unlisted milestones to prevent
accidental damage.

Consultee(s)

English Heritage

English Heritage

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Impacts on non-designated heritage assets will need to be
considered, including impacts on heritage assets of
archaeological interest. Cambridgeshire County Council’s
archaeology service and the district councils’ conservation
service should be consulted with regards impacts on designated
and non-designated heritage assets.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The impact of associated features of the scheme on the historic
environment, such as highway lighting, gantries and signage,
needs to be considered. Such features should be carefully
designed and sited to avoid negative impacts on specific
heritage assets.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impact, including non-designated assets and
heritage assets of archaeological interest, has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. All relevant local authorities have been
consulted.

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impact, including non-designated assets, has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. The environmental impact assessment has been
undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the
scheme, including related infrastructure such a signs, lighting and gantries, as the
design has been developed. Environmental constraints and issues have been
identified and incorporated into the decision making process throughout.
Parameters determining the locations of gantries are set within the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges and there is very limited flexibility.

Ecology
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. An assessment of
implications on European sites (AIES) has been prepared as a stand-alone report
appended to the ES (This includes consideration of Ramsar sites as required for
Habitats Regulations Assessment and no Ramsar sites are located within the study
area) . The assessment shows the scheme is unlikely to have significant effects
on any European sites. Eversden and Wimpole Woods Special Area of
Conservation has been included in this assessment. Results of the AIES are
summarised in the main text of the ES.

Comments regarding nature conservation as listed below.
•

•

•

•
Natural England
•

•

•
•

•

The effects of the scheme on the barbastelle bat notified
interest of Eversden and Wimpole Woods SSSI and SAC
must be assessed through the Habitats Regulations
Assessment process.
Suggest that the Environmental Statement includes a
separate section to address impacts upon European and
Ramsar sites entitled ‘Information for Habitats Regulations
Assessment’.
Supportive of the revised layout of the Brampton
Interchange, which has a smaller footprint and is located
further away from Brampton Wood SSSI.
Supportive that the assessment will include consideration of
species mortality through vehicle collision and disturbance
from road lighting.
Supportive of the proposed consideration of the impacts of
the scheme on the ecological status/potential of Water
Framework Directive surface water bodies.
Detailed assessment will need to consider how the scheme
may impact on the biodiversity of the identified nature
conservation sites areas through the changes in the
hydrological regime and water quality.
Supportive of the suggested creation of new habitat where
land is available.
Generally supportive of the guiding principles for mitigation,
however the scheme should generally seek to deliver net
biodiversity gain, rather than no net loss, in line with the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).
Suggest that severance of drainage systems and other

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Chapter 11 of the ES includes consideration of impacts from habitat loss, changes
in environmental conditions (such as water quality and water levels), disturbance,
severance, fragmentation and species mortality both during construction and
operation. Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been
identified which seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance, through carefully siting
infrastructure away from sensitive habitat and timing works to avoid sensitive
periods. Other principles adopted in the mitigation strategy are to ensure no net
loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme using
culverts and structural planting (in conjunction with fencing and sensitive lighting);
increase connectivity along the scheme with new landscaping using native, locally
appropriate species; minimise culverting of watercourses where practicable; and
the creation of new habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net
habitat gain along the scheme.
The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising
predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which would be of
greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it would replace.
The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective corridor within the
farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and enhancing the ability for wildlife
to move through the landscape.
Permanent positive effects are anticipated as a result of habitat creation for
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

semi-natural corridors which may be of importance to wildlife
should be minimised.

Natural England

Natural England

Natural England

Suggest that severance of drainage systems and other seminatural corridors which may be of importance to wildlife should
be minimised.

The Environmental Statement should reflect the principles within
Defra’s England Biodiversity Strategy and identify how effects of
the development on the natural environment will be influenced
by climate change, and how ecological networks will be
maintained.

The Environmental Statement should demonstrate compliance
with the NPPF requirement that the planning system should
contribute to the enhancement of the natural environment ‘by
establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient
to current and future pressures’ (NPPF Para 109).

Brampton Meadow Site of Special Scientific Interest, aquatic and terrestrial
invertebrates, fish, great crested newt, breeding birds and water vole, with
permanent moderate effects also anticipated for bats as a result of habitat creation.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Environment
Agency

•
•

Little Paxton Pits Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)
and Grafham Water SSSI, which are approximately 3km
from the proposed route.
The Ouse Washes; a designated SSSI, SAC, SPA and
Ramsar site which is less than 10km away from the scheme.
Portholme SSSI and SAC.

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The land within the
scheme footprint is dominated by arable farmland. The only factors that are likely
to change the predominant landscape are considered to relate to changes in the
long-term economics of farming (which could be driven by changes in climate),
resulting in a change of land-use.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. In line with
guidance in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, all designated sites of
ecological importance have been identified for assessment within 2km of the
scheme. In addition, Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) designated for bats
within 30km and European sites directly connected to the scheme (i.e.
hydrologically) were also included in the assessment. To ensure that all Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) that may be impacted by the scheme were
included within the assessment, Natural England’s Impact Risk Zones (IRZs)
dataset has also been used. Little Paxton Pits SSSI, The Ouse Washes SSSI,
SAC, Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar and Portholme SSSI and SAC
were all considered within the assessment; however no potential for effects were
identified for Grafham Water.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

There may be other designated sites and county wildlife sites
that should be considered.

The Environment
Agency

The scheme should assess impacts on all routes which could be
used by otters, including small waterways and dry ditches as
well as rivers.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Environment
Agency

It is important that mitigation measures are in place so that otters
can continue to use routes that cross either a new road or a

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes

No
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Key wildlife dispersal corridors and habitat connectivity across the scheme would
be maintained as far as possible. Maintaining landscape and habitat connectivity
has been a core aim of the design mitigation. This includes consideration of
impacts on water course and drainage systems. This would be achieved largely via
the use of appropriate habitat creation, landscaping, including tall screen planting,
and the provision of new suitably located and designed culverts.

Maintaining landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the
mitigation design. This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate
habitat creation, landscaping, including tall screen planting, and the provision of
suitably located and designed culverts. The scheme would lead to a net gain of
271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland
and mixed woodland, which would be of greater general biodiversity value than the
arable habitat which it would replace. The restored semi-natural habitats would
provide a connective corridor within the farmland landscape, linking adjacent
habitats and enhancing the ability for wildlife to move through the landscape.
These measures, combined with the commitment to the use of appropriate locally
native tree, shrub and herbaceous species can add resilience to current and future
pressures.

The list of key designated habitat sites is not complete and
should include the following:
•

Highways Agency’s response

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Surveys of both
banks of all watercourses bisected by the scheme were surveyed. A range of
mitigation measures would be put in place to avoid impacts to otters including
underpasses and mammal ledges in proposed culverts,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
larger road.

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

Water voles are susceptible to loss of habitat and to water
pollution. It should be ensured that damage to their habitat is
prevented and improvements made where possible.

It should be ensured that passages for eels and for other fish are
not hindered or prevented by the scheme.

It is important that non-native invasive species are considered,
including the risks of introducing non-native invasive species or
spreading species already present during construction works.
The risks of species spreading as a result of changes in habitat
or linking of habitats should be assessed and appropriate
mitigation measures in place.
In addition to wildlife corridors along the length of the road,
consideration should be given to how wildlife links across the
line of the road can be improved.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented for water vole including the trapping
and relocation of water vole on a section of Alconbury Brook, which is proposed for
re-alignment. This work would be done under licence from Natural England and
would include relocation to a dedicated water vole receptor site, to be maintained
long term for this species, and habitat enhancements to the re-aligned brook.
Measures would also be taken to make habitat unsuitable for water vole ahead of
construction works to stop water vole moving into suitable habitats during works.
Pollution prevention measures would be employed to prevent impacts due to water
quality.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant adverse effects
on fish including the avoidance of works which would cause disturbance during
migratory periods.

No

The assessment of nature conservation impacts in Chapter 11 of the
Environmental Statement has included assessment of non-native invasive species
including survey for non-native invasive plants. The Code of Construction Practice
(see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement) includes measures to prevent
the spread of such species.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Maintaining
landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the design mitigation.
This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate habitat creation,
landscaping, including tall screen planting, the provision of suitably located and
designed culverts and the provision of underpasses and associated fencing to
guide animals to the nearest underpass.

consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Flooding and drainage

Swavesey Internal
Drainage Board

The Board would like to ensure that the scheme does not lead to
any flood risk detriment within its catchment, which includes
much of Swavesey Village.

Natural England

Supportive that the drainage will comply with the principles of
SuDS.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken for the area of the scheme including
within the catchment area of the Swavesey Internal Drainage Board. The flood risk
assessment is appended to the Environmental Statement. In summary this
assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures
including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme where necessary following the
consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The
assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in
relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

An assessment of Water Framework Directive (WFD) water bodies, including
associated tributaries and small watercourses, has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement. The detailed scope of the
WFD assessment has been agreed through further consultation with the
Environment Agency including a meeting in June 2014.

Highways Agency’s response

letter)

Natural England

Supportive of the inclusion of climate change resilience features,
such as enhanced sizing of the drainage network, balancing
ponds and culverts, as agreed with the Environment Agency.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comments regarding Water Framework Directive (WFD)
waterbodies:
•
The Environment
Agency

•

•

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

The Environment
Agency

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

There are further WFD waterbodies and tributaries that
should be considered for assessment (see the Anglian River
Basin Management Plan).
All elements of WFD assessment need to be considered,
including hydromorphology, biology, fish, invertebrates,
macrophytes, physico-chemical quality, specific pollutants
and chemical status.
WFD waterbodies include the tributaries and small
watercourses included in the catchment of the waterbody.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

A WFD compliance assessment of the impact of the scheme on the relevant water
bodies, including associated tributaries and small watercourses, has also been
carried out and again this is reported in Appendix 17.3 of the Environmental
Statement.

The hydrogeology varies along the proposed improvement areas
with the presence of impermeable deposits (Oxford Clay,
Ampthill Clay, Kimmeridge Clay and Gault FormationsUnproductive Strata) and more permeable deposits (sand and
gravel/head deposits-Secondary aquifers, Woburn Sands
Formation-Principal aquifer), including the presence of surface
water features with the river Great Ouse being the principal
surface watercourse. Therefore, the vulnerability and sensitivity
of each area across the proposed route varies.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Supportive of the proposals to select pollution treatment
measures based on the sensitivity of each receiving
watercourse/groundwater. The effectiveness of existing
measures will need to be assessed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Request further details on the emergency action plan that will be
in place for accidental spills along the proposed route. Request
details of the measures for each area and the screening criteria
they are based on.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Surface water drainage systems need to be appropriate to their
location. Recommend that infiltration tests are carried out for
proposed soakaways to prove they will function successfully.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Seek assurance that there will be no extra run off coming into
our drains, particularly Longmarsh Brook which exits from the
parish under Stepping Stones Bridge.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

No

Noted. Likely significant effects on the water environment as a result of the
construction and operation of the scheme are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) and are reported in Chapter 17 of the
Environmental Statement. The varying ground conditions along the route have
been taken into account in the impact assessment which has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Yes
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No

No

The Highways Agency continues to consult with the Environment Agency on the
details of the drainage and pollution control strategy, which are summarised in
outline in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement. There is no intention to use
soakaways in the drainage design. No runoff infiltration measures are proposed
along the scheme as the geology is unsuitable.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Runoff from new areas of highway will be drained to attenuation ponds prior to
discharging to the receiving watercourses. The outflow from these ponds will be
limited to greenfield rates (equivalent to the runoff rate from the undeveloped
state). Consequently there will be no increase in peak flows downstream. Two
such attenuation ponds are located to the south of Hemingford Grey and south of
the existing A14. The ponds along this stretch drain into the Huntingdonshire
Award Drain and then in turn to the West Brook and not into Longmarsh Brook.

Geology and soils

Natural England

Supportive of the recommendation that further consultation is
required to check for the presence of important
geological/geomorphological sites (RIGS).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Natural England

Supportive of the proposed implementation of a soil
management strategy to help reduce the risk of losing,
damaging or contaminating valuable soil resources during
construction. Suggest that reference is made to the Defra
Construction Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of Soil on
Development Sites.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Support is duly noted.
Yes

No

The East of England Geodiversity Partnership (Geo-East) has been consulted and
has confirmed that there are no RIGS present within the area.
Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

A significant portion of the scheme traverses best and most versatile land. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil having regard for the Defra Code of Practice
are discussed in Chapter 12 of the Environmental Statement, with the soil
management strategy included as Appendix 12.1.

Comments regarding geology and soils as listed below.
•
•

•
The Environment
Agency
•

The report only refers to assessment of soil conditions and
does not make any reference to controlled waters.
Leachate testing will need to be undertaken where
contaminants have been identified in the soil and the
groundwater quality will need to be assessed as part of
proposed investigation work, where encountered, to ensure
that it has not been impacted by former and current activities
carried out along the proposed scheme route.
Residual contamination should not be present below
impermeable areas unless they have been properly
assessed and proven not pose a risk the water environment
throughout the operation of the A14.
The Anglian River Basin Management Plan requires the
restoration and enhancement of water bodies to prevent
deterioration and promote recovery of water bodies. The
proposal could cause deterioration and/or prevent the
recovery of the Cam and Ely Ouse Woburn Sands
waterbody, a Drinking water Protected Area (DwPA),
because it could:
 result in failure of the prevent or limit objective for
groundwater; and/or
 cause rising trends in chemicals in the water body.

The impact of the scheme on contamination (soil and groundwater) and
geologically important sites has been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and is reported in Chapter 12 of the Environmental Statement (ES),
which includes assessment of controlled waters quality and vulnerability in the
context of land contamination. Groundwater supply, abstractions, hydrogeology
and hydrology are discussed in Chapter 17 of the ES.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Landscape and visual
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No

The results of previous ground investigations have been reviewed and details of
site observations, relevant soil, leachate or groundwater chemical sampling data
and exceedances against assessment criteria have been summarised and
assessed. Where contamination is suspected, further leachate testing is planned
as part of the ground investigation to inform detailed design. Derivation of soil
acceptance criteria for determining reusability of soils and aggregates derived onsite would be undertaken as part of the detailed design. The soil acceptance
criteria would be derived to ensure that materials re-used or imported onto the site
are determined ‘suitable for use’, which includes assessment of risk to the water
environment. A Water Framework Directive compliance assessment of the impact
of the scheme on the relevant water bodies as identified in the Anglian River Basin
Management Plan has also been carried out and this is reported in Appendix 17.3
of the ES.

Consultee(s)

Offord D’Arcy &
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Summary of consultee comment

The planting of the embankments will be of significant
importance.

Many trees will be felled as a result of the scheme, and the
Highways Agency should commit to replacing them at a higher
level to compensate for the loss the carbon absorption capacity
of such mature trees. Funding could be made available to
enable parish councils to carry out the planting.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. Native tree and shrub planting on and
adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses
and shelterbelts in order to break up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic
and lighting and to help integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Plans showing vegetation to be removed and retained by the scheme are included
in the Environmental Statement – see Figure 3.3.

Yes

No

Substantial planting would be provided as an integral part of the scheme to
mitigate loss of trees and to offset landscape, visual and ecological effects.
Planting would also help to reduce the loss of carbon absorption capacity. All
planting would be provided within the scheme application area and would be
managed by the Highways Agency.

Supportive that the landscape and visual impact assessment will
broadly follow Natural England’s recommendations. Additional
comments below.
•

•

•
•
Natural England

•

•

•
•

Offord D’Arcy &
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Landscape and visual receptors identified in the report
appear appropriate and include key environmental features
and significant access routes.
Loss of existing vegetation will have an adverse visual
impact but is unavoidable, in view of the physical constraints
and requirements of the proposed scheme.
Welcome proposals for implementation of sensitive lighting
design.
Efforts should be made to avoid placing overhead structures
on the brow of a hill, where they are most likely to affect
views by intruding on the skyline.
Natural England welcomes the proposal to implement
mitigation through planting and design, creation of species
rich grassland and creation of wildlife corridors. New planting
should utilise native species of local origin. Any non-native
species should be non-invasive and temporary.
The EIA should include a full assessment of the potential
impacts of the development on local landscape character
using landscape assessment methodologies.
The visual impact of artificial structures may require erection
of environmental barriers and provision of planting.
Overpasses or overhead gantries should where possible be
located where they can at least be partially screened from
most distant views by the presence of trees or other
features.

Concerns regarding proposed planting:
•

Query how long it would take for these trees to grow
sufficiently to act effectively as a noise and visual barrier.

Support is duly noted.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. Native tree and shrub planting would be
carried out to create woodlands, copses and shelterbelts in order to break up the
scale of the road, screen structures, traffic and lighting and to help integrate the
scheme into the existing landscape pattern.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The landscape strategy and landscape design have been worked up with input
from District Council landscape officers to reflect local landscape character and
distinctiveness and taking account of formal landscape character assessment
published previously. Details of the landscape mitigation strategy are provided in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The environmental
design provides not only landscape and visual mitigation but incorporates
mitigation of other environmental effects of the scheme, notably on wildlife and
water.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation planting is expected to
become established by year 15, however the use of larger planting stock will be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•
•

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

Query who is responsible for ongoing care and
maintenance.
Many of those trees planted as part of the A428 dualling five
years ago have since died, most have barely grown during
the period. Any proposal for arboreal mitigation must include
a guarantee of ongoing maintenance by the Highways
Agency.

It should be ensured that adequate landscaping is provided to
keep visual and noise impacts to a minimum, especially for the
few residences in the parish south of the existing A14.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

letter)

Highways Agency’s response
used locally where appropriate to provide an immediate landscape effect (e.g.
within Huntingdon town centre).
A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the scheme
would be included as part of the construction contract requirements. Thereafter,
the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its managing
agents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Details of the proposed landscape and noise mitigation are provided in Chapters
10 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. Details of the environmental mitigation
can be found on the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Fig 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

Light

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

It should be ensured that any lighting is minimal to avoid light
pollution.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Details of the proposed lighting are provided in Chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement, and the landscape and visual impact assessment undertaken and
reported in Chapter 10 includes consideration of scheme lighting.
Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use
of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting.

Noise

Lolworth Parish
Council

Concerns regarding noise due to the elevated position of the
village. Request that the optimal, as opposed to the minimum,
depth of planting and mix of species is employed as well as low
noise surfacing of both the A14 and the local access road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to Lolworth Village) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Whilst vegetation in line of sight between a sound source and receiver may appear
to provide some noise screening, it has negligible beneficial effect in terms of noise
reduction.
No residual likely significant effects have been identified in Lolworth Village.

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Noise pollution mitigation must be put in place where absolute
noise levels are already too high and not just where the scheme
will cause a 1dB (A) increase. This will address existing
inadequate noise protection for residents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures, including
bridges that might screen or reflect noise.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and these,
which are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of effect of noise as a
result of the scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise levels.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental
impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life. Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise
Policy Statement for England.

Histon & Impington
Parish Council

Brampton Parish
Council

Offord D’Arcy &
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

WHO noise standards were adopted by the Planning
Inspectorate at the Public Inquiry into the Guided Busway, and
therefore by case-law will be regarded as a minimum standard
for the A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Request that all new road surfaces will be constructed with the
most efficient noise minimising materials.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures, including
bridges that might screen or reflect noise.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and these,
which are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of effect of noise as a
result of the scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise levels.

No

Concerns regarding the low-noise road surfaces, which could
deteriorate over time. It is unlikely that the HA can
unconditionally guarantee that a flawless road surface will be
maintained throughout the life span of the road, therefore the
noise modelling should use a value corresponding to that of an
averagely worn and deteriorated road surface.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Supportive of the enormous benefit in terms of reduced traffic,
pollution and noise for parts of Godmanchester and Stukeley

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes

No

The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme.

The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme and this
is included in the noise prediction modelling undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement (ES).
The Highways Agency will use performance information for low noise surfaces
from Highways Authorities Product Approval Scheme (HAPAS) for the lifetime of
the surface. If the surface becomes rutted and pot-holed then it is assumed the
surface will be maintained as is the case with any high-speed trunk road.

Health
Brampton Parish
Council
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Support is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Meadows, which could be of benefit in determining the impact of
traffic on health. Potential opportunity for ground-breaking
research.

consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General design

Swavesey Internal
Drainage Board

The Board’s concern would extend to any increased flows that
would be directed towards its District and this would not only
apply to the impact on watercourses such as Swavesey and
Uttons Drove Drains and their tributaries but also to Covells
Drain and the Fen Drayton Lakes area, the regime of which can
impact on the Board’s area. In discussions on the previous
proposals, it was mentioned that the proposed attenuation ponds
to be built as part of those proposals would take 1:100 + 20%
discharge from the carriageways, with the discharge restricted to
max 1:5 from the existing carriageway with greenfield
attenuation for the extra new build. One of our main queries at
that time related to whether there would be any adverse impact
caused by attenuating and thereby delaying flows. The
Swavesey Drain discharges to the River Great Ouse at Webbs
Hole and, at times of high flow into the river, the Sluice at Webbs
Hole closes, meaning that the Swavesey Drain can only then
discharge into the surrounding flood meadows. It is suggested
that the proposed attenuation, while welcome in principle, did not
lead to a situation where flows, which could have harmlessly
been discharged, caused a problem by being retained. It was
agreed at that time to calculate the time for the ponds to empty
to confirm the position. This information was subsequently
supplied and indicated approximate times for drain down based
on the critical duration storm for storage.
There was also consideration of the Flood Risk Assessment
Addendum then produced, relating to the Ellington to Fen
Ditton/Uttons Drove Drain. It is noted as before, the surface
water drainage from the new A14 is to be attenuated.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary, this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Flood plain loss identified for Covells Drain and Uttons Drove Drain would be
addressed through flood plain compensation. Mitigation for Swavesey Drain due to
culverting would include minimising culvert length and maintaining existing channel
gradients. Mitigation measures including attenuation ponds and flow controls
would be provided to control highway drainage outflow to all watercourses and
ditches. Outflow would match existing. Discharge from the proposed highway
drainage would be restricted to existing rates plus greenfield runoff rates for the
increased highway area. Attenuation would be provided across the scheme to
ensure flows are not increased in watercourses or their tributaries (including
Swavesey Drain, Utton’s Drove drain and Covells Drain). Flood compensation
areas would also be provided across the scheme to mitigate the effect of
encroachment into existing floodplain. As discussed at our meeting on 3
December 2014, the scheme includes the provision of balancing ponds to store
runoff from the new highway. Outflows from the ponds will be limited to Greenfield
rates to not increase flows downstream. We do not believe it practicable to provide
a varying outflow control arrangement on these pond outfalls controlled by the
water level at Webbs Hole downstream.
All runoff from carriageway would pass through attenuation facilities prior to
discharging to receiving watercourse. Details of these facilities are included in
Appendix 17.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Non-motorised users

Natural England

The scheme should seek to ensure NMU links to existing green
spaces, including SSSIs, County Wildlife Sites and Local Nature
Reserves are maintained and enhanced so that people can
access and enjoy these sites without having to use motorised
transport.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of impact to NMU’s has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. During operation, the scheme would
have beneficial effects on the ability to undertake journeys on foot, bicycle or by
horse. The introduction of the new non-motorised users route between Fenstanton
and Girton would greatly improve connectivity for non-car based travel. New
routes, footbridges and footways would be provided to ensure continued
connectivity in the public rights of way network north and south of the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
In general, the scheme would maintain and in some areas improves recreational
routes for walking, cycling and horse riding. In addition, a new bridleway near
Brampton would reconnect bridleways previously severed by the original A1
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Highways Agency’s response
widening and provide improved connectivity between Brampton to Brampton
Wood.
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E.6b.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 6b Part 2: Environmental impacts of the proposed scheme – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Community

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency is urged to fully consider impacts on
existing communities.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU)
Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets, including existing
communities. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures are proposed throughout the
Environmental Statement where significant adverse effects are considered likely
with respect to local communities.

Environmental
General

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Our support and acceptance of the proposed environmental
mitigation measures is dependent on future detailed discussions
with the Highways Agency.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency should continue to work with the Council
on local environmental issues such as noise, artificial lighting, air
quality, contaminated land, drainage and water environment
(including SCDC award drains), ecology, heritage, and
landscape impact as the scheme progresses including
consideration of the interrelationships between these issues and
cumulative effects.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency are urged to work with the Council to
consider opportunities to avoid or reduce environmental effects
at source, and to enable the most effective mitigation of those
adverse effects that cannot be avoided, including the mitigation
of direct and indirect impacts during the construction phase.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified accordingly.). The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment and considering proposed mitigation.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the Development Consent Order application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified accordingly.). The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment and considering proposed mitigation.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the Development Consent Order application.
An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
foreseeable development has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 18 of
the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
foreseeable development, and an assessment of the compounding effects from
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
interacting environmental impacts have been undertaken and are reported in
Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.
Materials use has been taken into account during the planning and design of the
scheme. Chapter 13 of the Environmental Statement provides an assessment of
the likely significant effects associated with the use of material resources and the
generation of waste.
The scheme is a major infrastructure project and as such, construction would
require the use of large amounts of materials and would generate waste which
would need to be reused, recycled or disposal. Large quantities of earth would be
moved during construction. Excavated material from cuttings and flood
compensation areas would be used as fill material in embankments. Imported
materials would primarily comprise blacktop, concrete and steel.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The scheme should support and utilise the recycling of materials
from development sites.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Six borrow pits would be used to supplement the fill requirement. These are
located close to the point of use along the route of the scheme to reduce usage of
heavy vehicles. Imported materials would be sourced with consideration for
recycled content and transportation requirements.
Alternatives to primary aggregates would be investigated at the detailed design
stage, including local construction, demolition and excavation waste recycling
sites, and opportunities to reuse materials from major development sites in the
area such as the new settlements of Northstowe, Waterbeach, Bourn Airfield and
Network Rail’s Whitemoor distribution centre. Haul routes would be agreed with the
local authorities and would avoid unsuitable roads.
The contractors would be required to implement site specific waste management
plans and to maximise diversion from landfill by re-use, recycling and recovery.
The contractors would record and monitor their environmental performance and
compliance with regulatory controls.

Air quality
Cambridgeshire
County Council

Air quality issues need to be taken forward in conjunction with
District Council partners and the general public.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency should make arrangements for post
scheme completion monitoring of local air quality impacts in
partnership with the local authorities. In addition, the Highways
Agency should provide for the suitable relocation of air quality
monitoring equipment where current locations are no longer
suitable due to implementation of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

No

The Highways Agency undertakes post opening project evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports
cover five areas of assessment: environment (including air quality), safety,
economy, accessibility and integration. The potential need to relocate the
Impington monitor will be discussed with the local authority.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the operation of the scheme including for the Cambridge Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA). The assessment identified there are areas across the
scheme (including the Cambridge Northern Bypass) where mitigation would be
required to limit the impact from construction and demolition related dust. The
mitigation measures to limit the impact would be applied at all sites where dust

Comments regarding air quality as summarised below.
•
Cambridge City
Council
•

No information is provided to support the conclusion on the
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PIER) that
there is not expected to be a change in the Cambridge Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA).
The previous study noted that there would be an increase in
emissions and a negative impact on parts of northern
Cambridge, therefore it is expected that the PEIR would

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment

•

•

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

have similar findings.
It is important that the Air Quality Assessment is carried out
quickly so that the appropriate mitigation can be included in
the Development Consent Order application.
The PEIR states that the main construction impact upon air
quality would be likely to be dust, which can cause nuisance
to people and property in close proximity to construction
activities.
No detail is provided in the PEIR on the various construction
practices which would be applied to control dust emissions.

Highways Agency’s response
producing activities would be taking place. The methods of dust suppression will
follow current construction and demolition site best practice. The details of this are
set out in Chapter 6 of the Code of Construction Practice in Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

Archaeology and cultural heritage
Request that extensive archaeological investigations are
undertaken and provision is made for longer term public display
of discoveries.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES). A
range of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual
significance of effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape,
comprising set-piece excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork
survey, watching brief, photographic survey and landscape planting. An outreach
programme would be undertaken as an element of the archaeological mitigation,
which may include public open days and exhibitions of the results in public spaces.
Following industry best practice, and standards and guidance produced by the
Institute for Archaeologists the final archive, including archaeological artefacts,
would be submitted to the Cambridgeshire Archaeological Archives. The
suggestion of longer term public exhibition of excavated artefacts is noted.

Ecology
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

With regards to ecology, the theme has been to seek enhanced
biodiversity in a relatively low quality corridor. Therefore, wildlife
corridors should be focused on creating a resilient ecological
network across the landscape.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Environmental mitigation measures, including mounding and planting where
appropriate, are informed by the combined assessment work for landscape and
visual, noise, and ecology. The mitigation would provide ecological connectivity
and wildlife corridors.
Maintaining landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the
mitigation design. This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate
habitat creation, landscaping, including tall screen planting, and the provision of
suitably located and designed culverts.

Flooding and drainage

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Drainage measures and treatments need to be effectively
coordinated with planned developments, to ensure effective
mitigation.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency will ensure that the scheme
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Highways Agency’s response
would be coordinated with other developments. Chapter 18 of the Environmental
Statement presents the results of an assessment of cumulative impacts and impact
interactions of the scheme in combination with other reasonably foreseeable
developments in the area. Cumulative effects could occur where other
developments result in increased flood water levels on the same water bodies.

Landscape

Landscape issues need to be taken forward in conjunction with
District Council partners and the general public.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Noise and vibration issues need to be taken forward in
conjunction with District Council partners and the general public.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency should make arrangements for post
scheme completion monitoring of traffic noise impacts in
partnership with the Local Authorities.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridge City
Council

The full understanding of noise and vibration implications and
whether appropriate mitigation is provided is reliant on more
detailed traffic modelling and subsequent assessment of these
issues which will be available from July 4th.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement and has informed the
landscape mitigation proposals. As well as being part of the Local Authority Forum,
the County Council and the District Councils have also been involved in the
supporting Environmental Stakeholder Forum where key environmental issues
have been discussed.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. As well as being
part of the Local Authority Forum, the County Council and the District Councils
have also been involved in the supporting Environmental Stakeholder Forum
where key environmental issues have been discussed.

No

The Highways Agency undertakes post opening project evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports
cover five areas of assessment: environment (including noise), safety, economy,
accessibility and integration.

No

Revised traffic forecasts have been prepared and have been used in the
assessment of noise and vibration impacts as reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. These forecasts have been included in the noise
prediction modelling undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment
and reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

Noise

Yes

Yes

Yes

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely significant noise effects of the scheme and
which are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
Organization guidance.

Comments regarding noise and vibration as summarised below.
•
•

•
Cambridge City
Council

•

•

•

Reference to Local Plans and Policies is required as well as
National Policy and Guidance.
The proposed modelling study should refer to the “Noise
Action Plans for Major Roads” which has identified First
Priority Locations (FPLs) and/or Important Areas (IAs) along
the A14.
Consideration should be given to the requirements of the
Noise Action Plan for protection of existing “quiet” areas.
Greater clarity is required on the significance of impacts, the
origin of the significance criteria and the marker upon which
mitigation measures are deemed to be necessary.
The PEIR does not provide detail of the location or severity
of noise impacts at sensitive receptors during operation of
the scheme.
The PEIR does not provide detail on mitigation measures
during construction or operation. Mitigation measures will
need to be proposed and designed based on the results of

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

An assessment of direct and indirect noise and vibration impacts has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES),
and its associated Appendices. This chapter includes details of local and national
planning policies and the Noise Action Plan.
Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes traffic numbers, speed and composition including heavy goods
vehicles, terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The assessment
covers daytime and night-time periods.
No designated Quiet Areas have been identified in the study area. Further
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•
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•

•
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the detailed BS5228 noise assessment.
The location, design and implementation of acoustic barriers
will need to be agreed with the relevant Authorities and
discussions are encouraged with the developers of the NIAB
(Darwin Green) site with regards to facilitation of “noise
bunds” to protect future development in this area.
Traffic/speed control measures will need to be considered as
part of an overall noise mitigation scheme.
Potential impacts of vibration on building structures (see
BS5228-2:2009) should be assessed in addition to human
exposure to vibration.
The assessment of construction noise and vibration should
include indirect sources of noise (material transportation,
storage compounds etc.).

Highways Agency’s response
information on designations is provided in Appendix 14.3 of the ES.
An assessment of noise during construction has been carried out in accordance
with BS5228, and outlines the significance criteria used, the location and severity
of direct and indirect noise and vibration impacts and their effects, and mitigation
measures proposed. Mitigation for construction noise and vibration is set out the
Construction Code of Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the ES).
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
provided at Important Areas where they would reduce the existing high noise
levels.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

Health
An assessment of the potential effects on human health has also been undertaken
and is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.

Public and environmental health issues need to be taken forward
in conjunction with District Council partners and the general
public.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

As well as being part of the Local Authority Forum, the County Council has also
been involved in the supporting Environmental Stakeholder Forum with the District
Councils. The Environmental Stakeholder Forum which includes the district
councils and other stakeholders has met on a regular basis since 2013 to discuss
a range of environmental and health issues. The Environmental Stakeholder
Forum is expected to continue meeting following the DCO application.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Assessments of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. (An AQMA is identified
by the local authority at locations where national air quality objectives could be
exceeded). The air quality assessment in summary concludes that predicted
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the
operational phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in all future
modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to
approximately 3,000 dwellings. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
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Highways Agency’s response
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The Highways Agency has
established significance of effect criteria, which are based on the latest
government noise policy and World Health Organization guidance. The
significance of effect takes account of the baseline levels. In summary the
operational assessment concludes that residual noise and vibration adverse
effects would be avoided on the majority of receptors and communities in this area.

Further information required

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Further information is required in order for the Council to
consider the details of the proposed scheme.

Request drainage details in respect of flooding mitigation for
water courses where the County Council is the responsible
authority.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application. Details regarding the proposed A14 improvement scheme are
provided in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement.

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

Future growth

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency are urged to fully consider planned
developments along the route.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

An assessment of the likely significant cumulative effects of the scheme with other
reasonably foreseeable developments within the vicinity of the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
18 of the Environmental Statement.
Yes
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

E.6b.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 6b Part 3: Environmental impacts of the proposed scheme – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Access
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area.

104508

Some of the field accesses could be improved.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design o
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Agricultural and Business Impact
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area.
The height of the A14 would be determined by highway drainage considerations. It
is necessary to elevate the road in order to safely drain the highway towards the
drainage ponds and watercourses.

104508

The increased height of the new road will result in a loss of
agricultural land to borrow pits. If the route was along the line of
the present A14 much of the expensive mitigation would not be
needed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage on completion of the scheme where practicable. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil have regard for the Defra Code of Practice.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main objectives: restoration to
agriculture where practicable; or provision of quiet informal recreation such as
walking and fishing and also for biodiversity with the balance determined by local
factors.

Church
Commissioners for
England

The scheme requires productive agricultural land when there are
already areas for wildlife due to existing quarries.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104956

Object to the amount of top grade agricultural land being taken
and all efforts should be made to reduce this.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area. Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the
scheme or construction. Where land would be required land owners would be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
compensated.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage on completion of the scheme where practicable. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil have regard for the Defra Code of Practice.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Community

Domino UK Ltd

Despite the practical limits of what can be done efforts have
obviously been made to reduce the environmental impact on
local residents.

10 April 2014

No

Comment duly noted. An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken
that includes an assessment of impacts on local communities. The findings of this
assessment are reported in throughout the Environmental Statement by
environmental topic.

No

The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway. The scheme design has
been developed to ensure the cost is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in
line with industry standards.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

Cost

104578

The increased cost of raising the new A14 has not been
considered.

10 April 2014

Yes

Environmental
General

54110, 101986

No road offers true environmental benefits.

101956

The adverse environmental impact of doing nothing should also
not be underestimated.

101924

Confident that the scheme will be sensitive to the environment.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014
10 April 2014

104762

Concerned about environmental impact during construction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement (
ES and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the ES. This includes the
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of the ES. The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.

101070

Every potential adverse impact has been taken into
consideration.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The landscape, visual and noise impacts have been considered in the
environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapters 10 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. The road level
would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for the drainage
from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is minimised to

104578

The increased environmental damage of raising the new A14
has not been considered.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding safety
reasons. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

Ebeni Ltd

The environmental impacts are not properly understood as
evidenced during the exhibitions and discussion sessions. The
noise, flooding, light, pollution and traffic surveys have not been
completed and therefore have not been properly considered.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Ebeni Ltd

The mitigation arrangements are the bare minimum that the
Highways Agency can get away with unless the public make
strong representations. The best practicable mitigations should
be included from the start.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104717

The general mitigation measures appear to be appropriate.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104732

Concerns regarding the number of environmental impacts to our
land. Broadly supportive of the mitigation proposed, however it
does not go far enough in some respects.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

105032

Unsure that there has been enough research done on the
environmental impacts around the proposed scheme.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

104850

It is unclear how taking so much land cannot have a serious
adverse environmental impact.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104956

The proposed approach to mitigating the potential adverse
impacts are pathetic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

54715

Contractual mitigation measures should be included in the
design specification for the scheme and in the tender process,
and should become a fixed part of the scheme (not just optional
extras if time and money allow).

53805

There will also be significant adverse visual impacts from the
raised road and bridges which will cut a swathe through what is
currently open and peaceful countryside. It is impossible to judge
how severe these impacts will be as none of the studies have
been completed. There was lack of clarity over how high the
bridges might be and stated that the proposed bunds were
principally for visual effect. There is a need for proper noise
barriers, as used extensively in Europe. Mostly, though, there is
a need for the data in order to reach proper conclusions. It is not
clear how the proposed route can be so advanced without these
data being available.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and proposed mitigation measures are identified where
necessary. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout.
A wide range of mitigation measures identified in the Environmental Statement and
illustrated on Figure 3.2 would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. During construction, these would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, these would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise barriers, landscaped earthworks and extensive tree
and shrub planting.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A wide range of mitigation
measures would be implemented within the overall scheme design to reduce
significant environmental effects; the measures are integral and permanent to the
scheme.
The Highways Agency has prepared section drawings showing the scheme profile
as part of the DCO submission - see the Outline Environmental Design Illustrative
Cross-Sections contained in Figure 3.3 of the Environmental Statement. The
optimum level of the carriageway is determined by a combination of engineering
and environmental considerations. The road level would be raised above ground
level in order to achieve an outfall for the drainage from the carriageway into local
watercourses.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of measures to mitigate
visual effects has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme including bridges into the wider landscape. Whilst it would not be possible
to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual effects would be restricted by the indirect and
filtered nature of many views and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
term, so that residual effects would generally be of low significance. Details of the
mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme as a whole to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed whereas
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area.

104508

Concern over loss of field access.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104508

Some of the mitigation landscaping could be improved.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105043

The new road will bring with it a number of nuisances that
previously were not a concern; increase in noise, vibration, dust
and visual impact. These will impact on the quality of living on
the property and could impact on the crop yields, as well as the
negative impact on property values. It is suggested that hedges,
trees and fencing are introduced along with the already planned
2m high bund to reduce the ingress of noise and dust, as well as
ongoing monitoring on the houses and buildings for signs of
damage.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental bunds,
where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme, the use
of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and shrub
planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that
would, over time, provide screening to views of the scheme and would generally
reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term. Where provided
environmental bunding would contribute to early visual screening.
[A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. Native tree and shrub planting on and
adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses
and shelterbelts in order to break up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic
and lighting and to help integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104756

Concern over noise pollution.

10 April 2014

Carbon emissions will be considerably reduced as the traffic will
flow more freely and not need to stop-start.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

Air
300038

300008

104719

Air quality may improve in some areas but it will certainly
deteriorate in the new areas affected by the proposal. More
analysis on the quality levels in nearby villages to the new
proposal is required.

There will be increased air pollution during construction and
operation of the scheme.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment is noted
An assessment of air quality impacts of the scheme has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme has been
assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive as set out in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic volumes are predicted to
increase in the future and the air quality resulting from these changes has been
modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.
An assessment of the impacts of the air quality has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement, The air quality EU limit
values and UK air quality objectives for NO2 and PM10 which apply to the scheme
are also provided in this chapter. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
During operation, although air quality will decrease in some areas, no
exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted and as such no mitigation is
proposed. The scheme is also predicted to improve air quality in a number of areas
including AMQAs across the scheme area.
Chapter 6 of the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Environmental Statement) outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction.

102793

The realignment of the roundabout closer to properties in Mill
Common will impact on pollution from slow moving traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104562

There is little to no provision for issues of decreased air
quality/increased pollution. Even though residential properties
are currently less than 100m from the carriageways before any
widening.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

104798

The elevated road across the flood plain will result in pollution
from the vehicle exhausts.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104912

Many properties in Girton lie within or closely adjacent to the
A14 corridor Air Quality Management Area (AQMA), and the
objective NO2 and PM10 particulate levels are likely to worsen
in some areas within the AQMA. These parameters have been
linked to an increased risk of respiratory diseases.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. In summary the assessment concludes no significant impact occurs at
properties close to Mill Common.
Properties within 100m of the route have been included in the air quality modelling
and it was concluded that no receptor would experience concentrations of air
pollutants above relevant standards. The assessment takes account of the
elevation of the road and in summary concludes that the scheme results in an
overall benefit to public exposure to air pollutants.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the operation of the scheme including for the Cambridge Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA ) .

Archaeology and cultural heritage
104611

The construction of an additional station will be detrimental to
the high value archaeological remains on Mill Common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104611

The construction of this unnecessary road conflicts with the
designated conservation area, which seeks to protect the
character of the area.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and the impacts on historic structures and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area; the proposal for a roundabout on Mill Common is no longer
part of the scheme. An assessment of heritage and archaeological impacts and
proposals for mitigation are reported within Chapter 9 of the Environmental
Statement. Construction of the scheme has been assessed to result in a number of
adverse and beneficial impacts and effects on historic buildings and the
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the removal of the existing A14
viaduct. The proposed mitigation measure of landscape screening would reduce
the residual significance.

The proposed new roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will damage Roman remains that are beneath the Common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and the impacts on historic structures and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area; the proposal for a roundabout on Mill Common is no longer
part of the scheme. An assessment of heritage and archaeological impacts and
proposals for mitigation are reported within Chapter 9 of the Environmental
Statement. Construction of the scheme has been assessed to result in a number of
adverse and beneficial impacts and effects on historic buildings and Huntingdon
Conservation Area; specifically the removal of the existing A14 viaduct. The
proposed mitigation measure of landscape screening would reduce the residual
significance.

Domino UK Ltd

Despite the practical limits of what can be done efforts have
obviously been made to reduce the environmental impact on
wildlife.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104717

The Huntingdon railway station southern access road will result

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of nature conservation impacts has been undertaken and is

104643

Ecology
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

in the unnecessary destruction of a wildlife corridor, including:
•
•

•

Highways Agency’s response
reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. This assessment included
baseline surveys for badger and terrestrial invertebrates and consideration of
Biodiversity Action Plan species such as brown hare and common toad identified in
the survey area. All effects on protected species in this area would be undertaken
under licence from Natural England. General good practices measures would be
employed to reduce damage and disturbance to wildlife beyond the route corridor.
Across the wider scheme, 271ha of semi-natural habitats would be created and the
mitigation strategy includes a strong focus on maintaining connectivity across the
new road for wildlife to maintain the long term viability of populations in the area.

A key foraging area for the local badger population currently
residing adjacent to the A14;
An important area for standing dead wood as a potential
habitat for threatened saprophytic beetles (to my knowledge,
these have not been surveyed to date); and
An important habitat for a number of BAP priority species,
which have been observed in the green space which will
potentially be destroyed by the new southern access road.

Given that there are alternatives available (including the use of
the current access road to Brampton Road), I hope that it will be
possible to prevent the destruction of the area south of the
Station Cottage.

105022

Concerns regarding the amount of ecological areas included in
the scheme and question the need for such a large amount in
this location.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of nature conservation impacts has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 11 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment has identified a need for mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology. This includes the creation of new
habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain in
biodiversity, in line with the National Planning Policy Framework.

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions

Flooding and drainage

105032

104791

104798

Unsure that there has been enough research done on the flood
impacts around the proposed scheme.

Concerns regarding the impact the proposed route will have on
drainage in times of excessive rainfall.

There could be potential problems in constructing the elevated
road across the flood plain due to the tendency for the area to
flood.
The residents of Histon believe that this road is far too close to
the village and could easily be realigned further north, thereby
reducing the problems a small amount.

30 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
A new road is not proposed in the vicinity of Histon; the scheme includes an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and
Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton). It
has therefore been assumed that this comment relates to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which passes near to Hilton.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening
field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low
significance.

Landscape

102221

The proposed route of local roads will lead to a potential loss of
mature hedges and trees.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of landscape impacts (including the loss of vegetation) has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement and is
illustrated on Figure 3.4. Extensive mitigation is proposed including; native tree and
shrub planting on and adjacent to highway earthworks to create woodlands,
copses and shelterbelts in order to break up the scale of the road, screen
structures, traffic and lighting and to help integrate the scheme into the existing
landscape pattern; more formal planting in Huntingdon where avenue tree planting
set in broad grassland verges, some lined with hedges would reflect the historic
character of parts of the town; and the use of hedgerows where appropriate, to link
into existing field boundary planting to provide screening and integration into the
local pattern, as well as connection of existing wildlife corridors.
An assessment of landscape impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Adverse effects upon landscape
character are predicted as a consequence of constructing new highways
infrastructure. However, the removal of the viaduct within Huntingdon would
enhance local townscape quality resulting in beneficial effects.

104643

The proposed new roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will spoil the landscape of the historic Huntingdon common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

A high quality effective noise barrier should be provided where
the new scheme narrows the gap between the A14 and Mill

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and the impacts on historic structures and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area; the proposal for a roundabout on Mill Common is no longer
part of the scheme and is replaced by traffic light controlled junction.

Noise
101813
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An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Revised traffic

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Common (it would be better if it extended further towards the
bridge and nearer the A14). Would appreciate an opportunity to
discuss the noise pollution model once it is complete and being
given a chance to provide some input.

Highways Agency’s response
forecasts have been prepared and have been used in this assessment. They have
been included in the noise prediction modelling undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation has been designed into the scheme to reduce the impact of
the scheme once built and in use including the alignment of the route itself and the
use of low noise surfacing. Taking account of the avoidance and mitigation
measures integrated into the base scheme, no significant adverse effects are
identified in the area surrounding Mill Common and so no further mitigation is
proposed.

102877

Concerns regarding noise impacts on local residents.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the environmental impacts, including impacts and effects on
noise and local communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (Chapters 14) . Extensive mitigation has been designed
into the scheme to reduce the noise impacts of the scheme once built and in use.
This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Originally twenty-two route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was
not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome.
The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway.

104508

The increased height of the new road will cause more noise to
local residents. If the route was along the line of the present A14
much of the expensive mitigation would not be needed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding noise impacts as summarised below.
104562

•
•
•

No provision for noise abatement at Histon.
No provision for a noise barrier at Histon as there is for
Orchard Park.
Noise levels at the property already exceed 85 dBa and are

30 April 2014

Yes
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No

Extensive mitigation measures have been considered during construction and
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken (including with
respect to Histon and Impington) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been considered
during construction and designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

set to increase. Modern double glazing does not block the
current level of noise.
The removal of trees prior to construction has changed the
level of noise and the nature of the noise meaning that a
broad range of frequencies can be heard at all times.

Highways Agency’s response
latest technology appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has identified the following barriers in the area of the
A14/B1049: on the south side, a 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for
properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the
north side, replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with a new 4m high
absorptive barrier, and also extended to the west by 250m with 3m high absorptive
barrier. The existing barrier alongside Orchard Park would remain.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive (see the Code of Construction Practice
(Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement) for more detail in relation to
construction) and during operation where road traffic noise levels meet the scheme
criteria for noise insulation.

104578

104619

The increased noise pollution of raising the new A14 has not
been considered.

There is a significant existing noise issue for residents to the
north of the A14 between Histon and Milton interchanges, in
particular certain residents of Impington, which will get
significantly worse due to the proposed scheme. Sound barriers
must be erected either side of the A14/B1049 junction on the
northern side of the A14.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional computer
prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes
terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The level of the
A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but also to allow
effective drainage of the proposed highway. Extensive mitigation has been
designed into the scheme to reduce the impact of the scheme once built and in
use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to
reduce or remove significant noise at several locations.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken (including with
respect to the area between the Histon and Milton interchanges including
Impington) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been considered during construction and
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has identified the following barriers in the area of the
A14/B1049: on the south side, a 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for
properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the
north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
barrier, and also extended to the west by 250m with 3m high absorptive barrier.
The existing barrier alongside Orchard Park would remain. See Figure. 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and the impacts on historic structures and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area; the proposal for a roundabout on Mill Common is no longer
part of the scheme and is replaced by traffic light controlled junction.

104643

The proposed new roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will cause more noise for the properties along Mill Common
Lane than they currently experience from the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including with respect to the area around Mill Common) as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
In Huntingdon, the Environmental Statement has identified that the provision of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large number of
dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14 including those at Mill
Common.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional computer
prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes
traffic numbers, speed and composition including heavy goods vehicles, terrain
data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures,
including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.

104788

Query why the road and associated bridges are so elevated
above the surrounding area. In particular, what more can be
done to reduce noise?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive (see the Code of Construction Practice
(Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement) `for more detail in relation to
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction) and during operation where road traffic noise levels meet the scheme
criteria for noise insulation.

104791

Query how road noise will be mitigated if the roadway is raised
above the flood plain.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104798

The elevated road across the flood plain will result in noise
travelling further as bunds will not work.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104893

Insufficient consideration has been given to the noise impacts on
the surrounding area and this must be resolved.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns regarding noise as summarised below.
•

•
104912
•
•

55696

Many properties in Girton lie within 100m of the proposed
scheme and will be adversely affected by noise from the
predicted increase in traffic.
The proposed noise barriers do not extend for a sufficient
distance along the north boundary of the proposed A14
widening.
Noise-reducing road surfaces do not appear to be
mandatory.
There appears to be no mandatory requirement that
vegetation removed already during the widening will be
replaced.

The road will be an aural blight and the response to noise
mitigation is inadequate. Sound barriers are routinely used in
other European countries but the Highways Agency rarely uses
them and when it does, they are of the ineffective wooden fence
type, whereas much more acoustically effective designs are
available. Cost seems to be the concern and yet the whole
scheme is hugely expensive and unnecessary.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The level of
the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but also to allow
effective drainage of the proposed highway.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken (including with
respect to Girton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Enhanced and extended noise barriers will also be provided at Girton – see Figure
14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

28 May 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation has been
designed into the scheme to reduce the impact of the scheme once built and in
use. This includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. In addition, latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts. The barriers which would be provided are
shown in Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme design has
been developed to ensure the cost is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in
line with industry standards.

Visual

104564

The visual impact is vast, with little mitigation for Offord and
Buckden and the road in front of Debden Top Farm, where the
land naturally dips in front of the properties.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104798

The elevated road across the flood plain will be very visible.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

55696

The road will be a visual blight.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to affected parts of The Offords, Buckden and Debden Top Farm) and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. In the vicinity of the Offords
and Buckden, these would include native tree and shrub planting along the road in
the form of hedgerows and woodland to help screen the road and integrate it into
the existing landscape. North of Debden Top Farm the road would be in cutting or
screened by mounding to reduce visual impacts. Woodland planting along the road
would create further screening in the long term. See Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement for details of the outline environmental mitigation design.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme such as clearance requirements, for example across the East Coast
mainline railway, and effective drainage.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. The high sensitivity and value of the
Ouse Valley are acknowledged and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed. Landscape works would help to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme
however it would not be possible to completely mitigate the visual effects of the
road as it crosses the Great Ouse Valley because of the open character of the
landscape. The design of the bridge and its open spans would help to maintain
views under the bridge for walkers alongside the river.

Further information required

103529

55669

At a public meeting in Hilton Methodist Church there were no
diagrams or information detailing the measures to be
undertaken. As work was apparently still being undertaken, it
was not possible to discuss the significant concerns regarding
the impact of the road in this area.

The documents produced so far do not contain sufficient detail to
enable us to make a proper judgement of the effect of the new
road.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings and proposed mitigation are
reported in the Environmental Statement. Assessment relating to air quality and
noise are reported in the Chapters 8 and 14. The outline environmental mitigation
design is presented in Figure 3.2.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings

101822

Struggling to understand from the drawings how the new Girton
interchange will work. I would like to see this part of the scheme
fully explained.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
Further explanation of the scheme was available from the Highways Agency staff
at the consultation venues. Alternatively the Highways Agency also provided
contact details on all documentation, should customers wish to learn more about
proposals or request further explanation.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
The proposed layout at Girton interchange has been designed for safer and freer
flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound directions of the A14.
It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace this with a safer
dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local access road into
Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels

104762

We do not have access to the data.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission.
A detailed construction methodology would be produced once the contractor is
appointed.

101962

Documentation states "Identify measures to control and reduce
construction dust and emissions" but nowhere does it state that
these measures will be implemented.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The methodology aims to provide approach which is both safe to construct (both
for workers and road users) as well as one which minimises disruption to the local
and wider community.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the standards of work that would be applied by
the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Comments Noted.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels

101767

Clearly explained, though the detail is unknown until the scheme
is under way.

10 April 2014

- Preliminary Environmental Information
Yes

No

- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels

103566

Reliable information does not seem to be available, nor is it likely
to be before the consultation period comes to an end. How can
a decision be reached without all the relevant data?

- Preliminary Environmental Information
10 April 2014

Yes

No

- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission.

55622

Concerns regarding consultation information as summarised
below.

30 April 2014

Yes
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No

A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•
•
•
•
•

104902

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process
of scheme development and environmental impact assessment (EIA). The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback and
further technical assessment.

The information provided is too vague and incomplete to
enable a meaningful response.
The documents are full of broad ‘generalisms’ and bland
reassurances which are of no use.
Proper consultation on environmental issues has not taken
place.
No provision of a detailed set of proposals for the mitigation
of environmental impacts.
Local residents who will be impacted by the scheme have a
right to see detailed plans for environmental mitigation, to be
able to influence those plans to a significant degree, and to
be sure that plans to construct this new road will not be
given the go-ahead until agreement has been reached with
the local community on environmental mitigation measures.

It is unacceptable that neither the consultation information nor
the public exhibitions included any detailed information on air
quality, noise and environmental mitigation as it was not yet
complete.

Highways Agency’s response

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The (EIA) is an important statutory process required for the
scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely significant effects
arising from the construction and operation of the scheme. The EIA is reported in
the Environmental Statement, which ensures decision making is based on
comprehensive environmental information and considers likely significant
environmental effects. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Mitigation will be secured by way of requirements in the DCO that the scheme is
undertaken in accordance with (i) the Code of Construction Practice (which
includes detailed provision on mitigation of construction impacts), (ii) specific
mitigation obligations in key topic areas such as landscaping, drainage and
contaminated land and (iii) the scheme design shown on the plans submitted with
the DCO. Parallel with this, the Highways Agency will place a contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to comply with the
DCO requirements. Discharge of these requirements would be by consent from the
Secretary of State, generally following consultation with the relevant planning or
environmental authority.

General design
Design
104508

104578

Object to the unnecessary height of the proposed new road,
which crosses the flood plain at a much higher level than the
present road which has never flooded.

Raising the proposed new A14 is unnecessary as the old A14 is
not raised in this area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The height of the A14 would be determined by highway drainage considerations. It
is necessary to elevate the road in order to safely drain the highway towards the
drainage ponds and watercourses.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The Environmental Impact
Assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the
decision making process throughout.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

General disagreement
Ebeni Ltd

Do not agree.

Need for the proposals
104512

General agreement as a whole.

10 April 2014

104756

General agreement and it was evident from the public
consultation that work has been done on this.

10 April 2014
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Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Consultee(s)
105061

Summary of consultee comment
It will have a positive impact.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised users

104611

104643

Concerns regarding the loss or severance of footpaths around
Huntingdon.

The proposed new roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will make it difficult and unpleasant to walk from Huntingdon
town centre to Port Holme meadow. The walk to Port Holme is
an important asset for Huntingdon. Port Holme is an important
leisure facility for the town and access to it would be seriously
impaired by these proposals.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the likely significant effects on non-motorised users, including
assessment in relation to impacts to footpaths, has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. During operation, the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would permanently alter the public rights of way
network in the rural area south of the existing A14 between the Offords and
Conington. New routes, footbridges and footways would be provided to ensure
continued connectivity in the public right of way network north and south of the
new road. Information on the likely significant effects of the scheme on nonmotorised user facilities within Huntingdon town is also reported in Chapter 15 of
the Environmental Statement
An assessment of the likely significant effects on all travellers, including nonmotorised users, has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the
Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take
further.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation

Church
Commissioners for
England

104912

The scheme requires too much land.

Major concerns regarding the adverse impact the current
proposals will have on my property in Girton and adjacent
properties, both north and south of Girton Road Bridge.

10 April 2014

14 May 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects. An assessment of the
likely significant effects on community and private assets has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
If properties are adversely affected as a result of the scheme, it may be possible to
make a claim for compensation.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

104756

Concern over possible increase to house.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Comment noted

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic
Traffic management

104912

There appears to be no requirement to impose speed limits in
the area of the proposed scheme around Girton village.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply. Speed monitoring equipment would be provided on the immediate approach
to the A14 westbound loop at Girton Interchange.
The new local access road between Swavesey and Girton would have a national
speed limit; however, existing speed limits around Girton village would be retained.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

104508

104508

Concern over disruption to local roads.

The scheme will increase the agricultural traffic on the A14
substantially as it will provide the only access to a large block of
my land.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2) sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided,
in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect
of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.

E.6b.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 6b Part 4: Environmental impacts of the proposed scheme– local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
104481

It is not clear how access will be gained to land north of
Friesland Farm.

A new local access and maintenance track would be provided along the south side
of the A14 which would be accessed from the southern roundabout at the
remodelled Swavesey junction.

Yes

Agricultural impact
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme on
agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the local area.
National Farmers
Union (NFU)

102808

Appreciate the acknowledgement of the intensive nature of
farming in this area. Before safeguarding is put in place, it is
requested that details of the areas that are going to be taken out
of agricultural production on a permanent and temporary basis
are provided.

It is inevitable that development of the farmland between
Godmanchester and the new route will be given a green light
and this impact is ignored.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the Highways Agency
would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by agreement

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The study area varies depending on the topic of
assessment. The agricultural land and farms assessment has considered the
footprint of the scheme and adjacent land which may be severed. Development
land is considered within 500m of the scheme, though major planning allocations
up to 2km from the scheme have been considered where the likelihood for impact
exists. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

55774

If more of the route were in deep cutting it would reduce the
need for the borrow pits, some of which are on prime agricultural
land such as Conington.

Yes

No

104675

Valuable productive farmland will be lost.

Yes

No

55527

It is essential to retain the country’s good farmland in order to
feed the nation. It is forecast that global food needs will increase
by 50-100% in this century.

Yes

No
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An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Business impact
Comment duly noted.
102015

Fewer traffic jams will reduce costs to haulage companies.

Yes

No

Minimising impact is of course the sensible thing to do and
particular attention should be afforded to the communities and
individuals more directly affected.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.

Community
100992

102876, 104499,
104532, 104817,
104934, 104961,
57336, 104980

Concerns regarding impacts on settlements, including:

The likely significant effects of the scheme on communities and private assets
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

•
•

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a
reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route.

•
•
•
•
•

103579

101954

101761

It will result in total village disruption.
This will affect villages and people, therefore mitigation
needs to be included as a matter of course.
The scheme will pass through small market towns
surrounded by countryside and ruin them.
Impacts on the tranquil rural way of life.
Disruption of small peaceful villages such as Hilton and the
Offords.
Village life in Hilton will disrupted by an increase in traffic
passing through the village.
Insufficient consideration given to impact on residents of
Hilton.

Once the scheme is complete, further encroachment on already
limited recreation and community land is likely.

The local wellbeing impact is appalling at present - it was the top
priority for action in the recent Girton Village Plan by a wide
margin.

Will not make a lot of difference to Bar Hill residents.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive
routes for non-motorised user (NMU). Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
(6.2) reports an assessment of impacts on communities (including Hilton and the
Offords) and, where relevant, the environmental effects on local communities are
also considered throughout the Environmental Statement by topic.

The likely significant effects of the scheme on communities and private assets
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Originally twenty-two route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
The scheme also seeks to separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is
using the A14 for strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs parallel
with the A14 mainline.
Traffic flow on the improved A14 would decrease congestion and improve journey
times for all road users including residents of Bar Hill.

54486

The impact on local residents is glossed over and not
addressed.

Yes

104463, 104688

Residents did not choose to live in these areas to be affected by
the proposals.

Yes

104665

Insufficient consideration given to the effect on Hilton. During the
consultation meeting it was effectively stated that the village had
drawn the short straw.

Yes

No

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive
routes for non-motorised user (NMU). The Environmental Statement reports an
assessment of impacts on local communities and any proposed mitigation
measures (including Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 14 Noise and Chapter 16
Community and Private Assets).
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on local communities (including Hilton). The findings of this
assessment are reported throughout the Environmental Statement by topic,
including Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 14 Noise and Chapter 16 Community and
Private Assets.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.

104973

The losses to Hilton outweigh any benefits to other villages or
the surrounding area.

Yes

No

Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

104675

The scale of construction proposed will adversely affect local
people who will not gain anything from this scheme.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian
access.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects during construction. The mitigation measures would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

104805

104824

The excavation of Borrowing pits could gain significant local
support and provide a significant amenity if it supported the
rowing lake project between Milton and Waterbeach.

The applicant should properly engage and understand the true
impact on the lives of people and then try to genuinely
compensate them for what they will have lost in terms of quality
of life.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is included as part of the scheme – see Appendix
3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design. The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main objectives: restoration
to agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet informal recreation such as
walking and also for biodiversity with the balance determined by local factors.
Some borrow pits also provide a flood compensation function as shown on the
Outline Environmental Design Drawings (OED) contained in Fig 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. Within this overall context, alternative restoration
options and uses which might provide a better value for the Highways Agency and
stakeholders are the subject of ongoing dialogue with the local authorities and
would take account of environmental constraints, local policy objectives and
existing and proposed facilities in the area.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets and local communities.
The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement along with proposed mitigation measures, where necessary. The
Environmental Statement also assesses the likely significant effects on local
communities in relation to a range of environmental topics such as air quality
(Chapter 8) and noise (Chapter 14).
and Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the
land affected by the scheme. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement, prior to
the submission of the DCO application. Several amendments have been made to
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the design of the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land
interests.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
A number of major developments are proposed within the vicinity of Girton
including NIAB and north-west Cambridge. These developments will contribute to
the forecast growth in traffic on local roads. Without the scheme, the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on Cambridge Road are
expected to increase from 6,900 vehicles per day in 2014 to 11,900 by 2035 (an
increase of 72%) Similarly, daily traffic flows on Huntingdon Road are forecast to
increase from 10,900 vehicles per day in 2014 to 13,800 by 2035 (an increase of
27%). With the scheme, daily traffic flows on these roads are forecasts to increase
to 13,200 vehicles per day and 17,000 vehicles per day respectively. The scheme
would therefore reduce the expected increase in traffic.
The scheme includes the removal of direct property access to the A14 in many
locations; this will improve safety conditions and ease traffic movements.

104891

Concerns regarding the potential adverse impacts on properties
both north and south of Girton Road Bridge.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations along the Cambridge Northern Bypass where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Noise barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads
(Defra, 2014). At Important Area 5043 to the south of Girton close to the A14 - on
the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104919

Insufficient protection has been provided for local residents –
more seems to be being done for people travelling through the
county.

Yes

No

104920

The HA has admitted that there will be a permanent and
devastating effect on some local communities including the
Offords, Buckden, Brampton and Hilton. No meaningful
mitigation measures are proposed and it is doubtful whether they
would be effective.

Yes

No

102373

This will blight people’s lives without addressing the terrible
situation at present.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. To assess the efficacy of
mitigation measures implemented, the Highways Agency undertakes post opening
project evaluations (POPE) of all its major projects and publishes the reports on its
website. The POPE reports cover five areas of assessment: environment, safety,
economy, accessibility and integration.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive
routes for non-motorised user (NMU). Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
(6.2) reports an assessment of impacts on communities (including the Offords,
Buckden, Brampton and Hilton).
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

The following mitigation measures should be included:

104921

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carriageway built at the minimum elevated level.
Substantial natural banking to be constructed.
Effective sound barriers to be included.
Low noise road surface to be used on the carriageway.
Borrow pits for construction only and should cease to be
operational after completion of the scheme.
No construction traffic should be permitted through
villages.
Contractual mitigation measures to be included in the
design specification.

Yes

No

The height of the carriageway would be minimised due to environmental and
engineering considerations. There is a shortage of available fill material for
embankment construction hence the design seeks to minimise the height of
embankments in order to reduce the demand for fill in the scheme. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
submission of the DCO application.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Latest technology appropriately
designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The
current proposal is that the scheme would use 'low noise' road surfacing material.
The Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled asphalt.
Borrow pits would provide materials needed for the scheme only and therefore
would cease operation prior to the scheme opening. The restoration of the borrow
pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits
is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the ES, which provides background to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. The restoration of the borrow pits has two
main objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities, and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), see Appendix 20.2 of the
ES sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during
construction. Where appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles
would be provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction
team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes to
construction sites. The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been
considered in the ES.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP, prior to the
commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

101828

Cost benefit analyses cannot take account of the costs in human
misery resulting from long term ill health, physical or mental,
caused by unnecessary air and noise pollution.

Yes
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No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14 and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Construction

102805

The environmental impacts of construction phase activities have
not been identified and appropriately mitigated.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application. Construction works associated with a roads scheme of this scale will
inevitably have some impacts on the local communities and environment. These
impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the
Environmental Statement and the Code of Construction Practice. The CoCP (see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement) outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies
across the scheme. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated.
Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
and management of material resources. All waste would be managed in such a
way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the environment. The main
contractors would be responsible to reduce waste generated from the construction
activities. This will include measures such as careful storage of materials on site
and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste management plan (SWMP) will be
prepared in accordance with the Waste and Resources Action Programme
(WRAP) guidance.

102881

103579

104556

Detailed construction techniques should be flexible enough to
respond to developing materials during building.

Construction work is likely to adversely affect transport, noise
and increased construction traffic and strategic/local traffic
seeking alternative routes for the duration of the construction.

Not sure construction impacts are fully mitigated.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

The construction techniques will be finalised having regard to the materials to be
used for the scheme and those construction techniques will be reviewed in the
event of any further change to the materials used.

No

Construction works associated with a roads scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on the local communities and environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Environmental Statement includes the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement). The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
avoiding local roads where practicable.
Construction traffic would be directed to designated routes, which would seek to
prevent construction vehicles from passing through Bar Hill.

No construction traffic should be allowed through villages for
reasons including:
104668, 104810,
104921

•
•
•

104721

The roads are narrow, not suited to heavy traffic and contain
vulnerable/listed properties close to the road.
A traffic management system should be agreed beforehand.
Site access must be possible via main trunk routes.

Query when the reduced hours of working will be during
construction.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and
all travellers during construction. It applies across the scheme, including villages.
Where appropriate, the construction team would provide haul routes through the
works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The
construction team would consult with local authorities regarding access routes that
may be used to access the construction sites
Construction traffic would be directed to designated routes, which would seek to
prevent construction vehicles from passing through Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Core working hours will be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce would
adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable.

Cost

100992

The scheme should avoid excessive mitigation measures as this
is tax payers’ money and increasing costs for the luxury of an
idealistic standard only deprives others of much needed
infrastructure investment.

Yes

No

101033

Any environmental mitigation schemes are overpriced.

Yes

No

101020

Concerned that the potential environmental impacts on residents
of Hilton are a result of cost. If the cost cannot be afforded, the
scheme should be rethought until it can be without damage to
the existing population in Hilton.

Yes
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No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects The cost of mitigation is proportionate to the size
of the scheme as in line with industry standards.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on local communities (including Hilton). The findings of this
assessment, including proposed mitigation, are reported throughout the
Environmental Statement by environmental topic.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. .
Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty one
route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these
options presented a shortlisted six highways options. Options were the subject of a
cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs
they would result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The capital cost of the scheme is approximately £1.5 billion. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with industry
standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes high
value for money.

101836

Despite the added cost associated with mitigation measures, we
should be responsible for the environment.

101984

Considerable savings could be made to the project if the budget
for environment was reduced, this money could be used to make
further improvements to the local infrastructure.

300003

Considerable savings could be made to the project if the budget
for environment was reduced, this money could be used to make
further improvements to the local infrastructure.

Yes

Yes

No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects The cost of mitigation is proportionate to the size
of the scheme as in line with industry standards.

No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental

2b
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Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

104675

The cost to the tax payer will be enormous.

Yes

No

101018

The measures will not go far enough on this route as it will be
underfunded.

Yes

No

The capital cost of the scheme is approximately £1.5 billion. The cost of developing
the scheme will be met from a number of sources. The largest proportion of
funding would come from central Government, which would meet the whole cost at
the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships in
Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the scheme, to be
recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty one
route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these
options presented a shortlisted six highways options. Options were the subject of a
cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs
they would result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.
The capital cost of the scheme is approximately £1.5 billion. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with industry
standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes high
value for money.

104953

Residents of Brampton and Offord Cluny should not have to
suffer environmental impacts of this scheme when there are
other cheaper alternatives.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Brampton and Offord
Cluny) as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been
assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency
has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment as well as identifying mitigation measures. The
findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of
the DCO application.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

Environmental
General
300034, 300005

No road offers true environmental benefits.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
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Highways Agency’s response
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

300010

The adverse environmental impact of doing nothing should also
not be underestimated.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

300020

Confident that the scheme will be sensitive to the environment.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The environmental impacts that would arise from the proposed scheme are
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in
Chapter 19.

101922

Not enough is being done to improve environmental impact.

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise fences, and landscaped earthworks.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Brampton and Hilton) as
a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as
part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken
in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter
19.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
environmental impact of the scheme once built and in use. This includes the
alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing,
landscaped earthworks and extensive tree and shrub planting- see the Outline
Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

Jonathan Djanogly
MP

Concerns regarding environmental issues, particularly for
residents in Brampton and Hilton.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme including Hilton and Brampton, and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. An environmental bund of up to 2 metres in height
above the road level would be provided on the south side of the new road to the
north of Hilton to screen views of traffic from Hilton village. Residual visual effects
from the northern periphery of Hilton during scheme operation would generally be
of low significance. A significant environmental bund and 2m high noise barrier on
top of a section of this would largely screen views of the scheme from properties
on the western periphery of Brampton. Residual visual effects from the western
periphery during scheme operation would generally be of low significance.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. Slight adverse impacts may be experienced at Hilton due to the scheme
acting as a barrier to movement; however the provision of overpasses along the
route negates much of this impact. The area directly north of Brampton is expected
to be beneficially affected as traffic flows would be reduced in this area due to the
introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at
the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound
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from road traffic. Mitigation for reducing noise impacts are proposed for this area
comprising absorptive barriers along the route. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the
scheme design. Receptors in Brampton are predicted to experience improvements
in NO2 and PM10 concentrations at receptors along the A14 and B1514 in 2020
and 2035. Closer to the A1 there is a small increase in NO2 concentrations in
2020, this change is reduced to a negligible level by 2035. PM10 concentration
changes at the same location close to the A1 are negligible in 2020 and 2035. The
biggest improvements are seen close to and within the Air Quality Management
Area where pollution concentrations are highest.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

There is a need for full open and public on-going postcompletion road evaluations to be completed (including
assessments of landscape, biodiversity, local residents,
pollutants and CO2, and analysis of traffic growth to determine
whether the new road is itself generating new traffic).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The Highways Agency undertakes Post Opening Project Evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports
cover 5 areas of assessment: environment, safety, economy, accessibility and
integration. A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the
scheme would be included as part of the construction contract
requirements. Thereafter, the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways
Agency through its managing agents.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

Concerns regarding the environmental legacy of the scheme
(including landscape and bio-diversity) as the proposed route
cuts across open unspoilt countryside.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
environmental impact of the scheme once built and in use. The environmental
impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
Mitigation measures, including mounding and planting where appropriate, are
informed by the combined assessment work for noise, ecology and landscape and
visual effects, and include consideration of ecological connectivity and wildlife
corridors. An assessment of noise and vibration is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement, an assessment of ecological effects is reported within
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement and a landscape and visual impact
assessment is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape
works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts - carefully designed
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environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. The implementation of these measures is essential to
protecting views and reinstating landscape pattern in the long-term.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
environmental impact of the scheme once built and in use. The environmental
impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
There will be major increases in environmental disturbance for
all the villages used for A14 avoidance, including all of the
villages represented by the Joint HCV Group.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of impacts on community, including Hilton, has been carried out
and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement and, where relevant,
the environmental effects on local communities are also considered throughout the
Environmental Statement by topic. The scheme aims to improve access and safety
of travel for local people, enabling better connected communities and unlocking
economic growth. It would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban
and village roads, providing people with less congested and safer access to
services and amenities. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would
enable safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU).
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. A
noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Additional noise mitigation measures have been
added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. No significant residual
adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Slight adverse
impacts may be experienced at Hilton due to the scheme acting as a barrier to
movement; however the provision of overpasses along the route negates much of
this impact.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of mitigation measures has been built into the scheme design including
ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting to lessen the visual effects
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of the scheme - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in
Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in
height above the road level would also be provided on the south side of the new
road to the north of Hilton to screen views of traffic from Hilton village. Residual
visual effects from the northern periphery of Hilton during scheme operation would
generally be of low significance.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified where necessary.
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. A
summary is included in Chapter 19.

101014, 101870,
54504, 101896,
101897, 103490,
103548, 104674,
104890, 104923

It is not possible to negate the environmental impacts of the
scheme.

Yes

No

101048, 101086,
101787

Reduced congestion and improved traffic flow will reduce
adverse environmental impacts.

Yes

No

101105, 101860,
101974, 102789,
102903

The new road will be better for the environment than the current
road/traffic conditions.

The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
environmental impact of the scheme once built and in use. The environmental
impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Mitigation
measures are in accordance with recognised standards and best practice and
have been designed to reduce the likely significant adverse environmental effects
identified in the EIA as far as possible.

Support is noted
Yes

No
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

101107

101861, 101933

In relation to the A428/Girton interchange, environmental
impacts will build up elsewhere through increased congestion.

Environmental concerns are secondary to the economic benefits
of the scheme.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. The
assessment has concluded that traffic flow associated with, and resulting from, the
Girton interchange would improve.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
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Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
The EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing
decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental
constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making
process throughout. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Environmental issues have been given significant weight through the DCO
application and would be implemented during the construction and operation of the
scheme.

101910

This offers the least environmental impacts.

Yes

No

101916

This minimises use of greenfield sites.

Yes

No

Support is noted.

101918

There is so much in the path of the scheme to be considered, for
example the rail and river crossings.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout, including with respect to the design
of railway and river crossings.

102785

102803

Most importantly, this has to make a big difference to the
environment.

Formal organisation is required to deal with complaints.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment is noted.
Comments received in response to the formal consultation have been considered
in developing the preliminary scheme design and Environmental Statement. The
environmental impact assessment has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Consultation Report has been prepared to present
the responses received and how they have been taken into account. Comments
are dealt with by independent consultants.
During construction the Highways Agency information line (HAIL) will be used to
deal with enquiries and complaints from the public. This consists of a phone line,
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email and website contact facility. The information line is staffed by the Highways
Agency 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The relevant contact number, email and
website addresses for HAIL will be displayed on signs around the construction site.
The extent of the action taken will depend on the nature of the complaint. All
complaints will be investigated to establish the cause of the complaint and whether
the works comply with the scheme’s environmental requirements and other
relevant requirements such as legislation, standards and codes of practice.
For complaints which arise during operation, the Highways Agency operates a
complaints system, a leaflet explaining their system is available from:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3011
10/Highway_Authority_s_full_complaints_policy_and_procedure.pdf

102808

Undue weight has been given to the environmental impacts on
Huntingdon as opposed to the negative impact on the
countryside through which the new road will pass.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
Yes

No
The EIA has been undertaken by suitably qualified and experienced specialists
with a duty to follow professional codes of conduct and act independently of
commercial interest and in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance. The EIA takes into account and recognises adverse effects across the
entire scheme, and mitigation measures have been proposed throughout.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

102813

To access the A14, locals will be required to travel to Brampton
Hut which is not environmentally friendly.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline. The existing junction
at Alconbury would remain. The proposed layout of the scheme provides the basis
for assessment in the Environmental Statement.

102821

The proposal for a raised road will cause significant
environmental impacts to Hilton and Buckden residents.

Yes

No

The air, landscape, and visual, and noise impacts have been considered in the
environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton and Buckden) and
are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
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the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is
minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding
safety reasons. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton. No exceedances
of the air quality objectives are predicted. Lighting would be provided at junctions
for overriding safety reasons. Various measures are proposed to minimise light
spill, including the careful selection of lighting equipment, lighting levels,
arrangement, dimming facilities and lantern shields. Views towards the scheme
and traffic movement from Hilton would be distant and filtered by intervening
vegetation, so that visual effects would generally be of low significance. The
proposed environmental bund and mitigation planting would further restrict views,
particularly in the long term when planting would be mature.
It is not considered that there would be any significant impact on views from the
main residential area of Buckden because of the distance to the scheme and the
extent of intervening vegetation.

102892

It must be accepted that you will never manage to please any of
the environmentalist groups any of the time.

Yes

No

Comment is noted.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including, where relevant, on
Alconbury village) as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have
been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has
been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

103528

Query what consideration has been given to environmental
effects on Alconbury village.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Noise barriers would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Noise barriers would also be
provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major
Roads (Defra 2014), where they would substantially reduce the existing high noise
levels. Important Area 5153 representing dwellings in north Alconbury is located to
the west of A1(M) and the Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation
in the form of noise barriers: 1120m long and 2-4m absorptive barrier to the west of
A1(M) to replace existing 2m reflective barriers; an additional 2m absorptive barrier
along existing 2m earth bund; and on the eastern side of A1(M) a 200m long and
2m high absorptive barrier alongside B1043 (A1 Southbound offslip). The barriers
are shown on Figure 14.7 of the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme, including in Alconbury.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
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where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. In regards to Alconbury Brook, the model predicts no change in water
level as a result of the scheme. The loss of floodplain would be mitigated via the
provision of floodplain compensation. The significance of potential effects has been
classified as neutral.
The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1, although the route would not be upgraded to a motorway standard. The
additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic travelling
between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that will switch on to the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to remain on the A1 for
longer.

54120

Unsure that moving the A1 to the west of the A14 by Brampton
is really going to reduce environmental impact on the village.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.(including, where relevant, on Brampton) – see Chapters
8, 10 and 14 relating to air quality, landscape and visual and noise.
The height of the scheme would affect views from the peripheries of Brampton,
although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation planting in both
locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual effects. The area
directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows
reduce into his area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels
would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. Mitigation for reducing noise
impacts are proposed for this area comprising absorptive barriers along the route.
Other mitigation proposed includes the environmental bunds and a planting
scheme. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a
2m high false cutting has been included in the scheme design.
Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to improve across most of the
AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are already below the air quality
objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality
in this location.

53860

Whilst the approach is good in writing, the reality of the proposal
is likely to be quite different.

Yes

No

The proposals are subject to DCO approval and detailed design, but it is not
anticipated that any major changes would result from this process.

103597

This scheme needs to be good on the environment as it will be

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

overthrowing a lot.

Highways Agency’s response
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. Beneficial
effects have been sought where possible; for example the scheme would lead to a
net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising predominantly semi-natural
grassland and mixed woodland, which would be of greater general biodiversity
value than the arable habitat which it would replace.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Buckden and The
Offords) as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been
assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included
in Chapter 19.
The EIA includes an assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement and,
where relevant, the environmental effects on local communities are also
considered throughout the Environmental Statement by topic.

104543

Some areas will be fine but Buckden, Offord and others will be
badly affected.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting. In
the vicinity of The Offords, an environmental bund 1m above the height of the road,
planted with tree and shrub planting, would help soften views of the river Great
Ouse viaduct. The embankments along Offord Road bridge would also be planted
with trees and shrubs which would mature to soften the prominence of the
overbridge. Views towards the scheme from rural properties to the north of the
main village of Buckden would be filtered by extensive tree and shrub planting
along the highway embankment and sections of hedgerows. North of Debden Top
Farm the road would be in cutting or screened by mounding to reduce visual
impacts. Woodland planting along the road would create further screening in the
long term. See Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement for details of the outline
environmental mitigation design.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Hilton) as a result of the
construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement.– see Chapters 8, 10 and 14 relating
to air quality, landscape and visual and noise.

104523, 104600,
104759

The proximity of the scheme to Hilton will have an environmental
impact on the village (including noise, visual, and light and air
pollution).

Yes
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No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton. No significant
residual adverse effects from air pollution are predicted for Hilton. Lighting would
be provided at junctions for overriding safety reasons. Various measures are
proposed to minimise light spill, including the careful selection of lighting
equipment, lighting levels, arrangement, dimming facilities and lantern shields.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.

104630

104630, 104636,
104921

104632

104645

It seems that nobody is responsible for measuring the
environmental impact of the road during operation and ensuring
its objectives are met.

Recommend that the environmental conditions are assessed
before and after the scheme, including in Hilton.

Object to the spin being given to some environmental impacts
(landscape, visual impacts, nature conservation) – these will not
be improved.

The proposal is deplorably vague on any kind of mitigation.
There is no evidence that anything can or will be done to
mitigate the inevitable negative consequences for the
environment.

Yes

No

Upon completion of the scheme development, full handover documentation would
be passed to the incumbent managing agent within the Highways Agency’s Area 8
contract. This suite of documents would define the management operations
required to ensure the safe management of the road and successful development
of the environmental mitigation.
The Highways Agency undertakes Post Opening Project Evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports
cover five areas of assessment: environment, safety, economy, accessibility and
integration.
Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Hilton) as a result of the
construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an
environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter
19. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted
for Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of
Hilton would be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse
visual effects would be of low significance.

Yes

No
Upon completion of the scheme development, full handover documentation would
be passed to the incumbent managing agent within the Highways Agency’s Area 8
contract. This suite of documents would define the management operations
required to ensure the safe management of the road and successful development
of the environmental mitigation. The Highways Agency undertakes Post Opening
Project Evaluations (POPE) of all its major projects and publishes the reports on its
website. The POPE reports cover five areas of assessment: environment, safety,
economy, accessibility and integration.

Yes

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. The EIA has
been undertaken by suitably qualified and experienced specialists with a duty to
follow professional codes of conduct and act independently of commercial interest
and in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Mitigation measures are in
accordance with recognised standards and best practice and have been designed
to reduce the likely significant adverse environmental effects identified in the EIA
as far as possible

104650

The proposals will not be effective for years.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. It is
acknowledged that some mitigation measures will not be fully effective
immediately. Mitigation planting Is expected to become established by year 15,
however the use of larger planting stock will be used locally where appropriate to
provide an immediate landscape effect (e.g. within Huntingdon town centre).
The air, landscape, and visual, and noise impacts have been considered in the
environmental impact assessment (including for Hilton) and are reported, along
with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the Environmental
Statement.

104703

104712

The measures to mitigate impacts on Hilton are inadequate
given the height of the carriageway and bridges.

Unclear how a six lane highway raised to a height of between 2
and 9 metres in previously unspoilt countryside will have only
"potential adverse environmental impacts".

The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is
minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding
safety reasons. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Yes

Yes

No

No

A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would also be
provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton to screen views of
traffic from Hilton village. No exceedances of the air quality objectives are
predicted. Lighting would be provided at junctions for overriding safety reasons.
Various measures are proposed to minimise light spill, including the careful
selection of lighting equipment, lighting levels, arrangement, dimming facilities and
lantern shields. Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Hilton would
be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would
generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation
planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting
would be mature.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage. The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to
be high enough to enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged
to a pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on
pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to
allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to
have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls
from the road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high
enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
An assessment of air quality, landscape and visual and noise impacts and effects
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Highways Agency’s response
of the scheme (including elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

53810

104752

104780

104781

Overall there should be significant gains due to reduced
congestion, steadier flow of vehicles and improved road
surfaces.

Residents of Hilton require more protection against all of the
environmental effects, especially noise.

The EU and National policies on environment are not fully
reflected in the proposals.

Cost appears to have been prioritised over environmental
protection for local residents/villages/towns. All steps should be
done to protect the local area, and not just make it a rushed
design.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Support is noted.

No

The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects and these are
illustrated on the Outline Environmental Design drawings, Figure 3.2. There is
potential for noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of Hilton village
during construction. During construction, noise mitigation would include adherence
to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing
and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. During scheme operation
and with mitigation, the assessment has not identified any significant adverse
environmental effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The environmental impact assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation, policies and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

No

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an important statutory process required
for the scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely significant
effects arising from the construction and operation of the scheme. The EIA has
been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance. The EIA is reported in the Environmental Statement, which ensures
decision making is based on comprehensive environmental information and
considers likely significant environmental effects. A summary is included in Chapter
19.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development
Consent Order application.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

104829

The environmental impacts of the scheme do not appear to have
been researched in enough depth.

Yes
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No

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an important statutory process required
for the scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely significant
effects arising from the construction and operation of the scheme. The EIA has
been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance. The EIA is reported in the Environmental Statement, which ensures
decision making is based on comprehensive environmental information and
considers likely significant environmental effects. A summary is included in Chapter

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
19.
The EIA has been undertaken by suitably qualified and experienced specialists
with a duty to follow professional codes of conduct and act independently of
commercial interest and in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance. The EIA has been part of an iterative process of consultation, design
and assessment over the past year leading up to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application. The Highways Agency has engaged with
a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the Development Consent Order application.
Comment is noted.

104834

There would be no increased environmental impact to these
areas already used to having the A14 in close proximity.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported of the
Environmental Statement.
Support is noted.

104855

104855

Supportive on the assumption that all environments are returned
to as near as possible as their previous state or better.

No mitigation for surrounding the village of Brampton with 10
lanes of motorway and bridging the Ouse Valley way.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA), and mitigation measures have been identified as part of this
assessment. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19 and mitigation measures are
illustrated on the Outline Environmental Design drawings on Figure 3.2.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Mitigation measures would
lessen the adverse environmental effects caused by the scheme as far as
possible.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). ) (including, where relevant, with respect to the area around
Brampton).The environmental impacts, which would arise from the proposed
scheme including at Brampton and the Great Ouse Valley are assessed and
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement.

Yes
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No

The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce the noise impact of the scheme once built and in use. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Additional mitigation proposed includes
noise barriers and a planting scheme. Properties at the western edge of Brampton

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a
1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has
been included in the scheme design. The assessments conclude no significant
effects would occur as a result of the scheme. The high sensitivity and value of the
Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged. A range of mitigation measures
have been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and shrub
planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline Environmental Drawings (OED)
contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

104782

No details of mitigation proposals or enhancement proposals.

Yes

No

104873

Measures are not ideal but the best when considering the
terrain.

Yes

No

The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment as well as identifying
mitigation measures. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the Development Consent Order application.
Comment is noted.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (including, where relevant, in relation to Girton). A
summary is included in Chapter 19.

104881

The measures are good for Huntingdon but do little for Girton.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and noise barriers. Noise Important Area
5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and additional mitigation in
the form of noise barriers is proposed, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement. There would be a significant adverse effect along
Cambridge Road in Girton and a significant beneficial effect at the southern edge
of Girton alongside the scheme. The noise barriers through Girton cutting would
screen views of traffic, but would themselves form intrusive elements in some
views, particularly in the short term before mitigation planting establishes.
There would be no added risk of flooding in the Girton area. The runoff from the
new areas of highway would be attenuated in balancing ponds, which would be
designed to store the runoff from a 100-year return period event plus an allowance
for climate change. The outflow from these ponds would be reduced to greenfield
rates to mimic the response of the natural / undeveloped site to rainfall and not
increase flows. All existing culverts would remain unchanged. New culverts would
be sized to convey the 100-year event peak flow plus an allowance for climate
change, unless with the agreement of the relevant Flood Risk Management
Authority, retaining the water upstream of the embankment would reduce flood risk
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Highways Agency’s response
downstream.
Likely significant effects on air quality around Girton are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104882

A 2m bund would provide no environmental mitigation to the
village of Hilton (including visual, noise and light).

Yes

No

The impacts on noise and landscape and visual have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment (including with respect to Hilton) and are
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built into the
scheme design including noise bunds and barriers. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise pollution are predicted for Hilton. Landscape mitigation works
would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and would include carefully
designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting to help to
screen the highway, lighting and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the
wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental Drawings (OED) contained in Fig
3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Lighting would be provided at junctions for
overriding safety reasons. Various measures are proposed to minimise light spill,
including the careful selection of lighting equipment, lighting levels, arrangement,
dimming facilities and lantern shields.
Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an important statutory process required
for the scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely significant
effects arising from the construction and operation of the scheme. The EIA is
reported in the Environmental Statement, which ensures decision making is based
on comprehensive environmental information and considers likely significant
environmental effects.

104927

The environmental consideration is a significantly lesser issue.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an EIA. The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included
in Chapter 19.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development
Consent Order application.

104936

This scheme is ill-thought out and over costly, and will cause
more environmental problems than it solves.

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost
benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
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Highways Agency’s response
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development
Consent Order application.
The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development
Consent Order application.

105083

The mitigation measures must be guaranteed by including them
as part of the tender process.

Yes

No

Mitigation will be secured by way of requirements in the DCO that the scheme is
undertaken in accordance with (i) the Code of Construction Practice (which
includes detailed provision on mitigation of construction impacts), (ii) specific
mitigation obligations in key topic areas such as landscaping, drainage and
contaminated land and (iii) the scheme design shown on the plans submitted with
the DCO. Parallel with this, the Highways Agency will place a contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to comply with the
DCO requirements. Discharge of these requirements would be by consent from the
Secretary of State, generally following consultation with the relevant planning or
environmental authority.
The Highways Agency will also place a more detailed contractual responsibility on
detailed design and construction contractors to design and construct the project
providing the same level of mitigation as the environmental design in Figure 3.2 of
the ES and the Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments.

Hilton Action on
Traffic (HAT) Group

Query what efforts have been made to make use of the latest
research and technologies to mitigate the effects on the local
population (such as noise and air pollution) and/or utilisation of
those that are used in other countries.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.
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Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development
Consent Order application.
Mitigation measures are in accordance with recognised standards and best
practice and have been designed to reduce the likely significant adverse
environmental effects identified in the EIA as far as possible. Extensive mitigation
measures have been considered during construction and designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed
highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy.

104600

There are no acceptable long term environmental plans for
borrow pits.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main objectives: restoration to
agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet informal recreation such as
walking and fishing and also for biodiversity with the balance determined by local
factors.
A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the scheme
would be included as part of the construction contract requirements. Thereafter,
the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its managing
agents.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organisation
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

Joint Parishes HCV

In the national noise mapping exercise which took place in 2007,
in accordance with the Environmental Noise (England)
Regulations 2006, several locations along the alternative A1123
/ A141 route for heavy vehicles from the old A14 via St Ives to
Huntingdon were identified as being in the Noise Action First
Priority category (Maps 149 and 164). It is illegal to exacerbate
this situation when the legal requirement under UK and EU law
(Environmental Noise Directive) is to develop action plans to
improve it

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Mitigation has been specified and included in the
scheme proposals where the modelling and assessment shows a need.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

As part of the requirements of an Environmental Statement, the scheme needs to
take account of national policy and guidelines, which includes the Noise Action
Plan: Roads (including Major Roads)[1] (hereafter referred to as the ‘Action Plan’),
which is designed to address the management of noise issues and effects from
major roads in England under the terms of the Environmental Noise (England)
Regulations 2006[2] as amended (the “Regulations”). These Regulations
transpose Directive 2002/49/EC[3] relating to the Assessment and Management of
Environmental Noise. This directive is commonly referred to as the Environmental
Noise Directive (END). The END does not set any limit value, nor does it prescribe
the measures to be used in the action plans, which remain at the discretion of the
competent authorities.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
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significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. Noise barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as
defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they
would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance
and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014).
The Government intends that the END Action Plans would assist the management
of environmental noise in the context of Government policy on sustainable
development. Within this policy context, the Action Plan aims to promote good
health and good quality of life.
The Government intends that the action planning process should contribute to
delivering the vision and aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England[4].
Through the effective management and control of environmental, neighbour and
neighbourhood noise within the context of Government policy on sustainable
development:
• Avoid significant adverse impacts on health and quality of life;
• Mitigate and minimise adverse impacts on health and quality of life; and
• Where possible, contribute to the improvement of health and quality of life.
The management of the major roads covered by the Action Plan rests with the
relevant highway authority through the implementation of the Highways Act 1980
(as amended). This includes the Highways Agency, which is responsible for
motorways and other trunk[5] roads, including the A1 and A14. The remaining
major roads are the responsibility of local highway authorities either as part of a
County Council or as part of a Unitary Authority.
The design of the proposed scheme has considered and addressed the vision and
aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England[4] regarding noise impacts on
health and quality of life.
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2014). Noise Action Plan:
Roads (Including Major Roads), Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006,
as amended.
The Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006 (as amended 2008, 2009).
European Union (2002). Directive (2002/49/EC) of the European Parliament and of
the Council relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise.
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

CPRE Cambridgeshire notes that the impact of the routes on the
landscape will be considerable.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. Native tree and shrub planting on and
adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses
and shelterbelts in order to break up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic
and lighting and to help integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
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Summary of consultee comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. Native tree and shrub planting on and
adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses
and shelterbelts in order to break up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic
and lighting and to help integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.
The high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley are acknowledged and impacts
on this landscape have been assessed. Whilst it would not be possible to screen
the Ouse viaduct, visual effects would be restricted by the indirect and filtered
nature of many views and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term, so
that residual effects would generally be of low significance. Details of the
environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

104920

The Scheme will have a permanent and devastating effect on
the local environment in terms of loss of countryside, impact on
the landscape, loss of habitat, destruction of the Great Ouse
river valley, increased noise, air and light pollution, potential
health risks, increased traffic on local roads, increased flooding
risk and loss of valuable arable land.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme
would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising
predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which would be of
greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it would replace.
The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective corridor within the
farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and enhancing the ability for wildlife
to move through the landscape.
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14 and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme
as a whole to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed whereas required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The
scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Details of the proposed lighting are provided in Chapter 3 of the Environmental
Statement, and the landscape and visual impact assessment undertaken and
reported in Chapter 10 includes consideration of scheme lighting.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects, including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use
of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
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Highways Agency’s response
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary, this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

104920

104920

The second DaSTS objective is to reduce transport’s emissions
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases with the desired
outcome of tackling climate change. The increased length of this
road alone results in an increase in emissions of all greenhouse
gases. When added to the predicted increase in traffic as a
result of the road it can be seen that the proposal is contrary to
this objective and will lead to a substantial increase rather than a
decrease in carbon emissions. Other emissions will also
increase and a greater number of people will not benefit from
improved air quality as a result of the scheme. Not only will there
be an overall increase in pollutants, there is likely to be an
increase in traffic on local roads as people will have to travel
further to access the A14 due to the reduction in junctions.

There are a significant number of sites with archaeological
remains along the proposed route where there would be
permanent and direct negative impact. These sites should be
properly investigated before any proposals are approved.

Yes

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement. Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are considered in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the
carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce
carbon emissions.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

Yes
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No

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A range
of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual significance of
effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece
excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork survey, watching
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
brief, photographic survey and landscape planting. An outreach programme would
be undertaken as an element of the archaeological mitigation, which may include
public open days and exhibitions of the results in public spaces.

104633

Please consider the lives of future generations who will impact
the countryside by roads to be a total travesty of all that is
environmentally sound. Hear Please consider cheaper
alternative options.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

104833

There are problems with flooding before the balancing ponds are
in place.

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

Many County 'A' and 'B' roads are Fen roads with no proper
foundations and in a poor state of repair. In many places they
also serve as flood defences. They cannot take additional traffic
without extensive refurbishment for which the County has no
funds. This proposal will therefore have the effect of increasing
the risk of weakening these defences further and therefore will
increase the risk of major flooding downstream of Huntingdon
and St Ives.

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) which forms part of this DCO, outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its
main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how potential impacts on the water
environment would be mitigated, including requirements for recognised best
practice measures such as containment and de-silting of surface water runoff and
implementation of pollution protection controls or timing of works to protect
sensitive ecology. These measures would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
The Transport Assessment indicates the effect of the scheme on the adjacent
county road network. Generally parallel routes are offered a degree of relief by the
scheme as traffic which would otherwise be trying to avoid congestion on A14,
reverts back to the improved A14 route. Consequently it is not envisaged that the
scheme would significantly increase traffic flows on county ‘fen’ roads, nor
therefore increase the flood risk as a result of failing road foundations.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
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Highways Agency’s response
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. Some of these mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme following the formal consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the proposed mitigation measures in
place existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to
most watercourses in the vicinity of the scheme.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. The scheme would result in some
likely adverse noise effects during construction; however, once operational the
scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings.

104505

Lack of clarity relating to pollution levels, noise levels, flooding
risk and impact of wildlife.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. This chapter
considers impacts from habitat loss, changes in environmental conditions (such as
water quality and water levels), disturbance, severance, fragmentation and species
mortality both during construction and operation. Mitigation to reduce the impact of
the scheme on ecology has been identified. The scheme would lead to a net gain
of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland
and mixed woodland, which would be of greater general biodiversity value than the
arable habitat which it would replace.

101828

The new additional volume of asphalt will also produce surface
water which must not be channelled down existing water
courses which are prone to flood throughout the village. Any new
road scheme must provide direct access to the Great Ouse for
surface water and involve the Environment Agency in flood
defences to prevent fluvial flooding running back into the village.

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. Some of these mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme following the formal consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the proposed mitigation measures in
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Highways Agency’s response
place existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to
most watercourses in the vicinity of the scheme. There are, however, three
watercourses where proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain,
but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level, including the
river Great Ouse. Further mitigation measures have therefore been identified and
are scheduled to be progressed as part of the detailed design. The assessment of
scheme effect on flood risk will be refined as a result.

Air quality
300039

300008

Carbon emissions will be considerably reduced as the traffic will
flow more freely and not need to stop-start.

Yes

Air quality may improve in some areas but it will certainly
deteriorate in the new areas affected by the proposal. More
analysis on the quality levels in nearby villages to the new
proposal is required.

Yes

No

No

Comment is noted
An assessment of air quality impacts of the scheme has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme has been
assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive as set out in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic volumes are predicted to
increase in the future and the air quality resulting from these changes has been
modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme and it does not affect the UK’s ability to achieve compliance
with the EU Air Quality Directive.

Concerns regarding effects on carbon and air pollution
emissions:
•
Campaign for
Better Transport

•

Important to comply with relevant environmental objectives,
including UK carbon budgets (Climate Act) and the legal air
quality requirements (EU Air Quality Directive).
With six AQMAs in the vicinity of the scheme, and many
other residents likely to be exposed to pollution increases, it
must be remembered that the EU Directive requires areas
with high air pollution to reduce levels below limit values 'as
soon as possible'.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive
as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic
volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting from
these changes has been modelled.
The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
In line with the requirements of the draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks, climate change has been taken into account as an intrinsic part of the
planning, design and mitigation of the scheme. Chapter 3 of the ES sets out where
climate change considerations have been taken into account as part of the scheme
design parameters, for instance with respect to rainfall and drainage runoff
predictions. The drainage design for the scheme and the flood risk assessment
includes allowance for climate change - this is presented in Chapter 17 of the ES.
An assessment of carbon emissions from the scheme is made in Appendix 13.2 of
the ES.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Consideration should be given to the potential for air pollution
and minimisation measures.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,

During the summer of 2012, these parishes funded a major
environmental monitoring exercise measuring dust and air
quality on the roads through the villages. This exercise

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including where significant effects are likely in relation to local villages). The air
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Summary of consultee comment

Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

demonstrated clearly that dust and air pollution are relatively
high in some locations. Our aim is to reduce this cost to our
communities and not to have it increased by the A14 scheme. 10
April 2014

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

A 2012 study identified excessive levels of PM10 and PM2.5
particles in three locations in different villages. Additional HGV
traffic through these villages will lead us to seek permanent
monitoring and, if necessary, to request those agencies
responsible for public health to take mitigating action.

Air quality monitoring points on the Cambridge Northern by-pass
and the A14 at Bar Hill already demonstrate excessive levels of
traffic-generated air pollution, according to reports published by
South Cambridgeshire District Council. Additional, higher
speed, traffic flows with their higher exhaust emissions due to
greater flow rates arising from this scheme will make this
situation worse for residents.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
quality EU limit values and UK air quality objectives for NO2 and PM10 which apply
to the scheme are also provided in this chapter. During operation, although air
quality would decrease in some areas, no exceedances of air quality objectives are
predicted and as such no mitigation is proposed. The scheme is also predicted to
improve air quality in a number of areas including AQMAs across the scheme area.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to Cambridge Northern by-pass and Bar Hill). The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic
levels.
The assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme on air quality is
based upon future predicted traffic levels and the traffic modelling.

101918

101828

102821

Concerns regarding pollution in the villages such as Offord
Cluny and Offord D’Arcy.

The noise screens will do nothing to prevent significantly
increased air pollution.

The raised road will cause significant pollution to Hilton and
Buckden residents.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Offord Cluny and Offord D’Arcy). The assessment concludes that
the2020 ARN (affected road network; that is, the area included in the air quality
model in 2020, defined according to the Highways Agency methodology DMRB
HA207/07) only includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy and the impact in this
area for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. The 2035 ARN covers both of the Offords.
The impact in these locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. All results in this
area are in compliance with the objectives and limit values.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Noise screens were not included in the air quality model so they are not
being considered as mitigation for air quality. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (including, where relevant, in relation to Hilton and
Buckden).The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
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shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage, The road level would be raised above ground level in order to
achieve an outfall for the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses.
No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are predicted for Hilton or
Buckden.

102856, 104636,
55530, 57336

Concerned about air pollution in Hilton.

104645

The proposals will increase pollution along several existing
sections of the A14.

104670

Ten lanes of traffic would be sited next to Brampton causing air
pollution.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Hilton). The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme. No significant residual adverse effects from air
pollution are predicted for Hilton.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. During operation, no exceedances of air
quality objectives are predicted.
Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to improve across most of the
AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are already below the air quality
objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality
in this location.

104688, 104817,
104968, 104985

104833

104834

General concerns regarding air pollution.

Yes

There will be excessive pollution in the Elizabeth Way area of
Brampton due to the proximity to the new Brampton interchange
with many more lanes of traffic and future increases in traffic.
There is no real guarantee that these issues will be satisfactorily
addressed and some form of compensation will be required.

Yes

It would cause significant increases to air pollution in all the local
villages.

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. During operation, no exceedances of air
quality objectives are predicted.
Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to improve across most of the
AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are already below the air quality
objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality
in this location.
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
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(including, where relevant, in relation to local villages). The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104879

In parts it needs rethinking about pollution.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to Brampton and Offord Cluny). The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104953

This will result in perpetual air pollution for Brampton and Offord
Cluny which is an unacceptable price for these villages to have
to pay when there are other cheaper alternatives.

54758

Air pollution in Huntingdon and nearby will be made much worse
by additional slow/stationary traffic in Huntingdon town centre.
The current A14 Huntingdon bypass skirts both Huntingdon and
Godmanchester and is elevated thus reducing the air pollution
impact.

104970

Concerns regarding pollution from the increased traffic flows,
especially to the west and south of Brampton, due to the
prevailing wind conditions.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to improve across most of the
AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are already below the air quality
objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality
in this location. The assessment concludes that the 2020 ARN (affected road
network; that is, the area included in the air quality model in 2020, defined
according to the Highways Agency methodology DMRB HA207/07) only includes
the road leading to Offord D’Arcy and the impact in this area for NO2 and PM10 is
negligible. The 2035 ARN covers both of the Offords. The impact in these
locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. All results in this area are in compliance
with the objectives and limit values.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to Huntingdon). The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. Traffic air emissions are
predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The
scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at
the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme (An
AQMA is identified by the local authority at locations where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded). The air quality assessment in summary concludes
that predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter
(PM10) for the operational phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in
all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to the areas around Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are
predicted in the majority to improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in
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the Brampton AQMA are already below the air quality objectives. The modelled
results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.

104980

Raising the road to the proposed heights, and building bridges to
carry the level of road freight that is seen on the A14 will simply
allow the pollution to spread further and wider. In particular,
small villages such as Hilton and the Offords will see a marked
increase in levels of pollution.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement (including where relevant, in relation to local villages). The assessment
concludes that the 2020 ARN (affected road network; that is, the area included in
the air quality model in 2020, defined according to the Highways Agency
methodology DMRB HA207/07) only includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy
and the impact in this area for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. The 2035 ARN
(affected road network in 2035) covers both of the Offords. The impact in these
locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. All results in this area are in compliance
with the objectives and limit values. No significant residual adverse effects from air
pollution are predicted for Hilton.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage, The road level would be raised above ground level in order to
achieve an outfall for the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses.

104970

The prevailing wind conditions will carry the greatly increased
vehicle pollution emissions into Brampton.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
including for Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Girton). During operation, although air quality would decrease in
some areas, no exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted and as such no
mitigation is proposed. The scheme is also predicted to improve air quality in a
number of areas including AQMAs across the scheme area, including the A14
Corridor AQMA which is in the area of Girton. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme which includes the
Girton junction.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including where relevant, in relation to local villages). The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

100983

There is no mention of the effect of increased air pollution in
Girton, which will be sided on two sides by eight and six lane
highways, and in close proximity to an increasingly busy
junction.

101031

The measures do not go far enough and simply move poor air
quality from one village to another, thereby affecting more
people.

101791

The speed of HGVs on the road will exacerbate air pollution.
Suggest that high fences are provided with a seal at ground level
to ensure the air keeps moving.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

101826

The proposed route is through a valley where air pollution will
remain.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as

Yes

Yes
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a result of the scheme, anywhere within the scheme area.

101828

Expanded A1 traffic and the rerouted A14 pass too close to the
west of Brampton. The prevailing westerly winds will result in air
pollution on a scale which cannot be mitigated properly.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.

101857

102798

Query how the pollution will be managed from increasing
volumes of traffic using the road where it passes the northern
community of Cambridge.

Remain unconvinced about proposals for air pollution.

102799

Vehicles and associated exhaust fumes should be moved away
from residential areas as far as possible.

102813

It is expected that Buckden air pollution will increase as the A1 is
on one side and the A14 on the other. There is currently no other
village in the same position.

102824

At a recent meeting it was suggested that the bund will only be
1m high, this will be insufficient in reducing pollution to the local
village.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to Cambridge). The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The methodology used follows the most recent relevant guidance and
policy. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.

No

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Buckden). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. No significant residual adverse effects from
air pollution are predicted for Buckden.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects on air
quality occur as a result of the scheme, and no mitigation measures for air quality
are therefore required.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance. The findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES) and Figure 3.2 Outline Environmental Design
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drawings in the ES show the environmental mitigation that is integral to the
scheme, including bunds for noise and landscape screening to mitigate impacts on
the surrounding villages.

102843

102847

No consideration given to air pollution, apart from where there is
potential for improvement, for example, in Huntingdon.

The air pollution impacts are not well addressed around the
Brampton area, where the increased pollution would have
serious implications that cannot not be addressed in the
proposed plan.

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including with respect to villages where significant effects in terms of air quality are
considered likely). The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

102902

103522

Query what more can be done regarding pollution and air
quality.

The scheme only offers token air quality mitigation. Trees
provide sinks for pollutants, especially PM10, therefore
screening should be provided along the corridor west of
Brampton. Planting needs to be extensive and it is suggested
this is done in combination with restoration of the borrow pits
which will run alongside the new roads.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme, and therefore mitigation for operational air quality is not
required as part of the design. The assessment identified there are areas across
the scheme where mitigation would be required to limit the impact on air quality
from construction and demolition related dust during construction. The mitigation
measures to limit the impact would be applied at all sites where dust producing
activities would be taking place. The methods of dust suppression will follow
current construction and demolition site best practice. The details of this are set
out in Chapter 6 of the Code of Construction Practice in Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The air quality EU limit values and UK air quality objectives for NO2
and PM10 which apply to the scheme are also provided in this chapter. During
operation, although air quality would decrease in some areas, no exceedances of
air quality objectives are predicted and as such no mitigation is proposed. The
scheme is also predicted to improve air quality in a number of areas including
AQMAs across the scheme area. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme in the Brampton area including
the Brampton AQMA.

Consultee(s)

103528
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Query what is being done to mitigate the increased air pollution
in the village of Alconbury attributed to the increased traffic on
the A1.
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Alconbury). In summary the assessment concludes that a small
increase in NO2 concentrations (0.4 – 2µg/m3) in 2020 are predicted in Alconbury;
however the maximum predicted annual mean NO2 concentration is well below the
objective at 13µg/m3. By 2035, the change in NO2 concentration is negligible (0 –
0.4µg/m3). No exceedances of PM10 objectives are predicted and the changes in
this area are negligible. All results in this area are in compliance with the objectives
and limit values.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

54192

Removal of the Huntingdon viaduct will encourage traffic to cut
through Huntingdon and hence increase pollution.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. The
Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved connections
and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes, including
Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential
future development. Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles
being relocated to the new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the
locality.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including Huntingdon). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.

103548

103565

Concerns regarding air pollution impacts from six lanes of traffic.

The exhaust pollution element and health issues to residents
has not been dealt with.

Yes

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality
Directive as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13.
Traffic volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting
from these changes has been modelled. The assessment in summary concludes
no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Assessments of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. (An AQMA is identified
by the local authority at locations where national air quality objectives could be
exceeded). The air quality assessment in summary concludes that predicted
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concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the
operational phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in all future
modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.

103592

103593

The consultation document appears to under-estimate the
adverse impacts on air quality.

When the viaduct at Huntingdon is demolished, the scheme
should have dealt with all four AQMAs on the route.

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon
and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA)
in the vicinity of the scheme. (An AQMA is identified by the local authority at
locations where national air quality objectives could be exceeded). The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including Brampton).

103594

103594

Raising parts of the A14/A1 junction west of Brampton will
increase the amount of air pollution in the village which will not
be mitigated by locating the roads a little further away from the
original route.

Measures are adequate but lack of resilience could still lead to
pollution.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The assessment in summary concludes that, for the A1 widening between
Alconbury and Brampton Hut, there are only a few receptor locations, which are
located mainly in Alconbury. These locations are predicted to experience a small
increase in NO2 concentrations (0.4 – 2µg/m3) in 2020; however the maximum
predicted annual mean NO2 concentration is well below the objective at 13µg/m3.
By 2035 the change in NO2 concentration is negligible (0 – 0.4µg/m3). No
exceedances of PM10 objectives are predicted and the changes in this area are
negligible. All results in this area are in compliance with the objectives and limit
values
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. Mitigation measures specifically
to address air quality are therefore not required and therefore do not require to be
resilient.

100983

Attended the exhibition recently and am concerned with
pollution.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
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assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104498

Additional pollution will be spread over a wider area than it is
now.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

104499

Additional pollution which cannot be quantified prior to
construction.

Yes

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of
the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and
elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts,
although individual developments have not been specifically considered outside of
Cambridgeshire. The likely significant effects of the scheme on air quality have
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been assessed in reliance upon the road traffic model and therefore take into
account future traffic levels.

104518

104524

The concentration of traffic from the A1/A14 along with prevailing
winds will cause the air pollution to be spread over a large area
of the Huntingdon region, which cannot be mitigated against by
the building of fences, grass banks.

It has yet to be shown how the proposal will address the various
European legislation with regards to pollution.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Huntingdon). The assessment in summary concludes that
improvements would be expected in Huntingdon.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

Yes

No

The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive
as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic
volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting from
these changes has been modelled.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. Detail of the EU and UK legislation assessed
against is included in the chapter.

104541

Unable to find figures on air pollution in Buckden. The village
already suffers from the A1 and to add further pollution from the
A14 looks to be callous.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Buckden). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. No significant residual adverse effects from
air pollution are predicted for Buckden.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

104568

Concerns regarding lack of commitment to carbon reduction.

Yes

No

The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
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above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.

104575

104584

104624

Concerns about deterioration in air quality in Impington, which is
already bad, and the impact of even more diesel particles as
residents are mostly downwind of the A14.

There are insufficient measures to protect Hilton and its
residents from the emission pollution.

Inadequate protection of village residents against pollution along
the stretch Girton and Milton. This is not a new issue but will be
exacerbated by the proposals.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Impington) The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Hilton). No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are
predicted for Hilton. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment (including, where relevant, for villages between Girton and Milton) and
are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are predicted
for Hilton. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.
The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses.

104630

104632

Query why the road near Hilton needs to be elevated so much
and why better mitigation cannot be provided, such as
vegetation to help reduce air pollution.

The AQMA would not improve for Brampton and it would badly
affect Buckden and the Offords as well, which has not been
taken into consideration.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Hilton). No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are
predicted for Hilton. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton, Buckden and the Offords). The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. The assessment
concludes that the 2020 ARN (affected road network; that is, the area included in
the air quality model in 2020, defined according to the Highways Agency
methodology DMRB HA207/07) only includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy
and the impact in this area for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. The 2035 ARN
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(affected road network in 2035) covers both of the Offords. The impact in these
locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. All results in this area are in compliance
with the objectives and limit values. Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the
majority to improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton
AQMA are already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate
that the scheme would benefit air quality in this location. No significant impacts
were recorded in Buckden. The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

104653, 104705

104663

There will be an increase in air pollution from traffic, including
greenhouse gases.

Air pollution cannot be overcome.

Yes

Yes

No

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

104671

Anything must be better than the continual traffic volumes
causing unnecessary fuel usage and dangerous excess fumes
which are inhaled alongside polluting the countryside.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme.

104674

Brampton will become a traffic island surrounded by the A14 and
the A1 which will lead to an adverse effect on air quality and a
negative effect on humans, plants and animals.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. Both human health and ecological
health have been included in the air quality assessment. The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including, where relevant, with respect to local villages). The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104675

104698, 104800

104708

54160

The decrease in air quality will affect local people. A blanket
approach should not be used as the local people will be
adversely affected and gain nothing.

Lack of information/clarity regarding impacts and mitigation
measures for vehicle emissions.

Lack of consideration given to measures to improve air quality
for people with asthma.

Measures must be taken to reduce air pollution.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

No

Assessments of air quality and human health impacts are reported in Chapters 8
and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to
take traffic away from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents.
Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along
the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. (An AQMA is identified by the local authority at locations
where national air quality objectives could be exceeded). The air quality
assessment in summary concludes that predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the operational phase of the
scheme would be below objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all
modelled receptors.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

104720

Request that the road is constructed with substantial natural
screening to absorb pollution.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be
applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general
site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.

An increase in air pollution is identified during construction, yet
details are not provided on mitigation, how it will be tested, and
evidence that it will be sufficient.

104721

104757

Yes

Air quality needs to be measured before the construction begins
in order to have a valid comparison.

An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape.

Yes

No

No

Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment identified there are
areas across the scheme where mitigation would be required to limit the impact
from construction and demolition related dust. The mitigation measures to limit the
impact would be applied at all sites where dust producing activities would be taking
place. The methods of dust suppression will follow current construction and
demolition site best practice. The details of this are set out in Chapter 6 of the
Code of Construction Practice in Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Chapter 6 of the CoCP (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement)
outlines the proposed management of air quality during construction. Impacts on
air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
This includes details of a baseline air quality survey undertaken for the scheme.

104764

No specific mitigation proposals for air in Hilton.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Hilton). No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are
predicted for Hilton. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.

104770

Further investigation and dissemination of the findings is needed
to ensure that pollution caused by traffic fumes do not overly

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

impact on the village of Madingley as the new A14 junction is
positioned closer to the village.

104781

104787

The air pollution has not been thought through.

Air pollution is an existing issue in Milton. Air pollution should be
improved by moving more freight on to the railways.

Highways Agency’s response
(including for Madingley). The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public
transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the
peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Milton). The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects
occur as a result of the scheme.

104805

Air quality is already bad along the A14 corridor, even at
significant distance from the road i.e. to central Histon/Oakington
and beyond.

Yes

No

ES Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104826

The existing A14 would still be congested and there would be
associated poor air quality along this route.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104816

More traffic especially old HGVs from Europe means more
fumes and pollution.

Yes

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. The scheme is designed to
accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak
times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104828

104833

104879

It is unacceptable to build roads in this day and age knowing that
air quality levels in the Brampton area will be breached.
Although air quality will be improved in some parts of
Godmanchester this is not a good enough reason to put new
people at risk. More effort for a better solution is needed.

The proximity to the new Brampton interchange with additional
lanes and future increases in traffic will present excessive
pollution for those in the Elizabeth Way area of Brampton. There
is no apparent guarantee that these issues will be satisfactorily
addressed and some form of compensation will be required.

In parts it needs rethinking about pollution.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Brampton). Concentrations of NO2 are predicted in the majority to
improve across most of the AQMAs. Concentrations in the Brampton AQMA are
already below the air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the
scheme would benefit air quality in this location. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104891

The objective NO2 and PM10 particulate levels are likely to
worsen in some areas within the AQMA in which some Girton
properties are located. These parameters have been linked to an
increased risk of respiratory diseases.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Girton). The air quality EU limit values and UK air quality objectives
for NO2 and PM10 which apply to the scheme are also provided in this chapter.
During operation, although air quality would decrease in some areas, no
exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted and as such no mitigation is
proposed. The scheme is also predicted to improve air quality in a number of areas
including AQMAs across the scheme area. The assessment in summary concludes
no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
In addition, a Health Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment has not identified
any significant residual health effects likely to arise from the operation of the
scheme
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Consultee(s)

104913

Summary of consultee comment

Unconvinced that air pollution will be significantly reduced.

104913

The notion of a road improvement scheme should mean
substantial reduction of air pollution from A14 traffic.

104918

There are problems with pollution in Histon and Impington with
very high levels recorded at the official monitor for this section
and the one sited at IVC.

104973, 104980

104826

The height of the proposed route and byways going overhead
will cause a major issue in terms or air pollution, including further
spread.

The proposals are unlikely to improve air quality at Fenstanton/
Hemmingford, as the volume of traffic movement on the route of
the current A14 will remain, coupled with increased rat running
through the village of Fenstanton.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. The assessment is based on the most recent guidance
and policy.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Histon and Impington). The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

Yes

No
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement
(including for Fenstanton and Hemingford). The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104532

Air pollution does not appear to have been a priority.

Yes

No

The topics included in the Environmental Impact Assessment are based the
guidance set out in Volume 11 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) (Highways Agency et al., 1993), which provides advice on the
identification of potentially significant effects resulting from a highway project. Air
quality is thus a priority consideration in the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
The Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision.

104837

104861

A bund of 1 metre will do nothing to reduce pollution from
emissions.

Yes

The emissions would negate any benefits to the area.

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. Noise bunding is not intended to act as air quality
mitigation and has not been taken into account in the air quality assessment.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme. Emission reductions from transport have been taken into
account.

104861

The transport sector is required to make its fair share of
emissions reductions, including a shift towards alternative
modes of transport.

101953

Air quality may improve in some areas but it will certainly
deteriorate in the new areas affected by the proposal. More

)

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The study concluded that the public
transport package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the
peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
An assessment of air quality impacts of the scheme has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme has been
assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive as set out in the Design

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

analysis on the quality levels in nearby villages to the new
proposal is required.

105105

Highways Agency’s response
Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic volumes are predicted to
increase in the future and the air quality resulting from these changes has been
modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.

Transport schemes which lock in road traffic carbon emissions
create a negative legacy. The public should also be protected
from road traffic air pollution (as highlighted by a landmark ruling
in the UK Supreme Court won by environmental lawyers
ClientEarth).

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

An assessment of air quality impacts of the scheme has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme has been
assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive as set out in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic volumes are predicted to
increase in the future and the air quality resulting from these changes has been
modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.

Archaeology and cultural heritage
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101020

Concerns that the current route will damage the conservation
area in Hilton.

104611

Glad that the potential adverse effects on the conservation area
from the station access road and the link road have been
recognised in the environmental report. Request that these are
avoided as the removal of Huntingdon viaduct is unlikely to
make the net gain neutral.

55680

45625)

104532

Unclear that cultural heritage has been appropriately addressed.
Archaeological sites and historic buildings will inevitably be
reduced by the new road.

Unrealistic claims regarding cultural heritage. The applicant is
proposing removal of Mill Common, however investigation would
show many ancient foundations and windmills in the topsoil.

Cultural heritage does not appear to have been a priority.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response

No

Assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. No significant adverse effects are
predicted on Hilton Conservation Area.

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. Adverse and beneficial impacts have
been identified on Huntingdon Conservation Area; the former as a result of the
introduction and operation of the scheme across the Mill and Views Commons, and
the latter due to the removal of the A14 viaduct, and reduced traffic levels along
the existing A14 carriageway.

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A programme of mitigation has been
recommended to reduce the impact of the scheme on cultural heritage assets
including set-piece excavation, earthwork survey, watching brief, photographic
survey, building recording and landscape planting. Measures to protect cultural
heritage assets, including temporary removal and reinstatement, have also been
recommended.

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement; this has included consultation with
Cambridgeshire County Council’s Archaeology Team and English Heritage. A
programme of earthwork survey and targeted excavation will be undertaken at Mill
Common. In addition, trial trenching will be undertaken on the earthwork on Mill
Common within the scheme footprint. This will enable any archaeological remains
associated with the scheduled monument surviving below the modern road to be
identified and a scheme of archaeological mitigation to be developed.

No

An assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A programme of mitigation has been
recommended to reduce the impact of the scheme on cultural heritage assets
including set-piece excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork
survey, watching brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

An assessment of cultural heritage impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement; this included field survey to examine
known cultural heritage assets and identify the presence of any previously
unrecorded assets. Cultural heritage assets identified in the study are listed in
Appendices 9.1 and 9.2. To mitigate impacts resulting from the removal of listed
milestones along the A1 and A14, the following works would be undertaken:

Concerned that the Environmental Statement has not identified
all the cultural heritage assets, including those listed below.
•
104410

•

•

Highways Agency’s response

The PEIR identifies a number of listed milestones as being
of low value.
Consideration should be given to the following milestones
not identified in the previous Environmental Statement, and
potentially at risk from the works: 11302346, 1919 7194,
2955 6777, 3016 6872, 4129 and 6175.
Any milestones and mileposts should be afforded the same
mitigation measures as previously proposed.

Yes

No

•

a photographic survey in accordance with guidance in English Heritage
(2006) to document the existing setting of the assets;
• removal of the milestones and storage in a secure and weatherproof
location for the duration of the construction works; and
• reinstatement of the milestones as close to their original location as
possible within the scheme boundary.
Temporary protection measures have been recommended for milestones adjacent
to the scheme.

Ecology

101971

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

101023

Cutting across the Ouse valley will cause irreparable damage to
plant and animal life. Holidaymakers come to the area
specifically for the wildlife.

Concerns regarding Portholme Meadow SAC due to the
proposed high level roundabout that will impact on the tranquillity
of the meadow, bring light pollution and the issue of run off.

Query how the borrow pits will contribute to managed habitats
and linkages with existing habitats during operation.

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to reduce the impact
of the scheme on ecology has been identified which seeks to avoid impacts in the
first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure away from sensitive habitat and
timing works to avoid sensitive periods. Other principles adopted in the mitigation
strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal corridors
across the scheme using culverts and structural planting (in conjunction with
fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with new
landscaping using native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of
watercourses where practicable; and the creation of new habitats along the
highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain along the scheme. Extensive
tree and shrub planting is proposed within the Ouse valley - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The total paved
area of highway around Huntingdon would be reduced The assessment
considered impacts from surface water run-off and concluded that pollutant loading
and discharge volume to the water environment would be reduced and the
drainage design for the scheme would involve the incorporation of new higher
standards of surface water management. Light pollution was not identified as a
potential significant issue for the SAC No significant adverse effects are predicted
on Portholme SAC.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Where
groundwater and topographic conditions are suitable, borrow pits would be
restored to provide habitat gains, including potential great crested newt breeding
waterbodies, although any habitat gains obtained in borrow pit areas are
considered temporary as they may not remain part of the permanent Highways
Agency soft estate beyond the five year maintenance period.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
takes a precautionary worst case approach to identify scheme impacts on
ecological interests. Extensive mitigation measures are incorporated in the scheme
including habitat creation to provide a net gain of 271ha of semi natural habitat.
This would be of greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat it would
replace.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation is
proposed to minimise adverse impacts to a range of species including great
crested newts and bats.

101043

No interest in ecological protection.

102013, 104690

Hopeful that the scheme/contractor does not encounter newts or
bats.

Yes

No

101869

During construction, excavated soil will be dumped on animals.

Yes

No

101918

There is a lot of wildlife in the area.

Yes

No

103489

There was no mention of impact on wildlife at the public
consultation. Hilton is home to barking deer, several species of
owl, many other bird species and ducks and many other animal
species that are less visible during the day. Wildlife cannot be
redirected and will inevitably be killed either by the lack of habitat
or by fast travelling vehicles.

Yes

No

103522

Given the close proximity of Brampton Wood SSSI and Wildlife
Trust nature reserve there are opportunities for enhancing the
overall wildlife value of the area.

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Dedicated wildlife bridges are required.

103526

Yes

No

103552

It should be ensured that all new development takes measures
to avoid or reduce adverse impacts on existing biodiversity.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, suitable measures
should be required to mitigate any adverse impacts. Where
mitigation is not possible, full compensatory provision will need
to be made.

Yes

Ni

104511

Existing nature areas will be disturbed/destroyed.

Yes

No

104518

It is not possible to mitigate against the loss of thousands of

Yes

No
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An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement., The assessment
includes consideration of species mortality in relation to vehicle collisions and this
covers the area around Hilton. Surveys were carried out within the appropriate
survey windows, including at night. Mitigation is proposed to minimise adverse
impacts to a range of species and includes culverts beneath the road for wildlife
crossings. Potential for impacts from disturbance, direct kill or injury during
construction were also considered in the assessment of effects undertaken for
each species group. Appropriate mitigation measures were identified such as
measures to keep wildlife out of areas before construction works start.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified, including the
creation of new habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net habitat
gain along the scheme. The mitigation strategy aims to maximise new habitat
linkage to existing habitat features and designated sites including Brampton Wood
SSSI.

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Maintaining
landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the design mitigation.
This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate habitat creation,
landscaping, including tall screen planting and the provision of suitably located and
designed culverts in conjunction with fencing and sensitive lighting. No significant
effects on nature and conservation are predicted as a result of severance.' No
requirement has been identified for dedicated wildlife bridges.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified. This mitigation
seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance. Other principles adopted in the
mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal
corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural planting (in conjunction
with fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with
new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of
watercourses where practicable; and the creation of new habitats along the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

acres of wildlife habitats by concreting over them and then
damaging the remainder through traffic and the resultant toxic
fumes.
104526

It is expected that all wildlife is protected at all times.

Yes

No

104653

Insufficient plans to mitigate disturbance and fragmentation of
wildlife.

Yes

No

104682

104755

The loss of the Ouse Valley will lead permanent habitat loss and
many species.

Suggest that bridges, sound barriers, landscaping, noisereducing and anti-spray road surfacing are used to protect local
biodiversity and the natural environment.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of the environmental impacts has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement (Chapters 8 to 17). Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks,
noise barriers and wildlife crossings.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. This mitigation
seeks to maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme using culverts and
structural planting (in conjunction with fencing and sensitive lighting). Maintaining
landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the design
mitigation. This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate habitat
creation, landscaping, including tall screen planting, the provision of suitably
located and designed culverts and the provision of underpasses and associated
fencing to guide animals to the nearest underpass.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified. This includes
measures to avoid or minimise disturbance, such as minimising lighting and
avoiding extended periods of noisy plant usage in sensitive areas.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. As a result of the
design mitigation, the scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural
habitat, comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland,
which would be of greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which
it would replace. The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective
corridor within the farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and enhancing the
ability for wildlife to move through the landscape.

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement (including in
relation to Cambridgeshire, where relevant). Mitigation to reduce the impact of the
scheme on ecology has been identified. This mitigation seeks to avoid impacts in

Wildlife disturbance must be minimised.
104914

Yes

55680

Unclear that nature conservation has been appropriately
addressed. Biodiversity will inevitably be reduced by the new
road.

104952

Cambridgeshire has only about 3% SSI and very few pockets of
biodiversity left and more space for wildlife is needed, for
example projects like the Great Fen.

Yes

Yes
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highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain along the scheme. The
Construction Environmental Management Plan would include roles and
responsibilities, together with appropriate control measures, training and briefing
procedures, risk assessments and monitoring systems to be employed during
planning and constructing the works for all relevant topic areas.

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The only
designated site to be directly affected in terms of land loss is the Buckden Gravel
Pits County Wildlife Site (CWS), which would be crossed by a viaduct/bridge for
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The River Great Ouse CWS would be crossed
by a bridge/viaduct in this same location but will not suffer any direct land take. A
key aim of the mitigation strategy is to create new habitats along the highways
estate in order to achieve net habitat gain within the scheme.

Underground crossing points for wildlife should be provided.

104903

Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the first instance. Other principles adopted in the mitigation strategy include
ensuring a net habitat gain along the scheme.

104961

The wildlife on Graverley Way is in great danger.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified; however,
Graveley Way would not be directly impacted by the scheme.

54758

Concerns regarding impact on Great Ouse Valley which is the
permanent home to two flocks of geese and is often visited by
flocks of migratory swans in winter.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. This assessment
included baseline surveys for wintering and breeding birds, including surveys at the
Buckden Gravel Pits in the Great Ouse Valley. Impacts considered within the
assessment included habitat loss, changes in noise levels, air quality and water
quality, habitat severance and direct species mortality. The Buckden Gravel Pits
and the river Great Ouse would be crossed by a bridge/viaduct which limits the
land take of the road and consequent loss of habitats in this area and would be
designed sensitively to allow free passage of wildlife. Mitigation relevant to birds
during construction would include, timing works to avoid sensitive times of day/year
for birds, a staged approach to construction and noise barriers. The lighting design
would be sensitive to wildlife. As part of the scheme design over 271ha of seminatural habitats would be created which would include habitats suitable for
breeding and wintering birds away from the new carriageway.

104984

Supportive of the inclusion of wild areas of land at the junctions
to form valuable undisturbed habitats for animals and plants.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.

104532

104980

The brochure refers to potential improvements to local
biodiversity however most of the wildlife will permanently leave
or destroyed with the onset of construction. The loss of wild
flowers and meadowland are also very important to insects for
natural pest control and pollination.

The use of greenfield and agricultural land across a wide part of
the countryside will undoubtedly have a severe detrimental effect
of the local ecology, destroying habitats and creating excessive
pollution.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Best practice and species specific mitigation measures would be employed during
the construction phase to limit impacts on wildlife. The majority of habitat lost as a
result of the scheme would be arable farmland. As a result of the design mitigation,
the scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising
predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which would be of
greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it would
replace. The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective corridor
within the farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and enhancing the ability
for wildlife to move through the landscape.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified. This mitigation
seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance. Other principles adopted in the
mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal
corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural planting (in conjunction
with fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with
new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of
watercourses where practicable; and the creation of new habitats along the
highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain within the scheme. Loss of
agricultural land is mainly of arable farming which has a lesser value from a
biodiversity perspective.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. No exceedances of air quality objectives are expected.

Flooding and drainage

102880

A failure to construct adequate and effective drainage measures
under the A14 will increase the flood risk to Hilton. Care must be
taken to ensure that the new road does not increase flood risks.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas including for the West Brook at Hilton. These mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme where necessary following the
consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The
assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in
relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
The provision of floodplain compensation as mitigation will result in a neutral effect
on flood risk for all the watercourses in the Hilton area.

University of
Cambridge

It must be demonstrated that the surface water drainage effects
are mitigated.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

101052

Where balancing ponds are to be created this must be done
through negotiation with farmers regarding their location.

The Ouse crossing must cater for times of flood.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

A number of criteria would be used in developing the final location s of balancing
ponds. The Highways Agency would continue to liaise with landowners and
farmers throughout the development studies for the ponds.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
The Ouse crossing is elevated above the flood level of the river Great Ouse.
Proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but might not fully
compensate for the increase in peak water level (5 a localised mm rise for a 1% (1
in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the assessment
concludes that the scheme would not have a likely significant adverse effect on
flood risk to property. There would be no change in Standard of Protection to any
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
property.

101052

The proposed route seems to take into account flood mitigation
satisfactorily.

102863

No indication of how the water in the proposed ponds will flow
away and whether the watercourses can cope with the extra
rainfall. It should be remembered that current rainfall projections
are likely to be exceeded far more frequently with the changing
weather patterns.

Yes

No

102902

Building a 6 lane motorway across a flood plain could have
potentially serious consequences for flooding in Hilton.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support is duly noted
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event, plus an
allowance for climate change, by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms
by 20% over and above current design rainfall intensities. This would mimic the
response of the natural environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would
arise from the undeveloped site.
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process
of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme
design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback and further
technical assessment.

104523

Drainage of the land around Hilton via the Westbrook is very
sensitive to disruption. the credibility of statements in the
proposal were damaged when it was announced at a public
meeting by Jacobs that trade-offs in designing the drainage to
reduce the height of the road verged on "ridiculous".

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment (including with respect to the West Brook) has been
undertaken and is appended to the Environmental Statement. In summary this
assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures
including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme where necessary following the
consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The
assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in
relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
The provision of floodplain compensation as mitigation would result in a neutral
effect on flood risk for all the watercourses in the Hilton area. Flood compensation
areas are shown on the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Fig
3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

104531

Recent floods have affected residents in Girton. It is vital that the
water flowing into the Washpit and Beck Brooks is not increased,
and preferably decreased. The Highways Agency should work
with South Cambridgeshire District Council and Girton Parish
Council to improve the design of the rainfall attenuation and
borrow pits to prevent future flooding.

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken (including with respect to Girton)
and is appended to the Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment
has concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
As a result of the provision of floodplain compensation and culverts that maintain
existing watercourse capacity, the magnitude of the impact of the scheme on
Washpit and Beck Brook has been assessed as negligible and consequently the
scheme would have a neutral effect upon flood risk in relation to these
watercourses. Flood compensation areas are shown on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken (including for the area of the Ouse
crossing) and is appended to the Environmental Statement. Hydraulic modelling
has been used where available to determine existing flood levels and to test the
impact of the scheme. Where the potential impact upon water levels is greater
than negligible for the 1% (1 in 100) annual exceedance probability (AEP) event,
mitigation is proposed which aims to achieve a neutral impact upon flood levels.
Where required, level-for-level floodplain compensation storage is proposed as
mitigation and has been located as close as practicable to the area of loss.

104552

It is essential that both before and during construction the full
impact of the decision to replace a brick viaduct with an earth
embankment across the flood plain between the Godmanchester
to Offords road and the River Great Ouse is investigated by the
Environment Agency.

Yes

No

In summary the assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas.
These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss
of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood
event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no
change in Standard of Protection to any property.

104593

Query why the proposed A14 needs to be elevated as roads
north of Hilton have not flooded previously. If the proposed A14
was moved North it would be further away from the village of
Hilton and be within normal farmland.

Six main alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
Yes

No

The alignment of the scheme north of Hilton is the result of multiple factors of
which distance from residential receptors is a consideration. The Highways Agency
has considered the suggestion made in response to the consultation, however, it
is not considered that this gives the same benefits as the scheme and is not the
best solution to the scheme objectives.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The design
levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme such as
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
clearance requirements, e.g. across the East Coast mainline railway, and effective
drainage.
The road needs to be elevated sufficiently to enable water to be collected in pipes
or ditches and discharged to a pond before it is released into watercourses. There
needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road
being high enough to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is
also necessary to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow
to the outfalls from the road into the drainage system. The level of the road also
needs to be high enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath
the highway.

104606

The works to bridge the River Great Ouse must ensure that flood
risk to properties is not increased, whether up or downstream of
the bridge.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss
of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property. .

104627

104672, 104837

A large bridge over the Ouse Valley flood plains is not the best
option as a natural crossing (high ground) exists only a few
hundred metres to the north of the proposed track which would
allow the road to cross the east coast mainline and river with a
much shorter bridge.

The proposed height for the new road is excessive as there are
no existing flooding problems.

Yes

No

Six main alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The scheme alignment at the Ouse crossing is the result of multiple factors and
design constraints which include the presence of historic and current landfills
including to the north of the proposed crossing. The Highways Agency has
considered the crossing point suggested in response to the consultation, however,
it is considered that this does not give the same benefits as the scheme and is not
the best solution to the scheme objectives.

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before it
is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

An assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme on drainage and the
water environment, with consideration for the effects of the construction and
operation of the scheme on flood risk, hydromorphology, surface water quality and
groundwater, is reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 17 of the
Environmental Statement.

8274

Adequate measures should be taken to safeguard the public, the
local community and the environment against contamination of
the surface water drainage in the River Ouse habitat.

Yes

No

Concerns regarding the surface water impact on the areas of
land to the north of the route between the Histon interchange
and west of the Girton Interchange, as summarised below.
•
•
104753

•
•

•

104755

The area already has high water tables.
For Histon/Impington/Girton/Oakington all this surface water
has to flow in the ditch through Westwick.
This area will have to take more water from Northstowe.
The flow of water downstream from Westwick is restricted by
the ditch which crosses under the Cottenham/Rampton
Road.
Provision of holding ponds is not appropriate as these
quickly fill with pond growth and excess water then floods
adjoining land.

Existing flood alleviation schemes around Huntingdon should be
protected by ensuring that all developments have sustainable

Likely effects on surface water quality have been assessed using the Highways
Agency water risk assessment tool (HAWRAT). Mitigation for the operational
phase would be provided by Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), designed to
manage flood risk and improve water quality. With these measures in place effects
during scheme operation would range from neutral to slight adverse for all
individual watercourses. The scheme would have a neutral to slight beneficial
residual effect on water quality in the river Great Ouse catchment as it would
provide attenuation and treatment of road runoff for the existing road network
where none currently exists.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with these mitigation measures in place the existing flooding
conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the
vicinity of the scheme, including those in the area between Histon and Girton.

Yes

No

An assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme on drainage and the
water environment, with consideration for the effects of the construction and
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drainage (SuDs) and include measures to cope with climatechange pressures.

Highways Agency’s response
operation of the scheme on flood risk, hydromorphology, surface water quality and
groundwater, is reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 17 of the
Environmental Statement (including in relation to Huntingdon).
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms
by 20% over and above current design rainfall intensities. This would mimic the
response of the natural environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would
arise from the undeveloped site. Mitigation for the operational phase would be
provided by sustainable drainage systems (SuDS), designed to manage flood risk
and improve water quality.
Essential mitigation is designed to mitigate for the impacts of the scheme alone
and will not impact upon other schemes
Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement presents the results of an assessment
of cumulative impacts and impact interactions of the scheme in combination with
other reasonably foreseeable developments in the area. None of the reasonably
foreseeable developments are predicted to result in increased flood waters.
An assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme on drainage and the
water environment (including for the area of the scheme adjacent to Brampton),
with consideration for the effects of the construction and operation of the scheme
on flood risk, hydromorphology, surface water quality and groundwater, is reported,
along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement
(ES). The assessment recognises that due to the flat topography, high water table
and soil impermeability it is not feasible to discharge surface water runoff to the
ground on this scheme.

104829

The staff at the Brampton consultation meeting were unaware of
the high level of the water table adjacent to the Brampton
section north of the junction with the A1.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the ES (see
Appendix 17.1). The FRA used an existing Environment Agency 1D ISIS hydraulic
model of Brampton Brook to develop the existing and with-scheme flood risk
scenarios. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a
range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to Brampton Brook, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood
event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
likely adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property. Flood compensation areas are shown on
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Fig 3.2 of the ES.

57336

Considerable work is planned to realign existing water courses
and to introduce water containment measures but the works will
ultimately run to the existing drainage system, where existing

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

flooding problems are already well documented.

104958

Concerns around rainwater storage should be addressed.

where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Yes

No

Yes

No

Concerns regarding balancing ponds as summarised below.
•
104970
•

104970

104759

May not be sufficient as the roads are already in the lowest
part of the area and will significantly add to the water flows.
Query where will the water flow before the balancing ponds
during construction.

If the embankments are constructed at an early stage then the
runoff reach the watercourses quicker, thereby increasing the
risk of flooding and potentially destroying local habitats.

The current A14 does not flood, and this is at ground level.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

Yes

No

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (see Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
potential impacts on the water environment would be mitigated, including
requirements for recognised best practice measures such as containment and desilting of surface water runoff and implementation of pollution protection controls or
timing of works to protect sensitive ecology. These measures would be subject to
engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body. The
Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2) which forms part of this DCO, outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP
identifies how potential impacts on the water environment would be mitigated,
including requirements for recognised best practice measures such as containment
and de-silting of surface water runoff and implementation of pollution protection
controls or timing of works to protect sensitive ecology. These measures would be
subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before it
is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance. The findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement Chapters 10 and 17 report assessment in relation to
landscape and visual effects, and drainage and the water environment. Figure 3.2
Outline Environmental Design drawings in the ES show the environmental
mitigation that is integral to the scheme.

Geology and soils

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

103522

104532

It is essential that a suitable soil management strategy is
provided to help retain as much soil as possible in good
condition. Once soils are disturbed by construction works, it
takes a long time for them to return to their original structure and
to produce crops at the yields which are being achieved at the
present time. Request a maintenance programme is put in place
for at least 10 years, showing how soils are to be stored while
the works are carried out.

It should be ensured that all new development takes measures
to avoid or reduce adverse impacts on existing geodiversity.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, suitable measures
should be required to mitigate any adverse impacts. Where
mitigation is not possible, full compensatory provision will need
to be made. .

Soil contamination does not appear to have been a priority.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of geology and soils impacts has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 12 of the Environmental Statement (ES). It is recognised that a
significant portion of the scheme traverses best and most versatile land. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil having regard for the Defra Code of Practice
are discussed in Chapter 12 of the ES which includes the soil management
strategy as Appendix 12.1. This includes the requirement for management
measures to ensure that soil is not excavated and stockpiled in excess of one year.
Locations of indicative soil storage areas are shown on Figure 3.1 of the ES.

No

An assessment of geology and soils impacts has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 12 of the Environmental Statement, along with proposed mitigation
measures. Features of interest for geodiversity include statutory designated
Geological or Geomorphological Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), and
non-statutory Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS). There are no SSSIs
within the assessment area, and consultation with the East of England
Geodiversity Partnership (Geo-East) in 2014 has confirmed there are no
Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS) known to exist within the assessment
area. No adverse impacts on geodiversity have been identified.

No

Assessment of the risks associated with soil contamination is an important part of
the Highways Agency approach to geotechnical risk management as detailed in
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. For the environmental impact
assessment, an assessment of geology and soil impacts has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 12 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is primarily
located within greenfield land or land which is identified as having only limited
contaminative potential. Impacts to human health and controlled waters are
considered negligible for the majority of the scheme during construction and
operation. However at a small number of specific locations where contamination is
present there may be slight adverse impacts in the short term during construction,
which can be managed through good construction practice. This assessment has
not identified any significant residual impacts on geology and soils from the
scheme.

Landscape
Comment is noted
300040

There will be significant additional planting.

Yes
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No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the
wider landscape.
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. It is acknowledged that
the scheme would cause some adverse landscape impacts. The Ouse Valley
would experience a large adverse significance of effect as a result of the river
Great Ouse viaduct and traffic on the A14. Landscape mitigation works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental
bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme,
the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and
shrub planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of screening
vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of the scheme and
would generally reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term. A
biodiversity mitigation strategy has also been developed to ensure no net loss of
valued habitats, maintain habitat connectivity, reduce disturbance to species and
create new habitat areas for a range of species.

Concerns regarding the considerable impacts on landscape:
•
•

•

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

•

•

•

The proposed route will have a detrimental impact, fuelling
further development and eroding tranquillity.
Concerns regarding the legacy impact of the scheme on the
landscape, environment and bio-diversity as the proposed
route cuts across open unspoilt countryside, with the
especially sensitive proposed crossing of the Great Ouse
valley.
There would be impact on visual amenity in areas such as
Brampton Wood and Portholme Meadow (SAC). In particular
the Portholme Meadow and surrounding areas would be
impacted by the high level roundabout that will impact on
tranquillity, bring light pollution and causes run off issues.
There will be a need for a high level of mitigation and
landscaping.
In general, the mitigation proposed needs to be much
stronger and related to specific requirements along the
whole of the proposed route. Mitigation should also
compensate for loss of habitat and support wider
greenspace enhancement in the area.
CPRE are concerned by the loss of open space within
Huntingdon and the visual impact on Mill Common and
Views Common. The importance of maintaining the visual
integrity of the commons within Huntingdon should be a
priority.
It is urged that the impact from new local access roads
should be minimised and landscape restoration be
undertaken once the viaduct is demolished.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The roundabout originally proposed in Mill Common has now been replaced with a
signalised junction with less resulting visual impacts. The section of the existing
A14 and its embankment to the east of the proposed Views Common roundabout
would be removed as part of the scheme. This would extend the grazing land and
reduce severance caused by the existing A14. It would also offset the loss of
grazing land which would result from the construction of the Views Common
roundabout and the Views Common Link.

•

102802

No significant adverse effects are predicted at Brampton Wood or Portholme SAC.
Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
Common. A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken with
respect to Views and Mill Commons and is included in Chapter 10 of the ES. . An
assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
foreseeable development has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 18 of
the Environmental Statement. The significance of visual effect on both Views
Common and Mill Common during scheme operation has been assessed as large
adverse in the short term, although proposed mitigation planting would mature to
partially screen the scheme so that the significance of effect would be moderate
adverse in the long term.

Supportive of going through open country as it will result in less
damage than to Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
Any further development ‘encouraged by the scheme and associated impacts
would be controlled by the local planning authorities.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

The proposed route will encourage further development, having
a detrimental impact on the countryside and eroding tranquillity.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction
and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape. Further development may also cause cumulative effects when
combined with the effects of the scheme. Major developments proposed around
the scheme are outlined in Chapter 10 of the ES.
Low-noise road surfacing, environmental barriers and bunds would reduce traffic
noise so that the impact on tranquillity would be lessened.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help
to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape.

Concerns regarding the Ouse Valley, including:
CPRE
Cambridgeshire,
102011, 104635,
104670, 104704,
104818, 104948,
104953, 104967,
54758

•
•
•
•

Loss of the only area of outstanding natural beauty (AONB)
in Cambridgeshire;
Insufficient consideration given to the destruction of an
AONB;
Blight on one of the most beautiful parts of the Ouse Valley;
Query how the impacts on the Ouse Valley will be mitigated;
and

10 April 2014

Yes

No
The Ouse Valley is not currently designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) but the LVIA acknowledges that there are aspirations to designate
it as such. The effect on the Ouse Valley caused by the scheme is considered in
Chapter 10 of the ES. The Ouse Valley would experience a large adverse
significance of effect as a result of the river Great Ouse viaduct and traffic on the
A14.

The loss cannot be reversed.

Concerns regarding impact on Mill Common and Views
Common in Huntingdon, including:
•
•
•
CPRE
Cambridgeshire,
104728, 104874

•
•

Will result in further intrusion onto a site of natural beauty
which is an asset to the town.
A considerable portion of the common will be lost.
Loss of one of the few remaining unspoilt areas of the town
and an important visual gateway for the town.
The use of trees to screen the road is inappropriate as this is
a meadow, not a woodland.
The impact on the meadow is entirely detrimental to the
environment of the town and can only encourage further
intrusion on that space.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Tree planting is already present along the existing A14 along the edge of Views
and Mill Commons, so that new tree planting along the proposed roads would not
be wholly detrimental to the character of those areas.
Removal of the viaduct would be combined with an appropriate restored landscape
treatment to the town approaches along Brampton Road and the New Mill
Common Link respectively. Landscape mitigation is illustrated on Figure 3.2 of the
ES.

The impact from new local access roads should be minimised
and landscape restoration be undertaken once the viaduct is
demolished.

101008

101010, 101040,
104531, 104668,
104703, 102641

The landscaping proposed will make this an improved corridor
for traffic, and overall this will immensely improve the
Cambridgeshire environment.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Details of the environmental mitigation including proposed planting are provided in
Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Specification of the species, planting densities, and size and age of planting stock
would be determined during the detailed design stage. There may be appropriate

More planting should be provided, including:
•
•
•

More semi mature trees;
More trees on all new and existing embankments;
All bunds and protective green areas should be planted with

Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
Common. However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east
of the proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme. This would extend the grazing land and reduce severance caused by the
existing A14 in Views Common. This would offset the loss of land which would be
used to construct the proposed roundabout and the Views Common Link. A
landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken with respect to
Views and Mill Commons and is included in Chapter 10 of the ES.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•
•
•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

a diverse range of shrubs and trees to give all year round
noise and fumes protection;
Tree planting should be undertaken to reduce noise, air and
visual pollution;
Trees should be suited to surviving and ameliorating a high
pollution environment; and
Consideration should be given evergreen trees to ensure
year round coverage.

Highways Agency’s response
locations for semi-mature trees to be specified, however, smaller planting stock is
generally specified to promote successful establishment since failure rates are
greater with larger planting stock.

101058

Concerns regarding the size of trees proposed for planting as
they are often too small to make an impact in the short term.
Trees must be at least ten years of age.

Yes

No

101806

There will be significant additional planting.

Yes

No

101851

Supportive of the proposed tree planting, and request that as
many as possible are planted and extended further than just a
line alongside the carriage way.

Yes

No

101869

During construction, plants and greenery will be driven over and
excavated soil will be dumped on plants.

Yes

No

During construction, the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) would be adhered to in order to minimise adverse
environmental effects.

101973

Supportive of improvements in the adjoining landscape.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

55574

The area is seeking AONB status so the road must be hidden as
far as possible by landscaping and planting. This appears to
have been intrinsic in the plans but is vital.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.
Details of the proposed planting are provided in Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and Figure
3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Sufficient area has been allocated for tree and
shrub planting so that they would form dense screening where appropriate.

Details of the proposed planting are provided in Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and Figure
3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Sufficient area has been allocated for tree and
shrub planting so that they would form dense screening where appropriate.
102863

The references to new woodland are in actual fact just thin belts
of trees with no guarantee that they will not be lost in the near
future due to 'maintenances cutbacks'.

Yes

No

Upon completion of the scheme development, full handover documentation would
be passed to the incumbent managing agent within the Highways Agency’s Area 8
contract.
This suite of documents would define the management operations required to
ensure the safe management of the road and successful development of the
environmental mitigation.

102902

Better provision is needed along the southern bypass near to
villages such as Hilton, including higher bunds planned in at this
stage. The latter should not be deemed necessary after the
road has been built.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects – see
the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2 which include extensive
sections of environmental bunds with significant tree planting on the south side of
the new scheme to the north of Hilton and other surrounding villages. Views
towards the scheme from the northern periphery of Hilton would be distant and
would be filtered by intervening vegetation, so that a 1m high planted bund was
considered adequate mitigation in this location.
The EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing
decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making
process throughout.

103552

No mention of public art contributions or landmark features
which may aid in legibility and help raise the profile of the area.

Yes

No

Noted. Such features would be considered at the detailed design stage.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A wide range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the
scheme. These include environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate,
to help limit views towards the scheme, the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in
sensitive locations, and native tree and shrub planting. The planting proposals
would establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide
screening to views of the scheme and would generally reduce the significance of
visual effects in the long term.

103585

Sinking the new road into cuttings wherever possible and
planting thousands of trees on either side of the new road would
help mitigate the environmental impact, improve air quality,
benefit local residents, and would help the Highways Agency
gain greater support for this new road. A wood planted between
the new road and Buckden for instance would help reduce road
noise as well as air pollutants.

Yes

No

104502

Supportive of the intention to plant hedges, trees, a wood and
wild flower meadows.

Yes

No

104515

Good landscaping is now an expectation and the recent road
developments near to Cambridge are beginning to mature and
demonstrate how effective it can be.

104504

Query why the scheme should destroy a very pretty village.

Support is duly noted.
Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement relates to community effects and, where relevant, the
environmental effects on local villages are also considered throughout the
Environmental Statement by topic. Whilst some residential properties within Offord
Cluny would experience adverse visual effects as a result of the scheme, views
from Offord D’Arcy would largely be screened by intervening built development
within Offord Cluny to the north. Therefore there would be no significant visual
effects on visual receptors within Offord D’Arcy, It is, however, acknowledged that
there would be some adverse landscape effects on the wider setting of The
Offords as a result of the scheme and, in particular, the river Great Ouse viaduct,
There would be landscape effects of moderate adverse significance during
operation in the short term. Mitigation planting would mature to help integrate the
scheme into the landscape, so that there would be landscape effects of slight
adverse significance in the long term.

104519

No bund or landscaping is provided on the south side of the
west-bound carriageway between the Conington - Fenstanton
minor road and Hilton - Fenstanton minor road. The new route
will be an obtrusive landscape feature in this flat, open stretch,
and the absence of mitigation will have a severe impact on
residents in the northern part of Elsworth village.

Yes

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement and the assessment
includes the area mentioned in the consultee comment. Along the stretch of the
scheme mentioned there would be an environmental bund planted with trees and
shrubs between the Potton Road and Hilton Road over bridges – see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. It is not
anticipated that there would be any significant visual effects on visual receptors
within Elsworth owing to the distance between the receptors and the scheme
(approximately 3km), and the extent of intervening vegetation between the two.

104611

Glad that adverse effects on the loss of designated open space
from the station access road and the link road have been

Yes

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. It is acknowledged that the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

recognised in the environmental report. Request that these are
avoided as the removal of Huntingdon viaduct is unlikely to
make the net gain neutral.

104611

104636

Supportive of tree planting as screening, as opposed to solely
engineered means.

Elevation of the road does not allow for the banks to be planted
to help offset the pollution.

Highways Agency’s response
new roundabout and link road at Views Common would only in part be offset by the
benefits of the removal of the existing A14 embankment. There would be
landscape effects of large adverse significance in the short term during operation,
although mitigation planting would mature to help integrate the scheme into the
surroundings, and the significance of landscape effect would reduce to moderate
adverse in the long term. The removal of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment
and sign gantries would cause localised large beneficial landscape effects.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support is duly noted.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken and is reported
in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. The
EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing
decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental
constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making
process throughout.
Extensive tree and shrub planting would be provided on embankments where
appropriate – see Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation planting
would help to reduce the loss of carbon absorption capacity.

104645

104656

104662

104600, 104724

The proposed artificial landscaped woodland alongside a busy
dual carriageway is no more than window-dressing. It has no
leisure value and does nothing to counteract the fundamentally
harmful impact of the road.

A bank of trees/forest should have been planted several years
ago on each side of the proposed road to reduce the impact.

Landscaping should be invested in to ensure the road is
integrated into the countryside environment.

The current plans for natural banking and planting are
insufficient to limit all forms of pollution.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

The proposed planting has been designed to provide mitigation for landscape and
visual impacts as reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement, details
can be seen in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The planting has no
leisure function.

No

The proposed planting and other environmental bunding has been designed to
provide full mitigation for landscape and visual impacts as reported in Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement, details of the mitigation can be seen in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation planting is expected to become
established by year 15, however the use of larger planting stock will be used
locally where appropriate to provide an immediate landscape effect (e.g. within
Huntingdon town centre).

No

No

The proposed planting and other environmental bunding has been designed to
provide full mitigation for landscape and visual impacts as reported in Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement, details of the mitigation can be seen in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.
A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the scheme
would be included as part of the construction contract requirements. Thereafter,
the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its managing
agents.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation measures
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. These include
environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views
towards the scheme, the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive
locations, and native tree and shrub planting. Mitigation planting would help to
reduce the loss of carbon absorption capacity.

Consultee(s)

104744

104773

104784

Summary of consultee comment

Due to the loss of mature trees and the increased proximity of
the road at the Blackwell Traveller Site at Milton, more planting
is required to strengthen the bank and provide a green screen.

It should be ensured that landscaping is kept as a major element
of the proposal and budget for landscaping is not cut. The route
passes through very fragile countryside which, although not of a
high standard, does not deserve to be worsened by poor
landscaping.

The proposed screening using trees will be insufficient as per
previous roads.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement including with respect to
the Blackwall Traveller Site at Milton. Replacement screen planting is proposed
adjacent to Blackwell Travellers Site. The scheme includes a noise barrier at this
location which would also provide some visual screening of traffic using the road.
The proposed planting and other environmental bunding has been designed to
provide full mitigation for landscape and visual impacts as reported in Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement, details of the mitigation can be seen in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.
A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the scheme
would be included as part of the construction contract requirements. Thereafter,
the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its managing
agents.

No

The proposed planting and other environmental bunding has been designed to
provide full mitigation for landscape and visual impacts as reported in Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement, details of the mitigation can be seen in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.

104860, 104921

Substantial natural banking should be included to limit all forms
of pollution, to be of sufficient height and planting density,
including semi mature trees. The current design proposal for a
bund of just 1 metre is inadequate.

Yes

No

The impacts on noise which would arise from the proposed scheme have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. This is reported, along
with proposals for mitigation (such as visual and noise barriers) in the
Environmental Statement. An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
The proposals for Landscape mitigation including environmental bunding and the
planting of trees have been refined in conjunction with the assessment of
landscape and visual impacts –see Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Views towards the scheme from the northern periphery of Hilton would be distant
and would be filtered by intervening vegetation, so that a 1m high planted bund is
considered adequate mitigation in this location. Planting density and stock size
would be subject to detailed design, although mitigation planting is expected to
become established by year 15,

104894

Supportive of the significant areas of proposed woodland around
the new route.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104916

Suggest that cut and cover is employed to reduce noise
pollution, provide greater air pollution control and reduce
scarring to the landscape. This would reduce some local
opposition to the proposal.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The EIA includes an assessment of noise and vibration
which is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement, an assessment of
air quality which is reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement and a
landscape and visual impact assessment which is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A wide range of mitigation measures have been built in
to the scheme design including ground shaping, noise fencing and planting but
excluding cut and cover. Details can be found in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

55680

Unclear that landscape impacts have been appropriately

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

addressed. The landscape will inevitably be reduced by the new
road.

Highways Agency’s response
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A wide range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting to provide visual screening and to integrate the scheme in to the local
landscape.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (including in relation to
Godmanchester and Huntingdon). A range of mitigation measures has been built
in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting.

104977

It will damage the urban quality of Godmanchester and
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
Common. However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east
of the proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme. This would extend the grazing land and reduce severance caused by the
existing A14. This would offset the loss of land which would be used to construct
the proposed roundabout. Tree planting is already present along the existing A14
along the edge of Views and Mill Commons, so that new tree planting along the
proposed roads would not be detrimental to the character of those area. Planting
details within Huntingdon would be specified at the detail design stage to be
appropriate to the urban character.
Godmanchester should be subject to less traffic which would be of benefit to its
urban character which would not be affected by the scheme.

104532

Planting a few young trees and creating some grassy banks is
no substitute for the rolling fields and wood copses we currently
enjoy seeing.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would inevitably affect the local
character of the landscape. Extensive environmental mitigation works are
proposed to lessen the landscape and visual, and other impacts and would include
environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting to screen the highway
and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would inevitably affect the local
character of the landscape.

104861

No landscaping could disguise such a huge road cutting through
lovely rural landscape.

Yes

No

105027

With regards to final scheme treatment, investment should be
made in integrating the scheme into the landscape and
surrounding area.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation
requirements. The LVIA takes account of local landscape character.

105085

Concerns regarding destruction of landscape character with
cuttings and bridges. In 10 years’ time three great scars will be
visible across the countryside. Query what efforts will be made

No

The introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the
character of the landscape; this would be most marked on the offline section
between Brampton and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation works

Yes
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A range of mitigation measures as identified within the Environmental Statement
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. Extensive
environmental mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
and other impacts including environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the
wider landscape.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

to try to preserve the unique character of this area, rather than
making it look like so many other characterless motorways.
101896, 103548,
104645, 53810,
104834, 104934

would lessen both the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and
extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic
flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape whilst reflecting local
landscape patterns and features and by use of locally occurring native species.

Concerns regarding impacts on the countryside, including:
•
•
•

It will destroy/blight the countryside.
There will be a huge scar across the countryside.
It is unfortunate that open countryside will be lost.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement along with mitigation
requirements

104518

It is not possible to mitigate against the loss of thousands of
acres of countryside by concreting over them and then
damaging the remainder through traffic and the resultant toxic
fumes.

Yes

No

The introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the
character of the landscape and remove substantial areas of countryside
(predominantly land in arable farming); this would be most marked on the offline
section between Brampton and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation
works would lessen impacts and create a nett increase in valuable semi-natural
habitats. Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

104650

104914

The destruction of areas like the Ouse valley cannot be
reversed.

Disturbance to the countryside must be minimised.

Yes

Yes

No

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement, (including with respect to
the Ouse Valley). The introduction and improvement of major highway
infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape. Landscape mitigation
works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental
bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help to screen the
highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape. The
crossing of the Great Ouse would be sensitively designed to minimise effects on
views alongside the river and across the valley.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.
In some locations environmental bunds and noise barriers would assist in reducing
impacts on tranquillity. The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing
throughout the scheme. .

104987

It will have a detrimental effect on the Ouse Valley and lead to
eventual urban spread.

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (including with respect to
the Ouse Valley). The introduction and improvement of major highway
infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape. Landscape mitigation
works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help to screen the
highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape. The
crossing of the Great Ouse would be sensitively designed to minimise effects on
views alongside the river and across the valley.
Any future development which would contribute to urban spread would be
controlled through the planning process.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies to help reduce environmental effects as far
as practicable. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.

104365

Object to the route cutting across open fields and ancient
villages.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape and remove substantial areas of countryside (predominantly land in
arable farming); this would be most marked on the offline section between
Brampton and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation works would
lessen impacts and create a nett increase in valuable semi-natural habitats.
An assessment of cultural heritage impact, including non-designated assets, has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement.

105027

It should be ensured that the impact on the countryside is
minimised and the rural nature maintained due to the previous
scarring by the existing A14.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape and remove substantial areas of countryside (predominantly land in
arable farming); this would be most marked on the offline section between
Brampton and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation works would
lessen impacts and create a nett increase in valuable semi-natural habitats.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape
whilst reflecting local landscape patterns and features and by use of locally
occurring native species.

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce likely significant environmental effects including the careful
placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off
properties and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and
variable operation could also be implemented.

Light pollution

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Consideration should be given to the potential for light pollution
and minimisation measures.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Hilton Parish
Council A14 Action
Group , 104653,
104698, 105124

Summary of consultee comment

Insufficient mitigation measures for light pollution. There is a lack
of clarity regarding these measures. In particular, in regard to
Hilton.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting (including on Hilton) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce likely significant environmental effects
including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light
sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of
dimming and variable operation could also be implemented. No new road lighting
is proposed in the immediate vicinity of Hilton and no significant adverse impacts
on lighting are predicted for these villages.

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken
(including in relation to local villages including Hilton, Brampton and Offord Cluny)
and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. The A14 and overbridges north of Hilton
would not be lit, and neither would the A14/river Great Ouse viaduct north of Offord
Cluny, so that there would be no adverse effects as a result of lighting on the
villages of Hilton or Offord Cluny. Lighting on the A14 east of Brampton Wood
would be visible from the eastern periphery of the woodland only, and would cause
visual effects of relatively minor significance. Lighting along the A14 to the south
west of Brampton would cause some adverse visual effects on views from the
periphery of Brampton. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce likely significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and
the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation
could also be implemented.

Concerns about increases in light pollution, including:
101020, 102856,
104670, 55530,
104952, 104953,
104985, 105027,
57336, 102641,
45923

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Hilton due to the proximity of the road.
In Hilton due to the need for greater mitigation.
In Brampton due to the proximity of the road and the type of
junctions.
In all the local villages.
In Offord Cluny due to the construction of the bridge.
At Brampton Wood, where woodland should be provided.
Insufficient information on the lighting scheme.
Impacts should be minimised.

Yes

Concerns regarding the elevated route sections, including:
104482, 104635,
55549, 104698,
104720, 104837,
104973

•
•
•
•
•

Raising the road will increase light pollution.
Light pollution in Hilton.
Insufficient screening/bunds are provided.
Concerns regarding the light pollution from a 12 meter high
structure near to Offord Cluny.
The height of the proposed route.

Yes

No

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. Where lighting
is proposed, the increased height would increase light pollution. However the
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before it
is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES (including in relation to Hilton and Offord
Cluny). A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce likely
significant environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting
columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of
tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation could also be
implemented. No new road lighting is proposed in the immediate vicinity of Offord
Cluny, Offord D’Arcy or Hilton and no significant adverse impacts on lighting are
predicted for these villages.

104611

102373

The horizontally mounted flat glass lantern is likely to exacerbate
light pollution above standard street lights.

The proposals will cause increased light pollution without
addressing the existing problems.

104770

Further investigation and dissemination of the EIA findings is
needed to ensure that pollution caused by lighting do not overly
impact on the village of Madingley, as the proposed A14 junction
is positioned closer to the village.

104834

It would cause light pollution to all the local villages, which would
be significantly higher than currently as the areas around the
current A14 already have light pollution from the existing
structures/estates/commercial residences.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Road lighting
luminaires would be required to meet luminous intensity class G4 or better, as
defined by BS EN 13201: 2003 Road lighting: calculation of performance (British
Standards Institute, 2003), to limit glare and ensure good cut-off characteristics.
The general distribution of light from luminaires would be required to be the most
appropriate to the task, with spill light reduced to a minimum. Luminous intensities
above 95° (from the downward vertical) would be zero. An assessment of likely
significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
10 of the ES.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting, which includes
consideration of existing light pollution, has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce likely significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and
the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation
could also be implemented.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES (including with respect to Madingley). A range
of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce likely significant
environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use
of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation could also be
implemented.No significant adverse impact is predicted on Madingley as a result of
lighting.

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An

Consultee(s)

104503, 104698

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Staff at the exhibition advised that there will inevitably be light
pollution as a bridge has to be constructed to cross the railway
line and river, which will be highly visible to residents in Offord
Cluny.

104754

Overhead lighting must be limited and better designed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

104754

If road lighting is essential, it should be designed so that its
impacts on the skyline are limited and the appearance of the
countryside is maintained.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

55530

The new bridges crossing the carriageway will be raised to a
height of 9 metres above ground level and will lead to light
intrusion from vehicles using the bridges at night.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Noise
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No

Highways Agency’s response
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting, which includes
consideration of existing light pollution, has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the ES. This includes an assessment of effects on lighting in
relation to villages adjacent to the scheme. A range of mitigation measures would
be implemented to reduce likely significant environmental effects including the
careful placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cutoff properties and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and
variable operation could also be implemented.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES (including with respect to Offord Cluny). A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce likely significant
environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use
of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation could also be implemented.
No new road lighting is proposed in the immediate vicinity of Offord Cluny and no
significant adverse impacts on lighting are predicted for these villages.
An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and
the use of tree and shrub planting.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.
An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approx. 8m above the bypass. A landscape and
visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of
the Environmental Statement. This comprises consideration of the effect of the
whole scheme, including new bridges. A range of mitigation measures have been
built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting, which would
help to reduce the visual prominence of both the Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
the raised bridges.

Consultee(s)

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Hilton Parish
Council A14 Action
Group

Summary of consultee comment

Consideration should be given to the potential for noise pollution
and minimisation measures.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

The proposals to mitigate noise pollution in Hilton are
inadequate.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been considered
during construction and designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition,
latest technology appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including with respect to Hilton) and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
likely significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

The noise levels on Castle Hills (ancient Monument), the South
end of Town (Conservation area) and Portholme (SSSI) will
decrease.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Noted.

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

During the summer of 2012, these parishes funded a major
environmental monitoring exercise measuring noise and
vibration on the roads through the villages. This exercise
demonstrated clearly that disturbance from traffic noise and
vibration are already 24/7. Our aim is to reduce this cost to our
communities and not to have it increased by the A14 scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment of significance of effect on noise and
vibration as a result of the scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and
vibration levels.
Extensive mitigation measures have been considered during construction and
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. During construction, noise mitigation
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice. Latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

Jonathan Djanogly
MP

100983

It is critical that appropriate noise reduction measures are put in
place prior to construction work beginning.

There is no mention of the effect of increased noise pollution in
Girton, which will be sided on two sides by eight and six lane
highways, and in close proximity to an increasingly busy
junction. Low noise road surfacing should be required on all
lanes of the road where it passes Girton, Histon and Milton,
together with installation of noise barriers throughout this
section.

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The Environmental
Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including with respect to Girton) and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing on all
running lanes and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
for Roads (Defra, 2014).
Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and
4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road; on the
southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive
noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier
east of Girton Road. Other barriers would be provided along the Cambridge
Northern Bypass to the east of Girton. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of
the Environmental Statement.

101020, 102856,
55530, 104511,
104707, 57336

Concerns regarding increased noise pollution in Hilton.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
A noise impact and vibration effects assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to Bar Hill) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment of significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the
scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.

101022

Bar Hill already has unacceptably high noise levels, which will
likely worsen. There is no apparent planned noise abatement for
Bar Hill such as embankments to deflect the noise.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
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noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Important Area 5140 is located alongside the A14 at Bar
Hill. On the south side of J29, (of the A14) and the Environmental Statement
identifies additional mitigation in the form of a 3m reflective barrier which would
control traffic noise at Rhadegund Cottages, Bar Hill within this Important Area.
The barrier is shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

101093

Concerns regarding the high noise of the traffic and request full
height acoustic fences alongside the A14 to mitigate the already
high noise and pollution levels to villages on the North side of
Cambridge.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to villages north
of Cambridge) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important Area 5043 is located to the south
of Girton close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to
replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise
barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m
long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown
on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

101838

Slight concern over increased noise levels as a resident within
half a mile of the proposed Huntingdon Southern bypass.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance .
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
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more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England

101848

Concerns regarding noise and query how Brampton will be
protected.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

101883

Concerns regarding noise pollution as a resident of Buckden.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Buckden) and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
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and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

102373

102813

The proposals will cause increased noise pollution without
addressing the existing problems.

It is expected that Buckden noise and air pollution will increase
as the A1 is on one side and the A14 on the other. There is
currently no other village in the same position.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Buckden) and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.

102847

The noise impacts are not well addressed around the Brampton
area, where impacts are likely to greatly increase. Barriers might
be considered to mitigate against sound pollution as part of the
proposal.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to the Brampton
area) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
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flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

103548

Concerns regarding noise impacts from six lanes of traffic.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects as a result of the
scheme has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England

54205

There is nothing to ameliorate the extra noise in Hilton.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
likely significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

100983

Attended the exhibition recently and am concerned with noise.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The Environmental
Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
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noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England

104485

It will result in more traffic movements and noise pollution to the
west of Brampton.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment of
significance of effect on noise and vibration as result of the scheme takes account
of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.

104514, 104670

Concerns regarding noise impacts on Brampton, which already
has high noise levels.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
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of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment of
significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the scheme takes
account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.

104523

Noise levels recorded in Hilton in 2012 exceeded levels at which
planning permission would be withheld (under the former
PPG24). Bringing the bypass much closer to Hilton will
exacerbate the environmental impact on the village.

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
The design of the proposed scheme has considered and addressed the vision and
aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England[1] regarding noise impacts on
health and quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

Concerns regarding noise near Buckden, including:
•
34874)
•

It is likely that noise will be a major problem and the impact
from the raised section near Buckden will be difficult to
mitigate.
There is already significant noise at Buckden due to the A14.
The addition of another six lanes of elevated, fast moving
motorway nearby makes it difficult to effectively mitigate any

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Buckden) and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment of
significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the scheme takes
account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
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additional noise generated. Unclear how barriers can be
effective on this section.

Highways Agency’s response
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.

104531

102642

Noise from the A14 affects all residents of Girton, especially
those living near the Girton Road/A14 crossing. A low noise
surface should be installed along the whole length of the
roadworks and to the highest noise reduction specification.
Noise barriers should be installed south and east from where the
M11 and A14 lanes merge at all places where the road is as
high as or higher than the surrounding ground level. These
barriers should be surfaced in wood, or some other material
suitable for the countryside, rather than the concrete or plastic
that is used in urban areas.

Concerns regarding the noise impact of the raised section of the
A1 to the west of Brampton. The sound barriers and planting
need to be substantial to mitigate the impact.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Girton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts. The type of barrier
is yet to be determined, however, timber noise barriers are often used.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton
close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in
the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass
390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to replace the
existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east
of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long
3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown on Figure
14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
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Highways Agency’s response
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

104584

There are insufficient measures to protect Hilton and its
residents from the noise pollution.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Impington)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment of significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the
scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.

104621

Impington has been negatively impacted by road noise due to
fencing one side of the A14 by Orchard Park, and requires some
fencing to protect it from noise pollution.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. The type of barrier is yet to be determined, however, timber noise
barriers are often used.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
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unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Important Area 6109 is located to the south of Lone Tree
Avenue close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers: Replace existing 2m barrier 320m long
barrier with new 4m absorptive, and also extend to west by 250m with 3m
absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton,
Buckden and the Offord villages) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment of significance of effect on noise and
vibration as a result of the scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and
vibration levels.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

104632

Noise is already loud in Brampton, Buckden and the Offord
villages from the current A14 and A1. It can only get markedly
worse with this new route proposal.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden or the Offords as a result of the scheme.

104633

This does not address the noise pollution to the houses situated
close to the road in Brampton.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
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Highways Agency’s response
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

104645

104664

This will increase the noise along several existing sections of the
A14.

Disagree that the noise bunding measures will have any benefit
in mitigating traffic noise to the residents of Hilton.

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

104688, 104817,
104913, 104960,
104968

Concerns regarding noise pollution.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
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Highways Agency’s response
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

104833

The proximity to the new Brampton interchange with additional
lanes and future increases in traffic will present excessive noise
problems for those in the Elizabeth Way area of Brampton.
There is no apparent guarantee that these issues will be
satisfactorily addressed and some form of compensation will be
required.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The assessment of significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the
scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.

104834

34861, 34960)

It would cause noise pollution to all the local villages, which
would be significantly higher than currently as the areas around
the current A14 already have noise pollution from the existing
structures/estates/commercial residences.

Staff at the exhibition advised that there will inevitably be noise
pollution in Offord Cluny as a bridge has to be constructed to
cross the railway line and river.

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
Yes

Yes
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No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Offord Cluny)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
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various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Offord Cluny as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment of significance of effect on noise and
vibration as a result of the scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and
vibration levels.

104879

35078)

In parts it needs rethinking about noise pollution. The A1 already
makes a very intrusive noise.

Many properties in Girton lie within 100m of the proposed
scheme and will be adversely affected by noise from the
predicted increase in traffic (noted in your proposals to be >10%40% in coming years). The proposed noise barriers do not
extend for a sufficient distance along the north boundary of the
proposed A14 widening to mitigate this. Noise-reducing road
surfaces do not appear to be mandatory in this proposed
widening. There appears to be no mandatory requirement that
vegetation removed already during the widening will be
replaced.

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Girton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important Area 5043 is located to the south
of Girton close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to
replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise
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barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m
long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown
on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
A 5-year aftercare period for all the soft environmental features of the scheme
would be included as part of the construction contract requirements. Thereafter,
the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its managing
agents.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Histon and
Impington) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The
assessment of significance of effect on noise and vibration as a result of the
scheme takes account of the existing baseline noise and vibration levels.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria which have
been used in the assessment of likely noise effects of the scheme and which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance.

104918

Do not believe that the specific problems with noise will be
addressed in Histon and Impington. This has become much
worse since the sound barriers were erected at Orchard Park.
The Hotel also seems designed to focus noise that escapes over
the sound barriers towards Histon and Impington.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important Area 6109 is located to the south
of Impington close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies
additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 320m long and 4m high absorptive barrier replacing
existing 2m high barrier and also extending west by 250m with 3m high absorptive
barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

104953

This will result in perpetual noise pollution for Brampton and
Offord Cluny which is an unacceptable price for these villages to
have to pay when there are other cheaper alternatives.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton and
Offord Cluny) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
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caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design. The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely
significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the
scheme.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Offord Cluny as a result of the scheme. The scheme design
has been developed to ensure the cost is proportionate to the size of the scheme
as in line with industry standards.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Originally twenty-two route options
were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options
by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected.

104957

The sound of the traffic will be an environmental issue. The road
could be lowered and sound barriers fitted to assist satisfying
members of the Hilton community.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Hilton as a result of the scheme.

104961, 104985

Concerns regarding noise impacts in Hilton. Mitigation measures
are insufficient due to the proximity of the route to the village.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
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for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Hilton as a result of the scheme.

105027

Query what will be done to minimise and mitigate noise pollution
levels, including whether low noise surfacing will be specified.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton and
Buckden) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

45625)

Brampton and Buckden already suffer noise and vibration from
the A1, and will be encircled by very noisy highways and the four
track East Coast railway line.

Yes

Yes

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design. The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely
significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the
scheme.

104980

In particular, small villages such as Hilton and the Offords will
see a marked increase in road noise.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton and the
Offords) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
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and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the Offords or Hilton as a result of the scheme.

104970

Concerns regarding noise due to the proximity of ten lanes of
traffic. A noise barrier has been included in this proposal,
however the new road has been moved closer to Brampton. It is
assumed this is to reduce the land purchase and attempt to
reduce the cost of a Scheme, while forgetting about the
concerns of local residents who saw this as an opportunity to
move the road further away and could also have involved a
solution to Buckden section (i.e. 50mph zone and roundabout).

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Brampton) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

Yes

No

The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme. The scheme
design has been developed to ensure the cost is proportionate to the size of the
scheme as in line with industry standards.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

104970

Query whether noise from the construction work would be five
days a week or would include weekend working or evening night
working.

Yes

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce
would adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable.

101059

The proposed route seems to take into account noise mitigation
satisfactorily. Would prefer greater noise mitigation measures in
place on the elevated sections of the new route, such as fences.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
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the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. . In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

103565

Disagree with the approach to mitigating the potential adverse
environmental impacts because at the point where the raised
A14 crosses the new A1 at the end of West End the proposed
sound barrier will not deflect the intrusive traffic noise.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to the effect of
the raised A14 crossing the A1 at the end of West End) and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

103594

Raising parts of the A14/A1 junction west of Brampton will
increase the amount of road noise in the village which will not be
mitigated by locating the roads a little further away from the
original route.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects for the scheme
(including the junction west of Brampton) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
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Raising the road above the existing level will increase noise and
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only a small bund to counteract noise.
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation
to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

104635

Concerns regarding the noise pollution from a 12 meter high
structure near to Offord Cluny.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
the East Coast mainline and river Great Ouse crossings) has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Offord Cluny)
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Offord Cluny as a result of the scheme.

104636

The elevated road does not include banks and will result in
greater noise pollution than from the current a14.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
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based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

34932, 104675,
104713

104719

104720

The elevated road will have greater noise impacts.

It is inadequate that the new road will be raised and no scheme
is proposed for sound proofing.

The height of the proposed A14 near Hilton will increase noise
pollution to the village.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

104759

The A14 will be raised as it passes Hilton, this will increase the
noise pollution substantially.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme
(including elevated roads) has been undertaken as part of the environmental
impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

102810

More forest line between villages and the route is needed to
screen noise.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Trees are not identified as a road traffic noise mitigation
measure unless they are densely planted and in a deep swathe. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Buckden
Marina and The Offords) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce

The approach to mitigation lacks detail, particularly for noise
mitigation:
•

104606

•
•

It is critical that the design goes further than noise barriers,
and must include low-noise road surfaces, screening (both
natural and man-made) and other measures, particularly
where properties are relatively nearby and are in what are
now tranquil, rural areas - such as Buckden Marina and
Offord.
It is vital to recognise that noise carries further over
water/rivers.
Average speed cameras should be implemented in such

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

areas to mitigate noise through speed reduction.

Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden Marina or The Offords as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

54160, 104849

More noise barriers are needed, including noise barriers for all
communities along the route (including those affected by the
existing road).

Yes

Yes

Request the following measures to reduce noise along the new
road:
102641

•
•
•
•

A reduced noise surface
Erection of noise barriers to the maximum height
A second barrier at a suitable distance from the new route to
mitigate the noise 'sound waves'.
Suitable planting of more mature trees, i.e. not saplings.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. The location of the noise mitigation is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
A noise and vibration impact and effects assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Trees are not
identified as a road traffic noise mitigation measure unless they are densely
planted and in a deep swathe. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts
Details of the proposed planting are provided in Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and Figure
3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Specification of the size and age of planting
stock will be determined during the detailed design stage and there may be
appropriate locations for semi-mature trees to be specified, however, smaller
planting stock is generally specified to promote successful establishment since
failure rates are greater with larger planting stock.

105083

The mitigation measures must include low level noise road
surfaces, ensuring that the height of the carriageway and
bridges is as low as possible, natural banking of adequate height
(including generous tree planting) as well as sound barriers for
the length of the village.

Yes
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No

A noise and vibration impact and effects assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Trees are not
identified as a road traffic noise mitigation measure unless they are densely

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
planted and in a deep swathe. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. . In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway.

101812

101828

It will increase traffic volumes and hence impact especially
noise. Depending on wind direction there is significant noise
pollution in Ellington. There is precedent for retrofitting noise
barriers and suggest that they are erected adjacent to villages to
reduce noise to acceptable levels. The existing noise levels
should not be used as the benchmark for measuring acceptable
increase.

Expanded A1 traffic and the rerouted A14 pass too close to the
west of Brampton. The prevailing westerly winds will result in
noise pollution on a scale which cannot be mitigated properly.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The Environmental Statement includes a range of
mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise
screening and low noise equipment.

Yes

No

The operational noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie
wind blowing from the road. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.
The location of the noise mitigation is shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.

101973

Supportive of measures that would reduce the level of noise
generated by traffic.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101987

Query why the bund is only 1m high in Buckden whereas further
south towards Cambridge the bund is 2m high.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken (including in
relation to Buckden) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
noise impact of the scheme once built and in use in line with the magnitude of
impact that is predicted across the scheme.
Details of the noise mitigation including barrier heights are provided in Table 14.21,
and the location of the noise mitigation is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Buckden as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including in relation to Hilton) as part of the environmental impact assessment and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.

102373

There has been no investigation into the noise level increases in
Hilton. A previous report indicated a significant increase in noise
levels which would be worsened by the extra elevation of the
proposed scheme.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

Remain unconvinced about proposals for noise pollution.

102798

102824

Yes

At a recent meeting it was suggested that the bund will only be
1m high, this will be insufficient in reducing noise to the local
village.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Details of the noise mitigation including barrier heights are provided in Table 14.21,
and the location of the noise mitigation is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.

102829

Concerns regarding noise impacts on the Northern Bypass.
Barriers should be provided on the south side from Milton to
Girton junction, and low noise level road surfacing must be used
along this stretch as this section has the greatest impact on the
residents of north Cambridge.

Yes

No

Concerns regarding increased noise pollution in Girton as
summarised below.

102843

•
•
•
•
•

102851

The A14 is situated on two sides of the village.
Noise levels are currently worsened by the wind directions.
Object to the very limited approach taken to mitigate the
impact on Girton.
Concerned about construction and operation noise levels.
Little consideration given to low noise road materials nor
speed restrictions.

Greater consideration should be given to reducing the noise
from traffic on the villages around Cambridge (e.g. Histon,
Impington, Girton).

102880

Doubtful that the current plans provide sufficient noise screening
to those villages most affected, like Hilton.

1 local community
consultee (30295)

Based on the public consultations, there are insufficient noise
mitigation proposals in place, such as a six foot standard barrier
which is far from adequate.

103588, 104601,
104653, 104656,

The noise mitigation proposals are insufficient.

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
from the Northern Bypass) has been undertaken as part of the environmental
impact assessment (including in relation to Cambridge and Girton) and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The operational noise prediction
method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, for example, Important Area 5043
is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement
identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of
the Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of
Girton Road to replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of
Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton
Road. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement).

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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104937
104481

104656

1 local community
consultee (34998)

104937

There are no acoustic barriers for Friesland Farm.
The scheme should include a bank of planting each side of the
proposed road and these trees should have been planted
several years ago.
The proposals do not give any specifics for mitigating noise in
Hilton.
The intensity, duration and reach of A14 traffic noise has
increased greatly over recent years and affect many thousands
of people. Any road improvement project should have reduction
of noise as an objective, not just a mitigation measure. The
proposed measures appear to limit the noise increase to a 2014
baseline, which is completely inadequate. The Agency should be
looking to reduce noise pollution for all residents, natural areas
and recreational areas (including rivers crossed) in the area of
influence of the road.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

•

•

1 local community
consultee (30301)

•

•
•
•
•

53913

There was no specific information available at the public
consultation stage regarding projected noise levels on the
elevated section of the road.
The design of the road needs to take noise impacts into
account at the earliest stage of inception, however the
models had not been done at the consultation stage.
Unclear if acoustic panel shielding will be provided over the
section crossing the river and railway, or if the road was in
cutting or on top embankment.
No provisions for acoustic panel shielding over the section
crossing the river and railway where traffic noise will be
amplified across the surface of the water.
The proposals could replicate the noise pollution levels from
the current A14 route through Godmanchester/Huntingdon.
The proposals could transfer the problem out of the town
and into the countryside.
Noise pollution will have an impact on wildlife and local
residents.
In an area under constant pressure of redevelopment, areas
effected by noise pollution need to protected. No provision
for this in the current design.

Sufficient noise barrier fencing is not apparent on the Girton
interchange embankment and from Catch Hall to Bar Hill, in
particular between Catch Hall and the Crematorium. Trees are a
great long-term solution but for the first twenty years high
fencing is required.

existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Noise
prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the
road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. Friesland Farm has been identified in the Environmental Statement
as a potential noise insulation qualifier.
Noise barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the
Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, for example, several Important
Areas have been identified along the Cambridge Northern Bypass and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers at these areas.

Concerns regarding noise as summarised below.
•

Highways Agency’s response

The design of the proposed scheme has considered and addressed the vision and
aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise impacts on
health and quality of life.
Yes

No

The noise mitigation measures for the scheme are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement. The impacts and effects on wildlife are reported in
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
the section referred to by the consultee) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. . In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, for example, Important Area 5043
is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement
identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of
the Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of
Girton Road to replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of
Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton
Road. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Further barriers are identified for Important Area 5140, 5139, 5138 and 6113 in the
area between Bar Hill and the Girton Interchange. The barriers are shown on
Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken (including in
relation to Alconbury) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement.

103528

Query what is being done to mitigate the increased noise
pollution in the village of Alconbury attributed to the increased
traffic on the A1.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
At Alconbury, replacement and enhancement of noise barriers is proposed. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

30336

The consultation document appears to under-estimate the
adverse impacts on noise.

Yes

No

104498

Additional noise will be spread over a wider area than it is now.

Yes

No

104499

Additional noise which cannot be quantified prior to construction.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
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Highways Agency’s response
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Noise
prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the
road.
The Environmental Statement includes predictions and assessment of noise and
vibration from scheme construction activities. A range of mitigation measures
which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects during
construction include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice (see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. Noise barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as
defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they
would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance
and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014).

55758

It does not appear that the best noise reduction options are
planned for the section passing Hilton, especially if it is creeping
closer with every re-design.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
the part of the route passing Hilton) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.

55774

If more of the route were in deep cutting it would help minimise
noise impact on the rural area and villages.

Yes
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No

The route location has been decided based on a range of factors including
proximity to communities, environmental considerations, and technology and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
engineering options. An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects
has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

104563

Concerns about noise and the design of noise barriers. The
proposals clearly need further development in this area.

Yes

No

Concerns regarding noise as summarised below.
•

•
•

The construction of the noise barrier on the south side of the
A14 resulted in increased noise for Impington as it bounces
off the barrier and is exacerbated by the prevailing wind.
Noise reduction measures would be limited.
The traffic projections only include agreed new
developments, and exclude new docks, some of Northstowe,
Waterbeach barracks development and others, therefore
noise could eventually become unbearable.
Noise reduction measures seem to be an afterthought and
insufficient budget has been assigned.

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement).
Yes

No

104584

There are multiple examples around Cambridge where the road
has either been in cutting or bunds provided on either side to
reduce the impact of the noise.

Yes

No

34906, 105027)

Query whether low noise road surfaces will be provided.

Yes

No

Yes

No

104575

•

Recommend that a modern noise barrier is provided rather than
the proposed bund for the following reasons:
104593, 104672

•
•
•

It would reduce landtake and hence cost;
It would leave local farmers with some livelihood; and
The proposed bund would have limited effect.

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken for
construction and operation of the scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
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The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Noise
prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the
road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard
noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided a noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important Area 6109 is located to the south
of Impington close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies
additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 320m long and 4m high absorptive barrier replacing
existing 2m high barrier and also extending west by 250m with 3m high absorptive
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Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

45337

Unsure of the noise impacts on Mill Common and Huntingdon,
which are not mentioned in the environmental report.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including in relation to Mill Common
and Huntingdon) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Noise
prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind blowing from the
road.

45337

Query what noise impacts the additional roundabouts will have.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The noise impacts, including impacts to Mill Common, Huntingdon, which would
arise from the proposed scheme, have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. The noise assessment methodology is that described in the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (HD213/11 Revision 1). The method notes
that speed variations associated with junctions would result in a trade-off between
the effects of reducing speed and the additional engine noise generated by
deceleration and acceleration. Hence the prediction of noise should assume a
mean speed appropriate to the segment of road under assessment. In summary,
roundabouts will not have a significant influence on noise modelling predictions or
noise emission levels.
In Huntingdon, the Environmental Statement has identified that the provision of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large number of
dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14 including those at Mill
Common.

45339

It should be ensured that the sound barrier does not compromise
the site of Huntingdon Castle any further, while still minimising
traffic noise.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
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Highways Agency’s response
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The
existing barrier is to be retained at Huntingdon Castle, which is also assessed in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement.

104624

104625

Inadequate protection of village residents against noise along
the stretch Girton and Milton. This is not a new issue but will be
exacerbated by the proposals.

This will do little to reduce noise.

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
the stretch between Girton and Milton) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment (including in relation to the villages along the
stretch mentioned) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Yes

Yes
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No

No

Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important Area 5043 is located to the south
of Girton close to the A14 and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to
replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise
barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m
long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. There are other
Important Areas along the Cambridge Northern Bypass that would also receive
additional scheme mitigation. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
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addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

34932

101771, 104668,
35078, 104860,
104921, 102641,
105083, 104662,
10163

Noise pollution is not well enough defined.

Low noise surfacing must be used on the old A14 and along the
new A14.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance (refer to Appendix 14.3 of the Environmental Statement). The
assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute and baseline
levels.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing on both existing and new scheme roads and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
Comment noted.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.

10163

104663

The M11 causes noise pollution for miles on either side.

Noise pollution cannot be overcome.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
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Highways Agency’s response
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

104668

More effective noise barriers must be provided.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed
highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014).

34960

104708

Lack of clarity regarding mitigation measures for noise pollution.

Lack of consideration given to noise pollution. Reference is
made to special road surfaces but it is not clarified that this is the
same as currently used.

Yes

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing on both existing and new scheme roads and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
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for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

104720

Request that the road is constructed at the lowest possible
height with substantial noise barriers, natural screening and low
sound road surface to minimise sound impacts.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
The level of the A14 is governed not just by the need to be above flood levels but
also to allow effective drainage of the proposed highway.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

104721

104744

Clarification required on whether the noise barriers will be
sufficient. There has been no evidence of any reduction in noise
pollution via tests carried out.

Due to the loss of mature trees and the increased proximity of
the road, an effective sound barrier is required for the Blackwell
Traveller Site at Milton.

A three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has been
constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as
well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect
noise. Noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction, ie wind
blowing from the road. Noise barrier mitigation has been optimised where the
need is identified.
Yes

Yes
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No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard
noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment (including on the Blackwell Caravan
Park at Milton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
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noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, Important Area 5045 is located at
Blackwell Caravan Park and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Environmental Impact Assessment has been
undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on the
scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental constraints and issues
were identified and incorporated into the decision making process throughout. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared
with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

104744

Query how the applicant can be sure that the proposed noise
mitigation will be sufficient prior to the assembly of the
construction; it seems to be pure guesswork.

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

104770

Further investigation and dissemination of the findings is needed

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
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to ensure that pollution caused by noise do not overly impact on
the village of Madingley as the new A14 junction is positioned
closer to the village.

Highways Agency’s response
(including in relation to Madingley) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant noise effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Madingley as a result of the scheme.

104781

104782

The noise has not been thought through.

The proposed route impacts a greater number of residential
properties than the current route therefore greater noise
mitigation measures should be provided. The proposed planting
and sound may not be sufficient and that there is scope for a
greater degree of protection.

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including in relation to Milton) as part of the environmental impact assessment and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

104787

Noise pollution is an existing issue in Milton. Traffic noise can be
reduced greatly by using the correct road surfacing materials.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
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noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and
other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.

35020

Road noise is already bad along the A14 corridor, even at
significant distance from the road i.e. to central Histon/Oakington
and beyond.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

104858

Substantial additional noise protection required between the
west side of Brampton and the new proposed routes.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including in relation to Brampton) as part of the environmental impact assessment
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify
for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
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levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in
the scheme design.

104860, 104921

Effective sound barriers should be included within the banking
design for the length of the scheme adjacent to Hilton.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme (including
the stretch adjacent to Hilton) has been undertaken as part of the environmental
impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme. No noise
barriers are proposed for the stretch of the scheme around Hilton.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including with respect to Hilton) for construction and operation of the scheme as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
There is potential of noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the
community of Hilton during construction. The Environmental Statement includes a
range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the
use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise or vibration pollution are predicted for the village of Hilton.

57336

Concerns regarding vibration in Hilton.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise and vibration impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings,
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. In accordance with the DMRB HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al.,
2011) guidance, airborne vibration nuisance is only considered for dwellings in the
study area within 40m of a road. Hilton is much further than this.
In addition, during operation no ground borne vibration impacts are predicted. This
is because, in accordance with highway construction standards including Manual
of Contract Documents for Highway Works, Volume 1 Specification for Highway
Works, Series 700 Road pavements – general (Highways Agency, 2009) the
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
surface of the proposed upgraded roads would be smooth with no surface
irregularities of sufficient size to generate significant levels of ground borne
vibration. It is a requirement of the specification for new highways that the new
road surfaces would be free of significant discontinuities. The size of irregularities
necessary to cause perceptible ground borne vibration is only expected in
‘exceptional circumstances’ as discussed in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. It is considered that no such exceptional circumstances would arise
from the operation of the scheme.
In summary, the Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant
adverse noise and vibration effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the
scheme.

45927

Query whether noise from construction work would be five days
a week or include evening and weekend working.

35129

Insufficient consideration given to noise. A 30-50% increase in
traffic on the A14 alone will give rise to a significant in traffic
noise that will travel further and affect more people. The
additional traffic will also impact noise levels around local roads.
A small decrease in dB from a modern road surface will not
compensate for the additional traffic and it would require ongoing
maintenance.

Yes

104977

Investment into road capacity for the private car, as opposed to
rail freight and improved cycling infrastructure, will exacerbate
noise pollution.

Yes

No

104986

The proposal for a 2 metre sound absorbing bund is insufficient
– the specification for these designs requires an earth bund
topped by sound absorbing fencing.

Yes

No

104826, 105124

Insufficient consideration given to mitigating noise impacts.

Yes

No

34881

Noise and vibration do not appear to have been a priority.

Yes

No

104861

The noise impacts would negate any benefits to the area.

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce
would adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise effects. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice
(Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement.)
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011) as 600metres around new or
altered highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works
subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme
on opening. A three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has
been constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or
reflect noise. Assessment of operational noise change uses a comparison of traffic
data projected with and without the scheme, both in the opening year (2020), and
in the future assessment year (2035), i.e. the year of maximum projected traffic
flow within 15 years of opening. The assessment has focused on the long term
noise effects (i.e. with-scheme 2035 vs without-scheme 2020) as required by
DMRB HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011). The do-minimum 2035 was
also considered to determine whether any significant effects identified are a
consequence of traffic growth.
The design and construction of the scheme would be carried out in accordance
with current standards so that poor road surfaces and sub-grade conditions are not
evident when the scheme is open to traffic. The design and construction of the
scheme would be undertaken in accordance with the DMRB HD213/11 (Highways
Agency et al., 2011), relevant local authority standards and the Manual of Contract
Documents for Highway Works (MCHW), as appropriate. These documents set
out the standards and specifications to be met for road design and construction,
including, but not limited to, the road foundations, earthworks, bridges and road
pavement.
The new trunk roads would be provided and maintained to acceptable standards in
line with the maintenance requirements for the trunk road network in England.
Changes in car technology may lead to lower levels of noise from the scheme than
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Highways Agency’s response
predicted by the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) (Department of
Transport Welsh Office, 1988) on low speed roads. On higher speed roads, tyre
sound dominates and hence the output of CRTN continues to be the robust
method to estimate the future noise levels caused by the scheme.
Noise barriers and landscape barriers would be designed in accordance with
DMRB, HA 65/94 Design Guide for Environmental Barriers (Highways Agency
1994) and HA 66/95 Environmental Barriers: Technical Requirements (Highways
Agency 1995).
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
During construction, noise would affect residents at areas including south of Girton
interchange and south of the Cambridge Northern Bypass. Site specific noise
controls would be agreed with the local authorities before construction is started.
Noise insulation would be provided for qualifying properties close to construction
activities where noise would otherwise be disruptive.
During operation, over 2,900 dwellings along the existing A14 corridor through
Huntingdon, Godmanchester and Fenstanton and many sensitive non-residential
facilities, including Hinchingbrooke Hospital, Stukeley Meadow Primary School and
Hemingford Nursery School would benefit from noise reductions as a result of the
scheme. These improvements would result mainly from the re-routeing traffic out
of town and along the new bypass. Noise improvements also result from the
provision of low noise road surfacing, and a number of noise barriers along the
modified sections of the existing A1 and A14, including the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. Existing noise barriers would be enhanced by the scheme at a number of
locations, particularly at Girton and Impington. These noise reductions are in line
with the aim of Government noise policy to improve health and quality of life, where
possible.
There would be around 330 dwellings with a minor adverse or greater noise impact
predominantly along the new bypass section of the scheme between Brampton
interchange and Fen Drayton. The magnitude of noise increases and the number
of people adversely affected by them has been minimised by noise mitigation
integrated into the scheme, in line with the aim of Government noise policy to
minimise as far as sustainable adverse impact on health and quality of life.
Mitigation measures designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation include careful design of the alignment and cuttings, the use of low noise
road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and installation of noise fence barriers at a
number of locations.
A small number of residential properties situated close to the scheme would qualify
for noise insulation under the Government’s regulations. Noise insulation combined
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Highways Agency’s response
with mitigation integrated into the scheme would avoid any significant adverse
impact on health and quality of life, consistent with Government noise policy.

105062

101771

101799

It will reduce noise near to a relatively high population area.

Noise standards should be obtained.

Not enough done to address noise levels from road in
Histon/Impington

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
criteria used have been developed in line with the relevant regulations, standards
and guidance. The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria,
which are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
Organization guidance (please refer to Appendix 14.3 of the Environmental
Statement).

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation
period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.
Mitigation identified in the ES includes the following barriers in the area of the
A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for
properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the
north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive
barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier.
The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES. The existing barrier at Orchard
Park would be retained.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive and during operation where road traffic
noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise insulation.

101954

Your priority should be noise and air pollution, but in fact you
accept large traffic increases and extremely limited noise
abatement measures. The A14 should be tunnelled or subject to
much larger scale mounding and noise abatement from a mile
before it passes through Girton to a mile after it leaves.

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects is reported in Chapter
14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme
to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
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Highways Agency’s response
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be provided
at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra
2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or
sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise policy,
planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). Important
Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the ES identifies
additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers: On the northern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of
Girton Road to replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of
Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton
Road. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive and during operation where road traffic
noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise insulation.

104759

101764

The A14 will be raised as it passes by Hilton, this will increase
the noise pollution substantially. If it were to be level with the
current A14, or lower, and high banks were constructed on either
side, the noise pollution would be significantly lower.

The new A14 needs more noise reducing surfacing.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for the construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). There
is potential of noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the village of
Hilton during construction. The Environmental Statement includes a range of
mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the ES), the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for the village of Hilton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. A mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton – see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the ES. During scheme operation,
the ES has not identified any likely significant adverse effects at the village of
Hilton as a result of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation
period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
The current proposal is that the scheme would use 'low noise' road surfacing
material. The Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled
asphalt.
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Consultee(s)

101953

Summary of consultee comment

Noise mitigation details in the consultation document are vague.
Noise barriers are mentioned, but the maps don't show where
these will be used and what barriers would be in place. Simple
trees aren't a noise barrier according to research from
http://www.sonobex.com.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The barriers are shown on Figure
14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

101767

Inconvenience and noise should be kept to the minimum.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

101953

Construction and traffic noise will travel significantly across local
towns and villages, especially during winter months when winds
prevail in a north-west direction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement (ES) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation
measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include
noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment),
acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of
the scheme during construction have been considered in the ES.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
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Highways Agency’s response
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response
to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Highways Agency has established significance effect criteria, which are based
on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization guidance.
The significance of effect takes account of the baseline levels. The methodology
set out in Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) (Department of Transport and
Welsh Office, 1988) has been used to predict the change in noise level resulting
from the change in road traffic during and due to construction of the scheme. The
CRTN procedures assume typical worst case noise propagation scenarios which
are consistent with moderately adverse wind velocities in all directions.

104563

Concerned about noise.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response
to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.

101828

The use of the A14 as a sound barrier to deflect the effect of the
increased A1 traffic volumes will not address the additional noise
generated by the A14 itself.

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011) as 600metres around new or
altered highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works
subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme
on opening. A three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has
been constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or
reflect noise.
The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
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Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts.
To the west of Brampton, where the A14 would be on an embankment, this would
provide a degree of screening (to Brampton) of the noise from the proposed A1
route. The A14 itself would, in this area be screened from Brampton by a 1000m
long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting which has
been included in the scheme design. The barrier is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.

Visual impacts
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Comment is noted.

300018

At Huntingdon and Godmanchester the existing road feels very
intrusive as you cross the river and rail line at roof height.

Yes

No

D20 The viaduct carrying the existing A14 over the East Coast mainline railway
would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that would
provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be constructed
to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the
de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station, with
Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the de-trunked
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge.
The viaduct carrying the existing A14 over the river Great Ouse would be retained;
however the road would no longer be a trunk road.

Hilton Parish
Council A14 Action
Group

The scheme will be visually intrusive.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

It is important to maintain the visual integrity of the commons in
Huntingdon.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

The importance of maintaining the visual integrity of the
commons within Huntingdon should be a priority.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and improvement
of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape and
cause adverse effects upon a wide range of visual receptors. Landscape
mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
Details of the mitigation can be found in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to Views and Mill Commons) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. Taking account of the assessment, a range of
mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design to mitigate adverse
effects.
Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
Common. However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east
of the proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme. This would extend the grazing land; reduce severance caused by the
existing A14; and also offset the loss of grazing land which would result from the
construction of the Views Common roundabout and the Views Common Link.
Some parts of the new highway earthworks would be graded out to marry into the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
character of the open land on Mill Common. The removal of the existing A14
viaduct would remove a locally dominant structure in views across Views and Mill
Commons and from the south-west.
Tree planting is already present along the existing A14 along the edge of Views
and Mill Commons, so that new tree planting along the proposed roads would not
be detrimental to the character of those areas. The planting proposals would
establish or recreate belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide
general screening to the scheme and help to integrate it into the surrounding
townscape without affecting the visual integrity of these areas of grazing land.
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken (including
with respect to Brampton Wood and Portholme Meadow) and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape mitigation works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme, and these are detailed in
Chapter 10 and illustrated on Figure 3.2 of the ES.

Concerns regarding the impact on the visual amenity in areas
such as Brampton Wood and Portholme Meadow (SAC). There
will be a need for a high level of mitigation and landscaping.
CPRE
Cambridgeshire

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A biodiversity mitigation strategy has also been developed to ensure no net loss of
valued habitats, maintain habitat connectivity, reduce disturbance to species and
create new habitat areas for a range of species.
With mitigation measures in place, no significant adverse effects are predicted at
either Brampton Wood or Portholme SAC.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of measures to mitigate visual effects has been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and planting.

101020, 104709

101973

102856

Concerns regarding visual amenity/lines of sight in Hilton.

Supportive of measures to improve the visual impact of the new
road such as tarmac and fences, especially between Girton and
Swavesey.
Care must be taken over visual impact. The road should be as
close as possible to the current ground level and not elevated in
any way, the noise and visual impact barriers need to do as
much as possible to hide the road from residential properties
when construction occurs and not need several years growth to
become effective.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

There are un-sufficient visual mitigation proposals in place.
103588, 104653,
104656, 104708

55774

If more of the route were in deep cutting it would help minimise

Yes

No

Yes

No
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To the north of Hilton there would be bunding of up to 2m in height above the road
surface located on the south side, which would be planted with trees and shrubs.
In addition, distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of
Hilton would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary
vegetation. Details of the mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Support is noted.

The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental
bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme,
the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and
shrub planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of screening
vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of the scheme and
would generally reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term. Where
provided environmental bunding would contribute to early visual screening.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given constraints on the scheme

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

visual impact on the rural area and villages.

Highways Agency’s response
such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline railway, and
effective drainage. Deep cuttings have been included where practical.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental bunds,
where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme, the use
of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and shrub
planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that
would, over time, provide screening to views of the scheme and would generally
reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of measures to mitigate visual effects has been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and planting.

104630

The section of road nearest Hilton is planned to be raised with
only a small bund to provide visual screening.

Yes

No

To the north of Hilton there would be bunding of up to 2m in height above the road
surface located on the south side, which would be planted with trees and shrubs.
In addition, distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of
Hilton would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary
vegetation. Details of the mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme such as clearance requirements, for example across the East Coast
mainline railway, and effective drainage.

34960)

The elevated road will be highly visible to residents in and to the
north of Offord Cluny.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to Offord Cluny) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental
Statement. A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting to lessen the
visual effects of the scheme. The planting proposals would establish belts of
screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of the
scheme where it crosses the Great Ouse valley, and would generally reduce the
significance of those visual effects in the long term. In particular there would be
planting on the embankment to the south of the proposed A14 to screen the road.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Offord Cluny
would in some directions be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation. Rural
properties north of the main settlement and within close proximity to the scheme
would, however, experience significant adverse visual effects.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme such as clearance requirements, for example across the East Coast
mainline railway, and effective drainage.

104837

The unnecessary height of the new road means that only a 1
metre bund can be provided to reduce visual impact, whereas
the recommended bund height is 2-3 metre.

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape mitigation works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental
bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme,
the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and
shrub planting. The mitigation proposals would establish belts of screening
vegetation in part on bunding that would, over time, provide screening to views of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the scheme and would generally reduce the significance of visual effects in the
long term
It is unclear to which mounding this comment refers. High bunding would not
always be appropriate as this would have an adverse effect on landscape
character, particularly within the Ouse valley.
Details of the mitigation including location and height of environmental bunds can
be seen in the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including with
respect to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A
range of measures to mitigate visual effects has been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and planting.

57336

The visual impact on the Hilton landscape will be 4 metres
above the current road level.

Yes

No

To the north of Hilton there would be bunding of up to 2m in height above the road
surface located on the south side, which would be planted with trees and shrubs.
In addition, distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of
Hilton would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary
vegetation. Details of the mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme, such as clearance requirements and effective drainage.

104921

104663

104707

Unclear why the Scheme requires the carriageway to be
elevated to such a significant level as the existing A14 is not
elevated in this location. Lowering the level of the carriageway to
the minimum level will reduce the visual intrusion and permit
more effective mitigation measures.

Visual impact cannot be overcome.

The visual impact of the major construction and the traffic will be
a tragedy for residents.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
has been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and shrub planting
to lessen the visual effects of the scheme. The planting proposals would establish
belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of
the scheme and would generally reduce the significance of those visual effects in
the long term. Details of the mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and improvement
of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape and
cause adverse effects upon a wide range of visual receptors. Landscape
mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape
whilst reducing the significance of visual effects. Details of the mitigation can be
found in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works are
proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental
bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme,
the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and extensive areas
of native tree and shrub planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of
screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of the
scheme and of traffic, and would generally reduce the significance of visual effects
in the long term.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing
decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental
constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making
process throughout.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement along with
measures to reduce these impacts. These include the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP) – see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement. The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency and
the main contractors including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.

104728

The scheme will result in a visual impact on the period houses
on the Walks North and Walks East in Huntington, which
constitute some of the few surviving buildings of that period in
the town.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. It is acknowledged that residents of
properties along the Walks North and the Walks East would experience some
adverse visual effects as a result of the highway infrastructure and associated
traffic and lighting introduced by the scheme. An assessment of impacts on cultural
heritage has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental
Statement. The setting to those buildings referred to, and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area would also be affected.
New avenue tree planting, shrub and hedge planting and the use of estate railings
would complement elements of existing townscape character and the planting
would provide some screening to the scheme. In addition the embankments
required for the scheme would be gently graded to marry in smoothly with Mill
Common. Some adverse visual effects however, are likely to remain.
The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme such as clearance requirements, eg across the East Coast mainline
railway.

104864

Query how the 12 metre high roadway north of Offord Cluny will
be hidden.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment for the scheme (including the stretch
north of Offord Cluny) has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the
scheme design including ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting to
lessen the visual effects of the scheme. The planting proposals would establish
belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of
the scheme where it crosses the Great Ouse valley, and would generally reduce
the significance of those visual effects in the long term. In particular there would
be planting on the embankment to the south of the proposed A14 to screen the
road.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Offord Cluny
would in some directions be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation.

55530

The new bridges crossing the carriageway will be raised to a
height of 9 metres above ground level and will lead to visual
intrusion of the bridge structure over the carriageway.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and improvement
of major highway infrastructure including bridges carrying local roads over the
scheme would affect the character of the landscape and locally cause adverse
effects upon visual receptors.
Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impacts and to integrate the scheme in to the wider landscape. Environmental
bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to visually screen the
highway, the traffic flow and the related infrastructure such as bridges and signs.
Embankments carrying local roads up to the bridges would be planted with trees
and shrubs. This treatment would link into local landscape features such as
hedges and with the landscape treatment along the scheme, whilst providing
screening from visual receptors.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

35102

104986

53805

Unclear that visual impacts have been appropriately addressed.
The visual landscape will inevitably be reduced by the new road.

Yes

The proposal for a 2 metre bund is insufficient in visual terms.

There will also be significant adverse visual impacts from the
raised road and bridges which will cut a swathe through what is
currently open and peaceful countryside. It is impossible to judge
how severe these impacts will be as none of the studies have
been completed. There was lack of clarity over how high the
bridges might be and stated that the proposed bunds were
principally for visual effect. There is a need for proper noise
barriers, as used extensively in Europe. Mostly, though, there is
a need for the data in order to reach proper conclusions. It is not
clear how the proposed route can be so advanced without these
data being available.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and improvement
of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape and
cause adverse effects upon a wide range of visual receptors. Landscape
mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
Details of the mitigation can be found in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

No

A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and planting to mitigate visual effects. It is unclear to which
mounding this comment refers. Details of the environmental mitigation can be seen
in the outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The Highways Agency has prepared section drawings showing the scheme profile
as part of the DCO submission - see the Outline Environmental Design Illustrative
Cross-Sections contained in Figure 3.3 of the Environmental Statement. The
optimum level of the carriageway is determined by a combination of engineering
and environmental considerations. The road level would be raised above ground
level in order to achieve an outfall for the drainage from the carriageway into local
watercourses.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of measures to mitigate
visual effects has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme including bridges into the wider landscape. Whilst it would not be possible
to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual effects would be restricted by the indirect and
filtered nature of many views and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long
term, so that residual effects would generally be of low significance. Details of the
mitigation can be seen in the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme as a whole to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed whereas
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104826

Insufficient consideration given to mitigating visual impacts.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and improvement
of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape and
cause adverse effects upon a wide range of visual receptors. Landscape
mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
Details of the mitigation can be found in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. This
includes assessment in relation to Hilton. The scheme is designed to take traffic
away from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. During
operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. The scheme
would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction; however,
once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Noise increases are identified along the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which would
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The scheme includes overpasses to
reduce severance or barrier effects for communities like Hilton. Analysis of traffic
movements to all three major hospitals of relevance to the study area
(Hinchingbrooke, Addenbrooke’s and Papworth hospitals) showed no change or a
reduction in journey times for most routes.

Health
Consultee(s)

101020

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns that the current route will damage the health of the
current residents of Hilton.

Date consulted

Yes

101897

Offord is largely populated by retires wishing to enjoy what was
once a healthy clean environment. There is no need for the
HGVs and their pollutants.

Yes

No

An assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment concludes that the
affected road network in 2020 includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy, and the
impact in this area for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. The 2035 affected road network
covers both of the Offords. The impact in these locations for NO2 and PM10 is
negligible. All results in this area are in compliance with the objectives and limit
values. In addition, an assessment of human health impacts has been undertaken
and is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
has not identified any significant residual health effects likely to arise from the
operation of the scheme

104664

Concerns regarding health impacts on the young and those with

Yes

No

An assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

respiratory conditions due to the apparent lack of any accurate
pollution modelling or monitoring provision.

104961

Concerns over health and safety for children as a result of the
already congested roads. The roads are already damaged and
totally unsatisfactory, and will worsen with the additional traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to take traffic
away from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air
emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the detrunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution
emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. During operation,
no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. In addition, an
assessment of human health impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment has not identified
any significant residual health effects likely to arise from the operation of the
scheme.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route. Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated
junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would
Introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.
An assessment of human health impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment has not identified
any significant residual health effects likely to arise from the operation of the
scheme

104759

Request details regarding the Highways Agency’s policies on
health impact, including the detrimental impact of increased
pollution for asthmatics.

Yes

No

The application of the assessment of human health impacts is increasingly seen as
a possibly beneficial method to support efforts to improve health, and to address
health inequalities. With this aim in mind, and also to meet stakeholder
expectations, an assessment of human health impacts has been undertaken for
the scheme. The assessment has not identified any significant residual health
effects likely to arise from the operation of the scheme. Assessment of air quality
and human health impacts are reported in Chapter 8 and Appendix 18.1 of the
Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas
where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are
predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The
scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at
the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An
AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where national air
quality objectives could be exceeded.

No

The height of the carriageway would be minimised due to environmental and
engineering considerations. There is a shortage of available fill material for
embankment construction hence the design seeks to minimise the height of
embankments in order to reduce the demand for fill in the scheme. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to

Mitigation
The following mitigation measures should be included:
104921

•
•
•
•

Carriageway built at the minimum elevated level.
Substantial natural banking to be constructed.
Effective sound barriers to be included.
Low noise road surface to be used on the carriageway.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

•

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway. Likely
significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and operation
of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

Borrow pits for construction only and should cease to be
operational after completion of the scheme.
• No construction traffic should be permitted through
villages.
Contractual mitigation measures to be included in the design
specification.

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Latest technology appropriately
designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The current proposal is that the scheme would use 'low noise' road surfacing
material. The Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled
asphalt.
Borrow pits would provide materials needed for the scheme only and therefore
would cease operation prior to the scheme opening. The restoration of the borrow
pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits
is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the ES, which provides background to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. The restoration of the borrow pits has two
main objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities, and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), see Appendix 20.2 of the
ES sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during
construction. Where appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles
would be provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads. The construction
team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes to
construction sites. The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been
considered in the ES.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP, prior to the
commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.

102880

Plans should provide sufficient screening from noise and light
pollution to villages like Hilton.

Yes

No

There is potential of noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the
village of Hilton during construction. The ES includes a range of mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the ES, the use of appropriate construction
phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for the village of Hilton
during construction.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. No noise barriers are proposed near
Hilton but an environmental bund of up to 2m in height above the road surface
would be provided on the south side of the road to the north of Hilton to mitigate
noise effects. During scheme operation, the ES has not identified any likely
significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons – no lighting is provided in the vicinity of
Hilton. The mitigation bund mentioned above would screen out headlamps.

Further information required
Comment duly no

5960

The question is not understandable and should be rewritten
using plain English language.

Yes

No

104606

The broad approach covers various areas, but these are only set
out in outline.

Yes

No

34917

Insufficient data is provided on the impacts. Quotes from
representatives have admitted to a complete lack of data.

Yes

No

35001

There is no mention of our village.

Yes

No

35018

The brochure presents a blinkered view of environmental impact.

Yes

No

35041

The mitigation measures proposed are not detailed enough.

Yes

No

35062

Insufficient details of measures to reduce environmental impact

Yes

No
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The brochure contained a description of the junction but not an extract of the
scheme drawing showing it. A drawing of the A1198 junction is available on the
Highways Agency’s website at
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3020
55/Proposed_Scheme_GA_P0_09.pdf
along with the other drawings of the scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

through noise, air quality and visual impact.
102797

Happy with the consultation exhibition banners.

Comment duly noted
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area. The Preliminary Environmental Information Report does discuss the
air quality, noise, landscape and visual and flood risk impacts at Hilton
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

27772

The Preliminary Environmental Information Report does not
discuss the impact on Hilton.

Noise and air quality at Hilton
Yes

No
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

27770

The specialist was unable to provide any information about the
noise position.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and
vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment.

104828

Staff at the consultation were unable to specify the exact
distance of the road from the village of Offord.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required
to construct and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an
explanation of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory
purchase land. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process
of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme
design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

30301

There was no information available at the public consultation
stage regarding certain aspects of the environmental impact on
the area in the valley near the Offord villages.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the ES
(Appendix 17.1). The need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing
ponds and flood compensation areas was identified. These mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme where necessary following the formal consultation
and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. In relation to the river
Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but might
not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised 5mm rise for
a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the
assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely significant adverse
effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in Standard of
Protection to any property.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
EIA and is reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. ZZZENV [response needed]The
assessment has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and vibration
effects at The Offords as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment concludes that the affected road network in 2020
includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy and the impact in this area for NO2 and
PM10 is negligible. The 2035 affected road network covers both of the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Offords. The impact in these locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible. All results
in this area are in compliance with the objectives and limit values. In addition, a
health impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Appendix 18.1
of the ES. The assessment has not identified any significant residual health effects
likely to arise from the operation of the scheme.
Comment duly noted.

30309

An executive summary should have been provided.

104961

At the recent meeting with the construction company
representatives no reasonable explanations were given in terms
of any of the issues raised such as traffic noise and additional
traffic using Hilton as a rush hour rat run due to the change in
the A14 route.

34871

The presence of the grass strip airfield between the new route
and Elsworth was not identified in any maps shown at the
consultation venue.

104630

Representatives at the consultation seemed to be out of touch
with the current levels of traffic through Hilton.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

A non-technical summary of the Preliminary Environmental Information Report
(Highways Agency, April 2014) was included in the report. A non-technical
summary of the Environmental Statement is provided as part of the DCO
application.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (see Appendix 20.2 of
the Environmental Statement) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport
and all travellers during construction. It applies across the scheme, including
villages. Where appropriate, the construction team would provide haul routes
through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public
roads. The construction team would consult with local authorities regarding access
routes that may be used to access the construction sites

No

The grass airfield near Conington does not appear on the Ordnance Survey
mapping used as the scheme background. The scheme does not impact the
airfield.

No

Comment noted. The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a
reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction
would result from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate
that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be
reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600
vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley
Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

45461

A representative from Jacobs committed to providing a cross
section of the plan of where the A14 crosses the road to Hilton.
This has not been provided there cannot comment on the
adequacy of any new plans or information.

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement (ES) provides a detailed environmental impact
assessment of the scheme and of mitigation. Figure 3.3 Outline Environmental
Design Illustrative cross sections from the ES includes a set of representative
cross sections of the scheme. These include Section EE at a location to the north
east of Hilton approximately mid-way between the bridges carrying the Mere Way
and B1040 Potton Road over the scheme. The location of the cross section is
shown on Figure 3.2 Outline Environmental Design drawings, which also shows in
plan form the layout of the mitigation along the road and around the bridges
comprising a range of measures including earth bunds of up to two metres above
the scheme road surface and dense tree and shrub planting. Substantial planting is
provided on the embankments leading to the bridges to assist in screening and
integrating these features into the local landscape.

105130

In order for this consultation to be honest and transparent, the
Highways Agency must review their plans for reducing the

Yes

No

Comments received in response to the formal consultation have been considered
in developing the preliminary scheme design and Environmental Statement. The
environmental impact assessment has been undertaken in accordance with
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

impact of the road on our village, e.g. noise, light and air quality
pollution, height of bund, visual impact.

Highways Agency’s response
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Consultation Report has been prepared to present
the responses received and how they have been taken into account.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Assessments of air quality, landscape and visual and noise impacts are reported in
Chapters 8, 10 and 14, of the Environmental Statement.

10153

The proposed approach to mitigating the potential adverse
environmental impacts has been clearly explained, although the
detail is unknown until the scheme is underway.

Yes

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.
Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local
authorities and other stakeholders since the formal consultation. This has included
the sharing of updated traffic and environmental information, including drafts of the
Environmental Statement, prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an important statutory process required
for the scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely significant
effects arising from the construction and operation of the scheme. The EIA is
reported in the Environmental Statement, which ensures decision making is based
on comprehensive environmental information and considers likely significant
environmental effects.

103517

The design of major schemes should not only be based on
consultations. Retro engineering a project to accommodate
environmental concerns is a fundamentally flawed practice.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
The environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken by suitably
qualified and experienced specialists and in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance, as part of an iterative process of consultation, design
and assessment over the past year leading up to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

There is a need for full open and public on-going postcompletion road evaluations to be completed. These should
measure the effect on the landscape biodiversity, and residents
beyond the road’s immediate vicinity, study the effect on levels
of pollutants and CO2, and analyse traffic growth to determine
whether the new road is itself generating new traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency undertakes post opening project evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports
cover five areas of assessment: environment (including air quality), safety,
economy, accessibility and integration.

Future growth

Campaign for
Better Transport
(CfBT)

University of
Cambridge

Unclear if the preliminary assessment documents take account
of associated new developments mentioned in the objectives.
Concerns regarding the impacts of the cumulative traffic
generated. Will be looking closely at the detailed Environmental
Statement for the project when it is published.

No reference is made to either of the University’s North West
Cambridge or West Cambridge Developments in the
identification of Key Developments. These developments should
be included within the baseline environmental assessments.

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). Further development may also
cause cumulative effects when combined with the effects of the scheme. An
assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
foreseeable development has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 18 of
the Environmental Statement.
Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This includes the North-West Cambridge development.
This development has therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and
the design of the scheme has been amended to account for this growth.
Further development may also cause cumulative effects when combined with the
effects of the scheme. An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme
with other reasonably foreseeable development has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.

101916

Query whether sufficient consideration has been given to the
scheme’s capacity to cope with future population growth and
long term growth expected in this area.

Yes

No

103579

Concerns regarding the cumulative effects of the multiple
projects proposed for this area, particularly with regard to the
immediate area around Northstowe.

Yes

No
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The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Further development may also cause cumulative effects when combined with the
effects of the scheme. An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme
with other reasonably foreseeable development has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.

103579

Concerns regarding the urbanisation of this area with the large
increases in population, reduction of natural habitats and local
traffic increases.

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified. This mitigation
seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance. Other principles adopted in the
mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal
corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural planting (in conjunction
with fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with
new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of
watercourses where practicable; and the creation of new habitats along the
highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain along the scheme. The
Construction Environmental Management Plan would include roles and
responsibilities, together with appropriate control measures, training and briefing
procedures, risk assessments and monitoring systems to be employed during
planning and constructing the works for all relevant topic areas including ecology.
Yes

No
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. The majority of this development is not dependent upon the
A14 scheme and would be expected to happen whether or not the scheme goes
ahead.
Transport Assessment [paragraph 7.2.2] concludes that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the Northstowe development and
existing trips diverting back on to the A14. The traffic and environmental effects
associated with the specific developments have been considered by the local
planning authority where consent has been granted and will be considered in
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
future planning applications. However, further development may also cause
cumulative effects when combined with the effects of the scheme. As such, an
assessment of the likely significant cumulative effects of the scheme with other
reasonably foreseeable developments within the vicinity of the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon scheme has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 18 of the
Environmental Statement.

104487

104755

104937

101768

Consideration should be given to future development such as
RAF Wyton and Alconbury Weald.

New communities should have all necessary services and
employment opportunities locally and reliable public transport
links to reduce car-usage and allow better work-life balance for
single people as well as families.

Inadequate approach to assessing cumulative impacts of
economic growth, especially the major development projects
earmarked for this area. Without a thorough analysis of how
transport needs and traffic patterns will change as a result of the
whole package of major investments, one cannot estimate
properly the impacts of the A14 improvement. Such an
assessment would surely highlight the need for much greater
investment in expansion and improvement of public transport, as
a higher priority than A14 expansion.

There is little room left in Huntingdon and excess development
will overload the infrastructure.

Yes

No

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.
The proposed development at Wyton Airfield has not been included in the
forecasts. While the site is included in Huntingdonshire’s draft Local Plan to 2036,
this document is not expected to be approved until early 2016 according to the
timetable set out in the Local Development Scheme. Consequently, Huntingdon
District Council has advised that the development does not currently have
sufficient certainty to be included in the ‘core’ scenario for the A14 scheme in
accordance with WebTAG guidance.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. Whilst the
Highways Agency can make recommendations on future planned developments
based on the potential impact on the strategic road network, the decision as to
whether a development is approved is a matter for the local planning authority to
manage.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
Further development may also cause cumulative effects when combined with the
effects of the scheme. An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme
with other reasonably foreseeable development has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.

Yes

General design
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. The Transport Assessment
concludes that as a result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of
strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels
on a number of other key radial routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Alignment
101993

It comes too close to housing in Brampton, even nearer than the
current A1.

Yes

No

101917

300m between the A14, A1 at Brampton is not acceptable.
These houses will be subject to 10 lanes of traffic day and night.

The new A1 would be located to the west of the current A1, with the new A14 using
the existing A1. Therefore the nearest lane would be no closer to Brampton than
the current alignment.

Yes

No

Mitigation, including the addition of a noise bund to the east of the existing A1
would reduce the impact as a result of the scheme. l

102788

The road is too close to the built up area of Brampton and
Buckden.

Yes

No

104544

It is under a mile from the first house in Buckden.

Yes

No

34932, 55530,
57336, 104961

It is in close proximity to Hilton (approx. 700-800m) – half the
distance of the current A14.

Yes

No

34990

The road is unnecessarily close to Hilton and the environmental
impact will be significant.

Yes

No

104880

Bringing the new road so close to the village of Hilton and The
Offords ignores the environmental issues (pollution, noise and
visual impact).

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the truck road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
Safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the lower
proportion of heavy good vehicles.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative
routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise
equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Assessments of air quality, landscape and
visual and noise impacts on the Offords, Buckden, Brampton and Hilton are
reported in Chapters 8, 10 and 14, of the Environmental Statement.

Design
Suggest the following design amendments.
•

101020

•

•

The A14 should be placed in cutting and an underpass when
crossing the Potton Road north of Hilton in order to mitigate
the damage to the environment and amenity.
The crossing at Potton Road should be moved further North
towards the existing A14 to reduce noise and light pollution
and improve the air quality in Hilton.
The proposed route should be bent around Fen Stanton so
that it is further north of Hilton.

Yes
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No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the truck road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
Safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the lower
proportion of heavy good vehicles.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The height of the A14 would be determined by highway drainage considerations. It
is necessary to elevate the road in order to safely drain the highway towards the
drainage ponds and watercourses. An assessment of the scheme on local
communities has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
Comment duly noted. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the
Department of Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as
part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from
April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered. Drainage requirements
dictate the minimum elevation of the road and lowering it into cutting would
increase the likelihood of the road flooding and reliance on mechanical pumping.

101839

Particularly like the way the A1 is moved away from Brampton.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted. The movement of the A1 to the west as well
as mitigation measures would reduce the adverse impacts as a result of the
scheme
The scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to
three lanes or three to four lanes.
The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
the length of the proposed improvement scheme. It is not intended that these
would be available for overnight truck parking. The exact location of these
emergency refuges will be determined at the detailed design stage. Facilities for
overnight parking will be available at private-sector operated service areas. There
are currently three privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton Hut,
Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the scheme.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards, with sufficient capacity for
anticipated traffic up to the year 2035.

102881

It should be ensured that road design will allow post construction
improvements when the inevitable unforeseen circumstances
occur.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion
routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would
depend on the location and severity of the incident. The major strategic diversion
routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428,
depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a
reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route.

Suggest moving the route further north from Hilton and closer to
the existing A14 for the following reasons.
103584, 104672

•
•

Reduced impact on Hilton village.
Reduced impact on some farmers as the land to the north is
generally contract farmed and the effect on the land owners
would be less.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance. The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel
for local people. It would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and
village roads, providing people with less congested and safer access to services
and amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance
cycle and pedestrian access.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

104668

The carriageway does not need to be so high.

104703

The height of the carriageway and bridges should be reduced to
mitigate the impacts on Hilton.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The height of the A14 would be determined by highway drainage considerations. It
is necessary to elevate the road in order to safely drain the highway towards the
drainage ponds and watercourses. An assessment of the scheme on local
communities has been undertaken and is reported the findings of this assessment
are reported throughout the Environmental Statement by environmental topic.
Drainage requirements dictate the minimum elevation of the road and lowering it
into cutting would increase the likelihood of the road flooding and reliance on
mechanical pumping.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported throughout the Environmental Statement by environmental topic.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening
field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low
significance.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.
Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local
authorities and other stakeholders since the formal consultation. This has included
the sharing of updated traffic and environmental information, including drafts of the
Environmental Statement, prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

104709

The design seems frozen before necessary research into
anticipated air quality and noise levels has taken place,
particularly in Hilton.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality and noise are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 and Chapter 14
of the Environmental Statement. The assessment used the most up to date
available traffic information. The assessment in summary concludes no significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Mitigation measures would be implemented where required.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported throughout the Environmental Statement by environmental topic.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Visual impacts at Hilton
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104709

Query why the new road will be 3m higher in places than the
surrounding countryside.

Yes

No

Drainage requirements dictate the minimum elevation of the road and lowering it
into cutting would increase the likelihood of the road flooding and reliance on
mechanical pumping.

If the road were to be level with the current A14, or lower, and
high banks were constructed on either side, the noise pollution
would be significantly lower.

104759

104784

104828

The viaduct over the Great Ouse is too high.

Suggest that the road is moved further away from the village of
Offord, either further up the hill or over the hill. It should be
ensured that contractors have to construct the road at a
minimum distance from the village with penalties if this is broken.

Drainage requirements dictate the minimum elevation of the road and lowering it
into cutting would increase the likelihood of the road flooding and reliance on
mechanical pumping.

An assessment of noise impacts has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. The Environmental Impact Assessment has
been undertaken as an integral part of the design process, informing decisions on
the scheme as the design has been developed. Environmental constraints and
issues were identified and incorporated into the decision making process
throughout. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant noise effects. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce the noise impact of the scheme once built and in use. This
includes the alignment of the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise barriers are also proposed to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at several locations. Noise barriers would also
be provided at important areas where they would substantially reduce the existing
high noise levels.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The height of the viaduct is calculated to modern standards according to the
design manual for roads and bridges, Factors including adequate clearance for
boats using the River Ouse set the requirements for the height of the viaduct.

No

An initial options appraisal and sifting exercise was presented in February 2012,
which considered a long list of options including route options not in the vicinity of
Offord. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
options that have been considered.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian
access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of
impacts on communities.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

104860

Lowering the level of the carriageway should aid more effective
mitigation measures.

Yes

No

The raised carriageway is significantly higher than the current
A14.
55530

Yes

No

The height of the bridge over the railway and River Ouse will
have a huge impact on the Offords, Buckden, Brampton and
Hilton in terms of noise, light pollution and visibility. Given the
height it is unlikely trees can be used to screen successfully.

Drainage requirements dictate the minimum elevation of the road and lowering it
into cutting would increase the likelihood of the road flooding and reliance on
mechanical pumping.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks
Comment duly noted.
Assessments of air quality, landscape and visual (including light pollution) and
noise impacts on the Offords, Buckden, Brampton and Hilton are reported in
Chapters 8, 10 and 14, of the Environmental Statement.
The height of the alignment is based on modern standards, Factors including
clearance for boats using the River Great Ouse and clearance for overhead train
power lines set the minimum heights allowable. These factors largely involve safety
considerations.

Yes

104920

No

The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme such as clearance requirements, for example across the East Coast
mainline railway, and effective drainage.
Native tree and shrub planting on and adjacent to highway earthworks would be
carried out to create woodlands, copses and shelterbelts in order to break up the
scale of the road, screen structures, traffic and lighting and to help integrate the
scheme into the existing landscape pattern. Details of the environmental mitigation
can be found on the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Fig 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

104921, Hilton
Action on Traffic
(HAT) Group

Contractual mitigation measures to be included in the design
specification for the scheme to ensure they are included in the
tender process and become a fixed part of the scheme, not just
optional extras if time and money allow.

Yes

No

Mitigation measures to reduce environmental impacts are reported in the
Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement).
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would be reviewed and
approved by the Highways Agency.

104970

It is assumed that the road has been moved closer to Brampton
in order to reduce the land purchase and reduce the cost of the
scheme. Local residents would have preferred to move the road
further away and included a solution to the Buckden section (i.e.
50mph zone and roundabout). However the Agency only
appears to be able to work on individual sections without looking
at the bigger picture of the transport network.

Yes

No

The new A1 would be located to the west of the current A1, with the new A14 using
the existing A1. Therefore the nearest lane would be no closer to Brampton than
the current alignment.
Mitigation, including the addition of a noise bund to the east of the existing A1
would reduce the impact as a result of the scheme

Junction design
Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.
CPRE
Cambridgeshire

Particular concerns regarding the over-engineered approach to
the proposed junctions.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes substantial alternations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The proposed junction layouts have been designed to accommodate the
forecast flows using these junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the
proposed junctions, while busy, would operate satisfactorily at peak times.

General disagreement
104752

The environmental proposals are too cautious, at the expense of
getting on with the improvements.

Yes

No

101033

Any environmental mitigation schemes are over the top.

Yes

No

101065

The applicant should be ashamed of greenwashing. If the
scheme is to go ahead, the environmental proposals should be
rethought.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified as part of this
assessment. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. The Highways Agency has
engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development Consent Order
application
Mitigation will be secured by way of requirements in the DCO that the scheme is
undertaken in accordance with (i) the Code of Construction Practice (which
includes detailed provision on mitigation of construction impacts), (ii) specific
mitigation obligations in key topic areas such as landscaping, drainage and
contaminated land and (iii) the scheme design shown on the plans submitted with
the DCO. Parallel with this, the Highways Agency will place a contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to comply with the
DCO requirements. Discharge of these requirements would be by consent from the
Secretary of State, generally following consultation with the relevant planning or
environmental authority.
The Highways Agency will also place a more detailed contractual responsibility on
detailed design and construction contractors to design and construct the project
providing the same level of mitigation as the environmental design in Figure 3.2 of
the ES and the Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments.
Mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated with the scheme which
is heavily outweighed by the benefits as a result of the scheme for the local and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
wider community.

54504

17779, 104552,
104668, 104762,
35041, 104862,
104900, 104922,
104937, 104948,
104952, 35125,
35129, 104973,
105124

The only way to protect the environment is to move traffic from
road to rail.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The environmental mitigation measures are inadequate.

103565

Disagree with the approach to mitigating the potential adverse
environmental impacts.

Yes

No

103566, 104824

Concerned that the environmental mitigation proposals are the
minimum possible.

Yes

No

103571

At meetings the Highways Agency have not been able to explain
how environmental impacts will be mitigated. Doubtful they have
even been considered.

Yes

No

104489, 104667

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.

It only moves impacts to a different/wider area.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in excess of
recommended capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. The scheme aims
to minimise the negative impacts and maximise the benefits. As a result the
Environmental Statement sets out best practice towards construction and ongoing
operation having engaged with key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities.

Consultee(s)

104489

104528

Summary of consultee comment
Query the point of making a few token gestures when so much is
being destroyed unnecessarily.

The impact of the scheme outweighs the proposed mitigation
schemes.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified accordingly). The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment and considering proposed mitigation.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the Development Consent Order application. Mitigation measures
would minimise environmental impact as far as practicable. Part of the scheme
involves recreating the local landscape which would further reduce the impacts.
Chapter 8 of the Case for the Scheme, submitted with this DCO application,
provides an overview of the Highways Agency’s approach to creating a positive
legacy.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian
access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of
impacts on communities.
Mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated with the scheme which
is heavily outweighed by the benefits as a result of the scheme for the local and
wider community.
The route location has been decided based on a range of factors including
proximity to communities, environmental considerations, and technology and
engineering options. A transport chapter will include consideration of traffic
projections within the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
Environmental Statement.

104534

No confidence in the understanding of environmental impacts,
based on the traffic flow assessments.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

Consultee(s)

104546

Summary of consultee comment

The Highways Agency has done very little to meet the needs of
either the built environment (i.e. the villages close to the new
route) or the natural environment.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Several mitigation
measures, including the creation of wildlife habitat areas would be conducted prior
to construction, thereby minimising disturbance and distress to local wildlife.
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement identifies and assesses the likely
significant effects on community and private assets from the scheme. Mitigation
measures are proposed in order to minimise any significant adverse effects.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified as part of this
assessment. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. The Highways Agency has
engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development Consent Order
application

104668, 35129

No commitment to putting the measures into practice.

Yes

No

Mitigation will be secured by way of requirements in the DCO that the scheme is
undertaken in accordance with (i) the Code of Construction Practice (which
includes detailed provision on mitigation of construction impacts), (ii) specific
mitigation obligations in key topic areas such as landscaping, drainage and
contaminated land and (iii) the scheme design shown on the plans submitted with
the DCO. Parallel with this, the Highways Agency will place a contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to comply with the
DCO requirements. Discharge of these requirements would be by consent from the
Secretary of State, generally following consultation with the relevant planning or
environmental authority.
The Highways Agency will also place a more detailed contractual responsibility on
detailed design and construction contractors to design and construct the project
providing the same level of mitigation as the environmental design in Figure 3.2 of
the ES and the Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments.

104779

Use of oil-based fuels in transport will decline in the future
anyway.

104794

The whole scheme is an environmental disaster due to the
destruction of farmland and increased traffic growth – the best
mitigation would be to use the money elsewhere.

Yes

Yes
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No

Comment duly noted.

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme will be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in the Environmental
Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely comprises
agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would
inevitably impact on agricultural land.

104822

Whatever measures are introduced will be of little impact due to
increased traffic concentrations.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme (where applicable taking into account future growth) have
been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) and
mitigation measures have been identified accordingly). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency
has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment and considering proposed mitigation. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Further information regarding this process is provided in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement (ES) and the ES reports the findings of the EIA.

104841

104843

Unsure that the Highways Agency has taken into account any
adverse environmental impact.

A new route should only be considered if existing routes don't
exist! The environmental effects (noise, light, air pollution, loss of
more countryside) are good enough reason.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on on noise, light, air pollution, loss of countryside. The
findings of this assessment are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance by
mitigation measures.
Statement.

104843, 35132

The proposed approach is a token gesture.

Yes

No

104943

The proposals are too general and lack reality.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

35110

Do not support the mitigation proposals as do not support the
scheme.

Yes

No

35110

The fact that environmental mitigation plans are being developed
prior to the close of consultation suggests that the decisions
have already been taken and that even if severe environmental
threats are identified, these will be addressed within the scope of
the proposed plan.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

104951

The site is unusable.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

101033

Any environmental mitigation schemes are mostly pointless.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified accordingly. The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

54470

The necessity for the A14 improvements would make them
acceptable with no environmental impact mitigation whatsoever.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

104650

You do not need to do this and you should not be doing this.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will
become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the
Cambridge and Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to a large labour
markets, requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also
depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses
to operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential
growth.

Need for the proposals
100989, 53795,
101109, 101802,
101774, 101827,
54082, 101850,
101877, 101895,
101904, 101937,
101939, 101965,
102786, 102805,
102816, 102844,
102854, 102881,
102892, 103482,
103488, 103508,
103515, 103518,
103560, 103582,
103598, 104493,
104547, 104574,
104637, 104681,
104746, 35013,
104831, 104875,
104894, 104909,
104919, 105058,
10077

General support for and acceptance of the impact assessment
and the proposed environmental mitigation measures.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

53795

Construction is necessary.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

101886, 53978

Get on with it.

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of

101863, 101951

It is vital that environmental issues are addressed correctly and
sufficient safeguarding is provided.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.
Comment duly noted.

101865

To move forward action has to be taken.

104916

New roads are a problem to the environment, but in some cases
necessary.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Environmental impacts as a result of the scheme would be
mitigated as far as practicable. The scheme includes creation of new wildlife
habitats, planting of trees as well as local landscaping which would further reduce
impact to the environment.

101801

Environmental issues are important but the scheme is too
important to be delayed further.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Environmental impacts as a result of the scheme would be
mitigated as far as practicable without compromising the need for the scheme.

101064

No expertise in this area but the proposals are persuasive.

Yes

No

101100, 104673

The positive effects of the scheme outweigh the negative.

Yes

No

101895

The environmental response seems appropriate to protect the
environment, whilst not preventing these projects that benefit
society as a whole.

Yes

No

102803

The measures are very comprehensive if applied.

Yes

No

103600

Supportive of the principle but this is not necessarily being
implemented everywhere.

Yes

No

103601

Mitigation is now so much better than it was.

Yes

No

104615

Appreciate it is difficult to provide a scenario that is satisfactory
for all.

Yes

No

104729

On balance the measures appear to be satisfactory, but it may
be an expensive wait and see exercise.

Yes

No

101763

Proposals meet legal requirements.

Yes

No

Reasonable attempt has been made to address the problems.

Yes

No

300006,
iTEXS Ltd
104867

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Comment duly noted.

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Support for the scheme duly noted.
There is no other way.

Yes

No

Non-motorised users
Swavesey
Bridleways

The inclusion of a high quality, cohesive, permeable NMU
network to run is the best way of mitigating potential adverse
environmental impacts by offering health benefits to NMU users
and decreased traffic levels to motorised users.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

The environmental impacts on NMU in the area must be
identified.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

Supportive of the inclusion of a qualitative assessment in the ES
of potential impacts on NMU and bus users in terms of safety,

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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An assessment of all traveller impacts (including on non-motorised users) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement.
There is currently limited provision to travel between settlements along the A14
corridor (Huntingdon and Cambridge) by transport modes other than motor vehicle.
Access to bus stops on the A14, between Swavesey and Girton, is difficult and
hazardous. There is a network of public rights of way throughout the study area
but historic works to the A1 and A14 have truncated some routes with many public
rights of way now terminating at the existing trunk roads and with no means to

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

security, delays, route continuity etc.

extend walking, cycling or equestrian journeys.

Insufficient emphasis and consideration has been given to nonmotorised traffic, therefore the benefits to health and the
environment are reduced.

Yes

104755

Suggest that bridges are provided for NMU to protect local
biodiversity and the natural environment.

Yes

35020

Supportive of the proposed cycle paths provided they are built to
Dutch equivalent standards and re-link villages currently severed
by the A14.

Yes

35022

Concerns regarding the apparent intention to stop up a number
of footpaths currently crossing the proposed route.

Yes

No

104826

Insufficient consideration given to the unpleasantness that will
be inflicted on non-motorised users where routes will be diverted
to run alongside local crossings.

Yes

No

More bridleways need to be constructed due to the loss of
farmland with horse riding and cycling.

Yes

104641

104851

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme would have the following beneficial effects upon travellers:
No
•
No
•
No
•
•
•
•

No

a new shared NMU facility between Fenstanton and Girton, which would
provide new, safer opportunities to travel by modes other than the car
between settlements along the A14 corridor at this location;
the de-trunking of the existing A14 alignment between Brampton Hut and
Swavesey would lead to a reduction in traffic volumes, making conditions
safer for cyclists;
the provision of dedicated footways and cycleways at new junctions on the
A14;
two purpose built NMU bridges (Swavesey and Bar Hill) would provide
links for local communities to key employment sites;
improved access to bus stops which would be relocated on the local
access road and accessible from the new NMU facility; and
new bridleways would be provided near Brampton to reconnect bridleways
previously severed by original A1 widening, connecting Brampton to
Brampton Wood and the Brampton Hut services.

Associated health impacts have been identified in the Health Impact Assessment
reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation
If properties are adversely affected as a result of the scheme, it would possible to
make a claim for compensation.
104688, 34881

This could affect house prices.

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

Safety

8274

Not convinced that Buckden South landfill has been considered
appropriately, in regard to public safety from gas generation and
leachate migration.

Yes

No

The Scheme does not encroach onto the Landfill site at Buckden. The landfill site
is adjacent to the scheme boundary. The risks associated with the impact of the
scheme on the migration of gas and leachate from the landfill, and the impacts of
any contaminant migration on the scheme, are addressed in Chapter 12 of the
Environmental Statement Geology and Soils. With mitigation, the detail of which
would be confirmed following ground investigation at the detailed design stage,
residual effects at these locations would be neutral.

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

101869

Should have opened up the railway line linking Peterborough,
Huntingdon and Cambridge instead.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.

103522

Open water gravel pits are not required as plenty exist in the
area.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main objectives: restoration to
agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet informal recreation such as
walking and fishing and also for biodiversity with the balance determined by local
factors.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

103539

Suggest that other methods are pursued for transporting goods
in volume, such as rail. This would avoid impacts on the unique
countryside and natural environment associated with this
scheme.

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package included
proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local bus
services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The rail
freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail freight
infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and the
Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to reduce HGV
traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset
between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011
and 2031. The public transport package would equate to a reduction of less than
one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more effectively
and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential developments to
proceed.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

103561

Unsure that the Huntingdon bypass is necessary and whether
simply widening the existing road would offer a better solution
with less environmental impacts from construction.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The construction on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
allow long distance traffic to utilise this route, whilst the old de-trunked A14 to
serve as a local route.

34874

The scheme is based on having to use the car rather than
proposing a solution that makes other forms of transport more
attractive. Previous proposals have failed in terms of air pollution
so there is little confidence that it is the right one.

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site
and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and
expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impact on the local community
and environment. Knowing this a number of options have been put forward and
considered.

104534

Environmental mitigation measures are irrelevant as this is the
wrong route.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
Mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated with the scheme which
is heavily outweighed by the benefits as a result of the scheme for the local and
wider community.

104622

35020

Existing road should be retained as a relief road, thereby
reducing costs by building a 2 lane dual carriageway instead of 3
lane and reducing pollution from congestion.

Only the now discounted route along the A428 section Girton to
Cambourne would have kept the road and traffic away from
residential areas.

Yes

No

The existing A14 would remain as a dual carriageway which would be de-trunked
and serve as a local road. The Huntingdon viaduct would be removed once the
new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is constructed and live. Huntingdon
improvement works, including the creation of direct links from the old A14 to
Huntingdon would also commence concurrently with the Huntingdon viaduct
removal works.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. Long distance traffic would use the new A14 whilst local
movements would use the old A14.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012, including the option referred to by the consultee. These
options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This
led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce long distance traffic using local
roads, and utilising the local road network, which would include the de-trunked
A14, for local movements.

104859

This is the wrong solution as it will adversely affect the
environment particularly along the Great Ouse.

Yes
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No

A scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impact on the local community
and environment. Knowing this a number of options have been put forward and
considered. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department
of Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme
options that have been considered.
Mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated with the scheme which
is heavily outweighed by the benefits as a result of the scheme for the local and
wider community.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken (including, where
relevant, in connection with the impact of the scheme on the Great Ouse Valley)
and is reported in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of
mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. The EIA has been undertaken as an integral part of the design process,
informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been developed.
Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated into the
decision making process throughout. In particular, the river Great Ouse viaduct
has been carefully designed to minimise the impacts on the Great Ouse valley and
to support the views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of
the structure should be a priority consideration.

35100

A smaller scheme would be desirable.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The size of the scheme is in line with the projected growth within the
Cambridgeshire area and is designed to accommodate traffic growth up until the
year 2035.

Traffic
Congestion
101916

This targets specific pressure points.

Yes

No

Noted.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

30295

There are not sufficient congestion mitigation proposals in place.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This will increase capacity and safety at these
junctions and reduce congestion.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic will inevitably look for available diversions when
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that the
operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built into the scheme design
including noise bunds and barriers. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the formal consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise
barriers running along the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Girton village would be
enhanced as part of the scheme.

102814

The proposals seem to resolve many issues previously identified
except Godmanchester residents wanting to travel A14
westbound.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. [A10] Although the journey distance from Godmanchester
to the A1 via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would increase, the journey times
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly less compared to
using the existing A14 route.

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that the A14 to the west of Ellington will get
slightly busier as a result of the scheme. By 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on
this section of the A14 are forecast to increase from 51,300 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 63,700 vehicles per day with the scheme. This increase in
traffic is due the increased capacity provided by the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and the relief of traffic from the existing A14. In combination, these
changes would release existing bottlenecks at the Brampton Hut and Spittals
junctions and make the A14 a more attractive route for long distance traffic. This
level of traffic is well within the capacity of the existing ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard of road.

Traffic flow

101874

Traffic joining the existing A14 from the new proposed three lane
road will cause a bottleneck and make it impossible for all the
villages between Ellington and Thrapston to join it. There are
already considerable delays to join the A14 westbound from
Bythorn.

Yes

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these development have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

103490

The road improvement will encourage more traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
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Consultee(s)

103528

Summary of consultee comment
Concerned that the narrow access road from the current A1
around Alconbury to Alconbury Weald will be constantly busy
when the viaduct is removed, resulting in further noise and air
pollution.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows in the vicinity of
Alconbury would not change significantly as a result of the scheme. The Transport
Assessment shows that daily traffic flows on Ermine Street (between Little Stukeley
and Great Stukeley) would be similar whether the scheme goes ahead.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.

104651

The removal Huntingdon Viaduct will not benefit the environment
as advertised. It will likely result in gridlock at certain times of the
day, as opposed to the free-flow of traffic over the existing
viaduct by local traffic only.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station and with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station. Access from
the north and west would be provided by constructing a new link road from
Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline
railway would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

10079

Carbon emissions will be considerably reduced as traffic flows
more freely without the need for vehicles to stop- start.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

No

Likely significant effects on air quality and noise and vibration are assessed as part
of the environmental impact assessment (including along the stretch Girton and
Milton and are reported in Chapter 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a slight reduction in traffic
flows on the B1040 through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would
result from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way,
with daily traffic flows forecast to reduce by more than 25%.

Rat running
104624

104636, 55549,
104985, 55530

Inadequate protection of village residents against noise and
pollution and rat-running along the stretch Girton and Milton.
This is not a new issue but will be exacerbated by the proposals.

Concerns regarding rat running through Hilton, from the B1040.

Yes

Yes

Traffic management
The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply. Speed monitoring equipment would be provided on the immediate approach
to the A14 westbound loop at Girton Interchange.
104891

A speed limit should be imposed for traffic adjacent to Girton
village.

Yes
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No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built into
the scheme design including noise bunds and barriers. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the formal consultation
period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Noise barriers running along the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Girton village
would be enhanced as part of the scheme.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian
access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of
impacts on communities.

104921

Monies need to be reserved for post-scheme mitigation
measures such as traffic calming. This to ensure that the
adverse effects of the Scheme on village life are minimised

Yes

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that the
operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built into the scheme design
including noise bunds and barriers. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the formal consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise
barriers running along the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Girton village would be
enhanced as part of the scheme.
The introduction of traffic management measures on local roads is a matter for the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

17188

Speed limits will not help at all.

Yes

No

This is

Traffic modelling
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
104524

The modelling has to address the Highways Agency strategy for
using technology to actively manage traffic flow. This detail is not
available so the solution cannot be said to be the right.

Yes

No

The scheme would include enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce
better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is
thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of
accidents.
Details of the traffic model development are contained in Chapter 3 of the
Transport Assessment.

104524

The basis of the traffic modelling has not been provided,
including the assumptions made about how the traffic arrives at
this section in terms of traffic management of the A1, M1 and
M11.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are currently operating close to or in excess of
theoretical capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the
section of the A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operating between 93110% of expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between
Swavesey and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge Sub-
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the
A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual
developments have not been specifically considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model), which is validated against traffic conditions in 2014. This model
includes all of the major routes likely to be used by long-distance traffic in this area,
including the M1, M11, parts of the M25, A1 and A14 and takes account of planned
improvements to the strategic road network.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.7.

Widening of A1 between Brampton Hut and Alconbury

E.7.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 7 Part 1– prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Environmental
Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including at Alconbury the use of low noise road surfacing and noise barriers.

Alconbury Parish
Council

Concern over the increase in traffic noise that will affect Alconbury
as a result of the proposed scheme. Request that noise reduction
fencing and increased planting is put in place along the whole
length of the road which runs adjacent to the village. Request for
"run-quiet" road surfacing.

Noise barriers would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for
Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would substantially reduce the existing high
noise levels.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No
Important Area 5153, representing dwellings in north Alconbury, is located to the
west of A1(M) and the ES identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: 1120m long and 2-4m absorptive barrier to the west of A1(M) to replace
existing 2m reflective barriers; an additional 2m absorptive barrier along existing
2m earth bund; and on the eastern side of A1(M) a 200m long and 2m high
absorptive barrier alongside B1043 (A1 Southbound offslip). Sustainable noise
mitigation measures have been optimised along the section of road through
Alconbury Parish. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.7 of the ES; they run along
the western side of the A1 for the whole length where it runs adjacent to the
village.
The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme which
will be finalised during the detailed design stage.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)
Anglian Water

Summary of consultee comment
Support for the development in principle.

Date consulted
9 May 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

E.7.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 7 Part 2– local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Need for the proposals
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suffolk County
Council

Support for the widening of the A1 trunk road between Brampton
and Alconbury to provide additional lane capacity and to prevent
queuing at key junctions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Support for the online widening of the A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Support for the planned improvement and widening of the A1
between Alconbury and Brampton, reflecting the previous
request of the Council for that to be included within the proposed
scheme based on predicted traffic growth on that route.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response
Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

No

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Regarding the A1 North of Brampton Hut:
•

•

Suffolk County
Council
•

forecast traffic flow in the opening year is significantly
higher than the economic flow range for the proposed
design (dual three lane all-purpose road);
the Congestion Reference Flow for a dual three-lane allpurpose carriageway is higher than the forecast traffic
flow in the opening year and marginally higher than the
2035 predicted flows with core growth assumptions i.e.
conditions in the peak periods are likely to be
approaching congested conditions;
the Congestion Reference Flow for a dual three-lane allpurpose carriageway is less than the 2035 predicted
flows with high growth assumptions, i.e. conditions in the
peak periods are likely to be congested.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and four assessment methods within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, including; congestion reference flows (CRF)
and the number of lanes required for weaving which also considers junction
spacing.
The analysis has concluded for the section of A1 between Alconbury and
Brampton Hut junctions the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme is
appropriate to meet design year traffic projections.
The A14 Link Capacity technical note is appended to the Transport Assessment
(ref. 7.3).

It is suggested that this link be designed to dual four lane allpurpose standard.
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E.7.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 7 Part 3– land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

105106

Summary of consultee comment

Access for Environmental Surveys is prohibited at present due to
other issues outstanding with the Highways Agency, which can
hopefully be resolved shortly. Highways Agency to contact the
consultee for the information held on the farm and the boreholes
and aggregate extraction areas, as well as access for
Environmental Surveys.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Access for survey was not available to all areas; however, sufficient data has been
gathered to allow a robust environmental assessment of the scheme to be
undertaken. Limitations to surveys are described in the topic chapters of the
Environmental Statement (ES) and none were considered to be significant to the
conclusions of the ES.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Further survey work is planned to inform detail design and mitigation and this is
detailed in the topic chapters of the ES.
At this location future surveys would include geotechnical and ecological.
The Highways Agency consultation with landowners, including at Weybridge
Farm, is ongoing with the aim of agreeing access for surveys and agreeing
mitigation and accommodation works.

104454

105045

105106

Regarding Nursery Farm, Brampton, current concrete track
access from A14 to owner field will need to be maintained in order
that the land owner is not obliged to travel across another land
owner's land.

Land owner would like a new concrete track to be installed to their
shooting school, as part of accommodation works for the scheme,
turning right as traffic departs from the final roundabout towards
their property, as this would be a shorter route into the farmyard.
As disruption and the relocation of the entrance could potentially
cause significant confusion to existing and future customers, a
new brown tourist sign posts the A14 would be required.

Concern over the issue of access from Weybridge Farm to High
Park, near Kimbolton, and Hazel Hall Farm, just north of Sandy.
At the moment the access routes to these farms use the A14 and
the access to Hazel Hall Farm is via the A1. Once the road
scheme is in place no access will be available for farm machinery.
This raises a concern for future expansion plans of the business,
future accesses between holdings when the A14 and A1 are
widened further.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the
impact of the scheme on farming operations and to agree the mitigation and
accommodation works which are now included in the scheme proposals.
Subsequent to the consultation, the scheme would now include tracks to provide
continued access to all areas farmed by this land owner as shown on the scheme
plans.
Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the
impact of the scheme on farming or other operations and to agree the mitigation
and accommodation works which would be included in the scheme proposals.
Subsequent to the consultation, an access track with shorter, more direct route, to
High Harthay Farm from New Ellington Junction would now be included in the
scheme. Additional works to upgrade the access would not be provided where the
existing track would not be affected by the scheme.
The Highways Agency would replace signage affected by the scheme with the
same or similar in consultation with the landowner.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The current scheme is designed to accommodate forecast traffic growth to the
design year which is 2035.Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and
used to ascertain the impact of the scheme on farming operations and to agree
the mitigation and accommodation works which are now included in the scheme
proposals. Weybridge Farm would have new access to the local access road by
facilitating a disused farm access. Direct access would then be available onto the
A1 as currently exists which would provide a route to Hazel Hall Farm, Sandy As
access to High Park and Hazel Farm would be possible under the scheme there
should be no significant impact on the future expansion plans of the business.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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105052

105052

104836

Query over whether the top soil will remain on site in order to form
new field surface.

Concern that proposed flood compensation areas are excessive
and intrusive to farming operations, in particular where three sites
have been identified on the same farm.

Concern that farming operations may be impacted by not being
able to transport equipment to and from Alconbury via the A1.
Should the A1 become a motorway in the future, this would have
a major impact on movement of agricultural vehicles. The
alternative local access road to Woolley Road and Alconbury
village would be too narrow.

Where possible land would remain in the current ownership and be returned in a
condition suitable to continue with current usage on completion of the scheme.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

The area would be reinstated and will be returned to agriculture. Provision is made
within the scheme to store topsoil locally where possible using current guidance to
reduce risk of degradation.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (ref 6.1). In summary this assessment has concluded
that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas. Some of these mitigation measures have been
added to the scheme following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the
impact of the scheme on farming operations and to agree the mitigation and
accommodation works such as new access tracks which are included in the
scheme proposals. In general, through provision of these new access tracks and
the new local access roads, existing movements of agricultural vehicles are
retained, though in some cases the new routes are slightly longer.
There are no proposals for the A1 to become a motorway therefore trips to and
from Alconbury would not be affected.

105106

Concern over ability to access farms when the A14/A1 is
expanded to three lane carriageways, which will prevent
agricultural machinery from using and accessing the main roads.
Request that the Highways Agency mitigate the impact the
proposed road scheme will have on the agricultural sector in the
Cambridgeshire area. The expansion of the road network will
have a significant impact on the timeliness of agricultural
operations in the area, and could conceivably force farms to be
sold and change business models to their business owner’s
detriment and against their investment strategy.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the
impact of the scheme on farming operations and to agree the mitigation and
accommodation works such as new access tracks which are included in the
scheme proposals. In general, through provision of these new access tracks and
the new local access roads, existing movements of agricultural vehicles are
retained, though in some cases the new routes are slightly longer.
The A14 would continue to operate as an all-purpose road which would not
preclude the use of agricultural vehicles.

Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The proposed scheme is too near the village. The noise and
pollution will be unbearable and it will reduce house prices.

102820

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design in certain areas since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
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residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
Proposed improvements will have significant impacts on local
residents.
102877

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU). Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2)
assesses and reports an assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme
impacts on local communities.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
Regarding the impact on Weybridge Farm and the agricultural,
haulage and storage businesses, a large number of people to
work on the farms throughout the area and a number of concerns
have been raised in relation to the future of this business.

105106

Concern over the use of the farm road as a Highways Agency
construction access road. The farm road has been indicated by
the Highways Agency to be used by construction traffic for the
duration of the build. For reasons of health and safety, this cannot
be agreed to being used. The risk to farm staff, residents and
third parties is significant, as is the security risk, and damage to
the farm infrastructure. Large machinery with many movements a
day will place a burden on the working farm and present a hazard
to those living in the farm house and cottages, as well as being a
nuisance. There are concerns over the risks to the residents and
children of both in-hand and third party properties, as well as the
inconvenience of the noise, and the extra risk posed to all the
farm staff and residents.

Consultation with landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the
impact of the scheme on farming operations. In relation to construction traffic and
the use of the existing and extended farm track the contractor will be obligated to
provide safe access for the farm cottages and the function of the farm. It is
considered that there is no need to link the track along the northern edge of the
A14 to the Brampton Hut junction as this would traverse a 3rd party land holding
and is a movement that does not exist at present. However a new surfaced track
would be provided running directly eastwards from Weybridge Farm linking to the
new local access road, shortening the journey to the Brampton Hut junction.
30 April 2014

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.

The current farm track, south of the farm, is not suitable for
regular use of large machinery or HGVs, a new road will have to
be made up. Preference is for a road along the northern boundary
of the A14 linking the farm road with the new round about. It is a
shorter distance from the farm buildings down to the A14 at
Hylands farm which will need to be constructed to take large
machinery and aggregate movements.

The Highways Agency would prepare a Community Engagement Strategy for the
construction stage of the scheme that will provide the approach to community
engagement and a step-by-step guide to the enquiries and complaints procedure,
details of which can be found in the CoCP.

The Minerals Plan had identified a number of areas suitable for
minerals extraction for the A14 road scheme. Two areas have
been identified at the south of the farm adjacent to the old gravel
works.
105106

The access route to and from the minerals area, and the method
and timings of extraction need to be agreed.

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP), prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include
details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction
vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

30 April 2014

Yes

The method and route of extraction and reinstatement of the area
needs to be carefully considered.
The danger and disruption to the farm, employees, tenants and
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No

Information on mitigation of potential impacts on or due to works in geology and
soils are detailed in the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP).Consultation with
landowners has been undertaken and used to ascertain the impact of the scheme
on farming operations. It is understood that use of the existing farm track through
Weybridge Farm and extended southwards could cause disruption to the farm
cottages. The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to
submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the CoCP, prior to the
commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their
proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles and
would aim to minimise disruption.

The Highways Agency would prepare a Community Engagement Strategy for the
construction stage of the scheme that will provide the approach to community
engagement and a step-by-step guide to the enquiries and complaints procedure,
details of which can be found in the CoCP.

third parties on the holding need to be addressed fully.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The project is hugely expensive.

102877

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost
benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money
Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter 5 of
the Case for the Scheme.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The environmental impacts which would arise from the
proposed scheme are assessed and reported, along with proposals for mitigation,
in the Environmental Statement (ES). A summary is included in Chapter 19.

102877

There would be a severe permanent impact on the environment
and CO2 levels.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance and the findings are reported in the ES. The Highways Agency
has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the ES. Greenhouse
gases associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

Air
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
104766

104803

Concern over increased volume of pollution which the scheme
would entail.

Concern over exposure to increased pollution outside property.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts on air quality has been undertaken for the whole
scheme area and is reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. During
operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts on air quality has been undertaken for the whole
scheme area and is reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. During
operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Flooding
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process
of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme
design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.

104454

Concern over what flood compensation areas will consist of.
Highways Agency have not been able to provide guidance on
this issue. Strong objection due to the lack of information
available.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Flood plain compensation areas are designed to compensate for areas of existing
floodplain that would be lost as a result of the scheme. They would fill with
floodwater to ensure those floodwaters displaced by the scheme do not affect or
exacerbate existing flood risk. The flood compensation areas would be excavated
to an area and a depth to meet that of the volume lost; this would be determined at
detailed design stage. They can be seen on Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

104836

Unclear on the need for the large flood compensation areas to
the west and east of the A1 on sheets 1 and 2 of 26. The area to
the west of the A1 is not known to flood. The area to the east
does flood now when the water level rises. There is no need for
this construction; however there is need for balancing ponds.

30 April 2014

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. In relation to Ellington Brook proposed mitigation would account for
the loss of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak
water level (a localised 250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance
probability flood event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme
would not have a likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There
would be no change in Standard of Protection to any property. In relation to
Brampton Brook, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but
might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised
250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood

event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no
change in Standard of Protection to any property.
Flood plain compensation areas are designed to flood to replace the volume of
floodplain that would be displaced as a result of the scheme. They are located as
close as practicable to the area of loss.
The flood compensation area on Sheet 1 is designed to compensate for the loss of
flood zone attributed to the Cock Brook. The flood compensation areas on Sheet 2
are compensating for the loss of flood zone on the Alconbury Brook and the
Ellington Brook.
The floodplain compensation areas to the west of the A1 are designed to mitigate
for the loss of floodplain as a result of the widening of the road at this point. They
are connected to the floodplains of the Cock Brook and Ellington Brook. The area
of loss is calculated based upon the Environment Agency’s published flood zone
mapping, which indicates that there are areas west/upstream of the A1 at risk of
flooding in addition to the east/downstream of the scheme.

105052

The land lying to the west of the A1 for flood plain compensation
works is effectively removed from the floodplain by the new
roadway. Query over whether this site conferred any benefits to
the scheme or to local drainage.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Flood plain compensation areas are designed to flood to replace the volume of
floodplain that would be displaced as a result of the scheme. They are located as
close as practicable to the area of loss.
The flood plain compensation area mentioned is designed to mitigate for flows as
they progress from upstream (west) on the watercourses.

Light
Consultee(s)

104803

Summary of consultee comment

Concern over exposure to increased light pollution outside
property.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mainline of the
A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the
roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces. An
assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce likely significant environmental effects including the careful
placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off
properties and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and
variable operation could also be implemented. In summary, the assessment of
visual effects of lighting in relation to residential property at the Beaconsfield
Equine Equestrian Centre concludes that there would be middle distance views to
south-east towards traffic and lighting on Ermine Street junction in year 1. By year
15, mature mitigation planting would screen traffic on A14, but filtered views the

tops of lighting columns would remain, leading to a slight adverse residual effect.
Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

104756

Concern over the impact to house, in particular increased noise
pollution.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to properties within the West End in Brampton) and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at sensitive locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
To the west of Brampton, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of
a 2m high false cutting is proposed. In summary the operational noise and
vibration assessment concludes that properties within West End in Brampton
would not experience significant residual noise and vibration effects.

104766

Concern over increased volume of noise which the scheme would
entail.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects (including properties at
the Beaconsfield Equine Equestrian Centre) has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

104803

Concern over exposure to increased noise pollution outside
property.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard
noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at sensitive locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with

Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Landscape barriers are proposed at the Ermine Street junction, as shown on
Figure 14.7 of the Environmental Statement.
In summary the operational noise and vibration assessment concludes that
properties at the Beaconsfield Equine Equestrian Centre would not experience
significant residual noise and vibration effects, however minor adverse effects
would be experienced at one receptor.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including with respect to the Brooklands House) as part of the environmental
impact assessment, and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement
(ES).
The assessment shows that there is likely to be just over a 2dB increase in noise
(a just noticeable increase) at Brooklands House. Noise levels from the A1 are
already high, so this predicted increase is described in the assessment as a
‘minor’ impact in line with best practice. However, further consideration will be
given at detailed design stage to additional mitigation measures.

104836

The significant additional traffic from the A14 will increase the
noise and pollution from the road. The plans show a proposed
noise screen for the village but none for the consultee’s property;
this is a concern as the road is much higher in the village, raised
as it is above the end of the green, whilst it is 50 yards from the
consultee’s property.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Two meetings have been held with the landowner to discuss the scheme
proposals, and it is understood that the landowner considers that there is an
historical issue arising from a previous A1 widening scheme where no provision or
compensation was offered or discussed. The Highways Agency will continue to
engage with the property owner/occupier.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment (including Brooklands House) and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
ES. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result
of the scheme. Along the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut, receptors
including Brooklands House, are predicted to experience a small increase in NO2
concentrations (0.4 – 2µg/m3) in 2020, however the maximum predicted annual
mean NO2 concentration is well below the objective at 13µg/m3. By 2035 the
change in NO2 concentration is negligible (0 – 0.4µg/m3). No exceedances of
PM10 objectives are predicted and the changes in this area are negligible. All
results in this area are in compliance with the objectives and limit values.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including with respect to the property the subject of the consultation response) as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

104836

The traffic noise at Brooklands Farm is currently a nuisance and
would increase considerably once the scheme is in place.
Request for some form of noise mitigation adjacent to Brooklands
Farmstead.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard
noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at sensitive locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The noise and vibration assessment has not identified any significant residual
adverse effects at Brooklands Farm as a result of the scheme. As such, noise
barriers are not proposed in the vicinity of Brooklands Farm.
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An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
(including with respect to the property the subject of the consultation response) as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
Brooklands House is a substantial listed residential property,
which will be subjected to a significant increase in noise nuisance
due to the scheme.

104464

As double glazing is not an option for this listed building, and as
the widened carriageway is to be closer than the existing A1, it is
suggested that the detailed road design includes provision for a
soil bund and acoustic fence to be constructed as close to the
carriageway as is practicable (to increase the effectiveness of the
acoustic fence).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard
noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at sensitive locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In summary the operational noise and vibration assessment concludes that
Brooklands House would only experience minor adverse effects as a result of the
scheme proposals. Further consideration would be given to additional mitigation
measures at detailed design stage.

Compensation was previously not received under the
Compensation Code at the time of the previous widening of the
A1. For this reason, it is requested that this mitigation work is
included in the design of the scheme to mitigate the effect of the
original as well as present scheme.

Whilst the property is outside any of the noise Important Areas identified in the
2014 Action Plan for Roads (including major roads), it should be noted that the
Roads Improvement Strategy (RIS) was published recently (December 2014).
Noise is included as a key performance indicator and actions under the RIS will
include looking on a prioritised basis at reducing serious noise impact. The review
under the RIS would include all properties and noise sensitive receivers along the
Highway network including Brooklands House.

General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)

104788

Summary of consultee comment

Query over whether the road could take a more northerly route.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and is the reason why the Highways
Agency is pursuing the current option. A northern route would be longer across
open countryside risking greater environmental impact and greater impact on
populous areas.

Drainage
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105052

Remedial drainage works will need to be undertaken where
necessary.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105079

Both the man-made and natural drainage system for the
consultee’s farm will be affected by the works. The land is the
type on which land drainage is required and the proposed

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Surface water drainage from the new and existing highway would be mitigated in
accordance with current nationally accepted standards. This will be in agreement
with the relevant authorities, in this case the applicable Internal Drainage Board.
Drainage works would be undertaken as part of the scheme and all water run-off
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scheme must address drainage flows and reinstatement of the
drainage system.

from the scheme would be controlled and drained. The drainage from the scheme
would be managed and should not affect the current drainage of surrounding
fields. The Highways Agency would continue to engage with consultees with an
interest in the land affected by the scheme and provide appropriate
accommodation works to protect or reinstate existing land drainage systems.

Regarding Nursery Farm, Brampton. Under the new proposals of
the A14 improvement scheme, a proportion of the farmed area is
affected, including land to the west of the A1 and north of the
A14, and land currently enclosed within the Brampton Hut Service
Area.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement, including in relation to including land to the west of the
A1 and north of the A14, and land currently enclosed within the Brampton Hut
Service Area. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for
a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The scheme has been amended so that the balancing
ponds are not shown over the oil pipeline. The assessment presents a worst case
scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing
flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water
courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

There is currently a balancing pond due to be constructed directly
over the top of a fuel pipeline. Confirmation required that this has
been discovered and amendments have been made.
104454

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

In relation to Ellington Brook (which flows north of the Brampton Hut interchange)
proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but might not fully
compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised 250mm rise for a 1%
(1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the assessment
concludes that the scheme would not have a likely adverse effect on flood risk to
property. There would be no change in Standard of Protection to any property
Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to address known
issues with congestion and journey time reliability. Built more than three decades
ago, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that
now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been shelved on the basis of
affordability. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would
become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the
Cambridge and Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour
markets, requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also
depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses
to operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential
growth.

101855

New roads are necessary for commercial and industrial
development of Alconbury.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

102828

The proposed improvements will minimise over-congestion due to
the merging of the A14 and A1 over that length.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Agreement in principle.

10 April 2014

104756

104883

Additional road capacity is needed.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that for the year 2035predicted traffic
levels, including weaving at junctions

104798

It is hoped that the improvements would lead to better flow of

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic

traffic and therefore could be a great improvement to the existing
Spittals and A1 junctions.

104942

Support for the scheme and the potential benefits to the area.

forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic flows
on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from
49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 69%) as a
result of the scheme. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass are
forecast to be around 95,500 vehicles per day (two-way) which is well within the
capacity for a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.
14 May 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)

104454

Summary of consultee comment

Regarding Nursery Farm, Brampton, notice is given of
telecommunications mast which also appears to be affected by
the proposed highway alignment. Request that suitable provisions
be put in place to manage these.

Highways Agency’s response
Utility service providers have been contacted and would be consulted throughout
the design process.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Several utility diversions/alterations are being assessed and if required would be
implemented during construction. This would include any utility
diversions/alterations which may be required in the area of Nursery Farm.

Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

104464

104454

Summary of consultee comment

Concern over impact on values of homes and property, and
appropriate levels of compensation.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
Comment noted. Compensation would be assessed according to the standard
legal tests.

Land owner notice that land within the Brampton Hut service area
is currently subject to negotiations to be developed for
commercial use, and that compensation considerations will
therefore be one of commercial value, not agricultural.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.

Security
Consultee(s)

104454

Regarding Nursery Farm, Brampton, the fishing lakes are a busy
attraction and also attract unwanted visitors. It is important that
security be kept to a maximum along boundary fences to detract
unwanted visitors; request for digging of trenches where
appropriate. Furthermore, the existing boundary is overgrown
with trees and shrubbery. This aids the security measure to a
certain extent. With the construction of this highway this will be

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
proposals for implementation of the construction works which comply with the
Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works and will
update adjacent land owners accordingly.
Site and local security and wellbeing is addressed within the CoCP which will be
submitted as part of the DCO process. The Highways Agency would prepare a
Community Engagement Strategy for the construction stage of the scheme that
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lost, therefore making it even more important.

will provide the approach to community engagement and a step-by-step guide to
the enquiries and complaints procedure, details of which can be found in the
CoCP.

Safety
Consultee(s)

104803

Summary of consultee comment

Concern over exposure to increased accidents outside property.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme would provide good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no
direct access to properties from the new road. This would introduce better lane
control, providing adequate capacity for the predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to reduce the number of accidents.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
The scheme should be closer to Huntingdon itself; accidents
occur at the Spittals interchange, so this should be changed and
the road linked in with all the new development planned at
Stukeley.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic.

104564

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic
flow through the Spittals junction would reduce from 61900 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 33000 vehicles per day with the scheme (-47%).
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic from this junction.
Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which would
benefit traffic on A141.
The above improvements should help reduce the frequency of accidents at this
location.

New road should go north of St Ives and directly into Alconbury
which would negate the need to widen the A1.

104578

10 April 2014

Yes

Traffic
Congestion
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No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered. A northern route would be longer across open countryside
risking greater environmental impact and greater impact on populous areas.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

There is a need to ease congestion.

105060

10 April 2014

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which
is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and create additional capacity to
support future growth.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. Brampton Hut junction would see a reduction in traffic
originating from the A14 west as strategic traffic would be re-routed onto the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury, Brampton Hut junction and the new Brampton interchange with the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity
to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long
distance traffic between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 as far as Brampton Interchange.

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [paragraph 7.2.2] concludes that the
amount of additional traffic generated solely as a result of the scheme would be
small. The majority of the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the
Northstowe development and existing trips diverting back on to the A14. The
Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions.

No

Assessments on the impacts of the scheme in relation to noise and vibration and
air quality have been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapters 14 and 8 respectively of the
Environmental Statement.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101070

Proposed improvements should ease the flow of traffic coming
from and onto the A14.

104732

As the new section of the A1 south of Brampton Hut is to be
raised to a three lane motorway standard it means the section to
the north of Brampton Hut will need to be upgraded as well to
meet the expected increase in traffic on the A1 associated with
these improvements.

102877

104803

There would be an inevitable increase in traffic to negate the
imagined benefit of the scheme.

Concern over exposure to increased traffic outside property.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7.1] indicates that in 2035 daily
traffic flows on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would increase
from 52,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 81,500 vehicles per day with
the scheme. The proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to
accommodate this level of flow.
104464

The scheme will cause a significant increase in traffic using the
A1 at the point where it passes Brooklands House.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology
appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at sensitive locations

where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be provided at Important
Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014),
where they would reduce the existing high noise levels.
Important Area 5153, representing dwellings in the north of Alconbury is located
to the west of A1(M) and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers: 1120m long and 2-4m absorptive barrier
to the west of A1(M) to replace existing 2m reflective barriers; an additional 2m
absorptive barrier along existing 2m earth bund; and on the eastern side of
A1(M) a 200m long and 2m high absorptive barrier alongside B1043 (A1
Southbound offslip). The assessment has not identified any residual significant
adverse effects at Brooklands House as a result of the scheme.
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E.7.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 7 Part 4– local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Good access to Alconbury will need to be provided (when / if the
redevelopment takes place)
103516

Yes

No

Concern that there will be no access to the Huntingdon
Research Centre from the A1 and a new service road will be
provided from the south (this access is inadequate as it stands
with roads being too narrow for large volumes of traffic).

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would not change the current arrangement of the access to
Alconbury. The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be ‘near certain’ or ‘more than
likely’ by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area. The scheme is therefore
designed to provide that access.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic.
The scheme also includes the removal of direct access to the A14 and A1 in many
locations to improve safety conditions and ease traffic movements. The scheme
aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards of those
junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these junctions.

102395

Yes

No

Access between Huntingdon Life Sciences and the A1 would be via a new local
access road running south from the Life Sciences site to New Ellington Junction.
The access road is designed to Highways Agency standards, DMRB, appropriate
for the forecast traffic flow and would be wide enough to accommodate two-way
traffic.
This arrangement would provide a safer access arrangement and also allows
traffic to access Huntingdon Life Sciences from all directions via the New Ellington
and existing Brampton Hut junctions.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Concern over loss of agricultural land.

Yes

No

The proposed improvements will waste a large stretch of very
good farm land so that Huntingdon can expand a little.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

103530

104667

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
(including agricultural land) and reduce severance.

Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

102788; 104880

No villages are seriously affected / there will be minimal impact.

Yes

No

104724

The proposed improvements will not impact on any villages or
homes, so the proposal is reasonable.

Yes

No

103528

Concern over impact on Alconbury village.

Yes

No

102642

Has sufficient thought been given to the effect on Alconbury from
the increase in traffic?

Yes

No

104504

Concern over impact on village from developments such as
recent wind farm and changes in flight plans.

Yes

No

104505

Concern over impact on local area. Concern over impact on
quality of life.

Yes

No

104934

Concern over possibility of impact on people and homes.

Yes

No

104707

The impact of so many lanes of traffic in this area will be
devastating to the adjacent communities.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

The scheme will significantly impact on local communities.
104752

This will have major effects on Brampton particularly which will
be surrounded by tarmac and HGVs.

55534

104665

These proposed improvements do not affect Hilton.

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU). Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2)
assesses and reports the likely significant effects of the scheme reports an
assessment of impacts on local communities. Where appropriate mitigation is
proposed to minimise significant adverse effects.

Yes

No

Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer on to the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be expected to reduce from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease). Daily traffic flows on
Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62%
decrease). Assessments on the impacts of the scheme in relation to noise and
vibration and air quality have been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapters 14 and 8 respectively of the
Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

It will be important to maintain ability to drive to Huntingdon
during the construction phase.
Re10702

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Yes

No

Comment

Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites and would consult with
businesses with regards to access and traffic management arrangements where
required.

Highways Agency’s response

received by
deadline?

proposal?

101000

Not certain if the cost-benefit analysis would work.

Yes

No

103530

The scheme is a waste of money.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme is not good value for money and there are better
ways of improving use of the A14 and A1.

104780

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost
benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money. Further
detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter 5 of the
Case for the Scheme.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered

Unless the A1 is improved south of Brampton, this section of the
scheme would not be cost effective as the A1 / A14 section to
Spittals will still be the preferable route for traffic to the southeast..

103556

The scheme does not improve the A1 south of Brampton, the Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through its Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where the need is
greatest.

Yes

No

The money could be better spent, such as safety measures in
other areas of the network such as the A1 and A421.

104525

The scheme would widen the A1 from Alconbury to the Brampton Interchange.
Traffic travelling from the A1 at Alconbury to the A14 would leave the A1 at the
Brampton Interchange and the A14 to A1 north traffic would join the A1 at
Brampton Interchange. Hence south of Brampton there is a lower traffic demand
on the A1. Further details on the future network performance can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. The cost of the scheme is proportionate to
the size of the scheme as in line with industry standards. A cost benefit analysis
has been undertaken, which concludes the scheme would deliver high value for
money. Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

Yes

No

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would deliver high value for money.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104650

This is an unnecessary high cost project. There are a number of

Yes
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No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport

other equally effective identified options that would provide
savings in cost, landscape destruction and noise pollution.
Questioning the motives behind pushing this particular scheme
as the only option. This doesn't seem to have been conducted in
a fair, open and inclusive way.

Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would deliver high value for money. Further detail on the
economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the
Scheme.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

103511

The proposed improvements will remove a source of pollution
from this area, particularly noise and emissions, which are
particularly bad when an incident occurs on this stretch.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

It is important that the environment is preserved and all negative
impacts kept to a minimum.

103539

Highways Agency’s response

Support is noted.
The design of the scheme seeks to minimise adverse environmental impacts and
has been informed by extensive desk and field studies. Sufficient data has been
gathered to allow a robust environmental assessment of the scheme to be
undertaken and further survey work is planned to inform detailed design and
mitigation.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The environmental impacts which would arise from the
proposed scheme are assessed and reported, along with proposals for mitigation,
in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.
The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application. A wide range of mitigation measures
would be implemented within the overall scheme design to reduce significant
environmental effects; the measures are integral and permanent to the scheme.

Concern regarding climate change.

104488

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES) The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.
– In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
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Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the (ES. Greenhouse
gases associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.
It is difficult to ascertain the environmental impact of this
scheme.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The environmental impacts, which would arise from the
proposed scheme are assessed and reported, along with proposals for mitigation,
in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

104851

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best
practice guidance. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.

Air
Consultee(s)

103528; 104505;
104669

104818

Summary of consultee comment

Concern over air pollution impacts.

Concern that proposed improvements will bring even more
pollution to the area.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. During operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are
predicted.
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. During operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are
predicted.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

104828

Air pollution is unacceptable.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. During operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are

predicted.

104633

Noticeable pollution increase and disturbance to local residents
will endanger the lives of the elderly and young in the district.
This scheme poses a scheme for hay fever and asthma
sufferers.

Yes

No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. During operation, no exceedances of air quality objectives are
predicted.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Ecology
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The findings have been
discussed with the Environment Agency and with Natural England.

104505

Concern over impact on wildlife.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

In summary the assessment concludes that overall the scheme would have
positive effects on most ecological features; neutral effects on bats; and positive
effects on most bird species, although there would remain a possibility of moderate
adverse effects on grasshopper and Cetti’s warblers due to noise disturbance of
the scheme.

Flooding
Consultee(s)

104755

Summary of consultee comment

Request to not prevent existing flood alleviation schemes around
Huntingdon.

Date consulted

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to Brampton Brook, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood
event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
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likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no
change in Standard of Protection to any property.
The scheme would not impact upon existing flood alleviation schemes around
Huntingdon. The scheme’s mitigation measures would ensure no change to
current flood flows and liaison with the Environment Agency would ensure the
works do not impinge upon pre-existing flood mitigation measures.

104874

During the floods of 1998 the A1 in Alconbury was awash and all
the ditches were overflowing and my house flooded. Concern
over increased risk of flooding; from increased concrete and loss
of flood plain.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to Brampton Brook (located in the vicinity of the consultee’s property),
proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but might not fully
compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localise250mm rise for a 1% (1
in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the assessment
concludes that the scheme would not have a likely adverse effect on flood risk to
property. There would be no change in Standard of Protection to any property.

Landscape
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value of
the Ouse valley has been recorded and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed and mitigation proposals identified – see the outline environmental
design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

101897

The open farmland reprieves the county and keeps the rural
aspect. One of the few beautiful sights is seen from the top of
Offord Hill, it is breath-taking. If you go ahead with this scheme
with a Southern bypass the landscape and character of the area
will be ruined for ever.

Extensive landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.
Yes

No

Inevitably some areas of landscape and landscape features would be lost to the
scheme but the mitigation proposed would take account of local landscape
character variations.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure would
be carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.
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South facing views from properties on Offord Hill are elevated and are generally of
an open nature. The Ouse viaduct would become a prominent feature within the
view, although mitigation planting would lessen visual effects in the long term.
Noise
Consultee(s)

103528; 104505;
104669

Summary of consultee comment

Concern over noise impacts.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

104481

The proposed improvements would ruin the Huntingdon
countryside with noise pollution.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment for the scheme has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement which demonstrates that Huntingdon
would have a reduced noise impact following the scheme. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Locally, noise
barriers would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects
at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy.
There are no landscape designations within the study area that have been defined
because of their level of tranquillity. The scheme would reduce tranquillity along
the offline section of the scheme between Brampton interchange and Fen Drayton,
particularly in areas that are currently more rural and remote such as the Ouse
valley. The scheme would also slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common
and Mill Common in Huntingdon. It is not anticipated that the level of overall
tranquillity along the online sections of the scheme from Alconbury to Brampton
interchange and from Fen Drayton to Milton would be significantly affected
because existing traffic movement on these highways already severely affects
tranquillity. Tranquillity would potentially be improved along the de-trunked section
of the scheme, where it is anticipated that there would be a reduction in traffic flow.

103565

What are current noise readings from the A1 and what are the
proposed predictions for 2020?

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation has been specified and
included in the scheme where the modelling and assessment shows a need.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the formal consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the
technical assessment work.
Assessment of operational noise change uses a comparison of traffic data
projected with and without the scheme, both in the opening year (2020), and in the
future assessment year (2035), i.e. the year of maximum projected traffic flow
within 15 years of opening. Predicted and existing noise levels are included within
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Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken (including for
Alconbury) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.

104642

Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would reduce the
existing high noise levels.

Concern over the impact of double the traffic going through
Alconbury. It is vital that proper noise reduction measures are in
place as well as a road surface used, which reduces the noise of
traffic.

Yes

No

Important Area 5153 representing dwellings in north Alconbury is located to the
west of A1(M) and the ES identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: 1120m long and 2-4m absorptive barrier to the west of A1(M) to replace
existing 2m reflective barriers; an additional 2m absorptive barrier along existing
2m earth bund; and on the eastern side of A1(M) a 200m long and 2m high
absorptive barrier alongside B1043 (A1 Southbound offslip). The barriers are
shown on Figure 14.7 of the ES.
The avoidance and mitigation measures in the Alconbury area would avoid any
significant observed adverse effects (refer to Table 14.1 of Chapter 14 of the ES),
and would minimise as far as sustainable adverse effects on the majority of
receptors and communities including their shared open areas. The scheme would
significantly enhance the existing noise mitigation measures in this location,
replacing the current noise fence barrier with a new taller fence barrier, improving
the noise environment within this Important Area. No dwellings in this Important
Area would be subject to a residual likely significant effect.
The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme, which
will be finalised during the detailed design stage.

Health
Summary of consultee comment
Consultee(s)

55534

Date consulted
The health issues associated with noise and atmospheric
pollution have not been considered.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have

an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur
as a result of the scheme.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102817

Figure 7 which is said to show the widening of the A1 between
Brampton and Alconbury is not present in the Highways Agency
booklet 'Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme - Public
Consultation April 2014’.

104487

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency is aware that this figure was mistakenly omitted and
apologise for this omission. Scheme design drawings showing this section of the
scheme were available at the consultation events, at deposit points and remain
available online at the Highways Agency website.

Yes

No

31 consultation exhibition events were held at locations within the vicinity of the
scheme. In addition there were 23 deposit points where details of the scheme were
available. This coverage was as set out in the Statement of Community
Consultation upon which we consulted with the local authorities.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Query over why no consultation event was held at Alconbury.

Change to
proposal?

Future growth
Consultee(s)

103531

Summary of consultee comment

This may not meet the development needs of the area if there
are the expected developments at Alconbury.

Date consulted

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This includes the full build out of Alconbury Weald
development and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500
homes). These developments have therefore been included in the traffic forecasts
and the design of the scheme has been amended to account for this growth.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104873

It is important to consider the increased traffic levels from the
Alconbury Weald development

Yes

No

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This includes the full build out of Alconbury Weald
development and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500
homes). These developments have therefore been included in the traffic forecasts
and the design of the scheme has been amended to account for this growth.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
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scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104823

The area is expanding rapidly; and the roads need to reflect this
growth.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104936

The proposed improvements would help with the new proposal
for up-grading Alconbury air force base to a commercial
enterprise.

Yes

No

The proposed improvements need to consider the increase in
traffic flows from the Alconbury Weald development (including
improvements to Rusts Lane).

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area includes the full build out of Alconbury Weald
development and the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500
homes). These developments have therefore been included in the traffic forecasts
and the design of the scheme has been amended to account for this growth.

All slip roads at Rusts Lane should be widened to two lanes to
account for the Alconbury Weald development.

104797

Comment is duly noted.

The bridge over the A14 [Main (Boulevard) Site Access
Junctions (and A14 overbridge] needs widening to four lanes to
prevent congestion at peak times deriving from the Alconbury
Weald development.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment figures indicate that the A14 Spur east of the A1(M)
would see a reduction in traffic flow from 63,900 to 18,100 with the scheme (a
decrease of 72%) in the year 2035.The document (http://www.alconburyweald.co.uk/sites/default/files2/file_downloads/Key%20info_transport.pdf) to which
the consultee refers to in their comment states that as the A14 scheme “has not
yet been finalised our assessment has assessed the impact of the development
(Alconbury Weald) against the existing road layout” Therefore the recommended
changes to Rust Lane and Main (Boulevard) Site Access Junctions (and A14
overbridge) do not take into consideration the impact the scheme on reducing
traffic. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035
the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104853

Any improvements can only move the area forward. Many of the
transport companies use this existing route; improvements are
needed quickly before they find an alternative route and remove
further trade from the area.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

57336

The widening of this section of the A1 is essential for a major
through route and to support the future residential developments
planned for the area.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

52896

The widening should be done to four lanes and motorway
standard; otherwise a pinch-point will be created where the
A1(M) drops from four-lanes to three at Alconbury.

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic flow on the
A1 to the north of Alconbury would be between 2800 and 3500 vehicles per hour in
each direction in 2035 with the scheme. Some local traffic would still leave the A1

104634

Four lanes will merge better into three, not two.

Yes

No

104970

Concern that three lanes would not be sufficient as there are
four going from Alconbury to Peterborough.

Yes

No

101069

The road needs some sort of improvement, such as an extra
lane in each direction. Query over whether this would be
cheaper or would take less land.

Yes

No

101851

Concern that the A1 should be four lanes (as it is further north)
along this section rather than three.

Yes

No

102889

The road should be four lanes, not three. However three is better
than the present situation.

Yes

No

101886

The Alconbury bypass is three lanes and the new section would
be three lanes so this stretch obviously needs to be the same.

Yes

No

102802

Two lanes are not enough to take traffic from A1, A14 and M11.

Yes

No

at the A14 Spur to access Huntingdon, therefore peak hour traffic flows on the A1
to the south of the Alconbury junction are forecast to be between 2200 and 2800
vehicles per hour in each direction. This level of flow is well within the capacity of
the proposed Dual 3 All Purpose standard road.
Comment noted. In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury would be widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three
lane dual carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to
Brampton Hut there would be a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the
west of the existing A1 and this would become the new A1.
Comment noted. In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury would be widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three
lane dual carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to
Brampton Hut there would be a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the
west of the existing A1 and this would become the new A1.The Transport
Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate capacity to
deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design
year 2035.
In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and Alconbury would
be widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three lane dual
carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to Brampton Hut
there would be a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the west of the
existing A1 and this would become the new A1. The Transport Assessment
demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate capacity to deal with
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.

104636

The A1 should not be widened unless the A14 is widened to
three lanes (the A14 is only a dual carriageway and could not
cope with extra traffic coming from A1).

Yes

No

Comment noted. In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury would be widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three
lane dual carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to
Brampton Hut there would be a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the
west of the existing A1 and this would become the new A1. The Transport
Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate capacity to
deal with predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design
year 2035.

104637

Widening is necessary.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The existing junction between the A1 and the A14 at Brampton Hut would continue
to function as it does currently. The design of Brampton Interchange can be seen
in the General Arrangement Plans include in the Development Consent Order
submission. With the scheme, the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would utilise
the existing section of the A1 between Brampton Hut and the new Brampton
Interchange, providing two lanes in each direction. The A1 would be diverted on to
a new section of carriageway to the west, which would provide three lanes in each
direction. New slip roads would be provided connecting the A1 to the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which would facilitate movements from A14 east to
A1 north and vice-versa.

100979

The connection at the A1 seems over-complex, but if that could
be better explained then it may well be satisfactory.

Yes
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The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to2100 vehicles per hour in
each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

102880

Experience of the M11 and other roads suggests that building a
wider road from the beginning is better than attempting to widen
an existing road.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton Interchange,
where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in
each direction in 2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The scheme provides widening of the existing A14 to dual three-lane carriageway
between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill
and Girton.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

Diversion routes
Consultee(s)

100986

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

This section of the A1 provides an invaluable "escape route" in
the event of traffic accidents further down the A14.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Alignment
Consultee(s)

103593

105058

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Consideration should be given to renewing previous plans to
upgrade the A1 and move it further west in this area.

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies
and will target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the
scope of the scheme.

Yes

No

The alignment of the section west of Brampton Hut falls outside the scope of this
scheme. East of Brampton Hut the existing A14 would be de-trunked and would fall
within the responsibility of the local authority. Alignment changes on this section
fall outside the scope of this scheme.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

There is a need to straighten out the section from Brampton Hut
on A14.

Highways Agency’s response

Motorway standards
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101007

The A1 Should be converted to Motorway standard with hard

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between

shoulders too match the adjoining Alconbury to Peterborough
section.
101067

Query over why is this section of road not being upgraded to
motorway like the A1M to Alwalton.

Yes

No

55745

The A1 should be a three lane motorway standard from London
to Yorkshire.

Yes

No

101849

Given the motorway status of the A1 to the north and the
national and international status of the A1, this widening should
include upgrade to motorway standards.

Yes

No

A14-C001

The A1(M) motorway should be extended from Alconbury to the
proposed A14 at Brampton.

Yes

No

101958

The A1 should be fully upgraded to A1(M). On--line dual three
lane widening is the cheaper option.

Yes

No

102809

The need for widening is clear but this should be done as a dual
three lane motorway to extend the existing isolated section of
A1(M) to meet the A14. The junction with the A14 is much
improved over previous options.

Yes

No

102872

Motorway standards of the whole area are to be welcomed.
Failure to upgrade the A1 on this stretch would be a short
sighted.

Yes

No

53989

Hard shoulders, motorway status and an extra lane would be
beneficial.

101946

The A1 between London and Newcastle is a mixture of allpurpose road and motorway. The section to the north of
Alconbury is currently a three/four lane motorway. It would be
more sensible for this section of A1 to be upgraded to A1(M), as
has progressively happened with other sections of the road,
particularly in the north. Traffic levels would justify this upgrade
and it would have the benefit of removing unsuitable vehicles
from a high-speed road.

101012

While in broad agreement, request assurance that the section
will indeed be upgraded to a special road, under the special
roads act, and that non-motorised vehicles and learner drivers
will be prohibited from the stretch. If this is not the intention,
further consideration should be given to the upgrade of the
section to motorway status. This is essential to indicate to road
users the sort of road that the upgraded A1 is, as well as
providing a higher speed limit for HGVs than would be afforded
by an all-purpose trunk road.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The scheme would provide adequate capacity for forecast traffic up to
the design year, 2035. Changing the proposed road category to motorway has
many consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of hard
shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards and would add
significantly to scheme cost.

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The scheme would provide adequate capacity for forecast traffic up to
the design year, 2035. Changing the proposed road category to motorway has
many consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of hard
shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards and would add
significantly to scheme cost.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1, although the route would not be upgraded to a motorway standard. The
scheme would provide adequate capacity for forecast traffic up to the design year,
2035.
Any ban on users on routes they currently enjoy would require reasonable
alternatives which are not available on this section of the A1.

Yes
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No

Rather than designate the upgraded A14 as a special road, Traffic Regulation
Orders (TRO)are being included in the DCO to ban pedestrians, cyclists,
equestrians and horse drawn vehicles from the new A14 between the Brampton
Interchange and Girton. This approach has been taken rather than a special road
designation because there are practical difficulties such as application of speed
limits and signage for such a road and the TRO approach would deal with classes
of users that would be most at risk. The TRO to restrict use is for the Brampton
Interchange to Girton section only because this is the new off-line section or where
there is convenient alternative route for the prohibited users, In other sections this
does not occur and so any restriction is not legally sustainable.

102816

This section should be designated as a motorway. This would
not be costly, it is certainly warranted by traffic levels, and the
road is not suitable for the types of traffic which would be
prohibited on a motorway. This section connects with the
existing A1(M) at Alconbury so there is no problem with it
connecting to all-purpose sections (unlike the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass). Failure to make this section a motorway has
little benefit and only serves to make it even harder to upgrade
the A1 south of here in the future.

Yes

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1, although the route would not be upgraded to a motorway standard. The
scheme would provide adequate capacity for forecast traffic up to the design year,
2035.
Changing the road category to motorway has many consequences particularly for
non-motorway traffic. Consideration has been given to restricting types of traffic
from the upgraded section of the A1, however any ban on users on routes they
currently enjoy would require reasonable alternatives which are not available on
this section and hence no such restrictions will be promoted here.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1, although the route would not be upgraded to a motorway standard. The
scheme would provide adequate capacity for forecast traffic up to the design year,
2035.

104954

Whilst such significant work is being undertaken, this section
should be built to motorway standards as part of a long -term
strategy to convert the A1 to motorway, particularly as it will join
a section that is already motorway. The cost cannot be large in
the context of the overall scheme.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. With the Highways Agency promoting
Managed Motorway All Lane Running schemes, a hard shoulder is not necessarily
a requirement for a road of motorway standard, the difference being that on a
motorway certain classes of users are prohibited. Consideration has been given to
restricting types of traffic from the upgraded section of the A1, similar to a
motorway, however any ban on users on routes they currently enjoy would require
reasonable alternatives which are not available on this section and hence no such
restrictions will be promoted here.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money. Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in
Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

101032

Summary of consultee comment

The junction with the existing A14 must be free-flowing and not a
roundabout. The westbound A14 to southbound A1 must also be
free-flowing.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost of providing an additional access would be significant and deemed
unnecessary as the existing route via the A428 would provide access from the A1
northbound to the A14 eastbound at Cambridge.

Yes

No

Whilst there would not be direct access between A1 south of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.
The heaviest trafficked movements from A1 southbound to A14 eastbound and
A14 westbound to A14 northbound are catered for by free-flowing links at the new
Brampton Interchange.
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Additional details on the future network performance can be found in Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment.

101819

The A14 junction with the A1 roundabout and the roundabouts
east of Huntingdon are inadequate given the volume of traffic
using the A14. The A14 is almost a motorway that links east to
west. The junction with the M1 is also substandard.

101883

Appears to be a complicated junction.

101974

The current junctions at Brampton Hut and Spittals were not built
for the amount of traffic currently using them. At peak times
there are queues in all directions. This also impacts on
Huntingdon.

101768

The A14 junction east for Huntingdon and Spittals has a poor
layout.

Comment noted.
Yes

Yes

No

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the existing A14.
The heaviest trafficked movements from A1 southbound to A14 eastbound and
A14 westbound to A14 northbound are catered for by free-flowing links at the new
Brampton Interchange. The other movements are catered for by combination of the
New Ellington Junction and the existing Brampton Hut junction which remains
substantially unchanged and with through A14 traffic removed this junction will
operate effectively. In doing this, the scheme makes the best use of existing
infrastructure, targeting the provision of new infrastructure to the heaviest trafficked
movements. The proposed combination of junctions operate effectively, the
Transport Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate
capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels in the design year of 2035.
Comment noted.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The proposed road layout significantly reduces traffic using both these junctions
with traffic using the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass. These junctions will in
future with this traffic removed operate much more effectively and reduced queues.
The heaviest trafficked movements from A1 southbound to A14 eastbound and
A14 westbound to A14 northbound are catered for by free-flowing links at the new
Brampton Interchange. The other movements are catered for by combination of the
New Ellington Junction and the existing Brampton Hut junction which remains
substantially unchanged. With through -traffic from the A14 removed, this junction
will operate effectively. In doing this, the scheme makes the best use of existing
infrastructure, targeting the provision of new infrastructure to the heaviest trafficked
movements. The proposed combination of junctions operate effectively, the
Transport Assessment demonstrates that the proposed scheme has adequate
capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels in the design year of 2035.
Comment noted.

103519

The proposed scheme will reduce the impact on the dangerous
roundabout at Brampton Hut.

102816

An interchange closer to Brampton Hut would be compatible with
both the existing A1 and any future bypass route. This would
have to be designed carefully to avoid conflicting with the
Brampton Hut junction, but it would seem possible to move the
northbound A1's exit for Brampton Hut much further back, and
have the A14-to-A1 traffic merge into the A1 after that exit,
rather than the other way round as currently proposed. This
would then have the additional benefit of reducing weaving on
this section of the A1. Traffic from the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass could no longer exit to Brampton Hut directly, but this
could be compensated by providing all movements at the new
Ellington junction.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The heaviest trafficked movements from A1 southbound to A14 eastbound and
A14 westbound to A14 northbound are catered for by free-flowing links at the new
Brampton Interchange. This then reduces traffic at the existing Brampton Hut
junction roundabout.

The suggestion would require very much longer southern slip roads for the
Brampton Hut interchange. The scheme design has sufficient capacity for forecast
traffic up to the design year and would have sufficient capacity for the predicted
weaving traffic movements. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the
proposed scheme has adequate capacity to deal with predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions in the design year of 2035.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10703

Disappointed that the north-bound entry slip from Woolley Road
is being discontinued which will lead to increased journey time.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Removal of direct access is a key measure to improve safety. A safer alternative
would be provided via a new access road to the south with a junction at Ellington.

Truck stop
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10722

The existing truck stop off the A14 spur should be repositioned
somewhere off the new A1 / A14 route in order to ease access
for HGVs. (Lorries should not have to turn off the new highway
and negotiate four small roundabouts to access existing
truckstop).

Date consulted

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Truck stops are not provided and operated by the Highways Agency. The existing
truck stop is not directly affected by the scheme. Vehicles heading west on the
A14 and calling at the services would need to negotiate two new roundabouts at
the Ellington junction. The roundabouts are designed to Highways Agency
standards, DMRB, and are appropriately designed to cater for all highway traffic
including HGV’s.

Huntingdon viaduct
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102790

If the Huntingdon Viaduct would be retained, traffic going north
would stay on the A14.

Yes

No

103484; 104503;
104871

If the viaduct was not removed, this would not be necessary. It is
a waste of public money.

Yes

No

104698

If the viaduct is retained this wasteful expenditure would be
avoided.

104700

The proposal to demolish the A14 viaduct will affect local traffic.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. Likely
significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a result of these
improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be
reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the differences
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in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections without
removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
Proposals not fit for purpose
Consultee(s)

104704

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The proposed improvements will not make a difference.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Additional capacity provided by the scheme would relieve congestion on one of the
busiest stretches of the strategic road network between the West Midlands and
East Anglia and would help to separate strategic from local traffic. It would also
enable local businesses to operate more effectively, carry the projected increased
traffic from a number of new major residential schemes and would reduce
congestion. The scheme would accommodate future growth in traffic for at least
the next 20 years. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035
the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

104663

Improvement is not needed as it is not a major traffic problem in
that area.

Yes

No

104804; 104879

The proposed improvement is not necessary.

Yes

No

54494

The sections of the A1 north and south of the A14 junctions
currently are rarely congested. Whilst consideration needs to be
made for capacity requirements of the future, uncertain whether
widening of this section is justified at this time.

Yes

No

101014

There is not sufficient traffic to warrant the cost when the Black
Cat roundabout is the hold-up point on the A1.

Yes

No

104862

The proposed improvements are not necessary, the current road
is sufficient.

Yes

No

104705; 104890

The volume of traffic does not warrant this.

Yes

No

104843

Improvements to existing route are acceptable, but there is
uncertainty over whether they are needed on this stretch of road.

Yes

No

101087

The road is not sufficiently congested to require widening.

Yes

No

104721

This section of the A1 does not currently suffer from traffic jams.

Yes

No

101917

This is a very quiet piece of road and does not need widening.

Yes

No

104817

The road is currently suitable with free flowing traffic.

Yes

No

104922

The widening of the road is unnecessary. The previous widening
of A1 between Alconbury and Peterborough seems to have been
too extreme - the road is frequently quiet.

Yes

No

101086

The junction is not a problem on the journey to Coventry.

Yes

No

102806

The A1 widening is not required in the upgrade. I here have not

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are operating close to, or in excess of, recommended
capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the section of the
A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operates between 93-110% of
expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between Swavesey
and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity. Without improvement, congestion on
the A14 trunk road would become worse and be a constraint to housing and
business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.

been any problems with this section of road in the past five
years.
103576

This is not an especially busy or congested piece of road.

Yes

No

104518

There is no need to widen the A1 as the current two lane road is
more than adequate to cope with the amount of traffic that uses
it.

Yes

No

104683

No problems experienced with the A1 in this area.

Yes

No

103514

Uncertain whether this is necessary.

Yes

No

101869

The Highways Agency could not plan this with common sense.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year
2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions

101896

General disagreement with the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

54304

Widening of the A1 is only needed to take north/southbound
traffic that will be diverted by downgrading the existing dual
carriageway! Keep the viaduct and existing A14 open and there
will be no need to widen the A1

Yes

No

The Huntingdon Railway Viaduct will be removed as part of the proposals
submitted in the DCO application. The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its
replacement with new local road connections would provide improved access into
Huntingdon town centre from the east and west. The proposals would re-route
strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and Alconbury will be
widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three lane dual
carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to Brampton Hut
we would build a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the west of the
existing A1 and this would become the new A1.

102863

st

The scheme proposals are not based on 21 century solutions.

Yes

No

The scheme would be designed to current Highways Agency standards.

102880

Experience of the M11 and other road suggests that building a
wider road from the beginning is better than attempting to widen
an existing road.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

103530

The proposed improvements would not be needed if the existing
A1/A14 link was retained.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment shows that many sections of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon are operating close to, or in excess of, recommended
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capacity in the morning and evening peak hours. In particular, the section of the
A14 between Brampton Hut and Swavesey operates between 93-110% of
expected capacity in the eastbound direction, while the section between Swavesey
and Bar Hill is operating at 82-97% capacity.

55527

Proposed improvement is not required if the existing A14 is
improved and the A14 bridge is maintained.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic.
The existing A14 would be widened between Swavesey Junction and Milton
Junction however the viaduct over the ECML acts as a significant constraint.

104900

Upgrading the existing A14 to 3 lanes would be sufficient.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered. Widening of the existing
A14 alone would not achieve the objectives of the scheme.
The new bypass and widening works section will become the new A14. The
existing A14 will be de-trunked and become a local road.

104816; 104822;
104847

There seems to be no reason to do this as it will not help the
A14. It is a separate road.

104872

Agreement with the need for additional lanes but not the route
proposed.

104939

Widening of the A1 may be necessary as part of a longer term
improvement of the north-south route in this area, but there is no
need with current or likely future levels of traffic to increase the
A14 from two to three lanes each way until the junction at
Swavesey is reached.

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic.
Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

This element of the scheme is mutually beneficial to the A1 and A14. It has been
designed to address a pinch point at this location and to combat congestion.
Traffic forecasts reported in the Transport Assessment for the A1 between
Brampton and Alconbury indicate that improvements are essential to cope with
future traffic growth and improve the interchange of northbound and southbound
traffic travelling from the A14 and changing at the A1.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. This can be achieved by de-trunking
the existing A14 which would be primarily used as a local road whilst the new A14
would be used for long distance travel.
This design has the benefit of increasing capacity, significantly improving safety,
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journey time and journey reliability. Without improvement, congestion on the A14
truck road will become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth
in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area Predicted traffic flows on the proposed A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass reported in the Transport Assessment indicate that
three lanes in both directions between Brampton Interchange and Swavesey would
be required.

104969

104970

Disagreement with the whole scheme and therefore the A1
widening which serves no purpose in isolation. There is no
existing problem with this section of the A1.

Yes

Disagreement with the present solution, this section of the A1 is
sufficient for the existing flows of traffic along it. The major
junction on the A1 north of Alconbury already exists where the
A14 traffic eastbound and that wishing to join the M11 is taken
off the A1 and thus the resulting traffic is greatly reduced going
further south on the A1. This junction will remain and should
therefore continue to be used. Removal of the Huntingdon
Viaduct and de-trunking of the A14 will only serve to worsen the
current traffic problems getting into Huntingdon from the
Brampton direction. The width of the A14 could then be
increased from two to three lanes from Spittals to Cambridge.

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily traffic
flow on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles per
day without the scheme. The daily flow on this section of the A1 would be
increased to 81,500 vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead
(+56%). This section of the A1 is currently designed to Dual 2 All Purpose
standard (i.e. 2 lanes in each direction). While this standard of road is capable of
accommodating the forecast traffic flows in 2035 without the scheme, it would not
be able to cope with the increased traffic flows associated with the scheme. The
proposed widening of the A1 to Dual 3 All Purpose standard (i.e. 3 lanes in each
direction) is required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows.
Therefore in isolation the A1 would have sufficient capacity for the current traffic
flows. However as indicated widening of the A1 would be required with the
scheme.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily traffic
flow on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles per
day without the scheme. The daily flow on this section of the A1 would be
increased to 81,500 vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead
(+56%). This section of the A1 is currently designed to Dual 2 All Purpose
standard (i.e. 2 lanes in each direction). While this standard of road is capable of
accommodating the forecast traffic flows in 2035 without the scheme, it would not
be able to cope with the increased traffic flows associated with the scheme. The
proposed widening of the A1 to Dual 3 All Purpose standard (i.e. 3 lanes in each
direction) is required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%),

Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

101878

There is a need to focus on Huntingdon development.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted Details of the developments within Huntingdon which would
have been considered in the traffic model are reported in the Transport
Assessment.

104693

The term ‘three lane dual carriage way’ in the brochure should
be ‘three lane carriageway’.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

104970

The previous scheme did not take account of the effect on the
A1 and this was brought this to the attention of the Highways
Agency staff. The A1 is now to be increased to three lanes from

Yes

No

The scheme including the A1 widening formed part of the formal public
consultation exercise held in April to June 2014. An environmental impact
assessment has been undertaken which includes an assessment of impacts on
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community. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.

Alconbury to Brampton. This highlights the need for a proper
consultation with the local community who already utilise these
roads on a daily basis and will suffer further from this increase in
traffic volumes on the approach to Brampton.
Need for the proposals
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

This will be a beneficial step forward.

Yes

No

101945; 104981

General agreement with the proposed improvements.

Yes

No

101911

This improves the short stretch of non-motorway.

Yes

No

101802

Support for the overall scheme.

Yes

No

104949

Total agreement with the proposed improvements.

Yes

No

104693

Agreement with the proposed improvements in broad terms.

Yes

No

104718

Agreement with this proposal as it will be the main A1 route
carrier north.

Yes

No

101774

The A1 is an important link particularly from and to the North.
There have been many improvements from Buckden onwards
and this will increase the efficiency of the road.

Yes

No

10706

Support the idea of constructing a new road that will become the
A1, rather than having to widen the existing section.

Yes

No

101051

They appear to work.

Yes

No

102004

Belief that the scheme will work.

Yes

No

101068

The proposed scheme makes more sense than the current
setup.

Yes

No

101072

The scheme will be useful. Ideally all the A1 will eventually be
three lanes at least.

Yes

No

101839

Widening the A1 to 3 lanes is good. Moving the A1 away from
Brampton is good.

Yes

No

101052

This is essential to cater for extra traffic.

Yes

No

101064

This is necessary to compensate for the de-trunking of the A14 A1 North link road.

Yes

No

101090

This is an essential part of the plan, otherwise this section of the
current A1 would be completely saturated.

Yes

No

104855

The improvements are needed to get A1 traffic entering the new
A14.

Yes

No

101109

It makes sense to do this as part of the proposed works.

Yes

No

101849

Support for the A1 widening as It would be unsustainable to link
the Huntingdon bypass to the A1 without widening it.

Yes

No

101851

It is vital that the road is widened if traffic is travelling on this part
of the A1 to reach the A14.

Yes

No

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

54192

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.
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The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.

101856

It is time that something was done to widen the road.

Yes

No

101860

Get on with it.

Yes

No

101910; 10290;
103593; 104699

The proposed improvements are long overdue.

Yes

No

104926

The improvements have been needed for a long time.

Yes

No

104622

Upgrade to the A1 is overdue.

Yes

No

104771

The proposed improvements are overdue and needed.

Yes

No

101990

This stretch of road is more like a county lane than a major
highway and improvements are long overdue.

Yes

No

102892

An integrated approach is sensible. This should have been part
of the previous A1 improvements, but better late than never.

Yes

No

104856

The improvements should have been done when the A1 was
widened further north, but this would only have fed traffic much
faster onto the A14

Yes

No

101916

These are long overdue changes; the area has long been a
traffic problem hotspot.

Yes

No

101836

This is needed to provide a better flow of traffic and to avoid
bottle necks.

Yes

No

104875

This has been needed for a long time. The A1 is fast and busy.

Yes

No

101904

Any widening of the carriage way would have benefits in
reducing congestion and allow better access for emergency
services.

Yes

No

10742

Road networks need to be brought up to modern standards.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to address known
issues with congestion and journey time reliability. Built more than three decades
ago, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that
now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been shelved on the basis of
affordability.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety, capacity and journey
reliability for all users.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road which
would ensure food traffic flow and a significantly improvement in safety.

102794

There is a need for the whole of the A1 to be improved
throughout this area.

Yes

102817

Agreement that the existing A1 between Brampton Hut and
Alconbury should be widened in the manner described.

Yes

No

104947

Improvements are needed. The scheme put forwards is good.

Yes

No

104533

Agreement as the increase in traffic from the north will require it.

Yes

No

104593

The A1 is possibly the longest A road in the UK and it all needs
widening. Widening wherever possible, especially given the
extra traffic, would be of some use.

Yes

No

104679

The A14 needs upgrading.

Yes

No

No
Support for the scheme is duly noted.
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The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.

104700

The improvements are needed. If the whole scheme is to go
ahead, there would seem to be no alternative to extending the
A1M.

Yes

No

102876

The scheme will be beneficial for Peterborough.

Yes

No

103560

The area will greatly benefit from this proposal.

Yes

No

101913

The A1 corridor needs urgently attending to as well.

Yes

No

104831

The proposed improvements are needed.

Yes

No

102903

The A14 has a reputation as a dangerous and badly congested
road. This is a chance to 'rebrand' the entire road, which will
enhance the entire area that it serves.

Yes

No

104692

The existing junction is a bottleneck during rush hour, so
releasing some of the pressure with an additional lane, seems
like a long overdue and welcome addition to this section of road.

Yes

No

Babergh District
Council

Improvements were needed when the A14 traffic merged with
A1 on a narrower section than that north of current A14/A1 north
junction at Alconbury.

Yes

No

104497; 104574;
104708

Proposed improvement looks acceptable / sensible.

Yes

No

101892

The proposed scheme is a good plan.

Yes

No

104773

The proposed improvements are logical.

Yes

No

104547

The proposed improvements are well thought out.

Yes

No

101877

Improvements to a dangerous section of the A1 between
Brampton and Alconbury would be a very positive move.

Yes

No

104546

Improvements to existing roads are preferable to building new
roads. This improved section would be a considerable
advantage to traffic linking with the motorway standard A1 to the
north of it.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

104690

The proposed improvements are sensible. Otherwise the same
problems will be encountered as the A428 but on a greater
scale/volume.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

No

The Huntingdon viaduct will only be removed once the new bypass and A1 are
constructed and traffic is switched from the existing to the new alignment. This will
allow the stretch of road between Godmanchester Junction and Spittals Junction to
be closed so viaduct demolition works can begin.

104873

The improvements are essential if the Huntingdon Viaduct is to
be removed and traffic needs to continue southbound on the A1.

Yes

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
Noted. The Highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to address
known issues with congestion and journey time reliability. Built more than three
decades ago, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of
traffic that now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been shelved on the
basis of affordability.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

104894

Widening of this junction is going to be critical to prevent moving
the bottleneck at Spittals to this interchange.

Yes
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No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and create additional capacity to support
future growth. As a result of re-routing of strategic traffic onto the proposed A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14
through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, including Spittals

junction.

104914

A three lane dual carriageway is essential on heavily used main
roads.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

No

In the proposed scheme the existing A1 between Brampton and Alconbury will be
widened from the existing two lane dual carriageway to a three lane dual
carriageway and become part of the new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Between the proposed new interchange with the A14 at Brampton to Brampton Hut
we would build a three lane dual carriageway parallel to and to the west of the
existing A1 and this would become the new A1.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Swavesey
Bridleways

An NMU route should be provided between Brampton village,
Brampton hut, Ellington junction (new) bridge, Huntingdon
Recycling Ltd and onwards to Ellington. This replaces the lost
NMU access along the line of the A14 (lost through increasing
traffic levels and road widening), and links adjoining villages and
workplaces. An NMU route between Brampton Hut and
Huntingdon Research is needed again to link villages and
workplaces. The bridleway hairpin on the new A14 embankment
south of Brampton hut should also have steps cut into the
embankment side for use by pedestrians.

Yes

104524

A cycle route to Ellington is important, especially for those who
work locally, including crossing points. The old Thrapston road
and disused rail link should form part of the proposal.

Yes

No

104977

A decent cycle route should be provided between Brampton and
Ellington to compensate for increased traffic and highways work
rendering past routes unsafe.

Yes

No

Support for comments submitted by Swavesey Bridleways /
Sustrans.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

No

Around 30 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the A14 C2H
improvement. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
to/from Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to future
development at Northstowe. Additionally, two NMU bridges are being provided at
Bar Hill and Swavesey, improved crossing facilities for NMUs in Huntingdon, and

104645; 104710;
104736
Shelford and
District Bridleways
Group

104568

104595

Cycleways and bridleways need to be incorporated into the
scheme.

Providing for non-motorised users would increase traffic capacity
of the scheme, because the maximum traveller density is higher.

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

The local highway authority would be responsible for considering proposals to
extend cycle paths and bridleways from Brampton to Ellington.
A shared NMU facility would be provided from Brampton Hut services to the local
access road located to the northwest o0 Brampton Hut junction.
Under the scheme, steps would be provided on both embankments of the A1/A14
Over-bridge on either side of the carriageway.

Yes

Yes
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re-established bridleway links at Brampton.

Direct and improved links for non-motorised users would be a
great improvement.

Yes

No

Around 30 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the A14 C2H
improvement. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
to/from Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to future
development at Northstowe. Additionally, two NMU bridges are being provided at
Bar Hill and Swavesey, improved crossing facilities for NMUs in Huntingdon, and
re-established bridleway links at Brampton.

The proposed improvements should not impact the network of
off-road tracks and quiet lanes which are currently used by nonmotorised users at present.

Yes

No

Under the scheme, existing NMU facilities impacted by the construction works
would be reinstated or reconnected, or alternative NMU facilities would be
provided.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104641

104994
Property and land

Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

54192

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Some elements of the proposed scheme appear to have been
done to circumvent difficulties in land purchase.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
The scheme has been optimised with several core objectives in mind.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

104609

Uncertain of impact on existing property.

Yes

No

If a property is adversely affected, a compensation system exists and can be used
where appropriate.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

100986

Support for the scheme duly noted. Accidents are perceived to be a significant
problem on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, in reality the level of
accidents isn’t significantly different to that on other A roads. But when accidents
do occur they almost always disrupt traffic movements as the current layout makes
it difficult to divert traffic away from the incident, i.e. there is little resilience in the
network.

As part of an A14 improvement scheme, depending on the
junction used, this could reduce the level of accidents caused by
the Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange configurations.

Yes

No

Widening the A1 and constructing the new A14 both to three-lane dual
carriageways and constructing roads and junctions to modern design standards
will increase resilience and improve safety
Spittals Interchange will remain, but will no longer be part of the strategic A14
route, so will be significantly relieved of traffic, with the majority of local traffic using
it. Due to the reduction in traffic using Spittals Interchange a reduction in accidents
would be expected.

101877

This is a very dangerous stretch of road, with many very sharp
bends. There are also a number of right turns. The 50 mph
speed limits are regularly ignored.

Yes

No

103532

This is an accident spot. Widening the A1 along this stretch
should help.

Yes

No

104493

The current layout is accident prone.

Yes

No

104635

The proposed improvements make sense given the amount of
accidents in the locality.

Yes

No

104790

The proposed improvements would make it safer to join the A1
at Brampton Hut.

Support for the scheme duly noted. Improving safety is a key objective of the
scheme, ensuring the proposals would be built to modern highway standards as
set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility,
grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
This would introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for the
predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents.

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104818

104973

Yes

Concern around an increase in the potential for accidents
caused by people changing lanes when they do not know where
they are going.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highways standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD) introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for the predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected
to reduce the number of accidents Appropriate road signage and markings would
be provided in accordance with standards to ensure adequate warning of lane
reductions.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

The narrowing of the road will increase the risk of accidents.

No

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

100979

Given the location of the scheme and the already existing
infrastructure, there is not much other option for the proposed
scheme improvements.

Date consulted

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted. Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the
existing route online, have been considered and rejected as they would not offer
the same benefits and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed
scheme.

53814; 104682

Preference for the existing roads to be upgraded.

Yes

No

104943

Preference for enhancing existing infrastructure and avoiding a
new route.

Yes

No

104980

Upgrading the existing road to increase capacity is the most cost
effective solution. The proposed increase in lanes to an already
existing major arterial route limits the local impact, and does not
create new infrastructure for no reason.

Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online,
have been considered and rejected as they would not offer the same benefits
and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. A cost
benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes the scheme offers high
value for money. Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be
found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1,

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
The proposed improvements, including provision of the local access roads, would
address many safety issues by the removal of direct access on to the A14 and A1
and would lead to less disruption as a result of accidents.
Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online,
have been considered and rejected as they would not offer the same benefits
and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. A cost
benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes the scheme would offer
high value for money. Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be
found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.

104667

Money is being wasted on building a new road when there is
already a good road which only needs improving at the
Cambridge end where the M11 ends and the A14 heads north.
There is room either side of the present A14 for a new lane to be
added and surely a new three lane each way section could be
put in place of the present two lanes each way. The scheme
wastes the perfectly good two lane dual carriageway that runs
from Huntingdon to the A1 at Alconbury.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Yes

No

Widening the existing road would still require many direct accesses and junctions
to be maintained with the associated safety concerns and is therefore not
considered appropriate. The improvements, including provision of the local access
roads, would also address many safety issues associated with direct accesses,
junctions and laybys.
At the Cambridge end the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. The local access road
between Fen Drayton and Girton would separate strategic and long distance traffic
using the A14 from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west
Cambridge and enable direct accesses to be removed and the number of junctions
to be reduced on the A14.
The A14 at Huntingdon currently crosses the east coast mainline by means of a
viaduct structure. The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and
removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local
landscape and communities and would open up opportunities for the local
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townscape. As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with
new local road connections.
Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online,
have been considered and rejected as they would not offer the same benefits
and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. A cost
benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes the scheme would offer
high value for money. Further detail on the economic Case for the Scheme can be
found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.

104986

The decision to build a new A14 plus peripheral support roads
rather than widen the existing road where possible will concrete
over thousands of acres of valuable farm land and disrupt
wildlife habitat. The existing A14 could have been kept and all
four lanes adopted which would reduce the cost, both financially
and in farmland.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
Yes

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme would
provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance. Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement considers how
the scheme would potentially affect ecology and nature conservation.

55530

104646

There are already existing roads (the present A14, A428, A1)
which could be improved to take the through traffic east/west
without using precious farmland and open country.

A better route could be taken which does not spoil the rolling hill
views.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered. Effects on landscape would have been considered in the route
selection.
The visual impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed
as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Support noted.

101003

I agree that the A14 needs sorting out, but not necessarily in the
way you have described

Yes

No

101010

The improvements to the A1 should be extended to three lanes
for its full length to improve north-south links.

Yes

No

Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online,
have been considered and rejected as they would not offer the same benefits
and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme.

The widening of the remainder of the two-lane A1 has not been included within the
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101023

The A1 should be widened beyond Buckden and further to the
south.

Yes

No

101874

Any improvement on road widening will be advantageous but
why stop at Ellington?

Yes

No

101903

The A1 should have three lanes all the way to London or four if
possible without the many roundabouts.

Yes

No

102839

The whole stretch of road should be widened from the A1 to
Cambridge, and ideally in the future from Cambridge to the A11.

Yes

No

103482

The benefits of the widening north of Alconbury are so apparent
that progressing this south to Brampton Hut seems obvious.

Yes

No

55758

The entire A1 should be widened down to Stevenage. The route
north is vastly improved since all the recent widening up to York.

Yes

No

104622

The upgrade is needed down as far as Hatfield. Some upgrades
are already underway, for example. at Biggleswade.

Yes

No

101861

Improvements to the A1 need to be continued south on the A1.
The section between Buckden and Little Paxton needs to be
improved to remove hazardous bends, rather than installing an
average speed camera system, which will do nothing to reduce
accidents.

Yes

No

At present, realignment of the A1 between Buckden and Little Paxton is outside of
the scope and affordability of the scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to
review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

The improvements should take an alternative route.

101011

Yes

This is the wrong route for the wrong reasons; it is cheap and
not fit for purpose.

101018

Yes

No

Assumption that it is the proposed scheme, not option 5.

101035

Yes
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scheme as it is not necessary to meet the scheme objectives as defined in the
Case for the Scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
As part of the route selection process a cost benefit analysis has been undertaken,
which concludes the scheme would offer high value for money. Further detail on
the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the
Scheme.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered. The scheme is not option 5.

55745

101809
10720

102004

The Black Cat roundabout at Wyboston will be a remaining
problem; it should be replaced with motorway standard flyovers.

Query as to how far the A1(M) will go south.
Removal of Spittals interchange would be beneficial.
Improvements are needed for the single lane section of the
A428.

Yes

No

At present, the Black Cat roundabout is outside of the scope and affordability of the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Yes

No

The limits of the A1(M) would remain as at present, terminating at the Alconbury
junction.

Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic.

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

Yes

The A14 needs to be widened between Alconbury and
Cambridge.

Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online,
have been considered and rejected as they would not offer the same benefits
and/or would increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme.
The Highways Agency recognises that the A14 trunk road provides a vital eastwest corridor between the Midlands and East Anglia and joining north-south routes
via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter
route in the region. The scheme would provide a strategic solution for through
traffic with the construction of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would
separate out local traffic via the access road and the de-trunked section of A14.
Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would benefit both local and
strategic commercial traffic.

102858

Yes

No

The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much higher
standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or
lay-bys. The proposed dual three lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. Consequently, the Highways Agency
expects that there would be fewer accidents on the new road with the likelihood of
a full carriageway closure also reduced.
On the existing stretch of road between Swavesey and Milton, carriageway would
be increased by one lane in each direction. Improvements to junctions like the
Girton Interchange would allow for additional capacity and facilitate a better flow of
traffic than existing arrangements. Transferring direct access of existing frontages
to the local access road and removal of some road junctions would promote better
traffic flow, reduce conflict points and hence improve safety.

103510

The widening should be extended south to Buckden, and the
current Buckden roundabout should be bypassed.

104652

The proposed improvements do not go far enough: there is also
a need to bypass the A1 around Buckden to avoid the delays
and accidents at the Buckden roundabout.

Yes

No

104721

The proposals should include improvements to deal with the
roundabout in Buckden.

Yes

No

104875

Buckden roundabout a serious and dangerous junction ; it could
cause tailback alongside Brampton on A1.

Yes

No

103559

Expansion should be made to the current road network and not
ruin local countryside and villages by unwanted construction
noise/pollution and increased traffic noise and damage to the

Yes

No

Yes
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No
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future however improvements to the A1 south to Buckden
are not included within the A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency will
continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern

countryside along with the massive air pollution of millions of
lorries travelling at speed close to beautiful English villages.

standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route. It is also expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced thereby reducing the effect on local villages.
The Highways Agency has ongoing with key environmental stakeholders including
the Environment Agency and Natural England and notes the respondent’s
concerns.
The impacts on noise, air quality, landscape and local communities which would
arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in chapters 14,
8, 10 and 16 respectively of the Environmental Statement., A flood risk
assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 17.1).Construction works associated with a road scheme of
this scale would inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the
environment. These impacts have been considered for every environmental topic
in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of
the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Environmental Appendices 6.4). The CoCP outlines the standards of
work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

103601

Allowance should be made for a potential new road to be built
from Brampton Hut to Buckden (A1) to connect the A1(M).

Yes

No

The scheme does not include a new road from Brampton Hut to Buckden. This
would need to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local
Highway Authority. This section of road is outside the scope of the scheme.

No

The Highways Agency is aware of concerns regarding the existing and future
operation of the Ironbridge junction in Huntingdon. The Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that traffic flows on Ermine Street and St Peter’s Road would
increase slightly as a result of the scheme, as they become more attractive routes
in to Huntingdon due to the relief of traffic from the Spittals interchange. Ermine
Street is not expected to be extensively used by through traffic, as strategic traffic
would be signed via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass and local traffic would be
signed via Brampton Road and the Views Common Link. Restrictions on the use
of the Ironbridge junction are a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

No

In addition to traffic modelling, other factors including cost, environmental and
social impacts are considered when choosing the preferred route. Six alternative
options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May
2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

North Huntingdon has a pinch point at the Iron (railway) bridge
which needs to be removed from through traffic.
Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

Yes

Assumption that the proposed improvements are in response to
traffic flow surveys that show significant traffic from the A14
going up the A1. Therefore the same will apply when the correct
route is chosen - Caxton Gibbet to Brampton Hut
104534

Yes
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There is a need for a high volume integrated conduit.
104580

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

No

Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online
have been considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or
increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

The route would be better if it followed the current A14.
104625

Yes

With the mass building plan for Alconbury Weald the widening of
this section of the A1 is a good idea. A better idea would be to
also re-route the A14 that way to provide a transport route for
the proposed 5000 new houses and Enterprise Campus. This
should be the preferred A14 improvement scheme if a renewal
of Huntingdon's viaduct and a widening of the current route is
still ignored.

104632

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered. Long distance traffic between the A1 north of Alconbury and the
A14 towards the east would divert onto the scheme. The existing A14 south of
Alconbury would be relieved of this traffic and would be de-trunked. The road
would remain in service to cater for local traffic. Further details on the future
network performance can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme has been designed to
accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The road traffic model
used to inform the design of the scheme includes all development that is
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these developments
have been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. The
Alconbury Weald development has been included the traffic model.

104707

The road line should have been North of Huntingdon and much
of the environmental impact of the new road would have been
avoided.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The road should have skirted to the north of Huntingdon where
there is more open country. This is a short-term solution.
104752

Traffic from the north is unnecessarily being diverted too far
south, it should continue to use the old A14.
104828

104846

It would be short-sighted to not upgrade the short section
separating the A1 from the upgraded dual three / four lane

A northern route would be longer across open countryside risking greater
environmental impact and greater impact on populous areas. Six alternative
options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May
2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic. The proposals would re-route strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. While the distance on the
A1 southbound to get to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would increase, the
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that journey times via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly quicker for most movements at
most times of day compared to using the existing A14 route if the scheme were not
to go ahead. More detail can be found in the Transport Assessment.

Yes

No

The section of the A1 north of Alconbury is outside the scope of the scheme. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the Trunk Road network
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section North of Alconbury.

through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104854

The whole of the A1 should be at least three lanes; there is
horrendous congestion on two lane sections at peak times. The
section which bypasses Stevenage should also be considered.

Yes

No

The widening of the remainder of the two lane A1 has not been included within the
scheme as is not necessary to meet the scheme objectives as defined in the Case
of the Scheme. The sections of the A1 north of Alconbury and south of Buckden
including near Stevenage are outside the scope of the scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Hilton Parish
Council A14
Action Group

Support for Brampton’s comments and alternative proposals.

Yes

No

See Brampton Layout Appendix for further details.

104916

This road needs improvement, but as part of general
improvement of the A1 route to Baldock. An improved access
through to the A428 and then along that to the A14 could
remove need for new road and move trunk traffic to that route.

No

The sections of A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A428 are outside the
scope of the scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the Trunk Road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.

105058

The money should go to put a third lane on A14 and Brampton
Hut, a level slip road from Spittals Junction and widening the slip
lane by hotel.

Yes

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This
included considering widening the existing A14 and improving the Spittals and
Brampton Hut Junctions. This was later refined to six options by identifying
scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the best
solutions to the scheme objectives. This included considering widening the
existing A14 and improving the Spittals and Brampton Hut Junctions. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered. The existing Spittals interchange
would remain, but no longer be part of the strategic A14 route. It would therefore
be significantly relieved of traffic.

55570

104804

Query over whether the B1043 will be widened from its junction
with the A1, just south of Alconbury, up Rusts Lane, to
Alconbury Weald, which will suffer from increased traffic flow
from the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

Yes

No

The B1043 would not be widened as part of the scheme. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts indicate that the section of the B1043 between Alconbury and
Ermine Street would carry between 700 and 1000 vehicles in each direction during
the peak hours in 2035 with the proposed scheme. The existing standard of road
is capable of accommodating the predicted flow. The B1043 is not a part of the
Strategic Road Network and therefore any improvement works would be the
responsibility of the Local Highway Authority.
Alternative route options, including the option to upgrade the existing route online
have been considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or
increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have

There is a need to widen the remainder from A1 to Swavesey.
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been considered.
Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101066

Consideration should be given to rail freight.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

More containers could be transported by rail.

102002

Yes

No

One carriageway of the existing A14 should be set aside for
possible use as a railway.

101831

Highways Agency’s response
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to Huntingdon
Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package of measures
which included remodelling of sections of the railway between Felixstowe and
Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was
produced in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport
package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour
traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to Huntingdon
Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package of measures
which included remodelling of sections of the railway between Felixstowe and
Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

Yes
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No

In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was
produced in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast

growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport
package would equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour
traffic on the A14 trunk road.
Funding for roads should be put into public transport and cycling
/ pedestrian schemes.

101928

Yes

No

A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This
included considering widening the existing A14 and improving the Spittals and
Brampton Hut Junctions. This was later refined to six options by identifying
scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the best
solutions to the scheme objectives. This included considering widening the
existing A14 and improving the Spittals and Brampton Hut Junctions. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

100982

Remove bottleneck of lorries overtaking and allow traffic from
both roads to flow.

Yes

No

101965; 52907

The proposed scheme would relieve congestion and keep traffic
flowing.

Yes

No

101998

The scheme would improve a bottleneck.

Yes

No

104490; 104765

The proposed improvements will ease congestion.

Yes

No

54216

The proposed scheme reduces the bottleneck at the single entry
point between A14 and A1(M).

Yes

No

105062

The proposed improvement will complete the Brampton to
Peterborough route to a consistent high standard and reduce
bottlenecks.

Yes

No

100986

As part of an A14 improvement scheme, depending on the
junction used, this could reduce the level of congestion caused
by the Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange configurations.

Yes

No

101981

The scheme would remove the current bottlenecks at Brampton
and Spittals on both the A14 and A1.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.

Comment is duly noted.
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The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a

large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals Interchange would be
significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic on the A141.

100989

The system at Brampton Hut is already highly congested
throughout the peak hours of the day but it appears the current
scheme has thought of this issue and tried to create the best
possible solution to this by diverting A14 traffic before it reaches
the A1 interchange. Also, this may help alleviate some of the
pressure currently placed on the Spittals interchange which
currently faces a number of problems during peak hours.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

53860

This area needs relief from congestion.

Yes

No

101101

Congestion on the existing A14 needs to be addressed.

Yes

No

104984

This is a regular bottleneck and this scheme gives an
opportunity to improve the situation. The integration of the A14
and A1 as a series of slip roads - in place of the existing
roundabout - surely demands that the A1 be widened at this
point.

101904

This is a major junction and crossroads whereby during peak
times causes significant congestion and concentrated pollution
levels.

Yes

No

102862

There is currently congestion on this section of road especially at
peak periods.

Yes

No

104493

The current layout is mostly overloaded.

Yes

No

103549

This section has always been a major pinch point.

Yes

No

104688

The current situation affects many people.

Yes

No

103539

It is hoped that the proposed improvements will make the
transition of traffic from the A1 onto the A14 less congested and
prevent all the current problems experienced at J23 of the
current A14.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
The changes would release existing bottlenecks at the Brampton Hut and Spittals
junctions (J23) and make the A14 a more attractive route for long distance traffic.
This level of traffic is well within the capacity of the existing ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
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standard of road.

101928

Once new roads have been built, traffic flow improves in that
area for a time but congestion is transferred to another point on
the road network.

104566

The proposed improvements do not go far enough in reducing
congestion in this area.

104649

Fewer disruptions will lead to better returns.

No

Chapter 7 of The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions. In regards to the consultees comment, the Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The Alconbury Weald development has been included the
traffic model.

Yes

104652

Existing A14 traffic between Alconbury and Cambridge via
Spittals interchange will now route directly between Brampton
and Alconbury, increasing traffic volume along the existing A1.
Failure to widen this stretch will create congestion in this area,
particularly when Alconbury Weald development is complete.

Yes

No

104721

The proposed improvements will only move the traffic problems
elsewhere (further down the A1).

Yes

No

104746

Leaving it as it is would create a bottleneck.

Yes

No

104810

If widening does not happen then the result will be congestion
and calls or improvement later at greater expense.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104921

This part of the road is never congested.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7,1] indicate that traffic flows on
the A1 to the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not
change significantly. In 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this section of the A1
are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,500
vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

101008

101048

102015

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Unclear on how A1 north-bound traffic will access east-bound
traffic on A14 and vice versa.

Yes

Traffic flow on approach to the main area of current congestion
(Cambridge/Huntingdon) will be of major benefit rather than just
moving "pinch" points.

Yes

Proposed improvements will ease traffic flow between
Cambridge and Peterborough.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14.
While there would not be direct access between A1 south of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.

No
Comment is duly noted.
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No

104909

102016

The proposed improvement appears to offer a good flow at the
interchange.

There is a need to offer continuity of the road that widens further
above and to allow traffic so the Alconbury Weald Business park
can be utilised more.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The A1 currently increases from two to three lanes in each
direction to the north of the Alconbury junction. The scheme would therefore
ensure that three lanes are provided from the junction with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass to the junction with the A14 Spur, at which point the A1 currently
widens to four lanes in each direction.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

101783

This will help distribute traffic at the end of the A14 (such as the
M45/M10 do on the M1).

Yes

No

102785

This should help traffic flow on the carriageway north of
Brampton Hut.

Yes

No

102789

This will aid traffic flow to and from existing three / four lane
carriageway north of Brampton Hut.

Yes

No

104691

The proposed improvements should help move traffic to other
areas.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

102814

There is an anticipated increase in commercial traffic from
Alconbury Weald which needs to be considered.

Yes

No

103518

There is a need to improve traffic flow.

Yes

No

104502; 104951

There is a need to ease / improve traffic flow

Yes

No

104489

There is a need to allow for the influx of more traffic

Yes

No

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

The sheer volume of traffic in the area due to new housing and
businesses in the area makes the improvements a priority.

Yes

No

104487

Traffic is forecast to almost double.

Yes

No
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Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year
2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
Comment is duly noted.
It is unclear where this is referring to.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7.1] indicates that in 2035 daily

traffic flows on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would increase from
52,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 81,500 vehicles per day with the
scheme. The proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to
accommodate this level of flow.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7,1] indicate that traffic flows on
the A1 to the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not
change significantly. In 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this section of the A1
are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,500
vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.

104644

The current layout of the road (bends and carriageways) is not
suitable for volume of traffic.

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

104867

The volume of traffic dictates the necessity for this.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104651

Currently, traffic levels on the A1 increase at the Alconbury
junction. The new A14 connection with the A1 is near the partly
restricted junction at Brampton and also the fully accessible
junction at the Brampton Hut. Three lanes will be needed
between here and Alconbury to cope with this traffic (which
currently has three lanes to blend in with).

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.
Yes

No

The A1 currently increases from two to three lanes in each direction to the north of
the Alconbury junction. The scheme would therefore ensure that three lanes are
provided from the junction with the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass to the
junction with the A14 Spur, at which point the A1 currently widens to four lanes in
each direction.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104672

Widening of the A1 will take additional traffic.

104681

The proposed improvements provide a degree of future-proofing
for inevitable traffic growth in the area.

104851

104927

Not much traffic currently uses this section of the road.

No knowledge of significant future increase in traffic demands
from approved schemes/projects.

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Comment is duly noted.

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

No

Comment is duly noted. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that
annual average daily traffic flow on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut
in 2035 would be 52,100 vehicles per day without the scheme. It is forecast that
the scheme would result in an increase in traffic on this section of the A1 to 81,500
vehicles per day. The proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to
accommodate this level of traffic.

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely'. Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.

104882

The proposed improvements will aid traffic flow westbound away
from the Cambridge area. However they will increase problems
eastbound unless the 50mph speed limit is enforced.

Yes

No

The additional capacity on the A1 between Alconbury and the new Brampton
interchange is primarily required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic
flows associated with long distance traffic travelling between the A1 to the north
and the A14 to the east that will switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
and therefore would remain on the A1 for longer.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7.1] indicates that in 2035 daily
traffic flows on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would increase from
52,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 81,500 vehicles per day with the
scheme. The proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to
accommodate this level of flow.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.
The A14 would be constructed in accordance with the Highways Agency design
standards, DMRB. The road design would be an appropriate standard to operate
at the national speed limit without imposing a speed restriction.

104895

104919

More traffic will be placed on the new A1 from the north.

Improvements are needed to manage volumes of international
HGV traffic.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Figure 7.1] indicates that in 2035 daily
traffic flows on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would increase from
52,100 vehicles per day without the scheme to 81,500 vehicles per day with the
scheme. The proposed improvements to the A1 have been designed to
accommodate this level of flow.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme would
provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.

CPRE
Cambridgeshire

Concern that the proposed improvements would not be effective
in reducing traffic as new roads will generate more traffic.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [paragraph 7.2.2] concludes that the
amount of additional traffic generated solely as a result of the scheme would be
small. The majority of the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the
Northstowe development and existing trips diverting back on to the A14. The
Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104973

Agreements with the proposed improvements if they ease traffic
flow along the A1.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

54758

Keeping the Huntingdon viaduct would mean that the A1 as it
currently stands could cope with traffic levels (s the M11/A1
traffic would continue to use the current A14 route through
Huntingdon).

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with new
local road connections is a key requirement of Huntingdonshire District Council. It
would provide both environmental and regeneration benefits for Huntingdon and
would also reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes into the town. It would

Yes
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also provide a greater choice of routes to and from local towns and villages.

104488

Widening roads will create more traffic.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [paragraph 7.2.2] concludes that the
amount of additional traffic generated solely as a result of the scheme would be
small. The majority of the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the
Northstowe development and existing trips diverting back on to the A14.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

101945

Summary of consultee comment

If the new A14 road becomes inaccessible (for example due to
accidents) then all traffic would be routed along the A1
(presumably to the A428 at Wyboston). This would mean that
the natural funnelling currently in place from three lanes to two at
Alconbury would be funnelled later very close to an already
congested roundabout/junction at Buckden with associated
impacts.

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

102799

Keep through traffic on the A14/A1 and away from roundabouts.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The scheme does not introduce roundabouts on the A1 or new A14 alignment.

Query over where the A1 goes to two lanes. This is fine if it is at
the split off to the A14; however there could be problems if not.
102813

Unclear on how you get onto the A1 from the Brampton hut slip
road. (From the plans it only looks as if you can only go onto the
A14 from the Brampton hut slip road.)

55574

Alconbury is a major base for container traffic which deposits
containers form the ports before they are loaded on to other
HGVs for transit to destinations. The scheme must allow for this
depot to continue to operate successfully.

103523

Whilst upgrading will eventually be of importance, if the
alternative route(s) for A47 and A140 were upgraded with priority
then traffic from the east coast ports would by default use these
roads.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

The A1 would return to two lane dual carriageway to the south of the slip roads to
and from the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass at Brampton Interchange.
All four of the existing slip-roads at Brampton Hut junction would be retained
providing access to and from the A1 in both directions. The south facing slips
would be realigned to tie in to the repositioned A1 carriageway.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'
including development at Alconbury. The Alconbury junction has been assessed
and is appropriate for the forecast traffic. Further details of the future network
performance can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

Traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to ensure
that the design of the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV levels.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104487

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.

This is unavoidable or else four lanes would merge into two
lanes.

Yes

No

The A1 currently increases from two to three lanes in each direction to the north of
the Alconbury junction. The scheme would therefore ensure that three lanes are
provided from the junction with the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass to the
junction with the A14 Spur, at which point the A1 currently widens to four lanes in
each direction.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

104518

104970

The A1 is only being widened to allow the traffic from the A14 to
go north and then to then have to go back south in order to then
go east on the proposed A14 route. A properly designed A14
route to the north of Huntingdon would not need to do this. You
should not need to have to go on the A1 to go on the A14.

Yes

No

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14.
While there would not be direct access between A1 south of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.

Traffic that presently leaves from the south bound direction of
the A1 above Alconbury to the A14/M11, would have to come
down the present two lane carriageway.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section
of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer

Local road network
Consultee(s)

100984

Summary of consultee comment

The A14 to be de-trunked must be maintained and the routes
into Huntingdon considered.

Date consulted

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to

Peterborough.
102811

Agreement with the local road to the Huntingdon Life Sciences.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Comment is duly noted.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

101818

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Concerns around the plans for to access the Huntingdon Life
Sciences site because it will force staff going north on the A1 to
cut through the village of Alconbury at rush hour.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The existing access to Huntingdon Life Sciences from the A1 northbound
carriageway would be closed as part of the scheme. Access would be provided via
a new local access road from the Ellington junction where the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass and de-trunked A14 diverge. Northbound traffic would leave the
A1 at the Brampton Hut junction and use the de-trunked A14 to access the
Ellington junction. This route is expected to be quicker than travelling via
Alconbury.
Traffic flows in the vicinity of Alconbury are not expected to change significantly as
a result of the scheme.

55530

Concern over an increase in rat-running through villages.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.

101069

Lorries / HGVs should be kept to inside lanes with period
refuges.

Yes

No

Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel 15mph
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

101791

The scheme is sensible provided the Police target the middle
lane hoggers who do not move over and tempt lorries to
overtake them in the fast lane or undertake them. It is important
that this law is enforced, including for emergency vehicles
unable to get past slower traffic in the outer lanes.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
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expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.
Enforcement of traffic law is a matter for the police and not the Highways Agency.
102002

Traffic flow would ease if HGV's were restricted from using A14
at peak times. Stricter inspection of HGV drivers’ licences from
the continent to ensure only safe qualified drivers are allowed.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency does not deal with HGV licencing; this is dealt with by
different authorities including the police. No plans to restrict HGVs from using the
A14 at peak times.

104927

Traffic on this section is currently managed.

Yes

No

The scheme would include gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.

104970

Concern over the existing A1 just south of the A1/A14
divergence, there is a 50mph speed restriction as the A1 passes
around the outskirts of Buckden. The new scheme must also
look into this section, as looking at the plan there will be traffic
joining the A1 from the A14 at the same point as the 50mph
restriction comes into force and hence a likely
congestion/accident black spot.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.
This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.8.

Layout of A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton

E.8.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 8 Part 1: Layout of the A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Community impact
Offord D’Arcy and
Concern over the impact of ten lanes of motorway adjacent to
Offord Cluny Parish Brampton – now with the additional burden of having major
Council
materials extraction performed in a Borrow Pit located nearby.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

General design
Truck stop
Brampton Parish
Council

Exemplar provision needs to be made for lorry parks. The
Village already suffers from overnight parking with inevitable
unsavoury sanitary consequences.

Non-Motorised Users (NMU)
Natural England
Consideration should be given to provision of enhanced access
to Brampton Wood by Non-Motorised Users (NMUs) as this is
important for the local residents of Brampton for recreational
purposes. Current access is not ideal as this involves several
hundred metres along the busy Park Road and Grafham Road
before eventually reaching bridleway 19 to head north towards
the wood. Options to improve this important local access link
should be considered, which should ideally be off-road. The
requirement for this has already been identified through the local
green infrastructure plan. Consideration should also be given to
further improvements to green infrastructure to benefit
biodiversity and public access beyond Brampton Wood to
Grafham Water.
Property and land
Asset protection
Anglian Water

Anglian Water supports the scheme subject to adequate
protection of all their affected assets and any relocation of such
assets being carried out to their specification.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Safety
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No

No

Highways Agency’s response

The construction and operational impacts of the scheme in relation to air quality,
noise and vibration and community and private assets have been assessed in
chapters 8, 14 and 16 of the Environmental Statement respectively. Impacts on
Brampton would be considered in these chapters. The contractors appointed to
build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in
accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of
any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routing of construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by
the Highways Agency. This would aim to minimise disruption due to construction
vehicles accessing the borrow pits.

The Highways Agency would not provide trunk stops as part of the scheme.
However, facilities for overnight parking would be available at private sectoroperated service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop
service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the
boundary of the scheme.

No

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services. Chapter 11 of the Environmental
Statement considers the effects on biodiversity in keeping with the Draft National
Policy Statement for National Networks (NPS NN).

No

Where the scheme would impact upon water and wastewater assets the standard
protected easement widths for these assets would be provided and any requests
for alteration or removal to be conducted in accordance with the Water Industry Act
1991.

Consultee(s)
Brampton Parish
Council

Scheme scope
Buckden bypass
Buckden Parish
Council

Traffic
Traffic flow
Offord D’Arcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Traffic movements
Brampton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
Number plate recognition equipment is needed to deter heavy
good vehicles flaunting weight limit restrictions in this area. It is
particularly important for Brampton that Brampton / Huntingdon
Road is included. Thought should be given as to how
enforcement on foreign plated vehicles will be accomplished.

The council is very pleased to note that its previous concerns
about the need for the provision of space for a future A1 bypass,
the capacity of the A1 north of Brampton Hut and the
configuration of the proposed Brampton / Buckden A1 / A14
interchange have all been heeded. It is grateful that the new
proposals put the A1 to the west of the proposed A14 which
would allow for a future A1 bypass to be constructed and fit
seamlessly into the road system.

It is poor for traffic travelling southbound from the A14 to have to
move north to Brampton before being able to turn south; surely a
southbound slip road should be part of the scheme.

Concern regarding the capacity of the existing underpass of the
A1. This is used for traffic coming north from Buckden which
leaves the A1 at the edge of that village and then swings under
the A1 towards Brampton. It is also used by traffic from south
Brampton wishing to join the A1 northbound. Some years ago
the underpass was narrowed to allow for the creation of a
pedestrian footpath through the underpass. The underpass is
therefore restricted to a single lane and is controlled with lights.
The expected growth of traffic generally, and the increased
population for the area, in particular the redevelopment of former
Royal Air Force Brampton, causes concern. This route will not
be able to cope with the traffic wanting to use it, for which, at
present, there is no viable alternative.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Management of operations on the A14 remains the responsibility of the Highways
Agency. The weight limits apply to local roads, operation of the roads within
Cambridgeshire is the responsibility of the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire
County Council.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Traffic flows between the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass westbound and the A1
southbound are forecast to be low as most long-distance traffic is expected to use
the A428, rather than the A14, to access the A1. For local traffic, this movement
would be catered for at Brampton Hut junction, which would be substantially
relieved for traffic by the scheme. Consequently, the provision of additional slip
roads to serve this movement cannot be justified; The cost and environmental
impacts involved in the provision of access to and from the A14 and A1
southbound would not be justifiable for the number of vehicles predicted to use
them when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.

No

The scheme is forecast to reduce the volume of traffic travelling on the B1514
Buckden Road through Brampton on the B1514, as some through traffic is
expected to transfer on to the de-trunked A14. The eastbound flow on Buckden
Road where it passes under the A1 is by far the dominant flow, with very little traffic
forecast to join the A1 northbound at this point. The forecast levels of traffic flow
on this route would be well within the capacity of the existing road and given the
imbalance in directional flows. The continued use of traffic light control is
considered acceptable in traffic terms. The RAF development would have been
included in the traffic forecast.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes
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E.8.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 8 Part 2: Layout of the A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Environment
General

Suffolk County
Council

The proposed alignment of the A1 trunk road to the west of the
proposed A14 carriageway between Brampton and Ellington
interchanges. It will generate environmental benefits for
Brampton Village because the A1 will carry significantly higher
volumes of traffic and the new A14 will carry substantially less
traffic.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Support is duly noted.

Landscape
Support is duly noted.
The Highways Agency has prepared section drawings showing the scheme profile
as part of the DCO submission.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

The Council welcomes and supports the planned alternative
layout of the A14 and A1 to the west of Brampton whereby the
A1, as the projected busier traffic route, is moved further west.
This support is conditional on the overall design of this element of
the scheme providing adequate landscaping mitigation between
the planned trunk roads and Brampton Village, including as part
of any bridge or elevated structure provided.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of landscape mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including formation of
screening bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting - see the Outline
Environmental design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The height of the scheme would affect views from the periphery of Brampton,
although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation planting in both
locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual effects. Whilst many
of the properties on the western periphery of Brampton are in close proximity to,
and directly face, the scheme, the residual visual effects would generally be
neutral.

Noise
Support is duly noted.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

The alternative layout now proposed for the A1 and A14 junction
adjacent to Brampton is supported providing adequate noise
mitigation is installed to minimise vehicular noise from the A14
over bridge.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken, including
methods of mitigation (during both the construction and operation of the scheme),
as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional model of the study area has
been constructed to assess noise impacts. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures, including
bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The Environmental Statement includes a
range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the
use of noise screening and low noise equipment. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where appropriate in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in
the scheme design.
Support is duly noted.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

The Council welcomes and supports these proposals subject to
adequate noise mitigation between the planned trunk roads and
Brampton Village, including any bridge or elevated structure
provided.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken, including
methods of mitigation, as part of the environmental impact assessment and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional model
of the study area has been constructed to assess noise impacts. The model
includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where appropriate in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in
the scheme design.

General design
Diversion routes

Suffolk County
Council

Junction design
Suffolk County

Concerns regarding possible diversion routes associated with
incidents / accidents on the new / improved road, particularly for
traffic using the section of A1 between Brampton and Brampton
Hut. The options available are limited and there are potential
implications for traffic movements on the A14 west of the A1. It is
recommended that this issue is considered by the Highways
Agency.

The county council welcomes the improved highway layout,

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and would be designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The dual three-lane cross section would also be less susceptible to a full
carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore expected to be
reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would
also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No
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In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would allow
motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.

Support is duly noted.

Consultee(s)
Council

Summary of consultee comment
including the removal of the cloverleaf slip road arrangement for
traffic movements between Huntingdon Bypass and A1 North.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Road widening

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council is particularly concerned about the proposed
layout of the A1 improvement between Brampton Interchange
and Brampton Hut and the volume of merging and diverging
traffic using this section of road. The council suggest that
consideration should be given to designing this to four lanes in
both directions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The provision of a ‘Dual 4 All Purpose’ in this section of
road would lead to increased cost, environmental impacts and land take which
would be deemed un-necessary as the current design would have sufficient
capacity for the traffic flow predicted.

Slip roads

Suffolk County
Council

Suffolk County Council welcomes, in principle, the changes to the
proposed Brampton Interchange, but has concerns about the
horizontal layout of the free flow slip roads connecting
Huntingdon Bypass to the A1. The council would welcome
modifications to ensure that the horizontal layout in both
directions is designed to a standard that is similar to, or better
than, the horizontal layout of the slip roads at the existing A1 /
A14 Alconbury junction and the A14 main carriageway at the
Central Interchange, Bury St Edmunds.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year
2035.

Appendix H [of Suffolk County Council’s letter] compares the
horizontal layout of various elements of the proposed project with
existing roads. The county council is concerned about the
horizontal layout of the proposed free flow slip roads connecting
Huntingdon Bypass to the A1. The layout of these slip roads
appears to involve bends with radii similar to:

Suffolk County
Council

• the existing slip road between the southbound carriageway of
the A14 and the eastbound carriageway of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass at Girton interchange, where 40mph maximum
speed signs are provided; and
• the clockwise carriageway of the M25 at the junction with the
M26 where “reduce speed now” signs have been provided.

Whilst the links would have smaller radii than the ones at Alconbury and Bury they
are designed to appropriate standards for the forecast traffic volumes and have
been assessed to meet appropriate operational safety standards. The free flow
slip roads at Brampton are designed to DMRB requirements as 'interchange links'
with a lower design speed that the mainline. Traffic using the links would diverge
off mainline onto the interchange links and therefore expect a drop in speed
environment. Additional safety measures such as advisory speed limits would be
incorporated during the detailed design if considered necessary.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

It is noted that the radii of the existing north and south bound slip
roads at Alconbury interchange and the alignment of the A14
main carriageway at the Central Interchange at Bury St Edmunds
are approximately twice the radii of that proposed at Brampton.
The county council would be concerned if it is found necessary to
provide speed restriction / limit signs on the slip roads at the
proposed Brampton Interchange, particularly as the majority of
traffic forecast on Huntingdon Southern Bypass (approaching
60%) are travelling to and from the A1.
Need for the scheme
General agreement
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No

Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The council welcomes in principle the changes to this element of
the scheme but still has concerns.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

These proposals are supported subject to adequate noise
mitigation.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire District Council support the proposals subject to
adequate noise and landscaping mitigation.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

No

Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Change to
proposal?

Comment is duly noted.

No

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

No

During construction temporary noise mitigation would be implemented which is
outline in Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) . This would include noise and vibration control at
source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and
screening of equipment.
The A14 scheme includes an earth bund on the east side of the existing A1 which
would mitigate noise and visual impacts.
A low noise road surface i.e. mastic asphalt would be used across the scheme to
mitigate noise impacts.

Non-Motorised Users (NMU)

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Detailed stakeholder discussions regarding the non-motorised
users access within the Brampton area continue and are
welcomed by the council. However, it is requested that as part of
the overall design includes appropriate linkage across the
proposed A14 and A1 alignments in order to create and maintain
east / west non-motorised access to both Brampton Wood and
Brampton Hut services.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services.

No

Traffic modelling
The County Council welcomes the improved highway layout,
including the alignment of the A1 trunk road to the west of the
proposed A14 carriageway between Brampton and Ellington
interchanges, and the removal of the cloverleaf slip road
arrangement for traffic movements between Huntingdon Bypass
and A1 north. It is noted in particular that:

Suffolk County
Council

• the A1 would carry significantly higher volumes of traffic,
116,000 vehicles per day Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
(predicted in 2035) compared to current flows in the region of
36,000 vehicles per day Annual Average Daily Flow (source
Department for Transport website); and

Support is duly noted.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 between Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would
be 50,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the scheme. The daily flow on this
section of the A1 would be increased to 92,000 vehicles per day if the proposed
scheme goes ahead. The proposed layout for this section of the A1 has been
designed to accommodate this level of flow.

No

Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass between Ellington and the
A1 are forecast to be around 49300 vehicles per day (2-way) in 2035 with the
scheme. The proposed layout for this section of the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass has been designed to accommodate this level of flow.

• the new A14, which will in part follow the alignment of the
existing A1, will carry substantially less traffic, i.e. 37,500
vehicles per day AADT predicted in 2035, which is marginally
higher that traffic currently using the A1 and hence generate
environmental benefits for the village of Brampton.
The conclusions of Suffolk County Council’s own traffic
predictions for the A1 between Brampton and Brampton Hut are:
Suffolk County
Council

• forecast traffic flow in the opening year is substantially higher
than the economic flow range for the proposed design (three
lanes in both directions);

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would have
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Yes

No
The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and four assessment methods within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, including; congestion reference flows (CRF)
and the number of lanes required for weaving which also considers junction

• the Congestion Reference Flow (CRF) for three lanes in both
directions is marginally more than the forecast traffic flow in the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

opening year and significantly less than the 2035 predicted flows
with core and high growth assumptions;

spacing.

• it is expected that this section will carry a significant proportion
of weaving traffic; and

The analysis has concluded that the standard of provision to be provided by the
scheme is appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The only exception
would be that in the design year 2035 calculations show that highest weaving flows
are expected to occur on the A1 in the southbound direction during the PM peak
hour when the required number of lanes would be 3.1 based on an assumed lane
capacity of 1600vph. As the layout would operate within the design standards up to
the design year with minimal disruption expected due to weaving in the design year
the provision of four lanes could not be justified.

• it is suggested that this link should be four lanes in both
directions.

The A14 Link Capacity technical note is appended to the Transport Assessment
(ref. 7.3).

• it is estimated that if this link was four lanes in both directions
that the CRF would be greater than the 2035 predicted flows with
core and high growth assumptions, for example conditions in the
peak periods are unlikely to be congested;

Appendix C [of Suffolk County Council’s formal response letter]
indicates that the following sections of the proposed trunk road
improvement are likely to experience similar or possibly worse
operating conditions compared to the A14 between Girton and
Bar Hill:

Suffolk County
Council

• the improved dual carriageway (three lane in both directions)
section of A1 between the existing Brampton Hut junction and
Alconbury, which is forecast to carry 102,500 vehicles per day
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) by 2035 (Core Growth) and
likely to be in the region of 111,000 vehicles per day AADT by
2035 (with High Growth assumptions);

Details of the development of the road traffic model and baseline data used to
produce the traffic forecasts for the scheme can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

• the improved three lane dual carriageway section of A1
between the proposed Brampton Interchange and existing
Brampton Hut junction, which is forecast to carry 116,000
vehicles per day AADT by 2035 (Core Growth) and likely to be in
the region of 125,000 vehicles per day AADT by 2035 (with High
Growth assumptions). This is expected to exceed the 90%
volume to capacity ratio indicative of road congestion and
increasing unreliability.

Suffolk County
Council

Highways Agency’s response

This section of the proposed trunk road improvement is likely to
experience similar or possibly worse operating conditions
compared to the A14 between Girton and Bar Hill. Concern over
the improved section of A1 between the proposed Brampton
Interchange and existing Brampton Hut junction, which is
forecast to carry 116,000 vehicles per day by 2035 and likely to
be in the region of 125,000 vehicles per day by 2035 . This is
expected to exceed the 90% volume to capacity ratio indicative of
road congestion and increasing unreliability.

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts (detailed in the Transport
Assessment) indicate that annual average daily traffic flow on the A1 between
Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the
scheme. The daily flow on this section of the A1 would be increased to 81,500
vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead. The proposed layout for this
section of the A1 has been designed to accommodate this level of flow.
The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 from Brampton Hut junction to Brampton Interchange would
be 92,000 vehicles per day in 2035 with the dual three-lane carriageway having
sufficient capacity for the predicted flow.

Details of the development of the road traffic model and baseline data used to
produce the traffic forecasts for the scheme can be found in the Transport
Assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts (detailed in the Transport
Assessment) indicate that annual average daily traffic flow on the A1 between
Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the
scheme. The daily flow on this section of the A1 would be increased to 81,500
vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead. The proposed layout for this
section of the A1 has been designed to accommodate this level of flow.
The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 from Brampton Hut junction to Brampton Interchange would
be 92,000 vehicles per day in 2035 with the dual three-lane carriageway having
sufficient capacity for the predicted flow.
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E.8.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 8 Part 3: Layout of the A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)
General access
Access
105066

105079

Summary of consultee comment

Our client questioned the need for the proposed rear access to
Huntingdon Recycling Limited as being unnecessary. They are
pleased to understand that this has been omitted from the
scheme.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Yes

The scheme provides a satisfactory alternative access to the
farm house and farm buildings, provided that the track is made
up to an appropriate standard. The owner of the adjoining
property enjoys a right of way over the farm track and the
appropriate right will have to be granted over the new access.
There appears to be no access to the land severed between the
Brampton Hut Service area and the new Ellington junction and
the access route onto the land between Brampton Hut Services
and the Brampton Hut junction will need to continue to have an
access suitable for agricultural and other purposes.

Highways Agency’s response

Comment duly noted. The access to the rear of Huntingdon Recycling has been
deleted post consultation, as access via the existing entrance would remain
possible.

The scheme would provide alternative access to all remaining farm buildings at
Rectory farm and to Harthay farm with rights being provided. Access tracks would
be designed to the appropriate standard in accordance with the Design Manual for
Road and Bridges (DMRB).

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The severed land has now been provided with an access point between the two
segregated pieces of land subsequent to consultation. Access would remain from
the back of the service area as exiting.
The land north of the A1 owned by Mrs Disney would be retained by the applicant
for essential ecological mitigation.

There is no access to land taken from Rectory Farm to the north
of the A14 if that is retained.
105106

Hylands Farm currently has a direct access onto the A14
carriageway, north east of Ellington. The farm was strategically
acquired because it is adjacent to Weybridge Farm’s southern
boundary including the restored minerals areas, as well as the
area of the farm which still has the benefit of extracted minerals
and giving access for motor vehicles, agricultural machinery and
heavy good vehicles to the whole farm.
We are concerned that this access point may be stopped up in
the future and our client and ourselves have had discussions with
the Highways Agency and their representatives in the part about
the closure of Hyland Farm Access, which would be a major
impact on our client’s business and operations unless a new
access were formed via the roundabout.

The access road requested is outside the scope of this scheme. Access to and
from Hylands farm would remain unchanged.

10 April 2014

Yes

We would like to request the construction of an access road off
the new roundabout, along the northern boundary of the A14 and
into the current access point.
My client would like a right to use this road at all times, for all
purposes in all vehicles. Obviously security needs to be a
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No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

consideration when any new access track is opened up.
105106

105106

105106

Hyland Farm access from the new local road. The new local
access road now provides good opportunities to open up an old
farm track. Secured gates or barriers on the old farm track.
Obviously security needs to be a consideration when any new
access track is opened up.
Security in relation to third parties once the road is operational.
Once the farm tracks are opened up this naturally allows access
to the farm boundary for travellers and third party trespassers.
Security needs to be considered in the design of the local access
road and access points to the farm to prevent unwanted third
party access, fly tipping and travellers.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Under the proposals, the A1 will remain a dual carriageway and
the A14 will remain a dual carriageway. If either of these roads
become three lanes each way farm vehicles will have no legal
right to use the road system. Alternative access must be
considered now.
The local access way should have a speed limit of less than
60mph. Or a private road accessing the farm along the south of
the farm (along the northern boundary of the A14) joining up with
the existing farm road.

104732

10 April 2014

It is imperative that appropriate provision is made for access to
and egress from the centre of farming operations at Park Farm,
Brampton, to our client’s land holdings and connected farming
operations west of the A1 / A14 and Southoe. Large slow
moving machinery need to travel between Park Farm (east),
Brampton Lodge, Park Farm (west) and Southoe. Articulated
grain lorries need to travel between the A14 (east) and Park
Farm. The foregoing necessitates an accommodation track from
Park Road to Buckden Road, being able to travel under the
single carriageway former railway bridge on the B1514 under the
A1. For wide vehicles, not capable of passing through the B1514
bridge, it would seem appropriate to surface Mere Lane, linking
to Grafham Road or provide a suitable internal accommodation
track on the west side of Brampton Interchange and provide a
suitable internal accommodation track to Park Farm (west).

Where new access is provided off the new local access road then secure fences
and gates would be provided, these would be discussed and agreed with
landowners during the detail design stage of the project and as part of the
accommodation works.

Where new access is provided off the new local access road and where Weybridge
farm has new boundaries with the local access road then secure fences and gates
would be provided these would be discussed and agreed with landowners during
the detail design stage of the project and as part of the accommodation works.
Ditch and drainage works would also be taken into account and where possible
these would provide security against vehicle access.
The A14 would be an all-purpose road which agricultural vehicles have a right to
use irrespective of the number of lanes provided.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Speed limits on the local access road would be agreed in consultation with the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. The speed limit in built up
urban areas would be 30mph, while other areas would be 50mph or national speed
limit.
New access would be reinstated eastwards from Weybridge Farm to the local
access road. A further link along the northern edge of the A14 and access
southwards from Weybridge or westwards from Hylands would not form part of the
scheme as there is no current access of this type.
Following the formal consultation additional access tracks have been provided
from Park Road across to Buckden road providing access southwards to the A1
Mere lane would be improved as required to be suitable for agricultural vehicles
giving access to the Grafham Road from the south. Farming movements have
therefore been accommodated allowing the north south movement from farm to
farm.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Landman
Portaloos

The consultee has a house he is developing and is concerned
that the remaining stub of Brampton road is removed to avoid
dumping etc.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105066

Appropriate gated field accesses will need to be provided at
appropriate access points from public highways to prevent

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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It is not clear exactly which area is being referred to but stopping up of stubs of
Brampton Road would be considered where general access is not needed.

Comment duly noted. The design and structure of the access farm tracks would be
of adequate construction and sufficiently wide to allow for the movement of heavy

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

unauthorised access.

farm machinery and regular flows of large lorries required for the farm to function
properly. The specification would be agreed during detailed design. Appropriate
signage and security measures to prevent unauthorised access would be
considered, as required, at the detail design stage of the project.

The surface treatment of internal farm tracks, which will need to
be of concrete, is of concern to our client and will need to be
addressed to ensure that the specification is suitable for heavy
and wide farm traffic.
105066

Our client would question the need for the link from the footpath
from Belle Isle to Brampton Hut roundabout, as it goes nowhere
at Brampton Hut.

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The link along the east side of the A1, north of the new bridleway diversion over
the A1, has been deleted subsequent to consultation.

Community impact

55669

The proposed route is too close to Brampton

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The new alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further east
than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the new A14 would be built
into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to the west. The
option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a range of
environmental and cost considerations

No

Compound sites would be used on a temporary basis with the intention of
reinstating them to a pre -construction state where possible. Each area would be
dependent on works which would be detailed during the detailed design stage of
the scheme. Typically construction compounds would be used for site offices,
welfare facilities, materials and vehicle storage.

No

Accesses would be maintained (existing, temporary diversion or permanent access
constructed) where required across the scheme.
A new access track would be constructed connecting Rectory Farm to New
Ellington Junction and would enable full movements via Ellington Junction and
Brampton Hut Junction.

Construction

105066 / 104732

Our client is concerned about the number and extent of the
proposed compound areas and in particular their re-instatement
and configuration on completion of the works to the extent that
our client reserves its position on whether such areas will be
accepted back.

105079

It would appear that the services to Rectory Farm, house and
buildings will be disrupted and therefore they need to be
restored.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Cost

102877

Huge expense of project.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

Environment
General

102877

Inevitable increase in traffic to negate the imagined benefit of the
scheme and a severe permanent impact on local residents,
environment and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). Mitigation measures have been included in the
scheme to reduce the severity of the impact where significant adverse effects have

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
been identified. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Benefits from the scheme are discussed in the Case for the Scheme,
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by designing for rainfall intensities of storms 20% greater than current
design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes allowance for
climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the ES. Greenhouse gases
associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix
13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations
for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the ES. The scheme is designed to take
traffic away from areas where emissions would have a significant effect on
residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon
and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA)
in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. The scheme
would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction; however,
once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings.
Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which would
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Flooding

105066 / 104732

Our client is concerned about the location and design of the flood
plain compensation areas and questions their necessity as by
definition such areas of land are liable to flood more frequently. It
is understood that their design is unresolved and will be the
subject of further consultation.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. Floodplain compensation areas are proposed to mitigate for the nonnegligible increase in water levels; these areas are indicated in Figure 17.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
The floodplain compensation areas are identified based on the need for the
compensatory storage to be at the same level as the areas of loss and to be
positioned as close as possible to the location of loss. Flood compensation areas

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would where practicable be returned to agricultural use once the necessary
surface level modifications have been carried out.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsorily purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
In response to this comment, an area proposed for floodplain compensation east of
the A1 adjacent to Brampton has been removed, and floodplain compensation
areas elsewhere adjusted in size and location to rationalise boundaries where
possible.

Landscape
105066

Our client questions the need for such an extensive and
awkwardly configured grassland area to the west of Woodhatch
Farm and the additional grassland with trees / shrubs to the east.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Noise
104756

The proposed flyover brings traffic closer to the consultees’
house and is in a higher position which could increase noise.

10 April 2014

Yes
No

The land required west of Woodhatch farm has been rationalised and minimised.

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Properties at the western
edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road
traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m
high false cutting would be included in the scheme design.

General design
Alignment
55669
The proposed route is too close to Brampton

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The new alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further east
than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the new A14 would be built
into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to the west. The
option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a range of
environmental and cost considerations.

Non-Motorised users (NMU)
104732

Our client is very concerned about the profligation of proposed
new bridleways, particularly between Park Road and West Ed.
The client does not accept this bridleway because it is not
needed and would give rise to grave security and safety
concerns in the vicinity of the private fishing lakes at Park Road.
Our client also questions the need for the link from the footpath
from Belle Isle to Brampton Hut roundabout, as it goes nowhere
at Brampton Hut.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The bridleway would be provided to connect the NMU facilities provided at
Grafham Road Bridge to the A1/A14 Over-Bridge, bridleway Brampton 19 and
footpath Brampton 15.
Any fencing required between the bridleway and the lakes in this area would be
deemed accommodation works and therefore dealt with in detailed design.
Footpath Brampton 15 which currently extends from Belle Isle in Brampton to the
existing A1 would now connect into the access ramp and steps at the A1/A14
Over-Bridge which would include NMU crossing facilities. This route would provide
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Consultee(s)

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)
Property and land
Property and land
105066

105079

105079

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed new bridleway which is immediately adjacent to
the new A14 where it crosses the A1. We consider that a
separate bridge would be a better solution. This is because the
proposed bridleway shares the A14 bridge where it crosses the
A1, with insufficient separation between walkers / riders and
traffic travelling at speeds of 70mph.
The proposed new bridleway along the west side of the A1. It is
not clear from Sheet 3 whether the proposed new bridleway
along the west side of the A1 continues between points C and D
shown on an attached copy of Sheet 3. We request that the
bridleway should continue between points C and D. This
bridleway would then connect to Brampton Bridleway 19 which
runs alongside Brampton Brook.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
access to Brampton Hut services and Brampton Woods. The link to Brampton Hut
services would provide links to employment opportunities and facilities at the
services.
NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s and
the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for non-motorised
users The NMU facility would be separated from the traffic lane by a 2.5 m verge
which would contain a vehicle restraint system. A fence would be provided to
separate the verge from the bridleway. The facility would be wide enough for two
horses to pass each other with additional spacing to the parapet/abutment. As
sufficient separation between NMUs and traffic would be provided a separate NMU
bridge would be unnecessary.

No

Under the scheme, a bridleway would be provided to the west of A1 and would
connect into the crossing facilities provided on the A1/A14 Over-bridge and
Grafham Road Bridge in addition to connecting to the existing bridleway Brampton
19.

We request that steps are provided up the bank in a direct line
from the bridleway to the bridge on Grafham Road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Under the scheme, steps would be provided from diverted bridleway 19 to the
NMU facilities on Grafham Road bridge, as shown in the General Arrangement
drawings included in the Development Consent Order submission.

Our client is concerned about the future ownership /
management of the grassland with intermittent trees / shrubs
between Buckden Road and the emergency / maintenance
access.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would retain ownership and would be responsible for
management of the area of planted grassland with intermittent trees / shrubs.

A substantial element of the farm appears to be required under
the scheme either for construction of the road and junctions, tree
planting, landscaping, compound and storage areas, surface
water storage, borrow pits, and flood plain compensation. The
land adjacent to the Brampton Hut Services is subject to an
option and has the potential development. It appears to be
required only for temporary storage and construction use and
should be excluded from permanent acquisition under the
scheme. Land to the north of the A14 borders the road and a
major junction and has long-term potential for a road-side
development. It amounts to 2.6 hectares and is considered to be
too large an area. Our client objects to the extent of land taken.
[Rectory Farm]
Would advise that a small area of woodland on the north-west
corner of the farm has been surrendered from the Agricultural
Tenancy and sold and is therefore no longer within Mrs Disney’s
ownership. [Rectory Farm]

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency would only permanently acquire land required for the
permanent works and for mitigation works including planting, landscaping and
surface water storage.
Land on the north side of the A14 to the north of Brampton Hut services is acquired
for essential ecological mitigation purposes. South of the A14 we note the land
close to the services with an option from others on it. Compound sites, soil storage
areas, borrow pits and flood plain compensation areas would all be required on a
temporary basis, during the construction period. It would be the intention to return
these areas to the landowner following construction. However, with respect to
flood plain compensation, the profile of these areas would need to remain the
same following construction in order that they would continue to act as flood
compensation area as any reshaping of the profile would increase the likelihood of
flooding within these areas.

Comment is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Church
Commissioners for
England

The road layout is efficient in its land take.

104732

The current proposal would have a substantial impact on our
clients land holding which currently extends to some 230
hectares (520 acres).

104732

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Red line of the indicative scheme extends far beyond the
road corridor and includes areas not necessary for the scheme
which significantly impacts on the overall Park Farm vicinity. It is
contended that the red line indicative scheme boundary be redrawn along the highway works boundary [Sheets 3, 5 & 6 of 26].

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Concern over the future ownership/management of the grassland
with intermittent trees/shrubs between Buckden Road and the
emergency / maintenance access.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Land required for flood mitigation
105106
The current design of this low lying area apparently extends to
2
250m (to be confirmed) and a depth of approximately 500mm
(to be confirmed). The current shape takes a significant amount
of prime agricultural land out of production. Either remove the
area completely, or increase the existing flood alleviation area
identified (in blue highlighting) to the east of the A1 and move
the remaining area to the north and west of the aggregate
extraction area where it would not be taking land out of
agricultural production .
105079

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The northern extent of the flood plain compensation touches the
southern boundary of the farm. This appears to overlie the
Borrow Pit and the excavated area but otherwise there is no
detail of the extent or nature of the scheme. A substantial area of
land is taken for this with the potential impact on the farm.
[Rectory Farm]

The northern balancing pond is designed in such a manner that
it is difficult to farm around the feature. It leaves a corner of the
field unable to be cropped and there is a danger of
contamination from the dirty water running off the road into the
field and in turn cross compliance issues under the Single Farm

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The red line has been reviewed to accord with the updated scheme proposals for
borrow pits, mitigation, temporary areas like soil storage areas.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.
Any land shown within the red line boundary would be essential for the scheme
and would include temporary areas for such as soil storage and construction
compound sites. These temporary areas would only be required for the duration of
the construction period and would then be returned to agriculture. Flood
compensation areas would be included in this although it is understood that due to
the works required to form flood compensation the current status of these areas for
agricultural use would potentially change.
The land bounded by Buckden Road and the emergency/maintenance access road
would be acquired by HA under the DCO process and would be managed by the
Highways Agency in the future.

Minor changes have been made to the flood compensation areas subsequent to
the consultation.

10 April 2014

105106

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

Yes

Flood compensation areas are identified based on the need for the compensatory
storage to be at the same elevation as the areas of flood plain loss and to be
positioned as close as possible to the location of loss. Details of the location of
flood compensation areas can be found in the Works Plans included in the
Development Consent Order submission.

Compound sites, soil storage areas, borrow pits and flood plain compensation
areas would all be required on a temporary basis for the duration of the
construction period. It would be the intention to return these areas to the landowner
following construction
With respect to flood plain compensation, the profile of these areas would need to
remain the same following construction. The reshaped profile would increase the
likelihood of flooding within these areas. The Land Plans and Works Plans show
the land that is required to construct and operate the scheme. The Statement of
Reasons provides an explanation of why the Highways Agency may require legal
powers to compulsory purchase land. Land required has been informed by an
environmental impact assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and
significant effects.
The highway drainage including the balancing ponds would be designed as a
separate entity to the farm drainage. Pollution interceptors and other specialised
features would be designed to prevent water running off from the highway from
mixing with the land drains. It is therefore considered that single farm payments
would be unaffected by this aspect of the scheme.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Payment Scheme could be breached. It is suggested that the
balancing pond should be moved to the north of the Woolley
Road into a field corner which is already part of the road
scheme.

Highways Agency’s response

It is noted that the drainage lagoons alongside Woolley road leave an awkward
field pattern. The current plans have been rationalised subsequent to consultation
but the ponds still leave a narrow field pattern. They have to remain in this location
alongside the road to maintain appropriate levels for the highway drainage. The
details of these lagoons would be reviewed during the detailed design stage.
The pond is located adjacent to the lowest point of the highway to ensure that
discharge from the highway into the pond and then into the existing drainage ditch
network can be achieved. As the gradient of the land is flat in this area, moving
the pond away from the low point results in a discharge not being possible. The
land north of Woolley Road is the Huntingdon Research Centre. There is
insufficient land available at this location in which to fit these lagoons.

Please can we have assurances that my client’s land would not
be affected by pollutants in the water? We would like to know
what the water level would be.

The ponds would be designed to contain the runoff from extreme rainfall events
with an additional factor of safety included. Precise water levels cannot be given at
this stage.
Scheme scope
Buckden bypass
101766

It will help but surely it is short sighted not to include the Buckden
bypass, otherwise there is no point in using this stretch. Surely
common sense will prevail.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104508

There is a need for a bypass for through traffic and intersections
with A1 and old A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101766

It will help but it is short sighted not to bypass Buckden,
otherwise there is no point in using this stretch.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.
The scheme does not include a new road from Brampton Hut to Buckden. This
would need to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local
Highway Authority.
The scheme would include the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would reroute strategic traffic away from Huntingdon. Junctions with the de-trunked
sections of the A14 would be at Swavesey, New Ellington and Brampton Hut
junctions.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.
The scheme does not include a new road from Brampton Hut to Buckden. This
would need to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local
Highway Authority.

Traffic flow
53873

There would be better provisions for the flow of traffic both joining
and exiting the existing A14 and the A1, and would also ease

10 April 2014

Yes
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NO

Comments duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

traffic around the Huntingdon area.
Labourtech
Recruitment
Limited

Do not believe the plans will match what is required to meet the
traffic demand for the area.

104732

My clients are very concerned about the lack of access onto and
off the A14 planned for the Brampton Interchange and the huge
increase in traffic planned for the upgraded A1(M) at this point.
West bound traffic on the A14 wishing to go south on the A1 and
north bound traffic wishing to go east on the A14 will have to
divert to Brampton Hut and back on the A1. This will lead to a
number of issues:

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The A1 and A14 between Brampton Hut and Brampton Interchange would be allpurpose trunk roads. The scheme is designed in accordance with Highways
Agency Standards, DMBR, to cater for the forecast traffic up to the design year
2035.
The slip roads at Brampton Interchange are also designed in accordance with
DMRB standards to cater for the forecast traffic up to the design year 2035. It is
expected that the improvements would provide journey time reliability that would
encourage traffic to remain on the strategic route.
Traffic flow on the A1 south of Brampton Hut would grow partly due to traffic that
was using the existing A14 passing through Huntingdon instead diverting using the
scheme.

1. The traffic flow on this section of the A1(M) (Brampton
Interchange to Brampton Hut) is already predicted to
increase from 51,500 vehicles per day to 95,000 vehicles per day
by 2020 (Highway Agency figures). Effectively a doubling of the
traffic.
2. There is therefore a very strong likelihood that the Brampton
Hut Interchange will fail to manage the increase at peak periods
with the traffic backing onto the A1(M). This is clearly a major
potential motorway hazard, which will lead to traffic finding
undesirable alternative routes and one which needs to be
addressed.
3. Addressing the issue of the lack of access onto and off the
A14 at the Brampton Interchange is one way of helping to ease
the situation. There are already plans for emergency access onto
and off the A14 which should be redesigned to give proper
access at this point.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

10 April 2014

Yes

4. My client’s understand that the scheme designers expect
traffic wanting to connect between the A14 and the A1 will use
the A428 from Cambridge. My client’s do not believe this will be
the case for a high proportion of this traffic. Cambridge traffic
might use the A428 to connect to the A1 but the majority of A14
traffic wanting to connect to the A1 will come off the A14 earlier
and use the A11 and A505 (or M11 to the M25).

No

Traffic flows between the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and the A1 South are
forecast to be low as most long-distance traffic from the east and northeast is
expected to use the A428, rather than the A14, to access the A1. For local traffic,
this movement would be catered for at Brampton Hut junction, which would be
substantially relieved of traffic by the scheme. Consequently, the cost and
environmental impact of the provision of additional slip roads to serve this
movement cannot be justified, The emergency access roads are designed to a
much lower standard than DMRB requires for interchange connections. DMRB
standard links would require more land and more structures. A link from A1 north
to A14 east would require a bridge to cross the existing A1 and another to cross
the A14.
Traffic from Huntingdon and St Ives would likely use the A141 and de-trunked A14
to Brampton Hut to access the A1 to head south. This route would be improved as
the Spittals junction would be relieved of A14 strategic traffic.
The A428 would experience a small reduction in traffic flow with the scheme as
traffic that currently avoids the A14 due to congestion diverts back onto the
scheme.

More importantly, with the loss of the viaduct in Huntingdon there
is a strong likelihood that traffic from Huntingdon, Houghton, St
Ives, Godmanchester, the Earith area and communities inbetween will use the A14 to connect to the A1 rather than
connect with the A428. The A428 is designed to have an
inconvenient diversionary loop to the Histon junction and back.
This seems to be supported by your traffic figures which indicate
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The access at this location is required to provide both emergency and
maintenance access. Therefore sufficient gating and the appropriate restrictive
signing would be provided to avoid security risks.

No

The additional capacity that widening the A1 would create is primarily required to
accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance
traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would
switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to
remain on the A1 for longer.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies
and will target future improvements where need is greatest. A Buckden Bypass is
outside of the scope of the scheme.

No

This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply. The proposal has sought to facilitate segregating local traffic from longdistance and commuter traffic with the introduction of the local access road
between Fen Drayton and Girton. In addition, the scheme removes domestic and
commercial frontages onto the A14 and providing extra capacity in both the threelane and four-lane dual carriageway sections. These improvements would provide
a freer flowing A14.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Highways Agency’s response

a reduction in future traffic on the A428.

102955

101766

The current proposals indicate that there will be an emergency
access constructed to the rear of Kasauli/Hill Rise/Landmans
Portaloos. Query as to why this is necessary and objection to
this proposal. On the northern carriageway, the access joins
directly to the highway and it is proposed that this is done on the
southern side also, and therefore constructing a slip-off directly
onto the Brampton to Buckden Road. The main concern with
regards to this current proposal is an increased security issue
with regards to intruders taking access to the rear of his property
out of the sight lines from the Yard.
Overcomplicated - it will slow traffic and become an issue for
traffic in future needed for more money spent. It also does not
allow for Buckden improvements. Instead of widening A1 to
Alconbury please use more money to bypass Buckden where
traffic actually builds up.

10 April 2014

Yes

Traffic flow
Will slow traffic and become an issue for traffic in future.

101766

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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E.8.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 8 Part 4: Layout of the A1 and A14 adjacent to Brampton – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
101052
101809

This looks a sensible approach to the problem. Access to
Brampton Services will need to be maintained.
Provisions should be made for access to Buckden from the new
road. Currently the plans indicate 'emergency vehicle' access to
and from the Brampton / Buckden road. If this were made 'local
access only' and perhaps a width limit it would eliminate the need
for Buckden residents to make the 7k round trip to the Brampton
Hut roundabout and adding to the traffic flow. This would only
require the addition of slip lanes to minimise any disruption to
through traffic. Surely this is a small cost while construction
proceeds. A 'local access only' provision has been made
elsewhere.

Comments noted. Access to /from the new A14 to Buckden is possible via
Brampton Hut as existing, Provision of additional slip roads onto A14 for local
access only' would be difficult and unlikely to be enforced.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. This should also help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Yes

No

The option of continuing to Spittals and using the old A14 road to
Brampton Hut is less attractive now that this route will take traffic
through several extra junctions / roundabouts through
Hinchingbrooke and Huntingdon, which means it loses its original
attraction of avoiding travelling through villages.
104493

54235

Concern that westbound traffic will not be able to access the
road from the Animal Shelter at London Road, Godmanchester.

Yes

No

There should be access between A1 northbound and A14
eastbound. It is currently available on the A14 Junction 21. With
the new layout it will be an extra 4-5 miles to get onto the A14
eastbound from A1 northbound.
Yes

104805

Comment duly noted. Access to the services would be maintained.

No

It is better, but southbound A1(M) access is also required.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly; however, the Hinchingbrooke Road/Brampton Road junction is
forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic travelling through it via the Views
Common Link. The scheme includes a significant remodelled junction to
accommodate these higher forecast traffic flows. Details of the operational
assessments for junctions within Huntingdon are provided in the Transport
Assessment.
Traffic originating from the A1198 wishing to access the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass (westbound) from the A1198 near Wood Green Animal Shelter would be
able to do so using Ermine Street junction.

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost of providing an additional access would be significant and deemed
unnecessary as the existing route via the A428 would provide access from the A1
northbound to the A14 eastbound at Cambridge.
While there would not be direct access between A1 south of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.
Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost and environmental impacts involved in the provision of access to
and from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be justifiable for the number of
vehicles predicted to use them when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.
While there would not be direct access between A1 of Brampton and A14
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Consultee(s)

102914

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic by
the proposed scheme.
Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost and environmental impacts involved in the provision of access to
and from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be justifiable for the number of
vehicles when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.

Any traffic (some of it more 'local' rather than long distance)
originating on the 'new' westbound A14 and wanting to turn
southbound on to the A1 will have to continue to the A1
northbound grade-separated (existing) junction near the services
and then do a U-turn back on to the A1 to proceed south.
If this is correct, why can there not be a 'simple' slip road to
merge with the existing Brampton Road access on to the A1
southbound? This would necessitate limited additional land take
but make much more sense for all concerned in minimising
wasted time and fuel, and would be more likely to prevent such
traffic diverting from the A14 further east and inappropriately
using existing, poorer quality, local roads to get to the A1.

104805

Date consulted

Yes

No
While there would not be direct access between A1 of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.

There should be southbound A1 access to and from the A14.

Yes

No

Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance trips
starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and
A14. The cost and environmental impacts involved in the provision of access to
and from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be justifiable for the number of
vehicles predicted to use them when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.
While there would not be direct access between A1 of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via
the Brampton Hut junction. This junction would be substantially relieved of traffic
by the proposed scheme.

104782

Residents’ of Buckden Villlage have difficulties getting out of
Buckden onto the A1. Any proposals that would enhance the
volume of traffic on the A1 through Buckden is not favoured.

Yes

No

Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction will be considered as part
of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.

Agricultural and business impacts
104895

The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely
comprises agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered
would inevitably impact on agricultural land.

Valuable farm land will be lost.

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated the compensation would be via a district valuer to ensure a fair value is received.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage on completion of the scheme. Mitigation measures to protect
and reuse soil have regard for the Defra Code of Practice.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and will continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
residual land parcels for agriculture.

Community
104915

It causes more local problems than the previous scheme. The
focus is on 'national needs' for traffic rather than local
consequences.

Yes

No

104943

Rethink the damage to the local community.

Yes

No

54192

Destructive to Brampton despite the modifications.

Yes

No

104882

Far too many major roads surrounding, and adjacent to, pleasant
rural villages and towns. More pollution (light / visual / noise) for
many more people.

Yes

No

Impacts on local residents, for example noise, light pollution and
air quality, appear to have been ignored.

Yes

No

Not enough thought has been given to the impact of all these
roads on the village.

Yes

No

Still provides ten lanes of highway next to a residential
population.

Yes

No

103484, 104503,
104871

It looks better, but much of Brampton and Buckden will have
potential pollution from the A14 and A1 traffic on their doorstep,
and it is hardly a satisfactory outcome for those communities.

Yes

No

103548

There will be ten lanes of traffic right next to a residential area,
with schools and hundreds of homes in the vicinity. The potential
harm to residents in terms of pollution and noise is
immeasurable. Six lanes is bad enough. Please re-think this
one.

Yes

No

54486
104864
102842, 104862

104948

104861, 104668

103539

104632

The new road will carve up productive countryside and will
increase pollution across the area without significantly improving
quality of life for local people.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The road comes too close to villages.

If this change has taken into account local residents’ views and
concerns, then hopefully this will be the improvement they were
looking for.

It would be a huge road and would impact incredibly on
Brampton and Buckden. Barely any attention is being given in the

Yes

No

Yes

No
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A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The scheme includes the removal of direct property access to the A14 in many
locations; this would improve safety conditions and ease traffic movements.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
The current proposal is that the scheme would use ‘Low Noise' road surfacing
material. The Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled
asphalt.
Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Environmental impacts from the scheme including those on air quality and noise
have been examined in chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement
respectively.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

brochures to any impact this road will have on Buckden and the
Offords. The Brampton side has a small bit of noise protection
but none has been suggested for Buckden.
104675
104511, 54632
104816

103522

economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and
create additional capacity to support future growth.

This would lead to the inhabitants of Brampton being surrounded
by major roads. Unacceptable.

Yes

No

Remain concerned of the effect of this part of the development
on Brampton Village and its residents.

Yes

No

The people of Brampton and Buckden would be negatively
affected by this. These are quite villages and should not have to
have a massive road right next to them.

Yes

No

It is unclear as to the overall benefits of this realignment for
Brampton Village. There will still be a ten lane highway close to
the village with little obvious attempt to mitigate air and noise
pollution on the village.

Yes

No

101993, 104895

The proposals are too close to Brampton.

Yes

No

103565

Reduce the impact on Brampton by moving the road away from
residential area.

Yes

No

104869

Reduction of environmental impact to communities.

Yes

No

101828, 104967,
104970, 104948

The proposals would cause an increase in traffic close to
Brampton and Buckden. There would be consequent impacts for
the villagers, for example air, light, and noise pollution.

Yes

No

104953

Perpetual noise, air and light pollution for Brampton and Offord
Cluny, which is an unacceptable price for these villages to have
to pay when there are other cheaper alternatives.

Yes

No

The route has been changed, but in truth it has hardly changed
and has the same issues as the previous design. Principally that
you are advocating ten lanes of parallel motorway traffic that will
result in a massive increase in air and noise pollution to not only
Brampton, but surrounding villages. In terms of the air pollution
aspect the location of these ten lanes of traffic are situated west
of Brampton meaning that said pollution will get blown across the
village. The local primary school is only a few 100 metres from
the planned route and it is proven fact that such traffic pollution
damages lung development in children. Also the fact that the
design forces northbound A1 traffic that wants to go east on the
A14 to go north and then back south down the A1 to traverse the
same stretch of road causes even more unnecessary pollution for
Brampton as it has to pass to the west of it twice.

Yes

No

104869

Reduces impact for residents locally in Brampton.

Yes

No

55788, 104926,
104670

There would still be ten lanes of traffic passing close to the
village of Brampton.

Yes

No

104518

Highways Agency’s response
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The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden and Little Paxton. Daily traffic levels on the B1043 in
Offord Cluny are forecast to rise by approximately 10%, while Offord D’Arcy would
benefit from a 25% reduction in traffic.
Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer onto the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be expected to reduce from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease). Daily traffic flows on
Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62%
decrease).
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

Consultee(s)
104670

104879

Summary of consultee comment
This would cause huge noise and air pollution issues close to
housing and a primary school. All this in an area that is already
having to be monitored.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Definitely not. In 5 years’ time you will want to put another two
lanes on the A14, which will have further impacts on Brampton.
No

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme would be designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. Therefore there would be no proposals to put additional lanes
on the A14 in 5 years, at this location.
Support for the scheme duly noted.

200012

Mitigates impacts on Brampton.

Yes

No

101917

Ten lanes of traffic passing within 300 metres of houses is totally
unacceptable.

Yes

No

104633

It has made no difference to the eight lanes of traffic that will
continue to roar past our hedges and back gardens.

Yes

No

104920

Having the notionally less busy road closer to Brampton will
detract from the fact they will have a ten-lane super highway
passing within yards of their houses.

Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer on to the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-26%). Daily traffic flows on Thrapston Road would be
reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (-62%).
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.
The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.

55891

The impact of the Highways Agency’s scheme at Brampton
would be:
•
•

•
•

ten lanes of heavy traffic within 300 metres of family
homes in the west of the village;
120,000 vehicles daily in 2020 rising to 153,500 in 2035
with associated air and noise pollution and harm to public
health;
an elevated ten lane A1 / A14 interchange;
huge sand and gravel quarries (borrowpits) and
associated extraction machinery and heavy vehicles to
extract up to 2 million tonnes of sand and gravel during
the road construction period:

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
Yes

No

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•
•

104502

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.

a cement-processing plant on the quarry site;
adverse health impact on sensitive receptors (children,
elderly, asthmatics) and associated NHS costs.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Disruption will be minimise by encircling Brampton.

Section 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
and management of material resources. All waste would be managed in such a
way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the environment. The main
contractors would be responsible for reducing waste generated from the
construction activities. This would include measures such as careful storage of
materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste management plan
(SWMP) would be prepared in accordance with the Waste and Resources Action
Programme (WRAP) guidance. The effect of the scheme in terms of waste
generation and material resources is considered in the ES.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural
or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to
biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. There is no
specific need to differentiate by age as the health based objectives and limit values
in the air quality assessment are set to avoid harm to humans and ecological
health.

104648

Concerns with the local environmental impacts of the new road.
Increased noise and air pollution from the new road would impact
Brampton and Buckden, which are already affected by the
current A1. Thousands of trees will need to be planted to help
mitigate these adverse effects and to help the Highways Agency
gain improved local support for the scheme. The planting of new,
native woods between the new road and local villages would also
improve support for the road.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value of
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104829

Construction
103488
101861

104864

the Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged.
A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and
shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline Environmental Design
Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The current
proposal is that the scheme would use 'Low Noise' road surfacing material. The
Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled asphalt.

There will be increased traffic noise day and night. There will be
increased air pollution day and night. There will be increased
noise from mineral extraction sites day and possibly night. Our
most beautiful peaceful public footpath next to the River Ouse will
be spoilt by the noisy intrusive elevated road built over it. It with
diminish my quality of life.

Yes

It should offer construction advantages.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

This would appear to minimise disruption to the A1 during
construction.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix
20.2 of the Environmental Statement ) The CoCP outlines the standards of work
that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Construction of the scheme would be phased so as to m minimise disruption.

No

Environmental impacts from the scheme including those on air quality and noise
have been examined in chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement
respectively.

There are too many road works around Brampton in this plan.

Yes

Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council

Highways Agency’s response

During the construction phase this Council want to be assured:
•

•

•

That pollution by light, noise and airborne pollutants will
be kept to a minimum and would like to see detailed
plans of how this will be achieved.
That no construction vehicles will be allowed through the
Village and kept to an absolute minimum on the stretch
of the A1 south of Brampton Hut.
That the disposal of spoil will be kept well away from the
villages of Buckden, Stirtloe, Diddington, Southoe and
The Offords.

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures
and Chapter 5 details mitigation measure for site lighting.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors will provide haul routes through the works for use by construction
vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main contractors will consult
with local roads authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main
contractors to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic
will be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main
roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads will be restricted
but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally
sourced materials. The main contractors will implement traffic management
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public roads,
cycle tracks and other paths as necessary.
In accordance with the CoCP construction vehicles as much as practically possible
would be restricted from using routes through vehicles.
Disposal of waste materials would adhere to Chapter 11 of the CoCP.

Cost
200023
Waste of money and certain that 5 lanes would be cheaper than
building an entirely new A1.

Yes
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No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the Highways
Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.

101849

On the face of it, this might be easier and cheaper to construct
than the original proposal.

Yes

No

104984

Major road schemes are designed to last for decades; why not try
to get it right at the start this time, and avoid the existing A14
problems that were caused by penny-pinching at the design and
construction stage.

Yes

No

This is an unnecessary high cost project, there are a number of
other equally effective identified options that are a huge saving in
both cost, landscape destruction and noise pollution.

Yes

No

104674

It is admitted in the brochure that the new proposal would be
more expensive.

Yes

No

104780

The scheme is not good value for money and there are better
ways of improving use of the A14.

Yes

No

104663

The existing A14 can be improved at a much lower cost and not
affecting such a unique countryside, by laying tarmac through it.
Junctions at Spittals and Brampton Hut can also be improved.

Yes

No

Would have thought that widening and improving access on and
off one section of road would have been more cost-effective than
improving one road and building another in this area.

Yes

No

104932

The budget is limiting.

Yes

No

104970

The Highways Agency is attempting to save money by reducing
the land it needs to purchase in this area, at the expense of the
local community.

104650

101087

104730, 101806

Yes

No

Yes

No

This is a waste of money which could be better spent.

Environment
General
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Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. Without
improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become worse and be a
constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth
Government has announced up to £1.5 billion to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide value for money.
Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme are contained in Chapter 5 of
Case for the Scheme.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The environmental impacts that would arise from the scheme are assessed as part
of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

200004
Building a new road is damaging to the environment.

Yes

No

The proposal will cause a large area of land and homes to be
blighted by pollution and extra noise, which will cause many lives
to be affected and not in a good way.

Yes

No

104481, 104649

It will spoil the area.

Yes

No

104895

Wildlife will be endangered.

102373

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise fences, and landscaped earthworks.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Properties at the western
edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road
traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m
high false cutting would be included in the scheme design.
A landscape and visual impact assessment of the scheme is presented in Chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement along with recommendations for mitigation.
Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting are
proposed to help screen the highway and traffic flow, and would help to integrate
the scheme and the borrow pits into the wider landscape.
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement considers how the scheme would
potentially affect ecology and nature conservation and identifies mitigation to
reduce this.

102847

This is better than previous solution, but unconvinced that this
would considerably improve the environment regarding sound
and air pollution.
Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. A significant improvement in air quality
is predicted in several areas, most notably in Huntingdon and along the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton as the majority of existing traffic would be
diverted away from these areas. The scheme would improve air quality at a
number of locations across the area that have been identified by Huntingdonshire

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
District Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and Cambridge City
Council as air quality management areas due to existing pollution.
Pollutants associated with traffic emissions would increase at some locations,
particularly around the north of Cambridge due to increased capacity and along the
new Huntingdon southern bypass. These increases would not affect compliance
with European Union air quality limits set to protect human health and designated
ecological sites. With the proposed mitigation enforced during the construction
phase, the scheme would have no significant impacts upon air quality.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. When in use, approximately 2,900
dwellings along the existing A14 corridor would benefit from noise reductions as a
result of the scheme. These dwellings are situated through Huntingdon,
Godmanchester and Fenstanton and there are also many sensitive non-residential
facilities, including the Premier Inn at Brampton Hut that would also benefit.
These improvements would mainly result from re-routing traffic out of town and
along the new bypass. In addition, noise improvements would also result from the
provision of low noise road surfacing along the entire route, and a number of noise
barriers along the modified sections of the existing A1 and A14, including the
Cambridge northern bypass. Existing noise barriers would be enhanced by the
scheme in a number of locations, particularly at Girton and Impington.
There would be noise increases affecting approximately 330 residential properties
and some non-residential facilities. These are predominantly located along the
new bypass section of the scheme between Brampton interchange and Fen
Drayton. The magnitude of noise increases and the number of people adversely
affected by them has been reduced by noise mitigation integrated into the scheme.

102903

104674

It is logical, effective, and sympathetic in terms of its effect on the
environment.

It is not clear from the brochure why having the traffic on the
other (west) side of the existing A1 will be of any advantage
when you are only talking about a few meters further from
Brampton. There is simply no way (other than a tunnel) that you
can mitigate the addition of a whole new major road.

105062

It will improve the Brampton environment.

104488

Climate change.

Support is duly noted.
Yes

No

Comment noted. Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA).
The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Yes

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
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Highways Agency’s response
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by designing for rainfall intensities 20% greater than current design rainfall
intensities. The flood risk assessment includes allowance for climate change, as
explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases
associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix
13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations
for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

104641

In support of Huntingdonshire’s Core Strategy Policy CS9, a
green corridor here would be better, where motor traffic is
discouraged.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
The scheme includes a new bridleway that would link Bridleway 19 with the
crossing of the A1/A14 to Brampton Hut services and Brampton, and to Grafham
Road on the west side of the A14/A1. This would provide a new non-motor
vehicular route across the A1/A14 corridor allowing access to recreational areas
such as Brampton Wood and Grafham Water from settlements east of the A1/A14
corridor.

104674

104875, 55891

From an environmental perspective I believe the original layout
(Figure 10) is preferable, this create a new pond area between
the roads which links with the existing pond area, it avoids the
cutting down of an oak tree which must be several hundred years
old and the demolition of a couple of properties.

Yes

There is also an ancient oak tree with a preservation order near
the foot of the Grafham road bridge.

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. .

Yes

104922

No

The proposed development would lead to considerable visual,
light, environmental and noise pollution to the south and west of
Brampton Village. The predominant wind is from the South West,
this would exacerbate the noise pollution which is already audible
from the current road.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

Yes
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Yes

No

The landscape and visual impact assessment acknowledges the presence of the
large mature oak located near to Grafham Road Cottages which would be
surrounded by embankments for the proposed Grafham Road bridge and property
access. However the scheme has been set back far enough to allow for adequate
root zone protection in accordance with BS5837: 2012 Trees in relation to design,
demolition and construction.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
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Highways Agency’s response
application. An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment
including landscape and visual impact has been undertaken. The latter is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
In summary the landscape assessment concludes that residual effects on the
landscape character of Brampton farmland would be slight adverse. The proposed
environmental bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the
western edge of Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual
effects on properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton,
following establishment of mitigation planting.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind
direction, i.e. wind blowing from the road. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
appropriate in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an
increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive
noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the scheme
design.

101911

It seems to be further away from Brampton Woods than
previously.

104526

Brampton Wood should be protected.

Yes

Concern over the loss of the common on the Huntingdon
ringroad and its environmental impact.

Comment noted.
Comment noted. Brampton Wood is out of the scheme boundary negating direct
impacts.

Yes

104490

No

Yes

No

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter11 of the Environmental Statement. Potential impacts on Brampton
Wood have been considered and no significant residual adverse effects are
expected.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Landscape earthworks and tree and shrub planting would help to soften
views of the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape.
Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
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Highways Agency’s response
Common. However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east
of the proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme. This would extend the common and reduce severance caused by the
existing A14. This would offset the loss of land which would be used to construct
the proposed roundabout. Tree planting is already present along the existing A14
along the edge of the commons, so that new tree planting along the proposed
roads would not be detrimental to the character of the commons. Planting details
within Huntingdon would be specified at the detail design stage to be appropriate
to the urban character.

Air quality
104499, 101828,
104969

Brampton will suffer from the pollution.

104873

Yes

No

Brampton needs protection from the pollution from the increased
traffic levels.

Yes

No

104541

It appears that this will adversely affect the residents of Buckden
from increased pollution.

Yes

No

104698

It does look to be an improvement but since much of Buckden
and Brampton will then have all the potential pollution from all
A14 and A1 traffic it is hardly a satisfactory solution for those
villages.

Yes

No

101828

The new A14 will be elevated by 8 metres at the flyover point
near Brampton Hut. This will allow any pollution to carry even
further than it does now
Yes

102642

102367

No

No

The likely effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes that the
operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.

No

The significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes
that the operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective
levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors, which included
receptors at West End.

West End is near to the proposed ten-lane motorway. The
proposal would make life at West End almost impossible, with air
pollution affecting everyone.
Yes
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Receptors in Buckden close to the A1 are predicted to experience improvements in
NO2 and PM10 concentrations at locations closest to the road. Where the new
road joins the A1 there are a few receptors that are predicted to experience a
worsening of pollution concentrations. However, the predicted concentrations at
these receptors are well below the air quality objective levels.
The likely effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The air quality model used to predict environmental
effects incorporates details such as road widths and heights where there are
flyovers and bridges. In summary the assessment concludes that the operational
phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all future
modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.

A lot will depend on the measures taken to mitigate pollution.
Yes

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. It is predicted that in the operational
phase of the scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) would comply with the objective levels in all future modelled
scenarios, at all modelled receptors. Pollutant concentrations in the Brampton air
quality management area are already below the air quality objectives. The
modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality in this location
with improvements being predicted in 2020, resulting in concentrations well below
the objectives.

Consultee(s)
105112

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Concerns regarding pollutants, such as Nitrogen Oxide (NOx):
i. Although the emissions from vehicles are generally reducing,
the greatly increased total volume of traffic on the A1 and A14
just west of Brampton is of concern, particularly given the
prevailing westerly winds that will blow emissions towards
Brampton Village.
ii. Given the volume of traffic and width of the two parallel roads,
there should be on the raised bank between the A1 and A14 and
Brampton to ensure that vehicle emissions are blown upwards
and dispersed.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. Inputs to the air quality model used to
predict environmental impacts include meteorological data. In summary the
assessment concludes that the operational phase of the scheme showed predicted
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were
below objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.
The results of the modelling are included in Appendix 8.1 of the Environmental
Statement.
With regard to the question about measures ‘on the raised bank between the A1
and A14 and Brampton to ensure that vehicle emissions are blown upwards and
dispersed’, there are noise bunds and planting proposed in this area. However as
there are no buffers which have a proven solution to air quality impacts, the air
quality modelling has been undertaken assuming a worst case assessment (no
buffering effect).

iii. As the design proceeds to the detailed design stage and
pollution modelling is conducted, could you please confirm the
pollution levels projected for the range of traffic volumes and
speed anticipated based on the pollutant-mitigation methods
proposed?

The air quality modelling assement has regard for the predicted level of traffic, its
composition and speed.
55891

Brampton is already an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA)
due to road traffic air pollution from the four lanes of the existing
A14 to the North of the village.
Yes

103565

No

Can you provide figures on the proposed and current traffic air
pollution and how that will impact on the health of residents on
the western side of Brampton Village?

Yes

No

The significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes
that the operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective
levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors. Pollutant
concentrations in the Brampton air quality management area are already below the
air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit
air quality in this location with improvements being predicted in 2020, resulting in
concentrations well below the objectives.
The significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. It is predicted that in the operational
phase of the scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) would comply with objective levels in all future modelled scenarios,
at all modelled receptors including to the west of Brampton. Pollutant
concentrations in the Brampton air quality management area are already below the
air quality objectives. The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit
air quality in this location with improvements being predicted in 2020, resulting in
concentrations well below the objectives. The results of the modelling are included
in Appendix 8.1 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of the impacts on human health is provided in Appendix 18.1 of the
Environmental Statement.

104481

The pollution will ruin the countryside.
Yes
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No

The likely effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes that the
operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors.

Consultee(s)
55891

Summary of consultee comment
The main environmental impacts on Brampton would be air
pollution caused by road traffic on the existing A1, compounded
by that from construction of the new road (Huntingdon bypass),
widening of the A1 and sand and gravel excavation from the
proposed borrow pits (quarries). These are situated close to
family housing on the former Royal Air Force Brampton site and
near to the village’s primary school. A cement-processing plant is
also planned for this area.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

102847
The environmental impacts in regards to air pollution are not well
address around the Brampton area. The proposed solution is
likely to greatly increase environmental concerns around
Brampton, the increased air pollution would have serious
implications that cannot be addressed in the proposed plan.

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
The likely effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. It is predicted that in the operational phase of the
scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter
(PM10) would comply with objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all
modelled. The assessment of the construction phase of the scheme showed
mitigation is required to reduce potential nuisance from dust on local residential
properties, businesses and other sensitive receptors. located within 200m of
construction activities, The primary school lies beyond this area. Mitigation
proposed is based on industry best practice guidance for dust suppression and
management. With this mitigation in place the impacts of the scheme are not
expected to be significant. The air quality modelling incudes assessment of
cumulative impact of planned development on traffic levels.

No

The significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. It is predicted that in the operational
phase of the scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) would comply with objective levels in all future modelled scenarios,
at all modelled receptors including at Brampton. Pollutant concentrations in the
Brampton air quality management area are already below the air quality objectives.
The modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality in this
location with improvements being predicted in 2020, resulting in concentrations
well below the objectives.

102847

The environmental impacts in regards to noise and air pollution
are not well address around the Brampton area. The proposed
solution is likely to greatly increase both environmental concerns
around Brampton, barriers might be considered to mitigate
against sound pollution as part of the proposal, but the increased
air pollution would have serious implications that can't not be
addressed in the proposed plan.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations (including west of
Brampton) where appropriate to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
It is predicted that in the operational phase of the scheme concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) would comply with
objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors .

104668

The carriageway is more elevated than the current one which will
increase both noise and light pollution. The visual impact will be

Yes

No

Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
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far worse. The bridges will be up to 9m high.

Highways Agency’s response
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing
ground level.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In
addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts. The area directly north of Brampton is
expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area due to the
introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at
the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound
from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on
top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the scheme design.
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement covers landscape and visual effects,
including light pollution . While the impact of road lighting would be minimised
through careful placement, where lighting is deemed essential the use of modern,
controllable light sources with sharp cut off properties, coupled with dynamic
systems of operation, would reduce the effect of lighting on the surrounding
environment.
The introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the
character of the landscape; this would be most marked on the offline section
between Brampton and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation works
would lessen both the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and
extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic
flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape whilst reflecting local
landscape patterns and features and by use of locally occurring native species.
The likely impacts of construction activities have been considered in the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in the Environmental
Statement.

Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council

During the construction phase, the Council would like to be
assured that pollution by light, noise and airborne pollutants will
be kept to a minimum and would like to see detailed plans of how
this will be achieved.
Request that no construction vehicles will be allowed through the
village and kept to an absolute minimum on the stretch of the A1
south of Brampton Hut.
Request that the disposal of spoil will be kept well away from the
villages of Buckden, Stirtloe, Diddington, Southoe and The
Offords.

Yes

No

A Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) is presented in Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement which sets out mitigation measures and standards of
work to be used by the Highways Agency and its contractors. The CoCP is
designed to control impacts on people, businesses and the natural and historic
environment resulting from the scheme..
The Contractors’ plans for traffic management and the routeing of construction
vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality during
construction. Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment concludes that with
the implementation of the identified mitigation measures no significant effects
would occur as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. These would include noise and
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Highways Agency’s response
vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment.
At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are identified, the
main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as part of their
Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement appendices (Appendix 20.2).

The disposal of spoil is considered within Chapter 13 of the Environmental
Statement. Top soils would be carefully handled, stored and reused on the
scheme. . Excavated spoil from cuttings and flood compensation areas would be
re-used on site as fill material in embankments. .
Ecology
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation is
reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Biodiversity and
nature conservation surveys have informed the assessment. It is expected that the
Highways Agency would review the Brampton Parish biodiversity survey once
complete and, where appropriate, have regard to its findings and
recommendations when developing the detailed design for the scheme, in
particular with regard to landscape planting.

103522

A combined wildlife enhancement scheme involving extensive
tree planting along the A1 / A14 corridor and development of
wildlife habitat in the borrow pits would help mitigate these
effects. The consultee is currently undertaking a biodiversity
survey of the whole of Brampton Parish, which could contribute
to such a scheme.

Yes

No

Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on nature conservation has been
identified. Mitigation measures along the A1/A14 corridor, including mounding and
planting where appropriate, are informed by the assessment of landscape and
visual, noise and ecology effects and include consideration of ecological
connectivity and wildlife corridors. The nature conservation mitigation approach to
the scheme would include the creation of new habitats (including those of Principal
Importance for the Conservation of Biodiversity, the Highways Agency Biodiversity
Action Plan and local biodiversity action plans) along the highways estate and in
the restored borrow pit areas. Consideration is being given to possible use of the
borrow pits for biodiversity mitigation, however these will not form part of the
highways estate in the long term and thus for the purposes of the environmental
impact assessment, which needs to assess impacts of a ‘reasonable worst case’ it
is assumed that these only provide temporary mitigation.

Flooding
104970

The potential for flooding in Brampton (already a problem as
highlighted only recently) will be greatly increased. The previous
layout showed large balancing ponds shown between the A1 and
A14 roads, which are not there on the new layouts in the booklet
supplied by the Highways Agency.

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

Floodplain compensation areas are proposed to mitigate for the non-negligible
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Highways Agency’s response
increase in water levels; these areas are indicated in Figure 17.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
The floodplain compensation areas are identified based on the need for the
compensatory storage to be at the same level as the areas of loss and to be
positioned as close as possible to the location of loss. The scheme in the
Brampton area has been developed significantly since 2009 scheme referred to by
the consultee, now includes large flood compensation areas associated with the
borrow pits to the east of the A1 as well as a number of balancing ponds.
Proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain at Brampton Brook,
but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised
250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event) which
would affect agricultural land. However, the assessment concludes that the
scheme would not have a likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property.

55891

Brampton lies in the valley of the river Great Ouse and is a zone
3 flooding area. River and groundwater flooding occurs regularly
in the area proposed for the development of the Highways
Agency’s scheme at Brampton, which puts the long-term
resilience of the project in doubt owing to the impact of climate
change and increasing incidences of extreme weather.

104970

A large part of Brampton and surrounding area is on a flood
plain. The building of this scheme would increase the potential for
flooding due to the volumes of water from the new roads being
passed more quickly into the watercourses. This is a major
concern of the residents and local community who have suffered
flooding on a number of occasions over the past few years. The
plans from the previous scheme did show large balancing ponds
to the south west of Brampton (in the area between the existing
A1 and the proposed new A14 layout as it was then). As stated at
the time these were in already low lying areas and were likely to

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. Proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain at
Brampton Brook, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water
level (a localised 250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability
flood event) which would affect agricultural land. However, the assessment
concludes that the scheme would not have a likely significant adverse effect on
flood risk to property.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by designing for rainfall intensities 20% greater than current design rainfall
intensities. The flood risk assessment includes allowance for climate change, as
explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases
associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix
13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations
for intervention to reduce carbon emissions

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Floodplain compensation areas are proposed to mitigate for the non-negligible
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

become ponds all year round and thus render them totally
ineffective in acting as balancing ponds. By looking at any plan of
the Brampton area you can see the large number of lakes and
ponds that are already in the vicinity of the proposed scheme.
However, the new plans (comparing Figures 9 and 10 in the
booklet for the new scheme) show no balancing ponds for the
new road layout and this raises massive concerns. The run-off
from ten lanes of traffic, plus all the embankments, straight into
the water courses close to Brampton will effect flood risk in the
village.

Highways Agency’s response
increase in water levels; these areas are indicated in Figure 17.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
The floodplain compensation areas are identified based on the need for the
compensatory storage to be at the same level as the areas of loss and to be
positioned as close as possible to the location of loss. The scheme in the
Brampton area has been developed significantly since 2009 scheme referred to by
the consultee, now includes large flood compensation areas associated with the
borrow pits to the east of the A1.
Proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain at Brampton Brook,
but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised
250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event) which
would affect agricultural land. However, the assessment concludes that the
scheme would not have a likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property.

Landscape / visual
101851

The new option appears to have more landscaping, which is
good.

104530

Would welcome any proposal to preserve the wooded and
agricultural land around Brampton.

No

Comment noted.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Land take has been restricted to avoid impact on Brampton Woods and other
smaller woodlands to the west of the scheme. The assessment concludes that
there would be very minor disruption to the landscape character of the area
identified as Brampton Wood to Buckden during construction, while hedge planting
to Brampton Wood, to accommodate a proposed dormouse link, would be carried
out. During construction the significance of effect would be slight adverse. During
the winter following planting the significance of effect would be neutral. However,
when the planting has established it would enhance the landscape pattern and the
significance of effect would be slight beneficial.

Yes

No
The wider region in the vicinity of the scheme largely comprises high quality
agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would
inevitably impact on agricultural land. Land take has been restricted to only that
which is necessary for the scheme or construction. Land used temporarily during
construction would be returned to a condition suitable to continue with current
usage on completion of the scheme. Mitigation measures to protect and reuse soil
are in line with the Defra Code of Practice for soil management.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and this would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.

104668

104890

The height of the road is of great concern, at least if it was at the
same level as the current road, it would be possible to screen it
more effectively.

Yes

No

Concentration of traffic in one area. It would be a massive
eyesore on the countryside caused by ten parallel lanes of traffic.

Yes

No
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Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104861

Destroys the sweeping view of the Ouse Valley.

104970

The cross over (A1 / A14) has now been moved to the Brampton
Hut area, substantially closer to the village, with subsequent
large embankments, etc overlooking the village.

104970

104556

The A14 will now cross over the A1 to the West of Brampton,
involving a large volume of earthworks to raise the A14 up to the
necessary height before returning to ground level again, a large
environmental eyesore.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

ground level.
Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer on to the de-trunked A14.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the assessment concludes that the proposed environmental
bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the western edge of
Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual effects on
properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton, following
establishment of mitigation planting.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing
ground level.

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the assessment concludes that the proposed environmental
bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the western edge of
Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual effects on
properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton, following
establishment of mitigation planting.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing
ground level.

The carriageway is more elevated than the current one, which
will make the visual impact will be far worse. The bridges will be
up to 9 metres high.

Yes

104848

No

The A14 will be raised and 0.5km west of Brampton, which will
create excessive visual obstruction.

Yes

104668

No

Highways Agency’s response

No

Regarding visual impact, the consultee was unaware, until the
last exhibition event, that the road would be elevated close to
Brampton.
Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the assessment concludes that the proposed environmental
bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the western edge of
Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual effects on
properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton, following
establishment of mitigation planting.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing
ground level.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
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Highways Agency’s response
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the assessment concludes that the proposed environmental
bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the western edge of
Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual effects on
properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton, following
establishment of mitigation planting.

Light
104969

The impact of light on Brampton.

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental
Statement.

Yes

No

In summary the landscape assessment concludes that residual effects on the
landscape character of Brampton would be slight adverse. The proposed
environmental bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the
western edge of Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual
effects on properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton,
following establishment of mitigation planting.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.

104668

Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic option
studies and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at
Brampton was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The A14 as it
crosses over the A1 west of Brampton would be approximately 12m above existing
ground level.

The carriageway is more elevated than the current one which will
increase light pollution.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. In summary the landscape assessment concludes that residual effects on
the landscape character of Brampton would be slight adverse. The proposed
environmental bund would largely screen views of traffic from housing along the
western edge of Brampton, but there would be slight to moderate adverse residual
effects on properties and public rights of way on the edge of RAF Brampton,
following establishment of mitigation planting.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.

Noise
101778

Noise deflectors, of some form, must be in place to reduce the
impact of the noise produced by the expected traffic volumes.
This also includes noise abatement during the construction

Yes
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No

Environmental assessment of noise impacts both permanent and during
construction, is ongoing. Noise mitigation in the form of earthworks bunds and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

phase.
102642

A lot will depend on the measures taken to mitigate noise.

104858

Your plans do not take fully into consideration the amount of
pollution and additional noise both during the construction phase
and once completed. The amount of road noise currently is
excessive and will be intolerable unless substantial noise barrier
protection is put in place alongside the current A1 / new A14.
Consider that the prevailing wind is from the south / south west.
A further consideration would be to install new triple glazing to
houses directly affected to deaden some of the noise indoors,
especially in light of reduced property values due to this scheme.

noise fences is proposed where analysis indicates it is required
Yes

Yes

104970

In the previous scheme, the discussions were around a 5 metre
high bund with a further 2 metre high fence built on top being
built alongside the existing A1 section from the existing ponds to
Brampton Hut. Under the new scheme the prevailing wind
conditions will carry the noise around the south and west of the
village. When the Highways Agency staff were questioned about
the noise prevention measures that were marked on the plans,
we were told this was still being investigated. Surely the
consideration of noise pollution and preventative measures are
standard for any road-widening scheme on this scale.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

No

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Operational noise
calculations have been made using the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise – CRTN
(Department of Transport and Welsh Office, 1988). The CRTN procedures assume
typical worst case noise propagation scenarios which are consistent with
moderately adverse wind velocities in all directions.
There is potential of noise impacts around the area of Brampton during
construction at approximately ten dwellings at the south west corner of RAF
Brampton base during the operation of borrow pits and soil storage. In addition,
Landsmans Limited has been identified as being subject to significant noise effects
during soil storage and Buckden bridge construction works. The Environmental
Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No
significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially
affected as traffic flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme
and hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of
Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In
this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false
cutting would be included in the scheme design.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Operational noise
calculations have been made using the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise – CRTN
(Department of Transport and Welsh Office, 1988). The CRTN procedures assume
typical worst case noise propagation scenarios which are consistent with
moderately adverse wind velocities in all directions. There is potential for noise
impacts around the area of Brampton during construction base during the
operation of borrow pits and soil storage. The Environmental Statement includes a
range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the
use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise pollution are predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
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Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.

104873

Brampton needs protection from the noise from the increased
traffic levels.

103565

Can you please provide details and drawings of the noise
mitigation along this section of road [A1 / A14 layout] running
parallel to Brampton Village?

Yes

Yes

104879

No

No

The A1 is very noisy. Why should Brampton Village have the
impacts from the A14 as well as the A1? The noise will be
horrendous.
Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the
scheme design. Figures showing the location of mitigation measures would be
provided within the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.

104936

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Environmental problems and pollution noise.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.

104969, 101828

Concerns regarding the impact of noise on Brampton.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.

104556

104833

105112

The A14 will be raised and 0.5km west of Brampton, which will
create excessive noise. The A1 has not been moved far enough
to reduce noise.

Yes

No

The height of the new road will be much higher above ground
level than previous proposals. It will take a long time before any
noise measures will be effective.

Concerns regarding the sections of the A14 and A1 that run
parallel to the west of Brampton with regard to noise:

Yes

No

Yes

No
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An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design. Indicated mitigation measures would have an immediate effect.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The detailed results
that have supported the assessment are provided in Appendix 14.4 and Appendix
14.5. The assessment has regard for the predicted traffic volume, it’s composition
and traffic speeds. There is potential for noise impacts around the area of
Brampton during construction. The Environmental Statement includes a range of
mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the
use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise pollution are predicted for Brampton.

i. The road surface should be of a material which minimises tyre
noise. Could you please confirm that the funded design will
include this?
ii. There should be a raised bank 3 metres higher than the A14
where it passes over A1, topped by dense trees and other noise
absorbing natural growth to minimise noise carryover from these
roads to Brampton. Could you please confirm that the funded
design will include this?
iii. As the design proceeds to the detailed design stage and noise
modelling is conducted, could you please confirm the noise levels
projected in Brampton for the range of traffic volumes and
speeds anticipated?

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The Outline Environmental
Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement show the
proposed mitigation measures. The area directly north of Brampton is expected to
be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of
the scheme and hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge
of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In
this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false
cutting would be included in the scheme design. Indicated mitigation measures
would have an immediate effect.

103596

Helps reduce noise impact for local housing.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

104746

It seems a better arrangement than the earlier plan. Concerned
about the noise from ten lanes of traffic but having spoken to
designers / engineers at the consultation exhibition the consultee
is happy with the mitigation plans. The bund and fence may
even leave less noise than at present, which is not intrusive
anyway. When the trees grow to hide the traffic that will be even
better.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience

102367

West End is near to the proposed ten-lane motorway. The
proposal would make life at West End almost impossible, with
noise pollution affecting everyone.

Yes
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proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.

55891

The noise pollution is more likely to deter than attract residents or
visitors for the non-motorised user route from Brampton to
Brampton Hut.

Yes

104481

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The
area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in
the scheme design.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential
for noise impacts around the area of Brampton during construction. The
Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this

Noise pollution will ruin the countryside.

Yes

55891

No

An assessment of effects on all travellers, with a particular focus on the effects
upon non-motorised users (NMUs), i.e. pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians has
been undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported
in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment reflects the health
and environmental benefits of protecting these forms of travel. The scheme
includes a new bridleway near Brampton to reconnect bridleways previously
severed by original A1 widening, connecting Brampton to Brampton Wood and the
Brampton Hut services. The chapter includes an assessment of effects upon each
of the identified existing NMU routes in the study area, assuming implementation of
the mitigation measures described elsewhere in the chapter. The assessment has
considered not only the physical and amenity changes to the routes themselves,
but also the opportunities for users of those routes where links to new NMU
provision would be provided. In the Brampton area, the significance of effects on
NMU routes are assessed as moderate to large beneficial. For example, for
Bridleway Brampton 19, approximately 460m would be stopped up and 1.1km of
this bridleway would be diverted west of its current alignment. It would then
connect to a new bridleway that would allow a circular route and new safe access
over the A1/A14. The bridleway is already compromised by noise from the existing
A1. The additional highway infrastructure would cause slight additional loss of
amenity although, the amenity of the landscape west of the A1/A14 would improve
as a result of proposals to create wetlands from the borrow pits. Overall, due to
enhanced opportunities and landscaping, a beneficial effect on amenity is
predicted in the long term.

The main environmental impacts on Brampton would be noise
pollution caused by road traffic on the existing A1, compounded
by that from construction of the new road (Huntingdon bypass),
widening of the A1 and sand & gravel excavation from the
proposed borrow pits (quarries). These are situated close to
family housing on the former Royal Air Force Brampton site and

Yes
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proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for Brampton.

near to the village’s primary school. A cement-processing plant is
also planned for this area.

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design. Indicated mitigation measures would have an immediate effect.
(102847

The environmental impacts in regards to noise pollution are not
well address around the Brampton area. The proposed solution is
likely to greatly increase environmental concerns around
Brampton, barriers might be considered to mitigate against sound
pollution as part of the proposal.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the
scheme design.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening.

103565

No account has been taken of the number of Heavy Good
Vehicles (HGVs) between the hours of 6pm to 6am and overnight
noise by moving the A14 nearer to Brampton Village. This is the
time that the majority of HGVs are travelling east to west causing
lack of sleep and resulting health issues to residents.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Mitigation has been specified and included in the
scheme proposals where the modelling and assessment shows a need. Additional
noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the formal
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
The design of the scheme has considered and addressed the vision and aims of
the Noise Policy Statement for England regarding noise impacts on health and
quality of life.
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No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional model of the study area has been
constructed to assess noise impacts, including the effect of the height of the road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of Brampton
is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area due to the
introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at
the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound
from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on
top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the scheme design to mitigate
noise in the elevated section.

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would reduce.
Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience an
increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive
noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in the scheme
design to mitigate noise in the elevated section.

104668

The carriageway is more elevated than the current one which will
increase noise pollution.

Yes

103565

How do you propose to eliminate the noise pollution from the
proposed elevated section over the A1 as any noise produced
would pass over the measures you propose at ground level. They
would have to be as close to the source as possible to be of any
use.

Yes

104782

Residents’ of Buckden Villlage suffer from noise from the existing
A1. Any proposals that would enhance the volume of traffic on
the A1 through Buckden is not favoured.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse noise and
vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.
Daily traffic on the A1 south of Buckden would be expected to increase from
53,500 vehicles per day to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (in 2035) (a
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2% increase).

103522

The scheme should address the issues arising from air pollution,
particularly as they affect Brampton much more
comprehensively.

Yes

No

104543, 104544

Buckden will be less than half a mile from the six lanes of traffic.
Think of the noise and pollution for Buckden.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. It is predicted that in the operational
phase of the scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate
matter (PM10) would comply with the objective levels in all future modelled
scenarios, at all modelled receptors pollutant concentrations in the Brampton air
quality management area are already below the air quality objectives. The
modelled results indicate that the scheme would benefit air quality in this location
with improvements being predicted in 2020, resulting in concentrations well below
the objectives.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse noise and
vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.

104879

The stretch of motorway between Brampton Hut and Buckden is
already exceptionally noisy.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where appropriate in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in
the scheme design.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse noise and
vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.

Health
104895

Future health of Brampton’s residents, including children, families

Yes
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Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in

Consultee(s)

104967

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

and the elderly, will be endangered by particulates, gaseous and
noise pollution.

Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on any residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease
especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would
contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air
quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse
noise effects during construction; however, once operational the scheme would
offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are
identified, and would affect approximately 330 residential properties, mainly along
the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Ten lanes of motorway traffic close to local residents. Children
with developing lungs breathing in air with Nitrogen Oxide (NO)
and particulates.

No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents, including young children. Traffic air emissions are predicted
to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme
would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four
air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse
noise effects during construction; however, once operational the scheme would
offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are
identified, and would affect approximately 330 residential properties, mainly along
the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

No

Assessment of air quality and human health impacts are reported in Chapter 8 and
Appendix 18.1, respectively of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is
designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have an effect on
residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon
and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA)
in the vicinity of the scheme, including Brampton AQMA. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The likely significant effects of air quality impacts on non-motorised
users have not been assessed, since users would not be exposed for long enough
to require assessment in accordance with Defra technical guidance. The air
quality assessment in summary concludes that predicted concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the operational
phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in all future modelled
scenarios, at all modelled receptors, including the homes in Brampton close to the
scheme. The Grafham Road cottages would be demolished in the scheme.

Yes

55891

Change to
proposal?

The noxious air pollution is more likely to deter than attract
residents or visitors for the non-motorised user route from
Brampton to Brampton Hut. It is widely known as health hazards.
Presumably the cottages at the foot of the Grafham road bridge
will be unfit for human habitation.

Yes
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No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass and would affect approximately 330
residential properties, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The assessment of the construction
phase of the scheme showed mitigation is required to reduce potential nuisance
from dust at local residential properties and businesses. Mitigation proposed is
based on industry best practice guidance for dust suppression and management.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement which forms part of this DCO, outlines the control measures and
standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general site
operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP
identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including
requirements for suitable control of construction dust, as well as noise. These
would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory
environmental body. With this mitigation in place the likely significant effects of the
scheme are not expected to be significant.

The health risks of air pollution (sand, dust and particulates), and
noise pollution, on sensitive receptors (children & elderly) is a
particular concern.

Yes

55891

Change to
proposal?

The public health issues related to road traffic air pollution are
now widely recognised and rising to the top of the political
agenda, for example:
Gauderman Report (2007) – harm to lung development of
children
An 8-year survey of the lung development of 3677 children from
age 10 to age 18 living near a freeway (motorway) in 12
communities in US to determine whether:
•
•

growth in lung function was associated with local traffic
exposure;
local traffic effects were independent of regional air quality.

Yes

Findings: both local exposure to highways and regional air
pollution had detrimental, and independent, effects on lung
function growth there were pronounced deficits in attained lung
function at age18 for those living within 500 metres of a
motorway.
Family homes in Brampton are within 300 metres of this road
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No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. It is predicted that in the operational phase of the scheme
concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) would
comply with the objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled
receptors, including the homes in Brampton close to the scheme.
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response

scheme.
103565

What are the health implications from the lack of sleep that will
be caused by heavy good vehicles movements at night on the A1
/ A14 section?

Yes

No

Assessment of noise (including sleep disturbance) and human health impacts are
reported in Chapter 14 and Appendix 18.1, respectively of the Environmental
Statement. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to approximately 2900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly
along the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass and would affect approximately
330 residential properties, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The Highways Agency has
established scheme significance criteria for day-time and night-time, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.
In summary the operational assessment concludes that residual noise and
vibration adverse effects on the majority of receptors and communities in this area
would be avoided and there would be significant beneficial effects alongside the
de-trafficked A14 to the north and east of Brampton. There would, however, be
significant adverse effects in the west of Brampton and western edge of RAF
Brampton. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a
2m high false cutting would be included in the scheme design.

104544

The scheme will kill off the young and the old of Buckden Village.

Yes

No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. When undertaking air quality impact
assessment there is no specific need to differentiate by age as the health based
objectives and limit values are set to avoid harm to humans and ecological health.
The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded. It is predicted that in the
operational phase of the scheme concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine
particulate matter (PM10) would comply with the objective levels in all future
modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors including the homes in Buckden
Village. In summary the operational assessment concludes that receptors in
Buckden on the A1 would experience improvements in NO2 and PM10
concentrations at locations closest to the road. Where the new road would join the
A1 there would be few receptors that would experience a worsening of pollution
concentrations.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, and would affect approximately 330 residential
properties. However, extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which would
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mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In summary the operational assessment
concludes that residual noise and vibration adverse effects on the majority of
receptors and communities in this area would be avoided and no residual likely
significant adverse effects have been predicted at Buckden Village.

104879

Pollution is one of the most worrying aspects of a proposed ten to
twelve lane motorway. Studies have shown that air pollution on
lung development in children and on the elderly living near a
motorway is significant.

Yes

No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. When undertaking air quality impact
assessment there is no specific need to differentiate by age as the health based
objectives and limit values are set to avoid harm to humans and ecological health.
The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded. The scheme would result in
some likely adverse noise effects during construction; however, once operational
the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise
increases are identified, and would affect approximately 330 residential properties
mainly along the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

Further information required
101945

101767
104970

105029

Since the final design of the raised A14 section and the details
associated with noise and pollution controls has not been
completed, it is difficult to agree with the design.

Yes

No

Your brochure and map are not very clear - the larger map at the
village presentation was excellent.

Yes

No

Comments Noted

The A14 will now cross over the A1 to the West of Brampton,
which will be a large environmental eyesore. When asked at the
exhibition, Highway Agency staff did not have any elevations /
cross-sections available as these were only preliminary plans
available for the costing exercise. It is outrageous that we should
be asked for comments / feedback on a scheme when we have
been supplied only with limited information. If cross sections had
been available to show how large the earth works were going to
be this would have caused a lot of negative feedback. A reason
for not including them perhaps?

Yes

The lodge owners in Buckden Marina believe that the road will
not come near to the marina, but further towards Brampton. A

Yes

No

The large Whole Scheme Overview map was utilised at community consultation
events and is also available on the consultation web page.
A preliminary environmental information report and preliminary traffic report were
made available during the formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was
noted that the scheme presented during consultation was being developed as part
of an iterative process of scheme development and environmental impact
assessment. The scheme design has since been refined in response to
consultation feedback. Updated details of the scheme, including illustrative cross
sections, and an assessment of the likely significant effects on the environmental
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the development
consent order submission.
The earthworks were shown in plan at the consultation and the width of the
earthworks
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The Highways Agency has undertaken a consultation in accordance with the
Planning Act as reported in the Consultation Report. This included holding

Consultee(s)

Future growth
104954
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consultation may be required with marina residents?

consultation exhibitions local to the marina including one at Offord Cluny and one
at Buckden.
The Highways Agency continues to engage with the local community and would be
willing to address the residents of the marina.

The new scheme is much better. However, there should be
passive provision for future free flow routes for traffic travelling
north on the A1 to west on the A14 and east on the A14 to south
on the A1. Passive provision should also be made for this section
of the A14 to be converted to a three lane motorway at a later
date.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.

As a result of this re-routeing of strategic traffic, the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that in the year 2035 traffic on the existing A14 to the west of
Brampton Hut would be reduced from 51,500 vehicles per day to 15,900 vehicles
per day (a decrease of 69%) as a result of the scheme. Similarly daily traffic flows
on the existing A14 between Brampton Hut and Spittals would be reduced from
49,900 vehicles per day to 18,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 64%) as a result
of the scheme. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass are forecast
to be around 95,500 vehicles per day (two-way) which is well within the capacity
for a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.
Yes

No
The Transport Assessment indicates that the A14 to the west of Ellington will
increase as a result of the scheme. By 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this
section of the A14 are forecast to increase from 51,300 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 63,700 vehicles per day with the scheme. This increase in traffic is
due the increased capacity provided by the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
the relief of traffic from the existing A14. In combination, these changes would
release existing bottlenecks at the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions and make
the A14 a more attractive route for long distance traffic. This level of traffic is well
within the capacity of the existing ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’ standard of road.
The scheme is designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows up to the design
year 2035. Long term traffic forecasts become less reliable as the period of
forecast extends. In the future the way people make travel choices, technology
and government policy could change the rate of traffic growth or the need for
space on the highway. The Highways Agency does not build space for future
expansion into its projects because this would increase the scheme cost and the
local impact and may not be required in the future.

104895

No proper account has been taken of the transport needs of the
Alconbury Weald in these plans.
Yes
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No

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.

Babergh District
Council

Too complicated and does not allow for possible future
expansion.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104879

My main concern is for Brampton and Buckden. Brampton are
expecting to build another 400 houses which means much more
local traffic.

Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer onto the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be expected to reduce from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease). Daily traffic flows on
Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62%
decrease).

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts suggest that there would be limited
change in traffic levels in Buckden.
Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.

Joint Parishes
HCV (villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

The alternative route for vehicles via Brampton Village is already
fully loaded, and is also circuitous. Planned developments at the
former Royal Air Force Brampton will make this route impossible
without the addition of more traffic avoiding the perceived extra
distance of the new A14.

Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer onto the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be expected to reduce from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease). Daily traffic flows on
Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62%
decrease).
Yes

No

Yes

NO

Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second
phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.

General design
Alignment
104669

Too near Brampton.
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Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer
the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the scheme. A route

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
further west would increase impact on Brampton Wood SSSI and potentially
require reconfiguration of Ellington junction .
The alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further east than the
existing A1. The scheme design means that the A14 would be built into the
footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to the west. The option to
build further west has been considered and rejected to a range of environmental
and cost considerations Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

103597

This brings a very large route very close to Brampton.

Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer
the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the scheme. A route
further west would increase impact on Brampton Wood SSSI and potentially
require reconfiguration of Ellington junction
Yes

104822, 104858

The road/s could be moved further to the west.
Yes

101828

103482

No

No

The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The current option for the route allows the existing A1 to be utilised,
whilst constructing the new A1 close to its existing position would allow for easier
construction and reduced costs, in addition to reducing land take. The option to
build further west has been considered and rejected to a range of environmental
and cost considerations.

No

The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The current option for the route allows the existing A1 to be utilised,
whilst constructing the new A1 close to its existing position would allow for easier
construction and reduced costs, in addition to reducing land take.

No

The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The current option for the route allows the existing A1 to be utilised,
whilst constructing the new A1 close to its existing position would allow for easier
construction and reduced costs, in addition to reducing land take. The option to
build further west has been considered and rejected to a range of environmental
and cost considerations.

It would be better to head north of Huntingdon Race Course.
Yes

Pushing the A1 further west of Brampton would be beneficial to
the area, and also separates the volume of A1 and A14 traffic.
Yes
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The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.
The scheme design means that the proposed A14 would be built into the footprint
of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to the west. The current option for
the route allows the existing A1 to be utilised, whilst constructing the new A1 close
to its existing position would allow for easier construction and reduced costs, in
addition to reducing land take. The option to build further west has been
considered and rejected to a range of environmental and cost considerations.

Although Brampton Village is used to some traffic pollution the
effect could be significantly mitigated by rerouting further to the
West.
Yes

102849

No

Consultee(s)
104625

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. Retention of the existing A14 was one of the six options
considered. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered. .

The route would be better if followed current A14.

Yes

104847

Change to
proposal?

It seems over complicated. If the A14 is to be moved, why not go
north of Huntingdon?

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. A route
north of Huntingdon was considered as one of these routes. This was later refined
to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for
money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The route north of
Huntingdon was not included in the six options that went forwards for further
investigation as the route was long and would be expensive. This ensured that
additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the
same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the
current proposal.

Yes

No

This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

103565

If a scheme is required then it should be based upon the old
design which reduced the impact on Brampton Village by moving
the road away from the residential areas of the village.

Yes
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No

The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The current option for the route allows the existing A1 to be utilised,
whilst constructing the new A1 close to its existing position would allow for easier

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction and reduced costs, in addition to reducing land take. The layout of the
route would locate the A1 which is predicted to carry the majority of traffic further
away from Brampton. The option to build further west has been considered and
rejected to a range of environmental and cost considerations

104829

It is situated too close to Brampton and upwind.

Yes

No

The proposed alignment of the A1 would not bring the improvement any further
east than the existing A1. The scheme design means that the proposed A14
would be built into the footprint of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to
the west. The option to build further west has been considered and rejected to a
range of environmental and cost considerations.
As detailed in Chapter 8 and Chapter 14 of the Environmental Assessment,
meteorological data and conditions including wind are included in the assessment
methodologies for both noise and air quality.

104970

On the previous scheme it was argued to move the roads further
from the village and also incorporate this into a solution for a
bypass to Buckden (for example removal of a roundabout on the
A1, as per north of Buckden where roundabouts have been
removed, Peterborough, Stamford, and Grafham).

Yes

No

103565

104674)

Suggested that the A14 is moved closer to the village of
Brampton to enable the ‘Borrow Pit’ BP1 to be used and that the
cost of the scheme is put first rather than the impact on the
residents of the village. Given that the prevailing wind is from a
south-westerly direction (blowing away from Brampton Woods
and towards the village), if the road was moved westwards it
would reduce the noise and pollution impact on the residents of
Brampton and do little or nothing to affect the habitat towards the
woods.

Yes

No

Pleased to see that the new A14 hugs the old A14 right up until
the Brampton Hut services before turning south.

Yes

No

200004

Building a new road is damaging to the environment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency would continue to review the operation of the
Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and would target
future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the
scheme.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement (ES) provides an overview of the main
alternatives considered in the scheme development, including historic optioneering
and consultation in relation to different options. The route alignment at Brampton
was chosen due to construction and operational benefits. The likely significant
environmental effects of the scheme, including effects on Brampton have been
assessed and reported in the Environmental Statement, including air quality
assessment, reported in Chapter 8, and noise and vibration assessment, reported
in Chapter 14. Meteorological data and conditions including wind are included in
the assessment methodologies for both noise and air quality. In summary the air
quality assessment concludes that receptors in Brampton are predicted to
experience improvements in NO2 and PM10 concentrations at receptors along the
A14 and B1514 in 2020 and 2035. The operational noise and vibration assessment
concludes that residual adverse effects on the majority of receptors and
communities in this area would be avoided. There would be significant beneficial
effects alongside the de-trafficked A14 to the north and east of Brampton, but there
would also be significant adverse effects in the west of Brampton and western
edge of RAF Brampton.
Comment duly noted
The environmental impacts that would arise from the scheme are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with proposals
for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter
19.
[A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing, noise fences, and landscaped earthworks.

104782

The development of the new route of the A14 would be an ideal
opportunity to realign the A1 to the west of Buckden.

Yes

No

The section of A1 to the west of Buckden is outside the scope of the scheme.
However, the scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off
the A1 around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a
number of years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal
consultation has been held at key stages of the development process together with
ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this
process to date. The Highways Agency would continue to review the operation of
the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and would
target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of
the scheme.
The scheme does not include a new road from Brampton Hut to Buckden. This
would need to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local
Highway Authority.

200009

A slightly different route could enable the road to take a better
course over the river and railway, reducing cost.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14 as well as northern
and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). Originally twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these options resulted in
the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected. The
analysis showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a full
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

Diversion routes
Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council
The Council is concerned that during operation the
recommended alternative route for traffic when there is a
blockage on the A14 will continue to be via the A1 and A428.
This will mean that an already very busy route will become gridlocked, with village access nearly impossible.

Yes

Drainage
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No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would allow
motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented. Diversions routes would be further
developed in the detailed design stage, this would include measures to minimise
disruption due to diversions such as signage.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

All surface water run-off from the carriageway would be collected by a highway
drainage system. The surface water would be attenuated within balancing ponds,
or within the network. The water would be released at greenfield run-off rate which
is intended to mimic the natural process of rainfall runoff, as if the road had not
been constructed. There should therefore be no change to the pre-scheme flows
as a result of the highway runoff.

101945
Concerns with the new design over rainwater run-off. The lay of
the land to the west of the improvements rises, as such any extra
run-off created by the six extra lanes will naturally flow down
towards the already low-laying ground of Brampton. It would be
interesting to confirm the water drainage predictions to ensure
adequate balance ponds, for example are in place. The field to
the east of the new layout (bordering the estate where the
consultee resides) already floods during increased rain; extra
lanes capturing rainfall may increase the problem.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. The assessment has concluded the need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. The
assessment concludes that with these mitigation measures in place the existing
flooding conditions would not be adversely affected
All surface water run-off from the carriageway would be collected by a highway
drainage system. The surface water would be attenuated within balancing ponds,
or within the network. The water would be released at greenfield run-off rate which
is intended to mimic the natural process of rainfall runoff, as if the road had not
been constructed. There should therefore be no change to the pre-scheme flows
as a result of the highway runoff.

104858

One other major concern is the proposed drainage from the new
proposed roads from the Brampton Hut south toward Buckden.
This is a low lying area and parts of Brampton are subject to local
surface water flooding relying on surface water to escape to
Holme Meadow via the brook and ditches running through the
village. As these are unable to cope with the current amount of
surface water at present it is obvious that they cannot cope with
any additional surface water from these new roads. How is this
water going to be collected and / or where is it going to run to?

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The scheme is only required to provide mitigation for its own
impacts and does not seek to mitigate any pre-existing issues. The assessment
presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in
place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to
most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme. In relation to Brampton
Brook, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of floodplain, but might not
fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a localised 250mm rise for a
1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the
assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely significant adverse
effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in Standard of
Protection to any property.

Junction design
104752, 104667,
104704

All junctions should be free-flowing and not roundabouts.

Yes

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.

102806

Provided the flow of the A1 is not disrupted with a roundabout

Yes
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No

The scheme does not introduce roundabouts on the A1 or new A14 alignment.

Consultee(s)

101920

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

(such as the black cat further south) this should be great.

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to the
south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change
significantly. In the year 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this section of the A1
are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from 53,400
vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with the scheme.
Further details are provided in the Transport Assessment.

The most efficacious plan is supported, as long as full access
between the two roads is possible with no, or minimum, restricted
junctions.

The junction arrangements are designed to an appropriate standard to
accommodate the forecast traffic growth up to the design year, 2035.
The junctions provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14 at Brampton
Interchange although there would be no connection from A1 north to A14 east or
from A14 west to A1 south because the demand for this movement does not
warrant provision.
Yes

No

A14 traffic to and from the A14 west of Brampton Hut would flow freely on and off
the bypass.
Traffic between A1 north of Brampton Hut and A14 west of Brampton Hut would
continue to use the existing Brampton Hut junction which would be greatly relieved
by the scheme as A14 strategic traffic would not need to use the junction. Traffic
would access and egress the A14 west of Brampton Hut via the new Ellington
Junction which is a twin roundabout arrangement.

104730

There should be a 'flying junction between the two, like at the
current A14 / A1 junction north of Huntingdon. The proposals
here are absurdly over-engineered.

The junction arrangements are designed to an appropriate standard to
accommodate the forecast traffic growth up to the design year, 2035.
The junctions provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14 at Brampton
Interchange although there would be no connection from A1 north to A14 east or
from A14 west to A1 south because the demand for this movement does not
warrant provision.

Yes

No

A14 traffic to and from the A14 west of Brampton Hut would flow freely on and off
the bypass.
Traffic between A1 north of Brampton Hut and A14 west of Brampton Hut would
continue to use the existing Brampton Hut junction which would be greatly relieved
by the scheme as A14 strategic traffic would not need to use the junction. Traffic
would access and egress the A14 west of Brampton Hut via the new Ellington
Junction which is a twin roundabout arrangement.
The Brampton Interchange is similar in concept to the existing junction north of
Alconbury between the A1(M) and the A14 spur.

102817

104971

The layout in Figure 10 shows what looks like a very tight circular
interchange between the A14 westbound and the A1M going
north. Will this cope satisfactorily with the speed, volume and
nature of the traffic involved.
Is there a direct connection from Brampton Hut roundabout to /
from both A1 south and A14 south / east? This would allow good
flexibility. and / or add a connection to / from A14 east to the mini
roundabouts West of Brampton Hut. It would add flexibility in
case of various eventualities.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The radius in question is 1440m, this is greater than the “desirable minimum”
radius of 1020m as per Highways Agency standards for 120kph design speed. A
bend of this radius in this location is not, therefore, a safety concern.

Brampton Hut roundabout maintains its existing connection to the A1(S), but there
is no direct connection to the A14(E). The traffic volumes do not justify this
separate connection, especially as providing a connection in the reverse direction
as well as new slip road would require an additional bridge.
East facing slip roads at the new Ellington junction are not part of the scheme, the
potential demand being low and being able to be catered for by the Brampton Hut
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
junction.
Provision and strategy to cater for emergency situations would continue to evolve
as part of the scheme design development.

55574

The A14 must have a junction with the A1, but the two roads
sharing one carriageway would create unacceptable congestion.

Yes

No

The two roads would not share the one carriageway. The A14 and A1 would run
parallel for a section between Brampton Hut and Brampton Interchange. The
scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between Alconbury
and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to the
south of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change significantly.

102826

No improvement on previous junction.
Yes

104920

No

The A1 / A14 corridor alongside Brampton is illogical and
confusing. The junctions will need to be even more complicated /
larger to accommodate this switch over.

Comment duly noted. If the comment is referring to Brampton Hut, then no
improvements are proposed at the junction. The junction would see a decrease in
traffic as the traffic originating from the A14 west would continue on the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, hence avoiding the junction.
The arrangement allows the new A14 to re-use the much of existing A1
carriageway between Brampton Hut and Brampton. The A1 being diverted off-line
to the west can be built more quickly, safely and without disruption to the travelling
public.

Yes

No

Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.
The junctions provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14. Less heavily
used routes utilise the existing Brampton Hut junction and the new Ellington
junction, which simplifies arrangements compared with, say, trying to build free
flow slip roads catering every potential movement.

102816

Moving the A1 / A14 junction to the north would potentially make
room for a limited junction between the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and the B1514, providing the link to the A1 south that is
missing in the current proposals.

Yes

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The cost and environmental impacts involved in the
provision of access to and from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be
justifiable for the number of vehicles predicted to use them when the majority of
traffic is long distance traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions
and to improve the standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase
capacity and safety at these junctions.

No

The radius in question is 1440m, this is greater than the “desirable minimum”
radius of 1020m as per Highways Agency standards for 120kph design speed. A
bend of this radius in this location is not, therefore, a safety concern. Traffic
leaving the A14 bypass northbound to join the A1 and traffic leaving the A1
southbound to join the A14 bypass would complete their lane change to enter the

104523
The new layout will require traffic to change lanes between the
A14 and A1 "at full speed" while following a bend.

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
off slip before the start of the bend, The connector roads re-join the A1 and A14
after the bend.

104667

The Spittals and Brampton Hut areas need redesigning making
them more like motorway junctions.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times. The volume of traffic passing
through the Spittals Interchange would be significantly reduced, which would freeup capacity for traffic on the A141.
The junction would not be redesigned to motorway standards as the cost of the
doing so could not be justified as the junctions would see reductions in the traffic
using them.

101012

This is a much better solution. The previous junction design
would have made a large amount of traffic unnecessarily have to
loop around. The new design will eliminate that, which will reduce
the risk of heavy good vehicles falling over during adverse
weather, as well as improving journey times and I believe would
be a safer junction design.

Yes

No

Support noted.

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. A route
north of Huntingdon was considered as one of these routes. This was later refined
to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for
money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The route north of
Huntingdon was not included in the six options that went forwards for further
investigation as the route was long and would be expensive. This ensured that
additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the
same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the
current proposal.

102642

The latest proposal is better than the original, but not as good as
a design submitted on behalf of residents in the Village.

Yes

This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
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Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

101860
104485

Keep it simple, especially for tourist who do not know where they
are going or how to get there.

Yes

The previous southern A14 crossing / over A1 would allow for the
'new route' to be displaced further west towards Brampton Wood.
Yes

54568
102013

No

Pleased that there is a new proposed layout regarding Alconbury
/ Brampton (figure 9).

No

The Buckden roundabout could be a problem.
No

101806

Yes

No

101801
The A1 and A14 are both significant routes. Would be happy to
see a new plan that avoids the two roads meeting at a
roundabout, as it does now, as this causes delays.

54235

Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction would be considered as
part of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.
The junction arrangements are designed to an appropriate standard to
accommodate the forecast traffic growth up to the design year, 2035.

It does seem that the roundabouts are not in the right
configuration and there are no roundabouts at all for this volume
of traffic.

101768

The current proposals allow for the A1 to be displaced westwards with the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass following the existing alignment of the A1. This
change makes best use of existing infrastructure as the A1 would not be widened
on line. It is safer to construct as the contractor would not have to widen the road
under traffic management. The A1 would carry less traffic than the A14 therefore
this arrangement places the road with least traffic closest to Brampton.
Comment duly noted

Yes

Yes

A clear signing strategy would be developed as part of the detailed design phase
to accord with HA standards.

Yes

No

The new layout shows roundabouts for traffic coming from
Kettering to Huntingdon to travel under the A1 and travelling up
to Spittals link. If the flow is large it will go back to the traffic lane
as per Milton A14 / A10 junction and M11 to the South
Cambridgeshire Trumpington junction at busy times. Although,
the link to the present style junction A1 / A14 Brampton Hut
would provide more available space.

Yes

No

The route itself is looking quite well. However there should be at
least one more junction/ access. On the Brampton Junction there

Yes

No
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The roundabouts are designed to accommodate the minor traffic movements at the
new Ellington Junction. The major movement is traffic travelling between the
existing A14 west of Ellington and the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would
be a continuous road which avoids the current requirement to use the Brampton
Interchange roundabout. The minor movement is between A1 north and A14 west
of Brampton which would be accommodated by the roundabouts. This
arrangement has been subject to operational assessments which show the
junction has sufficient capacity to operate with some spare capacity up to the year
2035.
Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments. The strategic west to east
traffic on the A14 would continue east on the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
avoiding Brampton Hut junction. This would lead to a reduction in traffic at
Brampton Hut junction.
Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments. The strategic west to east
traffic on the A14 would continue east on the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
avoiding Brampton Hut junction. This would lead to a reduction in traffic at
Brampton Hut junction.

The cost and environmental impacts involved in the provision of access to and
from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be justifiable for the number of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

should be access/ entry to A1 southbound. There will be an
emergency access from Buckden Road, why not make it a proper
one? In case of A428 being congested or closed by an accident
(and that happens), the diversion in proposed project would take
drivers up to the A1/A14 roundabout, which is current junction 21
on A14. That will be an extra 4-5 miles of diversion, plus a
clogged up roundabout on A1. This is true for both westbound
A14 to southbound A1 and Northbound A1 to Eastbound A14
traffic.Enabling such access at this junction will reduce
congestion on A428, especially the single carriage way part
between A1 and Caxton Gibbet Roundabout in the morning.
Drivers will go towards A14 instead of queuing for up to 30
minutes each day.

Highways Agency’s response
vehicles predicted to use them when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.

200024
200005

101763

The junction layout is better.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Any improvement is welcome if Spittals Interchange is removed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Support for the scheme duly noted.
Yes

No

The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic, with only
more local traffic using it.

Motorway standards
101809
The plan shows the new section of A1 south from Brampton Hut
as A1M. Does this mean the road will be of motorway standard to
the current Buckden Roundabout? This roundabout is a serious
hazard on this route and is the subject of many campaigns for
improvements to be made.

Yes

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section of the A1
although the route would not be upgraded to full motorway standard. Changing the
proposed road category to motorway has many consequences particularly for nonmotorway traffic that would be prohibited from using the road. The design
standard is appropriate for the forecast traffic and would be safe in operation.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section of the A1
although the route would not be upgraded to full motorway standard. The
additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic travelling
between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch on to the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to remain on the A1

Road widening
101010

The A1 should be three lanes in both directions for North to
South traffic.

Yes

102800

It would be a better option just to make the whole of the A14
three lanes in both directions.

Yes
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
for longer. Whilst widening of the whole of the A14 to ‘Dual 3 Lane All Purpose’
would increase capacity it would not solve the issue of keeping heavy, throughtraffic away from urban and village roads, specifically Huntingdon. The proposed
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass achieves this objective.

104667

The present road system is okay, it just needs widening.

Yes

No

104682

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this section of the A1
although the route would not be upgraded to full motorway standard. The
additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic travelling
between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch on to the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to remain on the A1
for longer. Whilst widening of the existing A14 would increase capacity it would not
solve the issue of keeping heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village
roads, specifically Huntingdon. The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
achieves this objective.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and
delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if
the improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times
and even greater unreliability.
Alternative solutions have been considered. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement reports how other options were considered and the reasons why these
were rejected. Six other options were considered and the results of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options were lower financial costs they would result
in greater adverse environmental and social effects.

Disagree with new roads being built if widening existing roads
would solve the problems.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy good vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Whilst widening of the existing A14 would increase capacity it would not solve the
issue of keeping heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
specifically Huntingdon. The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass achieves
this objective.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
104939

105058

103597

Subject to any future A1 upgrade on the North-South route, there
should not be any road of more than two lanes each way in this
area.

The lanes on the new section between Newmarket and Spittals
should be 6 inches wider. An excellent example is the new A11
Elveden Bypass, it is just like an aircraft runway.

The Highways Agency would continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and would target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Yes

No

Yes

No

Is it really necessary to widen the A1 further?

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This extra lane is necessary to accommodate the increase in
traffic flow. The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3
All Purpose’ standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton
Interchange, where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route.
Carriageway widths would confirm to Highways Agency design standards
appropriate for a highway with the design speeds and usage of A14.

Yes

The additional capacity that this would create is primarily required to accommodate
the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic travelling
between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch on to the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and therefore would need to remain on the A1
for longer.

Yes

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.

Signage
101820

Please ensure that there is very clear signage to avoid travelling
on the wrong section of road, particularly for southbound traffic.

No

102813
The signs should be very explicit as it may be confusing and no
way to correct yourself as there is with the old A14 at
Huntingdon.

104721

It is better than the original layout but it does look quite confusing
for drivers as they will have to make sure they are in the right
lanes early on to avoid accidents, better make sure there is
adequate signage.

Yes

No

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.

Yes
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No

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Slip roads
54082
A free-flowing slip road from the A14 on to the A1 northbound is
better than the exit loop.

103579

The lack of a slip road exit from the A14 to the A1 southbound
seems particularly short sighted. This will be the primary junction
between two major strategic routes from East to West and North
to South, with no other dual carriageway link between the East
coast and the A1 corridor from Brampton to the M25. Surely it is
common sense to ensure that access is possible in all directions
rather than routing all traffic for the southbound A1 around a
roundabout - it seems another poorly conceived inadequate
layout along the lines of the current wholly inadequate junctions
of Catthorpe interchange, Spittals interchange and Brampton Hut
roundabout, to cause another future bottleneck.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Since consultation the design of the slip road from the A14 to the A1 northbound
has been modified. The loop has been removed and a new more suitable
arrangement would be provided, Details of the new layout can be seen in the
General Arrangement Plans included in the Development Consent Order
submission.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
The cost and environmental impacts involved in the provision of access to and
from the A14 and A1 southbound would not be justifiable for the number of
vehicles predicted to use them when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.

General disagreement
101018

Did not agree with the first proposal and do not agree with this
scheme either.

104705

This is entirely the wrong proposal.

104749

Disagree with the proposed route.

104829

The A14 should not be there at all.

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

104932

No

More planning and thought had gone into producing the earlier
version and it was based on more accurate traffic information.
This new plan has been rushed.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
underwent a reassessment and development ahead of the 2014 consultation and
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. The traffic modelling has also continued
to be developed and refined and the results are reported in the Traffic Assessment.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme
options that have been considered.
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Highways Agency’s response

104817

You are still building an extra motorway next to the existing, so
little has changed.

Yes

No

104730

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Would agree if the A14 was not going to be built alongside. You
need one or the other not both.

54494

103530

104804, 104900,
54192

Yes

101971

No

The scheme would include works to two trunk roads because there are two routes
crossing at this location, the A1 which is a north-south route and the A14 which is
an east-west route. The carriageway provision is appropriate for the volume of
traffic forecast to use the two roads up to the design year, 2035. Traffic needs to
cross which requires that the roads are grade separated. The scheme has been
designed to accommodate these movements efficiently. Combining traffic onto a
single road would not be a practical solution.

The changes to the A1 seem unnecessary and are currently
confusing. This sounds like the route will make the junctions
confusing and potentially lead people onto the A14 when they
intend to stay on the A1.

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme; ensuring proposals would be
built to modern highways standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility and grade-separated junctions and no
direct access to properties from the new road. This would introduce better lane
control. The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the A14 / A1
interchange would operate efficiently.

This junction would not be required if the existing A1 / A14 link
was retained.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Comment duly noted. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate
congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact
of accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles
(HGVs) that use the route.

No

The scheme would not remove Spittals junction. The Transport Assessment
indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows at the A14 Spittals junction would be
reduced from 61,900 vehicles per day without the scheme to 33,000 vehicles per
day with the scheme. This is mainly due to strategic traffic being re-routed onto the
proposed A14 Huntingdon Sothern Bypass.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the

Unnecessary.

Yes

101763

The current proposals allow for the A1 to be displaced westwards with the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass following the existing alignment of the A1. This
change makes best use of existing infrastructure as the A1 would not be widened
on line. It is safer to construct as the contractor would not have to widen the road
under traffic management. The A1 would carry less traffic than the A14 therefore
this arrangement places the road with least traffic closest to Brampton.

Any improvement is welcome if it does away with Spittals
Interchange.
Proposals not needed. If money needs to be spent just update
the existing A14.

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
frequency of accidents.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor
(including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis showed that the bestperforming options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
and the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse and be
a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Local businesses also depend on efficient
freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more
effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential
developments to proceed.

Need for the scheme
101008

Far more logical for smooth traffic flow, and will enable the new
A1 to be built without disrupting current traffic.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

101861, 104858,
104718

No

This would appear to be a better option than the previous
proposal.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Yes
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No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

101109

It makes sense to do this as part of the proposed works.

53795

This looks like a high-capacity and well-designed layout.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

No

This will cause fewer problems for north to south traffic on the A1
and is a bit better than the current setup for A14 users.

Yes

No

Once finished this innovative solution should give the best
results.

Yes

No

102872

Much better solution to a difficult problem.

Yes

No

104593

It seems logical.

Yes

No

104855

Works better.

Yes

No

102004

It will help.

Yes

No

53810

It seems an improvement though it is rather difficult to
understand due to having parts of the A1 and A14 side by side.

101072

101090

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

The alignment arrangement has a number of benefits including safety, ease of
construction, a small footprint and reduced traffic noise to Brampton after
completion.

Yes

No

The alignment includes a new offline dual-3 A1 (to the west), with the existing A1
being used as the new A14.
The Highways Agency has endeavoured to improve the way the information is
presented on the General Arrangement Plans through better annotation of the
scheme.

101892, 101904

All seems to make sense.

101850

This looks clearer and better.

104790

It appears to be a more sensible option than the previous one.

103576, 104831,
104856

This seems a sensible proposal.

103593

This is a sensible response to valid concerns.

102013

Common sense.

103560
101774

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

The proposals are the best they can be given the limitations.

Yes

No

It seems to satisfy a number of the most important points raised
by Buckden representatives in relation to the previous proposals.
The experience of those close to a modern road is that they

Yes

No
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Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

represent a considerable improvement as is evidenced by the
effect of the new A1 in relation to Stilton.
101812

Looks fine as far as it goes. However, will need to see the
detailed layout of the roads and the construction phasing
arrangements.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Yes

102006

The proposals are fully endorsed. The consultee wishes that
construction could start sooner.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

104914

Totally agree, no concerns.

104843

Do agree for need of new road.

104547

Much better.

104514

It is better than the previous option, although would prefer no
A14 there at all.

No
Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Agree with the proposal if it minimises disruption of the existing
A1 during the construction process. It seems logical, as both A1
and A14 in this area are to be three lanes. Under both proposals,
the consultee would have to travel up to the Brampton Exchange
to access the new A14.

DCO planning permission is scheduled to be submitted late 2014. If this is granted
(early 2016) than construction would start soon after.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Unimportant to me, but looks a little better for Brampton.

104949

104651

No

Shows improvements for Brampton area.
Yes

104947

No

Detailed drawings will be developed during the detailed design stage. The current
drawings are developed to a level of detail sufficient for the DCO application. A
comprehensive construction methodology and traffic management plan would also
be developed with safety, and minimal disruption a high priority. The Highways
Agency has not yet appointed a contractor to work on planning of the scheme and
this is why the construction phasing is not available now.

No

In its current arrangement, the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and
Huntingdon is now in the order of forty years old, does not meet present-day
design standards and has insufficient capacity to accommodate either existing or
predicted traffic flows without congestion.
The scheme would relieve congestion on one of the busiest stretches of the
strategic road network, providing more reliable journey times and reducing driver
stress. It would separate strategic and local traffic which would help to reduce risk
of accident and would reconnect a number of communities currently divided by the
A14. The scheme would help businesses to operate more effectively, support the
growth of commercial developments and carry the projected increased traffic from
a number of new major residential schemes. It would leave a long lasting positive
legacy by enhancing the region’s reputation as a place where people can move
freely, whether getting to work, doing business or travelling for recreational
reasons.
A comprehensive construction methodology and traffic management plan would
also be developed with safety, and minimal disruption a high priority.

Yes
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No

The alignment includes a new dual-3 A1 (to the west), with the existing dual-2 A1
being used as the new A14 from Ellington Junction to Brampton Interchange. The

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
new A14 will a minimum of dual-3 from Brampton Interchange to Milton Junction.

103506

104658
104867
104870, 54235
101836

104681

104894
103573

From our own superficial view we see no difficulty with the new
proposed route.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Looks like an efficient layout given the existing road network.

Yes

No

It is a more efficient alternative.

Yes

No

Support for the alternative proposal at Brampton.

Yes

No

If this is thought to be the best proposed route then it needs to be
done.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Makes better use of existing roads.

Yes

No

No strong issues. The newer route appears to favour Brampton,
which is good for the village.

Yes

No

Cannot see any practical alternatives.

101072

Though still not as good as the new bit of A14 crossing the A1 at
a new junction and then carrying straight on to meet the A14
further west before Spaldwick.

54470

It has to be done.

57336

Whilst the impact on the environment is unfortunate this layout is
necessary to manage the volume of traffic on this strategic route
and the approaches to the major intersection between the A1
and the A14.

101856

101863

Would appreciate getting on with the changes as soon as
possible, instead of changing the design and delaying any
improvement to the A14.
As long as this process is followed through, as the people of

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is noted.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.
A scheme of this scale will inevitably have some impact on local communities and
the environment. Details of the impacts of the scheme on the environment and
proposed methods of mitigation can be found in the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
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No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
DCO planning permission is scheduled to be submitted late 2014. If this is granted
(early 2016) than construction would start soon after.
Between now and then, detailed design would take place and the scheme would
not change significantly.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Huntingdon are tired of false dawns.
101910

This is long overdue.

Comment is duly noted.

200017
101922
200016

Proposals look good.

Support for the scheme duly noted.

200006
200007
104677

104692

Do not think that the changes are that different and am very
mindful of the need not to delay again.
Either option would be an improvement on the existing layout.
Whilst consultation is necessary, the consultee would prefer this
just to get done. The consultation processes take up so much
time. Let's please just make a decision and start work on the
project.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Pleased with the planned non-motorised user access from
Brampton to the west of the new A1/A14.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

The crossings for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders are
welcome but please make sure that the barriers are high enough
to prevent people from dropping bricks on to the road below.

Yes

No

Parapets of suitable height in accordance with the Highways Agency’s standards
would be provided on bridges.

No

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services.

No

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services

No

NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s and
the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for non-motorised
users. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge and
Grafham Road bridge.

Non-Motorised Users (NMU)
54270
Delighted to see that there is provision for a new bridleway,
linking Brampton to Brampton Wood.
104746
102642

104595

104851

DCO planning permission is scheduled to be submitted late 2014. If this is granted
(early 2016) than construction would start soon after.

There does not seem to provision for anything but motor traffic.
Providing for non-motorised traffic will increase the traffic
capacity of the scheme, because the maximum traveller density
is higher.

Yes

Horse-rides, cyclists and hikers use all of this area; concern that
they will no longer be able to use the area.
Yes

101841

Concern for non-motorised crossings.
Yes
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Consultee(s)
104497

101886

54700

104875

104524

104568

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The existing bridge (or new bridge) should remain to cross
between Brampton and Brampton Woods, and more importantly
Grafham.

Yes

No

The existing over-bridge between Brampton and Grafham should
be retained and extended to cover both roads. It is a very useful
byway from the Huntingdon Area to the recreational area of
Grafham Water and Brampton Wood. It is well used by walkers,
runners and cyclists to avoid the busy other routes. It is also used
by all manner of motor vehicles, from cars to farm vehicles.

Yes

Summary of consultee comment

The Brampton Wood bridleway used to be part of a through route
to Brampton, but was severed a long time ago. However, about
30 years ago the Ministry of Defence sold off Brampton Wood
which has now become a nature reserve. The above route could
halve the walking distance from Brampton Wood to Brampton
Village and from the nearest bus stop.
Opportunity for non-motorised user provisions to Brampton Wood
and countryside to west, and to Brampton Hut. Looks as if it
takes less land around Grafton Road junction.

It might be better for cars but still fails to address the needs of
any other traveller. The Grafham road bridge should be
constructed as a quiet lane to encourage cars to use the
Brampton Hut junction since this is supposed to be a green
corridor according to Huntingdonshire's core strategy policy.
There is no evidence that the proposal includes any provision for
a cycle path.

Park Road to Brampton Road is an important cycle route,
National Cycle Network route 12. It is mostly a single track road
that is increasingly being used by fast light motor traffic, which is
causing considerable damage to protected verges. It is important
that the new Grafham Road Bridge road should be constructed
as a narrow quiet lane with sharper turns, to encourage motor
traffic between Grafham and Brampton to take the more
appropriate route through Brampton Hut junction, allowing more
people to choose to cycle Brampton Road on their daily and
leisure journeys. This is supported by Huntingdonshire’s Core
Strategy Policy CS9, one of the Green Corridors proposed being
to provide “the Grafham Water / Brampton Woodlands area with
links to Huntingdon and St Neots”. If a road over Grafham Road
Bridge were provided as shown in the drawings, in neglect of
Policy CS9, it should be provided with a NMU path alongside. It

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

The route between Brampton and Grafham would maintain NMU crossing facilities
provided on Grafham Road bridges. In the scheme Grafham Road would be
realigned to the south to allow the new bridge over both the A1 and A14 to be built
without needing to close the existing road and hence avoiding the impact on
recreational use that would have.

No

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. The severed bridleway Brampton 19 would be diverted and connect
into the new NMU facilities. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the
A1/A14 over-bridge and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also
provide access to Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services.

No

Under the scheme, NMU facilities would include new bridleways on either side of
the A1 and A14 alignments between Brampton Hut and Grafham Road Bridge and
would provide connections into existing footpath Brampton 15 and bridleway
Brampton 19. NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 over-bridge
and Grafham Road bridge. The NMU facilities would also provide access to
Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut services

No

A shared NMU facility (pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians) would be provided on
the north side of Grafham Road Bridge and would connect into the new NMU
facilities provided on both sides of the new alignment to the north of the bridge.
The carriageway width provided would reflect standard profiles agreed with
Cambridgeshire County Council for each road type, Grafham Road being in the
minor road category (5.5 m carriageway)
Brampton Road provides a route for local traffic between Grafham and Brampton
in addition to providing access to Brampton Wood, private fishing ponds,
agricultural land and properties.

Yes
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No

The carriageway width provided would reflect standard profiles agreed with
Cambridgeshire County Council for each road type, Grafham Road being in the
minor road category (5.5 m carriageway). The only section of the existing National
Cycle Network route 12 impacted by the scheme between Brampton Road and
Park Road would be where it crosses the new A1 and A14 alignments. A shared
NMU facility available to pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians would be provided
on the north side of Grafham Road Bridge and would connect into the new NMU
facilities provided on both sides of the new alignment to the north of the bridge.
These facilities would reconnect the severed cycle route.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

would nonetheless fail to satisfy the criteria of the policy for a
“green corridor”.
104741

104977

104645

Park Road to Brampton Road is used by walkers, cyclists and
horse-riders. It forms part of National Cycle Network, route 12.
The new Grafham Road Bridge road should be built to
discourage motorised users (so they take the more appropriate
route through Brampton Hut junction), which will make Brampton
Road more attractive and feel "safer" to Non-Motorised User
(NMU) usage. This is supported by Huntingdonshire's Core
Strategy Policy CS9, one of the Green Corridors proposed being
to provide the "Grafham Water to Brampton Woodlands area with
links to Huntingdon and St Neots." If a road over Grafham Road
bridge were built as shown in the consultation plans, in neglect of
Policy CS9, it should have an NMU path alongside.
The new Grafham Road Bridge road should be constructed to
encourage cyclist use as Huntingdonshire’s Core Strategy Policy
CS9 to “…create new Green Infrastructure, where these projects
demonstrate a high degree of public benefit in the form of
increased access for quiet recreation and increased provision for
biodiversity.” One of the green corridors proposed being to
provide “the Grafham Water / Brampton Woodlands area with
links to Huntingdon and St Neots”.

Yes

No

A shared NMU facility would be provided on the north side of Grafham Road
Bridge and would connect into the new NMU facilities provided on both sides of the
new alignment to the north of the bridge.
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement considers the effects on biodiversity in
keeping with the Draft National Policy Statement for National Networks (NPS NN).

The comments submitted by Sustrans for this area are seconded.
There is a particularly high risk of damaging the existing cycle
route (rather than improving it, as should be included in this
proposal), and the current proposals are in clear opposition to
Huntingdonshire's Core Strategy Policy CS9.

Yes

No

The existing National Cycle Route 12 travels east along the existing Brampton
Road over the A1 before continuing northeast towards Brampton and Huntingdon.
Under the scheme, the new Grafham Road Bridge would be constructed with
shared NMU facilities provided. The new NMU facilities provided would reconnect
National Cycle Network 12.

104710, 104736,
104722

Swavesey Bridleway’s and / or Sustran’s response to this point is
supported.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

104768

Path between Brampton and Buckden appears to have been
omitted from the plans. This currently exists on the north east
side of the B1514

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would be aware of a shared footway/cycleway that runs
along the B1514. The NMU facilities on Buckden and Brampton Roads as shown
in the General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission would tie into the existing facilities provided on the existing sections of
Buckden and Brampton Roads.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

No

The existing bridleway Brampton 19 would tie into the new bridleway provided
which would extend from Grafham Road Bridge to Brampton Hut services. Shared
NMU crossing facilities would be provided on the A1/A14 Over-bridge and would
tie into the existing footpath Brampton 15. The existing Brampton footpath 15
would then provide a connection to Brampton Village.

103572

54700

Huntingdonshire Rambler’s Association supports your suggestion
of a non-motorised user bridleway / footpath over the A1 using
the A14 flyover at Brampton. We see this footbridge as a lasting
legacy that will enable walkers and riders alike to link up with the
footpath network to the west of the A14 diversion.
The existing bridleway from the A1 to Brampton Wood should be
extended across the new A14 and A1 by a bridge to Brampton
Village. This will halve the walking distance to the wood from the
nearest stop on bus route 66. It looks from the map as if this
used to be a recognised through route at one time, but it ceased
to be usable well before Brampton Wood became a nature

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

reserve accessible to the general public. Brampton Wood was
formerly owned by the Ministry of Defence.
55891

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

The proposed new non-motorised user access from Brampton to
Brampton Hut over and under the combined A1 and A14 (ten
lanes of heavy traffic) is scant compensation for Brampton. It
might be convenient for those who work there, but it seems
unlikely to attract others, be they pedestrians, cyclists or
equestrians.

•

•

104634

101812

No

The restoration of the bridle path between Brampton and
Brampton Woods using the new A14 flyover to provide the
connection is welcomed. However, the details should be
improved in several ways:
•

54120

Yes

An alternative shared NMU crossing facility would be provided on Grafham Road
Bridge and would connect to Brampton via a new bridleway which would extend
north to the A1/A14 Over-bridge on the east side of the A14 alignment, and would
connect into the existing footpath Brampton15. The NMU facilities would provide
increased connectivity between Brampton and Brampton Woods.

The short section that routes on the west side of the A1
should be moved further away from the carriageway
where possible. Close spacing may be necessary under
the flyover, but elsewhere a larger separation should be
used, ideally with some sound barriers.
The zig-zag section down from the flyover to Brampton
hut services should be redesigned. Two routes are
needed here: first, a direct desire-line set of steps for
walkers that cuts-off the longer zig-zag path; and second
the proposed zig-zag paths should be redesigned to
have a gentler gradient (max 5% slope) for cyclists and
horses and also to replace the angular / abrupt hairpin
bend with a wider radius corner to allow normal cycling.
Lastly, for both routes, an additional path should be
added at the bottom of the embankment to provide a
direct desire-line connection into the back of the
Brampton Hut services.
In a similar way, the zig-zag routes on the eastern side of
the A1 (the start of the new bridle path to Brampton)
should be redesigned to provide a desire line route with
steps for walkers and a gentler slope (max 5% gradient)
and with wider radii corners for cycles and horses.

The NMU facility at this location would not be moved further away from the
carriageway, however for the short length where the NMU path would be in close
proximity to the carriageway a 2.5 metre wide spacing and fence would provide
separation from the carriageway along with a vehicle restraint system at the side of
the carriageway.
Yes

No

The gradient of the access ramps on either side of the A1/A14 Overbridge would
be designed to the current best practice standards for shared cycle routes and
would also be compliant with the Disability Discrimination Act.
Steps would be included in the design on the both east and west embankments of
the A1/A14 Over-Bridge to provide a more direct access route for pedestrians. The
steps on the west side of the A1/A14 Overbridge would connect into the NMU
facilities and provide access to Brampton Hut services.

Delighted that the right of way from Brampton to Brampton
woods and Grafham will be maintained.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Improved access to Brampton from Ellington, via a cycle route
along the proposed route, would be good.

Yes

No

Proposals to extend cycle paths and bridleways from Brampton to Ellington would
be the responsibility of the local highway authority.

Yes

No

The local highway authority would be responsible for considering proposals to
extend cycle paths and bridleways from Brampton to Ellington and Spaldwick.
NMU facilities would be provided connecting Brampton Hut services and Brampton
Woods to Brampton Village.

Yes

N

It would be good if the opportunity to provide a cycle route to link
Brampton to Ellington to Spaldwick was taken. This would then
connect all the way to Huntingdon.

Property and land
101783

Less land is used, so it is a better scheme.
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Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104609

Highways Agency’s response
As part of the environmental assessment, consideration has been made on the
impact of the proposed scheme on local communities and residents. The findings
of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

Impact on existing properties.

Yes

N

Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the fundamental objectives
of the scheme. Reduction in the volume of traffic and especially heavy goods
vehicles would improve conditions in towns and villages along the existing A14
route. Given the large footprint of the scheme, it is inevitable that there would be
impacts on community facilities, private property, other than farms, and
development land. Some of these would benefit from new access routes. Others
would be affected by loss of land or rearranged access.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

104875
Safety
104969

It looks as if it takes less land around Grafton Road junction.

Yes

N

The complexity of the two junctions created would appear to be
confusing and hence dangerous to motorists. All too reminiscent
of the existing junction at Girton.

Comment Noted.

Strategic and local destinations will be signed as agreed with the relevant highway
authorities. Adequate and appropriate signage and road markings would be
provided. All destinations would be clearly indicated.
Yes

No

This arrangement would allow the new A14 to re-use the much of existing A1
carriageway between Brampton Hut and Brampton. The A1 being diverted off-line
to the west could be built more quickly, safely and without disruption to the
travelling public.
The junction arrangements would be necessary to cater for the predicted traffic.
The junctions would provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14.

National Farmers
Union (NFU)

104970

101877

104846

In the last consultation we requested that the Highways Authority
create 60ft flat tarmac areas at Brampton junction for large
vehicles to access the A14 especially where there is a gradient
difference between the farm and road junction. This is for safety
reasons (due to large tonnage and braking requirements of large
agricultural machinery). We are pleased to see that the design of
the junction has been changed to accommodate this.

Yes

No

The slip road from the A14 westbound to join the A1 southbound
appears to join the A1 at the point where the existing A1 has a
50mph speed limit, this sounds like a potential for an accident hot
spot.

Yes

No

The new interchange at Brampton with a new roundabout on the
A14 to the west of the exiting A1 Brampton Hut roundabout
should reduce the risk of accidents.
It looks more logical and safer than the 2013 plan. The previously
proposed 300° bend looked likely to cause problems, including
additional accidents, and the curvature and intense heavy good

Yes

Yes
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Comment duly noted.

The scheme does not include a link from A14 westbound to A1 southbound.

No

Comment duly noted. The design of the scheme would allow eastbound traffic on
the A14 to avoid Brampton Hut junction reducing congestion and the risk of
accidents.

No

Support is duly noted. Since the 2013 plan the design of the scheme at this
location has been modified to increase safety, improve traffic flow and reduce the
land take required.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

vehicle traffic was likely to lead to additional maintenance issues.
The new design looks significantly better and looks like it uses no
more land.
Scheme scope
Buckden bypass
102816

102816

102816

103585)

My view is that the proposed new interchange at Brampton
should be moved further north, much closer to the Brampton Hut
roundabout, primarily in order to accommodate a future bypass of
Buckden on the A1. This modification may be more expensive
but the difference appears to be very slight. If something like this
would eventually have to be done anyway, it makes so much
more sense for it to be done now, rather than leaving a very
expensive job for the future.

A bypass of Buckden is not currently planned, but is sorely
needed. The A1 does take a large amount of traffic, and at
Buckden it passes right through the residential area. The village
is also home to one of the A1's few remaining roundabouts,
which is a dangerous spot and a significant impediment for longdistance traffic. The general quality of the A1 around here makes
the existing A14 look good by comparison, even if the A1 does
not quite have the same volume of traffic. It is not unrealistic to
hope for a bypass here in the longer term.
The proposed realignment of the A1 is not compatible with any
reasonable route for a Buckden bypass. The most likely route is
to the west of the village and there is no way the A1 could take
this route after passing through the proposed interchange with
the A14 - the interchange is far too close to the village to allow for
this. It seems clear, then, that bypassing Buckden in the future
would require moving the A1 / A14 interchange, at great
expense.

The work on the Brampton end of the A1 needs to take into
consideration the future requirement for an A1 Buckden bypass.
This is crucial for the future impact of a widened A1 will have on
the small village of Buckden as the widened road will inevitably
attract more, heavy traffic which will come to a grinding halt at the
Buckden roundabout just to the south.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. It is not practical to move the Brampton Interchange
northwards. The repositioned slip roads connecting the A1 and A14 would conflict
with the point at which a Buckden bypass would separate from the A1 carriageway
between Brampton Hut and Brampton Interchange.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through
the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need
is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme would move the A1 to the west side of
the A14 hence providing the opportunity to divert the alignment to the west side of
Buckden in the future. There has been no study undertaken to identify options as
there is no proposal in the current programme. However, it is evident that options
could include a A1 diversion starting south of the interchange and one starting
north of the interchange between Brampton Hut and Brampton Interchange.
Starting further north would require modifications to the proposed interchange.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through
the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need
is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk

Consultee(s)

Jonathan Djanogly
(MP)

101987

104652

104924

101851

104552

Summary of consultee comment

Some residents in Buckden are concerned about, what they
consider to be, the lack of joined up thinking in terms of the
Brampton and Buckden section which, as currently configured,
could make it difficult to create an A1 bypass in due course. This
is something which they have long campaigned for.

The design and location of this junction will be critical to the cost
and redevelopment of the A1 stretch south by passing Buckden
to Biggleswade. The Highways Agency recognises this stretch as
a high priority, being already overloaded and the remaining work
to be done on the A1 from Stevenage to Berwick! The HA traffic
figures show a growth in daily flow from 2014 (overloaded) to
60,500 in 2020 and to 72000 in 2035. The design of the junction
should take account of the strategic redevelopment of the A1
providing options, including the possibility of re-routing the A1 to
the west of Buckden. Some thought and perhaps a little extra
spent now could save greatly in the future in the inevitable
upgrade of the A1. Joined up thinking in the Highways Agency is
required.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

Yes

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

It seems that this proposed layout would offer more options for a
future by-pass to Buckden Village, which would mean that the
roundabout is no longer on the A1. Joining the roundabout at
Buckden is a constant problem for villagers and the junction
seems to take some southbound drivers on the A1 by surprise.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

The option to link in with any future changes at Buckden
roundabout is welcome. The section of the A1 between Buckden
and the Black Cat roundabout (A428) is an awful section of road
(with many speed restrictions) so any way that this plan can feed
into future improvements there is welcome.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Pleased that previous concerns about the need for the provision
of space for a future A1 Buckden bypass, the capacity of the A1
north of Brampton Hut and the configuration of the proposed
Brampton / Buckden A1 / A14 interchange have been heeded.
The new proposals which put the A1 to the west of the proposed
A14 would allow for a future A1 Buckden bypass to be

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Bypass Buckden to the south of this junction to remove delays
inherent at Buckden roundabout.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

constructed and fit seamlessly into the road system.
Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council

The A14 improvement scheme has taken account of the future
provision of a Buckden by-pass. The by-pass is assumed to be to
the west. This Parish Council believes that consideration should
have been given to by-passing Buckden to the east as well:
•

•

•

A by-pass to the east would be largely built on “brown-field”
land, for example worked out gravel pits. A by-pass to the
west would have to be through high-grade agricultural land.
A by-pass to the west would also impact on the BuckdenSouthoe-Paxton triangle of high recreation amenity
landscape; a resource which has been already been
damaged by the granting of planning permission for a
windfarm at Common Barn.
For the people of Buckden, a by-pass to the east would have
the advantage of reduced noise impact with the prevailing
westerly winds.

Yes

No

The reasons quoted would seem to merit the consideration of
both options; the construction of roads through old gravel
workings should not pose civil engineering problems, for example
the A45 Higham Ferrers by-pass.
101792

104648

104582

Southoe and
Midloe Parish
Council

The upgrade must include the by-pass of Buckden Village.

The A14 improvement scheme has taken account of the future
provision of a Buckden by-pass; it has assumed to be a by-pass
to the west. This Parish Council believes that consideration
should have been given to by-passing Buckden to the east as

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future; however this is outside of the scope of the scheme. .
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through
the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need
is greatest.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The scheme has been developed over a number of
years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation
has been held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing
consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process
to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the scheme.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support duly noted

No

Comments duly noted. The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound
diversion off the A1 around Buckden in the future. The scheme would move the A1
to the west side of the A14 hence providing the opportunity to divert the alignment
to the west side of Buckden in the future. There has been no study undertaken to
identify options as there is no proposal in the current programme. However, it is

The widened A1 also needs to take into account the need for a
future Buckden bypass. The A1 will become a bottleneck without
this bypass.

The proposed configuration of the Brampton / Buckden A1 / A14
interchange is agreed with, insofar as the new proposals put the
A1 to the west of the proposed A14 thus retaining the potential
for a future A1 bypass for Buckden to be constructed and fit
seamlessly into the road system.

Comments duly noted. The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound
diversion off the A1 around Buckden in the future. The scheme would move the A1
to the west side of the A14 hence providing the opportunity to divert the alignment
to the west side of Buckden in the future. There has been no study undertaken to
identify options as there is no proposal in the current programme. However, it is
evident that options could include a A1 diversion starting south of the interchange
and one starting north of the interchange between Brampton Hut and Brampton
Interchange and possibly one to the east, although this could have significant
impact the River Gt Ouse flood zone. The scheme has been developed over a
number of years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal
consultation has been held at key stages of the development process together with
ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this
process to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the
Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the
scheme.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Scheme scope
104489

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

46100

Highways Agency’s response

well. A by-pass to the east would be largely built on “brown-field”
land, i.e. worked out gravel pits. A by-pass to the west would
have to be through high-grade agricultural land. A by-pass to the
west would also impact on the Buckden-Southoe-Paxton triangle
of high recreation amenity landscape; a resource which has been
already somewhat damaged by the granting of planning
permission for a windfarm at Common Barn.
For the people of Buckden, a by-pass to the east would have the
advantage of reduced noise impact with the prevailing westerly
winds.
The reasons quoted would seem to merit the consideration of
both options; the construction of roads through old gravel
workings should not pose civil engineering problems, e.g. the
A45 Higham Ferrers by-pass.

evident that options could include a A1 diversion starting south of the interchange
and one starting north of the interchange between Brampton Hut and Brampton
Interchange and possibly one to the east, although this could have significant
impact the River Gt Ouse flood zone. The scheme has been developed over a
number of years. Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal
consultation has been held at key stages of the development process together with
ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this
process to date. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the
Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope of the
scheme.

Any new route should be for east to west traffic only. The existing
A14 should be used for A1 traffic travelling north to south.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. Allowing
the existing A14 to be used A1 traffic travelling north to south would not solve the
issue of keeping heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
specifically Huntingdon.

Yes

53989

Change to
proposal?

No

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 from Brampton Hut junction to Brampton Interchange would
be 92,000 vehicles per day in 2035 with the dual three-lane carriageway having
sufficient capacity for the predicted flow.

Has a quiet two lane dual carriageway (A14) passing through the
area without junction next to an overfull A1, with weaving traffic
(no-one joining from the A14 would want to turn off at Brampton
Hut). The A14 there ought to be used to relieve the A1, by
providing the access from the A1 south and A14 east to the
Brampton Hut roundabout. Current proposals are better than the
original ones, not least in acknowledging that a lot of traffic on the
Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the A14 is heading north
(more than half) and straightening out the A14 to A1 slip road in
that direction.

Since the Autumn 2013 consultation we have looked again at the

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and four assessment methods within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, including; congestion reference flows (CRF)
and the number of lanes required for weaving which also considers junction
spacing.
Yes

No

Yes

No
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The analysis has concluded that the standard of provision to be provided by the
scheme is appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The only exception
would be that in the design year 2035 calculations show that highest weaving flows
are expected to occur on the A1 in the southbound direction during the PM peak
hour when the required number of lanes would be 3.1 based on an assumed lane
capacity of 1600vph. As the layout would operate within the design standards up to
the design year with minimal disruption expected due to weaving in the design year
the provision of four lanes could not be justified. The Transport Assessment
demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted
traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
This option is incorporated in the scheme design that would be constructed.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

way the proposed A14 would cross the A1 at Brampton and we
now propose a new layout whereby a new road is built to the
west of the existing A1 that this becomes the A1 and the existing
road forms part of the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
103565

103565

Why are you elevating A14 over A1 at the closest point to the
dwellings in Brampton Village and not the southern section where
the proposed road joins the existing A1 as in the previous
scheme?

Yes

Can you explain why the A1 and the A14 along this section swap
over? If you kept to the old scheme the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass could stay a six- lane highway from Swavesey.

The proposed arrangement would allow the new A14 to re-use the much of
existing A1 carriageway between Brampton Hut and Brampton. The A1 being
diverted off line to the west could be built more quickly, safely and without
disruption to the travelling public.

Yes

Joint Parishes
HCVehicles
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

Np

No

Would it not be a lot more effective to retain the existing route
around Huntingdon and replace the Spittals Interchange with a
new one about 0.5 mile north-west so that a proper high speed
junction with correct priorities and cambers can be built? If the
A1 / A14 junction at Brampton could also be turned into a proper
fly-over, this would remove two of the major causes of traffic jams
and accidents on the existing route while significantly reducing
construction costs and environmental damage.
If the above suggestion was coupled with a similar re-design and
improvement to the Girton junction, the three major bottlenecks
along this corridor would be removed for a fraction of the cost of
the planned project.

The proposed arrangement would allow the new A14 to re-use the much of
existing A1 carriageway between Brampton Hut and Brampton. The A1 being
diverted off line to the west could be built more quickly, safely and without
disruption to the travelling public.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1,550 to 2,100 vehicles per hour
in each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton Interchange,
where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 is forecast to be approximately 3,050 to 3,900 vehicles per
hour in each direction in 2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of
road.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
Schemes that provide free flow junctions at Spittals and at Brampton Hut were
considered. The key weaknesses of this proposal were: would not remove
strategic traffic from close proximity to Huntingdon, would require widening of
Huntingdon Viaduct, viability of free-flow junctions not confirmed, could exacerbate
congestion on CNB east of Girton without mitigation would not resolve congestion
issues west of Bar Hill (and would likely exacerbate them). The capacity of the
A14 between junctions is insufficient for demand and is a source of congestion,
improvement of Girton junction without widening the A14 would not address this
problem.
The original twenty-two options were later refined to six options by identifying
scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the best
solutions to the scheme objectives. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the Highways
Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
The existing Spittals interchange would remain, but no longer be part of the
strategic A14 route. It would therefore be significantly relieved of traffic.
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic from this junction.
Consequently, fewer delay at this junction would be expected, which would benefit
traffic on A141.

Joint Parishes
HCVehicles
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

102004

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West, which would bypass the section of
the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid the Brampton Hut and
Spittals junctions, which are busy at peak times.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

On a smaller, more cost-effective, scale why not also improve the
slip roads on all the existing junctions or close some of them and
provide small parallel joining roads for local traffic and farm
traffic. This should improve traffic flow and reduce accident risk
on the existing route at a much more reasonable cost.

Yes

No

The A14 corridor is under capacity and requires widening in order to cater for
existing traffic and future growth which will be driven by the significant
development that is underway and proposed in the Cambridgeshire area. The
existing route through Huntingdon is not suitable for widening due to the restriction
of the viaduct over the East Coast Main Line.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Existing junctions would remain on the de-trunked A14 which would
become the responsibility of the local road authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

It will help but it does not impact me. Plans are needed for the
single lane section of the A428.

Yes

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

101945

104730)

Where the routing has changed, this may limit any opportunity in
the future to consider tolling should a future Government decide
to do so.
Money would be better spent on a third lane between Milton and
Nine-Mile Hill east of Cambridge. You do not need two roads

Yes

No

The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would be
dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the A14 improvement
scheme.

Yes

No

The A14 east of Milton junction is outside of the scope for the scheme. The
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

side-by-side between Brampton and Spittals.

Highways Agency’s response
need is greatest.
The junction arrangements would be necessary to cater for the predicted traffic.
The junctions would provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14. This
avoids the delays that would occur at a roundabout like the existing Brampton Hut
junction between the A14/A1. The Brampton Interchange is similar in concept to
the existing junction north of Alconbury between the A1(M) and the A14 spur.
The scheme would include works to two trunk roads because there are two routes
crossing at this location, the A1 which is a north-south route and the A14 which is
an east-west route. The carriageway provision is appropriate for the volume of
traffic forecast to use the two roads up to the design year, 2035. Traffic needs to
cross which requires that the roads are grade separated. The scheme has been
designed to accommodate these movements efficiently. Combining traffic onto a
single road would not be a practical solution.

101886

The existing overbridge between Brampton and Grafham should
be retained and extended to cover both roads. The junction with
the Northbound A1 can be removed as unnecessary.

Comment noted. The route between Brampton and Grafham would be maintained
by new bridges. In the scheme Grafham Road would be realigned to the south to
allow the new bridge over both the A1 and A14 to be built without needing to close
the existing road thereby avoiding the impact on recreational use that would have.

Yes

The existing substandard direct access off the northbound A1 to Grafham
Road/Brampton Road will be closed. As this junction is very lightly used, there will
not be a large transfer of traffic onto other routes as a result. .
102833

Please ensure there are two lanes eastbound on the A428 to
A14. Add an A428 to M11 south junction.

Yes

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

102880

If the proposals are a traffic flow over Brampton Village, then it is
a good idea.
Yes

104484

No

The single lane access road under the A1 should be improved to
a two-lane access road to Huntingdon / Brampton.

Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer onto the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road would be expected to reduce from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease). Daily traffic flows on
Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62%
decrease).
Improvements to the existing Buckden B1514 junction are not within the scope of
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme.

Yes
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No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

104633

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce
the number of junctions remove all lay-bys apart from those for emergency use
only and all accesses directly onto the trunk road. This should help to improve the
flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

Look at upgrading the existing A14 to modern A-road standards
by providing a hard shoulder along its length, making entry and
exits into proper slip roads and taking out the laybys used as
truck stops at present.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. The junctions are designed with slip roads that comply with Highways
Agency design standards, DMRB.
The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to
scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

55527
Scrap this proposal altogether and instead dual the A428
between Caxton Gibbett and the A1 Black cat roundabout. This
time build a flyover for either north / south or east / west routes.
Do not spend any more money trying to widen the roundabout.
The last effort was a total waste of our money.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

104967

Spend the money on upgrading the existing A14.

54758

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.

Yes

No

Keep the A14 railway bridge and improve the A428, then this
proposal would be unnecessary.
Yes
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No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. . Whilst widening of the A14
would increase capacity it would not solve the issue of keeping heavy, throughtraffic away from urban and village roads, specifically Huntingdon. The proposed
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass achieves this objective.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the scheme. The scheme has
been developed over a number of years. Many options have been considered and
evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the development
process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current
scheme is a result of this process to date.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
where need is greatest.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

104980

A better solution would be to consider upgrading the existing
road network, rather than building new roads on greenfield /
agricultural land.

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.

Yes

No

Whilst widening of the A14 would increase capacity it would not solve the issue of
keeping heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, specifically
Huntingdon. The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass achieves this
objective.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.

102367

54120

The original plan was to take the A14 west of Brampton, the
other side of Brampton Wood. Cannot see why that has changed,
leave the A1 as it is.

Why create two roads, why not widen the existing A1 and create
a junction at either end of the section to let traffic move between
the two roads? All this extra road and junctions plus bridges are
using up more land and creating more disruption. It does not feel
like a well thought out scheme.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comments Noted. Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as
they do not offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
scheme. A route further west would increase impact on Brampton Wood SSSI and
potentially require reconfiguration of Ellington junction
The junction arrangements would be necessary to cater for the predicted traffic.
The junctions would provide free-flowing links between the A1 and A14. This
avoids the delays that would occur at a roundabout like the existing Brampton Hut
junction between the A14/A1. The Brampton Interchange is similar in concept to
the existing junction north of Alconbury between the A1(M) and the A14 spur.
The arrangement would allow the new A14 to re-use the much of existing A1
carriageway between Brampton Hut and Brampton. The A1 being diverted off line
to the west could be built more quickly, safely and without disruption to the
travelling public.

104869

The A14 scheme should be kept at or below ground level and
local roads taken over the carriageway.
Yes
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No

The A14 is kept at or below ground level where possible The scheme would
include works to two trunk roads because there are two routes crossing at this
location, the A1 which is a north-south route and the A14 which is an east-west
route. The carriageway provision is appropriate for the volume of traffic forecast to
use the two roads up to the design year, 2035. Traffic needs to cross which

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
requires that the roads are grade separated. The scheme has been designed to
accommodate these movements efficiently. Combining traffic onto a single road
would not be a practical solution.

101806

If it were five lanes here with free-flowing junctions, it would be
cheaper and more sensible than building an entirely new A1.

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

Yes

200020

No

Upgrade must include the bypass of Buckden Village

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic on the A1 south of the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change significantly as a result
of the scheme.
The scheme does include an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.

Yes

No

Further widening or re-routing of the A1 (including bypass of Buckden Village) has
not been included in this scheme as it is not affordable under current funding
scenarios or necessary to meet the scheme objectives as defined in the Case for
the Scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

Other infrastructure
101896
Against any road proposal, a railway link should be developed
instead.

Yes
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No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.

104895

A far better solution could have been achieved using other road
improvements, for example the A428 and by rail construction.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and would target future improvements where need
is greatest.

54700

Recommend the provision of a transport interchange where the
new A14 meets the A1, between Brampton and Buckden, which
would have a car park and be served by the following buses:
(a) Park and Ride buses direct to Cambridge.
(b) Coaches on the A1 corridor such as the existing National
Express route between London and Peterborough.
(c) Local buses between St Neots and Huntingdon (existing
Stagecoach route 66).

Yes

(d) Slower buses to Cambridge calling at Offord station (east
side) and selected villages between the A14 and A428. They
should also run west of Buckden, for example to Grafham Water
and Kimbolton.
The interchange needs to be accessible to and from the A14
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No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. These
recommendations did not include a transport interchange at Brampton and an
interchange is not included in the scheme objectives. Improvements to or a new
park and ride and bus services within Cambridge would be the responsibility of
Cambridgeshire County Council.
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response

No

Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout (east of Marriot Hotel) are
expected to see a reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the
strategic traffic from this junction. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
indicates that daily traffic flows through the junction would be reduced by half as a
result of the scheme. Consequently, there is expected to be a reduction in delay at
this junction, with consequential benefits for traffic on the A14.

(east), the A1 (both north and south), and both Buckden and
Brampton villages. This should include a direct road link from
Buckden Village so that vehicles do not have to turn right onto
the A1 (which probably means detouring via the existing
roundabout). If this was a one way road (similar to that now used
by westbound traffic from Fenstanton) it should have a contraflow
for cyclists. A new crossing (a road bridge, footbridge or both) is
also needed at Southoe (Bell Lane and / or Lees Lane) so that
buses in both directions can stop close to the village; a road
bridge would also enable other vehicles using the southbound
carriageway of the A1 to avoid the need for a right turn. Local
buses could either detour via Bell Lane and / or Lees Lane to
serve the village or stop close by on the A1. If the latter, then
stops at both Bell Lane and Lees Lane would be welcome as the
latter would serve the village better while the former would serve
a public footpath running eastwards.
Traffic
Congestion
102016
It does not resolve the bottleneck at the Huntingdon Marriot
roundabout.

Yes

101874

102785, 102789

101877

This is a busy junction with the majority of heavy traffic staying on
the A14 west also being joined by traffic from the A1 south. Will
this cause a lot of delays and possibly diversions?

Yes

No

The interchange between the A1 and A14 has been designed in accordance with
standards to cater for the predicted traffic. A third lane on the A1 is added where
the traffic from the A14 joins, and extends all the way to Alconbury and the start of
the A1(M). The merge length from the A14 to A1 is extended via use of a “ghost
island” to split up the joining A14 traffic and improve the operation of this merge.

This proposed route will remove the possible congestion points at
Brampton Hut regarding Brampton interchange, besides other
benefits.

Yes

No

Comments duly noted.

Yes

No

Comments duly noted.

No

Comments duly noted. Figures provided in the Transport Assessment indicate that
the traffic flows on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut junction would
increase due to the scheme. This section of the A1 would be widened from two
lanes to three lane dual carriageway to accommodate the predicted increase.

The new interchange at Brampton with a new roundabout on the
A14 to the west of the exiting A1 Brampton Hut roundabout
should reduce delays.

101878
Happy with every development as long as it will reduce traffic on
both ways.
104965

102900

Yes

Not persuaded that the proposed route would be effective in
reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic. (CPRE commissioned research for Beyond
Transport Infrastructure report 2006).

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

This will relieve the A14 and will provide options for planning the

Yes

No

Comments duly noted.
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Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

work so as to lessen the inevitable delays.
103479

Avoiding the Brampton roundabout is a good solution, should
lead to free moving traffic and reduced congestion.

101998

Improves bottleneck.

104687

It is often very difficult to get out of and into Buckden and not only
at peak traffic times. Buckden roundabout is the first roundabout
on the A1 now after Berwick on Tweed. Traffic is not expecting a
roundabout in spite of the reduced speed limits and the warning
signs. If the A1 is now to be three lanes to Brampton this will
exacerbate the problem. Also, traffic is projected to increase on
the A1 when the improvements to the A14 are made so life will
become much more difficult for anyone living in Buckden,
Brampton, Diddington, Southoe. Nothing suggests that the
Buckden roundabout is going to 'improved' to alleviate this
problem.

101020

104690

Given that the A14 west of the A1 is still a two lane road, the
creation of a new road that has more than two lanes will create
further bottlenecks and accidents when the A14 constricts back
to two lanes. My observations are based on my extensive
experience of using the existing A14.

Support is duly noted.
Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction will be considered as part
of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Severe delays at the Buckden Roundabout. Lights may be
required.
Yes

200025

Support is duly noted.

No

Current A1 / A14 merge causes significant delays.

Yes

No

The scheme is only required to provide mitigation for its own impacts and does not
seek to mitigate any pre-existing issues. The road from Buckden to Brampton is to
be maintained via an overpass therefore the overall effect of the scheme acting as
a barrier to residents accessing the facilities around Huntingdon is likely to be
minimal; in Brampton, a reduction in traffic on the main roads around Brampton
would reduce existing severance in access to Huntingdon. For non-motorised
users, the new bridleway near Brampton to reconnect bridleways previously
severed by original A1 widening, connecting Brampton to Brampton Wood and the
Brampton Hut services.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that the A14 to the west of
Ellington would get slightly busier as a result of the proposed scheme; however,
flows will remain within the capacity of the existing standard of road.

Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction would be considered as
part of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily traffic
flow on the A1 between Alconbury and Brampton Hut would be 52,100 vehicles per
day without the scheme. It is forecast that the scheme would result in an increase
in daily flow on this section of the A1. The scheme therefore includes
improvements to the A1 and A14/A1 merges that have been designed to
accommodate this additional traffic.
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as
evidenced by the Transport Assessment.

Local road network
104523

The local B1514 is turned into an obstacle course.

Yes

No

There would be limited changes to the layout of the B1514 as part of the scheme.
A new roundabout is proposed on Buckden Road to replace the existing priority
junction just to the east of the A14. Further to the north, traffic signals would be
introduced on Brampton Road at the junction with Hinchingbrooke Park Road.
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.
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Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease) , while daily
traffic flows on the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to
3,900 vehicles per day (a 62% decrease).

101809

Traffic flow
101023

101883

101086

The Brampton Road flyover (by the fish ponds) currently has
access from the northbound A1. This was retained in the original
proposals but seems to have been lost in the current proposals.
The alternative routes to Brampton Woods (a popular nature
reserve) will now have to go through either Brampton or Grafham
villages.
People travelling from Buckden cannot make a right turn onto the
new A14 to go east. They have to continue North-West for
around 2 miles to access a traffic roundabout and make a U-Turn
towards Cambridge.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

To get to Cambridge, the consultee will have to travel up the A1
to Brampton Hut then south parallel on the new A14.

If A1 drivers were taking another route it would certainly reduce
traffic.

Yes

No

The existing substandard direct access off the northbound A1 to Grafham
Road/Brampton Road would be closed as part of the scheme. Access would be
retained via Park Road through Brampton. As the existing junction is very lightly
used, there is not expected to be a large transfer of traffic onto other routes as a
result. This junction would have been closed in the original proposed arrangement
as well.
Traffic travelling north on the A1 would continue to travel via Brampton Hut as in
the existing situation. Traffic flows between the A1 South and the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass are forecast to be low as most long-distance traffic is expected to
use the A428, rather than the A1 and A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. For local
traffic, this movement would be catered for at Brampton Hut junction, which would
be substantially relieved for traffic by the scheme. Consequently, the provision of
additional slip roads to serve this movement cannot be justified, The cost and
environmental impacts involved in the provision of access between the A14 to the
east and the A1 to the south would not be justifiable for the number of vehicles
when the majority of traffic is long distance traffic.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme would include an additional lane in each
direction on the A1 between Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The additional capacity that this would create
is primarily required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows
associated with long distance traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the
A14 to the east that will switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
therefore would need to remain on the A1 for longer.
The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic on the A1
to the north of Alconbury and to the south of the new Brampton interchange will be
largely unaffected by the scheme.

101877

By taking all traffic south of Huntingdon to the A1 will remove the
need for heavy traffic flow to the existing Brampton Hut
interchange.

The volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to
be significantly reduced as a result of the scheme. In particular, the volume of
traffic passing through Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions would be significantly
reduced.
Yes

103549

No

This would reduce through traffic on the inner Huntingdon ring
road and also help the A14 / A141 interchange.
Yes
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No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic flow
through the Brampton Hut junction would reduce from 62300 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 27200 vehicles per day with the scheme (-54%). The
majority of this reduction occurs on the two A14 arms due to the transfer of
strategic traffic movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. In
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Highways Agency’s response
particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road(south of Hinchingbrooke Road) and the Town Bridge will be
reduced by over 40%, while traffic flows on the Town Centre Ring Road would also
be substantially reduced.
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this
junction. Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which
would benefit traffic on A141.

104502

To ease flow.

104634, 103488

It would be a smoother traffic flow.

Yes

No

Yes

No

104869

Better continuity of traffic flow on the A1.

Yes

No

102881

It looks better in that majority of traffic flows and is not
constrained by roundabouts.

Yes

No

104960

More roads attract more traffic.
Yes

102802

Would take traffic out of Brampton more.

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.

Yes

101828

No

Comments duly noted.

No

Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease), while daily traffic
flows on the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to 3,900
vehicles per day (a 62% decrease).
The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 between Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would
be 50,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the scheme. The daily flow on this
section of the A1 would be increased to 92,000 vehicles per day if the proposed
scheme goes ahead. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
between Ellington and the A1 are forecast to be around 49300 vehicles per day (2way) in 2035 with the scheme, giving a total flow of 141,300 vehicles per day past
Brampton.

The new road layout will mean that traffic volumes to the west
and south-west of the Brampton Village will effectively treble in
volume (current traffic volumes on the A1 is 51000 vehicles, the
new combined volumes for A14 and A1 would be 140000
vehicles).

Yes

No

However, the proposed scheme moves the A1, which carries the higher flows,
further away from the village. This means that the number of vehicles on the
carriageway closest to Brampton (the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass) will
actually be reduced.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise
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Concerns about the predicted increase in A1 traffic at Brampton,
which could be exceeded due to induced travel demand
generated by the widened road.

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 between Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would
be 50,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the scheme. The daily flow on this
section of the A1 would be increased to 92,000 vehicles per day if the proposed
scheme goes ahead. The proposed layout for this section of the A1 has been
designed to accommodate this level of flow.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The scheme moves the A1, which carries the higher flows, further away from the
village. This means that the number of vehicles on the carriageway closest to
Brampton (the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass) will actually be reduced.

105112

101939

102880

Concerns regarding the sections of the A14 and A1 that run
parallel to the west of Brampton. Thrapston Road and
Huntingdon Road in Brampton are already very busy roads,
taking up to 20 minutes to travel 2 miles from Brampton to
Huntingdon at peak times. Could you please confirm that the
traffic volumes will not increase under the scheme proposed?
Better flow and capacity for traffic, and an improvement for the
Huntingdon area.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Improves traffic flow.

200012

Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon transfers on to the proposed de-trunked section of the A14.
Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (-26%), while daily traffic flows on
the Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (62%).

Support for the scheme duly noted.
Yes

No

Traffic management
101791
The roundabout, big as it is, is a shambles. The timing of the
traffic lights needs to be re-modelled as it is hugely dangerous
and too short a space between traffic passing and traffic
advancing. Very near miss collisions are experienced here. Also
the traffic waiting to get out of the MacDonalds slip road is very
dangerous. Even some lorries are as fast as modern cars. It
would seem that sensors and not only timing devices need
implementing all over this busy roundabout of junctions.

104636

The problems on the A14 would not be stopped by this proposal.
Simply banning lorries from overtaking and / or widening the
current A14 would be a lot more helpful.

The volume of traffic using the de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to
be significantly reduced as a result of the scheme. In particular, the volume of
traffic passing through Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions would be significantly
reduced.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, the daily traffic flow
through the Brampton Hut junction would reduce from 62300 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 27200 vehicles per day with the scheme (-54%). The
majority of this reduction occurs on the two A14 arms due to the transfer of
strategic traffic movements on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
As a result of the reduction in traffic flow, the operation of the junction is expected
to be significantly improved. Signal timings would need to be adjusted to take
account of the changes in traffic flows through the junctions at scheme opening.

Yes

No

Additional capacity on the A14 is required to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and
help reduce the frequency of accidents.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel slightly
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faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Whilst widening of the existing A14 would increase capacity it would not solve the
issue of keeping heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
specifically Huntingdon. The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass achieves
this objective.

105058

There should be 50mph speed limit, no tailgating and no
undertaking to solve the problems on this section of the road.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.

102814

Drivers will be confused selecting the correct lane.

The scheme would include signage to help ensure that junctions and lane selection
would operate efficiently.

Traffic modelling
102864

Unsure about the layout at Brampton. Does your forecasting
include Black Cat roundabout improvements

Yes

No

Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment lists the road improvement schemes have
been included in the highway assignment model to account for schemes
implemented between 2006 and 2014. The Black Cat roundabout is not included
in the highway assignment model as it falls outside of the detailed study area and
as such is represented in less detail in the model.
.

104485

Are your projected traffic figures accurate?

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).
The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Consultation events in May/June
2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the project.
CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in 2006 and
2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and has been
validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
Yes

No

In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Highways
Agency undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. Up-to-date
traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic count
data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new traffic
model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in 2014.
The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced compared
with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the underlying traffic
representation.
Details of the development of the model and baseline data used to produce the
traffic forecasts for the scheme can be found in the Transport Assessment.
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104833

Summary of consultee comment

55891

It seems okay, but this design makes it harder to travel from the
A1 (northbound) to the A14W, and perhaps an extra slip road
would be warranted to provide this movement without having to
travel around three roundabouts. Agreement with the decision
not to connect A1 South to A14 East, for the reasons stated in
the proposal.
What will be the increase in traffic volumes to the Huntingdon
and Thrapston Roads leading in to Brampton Village? Once the
viaduct by the railway station has been demolished, it is likely
any vehicles using the old A14 road will turn off and cut through
the village to get back to Brampton Hut and pick up the new A14
and A1.

101916

Diverts through traffic and improves local commutes.

102813

Not sure how you get from the A14 to A1(M).

102876

103523

101913

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that the A1 would be busier
than the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Annual average daily traffic flow on
the A1 between Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would be 92,000
vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead. Daily traffic flows on the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass between Ellington and the A1 are forecast to be
around 49300 vehicles per day (2-way) in 2035 with the scheme.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

No

Traffic flows between the A1 North and the A14 West would be catered for at
Brampton Hut junction, as existing. This traffic would pass through the new
Ellington junction to join the A14 mainline; however there would be no opposing
traffic flows therefore the increase in journey time is expected to be minimal.

Yes

No

Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon transfers on to the proposed de-trunked section of the A14.
Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (-26%), while daily traffic flows on
the Thrapston Road would be reduced from 10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (62%).

Yes

No

The A1 will be the busiest road, saying otherwise cannot be
certain as there is no valid data to go on.

Traffic movements
Road Haulage
Support for the plan that will see a new A1 road built to the west
Association
of the existing A1, so that the existing road forms part of the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Support for the plan to move
heavier traffic away from Brampton.
102816

Date consulted

It depends on what is actually be done. Definitely better
connections.
This really depends on where the traffic is traveling to and from.
No survey has been done to evaluate if transport would actually
prefer to take an improved A47 / A140 route. Much traffic goes
from Felixstowe to Birmingham, yet traffic is taken north and then
back down again. Worse traffic from Norfolk goes south and then
north. This seems wasteful.

Yes

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

Traffic using the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would join the A1 at the new
interchange just to the south of Brampton Hut and continue north on the A1
northbound past Alconbury. Traffic travelling eastbound on the A14 would exit at
the new Ellington junction and the join the A1 northbound at Brampton Hut as
existing.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

The strategic importance of the route is such that the A14 has been designated as
part of the Trans-European Route Network, forming part of the E24 between the
M1 and Ipswich and the E30 between Ipswich and Felixstowe. It serves strategic
traffic movements from the west and north travelling towards East Anglia.
The existing road is well known for congestion and delays, without improvement
the situations is predicted to worsen. One of the main objectives of the scheme is
to reduce congestion and make the route more reliable and provide capacity for
future growth.

Why not carry on down the A1. Why the fixation with shunting
southward travellers to the East.
Yes
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No

One of the main objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth: enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally for Huntingdon, Cambridge and the
surrounding areas. This would not be achieved by the A47/A140 route suggested.

Consultee(s)
103565

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The design of the proposed A14 improvement scheme takes account of total daily
traffic flows not just the number of HGV movements. The Highways Agency's
traffic forecasts indicate that the A1 would be busier than the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass if the proposed A14 improvement scheme goes ahead.

More traffic movement occurs on the A14 (for example heavy
good vehicles) between the hours of 6pm to 6am than on the
corresponding A1.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's latest traffic forecasts indicate that annual average daily
traffic flow on the A1 between Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would
increase from 50,100 vehicles per day in 2035 without the scheme to 92,000
vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead. Daily traffic flows on the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass between Ellington and the A1 are forecast to be
around 49300 vehicles per day (2-way) in 2035 with the scheme, giving a total flow
of 141,300 vehicles per day past Brampton.
In terms of HGV movements, it is forecast that the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would carry 3000 HGV trips and the A1 carriageway will carry 4000 HGV
trips during the overnight period. Thus, the proposed scheme moves the A1,
which carries the higher HGV flows, further away from the village. This means that
the number of HGVs on the carriageway closest to Brampton (the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass) will actually be reduced.

101090

Care will need to be taken during construction to avoid a severe
impact on the current A1 traffic repercuting back to the
Alconburys and thus aggravating the current situation before
even getting to the current junction.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
A direct link from A1 north to A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass is outside the
scheme scope. Traffic modelling shows insufficient demand for such a link.

200008

101768

Local traffic will be coming up the A1 to join the new A14. It
would make sense for it to do so where they meet and not at
Brampton Hub.

Yes

A1/A14 Brampton Hut would give a better space availability.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as
evidenced by the Transport Assessment.
The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. At present this is outside of the scope and
affordability of the scheme.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period – 15 June 2014.
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No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.9.

New Huntingdon Southern Bypass

E.9.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 9 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
Natural England

Public rights of way, bridleways and public open land may be
impacted on affecting public access to the countryside.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment for all travellers has been undertaken and is reported in Section15
of the Environmental Statement. It includes consideration of amenity, as well as
quality of journeys for various types of journey on foot, by bicycle or by horse.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Agricultural Impact
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Concern over the loss of high quality agricultural land.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil are discussed in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement and the Soil Management Strategy (SMS), which can be
found in Appendix 12.2 of the Environmental Statement, which would give practical
effect to the guidance set out in the Code of Practice for the Sustainable Use of
Soils on Construction Sites (Defra, 2009).

Community impact
Construction
Hilton Parish
Council

Concern that the construction phase will impact on nearby
villages. The location of contractor sites should not require
access through the villages.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The simpler and cheaper route would have been to follow the
railway to the north.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction works, in accordance with the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2 Environmental Statement Chapter 15) prior to the commencement
of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routing of construction vehicles for each village within the
scheme and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

No

Alternative route options for the Huntingdon South Bypass, which passes through
these parishes, have been considered and rejected as they do not offer the same
benefits and or increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme (Application Document Reference 7.1), which forms part of
this DCO application.

Cost
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Yes

Environmental
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General
An assessment of the visual and noise impacts on Hilton and Offord Cluny
Conservation Areas (including listed buildings) and recommendations for any
necessary mitigation are included in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A
noise impact assessment for all areas of the scheme, including the Hilton and
Offord Cluny Conservation Areas, has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. The Environmental
Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and vibration
effects at Offord Cluny or Hilton as a result of the scheme.

English Heritage

Visual and noise impact on conservation areas near Offord
Cluny and Hilton.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

The height of the bypass will cause greater spread of noise,
atmospheric pollution and light from vehicles.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme including the Hilton and Offord Cluny Conservation Areas, and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
extensive tree and shrub planting to lessen the visual effects of the scheme - see
the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. The planting proposals would establish belts of
screening vegetation that would, over time, provide screening to views of the
scheme where it crosses the Great Ouse valley, and would generally reduce the
significance of those visual effects in the long term. In particular there would be
planting on the embankment to the south of the proposed A14 to screen the road.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Offord Cluny
would in some directions be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation. Rural
properties north of the main settlement and within close proximity to the scheme
would, however, experience significant adverse visual effects. A mitigation bund of
up to two metres in height above the road level with tree and shrub planting would
be provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton to screen views
of traffic from Hilton village.
The likely significant effects on air quality, landscape, and noise of the river and
valley crossing have been assessed and reported in the Environmental Statement
– see Chapters 8, 10 and 14 respectively. Mitigation has been identified as
appropriate having regard for the elevated structure and embankments.
Differences in noise transmission from elevated sources have been fully taken in to
account. The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering
constraints on the scheme, such as clearance requirements and effective drainage.
A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed to assess noise
impacts. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well
as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect
noise.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
levels. Mitigation would be specified and included in the scheme proposals where
the modelling and assessment shows a need.
Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution are considered and
reported in the visual impact assessment within the Environmental Statement see
Chapter 10. Extensive tree and shrub planting and environmental bunds would
assist in mitigating light effects from both fixed highway lighting and from car
headlights. Details of the mitigation are provided in the Outline Environmental
Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES) (see Chapters 8 to 17). A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
[T22] Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected to
reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8,700 vehicles per day
with the scheme (-23%).
An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. Landscaping works are
proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully designed
environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
The Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2 of the ES illustrate the
proposed mitigation.

Fenstanton Parish
Council

The proposed Fenstanton A14 road bund is currently planned to
be 2 metres high with young trees planted for better protection
from noise and visual pollution as they mature.
It is felt that a higher Bund which protects the village both
visually and acoustically would be a more appropriate solution
as there will be a substantial period of time which will have to
elapse before tree planting becomes an effective visual and
acoustic barrier. An acceptable compromise would require
further planting of a substantial tree screen which runs close to
and parallel with the local road off which both the Hilton Road
Bridge and Conington Road Bridges are accessed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

From some residential properties within Fenstanton south of the existing A14 and
north of the proposed scheme, it is acknowledged that there would be visual
effects of large to very large adverse significance during operation in the short
term. This would result primarily from the raised Conington Road/Hilton Road
bridges as well as views of high sided vehicles above the proposed environmental
bund along the proposed A14. The proposed mitigation planting would mature to
soften views of the raised bridges and filter views of the traffic above the
environmental bund in the long term so that the significance of visual effect would
be lessened in most cases. It is not considered that a higher environmental bund in
this location would greatly reduce the significance of visual effect from those
properties affected. Mitigation planting has been proposed throughout the DCO
boundary where it would be beneficial in terms of minimising visual impact and
restoring the landscape pattern. The proposed planting in this location is
considered to be adequate.
A noise and vibration impact and effect assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Trees are not
identified as a road traffic noise mitigation measure unless they are densely
planted and in a deep swathe. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be provided
at noise Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads
(Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or
sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise policy,
planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). In addition,
significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts. In summary the assessment concludes that in the vicinity of
Pear Tree Close, Fenstanton, increases in noise from road traffic are forecast for
properties closest to the scheme. The Highways Agency would continue to seek
reasonably practicable measures to further reduce or avoid these significant
effects. In doing so the Highways Agency would continue to engage with
stakeholders to fully understand the receptor, its use and the benefit of the
measures. The outcome of these activities would be reflected in the environmental
minimum requirements. For dwellings in the south west of Fenstanton close to the
existing A14 and within Important Area 5144, where there are existing noise fence
barriers a likely significant beneficial effect is identified as a result of the detrafficking of the existing A14.

Hilton Parish
Council

There would be visual and noise intrusion within the village of
Hilton due to the height of the bypass.

The visual and noise impacts at Hilton have been considered in the environmental
impact assessment, and are reported with proposed mitigation in the
Environmental Statement (ES) – see Chapters 10 and 14.
The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is
minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding
safety reasons, Various measures are proposed to minimise light spill, including
the careful selection of lighting equipment, lighting levels, arrangement, dimming
facilities and lantern shields. There would be no lit junctions on the scheme within
2km of Hilton village.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment for all areas of the scheme including Hilton has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. The ES
has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Hilton
as a result of the scheme. A landscape and visual impact assessment has been
undertaken for all areas of the scheme including the Hilton and Offord Cluny
Conservation Areas, and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
extensive tree and shrub planting to lessen the visual effects of the scheme - see
the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the ES. A
mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above the road level would also be
provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton to screen views of
traffic from Hilton village.

Air quality
Offord Darcy and

Concern that air quality will worsen in the Offords due to the
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Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental

Consultee(s)
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
location of the bypass.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response
impact assessment for the scheme and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. The affected road network in 2020
includes the road leading to Offord D’Arcy, and the impact in this area for NO2 and
PM10 is negligible. The 2035 affected road network covers both of the
Offords. The impact in these locations for NO2 and PM10 is negligible.

Flooding
Swavesey IDB
(Middle Level
Commissioners)

Concern that the bypass will cause increased flows and affect
watercourses such as Swavesey and Fen Drayton Lakes and
also Uttons Drove Drain and Covells Drain.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas to mitigate the flood risk from Uttons Drive Drain and Covells
Drain. The Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement show the location of the flood mitigation features
including those at New Barns Farm and near the Conington Road Bridge. These
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary following
the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The
assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in
relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
The highway drainage attenuation ponds are intended to mimic the natural process
of rainfall runoff, as if the road had not been constructed. The peak outfall rate
from the ponds would be set to match the greenfield runoff from the pre-scheme
site for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an allowance for
climate change. There should therefore be no change to the pre-scheme flood
flows at the watercourses referred to by this response as a result of the highway
runoff.

Heritage
English Heritage

Impact on the grade II listed building, Conington Hall.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Assessments of the impacts on Conington Hall and adjacent historic parkland and
any recommendations for mitigation have been included in Chapter 9 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary the magnitude of the impact as a result of
traffic noise is classified as negligible adverse (slight changes to historic building
elements or setting that hardly affect it) , which, due to the high value of the asset
would result in a significance of effect ranked as slight adverse.

Noise
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Concerns that the new bypass will exceed the European
Directive standards for noise levels.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels. Directive 2002/49/EC relating to the Assessment and Management of
Environmental Noise, commonly referred to as the Environmental Noise Directive,
does not set any limit value, nor does it prescribe the measures to be used in
action plans, which remain at the discretion of the competent authorities.
The Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006 as amended (the
Regulations) transpose this Directive into English law. As part of the requirements
of an Environmental Statement the scheme needs to take account of national
policy and guidelines, which includes the Noise Action Plan: Roads (including
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Major Roads) (hereafter referred to as the ‘Action Plan’), which is designed to
address the management of noise issues and effects from major roads in England
under the terms of the “Regulations”.
A number of noise Important Areas have been identified under the ‘Action Plan’:
Roads (including Major Roads) (Noise Action Plan) (Defra, 2014). Noise barriers
would be provided at Important Areas where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy - planning practice guidance and the ‘Action Plan’.

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Hilton Parish
Council

Concern that noise levels in the north and eastern areas of
Offord Cluny would increase.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement (ES). The ES includes a range of mitigation measures
which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement (see
Appendix 20.2 of the ES), the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use
of noise screening and low noise equipment. No residual likely significant noise
and vibration effects have been identified at Offord Cluny arising from construction
of the scheme.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). There is
potential of noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of Hilton Village
during construction. The ES includes a range of mitigation measures which would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement (see Appendix 20.2
of the ES), the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise
screening and low noise equipment. No likely significant residual adverse effects
from noise pollution are predicted for the village of Hilton.

The road should be built with sound barriers and a low noise
road surface.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Visual
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

The height of the bypass will visually impact on the Offords,
Brampton, Buckden, Conington and Hilton.

The Highway Agency has prepared section drawings showing the scheme profile
as part of the DCO submission, and these can be seen at Document Reference
2/9.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have
been built in to the scheme design for the bypass including ground shaping and
extensive tree and shrub planting - see the Outline Environmental Design
Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Yes
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No

The height of the scheme would affect views from the peripheries of Offord D’Arcy
and Brampton, although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation
planting in both locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual
effects. Whilst many of the properties on the western periphery of Brampton are in
close proximity to, and directly face, the scheme, the residual visual effects would
generally be neutral. Most properties within Offord Cluny would have either oblique
views towards the Ouse viaduct or filtered views through mature intervening
vegetation. Whilst it would not be possible to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual
effects would be restricted by the indirect and filtered nature of many views from
Offord Cluny and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
It is not considered that there would be any significant impact on views from the
main residential area of Buckden because of the distance to the scheme and the
extent of intervening vegetation.
Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Conington and Hilton would
be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would
generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation
planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting
would be mature.

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

The Highways Agency admitted that no mitigation will hide the
bridge near the Offords from view.

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have
been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and shrub planting
within the Ouse valley - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained
in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

No

The B1043 that is due to go over the new A14 will create visual
impacts.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The view looking across the Ouse valley from the top of Offord
Hill will be destroyed
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Hilton Parish
Council

Yes

The height of the bypass will intrude on nearby villages and the
proposed bunding mitigation is not sufficient.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Most properties within Offord Cluny would have either oblique views towards the
Ouse viaduct or filtered views through mature intervening vegetation. Whilst it
would not be possible to screen the Ouse viaduct with mitigation, visual effects
would be restricted by the indirect and filtered nature of many views from Offord
Cluny and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term.
Views from properties on Offord Hill are elevated and are generally of a more open
nature so that whilst mitigation planting would lessen visual effects caused by the
Ouse viaduct in the long term, the viaduct would become a prominent feature
within the view.
Comment noted. The design levels are the lowest that are practical given
engineering constraints on the scheme, such as clearance requirements and
effective drainage. A landscape and visual impact assessment has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. While a
range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting, it is acknowledged that
significant residual effects would remain at some of the over bridges, including at
the B1043 crossing..
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value of the
Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged. A range of mitigation measures
has been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and shrub planting
within the Ouse valley - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained
in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
South facing views from properties on Offord Hill are elevated and are generally of
an open nature. The Ouse viaduct would become a prominent feature within the
view, although mitigation planting would lessen visual effects in the long term.

Yes

No

The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering constraints on
the scheme, such as clearance requirements and effective drainage.
Mitigation measures having regard for landscape and visual impacts have been
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
addressed by the landscape and visual impact assessment. The assessment work
and the proposals for mitigation are presented in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement.
The height of the scheme would affect views from the peripheries of Offord D’Arcy
and Brampton, although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation
planting in both locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual
effects. Whilst many of the properties on the western periphery of Brampton are in
close proximity to, and directly face, the scheme, the residual visual effects would
generally be neutral. Most properties within Offord Cluny would have either oblique
views towards the Ouse viaduct or filtered views through mature intervening
vegetation. Whilst it would not be possible to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual
effects would be restricted by the indirect and filtered nature of many views from
Offord Cluny and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term.
It is not considered that there would be any significant impact on views from the
main residential area of Buckden because of the distance to the scheme and the
extent of intervening vegetation.
Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Conington and Hilton would
be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would
generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation
planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting
would be mature.

Hilton Parish
Council

The new bypass must be built with substantial banking and with
an acceptable density of plants.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has
been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping, environmental bunds
and extensive tree and shrub planting which would help to reduce the visual
prominence of traffic flow - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. All planting species and
densities would be appropriate for effective early establishment and subsequent
management, and would be subject to detailed design.

Mitigation
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Hilton Parish
Council

No mitigation methods have been considered in order to prompt
the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty proposal.

Mitigation measures should be put into place so that the quality
of life of Hilton residents is not affected.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the landscape and visual impact assessment
within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value
of the Ouse valley has been acknowledged and impacts on this landscape have
been assessed and a range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme
design including extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley -– see
the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Noise and air quality effects
on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental Statement. No significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening field
boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Further information required
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

The Highways Agency need to erect physical markers indicating
the boundaries of the proposed A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is available to assist the Parish in understanding the extent
of the of the scheme footprint.

Future growth
Associated British
Ports

Associated British
Ports

Provides significant opportunities for economic development and
residential development around Huntingdon.

Excellent connectivity for industry and development that needs
to be factored into future highway capacity.

The Case for the Scheme paragraph 3.3 sets out that unlocking growth is a core
objective of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes

No
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As the Case for the Scheme paragraph 6.3 further explains, current government
policy supports development that provides housing or jobs. Significant economic
growth and residential development is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up
to 2035, with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of
transport including by road.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would also
provide improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have
environmental and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on
other key radial routes.

The Case for the Scheme sets out that unlocking growth is a core objective of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme.
As the Case for the Scheme further explains, current government policy supports
development that provides housing or jobs and significant growth is expected in
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a consequential increase in the
demand for travel by all modes of transport including by road.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the proposed
improvements created by the scheme do not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, as set out
in the Case for the Scheme Paragraph 2.3, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area.

Hilton Parish
Council

Living conditions pre-scheme should be monitored to ensure that
living conditions post-scheme are not significantly different.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model
(CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of England Regional Model (EERM).
EERM includes population, housing and employment growth forecasts which are
also constrained to the National Trip End Model. Consequently, development
growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual developments will not be
represented explicitly.
The environmental impact assessment takes account of baseline conditions, ie
pre-scheme and identifies likely significant environmental effects of the scheme on
those baseline conditions, including factors such as noise and air quality that affect
living conditions. The findings of our assessment and recommendations for
mitigation to reduce any significant effects are presented in the Environmental
Statement. Throughout the Environmental Statement, where the Highways
Agency identifies a significant adverse effect, mitigation is provided where it is
sustainable to do so.
The Highways Agency conducts Post Opening Project Evaluation studies (POPE)
for all its major schemes. The key objective of POPE is to identify the extent to
which the expected impacts of highway schemes have materialised and to inform
thinking on current and future national scheme appraisal methods. POPE studies
are undertaken one year and five years after opening.

General design
Road widening
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Upgrading the current A14 to modern A-road standards will
improved traffic movement at a lower cost.

Associated British
Ports

Whilst agreeing with this proposal to introduce the new 11 mile
stretch of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass in terms of
effectiveness and in relieving Huntingdon of strategic traffic, it is

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Support is duly noted.
Yes

No

Yes

No
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The scheme is designed to cater for forecast traffic up to the design year 2035.
Traffic forecasts beyond this time are not considered to be reliable. Hence the
Highways Agency does not build extra capacity into highway improvement

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

important that passive provision is made in terms of land take
and earthworks formation and in particular the raised viaduct
section crossing the River Great Ouse for developing further
lanes in future. This section is currently shown as three lane dual
carriageway, but provision should be made for four lane as per
the M11 south of Cambridge as this section in terms of both
north/south and east/west traffic will potentially be the busiest
along the route.

letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
schemes. Further detail on the future network performance can be found in the
Transport Assessment.
Adding additional capacity also leads to additional cost that would undermine the
economic case for the scheme, further detail of the economic case for the scheme
can be found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the Scheme.

Alignment

200001

The use of a more northerly route would have far less impact on
the surrounding residential areas.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in
May 2012, including a more northern alignment. This study concluded that a
northern route would be longer across open countryside risking greater
environmental impact and greater impact on populous areas. These options were
consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred route option and a consultation on the scheme took place
from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main
Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

Safety
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

The new road running parallel to the B1043 may cause traffic to
reach dangerous speeds.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Buckden Parish
Council

Concerns that the Buckden roundabout will become even more
congested when the A14 is blocked is causing drivers to travel
through other villages.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Hilton Parish
Council

Concern that there will be increase congestion in the village of
Hilton.

Yes

No

The proposed new section of B1043 over the A14 would not be dissimilar to the
existing road which already has straight sections. The road would also have some
vertical curvature as it rises to pass over the A14 which would encourage slower
speed.

No

Traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not expected to change significantly
as a result of the scheme. This junction is recognised as a bottleneck on the A1.
The potential for any future improvements to this junction would be considered as
part of the Highways Agency’s route-based strategy studies.

Traffic
Congestion

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that there would be a small
reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme, as traffic diverts
back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, traffic on the B1040
Potton Road, which travels through the centre of Hilton, would reduce from 5,800
vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a
decrease of 3%).

Traffic flow
Hilton Parish
Council

Concern over an increase of road users traveling east and west
along Graveley Way disadvantaging local people.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes
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No

[Chapter7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.140) indicates that there
would be a small reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme.
This reduction would result from traffic diverts back on to the de-trunked A14,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

letter)

Highways Agency’s response
which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road, which links the proposed bypass with Graveley Way, would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. An even greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with
daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4,600 vehicles per day without the scheme to
3,300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease) Further information on
traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment..

Other (No comment)
Fenstanton Parish
Council

Reserving the right to comment until a previous issue has been
resolved.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has addressed the concern of local residents raised by
Fenstanton Parish Council. The concerns were regarding proximity to a local
resident’s property in the design.

Scheme scope
Associated British
Ports

Further consideration should be given to the future capacity of
the Southern Bypass section and the number of lanes proposed.
Whilst road from Spittalls Interchange to Brampton Hut provides
a potential diversion route and will be enhanced through creation
of a second east/west link (D2AP) using the new Southern
bypass, it is unclear whether the existing A1 and new stretch of
A14 from Brampton to Ellington will provide resilience and be
capable of operating independently and offering an alternative in
the event that either the A1 or A14 is closed.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new Brampton
Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on this section of
the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to 2100 vehicles per hour in each direction,
which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the Brampton Interchange, where
traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic on this section of the
A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in each direction in
2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
In the unlikely event of a full closure, pre-agreed diversion routes would be
employed.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
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E.9.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 9 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Environment
General
Consultee(s)
Cambridgeshire
County Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Support for Huntingdon Southern Bypass providing there is
noise mitigation for the nearby villages and further discussions
regarding a Green Bridge.

Highways Agency’s response
Support for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is noted.
Following detailed discussion post consultation with the County Council, the
Highways Agency has concluded that there is no requirement for a green bridge.
This will be reflected in the Statement of Common Ground between the parties.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

103566

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

No

The bypass is now planned even nearer to Hilton than at the last
consultation for no apparent reason and with no real mitigation
proposed.

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures for the local villages
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Proposals
for barriers and bunds, where required to mitigate for traffic noise, have been
developed to take account not only of noise, but also of visual, landscape,
ecological and other considerations.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Noise and air quality at Hilton
Yes

No

No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
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scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Huntingdonshire
District Council

Support for the scheme providing there is adequate
landscaping, drainage, air quality mitigation, land contamination
prevention and non-motorised user accessibility.

Support for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is noted.
An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts - carefully
designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to
screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Yes

No

Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented. Contaminated land and water quality have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and impacts and
mitigation are reported in Chapter s12 and 17 of the Environmental Statement.
NMU facilities would be provided at all over bridges and the scheme would
maintain existing links, or replace removed NMU routes with new routes. Silver
Street and Mere Way would be carried across the new road by over bridges.
Routes truncated previously by the A1 would be reconnected by a new grade
separated bridleway linking Brampton to Brampton Wood and Brampton Hut
Services. Further detail on NMU routes can be found in Schedule 4 of the DCO and
the Rights of Way and Access Plans (Document Reference 2.5).

General design
Slip roads

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Support for the provision of west facing slip roads at the A1198 /
Ermine Street junction if the modelling demonstrates they are
necessary and will not adversely impact on local villages.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Need for the proposals
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No

If west facing slips are not provided at the A1198 junction, this would result in traffic
on the A1198 and from surrounding villages that wishes to travel west on the A14
or north on the A1 having to travel east to Swavesey or on the existing A14 through
Huntingdon in order to access the strategic road network. Some traffic may also
use the A428 to access the A1 at St Neots. This would increase traffic flows on the
A428, the local roads through Huntingdon and would also put additional traffic on
the local roads around Swavesey. This issue would be exacerbated by the
proposed developments at Bourne Airfield and further expansion of Cambourne.

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Huntingdon District
Council

The County Council support proposals to provide the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

Support for the scheme on the basis that it will ease serious
traffic congestion in Huntingdon and St Ives.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support is duly noted.

Yes

No
Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

General Agreement

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council supports the proposals to provide the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which will connect Swavesey to
Ellington via a route to the south of Brampton and a new limited
movement junction with the A1.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Support duly noted.
Yes

No

Traffic
Traffic modelling

Suffolk County
Council

The conclusions for A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass are:
• Forecast traffic flow in the opening year is marginally higher
than the economic flow range for the proposed design (D3AP);
• The Congestion Reference Flow for a D3AP carriageway is
significantly higher than the forecast traffic flow in the opening
year;
• The Congestion Reference Flow for a D3AP carriageway is
significantly higher than the 2035 predicted flows with core and
high growth assumptions, i.e. conditions in the peak periods
would be free flowing; and
• It is suggested that to provide consistency throughout the
project and some resilience in the future that this section be
designed to D4AP standard.

Chapter 7 The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the
scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and four assessment methods within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, including; congestion reference flows (CRF)
and the number of lanes required for weaving which also considers junction
spacing.
The A14 Link Capacity technical note is appended to the Transport Assessment
(ref. 7.3). and details the calculations used to determine the number of lanes
required on the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
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E.9.3 Section 42(1)(d) – land interests
Appendix E Table 9 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

10 April 2014

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
102955
54593

105086
54551
106043

Wood Green, The
Animals Charity

Concern regarding the emergency access near Buckden.

Yes

Concern regarding the configuration of the A1/A14 where there
will be no access to the A1 southbound and a significant detour
to join the existing A1 at Brampton Hut.

Access to Northway Farm should not be adversely affected by
the scheme.
Concern regarding lack of access to Depden Farm.
Access to Offord Hill farm should not be affected. There is no
information regarding joint access as was shown in previous
plans.
Why does the new roundabout on the bypass have limited
access and egress for road users? This does not take
consideration of the expected growth in residential properties
within the area. It is noted that there is intended to be
emergency access/egress at the roundabout, could this not be
future proofed with the inclusion of a full roundabout, without
limitations?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The emergency access has been reconfigured and moved which reduces impact on
the Landmans Portaloos site.
Traffic flows between the A1 south of Brampton Interchange and the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be low as most long-distance trips starting or
finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1 and A14.
While there would not be direct access between A1south of Brampton and A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass these movements would be possible travelling via the
Brampton Hut junction. For trips to most easterly destinations this would be a better
alternative than the existing route as the volume of traffic using the Brampton Hut
junction would be reduced and the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a
journey time saving over the existing A14 route through Huntingdon via the Spittals
Interchange.
An underpass immediately west of the scheme crossing of the East Coast Main
Line has been added to the scheme to provide access for Northway Farm.
Under the scheme access to Debden Farm would be provided from the A1198
Ermine Street.
Comment noted. In addition to the access on the west side of the B1048, an access
is added to the design to provide access to land west of B1048.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic would
result in the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
which is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester area
access to the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey
junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

105032

Concerned about access to Hilton.
30 April 2014

Yes

No

Traffic travelling west on the A14 from Hilton would be able to access the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198 junction. Traffic travelling east from
Hilton would be able to access the detrunked A14 at Junction 26 as at present and
join the A14 at Swavesey junction.
(a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7
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Consultee(s)

53849
53805

106043

106043

104460

Summary of consultee comment

Pleased to see that concerns about the access track to the
drainage lagoon are being considered for re-routing.
Under the proposals the westbound access to the A14 at the
B1040 will be lost. There seems no persuasive reason why this
should be the case.

Noted the importance of ensuring continuous access throughout
construction and thereafter over the farm roadway which serves
not only the farmhouse but the farm cottage and the farmstead
at Offord Hill Farm.
Offord Hill Farm own land to the west of the B1043. Under the
terms of the previous scheme there was an arrangement in
place for a joint access on the southern boundary of ownership
to be shared. Provision for highway access needs to be
adequately provided for.
Objection to the local access over the River Ouse viaduct and
the East Coast Main line.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
of the Transport Assessment
Under the scheme, the access track to the attenuation pond would now be
relocated away from the Old Clayfields.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Junctions in close proximity present a safety issue due to traffic changing
lanes as it joins and leaves the main road, this weaving traffic causes conflicts that
lead to accidents.
Traffic travelling west on the A14 from Hilton that currently utilises the B1040 would
be able to access the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198 junction.
Traffic travelling east from Hilton that currently utilises the B1040 would be able to
access the detrunked A14 at Junction 26 as at present and join the A14 at
Swavesey junction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure
that accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible. This
would include access during construction and operations of the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Comment noted. In addition to the access on the west side of the B1048, an access
has been is added to the design to provide access to land west of B1048.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

There would be no local access road over the River Great Ouse viaduct or the East
Coast Main Line railway.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Agricultural Impact

105043
105076
105086
105003

Unnecessary loss of agricultural land meaning uneconomical
land parcels.

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible, and
thus land such as that at Debden Top Farm will be taken by the scheme. However,
the scheme design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure.
30 April 2014

Yes

No

Need specific section here explaining what the effects of the scheme are on
Debden Top Farm and (give Land Plan plot reference if[ possible.
During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms such as Debden Top Farm.
The Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure
that accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible. If the
remaining land parcels at Debden Top Farm are uneconomic this would be a
subject of compensation.

104508

Unnecessary loss of agricultural land and field access meaning
increase of agricultural traffic along the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible and
thus land such as that held by Mr Wright will be taken by the scheme. The design
aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure. .
Need specific section here explaining what the effects on the scheme are to Mr
Wright's land and give Land Plan plot reference if[ possible.
During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms such as the farm held by Mr
Wright. The Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to
ensure that accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible.
If the remaining land parcels at Debden Top Farm are uneconomic this would be a
subject of compensation.

104508

105019

102955

102955
102955

102955

Danger to livestock and damage to crops during construction.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The borrow pit near Oxholme Farm should be relocated to areas
that are farmed on a contract basis.

It is sensible for the Highways Agency to have right of access to
the drainage ponds via the farm tracks, however it is proposed
that the ponds should be built to the north of the road.

Cattle pens and fences need to be agreed as these are crucial to
farm function.
An underpass due to be constructed under the road must be
large enough to allow large agricultural vehicles to travel through
it.

The proposed lay by on the southern boundary of the bypass will
attract unwanted motorists who cause littering issues which

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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Contractors would implement any appropriate measures in accordance with the
Environmental Statement. This would include appropriate fencing of construction
sites, to be agreed with the adjacent landowners, which would ensure no
encroachment onto land outside these limits.
The Borrow Pit has been shown on this land because it is considered that the
thickness of the aggregate deposit in this area is greater and more efficient to
extract. It is noted that this and other plots of land are covered in the Minerals Plan.
We understand that the landowner feels that he would suffer greater loss because
he is owner and farmer; however this is not a justifiable reason for moving onto
another’s land. The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3:
compensation to agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2004) provides guidance on
making a claim and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided
in accordance with the standard legal procedures.
The drainage design levels and the position of the Environment Agency flood line
do not allow enough space to move the pond north. However, the pond in its
southerly position has been realigned to improve the shape and size of the
remaining field and lessen the impact on agricultural operations.
Cattle pens and fencing details which are crucial to the farm function would be
agreed with the landowner as part of detailed design accommodation works.
Access north to south would be provided under the viaduct and adjacent to the
lakes. In the detailed design the usability of this during times of flood would be
maximised with suitable hard surfacing and by optimising levels. Agricultural
vehicles would be taken into account and, given the height constraints of the
viaduct structure, the detailed design would position the crossing to maximise
access. for such vehicles.
In addition, alternative all weather access to the segregated parcels of land to the
north via new tracks accessed from the Buckden road and running along the
northern edge of the new A14 would be provided. This route would have no height
restrictions.
The proposed emergency layby on the southern side of the bypass has been

Consultee(s)

54551

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

could significantly harm or be fatal to young livestock.

moved to an alternative location.

A track running in a northerly direction towards Corpus Christi
Farm is believed unnecessary for the purpose of the scheme.

The observations have been noted. The proposed track, which would run along the
west side of the east coast mainline railway and use an existing bridge over the
railway near Corpus Christi Farm, is required for both temporary access to the site
between the railway and River Great Ouse and permanent access to the viaduct for
maintenance

10 April 2014

104907
104508

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

No

The scheme will damage the farm business possibly making it
unviable. 50 acres will be lost which will limit the profitability. The
route will sever large fields making future farming operations
more expensive. Accesses to some fields will be made difficult
and the route will seriously damage the amenity of the farm
shoot and horse riding uses of the property.

.The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible and
thus land such as that held by Mr Wright will be taken by the scheme. The design
aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure.

28 Mayl 2014

Yes

No

Need specific section here explaining what the effects on the scheme are to Mr
Wright's land and give Land Plan plot reference if[ possible.
During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms such as the farm held by Mr
Wright. The Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to
ensure that accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible.
If the remaining land parcels at Debden Top Farm are uneconomic this would be a
subject of compensation.

104732

Concern regarding land.

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible and
thus land such as that held by Mr Wright will be taken by the scheme. The design
aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Need specific section here explaining what the effects on the scheme are to Mr
Wright's land and give Land Plan plot reference if[ possible.
During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land for farms such as the farm held by Mr
Wright. The Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to
ensure that accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible.
If the remaining land parcels at Debden Top Farm are uneconomic this would be a
subject of compensation.

104844

The A14 should be upgraded and traffic managed by removing
laybys and minor junctions.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. Traffic flow on the A14 would be aided by reducing the number of
junctions and not providing lay-bys. This would increase capacity and safety on the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A14.

Business Impact

Landman Portaloos

Concern that business may be affected due to sections of land
being cut off.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The emergency access has been reconfigured and moved away from the area of
concern which reduces impact on the Landmans Portaloos site.

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 2: compensation to business
owners and occupiers’ (2004) provides guidance on making a claim and the rights
for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the
standard legal procedures.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. Taking away the strategic traffic releases capacity at
Godmanchester junction for use by local traffic. It is therefore likely that there will be
no negative impacts to the shops in Godmanchester.

No

The environmental impact assessment takes account of baseline conditions which
affect the quality of life of nearby residents. and identifies likely significant
environmental effects of the scheme on those baseline conditions The findings of
our assessment and recommendations for mitigation to reduce any significant
effects are presented in the Environmental Statement. Throughout the
Environmental Statement, where the Highways Agency identifies a significant
adverse effect, mitigation is provided where it is sustainable to do so.

105003
The road cuts through Debden Farm which is a popular location
for Shooting, reducing the client’s revenue.

10 April 2014

Yes

105060
This will cause lost trade to the shops in Godmanchester.

10 April 2014

Yes

Community

105043

The quality of life for people living near the proposed route will
be affected, especially those on farms whose crops may be
affected.

30 April 2014

Yes

Where crops are affected by the scheme will be a matter for compensation.
102820
105047

This will affect Hilton adversely. There is additionally a serious
concern that the roads through the village will become a rat-run.

10 April 2014

55669

Yes

No

The route is too close to existing residential properties and there
is plenty of sparsely populated land, further north, that it could
have used
10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The environmental impacts on the village of Hilton which would arise from the
proposed scheme have been assessed in the environmental impact assessment.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4,600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3,300 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. This study concluded that a northern route would be longer
across open countryside risking greater environmental impact and greater impact
on populous areas. The six options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

104788
104791
105032
105036

Too close to the village of Hilton.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department for Transport A14 Study in May 2012. These options
were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined
further since the consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main
Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on noise and air quality effects on Hilton. The results are
reported in the Environmental Statement which concludes that no significant
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.

104798

This is going to affect a number of villages.

An objective of the scheme, set out in Chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme is to
improve safety reduce driver stress by keeping the right traffic on the right roads
and providing safe local access for pedestrians and other non-motorised road
users. The scheme would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and
village roads, providing people with less congested and safer access to services
and amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance
cycle and pedestrian access, thus positively affecting the villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Likely significant effects on air quality, landscape and visual and noise of the
villages in the vicinity of Huntingdon Southern Bypass are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment for the scheme and are reported in Chapter 8, 10
and 14 of the Environmental Statement.

53849

The new A14 has devalued properties so it is important the
realigned Hilton Road does not increase the devaluation further.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010), produced by DCLG, provides guidance on
the principles of compulsory purchase compensation, making a claim and the rights

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the
standard legal procedures. Potton Road and Fenstanton Road north of Hilton
would be realigned and raised to cross over the A14, this is not expected to impact
on property values.

54715

Concern that the main issues affecting Hilton have not been
adequately addressed or even overlooked altogether. The lack
of clear and accurate details for the scheme does not encourage
or allow for informed challenge and discussion, indeed during
the recent exhibition in Hilton Village Hall and a village meeting
at which representatives from Jacobs were present, none of the
questions raised were able to be answered at the time, and
promises to follow-up and send answers have still not
materialised.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Since the consultation exhibitions the environmental impact assessment has been
completed which includes an assessment of impacts on community. The findings of
this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would
be of low significance.
Since the consultation exhibition at Hilton the Transport Assessment has been
completed and is published with the DCO. This indicates that there would be a
reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction
would result from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be
reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600
vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley
Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further
information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

Construction
Borrow pits

105019

The borrow pits left after construction will serve no use and will
create potential safety issues.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment

Change to

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides backgrounds to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
The restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives providing future
agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing
to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.

Construction temporary
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
received by
deadline?

105032

Change to
proposal?
proposal?

Hilton is likely to suffer during the extended construction phase
of the bypass.

30 April 2014

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Environmental Statement (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of
work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic routes through local villages and
environmental considerations.
Construction works would be confined within the scheme land acquisition boundary.
Haul routes would be established within the red line boundary that would limit the
volume of construction traffic using the existing road network.

105036

A construction site is be located close to Hilton. Unless there are
service roads built, and restrictions placed on construction traffic
using local roads, the situation will become unbearable. A 24
hour heavy goods vehicle ban should be imposed for Hilton. We
presently suffer considerable rat-running, this will be
exacerbated by drivers avoiding construction road works.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities to agree access routes which construction traffic would be allowed to
use to access the construction sites.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement.

Cost

Church
Commissioners

There could be more economical use made of redundant small
parcels of land rather than taking land from manageable fields.
10 April 2014

102877

Yes

No

Huge expense of a project.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land. The Highways Agency would work
with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure that accommodation works and
access facilitate easy usage where possible. If the remaining land parcels are
uneconomic this would be a subject of compensation.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would provide high value for money. The economic case for the
scheme detailing this analysis set out in Chapter 5 in the Case for the Scheme.

105086

If comments are taken into account the effect of the scheme on
our client’s property will be minimised resulting in reduced
compensation and therefore reducing the overall cost of the
scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

During the detailed design, the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design
and maximise the usability of remaining land. The Highways Agency would work
with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure that accommodation works and
access facilitate easy usage where possible. If the remaining land parcels are
uneconomic this would be a subject of compensation.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.

Environment
General

54623

Pollution problems associated with the close proximity of the
scheme to residential properties including noise, visual, light and
air quality, will be made even worse due to the increased height
above the surrounding land.
No satisfactory evidence on these increases is currently
available and no action appears to have been undertaken to
produce accurate data.

The air, landscape, and visual, and noise and vibration impacts have been
considered in the environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is
minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding
safety reasons. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed to assess noise
impacts. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as
buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria for noise, which
are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels. During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified
any significant adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
10 April 2014

103529

The route appears to have been chosen in poor. Concern over
air pollution, noise pollution, effects on the current wildlife and
eco-systems which currently thrive in the surrounding

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution and visual effects are
considered and reported in the visual impact assessment within Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. Mitigation would be provided to lessen the landscape
and visual impacts. A mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above the road
level would be provided on the south side of the new road to the north of Hilton.
Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Hilton would be distant and
filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would generally be of low
significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation planting would
further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting would be mature.
Details of the mitigation are provided in the Outline Environmental Design Drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment for the scheme and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that the
operational phase of the scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all
future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors, which included receptors in
Hilton village.
A12 Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

countryside.

Highways Agency’s response
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. An

assessment of air quality impacts has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement, along with proposed mitigation
measures.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and the likely significant
effects are reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the road alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Likely
significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and operation
of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
An assessment of impacts to nature conservation has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to reduce the
impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified, including the creation of new
habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net habitat gain along the
scheme.
53849

Concerned about flooding and noise impacts upon residences in
Hilton due to the road alignment.

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. No significant residual
adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for Hilton.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In the Hilton area, the flood risk assessment included detailed assessment of the
West Brook and tributaries including the Huntingdon Award Drain and Hilton Drain.
The location of flood mitigation areas is shown on the Outline Environmental Design

Consultee(s)

105032
105036

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
concludes that with these mitigation measures in place the existing flooding
conditions would not be adversely affected.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

Will cause noise, pollution and traffic implications for the village
of Hilton.

Noise and vibration, and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air
pollution are predicted for Hilton.

30 April 2014

105061

Yes

No

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. A mitigation bund of up to
two metres in height above the road level would be provided on the south side of
the new road to the north of Hilton. Views towards the scheme and traffic
movement from Hilton would be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so
that visual effects would generally be of low significance. The proposed
environmental bund and mitigation planting would further restrict views, particularly
in the long term when planting would be mature. Details of the mitigation are
provided in the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of
the Environmental Statement.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement.

Disagree with the reduction in green space.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The environmental impact assessment includes an assessment of impacts on
community and private assets including agricultural land. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The design
of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. A core aim of the
scheme mitigation strategy is to ensure no net loss of valued semi-natural habitats.
Whilst there would be a loss of arable habitat as a result of the scheme, there would
be a gain of 271ha in semi-natural habitats, predominantly mixed woodland and
semi-improved grassland, which are considered to be of relatively greater value to
biodiversity.
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Consultee(s)
104477

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The air, landscape, and visual, and noise and vibration impacts have been
considered in the environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 respectively of the Environmental
Statement. During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not
identified any significant adverse air, light, visual or noise effects at the village of
Hilton as a result of the scheme.

The height of the bypass and the distance it is from Hilton will
contribute to noise, light, air and visual pollution.

The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. Lighting provision is
minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding
safety reasons. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Light pollution and visual effects are considered and reported in the visual impact
assessment within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation would be
provided to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. A mitigation bund of up to two
metres in height above the road level would be provided on the south side of the
new road to the north of Hilton. Views towards the scheme and traffic movement
from Hilton would be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual
effects would generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund
and mitigation planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term
when planting would be mature. Details of the mitigation are provided in the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The air quality assessment in summary concludes that the operational phase of the
scheme showed predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine
particulate matter (PM10) were below objective levels in all future modelled
scenarios, at all modelled receptors, which included receptors in Hilton village.

104732

104564

Concern over the future management of the grassland between
Buckden Road and the emergency access.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

This affects too much open countryside.

A five year aftercare period for all the soft environmental areas and features of the
scheme would be included as part of the construction contract requirements.
Thereafter, the soft estate would be maintained by the Highways Agency through its
managing agents.
E4 Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme including the scheme objectives
can be found in Chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of the
Development Consent Order application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural land.
The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely comprises agricultural
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land and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably impact
on agricultural land. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and
reduce severance.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. A core aim of the
scheme mitigation strategy is to ensure no net loss of valued semi-natural habitats.
Whilst there would be a loss of arable habitat as a result of the scheme, there would
be a gain of 271ha in semi-natural habitats, predominantly mixed woodland and
semi-improved grassland, which are considered to be of relatively greater value to
biodiversity.
Impacts and proposed mitigation relating to landscape and visual impact are
contained within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation would be
provided to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully designed
environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.

105047
105036

More consideration should be given to visual enhancements and
noise and air pollution mitigation measures. Why is the stretch of
road not in cutting or a tunnel?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The offline section of the scheme would introduce major highway infrastructure to
the rural landscape, which would inevitably cause significant adverse landscape
and visual effects. Mitigation has been designed to reduce the visual impacts
during operation including extensive areas of planting for screening and ecological
purposes. The anticipated reduction in traffic flow on a number of roads and the detrunked section of the A14 would cause numerous beneficial visual effects on views
from residential properties, commercial properties, public receptors and public rights
of way.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme including the scheme objectives
can be found in Chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of the
Development Consent Order application. The cost of tunnelling would make the
option economically unviable. The potential to use cuttings is limited due to the
problem of draining the road due to the flat low lying topography in the region.
However fill material would be placed adjacent to the road along some areas in
order to create a false cutting to reduce visual impact. East of the East Coast main
line the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is in actual or false cutting over approximately
85% of its length.
An assessment of the air quality and noise impacts and proposals for mitigation are
reported within Chapters 8 and 14 respectively of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur with regards to
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air quality as a result of the scheme.
An assessment of visual impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported within
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works are proposed to
lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds
and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic
flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.

104643

The proposed new roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common
will damage Roman remains that are beneath the Common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and the impacts on historic structures and the Huntingdon
Conservation Area; the proposal for a roundabout on Mill Common is no longer part
of the scheme. An assessment of heritage and archaeological impacts and
proposals for mitigation are reported within Chapter 9 of the Environmental
Statement. Construction of the scheme has been assessed to result in a number of
adverse and beneficial impacts and effects on historic buildings and Huntingdon
Conservation Area; specifically the removal of the existing A14 viaduct. The
proposed mitigation measure of landscape screening would reduce the residual
significance.

No

The borrow pits to the west of Old Clayfields are located within Flood Zone 3 so are
at risk of flooding in the existing situation. The removal of material to create the pits
would not increase flood risk. A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is
appended to the Environmental Statement (Document 6.1). It concludes that with
appropriate mitigation, the environmental areas and the small ecology ponds would
not contribute to an increase in flood risk.
The final location of the newt ponds and their location and specification would be a
matter for detailed design, which would be carried out in consultation with Natural
England and the Environment Agency. The aim would be to create a balanced
ecosystem where predation by fish and other insect eating animals would prevent
infestations occurring. The location of ponds as far as possible from properties will
be a consideration within the detailed design as this has an advantage of reducing
disturbance to wildlife as well as minimising any effect on those properties.

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. No significant adverse effects on
Brampton Wood or Portholme Special Area of Conservation and Site of Special
Scientific Interest have been identified during the construction and operation of the
scheme. Mitigation in this area of the scheme is designed to protect and enhance
habitat for the European protected species great crested newt. Following the initial
consultation the layout of the junction was changed here to reduce landscape
impact and rationalise agricultural impact. As a result, the area of ecological
mitigation on Depden Farm has been significantly reduced compared to its original
area. The Highways Agency is required to both adhere to national and European
legislation and to enhance the ecology of the site in line with the National Planning
Policy Framework, which requires no net loss in biodiversity as a result of
development.

Ecology

53849

Concerned that the additional environmental areas and ponds
close to Old Clayfields will cause flooding and insect infestation
to the surrounding properties. The newt ponds should be moved
closer to the A14.

10 April 2014

56698

Concern related to excessive provision of habitat land. The
sensitivity of areas such as SSSI is understood but what is not
immediately apparent is how, within the boundaries of the
scheme, areas have been identified for ecology mitigation. For
example sheet 9 of 26, and the areas associated close to
Depden Farm which also includes grassland planting areas and
ecology ponds. It can only be assumed that the identification of
these areas have ultimately been at the whim of one or two
consultants taken at its extreme. There has certainly been no
consultation with our clients and excessive land take for this sort
of purpose is likely to be challenged.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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Flooding

105076

The scheme should not increase the likelihood of surrounding
land from being flooded.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement - in summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
30 April 2014

102955

No

Buckden needs to remain flood free to ensure access to land to
the north all year round.

10 April 2014

105086

Yes

Yes

No

It is important that each area of land used for arable crops close
the River Ouse has an access as part of the A14 scheme in
case of flooding.
10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement - in summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
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floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property.

105047

The Highways Agency has engaged with land owners in the area and has taken
into consideration access during flood events.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement - in summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

The scheme will increase flood risk with water run-off.

10 April 2014

105036

No

What action will be taken to prevent run-off flooding in Hilton?

10 April 2014

53849

Yes

Concerned that the large balancing pond adjacent to Old
Clayfields will increase the flood risk to the surrounding
properties.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. `In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency.
One such area is Hilton Drain, where a flood compensation area would be located
upstream/south of the A14 and west of Conington Road.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
The balancing pond to the south of Old Clayfields is designed to store the volume of
runoff from the highway for the 100-year return period event plus an allowance for
climate change. The outflow from the pond has been limited to greenfield rates
(which are the same as the existing situation) and consequently there would be no
change to flood risk. A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended
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to the Environmental Statement (Document 6.1). It concludes that with appropriate
mitigation, the environmental areas and the small ecology ponds would not
contribute to an increase in flood risk.

104508

Damage to existing drainage increasing the risk of flooding.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The existing drainage networks would be maintained throughout construction and
the life of the scheme.

Landscape and Visual

104477

There is a need for the construction of natural banking on the
south side of the road combined with ground barriers to reduce
visual impacts.

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation would be provided to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully
designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to
screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape.
10 April 2014

Yes

No
Mitigation bunds of up to two metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road at several locations including to the
north of Hilton - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure
3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Dense planting would be provided on the
bunds.

200002

There will be significant additional planting.

Comment is noted

10 April 2014

200000

Yes

No

This is a serious loss of peaceful countryside. Everything must
be done to reduce the impact of the road and to maintain the
rural aspect. Money must be spent on landscaping and tree
planting.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would
help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the
wider landscape.
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would
help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the
wider landscape.
Details of the proposed planting are provided in Chapter10, and Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement. Specification of the size and age of planting stock and
planting densities would be determined during the detailed design stage. Smaller
planting stock is generally specified to promote successful establishment since
failure rates are greater with larger plant materials.

105076

Hedge boundaries should be re-established with new hedges
and suitable fencing after construction.
30 April 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation would be provided to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully
designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to
screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape.
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The detail of all fences and planting including hedges would be specified in the
detailed design and where that takes the form of accommodation works would be
agreed with the landowner.
The Highways Agency has prepared section drawings showing the scheme profile
as part of the DCO submission - see the Outline Environmental Design Illustrative
Cross-Sections contained in Figure 3.3 of the Environmental Statement.

There will be significant adverse visual impacts from the raised
road and bridges which will cut a swathe through open
countryside. No information on how high the bridges might be is
available.

10 April 2014

54755

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

No

There has been no understandable explanation as to why the
road will be elevated 2-3 meters above the surrounding ground
level. The reason given is drainage and potential floor risk. The
existing road has an underpass at Fenstanton which has never
flooded.
A raised carriageway height will compound the visual intrusion
on Hilton. In addition to the day time view and night time
headlights, the bridges that will cross the new road will need to
be built to a significant height adding to the intrusion.

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would be undertaken to lessen the landscape and
visual impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate
the scheme including bridges into the wider landscape. Whilst it would not be
possible to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual effects would be restricted by the
indirect and filtered nature of many views and lessened by the mitigation planting in
the long term, so that residual effects would generally be of low significance.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout. The design levels are the lowest that
are practical given engineering constraints on the scheme, and take into account
multiple constraints not limited to flooding and drainage.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

The cutting should be dug deeper and the extra spoil used to
build a higher bund south of the road to protect Hilton from noise
and visual intrusion; at the same time the road would be back to
current ground level further reducing the visual impact.
30 April 2014

Yes

No
The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing pond
before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and
ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop
from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
The opportunity to use cuttings is limited by the need for the water drained from the
road to be discharged to watercourses and to avoid the risk of the highway flooding.
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting and cuttings to help to screen the highway, lighting and traffic flow, and to
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integrate the scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

55669

The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to two metres in
height above the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations
including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be provided on the bund.
The bridge height would be designed in accordance with Highways Agency
Standards contained in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges in order to
provide the required head room for traffic travelling on the A14.

The bridge height will exacerbate an already existing problem of
headlights causing a visual nuisance to the community in Hilton.

10 April 2014

55669

Yes

No

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting and cuttings to help to screen the highway, the headlights of its users and
traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to two metres in
height above the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations
including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be provided on the bund.
E3The height of the carriageway would be minimised due to environmental and
engineering considerations. There is a shortage of available fill material for
embankment construction hence the design seeks to minimise the height of
embankments in order to reduce the demand for fill in the scheme.

Low visual impact could be achieved by ensuring that the
carriageway is built at the minimum elevated level. The existing
A14 is not elevated in this location so I do not understand why
the proposed scheme requires the carriageway to be elevated to
such a significant level.
A substantial natural banking system, higher than that already
proposed, with semi-mature trees in situ, would provide an
effective visual barrier.

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing pond
before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and
ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop
from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
10 April 2014

Yes

No
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting to help to screen the highway, lighting and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Excessively high bunds would be inappropriate in terms of landscape character and
would require additional land take. The use of semi-mature trees on embankments
is neither practical nor cost effective. Mass planting of smaller material would lead
to rapid establishment of a sustainable visual screen.
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The scheme must be completed tastefully to minimise the visual
impact.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Concerns about the visual intrusion of the route when viewed
from the south and the river.

The current A14 is built at ground level which enables it to be
obscured from the village. We do not understand why the new
route requires an elevated design. A raised road will increase
visual intrusion in Hilton and the surrounding areas.
We are pleased that the design includes for a bund either side of
the road to limit the visual intrusion. However at a height of just 1
metre above the road it is going to do little to mask vehicles.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting to help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme
into the wider landscape.
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting to help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme
into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that would,
over time, provide screening to views of the scheme where it crosses the Great
Ouse valley, and would generally reduce the significance of those visual effects in
the long term. In particular there would be planting on the embankment to the south
of the proposed A14 to screen the road. Distant views towards the scheme from the
northern peripheries of Offord Cluny would in some directions be filtered by
intervening field boundary vegetation. Rural properties north of the main settlement
and within close proximity to the scheme would, however, experience significant
adverse visual effects. A mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above the
road level with tree and shrub planting would be provided on the south side of the
new road to the north of Hilton to screen views of traffic from Hilton village.
The height of the carriageway would be minimised due to environmental and
engineering considerations. There is a shortage of available fill material for
embankment construction hence the design seeks to minimise the height of
embankments in order to reduce the demand for fill in the scheme.
The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing pond
before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and
ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop
from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting to help to screen the highway, lighting and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to two metres in
height above the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations
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including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be provided on the bund.
Excessively high bunds would be inappropriate in terms of landscape character and
would require additional land take.

Noise

104508

There would be noise impacts to villages along the route, in
particular Conington.

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential of
noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the main Conington
community during construction.
The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. The Environmental Statement for the scheme, which includes an outline
Construction Environmental Management Plan and covers construction traffic,
would apply during the construction phase and is presented in Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for the
community of Conington.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The landscape mitigation proposals,
however, do include a mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above the road
level on the south side of the new road in several locations including to the north of
Hilton, which also covers the area of Conington, which would also act to reduce
noise.

105019

During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the community of Conington as a result of the scheme.
The impacts on noise and landscape which would arise from the proposed scheme
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

Modern noise barriers should be incorporated into the scheme
rather than earth bunds and planting.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In
addition latest technology appropriately designed highways standard, noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects
at sensitive locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government

Consultee(s)

55622

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
noise policy. The provision of barriers and choice of barrier type (bunds, barriers or
a combination of both) has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

If the road is built as close as is currently planned, the noise of
traffic in will be a constant, blight. The intention to build the road
on an embankment will make the noise even worse. It is enough
that we should have to suffer years of inconvenience and
disruption during the construction phase for something that
primarily benefits the road haulage industry but please do not
ruin Hilton by creating significantly more noise, light and air
pollution than is necessary.

Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening field
boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

105060

Concerned about the impact of noise.

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement (CoCP) (see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate construction
phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment. The CoCP,
which includes an outline Construction Environmental Management Plan and
covers construction traffic, would apply during the construction phase.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
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Consultee(s)

105061

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The noise impact of cars accelerating away will be worse than
the current consistent noise.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has established
scheme significance criteria, which are based on the latest government noise policy
and World Health Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of effect
takes account of the baseline levels. The Highways Agency Guidance (DMRB
HD213/11) sets out that the noise of starting and stopping traffic does not form part
of the consideration of the nuisance, and appropriate average speed may be used
for predicting the noise from traffic on large gyratory systems.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.

54715
53805

The installation of a double skinned reflective barrier,
constructed of either plastic or timber would be capable of
improving the noise climate in the village of Hilton by an average
of 3.5dB more than the current bund design will. Similar sound
mitigation technologies have been implemented in many
locations across Europe. Please consider using this as part of
this scheme, and if not explain why not.

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014

104508

No

Increase of noise damaging the amenity of Marshalls Farm and
the listed Marshalls farmhouse.
10 April 2014

104508

Yes

Concern over noise damage to villages along the route
especially Conington.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme as a whole to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed where required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the community of Hilton as a result of the scheme and
therefore a specific noise barrier is not proposed. The landscape mitigation
proposals however do include a mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above
the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations including to the
north of Hilton which would also act to reduce noise.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. This includes a range of
mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. No significant adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for the area of Conington which includes Marshall’s Farm.
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the main Conington
community during construction.
The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of
appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment. The Environmental Statement for the scheme, which includes an outline
Construction Environmental Management Plan and covers construction traffic,
would apply during the construction phase and is presented in Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise
pollution are predicted for the community of Conington.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The landscape mitigation proposals,
however, do include a mitigation bund of up to two metres in height above the road
level on the south side of the new road in several locations including to the north of
Hilton which would also act to reduce noise.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the community of Conington as a result of the scheme.

There does not appear to be any noise mitigation measures. If it
is intended to use the 2m visual bunds for noise mitigation, these
will be far too ineffective. More effective methods include double
skinned reflective barriers, such as recommended by a sound
consultant during the consultation for the last proposal for the
A14 in 2010.
55669

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of the environmental impacts, including impacts and effects on
noise and local communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (Chapters 14). Extensive mitigation measures have been
considered during construction and designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. In
addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways standard noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects
at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for
noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

Health

54715

Concern over the harmful effects that the upgrade may create
for the vulnerable inhabitants living nearby to the corridor of the
proposed route.
Worldwide pollution due to fuel emissions is a health hazard. It is
the cause of many diseases and severely exacerbates others.
The three major diseases associated with this problem are:

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Assessment of air quality and human health impacts are reported in Chapter 8 and
Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme is designed to take
traffic away from areas where emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic
air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the detrunked A14. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

1. Allergies
2. Cardiopulmonary disease
3. Cancer/Malignancies
Please ensure that all new roads are placed well away from
habitation wherever possible in order to reduce the diseases
mentioned.

emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the
vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a
location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded

To achieve acceptable conditions for the residents of Hilton, the
following mitigation measures are required. They should be a
contractual part of the scheme:
1. The carriageway should be built at the minimum possible
height. This will reduce the visual impact and will also allow
other mitigation measures to be more effective and less severe
and expensive.
2. The new road needs to be bordered by a substantial bank
with an acceptable density of planting. The planting should
include semi mature trees to assist with all forms of pollution
control. The 1 meter bund currently shown on the HA map is
inadequate.
3. Hilton currently enjoys tranquillity and sound barriers as part
of the scheme local to the village, would minimise the noise
intrusion. As part of noise control measures we expect a low
noise road surface to be specified.

The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses.

The air quality assessment in summary concludes that predicted concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the operational phase
of the scheme would be below objective levels in all future modelled scenarios, at
all modelled receptors.

Mitigation

54755

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of the
scheme including the Hilton Conservation Area, and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. The offline section of the scheme would introduce major
highway infrastructure to the rural landscape, which would inevitably cause
significant adverse landscape and visual effects. Mitigation measures have been
designed to reduce the visual impacts during operation including extensive areas of
planting for screening and ecological purposes.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would
be of low significance. Mitigation bunds of up to two metres in height above the
road level would be provided on the south side of the new road at several locations
including to the north of Hilton - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Dense planting would be
provided on the bunds.
30 April 2014

Yes

No

The noise and vibration impacts on local communities including Hilton which would
arise from the proposed scheme are assessed and reported, along with proposals
for mitigation, in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks. The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing
throughout the scheme.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely
significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Hilton as a result of the scheme.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

105043

The location of the new road splits the farm in two. This will
impact on the farming operations. Can we request for mitigation
to be built into road design to counter these points?

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Where the scheme severs Bearscroft and Lower Debden Farm causing
reorganisation of farming operations at these sites, access by means of an
overpass has been maintained between the enveloping plots of Debden Top Farm
loosely following the alignment of the access route, thus enabling farming
operations to continue.

Further information required

Goff Petroleum

105046

54755

There needs to be more information on site boundaries so other
planning applications do encroach on the land.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

28 May 2014

Yes

No

More information is required regarding the end of Conington
Road.

For the public consultation phase to be meaningful, supporting
noise and environmental impact studies and traffic flow
modelling should be made available before the scheme design is
set.

Discussions have been held with Goff petroleum who supplied the design team
CAD versions of their approved planning application. Plans showing both the
application and the A14 scheme have been overlayed and sent to Goff Petroleum.
The exact detail of access to the Goff site will be discussed and agreed with Goff in
the detail design stage.
The sections of existing Conington Road alignment to the northwest and southwest
of proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be retained as maintenance
access tracks for two attenuation/treatment ponds as shown in the General
Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order Details on the
stopping up of redundant highway can be seen in the Rights of Way and Access
Plans Sheet 15 also included in the Development Consent Order submission.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were
published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key issues
and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission. The
Planning Inspectorate would seek representations from the public and the public
would be able to request to speak at hearings.

53805

In need of the data on impacts in order to reach proper
conclusions. Do not understand how the proposed route can be
so advanced without this data being available.

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were
published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information and
impacts available for the scheme area.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key issues
and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO submission. The
Planning Inspectorate would seek representations from the public and the public
would be able to request to speak at hearings.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The existing A14 would not be closed as part of the scheme. The section between
Swavesey and Huntingdon would be de-trunked and would be predominantly for
local road use. The new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have three lanes
in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and be designed to a higher
standard than the existing road with fewer Junction and no private accesses or laybys, intended as a route for strategic, long distance traffic.

General design
Road widening

54593

The closure of the existing A14 coupled with the new bypass will
achieve a net benefit of a lane in each direction.
10 April 2014

Yes

Alignment

55622
105032

There is sufficient open countryside for this southern bypass to
be sited much further away from the village of Hilton than is
currently planned - at least 0.5 to 0.75 miles further north-west.
The benefit to the lives of residents of Hilton would be huge.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department of Transport Study (full name the Study) in May
2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community, including specifically in Hilton. The findings
of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact.

104508

A junction should be considered at St Ives.

10 April 2014

104508
105019

Church
Commissioners

102955

Considerations should be made to move the road further north to
increase the distance between Lodge Farm and the road and to
reduce the need to fell mature woodland and to reduce the
environmental impact on the residents of Hilton.
The Silver Street bridge could be realigned so that it is closer to
the old alignment to reduce land take at Lower Debden Farm.

A revised layout at the turn for Hemingford Abbots would
significantly shorten the route from Huntingdon.

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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The scheme would not provide for a junction at St Ives. This is because trips from
St Ives to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at
the Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked A14
(following the same route as currently used). The de-trunked A14 is expected to
see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals. Trips
to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed local access road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity up to the design year, 2035.
At this location, local constraints prohibit the suggested move northwards, these
included risk of impacting on the edge of the landfill, impact on an adjacent land
owner with a development plan with a planning permission and unworkable
alignments to the Ouse crossing and the junction to the west.
Silver Street bridge is aligned to allow construction off the line of the existing road in
order to improve safety during construction, reduce disruption during construction
and to produce an economic solution for the bridge deck aligned at a square angle
to the A14.
The existing A14 would be de-trunked between Huntingdon and Swavesey and
would become a local road under the control of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council. Traffic between Huntingdon and Hemingford

Consultee(s)

Ebeni Ltd

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The route goes too far to the south, it should be routed far closer
to the existing A14, currently used as farmland. Taking this route
would allow the road to be dug into a deep cutting, mitigating
many of the environmental impacts and other adverse effects
associated with the entry and exit arrangements on this
alignment.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Abbots would be able to use the existing route with the benefit of reduced traffic
flow on the de-trunked A14.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department for Transport A14 Study in May 2012. These options
were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main
Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
A route alignment further to the north, closer to the existing A14 would have
increased direct impact on properties. The opportunity to use cuttings is limited by
the need for the water drained from the road to be discharged to watercourses and
to avoid the risk of the highway flooding.

104803

Not convinced that the current proposal is the solution.

10 April 2014

104803

54715

Yes

No

Is there any further update on the possibility of pushing the
junction/roundabout on the A1198 further over into the land
adjacent to Wood Green rather than in R. Lenton's land?
10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Why is a more northerly route not being considered to minimise
the intrusion on all residential settlements?
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The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department for Transport A14 Study in May 2012. These options
were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from
April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main
Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

The realignment of the A1198 has changed since the consultation. The A1198 has
been moved eastwards to reduce the impact of the scheme on the landscape by
moving it into the cover of existing trees and to improve the viability of the remaining
field size on Debden Farm. The visual impact of the proposal would be improved
by the planting of a hedge and trees on the embankment of the road. This change
would take the junction off Debden Farm owned by Mr Lenton onto Debden Lodge
Farm land south of Wood Green.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012.The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation
processes Six alternative options for the scheme, including some further away
from Hilton, emerged from the Department for Transport A14 Study in May 2012.
These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
A12

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012..

54755

It is hard to understand why the new road has to come so close
to Hilton. The natural arc of the road would take it further north.
Considering the impact on Hilton, more can be done to move the
road slightly further north.

30 April 2014

53805

Yes

No

The proposed A14 will be much closer to Hilton than the existing
one. It could have been designed to be further to the north
without affecting other communities. There has been no
explanation as to why this alignment has been chosen.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012.The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation
processes Six alternative options for the scheme, including some further away
from Hilton, emerged from the Department for Transport A14Study in May 2012.
These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on
the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community, including specifically in Hilton. The findings
of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012.The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation
processes Six alternative options for the scheme, including some further away
from Hilton, emerged from the Department of Transport Study (full name the Study)
in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community, including specifically in Hilton. The findings
of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact.

54715

Why such a high elevated level of carriageway? When this
question was posed to the representatives from Jacobs at the
village meeting and exhibition, the answer was that it was
required to achieve adequate drainage, however when
challenged that the current A14 is at a much lower level and
doesn’t suffer from drainage problems, no justification or

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing pond
before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and
ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop
from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

explanation was forthcoming.

road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

There is a lack of hard shoulders which will cause congestion
during accidents.

The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add significantly to
scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives..

Lay-bys

104850

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Junction design

102955

54551

The new A14 will provide a new route for those vehicles who
wish to avoid level crossings.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The new A1198 junction roundabout is to be moved onto
Depden farm causing land loss and increase noise pollution.

There is a level crossing west of Offord Cluny on Station Lane that could be
avoided by using the scheme. The level crossing is on a minor local road and it is
not expected that many drivers would divert onto the A14 to avoid the level
crossing.
The realignment of the A1198 has changed since the consultation. The A1198 has
been moved eastwards to reduce the impact of the scheme on the landscape by
moving it into the cover of existing trees and to improve the viability of the remaining
field size on Depden Farm. The visual impact of the proposal would be improved
by the planting of a hedge and trees on the embankment of the road. This change
would take the junction off Depden Farm owned by Mr Lenton onto Depden Lodge
Farm land south of Wood Green.

Drainage

105043

Irrigation should be incorporated into the scheme so those
farmers whose land has been divided can continue their crop
rotation on both sides of the road.

105003
105043
105076

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Where appropriate amendments to the scheme could be
incorporated in response to the specific requirements of these land interests during
the detailed design process.
30 April 2014

Yes

No
The drainage lagoons could not be used for irrigation because of their pollution
control function.

The drainage systems of the land are good and should
remain the same post construction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency acknowledges that land drainage systems are essential to
maintain high quality farmland in the area. Where these systems would be severed,
they would be reinstated as part of the accommodation works in consultation with
the land owner / farmer.

Drains must be able to be replaced in such a way that they
can be cleaned and maintained. New drains must also be
capable of holding increased runoff.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Drains would be designed to carry the predicted run-off based on the area to be
drained and would incorporate the necessary maintenance access.

104791
What impact will the raised roadway have on water drainage
in times of excessive rainfall?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The highway drainage has been designed to include for attenuation of the additional
runoff that would result from the scheme. This would limit discharges to receiving
watercourses to greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period
event plus an allowance for climate change to mimic the natural (undeveloped)
catchment’s response to rainfall.

General Disagreement

It is unclear why the bypass needs to be elevated.
105019

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The requirement to drain the carriageway is the primary reason for elevating the
road. The road needs to be high enough to enable water to be collected in pipes or
ditches and discharged to a pond before it is released into watercourses. There
needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road
being high enough to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is

Consultee(s)

102955

55696

105032

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Objection to the scheme.

The case has not been made for the new road. This seems to be
a project designed to provide work for government agencies and
road constructions interests.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

28 May 2014

Yes

No

Objection to the scheme as a Hilton resident.

Highways Agency’s response
also beneficial to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow
to the outfalls from the road into the drainage system.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth. .
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The new Huntingdon southern bypass would significantly increase capacity as well
as segregate local and strategic traffic improving journey time, reliability and safety.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
This indicates that Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to
potential barrier to movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route
would mitigate much of this impact.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Environmental Statement including the use of appropriate construction phasing and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening field
boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14).

106043

It is unnecessary to acquire land near Offord Hill farm for this
proposal.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The land at Offord Hill Farm is required for a new bridge that would be constructed
to enable the B1043 to go over the new A14 at the location near Offord Hill Farm.

Consultee(s)

106043

Summary of consultee comment

It is noted that unlike the previous scheme there appears to be
an intention to acquire or utilise land near Offord Hill Farm. This
appears to be unnecessary for the scheme.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The remaining land would be temporarily used as soil storage sites and will be
returned to a pre-construction state once construction is complete.
The land at Offord Hill Farm is required for a new bridge that would be constructed
to enable the B1043 to go over the new A14 at the location near Offord Hill Farm.
The remaining land would be temporarily used as soil storage sites and will be
returned to a pre-construction state once construction is complete.

Non-motorised users

104508

There is no footpath or cycle way parallel to the proposed
scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A footpath should be aligned parallel to the new carriageway so
as to avoid little from pedestrians going into fields.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Concern regarding the lack of footbridges for Footpath Fen
Stanton 6 and Fen Stanton 14.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

105003

105046

NMU surveys, Planning strategies, and discussion with Local Authorities indicate
that the key desire lines are between Huntingdon and Cambridge and linkages to
developments and exiting settlements and business areas within that corridor. The
proposed NMU facilities along the local access road from Girton to Fenstanton in
addition to existing NMU facilities would provide a route from Huntingdon to
Cambridge.
A request for an NMU facility alongside the Huntingdon Southern Bypass has been
assessed but the cost of widening the structures, and their approach earthworks,
specifically the River Great Ouse Viaduct and the East Coast Main Line Railway
Bridge to include NMU facilities would be substantial, and is not justified by potential
usage levels and patterns. The scheme would provide NMU facilities along the local
access road from Girton to Fenstanton in addition to existing NMU facilities would
provide a route from Huntingdon to Cambridge which would be safer for users than
a route adjacent to the trunk road.
Footpaths Fenstanton 6 and 14 are severed by the new A14 alignment, therefore
both paths are extinguished. Under the scheme footpath Fenstanton 6 would be
realigned to cross over the proposed Conington Road Bridge connecting into
diverted footpath Conington 1 on the south side of the proposed A14 alignment and
users of footpath Fenstanton 14 would use this diversion. This is shown in the
General Arrangement drawings Sheet 12 included in the Development Consent
order submission.

Property and land

Considerations should be made to make farms close to the
proposed scheme more secure with fencing of 1.5 meters high.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The construction of an emergency access point to the rear of Hill
Rise and Landmans Portaloos will cause an increased security
risk to nearby properties.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105076

It is noted that the realignment of Ermine St outside the property
appears to affect the hedge along the frontage to Ermine Street
which provides essential screening to the property. This should
be considered and the impact removed through the detail design
process.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

103529

Concern about the possible effect on house prices in Hilton
village as it will considerably impact on people wishing to locate
to the village when there will be the eyesore of a 6 lane
motorway on the doorstep. The fact that this road had been
proposed before was not indicated in the searches which were
undertaken by our solicitors and therefore we had no idea that a

10 April 2014

Yes

No

102955
102955
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The Highways Agency has standard fencing types that are detailed in volume 3 of
the Manual of Contract Documents for Highway Works (MCHW). The type of
fencing would be based on the adjacent land use and determined in consultation
with landowners.
The access track to the rear of Hill Rise and Landmans Portaloos would be for
emergency/maintenance access only. Therefore sufficient gating and the
appropriate restrictive signing would be provided to avoid security risks.
The General Arrangement Plans included in the Development Consent Order
submission indicate that the hedge which runs along the outside of the Beacon
Field Equine Centre would be retained as part of the scheme. The detail of all
fences and planting including hedges would be specified in the detailed design and
where that takes the form of accommodation works would be agreed with the land
interest.
The Highways Agency has ongoing discussions with land owners and communities
directly impacted by the scheme. The Agency is happy to discuss the impact on
land and property, including the impact on property and house prices, on an
individual basis.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

road could be built in our vicinity.
It is noted that the field to the north west of the existing Hilton
Road is identified as a potential borrow pit, whilst the field south
east of Hilton Road and north of the proposed new road is
identified substantially as an ecology mitigation area whilst land
to the south of the A14 is partly identified as flood plain
compensation area. It is noted that there remains significant
areas which are not identified as borrow pits, habitat
conservation or flood plain compensation which are still
identified within the scheme boundary which seems excessive.

105084

In respect of the proposed borrow pit this firm has already made
a general representation as to the basis on which compensation
will be paid for the land acquisition (copy attached) and our
client has made it clear that so long as he is paid appropriately
for the mineral abstracted at commercial rates he is happy with
a borrow pit however he will object strongly in the event that the
Highways Agency seeks to acquire at existing agricultural value.

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition for all areas of land required, including that for borrow pits
and ecological mitigation areas..
If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the Highways Agency
would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by agreement. The impact of

the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

In respect of the habitat replacement these areas seem to be
excessive bearing in mind that all of the land which is currently
owned by our client is managed as arable farmland and
currently contains no habitat features.

104511

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. Some of these mitigation measures have been added to the
scheme following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment
Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with
the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be
adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

Objection to the extent of floodplain compensation works and
the potential for loss of arable farmland. It is noted that the
floodplain appears to be being created on land which will not
create the benefit of flood storage once the new scheme is in
place.
Clarification required as to the intended end user of land
identified within the scheme area but not required for the road
itself, is it the intention that land is handed back once flood
compensation works etc have been completed or is it intended
to acquire as a long term land holding for the Highways Agency?
The closeness of the planned new section of the road to Hilton
will likely have a significant negative effect on the value of
homes.

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) produced by DCLG, provides guidance on
the principles of compulsory purchase compensation, making a claim, and the rights
for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the
standard legal procedures.

No

The Transport Assessment reports that there is forecast to be an increase in traffic
on the A1198 of 14% in 2020 and 4% in the design year, 2035, with the scheme in
place compared to no scheme in place. The A1198 junction has been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035, These forecast take
account of both local and commuter traffic and long distance traffic on the A14. The
roundabouts at the A1198 junction with the A14 would facilitate traffic that wishes
to turn back along the A14 reducing the need to use the Wood Green access as a

Safety

104803

The introduction of the new junction close by will increase the
volume of traffic passing the driveway exit and Wood Green.
This will increase the chances of accidents. The driveway is
already used as a turning circle/recovery area for damaged
vehicles which blocks/inconveniences us on a regular basis.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Wood Green, The
Animals Charity

Summary of consultee comment

There will be more local traffic using the north end of the A1198
to access the A14, this will heighten road safety issues. The
restricted access/egress of the roundabout will require suitable
signage to ensure that local Huntingdon traffic is carried off the
bypass at the appropriate junction and not allowed to travel west
bound via the bypass.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
turning circle.
The scheme is designed to modern standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users. Appropriate signing
would be provided at each of the junctions directing traffic to local destinations.
The Transport Assessment reports that there is forecast to be an increase in daily
traffic on the A1198 of 14% in the year of opening, 2020 (13,300 without the
scheme and 15,100 with the scheme) and 4% in the design year, 2035 (19,400
without the scheme 20,200 with the scheme).

Scheme Scope

The route should not be so close to the village of Hilton. It
makes no sense to build so close to a thriving village thus
interfering with community life and causing great distress to the
residents of this community.
103529

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation and included routes further away from Hilton. This study
concluded that a northern route would be longer across open countryside risking
greater environmental impact and greater impact on populous areas. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from
April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme
options that have been considered.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of the
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections and the re-routeing of
strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels
on a number of other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and
The Avenue, would be reduced. The change in flows on key radial routes into
Huntingdon, including the Ring Road north and south sections, are detailed in
Tables 7.9 and 7.10 in the Transport Assessment Flows on the Town Centre Ring
Road would also be reduced by the scheme.

No

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. The
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved
access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes traffic levels on
Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, Flows on the Town Centre
Ring Road would also be reduced by the scheme as shown in Table 7.9 and 7.10 of
the Transport Assessment.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would primarily cater for long-distance traffic

Traffic Congestion

101070

The scheme will help reduce congestion.

105061

The ring road will be more congested than it is now.

10 April 2014

Yes

Traffic flow

101766

The proposals do not help the traffic in Huntingdon and will
make traffic flow in Huntingdon worse.

10 April 2014

Yes

Local road network

104508

A bypass is required for through traffic and intersections with the
A1 and the original A14.
10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
travelling on the A14 and A1 that wishes to continue east on the A14 or transfer to
the M11 South. The proposed route of the bypass includes junctions with the detrunked A14 at Ellington and Swavesey, the A1 to the south of Brampton Hut and
the A1198 to the south of Godmanchester. Local traffic movements would continue
to use the de-trunked A14.

104508

Disruption to local roads.
10 April 2014

105043

105043

54593

54715

54755

Yes

No

Consideration should be made to ensure that the new road from
Silver Street reaches the A1198 and is suitable for all vehicle
types.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The Silver Street Over Bridge needs to be able to accommodate
large agricultural machinery over 45 tonnes.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

There is potential for a road to be built to link Buckden and the
Offords.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The potential for rat-running and increased general traffic
becomes a distinct likelihood. What measures will be put in
place to ensure that this does not happen, especially for heavy
goods vehicles?

The scheme opens up many rat running options for various welltravelled routes in the area. Hilton already suffers from heavy
goods vehicle movement through the centre of the village on the
B1040. Extra pass through traffic generated by the new scheme
will only compound the effect of noise and pollution of the new
road to the north.
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A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
As part of the scheme Silver Street would be realigned and a new bridge provided
where the road crosses the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This is required to
maintain access to the farms located along Silver Street. There is currently no
access to the A1198 from Silver Street and the Highways Agency’s proposals would
not change the existing situation.
The bridge will have the capacity to carry any STGO Category 2 vehicle. The bridge
will be able to carry a vehicle of 45 tonnes subject to confirmation of the actual
weight and wheel configuration.
The scheme does not allow for a new road from Buckden to the Offords as this falls
outside the scope of the scheme. This is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
will
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and the A428 specifically to the east of
the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14. Details of traffic flows
are reported in the Transport Assessment.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease).

53805

Hilton will suffer from additional traffic as it will be used as a rat
run for those travelling from the north, intending to join the A14
westbound. This route is shorter on the map and satellite
navigation systems are likely to direct drivers this way. Hilton
already suffers from heavy goods vehicle traffic. A 24 hour
heavy goods vehicle ban would ameliorate this issue. There
should also be a commitment to proper signage to direct cars
from the north along the existing A14 westwards.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease). The de-trunked A14 would become a local
road under the control of Cambridgeshire County Council. The signing and
management of traffic on those roads would be a matter for them as the local
highway authority.
Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, the
construction team would provide haul routes through the works for use by
construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The construction team
would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites. Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment..

57316

The route of the new road and the design of the local junctions
will ensure that Hilton will suffer additional and unacceptable
traffic movements. The shortest route to and from the new A14
to the west is through the village along a B road and Graveley
Way, an unclassified road.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease).

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at
these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of
junctions, and local accesses directly onto the trunk road and would remove public
lay bys. This would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of
incidents on the mainline.

Traffic management
104844

The A14 should be upgraded and traffic managed by removing
laybys and minor junctions.
10 April 2014

Yes
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E.9.4 Section 47 – local community*
Appendix E Table 9 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
102827

The access to Huntingdon will be challenging.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing
Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,

102805

Not providing easier access for St. Ives and Fenland traffic could
lead to significant increases in local road traffic.
Yes

101059

There will be no access to the eastbound A14 from Buckden.

Yes

104719

No

The lack of junction on the B1014 means that access from the
A14 to St.Ives will predominately come through Hilton and up the
B1014. A junction on the B1014 would prevent most of this
traffic.

Yes

The lack of any access to the A14 from B1040 makes a
particularly difficult junction in Hilton an obvious route to the A14.

Yes

No

No

103566

No
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Traffic travelling to St Ives from the A14 West would have a choice of routes. The
signed route would be via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and A1198 to the
detrunked A14 at Godmanchester, with the remainder of the route being as
existing. Alternatively, traffic could travel via the de-trunked A14 from Brampton
Hut or Alconbury Interchange, along the A141 and the A1123 to St Ives. Traffic
from the east would be able to join the de-trunked A14 at Swavesey and follow
existing routes to St Ives.
The number of trips commencing north of St Neots wishing to head east on the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass are expected to be low as most long-distance
trips starting or finishing in this area would use the A428 to travel between the A1
and A14 as they do now.
Access between A1 south of Brampton and A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would be possible travelling via the Brampton Hut junction which is approximately
4km from Buckden.
Traffic travelling to St Ives from the A14 would have a choice of routes. The
signed route would be via the proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
A1198 to the de-trunked A14 at Godmanchester, with the remainder of the route
being as existing. Alternatively, traffic from the west could travel via the A141 and
A1123. Traffic from the east could travel via Swavesey Junction and the detrunked A14 similar to existing.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The only access to the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is via
the road A1198 at Godmanchester which means this gives the
only access to St Ives and other local towns through Hilton.
105121

101087, 101860,
101998, 102827,
102875, 103597,
54235, 105122,
A14-C002

Yes

No

More can be done to improve ease of access from bypassed
towns.

101774

Well thought out with far better access to the station.

101872, 103536,
104908, A14-C002

The A1198 junction should be accessible from both directions.

Highways Agency’s response
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people It,
enabling better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. . In
addition, the new links to the villages provided by the scheme would enable safer,
more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU)

Support is duly noted.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

Yes

No

The provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic would
result in the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester
area access to the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey
junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

National Farmers
Union (NFU) (Key
Stakeholder)

Access to farm land for agricultural vehicles must be considered
as this could create congestion on local roads.

101092

There is only access for emergency vehicles at the
Godmanchester junction.

Yes

Yes
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No

The impact on agricultural land and farms is considered in the environmental
impact assessment and reported in the Environmental Statement The Highways
Agency is managing conversations with individual landowners on a case by case
basis as to how access to their land will be managed.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
There would only be west-facing slips at the A1198 junction on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The provision of east facing slip roads would result in the mixing
of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which is contrary
to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester area access to the A14
eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

102814

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.

In view of the Bearscroft Farm development it would be better if
residents had direct access at the A1198 junction.

Yes

No

There would only be west-facing slips at the A1198 junction on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The provision of east facing slip roads would result in the mixing
of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which is contrary
to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester area access to the A14
eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

103588

No

Traffic travelling west on the A14 from Hilton would be able to access the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198 junction. Traffic travelling east from
Hilton would be able to access the de-trunked A14 at Junction 26 as at present
and join the A14 at Swavesey junction.

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure.

No

The Highways Agency is consulting with landowners to ensure the overbridges and
access would be wide enough for the envisaged farm machinery. The Highways
Agency is managing conversations with individual landowners on a case by case
basis, as well as with the local highway authority and Cambridgeshire County
Council.

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation measure.

Question the access arrangements east and west for Hilton.
Yes

Agricultural and Business Impact
Agricultural Impact

101018, 102902

The route should not go through green arable land.
Yes

101771

Bridges that cross areas of farm land must be wide enough to fit
large agricultural vehicles.
Yes

104855, 104924,
53845

This destroys valuable agricultural land.
Yes
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Consultee(s)
104713

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of the
local area. The design aims to minimise land take as a primary mitigation
measure.

Splits up farms.
Yes

Business Impact

100989

Diverting the current A14 will cause Huntingdon to struggle with
trade.

(T2) A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic
on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that
uses local roads to avoid congestion on the A14

Yes

No

(T38) As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. This has the support of Cambridgeshire County Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council

101846,104489

This scheme will have an impact on all local businesses.

No

(N5) Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road would become
worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on
efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate
more efficiently and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth. . The
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved
access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. This has the support of Cambridgeshire County Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage than the existing dual two lane cross
section. The number of incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the
consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would also be a
reduced likelihood of a full road closure being needed due to maintenance. The
proposed variable message signing would give better advance warning of closures
and diversion routes, than on the current A14. The diversion routes to be employed
in the event of a full carriageway closure would form part of the operational
strategy and would be agreed with the emergency services and Cambridgeshire
County Council in advance. These routes would depend on the location and
severity of the incident but would not include routes through Hilton.

Yes

No

The impacts on local communities which would arise from the proposed scheme

Yes

Community

104764

55745, 104634,

Potential re-routing of traffic through Hilton in the event of
problems on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would heavily
impact upon Hilton.

The new road needs to create the least possible inconvenience
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105027

to others.

104921

This would have a significant impact on the village of Hilton and
its residents, all who have moved to this village for its setting,
sense of community and peacefulness.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
have been assessed in the environmental impact assessment. They are reported,
along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It would
help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing
people with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In
addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian
access.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.

Yes

No

Visual impacts at Hilton
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

101911, 102785,
104784, 102803

Quality of lives will be improved as the traffic is moved away
from an urban corridor.

103566, 103588,
104536, 104584,
105126, 105128,
105130, 105109,
104703, 103559,
103588, 104709

This will affect Hilton adversely.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Support is duly noted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would much of this
impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation
so that visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4,600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3,300 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104749 104752
104818 104829,
104864 104870
104882 105121,
103559, 104980,
54192

This will negatively affect nearby villages.

101767

Local needs should be addressed carefully.

104713

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community covering all of the villages affected by the
scheme. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) produced by DCLG, provides guidance
on the principles of compulsory purchase compensation, making a claim, and the
rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the
standard legal procedures.

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town.
The proposed NMU facilities would aim to improve connectivity for users while
diverting/reconnecting existing public rights of way. Approximately 15 km of new
NMU facilities would be provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would
be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide
links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed
by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

Property values in Hilton adversely affected.
Yes

104568

Major adverse impacts on the quality of the public realm in
Huntingdon and Godmanchester, and on people’s ability to use
public rights of way where these run along or across the lines of
the existing and proposed roads.

Yes
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Consultee(s)
54564

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Support is duly noted. The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for
local people. It would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and
village roads, providing people with less congested and safer access to services
and amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance
cycle and pedestrian access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
(Document Reference 6.2) reports an assessment of impacts on the communities
affected by the scheme.

Only way to increase capacity although residential housing
should be separated from the routed traffic.
Yes

101020

Change to
proposal?

Concern about all aspects of the construction of the route close
to Hilton. This would be alleviated to some extent if the route
was moved north as previously discussed in this questionnaire.

Yes

No

55515

Looking at the proposed route Hilton will become a virtual island.
Older drivers may find the junctions very daunting.

Yes

No

104713

There will be some lessening of the effect on Hilton. but still not
far enough away to make any real difference

Yes

No

55530

It is too close to the village of Hilton

Yes

No

104477

In short despite the fact that millions of pounds of tax payers
money is being included to placate the concerns of other
communities, notably Huntingdon, it seems that nothing is being
proposed to protect one of Cambridgeshire’s most historic an
quintessentially English Villages.

No

No

The proposed above scheme will have a very significant
negative impact on the village in many ways.

Yes

105093
105093

105100

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement.

No
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.

The A14 is a major route and requires an upgrade but sufficient
thought has not been given to the impact of the scheme on
village life in Hilton. In line with other residents in the village, A
further consultation period would we welcomed to assess
whether there are alternative routes possible and also to
consider whether sufficient consideration has been given to
minimising the impact on the village from many aspects so as to
protect the future of the village and its residents.

Yes

Those paying the price for this haste will be the villagers of
Hilton. I would ask that you listen to the concerns of all of those
living in this village and provide us with detailed information on
the scheme to ensure our voice is heard at the appropriate time
and that the right decisions are made to protect this beautiful
place both now and for future generations.

Yes

No

Concern that the main issues affecting Hilton have been
overlooked. The lack of clear and accurate details for the
scheme does not encourage or allow for informed challenge and
discussion.

Yes

No

Visual impacts at Hilton
No

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.

Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.

105105
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Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Construction

104817

This will be lots of work for no benefit.

The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of
the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The proposed A14
improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and to provide for future growth.
Yes

105029

Concern regarding the mess the construction company will
cause.
Yes

105105, 105122,
105124, 105130,
104600

No

No

Mitigation methods need to be put in place to minimise
construction traffic near Hilton.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate
future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards would also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents
and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that
use the route.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Statement. This
includes the Environmental Statement (CoCP ) (Appendix 20.2) The Cocp outlines
the standards of works that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations, and restoration works.
Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to
managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.

57336, 104712,
105093, 105130,
57336

During construction a 24 hour HGV ban should be imposed for
Hilton.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the construction
sites.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to
managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.

104764

The B1040 must not have more traffic during the construction as
it is already a busy road.

Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads including the B1040.The construction team would consult
with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to access the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction sites.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement.

101090

The creation of the link with the old A14 will cause major
problems during its construction.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Statement. This
includes the Environmental Statement (CoCP ) (Appendix20.2) The CoCP outlines
the standards of works that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations The contractor appointed by the Highways Agency would be
responsible for planning and phasing the construction of the tie in between existing
and new road in order to minimise impact on traffic flow.

Cost

Conington Village
Meeting

Concern that by relying just on computerised cost benefit
analysis data the real problem solving measures could be
ignored.

The assessment of the anticipated benefits associated with the scheme has been
undertaken in accordance with the Department for Transport’s Transport Appraisal
Guidance.
Alternative routes for the proposed scheme have been considered in the route
development phase and these routes were subject to consultation. A key reason
for the proposed route deviating from the line of the existing A14 at Swavesey is air
quality considerations at Fenstanton.

Yes

54484

No

Trips from St Ives to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass at the Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the detrunked
A14 (following the same route as currently used). The detrunked A14 is expected
to see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals.
Trips to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed Local Access Road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity.
The traffic modelling demonstrates that the junction at Swavesey will operate
within capacity up to the design year, 15 years after opening in accordance with
existing design standards.

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.

The proposal is a waste of tax payer’s money.

Yes

No
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis found in Chapter 5 of the Case for the
Scheme has been undertaken, which concludes high value for money.
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Consultee(s)
102849, 105105

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, undertaken in
accordance with the Department for Transport’s Transport Appraisal Guidance
which concludes high value for money.
The economic case for the scheme, including a summary of the cost benefit
analysis, is detailed in Chapter 5 in the Case for the Scheme.

Upgrading the existing route would be much cheaper.

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

104541

The use of a toll should be considered.
Yes

103565,104915

No

There are no benefits relating to the amount of cost involved.

The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14 would be
dropped and the scheme would progress with central government and local
authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the A14 improvement
scheme. An explanation of this can be found at Chapter 4 in the Case for the
Scheme.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, in accordance
with the Department for Transport’s Transport Appraisal Guidance which
concludes high value for money.

Yes

No

The economic case for the scheme is detailed in Chapter 5 in the Case for the
Scheme.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

104650,104780,
104943, 54660,
104499, 53845,
104936, 104980

Unnecessary cost.
Yes

No

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.
The economic case for the scheme is detailed in Chapter 5 in the Case for the
Scheme.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

Environmental
General

104759
55680

It would probably be good for Huntingdon in terms of
environmental impacts.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

Increased noise and vibration and air quality reduction will be
experienced in the vicinity of Papworth Everard.

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600 metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures, including
bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Papworth Everard is approximately 4km
from the scheme and this area has not been considered specifically within Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Closer communities to the scheme, e.g.
Hilton, have been assessed and during scheme operation, the Environmental
Statement has not identified any significant adverse effects at that community, and
thus it is clear that there would be no significant adverse effects to Papworth
Everard.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme. Small increases in traffic emissions are predicted in certain areas, but
no exceedances of the air quality objectives are predicted.

104965

Concern that the impact at the proposed A1198 crossing will
have on the local environment.

Yes
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No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
Likely significant effects on the environment, such as noise, air quality and
flooding, as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme, including the
A1198 junction has been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality
Directive as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13.
Traffic volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting
from these changes has been modelled. The assessment in summary concludes
no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Mitigation planting around Ermine Street junction would mature so that there would
be no views of the scheme in the long term and visual effects would be of neutral
significance. Such planting would also help to reduce noise impacts of the scheme

101974, 102902,
103489, 103585,
53860, 104495,
104518, 104607,
104609, 104657,
104830, 104833,
104859, 104922,
104927, 104980,
104365, 104365,
105029, 105029,
104712, 105105,
104982, 105109,
105122, Great
Ouse AONB
Working Group,
A14-C002

The route will go through the countryside and impact on outlying
areas.

The proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the landscape and visual impact assessment,
as has the high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley.
Many alternatives for the scheme have been evaluated in the route development
phase and these routes were subject to consultation. Further information on the
evolution of the scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme,
which forms part of this DCO application.
Further, the wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely comprises countryside
and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably impact on
countryside. However, the design of the scheme does seek to avoid sensitive sites.
Yes

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings and mitigation proposals
are reported in the Environmental Statement (Chapters 7-18). The Highways
Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

55574, 103498

The route will avoid the most sensitive natural areas.

102864, 105105

Unsure on the effects the proposal will have on the environment.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment is noted.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings and mitigation proposals
are reported in the Environmental Statement (Chapters 7-18), which forms part of
the DCO documentation.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

103482

104488

This will be a huge environmental benefit to some residential
areas.

Yes

Climate change.

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities.
Yes

104499, 55534

No

Comment is duly noted. The positive impacts on noise, air quality, landscape,
local communities, together with flood risks, which would arise from the proposed
scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement.

No

There are better routes that do not destroy the countryside.

The flood risk assessment includes allowance for climate change, as explained in
Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated
with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the
ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes recommendations for
intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

Many alternatives for the scheme have been evaluated in the route development
phase and these routes were subject to consultation. Further information on the
evolution of the scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme,
which forms part of this DCO application.
Further, the wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely comprises countryside
and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered would inevitably impact on
countryside. However, the design of the scheme does seek to avoid sensitive sites.
Yes

No
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (Chapters 7-18).
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

104481

The impacts on landscape, nature conservation and local communities which
would arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapters 10, 11 and 16 respectively of the Environmental Statement. A range of
mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

The route will ruin Huntingdon meadows.

Yes

104830

Yes

There will be more pollution in Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The Mill Common link has been redesigned to minimise impact. The originally
proposed roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction
and the new Mill Common link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill
Common taking substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It has not been
possible to reduce the scale of the Views Common Link. However the impact of
this new road would be offset by the removal of the existing viaduct approach
embankment. Some verge of Mill Common is lost while Views Common has
significant alterations including both a new road through the middle and the
removal of the existing A14 overpass.

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. In
particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while daily traffic
flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per
day (-43%), thus reducing the extent of pollution creation.
The likely significant effects on air quality on Huntingdon, which would arise from
the scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They
are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes that improvements would be expected in Huntingdon.

104821, 104861,
104953, Great
Ouse AONB
Working Group
Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and

The loss of Ouse Valley.

Yes

No

The impacts on landscape, nature conservation and local communities which
would arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapters 8, 10 and 16 respectively of the Environmental Statement. The high
sensitivity and value of the Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged and the
proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty..
A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design including
extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
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Wilburton)

104830, 57336,
105101, 105083,
104709

Highways Agency’s response
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure has
been carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.

What mitigation measures will be put in place to protect Hilton
from noise/poor air quality?

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement), though
the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of this impact. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Environmental Statement (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement), the
use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with
adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During
operation, this would include the use of low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects on air quality and noise (including the effects on Hilton)
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
There is potential of noise impacts around isolated properties to the north of the
village of Hilton during construction. The Environmental Statement includes a
range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use
of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise pollution are predicted for the village of Hilton. During scheme
operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant
adverse effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme. A mitigation bund
of up to two metres in height above the road level would be provided on the south
side of the new road to the north of Hilton.

105029

Litter will increase.

Litter is as much a safety issue, as an aesthetic one and in the course of a year
Highways Agency contractors collect in the region of 200,000 sacks of litter on the
strategic road network, which can be hazardous and have the potential to cause
accidents.
Yes
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No

Whilst the A14 trunk road is the local authority’s responsibility in terms of clearance
of litter and the need to meet legal obligations under the Environmental Protection
Act 1990, the Highways Agency, as a partner organisation, and road users more
importantly, have their part to play to ensure litter does not increase. The
Highways Agency would focus on achieving value for money in clearing litter and
influencing road users, as well as the wider public, to take more responsibility for

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
disposing of their own litter. Targeted messages would be used through
information campaigns, including the use of variable message signs and ways to
incentivise future behavioural change in those who drop litter on the network would
be explored by the Highways Agency.
The Highways Agency collaborates with the local authority to ensure litter picking
and collection can be coordinated with other routine highway maintenance works
to minimise disruption to the public. Also, a pivotal part of the Highways Agency’s
operations is listening and responding to the customers to develop services and
improvements in consideration of what customers are saying. To achieve this and
better understand customer’s expectations, the Highways Agency conduct national
and local customer satisfaction surveys which give feedback on services. From
this the Highways Agency can research various initiatives or studies may be
identified which contribute to continuous improvement, which is essential to meet
customer’s expectations.
Highways Agency contractors are proactive in directly notifying local authorities
when the appearance of their sections of fall below an acceptable level and it is
apparent that litter collection is necessary.
The Highways Agency currently works alongside Defra and Keep Britain Tidy in
support of their ‘Love where you live’ campaign. Marketing materials have carried
the Keep Britain Tidy logo to reinforce the approach to partnership working. The
Highways Agency also looks to extend the scope of collaborative working
arrangements and develop agreements with other key stakeholders including:
•
•
•

104920, 103529,
103559, 103588,
104482, 41089,
104499, 104511,
104606, 104625,
104653, 104698,
41348, 54192

Campaign to Protect Rural England
Motorway service areas and fast food outlets
Freight and road haulage industry

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of scheme largely
comprises agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives considered
would inevitably impact on agricultural land. The design of the scheme seeks to
avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

Concerned about the loss of countryside and the significant
environmental impacts the scheme will have on people and
wildlife such as impacts on air quality, noise, landscape, ecology
and flooding, these issues need to be addressed.

Yes

No

The impacts of the scheme on air quality, landscape, and noise have been
assessed and reported in the Environmental Statement – see Chapters 8, 10 and
14 respectively. Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution are
considered and reported in Chapter 10. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. A core aim of the
scheme mitigation strategy is to ensure no net loss of valued semi-natural habitats.
Whilst there would be a loss of arable habitat as a result of the scheme, there
would be a gain of 271ha in semi-natural habitats, predominantly mixed woodland
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Highways Agency’s response
and semi-improved grassland, which are considered to be of relatively greater
value to biodiversity.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

55530

It will have a significant impact on the environment including
impacts such as noise, air pollution, run off and visual intrusion.
The habitat of increasingly rare creatures such as the water vole
will be affected.

Yes

No

The impacts of the scheme on air quality, landscape, and noise have been
assessed and reported in the Environmental Statement – see Chapters 8, 10 and
14 respectively. Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution are
considered and reported Chapter 10. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the
assessment assesses the impacts that the scheme would have on water voles and
provides mitigation measures to reduce any potential impacts identified.

102880

The environmental effects of traffic using the B1040 and
Fenstanton Road viaducts have not been discussed.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4,600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3,300 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. While some of this traffic would
be using the B1040 to access the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass, this would be
offset to some extent by local traffic diverting back on to the A14.
The impacts of the scheme and mitigation proposals on air quality, landscape, and
noise have been assessed and reported in the Environmental Statement – see
Chapters 8, 10 and 14 respectively.
The introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure including
bridges carrying local roads over the scheme would affect the character of the
landscape and locally cause adverse effects upon visual receptors. Landscape
mitigation works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts and to
integrate the scheme in to the wider landscape. Environmental bunds and
extensive tree and shrub planting would help to visually screen the highway, the
traffic flow and the related infrastructure such as bridges and signs. Embankments
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Highways Agency’s response
carrying local roads up to the bridges would be planted with trees and shrubs. This
treatment would link into local landscape features such as hedges and with the
landscape treatment along the scheme, whilst providing screening from visual
receptors. Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
model of the study area has been constructed. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures, including
bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104530

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. In
particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while daily traffic flows
on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day (43%).

Concerns for the environment and health of Huntingdon and
Godmanchester. We have fought to keep developers off the
Commons, this scheme does propose building link roads on the
Commons - we will have to ensure this does not lead to the loss
of a major part of the Commons.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects on air quality on Huntingdon and Godmanchester,
which would arise from the scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that improvements would be
expected in Huntingdon and Godmanchester.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Ecological
mitigation proposals have been refined to minimise land take and impact to Views
Common and Mill Common.
The Mill Common link has been redesigned to minimise impact. The originally
proposed roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction
and the new Mill Common link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill
Common taking substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It has not been
possible to reduce the scale of the Views Common Link. However the impact of
this new road would be offset by the removal of the existing viaduct approach
embankment. Some verge of Mill Common is lost while Views Common has
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Highways Agency’s response
significant alterations including both a new road through the middle and the
removal of the existing A14 overpass.
The Highways Agency has no control over potential development of Views
Common and Mill Common. This would be controlled by the Local Planning
Authority, Huntingdonshire District Council and Cambridgeshire County Council.

54192

Several sites of archaeological value that will be lost.

Yes

No

An assessment of the heritage and archaeological impacts and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. In
summary the assessment concludes that the construction of the scheme has been
assessed to result in a number of adverse and beneficial impacts and effects on
known archaeological remains, historic buildings and historic landscape. The
proposed mitigation measure of preservation by record would reduce the residual
significance.

No

Comment is duly noted. The air quality impacts on Huntingdon, which would arise
from the scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment.
They are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
in summary concludes that improvements would be expected in Huntingdon.

No

Comment duly noted. The impacts on Godmanchester, which would arise from the
scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes that improvements would be expected in Godmanchester.

Air

101990, 103560

The pollution in Huntingdon will be reduced.
Yes

104484

Shields Godmanchester from air pollution.
Yes

104541, 104552

There will be increased pollution in Buckden and Brampton.

The likely significant effects on air quality and noise at Buckden and Brampton
which would arise from the scheme, have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive
as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic
volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting from
these changes has been modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

Yes

No

The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce.
Receptors in Brampton are predicted to experience
improvements in NO2 and PM10 concentrations at receptors along the A14 and
B1514 in 2020 and 2035. Closer to the A1 there is a small increase in NO2
concentrations in 2020, this change is reduced to a negligible level by 2035. PM10
concentration changes at the same location close to the A1 are negligible in 2020
and 2035. The biggest improvements are seen close to and within the air quality
management area where pollution concentrations are highest.
Receptors in Buckden on the A1 experience improvements in NO2 and PM10
concentrations at locations closest to the road. Where the new road joins the A1
there are a few receptors that experience a worsening of pollution concentrations.
3
3
The maximum change is 3.6µg/m and 0.6µg/m for NO2 and PM10 respectively at
a receptor (304) located off Brampton Road.
However, the predicted
concentrations at these receptors are well below the air quality objective levels at
3
around 15µg/m .
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
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Highways Agency’s response
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the
scheme design. The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely
significant adverse noise and vibration effects at Buckden as a result of the
scheme.

105029

Pollution will decline in one area but increase in another.

Likely significant effects on air quality which would arise from the scheme as a
whole have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and
are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The modelled results for
the opening year of the scheme 2020 do not predict any exceedances of the air
quality objectives for NO2 and PM10. The main improvements would be located
along the current stretch of A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon and in
Huntingdon town centre as a result of traffic moving to the new bypass. These
improvements are mainly in the more populated parts of the study area and result
in a reduced population exposure to air pollutants.

Yes

No

The Huntingdon, Brampton and Hemingford to Fenstanton A14 air quality
management areas (AQMAs) all are predicted to have improvements in air quality
concentrations. The scheme is likely to lead to a revocation of the AQMAs at
these locations. The A14 Corridor AQMA also is predicted to have no
exceedances of the air quality objectives in the opening year. The results indicate
the main residential areas across the scheme area will have improvements in air
quality.
3

NO2 concentrations do increase by a small amount (0.4 – 2µg/m ) at some
locations, particularly around the north of Cambridge across the scheme. PM10
concentrations follow a similar trend as NO2 across the scheme area. There are
no predicted exceedances of the daily mean PM10 objective in either 2020 or 2035
anywhere in the modelled area.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme.
105085

Pollution will affect valuable arable land either side of the road.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and so no alternative route
which significantly reduces impact on best and most versatile soils is possible. The
design minimises land take as a primary mitigation measure. Mitigation measures
to protect and reuse soil having regard for the Defra Code of Practice are
discussed in the Environmental Statement.
All operational road drainage would be subject to attenuation and treatment by
measures such as swales, treatment/storage ponds, storage ditches etc. prior to
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Highways Agency’s response
discharge to the watercourses along the scheme. There would be no discharge of
operational road runoff to land.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme; however there is no assessment of the impact upon crops as they are
not considered to be a sensitive receptor.

104961, 105105

Air pollution in Hilton will increase.

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)
104826

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of likely significant effects on air quality. The findings of the
assessment are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
Yes

No

The proposals are unlikely to improve air quality at Fenstanton/
Hemmingford, as the volume of traffic movement on the route of
the current A14 will remain, coupled with increased rat running
through the village of Fenstanton.

Yes

No

The air quality assessment concludes no significant residual adverse effects from
air pollution are predicted for Hilton.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. (including for Fenstanton and Hemingford)The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

Ecology

104648, 104665,
105029

The road will destroy habitats for wildlife.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)
104721

Yes

No

Comment is noted. An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and
proposals for mitigation are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental
Statement. See also the Outline Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2.

Agreement with the route only if wildlife is kept protected.
Yes

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. See also the Outline
Environmental Design drawings in Figure 3.2. A core aim of the scheme mitigation
strategy is to ensure no net loss of valued semi-natural habitats. Beneficial effects
are anticipated from habitat created for groups/species including aquatic and
terrestrial invertebrates, fish, great crested newt, breeding birds, bats and water
vole.

No
A core aim of the scheme mitigation strategy is to ensure no net loss of valued
semi-natural habitats. Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology
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Highways Agency’s response
has been identified. Beneficial effects are anticipated from habitat created for
groups/species including aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates, fish, great crested
newt, breeding birds, bats and water vole.

102963

If the plans go ahead they must not affect the fisheries in the
area.
Yes

104920

No

Mitigation measures suggested are unlikely to be successful and
therefore two important sites for wildlife could be lost. The area
under and around the new viaduct will become sterile as nothing
will grow underneath it. There is also likely to be severe impact
on the SSSIs at Brampton Wood and Portholme meadow during
construction phase which will permanently damage these areas.
Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the
assessment concludes that beneficial effects are anticipated on aquatic
invertebrates and fish. Mitigation measures have been developed in light of formal
consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. There are
therefore no effects on fisheries anticipated.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The only designated
site to be directly affected in terms of land loss is the Buckden Gravel Pits County
Wildlife Site (CWS), which would be crossed by a viaduct/bridge for the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The River Great Ouse CWS would be crossed by a
bridge/viaduct in this same location but will not suffer any direct land take. A key
aim of the mitigation strategy is to create new habitats along the highways estate in
order to achieve net habitat gain within the scheme.
The assessment in summary concludes neutral significant effects at Brampton
Wood and Portholme during the construction of the scheme. No significant adverse
effects have been identified for the Portholme SAC/SSSI during the construction or
operational phase of the scheme and effects are therefore considered to be
neutral.

104512

The road cuts through a conservation area.

An assessment of the visual and noise impacts on Hilton and Offord Cluny
Conservation Areas (including listed buildings) and recommendations for any
necessary mitigation are included in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment for all areas of the scheme including the
Hilton and Offord Cluny Conservation Areas has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. The
Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and
vibration effects at Offord Cluny or Hilton as a result of the scheme.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme including the Hilton and Offord Cluny Conservation Areas, and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and
shrub planting to lessen the visual effects of the scheme - see the Outline
Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that would,
over time, provide screening to views of the scheme where it crosses the Great
Ouse valley, and would generally reduce the significance of those visual effects in
the long term. In particular there would be planting on the embankment to the
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Highways Agency’s response
south of the proposed A14 to screen the road. Distant views towards the scheme
from the northern peripheries of Offord Cluny would in some directions be filtered
by intervening field boundary vegetation. Rural properties north of the main
settlement and within close proximity to the scheme would, however, experience
significant adverse visual effects. A mitigation bund of up to two metres in height
above the road level with tree and shrub planting would be provided on the south
side of the new road to the north of Hilton to screen views of traffic from Hilton
village.

104653

Concerned about the effect on existing wildlife. There will be
disturbance to breeding birds in the short and long term. Will
there be provision for tunnels for mammals to cross safely?

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Overall, the scheme
will have a positive effects on most bird species, although there will remain a
possibility that there will be moderate adverse effects on grasshopper and Cetti’s
warblers due to noise disturbance as these species are of a relatively high
proportion of the County population and have restricted habitat availability in the
vicinity of the scheme. This assessment is considered highly precautionary and the
worst case (i.e. effects may be neutral rather than adverse) given the lack of
certainty over how birds would respond/habituate to traffic noise over time and how
they would utilise habitats created as part of the scheme either permanently or
otherwise.
Where the scheme crosses existing watercourses, suitably sized culverts to
accommodate riparian mammals would be included. The incorporation of
appropriate culverts, in conjunction with guiding planting and sensitive lighting
designs would allow water vole to disperse and thus severance is screened out as
having a significant effect. If the culverts are not appropriate, alternative pipes or
tunnels would be provided.

Flooding

102821, 104890

Increased risk of flooding in Hilton.

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. One such area is Hilton Drain, where a flood compensation
area would be located upstream/south of the A14 and west of Conington Road.
The provision of floodplain compensation for the West Brook at Hilton as mitigation
would result in a neutral effect on flood risk for all the watercourses in the Hilton
area.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

55758, 104764

The existing A14 has never flooded.

104755

Do not ruin the existing flood schemes.

Yes

Yes
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No

Comment is noted.

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented.

104913

Could the borrow pits created be made into flood ponds after
construction?

The environmental impacts which would arise from the proposed scheme,
including the borrow pits have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the
Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is included as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement,
which provides background to the restoration design.
Borrow pit 5 would be restored largely to agricultural use. Borrow pit 6 would be
partly restored to agricultural use. The remaining four (borrow pits 1, 2, 3 and 7)
are expected to be flooded by ground water to form lakes with peripheral areas
restored for informal recreation or habitat creation. There is no borrow pit 4.

103517

The route may cause increased risk of flooding in the Offords.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss
of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property.

101826

The elevated sections over the Ouse and railway will create a
pinch point in the flood plain. Are there any guarantees that the
floor risk will not be affected?
Yes
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No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss
of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property. Flood compensation areas are shown on
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

104920

Concerned about the cumulative impact of other developments
alongside this scheme on flood risk in the area.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
The mitigation of the impact of other developments has not been included within
this assessment as it is outside the scope of the scheme, however the
management of flood risk by those developments would be managed through the
planning approval process.

104546

There must be consideration and detailed information on
measures to mitigate the harmful effects on flood risk. Parts of
Hilton have suffered severe flooding in past years and so far no
assurances have been made about the management of surface
water run-off from the new road.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. One such area is Hilton Drain, where a flood compensation
area would be located upstream/south of the A14 and west of Conington Road.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
Yes

No

Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented

Landscape

101897, 104627,
55527

It would be detrimental to the whole area to lose this landscape.
Yes
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No

The impacts on landscape including the Offords and the river Great Ouse valley
which would arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
mitigation, in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and
value of the Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged. A range of
mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design including extensive
tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Extensive landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.
Inevitably some areas of landscape and landscape features would be lost to the
scheme but the mitigation proposed would take account of local landscape
character variations.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure would
be carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.
102802

The route fits into the countryside well.

104552

The new route will affect the proposal for the area to become an
AONB.

Yes

No

Comment is noted.
The proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the landscape and visual impact assessment
within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value
of the Ouse valley has been recorded and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed and mitigation proposals identified – see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.

Cambridge Group
of the Ramblers'
Association

Yes

No

Inevitably some areas of landscape and landscape features would be lost to the
scheme but the mitigation proposed would take account of local landscape
character variations.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure would
be carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
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viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.

104895, 104365

This will cause the destruction of the Huntingdon ancient
commons.

Yes

Yes

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Ecological mitigation
proposals have been refined to minimise land take and impact to Views Common
and Mill Common.
A heritage and archaeological assessment and a landscape and visual impact
assessment have been undertaken and are reported in Chapters 9 and 10 of the
Environmental Statement. The Mill Common link has been redesigned to minimise
impact. The originally proposed roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction and the new Mill Common link road has been moved closer to
the existing Mill Common taking substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It
has not been possible to reduce the scale of the Views Common Link. However
the impact of this new road would be offset by the removal of the existing viaduct
approach embankment.
Some verge of Mill Common is lost while Views Common has significant alterations
including both a new road through the middle and the removal of the existing A14
overpass.

104764

No

The Environmental Statement (CoCP), appended to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate control measures that would be put in place to protect landscape and
visual amenity in rural and urban areas from construction activities, including
provision of temporary protective fencing and, protection of existing and new
vegetation. Any trees intended to be retained which are felled or die as a
consequence of construction works will be replaced by main contractors. Where
reasonably practicable, the size and species of replacement trees will be selected
to achieve a close resemblance of the original trees most effectively using locally
occurring native species of local provenance and taking cognisance of any
management plans for immediately adjacent areas of woodland.

No

Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution are considered and
reported in the visual impact assessment within the Environmental Statement - see
Chapter 10. Extensive tree and shrub planting and environmental bunds will assist
in mitigating light effects from both fixed highway lighting and from car headlights.
Details of the mitigation are provided in the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement

The area needs to be replanted after the construction phase.

104530

Yes

Light

55530, 105094

There will be light intrusion from cars on the bypass who are
using the bridge.
Yes

200000

Overhead lighting must be limited and better designed.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and
the use of tree and shrub planting.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
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Highways Agency’s response
junctions for overriding safety reasons.

200000

If road lighting is essential, it should be designed so that its
impacts on the skyline are limited and the appearance of the
countryside is maintained.

Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.

104668, 104546,
104600

The optimum level of the carriageway is determined by a combination of
engineering and environmental considerations. The road level would be raised
above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for the drainage from the
carriageway into local watercourses.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.

The height of the bypass will cause light pollution.

Yes

No

Impacts and proposed mitigation regarding light pollution are considered and
reported in the visual impact assessment within the Environmental Statement - see
Chapter 10. Extensive tree and shrub planting and environmental bunds will
mitigate light effects from both fixed lighting and car headlights. Details of the
mitigation are provided in the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in
Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Noise
101836, 103600,
104759

Taking the road away from the town will make it quieter.

Yes

No

101818, 104785,
54192

Comment is duly noted.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. A noise impact
assessment for the scheme has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement which demonstrates that Huntingdon will have a
reduced noise impact following the scheme. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Support for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is noted.

The bypass is a good idea as long as noise is kept to a minimum
and appropriate mitigation measures are considered.

Yes
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No

A noise and vibration impact assessment for the scheme has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment
demonstrates that Huntingdon will have a reduced noise impact following the
scheme. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
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of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104871

It is of concern that The Offords has all the negatives from this
scheme. It will be affected by noise and light and vehicle
emissions pollution and particularly those properties in the
northern part of Offord Cluny.

A noise and vibration impact assessment for all areas of the scheme including the
Hilton and Offord Cluny Conservation Areas has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work, The
Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and
vibration effects at Offord Cluny or Hilton as a result of the scheme.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme including the Hilton and Offord Cluny Conservation Areas, and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including extensive tree and
shrub planting to lessen the visual effects of the scheme - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
Yes

No

The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that would,
over time, provide screening to views of the scheme where it crosses the Great
Ouse valley, and would generally reduce the significance of those visual effects in
the long term. In particular there would be planting on the embankment to the
south of the proposed A14 to screen the road. Distant views towards the scheme
from the northern peripheries of Offord Cluny would in some directions be filtered
by intervening field boundary vegetation. Rural properties north of the main
settlement and within close proximity to the scheme would, however, experience
significant adverse visual effects. A mitigation bund of up to two metres in height
above the road level with tree and shrub planting would be provided on the south
side of the new road to the north of Hilton to screen views of traffic from Hilton
village.
Likely significant effects on air quality, a factor which could affect human health are
assessed in the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8
of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that the
scheme would bring improvements for Huntingdon residents and for communities
near the detrunked A14. Small increases in traffic emissions are predicted in
certain areas, but no exceedances of the air quality objectives are predicted.

103517

There was no specific information regarding projected noise
levels produced on the major elevated section of the proposed
road which will be over a kilometre in length and, as the road
crosses both the river and high voltage lines for the main arterial
rail road, in excess of 12 metres in height. Specifically, there was
no provision for acoustic panel shielding over the section
crossing the river and railway where traffic noise will be amplified
across the surface of the water.
As there was only arial view diagrams of the proposed road it

Yes

No

The likely significant effects on noise of the river and valley crossing have been
assessed and reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement Mitigation
has been identified as appropriate having regard for the elevated structure and
embankments. Differences in noise transmission from elevated sources have
been fully taken in to account. The design levels are the lowest that are practical
given engineering constraints on the scheme, such as clearance requirements and
effective drainage.
A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed to assess noise
impacts. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well
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as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect
noise. The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which
are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organisation
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels. Mitigation would be specified and included in the scheme proposals where
the modelling and assessment shows a need.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before it
is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also necessary to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the
technical assessment work.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken for all areas of
the scheme including the Offord Cluny Conservation Area, and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has
been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and extensive tree
and shrub planting to lessen the visual effects of the scheme - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

was difficult to establish where there was further screening and
shielding either side of the river/rail and indeed if the road was
going through a cutting or was on top of an embankment, which
would have an impact on noise levels The projected build may
potentially replicate the noise pollution levels that dogged the
current A14 route through Godmanchester/Huntingdon, which
would have been a consideration in having the road taken out of
Huntingdon in the first place. The new route and its design could
be transposing the same problem out of town and into the
country.
Noise pollution will have an impact on the wildlife and the people
that enjoy its natural beauty in the river area near the villages.
This further reinforces the need for sympathetic design and
effective acoustic shielding . In an area under constant pressure
of re-development, areas effected by noise pollution need to
protected .
The river area around the Offord's is prone to flooding . The
railway line currently acts as a natural dyke/barrier and
effectively protects the village. Freak weather patterns, possibly
a result of climate change, create surges of large volumes of
water flowing based the villages. Concern that the provision in
the preliminary design did not take into account disruption in the
river flow that such a major construction can have and the
possibility of significant backing up of large volumes of water
around the proposed road viaduct.This could produce a credible
threat of flooding to the Offord villages and the outlying area
unless the design takes this into account at the outset.
In particular there is a critical point near St Peter's church, Offord
Darcy ( a Grade1 listed building in itself) , where the railway
line's ballasted bank is within just a few metres of a erosive bend
in the river and where the rail track bends significantly. Inter-City
high speed trains travel around this bend. Network Rail are
constantly working here to stabilize the track. The backing up of
water could lead to considerable pressure at this critical pinch
point on the track as well as the drain off areas feeding the river
in the village area. These considerations should be an integral
part of its process. Retro engineering a project to
“accommodate” environmental considerations , especially if it
impacts on key social factors and its functional placement in its
designated location, is surely fundamentally flawed in practice.

The impacts of construction and operational noise have been assessed for each
wildlife receptor. Various mitigation measures would be applied to offset known
impacts, including sensitive timing, restricted duration and methods of works
(where practicable), no works exclusion zones, vegetated bunds, noise barriers
and extensive landscape planting and screening. For the majority of wildlife
receptors the impact of noise during construction and operation is expected to be
fully mitigated. It is acknowledged that a noise impact is likely to persist during the
road's operation on particular bird species at Buckden Gravel Pits and on bats
along the scheme, which it is not possible to fully mitigate. However, these
impacts are offset by the expected significant increase in semi-natural habitats
along the length of the scheme such that the scheme is regarded as having an
overall neutral impact on bats and a positive effect on the majority of bird species.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
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where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss
of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood event).
However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a likely
significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change in
Standard of Protection to any property.
Flood compensation areas are shown on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

102821

Concern that the proposal for a southern Bypass of Huntingdon
will cause significant environmental and noise pollution to
residents in villages effected including Buckden and Hilton. The
proposal for a southern Bypass of Huntingdon and the new
Junction on the A1198 from the west will cause Hilton to become
a 'rat run' between the A1198 and St.Ives via Graveley Way.
Causing significant noise, pollution and a danger for pedestrians
on a road which in part has no pedestrian footpaths.
The distance of the new proposed A14 southern bypass to the
north of Hilton will cause significant pollution and noise impact,
being raised around 2m above ground level, with adjacent
bridges significantly higher.
Significant increased risk of flooding to Hilton - the new road will
add significant surface water during heavy rain of flash floods.
The design does not add sufficient water holding pools north of
Hilton, Hilton has a history of flooding. With increasing patterns
of extreme weather the existing main ditch from Hilton towards
St.Ives is reaching capacity, often, the new road must not
directly or indirectly feed any surface water into the ditch
otherwise Hilton will flood most years.

The likely significant effects on air quality and noise and vibration at Buckden,
Brampton and Hilton which would arise from the proposed scheme have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive
as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic
volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting from
these changes has been modelled. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Receptors in Buckden on the A1 experience improvements in NO2 and PM10
concentrations at locations closest to the road. Where the new road joins the A1
there are a few receptors that experience a worsening of pollution concentrations.
3
3
The maximum change is 3.6µg/m and 0.6µg/m for NO2 and PM10 respectively at
a receptor (304) located off Brampton Road.
However, the predicted
concentrations at these receptors are well below the air quality objective levels at
3
around 15µg/m .
Yes

No
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden as a result of the scheme.
SS8 The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme
would provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the
provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local
access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly
higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of the A14.
It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
T46 Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14) concludes that
there would be a reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme,
as traffic diverts back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035,
traffic on the B1040 Potton Road would reduce from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 3%).
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Mitigation bunds of up to two metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road at several locations including to the
north of Hilton - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in
Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Planting would be provided on the
bunds. During scheme operation, the noise impact assessment reported in
Chapter 14 Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse
noise effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. One such area is Hilton Drain, where a flood compensation
area would be located upstream/south of the A14 and west of Conington Road.
The provision of floodplain compensation for the West Brook at Hilton as mitigation
would result in a neutral effect on flood risk for all the watercourses in the Hilton
area.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

102373, 104687

The route should remain where it is and be improved so as to
keep noise at a minimum.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Yes

104670

No

There will be more noise in Offord Cluny.

Yes
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No

A noise and vibration impact assessment for the scheme has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers,
would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise
policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. All of these measures will help keep noise effects to a
minimum.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
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The assessment reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement indicates
that there is dominant contribution to road traffic noise in this area arising from the
use of the High Street (B1043). The long term noise change due solely to the
scheme, ie comparison of 2020 and 2035, is predicted to be 2dB. The assessment
has not identified any significant adverse effects at Offord Cluny as a result of the
scheme.

104874

The prevailing wind will cause increased noise in Brampton.

An assessment of noise and vibration (which takes account of prevailing wind) has
been undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment for construction
and operation of the scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. There is potential of noise impacts during construction at approximately
ten dwellings at the south west corner of RAF Brampton during the operation of
borrow pits and soil storage. In addition, Landsmans Limited has been identified as
being subject to significant noise effects during soil storage and Buckden bridge
construction works.
The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Environmental Statement (see
Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement), the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low noise equipment.
Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. No significant residual
adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for Brampton.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to
experience an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m
high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting would be included in
the scheme design.

104880, 104712

There are insufficient bunds on the Hilton village section to
mitigate noise.

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Mitigation bunds of up to 2 metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road at several locations including to the
north of Hilton - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in
Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Planting would be provided on the
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bunds.
These heights are considered sufficient as the Environmental Statement has not
identified any significant adverse effects at Hilton village as a result of the scheme.

103517

Concern regarding increased noise in Offord D’Arcy and
modelling/mitigation of this noise.

Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse effects at
Offord D’Arcy or Offord Cluny as a result of the scheme.

103517, 105029,
104505, 54192

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

104920

The landscape, ecology and noise impacts which would arise from the scheme
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 10, 11 and 14
respectively of the Environmental Statement.

Noise pollution will adversely impact on the surrounding area
and wildlife.

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts throughout the surrounding area during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Yes

No

Noise has not been modelled adequately in the area and ignores
the impact on previously tranquil rural locations where little or no
noise is currently heard.

The impacts of construction and operational noise have been assessed for each
wildlife receptor. Various mitigation measures would be applied to offset known
impacts, including sensitive timing, restricted duration and methods of works
(where practicable), no works exclusion zones, vegetated bunds, noise barriers
and extensive landscape planting and screening. For the majority of wildlife
receptors the impact of noise during construction and operation is expected to be
fully mitigated. It is acknowledged that a noise impact is likely to persist during the
road's operation on particular bird species at Buckden Gravel Pits and on bats
along the scheme, which it is not possible to fully mitigate. However, these
impacts are offset by the expected significant increase in semi-natural habitats
along the length of the scheme such that the scheme is regarded as having an
overall neutral impact on bats and a positive effect on the majority of bird species.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the baseline
levels.

Yes
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No

Extensive noise modelling has taken place and is part of the noise and vibration
impact assessment that has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered
highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a
change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A
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Highways Agency’s response
three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed. The model
includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise.
Mitigation has been specified and included in the scheme proposals where the
modelling and assessment shows a need. Additional noise mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme design since the formal consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
The scheme needs to take account of national policy and guidelines, which
includes the Noise Action Plan: Roads (including Major Roads)[1] (hereafter
referred to as the ‘Action Plan’), which is designed to address the management of
noise issues and effects from major roads in England under the terms of the
Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006[2] as amended (the
“Regulations”). These Regulations transpose Directive 2002/49/EC[3] relating to
the Assessment and Management of Environmental Noise. This directive is
commonly referred to as the Environmental Noise Directive (END). The END does
not set any limit value, nor does it prescribe the measures to be used in the action
plans, which remain at the discretion of the competent authorities.
The Government intends that the END Action Plans will assist the management of
environmental noise in the context of Government policy on sustainable
development. Within this policy context, the Action Plan aims to promote good
health and good quality of life. The Government intends that the action planning
process should contribute to delivering the vision and aims of the Noise Policy
Statement for England [4]. The design of the proposed scheme has considered
and addressed the vision and aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England
regarding noise impacts on health and quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2014). Noise Action Plan:
Roads (Including Major Roads), Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006,
as amended.
[2] The Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006 (as amended 2008,
2009).
[3] European Union (2002). Directive (2002/49/EC) of the European Parliament
and of the Council relating to the assessment and management of environmental
noise.
[4] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

55758

The scheme should be sound proofed.

Yes
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No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, bunds and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. To ‘sound proof’ the
scheme would be impracticable but noise barriers, would be installed as required
to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable
to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
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Visual

102863

The impacts on landscape and visual receptors which would arise from the
scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment.
They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the
scheme design including ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting see the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.
Whilst it would not be possible to screen the Ouse viaduct with mitigation, visual
effects would be restricted by the indirect and filtered nature of some views and
lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term. Extensive landscape works
are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Carefully designed
environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
The alignment cuts across the River Great Ouse Valley.

Yes

No

Inevitably some areas of landscape and landscape features would be lost to the
scheme but the mitigation proposed would take account of local landscape
character variations.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure would
be carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable. Further, views from Offord Hill are elevated and are generally of a
more open nature however mitigation planting would lessen visual effects caused
by the Ouse viaduct in the long term.

104927

This does not alleviate any environmental issues nor loss of
areas of outstanding natural beauty further along and through
the Ouse Valley.

Yes

No

The impacts on landscape, nature conservation, and local communities which
would arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapters 8, 10 and 16 respectively of the Environmental Statement. The high
sensitivity and value of the Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged. A
range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design including
extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure has
been carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
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which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.

104936

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

Concern over environmental problems and pollution noise.
Concern over the loss of the Ouse Valley as a proposed area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty - the only one in Cambridgeshire.

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation measures which
would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low-noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the landscape and visual impact assessment
within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high sensitivity and value
of the Ouse valley has been recorded and impacts on this landscape have been
assessed and mitigation proposals identified – see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual
impacts. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.
Inevitably some areas of landscape and landscape features would be lost to the
scheme but the mitigation proposed would take account of local landscape
character variations.
Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure would
be carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
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Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.

104953

The impacts on landscape, nature conservation, and local communities which
would arise from the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in
Chapters 8, 10 and 16 respectively of the Environmental Statement. The high
sensitivity and value of the Ouse valley landscape has been acknowledged. A
range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse valley - see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

Concern over the loss of Ouse Valley .

Yes

104556, 105093,
105105, 105105,
105105, 103517,
104759, 105088,
105088, 54676,
104703, 54676,
54660, 104668,
104920, 104600,
104703, 104934,
54192, 104920

No

The road is an excessive height and spoils a scenic area.

Whilst the Ouse viaduct would be a prominent and uncharacteristic feature within
the Ouse Valley, it would affect a localised part of the wider valley and would be
viewed from a reasonably limited number of visual receptors. The structure has
been carefully designed to minimise impacts on the Ouse valley and to support the
views of key stakeholders who indicated that the aesthetic quality of the structure
should be a priority consideration. There would be no lighting on the structure
which would also help to minimise impacts on the rural character of the valley.
Mitigation planting would mature to slightly soften the visual prominence of the
viaduct in the long term and help to integrate it into the landscape as far as
practicable.
The optimum level of the carriageway is determined by a combination of
engineering and environmental considerations. The road level would be raised
above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for the drainage from the
carriageway into local watercourses.
The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

Yes

No

The impacts on landscape and visual receptors which would arise from the
scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment.
They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive
tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to
integrate the scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The height of the scheme would affect views from the peripheries of Offord D’Arcy
and Brampton, although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation
planting in both locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual
effects. Whilst many of the properties on the western periphery of Brampton are in
close proximity to, and directly face, the scheme, the residual visual effects would
generally be neutral. Most properties within Offord Cluny would have either oblique
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views towards the Ouse viaduct or filtered views through mature intervening
vegetation. Whilst it would not be possible to screen the Ouse viaduct, visual
effects would be restricted by the indirect and filtered nature of many views from
Offord Cluny and lessened by the mitigation planting in the long term.

104728

There will be visual intrusion of the route from the south side.

E3

Yes

No

An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting to help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to two metres in
height above the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations
including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be provided on the bund.

103565

Why is the road elevated at the closest point to the residential
properties in the village and not as the old scheme which was at
the Buckden junction? It would appear that more emphasis is put
on the traffic movement than the welfare of the residents of the
village.

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
Yes

No
An assessment of the landscape and visual impacts of the scheme has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape mitigation works would lessen the landscape and visual impacts, and
would include carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting to help to screen the highway, lighting and traffic flow, and to
integrate the scheme into the wider landscape - see the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Health

104834, 55515,
104961
Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

The pollution from the road will impact on health

Yes
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No

Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is where the
local authority has identified a location where national air quality objectives could
be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during
construction; however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions
to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise increases are identified, mainly along the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks which would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Increase in CO2 emissions is expected as the scheme increases road capacity and
journey length for some drivers. However, the scheme includes Intelligent
Transport System features to reduce congestion and improve the flow. Both of
these aspects can reduce emissions.

105124

Concerns that people will not want to eat produce that has been
grown in the fields near the bypass.

It is common place for crops to be grown immediately adjacent to highways
The likely significant effects on air quality and agriculture which would arise from
the scheme have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment.
They are reported in the Environmental Statement – see Chapters 8 and 16.
Yes

No

The air quality assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme; however, there is no specific assessment of the impact upon
crops as they are not considered to be a sensitive receptor.
The scheme mitigation would include significant areas of planting and
environmental bunding which would provide a buffer between crops and the actual
highway along the majority of the route and this will assist in the interception of
particulates.

Mitigation

104719

No real mitigation for sound and pollution have been made.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.
Yes

No

A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the ES. The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104830

Suitable methods need to be put in place to deal with the borrow
pits.

Con8

Yes

No

The environmental impacts which would arise from the proposed scheme,
including the borrow pits have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the
Environmental Statement.
Restoration of the borrow pits is included as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement,
which provides background to the restoration design. The restoration of the borrow
pits follows two main objectives: restoration to agriculture where possible; or
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Highways Agency’s response
provision of quiet informal recreation such as walking and also for biodiversity with
the balance determined by local factors. Some borrow pits also provide a flood
compensation function as shown on the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement .
Details on the typical construction methods to be used for the scheme including the
proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendices 3.2 and 3.3 respectively of the
Environmental Statement,

105088

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department of Transport Study in May 2012. These options
were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been
refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback
and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled
'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

No mitigation measures are included in the documents which
could lessen the impact of this road to Hilton. Every effort should
be made to move the new road away from Hilton. If this scheme
is truly a consultation then this should be done.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement) , the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low
noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, lownoise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Air quality and noise effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement. – see Chapters 8 and 14. No significant residual adverse effects from
noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
A heritage and archaeological assessment and a landscape and visual impact
assessment have been undertaken and are reported in Chapter 9 and 10 of the
Environmental Statement. Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
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(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104830, 105083,
104703, 105122,
104630

More mitigation measures required.

During the formal consultation both preliminary environmental and traffic
information documents were available, providing an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area. This was
intended to give stakeholders an understanding of the key issues and enable them
to prepare well informed responses to the consultation.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order.
Following on from this EIA, extensive mitigation measures for the scheme were
drawn up, again in consultation with key stakeholders. Details can be found in the
Environmental Statement including the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2.

104830, 102641,
105023, 104759,
104668, 105122,
104764, Great
Ouse AONB
Working Group,
55530

Appropriate mitigation measures for environmental effects must
be put in place.

Yes

No

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

The proposal to designate the Ouse valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the landscape and visual impact assessment,
as has the high sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley. Likely significant effects
on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme
have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared
with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the Development Consent
Order.
Following on from this EIA, extensive mitigation measures for the scheme were
drawn up, again in consultation with key stakeholders. Details can be found in the
Environmental Statement including the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2.

104703, 105130

Low noise road surfaces must be used.

103588, 104600,
104707, 104752

Question whether all mitigation impacts have truly been
considered such as noise abatement schemes, banking either
side of roads and tree planting. Adverse impacts will still be
existent.

Yes

Yes
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No

D33 The current proposal is that the scheme would use 'Low Noise' road surfacing
material.

No

During the formal consultation both preliminary environmental and traffic
information documents were available, providing an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area. This was
intended to give stakeholders members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare well informed responses to the consultation.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order.
Following on from this EIA, extensive mitigation measures for the scheme were
drawn up, again in consultation with key stakeholders. Details can be found in the
Environmental Statement including the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104482, 104880,
104882

The visual, noise and air impact mitigation is inadequate. The
banks on either side of the road must be much higher or noise
and visual abatement fences installed. There needs to be
comprehensive screening to reduce visual and noise impact. A
simple line of tree samplings is not sufficient and will not be
effective for 20 years.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
Impact assessments and mitigation proposals for air quality, landscape and visual
and noise and vibration can be found in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 respectively of the
Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Following on from this EIA, extensive mitigation measures for the scheme were
drawn up, again in consultation with key stakeholders. Details can be found in the
Environmental Statement including the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 which show the extensive tree and shrub planting that
would be provided as mitigation. Planting would be designed to be effective after
15 years.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Excessively high bunding would be inappropriate in terms of landscape character
and would require additional land take.

Further information required
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101832

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

More details on the A1189 are needed.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be designed to a higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections
and no private accesses or lay-bys. As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on
to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on the A1198. . The realignment of the A1198 at the
junction with the A14 has changed since the consultation. The A1198 junction has
been moved eastwards to reduce the impact of the scheme on the landscape by
moving it into the cover of existing trees and to improve the viability of the
remaining field size on Depden Farm. The visual impact of the proposal would be
improved by the planting of a hedge and trees on the embankment of the road.
There would only be west-facing slips at the A1198 junction on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The provision of east facing slip roads would result in the mixing
of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which is contrary
to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester area access to the A14
eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

101084

Unsure of the difference between a bypass and a local road.

Yes

No

A bypass is usually a large stretch of road that goes around or past large towns,
cities and villages. Its purpose is to prevent large amounts of traffic using the local
roads within those towns, cities and villages and therefore reducing congestion.
The scheme proposals include the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, which looks to
take strategic traffic out of Huntingdon town and reduce traffic in surrounding towns
and villages.
A local road or ‘local authority road’ is maintained an operated by a local
government authority. It will usually link smaller towns and villages together or to
the trunk road network.

103517

There was no information available at that stage regarding
certain aspects of the environmental impact on the area in the
valley near the Offord villages and the consequential effect on
the residents of the area.

Yes

No

The construction and operational impacts of the scheme in relation to air quality,
noise and vibration and community and private assets in relation to the Offord
villages and the surrounding area have been assessed in chapters 8, 14 and 16 of
the Environmental Statement (ES) respectively. The ES would be submitted as
part of the Development Consent Order submission.

No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes Six
alternative options for the scheme, including some further away from Hilton,
emerged from the Department for Transport A14 Study in May 2012. These
options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This
led to the selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on noise and air quality effects on Hilton. The results are
reported in the Environmental Statement which concludes that no significant

The plans used for consultation lack detail and do not answer
questions about why the current design is even closer to the
village than the original design and why the construction needs
to be so much higher than the existing A14 (other than ‘for
drainage reasons’).
104703

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
The carriageway would be elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high
enough to enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a
balancing pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope
on pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough
to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to
have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls
from the road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high
enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

105088

More information required about construction phase.
Yes

No

The Environmental Statement (COCP) (Environmental Statement Appendices 6.4)
sets out how the construction process will be managed. The COCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.

Future growth

100987

Moving traffic away onto a newer, more dedicated road would be
the best response to this problem however it is important that the
road is future-proofed so that the road is not overrun in a short
time frame once opened.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. (D2) These improvements are designed to
accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak
times up to the design year 2035. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed layouts are designed to
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

General design
Road widening

101020

101058, 104693,
104718, 104991

The new road should be two lanes on each carriageway when
joining the A14 west of the A1.
There should be an extra lane built into the proposal.

Yes

102821, 104507,
104663, 104804,
104894, 55527,
104966, 104969,
54758, 103529

The A14 would be a 2 lane dual carriageway as it ties in to the existing A14 west of
the A1 at Ellington.

No

The existing A14 should be widened.

Yes

No

The scheme as designed will provide adequate capacity to carry forecast traffic in
the design year, 2035, which is in accordance with Highways Agency design
Standards in the DMRB. The economic case for the scheme, reported in the Case
for the Scheme is based on this level of provision.
The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in
May 2012 including widening the A14 on-line. These options were consulted on as
part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred route option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to
June 2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives'
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
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Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

104546

The widening of Spitals and Girton should be considered
instead.

Yes

104682

Upgrade the A428.
Yes

102821

No

Why is the closure of Graveley Way at the A1198 not being
considered or making the road one way, to prevent traffic from
the A1198?

Yes

No

101771

104460

104360

Yes

The B1043 re-alignment needs urgent reconsideration; it will
bring the road closer to the Lodge.The proposed realignment will
cut off corner of the field belonging to the Lodge, the present
access and entrance would be made highway sub-standard by
reducing width of access and the safety of the distance between
the exit/entrance gate to the edge of the road.
By the change of the realignment of the B1043 to straighten out
the road will lead to increase speed which is against the trend of
traffic calming in the village.

No

No

No provision of westbound slips at Ermine Street junction would be provided to
allow access to and from the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass to the A1198. If
west facing slips are not provided at the A1198 junction, this would result in traffic
on the A1198 and from surrounding villages that wishes to travel west on the A14
or north on the A1 having to travel east to Swavesey or on the existing A14
through Huntingdon in order to access the strategic road network. Some traffic
may also use the A428 to access the A1 at St Neots. This would increase traffic
flows on the A428, the local roads through Huntingdon and would also put
additional traffic on the local roads around Swavesey. This issue would be
exacerbated by the proposed developments at Bourne Airfield and further
expansion of Cambourne.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.

Yes

No

The roundabout has been designed in accordance with the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB), which has informed the scale of the junction and the
land required.
Engagement with landowners is ongoing with the aim to reduce severance where
possible.

Yes

No

There are no local access roads on the River Ouse Viaduct and the East Coast
Mainline railway bridge. The only carriageway over these two sections would be
the main carriageway of the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Access tracks
would be provided in the area as shown on the General Arrangement Plans
included in the DCO submission and would be used as maintenance and land
access.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows through Fen
Drayton in 2035 would increase from 3800 vehicles per day without the scheme to
4600 vehicles per day [with the scheme?]. This level of flow is well within the

Objection to the local access over the River Ouse viaduct and
the East Coast Main line

Concerns that more traffic will go through Fen Drayton where
roads are not wide enough to cope.

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Traffic flow figures reported in the Transport Assessment that the daily traffic flows
(2-way) on Graveley Road, would fall from 4600 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease). Therefore
the closure of Graveley Way would not be justified.

Are the westbound slips as a result of lobbying from Wood
Green Animal Shelter?

102641

The main cause of congestion has been identified as the limited capacity of the
route, together with the very high traffic demand. The A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon is used by a high proportion of HGVs which are limited to 50mph
on dual carriageways and typically make use of the near-side carriageway.
Conflicts between traffic leaving and traffic entering the carriageway also cause
severe congestion at key junctions, as well as conflict between local and strategic
traffic as a consequence of the presence of a large number of local access roads.
These issues cannot be addressed by junction improvements alone, additional link
capacity is required to resolve the problem. It is this additional link capacity that
would be provided by the scheme.
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capacity of the existing roads.

Conington Village
Meeting

55745

There is sufficient space to widen the existing A14 to the north of
the Conington landfill site. Has this been considered, and if so
what were the grounds of rejection?

Yes

Why are two lane roads proposed when history of other roads
proves that three lanes or more will eventually be needed?
Yes

104532

No

No

The need for the A14 is debatable as the new Gateway Docks
will reduce traffic loads.
Yes

The Department for Transport commissioned the A14 Study in 2011. This study
considered twenty one options including a route widening the A14 north of
Conington landfill site. A key reason for the proposed route not being taken
forwards and the scheme deviating from the line of the existing A14 at Swavesey is
air quality considerations at Fenstanton where there is an Air Quality Management
Area.
The scheme would provide three lane dual carriageway from Brampton
Interchange to Milton with a four lane dual carriageway between Bar Hill and
Girton. The scheme is designed to provide adequate capacity to carry forecast
traffic in the design year, 2035, which is in accordance with Highways Agency
design Standards in the DMRB. The economic case for the scheme, reported in
the Case for the Scheme is based on this level of provision.

No

The new Gateway Docks will reduce the amount of HGVs on the A14, however
with a significant amount of developments planned in Cambridgeshire; the
upgrading of the A14 to alleviate congestion is still required. The first phase of
Northstowe (approximately 1,500 homes) will add a significant amount of road
users; whilst the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes) will add even
more, alongside many other developments that are considered to be 'more than
likely'.

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage than the existing dual two lane cross
section. The number of incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the
consequence of each incident should be less severe. There would also be a
reduced likelihood of a full road closure being needed due to maintenance. The
proposed variable message signing would give better advance warning of closures
and diversion routes, than on the current A14. The diversion routes to be employed
in the event of a full carriageway closure would form part of the operational
strategy and would be agreed with the emergency services and Cambridgeshire
County Council in advance. These routes would depend on the location and
severity of the incident but would not include routes through Hilton.

Diversion routes
105034

What are the proposed diversion routes in the event of a serious
incident on bypass?

Yes

A14-C002

54192

Divert HGV traffic elsewhere on the B1040 between existing A14
and the roundabout on the A1198 at Papworth.

Yes

No

Limited diversion routes available.
Yes
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No

The B1040 is a local road operated by the local highways authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council, and this issue would need to be considered
them.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
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Alignment

104719

This comes far too far south and the height of the road is
unacceptable.

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14 as well as northern
and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). Originally twenty-two route options were
considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these options resulted in
the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the subject of a cost-benefit
analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower financial costs they would
result in greater adverse environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were rejected. The
analysis showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a full
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

55774, 104926

The road should be closer to Huntingdon.

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
Yes

No
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

102810, 104625,
104662, 104885,
104759, 55758

The road should be closer to the existing A14.
Yes
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No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
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later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

104695, 104828

The proposed route is too close to the Offords.

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered. The Buckden Landfill site is a major
constraint to provision of a route passing further to the north in the vicinity of the
Offords.

104705

This is the wrong route.

Yes
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No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

104808

Reasonable alignment.

104984

The road should be brought south of the proposed route.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support is duly noted.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

104970

The new road is too close to Brampton.

Yes

No

The document Case for the Scheme provides further key information in support of
the scheme. The document sets out the need for the scheme, the objectives to be
addressed and the options considered. It demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen.
The scheme would not be any further east than the existing A1 to the west of
Brampton. The scheme design means that the A14 would be built into the footprint
of the existing A1 with a new section of A1 built to the west. The option to build
further is rejected due to a range of environmental and cost considerations
including the impact on Brampton Wood.
The environmental impacts, including impacts on air quality, landscape and noise
at Brampton which would arise from the proposed scheme, have been assessed
as part of the environmental impact assessment. They are reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic
flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise
levels would reduce.
Receptors in Brampton are predicted to experience
improvements in NO2 and PM10 concentrations at receptors along the A14 and
B1514 in 2020 and 2035. Closer to the A1 there is a small increase in NO2
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Highways Agency’s response
concentrations in 2020, this change is reduced to a negligible level by 2035. PM10
concentration changes at the same location close to the A1 are negligible in 2020
and 2035. The biggest improvements are seen close to and within the AQMA
where pollution concentrations are highest.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. The area directly north of
Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as traffic flows reduce in this area
due to the introduction of the scheme and hence noise levels would
reduce. Properties at the western edge of Brampton are predicted to experience
an increase in sound from road traffic. In this area, a 1000m long 2m high
absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the
scheme design.
The height of the scheme would affect views from the peripheries of Offord Darcy
and Brampton, although the environmental bund west of Brampton and mitigation
planting in both locations would substantially reduce the significance of visual
effects. Whilst many of the properties on the western periphery of Brampton are in
close proximity to, and directly face, the scheme, the residual visual effects would
generally be neutral.

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

The route should be aligned west and south west which avoids
Hilton.

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport A14
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a
further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on
this preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.

Yes

No

Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application. An environmental impact
assessment has been undertaken which includes an assessment of impacts on
community. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement including the use of appropriate
construction phasing and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
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Highways Agency’s response
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views towards the
scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered by intervening
field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of low
significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14).

101023

Proposals allow a straighter and therefore quicker alignment to
be built between Huntingdon and Cambridge.

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
Yes

No

This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

Motorway standards

101010, 101012,
53795, 101849,
102809, 104954

The route should be the M14 or A14 (M).
Yes
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No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
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Highways Agency’s response
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of
the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, and in this case would add significantly to
scheme costs rendering it unaffordable.

54297, 101824

101958, 101967,
102897

The new road should be a four lane motorway.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of
the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and
is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Yes

No

Addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards,
and in this case would add significantly to scheme costs which would have a
detrimental impact on the economic case for the scheme.

The route should have hard shoulders.

Junction design

Conington Village
Meeting

There is no junction for St Ives which may cause a tail back of
vehicles from St Ives, Huntingdon and the villages north of the
Great Ouse as they join a single roundabout.
Yes

54082, 101872

No

There should be entry and exit on to the A1198 from the new
A14. If there should be a road closure this will give traffic an
opportunity to divert off the new A14.

Yes

No

Trips from St Ives to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass at the Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked
A14 (following the same route as currently used). The de-trunked A14 is expected
to see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals.
Trips to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed local access road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity.

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads. The provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic
would result in the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester
area access to the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey
junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

102805

The A1198 junction should not be a full junction.

104603

This should be a junction free through route with separate
improvements for local traffic.

Yes

Yes
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No

Comment noted. A full junction would not be provided.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads and hence reduce the need for improvements to the local road network, .
West facing slips would be constructed at the A1198 junction to provide access to
A14 for traffic from surrounding villages that wishes to travel west on the A14 or
north on the A1 without having to first travel east to Swavesey or use the existing
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A14 through Huntingdon in order to access the strategic road network. This
measure also reduces the volume of traffic that would need to use the local road
network,

104972, 104698

The junction with the new A14 should be designed to allow traffic
movements in all directions.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads. The provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic
would result in the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester
area access to the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey
junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

104580

Merge the interchange with the present A14.
Yes

41089

No

The interchange should include ramps from / to Cambridge. This
would provide an alternative access to Godmanchester should
an accident occur on the detrunked A14

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.
West facing slips would be constructed at the A1198 junction to provide access to
A14 for traffic from surrounding villages that wishes to travel west on the A14 or
north on the A1 without having to first travel east to Swavesey or use the existing
A14 through Huntingdon in order to access the strategic road network A core
objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the right
roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters from local
traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local roads. The
provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic would result in
the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which
is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester area access to
the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident.

Slip roads

101820

Why are there only west facing slip roads?

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads. The provision of east facing slip roads at the A1198 junction for all traffic
would result in the mixing of local and strategic traffic on the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass which is contrary to this objective. For local traffic in the Godmanchester
area access to the A14 eastbound would be via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey
junction.
Emergency access is provided via the east facing slips in order to provide access
for emergency services in the event of accidents and to provide for traffic to get off
the A14 should it be blocked by an incident

101968

East facing slip roads are required where the proposed route
crosses the A1198. Future development in the area, together
with the needs of existing road users, means that it is desirable

Yes
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No

Traffic wishing to travel east on the A14 would be able to use the existing A14 to
travel east to the Swavesey junction where access would be provided to the A14
and therefore the east facing slips are not required. The junction at Swavesey is
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to gain access to the new A14 route at the A1198 when going to
Cambridge. Forcing a large number of vehicles to travel around
Papworth and along the line of the old route will add to
environmental pollution. The current proposals show emergency
access slip roads, upgrading these to full public access would
not, therefore, be difficult, nor add to any environmental
problems.

Highways Agency’s response
designed to cater for forecast traffic flows up to the design year, 2035. Traffic flows
on the detrunked A14 would be lower and hence traffic congestion on this road
would be relieved.
Likely significant effects on air quality which would arise from the scheme as a
whole have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and
are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The modelled results for the opening year of the scheme 2020 do not
predict any exceedances of the air quality objectives for NO2 and PM10. The main
improvements would be located along the current stretch of A14 between
Swavesey and Huntingdon and in Huntingdon town centre as a result of traffic
moving to the new bypass. These improvements are mainly in the more populated
parts of the study area and result in a reduced population exposure to air
pollutants.

Drainage

105083, 105122

No

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a pond before it
is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches
conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a drop from
carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a longitudinal
fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the
drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough to allow
culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

No

Existing watercourses will be maintained through a series of measures including
culverts and diversions. Surface water drainage effects will be mitigated in
accordance with current nationally accepted standards. This will be in agreement
with the relevant authorities.

The height of the bypass does not need to be so high for
drainage purposes.
Yes

57336 105105,
105130

New drainage systems will need to be put in place to realign
existing water courses.

55515

Assessment of the flood plain needs to be carried out.

Yes

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The assessment has concluded the
need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the formal consultation and ongoing engagement with
the Environment Agency. The assessment concludes that with these mitigation
measures in place the existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected.

Huntingdon viaduct

101072, 104658

Agreement with the scheme if the viaduct remains in place.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing
Brampton Road bridge,.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
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embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

104759

It would probably be good for Huntingdon in terms of
environmental impacts.

101886, 104731,
103597

Get rid of the viaduct, it is an eyesore.

102200

If the viaduct stays where it is there will be no need for six lanes
on the new road.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
Support for removal of the viaduct duly noted.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
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differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. Retaining the
viaduct would mean that these benefits are not achieved.
If the viaduct was retained further capacity would be required. Widening of the
viaduct is not practical so this would require additional capacity to be built off line.
Retaining traffic on the viaduct would not relieve the congestion as Spittals
junction.

104920, 54192

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing
Brampton Road bridge. A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by
placing the right traffic on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic. Removal of the viaduct and
replacement with a road system suitable for local traffic supports this objective.

Object to the removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct, the current
viaduct could be repaired at less cost than it would take to
remove it and provide an alternative road network. Even if the
proposal were to go ahead, we would object to removal of the
viaduct on the grounds that it will result in further loss of
common land, will add to congestion along the Huntingdon Road
and be a waste of the existing infrastructure.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The Mill
Common link has been redesigned to minimise impact. The originally proposed
roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new
Mill Common link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common taking
substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It has not been possible to reduce
the scale of the Views Common Link. However the impact of this new road would
be offset by the removal of the existing viaduct approach embankment. Some
verge of Mill Common is lost while Views Common has significant alterations
including both a new road through the middle and the removal of the existing A14
overpass.
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The removal of the bridge over the railway at Huntingdon is a
positive move - the whole nature of Huntingdon and the
approaches to Godmanchester will be restored to their original
vision.
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Highways Agency’s response
Support for removal of the viaduct duly noted,

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.

The viaduct should be kept.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities

Yes

No

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

102790

If the viaduct was kept, traffic going north would leave traffic
going west at Swavesey. This would save the cost of the
demolition of the viaduct, removal of part of the road, and the
extra lanes on the A1 from Brampton to Alconbury.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing
Brampton Road bridge.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

102899, 104603

The demolition of the viaduct at Huntingdon is unreasonable, it is
of good construction and vital to local people.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability.

Yes

No

The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on the local landscape and communities
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. These changes would benefit local journeys.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

54192

Costs a fortune to maintain.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
communities
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

Need for the proposals

55680

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the
A1198.

Agreement only if the route does not become like the
Birmingham to Felixstowe traffic.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

103561, 104730

The proposed route is the only way to increase capacity.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

101109, 101815,
101857, 101783,
102006, 102806,
102881, 103511,
103518, 103573,
103593, 104533,
104681, 104831,
104873, 104946
104947, 104701,
53810

It makes sense to do this, it is a sensible option.

101064

The current A14 road is inappropriate and incapable of being
expanded.

101838

Its proximity to Buckden is a concern but it has to go
somewhere.

101043

The Huntingdon bypass will ensure that that A1198 continues to
be an important route for commercial and commuter traffic

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment noted.

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes. Six
route options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport Study in
May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this
preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation
in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of
the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012.

102789, 104497

The route is sympathetic to all towns and villages nearby.

Yes
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No

Comment noted.

Consultee(s)
104516, 104671,
104949, 54192

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Any improvement is positive.
Yes

104939

Change to
proposal?

Agree with the proposal as long as the bypass is built with two
lanes each way.

104845

Agree with the scheme, especially to not toll the road.

54470, 103532,
103544

Get on with it.

101062

The route is needed to relieve traffic around Huntingdon.

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use
the route
The scheme would provide three lanes in each direction. The scheme is designed
to carry forecast traffic flows up to the design year which is 2035.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Comment is duly noted.
Support for the scheme is duly noted.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

Yes

No
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes.

101791, 101844,
101892, 102827,
104637

Definitely needed.

55745

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

No

Removing the current flyover above the East Coast Main Line is
critical before further remedial work is required.

Yes

No

101827

The important thing is to have 3 lanes in each direction. This
cannot be achieved via the existing route due to the viaduct.

Yes

No

101910 105062,
104530

The proposal is long overdue.

200003

The A14 is not fit for purpose and needs upgrading.

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon.
Comment noted.

Comment is duly noted.
Built more than three decades ago, the road was not designed to accommodate
the daily volume of traffic that now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately
been shelved on the basis of affordability.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

The shared footway/cycleway would now be located on the south side of the
realigned B1514 Buckden Road (east of the new roundabout) and would connect
into the existing NMU facilities on the existing B1514 Buckden Road to the
northeast of the proposed A14 alignment. This is shown in the General
Arrangement plans Sheets 5 and 6 included in the Development Consent order
submission.

Non-motorised users

54270

The cycle path should be on the south-west of Brampton road
rather than the north west so cyclists do not have to dismount
twice to cross the road.

Yes
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104524, 104641,
104741, 104977,
54568, 105124

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

NMU surveys, Planning strategies, and discussion with Local Authorities indicate
that the key desire lines are between Huntingdon and Cambridge and linkages to
developments and exiting settlements and business areas within that corridor. The
proposed NMU facilities along the local access road from Girton to Fenstanton in
addition to existing NMU facilities would provide a route from Huntingdon to
Cambridge.

There is insufficient provision for a full width cycle path in both
directions.
Yes

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)
104568, 104595,
104754, 104830,
104477, 104460,
105023, 106047,
104920

Non-motorised users should be given greater priority and
consideration.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC) and
Cambridge Group
of the Ramblers'
Association 105023

54227

Yes

Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. The provision
of these proposed NMU facilities indicates that NMUs were given considerable
consideration within the scheme.
The old A14 should be reduced to 1 lane with the other lane
dedicated to non-motorised users.
No

The A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon would no longer be a strategic road
and would become of the responsibility of the local highways authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council, becoming part of the local road network. NMU
provision on the de-trunked A14 would be for Cambridgeshire County Council to
consider in the future.

Yes

No

Footpaths Fenstanton 6 and 14 are severed by the new A14 alignment, therefore
both paths are extinguished. It would be proposed that footpath Fenstanton 6
would be realigned to cross over the proposed Conington Road Bridge connecting
into diverted footpath Conington 1 on the south side of the proposed A14
alignment providing a combined alternative route for users of footpaths Fentanton
6 and 14. Footpath Fenstanton 14 would no longer exist. This is shown in the
General Arrangement drawings Sheet 12 included in the Development Consent
order submission.

Yes

No

Yes

54725, 105132

The Fenstanton Footpath 14 should not be shut off.

105023

The footpaths on either side of the A14 are well used and should
not be removed.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

Wider carriageways should be added over bridges for cycle
routes so cyclists are safe from fast moving vehicles.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane

Agreement with the off road non-motorised users path across
the A14 on the eastern side of the A1198 and with the off road
path on the north side of the B1514 Buckden road.

Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be
reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

Yes

No

The proposals for crossing points of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be
designed to cater for all NMUs, including cyclists, pedestrians and horses. In this
context, a facility designed to cater best for all of these users would be promoted.
In many cases, the facility would link to bridleways or footpaths either side of the
new route, so has been provided on the side of the road which does this most
effectively.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105023

Steps should be provided at point H that we marked on the map
provided alongside our correspondence.

103579

Very pleased that the needs of non-motorised users have been
considered with the proposal to make a route for cyclists,
pedestrians and equestrians. The county council should
consider extending the non-motorised user provision from
Swavesey to Huntingdon to join up these communities and
make the most of the opportunities it offers our area.

200000

Cycle and pedestrian access across the road on existing routes
must be maintained and enhanced.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

This cannot be achieved because there is a balancing pond in this area, which is
required as part of the drainage solution.

No

The A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon would no longer be a strategic road
and would become part of the local road network under the control of the local
road authority, Cambridgeshire County Council authority,. NMU provision on the
de-trunked A14 would be for Cambridgeshire County Council to consider in the
future. The continuous shared NMU facility would extend from Mill Road,
Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge.

No

Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways
would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided
on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane. These facilities aim to maintain and enhance access for
NMUs.

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

Property and land
Property and land devaluation

104712, 101953

The scheme will decrease land and home prices.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including land. The
findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) ), produced by DCLG, provides guidance
on the principles of compulsory purchase compensation, making a claim and the
rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the
standard legal procedures..
The Highways Agency have and are liaising with land owners and communities
directly impacted by the scheme. The Agency is happy to discuss the impact on
land and property, including the impact on property and house prices, on an
individual basis.

104460

Objection to the local access over the River Ouse viaduct and
the East Coast Main line
Yes

104364

No

There are no local access roads on the River Ouse Viaduct and the East Coast
Mainline railway bridge. The only carriageway over these two sections would be
the main carriageway of the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Access tracks
would be provided in the area as shown on the General Arrangement Plans
included in the DCO submission and would be used as maintenance and land
access.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Environmental Statement, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the

Land has been devalued in Hilton due to proposed A14 and
increased risk of flooding and pollution.

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. A flood risk
assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the Environmental
Statement The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that
with the scheme mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would
not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the
scheme.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. The ‘Compulsory purchase and
compensation booklet 4: compensation to residential owners and occupiers’ (2010
) produced by DCLG, provides guidance on the principles of compulsory purchase
compensation, making a claim, and the rights for compensation. Compensation
would be provided in accordance with the standard legal procedures.

Safety

Support for the scheme duly noted.

101023

Enables safer and smoother connections to be made with
existing trunk road.

Yes

No

104790

The scheme will make the current A14 safer.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

104813, 104502

The current road network is not safe and there are many
accidents.
No

Support for the scheme duly noted. (S3) One of the key objectives of the scheme
is to improve safety The proposals would be built to modern highways standards
as set out by the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic
Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD) introducing better lane control
and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help
to moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced.

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced.

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD,
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of towns
and villages along the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if
the proposed scheme goes ahead thus having a positive impact on the safety of
children.

Yes

105128 104505

The local road network will experience more accidents as people
try to get onto the A14.
Yes

104961

The new road will affect the safety of children.

Yes
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104970

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The new road will be just as susceptible to mist and fog as the existing road. . (S3)
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highways standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD) introducing better lane control and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of
driver behaviour currently experienced.

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme.

The bypass will cross a large amount of water which may lead to
more accidents due to fog/mist.
Yes

104511

Change to
proposal?

If traffic through the village is likely to increase, this will pose a
real risk to life to children and elderly crossing the roads. Hilton
does not have pavements in many places and all pedestrians
would be at increased risk from increased traffic.

Yes

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

Conington Village
Meeting

Concerns regarding the lack of a junction for St Ives.

The scheme would not provide a junction on the B1040. This is because trips from
St Ives to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at
the Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked A14
(following the same route as currently used). The de-trunked A14 is expected to
see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals.
Trips to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed local access road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity up to the design year, 2035.
Alternative routes for the proposed scheme have been considered in the route
development phase and these routes were subject to consultation. This option was
considered in the public consultation of 2006/07 (blue variation 2) and was viewed
less favourably by the public than the route currently proposed. A key
consideration was the negative impact that the route would have on Fenstanton.

If the new road were to continue west from Trinity Foot along its
current route as far as Galley Hill (St Ives junction) then this
would not only enable the incorporation of a St Ives junction but
would also save money by avoiding unnecessary building works.
In addition, it would have the beneficial effect of avoiding the
destruction of permanent pasture and the habitat of numerous
water voles, great crested newts and golden plovers.

Yes

No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported in
Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. See also the Outline Environmental
Drawings in Figure 3.2. A core aim of the scheme mitigation strategy is to ensure
no net loss of valued semi-natural habitats. Mitigation to reduce the impact of the
scheme on ecology has been identified. Beneficial effects are anticipated from
habitat created for groups/species including aquatic and terrestrial invertebrates,
fish, great crested newt, breeding birds, bats and water vole.

102814

Instead of creating a new roundabout north of the railway it
would be suggested that consideration is given to abandoning
the existing route south from the Spittals Roundabout.

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling development
to proceed and contributing to increased economic growth, regionally and
nationally. The scheme also aims to connect people by placing the right traffic on

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the right roads.
Maintaining the existing route from Spittals roundabout and the replacement of the
viaduct with local access road connections would provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other radial routes. The existing
A14 from Spittals to Brampton hut would be de-trunked so becomes a local road
under the control of the local highway authority Cambridgeshire County Council. It
cannot be abandoned as it connects Brampton with Huntingdon as well as with
roads to the west

104764

There will be no junction serving St Ives.

The scheme would not provide for a junction at St Ives because trips from St Ives
to/from the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the
Godmanchester junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked A14
(following the same route as currently used). The de-trunked A14 is expected to
see a significant reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals.
Trips to the east would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into
Cambridge would have the option of using the proposed local access road. All of
the new junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with
some reserve capacity up to the design year, 2035.
Yes

No

Traffic travelling to and from St Ives would have a choice of routes
Trips from St Ives to the west would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass at the Godmanchester junction.
Trips from St Ives to the east would join the detrunked A14 (following the same
route as currently used). The detrunked A14 is expected to see a significant
reduction in flow and congestion as a result of the proposals. Trips to the east
would join the upgraded A14 at Swavesey junction. Trips into Cambridge would
also have the option of using the proposed Local Access Road. All of the new
junctions have been designed to accommodate the forecast flows with some
reserve capacity.

104972

The A1198 should be dualled all the way from J24 at
Godmanchester to Caxton Gibbet.
Yes

101020

No

The route should, ideally, start between the A1198 whilst going
south of Godmanchester and Huntingdon for reasons already
expressed in this questionnaire.

Yes

No

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A1198. The existing A1198
should therefore have sufficient capacity without the need for dualling.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts suggest that there would also be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet
junction as a result of the scheme.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives
the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the
scheme objectives
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Consultee(s)
102366

102821

Summary of consultee comment
A14/A1198 Junction concerns that new junction in this location
will encourage more north/south traffic along A1198 past
Papworth to Caxton Gibbett roundabout.The roundabout at
Caxton Gibbett currently cannot cope with peak time morning
traffic with traffic queuing from Papworth all the way down
A1198 to Caxton Gibbett roundabout. Suggest future
improvements required to Caxton Gibbett roundabout.
Why is the existing A14 not simply being widened between the
A1 and A14 at the Cambridge services? This will be a
significantly lower cost solution - the A14 is simply being
widened for the most part from East Cambridge to the
Cambridge services.
Why is the closure of Graveley Way at the A1198 not being
considered or making the road one way, to prevent traffic from
the A1198?
A previous A14 proposal routed a new road further from the
village. After discussing with engineers and highways agency
people at the roadshow, there is no engineering reason why the
A14 is not further away from the village, only comments that this
is now cost driven.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of
the A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to
decrease By approximately 1% per day. The Highways Agency will continue to
review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.
Widening the existing A14 north of Swavesey is not considered feasible because
of the Huntingdon viaduct, which cannot be easily widened, and because of
Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions which would require substantially re-building
which is difficult because of the limited space available. It would additionally lead
to the increase of traffic through Huntingdon and subsequently cause detrimental
environmental impacts on Huntingdon.
Traffic flow figures reported in the Transport Assessment that the daily traffic flows
(2-way) on Graveley Road, would fall from 4600 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 28% decrease). Therefore
the closure of Graveley Way would not be justified.

104971

Propose a junction north of Hilton, between the B1040 and new
A14.

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Junctions in close proximity present a safety issue due to traffic
changing lanes as it joins and leaves the main road, this weaving traffic causes
conflicts that lead to accidents.

Yes

No

Traffic travelling west on the A14 from Hilton that currently utilises the B1040
would be able to access the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198
junction by either travelling north to Junction 26 or travelling south to join north of
Papworth Everard. Traffic travelling east from Hilton that currently utilises the
B1040 would be able to access the de-trunked A14 at Junction 26 as at present
and join the A14 at Swavesey junction.
Traffic from Hilton would be able to access the new A14 via the new A14/ A1198
junctions or alternatively via the de-trunked A14 and Swavesey Junction. The
proposed new junction would not be needed because…xxx

104837

The A14 should have split further towards Cambridge, with
separate roads joining the north and south A1 and a

Yes
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No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

continuation of the A14 westward almost unchanged.

Highways Agency’s response
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

104633

Improve the A428 between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots.

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A1198 and A428 to the east of
the Caxton Gibbet junction.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of
the A428 to the west of the A1198 (between Caxton Gibbet and St Neots) would
not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease by
approximately 1% per day.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

102805

If the A1198 is to continue to be used as an alternative diversion
route in the event of A14 closure then changes to the
A428/A1198 junction are required.

Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
Yes
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No

In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closures.
Improvements to the A428/ A1198 junction are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.

102786
104633
104972

The A428 should be dualled and link up with Black Cat
Roundabout and directly link to the A1 and M1 and A421 to
disperse a lot of the traffic that at present chooses the A14 as a
necessity instead of a viable alternative.

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104719

The lack of junction on the B1014 means that access from the
A4 to St.Ives will predominately come through Hilton and up the
B1014. A junction on the B1014 would prevent most of this
traffic.

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme.
A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2-way)
falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day
with the scheme 9-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The signed route for traffic travelling to St Ives form the west would be via the
proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and A1198 to the detrunked A14 at
Godmanchester, with the remainder of the route being as existing.

54484

The Huntingdon interchange should be upgraded and a three
lane stretch between Cambridge and Huntingdon should be built
instead of the bypass.
Yes

104916

No

Improve the A141 for haulage and improve A428 for traffic
instead.

Alternative route options, including options that considered widening of the A14
west of Swavesey similar to that described have been considered and rejected as
they do not remove strategic traffic from Huntingdon, would require widening of
Huntingdon Viaduct and would not relieve Spittals and Brampton Hut junctions
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the proposed
scheme. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

Both of these roads are outside of the scope for the scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Yes

No

The scheme, however, would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east
of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result of the scheme.
Three of the four arms at the A141/ A14 Spittals roundabout are expected to see a
reduction in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic traffic from this
junction. Consequently, there is expected to be a reduction in delay at this junction,
with consequential benefits for traffic on the A141.

54700

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

The section between A1198 and A1 should be downgraded to
dual lane.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (ie. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1.
Yes

101807

If current A14 can be developed as part of new M11 extension,
then this will be great idea.

Yes

No

No

The A14 would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard (i.e. three lanes in
each direction) after the new Brampton Interchange, where traffic flows from the
A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic flows on this section are forecast to
be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in each direction in 2035. This exceeds the
capacity of a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’, but well within the capacity of the proposed
‘Dual 3 All Purpose’.
Changing the proposed road category from A road to motorway would have many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic who would no longer be able to
utilise the road.
The upgrade in standard, eg. provision of a full hard shoulder, would add
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
significantly to land requirements and associated scheme cost.
An upgrade to motorway is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
requirements.

102790

Leave the Huntingdon viaduct as an alternative.

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape

Yes

No

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. These benefits
would not be achieved if the viaduct was retained.

54297

Four lanes, a hard shoulder and turned into a motorway would
be better in the long term. The A1 (M) between Alconbury and
Peterborough is a good example of how a new bypass should
be designed.

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category from A road to motorway would have many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic who would no longer be able to
utilise the road.
The upgrade in standard, e.g. Provision of a full hard shoulder, would add
significantly to land requirements and associated scheme cost.
An upgrade to motorway is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
requirements.

103559

Why have two heavy goods vehicle roads which are ruining our

Yes
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No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and long-

Consultee(s)

104499

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

104630

104643

53845

Highways Agency’s response

countryside - the solution should be to create more space on
current roads.

distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Vehicle load restrictions in Huntingdon would
encourage HGV’s to remain on the A14.

There is a case to dual the A428 from Caxton to the A1 at a
much reduced cost to the country.

The A428 is outside of the scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency continues
to review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
Yes

104568, 104741,
54192

Change to
proposal?

If the bypass is provided as proposed the detrunked A14 should
be singled and a high-quality non-motorised user greenway
provided in the remaining space, fully linked to existing nonmotorised user rights of way, as part of a wider, integrated multimodal project for the A14 corridor.
Cambridge really needs a bypass from Newmarket to
Huntingdon completely separated from local traffic and a dual
carriageway north at least to Ely.
Investigate the possibility of dismantling Godmanchester Bridge
and moving it to a nearby location where it could continue in use
as a foot bridge. A new road bridge could then be built over the
river at Godmanchester, and the current road layout into
Huntingdon continue in use.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The A14 scheme, however, would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east
of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result of the scheme.

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
highway authority control; in this case Cambridgeshire County Council. As part of
the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked
between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
Interchange. Any NMU considerations for this de-trunked stretch of road would
then be for Cambridgeshire County Council to consider.

No

This improvement is beyond the scope of the current scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

No

Consider making the remaining section of the A428 dual
carriageway through to the A1 and add a hard shoulder to most
of the existing four lane section of the A14 between Huntingdon
and Bar Hill to assist in dealing with accident and breakdowns.

Currently the A14 carries strategic traffic through Huntingdon and access to the
town is via Godmanchester. The scheme would improve access to Huntingdon by
removing the Huntingdon viaduct and providing new local road connections. This
can be achieved without impacting on the existing Godmanchester bridge.

The A428 is outside of the scope for the scheme. The Highways Agency continues
to review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The A14 scheme, however, would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east
of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result of the scheme.
Yes

No

The existing A14 between Huntingdon and Bar Hill is only dual two-lane.
The scheme includes a dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton
and a dual three-lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic
forecasts indicate that this would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to
the situation if the scheme did not go ahead.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary
to meet the scheme objectives.
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Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge lay-by facilities
along the length of the proposed improvement scheme which would provide safe
refuge for breakdowns and help mitigate the effect on traffic flow.

54192

What about also creating an entry slip road from the A428 to the
M11 south in addition?
Yes

54192

No

There should be southbound A1 access to / from the A14

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme would include direct access for A1 southbound traffic onto the
proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass continuing southbound. However,
direct access from A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass northbound onto A1
southbound would not be provided as part of the scheme. The scheme would not
preclude the addition of a link to/from the A14 to the A1 south of Brampton in the
future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk
Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest. At present this is outside of the scope and
affordability of the scheme.

Other infrastructure

103529

104568

We should be looking at removing as many lorries from the A14
as possible and carrying goods by rail - this is a more
environmentally friendly option.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail movements with the Felixstowe
to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the measures
have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement
Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Not enough consideration has been given to alternative routes
for freight and passenger transportation in this important
corridor.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. In addition to improvement to the A14 this
included rail movements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development
of a guided busway. All of the measures are now in the current capital programme
or have been delivered.

Congestion could be reduced by improving the Caxton Gibbet
junction.

Yes

No

Improvements to the Caxton Gibbet junction fall outside of the scope of the
scheme and are a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council

The road will get rid of the busy traffic light junction at
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

It is unclear which junction this comment refers to.
.

Traffic
Congestion

55680

100979

101000, 101861,
101865, 54304,
104692, 104699,
104853

The scheme will help reduce congestion.

104569, 104746,
104914

The proposal will reduce traffic in Huntingdon.

Comment is duly noted
Yes

No

Yes

No
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Comment is duly noted.

Consultee(s)
101952 102826,
103550, 104809,
104824

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

The route will increase travel time and make access to
Huntingdon even more difficult.

104830, 105094,
57316, 104764,
104961, 104712,
57336)

There will be increased traffic in Hilton.

104651, 104826,
104951, 104965

It will just move congestion elsewhere.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

102799

Change to
proposal?

No

Are there areas/lanes for emergency vehicles to use to
access/exit the road by section if the road is blocked?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (Table 7.6) indicates
that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300
vehicles per day without the scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a
decrease of 3%) . The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily
traffic flows on the Town Bridge would reduce from 12,100 vehicles per day to
12,100 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 43%) .
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14) concludes that there
would be a reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme, as
traffic diverts back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved
of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, traffic on
the B1040 Potton Road would reduce from 5,800 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 3%) .
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic will inevitably look for available diversions when
accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Traffic flow

101812, 101904,
102876, 103479,
104644, 104691

The route will improve traffic flow.

104530
54660

Comment is duly noted
Yes

No

The route will remove excess traffic from towns and will aid flow
of industrial vehicles.

Yes

No

Traffic modelling should be carried out to assess realistic traffic

Yes

No
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Comment is duly noted.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).
The interim traffic forecasts presented at the pre-application consultation were
based on CHARM(1), which is an enhanced version of the Cambridge SubRegional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the project. CHARM(1)
incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in 2006 and 2007, which
has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and has been validated
against traffic conditions in 2011.

flows.

In parallel with the development and application of CHARM(1), the Highways
Agency undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of
up-to-date traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data,
traffic count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a
new traffic model, known as CHARM(2), which is validated against traffic
conditions in 2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly
enhanced compared with CHARM(1)

104982

Traffic flow is likely to change and there is no assurance that
villages will be protected from additional traffic.

101085

Gets rid of pinch points, particularly when the road narrows from
3 to 2 lanes at Godmanchester.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a
reduction in through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route.
Comment is duly noted. Without the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the volume of
daily traffic on the A14 between Godmanchester and Fen Drayton is forecast to
increase from 72,200 vehicles in 2014 to 78,700 vehicles in 2020 (+9%) and to
87,300 vehicles in 2035 (+21%).

Yes

No

With the scheme, the volume of daily traffic on the existing A14 between
Godmanchester and Fen Drayton is forecast to decrease to 29,600 vehicles in
2020 (-38%) and to 35,600 vehicles in 2035 (-41%) compared to the without
scheme scenario. This is as a result of the re-routing of traffic from the existing
A14 to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Further details of the impact of the improvement scheme on the local highway
network are reported in the Transport Assessment.

101036

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic modelling allow for traffic to travel between
Huntingdon and Godmanchester both via the de-trunked A14 and the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The choice of routes would depend on the origin and
destination points, with most traffic expected to take the quicker route for their
journey. Weight restrictions on the local roads within Huntingdon would prohibit
HGVs from travelling through Huntingdon except for access. The Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would
reduce from 12,100 vehicles per day to 12,100 vehicles per day with the scheme
(a decrease of 43%). The impact of the improvement scheme on the local highway
network is reported in the Transport Assessment.

The Huntingdon section needs to plan traffic flows between
Godmanchester and Huntingdon via both the A14 river viaduct
and the old medieval town bridge.

Traffic movements

54192

The new route is the only way to increase capacity sufficiently.

Yes

N

Comment is duly noted.

101874

Good as long as it does not increase westbound traffic flow.

Yes

N

Comment is duly noted.

101981, 102790,
103488, 103530,

Reroutes traffic in a more efficient manner.

Yes

N
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Comment is duly noted.
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Highways Agency’s response

104652
102839

The proposed route bypasses a bottle neck.

Yes

N

Comment is duly noted.

103598

The route takes traffic away from Huntingdon.

Yes

N

Comment is duly noted.

105121

No thought has been given as to what would happen if the new
road had to close.

N

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428
or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.

Yes

No

The replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with new local road connections is a
key requirement of Huntingdonshire District Council. It would provide both
environmental and regeneration benefits for Huntingdon and would also reduce
traffic flows on other key radial routes into the town. It would also provide a greater
choice of routes to and from local towns and villages.
Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct
with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes
into Huntingdon, including The Avenue and Brampton Road..

Yes

No

Yes

101791

Through traffic for the A1 should continue along the existing
A14.

Local road network

Conington Village
Meeting

The re-routing of Conington Road towards Fenstanton will make
the junction dangerous and should be moved west rather than
east of its current position.

101918

The bridge over Huntingdon railway and road should be kept for
local road use.

The junction would be designed to current Highways Agency Standards with
appropriate visibility.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station,
with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing
Brampton Road bridge, as existing.

Yes

No
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a
result of these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of
other key radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue,
would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the
differences in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections
without removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality

102856

Heavy lorries should not be allowed to use local access roads.
Yes

101913, 104603

No

Weight restrictions on the local roads within Huntingdon would prohibit HGVs from
travelling through Huntingdon except for access. The introduction of weight
restrictions on other local roads is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The management of local roads within Cambridgeshire is the responsibility of the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council, and this will continue to
be the case after the delivery of the scheme.

There needs to be more consideration of local roads.

Yes

Rat running

102821, 55530,
105088, 105093,
104668, 105105,
57155, 105109,
104712, 104600,
104625, 104653,
104703, 104860

Hilton will become a rat run.

102847

Huntingdon will become a rat run.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
Yes

Yes

No

No

It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14) concludes that there would be a
reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme, as traffic diverts
back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, traffic on the B1040
Potton Road would reduce from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to
5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 3%).
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
. It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (Table 7.6) indicates
that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300
vehicles per day without the scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (3%). The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
Town Bridge would reduce from 12,100 vehicles per day to 12,100 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-43%).

104519, 104630,
105124, 105130,
104477

Many villages will become a rat run.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from
a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of towns and
villages along the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the
proposed scheme goes ahead.

104530

We would welcome a scheme that would ensure the
Godmanchester -Huntingdon link cannot be a rat run to avoid
the Southern bypass.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of traffic would be reduced.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%) , while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100
to 12,100 vehicles per day(a decrease of 43%) .

Traffic management
101052, 54192,
55515

It will be important to divert HGV traffic from primary routes.
Yes
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No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14.

Consultee(s)
102844

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher standard
than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts suggest that there would
be a significant reduction in traffic flows on the A1198 to the north of the Bypass.
Traffic flows on the A1198 to the south of the Bypass are forecast to increase by
around 4%.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows at the
Godmanchester junction (Junction 24) are forecast to reduce by around 25%.

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Concern regarding the ability for the A1198 to handle traffic from
the Godmanchester junction.

55530

Concerns that the new A14 will cause speeding.

105058

The highway code must be strictly enforced.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safely. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD,), introducing better lane control and providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of
driver behaviour currently experienced including in relation to their speed control.
This falls outside the scope of the scheme and is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridge County Council.

104851

Car Sharing Schemes should be introduced.

Yes

105029 104668,
104961

Concern that traffic in nearby areas will not be managed
effectively.

Yes

The management of traffic on local roads falls outside the scope of the scheme
and is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

104477, 104804

Traffic calming measures should be introduced within Hilton.

Yes

No

Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14) concludes that there would be a
reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme, as traffic diverts
back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of traffic. The
Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035, traffic on the B1040
Potton Road would reduce from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to
5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 3%).
Traffic calming measures fall outside the scope of the scheme and are a matter for
the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Yes

No

The junction at Godmanchester would have been developed on the basis of traffic
demand.

No

There are no plans for a 24 hour restriction on heavy goods vehicles (HGV’s)
within Hilton. The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction
in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly
relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year
2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by
around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per
day with the scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily
traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300
vehicles per day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic
forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

102821

The proposal for a southern Bypass of Huntingdon and the new
Junction on the A1198 from the West will cause Hilton to
become a 'rat run' between the A1198 and St.Ives via Graveley
Way.

102641

What is the history surrounding the development of the A1198
Godmanchester Junction.

104536

If the decision on the upgraded A14 is already 'cast in stone',
perhaps consideration could be given to a weight limit through
Hilton. At present there is a weight restriction of 7.5 ton between
11.00pm and 7.00am (which is disregarded by some HGV
drivers). A total 24 hour ban is needed on all HGV's over 7.5ton
enforced by traffic cameras through the Village.

Yes
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Consultee(s)
103532

Summary of consultee comment
Is there going to be any signage or other ways of enforcing
through traffic on the detrunked A14?

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Strategic and local destinations would be signed as agreed with the relevant
highway authorities.

No

West facing slips would be necessary to cater for long-distance traffic that wishes
to access Godmanchester, St Ives and surrounding villages from the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. If west-facing slips were not provided this traffic would need to
travel via Huntingdon or Swavesey.. Modelling without the junction has not been
undertaken.

Traffic modelling
104961

Has traffic modelling been carried out showing the impact of not
having a junction on the A1198 onto the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass?

Yes

Other (No comment)
101011

The alternative route outlined would have been better.

(The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013.
Yes

No
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have been
considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme. Further information on the
evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the
Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application(A12) Six alternative options for
the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May 2012.

54494, 101869,
103523, 104757,
104825

I have no positive or negative feelings towards this.

101035, 101090,
101850, 102851,
104483, 104525,
104526, 104664,
104708, 54160,
104746, 104848,
55591

I do not have any local interest or knowledge of the area.

101048, 101877,
104698, 101822,
54504, 101896,
101987, 102880,

As previous response.

Comment is duly noted.
Yes

No
Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.
Yes
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No

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

103484, 104505
53845, 104514,
104566, 55788,
104635, 104645,
104667, 104677,
104698, 104722,
104862, 104909,
104920, 104936,
102641, 104948,
104968, 104985,
101820
101961, 101878,
101909, 103582,
103601, 104710,
104736, 104765
104779, 104782,
104858, 104867,
104976, 104994,
105029, 104547

Comment is duly noted.

No comment.

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

101018

Keep the Huntingdon viaduct intact.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.10.

Widening of the existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton

E.10.1

Section 42(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 10 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

Access to the A14 eastbound (towards Newmarket) would be via Bar Hill junction.
Access to the A14 westbound would be via either Bar Hill junction or the new
connector road at Girton West roundabout. These connections would be accessed
from the local access road, which at the same time would provide Madingley
village with a new entrance into Cambridge through A1307 Huntingdon Road.
Access for westbound traffic on the A14 would be via Bar Hill Junction.

The naming convention has been adopted based on the road name and the
proximity of Dry Drayton to the junction rather than the origin and destination of
traffic. The scheme takes equal cognisance of all origins and destinations at this
junction.

Madingley Parish
Council

In spite of the meeting in Madingley on May 31, some confusion
remains over access between the A14 and Madingley Village. It
would be helpful to know if the following is correct: all access
between Madingley Village and the A14 will be via the Bar Hill
junction, with the exception that westbound traffic (from the
Newmarket direction) travelling along the A14 to the Girton
interchange will be able to access the "local access road" to
Madingley Village.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Oakington and
Westwick Parish
Council

The Highways Agency refer to the current A14 junction to be
closed as the 'Dry Drayton junction' and the associated bridge as
the 'Dry Drayton road bridge'. This is a very unfortunate choice
as far more of the traffic joining or leaving this junction comes
from or leaves in the Oakington direction. Oakington and
Westwick should be visible and hopefully better considered in
your proposals.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Environment
General
Consultee(s)

English Heritage

The new borrow pit at Boxworth lies a short distance from the
Grade II* Church of St Peter to the south. Visual impacts may be
limited due to topography and existing vegetation. However, the
development consent order application should consider the full
range of potential impacts on the church and other listed
buildings in the village (including from noise, dust and vehicular
movements) and consider mitigation measures where
appropriate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
An environmental impact assessment of likely significant effects has been
undertaken and reported in the Environmental Statement. (ES). Effects on historic
buildings are reported in Chapter 9. In summary, this assessment concludes that
there would be temporary slight adverse effect on the setting of St Peters Church
as a result of construction works. Since St Peters Church is well screened, this
church has not been included in the assessment of likely significant effects on
historic buildings.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement., outlines the likely control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
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disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.

English Heritage

Lolworth Parish
Council

The Grade II* Church of All Saints’ in Lolworth is prominent from
the existing A14, located on rising ground to the south-west. The
proposals at this point involve the construction of the local
access road to the north-east of the existing A14 plus a new
bridge over the A14 to allow residents of Lolworth to join the
local access road. There are unlikely to be major changes to the
significance and setting of All Saints’ Church, but the
development consent order application should still consider the
impacts and potential mitigation measures, where appropriate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

An environmental impact assessment of likely significant effects has been
undertaken and reported in the Environmental Statement. (ES). Effects on historic
buildings are reported in Chapter 9 of the ES. In summary, this assessment
concludes that there would be temporary slight adverse effect on the setting of St
Peters Church as a result of construction works. Since St Peters Church is well
screened, this church has not been included in the assessment of likely significant
effects on historic buildings.
Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement. , outlines the likely control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
Asymmetric widening is preferred as this would allow safer offline construction,
less disruption to users, and would also allow the redundant eastbound A14
carriageway to be reused as a local access road.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

In general, we agree with the route proposed. However, the
asymmetric widening of the road between Swavesey and Bar
Hill junction and alignment of the local access road between the
Lolworth bridge and the Swavesey junction brings the road
closer to Lolworth than is necessary. There would be
consequential unnecessary adverse environmental issues
associated with this.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Flooding
Consultee(s)

Oakington and
Westwick Parish
Council

Swavesey Internal
Drainage Board

Oakington is at a high risk of flooding. We have seen regular
floods of various degrees in the village over the last couple of
decades. We are concerned of any developments that might
lead to a greater flood risk. The consultation material does not
explain how additional water run-off from the new roadway will
be dealt with. We would ask that you do a proper assessment of
this at various points along the road, and make this available.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Mitigation measures would include attenuation ponds provided to control discharge
from highway drainage up to 1in100 year storm event +20% allowance for climate
change. Discharge from the proposed highway drainage would be restricted to
existing rates plus greenfield runoff rates for the increased highway area.

The Board is a statutory Internal Drainage Board and undertakes
flood protection works within its catchment, which includes much
of Swavesey Village. The Board's area has a defined level of

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

Yes

The Internal Drainage Board's concerns are noted and the Highways Agency has
undertaken on-going engagement with them.
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flood risk protection from adjoining main rivers and their
embankments of 1:10, or 10% annual chance of flooding. This
low level of protection, while deliberately engineered to protect
surrounding areas, does make the Board extremely sensitive to
proposals which could increase flood risk and we are very
concerned to ensure that such proposals do not lead to any
flood risk detriment.

letter)

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. Flood plain loss identified for Covells Drain and Uttons Drove Drain
would be addressed through flood plain compensation. Mitigation for Swavesey
Drain due to culverting would include minimising culvert length and maintaining
existing channel gradients. Mitigation measures including attenuation ponds and
flow controls would be provided to control highway drainage outflow to all
watercourses and ditches. Outflow would match existing

The board's concern extends to any increased flows that would
be directed towards it’s District and this would not only apply to
the impact on watercourses such as Swavesey and Uttons
Drove Drains and their tributaries but also to Covells Drain and
the Fen Drayton Lakes area, the regime of which can impact on
the Board's area.
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Swavesey Internal
Drainage Board

Yes

Yes

Attenuation ponds would be provided to control discharge from highway drainage
up to 1in100 year storm event +20% allowance for climate change. Discharge from
the proposed highway drainage would be restricted to existing rates plus greenfield
runoff rates for the increased highway area. Attenuation would be provided across
the scheme to ensure flows are not increased in watercourses or their tributaries
(including Swavesey Drain, Utton’s Drove drain and Covells Drain).
Flood compensation areas would also be provided across the scheme to mitigate
the effect of encroachment into existing floodplain.

Swavesey Internal
Drainage Board

The previous (2010) proposals included building attenuation
ponds which would take 1:100 +20% discharge from the
carriageways, with the discharge restricted to maximum 1:5 from
the existing carriageway with greenfield attenuation for the extra
new build. One of the main queries at that time related to
whether there would be any adverse impact caused by
attenuating and thereby delaying flows. The Swavesey Drain
discharges to the River Great Ouse at Webbs Hole and, at times
of high flows in the river, the Sluice Drain at Webbs Hole closes,
meaning that the Swavesey Drain can only then discharge into
the surrounding flood meadows. We were therefore anxious that
the proposed attenuation did not lead to a situation where flows,
which could have harmlessly been discharged, caused a
problem by being retained. The proposed attenuation is
welcomed in principle. Information about the time for ponds to
empty was supplied previously and indicated approximate times
for drain down based on the critical duration storm for storage.
We also considered the Flood Risk Assessment Addendum then
produced, relating to the Ellington to Fen Ditton / Uttons Drove
Drain. It is noted that as before, the surface water drainage from
the new A14 is to be attenuated.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

We are unable to support the proposed measures to mitigate the
adverse environmental impact of the scheme since there is

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes

Yes

The environmental impact assessment includes detailed assessments of noise, air
quality, visual and landscape impacts in line with legislation and best practice

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
All runoff from carriageway would pass through attenuation facilities prior to
discharging to receiving watercourse. Details of these facilities are included in
Appendix 17.2 of the Environmental Statement..

Noise and vibration
Consultee(s)
Lolworth Parish
Council
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insufficient detail. We are particularly concerned about noise
given the elevated position of the village. We understand trees
have a limited impact on noise attenuation but accept they
provide a level of particle pollution control and visual mitigation.
We are unaware of the optimal, as opposed to the minimum,
equipped depth of planting and mix of species but would urge
this is employed as well as low noise surfacing of both the A14
and the local access road.

consultation
letter)

guidance. Chapter 14 provides information on noise impacts and mitigation.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including careful design of the alignment and
cuttings, the use of low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
installation of noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would be
provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major
Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects
or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise
policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014).
The noise assessment identifies a major beneficial effect on the closest properties
in the vicinity of Huntingdon Road, Lolworth (ON-C16 – Figure 14.7), with a 4m
noise barrier located near Hill Farm Cottages, which is identified as a Noise
Important Area. A tree belt would be provided as mitigation to screen views from
Lolworth and at The Grange. Low noise surfacing would be used throughout the
scheme for new road or altered road sections including those in the Parish of
Lolworth.
Specification of plant species, mixes and densities would be undertaken during
detailed design in relation to the design objectives of individual plantations.

General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)

Lolworth Parish
Council

Lolworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
We recommend the non-motorised user provisions and local
access roads should run north of the sewerage works and
commercial properties, and the widening of the A14 to be kept
as north as possible to reduce the inevitable adverse impact on
Lolworth Village.

The asymmetric widening of the road between Swavesey and
Bar Hill junctions brings it closer to Lolworth with adverse
environmental issues.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

The location of the local access road is adjacent to the A14 to minimise land take.
Moving the local access road to the north of the sewerage works would increase
costs. Keeping the local access road close to the A14 reduces the area in which
construction takes place and therefore reduces the environmental impact and
disturbance to local residents. Sections of the local access road are also to be
constructed on the existing A14 alignment. The existing location of the NMU
facilities provides linkages with a range of other existing or proposed facilities.
An Environmental Impact Assessment has been undertaken to assess the effects
of the scheme (including on Lolworth where appropriate) and is reported in the
Environmental Statement.. Mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects including areas of planting to improve screening
between Swavesey and Bar Hill.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

In general, we agree with the route proposed although there are
concerns with the alignment and the environmental impacts this
could have on Lolworth.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Need for the proposals
Support for the scheme
Consultee(s)
Lolworth Parish
Council

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
The alignment enables asymmetric widening to be used. This is preferred as it
would allow safer offline construction, less disruption to users, and would also
allow the redundant eastbound A14 carriageway to be reused as a local access
road. Every effort has been made to minimise the extent the road has moved

further towards Lolworth.
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. provides information on potential
noise impacts and mitigation measures.
Non-motorised users (NMU)
Consultee(s)
Lolworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

The Non-Motorised User (NMU) provisions, which is proposed to
run parallel with the local access road for the majority of the
above route, is flawed for the reasons summarised below.
•
•
•

•
•

It means shared use rather than segregated use is
inevitable.
It means minimum acceptable standards rather than
preferred minimum standards are inevitable.
A width of 3 metres may be the minimum acceptable
standard for shared cyclist/pedestrian use but does not
accommodate equestrian use. Where 3 metres is the
acceptable minimum where horses are expected to pass.
Acceptable minimum standards do not permit wildlife
corridors along the NMU provisions;
In the current scheme the NMU provisions have to be
diverted to the west of the commercial properties adjacent to
the Swavesey junction with sharp bends creating additional
hazards.

We strongly believe that there should be segregated use for
pedestrians, cyclists and horses. In terms of the overall scheme,
provision of a 5 metre cycle track with a marked centre line
should be provided from Fen Stanton and Fen Drayton to
Cambridge, incorporating Northstowe. Cyclists should not share
paths with other pedestrians other than in rural areas. Horse
riders should have an additional 3 metres of regularly cut grass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

A 12 km NMU facility is provided from Fenstanton to Girton. The route crosses the
Bar Hill junction as a grade separated route, and the link to B1050 by means of a
toucan crossing within the signalised junction. Roundabouts at Swavesey and Dry
Drayton junctions are negotiated through refuges which support two way NMU
traffic and permit users to wait in the middle to cross traffic lanes. The NMU route
is 3m wide between Fenstanton and Dry Drayton (supporting 360 NMUs per hour,
and 4 m wide supporting 480 NMUs per hour from Dry Drayton to Girton (at the
request of Cambridgeshire CC officers). A toucan crossing is provided, with
equestrian dismounting facilities at the Bar Hill NMU bridge interface with the local
access road, and the Swavesey NMU bridge crosses the local access road as well
as the main carriageway and Cambridge Services link road. Details have been
discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council.
Yes

Yes

Issues relevant to Lolworth are listed below:
•
•

•

The NMU facilities along the local access road would provide a shared use facility
and would be designed in accordance with current design standards including the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) for the provision of facilities for
non-motorised users. This includes the design of shared use facilities. Provision of
5m cycle track/separate footway and a further three metre wide verge strip for
equestrians on this corridor as well as local access road would be unaffordable.
However wide verges would be provided to the rear of the NMU facility on the local
access road throughout much of its length to assist equestrians.
Following concerns raised during consultation Robins Lane bridge would now
include a 4.0m wide NMU provision and 1.8m high parapets to enable equestrians
to pass between the north of the A14 and Lolworth.

we have no public transport so the NMU provisions are
especially important;
a segregated high quality cycle route would
encourage/enable school children to cycle to College in
Swavesey and for others to cycle to work in Cambridge and
elsewhere; and
there are riding stables in Lolworth and the NMU facilities
would provide horse riders with the only realistic way of
entering/exiting the village from north of the A14.

Traffic
Rat running
Consultee(s)
Boxworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Boxworth Parish Council has concerns about the possibility of
rat running through the Village to access the A14 if the A428 is

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
The A14 proposals are expected to relieve some traffic that currently uses the
A428/A1198 which is currently avoiding the A14 due to congestion. The
Highways Agency would expect a reduced likelihood of incidents on the A428 in

blocked, particularly as there is no access at the St. Ives
junction. What mitigation is proposed to avoid this? Why is the
access to the A14 proposed at Swavesey? The Boxworth /
Swavesey road is not a major highway that can justify such a
connection.

letter)

the future.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme aims to concentrate turning movements
at a reduced number of well-designed junctions. This would improve safety on the
A14 which has a poor record of accidents and incidents associated with the high
number of junctions, laybys and direct accesses. The connection at Swavesey is
primarily to allow the de-trunked A14 to join the upgraded A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. To minimise the total number of junctions, the other local road
connections also join at this point. Not providing a junction at this point would
mean that trips from Boxworth would only be able to access the A14 in an
eastbound direction via the A428.
The Highways Agency has developed an operational strategy for diversion routes
in case of carriageway closures, which it is important to remember is significantly
less likely due to the additional lane and the signing technology which will be
installed on the proposed scheme. We do not anticipate that the impact of our
proposals will be any worse in the event of a blockage on the A428 than is
currently the case. Some traffic would aim for the available junctions and
westbound traffic would aim for Ermine Street, Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions.
One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and free up local capacity. The Swavesey junction helps meet this
objective by providing a connection between the proposed local road and the
proposed A14 realignment at Swavesey.
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E.10.2

Section 42(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 10 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Environment
Noise and vibration
Consultee(s)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed widening of the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton is supported subject to further discussions regarding
noise mitigation at Girton.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. (ES) provides information on noise
impacts and mitigation. Cambridgeshire County Council has been engaged
through the design and environmental assessment of the scheme. The
assessment methodology has been agreed with the Council and the approach to
the scheme noise and vibration mitigation has been discussed. Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including careful design of the alignment and cuttings, the use of
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Also noise barriers have
been proposed at locations, including Girton, to reduce or remove likely significant
noise effects at various locations, in accordance with Government noise policy,
and at noise important areas (IA) where they would substantially reduce noise
levels. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
Appendix C [of Suffolk County Council’s letter] indicates that
there will be 132,000 vehicles per day Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) using the proposed dual carriageway (four lanes
in both directions) between Girton and Bar Hill by 2035 (Core
Growth). Allowing for full development at Northstowe and
Alconbury (the “high growth sensitivity test”) this figure rises to
145,500 vehicles per day AADT by 2035.

Suffolk County
Council

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
Daily traffic flows on the A14 between Bar Hill and Girton are forecast to increase
by approximately 17% per day. Some of this growth would result from the
Northstowe Phase Two development. However, a significant proportion of this
growth would be due to traffic rerouting on to the A14 from other routes such as
the A1198/A428, due to an increase in capacity and reliability created by the
scheme. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme could
accommodate this increase.

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

The proposed widening of the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton is supported subject to further discussions on the Bar
Hill junction capacity and resilience.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The Highways Agency has shared further traffic modelling information with
Cambridgeshire County Council.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
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capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments including
the section between Swavesey and Girton. These demonstrate that the scheme
would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
In addition operational capacity assessments have been undertaken on junctions
along the route of the scheme including at Swavesey and Bar Hill for 2020 (the
opening year) and 2035 (a future forecast year). Further information relating to
these studies and assessments can be found in the Transport Assessment which
forms part of this DCO submission.
The Bar Hill junction in particular has been designed to accommodate forecast
traffic flows which include the first and second phases of Northstowe
(approximately 5,000 homes) includes earthworks and structures that are capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

Need for the proposals
Support for the scheme
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Cambridgeshire County Council support this element of the
scheme subject to further discussions.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Engagement with Cambridgeshire County Council is ongoing.
Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with Highways Agency
standards and Department for Transport standards relating to provisions for nonmotorised users.

Yes

Under the scheme, existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns
Lane. Existing NMU routes which connect into the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton would be reconnected or diverted. Histon junction would include signalised
NMU crossings of the west and east facing slip roads as in the existing
arrangement, and would maintain the continuous north/south NMU facilities across
the junction on both sides.
Following consultation several improvements to the NMU routes have been
implemented including modifications at Swavesey NMU bridge to remove conflicts
at Cambridge Services roundabout, improvement of NMU provision on Robin’s

No

No comment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Suffolk County
Council

On-line improvement of the existing A14 trunk road between
Girton and Swavesey, and associated local road improvements
and junctions.

Highways Agency’s Response

Comment noted.

Non-motorised users (NMU)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

The proposed widening of the existing A14 between Swavesey
and Girton is supported subject to further discussions on the
NMU routes through these junctions.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Provision for non-motorised users will be a key legacy of the A14
scheme. Efforts to maintain existing routes and reconnect routes
severed by the original A14 are supported, in particular the
inclusion of bridges for non-motorised users at Swavesey and
Bar Hill junctions. Any improvements to the Histon junction
should consider the needs of cyclists, and seek to improve
safety.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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Highways Agency’s Response

Lane bridge to include equestrian provision, better NMU provision on the existing
Dry Drayton Bridge and the diversion of Footpath 15/5 to Bar Hill.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
The Highways Agency has engaged with the Council further since pre-application
consultation regarding the traffic model considerations to be included in the
scheme DCO submission.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council notes that the project as proposed will
involve local, commuter and strategic long-distance traffic using
the 4 mile section of widened A14 between Girton interchange
and Swavesey junction. The County Council continues to have
safety concerns about the potential risk of incidents and
accidents and hence resilience of this element of the project.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar
Hill junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14. Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments including
the section between Swavesey and Girton. These demonstrate that the scheme
would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.
The scheme has also been subject to independent Road Safety Audits to identify
potential safety issues. Measures to address any concerns have been
implemented and will be considered further at detail design.

Traffic Modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Suffolk County
Council

Appendix D [of Suffolk County Council’s letter] contains an
extract from the design manual for roads and bridges and in
particular refers to the Congestion Reference Flow (CRF) of a
link. CRF is an estimate of the Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT) flow at which the carriageway is likely to be ‘congested’
in the peak periods on an average day. For this purpose
‘congestion’ is defined as the situation when the hourly traffic
demand exceeds the maximum sustainable hourly throughput of
the link. It is noted that the CRF is a measure of the performance
of a road link between junctions and the effect of junctions must
be considered separately. This latter aspect is relevant given the
2 mile junction spacing proposed on the improved A14 between

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and four assessment methods within the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) guidance, including; congestion reference flows (CRF)
and the number of lanes required for weaving which also considers junction
spacing.
The analysis has concluded that by and large the standard of provision to be
provided by the scheme is appropriate to meet design year traffic projections. The
following links would come under increasing stress and may experience a
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Suffolk County
Council

Suffolk County
Council

Girton and Swavesey.
The conclusions of Suffolk County Council’s traffic predictions
between Girton and Bar Hill are:
• forecast traffic flow in the opening year is substantially higher
than the estimated economic flow range for the proposed dual
carriageway (four lanes in both directions);
• the estimated Congestion Reference Flow (CRF) for a four lane
dual carriageway is higher than the forecast traffic flow in the
opening year and marginally higher than the 2035 predicted flows
with core growth assumptions i.e. conditions in the peak periods
are likely to be approaching congested conditions;
• the estimated CRF for a dual carriageway (four lanes in both
directions) is less than the 2035 predicted flows with high growth
assumptions, i.e. conditions in the peak periods are likely to be
congested and similar or worse than the current conditions
between Girton and Swavesey;
• it is expected that this section will carry substantial volumes of
local traffic movements and a high proportion of weaving traffic;
and
• it is suggested that this link be five lanes in both directions.
Comparing the high growth level of traffic flow with current levels
on the A14 and M25 suggests that operational conditions in 2035
on the proposed section of A14 between Girton and Bar Hill are
likely to be:
• similar or worse than that currently experienced on the A14 in
the vicinity of the North Cambridge Services;
• worse than those currently experienced on the M25 between
junctions 27 (M11) and QE2 Bridge which carries traffic levels in
the range of 110,000 to 120,000 vehicles per day Annual
Average Daily Flow (AADF); but
• similar to conditions currently experienced on the M25 west of
the M1 (i.e. in the region of 140,000 vehicles per day AADF).

deterioration in the level of service provided as the design year is approached;
•

A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction,

•

A14- Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and

• A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years
leading up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any
further intervention should be unnecessary.
The A14 Link Capacity technical note is appended to the Transport Assessment
(ref. 7.3).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No
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E.10.3

Section 42 (1) (d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 10 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Gallagher Estates

The widening of this section is important to achieve an effective
transport strategy for the new town and accessibility to the
Cambridge area, both in the sub-region and more widely.

Menzies Hotel
(Shaun Van Looy)

Concerns over access in regard to Menzies Hotel and Golf
Course.

105016

The plans show the blocking of two access points that run
directly from the A14 to Hazlewell Farm and Slate Hall Farm in
Lolworth. One being adjacent to the bridle-way, which lies to the
west of the industrial site, and the other, which runs from the A14
up to the Slate Hall Farm yard. These will need to be re-instated
by way of access points / roads off the local access road.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

10 April 2014
Yes

Support is duly noted
Engagement with Menzies Hotel and Golf Course has been undertaken and as a
result the road alignment has been moved north further to the consultation which
would allow better alignment with the Bar Hill junction and reduce impact on the
golf course vegetation along the boundary with the A14.

14 May 2014

Yes

14 May 2014

105016

A common access is requested to Hazlewell Farm and Slate Hall
Farm, which would provide a central waiting area within the local
access road for the safe entry and exit from these two areas.

105030

Land comprising New Barns Farm can currently be accessed
from the existing A14. The scheme proposes that this access will
be lost leaving the only access to the majority of the farm across
the inadequate bridge over Covells Drain just east of the farm
buildings. A new bridge over Covells Drain will be necessary and
of sufficient size and capacity to enable all farm machinery and
vehicles to access the land. It is thought that a new bridge eight
metres in width and capable of carrying a 60 tonne weight will be
necessary.

10 April 2014

105030

At present, there is a track way running parallel to the A14 from
New Barns Farm at Conington to Brickyard Farm at Boxworth
and this crosses through Friesland Farm. This track way must be
retained to link the two farms and should be upgraded to a
concrete road.

28 May 2014

105054

The scheme includes the removal of access to land. The only
remaining access will be over a sub-standard bridge at New
Barns Farm, which will require replacement to full highway
specification as part of the scheme.
Hill Farm has to accommodate significant lorry and agricultural
vehicle movements including articulated vehicles. It is essential
that these are accommodated with adequate turning circles /

10 April 2014

54574

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response

10 April 2014

Yes

The scheme has been modified to provide accesses to Slate Hall Farm and
Hazlewell Farm/Bridleway 15 / 10. Access has been provided onto the local access
road at the point where the existing accesses have been severed.

Yes

Yes

The scheme design has been modified post consultation to provide a common
access to the site between the local access road and the main A14. Arrangements
for entry and exit would be detailed during further stages of design, including the
final alignment of the local access road.

Yes

A permanent access track has been provided along the frontage with the A14,
including past Friesland Farm. This would be provided with rights to access from
New Barns Farm to Brickyard Farm. Access would also be available via New Barns
Lane and New Barns Lane Bridge to the detrunked section of the A14. Further to
consultation feedback a new crossing of Covells drain on the access track has
been included in the scheme. This would be designed for agricultural use in
agreement with the landowner as part of the accommodation works.

Yes

Yes

Yes

A permanent access track would be provided along the frontage with the A14,
including past Friesland Farm. This would be provided with rights to access from
New Barns Farm to Brickyard Farm. The specification of the surface would be
agreed as part of the accommodation works. Concrete would typically be specified.

Yes

Yes

Further to consultation comments a new bridge would be included in the scheme.
This would be designed for agricultural use in agreement with the landowner and
included as part of the accommodation works.

Yes

No

An access track would be provided in the scheme serving Hill farm and Hill Farm
Cottages connecting to the local access road via Robin’s Lane. The access track
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road widths when linking the farm access to the local access
road.

would be designed to accommodate all relevant vehicle turning movements.

10 April 2014

54574

With the changing field pattern, a field access accommodation
bridge will be required running north to south over the existing
drainage ditch to link to the remaining field in relation to access at
Hill Farm.

NIAB Trust and
NIAB Limited

The principal access to Noon Folly Farm does not appear to be
substantially affected. If the secondary access is closed, local
access to the land will be required.

10 April 2014

In relation to farm land south of the existing A14 (near the
crematorium), new concrete farm tracks to replace the existing
farm road are required.

30 April 2014

105022

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

A suitable bridge running from north to south would be provided and agreed as
part of the accommodation works. An access and would also be provided into the
field.
The proposals have been amended to include an alternative means of access from
the local access road. The details would be agreed as part of the accommodation
works.
A new replacement track would be provided as part of the accommodation works,
linking to the new roundabout. The specification for the surfacing would be subject
to agreement with the landowners. Concrete would typically be specified.

Agricultural and business impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Concerns regarding the long term effects of road works to
Menzies Hotel and Golf Course.
Menzies Hotel
(Shaun Van Looy)

The road is very close to car parks and hotel buildings at the
Menzies Hotel & Golf Course. There are concerns over impacts
during construction in particular in regard to dirt and dust.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement.. Likely significant
effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment
and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.. Mitigation
measures to reduce impacts are also reported in the Environmental Statement..
This includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Environmental Appendix
20.2). The COCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations,
traffic and environmental considerations.
Engagement with Menzies Hotel and Golf Course has been undertaken and further
to the consultation the road alignment has been moved north. This would reduce
impact on the car parking and buildings along the boundary with the A14.

105016

NIAB Trust and
NIAB Limited

Hazlewell Land has been unable to lease industrial properties
due to the uncertainty of the A14 works and the issue of site
access to the site.

Land utilised for seed production has a special status that
enables it to be used for on-going seed production and plant
development and therefore any loss of land should be mitigated
and kept to a minimum as it cannot be replaced in other
locations. National Institute of Agricultural Botany is a wellestablished seed producer and agricultural research
organisation, it is important to the regional economy. The land is
important to the business. The extent of land affected by the
Scheme at Noon Folly Farm could be reduced. This also impacts
on the availability of land for surveys and archaeological testing.

14 May 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

The Highways Agency has been actively engaged with the landowner. Concerns
relating to maintaining current usage of the industrial buildings have been
acknowledged and adjustments to the scheme boundary have been made to
enable further optimisation of local access road alignment to try and maintain the
viability and current status of the site. Discussions are ongoing to reach agreement
with Hazelwell Lands to establish the best outcome for the site and the local
access road alignment.
Further to the consultation the junction layout design has been modified to remove
the need for the west link form Hattons Road to the local access road. A proposed
balancing pond has also been removed from this section of the scheme. As a
result, much of the area set aside for these facilities would no longer be required.
Some land however would be reserved for temporary construction activities such
as temporary construction routes or utilities diversions. These areas would be
reinstated and returned to the landowner wherever feasible. Areas designated for
utilities diversions may have Temporary access rights attached to them.
The Highways Agency will be liaising closely with National Institute of Agricultural
Botany prior to construction to enable to properly plan their specialist scientific
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trials.
Community
Legacy
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

There is no positive legacy at all for Conington, Boxworth and
Elsworth. Things will be worse both during and after construction.

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested, safer access to services and amenities and more reliable
journey times. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable
safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU).
Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the objectives of the
scheme, as described in the Case for the Scheme (doc 7.1).
The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of both
local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.
Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198 via the
existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic would use Swavesey Junction
or the local access road.

104850

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.
Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
and management of material resources. All waste would be managed in such a
way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the environment. The main
contractors would be responsible for reducing waste generated from the
construction activities. This will include measures such as careful storage of
materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste management plan
(SWMP) will be prepared in accordance with the Waste and Resources Action
Programme (WRAP) guidance. The effect of the scheme in terms of waste
generation and material resources is considered in the ES.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102877

The project is a huge expense.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme has been designed to accommodate future traffic growth and would
alleviate congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at peak times. The
cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme and in line with

industry standards.

Environment
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102877

Inevitable increase in traffic and a severe permanent impact on
local residents, environment and CO2 levels.

54574

The current proposals show a small length of hedge running
north to south along the existing farm track on the line of the
existing tree line. This should be removed as it would be difficult
to maintain on tree line and there would be no benefit.

54574

A main sewer runs east to west along the A14, from Bar Hill to
the sewage works.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken. The Transport Assessment
demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.The scheme would be designed to accommodate future traffic growth
and would alleviate congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at peak
times.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities who are responsible for monitoring
pollution) in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with
these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement. (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions. Assessment of air
quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in Chapters 8 and 14, and
Appendix 18.1 of the ES.
The hedge has been removed from the scheme design which would allow for
maintenance.

Comment noted.

Noise and vibration
Consultee(s)

Menzies Hotel
(Shaun Van Looy)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Noise would be an issue to residents at the hotel and those using
the recreational facilities and golf club.
10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be installed as required to

reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers would take account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability and other environmental impacts caused by the barriers. Noise
barriers would also be provided at noise important areas, as defined under the
Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would reduce the
existing high noise levels. The assessment for operational noise and vibration did
not identify any significant adverse effects for the hotel and golf club requiring
noise barriers. Noise IA 5140 is located alongside the A14 at Bar Hill, on the south
side of junction 29 (of the A14), and the Environmental Statement. identifies
additional mitigation in the form of a 3m reflective barrier which would control traffic
noise at Rhadegund Cottages, Bar Hill within this noise IA.

Light
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Concerns with lighting proposals in regard to the Lolworth over
bridge.

54574

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement.. The mainline of the A14
would not be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the junctions including on
the north side of the Robin’s Lane bridge in the vicinity of Hill Farm Cottages. An
assessment of lighting impacts has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10
of the Environmental Statement.. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects including the careful
placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with good cutoff characteristics and the use of tree and shrub planting in suitable locations. The
embankments to the Robin’s Lane bridge would be planted with trees and shrubs
to screen and soften the bridge from nearby properties. The planting and
embankment would also partially screen traffic from the nearby properties. An
avenue of trees would be provided along the access drive to Hill Farm Cottages
which would provide additional screening from some nearby properties. The
significance of effect on Hill Farm Cottages would be large adverse during
construction and in the short term, but the mitigation proposals would reduce the
significance of effect to slight adverse in the long term.

Visual
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

103547

The new road to the front of the house will spoil the views. The
bridge at Lolworth will be an eyesore.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

54574

The proposed Lolworth over bridge will obstruct views of the
Lolworth Church from Hill Farm.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.. Landscape mitigation works would
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These would include environmental
bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme,
the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and
shrub planting. In this location the embankments to the bridge at Lolworth (Robin’s
lane bridge) would be planted with trees and shrubs to screen and soften the
bridge. The planting and embankment would also partially screen traffic from Hill
Farm and the nearby properties at Hill Farm Cottages and an avenue of trees
would be provided along the access drive to Hill Farm Cottages which would
provide some additional screening from some nearby properties and from Hill
Farm. The significance of effect on Hill Farm Cottages would be large adverse
during construction and in the short term, but the mitigation proposals would
reduce the significance of effect to slight adverse in the long term. The
significance of effect on Hill Farm would be large adverse during construction and

in the short term, but the mitigation proposals would reduce the significance of
effect to moderate adverse in the long term.
Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104550

Agree to the proposals but have concerns that any small
redundant pieces of land left adjacent to the highway and local
access road would be vulnerable to future development. It would
be preferable that such areas were planted. In particular the area
of land opposite the cottages on the consultation plans.

Gallagher Estates

The widening of this section is important to support the delivery
of Northstowe.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Whilst the Highways Agency can make recommendations on future planned
developments based on the potential impact on the strategic road network, the
decision as to whether a development is approved is a matter for the local planning
authority to manage. The DCO would only grant powers in relation to the scheme.
The plot of land in question would be retained by the current landowner. There
would be planting on the Lolworth overbridge embankment.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

It is far better to widen an existing road and then also develop an
alternative route with fewer carriageways, such as A428, for
when accidents occur.

104564

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
At present, the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge carries a mixture of longdistance strategic as well as local traffic. This mix and the high volume of vehicles
create capacity problems particularly in the peak periods. There are multiple
junctions and direct accesses onto the A14 adding to capacity issues and resulting
in a reduction in safety. The scheme, including the local access road, would
address many of these issues and would lead to less disruption as a result of
accidents.
The A428 is out of the scope of this scheme. The scheme has been developed
over a number of years. Many options have been considered and evaluated.
Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the development process
together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current scheme is
a result of this process to date. However the A428 is being looked at as part of the
Highways Agency’s route based strategies.

104893

These proposals do not involve moving the road drastically and
therefore keeps in line with what already works.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings

102814

Neither the brochure nor the exhibition made clear how the
interchange and local road will work at the Fen Drayton end.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
the Environmental Statement. which forms part of the DCO submission.
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53849

The new road and flyover from Fenstanton to Hilton was shown
as starting directly in front of the respondent’s property. Earlier
proposals showed this and the respondent requested it be moved
nearer to Hilton, this was agreed but now it appears to be back in
front of their property.

10 April 2014

No

No

The new alignment of Hilton Road would be constructed off the line and to the east
of the existing road to ease construction and allow the existing road to be kept
open whilst the bridge over the A14 and the approach embankments were built.
The alignment at the north end of Hilton Road would be shortened whilst
complying with the appropriate design standards to facilitate this. Some works to
Hilton Road adjacent to the southern boundary of the property in question would
be necessary but within the existing highway boundary. The tie ins of local roads
would be considered further at the detailed design stage of the scheme, noting the
concerns of the consultees, when more detailed surveys of the existing road would
be undertaken.

Drainage
Consultee(s)

54574

105030

Summary of consultee comment

Existing land drainage must be maintained to ensure the quality
of the farmland at Hill Farm.

The impact of the proposed road works on land drainage
adjacent to New Barns Farm (Conington) and Brickyard Farm
(Boxworth) is a particular issue and it is requested that the
respondent is consulted on this matter.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Confirmation is requested that all drainage from the new road will
be self-contained and not allowed to discharge into existing farm
drainage ditches and drains. (Comment in regard to New Barns
Farm (Conington) and Brickyard Farm (Boxworth)).

105030
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
All rainwater running-off the road carriageways would pass through attenuation
facilities prior to discharging to the receiving watercourse. Further details of these
facilities are included in Appendix 17.2 of the Environmental Statement. which
forms part of this DCO submission.
The Highways Agency is currently engaged with the landowner regarding land
drains. The landowner would be providing land drain plans to inform detailed
design.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
The Highways Agency is currently engaged with the landowner regarding land
drainage which would be fully assessed during detailed design.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Runoff from the new carriageway would be restricted to greenfield rates and flood
compensation areas are proposed to mitigate any increase in water levels by more
than 10mm for the 100-year return period event (as agreed with the Environment
Agency). The floodplain compensation proposed includes an allowance for climate
change.
The new drainage would be contained and attenuated, and would be separate
from the farm drains.
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Concerns regarding drainage at Menzies Hotel & Golf Course.

Menzies Hotel
(Shaun Van Looy)

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Runoff from the new carriageway would be restricted to greenfield rates and flood
compensation areas are proposed to mitigate any increase in water levels by more
than 10mm for the 100-year return period event (as agreed with the Environment
Agency). The floodplain compensation proposed includes an allowance for climate
change.

NIAB Trust and
NIAB Limited

The scheme would have new drainage and would not affect the golf course
drainage.
Land drains will be fully assessed as part of the detailed design and this would
include any existing highway drainage affecting the land. Existing land drainage
issues would be taken into account during detailed design.

Concerns in regard to drainage at Noon Folly, north-west of the
Bar Hill junction. The land is under-drained and both the natural
and man-made drainage systems need to be fully reinstated and
restored after work so as to maintain the productivity of the land.
The published documents provide no reference to restoration of
the land drains or those works for the re-arrangement of storm
water drainage.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement.. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Runoff from the new carriageway would be restricted to greenfield rates and flood
compensation areas are proposed to mitigate any increase in water levels by more
than 10mm for the 100-year return period event (as agreed with the Environment
Agency). The floodplain compensation proposed includes an allowance for climate
change.
The Highways Agency understands that the provision and sizing of culverts is
critical to farming operations

Confirmation is requested that all existing culverts under the A14
in that serve this land will remain in place and functioning and
that full consultation takes place in respect of all new culverts
being constructed. (Comment in regard to New Barns Farm
(Conington) and Brickyard Farm (Boxworth)).
105030
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed scheme would not adversely affect existing flooding conditions. A
flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the Environmental
Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a
range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?
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Highways Agency’s Response

deadline?

55622

Widening of the existing road has always looked to be the most
logical, least expensive and least environmentally damaging
option.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Additional lanes would be added to the existing A14 on this section. The scheme
would include dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual
three lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. In addition a local access
road between Fen Drayton and Girton would segregate local traffic from long
distance and commuter traffic.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement..

103547

Agree with the proposals for this area as a new road has been
needed for a long time, but concerns about impacts on property.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104803

The proposals for this area are agreed with in general terms.
However, concerns that the current proposal is not the solution.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from this Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement. outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

Non-Motorised Users (NMU)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)

Request that the non-motorised user provisions from the
Swavesey junction, is continued all the way to Cambridge Road,
Fen Drayton.

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge

Request for confirmation that Longstanton Bridleway 10 joins
directly on to the local access road.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
The shared NMU facility would extend along the de-trunked A14 to the junction
between Mill Road and Cambridge Road, Fenstanton and would tie into the
existing facilities located on Cambridge Road.
Under the scheme, the bridleway would link into the shared NMU facility located on
the local access road.

Group)
The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)
The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)
The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)

The Ramblers
Association
(Cambridge
Group)

Please ensure that a footway / non-motorised user facilities are
provided on the original bridge over the A14 from Oakington to
Dry Drayton.

Request that a footpath is provided alongside the A14 to connect
Lolworth with Bar Hill Services.
There is a non-motorised user bridge from the local access road
to Saxon Way in Bar Hill. It means crossing the slip road where
there is a central island. Request that a signalled crossing is
provided as the central island may not be wide enough to
accommodate a long bike or a horse.
A Non-Motorised User (NMU) path should be provided from
Madingley Bridleway 2 (marked Madingley Bridleway 6 on the
plans), running in a northerly direction below the embankment
alongside the new A14 westbound link road, to join the NMU path
at the roundabout just North West of the new Girton interchange
bridge. There should be grass planting rather than trees at the
roundabout to give visibility.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104438

The design does not show clearly where public rights of way are
to be established or their status. We are concerned about the
heavily used access track (in high season) being shared with
byway (bicycle) traffic.

104438

What is the expected use to be from the existing A14 bridge
(marked 7 on the plans) to the south? Is it limited to footpath use
only?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Date consulted

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

The existing Dry Drayton Bridge would be modified to include shared NMU facilities
and would provide a connection between the NMU facilities on the local access
roads.
Footpath Lolworth 5 would extend southeast and connect into the existing
bridleway Bar Hill 1. A new bridleway would be provided which extends to Saxon
Way roundabout and would also provide access to Bar Hill services located on the
south side of the A14 .
The NMU bridge at Bar Hill would span over both the A14 slip roads, and refuges
would be provided on the Saxon Way and Tesco arms of the southern roundabout.
These would be designed to permit appropriate crossing by all NMUs,
incorporating sufficient waiting area.
Under the scheme, diverted bridleway Madingley 2 would extend north along the
foot of the A14 westbound link embankment and would connect into Girton
Roundabout West.
The landscaping proposals have been modified to replace the trees with grassland
planting in the vicinity of the roundabout. This would improve visibility.

Highways Agency’s Response

28 May 2014

Yes

No

The track from Dry Drayton to Girton Grange accommodation bridge would be a
combined NMU route (designated a bridleway) and farm access track. It would
include a wide verge and passing bays.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

The path across Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge would be designated a
bridleway and also retain its function as a farm access.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Whilst the Highways Agency can make recommendations on future planned
developments based on the potential impact on the strategic road network, the
decision as to whether a development is approved is for the local planning
authority to manage.

103547

Agreement with the proposals, but concern that any extra
housing will impact even further on the valuation of my home. It
will be almost impossible to sell my house whilst the road is
under construction.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement. which forms part of this DCO provides an outline the standards of work
that would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors’
throughout the construction period, including general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental consideration. The CoCP identifies how disruption to
communities would be minimised.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and

the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.
Loss of land
Summary of
consultee
comment

Summary of consultee comment

Summary of
consultee
comment

Summary of
consultee
comment

Summary of
consultee
comment

Summary of consultee comment
The land take indicated within the red line boundary to the north of Dry Drayton is
the minimum required for development of a complex local road network, diversion
of utilities, drainage balancing ponds, flood alleviation and construction working
area.

105022

It appears that the area of quality farm land outlined in red
around Dry Drayton for compulsory purchase is considerably
greater than required for the scheme. It should be reviewed and
reduced.

104438

Object to the balancing pond marked 6 on the plans because the
design leaves awkward field corners. Can it be redesigned such
that it leaves a sensible retained land boundary?

105030

Request for confirmation that full consideration is given to the
impact of land take upon existing field boundaries, hedges and
ditches. Ensure that new field boundaries do not render fields
unworkable due to shape and size. Early consultation will be
necessary. (Comment in regard to New Barns Farm (Conington)
and Brickyard Farm (Boxworth)).

105030

The plan shows a ‘red line’ around the east side of New Barns
Farm, adjacent to Covells Drain leading off in a south easterly
direction before turning north easterly towards the A14. Please
advise the significance and meaning of this line.

105054

54574

The consultee would prefer the extent of land required for the
scheme to be kept to a minimum. The consultee feels that land
identified on the Highways Agency’s plans represents an
excessive loss of valuable farmland.

Concerns that traffic to the front of the Hill Farm cottages will
increase when the road takes the Lolworth traffic. Parking in front
of the cottages is a current local issue as the track is currently

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsorily purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
30 April 2014

28 May 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme would only permanently retain land required for the long term function
of the road. Areas of land shown for construction compounds and soil storage
would only be taken temporarily and be returned to the land owner following
restoration to existing use.
In some cases land may be acquired to allow the scheme to provide or remove
rights to other parties and generally to allow working space for construction. It is
the intention of the scheme to then return land to the current land owner where the
landowner agrees and retain only the land required for the long term functioning of
the road and meet essential environmental commitments.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests
including optimising use of field boundaries including in relation to flood
compensation areas.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The area identified within the red line boundary would contain an area of ecological
mitigation which is required to mitigate construction impacts on the ecology in this
area. In addition part of the land would contain an area of flood compensation.

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.
28 May 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

10 April 2014
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The area identified would contain an area of ecological mitigation which is required
for the deviation of construction in this area. In addition part of the land would
contain an area of flood compensation.
Under the current proposals, traffic from Lolworth village would continue to use
Robins Lane, which would diverted over the A14 to join the proposed Local Access
Road at a new junction approximately 100m to the east of Hill Farm Cottages. The

owned by Mr Wedd. (it is noted that Mr Wedd also owns some of
the cottages). The future arrangements here will need to be
considered.

The consultee wants the purchase of land (Wayside on the
Swavesey junction) to happen quickly so they are able to move
on with their life.

existing access to the cottages would be closed with access provided from Robins
Lane. Only traffic requiring access to the Cottages or Hill Farm would be expected
to use the existing track and therefore no increase or even a reduction in traffic
past the Cottages is expected.
Parking on the track would remain a private issue but could be less of a problem
as it would not be needed for farm access.
The Highways Agency acknowledges the concerns of affected landowners and
endeavours to engage affected parties as early as possible to ensure that land
purchase is undertaken as efficiently as possible during the statutory process.

10 April 2014

104618

Yes

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the Highways Agency
would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by agreement.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

Menzies Hotel
(Shaun Van Looy)

Land issues in regard to Menzies Hotel & Golf Course.

10 April 2014
Yes

No

The scheme would avoid the golf course. Some minor works would be required
along the boundary of the golf course; however these would be kept to a minimum
where possible.

Security
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

NIAB Trust and
NIAB Limited

The site is used for the production of sensitive crops and ongoing
site security is required both during construction and on
completion of the Scheme, where there is enhanced public
access there will need to be security fencing to prevent unauthorised access. (Comments relate to Noon Folly, north-west
of the Bar Hill junction).

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Fencing and security requirements would be agreed in consultation with the
landowners. On the National Institute of Agricultural Botany boundary, hedges and
drainage ditches would add to the overall boundary security. Fences would be
enhanced if required.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Changing the proposed road category from A-road to motorway would have many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic who would no longer be able to
utilise the road.

101807

Existing A14 between Girton and Hu42(ntington should be
developed as new M11.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The upgrade in standard, e.g. Provision of a full hard shoulder, would also add
significantly to land requirements and associated scheme cost.
An upgrade to motorway is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
requirements.

104550

Agree with the work but think that the Lolworth bridge loop should
be reversed to the easterly side away from the cottages.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The proposed layout offers the best compromise between providing access to
Lolworth and access to Hill Farm Cottages / Hill Farm. Switching the loop to the
east would result in a significant increase in length of the access to Hill Farm
Cottages / Hill Farm.

54574

It is requested that the access loop of the Lolworth northern
bridge approach is reversed away from the cottages and into the
less usable triangle of land to the east.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The proposed layout offers the best compromise between providing access to
Lolworth and access to Hill Farm Cottages / Hill Farm. Switching the loop to the
east would result in a significant increase in length of the access to Hill Farm
Cottages / Hill Farm.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to Huntingdon
Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package of measures
which included remodelling of sections of the railway between Felixstowe and
Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was
produced in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package
was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in
HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. However, the public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.

200014
Reinstate railway or improve non guided buses instead.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The CHUMMS study identified that public transport can contribute to a solution but
not a complete solution in itself.
Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

200015

It will provide more capacity for another major congestion black
spot at the Girton Interchange.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional lane on
the A14 West to the A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to the A14
West slip roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as
evidenced by the Transport Assessment.
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200016

10 April 2014
The area is a currently heavily congested.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

10 April 2014

105060

Ease congestion.

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This results in congestion and excessive journey times.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Local road network
Consultee(s)

101959

Summary of consultee comment

Reservations about the design of the local access road.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road will enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar
Hill junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14. Traffic forecasts indicate that this road will carry approximately 4,300
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

200004

Widening will result in further traffic movements.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

101070

Despite the widening of the A14 to four lanes between Bar Hill
and Girton there will remain an impact of traffic moving from four
lanes to three lanes in the westerly direction. This is despite the
increase in capacity.

Yes
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No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) These improvements
are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the
A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in
order to ensure that the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic
levels and as part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried
out link capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments.
These demonstrate that the scheme, including the widened sections between
Swavesey and Girton, would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted

traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035
For further details refer to the Transport Assessment.
104893

This section of road is often very busy and needs the extra
capacity.

Church
Commissioners for
England

The additional road capacity is required.

54593

This element of the scheme is an online improvement with
increased capacity and a local feeder road, which mirrors many
of the benefits achieved by the A1(M) improvements.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

10 April 2014
Comments noted.

10 April 2014

Traffic Flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users.

104921

The road does not perform in this area due to the restricted lane
numbers and configuration at Girton Interchange.

10 April 2014

No
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Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as
evidenced by the Transport Assessment.

E.10.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 10 Part 4 – Local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104598)

Unhappy with the closure of junction 30 [Dry Drayton]. A lot of
villagers from Oakington, Girton, Histon, Cottenham and other
surrounding villages use this junction to access the A14.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, laybys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions,
laybys and local accesses with direct onto the trunk road. This should help to
improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

104729

The volume of traffic joining the A14 at the Oakington / Dry
Drayton interchange is unlikely to cause much disruption to traffic
given the relief roads. Why close the A14 access?

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) is one of the junctions that would be closed.
There are two main reasons for this, both of which are safety driven. Firstly, the
Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5km from the Bar Hill junction, which is
well below the Highways Agency’s recommended junction spacing of 2km and
introduces a conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to
cross traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton (and vice-versa). Secondly, with the
proposal to widen the A14 to 4 lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton,
traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes of traffic.
Both of these are significant road safety issues that have the potential to cause
congestion and delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is most
appropriate to close Junction 30. Access to the surrounding villages would be
maintained via the local access road.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
indicate that the additional journey time associated with this diversion would be
offset by the journey time savings associated with the improved operation of the
A14 between Bar Hill and Girton, with no net change in overall journey time.
Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct access to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the need to join the
A14 entirely.

102816

104916

54192

Strongly agree with the decision to close the Dry Drayton junction
and provide a local access road instead.
Does not provide adequate access to the A14 for local traffic
wishing to join the 'strategic' through route. We are not all just
travelling to shop in Cambridge - some of us need to get to work
elsewhere.

The Highways Agency ought to take the opportunity to provide a
second major access to Bar Hill. New employers would be wary
of moving into Bar Hill because it can easily be cut off by

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

Yes

No

Access to the A14 eastbound would be via Bar Hill Junction. Access to the A14
westbound would be via either Bar Hill Junction or the new connector road at
Girton West roundabout. These connections would be accessed from the local
access road. Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the
scheme junction layouts would perform adequately with current predicted traffic
levels. The results of these operational assessments are summarised in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment.

Yes

No

Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience by increasing lane capacity
from three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, and from two
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accidents at the single entry point.

to three lanes in each direction on the section between Bar Hill and Swavesey, as
well as creating a new local access road which will create a new way in which to
access Bar Hill from both east and west.This design would accommodate future
traffic forecasts and improve safety and reduce the likelihood of accidents.
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to year
2035 including development proposals at Northstowe. The local access road would
also assist with access to and from Bar Hill. Additional routes out of Bar Hill other
than via Bar Hill junction would not form part of the strategic network and would
therefore be a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Closure of the Dry Drayton junction should be offset will
additional movements between the A428 and M11 to reduce
local traffic down Madingley hill.

102823

Yes

No

Inadequate access for additional traffic from Northstowe.

104607

104645

Yes

There are issues surrounding the junctions at Bar Hill and Girton.
The A14 currently causes a huge amount of severance between
villages on either side, such as Madingley, Dry Drayton and
Longstanton, Girton and Oakington. I can only assume that no
improvements are planned, and that some "accidental"
degradation may occur simply from lack of proper consideration.
It is inexcusable to undertake any major construction project
along this corridor without taking the opportunity to correct the
dire situation created when the existing junctions were built.

Yes

The scheme includes substantial improvements to the Girton interchange to
improve the traffic flow for all existing movements. The proposals do not include
new provision for movements between A428 to M11 due to the cost and
environmental impacts associated with making these additional connections.
However, the proposed layout does not preclude the provision of additional
movements in the future should further funding become available. It is possible to
turn between the A428 and the M11 via the A1303 Madingley Road and M11
Junction 13.

Yes

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which
include the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes)
with earthworks and structures designed to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

No

The local access road (LAR) between Fenstanton and Cambridge would provide a
route for local traffic and would also provide link for these villages. An NMU track
running parallel with LAR would also be included providing a high quality route for
pedestrians, cyclists and other NMUs. Dedicated NMU bridges would be provided
at Swavesey, Bar Hill junctions with NMU provision added to the proposed bridge
at Lolworth and the existing bridge at Dry Drayton with the existing road bridges at
Swavesey and Bar Hill replaced by improved structures as part of the scheme.
These proposals would reduce severance and provide alternative corridor along
the A14 for local traffic.
The Avenue would connect with the A14 westbound at Girton Interchange via the
new local access road at Girton West roundabout as well as the A14 westbound
and eastbound via Bar Hill junction. It would also enable travellers from Madingley
to avoid Dry Drayton. In addition, the new local access road provides Madingley
Village with a new entrance into Cambridge via A1307 Huntingdon Road.

104825

The Avenue should be stopped up as it no longer has any
purpose because it does not link Madingley to Girton, which it did
before the A14 was built. The Avenue could create a rat run
through Madingley between the A14, A1303, M11 in both
directions.

Yes

No

104969

There are no particular issues on this section of the existing A14.
If it creates better on / off routes than it would be welcome.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Yes

A dedicated westbound diverge for Cambridge Services and Boxworth has been
provided at Swavesey junction. An NMU bridge would provide access across the
A14, the local access road and the Cambridge Services link road linking to
Boxworth Road and Bucking Way Road. Access from the west would be
adequately signed to enable easy access.

104971

Suggest direct access from the east (A14) to the services.
Access to the services from the west (A14) is quite complicated
and would put people off using them.

Yes
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The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) These improvements
are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the
A14 at peak times and would make the use of a ‘rat-run’ between the A14, A1303
and the M11 less likely.

As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed
to incorporate a slip road direct from the A14 westbound carriageway to the
Service Area roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route for westbound
traffic wishing to access Cambridge Services.
A14 eastbound traffic would utilise the main Swavesey junction which has been
designed to reduce congestion, thereby easing access to the Service Area.

200005
A little bit further to access Cambridge Services for A14 traffic.

Yes

Yes

Adequate signage to the Motorway Service Area would also encourage use and
help to provide safe and easy transit.
Appropriate measures will be considered in accordance with the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD) to ensure that the road arrangement operates as safely as possible. The
design of the roundabouts and link roads at Swavesey junction takes these safety
standards into consideration.

Ensure road access is maintained to the crematorium by
constructing access from Dry Drayton road prior to A14 works
commencing.

Access to the crematorium would be via the local access road to the south of the
crematorium.

101939

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the proposed A14 improvement scheme would
be required to submit plans for the construction work prior to the commencement
of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would need to be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. The Highways Agency would
ensure that these plans are in line with industry best practice and take account of
feedback from this consultation process. Access would be provided to the
crematorium at all times.

Agricultural and business impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultees’ employer is currently unable to attract a wide range
of applicants due to people's fear of travelling on the A14.

101787

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
Improving safety is also a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals
would be built to modern highway standards. The scheme provides good forward
visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the
new road. This would Introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity
for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of
accidents.

Community
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104749

This whole route has a negative effect on local people living in
the villages surrounding these areas.

Yes

No

53860)

This is what should be happening along most of the route as this

Yes

No

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested, safer access to services and amenities and more reliable
journey times. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable

would have minimal impact on the surrounding areas, be it to the
people living within the local villages or the wildlife.

safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU).
Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the objectives of the
scheme, as described in the Case for the Scheme (doc 7.1).
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement..
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement..

104625)

The route would be improved if it followed the current A14 route.
The route is unnecessarily close to Hilton which will suffer
significantly from the development. Moving the departure from
the existing route to the north would offset some of the issues
around Hilton.

No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Yes

No

Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104668, 104724

As far as I can ascertain none of the villages in this area will be
overly affected by the new route.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

104885

Agree with the widening but the route goes too far south of the
current route. It will create noise and impact on countryside and
villages such as Hilton, Conington and Boxworth.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
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and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).

101023

102876)

Need to find alternative pitches / sites for gypsies, show-people
and travelling communities whose sites are being incorporated
into the scheme.

Yes

East Anglia needs a better road network to the north, A11 and
London in all ways. Whether it is for the casual traveller, holiday
motorists, companies, lorries, cars, vans and bikes. we cannot
forget the local impact, how does and will this effect local
villages, housing, commutes, shops etc.

No

Yes

No

The scheme would not include provision for permanent travellers sites in its land
take.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Chaos will be caused by this widening.

103479

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement..
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

Parallel widening to prevent disruption to existing A14 traffic.

103559, 104869

104360

Concerns about traffic routing and control particularly regarding

The scheme would be implemented using asymmetric widening, which is preferred
since it would allow for safer offline construction and would be less disruptive to
users.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The contractors appointed to build the proposed A14 improvement scheme would
be required to submit plans for the construction work prior to the commencement
of any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routeing of construction vehicles and would need to be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. The Agency will ensure that
these plans are in line with industry best practice and take account of feedback
from this consultation process.
Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul routes through the

heavy construction traffic. One of the borrow pits is reasonably
close to Fen Drayton. The amount of earth which needs to be
moved is considerable in terms of lorry movements. The drivers
concerned will no doubt have their advised routes but satellite
navigation system’s provide alternative routes particularly in
times of road hold-ups for which the A14 is notorious, and it is
this probability that causes great concern to Fen Drayton

works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The
main contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes
that may be used by the main contractors to access the construction sites. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would
implement traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on
or adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental Statement. which
forms part of this DCO provides an outline the standards of work that will be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors’ throughout the
construction period, including general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental consideration. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be minimised.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

It is a waste of money.

101020, 104667

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Current government policy supports development that provides housing and jobs.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Very little of this committed and planned development is dependent on
the A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate
that congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would
continue to worsen if the scheme does not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed lane provision is adequate to accommodate predicted traffic levels and
provide a cost effective improvement in congestion.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme and in line with
industry standards.

It would be cheaper in the long run to build an extra lane into the
proposals.

101058

Yes

No

The traffic model indicates that the lane provision included in the current proposals
would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if the scheme
did not go ahead. The economic benefits of the current scheme justify the current
proposed provision
The proposed lane provision would perform adequately with the predicted traffic
levels towards the design year 2035.

104980, 101783

Improvements to the existing infrastructure make financial sense.

Yes

No

Road widening as opposed to a new bypass is less controversial
but the cost-benefit-analysis needs to be properly examined.

104920

55527

Economic solution.

Support for this section of the scheme is duly noted.
Alternative routes for the scheme have been considered in the route development
phase and these routes were subject to consultation.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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At present, the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge carries a mixture of longdistance and local traffic. This mix and the high volume create capacity problems
particularly in the peak periods. There are multiple junctions and direct accesses
onto the A14 resulting in a reduction in safety. The proposed improvements,
including the local access road, would address many of these issues. Extensive
traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The economic benefits are just part of the reason for the proposed scheme. The

scheme objectives extend to combating congestion, unlocking growth, connecting
people and improving safety.
The scheme would include an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange.
In addition, the scheme would separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is
using the A14 for strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs parallel
with the A14 mainline.
These improvements would accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at peak times.

104625)

There is no evidence that the design has been referenced to
costs of the original routes (for example following the existing
route) to see comparative value for money.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement. outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.

Environment
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.

101869

This seems to put the road ahead of nature, the consultee does
not agree.

Yes

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.. Mitigation measures, including
mounding and planting where appropriate, are informed by the combined
assessment work for landscape and visual, noise and ecology and include
consideration of ecological connectivity and wildlife corridors.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid affecting wildlife by carefully siting
infrastructure away from important habitats and timing works to avoid sensitive
periods. A programme of environmental mitigation has been designed into the
scheme. This includes measures to create or improve wildlife habitat with specific
objectives being to ensure no net loss of valuable habitats; create new habitats in
order to achieve a net habitat gain along the scheme; maintain north-south wildlife
corridors across the scheme, using underpasses and through planted areas; and
provide for east-west habitat connectivity along the scheme with new landscaping
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using native, locally appropriate species.

104749

The proposal of some new trees and an embankment is not
going to suffice in preserving the environment and the
surrounding area, for example there would be impacts on noise
and air.

Yes

No

103565

It only affects open countryside and utilises the existing services.

Yes

No

101974

Once the road is running more smoothly, the environmental
impact on nearby housing should actually be less than is
currently the case.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.

Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

104488

55534

104885

Climate change should be considered.

As long as there is minimal environmental impact and that data is
obtained prior to finalising plans.

The route goes too far south of the current route, which will
create noise and impact on new villages and countryside such as
Conington, Boxworth and Hilton.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the ES. Greenhouse
gases associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of
key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the

submission of the DCO application.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. In summary the assessment
concludes that there is potential for noise impacts around isolated properties to the
north of the communities of Hilton and Conington during construction. No potential
construction impacts have been identified at Boxworth. However, after mitigation,
no significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for the
village of Hilton.
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement. has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the communities of Hilton, Conington or Boxworth as
a result of the scheme.

104980

Improvements to the existing infrastructure make sense. They
are cheaper and have a diminished environmental impact.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Air quality
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101774, 102843

Addressing air pollution is essential.

Yes

No

104933

Air quality will see an improvement overall as traffic flows more
freely and less accidents occur.

Yes

No

101865

The pollution caused by just sitting there day in day out in traffic
is pretty bad.

Yes

No

38376, 38570,
28413 104481,
104976, 102798)

It will increase air pollution.

Yes

No

104891

It will worsen air quality in Girton: many properties in Girton lie
within or close to the A14 corridor Air Quality Management Area
(AQMA) identified in your proposals.

Yes

No

100983

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s Response
Comment noted.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.. The scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where
emissions would have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to
decrease especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme
would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four
air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. In summary the assessment concludes that the air
quality management area (AQMA) adjacent to Girton known as the A14 corridor
AQMA, is predicted to have no exceedances in the opening year of the scheme
(2020). The reduction in concentrations is due to vehicle fleet emission
improvements and improvements in road design allowing improved flow and less
congestion.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would
have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease
especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would
contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air
quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. In summary the assessment concludes that the air
quality management area (AQMA) adjacent to Girton known as the A14 corridor
AQMA, is predicted to have no exceedances in the opening year of the scheme
(2020). The reduction in concentrations is due to vehicle fleet emission

This will lead to significant increase in pollution, especially as
traffic will be moving at a higher speed and congestion will
decrease.
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improvements and improvements in road design allowing improved flow and less
congestion.

Flooding
Consultee(s)

101060

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Please confirm that there will be no added risk of flooding in the
Girton area due to these proposals.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
It is confirmed there would be no added risk of flooding in the Girton area. Washpit
Brook and associated existing culverts would remain unchanged. However, an
existing drainage ditch would be diverted and culverted. New culverts would be
sized to allow for major flood events. Rainfall runoff from the new and widened
roads would be controlled by additional balancing ponds. Floodplain compensation
areas have been added on the north side of A14 adjacent to Grange Farm and on
the south side of A14 adjacent to Catch Hall.

104962

Concerned about additional run-off into Washpit and Beck
Brooks. This is already a high flood risk area of Girton. Would it
be possible to extend any proposed drainage ponds so that runoff into these brooks is actually reduced?

Yes

Yes

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
A flood compensation area has been introduced in Girton Interchange on the
vicinity of Washpit Brook to alleviate flooding events.

Health
Consultee(s)

104891

Summary of consultee comment

The fine particles (PM10) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) particulate
levels are likely to worsen in some areas within the Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA). These parameters have been linked
to an increased risk of respiratory diseases. There are insufficient
mitigation measures in the proposals.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would
have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease
especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would
contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air
quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. In summary the assessment concludes that the air
quality management area (AQMA) adjacent to Girton known as the A14 corridor
AQMA, is predicted to have no exceedances in the opening year of the scheme
(2020). The reduction in concentrations is due to vehicle fleet emission
improvements and improvements in road design allowing improved flow and less

congestion.

Noise and vibration
Consultee(s)

104481, 104885,
104976, 102851

Summary of consultee comment

Increase in noise levels and noise pollution.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise
barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would reduce the existing
high noise levels.

104576

Increase in noise levels must be better addressed more
thoroughly.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise
barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would reduce the existing
high noise levels.

104933

Noise and vibration will see an improvement overall as traffic
flows more freely and less accidents occur.

Yes

No

Comment noted.
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume 11, Section 3, Part 7,
HD213/11 – Revision 1 Noise and Vibration (HD213/11) (Highways Agency et al.,
2011) is the overarching guidance used for the noise and vibration assessment
within the Environmental Statement.. DMRB HD213/11 requires that the effects of
vibration are considered where appropriate. Vibration may be airborne or groundborne. In the case of ground-borne vibration, the likelihood of perceptible vibration
being caused is particularly dependent upon the smoothness of the road surface.

104360

Properties, in Fen Drayton Village, adjoining the road are not
built to withstand the vibrations of the possible traffic. Many of the
properties are listed.

Yes
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No

It is a requirement of new highway construction specification that the surface would
be smooth and free from any discontinuities of 25mm. Paragraph A5.26 of DMRB
HD213/11 states that: “Such vibrations are unlikely to be important when
considering disturbance from new roads and an assessment will only be necessary
in exceptional circumstances.”
No such exceptional circumstances have been identified in the vicinity of the
scheme that are not already in the vicinity of a major highway, and hence no
impacts or effects from ground-borne vibration from traffic are predicted. DMRB
HD213/11 also notes that “The level of annoyance caused will also depend on
building type and usage, however, a building of historic value should not (unless it
is structurally unsound) be assumed to be more sensitive.”

DMRB HD213/11 covers the potential for airborne noise from heavy goods
vehicles to cause vibration nuisance close to main roads. The assessment of
airborne vibration can also be considered to be included within the assessment of
airborne noise. As an indication of the scale of impact, paragraph A6.21 states
that: “for a given level of noise exposure the percentage of people bothered very
much or quite a lot by vibration is 10% lower than the corresponding figure for
noise nuisance.”
The village of Fen Drayton is around 900m from the existing mainline A14. The
Environmental Statement. has not identified any significant adverse effects on
ground-borne or airborne vibration at the village of Fen Drayton as a result of the
scheme.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.. Extensive mitigation measures have
been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.

102798)

104892)

We will need noise barriers in Bar Hill.

Increased noise will affect many properties in Girton area. There
is insufficient mitigation in the proposals. The proposed noise
barriers do not extend for a sufficient distance along the north
boundary of the proposed A14 widening. Noise-reducing road
surfaces do not appear to be mandatory in this proposed
widening. There appears to be no mandatory requirement that
vegetation removed already during the widening will be replaced.
The following mitigatory measures should be adopted: (1) extend
the proposed noise barriers, particularly on the North side of the
A14 to the East of Girton Road Bridge. (2) Replace vegetation
along the scheme boundary removed during the ongoing
widening. (3) Use noise-reducing road surfacing adjacent to
Girton village. (4)Impose a speed limit for traffic adjacent to
Girton village.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas (IA),
as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they
would substantially reduce the existing high noise levels. IA 5140 is located
alongside the A14 at Bar Hill. On the south side of junction 29 (of the A14), and the
Environmental Statement. identifies additional mitigation in the form of a 3m
reflective barrier which would control traffic noise at Rhadegund Cottages, Bar Hill
within this IA.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. (ES). Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing (including adjacent to Girton),
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
provided at nose Important Areas (IA), as defined under the Noise Action Plan for
Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would reduce the existing high noise levels.
Road surfacing would be of a low noise type complying with the Highways Agency
standards would be used on all new or altered roads in the scheme including at
Girton. New planting and infill planting is included to screen traffic from views (IA)
5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers. On the northern side of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to
replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise
barrier east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m
long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown
on Figure 14.6 of the ES. The ES indicates a significant beneficial effect at the
southern edge of Girton alongside the scheme.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and long-
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distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The appropriate standard for a long distance all-purpose
trunk road such as the A14 would include operating at the national speed limit.

104537

Please minimise any further traffic noise reaching Madingley
Village. Is there any way to prevent heavy lorries from cutting
through Madingley Village. We welcome the restoration of village
connections via the proposed local access road.

Yes

No

The roads through Madingley Village are part of the local road network. As such,
the introduction of weight limits or lorry bans on these roads is a matter for the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. An assessment of noise
impacts and effects has been undertaken (including in relation to Madingley) and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise effects. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP). Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
during construction. The main contractors would assess, consider and implement
best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the works including
noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment),
appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures and screening of
equipment. These methods to manage and minimise the effects of noise and
vibration during construction would apply to construction work undertaken in or
near the Madingley area.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
The noise and vibration assessment has not identified any likely significant
adverse noise and vibration effects at the village of Madingley as a result of the
scheme.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101000

Improvement in transport supporting the growth around
Cambridge.

54192

If anything it probably needs more hence my previous comments
about a future need for an M14.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response

No

Comment noted.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of the hard shoulder to an allpurpose road is not in accordance with the current Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB). It would add significantly to the scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
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102814

The development of Northstowe will increase inevitably traffic at
this point.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire and include the first and second phases of Northstowe
(approximately 5,000 homes).

102789

This would reduce potential hold-ups of traffic as the
development along this section increases.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.

54192, 103579,
103582, 103593,
104607, 104705,
104933

This will improve traffic flow in the short to near-term. It probably
will not be enough once Northstowe is built.

Yes

The scheme would alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of
the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an
existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

As this area is a bottleneck, with more housing planned it will
only get worse.

104489

Yes

No
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

104547

Marvellous. The four lane carriageways should cope with
forecast traffic growth for years.

Yes

No

This needs to be done urgently before work on the new
development at Northstowe gets underway. The infrastructure
needs to be in place before adding a further burden on an
already over-used road.

10457

Yes

No

Support is duly noted
Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
Construction of the first phase of Northstowe is already underway however Phase
2 is still subject to planning approval. Start of construction of the scheme is
expected to commence soon after approval of the DCO.

103526

The Northstowe development means that a Willingham bypass is
needed more than ever.

Yes
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No

A bypass at Willingham falls outside the scope of this scheme. The scheme has
been developed over a number of years. Many options have been considered and
evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the development
process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current
scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

This is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

53989)

Clearly not wide enough for future levels of traffic. Perhaps the
local access road ought to be able to bear more traffic (for
example, A1307 traffic entering Cambridge)? Certainly some
form of provision, at least passively, should be provided to allow
this section to be upgraded in the medium-term.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104927

Possible and probable in any scheme as it links closer ties with
Cambridge expansion.

National Farmers
Union

Angle lane roads are essential for local traffic at Bar Hill and we
wish to inquire whether they had been planned to include future
growth at Northstowe?

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control
Committee

103532

Yes

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

The Highways Agency’s report of April 2014 notes that the full
build out of Northstowe will result in a 10% increase in traffic
levels along the A14 between Bar Hill and Girton, and a 6%
increase in traffic levels between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The
report notes that these increases are relatively modest given the
size of the development, due to the provision of the local access
road parallel to the A14. If the local access road were to be a
dual road east of Bar Hill, this would effectively provide additional
capacity for the Bar Hill to Girton section. Reassurance is
required from the Highways Agency that the increases expected
along the A14 are within the additional capacity that is to be
provided.

No

Widening this section of the existing A14 will help deal with
increased traffic from Alconbury and Wyton expansions.

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on local
access road would be well within the capacity of a road of this standard and that a
dual carriageway would not be necessary.
No

Comment noted.

General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104707

It keeps to the old line.

104808

Widening on the existing alignment is preferable to a new
alignment.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s Response

No

Comment noted.

No

Alternative routes for the proposed scheme have been considered in the route
development phase and these routes were subject to consultation. At present, the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge carries a mixture of long-distance and
local traffic. This mix and the high volume create capacity problems particularly in
the peak periods. There are multiple junctions and direct accesses onto the A14

resulting in a reduction in safety. The proposed improvements, like the identified
local access road, would address these issues.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

55591

This is a good example of upgrading the existing A14
infrastructure, rather than starting over in unspoilt countryside.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted
Support duly noted for the widening of the A14.

104885

101882

Agree with the widening but the route goes too far south of the
current route.

Yes

No

Widening to the south between Swavesey and Bar Hill would allow the new
carriageway to be constructed off line therefore keeping disruption to the existing
A14 to a minimum. This construction approach is significantly safer compared to
symmetrical widening on live carriageway.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement. outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

There may be a better route.

The scheme would add additional lanes to the existing A14. The scheme would
include dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic models predict this would
deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if the scheme did not
go ahead.

101904

All these areas including Fenstanton need looking at for
widening, as again by providing a widening for these major
villages will help ease congestion and noise.

Yes

No

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 between Fenstanton and
Swavesey junction would be significantly reduced therefore widening on this
section would be unnecessary.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. During operation, over 2,900 dwellings along the
existing A14 corridor through Huntingdon, Godmanchester and Fenstanton would
benefit from noise reductions as a result of the scheme. These improvements
would result mainly from the re-routeing traffic out of town and along the new
bypass.

101012

101022

Urge further consideration to be given to the upgrade of the
section to motorway status. This is essential to indicate to road
users the sort of road that the upgraded A14 is, as well as
providing a higher speed limit for HGVs than would be afforded
by an all-purpose trunk road. Local accesses and through traffic
appear to be catered for by the provision of a local access road,
so there is no reason why this should be classified as an allpurpose rather than special road. Additionally, this would provide
a clear motorway north/south route from the M25 to
Peterborough, via the A1(M), A14(M) and M11 - bringing
Peterborough onto the Motorway network.

Hope that there will be a new junction made for access to
Northstowe when it is developed.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The A14 would not be considered for
motorway on the basis that this would be unaffordable under current funding
scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing it would be
inconsistent as well as outside the scope of the scheme and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes) which

would be developed outside of the scheme.
Three lanes would be provided in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill
and four in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. Four lanes would be
provided between Bar Hill and Girton to accommodate both predicted traffic and
the movements at Girton junction.
101803

Make it four lanes whilst you have got all equipment in place.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

101763

Four lanes better to feed onto M11.

Yes

No

Three lanes would be provided in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill
and four in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton, just north of where the A14
joins the M11.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The A14 would not be considered for
motorway on the basis that this would be unaffordable under current funding
scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing it would be
inconsistent as well as outside the scope of the scheme and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

101946

Traffic levels on this section would justify construction of a
motorway standard road.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

200006
200007

The improvements are needed to improve safety and traffic flow.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Proposals seem sensible.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

200008

Hard shoulder and lay-bys
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101067

The extra lane is important, but will there also be a hard shoulder
for emergencies? Many of the problems on the A14 are down to
accidents and breakdowns.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
Addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not compliant with the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, and in this case would
add significantly to scheme costs rendering it unaffordable. Hard shoulders on
motorways are being converted to running lanes, so any further provision would be
better as more running lanes rather than hard shoulder. Widening and reduction of

junctions and the removal of direct accesses and laybys together with Intelligent
Transport System (ITS) provisions would improve safety record and make A14 less
susceptible to congestion and blockages.
Emergency laybys would be provided at strategic locations to limit the effect of
breakdowns and emergency situations.
The A14 would not be considered for motorway on the basis that this would be
unaffordable under current funding scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk
road and changing it would be inconsistent as well as outside the scope of the
scheme.

54297

A four lane motorway with hard shoulders would be an
improvement on the existing plans.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of the hard shoulder to an allpurpose road is not in accordance with the current Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB). It would add significantly to the scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
Hard shoulders on motorways are being converted to running lanes, so any further
provision would be better as more running lanes, not hard shoulder. Widening and
reduction of junctions/accesses/laybys would improve safety record and make A14
less susceptible to blockage.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.

104837)

Create a hard shoulder on the A14 because broken down
vehicles and accidents block one lane of the dual carriageway,
which causes the road to become blocked. Without a hard
shoulder the road will always be blocked.

Yes

No

Addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not compliant with the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, and in this case would
add significantly to scheme costs rendering it unaffordable. Hard shoulders on
motorways are being converted to running lanes, so any further provision would be
better as more running lanes, rather than hard shoulder. Widening and the removal
of direct accesses and laybys together with Intelligent Transport System (ITS)
provisions would improve safety record and make A14 less susceptible to
blockage.
Emergency laybys would be provided at strategic locations to limit the effect of
breakdowns and emergency situations.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Restricting HGVs to the nearside lane would have minimal effect on capacity.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

101043

The junctions will force everyone to drive in lane four because
the traffic from the junction will mean the lorries move into lane
two, the overtaking lorries will move into lane three, and all the
other traffic will stay in the outside lane. Lorries will need to be
banned from lane three for this to actually add capacity.

Yes

No

101839, 103534

Like the limited junctions on this stretch.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104964)

Very sensible to reduce the number of junctions.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
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As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035. Weaving movements along this section are likely to involve HGVs in lanes
one to three only.

104846

Agree with the proposals except for a detail at Girton,

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. The respondent’s comment regarding Girton is addressed
in Chapter 15 of this report (Girton interchange).
Safety is a key objective of the scheme. As well as applying the current design
standards, the Agency would undertake a Post Opening Project Evaluations
(POPE), publishing the reports on its website. The POPE reports include safety.

104868

Bad accident area due to bad junctions.

Yes

Yes

104984

This section of road suffers from poor junctions.

Yes

Yes

104867

Delays due to poor junctions.

Yes

Yes

101848)

Junction needs improving.

Yes

Yes

102642

Not sure that the point where the new A14 joins the old A14 will
be wide enough to prevent congestion.

Yes

No

Many of the junctions would be improved as part of the proposed scheme. As a
result of the formal consultation in Spring 2014 and subsequent informal
engagement, further improvements have been made to several junctions on this
section of road. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to
establish that the layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Many of the junctions would be improved as part of the proposed scheme. As a
result of the formal consultation in Spring 2014 and subsequent informal
engagement, further improvements have been made to several junctions on this
section of road. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to
establish that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme including the section between Swavesey and Girton
would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.

102897)

The problem will arise with the junction layout, particularly at Bar
Hill (Junction 29). It will bottleneck, causing congestion on slip
roads, which will back onto the A14.

Yes

Yes

55758)

At present, the section around Bar Hill is the cause of congestion
most mornings.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has carried out extensive traffic studies to establish that the
proposed junction layouts would perform adequately with current predicted traffic
levels. Link capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments
have also been carried out. These demonstrate that the scheme including the
section at Bar Hill would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic
levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme including the section at Bar Hill would have adequate
capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up
until the design year 2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.

102814

Junction design seems confusing.

7b

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users. Junctions are designed to cater for
predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned
developments.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that junctions would operate
safely and efficiently.

Local access road
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

National Farmers
Union

Pleased to see that the roads proposed in the current plans have
wide hard shoulders which can be easily used by large
machinery.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Motorway standards
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No

Highways Agency’s Response

Support is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four-lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would be able to better merge over this section.

104954, 101010,
54192, 104923,
102809, 54297

Agree with the building of the road but it should be to motorway
standards and classified as the M11.

Yes

No

The A14 would not be considered for motorway on the basis that this would be
unaffordable under current funding scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk
road and changing it would be inconsistent as well as out outside the scope of the
scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic.

101849

The dual four all-purpose proposal is worrying: an inter-urban
trunk road needing to carry so much traffic and being so
strategically important ought to be a motorway.

The A14 would not be considered for motorway on the basis that this would be
unaffordable under current funding scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk
road and changing it would be inconsistent as well as out outside the scope of the
scheme.
Yes

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.
Changing the proposed road category from A road to motorway would have many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic who would no longer be able to
utilise the road.
The upgrade in standard, eg. Provision of a full hard shoulder, would add
significantly to land requirements and associated scheme cost.
An upgrade to motorway is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
requirements.

200017
Traffic levels warrant motorway standards.

Yes
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No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model
includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and
employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version
6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Support is duly noted

104984, 104885

Widening is necessary

Yes

No

Additional lanes would be added to the existing A14 under the scheme. The
scheme would comprise dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton
and dual three lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic models
predict this would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if
the scheme did not go ahead.
The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.
Support duly noted

104718

Absolutely, extra lanes needed to deal with current traffic levels.

Yes

No

Additional lanes would be added to the existing A14 under the scheme. The
scheme would comprise dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton
and dual three lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic models
predict this would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if
the scheme did not go ahead.
The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.

101961, 104923

Is widening necessary?

Yes

No

Current government policy supports development that provides housing and jobs.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Very little of this committed and planned development is dependent on
the proposed A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
indicate that congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would continue to worsen if the improvement scheme does not go
ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104687

Widening roads often seems just to increase the amount of traffic
that uses them and does not necessarily make things easier.

Yes

No

Current government policy supports development that provides housing and jobs.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. Very little of this committed and planned development is dependent on
the proposed A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
indicate that congestion and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would continue to worsen if the improvement scheme does not go
ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
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The scheme would add additional lanes to the existing A14. The scheme would
include dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic models predict this would
deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if the scheme did not
go ahead.

55574

103539

101022)

Due to the old and new A14 traffic merging there is a need for
additional carriageways to handle the extra traffic flow.

Yes

No

The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and
should help to alleviate congestion and improve the flow of traffic on the A14 at
peak times.

If the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass is constructed then this
stretch of the A14 will need to be widened to accommodate the
increasing capacity.

Yes

No

The scheme would add additional lanes to the existing A14. The scheme would
include dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. In addition there would the provision
of a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton which aims to segregate
local traffic from long distance and commuter traffic. Extensive traffic modelling
studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

There is currently a bottleneck where the three lanes from Girton
to Bar Hill decrease to two lanes. This section is fed from both
the A14 and M11 so there is no other option than widening this
element of the scheme.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.

101844, 101015,
57344, 102802,
53989)

Not convinced that three lanes will be enough.

Yes

No

The scheme would include an additional lane either side of the carriageway;
providing dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three
lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. This would significantly reduce
congestion and the likely effects of incidents disrupting flow.
The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.

102881

Concern that the road will not be wide enough to cope with traffic
increase that will be attracted to a new road.

Yes

No

The scheme would include an additional lane either side of the carriageway;
providing dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three
lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. This would significantly reduce
congestion and the likely effects of incidents disrupting flow.
The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
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on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.

104637

53845

All road widening is good.

The section between Bar Hill and Girton is already three lanes
(each carriageway) that should be sufficient. It may be okay to
widen the section between Swavesey and Bar Hill to three lanes
(each carriageway).

Yes

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Significant growth is
expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, the design year of the
scheme, with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of
transport. As a result, the scheme includes additional lanes with dual four lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton to allow for both predicted traffic and the
movements at Girton junction.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104939, 101820

It is not necessary to have four lanes each way from Bar Hill to
Girton, especially if the local access road (two lane single
carriageway) from Girton to Swavesey is taken into account. Two
lanes each way from Swavesey to Girton is sufficient to cope
with any likely increase in traffic.

Yes

No

Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, the
design year of the scheme, with a consequential increase in the demand for travel
by all modes of transport. As a result, the scheme would include additional lanes
with dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey.
The local access roads would enable all local road junctions and private accesses
to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on the A14.
Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey and Bar Hill.
The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the A14.
Three lanes are proposed in each direction between Swavesey and Bar Hill and
four in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton.

103514

It should be three lanes.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The increase to four
lanes is required between Bar Hill and Girton to allow for both predicted traffic and
the movements at Girton junction.
Support is duly noted for three lanes.

101861

A move to three lanes and the removal of the average speed
camera system would be highly beneficial.

Yes

No

104674, 55591

This is a good example of upgrading the existing A14
infrastructure, rather than constructing on new land.

Yes

No

The Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and signage strategy has been designed to
near motorway standards, a higher standard than the required for an all-purpose
road such as the A14. Average speed cameras would not be included within the
scheme.
Support is duly noted.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to2100 vehicles per hour in
each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

200009

The existing A14 should be 3 lanes from Girton through to
Brampton Hut.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton Interchange,
where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in
each direction in 2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The scheme provides widening of the existing A14 to dual three-lane carriageway
between Swavesey and Bar Hill, and dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill
and Girton.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
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proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

Make it 4 lanes whilst you have got all equipment in place.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

Widening of the A14 is required.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted

200010
200011

200012
102800
104759

200013

Widening the existing road is a better solution to a new bypass.

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The analysis of these
options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options. Options were the
subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options offered lower
financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental and social
effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these
were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing options were those
which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

104808

Widening on the existing alignment is preferable to a new
alignment.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104580

Split local feeder road either side of the main road for simpler
and much less restrictive traffic flows.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Feeder roads either side of A14 would increase costs significantly which is not
considered affordable under current funding scenarios.

General disagreement

101018)

Should have been four lane each side from 1994, this is another
inadequate proposal.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.

104782, 101795

Disagree with the widening of the existing A14.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme, including the widened sections between Swavesey
and Girton, would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
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forms part of this DCO submission.

101845

No, because it simply expands what is already there.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme, including the widened sections between Swavesey
and Girton, would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104900

Not necessary.

Yes

No

The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The proposed scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to
improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The
provision of high quality route designed to modern standards should also help
reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the effects of the high
numbers of HGVs that use the route.

Need for the proposals
Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

100979, 101016,
54470, 101072,
101886, 101910,
103542, 104810,
104824, 104984

Needs doing, has done for years.

104700, 104934

It should have been done when the road was first built.

Yes

No

104855

Should be started today.

Yes

No

54494, 54082,
101860, 102006,
102903, 53860,
104593, 104672,
104682, 10757,
104804, 104843,
104853, 104875,
104949, 104360

It will be an improvement.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102013, 101109,
101861, 101874,
101783, 53913,
104681, 104759,
104864, 104915,
104973

Common sense, makes sense to do this.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Date consulted

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response

No
The Highways Agency understands the urgent need for improvements to address
known issues with congestion and journey time reliability.
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101878, 101967,
102902, 103560,
104785, 104970

General agreement to reduce congestion.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102856, 53810,
104846, 104870,
104954, 102809)

Yes, but with some issues / reservations.

Yes

No

Comment noted. Where the respondent has referred to any issues and
reservations, these have been addressed elsewhere.

102897)

Has to be an improvement.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101052, 101846,
101895, 103598,
104493, 104718,
104909

Must be done since existing road is clearly overloaded.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

100979, 101072

Much needed and overdue for improvement.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101086, 101774,
101851, 103488,
104622, 104635,
104646, 104894,
104918, 104947,
104981

Essential.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101100)

Widening this stretch will be necessary otherwise the existing
congestion will continue to get worse.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The Highways Agency has carried out Link capacity studies and junction merge
diverge and weaving assessments to demonstrate that the scheme would have
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the design year 2035.

55745

All major roads should be three lane as a minimum standard.

Yes

No

Lane provision for each highway scheme needs to demonstrate value for money. A
cost benefit analysis has been undertaken on this scheme, which concludes high
value for money.

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.

55574

Due to the old and new A14 traffic merging there is a need for
additional carriageways to handle the extra traffic flow.

Yes

No

The scheme includes an additional lane either side of the carriageway; providing
dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual three lane
carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. This would significantly reduce
congestion and the likely effects of incidents disrupting flow.
The local access roads would also enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey
and Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14.

104574

This is essential due to the volume of traffic merging from the
A14 and M11.

Yes
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No

Support is duly noted.

54675, 104957

Essential to maintain traffic flow.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104873

Absolutely essential and hopefully easy to implement.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104530

This is outside of our area remit.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

104710, 104722,
104736, 104826,
104994, 104645

Support what Swavesey Bridleways and / or Sustrans have said
in their response to this question.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

General Agreement
Consultee(s)

104682
101012
101792

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Agree with making the a14 wider. Residents in this area should
have a strong say on what happens near where they live.
This would be a clear better standard route so may in turn reduce
pressure on the villages surrounding the A1 in Bedfordshire.
Get on with it.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. Four lanes would be
provided between Bar Hill and Girton to accommodate both predicted traffic and
the movements at Girton junction.

101806

Essential as this is the heaviest section along the entire road. It
could easily be four lanes all the way.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.

102814

Long overdue widening of this stretch.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be
complete mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in late 2016 with the road
open to traffic by 2020.

Non-motorised users (NMU)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

100983

Widening the existing road will make it even more difficult for
pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders to cross the road, unless
many more bridges are built. None are detailed in the
consultation document.

104524, 104641,
104741

The cycle path should allow access for non-motorised users to
workplaces and buildings adjacent to junctions.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s Response

No

Dedicated NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions
linking to the local access road north of the A14. In addition the bridges at Dry
Drayton and Robins Lane would include shared NMU facilities. NMU crossings
would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s and the Department
for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for non-motorised users.

Yes

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges.

101046

Welcome the apparent provision of cycle routes/bridges (NMU
bridges) in this area. But will these be high quality tarmac cycle
tracks that encourage cycle commuting? Will the new local
access roads be built with high quality cycle tracks on them from
the outset? As I mentioned above I am disappointed that there is
not a short section of cycle track south of the A14 between Crafts
Way in Bar Hill and the proposed new access road (starting from
the proposed roundabout on the existing Dry Drayton road).

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. Robins Lane
bridge would include 4.0m wide NMU provision and 1.8m high parapets to enable
equestrians to pass between the north of the A14 and Lolworth.
The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) for the provision of
facilities for non-motorised users. This includes the design of shared use facilities.
Providing an additional NMU route out of Bar Hill between Crafts Way and Dry
Drayton Road other than via Bar Hill NMU bridge and the local access road is
outside the scope of the scheme and would therefore be a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

104526

There should be a separate, useable, well-constructed route for
Non-Motorised Users (NMUs) and ways for NMUs to cross this
vast tract of fast-moving traffic. The Girton interchange needs to
be made permeable to NMUs travelling in any geographic
direction.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
A network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes and can be seen in the General Arrangement
drawings included in the Development Consent Order submission.

104563

Better separation of the proposed cycle path, adjacent to the new
road, from motorised traffic is required to encourage maximum
usage and protection of cyclists. The present proposals seem
inadequate in that respect.

104568

The Non-Motorised User (NMU) provisions should continue
alongside the local access road, to allow access to the properties
some 300 metres east of the Swavesey NMU bridge. Properties
should be given an appropriate crossing of the accesses. This
would allow cycle access to workplaces, and provide a shorter
through route. The route around the rear would be unlit and
unlikely to be taken by path users.

104575

Generally yes, but do not like the sound of a shared use
pedestrian and cycle facility.

No

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users, and the Department of Transport standards. There would
be a verge between the edge of the NMU facility and a separation from the running
lane of the carriageway in accordance with the standards.

Yes

No

An NMU route could not be located to the rear of the commercial area due to
restricted space along the local access road to the front of the development. Due
to the restricted space a safe NMU route for all users could not be provided on this
short section of local access road. Discussions are ongoing with land owners
(private land) concerning the provision of access.

Yes

No

The facilities would be intended to be shared between pedestrians, equestrians
and cyclists and would be designed at an appropriate width to enable this to
happen in safety. Provision of segregated shared use facilities would require many

Yes
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more signs and road markings, which would be environmentally unacceptable with
questionable safety benefit as some users may travel at inappropriate speed.

104595

104645

104741

There does not seem to be provision for anything but motor
traffic. Providing for non-motorised traffic will increase the traffic
capacity of the scheme, because the maximum traveller density
is higher.

The A14 currently causes a huge amount of severance between
villages on either side, such as Madingley, Dry Drayton and
Longstanton, Girton and Oakington for Non-Motorised Users
(NMUs). The proposals do not help with this NMU connection.
The opportunity should be taken to improve NMU provisions and
to correct the dire situation created when the existing junctions
were built.

Any at-grade crossing points of the local access road should be
signal-controlled and located to maximise Non-Motorised User
(NMU) visibility and safety while crossing. They should be
designed for use by all NMU groups including walkers, cyclists
and equestrians. This both future-proofs the provisions, and
encourages more people to use the facilities instead of driving.

No

A dedicated NMU route would be provided running adjacent to the local access
road. Dedicated NMU bridge crossings would be provided at Swavesey, Bar Hill
and NMUs would be accommodated at the Robin's Lane and Dry Drayton bridges.
New bridleway facilities would be provided at Girton Interchange between Dry
Drayton and Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge, and between Madingley
Accommodation Bridge and the M11 underpass.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at
Bar Hill and Swavesey. New bridleway facilities would be provided at Girton
Interchange between Dry Drayton and Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge, and
between Madingley Accommodation Bridge and the M11 underpass.

No

NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s and
the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for non-motorised
users. Crossing points at Bar Hill junction on the local access road would be
signalised toucan facilities (equestrians would have a dismounting area at the arm
from the NMU bridge). The crossing points of the north roundabout at Swavesey,
and the roundabouts at Dry Drayton would have refuges wide enough for NMUs to
cross and wait to cross.

No

Footpath Fen Drayton 3 would connect into the new shared NMU facility on the
local access road. Users could then use the existing at grade crossing point which
would be retained to access the NMU facilities which would be provided on New
Barns Lane Bridge and footpath Conington 2 to access Conington.

Yes

No

Over 12 km of continuous shared NMU facility would be provided from Mill Road,
Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the
carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide connections
to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and
Swavesey. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry
Drayton Bridges. These NMU facilities would provide connections to towns and
villages on either side of the A14 along the local access road.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at
Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. A network of
NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow interconnection
of all the NMU routes including Bridleway Madingley 6, although the existing direct

Yes

Yes

Yes

Please reinstate the footpath link from Fen Drayton to Conington.

104773

104805

104581

104960

Yes

Non-motorway traffic provisions and reinstatement of villagevillage links and cycle ways are critical to make this work for the
local communities. Lolworth, Bar Hill and Boxworth, as well as
other small communities could be linked with the new access
road to the Girton interchange. It could provide useful local traffic
routes / integration.

Additional cycle lanes and bridleways will need to be created.

Dedicated routes for non-motorised users needs to be
developed. They need to be attractive and direct. It seems that a
bridleway route through the Girton interchange to Washpit Lane
and then to Girton is being closed.

Yes
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path (including an at grade crossing of the A14) would be stopped up and replaced
with a safer route.

54700

The existing bridleway from Oakington Airfield should be
extended across the A14 and upgraded to provide a high quality
cycle route. It is essential that the bridge is east of the B1050 so
that cyclists do not have to negotiate traffic on this road. On the
plans shown, the bridge is on the right side of the B1050, which
is an improvement on the last version. However, the alignment of
the right of way will be too circuitous to be attractive.

Yes

No

Whilst some consideration has been given to cycling in the
proposals, there is inadequate provision for travelling in both
directions across the A14 at junction 30. Concerns with the plans
are summarised below.
•

104931

•

•

Cycle lane provisions are made by one lane only on the
north-side of the roundabouts and the bridge crossing the
A14 at junction 30, this is more dangerous than the present
road layout.
The proposed A14 cycle routes appear to cater for cycle
traffic travelling alongside the A14 service road but there
does not appear to be any proposal to cater for cycling from
junction 30 to or from the centre of Oakington or the centre of
Dry Drayton.
Where cycle paths are provided adjacent to main roads,
cyclists are often bullied by motorists. Therefore, any cycle
lanes must be designed in such a way to be attractive to
cyclists by having sufficiently smooth surfaces, wide lanes,
continuity in layout, minimal kerbs, and ideally to minimise
yielding to motorised traffic. The guided busway is a good
example of this.

The existing bridleway Longstanton 10 from Oakington Airfield would now connect
into the shared NMU facility provided along the local access road. Bar Hill NMU
Bridge would be located to the east of Bar Hill junction with a toucan crossing
provided at the bridge interface with the local access road. An updated plan of the
junction can be seen in the General Arrangement drawings included in the
Development Consent Order submission.

The northern roundabout at Dry Drayton has been modified to enable negotiation
through refuges on all arms which would support two way NMU traffic and permit
users to wait in the middle to cross traffic lanes.

Yes

No

NMU facilities would not be provided on the sections of carriageway from Dry
Drayton Road to Oakington and Oakington Road to Dry Drayton as they are
outside the scope of the A14 scheme.
The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) for the provision of
facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department of Transport standards. The
shared NMU facility which would be provided along the local access road would be
separated from the main carriageway by 1.8 metres, part of which would be a
verge.

101089

There are no obvious provisions for cyclists to safely cross the
A14 north to south, or to negotiate the Bar Hill junction safely.
The new junction at Swavesey looks particularly hostile for
cyclists. Will there be any separate cycle ways along the local
feeder roads running parallel to the main A14?

Yes

No

Dedicated NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions
linking to the local access road north of the A14. NMU provision would be provided
for the full length of the new local access road. The General Arrangement drawings
including in the Development Consent Order submission identify the proposed
NMU facilities to be provided. NMU facilities would not be provided on local feeder
roads as these would be outside the scheme boundary.

102816

Strongly agree here. Was particularly impressed by the provision
for cyclists.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted

University of
Cambridge

54700

The provision of cycle routes / non-motorised user bridges in this
area are welcomed. Will these be high quality tarmac cycle
tracks that encourage cycle commuting? Will the new local
access roads be built with high quality cycle tracks on them from
the outset? Disappointed that there is not a short section of cycle
track south of the A14 between Crafts Way in Bar Hill and the
proposed new local access road (starting from the proposed
roundabout on the existing Dry Drayton road).

The scheme plans show that the non-motorised user bridge is on
the right side of the B1050, which is an improvement on the last
version. However, the alignment of the right of way will be too
circuitous to be attractive.

No

No

The surface on the NMU bridges at Swavesey and Bar Hill and on the facility
between Girton and Fenstanton on the local access road would be confirmed
during detail design however tarmac surfacing would typically be provided The
NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s and
the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for non-motorised
users. Provision of a bridleway south of the golf course has been considered but
would be beyond the scope of the scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.

Yes
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Yes

Further to consultation, the design of the NMU bridge at Bar Hill has been
modified. The layout can be seen in the General Arrangement drawings included in
the Development Consent Order submission.

Rights of way bridleways and footpaths would be reinstated and alternative routes
would be provided where appropriate. Consultations with the appropriate parties
are ongoing and adjustments to the provisions are being made accordingly.

102863

There is no mention of how the bridleway and footpath rights of
way will be reinstated and enable the public to cross safely.

Yes

No

The NMU crossings would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
and the Department for Transport’s standards relating to provisions for nonmotorised users. Provision of a bridleway south of the golf course has been
considered but would be beyond the scope of the scheme. Dedicated NMU bridges
would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey. NMUs would also be accommodated
at Robin's Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges

Property and land
Loss of land
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that would be required to
construct and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an
explanation of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsorily
purchase land. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

104667

Money being spent and land wasted unnecessarily.

Yes

No

The proposed land take represents the minimum required for development of a
complex local road network, diversion of utilities, drainage balancing ponds, flood
alleviation and construction working area and so on.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with
industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
that the scheme would deliver high value for money.
The scheme is necessary to relieve congestion on one of the busiest parts of the
strategic road network between the Midlands and East Anglia and in doing so to
support both national and economic growth.

53845

Widening of the section of road between Swavesey and Bar Hill
may be okay if land required is get to an absolute minimum.

Yes

No

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that would be required to
construct and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an
explanation of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory
purchase land. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
The proposed land take represents the minimum required for development of a
complex local road network, diversion of utilities, drainage balancing ponds, flood
alleviation and construction working area and so on.

Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

104891

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns raised regarding the adverse impacts of the proposals
on the respondent’s property and adjacent properties both north
and south of Girton Road bridge.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. .The design of the scheme seeks minimise adverse
impacts.

As part of the EIA an assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise effects. In the vicinity
of Girton, additional mitigation in the form of absorptive noise barriers would be
provided to avoid adverse noise effects at the majority of properties.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce the
noise impact of the scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of
the route itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks. Noise barriers would also be included within the scheme to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at several locations. In addition, significantly
effected properties could qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

104609

102796

Limited impact on existing property.

Yes

Please protect golf course at Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency has sought to reduce the impacts on
existing properties as far as practicable and appropriate.

No

The scheme would avoid the Golf Course. Some minor works would be required at
the boundary of the Golf Course however these would be kept to a minimum where
possible.

Safety
Consultee(s)

102814

104913

101784

101026

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Good signage will be essential at the Swavesey interchange for
those wanting to join the new A14 trunk route.

Yes

Essential part of the scheme because this is where most of the
accidents occur.

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The Highways Agency agrees that good signage is essential particularly at
Swavesey junction. The road layout and traffic signage would be compliant with
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations
and General Directions (TSRGD).
Given the nature of the A14, the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and signage
strategy has been designed to near motorway standards, a higher standard than
the required for an all-purpose road such as the A14.

Good signage will be needed for the new access to the
crematorium. That means adequate size, early enough, and
taking into account that signage can be obscured by large
vehicles travelling on the inside lane.

Dangerous high load accident area that must be upgraded.

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

The signage for this route would be compliant with both the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD). Strategic and local destinations, including the crematorium, would be
signed as agreed with the relevant authorities.
Given the nature of the A14, the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and signage
strategy has been designed to near motorway standards, a higher standard than
the required for an all-purpose road such as the A14.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD). The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions
and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to reduce the number of accidents.
The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.
Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
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the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.
The scheme would also concentrate turning movements at a reduced number of
well-designed junctions. This would improve safety on the A14 which has a poor
record of accidents and incidents associated with the high number of junctions,
laybys and direct accesses.
The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.

104868

Bad accident area due to bad junctions.

Yes

No

Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.
The scheme would also concentrate turning movements at a reduced number of
well-designed junctions. This would improve safety on the A14 which has a poor
record of accidents and incidents associated with the high number of junctions,
laybys and direct accesses.
The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.

104771, 104867

High level of accidents on this stretch of road.

Yes

No

Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.
The scheme would also concentrate turning movements at a reduced number of
well-designed junctions. This would improve safety on the A14 which has a poor
record of accidents and incidents associated with the high number of junctions,
laybys and direct accesses.
The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.

101895

101877

This is essential as a main route for distribution from Folkestowe.
A dual carriageway is impracticable and accidents are common
place.

A lot of the accidents in this area are caused by traffic coming off
the M11 onto a two lane carriageway. This means that widening
this section would reduce accidents.

Yes

No

Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.
The scheme would provide extra resilience by increasing lane capacity from two to
three lanes between Bar Hill and Swavesey, and three to four lanes between Bar
Hill and Girton.
The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.

Yes
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No

Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.

The scheme would provide extra resilience by increasing lane capacity from two to
three lanes between Bar Hill and Swavesey, and three to four lanes between Bar
Hill and Girton.

103482

104922

Roads improved to modern standards will improve safety.

Yes

Upgrading the road would make it safer.

No

Yes

No

The volume of traffic on the current road, which was not designed for today’s
conditions, is a contributory factor to many of the accidents on this road. The
existing junction layouts are, in places, below modern highway standards.
Road safety is a fundamental concern for every highway improvement scheme.
The scheme has been designed to modern highway standards with the good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from
the new road. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
would help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would be able to better merge together over this section.

104658

Motorway standard would be preferred for safety.

Yes

No

At present, the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge carries a mixture of longdistance and local traffic. This mix and the high volume create capacity problems
particularly in the peak periods. There are multiple junctions and direct accesses
onto the A14 resulting in a reduction in safety. The proposed improvements, like
the identified local access road, would address these issues.
Given the nature of the A14, the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and signage
strategy has been designed to near motorway standards, a higher standard than
the required for an all-purpose road such as the A14.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The northern roundabout at Dry Drayton has been modified to include NMU routes
on all arms which would support two way NMU traffic.

104931

There is not adequate provision at junction 30 (A14) to cater for a
full range of cyclists to travel safely and confidently in both
directions. In particular, the new service-road arrangement for
carrying local traffic is highly likely to increase traffic levels on the
bridge crossing the A14, and this is likely to increase once the
Northstowe development is built.

Yes

Yes

The existing Dry Drayton junction bridge has been modified post-consultation to
accommodate shared NMU facilities. Crossings would be provided to the
appropriate standard.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which
include the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000
homes).The Highways Agency has also checked the operational capacity of the
roundabouts using traffic forecasts which take account of the full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes) including potential proposed access onto Dry Drayton
Road.

Scheme scope
Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

100994

Summary of consultee comment

Was the guided bus not supposed to take traffic off the A14 in
this section?

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction

with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road. The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and
help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also
help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

104895

Need to examine rail links.

104937

Widening these roads is simply dealing with the symptoms of
heavy traffic in the vicinity of Cambridge, in a way which will
generate even more traffic. The response must be to invest in
public transport, not in roads that encourage more private
vehicles and freight.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
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measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. More recently, in
2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then
produced in November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, and enhance journey reliability.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also
help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

104895

Summary of consultee comment

Greater use of A428 route.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Improvements to the A428 are outside the scope of the scheme. The scheme has
been developed over a number of years. Many options have been considered and
evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the development
process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current
scheme is a result of this process to date.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

103526

We have needed a Willingham bypass for 16 years. The
Northstowe development means this is needed more than ever.
The tailbacks at Swavesey will never be resolved without a
Willingham bypass. You should not reconnect at Swavesey
without a Willingham bypass, otherwise the tailbacks will never
be resolved.

Yes

No

A bypass at Willingham is outside the scope of the scheme. The scheme has been
developed over a number of years. Many options have been considered and
evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the development
process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The current
scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
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in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Northstowe development.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase by approximately 74% as a result of
the scheme. The majority of this growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase
Two development, which is dependent on the A14 improvements.
The scheme includes the widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two lane dual
carriageway. This would connect to the southern access road and new
roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase Two
development.

102809

101807

102800

A Layout dual-one diverge between the M11 and A14 with the
nearside M11 lane continuing as a lane drop for the local access
to Cambridge would be far better.

Only if existing A14 between Girton and Huntington is developed
as new M11.

It would be a better option just to make the whole of the A14
three lanes in both directions.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from
this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11
slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only
A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The A14 would not be considered for
motorway on the basis that this would be unaffordable under current funding
scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing it would be
inconsistent as well as outside the scope of the scheme and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

No

The scheme has been developed based on a range of studies and consultations.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011
comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. This
included options that retained and widened the existing A14 through Huntingdon.
Twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the A14
improvement scheme. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of six
highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme.
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in
Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

National Farmers
Union

We suggest that dual lanes would make agricultural vehicles
movements easier for local traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme, including the new local access roads, has been designed to
accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridge area in the period
up to 2035. The scheme would accommodate agricultural vehicles however
providing dual carriageways to assist local traffic in this respect would not be cost
effective. Where required, proposed roads would be widened on curves to

allow for the larger swept paths of longer vehicles such as agricultural vehicles.

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control
Committee

There is a ‘gap’ between the Bar Hill junction improvements and
the new Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) southern
access road (west) roundabout where there will need to be an
upgrade to the B1050. Request to extend the A14 ‘study area’ to
the HCA roundabout. It is of concern that there is a potential
‘gap’ along the B1050 between the extents of works to be
undertaken by the Highways Agency and the proposed access

The Highways Agency has engaged with the developers of Northstowe. This
engagement is ongoing. An interface with southern access road has been
considered through this engagement.
Yes
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Yes

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows
including the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx.
5,000 homes). The layout of the B1050 has been amended to provide two lanes in
each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the southern access to the

road for Northstowe. The HA and the HCA, as promoter of Phase
2 of Northstowe, should work together to ensure that adequate
highway capacity is provided on this section. It would be
unacceptable if the proposals from these two Government
agencies were not able to join up.

Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe and A14 projects are
planned to start construction at a similar time. A common tie in point on the B1050
has been included in the design which means that the A14 and Northstowe
projects can tie in with little modification.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

100986

The bypass in isolation will indeed solve the problem of
congestion on this single section of the A14.

101065, 102875,
104704

Making the road wider will just move the bottlenecks, which you
are not addressing very well at all.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes

No

No

100996, 103532

Anything will be an improvement at peak periods.

Yes

No

101100, 104957

Widening this stretch will be necessary otherwise the existing
congestion will continue to get worse.

Yes

No

101850, 101851,
101892, 101916,
101990, 104515,
55758, 104566,
104642, 104785,
104867

This section is often notoriously congested so the extra lane will
be beneficial.

101871

This area around Cambridge causes more of the traffic jams.

101981, 101998,
103482, 104515

Improves bottleneck.

102839

There are daily delays on this section of road with queuing traffic

Comment duly noted.
A key objective of the scheme is to reduce congestion by enabling traffic flow. The
proposed A14 improvement scheme would create additional capacity on the A14
that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back on
the A14.
The scheme also aims to place the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up
local capacity. Traffic will inevitably look for all available diversions when accidents
close roads, however, the scheme proposals provide extra resilience in increasing
lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the

Need to reduce congestion.

101878, 103518,
102843, 103530,
105062, 103598,
104511, 104675,
104771, 104936,
103479, 101846

Highways Agency’s Response
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The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

(especially towards Cambridge) and often stationary traffic, which
causes a knock-on effect on St. Ives.

103549

Always heavy traffic at most times of the day.

Yes

No

104817

Worthwhile if this gets busy a lot.

Yes

No

104652

Failure to do this would create a chokepoint on this section of
road with traffic backlogging in both directions.

Yes

No

104634

Four lanes do not go into two, as is seen every day and
particularly on Friday afternoons.

Yes

No

Five lanes does not go into three lanes, let alone two lanes.

section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
As a result of these improvements the four lanes in the eastbound direction
between Bar Hill and Girton would split with two lanes provided for traffic heading
east on the A14 and two lanes for traffic heading south on the M11. In the
westbound direction, two lanes from the A14 east would merge with two lanes from
the M11 south to form the four lane section. A lane would be dropped in each
direction at the Bar Hill junction as this is where a significant proportion of traffic is
forecast to leave the A14.

104534

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments including
the section between Swavesey and Girton. These demonstrate that the scheme
would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
For further details refer to the Transport Assessment.
This is where congestion starts due to the bottleneck and the
merging of M11 and A14 traffic.

101904, 101022

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Yes

No

104909

It is vital to widen the road at this section. The delays here are
unacceptable now and are caused by a lot of commercial traffic,
for example heavy good vehicles using both lanes. The new
proposals would eliminate this.

Yes

No

103583

This is a chokepoint and any accident causes traffic to back up
for miles. This situation would be improved by providing greater

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Comment noted

Comment noted.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
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capacity.

section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Widening roads to relieve congestion simply does not work, for
example the five-lane section of the M25.

101870

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Unnecessary. It would encourage yet more traffic.

101831

104965

Yes

We are not persuaded that the proposed route would be effective
in reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic (CPRE commissioned research for Beyond
Transport Infrastructure report 2006).

Yes

No

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

No

The A14 would have three lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Swavesey
with three lanes in each direction on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as far as the
junction with the A1. The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would reduce to two lanes
in each direction to the west of the A1, however forecast traffic flows on this
section are much lower. The volume of traffic that is forecast to use this section of
the A14 is well within the capacity of the proposed standard of road.

Pointless trying to funnel three lanes into two lanes once the new
road is built. It will cause congestion and bottlenecks.

104680

104870

Yes

This makes sense though a pinch-point could cause tailbacks as
three lanes reduce to two lanes, where the traffic for the A14 and
M11 separate.

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Yes

No
As a result of these improvements the four lanes in the eastbound direction
between Bar Hill and Girton would split with two lanes provided for traffic heading
east on the A14 and two lanes for traffic heading south on the M11. In the
westbound direction, two lanes from the A14 east would merge with two lanes from
the M11 south to form the four lane section. A lane would be dropped in each
direction at the Bar Hill junction as this is where a significant proportion of traffic is
forecast to leave the A14.
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104755

Alleviate congestion around Cambridge and ensure commuters
use park and rides further out.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The scheme does not preclude the addition of further park and ride sites, however,
this is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
Support duly noted. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic
through traffic and long-distance commuters from local traffic.
One of the benefits of the proposed scheme is increased capacity and resilience of
a critical part of the Trans-European Network, and improved links to and from the
east coast ports.

101895

This is essential as a main route for distribution from Folkestowe.
A dual carriageway was impracticable and causes severe
congestion on a day-by-day basis.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104658

Three lanes to Bar Hill and four lanes from Bar Hill to Girton still
does not seem enough to cope with peak time traffic.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed lane
provision will perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels.
The widening of the Cambridge Northern Bypass with an improved junction
arrangement at Girton would increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the
east and A14 west of Cambridge. This improvement would be of benefit to through
trips as well as those terminating in Cambridge.

100986

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

It is obvious that having two sections of dual carriageway feeding
the Cambridge section of the A14 merely shifts the queues
further down the line. This is already the case with the
convergence of the A428 and A14.

No

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to
the A14 east of Junction 33 are outside the scope of this scheme. The Highways
Agency will continue to review the operation of the motorway and trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104825

The new local access road will connect with The Avenue and so
create a rat run through Madingley between the A14, A1303, and

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
The Avenue will have a connection onto the Local Access Road to maintain local
access. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on

M11 in both directions.

The Avenue would increase as a result of the scheme, however, the forecast level
of traffic is well within the capacity for a road of this standard.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) These improvements
are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the
A14 at peak times and would make the use of a ‘rat-run’ between the A14, A1303
and the M11 less likely.

104360

Fen Drayton Village is a possible through route (or rat run) and it
is a Conservation Village, which has many listed buildings. The
width of the roads, in particular Horse and Gate Street, makes
them unsuitable for any sizeable vehicle and the houses
adjoining the road are not built to withstand the vibrations of the
possible traffic.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows through Fen
Drayton in 2035 would increase as a result of the scheme, however, the forecast
level of traffic is well within the capacity for the existing standard of road.
As part of the environmental impact assessment (EIA) an assessment of noise and
vibration has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement..

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

54192, 103579

This will improve traffic flow in the short to near-term.

Yes

No

54192, 103579,
102785, 102843,
104546, 103601

This would improve the traffic flow in this area.

Yes

No

54082

Enables free flow of traffic to Cambridge and the M11.

Yes

No

101836

This proposal will help all commuters going to Cambridge from
the north.

Yes

No

103560

It will increase the flow of traffic and greatly reduce the current
pinch points.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

Support duly noted.

The Highways Agency has interpreted that this comment is looking for increased
capacity on this section of road.

104881

This is a key area needing increased traffic flows.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

54675, 104483,
104543

Essential to maintain and improve traffic flow.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

101974

The current layout is not adequate, with almost daily disruption to

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
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traffic flow.

102802

55574

between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

It needs widening to four lanes to take current traffic and traffic in
the future.

Yes

Due to the old and new A14 traffic merging there is a need for
additional carriageways to handle the extra traffic flow.

No

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme includes the development of a local access road between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for
local traffic. This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would
otherwise need to use the A14.

102015

Flow between Cambridge and Peterborough is eased.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

101064

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Increased traffic capacity is clearly needed. Perhaps heavy good
vehicles could be excluded from the outer lane.

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel slightly
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.

104509

Traffic management schemes employed during resurfacing work
in recent times have been an woefully inadequate with people
being held at bar Hill for up to an hour before being escorted
from the Bar Hill junction to the Lolworth junction. Detailed
discussions are necessary on this point - a bland "traffic
management scheme will be used" response is unacceptable.

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
Yes
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No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.. A
traffic management working group (TMWG) would be formed for the scheme at the
construction phase which would be chaired by the employer’s representative and
includes representatives from the employer, main contractors, local roads
authorities and the emergency services. The main contractors would consult with

the TMWG regarding traffic management and other traffic related measures
(including NMU issues) to be implemented in accordance with the CoCP. The
members of the TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to be followed if there
are any disputes regarding the traffic management and other traffic related
measures to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be channelled
through the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).

104730

If heavy good vehicles were banned from over-taking throughout
this stretch you would not need a third lane to over-take them.

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel slightly
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.

Joint Parishes
Heavy
Commercial
Vehicles (villages
of Bluntisham,
Cottenham,
Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

What assumptions that have been included about the effects on
A14 traffic volumes caused by diversion of heavy commercial
vehicle traffic bound to / from the A1 onto the A142/A141
Fordham to Peterborough route when or if the Ely by-pass is
built?

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is aware of the Cambridgeshire County Council proposals
for the Ely bypass but also appreciates that this is at an early stage of planning
with no certainty that funding will be provided. Consequently, this scheme is not
included in the traffic modelling work that has been undertaken.
Nevertheless, the A14 would remain the strategic route between Felixstowe and
the A1 north and any diversion as a result of an Ely bypass would be expected to
have a minimal impact.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

104730

100982, 101064,
104831, 101911,
103534, 103539,
104493, 104691

104502, 104718

Summary of consultee comment

More road space is needed because of the ridiculous number of
side roads, junctions, service stations and laybys right by the
road.

Need to increase traffic capacity.

To accommodate traffic levels.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s Response

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and remove accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104746, 104984

It is overloaded at present.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

104790, 104921

The road is not wide enough currently for the volume of traffic it
carries.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

101052

Must be done since existing road is clearly overloaded.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104574

This is essential due to the volume of traffic merging from the
A14 and M11.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101787

Current system is unsustainable. The amount and type of traffic
make the journey terrifying, unreliable and expensive every day.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise
need to use the A14.

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that although the route through Huntingdon
would be longer journey times from the A1 North via the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would be quicker compared to using the existing A14 route if the scheme
were not to go ahead

Yes

No

Under these proposals, access to the eastbound A14 eastbound at Girton from the
A14 southbound will remain as existing, although the existing slip road will be
widened from 1 to 2 lanes to provide additional capacity for this important
movement. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from this slip
road will be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly
further south. This will remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14
bound traffic is using this slip road.

The traffic dissipates well here.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Whilst the impact on the environment is unfortunate this layout is
necessary to manage the volume of traffic on this strategic route.

Yes

No

Consideration has been given to the environmental impacts which are available in
the Environmental Statement..

101865

This is the main freight route to Holland and it needs to be quick.

102814

The diagrams do not make it clear how traffic heading south
along the new A14 will get onto the eastbound carriageway (to
Harwich). Is it intended that it should re-join the enlarged local
road at a point close to Beck Brook? If so, congestion will still
occur at the point where the city traffic and eastbound traffic
diverge? So, there would be no improvement even if an
additional carriageway is provided.

104874
57336

104981

Three lanes seem to be sufficient.

Yes

Yes

No

The A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each direction between
Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and Swavsesy widened from
two to three lanes in each direction. This design would accommodate future traffic
forecasts and improve safety.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
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adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

54700

The level of traffic capacity proposed does not seem
unreasonable.

Yes

No

Comment noted.
Traffic forecasts are based on housing and employment data provided by the local
authorities and the DfT’s National Trip End Model (NTEM) datasets.

102851

Queries regarding the consideration that was given to reducing
the amount of traffic through Cambridge Road (Girton), which is
predicted to see traffic levels of 240% of current levels by 2032,
and Huntingdon Road (Cambridge), which will see levels at
approximately 200%.

In the vicinity of Girton, a number of major developments are expected to come
forward in the period to 2035 including Darwin Green and North-West Cambridge,
which will contribute to the forecast growth in traffic on local roads. Even if the
proposed scheme does not go ahead, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that daily traffic flows on Cambridge Road would increase from 6900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 11900 by 2035, a rise of 72%. Similarly, daily traffic
flows on Huntingdon Road are forecast to increase from 10900 vehicles per day in
2014 to 13800 by 2035, a rise of 27%. As a result of the proposed scheme, daily
traffic flows on these roads are forecasts to increase to 13200 vehicles per day and
17000 vehicles per day respectively.
Yes

No

It should be noted that the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts do not include
potential future measures that may be brought forward as part of emerging local
transport policy, such as the Long Term Transport Strategy for Cambridgeshire
and the Greater Cambridge City Deal, nor mitigation measures associated with
committed and planned development. These interventions would be expected to
reduce future traffic growth, however, as the nature of these interventions is not yet
known it is not possible to assess their likely impacts. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts therefore represent a worst case scenario assessment of future
traffic growth.
While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the management of the local road
network and the delivery of travel demand management measures are a matter for
the local highway and planning authorities.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Too much commuter traffic and too little resilience capacity.

Babergh District
Council

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience
in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

To access the new crematorium road there appears to be two
options available:

101817

1) To leave the M11 earlier at junction 13 (Madingley Road), then
take the side roads through Cambridge, to get onto Huntingdon
Road northbound. To join the new A14 slip road and then the
new southerly Crematorium access road. However, this does
mean using residential streets which is not ideal.

Yes

2) To carry on the M11 to the next junction, which is now the Bar
Hill Junction as the Dry Drayton junction will not have access
from the improved A14. From the Bar Hill junction it will be
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No

The recommended route to Cambridge Crematorium would be via the Bar Hill
junction although it will be possible to gain access from Junction 13 of the M11 via
Madingley and a junction with the local access road just south of the Crematorium.
Removing direct accesses from the A14 should help to improve the flow of traffic
and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

necessary to cross to the local access road to the East of the
new A14 and from that head back South and then cross the old
Dry Drayton bridge to reach the new Crematorium access road.

101783

102876

Using part of the current infrastructure is important because this
section of the road can handle the current traffic movements.
Using this section also combines the North-South and East-West
traffic, which can then be taken onto the new road.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Improvements to other trunk roads in East Anglia are outside the scope of the
scheme. The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options
have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.

East Anglia needs a better road network to the north, A11 and
London in all ways.

Yes

No
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

100983

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction
32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

The proposal will increase traffic by more than 25 % on these
roads by 2035, and there will be additional traffic on the local
access road.

Yes

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise
need to use the A14.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels. Four lanes would be
provided between Bar Hill and Girton to accommodate both predicted traffic and
the movements at Girton junction.

100994

Widening will just fill up with lorries and other slow moving
vehicles.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments. These
demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the design year
2035.
Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
forms part of this DCO submission.

101012

Local accesses and through traffic appear to be catered for by
the provision of a local access road, so there is no reason why
this should be classified as an all-purpose rather than special
road. Additionally, this would provide a clear motorway
north/south route from the M25 to Peterborough, via the A1(M),
A14(M) and M11 - bringing Peterborough onto the Motorway

Yes
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No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The A14 would not be considered for
motorway on the basis that this would be unaffordable under current funding
scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing it would be
inconsistent as well as outside the scope of the scheme and is not considered

network.

necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.
The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.

101020

Bottlenecks and accidents will be created when converging into
existing two lane A14.

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would providing adequate capacity for predicted
traffic levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents and
improve safety for all users.
Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up
to the year 2035. The junction assessments can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

101023

May need to take into account greater traffic growth than
predicted at Swavesey and possible future growth into a larger
settlement than at present given City Deal and other economic
catalysts seeking greater house holding in the sub-region.

101043

Traffic for the M11 tends to sit in the outside lane. How to prevent
this?

101067

Concern over driver behaviour which additional running lanes
would not change - on the existing A14 the traffic flow is
disrupted by lorries overtaking and on the three lane section car
drivers often use the centre and right hand overtaking lanes
wrongly.

101100

It is not clear to me how local traffic from the de-trunked A14 will
join the new A14 at Swavesey.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The scheme would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The scheme would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced.

No

Local traffic travelling from the direction of the de-trunked section of the A14 would
join the new A14 via the junction at Swavesey. Traffic wishing to head east on the
A14 would negotiate the northern roundabout and join the eastbound slip road
towards Cambridge before merging with the eastbound A14. West bound traffic
would also negotiate the northern roundabout but would head south across the
proposed bridge and negotiate the southern junction roundabout before heading
west via the westbound slip road before merging with the westbound carriageway

of the new A14.
To ensure the junction is easily navigable appropriate and clear signage would be
provided.
101761

Would get rid of daily hold ups between Swavesey and Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers.

101767

101769

Badly congested; you seem to have taken into account
movement of local traffic.

Yes

There is a need to reduce delays.

No

Yes

No

The de-trunked section of the A14 and the local access road between Swavesey
and Girton would enable local traffic to avoid the A14 and would also facilitate
removal of all local road junctions and private accesses from this section of the
A14.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?
Traffic forecasts are based on housing and employment data provided by the local
authorities and the DfT’s National Trip End Model (NTEM) datasets.
In the vicinity of Girton, a number of major developments are expected to come
forward in the period to 2035 including Darwin Green and North-West Cambridge,
which will contribute to the forecast growth in traffic on local roads. Even if the
proposed scheme does not go ahead, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that daily traffic flows on Cambridge Road would increase from 6900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 11900 by 2035, a rise of 72%. As a result of the
proposed scheme, daily traffic flows on this road is forecast to increase to 13200
vehicles per day.

102851

How can traffic through Girton increase from 2500 cars per day
to 6000 regardless of whether the scheme is done? This is
ludicrous. Why can this scheme not reduce that?

Yes

Yes

It should be noted that the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts do not include
potential future measures that may be brought forward as part of emerging local
transport policy, such as the Long Term Transport Strategy for Cambridgeshire
and the Greater Cambridge City Deal, nor mitigation measures associated with
committed and planned development. These interventions would be expected to
reduce future traffic growth, however, as the nature of these interventions is not yet
known it is not possible to assess their likely impacts. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts therefore represent a worst case scenario assessment of future
traffic growth.
While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the management of the local road
network and the delivery of travel demand management measures are a matter for
the local highway and planning authorities.
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*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.11.

Widening of the Cambridge Northern Bypass

E.11.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 11 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Comments relating to impacts of the works
Access
Consultee(s)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns about the viability of the footpath between the foot
of the embankment and the lake. This footpath is required for
maintenance. There is no detail currently available on how
this is to be achieved.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Concerns about the lack of baseline data for noise
measurements, specifically those taken from residents
properties (internally and externally) on Lone Tree Avenue,
Cambridge Road (Impington) and Impington Farm, as well as
Woodcock Close, St Andrews Way, Milton Road and St Georges
Way and the new development at the end of Villa Road. Noise
monitoring must be performed over a significant period to
include all of wet, dry, prevailing and non-prevailing wind
conditions as well as holiday and term-time traffic levels. Further
monitoring must be carried out across the villages to register
levels of background noise.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response

The scheme design would provide a minimum six metre width from the toe of
the new embankment to the lake edge within which the footpath would be
provided. This would allow enough space to safely maintain the lake and
footpath. The Highways Agency would retain the right to use the footpath as a
safe means to access the highway embankment for maintenance.

Construction
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns with the prospect and stability of the earthworks
required to support asymmetric widening.

Highways Agency’s Response

The side slope of earthworks would be designed to be stable taking account of
existing ground conditions and the type of material used in construction.

Environmental
Noise
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Highways Agency’s Response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has consulted with Local Authorities along the proposed
scheme alignment with respect to previous studies and additional baseline
surveys. A noise monitoring survey has been conducted in the Lone Tree Avenue
area. Baseline noise surveys are not normally conducted inside buildings and are
not required by the assessment guidance.
Noise surveying has been carried out following relevant British Standards and
guidance, which preclude surveys during significantly wet and windy conditions.
The baseline gathering methodology used a range of noise measurement locations
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to represent the noise climate across the scheme area. These data were used to
support the calculation of noise levels at all properties that could be affected by the
scheme. It is not practicable to carry out a baseline survey at every building or
street: survey locations have been selected, in consultation with the Local
Authorities, which are representative of potentially affected communities. One
benefit of noise mapping is that it enables the noise levels with and without the
scheme to be compared for every street and every property within the study area.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

Noise barriers erected by the developers at Orchard Park have
exacerbated problems in Histon and Impington by reflecting
noise. These must be replaced and any new barriers must be
absorptive not reflective.

Yes

No
Mitigation identified in the Environmental Statement includes the following barriers
in the area of the A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high 250m long
absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west
of Junction 32; on the north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with
new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m
high absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency would retain the existing
highways standard barrier adjacent to Orchard Park as assessment has shown no
significant benefit from altering the current barrier.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council
All lanes between Girton to Milton must have a sound-reducing
surface and be properly maintained.

Milton Parish
Council
Suggestion for a sound barrier to be added at the Blackwell
caravan park.

Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

No

Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive and during operation where road traffic
noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise insulation.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme.
Following construction the scheme would be maintained by the Highways Agency’s
managing agents.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts. During construction, this would include
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in

response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise
barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action
Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads
(Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, Important Area 5045 is located at Blackwell
Caravan Park and the Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in
the form of a 250m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier. The barrier is shown on
Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts.
Visual
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The asymmetric widening of the Histon-Milton stretch is of
concern to our residents, especially those with line-of-sight to the
A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has
been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and tree and shrub
planting.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

In addition to planting on the north side of the scheme, a 250m long 3m high noise
barrier would be provided at road level adjacent to the Blackwell Caravan Park on
the north side of the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass between the Histon and
Milton junctions. Over this length the barrier would provide early screening of
views of vehicles other than high sided vehicles and of vehicle headlights ahead of
screening provided as tree and shrub planting matures. The barriers are shown on
Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

The flat landscape must not preclude the use of earth bunds
near the carriageway as well as vegetation cover. This will
reduce visual, light and sound pollution and intrusion, as well as
providing pollutant absorption given the correct choice of
species.

Highways Agency’s Response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement, which includes an assessment of
lighting impacts. A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme
design including ground shaping and tree and shrub planting. The general
proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme are set out in
Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement. The mainline of the A14 would not
generally be lit but lighting would be provided at all of the roundabouts at the
proposed junctions and at other major interfaces.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. There are properties at the edges of settlements that already have
filtered views of the existing A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass and associated
traffic between Histon and Milton. These views would be opened up when existing
roadside vegetation is removed. The addition of noise fencing and gantry signs
would add to visual impacts in some locations. The planting proposals would
establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide general
screening to the widened road corridor and reduce the significance of visual effects
in the long term.
The mitigation proposals do not include environmental bunds on the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. Earth bunds would increase the scheme footprint and land take

considerably in areas constrained by existing buildings and dwellings. The
Highways Agency would retain the existing highways standard barrier adjacent to
Orchard Park as assessment has shown no significant benefit from altering the
current barrier. Likewise the new noise barrier that would be provided adjacent to
the Blackwell Caravan Park north of the scheme would locally screen views of
vehicles other than high sided vehicles, and of vehicle headlights. The barriers are
shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use
of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation may also be implemented.
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

There is a conflict between the Highways Agency proposals for
balancing ponds and those of the Darwin Green Developer for
earth bunds.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The balancing pond referred to has been removed as part of scheme revisions in
response to the consultation feedback and this no longer poses an issue.

General design
Drainage
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

A range of concerns raised including:
• the treatment of water run-off from the carriageway between
Histon and Girton. Concerns about pollutants ending up in
Award Drain 164, which runs to The Green at Histon;
• the drainage calculations because they only seem to
consider Washpit Brook; and
• a single longitudinal section as far as Histon Green is
required showing bank top levels (left and right) and
predicted water levels at various return periods, along with
previous estimates.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
• The carriageway between Histon and Girton Junctions along with drainage
and other highway infrastructure is being improved and is due to be
complete in early 2014. The A14 improvement Scheme would tie into
these improvements ensuring drainage and a pollution control measures
comply with current standards.
• Drainage calculations consider all runoff from within the highway and
ensure discharge rates and quality meet current standard and guidance.
Flood risk assessments consider all watercourses that would be affected
by the scheme.
• The flood risk assessment is appended to the Environmental Statement
(17.1)
• Engineering longitudinal sections included in the DCO submission (ref 2.9)

Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Issues with the junction design at the Milton Interchange which is
considered poor, likely to limit the supposed benefits of the
scheme and lead to congestion. It was likened to the A10-M25
junction which was notorious in terms of its poor design; notably

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads and adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north. An extra lane
would also be added over the east bridge on the circulatory improving capacity for
the right turn movement into Cambridge. This would ensure that, despite the

Associated British
Ports

Parish Council of
Offord Cluny and
Offord D’Arcy

the combination of a reduction from three to two lanes in parallel
with the off slip which caused significant congestion.
Concerns over junction design at Milton Interchange due to the
poor performance of the right turn into the Cambridge Science
Park as well as westbound traffic joining the M11 South or A14
North. Both features already create significant delays and impact
on the centre section of the A14.
Welcomed the plans to improve the junctions at Girton, Histon
and Milton in addition to the by-pass itself. This will address the
root cause of the congestion problem.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions including
congestion with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Change to
proposal?

Highways
Agency’s
Response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Traffic heading towards Cambridge currently has to negotiate
the over-complicated junction at Girton, and potentially the
junctions at Histon and Milton. There are long tailbacks that
block the inside lane of a dual carriageway already merging with
faster moving traffic from the Eastbound A428.

Support duly noted

If similar sensible measures were applied to the existing A14,
then most of the issues regarding congestion caused by
accidents and breakdowns would also be addressed.
Road widening
Summary of
consultee
comment

Milton Parish
Council

Date consulted

Suggestion to widen the bridge from two to three lanes on the
western bridge.

Comment
received by
deadline?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Increasing the number of lanes on Milton Junction west bridge is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by

Change to
proposal?

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)
Milton Parish
Council

Milton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Suggestion to mark a splay at the top of the slip road leading
from Milton to the roundabout over the A14. This would allow
cars to exit onto the A14 more easily.

Suggestion for a slip road to be provided from the A14 south
side leading across the Cambridge Science Park. This would
alleviate traffic using the existing access.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response

The approach is on a sharp left hand curve. Providing an additional flare to current
standards would involve significant work on Cambridge Road. This is outside the
scope of the scheme and the responsibility of the local highway authority
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.
It would not be possible to add an extra slip road in this location as the spacing
between Milton and Histon junctions is below the recommended minimum junction
spacing distance on the trunk road network. The addition of an extra slip would
create a very short weaving section which would introduce potential safety issues.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response

deadline?
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Lighting for the guided busway passing under the A14 must be
provided for public safety.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Lighting of the guided busway underpass would be considered at detailed design
following the submission of the DCO application. If required, lighting would be
designed in accordance with current British Standards.

Traffic
Traffic management
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
This section of road encompasses an overly-complex set of
traffic movements performed at dangerously high speed
differentials. This regularly causes turbulent congestion and
therefore a high ratio of ‘shunt’ accidents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

A 50 or 60mph limit through Histon and Impington is requested.
This would:
• allow safer traffic merges;
• reduce risks of accidents;
• reduce the amount and frequency of stationary traffic;
• reduce noise and air pollution - in other areas lowered
speed limits have been used to address AQMA air
quality issues;
• improve safety and reliability;
• increase the capacity and throughput of the road; and
• bring savings for drivers on fuel consumption, which
would mitigate against the small increase in journey
time.

Highways Agency’s Response

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to
mounted on overhead gantries to manage traffic flow and provide advance warning
of traffic conditions. This would introduce better lane control, providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels and weaving movements is expected to improve
journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.

Yes

No
Likely significant effects on air quality and noise are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency would not introduce reduced speed limits on the A14 except
on the westbound link at Girton interchange where a 50mph speed limit would be
introduced for safety reasons. Speed limits on local roads are a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The Highways Agency's Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
2007 Volume 11 (DMRB) is the basis for traffic modelling. This is
standard practice, but it does not take into account the impact of
queuing at junctions and congested traffic. The DMRB criteria
are based on hourly and daily average speeds (the ADMSRoads modelling also uses hourly speeds), and do not take into
account the additional emissions caused by accelerating
vehicles in stop-start driving. It is requested that the impact of
queuing and stop-start driving under congested conditions is
included within the traffic assessment, given the proximity of the
junction to the village. Specifically, given that the Histon junction
currently experiences high levels of congestion, it is requested
that reducing congestion and queuing near to residential and
other sensitive receptors is made a priority in order to protect
human health.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic modelling
that has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.
The impacts on human health which would arise from the scheme are assessed
and are reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. This
assessment indicates that the scheme would not have any significant adverse
health effects, with improvements expected in various areas of relevance to health.
The construction phase may result in some impacts, but mitigation measures are
proposed to ensure diversions with appropriate signage and traffic management
are in place to minimise any disruption from this short-term effect. The contractors
appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the
construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to
the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of their

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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proposals for traffic management and the routing of construction vehicles, and
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of the impacts of congestion
and delays at junctions.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Stop start emissions are included in the model by reducing the speeds
where slow speed data has been provided.
Traffic movements
Consultee(s)
Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Residents of north-west Histon (and Cottenham and Oakington)
accessing the southbound M11 may be forced down the B1049
instead of driving the extra miles required to access the A14
(and M11) via the local road to Bar Hill. This could exacerbate
peak-congestion at our junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

Residents of Histon, Cottenham and Oakington would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East. Despite this route being longer in distance it would
be offset by the journey time savings associated with the improved operation of the
A14 between Bar Hill and Girton.

E.11.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 11 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Comments relating to impacts of the works
Agricultural and Business impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comments note importance of local transport connections on the
local area’s economic performance, as follows:

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

•

Essex County
Council

•
•

•

Bedford Borough
Council

The A14 north of Cambridge is a key section of the strategic
road network and also acts as a northwards extension of the
M11;
The M11 West Anglia Mainline Corridor has been identified
as a priority corridor of growth;
The M11 and West Anglia Main Line link London, Harlow,
Stansted and Cambridge all have significant economic
assets building on local strengths in life sciences and other
high value sectors; and
Stansted Airport and the Harlow Enterprise Zone have the
potential to attract investment from a range of businesses
and sectors and to create jobs.

Particular attention has been paid to the information provided in
the Preliminary Traffic Report in order to determine the impact
this scheme may have on the A428 to the west of Cambridge.
This road links Cambridge with St Neots, Bedford and Milton
Keynes, and is an essential part of the economy of the subregion. To aid and encourage economic growth it is important
that conditions on this route are not adversely impacted.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane. Further
improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Compensation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Calls for completion of the agreement between the Council and
the Highways Agency to cover compensation for disruption to
Guided Bus services as a result of the operations to widen the
A14 over bridge on the Cambridge Northern Bypass.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice ,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for management of works to ensure the safety of the workforce and
public whilst minimising the impact on the Busway operation.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local authorities and other key
stakeholders since the formal consultation. This would be continued through the
DCO process and would address this request.

Yes

No

Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local authorities and other key
stakeholders since the formal consultation. This would be continued through the
DCO process and would address this request.

Consultation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Council and the developers of the NIAB/ Darwin Green
scheme should be consulted in order to deliver the best solution
in terms of noise mitigation, drainage and masterplanning.

Bedford Borough
Council

It is requested that the Highways Agency engages in a more
meaningful dialogue with local authorities about the impacts of
this scheme.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Environmental
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Highways Agency’s Response

Landscape
Consultee(s)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The Preliminary Environmental Information Report identifies that,
overall, the landscape in this area is considered to be of low to
moderate value and sensitivity. The Scheme needs to consider
the wider impacts on Cambridge and the setting of the historic
city, as well as the villages along the route, to reflect the local
landscape character. This should include exploring off-site
planting and mitigation where appropriate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Wider landscape impacts,
including impacts on the green belt surrounding Cambridge, which forms part of
the setting of the city, and local landscape character have been considered as part
of the LVIA and in the design of a range of mitigation measures integral to the
scheme, which include ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting to
screen where appropriate the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme
into the wider landscape. Wherever necessary to achieve the required mitigation
sufficient land has been included in the scheme boundary. It is not therefore
necessary to rely upon any off site planting to deliver the mitigation and hence offsite planting does not form part of the Development Consent Order application.
The environmental mitigation proposals can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Noise
Consultee(s)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Cambridgeshire County Council has been consulted
throughout the scheme development. The assessment methodology has been
agreed with the County Council and the approach to the scheme noise and
vibration mitigation has been, and will continue to be, discussed.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

The proposed widening of the existing Cambridge Northern
Bypass is supported subject to detailed discussions on the noise
mitigation along the whole Northern Bypass.

Yes

No

Noise barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads
(Defra, 2014). At Important Area 5043 to the south of Girton close to the A14 - on
the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton
Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
At Important Area 5045 located at Blackwell Caravan Park the Environmental
Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
In the area of the A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high 250m long
absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west
of Junction 32; on the north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with
new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m
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high absorptive barrier. The existing barrier at Orchard Park would be retained.
The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Development is allocated on the Cambridge Northern Bypass
between Huntingdon Road and Histon Road immediately south
of the A14 (NIAB / Darwin Green) within the adopted South
Cambridgeshire Local Development Framework. The plan seeks
environmental noise attenuation in the form of landscaped earth
mounds / bunds rather than noise barrier fencing, recognising
the impacts on the Green Belt setting of the historic City of
Cambridge.

Yes

No

In addition appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
Views are currently largely of an open nature between the A14 Cambridge
Northern Bypass and the landscape to the south in this location. Scattered
vegetation south of the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass would mostly be retained,
and proposed hedge/tree planting would be implemented where space allows
improving screening of traffic and softening of the proposed noise barrier at
Woodhouse Farm and Orchard Close. It is not considered that the scheme would
significantly affect the existing visual relationship between the A14 Cambridge
Northern Bypass in this location and the landscape to the south, or the green belt
setting of the historic city of Cambridge. It is not therefore considered that
environmental bunds are necessary in this section to provide visual mitigation for
the scheme.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment

The drainage pond at Woodhouse Farm could affect the
successful implementation of the NIAB/ Darwin Green scheme.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

The balancing pond referred to has been removed as part of scheme revisions in
response to the consultation feedback and this no longer poses an issue.

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridgeshire
County Council

The proposed widening of the existing Cambridge Northern
Bypass is supported subject to the detailed changes suggested
for the Histon and Milton Interchange roundabouts.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

South
Cambridgeshire

The Highways Agency should consider general opportunities to
improve the functions of the Histon and Milton junctions,
including for Non-Motorised Users (NMU). Improvements to the

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s Response
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity. This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’.

District Council

Milton junction should not prejudice the delivery of Waterbeach
New Town. This is identified in the Submission South
Cambridgeshire Local Plan and is likely to require junction
improvements.

consultation
letter)

Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity. This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been considered by the project team in conjunction with
Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify
increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this.
However, Histon junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the slip
roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU
facility across the junction on both sides
It is intended that all NMU traffic using the route at Milton Junction would use the
high quality route across the Jane Coston Footbridge, thereby avoiding user safety
issues at the heavily trafficked roundabout..

Cambridge City
Council

It is considered that the design is not likely to fully accommodate
proposed future growth in the Waterbeach area and therefore
further redesign of the junction should be anticipated in the
future.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The scheme would not preclude further improvements at the junction.

Suffolk County
Council

Bedford Borough
Council

Concerns about the following aspects of the proposed design:the
significance and importance of A14 trunk road movements
through this critical junction and potential conflicts with local and
commuter traffic movements.

It is noted that the design of the Girton interchange reduces the
capacity for movements between the A428 and the A14
Cambridge Northern Bypass to one lane from the existing two
lanes. It is unfortunate that the design does not allow for two
lanes of traffic to be retained for this movement.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The widening of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at
Girton would increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14
west of Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those
terminating in Cambridge.

Yes

No
The scheme would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at both
Histon and Milton junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse
than if the scheme does not go ahead.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response

Suffolk County
Council

Supportive of the change to the proposed layout of the north
bound slip road onto the A14 north of Cambridge, including
giving priority to the strategic traffic movements from the M11
and Cambridge Northern Bypass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Suffolk County
Council

Concerns raised about the proposed slip road arrangements
where Cambridge bound traffic leaves the A14 southbound
carriageway to join the A1307. The current proposal shows this
on the A14 approach to the “tight” left hand bend before trunk
road traffic merges with traffic travelling eastbound on the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. Relocation of this slip road would
reduce potential conflicts and help “manage” A14 eastbound
trunk road traffic through the Girton Interchange.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Yes

No

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from
this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11
slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only
A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Need for the proposals
General agreement
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Strong support for widening the Cambridge Northern Bypass.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response

Support for the scheme duly noted

Non-motorised users (NMU)
Consultee(s)

Cambridge City
Council

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Cambridge City
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

A contribution should be given towards mitigation for existing
cyclists and pedestrians using these radial routes around
Cambridge. This mitigation could take the form of improved on or
off-road cycle provision, safety improvements to junctions or
increased/enhanced cycle and pedestrian crossings.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response
The provision of an NMU route running parallel to the Cambridge Northern Bypass
is not within the scope of the scheme. NMU routes to avoid the CNB are in place
already linking Milton with Huntingdon (via bus link), Milton to A428, Milton to
Girton and Bar Hill (via Cambridge).

Yes

No

The NMU provision at Girton Interchange would be improved by providing a new
circumnavigating route around the interchange and upgrading existing footpaths
Girton 4 and Girton 5 to Bridleways.

The new NMU route should be linked to existing and planned
cycle routes. For North West Cambridge this should include the
NIAB / Darwin Green developments.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass to link into the Darwin Green development has been considered by the
project team in conjunction with Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion
the Highway Agency cannot justify increasing the land required for the scheme in
the DCO to accommodate this.

The design means blocking the existing footpath and NMUs link
as a result of widening the carriageway on the eastern bridge of
the interchange. Although most NMUs use the Jane Coston
Footbridge between Milton Village and Cambridge, some NMUs
continue to use this link over the interchange bridge.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

It is intended that all NMU traffic using the route at Milton Junction would use the
high quality route across the Jane Coston Footbridge, thereby avoiding user safety
issues at the heavily trafficked roundabout.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Suffolk County

The route for A1307 traffic travelling into Cambridge is similar to
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Highways Agency’s Response
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to

Council

that previously proposed in the autumn 2013 consultation. There
continue to be safety concerns regarding the proposed design;
specifically how local traffic and NMUs using the local access
route from Dry Drayton will be “merged” with southbound A14
traffic travelling into the city. It is appreciated that this is an issue
primarily for Cambridgeshire County Council as local highway
authority, but the potential impact on strategic eastbound traffic
movements is of concern, particularly if the arrangements result
in local Cambridge bound traffic queuing back to the point where
the southbound A14 separates.

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. The existing access on to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road from this slip road would be closed with a new access to
the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would remove the
existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.
The NMU route would be along the west side of the local access road and would
not need to cross this slip road.

Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Bedford Borough
Council

Summary of consultee comment

This scheme could impact the A421 Bedford Southern Bypass,
the A1 Black Cat roundabout and the A428 between the A1 and
Cambridge. The Highways Agency’s “Felixstowe to Midlands”
Route Strategy covers the A421 and A428, as well as the A45
and the A14. This shows that all the roads included in the Route
Strategy offer a strategic choice of route, and that changes to
one route could impact on others. This scheme proposes
significant changes to the A14 to the north of Cambridge, where
it diverges from the A428 route to St Neots, the A1, Bedford, the
M1 and Milton Keynes.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme would result in a transfer of strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a reduction of traffic flows on the A428 between the A1198
and Girton Interchange. Traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 are not expected not change significantly. The scheme is expected to have
limited impacts on traffic flows at the Black Cat Roundabout on the A1 and the
A421 to the west.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to
the A45, A421, A428 and Black Cat Roundabout are outside of the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
Suffolk County
Council

Improvement of the Cambridge Northern Bypass to tackle
queuing at the Histon and Milton junctions.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic modelling
that has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.

Local road network
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Bedford Borough
Council

Important to ensure that connectivity between Bedford and
Cambridge is maintained and improved, including capacity and
journey time. Concerns that little consideration has been given to
the impact that the scheme will have on traffic using the A428,

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the improved A14, Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment [Figure 7, 1] indicates that daily traffic flows on the
A428 between the A1198 and Girton interchange in 2035 would reduce from
55,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 48,200 vehicles per day with the

despite the A428 and the A14 being considered jointly in the
Felixstowe to Midlands Route Study. Until the Borough Council
can be confident that connectivity between Bedford and
Cambridge will be maintained or improved, it is unable to give
this scheme full support. The confidence required will be
obtained from the provision of further outputs from the traffic
model.

letter)

scheme.
Traffic forecasts suggest that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of
the A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to
decrease from 29,700 vehicles per day to 29,500 vehicles per day (-1%). This
would indicate improved conditions this part of the route between Bedford and
Cambridge as a result of the scheme.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested
parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network including the
A428 and A421 through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Cambridge City
Council

Bedford Borough
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

There is no information about the effects of the proposals on
traffic levels east of the Milton Road interchange, in particular the
radial routes into Cambridge city such as Ditton Lane,
Newmarket Road and Airport Way. Any increase in traffic on
these roads is likely to be detrimental to existing cyclists and
pedestrians.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The Preliminary Traffic Report provides traffic flows as Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) only. Whilst this is sufficient to give
an overall picture of how traffic will affect local residents, it does
not enable an accurate assessment of how changes in flows will
impact on road users. The assessment should incorporate peak
hour traffic flows also. This would allow an understanding of how
traffic flows compare across time and scenarios, and particularly
the impacts on road capacity at the busiest times of the day. It is
noted in the Preliminary Traffic Report that the AADT flow on the
A428 to the west of Cambridge falls when the scheme is
implemented. Without more detailed information it is difficult to
determine whether the predicted change in flow is consistent
across the day or whether it applies to one time of day or
potentially one class of road user (commuter, leisure, business,
car, HGV etc).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

The lack of capacity on the current route is causing vehicles
to divert to the A428 to reach the Midlands via the A1 or
A421, which will return to the A14 following completion of the
scheme; or

•

The increase in flow on the A14 after the scheme results in a
lack of capacity for traffic from the A428, causing vehicles to
divert away from the A428 and A14.

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment includes the impact of the scheme on key
radial routes into Cambridge. This indicates that there would be limited change in
the volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a
result of the scheme, including Ditton Lane and Newmarket Road. Traffic flows
Airport Way are also not expected to change significantly as a result of the
scheme.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of all types of traffic
including commuter, leisure, business and freight traffic.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that daily traffic flows on the
A428 between the A1198 and Girton interchange in 2035 would reduce from
55,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 48,200 vehicles per day with the
scheme (-13).
Traffic forecasts suggest that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of
the A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to
decrease from 29,700 vehicles per day to 29,500 vehicles per day (-1%).

Yes

There are two potential reasons why traffic volumes may fall on
the A428 to the west of Cambridge:

•

Change to
proposal?

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment also provides peak hour traffic forecasts
on the A428 and these indicate a reduction in traffic flows on both the section
between the A1198 and the Girton interchange and the section to the west of the
A1198.
The forecast reduction in traffic on the A428 to the east of the A1198 is primarily
the result of strategic traffic that currently uses the A1198 and A428 to avoid
congestion on the A14 transferring back on to the A14 corridor as a result of the
increased capacity and reliability provided by the scheme.
This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between
Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and
Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
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scheme does not go ahead.

Suffolk County
Council

The information provided is insufficient to allow a conclusion to
be reached on which of the potential reasons is correct.
However, it is noted that the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass is
predicted to have a significant increase in traffic, to 82,500
vehicles AADT (9% increase) in 2020, and rising to 96,000
vehicles AADT (13% increase) by 2035. This increase is similar
to the increase predicted for the A14 north of Cambridge.
The proposed free flow slip roads at Brampton Interchange are
designed with two lanes in each direction. These carriageways
are expected to carry substantial volumes of traffic, estimated to
be in the order of 28,000 to 30,000 vehicles per day AADT in
2035 (in each direction, with operating conditions likely to be
slightly worse that than currently experienced on the A14 Orwell
Bridge). This will need careful management and control in order
to minimise the risk of incidents and accidents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
Yes

No

Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

Should be moved to Chapter 8 Brampton?

Bedford Borough
Council

The reasons for the traffic reduction on the A428 are not stated
in the traffic report. It is feasible to see how a reduction in the
number of lanes between the A428 and the A14 Cambridge
Northern Bypass, coupled with an increase in flow on the A14
Cambridge Northern Bypass, would reduce the overall capacity
between the A428 and the A14 and therefore lead to a reduction
in flow. The traffic report focuses on the area covered by the
scheme improvements, with little consideration on the wider
effects, other than reporting some flows. A number of journey
time predictions are included in the traffic report, however these
all start at Girton and proceed northwards. There is no way to
assess what impact the scheme will have on journey times on
the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass. Considering that
improvements to this part of the A14 are included in the scheme,
and the journey time predictions must be available, it is
extremely concerning that they have been omitted from the
report.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1,550 to 2,100 vehicles per hour
in each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that daily traffic flows on the
A428 between the A1198 and Girton interchange in 2035 would reduce from
55,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 48,200 vehicles per day with the
scheme (-13).
Traffic forecasts suggest that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of
the A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to
decrease from 29,700 vehicles per day to 29,500 vehicles per day (-1%).

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment also includes peak hour traffic forecasts on
the A428 and these indicate a reduction in traffic flows on both the section
between the A1198 and the Girton interchange and the section to the west of the
A1198.
The forecast reduction in traffic on the A428 to the east of the A1198 is primarily
the result of strategic traffic that currently uses the A1198 and A428 to avoid
congestion on the A14 transferring back on to the A14 corridor as a result of the
increased capacity and reliability provided by the scheme.
Journey times on the Cambridge Northern Bypass between Girton and Milton are
expected to be reduced by around 1 minute in both directions as a result of the
scheme.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
Improvement of the Cambridge Northern Bypass to provide
additional lane capacity for through traffic and commuters.

Suffolk County
Council

Essex County
Council

Analysis carried out by Cambridgeshire suggests that 17% of the
traffic using this section of the A14 has an origin or destination in

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
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Essex.

Cambridge City
Council

consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

The capacity on the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass will be
improved as well as the capacity of Milton Interchange. It is
however anticipated that this will result in additional traffic
movements towards the Cambridge Science Park or Cambridge
itself along Milton Road.

Yes

No

It should be noted that the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts do not include
potential future measures that may be brought forward as part of emerging local
transport policy, such as the Long Term Transport Strategy for Cambridgeshire
and the Greater Cambridge City Deal, nor mitigation measures associated with
committed and planned development. These interventions would be expected to
reduce future traffic growth; however, as the nature of these interventions is not yet
known it is not possible to assess their likely impacts. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts therefore represent a worst case scenario assessment of future
traffic growth.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridge City
Council

The existing junction at Histon will continue to restrict traffic
along the B1049 Cambridge Road. The A14 Improvement
Scheme may generate an increase in traffic onto the B1049
Cambridge Road until capacity at the Histon Interchange is
reached.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment includes forecast traffic flows on key radial
routes in to Cambridge. This indicates that there would be some increase in traffic
on Milton Road as a result of the scheme.

The Transport Assessment also indicates that there would be limited change in
traffic flows on radial routes into Cambridge, including the B1049, as a result of the
scheme.

Yes

Yes

Following consultation the B1049 southbound approach design at Histon junction
has been increased to three lanes to increase capacity through the junction.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This
is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
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E.11.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 11 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Comments relating to impacts of the works
Access
Consultee(s)

105081

106043

Summary of consultee comment
Suggestion that the storm water storage pond to the north of the
A14 could be accessed from the old Cambridge Road at
Impington.

Ensure continuous access during and post-construction over the
farm roadway that serves not only the farmhouse but the farm
cottage and farmstead at Offord Hill Farm.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Highways Agency’s Response
The design has been amended following our analysis of consultation feedback.
Access to the proposed pond to the north west of Histon junction has been revised
and no longer runs across this land.
The existing access to Offord Hill Farm would remain unchanged.

Yes

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, the construction team would provide haul routes through the works for
use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use existing public and private
roads . The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding
access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access the construction
sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network.
Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for
example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The
construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access routes
that may be used to access the construction sites.

Agricultural and business impact
Consultee(s)

56695

56695

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed A14 re-routing will mean that direct access is lost
in a number of locations for agricultural parties. Where it would
be possible to use the new bypass, there would be a reluctance
to do so with agricultural machines. This is because they travel at
low speeds, are designed for fields and sharing a new bypass
with HGVs is likely to raise serious safety concerns. Their
alternative options are restricted due to weight restrictions, such
as the Brampton Road, which has a 7.5 tonne limit. Such
restrictions will preclude the majority of agricultural vehicles from
being permitted to use the road.
Should farmers need to access their land to the east or west of
Huntingdon, they are facing a potential journey time of up to 2
hours, which is both uneconomic and unpractical. Furthermore,
there are animal health issues related to this. For example,
should a cow start calving and need to be transported by a
tractor and trailer to the homestead to receive appropriate care,
time will be of the essence, and a two hour journey would
therefore make farming this land unsuitable.

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s Response
Comment duly noted. The Highways Agency has considered the movement of
agricultural vehicles. Where possible agricultural vehicles would use local roads.
They would not be prohibited from the A14 and be able to use the A14 when this is
not possible.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the
DMRB and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility which will allow
other vehicles to see slower moving and large Agricultural vehicles and drive
accordingly.
Following the formal consultation the Highways Agency is continuing to engage
with landowners and the National Farmers Union.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
improving journey time reliability.
Following the formal consultation the Highways Agency is continuing to engage
with landowners and the National Farmers Union.

Compensation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to

Highways Agency’s Response

received by
deadline?
It seems unjust that the Highways Agency can take advantage of
existing compulsory purchase rules and apply these to the
acquisition of clay and minerals associated with borrow pits.
Compensation could be paid based on agricultural value by
ignoring the effects of the scheme on the land and thereby
depriving landowners of mineral value.

proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

56698

No

Confirmation is sought that commercial compensation will be
paid for the mineral value associated with borrow pits as if the
recipient was an independent landowner outside of the scheme.
The Highways Agency should not seek to restrict compensation
to existing agricultural value only.

Compensation would be provided in accordance with the standard legal
procedures.

10 April 2014

56698

It would be helpful to have a statement by the Highways Agency
regarding the position on fees incurred in the run up to the
making of formal Orders, and in particular re-assurance as to the
position in the event that the Highways Agency withdraws from
the scheme at any stage in the process.

56698

There should be a distinction between the development consent
order process and the Compulsory purchase order process. Will
compulsory acquisition still take place under the existing
legislation, the Highways Act 1980? If it is not made under the
1980 Act can you confirm under which Act compulsory
acquisition will take place? Is it the view of the Highways Agency
that the distance limits under section 239 of the Highways Act
1980 will apply to the present Scheme?

Yes

No

Compensation would be provided in accordance with the standard legal
procedures.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014
104902

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase a process of negotiation
for the potential to seek land by agreement would take place.

Residents should be notified in writing about any works
undertaken, especially if these are to be at night, and where
noisy compensation should be offered for disturbance and loss of
sleep.

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that
would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment.
Affected landowners would be notified of works to be undertaken at night.

Construction
Consultee(s)

104902

Summary of consultee comment

The current contractor undertaking the pinch point works
between Girton / Histon has yet to make any form of contact with
me as a local resident.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The pinch point scheme referred to as the ‘A14 Junction 31 to 32 Eastbound and
Westbound Improvement’ does not form part of the ‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Scheme’.
It would be a matter to raise with the Highways Agency if required.

Consultation
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105081

Request to be notified well in advance if land is required for
archaeological engineering investigations in order to mitigate the
financial impact on NIAB.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

56695

Request for a meeting in order to explain in more detail why it is

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
The Highways Agency has discussed the process and timing of site investigations
with the landowner and adjusted positions to avoid any conflict prior to
archaeological trial trenching undertaken. Should further investigations be
required, the landowner would be notified in advance of the works.
Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local authorities and other key

imperative that suitable provisions are put in place should the
viaduct be removed as proposed.

stakeholders since the formal consultation. This would be continued through the
DCO process and would address this request.

Environmental
Noise
Consultee(s)

104902

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns raised over asymmetric widening and the lack of a
noise barrier. The reflective noise barrier along part of the
southern side of the A14 has led to an increase in noise levels,
affecting Histon and Impington. There are concerns that the
noise reducing surface proposed is unlikely to make a
perceptible difference to noise levels given the high percentage
of HGVs on the road and the less durable nature of this type of
road surface. The surface will require frequent maintenance to
ensure it performs as predicted. The noise generated by the
impact of tyres hitting such potholes makes it more likely that
local residents will be subjected to elevated noise levels as a
result of these proposals.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Mitigation identified in
Environmental Statement includes the following barriers in the area of the
A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for
properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the
north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive
barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier.
The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement. The
existing barrier at Orchard Park would be retained.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive and during operation where road traffic
noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise insulation The current proposal is to
use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme. Following construction the
scheme would be maintained by the Highways Agency’s managing agents.
The Highways Agency would use surfacing with a high performance, rut resistant,
low noise surface. It would be designed to support the volume of traffic found on
the strategic road network. If the surface deteriorates it would be maintained as is
the case with any high-speed trunk road.

General design
Slip roads
Consultee(s)

104902

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns raised about the proposals for widening the slip road
roundabout at the B1049 junction.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Highways Agency’s Response
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity. This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

Property and land
Land take
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

deadline?
105081

Objection to the acquisition of land for further storm water
storage. It is proposed that this facility could be relocated and
appropriate flows could be provided by retaining the existing
culvert drainage.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014
106043

Unlike the previous scheme there appears to be an intention to
acquire or utilise land near Offord Hill Farm. This appears to be
unnecessary for the scheme.

Yes

No

10 April 2014

56698

Concerns related to the excessive provision of habitat land.
Whilst understanding the sensitivity of areas such as SSSI sites,
it is not immediately apparent how such areas have been
identified for ecology mitigation. There has certainly been no
consultation with landowners, and excessive land take for this
sort of purpose is likely to be challenged.

Yes

No

The pond which was proposed to be located to the south west of Histon has been
removed as part of the design changes made following the analysis of consultation
feedback
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified. This mitigation
seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure
away from sensitive habitat and timing works to avoid sensitive periods. Other
principles adopted in the mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued
habitats; to maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme; increase connectivity
along the scheme with new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species;
and the creation of new habitats along the highways estate in order to achieve net
habitat gain along the scheme. Dedicated ecological mitigation areas have been
proposed as mitigation in relation to protected species.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects. The Highways Agency
has consulted all landowners regarding proposed land required and discussions
are ongoing. The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the
National Farmers Union, and will continue through detail design and construction
to accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability
of residual land parcels for agriculture.

Security
Consultee(s)

105081

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Third party access across the land at Histon is included in the
proposed scheme, which would be a threat to security, biosecurity and the commercially sensitive nature of some of the
work.
Enhanced fencing or security fencing will be required to prevent
unauthorised access to land, particularly if the cycle paths are
extended.

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Access to the proposed pond to the north west of Histon junction has been revised
and no longer runs across this land.

Yes

The sensitivity of the NIAB agricultural trials are noted. A lengthy access track to
the Histon Junction lagoon has been removed to reduce the risk of unauthorised
access.
In other areas access from the local access road and associated footpaths would
require the detail design process to agree fence detail with the landowner. In some
places drainage ditches would help farmland security.

10 April 2014

Yes

105081

Highways Agency’s Response

Traffic
Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Various modelling tests should be used to ascertain which
vehicles for agricultural purposes can travel on which roads at a
logistical and operational level. Will the following vehicles be
suitable to travel through the various villages with restrictions
currently applicable?
•

•
56695
•

•

Case Quadtrack: 16.3 tonnes, 7.5 metres long, articulated
steer, often carrying mounted implements up to 5m long and
3 metres wide.
Simba Solo Cultivation Equipment: 3m wide and 10m long,
pulled by the Case Quadtrack giving a combined length of
17.5m.
Combine Harvester + Trailer: 9.3 tonnes, 4m wide, rear
wheel steer and combined length when towing trailer in
excess of 25m with travel speeds below 20mph.
Tractor and Bale Trailer: trailer pivot steers from the front,
causing increased corner cutting and heights similar to that
of a double decker bus.

The scheme would remain an all-purpose road accessible by agricultural vehicles
licensed to travel on public highway. The additional local access road running
parallel to the existing A14 would be designed to accommodate such vehicles and
provide a route to the new junctions providing access onto the A14. There should
be no requirement to travel through villages that are not currently used by these
vehicles. The new roads and property entrances are designed to allow for modern
agricultural machinery where required.

10 April 2014

Yes

There is also a need to be mindful that agricultural machinery is
constantly evolving and increasing in size to meet the demands
of modern commercial farming.
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No

E.11.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 11 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Comments relating to impacts of the works
Access
Consultee(s)

101774

Summary of consultee comment

The present road is inadequate as a major feeder road to
employment locations. The scheme will provide better access to
Cambridge Airport which merits more use.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would improve journey times for trips using the improved A14.

101962

It is felt that simply widening the road would not have enough of
an impact. Access into Cambridge from the road has to be
considered.

Yes

Yes

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead. Following consultation the design of the B1049 approach to
Histon Junction has been improved by adding an additional lane on approach to the
junction.
This increased capacity at Histon and Milton Junctions would improve access into
Cambridge.

101925

The scheme needs further thought as to how access to
Cambridge will be successful.

Yes

No

102843

Reservations regarding the lack of southbound access to the
M11 from the new local access road.

Yes

No
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The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would
have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local access
road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling to other
areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access the
Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided at the Girton interchange such as the A428 to M11. These additional
connections would increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts
and are not considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out
in the Case for the Scheme.
It would be possible to use the local access road up to Bar Hill junction and then
join the A14 eastbound. From this point, free flow access to the M11 southbound is
available.
The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for safer and

freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound directions of the
A14.
Access to M11
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic.
The scheme does not include provision for movements at the Girton Interchange
that are not currently provided. These additional connections would increase the
cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme.
102843

101832

Concerns about the lack of southbound access to the M11 from
the new local access road.

Yes

M11 linkage A14 east to South needs more planning and
improvement.

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Traffic on the local access road wishing to access the strategic road network
including the M11 South would join the A14 at the junction at Bar Hill while traffic
wishing to access Cambridge would remain on the new local access road.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates that
the additional journey time associated with this diversion would be offset by the
journey time savings associated with the improved operation of the A14 between
Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have
direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding
the need to join the A14 entirely.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavsesy widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Comments relating to impacts of the works
Agricultural and business impact
Consultee(s)

102876

104658
104915
103542

Summary of consultee comment
The road improvement will encourage investment in the east,
create jobs and improve prospects.
The provision of an additional lane to remove the bottleneck will
open up business and career opportunities in areas of
Cambridge that are not presently accessible.
The future growth of Cambridge will benefit, especially with
increased traffic to the Cambridge Science park and Ely/A10.
The A14 is a terrible road to drive and the problems are
becoming a limiting factor in staff recruitment for Cambridge
based organisations. This is limiting innovation in key knowledge

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response

Comment duly noted.

Comment duly noted.
Comment duly noted.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to

industries.

commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

Community
Consultee(s)

100983, 104895

Summary of consultee comment
The proposal is too close to residential areas. There are
insufficient safeguards against air pollution and noise pollution
for this to be acceptable.
Concerns regarding the impact of pollution, both air and noise,
on the residents of the village of Girton.

102843

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

It is unclear if the proposed changes will adversely affect the
village of Milton. Will queues build up through the village in the
morning? How will the roundabout be widened? Will the Jane
Coston Bridge be affected?
104526

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme is widened online and asymmetrically (to the north) between Histon
and Milton junction to minimise the impact on adjacent properties to the south.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that no significant effects occur
as a result of the scheme. As such, no mitigation measures are required.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise barriers would also be
provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major
Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects
or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise
policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014).
Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 390m long and
4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road to replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road; on the
southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 110m long 3m high absorptive
noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier
east of Girton Road. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement. In summary, there would be a significant beneficial effect at the
southern edge of Girton alongside the scheme. The Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP), appended to the Environmental Statement which forms part of this DCO,
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways
Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including
community relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise
and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding an extra left turn lane to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would improve capacity however it
would remain a busy junction.
The improvements to Milton junctions have been designed to ensure that, despite
the forecast increase in traffic using the junction, future conditions with the scheme
would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The Jane Coston Bridge would not be affected.
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A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

Impact on neighbouring areas must be taken into account,
especially noise pollution.

104616

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Severe permanent impact on local residents.

102877

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and vibration
mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme. This would
include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration
equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and
vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation
period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme aims to
improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling better connected
communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to keep heavy,
through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people with less
congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the new links
provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for nonmotorised user (NMU).
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme and as such no mitigation measures are proposed.

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

There appears to be continual road works on the Cambridge
Northern Bypass.
53814

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
The section between Girton Interchange (Junction 31) and Histon Junction
(Junction 32) is currently being improved as part of a separate scheme due to be
complete Early 2015. The ‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’
requires DCO planning permission and is scheduled to start Spring 2016 subject to
granting of DCO.
The work as part of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme would be planned to
minimise disruption to road users. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
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would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice , prior to the commencement of any works. These
plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency. Heavily invasive works would be limited to off peak hours. Lane
and slip closures would be restricted to off-peak hours. The scheme would maintain
the existing number of lanes on the A14 where practicable.
It seems a shame and bad planning not to have done this at the
same time as the pinch point scheme, whilst construction
workers and equipment are on site.
104525

101105
104704
100983

101101

The Girton to Histon widening has the potential for disruption but
this is not part of this scheme and should be completed before
these works occur.
Query over whether the scheme is being done at present.
Not sure why this has been included in the consultation since it
has already been agreed and work has started clearing ground.

The construction work should not result in more delays and
congestion on the existing A14.
It will be difficult to guarantee traffic flows during construction.

101925

104574

Work has started on the Cambridge Northern Bypass section of
the A14 and has so far resulted in minimal extra delays.
However, there have been a number of night-time closures of
different stretches of road and signage warning of these closures
has not been sufficient. Travelling from the Huntingdon area to
Cambridge in the late evening, there are no signs warning of the
closure until you get to the Cambridge Services area, which is
too late to find and suitable alternative route.

The area is a designated an Air Quality Management Area and

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Constructing the pinch point scheme in advance on this scheme will provide
benefits to road users and the economy earlier.
The pinch point scheme did not require planning permission therefore could start
earlier as the land required was owned by the HA.
If it were included as part of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Scheme
construction would not start until DCO planning permission is granted which would
be Spring 2016 as the earliest.
The ‘A14 Junction 31 to 32 Eastbound and Westbound Improvement’ construction
is currently underway and is forecasted to be complete Early 2015. This would
mean it would be complete prior to the construction stage of the ‘A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’ which is scheduled to start Spring 2016.
The section between Girton Interchange (Junction 31) and Histon Junction
(Junction 32) is currently being improved as part of a separate scheme and is due
to be complete Early 2015.
The ‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’ requires DCO planning
permission and is scheduled to start Spring 2016 subject to granting of DCO.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice ,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles and
would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency. Heavily invasive works
would be limited to off peak hours. Lane and slip closures would be restricted to offpeak hours. The scheme would maintain the existing number of lanes on the A14
where practicable.
Comment is duly noted.
Improvements to Cambridge Northern Bypass from Milton to Girton are one of the
Pinch Point Program schemes of Highways Agency which is a separate set of
improvements.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The contractors appointed to build the Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme would be
required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans
would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.
Advance warning signs, temporary CCTV fitted across the scheme and variable
message signs would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance
and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental

103592

impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of
the scheme. As such, no mitigation measures are proposed.
The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations. The appointed contractor would be required to work
in accordance with the CoCP.
Asymmetric widening is preferred to allow safer offline construction and less
disruption to users during construction.

the construction works will have a detrimental effect on air
quality.

Concerns with construction methods. Asymmetric widening
means that there would be two lanes to the north of the existing
road, which will be very close to the Blackwell’s Gypsy and
Traveller site. This would need to be adequately screened from
noise and pollution.

104730

101023

Suggestion made to potentially use Milton Landfill as a
destination for some inert waste from the construction of the
scheme. It may also be a source of clay and other construction
materials for the sub-base foundations of the new A14. Making
use of locally available materials for the construction scheme
complies with sub-regional sustainable development objectives.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme. During construction, this would include the use of noise screens
and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise barriers would
be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major
Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects
or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise
policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under
the Action Plan, Important Area 5045 is located at Blackwell Caravan Park and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long
3m high absorptive noise barrier. The barrier is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement. Over this length the barrier would provide early
screening of views of vehicles other than high sided vehicles and of vehicle
headlights ahead of screening provided as tree and shrub planting matures.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme, as such no mitigation measures are proposed.
Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions
and management of material resources. All waste would be managed in such a
way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the environment. The main
contractors would be responsible for reducing waste generated from the
construction activities. This would include measures such as careful storage of
materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste management plan
(SWMP) would be prepared in accordance with the Waste and Resources Action
Programme (WRAP) guidance. The effect of the scheme in terms of waste
generation and material resources is considered in Chapter 13 of the ES.
Excavated material from cuttings and flood compensation areas would be used as
fill material in embankments. Six borrow pits would be used to supplement the fill
requirement. These are located close to the point of use along the route of the
scheme to reduce usage of heavy vehicles. Imported materials would be sourced
with consideration for recycled content, appropriately graded secondary aggregates
and transportation requirements. The scheme would apply the waste hierarchy in
order to move waste management practices as far up the hierarchy as possible
minimising disposal and maximising re-use and recycling. Consideration would also
be given to sourcing materials locally. The means of importing materials would be
explored with the contractor which would include exploring the use of railheads.

Material sourcing is an ongoing discussion with the aim to enable sustainable
development where practicable.
Request for further information
Summary of
Date consulted
consultee
comment
There is no detail in the consultation documents regarding what
will be done to mitigate adverse impacts on air quality.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Highways
Agency’s
Response

Change to
proposal?

Yes

103592

No

There is inadequate information on traffic flows provided in the
literature for Cambridge Northern Bypass.

Yes

104932

No

There was no information available at that stage regarding
certain aspects of the environmental impact on the area in the
valley near the Offord villages and the consequential effect on
the residents of the area.
103517

Yes
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No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were
published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. It was noted that the scheme presented during
consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process of scheme
development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme design has
since been refined in response to consultation feedback and further technical
assessment.
Likely significant effects on air quality and mitigation where required are assessed
as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. As such, no mitigation measures
are required.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were
published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. It was noted that the scheme presented during
consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process of scheme
development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme design has
since been refined in response to consultation feedback and further technical
assessment.
The information presented at the consultation was based on interim traffic
forecasts. The Preliminary Traffic Report included forecasts of annual average daily
traffic (AADT) flows on the Cambridge Northern Bypass between Histon and Milton
in 2020 and 2035 with and without the scheme. The level of information provided
was comparable with that provided for other sections of the scheme.
Since the formal consultation, further work has been undertaken to develop revised
traffic forecasts using an enhanced version of the road traffic model. The Transport
Assessment provides further details of traffic forecasts, including for the Cambridge
Northern Bypass and demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application. The EIA includes an assessment of impacts on community, including
the Offord villages. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of
the Environmental Statement. Likely significant effects on the environment as a

result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part
of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are
reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with
a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the DCO application.

The Northstowe access routes should be shown on this plan.

101925

Yes

The Highways Agency would make provision for the developer of Northstowe to link
into the scheme on the B1050 north of the Bar Hill Junction.

No

Cost
Consultee(s)

102013

Summary of consultee comment

Money is being poured into Cambridge and the surrounding
areas.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s Response
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

100994

The money could be far better spent on cycle schemes in the
area.

Yes
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No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated

from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide connections
to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill
and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU
crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing
NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
NMU groups have been consulted in regard to the design and operation of NMU
proposals.
In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more
extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU)
The proposed scheme is not good value for money and there are
better ways of improving use of the A14.

Yes

104780

No

It is a huge expense.

102877

55527
Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Economic solution.

Summary of consultee comment
Environmental concerns are raised, with potential for
catastrophic damage.

Date consulted

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme is
designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced congestion would
benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO

Yes

101065, 104575
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Support duly noted

application.
Chapter 19 of the Environmental Statement provides a summary of the effects of
the A14 improvement scheme. Significant adverse effects and mitigation measures
are summarised below.

104488

Widening of roads creates more traffic and more emissions,
which is associated with climate change.

Yes

No

Yes

102877

There would be a negative impact on the environment and CO2
levels.

No

Adverse effects would occur on Huntingdon Conservation Area and the historic
setting of three buildings. Effects on historic buildings would be mitigated by
historic building recording, and hard and soft landscaping. An adverse effect would
result from the removal of Tree Preservation Order (TPO) trees. The outline design
has been adjusted to retain TPO trees where practicable and further mitigation
would be incorporated at the detail design stage. Mitigation measures are proposed
to lessen adverse landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and
extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help to integrate the scheme and
the borrow pits into the wider landscape and screen the highway and traffic flow.
Habitat creation and lighting and noise mitigation would lessen adverse impacts
associated with disturbance to wildlife and habitat loss. The provision of hop-overs
and culverts would alleviate adverse effects associated with mortality to bats during
operation. Then re-use and recycling of materials would alleviate adverse effects
associated with the use of high volumes of materials. Measures outlined in the
Code of Construction Practice would lessen adverse noise effects on communities
during construction. Further consultation with the Environment Agency would
clarify requirements for mitigation with respect to a potential for adverse effects
associated with an increase in flood levels on Ellington Brook, Brampton Brook and
the river Great Ouse.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are considered
in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint
baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

Air
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A detailed local air quality assessment has been undertaken for the
existing A14 corridor, offline route and affected road network, which includes Histon
and Impington. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur
as a result of the scheme. The A14 Corridor air quality management area is
predicted to have no exceedances of the air quality objectives in the opening year.

101799

There will be an adverse impact of traffic pollution in Histon,
Impington and Milton. There would be additional A10 traffic from
the improved A14.

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment, and a noise and vibration impact
assessment has been undertaken and are reported in Chapters 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement. A noise14 Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscape
earthworks and planting. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. Mitigation identified in the Environmental Statement includes the
following barriers in the area of the A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high
250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse
Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side replacement of the existing 2m
high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by
250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. Over this length, the barrier would provide
early screening of views of vehicles other than high sided vehicles and of vehicle
headlights ahead of screening provided as tree and shrub planting matures. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement. The need for
additional noise mitigation has not been identified within the Environmental
Statement in the area of Milton.

Traffic forecasts indicate that the amount of additional traffic generated as a
direct result of the proposed scheme would be small. The forecast flow on the
A10 Ely Road through Milton is forecast to rise by 1% in the year 2010 with the
scheme in place compared to without the scheme and this reduces to 0%
change in the design year 2035. Further details of the future network
performance can be found in the Transport Assessment.
101865

Pollution is caused by waiting in traffic.

Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental

impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.

104488, 104787,
104960

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic
levels.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

Widening roads creates more traffic and therefore more air
pollution.

Yes

103592

54626, 102882,
104621, 104645,
104647, 104820,
104976

There appears to be insufficient recognition of the adverse
environmental impacts on air quality. To the immediate south of
the Cambridge Northern Bypass is the Orchard Park
development. The residential sites and properties adjacent to the
A14 in this location will be adversely affected by emissions both
during and after construction. Full air quality modelling and
mitigation proposals are required in detail in advance.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Traffic volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality
resulting from these changes has been modelled. The assessment concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced
at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An
AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where national air
quality objectives could be exceeded.
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014) to provide a preliminary account of
the environmental issues. It was noted that the scheme presented during
consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process of scheme
development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme design has
since been refined in response to consultation feedback and further technical
assessment. Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment results were not available at the time of
the consultation.

The road is already a huge source of air pollution, an ongoing
concern which has increased considerably. It seems likely that
following the expected future growth congestion will return to the
current levels and contribute ever more pollution. How will the
deterioration of Cambridge air quality be addressed? Air pollution
mitigation measures should be considered in this part of the
scheme.

Yes

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the ES (Appendix 20.2),
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways
Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including
community relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction dust.
These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory
environmental body.
The scheme has been assessed for compliance with the EU Air Quality Directive as
set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges IAN 174/13. Traffic volumes
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are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality resulting from these
changes has been modelled. The assessment concludes that along the A14, to the
north of Cambridge, the predicted changes to annual mean NO2 and PM10 are
mainly negligible. All results in this area are in compliance with the objectives and
limit values. As no exceedances of air quality objectives were observed across the
scheme area at human or ecological receptors, no mitigation is proposed for the
operational phase.

104647, 104820,
104976, 101093

Mitigation measures should be taken to reduce adverse impacts
on air quality, for example tree planting on the Impington side of
the A14.

Yes

No

104937

Stronger measures are needed to reduce air pollution. Existing
residents have just as much right to a noise-free, pollution-free
environment as do future residents of proposed housing
developments.

Yes

No

This road passes very close to houses. There is a balance
between eliminating congestion, which increases pollution, and
actually causing increased pollution through more traffic using
the road.

Yes

No

104920
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The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced
at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme,
including the A14 Corridor AQMA. An AQMA is where the local authority has
identified a location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
The scheme is widened online along the Cambridge Northern Bypass to minimise
the overall impact. Between Histon and Milton junctions it is widened asymmetrical
(to the north) to minimise the impact existing buildings and dwellings to the south.
Whilst tree planting would have a limited effect on air quality, considerable tree
planting is proposed on the Impington side, which when established would provide
a significant improvement on the tree screening that exists now. The A14 would be
widened on the north side. Existing intermittent roadside belts/clumps of trees lost
to road widening would be replaced with dense tree and shrub planting on the regraded embankments. The embankment slopes facing the Holiday Inn would be
densely planted with trees and shrubs. The steepened embankment facing Histon
Lake would be planted with thick hedgerow vegetation and the existing mature
lakeside trees would be retained. The majority of the existing trees northwest of
Histon Junction would be retained and additional screening would be provided by a
new 4m high vertical noise barrier. A screen hedge would be planted along the
noise barrier in the open away from existing trees. This hedge and blocks of trees
and shrubs would extend around the proposed drainage attenuation pond and
ecology ponds west of Histon Junction. A 10m wide strip of woodland is proposed
along the north verge west of the attenuation pond. When the proposed planting is
established after 10-15 years of growth, traffic screening would be significantly
improved in views from the houses on Lone Tree Avenue facing the A14.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme, as such no mitigation measures are proposed.
The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced
at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An
AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where national air
quality objectives could be exceeded.
The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic
levels.
The environmental mitigation for the scheme would include tree and shrub planting
on the Impington side of the new highway construction –see the Outline
Environmental Design drawing in Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual

Joint Parishes HCV

impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

Air quality monitoring points on the Cambridge Northern by-pass
and the A14 at Bar Hill already demonstrate excessive noise
levels of traffic-generated air pollution, according to reports
published by South Cambridgeshire District Council. Additional,
higher speed, traffic flows with their higher exhaust emissions
due to greater flow rates arising from this scheme will make this
situation worse for residents.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. Traffic volumes are predicted to increase in the future and the air quality
resulting from these changes has been modelled. The assessment concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme, as such no
mitigation measures are proposed.

Ecology
Consultee(s)

Highways Agency’s Response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application. The findings are reported in the Environmental Statement – see
Chapters 10 and 11 relating to landscape and visual effects and to ecology, and
Figure 3.2 Outline Environmental Design drawings which show the environmental
mitigation that is integral to the scheme and achieves a balance between the
provision of effective screening and ecological mitigation.

104820

The proposed grassland and ecology ponds should be changed
to raised earth banks with thick woodland.

Yes

No

Earth bunds would increase the scheme footprint and land take considerably in
areas constrained by existing buildings and dwellings.
The re-graded embankments of the widened A14 near Blackwell Caravan site
would be densely planted with trees and shrubs, and further east with hedges to
restore roadside vegetation lost to road widening and restore current levels of traffic
screening. The ecology pond proposed east of Blackwell Caravan site is general
biodiversity enhancement. A hedge is proposed to enclose an area with an ecology
pond, grassland and intermittent trees. The landscape design could be altered
slightly in detailed design to achieve some of what has been suggested. Earth
excavated to form the pond could be used to create shallow mounds and the
intermittent trees could be changed to plots of woodland, but a suitable habitat for
newts and toads should include grassland, so an area of open grassland would still
be needed and the pond should not be over-shadowed by trees. The same would
apply to the intermittent trees, grassland, and ecology ponds near the proposed
drainage attenuation pond at Histon. It might be possible to increase the woodland
with some mounding, but areas of open grassland around the ponds would still be
required.

Flooding
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to

Highways Agency’s Response

received by
deadline?

proposal?
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. A recently updated Environment Agency model of the
river Great Ouse has been used to establish baseline conditions and assess the
potential impact of the scheme on the watercourse and its floodplain, which
includes parts of the Offords.

103517

The river area around the Offords is prone to flooding. The
railway line currently acts as a natural dyke/barrier and
effectively protects the village. Freak weather patterns create
surges of large volumes of water flowing based the villages.
Network Rail are responsible for the maintenance of the line and
it’s supporting earthworks/ drainage culverts. However, there
was no provision in the preliminary design to account for
disruption in the river flow that such a major construction could
have, and the possibility of significant backing up of large
volumes of water around the proposed road viaduct. This could
produce a credible threat of flooding to the Offord villages and
the outlying area unless the design takes this into account at the
outset. In particular there is a critical point near St Peter's
church, Offord D’Arcy, where the railway line's ballasted bank is
within just a few metres of an erosive bend in the river and where
the rail track bends significantly. The backing up of water could
lead to considerable pressure at this critical pinch point as well
as the drain off areas feeding the river in the village area.

Yes

No

Where the potential impact upon water levels is greater than negligible for the 1%
(1 in 100) annual exceedance probability (AEP) event, mitigation is proposed which
aims to achieve a neutral impact upon flood levels. Where required, level-for-level
floodplain compensation storage is proposed as mitigation and has been located as
close as practicable to the area of loss.
In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas.
These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood
event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no change
in Standard of Protection to any property.
The assessment of scheme effect on flood risk will be refined as a result. Flood
compensation areas are shown on the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

104597, 54626,
104937

Noise has been increasing steadily since the road was built and
this will increase noise pollution.

Yes

No

54735

Current noise levels are high.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

No

In addition, appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.

Concerns about the noise pollution caused by traffic.

101093, 104599,
104621, 104820,
104960, 104976

Yes

Significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts.
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104621

It is difficult as it impacts so many people for the good and bad.
But the northern bypass at Girton and Histon and Impington is so
close to local dwellings that some form of protection from the
noise is needed.

104770

104820

7 April 2014

7 April 2014
Acoustic treatment is essential for the village of Madingley. Both
at the A14 carriageway and the major Girton junction. This report
says that such investigation is not yet complete. Please keep
local people informed.
Noted importance and critical nature of the need to install noise
barriers in the Cambridge Northern Bypass, and in particular
around the Histon junction. Currently, if the wind blows with a
southerly or easterly direction, the noise is significantly
increased. This same stretch of the A14 has noise barriers on
the other side of it (i.e. Cambridge side) already, and it is
noticeable the difference that they make. Request that noise
barriers are, definitively and without question, erected in this
section of the scheme. In the same manner, air pollution is an
ongoing concern with some reports already of the air quality not
being favourable at this location. Request that air pollution

7 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.
In addition, appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
Noise barriers would be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). At Noise IA 5043, to the south of Girton close to the A14 on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
At Noise IA 5045, located at Blackwell Caravan Park, the noise and vibration
assessment has identified additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
Barriers have also been proposed as follows, in the area of the A14/B1049: on the
south side. a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard
Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side
replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier,
and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts. In summary, there would be a significant beneficial effect at
the southern edge of Girton and Impington alongside the scheme. During scheme
operation, the noise and vibration assessment has not identified any significant
adverse effects on the community of Histon as a result of the scheme.

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Madingley as a result of the scheme, meaning
that mitigation measures are not proposed.

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
New and replacement barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment has not shown a requirement for a continuous barrier
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mitigation measures are taken in this part of the scheme.

between Girton and Histon.
Mitigation identified In the Environmental Statement includes the following barriers
in the area of the A14/B1049 on the north side - replacement of the existing 2m
high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by
250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of
the Environmental Statement.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A detailed local air quality assessment has been undertaken for the
existing A14 corridor, offline route and affected road network, which includes Histon
and Impington. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur
as a result of the scheme. The A14 Corridor air quality management area is
predicted to have no exceedances of the air quality objectives in the opening year.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.
In addition, appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.

104576

There is little information in the document about how this will be
addressed. Individual measures such as low noise tyres will help
but a higher priority should be given to mitigating noise levels in
the road building planning process. Noise levels in Girton should
be monitored over a period with a view to including measures to
reduce the noise levels when or soon after the new roads are
built.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Noise barriers would be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). At Noise IA 5043, to the south of Girton close to the A14 on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
At Noise IA 5045, located at Blackwell Caravan Park, the noise and vibration
assessment has identified additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
Barriers have also been proposed as follows, in the area of the A14/B1049: on the
south side. a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard
Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side
replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier,
and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts. In summary, there would be a significant beneficial effect at
the southern edge of Girton and Impington alongside the scheme.
The Highways Agency undertakes post opening project evaluations (POPE) of all
its major projects and publishes the reports on its website. The POPE reports cover
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five areas of assessment: environment (including noise), safety, economy,
accessibility and integration.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
104849

Noise reduction barriers are required around Histon Northern
Bypass A14 upgrade.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

New and replacement barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment has not shown a requirement for a continuous barrier
between Girton and Histon.
Mitigation identified In the Environmental Statement includes the following barriers
in the area of the A14/B1049 on the north side - replacement of the existing 2m
high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by
250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of
the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

101093

Concern over the high noise of the traffic and request for full
height acoustic fences to be installed alongside the A14 to
mitigate the already high noise and pollution levels this causes
to villages on the North side of Cambridge. These should already
be provided as the noise from the A14 at certain times even a
good half mile away in Impington is very loud. Additional lanes
will only exacerbate the problem.

7 April 2014

Yes
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No

In addition, appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
Noise barriers would be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). At Noise IA 5043, to the south of Girton close to the A14 on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
At Noise IA 5045, located at Blackwell Caravan Park, the noise and vibration
assessment has identified additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
Barriers have also been proposed as follows, in the area of the A14/B1049: on the
south side. a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard
Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side
replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier,
and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts. In summary, there would be a significant beneficial effect at
the southern edge of Girton and Impington alongside the scheme. During scheme
operation, the noise and vibration assessment has not identified any significant
adverse effects on the community of Histon as a result of the scheme.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact

assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

Concerns about the noise pollution in Girton, Histon and
Impington.

In addition, appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.

Yes

102851, 104597

No

Noise barriers would be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). At Noise IA 5043, to the south of Girton close to the A14 on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.
At Noise IA 5045, located at Blackwell Caravan Park, the noise and vibration
assessment has identified additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
Barriers have also been proposed as follows, in the area of the A14/B1049: on the
south side. a new 2m high 250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard
Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side
replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier,
and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
Significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would
reduce noise impacts. In summary, there would be a significant beneficial effect at
the southern edge of Girton and Impington alongside the scheme. During scheme
operation, the noise and vibration assessment has not identified any significant
adverse effects on the community of Histon as a result of the scheme.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

Widening the road would create more traffic and noise pollution.

104488, 104787,
54735

Yes
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No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts. During construction, this would include
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape

103592

There appears to be insufficient recognition of the adverse
environmental impacts on noise pollution. To the immediate
south of the Cambridge Northern Bypass is the Orchard Park
development. The residential sites and properties adjacent to the
A14 in this location will be adversely affected by noise pollution
both during and after construction.

Yes

No

101799

There will be an adverse impact of traffic noise in Histon,
Impington and Milton. There would be additional traffic on the
A10 from the improved A14.

Yes

No
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earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
An assessment of likely significant effects on noise and vibration has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment for construction and
operation of the scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). There is potential of noise impacts around receptors (residential
and non-residential) at the Orchard Park community during construction. The Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the ES (Appendix 20.2), outlines the
control measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency
and its main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise, such as
the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screening and low
noise equipment. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. The Highways Agency would also
continue to engage with the owners and operators of all the non-residential
receptors to establish sensitivity of the receptors and develop additional mitigation
where necessary and practicable, as required by the CoCP. Specific mitigation
would be included, where needed, in the relevant final local environmental
management plan.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Noise insulation would be provided for properties
close to construction activities where noise would otherwise be disruptive and
during operation where road traffic noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise
insulation. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted
for the community of Orchard Park.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
effected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts. The existing noise barrier at Orchard Park would be retained. No
significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are predicted for the
community of Orchard Park.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. A detailed local air quality assessment has been undertaken for the
existing A14 corridor, offline route and affected road network, which includes Histon
and Impington. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur
as a result of the scheme. The A14 Corridor air quality management area is
predicted to have no exceedances of the air quality objectives in the opening year.
A landscape and visual impact assessment, and a noise and vibration impact
assessment has been undertaken and are reported in Chapters 10 and 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise and visual impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscape earthworks and
planting. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104937, 104597,
104576

104621, 54626,
104976

101049, 54735

Mitigation measures should be installed to reduce noise
pollution.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Noise barriers are needed to reduce the impact of noise
pollution.

Noise barriers should be provided on the north side of the A14 at
Impington. The existing noise barriers installed are reflective, not
absorptive, which makes the noise problem worse for Impington.
These barriers should be replaced.
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Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. Mitigation identified in the Environmental Statement includes the
following barriers in the area of the A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high
250m long absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse
Farm, just west of Junction 32; on the north side replacement of the existing 2m
high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by
250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. Over this length, the barrier would provide
early screening of views of vehicles other than high sided vehicles and of vehicle
headlights ahead of screening provided as tree and shrub planting matures. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement. The need for
additional noise mitigation has not been identified within the Environmental
Statement in the area of Milton.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering

practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
At Impington on the north side there would be a replacement of the existing 2m high
barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m
with a 3m high absorptive barrier. New and replacement barriers are shown on
Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement. The existing noise barrier at Orchard
Park would be retained.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

104599, 104604,
54160

104820

Acoustic barriers should be placed to protect Impington and
Histon from the expected increase in noise. These could be
similar to the barriers protecting Orchard Park.

A noise barrier that extends from the Girton junction to Histon
junction, paying particular attention to the area near the Histon
junction, should be installed.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Mitigation to reduce the noise impacts of the scheme have been identified In the
Environmental Statement and includes the following barriers in the area of the
A14/B1049 on the north side - replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with new
4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m high
absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.
Noise insulation would be provided for properties close to construction activities
where noise would otherwise be disruptive and during operation where road traffic
noise levels meet the scheme criteria for noise insulation.
Noise improvements also result from the provision of low noise road surfacing, and
a number of noise barriers along the modified sections of the existing A1 and A14,
including the Cambridge Northern Bypass. Existing noise barriers would be
enhanced by the scheme at a number of locations, particularly at Impington
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
New and replacement barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment has not shown a requirement for a continuous barrier
between Girton and Histon.
Mitigation identified In the Environmental Statement includes the following barriers
in the area of the A14/B1049 on the north side - replacement of the existing 2m
high barrier with new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by
250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of
the Environmental Statement.

101093

Full height acoustic fences should be installed alongside the A14
to mitigate the already high noise levels this causes to villages
on the North side of Cambridge.

Yes
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No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to

the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

104770

103592

Noise mitigation is required for the village of Madingley at the
A14 carriageway and Girton junction

Although there is a reference to noise barriers no detail is
provided. Will the existing noise barrier be replaced or merely
relocated? What will be the height, position and material of noise
barriers?

Yes

Yes

No

No

New and replacement barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment has not shown a requirement for a continuous barrier
on the north side of the A14.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Madingley as a result of the scheme, meaning
that mitigation measures are not proposed.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Appropriately designed highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
New, replacement and retained barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at Girton would
increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14 west of
Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those terminating in
Cambridge.

104787

The existing road surfaces should be replaced with low noise
surface material before considering widening.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing on the running lanes of the full carriageway
and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional
noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
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consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.

102801

103517

104624

Comprehensive measures to reduce noise are essential for the
Histon and Milton sides of the highway. Otherwise the scheme
will have significant negative impact on these large communities.

There was no specific information regarding projected noise
levels produced on the major elevated section of the proposed
road which will be over a kilometre in length. Specifically, there
was no provision for acoustic panel shielding over the section
crossing the river and railway. At this location traffic noise will be
amplified across the surface of the water. The projected build
may potentially replicate the noise pollution levels of the current
A14 route through Godmanchester/ Huntingdon. The design of
the new route could be transposing the same problem out of the
town and into the country. Noise pollution will have an impact on
the wildlife and the people that enjoy its natural beauty in the
river area near the villages. This further reinforces the need for
sympathetic design and effective acoustic shielding.

Mitigation for sound pollution needs to be provided for the north
side of the A14, at a similar level to what has been provided for
the Orchard housing estate.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Noise barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads
(Defra, 2014).
Mitigation to reduce the noise impacts of the scheme at Histon and Milton have
been identified In the Environmental Statement. At Important Area 5045 located at
Blackwell Caravan Park the Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation
in the form of a 250m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier.
In the area of the A14/B1049 on the north side of the road, the existing 2m high
barrier would be replaced with a new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extended
to the west by 250m with a 3m high absorptive barrier. The barriers are shown on
Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Barriers are not proposed on the
section of the scheme crossing the Great Ouse and the railway as the assessment
shows no residual significant effects at this location.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
provided at Important Areas (identified by the Round 2 noise mapping carried out in
2012), where they would substantially reduce the existing high noise levels.
Based on the assessment undertaken noise barriers were not found to be
warranted on the northern side of the A14 opposite the Orchard housing estate.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)

104624

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise barriers would be provided at
Important Areas, as defined under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra
2014), where they would prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably
avoid significant adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning
practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). At Important Area 5043
to the south of Girton close to the A14 - on the northern side of the Cambridge
Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road
would replace the existing 2m reflective barrier and a new 100m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier would be provided east of Girton Road; on the southern
side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 110m long 3m high absorptive noise
barrier would be provided west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high absorptive
noise barrier east of Girton Road.

Sound and pollution mitigation needs to be provided for at the
north side of the A14 between Girton and Milton at least at a
similar level to that provided for the Orchard housing estate on
the south side in this area.

Yes

No
At Important Area 5045 located at Blackwell Caravan Park the Environmental
Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of a 250m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier.
In the area of the A14/B1049: on the south side a new 2m high 250m long
absorptive barrier for properties in Orchard Close and Woodhouse Farm, just west
of Junction 32; on the north side replacement of the existing 2m high barrier with
new 4m high absorptive barrier, and also extension to the west by 250m with a 3m
high absorptive barrier. The existing barrier at Orchard Park would be retained.
New, replacement and retained barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme, as such no mitigation measures
are proposed.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

55530

Summary of consultee comment
The proposed housing schemes and continued development of
science and technology parks will lead to an increase of traffic on
this section of road.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has

adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. The Chesterton Sidings development is included within the
Cambridge Northern Fringe allocation.

Brookgate are promoting a mixed-use development on the CNFE
site in north Cambridge. On the 18 December 2013 the
Cambridge Science Park railway station was granted planning
permission by Cambridgeshire County Council. The new station
is to be located at the Chesterton Sidings site and is due to open
in May 2016 with funding already secured. The new station will
provide a step change in public transport accessibility to the
CNFE and help unlock development in this location providing a
catalyst for the redevelopment of this important brownfield
opportunity area.

105018

Given the proximity of the proposed development and wider
CNFE to the A14, is important that the Highways Agency works
closely with the Brookgate to ensure that the A14 proposals, and
in particular improvements to the A14 Milton Interchange junction
are compatible with the estimated traffic movements in and out
of the proposed development reflected in Draft submission
policies SS/4 in the South Cambridgeshire Local Plan and Policy
14 of Draft Submission Cambridge City Local Plan proceeding to
examination in public in October 2014.

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. The scheme does not preclude the
expansion of the junction to accommodate future developments.

7 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment also demonstrates that flows on the A14 to the east of
the Milton interchange are not forecast to change significantly as a result of the
scheme and the flows are within the capacity of a road of this standard.

The Highways Agency needs to be satisfied that the forecasting
and traffic modelling provides a robust evidence base to
establish the transport measures required to support
development adjacent to the A14 on the CNFE site.

The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

Information should also be made available to demonstrate that
the existing A14 carriageway to the east of the Milton
Interchange can accommodate the additional traffic predicted to
be generated by the proposed growth and by the implementation
of the proposed scheme.
It is vital that the necessary transport infrastructure is delivered in
a timely manner to support development. This will achieve one of
the main scheme objectives of unlocking growth and enabling
major residential and commercial developments to proceed.
105018

103542

The A14 is a terrible road to drive and the problems are
becoming a limiting factor in staff recruitment for Cambridge
based organisations.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)
104808
55591

101783

104576

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Widening of the existing alignment is preferable to a new
alignment.
Upgrading the existing A14 infrastructure is preferable because it
does not impact the countryside.

Yes

Taking land north of the current road will be easier because
buildings and the Cambridge Science park are located on the
south side.

Yes

The increase in raised roads at the M11 interchange will create
more traffic noise in Girton.

Change to
proposal?
No

Yes
No

No

7 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Comment duly noted.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange.
Comment duly noted. The widening between Histon and Milton junctions would
minimise impacts to properties on the south side of the A14.
The road level would be raised above ground level in order to achieve an outfall for
the drainage from the carriageway into local watercourses. A noise impact
assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers would be provided at Important Areas, as defined under the Noise
Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent unacceptable
adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects in line with
Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan for Roads
(Defra, 2014). At Important Area 5043 to the south of Girton close to the A14 - on
the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road would replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a new 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided
east of Girton Road; on the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a
110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier would be provided west of Girton Road
and 40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road.

Junction design
Consultee(s)
102881

Summary of consultee comment
Anything to improve the interchange and the capacity of this
congested stretch of road will be beneficial.
The improvements to the Girton interchange should greatly
alleviate traffic.

101016

101035
101080

Modifications to the Milton junction would be an improvement for
cars exiting at Milton.
Improvements to the roundabout and slip roads at J33 would be

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
Comment duly noted.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
proposed improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to
west on the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more freeflowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
Comment duly noted. The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by
improving the west facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north
and adding an extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

extremely useful.
The proposals are certainly needed where the A428 merges
with the A14.

Yes

104926

104867
105121

Bad junctions.
Improve A14 junctions at Histon and Milton.
The design of the junctions need to be improved.

No

Comment duly noted. The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic
movements through the proposed improved Girton interchange and would improve
traffic flows from east to west on the A14. The layout has been designed to enable
safer and more free-flowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14
westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It
would also provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500 vehicles
per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of this development have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

102876
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity. This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.

The intersection of the A14 and the M11, down to the A428, is
one of the worst designed motorway stretches of all time, and
you are not addressing it.

Yes

101795

No

Bottlenecks mainly arise in connection with the bad design of
M11/A14/A428 interchange.

104881

Yes

Yes

The scheme would maintain existing NMU provision at Histon and Milton junctions.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. ,
reduce congestion and improve safety.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
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necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

101067

Concerns raised with traffic from Huntingdon to Newmarket
entering an exit ramp/left hand lane because it could cause
congestion. This exit ramp does not look as long as the ramp for
the A14 on the A1M at Alconbury, which works well.

Yes

No

Junctions are designed to DMRB requirements to cater for predicted traffic arising
from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.
Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain, and
the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide additional
capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from this slip road
would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further
south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound
traffic is using this slip road, increasing safety and capacity. Increasing the length
and radius of the existing connector road would not be necessary to achieve the
required capacity and would have limited safety benefits.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year
2035.

104932

Poor planning at Milton junction. Financial factors are playing a
key role due to the cost of bridge improvements.

Yes

No

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year
2035.
The Further improvements would not be necessary to provide adequate capacity.
Additional lanes would not be provided on the bridges ay Histon junction or Milton
west bridge. The Transport Assessment the scheme has adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

54636

Is the scheme still proposing additional lanes on the bridges at
the Histon and Milton interchanges?

Yes

No

The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity.
This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would maintain existing NMU provision at Histon and Milton junctions.

105117

Retain the improvements at Girton and Milton. Traffic into
Cambridge on the A14 is the major cause of delays during the

Yes
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No

Comment duly noted.

morning rush hour.

101035

Concerns raised regarding Milton Junction, as without
improvements, congestion will get worse as the Cambridge
Science Park develops. Three lanes from Histon to Milton may
help.

Yes

No

102816

The Milton junction will remain a problem even with these
improvements. It will be necessary to enlarge the junction on the
south side so that traffic heading to the A14 west does not block
traffic heading into Cambridge city. As currently proposed, only
one lane of traffic will be able to head into the city, as the middle
lane will be blocked by traffic queuing at the lights at the SW
corner to get onto the A14. Additionally, this junction will remain
a problem in the evening rush hour, until the A10 is widened to
two lanes as far as Butt Lane.

Yes

No

101950

101012

102897

Getting cars off the road and into Cambridge (J32) or the
Cambridge Science Park (J33) will remain an issue. Adding an
additional lane to the A14 just provides a lane for the cars to
park in. There is a missed opportunity to add a junction for the
A428 onto the M11 south at the Girton interchange. This traffic
currently queues back along the Maddingly road, having come
off the A428 one junction before. This queue often reaches back
to the A428 junction and causes a large disruption to local traffic
and bus services trying to get into Cambridge in the morning.
The planned addition of some 6000 new homes at the two
Cambourne sites (some 8 miles west on the A428) is only going
to make this problem worse.

Yes

No

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Additional lanes would not be provided on the south side of Milton junction. The
Transport Assessment the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency continues to engage with Cambridgeshire County Council
regarding the tie-in to local roads.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. This includes the proposed development at Bourn Airfield and the
expansion of Cambourne.

A better solution is suggested - the closure of the Histon
Junction, with a parallel local access road running to the north of
the existing A14 carriageway, to link with the A14/A10 Milton
Road roundabout. This would increase the distance between
Girton and the next junction, while allowing a greater amount of
separation of local and long distance traffic.

Yes

Unsure that three lanes heading west into two lanes at Girton
Junction 31 will work.

Yes
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No

No

The Transport Assessment the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate
predicted traffic levels, including at junctions up until the year 2035.
Histon junction is an important strategic junction supporting access to and from
Cambridge and towns to the north of the A14. Removing the junction would be
detrimental to the efficient movement of traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the
number of junctions and to improve the standards of those junctions that remain.
This would increase capacity and safety at these junctions.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.
The scheme would provide 3 lanes on the A14 westbound carriageway
approaching Girton Interchange from the east. These three lanes would be
maintained through the junction, with the nearside lane serving traffic travelling west

on the A428 and the middle and offside lanes serving traffic continuing north-west
on the A14.

104798

55758

The main problem on the A14 has always been between
Huntingdon to Cambridge and the bad junction layout at the
Girton Interchange.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

Suggestions to focus on improving junctions to the A14 as
opposed to the road’s capacity, as the junctions are the main
reasons for hold-ups.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035. Some congestion may still occur at peak times but journey times are
expected to be improved compared with the situation if the scheme does not go
ahead.
The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme includes an additional lane in each
direction on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and
between Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to
the Girton Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future
traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Motorway standards
Consultee(s)
101010
54297
104923

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suggestion to make the scheme the M14 or A14 (M).
If feasible, an upgrade to a motorway would be good.
Upgrading of the road to motorway standards should be carried
out, with junction removals and provision of a ring road for local
traffic.

102863

The current emphasis is on promoting this road as a major
arterial route but as it does not meet motorway standards it is
thought that this is inappropriate.

Yes

No

54470

D3 should be standard all the way to the east coast ports.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many adverse
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic which would be prohibited from
motorway standard links. The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road
is not in the current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would
add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.
Improvements to the A14 east of Milton Junction are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The scheme has been developed over a number of years.
Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been
held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations
with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

Road widening
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response

104759

Widening is required.

Yes

No

An extra lane (four lanes) should be built into the proposals so
that future expansion can be accommodated. This will be
cheaper in the long run.
101058, 101803,
103498

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035. Providing a fourth lane would not be necessary to meet the scheme
objectives as set out in the Case for the Scheme (ref, 7.1)
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

All major roads should have the maximum number of lanes to
cope with traffic that will be caused by the rapid increase in the
local population.
55745

101783

This section really needs upgrading and widening to three lanes
is a good solution.
This section needs widening.

102373

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.
Support duly noted.

I agree that the road needs to be widened.
101012

Support duly noted

Widening the existing road is by far the best solution.
55622

Comment duly noted. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving
at junctions up until the year 2035.

As much of the road should be widened as possible. The
scheme should propose the whole of the A14 as three lanes in
both directions.

Yes

104692, 102800

No

Providing more lanes than in the scheme design would not be necessary to meet
the scheme objectives as set out in the Case for the Scheme (ref, 7.1)
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

102811

Surprised that the northern bypass is not being made three lanes
each way for longer at least as far as the eastern access to the
city, near the airport.

Yes
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No

Improvements to the A14 east of Milton Junction are not included within the A14
improvement scheme. The scheme has been developed over a number of years.
Many options have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been

102802
104898

101057

101070

101806

102882

Take the widening as far as the Newmarket Bypass. Even three
lanes at peak hours could become gridlocked.
It would be a short-sighted decision not to extend widening up to
at least Fen Ditton. A short sighted decision such as this would
be more expensive in the long term.
It would be more effective if the widening could be extended
eastwards to the Newmarket road junction (A1303). This would
ease traffic flow in both directions - eastwards leaving the A14 to
go to Newmarket, and westwards from the Marshall airport area
going onto A14 westwards. This problem will get worse with the
expected housing developments in the north east quadrant of
Cambridge.
Most of this increase will be completed by the pinch point
scheme. It can only be improved by extending this approach to
Milton.

Widening the road to four lanes would take some local traffic
away from Histon to Milton and reduce congestion on roads
between Histon Road and Milton.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Widening the Cambridge Northern Bypass can only encourage
unsustainable car commuting to Cambridge.

Yes

No

No

held at key stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations
with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date. The
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest

Comment duly noted

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035.Providing a fourth lane would not be necessary to meet the scheme
objectives as set out in the Case for the Scheme (ref, 7.1)

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

Slip roads
Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101099, 105121

An extra slip road between Histon and Milton, for the Cambridge
Science Park, would ease traffic trying to access Milton Road.

Yes

No

104730

There should be a slip road into the Cambridge Science Park for
cars only.

Yes

No

53913

The slip road to the A10 and Cambridge Science Park needs to
be made longer to absorb morning commuter traffic.

Yes

No

101866

Extra lanes for Cambridge on the Milton slip roads are required.

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.
It would not be possible to add an extra slip road in this location as the spacing
between Milton and Histon junctions is below the recommended minimum junction
spacing distance on the trunk road network. The addition of an extra slip would
create a very short weaving section which would introduce potential safety issues.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. This would ensure that, despite the
forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

There are better ways of improving use of the A14.

Yes

104780

No

The proposals do not address the issues.

No

101961

Yes

The scheme is not necessary.

The proposed A14 improvement scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would also help to alleviate congestion and
improve journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The interim traffic forecasts indicate that the amount of additional traffic generated
as a direct result of the proposed scheme would be small. The majority of the traffic
growth is due to committed and planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that congestion
and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to
worsen if the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.

The scheme is unnecessary because it would encourage yet
more traffic.

101831

The proposed scheme has been developed based on several studies and
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in
CHUMMS (the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study). The A14 Study
initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor. The analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways options.
These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013
which informed the development of the current proposed scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that congestion
and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to
worsen if the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.

Yes

104566

Highways Agency’s Response

Yes
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No

No

The proposed A14 improvement scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would also help to alleviate congestion and
improve journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.
The interim traffic forecasts indicate that the amount of additional traffic generated
as a direct result of the proposed scheme would be small. The majority of the traffic
growth is due to committed and planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
This section of the network currently experiences significant congestion which is
forecast to increase in future years. The scheme would increase capacity and
provide an improved level of service in future years than if the Cambridge Northern
Bypass was not widened.

104753

The A14 is a bypass around Cambridge City, which is needed.

Yes

No

54700

Upgrading of the A14 east of Girton, which will encourage car
commuting in the Cambridge area, should be abandoned.

Yes

No

This road is not used very often.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Not familiar with this area, but think the proposals are required.
Not familiar with this area, but think the proposals are sensible.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

It can only be an improvement.
Improvements to the road are welcome.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Very important, general support.
The east needs a better road to the north and south.

Yes
Yes

No
No

The proposals should be implemented as early as possible.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted
Noted
Comment duly noted - The Cambridge to Huntington Improvement scheme is due
to start on site in 2016 with the full scheme estimated to be open around 2020.

Yes

No

103530, 103566,
104837, 101913

Support for the scheme duly noted
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a result
of the scheme. The majority of the traffic growth is due to committed and planned
development in the region and existing trips diverting back on to the A14.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that congestion
and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to
worsen if the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly
extended journey times and even greater unreliability.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104757, 104949,
101878, 104682,
101874, 104759,
104875
101064

Supportive of the scheme.

101000
104593, 104672,
104681, 104864
101851
101904, 103488,
104497
54675

No objection.
Improvement in transport around Cambridge.
The proposals are logical.

104843, 104853
103546
102876
104855, 102006,
101792.
104980
101857
101892, 103573,
103600, 104622,
104894, 104951
54120
104646

Upgrading the existing A14 infrastructure is preferable because
building a new road is expensive, has high environmental impact
and does not fully alleviate the issues associated with the new
road.
It is critically essential.
It is needed.

Date consulted

Support for the scheme duly noted
Support for the scheme duly noted
Support for the scheme duly noted

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes
Yes

Something has to be done.
Necessary.

Highways Agency’s Response

Yes
Yes
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No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Another busy stretch and therefore widening is essential.

Yes

104873, 101015
Overdue
Summary of
consultee
comment
101018
101886
104804
101910, 103542,
103593, 104547,
104810, 104851

104939

Support for the scheme duly noted

This should have been done in 1994. It is too little way too late.
It is already 10 years too late. Get on with it.
Should have been done years ago.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Highways
Agency’s
Response
No
No
No

This is long overdue.

Yes

No

Surprised that it was not already included in the approvals for the
current Girton junction improvements.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

Yes

No

The provision of additional NMU facilities along the Cambridge Northern Bypass
has been considered by the project team in conjunction with Cambridgeshire
County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify increasing the
land required for the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this. However, Histon
junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the slip roads as in the existing
arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU facility across the junction
on both sides.

Yes

No

Under the scheme, approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided.

No

Comment duly noted. Under the scheme, approximately 30 km of new NMU
facilities would be provided. However there are existing links, and particularly, the
facility along the guided busway provides a core facility in this area.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

No

Change to
proposal?

Support for the scheme duly noted. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that
the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.The Highways Agency
appreciates the need for improvements to address known issues with congestion
and journey time reliability. Built more than three decades ago, the road was not
designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that now uses it. Previous
schemes have unfortunately been shelved on the basis of affordability.
Improvements to Cambridge Northern Bypass from Milton to Girton are one of the
Pinch Point Program schemes of Highways Agency which is a separate set of
improvements.
Constructing the pinch point scheme in advance on this scheme would provide
benefit s to road users and the economy earlier. If it were included as part of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Scheme construction would not start until 2016 at
the earliest.

Non motorised users (NMU)
Consultee(s)

104526

104595

104641

Summary of consultee comment
Will a bridge for NMUs, linking Histon to Cambridge (the same
as the Jane Coston Bridge at Milton), be considered as part of
the scheme? Although improvements have been made at the
Histon roundabout, it is still not a safe route to school if people
have to cross the A14. It also cuts off the youth of Histon and
Impington from entertainment and employment opportunities in
Cambridge, especially if their parents are of a nervous
disposition.
There does not seem to be provisions for anything but motor
traffic. Providing for non-motorised traffic will increase the traffic
capacity of the scheme, because the maximum traveller density
is higher.
There is a wonderful opportunity here to provide a facility to allow
non-motorised vehicles direct and fast access between Milton
and Histon. The current facility is utterly hopeless for cyclists.

104977

The scheme does not incorporate adequate improvements to
cycle links between Swavesey and Cambridge.

University of
Cambridge

The proposed scheme shows no improvements for cycle
commuters between Histon and Cambridge.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous shared NMU facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development.
The scheme does not affect the radial routes between A14 and Cambridge. These
are local authority routes, and any improvements desired would be a matter for the
appropriate local authority.

The Ramblers
(Cambridge Group)

It is important that the Histon junction is not made more difficult
for NMUs with the widening of the A14 north of Cambridge.

104931

Concerns related to the provision for cycling. In the context of a
major trunk road dominating local connections in the network of
villages north of Cambridge, residents are restricted from moving
freely and safely using short-distance, alternative transport
between villages. The bridge crossing at junction 30 is used by
commuter cyclists during the working week and by leisure
cyclists in the evenings. At weekends it is part of a popular route
to allow those in the flatter north area of Cambridge to cycle out
to the more interesting and hillier area west of Cambridge. This
route is also part of the Pathfinder Long Distance Walk which is
used by ramblers and on at least one day per year by hundreds
of participants at one time during a long distance walking event.

104568, 104741

There is a strong case for providing a NMU route along the
northern side of the widened road between Histon and Milton,
linking with the byway towards Landbeach and possibly using
the proposed access track (to the pond near the Milton Junction).
In addition, there is a strong case for the surfacing of the full
length of the byway to tarmac and grass NMU standards.
Sustrans have been in regular contact with the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign and the A14 NMU group regarding the need
for NMU provision between Swavesey and Cambridge. It is
urged that their recommendations for this section are taken very
seriously. Given the high levels of cycling in this area inadequate
provision will be very obvious and would cause serious
problems.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Under the scheme, Histon junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the
slip roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU
facility across the junction on both sides.

No

Concerns duly noted. Under the scheme, over 12 km of continuous shared NMU
facility would be provided from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon
Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU
bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey and existing, truncated bridleways
would be connected to this route. Further NMU crossings would be provided on
Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Cyclists would have the choice of using the
road crossings or safer, dedicated NMU paths.

No

Under the scheme, over 12 km of continuous shared NMU facility, segregated from
the carriageway would be provided from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

It is suggested that a NMU route “tail” at the Histon Junction end,
either connecting at a high level into the B1049 or connecting at
low level into Station Road should be provided. The proposed
scheme should include provisions, especially at the Histon
junction and reserve land for the NMU route.

Yes

No

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

A new NMU route to the north of the A14 to connect the
northeast corner of Histon Junction to Mere Way (or alternatively
connect to the busway cyclepath) should be provided. Mere Way
is the preferred alternative because it provides an indirect
connection to the busway cycle path and an off-road connection
to Landbeach.

Yes

No

The existing signal controlled crossings of all the slip roads must
be improved as part of the planned widening. The crossing
points should be improved with better swan-neck approaches to
the crossing points and more space for cyclists to wait. Histon
Road is one of the busiest commuter routes into Cambridge and

Yes

No

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been considered by the project team in conjunction with
Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify
increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this.
Existing cycle facilities are provided in this section south of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass, via the Jane Coston NMU Bridge (which avoids NMUs requiring to use
Milton Interchange), cycle routes on Cowley Road and Milton Road, and the guided
busway linking to the north of A14.
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Provision of NMU facilities along the Cambridge Northern Bypass in this area has
been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway
Agency have determined that Darwin Green development would be the
driver/facilitator for additional NMU facilities in this area. The Highways Agency
cannot justify increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to
accommodate this.
Histon junction would include signalised NMU crossings of the slip roads as in the
existing arrangement, and would maintain the continuous NMU facility across the
junction on both sides.
The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been considered by the project team in conjunction with
Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify
increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this.
Existing cycle facilities are provided in this section south of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass, via the Jane Coston NMU Bridge (which avoids NMUs requiring to use
Milton Interchange), cycle routes on Cowley Road and Milton Road, and the guided
busway linking to the north of A14.
Comment duly noted. Under the scheme, Histon junction would include signalised
NMU crossings of the slip roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain
the continuous NMU facility across each side. These would be designed to current
DMRB standards and provide a safe layout. The layouts would be developed
during the detailed design.

high quality NMU crossings are essential.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

The scheme should include provision for a new NMU route to
connect from Girton Road bridge to the Histon Junction north
west corner along the north side of the A14. This should also
connect to the existing Woodhouse accommodation bridge
thereby providing an important new NMU connection and a new
connection into the North Cambridge (NIAB site) development.

104741

There should be NMU provision between Histon and Milton,
which could link into the Cambridgeshire Guided Bus Public
Bridleway (Cambridge-St Ives) to create a wider NMU network.
Such NMU provision should be high quality: 2.5m hard-sealed
surface with 2m soft (grass) verge, plus appropriate screening
from adjacent traffic.

Yes

No

104645

The comments submitted by Sustrans and the Cambridge
Cycling Campaign are supported. This includes the provision of
an attractive high-quality path for non-motorised users in both
the Histon and Milton directions, as well as a tarmac surface on
the existing byway towards Landbeach.

Yes

No

101084

The Histon junction drawing does not appear to show the
existing non-motorised user path around this junction. This
should be retained.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Provision of NMU facilities on the north side of Cambridge Northern Bypass in this
area has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. The Highways
Agency cannot justify increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to
accommodate this. On conclusion the Highway Agency have determined that
Darwin Green development would be the driver/facilitator for additional NMU
facilities in this area.
The provision of NMU facilities on the northern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been considered by the project team in conjunction with
Cambridgeshire County Council. On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify
increasing the land required for the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this.
Existing cycle facilities are provided in this section south of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass, via the Jane Coston NMU Bridge (which avoids NMUs requiring to use
Milton Interchange), cycle routes on Cowley Road and Milton Road, and the guided
busway linking to the north of A14.
The provision of NMU facilities along the the Cambridge Northern Bypass has been
considered by the project team in conjunction with Cambridgeshire County Council.
On conclusion the Highway Agency cannot justify increasing the land required for
the scheme in the DCO to accommodate this. Existing cycle facilities are provided
in this section south of the Cambridge Northern Bypass, via the Jane Coston NMU
Bridge (which avoids NMUs requiring to use Milton Interchange), cycle routes on
Cowley Road and Milton Road, and the guided busway linking to the north of A14.
Comment duly noted. Under the scheme, Histon junction would include signalised
NMU crossings of the slip roads as in the existing arrangement, and would maintain
the continuous NMU facility across the junction on both sides.

Property and land
Property
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Limited impact on existing properties.

104609

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Important not to interfere with existing housing.
104882

104820

This is one of the points where the A14 is closer to existing
domestic properties. Special effort should be made to ensure
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Highways Agency’s Response
The impacts on local communities which would arise from the proposed scheme will
be assessed as part of the ongoing environmental impact assessment. This will be
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 6.4). The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why the
Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land. Land
required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and seeks to
avoid sensitive resources and significant effects, including that on existing housing.
The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no
direct access to properties from the new road.

that these properties are not adversely affected by the scheme.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The impacts on local communities which would arise from the proposed scheme will
be assessed as part of the ongoing environmental impact assessment. This will be
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme Environmental Statement.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures to reduce these impacts are also reported in the Environmental
Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP)
(Environmental Appendices 6.4). The COCP outlines the standards of work that
would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response

There is a high accident rate.

104867, 104868

The road is dangerous and congested.

101767

104624

101008

Concerns about how the road can be widened safely given the
close proximity to housing.
This area is very frequently the scene of accidents, which causes
tailbacks well beyond Bar Hill.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the scheme would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

The carriageway would be widened asymmetrically with most of the new
carriageway and embankments constructed on the north side of the existing
alignment to minimise the impact on urban areas to the south.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,

providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route. Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs).

When exiting on the slip road, traffic is often so heavy that cars
end up queuing on the inside lane. Cars and lorries travelling at
high speeds, in order to react to these stationary cars, need time
to either stop or pull out. Someone was killed a couple of years
ago whilst sitting in a queue of exiting traffic.

Yes

101787

No

There is no objection to the widening of the road but it is thought
that the continuing conflict created by mixing local and strategic
traffic is a cause of too many accidents.

Yes

104515

No

Along with Huntingdon and Bar Hill, this is an area of significant
user incident.
104615

Yes

No

Yes

No

There needs to be three lanes to alleviate traffic accidents.
These are caused by the heavy use of the route by lorries
travelling from Felixstowe, and other ports travelling to Midlands
and beyond, via M11, A14 West, A1 (M), and A47.
104755

The proposed scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32
(Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14. Removing access from the A1198 onto the
de-trunked A14 would limit this local connection route.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar Hill
junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the A14.
Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300 vehicles
per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
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Safety concerns in regard to cars traveling from the west using
King's Hedges Road from the A14 to access the Cambridge
Science Park. This is because of the speed on the road, the
number of pedestrians and cyclists that want to use the road and
number of junctions/lights.

Yes

101962

No

104771

This will help to reduce accidents.

Yes

No

101877

There is a lot of converging traffic on this road and redesigning
the layout will help reduce accidents.

Yes

No

104969

101000

This is a dangerous part of the road with traffic trying to exit
tailing back onto the dual carriageway. This is exacerbated by
the merging of the existing A428 with the outside lane of the
A14, which effectively means that for through traffic four lanes of
road are merging into one. This is a sensible measure to reduce
the danger of accidents at this point.

Yes

Hopefully the scheme will lead to a reduction in accidents around

Yes
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Yes

No

Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The A14 is a strategic road designed to carry long distance traffic travelling
between major conurbations. The Highways Agency aims to avoid direct access on
to this type of road in order to reduce traffic manoeuvres therefore improving traffic
flow and safety. The current junction arrangement would not allow for this, with the
existing gap between junctions at Histon and Milton being too close to incorporate
an additional slip road.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
It would not be possible to add an extra slip road in this location as the spacing
between Milton and Histon junctions is below the recommended minimum junction
spacing distance on the trunk road network. The addition of an extra slip would
create a very short weaving section which would introduce potential safety issues.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon.
Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain, and
the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide additional
capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from this slip road
would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further
south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound
traffic is using this slip road.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The

the Girton interchange.

scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The section of the A14 that needs widening is where it forms part
of two strategic routes combined between the A1 and M11.

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange.

Yes

102882

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass between Brampton Interchange and
Swavesey Junction with a dual three-lane cross section would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, laybys and accesses.
An addition a lane in each direction would be provided between Junction 28
(Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between Junction 32 (Histon) and
Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton Interchange. These
improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times.

102814

Query over why this was not part of the scheme because it was
already agreed and work has begun.

7 April 2014

104515

It is proposed that the local road planned for the Girton to
Swavesey stretch should continue across the north of the city. It
would link the existing roundabouts and the closure of access to
the A14 at the B1049, A10/A1309 and B1047. The local road
would provide access to the A14 at improved junctions at Girton
and Quay. The local road could also serve planned
developments on the east side of Cambridge and provide a link
into Chesterton Fen. This latter link would allow traffic from the
Fen to avoid having to negotiate a poor quality humped railway

Yes

No

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Further details are
provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which forms part of the DCO
application.
The pinch point scheme referred to as the ‘A14 Junction 31 to 32 Eastbound and
Westbound Improvement’ does not form part of the ‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Scheme’.
Constructing the pinch point scheme in advance on this scheme will provide benefit
s to road users and the economy earlier.
The pinch point scheme did not require planning permission therefore could start
earlier as the land required was owned by the HA.
If it were included as part of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Scheme
construction would not start until DCO planning permission is granted which would
be Spring 2016 as the earliest.
Assumed reference to pinch point scheme.
The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The provision of a new local access road running parallel to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass would increase costs disproportionally and make the scheme
unaffordable given the proximity to private property and the need to purchase land
and provide expensive structures.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
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crossing (allowing its closure by Network Rail). Although
Chesterton Fen is mostly active flood plain, it is increasingly
being used by waste treatment and highway maintenance
businesses, with the number of heavy vehicles based there
steadily increasing. In addition, it is home to an increasing
residential population. This would improve access for Chesterton
Fen.

102880

104630

It is thought there will still be issues in the area that would have
been addressed by an additional local road. Traffic from the A10
will be increasing due to additional developments in Ely, and the
Milton roundabout will remain a bottleneck.

Why does all major traffic around Cambridge have to converge
on this stretch of road? Can the other roads be altered to remove
this pinch point?

This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the
Highways Agency is now pursuing.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

104786

Suggestion that a trunk road should be added to take traffic
directly from the A10 to the A14, by bypassing the roundabout.
This simple one way single lane flyover could massively reduce
the congestion on the roundabout and make all entrances flow
quicker. If the flyover was 2 lanes and included access onto the

Developers would fund improvements required as a result of traffic generated by
their developments. This scheme does not compromise future capacity
improvements.
The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. This route would be relieved of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would
have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local access
road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling to other
areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access the
Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result a
number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at Girton would
increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14 west of
Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those terminating in
Cambridge.

There is a problem around Cambridge. A waiting lane should be
incorporated into the design for lorries and any other traffic at
rush hours.

104708

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory at the junction
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035. A link capacity assessment is included in the Transport Assessment
appendices (ref 7.3)

Yes
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No

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. Additional lanes to hold HGV’s are not required to
meet the scheme objectives as set out in the Case for the Scheme (ref. 7.1) and
are included in the design.
The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme has been developed based on several studies and consultations. The
A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in the Cambridge to
Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The A14 Study initiated in 2011
comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14 corridor. Twenty-two
route options were considered for the alignment of the A14 improvement scheme.

A10 from the A14 this would further reduce congestion on the
roundabout.

54632

Suggestion that the widening of the northern bypass should go
further along the A14 to try and relieve potential congestion. The
proposal to build the southern bypass could lead to a faster
through flow of traffic only for it to be help up further down the
line. It was suggested that the road should be widened to the
section where the A14 is 3 lanes to the east of Cambridge.

This included options that provided an alternative route to the north of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. The analysis of these options presented a shortlist of
six highways options, which were considered to perform most strongly against the
assessment criteria. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 which informed the development of the current scheme.
Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4
of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this Development Consent Order
(DCO) application.
The option of a single flyover at Milton Junction was not part of options considered.
The scheme would not preclude future improvements at Milton Junction.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at Girton would
increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14 west of
Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those terminating in
Cambridge.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope
of the scheme.

53810

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

104954

Scheme generally supported, but widening should be extended
at least one junction further east. The narrow road eastbound at
Milton will make this a horrific bottleneck.

Yes

Concerns about the lack of focus on the eastern end of the
scheme. There is congestion to the east of Milton. The
improvements at the Histon and Milton junctions are recognised
but it is clear that improvements are necessary to deal with the
congestion that occurs between there and Newmarket.

Yes

It is thought that, in the future, the local access road should be
extended and should span from around Bar Hill to the A14 east
of Cambridge. This is to separate long distance traffic from local
traffic on the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It is thought that
mixing local and strategic traffic is not the right, long-term
solution, particularly as growth around Cambridge (which should
be encouraged) will mean that local flows will fill the capacity of

Yes
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No

No

No

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope
of the scheme.
The Case for the Scheme (ref. 7.1) summarises the scope of the scheme business
Case for the Scheme.
The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope
of the scheme.
The Case for the Scheme (ref. 7.1) summarises the scope of the scheme business
Case for the Scheme.
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded
Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions. The local access road would also enable local
traffic to avoid the A14. Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry
approximately 4,300 vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the

the Cambridge Northern Bypass. Therefore, it is thought that
money should not be spent on widening the Cambridge Northern
Bypass or the new link for Westbound traffic at Girton.

A14.
The scheme includes a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton.
Accesses from the local road network are limited to Bar Hill and Swavesey on this
stretch where the aim is to separate long distance traffic that is using the A14 from
local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge.
Further improvements to the local roads are not required to meet the scheme
objectives and would be the responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council.
Without improvement of the Cambridge Northern Bypass and other improvements
as part of the scheme, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area.

102833, 104927

Suggestion to widen the A428 (eastbound) to two lanes.

Yes

No

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

The association believes the most robust positive long-term
legacy for the region would be to build a new motorway. This
should extend from the north of the bypass to take strategic
traffic away from the conflicting local traffic that needs to access
the developments around the current A14.

Yes

No

Suggestion to add a junction to allow movements between A428
to M11.

Yes

102833

102863

Should successive governments decide against traffic reduction
measures, a dual carriageway could be constructed beneath it.
This would enable the northern bypass to remain as a circulation
route around Cambridge. This would reduce potential noise
pollution, enable a straightforward continuation onto the A14
alignment and 'weatherproof ' the road for the impending
weather disasters. Extra construction costs would eventually be
recuperated by savings from eliminating closures due to snow,
high winds and excessive rainfall.

Yes
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No

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500 vehicles
per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.
Upgrading to Motorway Standards has been considered however changing the
proposed road category to motorway has many consequences particularly for nonmotorway traffic. The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in
the current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
objectives.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the
Highways Agency is now pursuing.

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
An option such as the one referred to would have significant technical, safety and
operational challenges and if these could be overcome would cause significant
disruption to the existing strategic road network during construction. A scheme of
this nature is not likely to be affordable or good value for money. The Highways
Agency continues to improve and implement procedures and plans to deal with
extreme weather events.

101763

Scheme is good but does not go far enough.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Widen the pinch-point scheme.
101860

101085

The scheme would not preclude the design of a westbound diversion off the A1
around Buckden in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to review the
operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based Strategy studies and
will target future improvements where need is greatest. This is outside of the scope
of the scheme.
The widening to dual 3 lanes between Girton Interchange and Histon Junction is
due to be completed in December 2014. The Cambridge to Huntington
Improvement scheme is due to start on site in 2016 with the full scheme estimated
to be open around 2020.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the Girton
interchange and significantly improves traffic flows from east to west on the A14.
The Highways Agency has investigated the feasibility of providing additional links
between the A428 eastbound to M11 southbound, and the M11 northbound to the
A428 westbound. Although technically feasible the additional links would not form
part of this scheme due to the significant costs making the scheme unaffordable.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join.

Consider the construction of the other two eastern arms of the
clover leaf at the A14/M11 junction to allow traffic from the A428
to join the M11 southbound and traffic from the M11 to proceed
towards Cambourne. If part of this junction area going to be
rebuilt then the limited access of Cambourne on to a major road
network should be addressed. This limited access is holding
back development of this new town. Lack of this ability puts great
pressure on the A1303, which is a road not fit to carry heavy
traffic.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for safer and
freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound directions of the
A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace this with a safer
dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local access road into
Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows traffic flows on
the Madingley Road in the vicinity of the M11 would reduce as a result of the
scheme, due to traffic transferring from the A428 on to the A14. Further in to the
city, there is expected to be limited change in traffic flows on Madingley Road.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)
101869

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The old railway system should be used.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Comment duly noted. The use of the old railway system during construction has
been considered but currently does not form part of the scheme.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)
101016
101974, 104872,
104973, 103479,
104947, 104805

Summary of consultee comment
This section is a notorious bottleneck. The proposed scheme
should alleviate this greatly.
It is often a bottleneck.

Date consulted

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s Response
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme would reduce congestion and provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in
each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse

than if the scheme does not go ahead.
101026, 103534,
103598, 104699,
101787, 54304,
103482,
104756

This stretch of road is congested.

101769

The scheme would reduce delays.

104615

101109, 101850,
102902
101895, 102785,
102796, 103518,
103582, 53860,
103601, 104490,
104511, 104543,
104635, 104644,
104771, 105062,
104934, 101998,
103560
105060,
105061,
104803
103482

Along with Huntingdon and Bar Hill, this is an area of significant
user congestion.

This section is often congested, so the extra lane will be
beneficial.
The proposals would reduce congestion in the area.

The benefit of the scheme to those working in Cambridge and
the surrounding areas will be very significant in terms of journey
times, reliability of journey times and safety.

Yes

No

The scheme would reduce congestion and provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in
each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse
than if the scheme does not go ahead.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme would reduce congestion and provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in
each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse
than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Comment is duly noted.

Comment is duly noted.

Comment is duly noted.
The access from Cambridge Science Park onto Milton Road is a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

103514, 102902

The Cambridge Science Park junction is particularly congested
at peak times.

Yes

No

The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to
ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future
conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.
The scheme does not include improvements to the Cambridge Science Park
junction. The future operation of this junction is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

101080

The Cambridge Science, Business and Innovation parks all
generate a large amount of traffic, and currently this causes
congestion as far back as the Girton junction from 8.00am
onwards.

Yes
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No

The scheme would reduce congestion and provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in
each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in

traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse
than if the scheme does not go ahead.
This area is congested now and as Cambridge expands there
will be even more traffic.

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.

Yes

103532

No

Exit traffic queuing and taking up a lane is problematic.

Yes

102789

No

Funnelling three lanes into two would cause congestion.

104755

There needs to be three lanes to alleviate traffic delays and
accidents due to heavy use of route by lorries from Felixstowe,
and other ports, travelling to Midlands and beyond via M11, A14
West, A1(M), A47. Delays are caused when lorries overtake and
block the outside lane for other vehicles.

Yes

No

No

Widening roads to relieve congestion simply does not work. An
example of this is the congestion at the five lane section of the
M25.
101870

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon.

Yes

104680

The scheme would reduce congestion and provide increased capacity for local and
strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in
each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse
than if the scheme does not go ahead.

Yes

No

Flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton interchange are not forecast to change
significantly as a result of the scheme and the flows are within the capacity of a
road of this standard. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead. The scheme would reduce congestion, delays and increase
journey time reliability.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
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be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the
Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the
proposed layouts would reduce congestion and accommodate predicted traffic
levels.
Not persuaded that the proposed route would be effective in
reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic. (CPRE commissioned research for
Beyond Transport Infrastructure report, 2006).

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme
did not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.

Yes

104965

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Widening the route will exacerbate congestion in the Cambridge
area by encouraging car commuting.

Yes

54700

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of the
traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104954, 100991

There are pinch points and bottlenecks heading west in the
morning from the first Cambridge exit. There is a need to amend
the current road structure from the Quay.

Yes
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No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

Flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton interchange are not forecast to change
significantly as a result of the scheme and the flows are within the capacity of a
road of this standard. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the
A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass would continue to worsen if the scheme did not
go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.

A significant cause of congestion on this stretch is local traffic
using the northern bypass as a distributor road. This is a direct
result of the anti-car measures imposed by Cambridge City
Council forcing traffic onto the bypass.

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
101012

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a result
of the scheme. The management of traffic in Cambridge is a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
It should be noted that the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts do not include
potential future measures that may be brought forward as part of emerging local
transport policy, such as the Long Term Transport Strategy for Cambridgeshire and
the Greater Cambridge City Deal, nor mitigation measures associated with
committed and planned development. These interventions would be expected to
reduce future traffic growth; however, as the nature of these interventions is not yet
known it is not possible to assess their likely impacts. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts therefore represent a worst case scenario assessment of future
traffic growth.

The main problem is queuing going west-bound, trying to get to
Huntingdon. How will the proposal help? The A428 traffic is the
minor road, but is treated as the major road currently.

101043

Yes

No

Widening the main road will not help while the roads in
Cambridge can only be of finite width. This does not address the
issue, which is traffic load at bottlenecks within Cambridge.
101065

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
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volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a result
of the scheme.
The management of traffic in Cambridge is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Suggestion that to deal with morning congestion the Madingley
Road, towards the M11, should be eased into Cambridge centre.
This would mean that traffic would be less inclined to go further
down the A14 to access Cambridge through other routes.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a result
of the scheme.

101825

Yes

Yes

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows on the A428
between Cambourne and Cambridge would be reduced by approximately 13% as a
result of the A14 scheme, with a reduction in the traffic leaving the A428 at
Madingley Rise to access Cambridge. Traffic flows on Madingley Road are
forecast to reduce as traffic transfers on to the A14 and A1307.
The management of traffic in Cambridge is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

102880

Increased capacity is needed along this section.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced.
The scheme would provide an additional lane in each direction between Histon and
Milton. A further scheme is under construction which would provide an additional
lane in each direction between Girton and Histon.
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels, as evidenced
by the Transport Assessment.

Existing Road
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The new Histon roundabout is not good. It is still dangerous with
cars cutting across lanes in the morning.

101962

104642

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The existing road is inadequate.

Highways Agency’s Response
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead. The slip roads and signage at Histon junction would be
improved along with improvements to the junction with the B1049 adding capacity
and increasing safety.
It is unclear where specifically this comment is referring to.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

Local road network
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s Response

103593

Yes

It will take some pressure off local roads within the City of
Cambridge boundary.

No

Comment is duly noted.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response
The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.

102912

Concerns raised about HGVs rat-running through East
Cambridgeshire villages. Concerns that if HGVs can save a
couple of miles they will take the shorter route despite it having
numerous junctions and other obstructions.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced.

102843

The Northstowe development will grow at the same time as the
proposed scheme for the A14 is commenced. The issue of rat
running by both traffic aiming to avoid the A14 works and new
residents of Northstowe through Girton village need to be
addressed.

Yes

Yes

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement. Access
routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to
the trunk road network and main roads on the local road network. Access along
other local roads would be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable
transport or delivery of locally sourced materials. The construction team would
consult with the local authorities regarding access routes that may be used to
access the construction sites.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). The
design presented at consultation included provision for the first phase of
development (approximately 1500 homes).
The Highways Agency will continue to engage with Cambridgeshire County Council
and Northstowe developers over the phasing and coordination of construction
works to ensure adequate capacity is maintained on the local and strategic road
network.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
100996, 101062,
103479, 103560,

Summary of consultee comment
The proposal should improve traffic flow.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s Response
Comment is duly noted.
This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme ’ between

104483, 104870,
105060

104893

102839
102015

Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and
Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

This is a busy section of road which needs more capacity.

Proposal will help the flow of traffic to keep moving and reduce
journey times.
This will ease flow when local Cambridge traffic joins the A14
through traffic.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. It
would also improve access into Cambridge from the north. This is in addition to the
current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ which is due to be completed in
early 2015 providing an additional lane in each direction between Histon junction
and Girton interchange. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon
and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

Comment is duly noted.

Many of the problems with the A14 involve entry to Cambridge. It
is thought that any measures to improve traffic flow in this area
would be beneficial.

Yes

104922

This area is where the major traffic flow is and therefore the
proposed widening is agreed with.

Yes

104970
101836

It was supposed that the proposal is designed to keep the flow of
traffic moving.

Yes
Yes

101981

It improves flow by reducing bottlenecks.

104546

This will be useful provided that eastbound traffic leaving the A14
at Milton can flow without interruption. The same applies to
westbound traffic following the A14 route at Girton.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the improvements to Cambridge Northern Bypass from Milton to
Girton are one of the Pinch Point Program schemes of Highways Agency which is
a separate set of improvements. The scheme also includes improvements to both
Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic
flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than
if the scheme does not go ahead.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

No

Yes
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No

Comment is duly noted.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an extra
lane over the east bridge on the circulatory. The east facing slip roads would not be
upgraded as part of the scheme.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
proposed improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from west to
east on the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more freeflowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a

103479

It would allow for any major or minor accidents that occur in this
area.

Yes

No

Hopefully the proposed route will enable smoother through
traffic.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

104644

53845

The widening would be a good thing to improve traffic flow up to
and from the Girton interchange. This is if it is done without
taking up any more additional land than is absolutely necessary.

Concerns raised that at peak times Cambridge traffic would fill
up the access lane.

104913

101925

101099

The scheme needs further thought as to how access to
Cambridge will be successful. This point only will be further
pressurized with the expansion of Cambridge to the west on
Huntingdon road, Northstowe and down the A428 corridor. At
Huntingdon this looks well planned.

Concerns regarding how traffic will be affected between Histon
and Milton while this section is being upgraded whilst in rush
hour.

Yes

No

new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
Comment is duly noted.
Chapter 4 of the Transport Assessment analyses accidents and safety on the A14.
Comment is duly noted.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Land Plans and Work Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why the
Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land. Land
required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and seeks to
avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme includes a number of improvements to the Girton interchange,
including improvements to the access in to Cambridge. The current offside diverge
from the A14 eastbound link onto the A1307 would be removed. It would be
replaced with a more intuitive nearside diverge off the M11 and onto the A1307 via
a new roundabout. This would provide a safer solution for road users.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. This includes the expansion of Cambridge to the west and other
major developments including Northstowe, Bourne Airfield and Waterbeach.

Yes
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No

While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the management of the local road
network and the delivery of travel demand management measures are a matter for
the local highway and planning authorities.
The number of running lanes on the A14 during widening works would not be
reduced during peak hours. In addition to this, most of the widening works would be
asymmetric (widening to the north of the alignment to minimise impact on the more
constrained land to the south) , in order to minimise disruption to road users and
avoid rat-running through local roads. During off peak hours, generally at night, the

number of lanes may be reduced to enable more efficient and safer working. The
number of trafficked lanes would allow adequate capacity for traffic.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the Northstowe development and
existing trips diverting back on to the A14.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.

The main problem is that the traffic volume predictions, as with
the original Cambridge-Huntingdon scheme in the 1970s, are
somewhat tendentious. What is not credible is that a substantial
increase in peak commuting capacity into Cambridge from the
north will lead to such small increases in traffic on roads within
the city. The pollution levels are of course dependent on them
but any increase at all is likely to increase pollution above
government limits. One problem is that predicted traffic volumes
without the scheme are much higher than historic trends.

102882

Yes

No

It should be noted that the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts do not include
potential future measures that may be brought forward as part of emerging local
transport policy, such as the Long Term Transport Strategy for Cambridgeshire and
the Greater Cambridge City Deal, nor mitigation measures associated with
committed and planned development. These interventions would be expected to
reduce future traffic growth, however, as the nature of these interventions is not yet
known it is not possible to assess their likely impacts. The Highways Agency’s
traffic forecasts therefore represent a worst case scenario assessment of future
traffic growth.
While the Highways Agency can influence travel behaviour associated with major
development through the planning process, the management of the local road
network and the delivery of travel demand management measures are a matter for
the local highway and planning authorities.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

There would be increases in traffic that would negate the
benefits of the scheme.

102877

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to the second phase of the Northstowe development and
existing trips diverting back on to the A14.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
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adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Putting hard shoulders in place and motorway warning signs, like
the A2, should be considered.

Yes

54297

No

Girton to Histon is currently massively overloaded and is a
bottleneck. Traffic control just off the A14 currently causes many
tailbacks onto the A14. This will need to be improved to permit
free flowing traffic at peak times.
104805

104633

105058

101043

Request to retain the improvements at Girton and Milton; traffic
into Cambridge is the major cause of delays during the morning
rush hour.

The proposals are agreed with on the basis that the road is
policed. This includes speed cameras, tail gating cameras, and/
or heavily prosecuting lawbreakers.

Remove the speed cameras because it causes congestion.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s Response
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the northbound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of the
hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing similar to that on
motorways to manage traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions.
This would introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted
traffic levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce
the number of accidents.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. It
would also improve access into Cambridge from the north. This is in addition to the
current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ which is due to be completed in
early 2015 providing an additional lane in each direction between Histon junction
and Girton interchange. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon
and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme includes an additional lane in each
direction on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and
between Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to
the Girton Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future
traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.
In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on to the A1307
Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from the A14 eastbound slip road at Girton
interchange would have been retained. The design has been changed and it would
now be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further
south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound
traffic is using the eastbound slip road, improving safety and capacity.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Enforcement of highway law is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council and Police. The Highways Agency will continue to
engage with the police throughout design and construction and would monitor the
operation and safety of the scheme following opening. Where necessary
enforcement measures such as speed cameras may be implemented.
The existing congestion is caused by the volume of traffic exceeding the capacity of
the A14 at peak times. The existing average speed cameras would be removed as

There is a need to have traffic monitoring at the junctions on this
road because much of the congestion is caused by traffic coming
on to the A14 and immediately changing lanes. This causes both
lanes to come to a grinding halt.

Yes

55574

No

part of the scheme.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.
Forecast traffic conditions do not justify the inclusion of of slip road metering to
control the flow of vehicles entering the A14 mainline.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

105018

105121

105018

Summary of consultee comment
Information should be made available to demonstrate that the
existing A14 carriageway to the east of the Milton Interchange
can accommodate the additional traffic predicted to be generated
by proposed growth. This approach will ensure that the scheme
is fully aligned with proposals within the two Draft Submission
Local Plans and the Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire
Transport Strategy. It will therefore be more effective in meeting
the objective of unlocking growth and enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Concerns that traffic flows at Milton Junction to Cambridge City
have not been correctly assessed. If this junction fails to flow
than the A14 will fail to flow, and it will be a waste of public
money.

Yes

The 2010 scheme included the provision of a three lane dual
carriageway from the Girton Interchange to Fen Ditton. It is not
clear why this proposal has been dropped and whether the
reduced scheme provides sufficient capacity east of Milton to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows.

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s Response

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton
interchange are not forecast to change significantly as a result of the scheme and the
flows are within the capacity of a road of this standard. The Highways Agency continues
to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by widening
the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The
scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that,
despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited
change in the volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14
as a result of the scheme. The management of traffic in Cambridge is a matter for the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by widening
the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The
scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that,
despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
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No

Flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton interchange are not forecast to change
significantly as a result of the scheme and the flows are within the capacity of a road of
this standard. The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options
have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages
of the development process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties.
The current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to the A14
between junction 33 and 34 would not provide good value for money and now outside of

the scope of this scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have been
considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the
development process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The
current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to the A14 east of
Junction 33 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways Agency continues
to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

105018

The Preliminary Traffic Report provided in the consultation does
not provide any forecast traffic flows for the A14 Northern
Bypass, east of the Milton Interchange. This section of the A14
suffers from congestion during the peak travel periods which will
be further increased by traffic growth and the implementation of
the proposed A14 Improvement Scheme.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on forecast
traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that by and large the
standard of provision to be provided by the scheme is appropriate to meet design year
traffic projections. The following links would come under increasing stress and may
experience a deterioration in the level of service provided as the design year is
approached; A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction, A14- Girton Interchange to
Histon Junction and A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years leading up
to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any further intervention
should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical note is appended to the
Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).

105018

105018

The Highways Agency should provide evidence to demonstrate
that the forecast flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton
Interchange can be accommodated by the existing two lane
carriageway. Without this information it is not possible to
determine if the proposed scheme is suitable to address existing
congestion problems and support growth in the Cambridge area.
Significant concerns are therefore raised that insufficient
highway capacity is being proposed by the current scheme east
of the Milton Interchange and therefore the proposed scheme
could fail to deliver the required infrastructure to unlock growth
and enable major residential and commercial developments to
proceed.

Yes

The committed Cambridge Science Park Station and allocated
CNFE development site do not appear to have been considered
in the traffic modelling undertaken to date. Given the proximity of
these schemes to the A14 it is important that any proposed
improvements to the Milton Interchange and the A14 take
account of traffic movements to and from these developments.
This will ensure the scheme achieves one of its key objectives of
unlocking growth and enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and be a
constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to commute
into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight movements. The
scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently and provide capacity to
support proposed residential growth.
As demonstrated by the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3) flows on the A14 to the east of
the Milton interchange are not forecast to change significantly as a result of the scheme
and the flows are within the capacity of a road of this standard.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have been
considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key stages of the
development process together with ongoing consultations with interested parties. The
current scheme is a result of this process to date. Improvements to the A14 east of
Junction 33 are outside of the scope of this scheme. The Highways Agency continues
to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of proposed improvements to the
public transport networks. This includes schemes from the Transport Strategy for
Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire, such as the proposed Cambridge Science Park
station.
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year
2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The Chesterton Sidings development is included within the Cambridge Northern Fringe

allocation.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines the developments and transport
improvements schemes that have been included in the traffic forecasts.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by widening
the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The
scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that,
despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic modelling that
has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.
As demonstrated in the Transport Assessment (ref 7.3) the Highways Agency’s traffic
forecasts take account of proposed improvements to the public transport networks.
This includes schemes from the Transport Strategy for Cambridge and South
Cambridgeshire, such as the proposed Cambridge Science Park station.

105018

As the scheme progresses it is considered that both the
Cambridge Science Park station and Chesterton Sidings
development are included in future traffic forecasting to inform
the A14 Milton Interchange scheme design. Details on the
performance of the A14 Milton Interchange junction for future
year scenarios should also be published to demonstrate the
proposals are sufficient to address existing problems and
support proposed growth in north Cambridge.

105018

The main issue is to ensure that the future traffic modelling
undertaken to inform the scheme design takes account of all
relevant committed and proposed developments in and around
Cambridge. It is vital that the scheme design and underlying
traffic forecasts are sufficiently robust to ensure future
development generated traffic can be accommodated.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year
2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The Chesterton Sidings development is included within the Cambridge Northern Fringe
allocation.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines the developments and transport
improvements schemes that have been included in the traffic forecasts.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by widening
the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The
scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that,
despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic modelling that
has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the year
2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines the developments and transport
improvements schemes that have been included in the traffic forecasts.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by widening
the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is in addition to
the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The
scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that,
despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the
scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment summarises the extensive traffic modelling that
has been undertaken for the both the Histon and Milton junctions.
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Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

101072

104790

Summary of consultee comment

The current route is poorly designed and not suitable for the
volume of traffic.

The A14 is not wide enough for the amount of traffic it carries.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

This section has high traffic levels, particularly from local traffic,
and therefore requires higher traffic capacity than the present
route.

Yes

101861

105018

The interim core traffic forecasts do not specifically include any
allowance for employment or housing development on the
Chesterton Sidings site despite the site being allocated in the
Adopted and Submission draft local plans for mixed-use
redevelopment, albeit the precise quantum and mix of floor
space remains to be determined. It is recognised that the ‘core’
traffic forecast should be developed based on transport schemes
and developments that are ‘near certain’ or ‘more than likely’.
However the Department for Transport (DfT) Webtag guidance
3.15.5: The Treatment of Uncertainty in Model Forecasting
states that a ‘core’ scenario should be developed along with a
range of sensitivity tests and/or alternative scenarios where
forecast inputs are likely to differ from the core and materially
impact on the analysis results.

No

Highways Agency’s Response
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Agree The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme
did not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment also demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of proposed improvements to
the public transport networks. This includes schemes from the Transport Strategy
for Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire, such as the proposed Cambridge
Science Park station.

Yes

The guidance also states where a particular development
proposal is likely to have a significant impact on the scheme
being appraised; the trips from the zones affected should be
modelled explicitly, rather than taken from TEMPRO data. It is
considered that the Chesterton Sidings development (adjacent to
the A14 and accessible via the A14 Milton Interchange) as a
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. The Chesterton Sidings development is included within the
Cambridge Northern Fringe allocation. Refer to the Transport Assessment (ref 7.2)

minimum must be included in a sensitivity test and modelled
explicitly (consistent with DfT guidance).
There is a significant risk that if the Chesterton Sidings and
Cambridge Science Park station schemes are not explicitly
modelled, the proposed A14 Milton Interchange improvements
will not be sufficiently robust to accommodate the increased
traffic demands along the Milton Road corridor and therefore the
scheme will fail to achieve its objective of supporting and
unlocking economic development in this important location.
This section of the road has high traffic levels.
104656, 104867,
104868

101822, 101911,
104502, 104831,
104870

The proposals should accommodate high traffic volumes and
improve capacity.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Increased capacity is needed.

102880

Anything to improve the interchange and the capacity of the busy
stretch of road will be beneficial.

102881

This is required because of the current volume of traffic.

104718

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Comment is duly noted.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
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This is an area where traffic volumes and mix has significantly
exceeded capacity. Road traffic volumes will inevitably increase
(irrespective of any changes to public transport) as more housing
is built to the west of Cambridge.

Yes

104984

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. This includes second phase of the Northstowe development,
which is dependent on the A14 scheme.

Traffic volumes are already high and expected to increase as the
population of Cambridge and its surrounding towns and villages
continues to grow. Major housing development plans for
Oakington will need to be considered in future traffic
management plans.

Yes

104652

No

This proposal is essential to cope with the extra traffic from
Northstowe and general increased housing development in this
region.

Yes

104653

101846

The various Science Parks in Histon, and particularly Milton

junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. This includes planned developments at Bourn Airfield and the
expansion of Cambourne. Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment outlines the
developments and transport improvements schemes that have been included in the
traffic forecasts.

Yes
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No

No

The scheme includes a dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and
a dual three-lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic forecasts
indicate that this would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the
situation if the scheme did not go ahead.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes
all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details
of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire. This includes second phase of the Northstowe development,
which is dependent on the A14 scheme.
The scheme includes a dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and
a dual three-lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey. Traffic forecasts
indicate that this would deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the
situation if the scheme did not go ahead.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes).
The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The A14 improvement scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the

Road, feed a huge volume of traffic on and off the A14.

This section of road is already at capacity, not just to Milton but
to the Fen Ditton exit.

Yes

104898

No

The scheme is very important for hospital and bus traffic.
101791

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

This probably would help with traffic coming from the M11.

104719

The traffic joining this section at peak times will need to be
considered.

104914

Not convinced that 3 lanes will be enough, even though a certain
percentage of the freight traffic will travel to London on the M11.
101844
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A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between
Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the Girton
Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can
accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Flows on the A14 to the east of the Milton interchange are not forecast to change
significantly as a result of the scheme and the flows are within the capacity of a
road of this standard. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Comment is duly noted.
The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional lane on the
A14 West to the A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to the A14 West
slip roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge arrangements where
the M11, A14 and A428 join. This design would accommodate future traffic
forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
year 2035. Some congestion may still occur at peak times but journey times are
expected to be improved compared with the situation if the scheme does not go
ahead.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. (1-2%). The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.

Adding a lane may just encourage even more increased volumes
of traffic. For example, the CPRE commissioned research for the
Beyond Transport Infrastructure report (2006), which proved that
new roads generate more traffic.

Yes

103539, 104965

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

Widening the road is not the solution to the problem of excessive
traffic.

Yes

104937

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the
Highways Agency is now pursuing.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

This will help in the short to near term but the road will very
quickly reach capacity.

54192

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme
did not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and even greater
unreliability.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has assessed the number of lanes required based on
forecast traffic flows and DMRB guidance. The analysis has concluded that by and
large the standard of provision to be provided by the scheme is appropriate to meet
design year traffic projections. The following links would come under increasing
stress and may experience a deterioration in the level of service provided as the
design year is approached; A14- Swavesey Junction to Bar Hill Junction, A14Girton Interchange to Histon Junction and A14- Histon Junction to Milton Junction.
However the assessment indicates that in the opening year and in the years leading
up to the design year capacity is greater than predicted flows and any further
intervention should be unnecessary. The A14 Link Capacity technical note is
appended to the Transport Assessment (ref. 7.3).
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
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commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

57336

This layout is necessary to manage the volume of traffic on this
strategic route and the approaches to the major intersection at
Girton and access to Cambridge.

Yes

No

There could still be issues with traffic entering A14 eastbound.
104918

Yes

No

Yes

No

It is very difficult with the current road layout to make decent
progress to the north of Cambridge in the mornings.

103549

Freight Transport
Association (FTA)

103539

Concerns about the proposals at this section. It is necessary to
recognise the strategic nature of this route and it is difficult to see
how the proposed improvements will deal with the traffic on this
section of the A14. Most of the traffic is accessing developments
along the road such as the Cambridge Science Park and other
developments between Milton and Girton.

The two junctions have long been overwhelmed by the volume of
traffic generated by commuting to schools, colleges and work in
both mornings and evenings because these are two-lane
carriageways.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Comment is duly noted.

It is unclear where specifically this comment is referring to.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The widening
of this section of road with an improved junction arrangement at Girton would
increase the capacity for trips between the A14 to the east and A14 west of
Cambridge. This would be of benefit to through trips as well as those terminating in
Cambridge.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton
and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would increase capacity by adding a lane in each direction and
improving the slip roads at Histon and Milton Junctions.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited
change in the volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the
A14 as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment also demonstrates that the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. Some congestion may still occur at peak times but
journey times are expected to be improved compared with the situation if the
scheme does not go ahead.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. It will
also improve access into Cambridge from the north. This is in addition to the current
Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ which is due to be completed in early 2015
providing an additional lane in each direction between Histon junction and Girton
interchange. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction. This is
in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ which is due to be
completed in early 2015 providing an additional lane in each direction between
Histon junction and Girton interchange. The scheme also includes improvements to
both Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse

than if the scheme does not go ahead.

104719
101925 +1

Will help with traffic coming from the M11.
The scheme is well thought through for the movement of people
and goods.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Consultation comments and responses

E.12. New Local Access Road Between Fen Drayton and Girton
E.12.1 Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees
Appendix E Table 12 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Local versus through traffic
Consultee(s)

Madingley Parish
Council

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

During a public referendum in autumn 2013, it was voted that
The Avenue should be closed where it joins the new link road,
this should be acted on.

Access to the A14 for Oakington and Westwick residents to the
A14 would be significantly degraded as there would be no
connection from the local road to either the M11 or A14
eastbound. Access from Oakington to the A14 eastbound or to
the M11 would result in very significant increases in distance
and journey time.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Avenue currently connects directly to the A14 westbound carriageway.
Under the scheme this access would be closed and replaced by a connection to
the local access road between Swavesey and Girton to maintain local access.
The connection would be via a T-junction which would allow movements in both
directions on and off the local access road. The closure of the Avenue is a matter
for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council, since it is a local
road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Closure of the current junction at Dry Drayton with the A14 is necessary for
safety reasons because there are too many junctions over a short distance.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill
to access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the journey
time savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill and
Girton.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

The A14/M11 is the quickest access route to facilities such as
Addenbrooke's Hospital and the local road provides no useful
solutions for local residents in this respect.
Boxworth Parish
Council

Boxworth Parish
Council

Supportive of the separation of local traffic and through traffic.

The principle of separating local traffic and through traffic has
been ignored for the key section between Swavesey and the
Girton interchange. The Highways Agency’s figures show that
the majority of the 36,000 vehicles from Huntingdon will not use
local roads but will join the A14 at the Swavesey junction,
thereby combining local and through traffic at a key bottleneck.
This is currently the most congested portion of the A14 at
present and it is inconceivable that this should be designed to a
lesser standard than the rest of the project.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available
diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide
extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to
four lanes. The scheme includes the development of a local access road
between Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative
route for local traffic. This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day,
which would otherwise need to use the A14.
Many of the vehicles joining the A14 at Swavesey from Huntingdon and St Ives
would be continuing south on the M11 or east on the A14 and therefore it is
entirely appropriate that they use the A14 for this purpose.
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Future growth
Consultee(s)

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns that the single carriageway roads will not be able to
carry the forecast increases in traffic, especially from Bar Hill to
Girton when the additional traffic from Bar Hill, Northstowe and
the B1050 has joined the system.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The traffic forecasts indicate that a single carriageway would be adequate for the
forecast traffic flows on the local access road. Most of the trips from Bar Hill and
Northstowe would have a choice of whether to use the local access road or the
mainline A14. It is expected that many would choose to use the mainline A14, as
it would have a higher speed limit and would provide better access to the M11 or
A14 eastwards from Cambridge.
Further information on the traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

Lolworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment
The local access road between Lolworth bridge and Swavesey
junction is proposed to be in line with the current eastbound
carriageways of the A14. This makes the asymmetric widening
of the A14 inevitable, bringing it closer to Lolworth than is
necessary.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme proposals favour asymmetric widening to allow safe offline
construction of the road and less disruption to road users. The redundant
eastbound carriageway would be reused as local access road. The separation
between the local access road and the A14 has been minimised to reduce the
distance the A14 would need to be moved towards Lolworth.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The scheme would only include lighting at junctions. Elsewhere features such as
solar powered studs would be considered for NMU guidance.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Lighting
Consultee(s)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Summary of consultee comment
Query whether the access roads will be wholly lit or partly lit at
the junctions and whether the NMU path from Cambridge to
Swavesey will be lit throughout or in part.

10 April 2014 (Section 42 consultation letter)
Consultee(s)

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The diagram on traffic figures provided at the exhibitions shows
no indication of traffic figures for the local road between Bar Hill
and Girton, so it is difficult to determine how or why the decision
was made to amend the local access roads from dual
carriageway to single carriageway.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Traffic forecasts for the local access road are 4400 AADT in 2035 between
Swavesey and Bar Hill. This rises to 14,700 AADT in 2035 between Bar Hill and
Girton. These traffic forecasts indicate that a single carriageway would be the
most appropriate standard for the local access road. Most of the trips from Bar
Hill and Northstowe would have a choice of whether to use the local access road
or the mainline A14. It is expected that many would choose to use the mainline
A14 as it would have a higher speed limit and would provide better access to
southern and eastern Cambridge.
See Transport Assessment ( section 7)
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Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Madingley Parish
Council

Pedestrian and cycle access should be retained to the new link
road from The Avenue.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Avenue is a Public Right of Way. The Avenue currently connects directly to
the A14 westbound carriageway. Under the scheme this access would be closed
and replaced by a connection to the local access road between Swavesey and
Girton to maintain local access. The connection would be via a T-junction. The
new local access road would incorporate a continuous shared NMU facility
segregated from the carriageway, linking south into Cambridge and north to Fen
Stanton.

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Supportive of the substantially enhanced NMU facilities along
the access roads, these facilities will be widely used by the
public.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

The proposed NMU adjacent to the local access road is flawed
for the following reasons:
•

It will result in shared used rather than segregated use.
Strongly support segregated use for pedestrians, cyclists
and horses.

•

It will result in minimum acceptable standards rather than
preferred minimum standards.

•

A width of 3m may be the minimum acceptable standard for
shared cyclist/pedestrian use but does not accommodate
equestrian use. Horse riders should have an additional 3m
of regularly cut grass.

Lolworth Parish
Council
•

Acceptable minimum standards do not permit wildlife
corridors along the NMU.

•

The proposal to divert NMU to the rest of the commercial
properties adjacent to the Swavesey junction with sharp
bends will create additional hazards.

•

A 5m cycle track with a marked centre line should be
provided from Fen Stanton and Fen Drayton to Cambridge,
incorporating Northstowe.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

•

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of
the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous
shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon
Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to
the Northstowe development and to provide connections to
existing/severed bridleways.. Two NMU bridges would be provided at
Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at
Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane
and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane. Robins Lane bridge would include 4.0m
wide NMU provision and 1.8m high parapets to enable equestrians to
pass between the north of the A14 and Lolworth.

•

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways
Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users. This includes the design of
shared use facilities.

•

It would not be possible or affordable to provide a further three metre
wide strip for equestrians on this corridor. However verges would be
provided at the rear of the NMU facility throughout much of the length.

•

The existing infrastructure at this location does not allow for both NMU
facility and the local access road to pass in front of the commercial
properties and allow the provision to meet current standards.

•

Provision of 5m cycle track, separate footway, bridleway and wildlife
corridor as well as local access road would be unaffordable.

No

Concerns regarding NMU provision in Lolworth, including:

Lolworth Parish
Council

•

Lolworth has no public transport so the NMU is especially
important.

•

A segregated high quality cycle route should be provided to
enable school children to cycle to college in Swavesey and
for others to cycle to work in Cambridge and elsewhere.

•

•

There are riding stables in Lolworth and the NMU provides
horse riders their only realistic way of entering/exiting the
village from north of the A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Suggest that the NMU and LAR should run north of the
sewerage works and commercial properties and the
widening of the A14 be on a line that keeps it as north as
possible to reduce the inevitable adverse impact on
Lolworth.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
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No

Consultee(s)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

Query why an earlier scheme design including dual carriageway
local roads throughout has now been changed to single
carriageway roads?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

If it is decided that single carriageway roads should be built
now, then space should be reserved alongside these roads to
allow for dual use during busy periods with minimal cost and
upheaval.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The dual carriageway local access roads were part of the previous Ellington to
Fen Ditton Scheme which was stopped in 2010 because it was unaffordable.
Value engineering has been carried out for the current scheme to ensure
provision matches need. The traffic forecasts indicate that a single carriageway
would be adequate for the forecast traffic flows on the local access road up to the
design year which is 2035. Most of the trips from Bar Hill and Northstowe would
have a choice of whether to use the local access road or the mainline A14. It is
expected that many would choose to use the mainline A14 as it would have a
higher speed limit and would provide better access to southern and eastern
Cambridge.
Further information on traffic forecasts is reported in the Transport Assessment,
which forms part of this DCO application.

Boxworth Parish
Council

Lolworth Parish
Council

In order to make the scheme between Swavesey and the Girton
interchange work efficiently, the local road must be improved so
that it is able to take the volume of traffic anticipated. A better
design and dualling of this road will improve the ease of the
journey and encourage local traffic to continue on the local
access road, as planned.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

It is suggested that the local access road between Lolworth
bridge and Swavesey junction is taken north of the sewerage
works and the commercial properties adjacent to Swavesey
junction, thereby allowing widening of the main carriageway to
be more symmetrical.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The traffic modelling work indicates that a single carriageway would be adequate
for the forecast traffic flows on the local access road up to the design year which
is 2035. Most of the trips from Bar Hill and Northstowe would have a choice of
whether to use the local access road or the mainline A14. It is expected that
many would choose to use the mainline A14 as it would have a higher speed
limit and would provide better access to southern and eastern Cambridge.
Further information on traffic forecasts is reported in the Transport Assessment,
which forms part of this DCO application.

Yes
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No

The scheme favours asymmetric widening to allow safe offline construction of the
road and less disruption to road users. The redundant eastbound carriageway
would be reused as local access road. Taking the scheme north of the sewage
works would be more expensive for the same outcome.

E.12.2 Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities
Appendix E Table 12 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Comments regarding access arrangements at Cambridge
Crematorium:

Cambridge City
Council

•

Generally supportive of the improvements to the current
access to the crematorium and opening of a local road
access, however insufficient detail is provided on the
implications and mitigation proposals.

•

The proposed access to the rear of the Crematorium is
convoluted for anyone accessing the site from the east and
will require comprehensive signage.

•

•

The new local access route is convoluted for those
accessing from Newmarket and the A10 (North and East)
and requires diversion to the Bar Hill junction which is not
ideal for these users.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Provision of access for traffic approaching Cambridge on the A14 from the east
and north would require traffic to remain on the A14 up to the Bar Hill Junction. At
this point the traffic would exit the A14 and join the local access road to travel to
the crematorium. This is not as direct as the current arrangement but would provide
safety benefits by avoiding direct access from the crematorium onto the A14. Direct
access onto the A14 would not be an acceptable alternative on the grounds of
safety. The Highways Agency continues to consult with the City Council and this
would continue during the detailed design phase to address signing issues.
Access to the crematorium would be via the local access road to the south of the
crematorium between Dry Drayton and Girton Interchange.
The signage for this route would be compliant with both the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD). Strategic and local destinations would be signed as agreed with the
relevant authorities.

Sufficient signage will be required so that visitors can easily
find the site. However, the City Council will need to be
consulted on this strategy.

Local versus through traffic
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

It is noted that the local access road will help to separate local
traffic from longer distance strategic traffic.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting
would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into
the wider landscape. Since the formal consultation a strip of grassland has been
added either side of the local access road, providing a buffer to the A14. Without

Highways Agency’s response

Comment duly noted.

Environmental
Landscape
Consultee(s)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment

Careful landscape treatment will be required where the local
access road will be in close proximity to the A14 near the
Further detail is needed to understand the impact and to ensure
a quality environment for local users, including NMU.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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extending the land take it would not be practicable to add further landscaping
works. Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Summary of consultee comment

The proposals for the local access road are supported subject to
localised detail at the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton junctions
with regards to long term capacity and resilience.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Cambridgeshire County Council has been engaged since the formal consultation
regarding the traffic model considerations to be included in the scheme DCO
submission. As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried
out link capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments.
These demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until the
design year 2035.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Support duly noted. Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided
as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous
shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU
bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be reestablished at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins
Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New

No

In addition operational capacity assessments have been undertaken on junctions
along the route of the scheme including at Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions and
Girton Interchange for 2020 (the opening year) and 2035 (a future forecast year).
Further information relating to these studies and assessments can be found in the
Transport Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment
Provision of a Local Access Road is important to ensure local
residents can access settlements in South Cambridgeshire
conveniently when the A14 has fewer junctions than at present
and to improve traffic flow on the A14.

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

It is noted that the local access road will provide for NMU,
including movements into Cambridge.

Supportive of the proposed NMU route along the local access
road for the following reasons:
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

•

It offers a legacy opportunity to promote NMU and support a
modal shift away from the car.

•

It will support multi modal improvements envisaged by the
original CHUMMS Report.

•

Infrastructure needs to reflect the fact that cycling levels are
significantly higher in the Cambridge area than the UK
average.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
Yes
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Highways Agency’s response

Barns Lane.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Confirmation is sought from the HA that a high quality route will
be provided, similar to that alongside the Guided Busway.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users. The NMU route along the local access road would be a
high quality, paved, 3m to 4m wide shared use facility segregated from the
carriageway.

Cambridge City
Council

The new local access road will supply a cycle/walk route,
accessible from Cambridge which will be a benefit for the
Cambridge Crematorium.

Comment duly noted. A shared use footway/cycleway would extend along the
western side of the access road to Cambridge Crematorium and would connect
into the NMU facilities on the local access road via a uncontrolled crossing facility
with refuge

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have been
retained. The design has been changed and it would now be closed with a new
access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would remove
the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Cambridgeshire
County Council

There is the need to re-commence discussions on the formation
of a framework for the assessment of the condition and
restoration costs of the highways to be de-trunked in about
2020. This will include the investigation of the residual life of
carriageways, the structural condition of the bridge and culverts,
and the adequacy of drains and balancing ponds.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. This matter would be discussed with Cambridgeshire County
Council and the Department for Transport.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Local traffic regulation orders (TROs) to support the scheme’s
operation must be considered and advertised.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. This matter would be discussed with Cambridgeshire County
Council and the Department for Transport.

Suffolk County
Council

Concerns about the safety of merging movements into
Cambridge with the significant A14 traffic movements using the
A1307 Huntingdon Road into and out of Cambridge.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
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E.12.3 Section 42(1)(d) – land interests
Appendix E Table 12 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

104493

Concerned that the proposals will make it impossible to access
Bedford on the A428.

Trinity College
Cambridge

There is insufficient information available as to how Trinity
College and their tenants will safely access Fields 1 to 5 at
Ladysmith Farm, Madingley. Will access be provided over or
under the New A14 Westbound link where it crosses the existing
BW Madingley 6?

104850

No access from Conington direct to Fen Drayton.

10 April 2014

104743

The new local access roads will be important to ensure local
people can access local villages and will improve accessibility
for the residents of the proposed new town of Northstowe.
The local access roads will be important to ensure local people
can access local villages and will improve accessibility for the
residents of the proposed new town of Northstowe.

10 April 2014

Gallagher Estates

104850

No access is provided from Conington direct to Fen Drayton.

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
All movements currently provided at the Girton interchange would be maintained.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and would target future improvements
where need is greatest.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Fields marked one, two and three on the annotated plans provided with your
comments would be accessed off the new local access road. The existing access
off the local access road through Bull Close underpass in to the fields marked four
and five would be maintained.
The scheme does not include access under the new A14 westbound link. The
existing BW Madingley 6 would be stopped up and diverted around the link to the
new NMU path running adjacent to the local access road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Access from Conington to Fen Drayton would be available via new Barns Lane
Bridge similar to existing or via Conington Road Bridge.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Yes

No

Comments duly noted.

Yes

No

Access between Conington and Fen Drayton would be unchanged from the
existing situation. Traffic wishing to travel between these locations would need to
join the detrunked A14 and perform a u-turn at the Fenstanton junction .

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, between Girton and Bar
Hill, which would otherwise need to use the A14.

10 April 2014

Local versus through traffic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104564

It will diversify traffic.

10 April 2014
10 April 2014

101070

Some of the planned local access is considerably remote from
the A14 and much of the current local traffic will still use the A14.
For example, joining the A14 at Girton to journey to Bar Hill, will
be much easier on the A14 than using the local access route.

Yes

Agricultural and Business Impact
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Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

105022

Summary of consultee comment

The current position of the local access road from a new
roundabout on the Dry Drayton to Oakington road destroys high
quality Grade II arable farm land and creates small unusable
severed fields.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The alignment of the local access road near the crematorium has been amended
since the public consultation.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

A simple junction with the existing Dry Drayton to Oakington
road for a new separate direct access road for the crematorium
would avoid the need for the local access road.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. A number farms would be severed by the scheme and
significant changes would be needed to the way the land is farmed in order for the
farms to remain viable. The Highways Agency has and will continue liaising with
land owners and communities directly impacted by the scheme.

Environmental
Flooding
Consultee(s)

105022

Summary of consultee comment

Without appropriate drainage accommodation works and careful
planning, the land to the south of the crematorium is prone to
flooding.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
In the area to the south of the Crematorium new flood compensation areas have
been added and balancing ponds have been modified.

General design
Alignment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Suggest that the local access road is realigned 100 metres north
for the following reasons:
105022

105016

•

To reduce impacts and disruption

•

To enable easy access to fields within Dry Drayton Estates

•

To avoid costly further road connections.

Request that the local access road is realigned as far north as
possible (as per enclosed plan) to ensure that the following sites
retain as much space as possible:

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

14 May 2014

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
The design has been amended following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the landowners. The local access road alignment has been
moved northwards to both reduce the impact and disruption to PX Farms
operations. It would also rationalise field patterns. The revisions would also benefit
the adjacent land owner to the north.
The revised layout would make better provision from the new roundabout into PX
Farms land. Existing farm access tracks would be retained or replaced and linked
to the new access off the roundabout. Land take would be minimised and where
reasonable land within the red line would be returned to the landowner following
construction.
The Highways Agency has been actively engaged with the landowner. Concerns
relating to maintaining current usage of the David Ball site have been
acknowledged and adjustments to the scheme boundary have been made to

•

enable further optimisation of local access road alignment to try and maintain the
viability and current status of the site. Discussions are ongoing to reach agreement
with Hazelwell Lands to establish the best outcome for the site and the local
access road alignment.

The industrial premises occupied by The David Ball
Company.

• Land to the west of the above industrial site.
This would reduce the HA’s compensation payment.
54574

Supportive of the amended alignment of the local access road,
which avoids severing fields and is a significant improvement for
the occupiers of Hill Farm.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency has reviewed the need for a roundabout and it was
concluded that this was not justified by traffic flows. Access between Fen Drayton
and Conington would remain the same with an improved junction at Swavesey and
the provision of New Barns Lane overbridge across the new A14. Decisions as to
any further works on the de-trunked section of A14 would be made by the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

No

The Highways Agency has reviewed the need for a roundabout and it was
concluded that this was not justified by traffic flows. Access between Fen Drayton
and Conington would remain the same with an improved junction at Swavesey and
the provision of New Barns Lane overbridge across the new A14. Decisions as to
any further works on the de-trunked section of A14 would be made by the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The design has been amended following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the landowners. The local access road alignment has been
moved northwards to both reduce the impact and disruption on loss of land. It
would and also to rationalise field patterns.

Support is duly noted.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

104508

There should be a roundabout at the end of New Barns Lane on
the present A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

55624

Suggest that a roundabout is provided on the old A14 at the Fen
Drayton and Conington junction.

105022

The new roundabout on the Dry Drayton to Oakington road
should be repositioned 100 metres to the north to reduce impact
and allow a separate farm access for Dry Drayton Estate from
the roundabout. This will avoid unnecessary accommodation
works and infrastructure to access Dry Drayton Estate fields and
would damage lesser quality land.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The fields farmed by Dry Drayton Estates Ltd have recently been
improved, by establishing comprehensive land drainage
schemes which will need to be replaced as part of any
accommodation works. If the line of the local access road avoids
fields rather than severing them there is considerably less cost in
drainage accommodation work required.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

30 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

Drainage
Consultee(s)

105022

Highways Agency’s response

Land drains would be fully assessed as part of the detailed design and this would
include any existing highway drainage affecting the land. Engagement will remain
ongoing with landowners.

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

105022

Summary of consultee comment
No proven need for the new local access road between the
Girton interchange and the Dry Drayton to Oakington road:
•

Access to the crematorium and other properties fronting the
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Highways Agency’s response
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local

existing A14, can easily be provided via a separate direct
access road off the Dry Drayton to Oakington road at
considerably lower cost and with less impact on the
landscape.
•

roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
The local access roads would address the current mix of traffic on the A14 to the
north of Cambridge. This currently includes both long-distance traffic and local
traffic. The new local access road would provide traffic travelling between
Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge with an alternative route that avoids the
need to join the A14 mainline. This would help to separate local traffic from long
distance movements. The local access road provides passage to locations like the
crematorium which, unlike the existing arrangement, would no longer have a
frontage onto the A14.

The Avenue and access to the new roundabout adjacent to
Girton interchange could be refigured to avoid the long
length of unnecessary local access road.

Further information required
Consultee(s)
104643, 104798,
104803

55622

Summary of consultee comment

No comment due to insufficient knowledge.

The consultation document provided insufficient information and
does not even provide a plan of the proposed route.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted.

No

Throughout the formal consultation, plans of both the individual sections of the
scheme and the entire route were made available at exhibition events, information
points and on the gov.uk website, which was linked from the Highways Agency
website. Where information was subject to consultation and therefore
undetermined, for instance, with regards environmental mitigation, preliminary
information was provided.

30 April 2014

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

Further information about the scheme is now available in the Environmental
Statement, Transport Assessment and relevant plans within the DCO application
documents.
Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

103546

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the
A14 as one of the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The
scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on
the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Please confirm that Longstanton Bridleway 10 (marked "Ed &
Ward Bay" on the plan) joins directly on to the local access road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment

Change to

It is vital.

Non-motorised user
Consultee(s)
Cambridge Group
of the Ramblers'
Association

Yes Bridleway 10 would be connected to the local access road.

Property and land
Land requirements
Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response

received by
deadline?

proposal?
The Land Plans and Work Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.

105022

104550

Concerns regarding farm land south of the existing A14 near the
crematorium, which appears to be outlined as compulsory.
Unclear on the need for this and the use which is unconnected
with the improvement scheme.

In regard to area of Hill Farm, what will be the type and extent of
the screen fencing which runs along the southern edge of the
local access road. Strip of landscaping behind the cottage
gardens will block the open views.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance
30 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

The scheme would only permanently retain land required for the long term function
of the road. Areas of land shown for construction compounds and soil storage
would only be taken temporarily and be returned to the land owner following
restoration to existing use.
In some cases land may be acquired to allow the scheme to provide or remove
rights to other parties and generally to allow working space for construction. It is
the intention of the scheme to then return land to the current land owner where the
landowner agrees and retain only the land required for the long term functioning of
the road and meet essential environmental commitments.

A landscape and visual impact assessment, and assessment of likely
significant effects on noise, has been undertaken and is reported in Chapters
10 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to mitigate noise and visual impacts
during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing, landscape earthworks and planting. A 320m long, 4m high reflective
noise barrier is proposed to be installed between Hill Farm Cottages and the
north-eastern edge of the local access road to reduce significant noise effects.
The woodland planting that was previously proposed along the rear (northwestern) boundaries of Hill Farm Cottages has been removed from the
proposed mitigation as a result of consultation feedback. An approximately
10m wide strip of woodland planting is still proposed along the local access
road east and west of the cottages to screen the proposed 4m high noise
barrier. Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The Land Plans and Work Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.

Trinity College
Cambridge

Object to the inclusion of land hatched yellow within Field 2 at
Ladysmith Farm, Madingley if not required for the construction of
the road system.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme would only permanently retain land required for the long term function
of the road. Areas of land shown for construction compounds and soil storage
would only be taken temporarily and be returned to the land owner following
restoration to existing use.
In some cases land may be acquired to allow the scheme to provide or remove
rights to other parties and generally to allow working space for construction. It is
the intention of the scheme to then return land to the current land owner where the
landowner agrees and retain only the land required for the long term functioning of
the road and meet essential environmental commitments.

104564

The current proposed route cuts across open countryside with
no justification for spoiling the views and countryside across
Hilton, Godmanchester, Offord and Buckden.

A12 Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
and a statutory consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the statutory consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives
of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that
have been considered.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken (including in
relation to Hilton, Godmanchester, Offord and Buckden)and is reported in Chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an assessment of impacts on
landscape character and addresses how the scheme would relate to landscape
policy and designations. The introduction and improvement of major highway
infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape. Landscaping works are
proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and
extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would help to screen the highway and
traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and
delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if
the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly extended
journey times and even greater unreliability.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with
overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End
Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.

104912

This is likely to lead to congestion in Girton, which is not suited
to high volumes of traffic.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

In the vicinity of Girton, a number of major developments are expected to come
forward in the period to 2035 including NIAB and North-West Cambridge, which
would contribute to the forecast growth in traffic on local roads. Even if the
proposed scheme does not go ahead, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that daily traffic flows on Cambridge Road are expected to increase from
6900 vehicles per day in 2014 to 11900 by 2035, a rise of 72%. Similarly, daily
traffic flows on Huntingdon Road are forecast to increase from 10900 vehicles per
day in 2014 to 13800 by 2035, a rise of 27%. As a result of the proposed scheme,
daily traffic flows on these roads are forecasts to increase to 13200 vehicles per
day and 17000 vehicles per day respectively.
Detailed traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to
establish that the proposed layout would perform adequately with current predicted
traffic levels. The proposed scheme would deliver significant capacity benefits
compared to the situation if the scheme did not go ahead.
Further detail on traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
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Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.
105060, 105061

This will ease congestion.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

104550

Will bus routes be changed to use the local access road? What
type of signage will be on the local road to prevent HGVs using it
as parking?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Local bus routes would be re-routed along the local access road. The local
access road would also be designated as a clearway to restrict parking.
The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of
the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The scheme is
specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section
of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an
existing bottleneck.

105061

104564

This will ease stress levels for commuters.

This should diversify traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

No

No

A particular issue is the mix of traffic on the A14 to the north of Cambridge
including both long distance traffic and commuting traffic. To address this issue
the scheme would separate, where possible, long distance traffic (using the A14
for strategic journeys) from local traffic (travelling between Huntingdon and northwest Cambridge) by providing a new local access road that runs parallel with the
A14 mainline.
Support for the scheme duly noted
HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14 would remain largely
unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the proportion of HGVs is
expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the increased numbers of
cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme could
accommodate predicted HGV levels.

200018

Lorries should not be permitted to use the road, and should not
be allowed to park overnight along it.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The provision of a high quality route
designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the effects of
HGVs overtaking on other road users.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
15mph faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity
and is therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much
higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys. The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency
refuge facilities along the length of the proposed improvement scheme. It is not
intended that these would be available for overnight truck parking

104743

These roads will help to improve traffic flow on the A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes
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No

Support for the scheme duly noted

E.12.4 Section 47 – local community*
Appendix E Table 12 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Comments regarding proposed amendments to The Avenue:

University of
Cambridge

•

It would be detrimental to access to the village of Madingley,
and for those wishing to access Madingley Hall.

•

Request that The Avenue to the north of the new single
carriageway road is extinguished and removed, so that it may
form an agricultural access only.

•

Highways Agency’s response

The Avenue currently connects directly to the A14 westbound carriageway. Under
the scheme this access would be closed.

No

No

To the north of the new local access road the Avenue would be stopped up and
retained as a farm access only. This would have gated access to the local access
road.
To the south the Avenue would be retained as a single carriageway. The
connection would be via a new T-junction which would allow movements in both
directions on and off the local access road.

Request that the existing The Avenue route is maintained to
the south of the single carriageway, and that a new junction be
formed.

Catch Hall Farm would be provided with an access track connected to the local
access road. The specification access track would be agreed as part of the
accommodation works.

101046

Concerned that the existing access to Catch Hall Farm would be
degraded. The alignment and construction of the existing lowquality track to the new single access road must be upgraded to
provide a suitable alternative access point. Further details are
sought to the necessity and need for this track, as it further
reduces the area of agricultural land.

No

No

104743

The new local access roads will be important to ensure local
people can access local villages and will improve accessibility for
the residents of the proposed new town of Northstowe.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104850

No access from Conington direct to Fen Drayton.

Yes

No

Access from Conington to Fen Drayton would be available via new Barns Lane
Bridge similar to existing or via Conington Road Bridge.

The access track would also provide access for maintenance of the attenuation
ponds adjacent to Catch Hall.

Direct access from the A14 to the crematorium would be removed. An
alternative dedicated access would be provided via the local access road. This
would improve traffic flow and reduce conflict points on the A14. Access to the
crematorium would become easier, safer and more dignified.
101837

Cannot ascertain if there are any proposed changes to the
access/exit of Cambridge Crematorium; an area which is
potentially hazardous and poorly signed.

Yes

No

101016

Supportive of the provision of an alternative access to Cambridge
Crematorium as the current arrangements are very poor, and quite
dangerous.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

No

The Highways Agency has consulted with individual agricultural users to ensure

The design and signage for this route would be in accordance with both the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations
and General Directions (TSRGD). Local destinations would be agreed with the
local highway authority but directions to the crematorium are likely to be
provided from Bar Hill junction.

200019
Improves access.
101072

Local access should be improved, in particular for agricultural

Yes
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users.

access arrangements have been improved where this is possible.
All private accesses, field accesses, minor roads and the like are proposed off the
local access road and other local roads, rather than directly from the A14. This
segregation would improve accessibility for the local users and improve steady flow
conditions for longer distance strategic traffic
The Highways Agency has consulted with individual agricultural users to ensure
access arrangements have been improved where this is possible.
All private accesses, field accesses, minor roads and the like are proposed off the
local access road and other local roads, rather than directly from the A14. This
segregation would improve accessibility for the local users and improve steady flow
conditions for longer distance strategic traffic

101791

Better access is needed.

Yes

No

101774

There is currently no alternative to the A14 for local users wishing
to access Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The local access road would improve access and provide
an alternative route to Huntingdon Road and Cambridge which would not rely on
A14

103482

Good access for the villages east of the A14 is essential.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The local access road would in improve access and provide
an alternative route to Huntingdon and Cambridge which would not rely on A14.
Access to the A14 is maintained via junctions at Swavesey and Bar Hill

103539

There have been longstanding significant concerns over access for
the emergency services, and alternative local routes seem
sensible.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The Emergency Services are one of a number of the
prescribed consultees who are required to be engaged by the Highways Agency as
part of the Development Consent Order process. The proposed local access road
would improve the resilience of the A14 should incidents occur.

103549

Residents of Fenstanton would have to take a circuitous route to
get off the west bound route and enter the village.

Yes

No

Westbound access to Fenstanton onto the de-trunked A14 would be via the
amended Swavesey junction. From there, traffic would follow the same route as
currently taken. Clear and appropriate signage would be provided.

104752

Access to the A14 from Hilton will be made more difficult.

Yes

No

The residents of Hilton would be able to access the new A14 via the junction on the
A1198 if they wished to travel west/ north. Access east and south would be via the
B1040 Potton Road to Godmanchester, along the existing eastbound A14 and via
Swavesey junction to join the A14. Alternatively the route south and east can be
made via Papworth Everard and A428, as currently.

104808

Local access between the corridor communities and business and
commercial centres appears to be satisfactory.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

No

Access to and from the proposed A14 would be via the junctions at Swavesey and
Bar Hill. The removal of multiple junctions and direct accesses onto the A14
significantly improves traffic flow and safety. Alternative access would be via local
roads and the local access road and this would ensure connectivity to local
destinations.

104881

104905

Access off the A14 is needed.

It should be ensured that there is no access to The Avenue
Madingley via the new local access road.

Yes

Yes

No

The Avenue would have a connection onto the local access road to maintain local
access. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on
The Avenue would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to 3,800 vehicles
per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of the scheme, traffic
flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400 vehicles per day. This level of
traffic is well within the capacity for a road of this standard. Closure of The Avenue
is not essential to the A14 scheme and therefore any changes to its status should
be raised with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
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assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). Likely significant effects on air quality and noise
and vibration are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and
are reported in Chapter 8 and 14 of the ES. The air quality assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. The noise and
vibration assessment has not identified any likely significant adverse effects at the
village of Madingley as a result of the scheme.
Comments regarding access to Cambridge crematorium, including:

101837, 101817,
102901, 102882,
102882, 45233,
54700

54700

•

Will easier, safer and more dignified access be provided?

•

Dignity at funerals will be reduced as funeral directors' cars will
have to struggle with cars manoeuvring through the car park
(which is currently avoided by the avenue access direct from
Huntingdon Road).

•

Direct access from the A14 to the crematorium would be removed. An alternative
dedicated access would be provided via the local access road. This would improve
traffic flow and reduce conflict points on the A14. Access to the crematorium would
become easier, safer and more dignified.
Access to the crematorium from the M11 would be via the Bar Hill junction, a
diversion of around three miles. Alternative routes from junction 13 using local
roads would also be available

There does not appear to be a simple access route to the
crematorium from the northbound M11. The options appear to
be use of junction 13 of the M11 or the Bar Hill junction of the
M11 – request that the Highways Agency confirm this.

•

Signage should be provided on the new route to reflect the
new access arrangements.

•

To facilitate access to the crematorium and Lolworth (including
for bus users), the local road between Girton and Fen Drayton
should run south of the A14. The extra walking distance as a
result of the bridge provided at Lolworth is acceptable but is a
deterioration compared to previous versions of the scheme.

Yes

No

The design and signage for this route would be in accordance with both the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD). Local destinations would be agreed with the local highway
authority but directions to the crematorium are likely to be provided from Bar Hill
junction.
Bus stops would be provided adjacent to the access to the crematorium.
Positioning the local access road to the south of the A14 would result in significant
cost increases for the scheme.

In previous versions of the scheme, the local road between Bar Hill
and Fen Drayton was south of the new A14, which would be more
convenient for access to Lolworth village. Unclear on the reasons
for this change.

Yes

No

Comment noted. Any proposal to locate the local access road to the south of the
A14 would result in significant cost increases for the scheme. Under the scheme
the local access road would utilise what is currently the eastbound carriageway of
the existing A14. Switching to the south would result in significant additional land
being required to the south in order to preserve Hill Farm Cottages, limit the effects
on properties at/near Buckingway Business Park and in the vicinity of Bar Hill
Service Station. The bridge at Robin's lane would include NMU provision and
provide a safe means of access to the local access road. Asymmetric widening is
preferred to allow safer offline construction and less disruption to users.

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Access to M11
Consultee(s)

Date consulted

101850

Concerns regarding the additional time it will take for traffic to
access the M11 from Oakington/Girton and vice versa, as there
will be no left turn onto the A14 at Junction 30. This will add
approximately 3-4 miles and 5-10 minutes to each journey.

Yes

No

101850

Junction 30 of the A14/M11 is a well-used junction which does
need modifying as the run-in is too short.

Yes

No
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The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) would be closed in the scheme, for two
safety-driven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5 km
(0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the Highways Agency’s
recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and introduces a conflict where
traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to cross traffic leaving the A14 at
Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen the A14 to four lanes in each
direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would
need to cross more lanes of traffic. These are significant road safety issues that
have the potential to cause congestion and delays. The Highways Agency
therefore considers it is most appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the

surrounding villages maintained via the proposed local access road.
101783

Will it be possible to access the M11 from central Cambridge? It
would be useful to be able to go southbound without having to
travel through Cambridge to Junction 13 of the M11.

No

The current proposals would not affect the current access arrangements to the M11
from central Cambridge

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) would be closed in the scheme, for two
safety-driven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5 km
(0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the Highways Agency’s
recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and introduces a conflict where
traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to cross traffic leaving the A14 at
Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen the A14 to four lanes in each
direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would
need to cross more lanes of traffic. These are significant road safety issues that
have the potential to cause congestion and delays. The Highways Agency
therefore considers it is most appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the
surrounding villages maintained via the proposed local access Road. Under the
proposed scheme, as the consultee suggests, there would be several options to
access the M11, which would involve additional distance to travel, however the
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that the additional journey time
associated with this diversion would be offset by the journey time savings
associated with the improved operation of the A14.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

Concerns that the local access road from the Dry Drayton bridge
will not allow access to the southbound M11.

102843

Suggested alternatives are as follows, however both options add
distance and time to the journey:
•

Join the access road and go north to Bar Hill, then turn south
again at the new Bar Hill junction.

•

Travel from Girton to Histon village, join the westbound A14 at
Histon and join the M11 at the Girton junction.

Local versus through traffic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

103518

This would improve access for through traffic and local traffic.

Yes

No

Comment noted. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic longdistance and commuter traffic from local traffic.

103596

The need for local traffic to access the proposed A14 has been
considered.

Yes

No

Comment noted. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic longdistance and commuter traffic from local traffic.

55758

This should provide an easier route into Cambridge for locals.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Support duly noted. The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of
the A14 as one of the major road gateways in to the East of England region. A
core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic.

101010, 101048,
101052, 101064,
101833, 101857,
101911, 101920,
102839, 102897,
103516, 104547,
104674, 104746,
104810, 104923,
104984, 104410,
Babergh District
Council

Supportive of the separation of local traffic and through traffic.

101064

Separation of local traffic and through traffic will provide additional
capacity.

Yes

No

101100

The dual carriageway section between Fenstanton and Swavesey
will help move traffic away from the A14 and ease congestion on
the A14.

Yes

No

101820, 101861,
104571

This will be particularly beneficial for local commuters.

Yes

No

Yes

Strategic traffic movements would be re-routed via the new A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass which would be designed to a much higher standard than the
existing road with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
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The local access road and junctions with the A14 have been positioned to provide
improved access for local communities to and from the A14 while making best use
of existing infrastructure. The local access road would remove many local journeys
from the A14 putting the right traffic on the right roads. Both the above would
improve the performance of this strategic A14 route.

101861, 104515,
104571, 104939,
104976

Separation of local traffic and through traffic will improve safety
and reduce the number of accidents.

Yes

No

104939, 104976

Separation of local traffic and through traffic will reduce
congestion.

Yes

No

102789

This would provide a better route for rural traffic between
Huntingdon and Cambridge.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
There would be less reliance on the A14 for local road users as the proposals are
designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic using the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the local access road and the detrunked section of A14.
By providing a strategic corridor for high-speed, long-distance traffic a wider range
of options can be developed to meet local travel needs, and create a safer more
sustainable road system that makes journeys between the towns, villages and
other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Rural parts of Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in
villages causing congestion and negative social and environmental impacts, would
be reduced. The roads would become safer and quality of life would improve.
The scheme is important to the reputation of the sub-region as a place in which
movement is not constrained by traffic congestion; this is a significant factor not
only for businesses, but also for housing, education and tourism.

101895, 55527

This will reduce use of the A14 and allow an increase in
productivity.

Yes

No

55574

Separation of local traffic and through traffic will avoid some of the
problems experienced on the M25.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102856

The local access roads must be for local traffic, and not an
alternative route for HGVs.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate long-distance strategic and commuter
traffic from local traffic including HGV’s. The layout of the local access has been
designed to discourage strategic traffic including HGV’s from using the local access
road as a parallel route.

103488, 103573,
104483, 104652,
104785

Will provide a useful route for those wishing to avoid the A14.

Yes

No

103514

Some local traffic will prefer local roads.

Yes

No

104699

This will provide local traffic with a route to quickly leave the rural
area and to access major roads.

Yes

No

104746

54632

Separation of local traffic and through traffic will be particularly
beneficial with local population increase.

Supportive if the proposals allow better management of local
traffic, however remain unconvinced.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate long-distance strategic and commuter
traffic from local traffic. The local access road has been designed to provide access
for local traffic.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of villages along
the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the proposed
scheme goes ahead.
Further detail on the traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate long-distance strategic and commuter
traffic from local traffic. The local access road has been designed to provide access
for local traffic.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of villages along
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the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the proposed
scheme goes ahead.
Further detail on the traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate long-distance strategic and commuter
traffic from local traffic. The local access road has been designed to provide access
for local traffic. In addition a dedicated NMU route which would run adjacent to the
local access road has been included in the scheme this would further segregate
pedestrians, cyclists and other NMU’s from traffic using the local access road.
104885

Any new local access roads should be for residents only and
should minimise the opportunity for commuters to short cut through
unregistered roads and small villages. This through traffic typically
speeds and creates increased risk to walkers and families.

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of villages along
the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the proposed
scheme goes ahead.
Further detail on the traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate long-distance strategic and commuter
traffic from local traffic. The local access road has been designed to provide access
for local traffic. In addition a dedicated NMU route which would run adjacent to the
local access road has been included in the scheme this would further segregate
pedestrians, cyclists and other NMU’s from traffic using the local access road.

104916

This is focussed on the through traffic, whilst the local traffic will
have to deal with the disruption and will not gain any benefit from
the solution.

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would not only
accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is currently using alternative
routes to divert back onto the A14.
The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that a number of villages along
the A14 route would benefit from a reduction in through traffic if the proposed
scheme goes ahead.
Further detail on the traffic forecasts is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.

104410

Separation of local traffic and through traffic has been very
successful on the A1 between Alconbury and Norman Cross and
its implementation on the A14 is important to the development of
Northstowe.

Yes

No

Comment noted. One of the Highways Agency’s core objectives of the scheme is
to separate long-distance strategic and commuter traffic from local traffic. The local
access road has been designed to provide access for local traffic and would in part
also provide access for local traffic generated by new developments including
Northstowe.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

University of
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment

The alignment of the new local access road and the required
earthworks would result in large areas of land currently farmed by
the University being sterilised. The University seeks that options to
improve this alignment should be considered as part of the
progress of the scheme.

Date consulted

The land indicated as being required for temporary construction purposes would be
included in the DCO in order that the works could be constructed efficiently and
with disruption minimised. There would continue to be opportunity to refine and
manage the manner of access with the University for land in their ownership.
No

Yes

The local access road alignment has been refined in order to optimise the design
and minimise environmental impact.
The Highways Agency has engaged with Cambridge University and would continue
to do so at relevant points in the scheme programme.
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Community impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Avenue would be stopped up north of the new local access road and to the
south would be accessed from a 'T' junction on the local access road. There would
be gated field access provided to the stopped off section north of the T junction.

University of
Cambridge

The closure of access to The Avenue will make it a barely-used
cul-de-sac which would be most attractive to those seeking to set
up unauthorised encampments.

No

No

101822

Would like to see more details on the impact on Dry Drayton
residents.

Yes

No

104663

Unsure on impact to villages in this area.

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on local communities has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Improving quality of life for local communities is one of the fundamental objectives
of the scheme. Reduction in the volume of traffic and especially heavy goods
vehicles would improve conditions in towns and villages along the existing A14
route. There would be impacts on community facilities, private property other than
farms and on development land. Some of these would benefit from new access
routes. Others would be affected by loss of land or rearranged access.
The effect of the scheme on Dry Drayton is assessed as slight adverse as
temporary disruption during construction would be likely.

102796

Protection of the golf course is important.

Yes

No

The proposed road would avoid the golf course. Some minor works would be
required along the boundary of the golf course; however these would be kept to a
minimum where possible. The landscape treatment along the boundary would be
strengthened locally.
Support for the scheme duly noted.

104762

Local roads helpful for local community.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.
Safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the lower
proportion of heavy good vehicles.

Cost
Consultee(s)

104837

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

This will result in more money being wasted, in particular when
farmers receive compensation for landtake.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme.. A cost benefit
analysis has been undertaken, which concludes that the scheme would provide
high value for money.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Campaign
Protect Rural
England (CPRE)

Summary of consultee comment

Request that the impact from new local access roads should be
minimised.

Date consulted

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the

Environmental Statement. A summary of the findings of the EIA is included in
Chapter 19 of the Environmental Statement.
The alignment of the local access road and the associated mitigation including tree
and shrub planting and local ground shaping would be designed to minimise
impacts - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2
of the Environmental Statement.

101869

This will have a detrimental impact on the environment.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.
The environmental impacts of the scheme are not directly proportional to the
addition of lanes.

104762

The local access roads will increase all our adverse impacts threefold as the current four lanes will be increased to 12.

Yes

No

104488

Concerns regarding climate change.

Yes

No

57336

If the construction of this local access road can be avoided it will
save a considerable amount of green field environment.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES).
Climate change has been taken into account during the planning and design of the
scheme. The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of
climate change by designing for rainfall intensities of storms 20% greater than
current design rainfall intensities. Greenhouse gases associated with climate
change are considered in Chapter 8 and also Chapter 13 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Climate change is considered within topic chapters where relevant
to the understanding of the baseline environment and potential impact interactions.
The local access road between Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge would
provide an alternative route for local traffic. This route is forecast to carry 14,700
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to use the A14.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA)
has been undertaken and is reported, along with mitigation proposals, in Chapter
10 of the ES.

104943

The significant infringement on the countryside should be avoided.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

In summary the LVIA concludes that the local access road to the south of
Cambridge Crematorium, and the major infrastructure at Girton interchange, would
expand the extent of highway infrastructure within this part of the green belt and
adversely affect the ‘openness’ of the landscape in this very localised part of the
green belt. Proposed planting would establish to filter views of the scheme and
traffic flow to help mitigate adverse effects on the rural character and perceived
openness of the landscape.

Landscape
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

104965
Campaign
Protect Rural
England (CPRE)

101951

Request that landscape restoration is undertaken once the viaduct
is demolished.

Yes

The proposals should not interfere with the pretty villages.

No

The scheme includes removal of the A14 viaduct and the approach embankment
on the north side of the East Coast mainline railway. On removal of the approach
embankment the land below would be reinstated with topsoil and planted with
grass.

Yes

No

An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
Landscape works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to screen
the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken as an integral part of
the design process, informing decisions on the scheme as the design has been
developed. Environmental constraints and issues were identified and incorporated
into the decision making process throughout.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to
the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. The assessment has identified
additional mitigation, in the form of noise barriers, to be provided to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at several locations, including along the local
access road at Hill Farm Cottages.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Assessment of human health impacts is reported in Appendix 18.1 of the
Environmental Statement. The health assessment indicates that the scheme would
have beneficial effects on health. Accessibility and connectivity, especially for nonmotorised users would likely see significant beneficial improvements and improved
transport links would help reduce traffic flows on many local roads.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Noise
Consultee(s)

104576

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The increase in noise levels must be addressed more thoroughly.

Health
Consultee(s)

104511

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

It should be ensured that people’s health is not negatively
affected.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

101023

Summary of consultee comment

Consideration should be given to the potential growth in leisure
trips for people accessing the Fenstanton nature reserves and
other facilities in this area.

Date consulted

Yes

No

The scheme would provide a strategic corridor for high-speed, long-distance traffic
and would enable a wider range of options to be developed to meet local travel
needs, and create a safer more sustainable road system that makes journeys
between the towns, villages and other facilities quicker, easier and more enjoyable.
Rural parts of Cambridgeshire would also benefit; the rat-running experienced in
villages causing congestion and negative social and environmental impacts, would
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be reduced. The roads would become safer.
The scheme is important to the reputation of the sub-region as a place in which
movement is not constrained by traffic congestion; this is a significant factor not
only for businesses, but also for housing, education and tourism.
The Fenstanton nature reserves are considered through the course of general
traffic growth in the model; the reserves themselves are included within the
geographic zoning system. Predicted growth in the number of cars and other light
vehicles is based on factors from the Trip End Model Presentation Program
(TEMPro version 6.2, January 2013) in conjunction with the National Trip End
Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013), which take account of forecast changes
in population and employment across the UK. Predicted growth in goods vehicles
has been based on the latest road transport forecasts, released in July 2013. This
data provides the most up-to-date growth assumptions available endorsed by the
Department for Transport. The NTEM datasets to which growth has been
controlled contains trip forecasts across a number of different trip purposes
including a variety of leisure groups including shopping, recreation, holiday/day
trips amongst others.
Traffic models predict that the single two lane carriageway local access road would
have adequate capacity to account for the effects of all likely developments in the
vicinity of the scheme up to the design year 2035.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all developments that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area. Any
future development which has not been considered would need to be agreed by
the local planning authority.

101024

The proposed local service route from Bar Hill to Cambridge will
become overwhelmed by the end of the decade due to the new
housing developments in Longstanton and Willingham, plus the
Northstowe expansion.

Yes

No

101925

The Northstowe access routes should be shown on the plans.

Yes

No

The development of Northstowe is subject to a separate planning application and
as such is not included on the plans. Details of the access routes can found within
that application.

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than
likely.' Details of these development have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. This includes the first and second phases of the
Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme does not
preclude the future expansion of the junction to accommodate the potential full
build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

No

Use of the airfield road (Longstanton Road) between Oakington and
Longstanton is currently prohibited except for access, taxis, mopeds and
buses, however, it is acknowledged that general traffic does use the route
particularly in the peak hours to avoid congestion elsewhere on the network.
This road is not part of the trunk road network and as such the future operation
of this route is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council. However, it is noted that there are proposals for this route to be fully
closed to traffic between Oakington and Longstanton, except for emergency
vehicles and potentially for buses as part of the Northstowe Phase 2 planning
application.

101767

101768

Much housing development is planned here.

Why is the old Airfield Road at Oakington not reopened and
updated? This would give local traffic a route away from the
HGVs, it would allow village shopping and safe travel to Tesco's at
Bar Hill.

Yes

Yes
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The local access road would provide local traffic route to Bar Hill. The majority
of the HGV’s would remain on the A14 thereby reducing interaction with local
traffic using the local access road.

103582, 104525

Concerns that the Northstowe development has not been taken
into account.

103579

Concerns that increased traffic from Northstowe will overwhelm
the capacity of the proposed local access roads and that no route
has yet been decided for the Northstowe development, and no
decision has been taken on the B1050 from Longstanton to Bar
Hill.

104964

These local access roads must cope with the likely traffic from
Northstowe.

102881

Query as to whether the growing size of the science park has
been taken into account.

57344

Concerns that the single lane carriageway will be sufficient if the
proposal to construct a WW1 museum on Hackers Farm goes
ahead.

104565

The section around Bar Hill junction needs to be improved due to
the expected amount of traffic from Northstowe new town.

Yes

Yes

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
The Highways Agency have been actively engaged with the developers of
Northstowe to ensure both proposals are compatible.
The development of Northstowe is subject to a separate planning application and
as such is not included on the plans. Details of the access routes can found within
that application.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yes

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to
go ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic
modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows up until year
2035, including the first and second phases of the Northstowe development
(approx. 5,000 homes). In addition allowance has been made to accommodate the
potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area. This includes the science park.

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area. The Highways Agency is aware of the
proposals for Hackers Farm and have held discussions with their consultants and
planners.

Yes

Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council
and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development assumptions.

The latest advice received from the local planning authorities indicates that a
number of other developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the
second phase of the Northstowe development (further 3,500 homes) are now
considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have therefore
been explicitly included in the latest traffic forecasts although the overall level of
growth remains constrained to government projections.
In the vicinity of Bar Hill the scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
traffic flows up until year 2035, including the first and second phases of the
Northstowe development. In addition allowance has been made to accommodate
the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

104705

104927

104786

This will just allow more development to take place.

Yes

This will provide the opportunity to redevelop this area
significantly.

Yes

The plans make no allowance for the additional traffic as a result
of the thousands of new houses being erected in Cambourne and
St Neots.

No

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and
delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if
the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly extended
journey times and even greater unreliability.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment
growth constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area This includes the planned housing
growth at Loves Farm, Winteringham Park, Bourne Airfield and Cambourne west.,
Further detail on the traffic model is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment, which forms part of this DCO submission.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

54192

Some of the routes are unusual, for example to the rear of sewage
farm near Lolworth.

Yes

No

There is no proposed route to the rear of the sewage farm. However an NMU route
would be provided under the scheme to the rear of the commercial properties west
of the sewage farm. At this point there is limited space to provide a full width NMU
route adjacent to the local access road. Further studies would be undertaken to
establish whether this can be relocated to the front of the properties during further
stages of the scheme.

103600

This is part of a convoluted local route.

Yes

No

The local access road would provide traffic travelling between Huntingdon and
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north-west Cambridge with an alternative route that avoids the need to join the A14
mainline. The route of the local access road was determined by a number of
factors e.g. location of existing infrastructure and provision of access to locations
like the crematorium, which unlike the existing arrangement would no longer have a
frontage onto the A14. The Highways Agency traffic models indicate that the local
access road would be well used.

103600

57344

Local route from Swavesey to Girton is convoluted and use of A14
involves lane changes.

Yes

This is poorly designed, especially at Dry Drayton where the road
crosses from one side to the other.

Yes

No

In common with standard practice the scheme has been developed with an
emphasis on safe operation for all users. The Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD) include design measures to ensure the local access road is easily
navigable. In addition appropriate and clear signage would be provided.
Use of the A14 would require lane changes. Clear advance signage would be
provided to ensure lane changes can be made easily and safely.

No

The local access road would provide local traffic an alternative route for travel
between Huntingdon and Cambridge. Junctions and local accesses would be
removed from the A14 to improve safety. Properties which no longer have
frontages on the A14 would be accessed by the local access road. At Dry Drayton
the local access road crosses the A14 by means of the existing bridge to allow
access to the crematorium and Hackers Fruit Farm which would no longer have
direct access from the A14.
Having local roads either side of the A14 would be prohibitively expensive.
Although part of the earlier Ellington to Fen Ditton scheme, that scheme was
stopped because it was unaffordable.

104580

Local roads should be integrated and be flowing either side of the
main conduit.

104918

The proposed access road from Girton will be very busy at peak
times and traffic heading away from Cambridge will have to turn
right across the flow. This will increase risk of collisions and
delays. It seems clear that this entry should be taken over the road
on a bridge to allow traffic a clear run towards Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The scheme seeks to separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is using
the A14 for strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and
north-west Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs in parallel
with the A14 mainline.

Local traffic heading out of Cambridge would either continue on the local access
road, or turn at a new roundabout onto a slip road to join the A14. The roundabout
has been designed in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) and as such safety issues have been carefully considered.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

The proposed A14 would be dual carriageway

Motorway standards
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

200008
The whole route should be dual carriageway.

104658

This could allow motorway standards on the A14.

Yes

No

The A14 would not be considered for motorway on the basis that this would be
unaffordable under current funding scenarios. The A14 is an all-purpose trunk
road and changing it would be inconsistent as well as extending beyond the scope
for the scheme.

101783

The new access road will add additional value to this junction.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

102844

Concerns that the link between the existing and new A14 is a
roundabout rather than a grade separated junction. This will

Yes

No

The Swavesey junction, which is a grade separated junction, would be substantially
remodelled under the proposed A14 improvement scheme. The existing
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inevitably lead to potential congestion and delays.

103582

The proposed junction changes do not make sense.

roundabout which serves the Cambridge Services would be retained, but the slip
roads on to the A14 would be closed and removed. Movements to and from the
new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be grade separated. Two new
roundabouts would be constructed to the west of the existing service roundabout,
which would provide access to and from the A14 mainline via new slip roads and
also to the local access road. Local connections to Bucking Way and Boxworth
Road would be maintained.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels including
development proposals at Northstowe.
The design and signage for this route would be compliant with both the DMRB and
TSRGD.
The design of the highway layout and signage for this route would be compliant
with both the DMRB and TSRGD

Safer exits should be provided.

104515

Inserting a local road will enable the removal of the horrible at
grade junctions on to the A14 along this stretch.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The number of junctions would be minimised to support the
strategic intent of the scheme and there would be no access to private properties
from the trunk road.

104531

The T-junction between the new local road to Bar Hill and The
Avenue to Madingley should be kept open in order to provide a
better connection to the neighbouring villages of Madingley and
Coton.

Yes

No

A T-junction is proposed onto the local access road from The Avenue in Madingley.
The direct connection to A14 is removed

104565

Traffic from Bar Hill, Longstanton and Northstowe will have to use
a pair of T junctions to join the local access road. This will be a
point of delays and accidents and will result in local traffic using
the A14 as an alternative route. Suggest that two roundabouts are
used instead of the T junctions.

Yes

Yes

The junction design has been simplified in response to the comments at the public
consultation. The proposed layout of Bar Hill junction encompasses a large gradeseparated roundabout, with a new signalised junction to the north which provides
the connection to the proposed local access road. The junction layout has been
assessed and the Highways Agency is satisfied that the proposed arrangement
would have sufficient capacity to accommodate the forecast traffic flows

104568

The roundabouts adjacent to the Dry Drayton to Oakington bridge
should be replaced with T-junctions.

Yes

No

The roundabouts provide more flexibility for traffic on the minor roads to turn out
safely, particularly right turning traffic.

104598

Object to the closure of Junction 30, which is well used by
residents of local villages. Residents will be required to use the
Histon junction which will overwhelm the village.

Yes

Yes

No

One of the main objectives of the proposed scheme would be to improve safety by
designing the scheme to modern highway standards with good forward visibility,
grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should help
reduce the frequency and impact of accidents.

104502

No

There are a number of reasons for proposing the removal of the junction with the
A14 at Dry Drayton. The main reason is the close proximity to the Girton
interchange. Weaving movements (conflicts between accelerating merging traffic
and decelerating diverging traffic) could potentially lead to unsafe situations for
vehicles wishing to negotiate this junction. The provision of an access point in this
location may also discourage traffic ultimately using the A14 to use the local access
road as a parallel route thereby negating its role to provide a separate route for
local traffic.
Bar Hill junction could be used as an alternative to Histon junction, particularly for
traffic heading to/from the north

104625

The proposed junction improvements do not address the primary
issues of congestion at the M11/A14 junction.

Yes
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No

The Highways Agency’s proposed solution includes substantial improvements to
the Girton interchange to improve the traffic flow for all existing movements.

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layouts would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels
Further improvements to the M11 are outside the scope of the proposed scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

104723

The Swavesey junction on the proposed local road is too complex.
This will hinder free flowing traffic travelling to Cambridge and
become a bottle neck.

104723

Bar Hill junction is poorly designed.

104815

It is unclear how easy it will be for village traffic to join the
motorway without queuing.

104894

A reduction in the number of junctions is essential to maintain
traffic flow on the A14.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Modifications have been made to the layout of the Swavesey junction. Extensive
traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed junction layouts
would now perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels including
development proposals at Northstowe.

Yes

The junction design has been simplified in response to the comments at the public
consultation. The proposed layout of Bar Hill junction encompasses a large gradeseparated roundabout, with a new signalised junction to the north which provides
the connection to the proposed local access road. The junction layout has been
assessed and the Highways Agency is satisfied that the proposed arrangement
would have sufficient capacity to accommodate the forecast traffic flows.

No

Traffic travelling south on the local access road, wishing to access the M11, would
transfer onto A14 at Swavesey or Bar Hill junctions, and then continue south onto
M11. Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast
traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.

No

The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of the
major road gateways in to the East of England region. The proposed A14
improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.
The scheme would reduce the number of junctions and improve the standards of
those junctions that remain. This should increase capacity, reduce accidents and
allow for future traffic growth at these junctions.

104905

It should be ensured that there is no junction to The Avenue
Madingley via the new local access road.

Yes

No

The Avenue is an existing public right of way. The possibility of closure of The
Avenue is not an essential part of the A14 scheme and should be raised with the
local highway authority as a separate matter. As part of the scheme the Highways
Agency would close The Avenue junction with the existing A14 and replace with a
new junction to the new local access road.

55624)

Suggest that a roundabout is provided on the old A14 at the Fen
Drayton and Conington junction.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has reviewed the need for roundabouts and it was
concluded that this was not justified by traffic flows. Future considerations for the
detrunked A14 would be a matter for Cambridge County Council.

104926

Unsure on the quality of the junctions on these new roads.

Yes

No

All junctions with the A14 trunk road would be grade separated and designed in
accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges. They would provide adequate capacity accommodating known
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The number of junctions would be minimised to support the strategic intent of the
scheme and there would be no access to private properties from the trunk road.

104966

More thought should be given to the merging of the local road with
the A14.

Yes
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No

The A14 currently has many junctions, lay-bys and local accesses which contribute
to the potential for accidents. The scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and eliminate lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would
reduce the risk of accidents. The local access road would allow trips with a local

origin/destination to join the A14 at one of the new junctions, which are designed to
conform to relevant standards and have sufficient capacity for predicted design
year traffic
104981

It should be ensured that motorists wait an appropriate time to join
the A14 and do not push in like at present, causing congestion.

54636

It is unclear whether The Avenue out of Madingley is being
stopped up or whether a junction is being provided onto the local
access road.

No

The scheme would be designed to modern highway standards as set out by DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted design year traffic levels, thereby removing existing congestion problems.

Yes

No

The scheme would include a T-junction onto the local access road from The
Avenue in Madingley. In terms of whether the existing road to the south of the
local access road would be stopped up, this would be a matter to be discussed with
the local authority, as this is a local road managed by Cambridge County Council.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The proposed scheme has been developed based on several studies and
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in
CHUMMS (the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study). The A14 Study
initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor. The analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways
options. These six options were the subject of consultation in September / October
2013 which informed the development of the current proposed scheme. Further
information on the evolution of the A14 scheme can be found in Chapter 4 of the
Case for the Scheme, which forms part of this DCO application.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

Yes

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

104534

104704

Summary of consultee comment

This is based on the wrong premise that 5 does go into 3.

Extensive areas of Cambridgeshire will be covered with tarmac.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

101959

Reservations about local access road for reasons stated
previously

Yes

No

101018, 101831,
103559, 104648

Unnecessary.

Yes

No

104708

Unaware of any problems in the area except those caused by
Cambridge.

Yes

No

104922

Unconvinced that these roads will be significantly used to
warrant the changes.

Yes

No

101961

There are enough roads already.

Yes
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No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the base with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result a
number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
Current government policy supports development that provides housing and/or
jobs. Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035,
with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport
including by road. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that congestion
and delay on the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to
worsen if the proposed improvements do not go ahead, leading to significantly

extended journey times and even greater unreliability.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
104489

The benefits of the proposals are not clear.

Yes

No

104707

Improvements to the current road would solve most of the
issues.

Yes

No

55530, 104951,
104970, 104980

If existing roads (including the A14, A428 and A1) were
improved these would be unnecessary.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012 This included options to upgrade sections of the existing A1,
A1198, A14 and A428. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn
2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option which
incorporates improving sections of the existing A14 and A1. Consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further
since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main
alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

57336

This would not be necessary if existing roads are developed as
alternative routes, thereby avoiding confusion for drivers
passing through the area who would not be familiar with the
local network.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

200022
More detail on how this suits cyclists would be appreciated.

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
Approximately 15km of new Non-Motorised User (NMU) facilities are being
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, 12km is provided in a continuous facility
from Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide
links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and
Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
In response to consultation feedback amendments have been made to the NMU
access along the arm of the Cambridge Services.

University of
Cambridge

It is noted that the design proposals changed in April 2014.
Confirmation is sought that the scheme being consulted upon

Yes
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No

NMU groups have been consulted in regard to the design and operation of NMU
proposals.
Details of the scheme at the time of the formal consultation provided the latest
design proposal of the local access road at that time. Following the consultation

reflects the latest proposals.

104757, 104826

104366

102814

between April and June, further amendments based on consultation feedback,
detailed in the Development Consent Order submission, and design development
have been made.
The Highways Agency arranged exhibitions at 22 individual locations along the
length of the scheme between April and June 2014 as part of the formal
consultation. These provided an opportunity for members of the public and
stakeholders to ask questions of the scheme proposals and seek clarity. In
addition, all of consultation documents contained contact details for the Highways
Agency in the event that any queries or comments could not be answered. All
scheme plans were accompanied by a key and the scheme brochure provided
illustrative plans of each of the junctions as well as text describing changes to the
existing A14.

The plans are too complicated to understand.

Yes

No

On page 12 of the public consultation booklet, it says a new
dual carriageway local to and between Fen Drayton and
Swavesey and a new single carriageway local road between
Swavesey and Girton. However, on page 15 the plan states a
new dual carriageway local road between Fen Drayton and Dry
Drayton and a new single carriageway local road between Dry
Drayton and Girton.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The plan is in error. The plan should have read ‘Swavesey’
instead of ‘Dry Drayton’.

No

Local traffic wishing to remain on the local access road would need to negotiate
two roundabouts. In common with standard practice the scheme has been
developed with an emphasis on safe operation for all users. The Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) include design measures to ensure the junction is
easily navigable. In addition appropriate and clear signage would be provided.

Neither the book or the exhibition made clear how the
interchange and local road will work at the Fen Drayton end.
With so many junctions and roundabouts the local road may
prove too confusing.

Yes

104895

Insufficient time was provided to examine the impact.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

In April 2014 at the commencement of the formal consultation period preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area. Consultation responses have been accepted up to the close of the
10 week consultation period in June 2014.

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

200020
200006

Agree with proposals.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

104923

Local access is vital.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The scheme would ease local access by separating
strategic through-traffic from local traffic by the introduction of local access roads.

101048, 101089,
101851, 101874,
101878, 101904,
102006, 102816,
103542, 104515,
104565, 104681,
104693, 104718,

General support for the principle/plans.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted
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104790, 104804,
104831, 104853,
104875, 104913,
104914, 104933,
104946, 104949,
Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society
101109, 102013,
54160

The access road makes sense.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101787

Anything that reduces the pressure of traffic on the A14 is a
positive thing.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101833

This is one of the best aspects of the scheme.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101833

The route of this new road seems sensible.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101846

This will be a great benefit for those that want to avoid the A14.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

102809

The proposals are much improved over the original dual
carriageway local access road proposals.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

103598, 104692

This will help local residents, including Bar Hill residents.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

104762

If the A14 scheme is necessary, then local roads would be
helpful.

104882

The existing A14 is adequate on all stretches apart from the
small section serving Huntingdon and Cambridge, therefore
local roads to serve these towns are the obvious and cheaper
option

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local
roads to avoid congestion on the A14.

104946

A difficult task to devise and it is a very acceptable proposal.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

104971

Roads should be kept as good as possible.

Yes

No

101990

Local access roads have been successful in other areas of the
county and are likely to be a success here.

Yes

No

101008, 101981,
103597, 104712,
104734, 104814,
100979, , 104672,
104593

This is essential/needed.

Yes

No

103539

Although it requires additional land take, local access roads are
required for local residents.

Yes

No

102006

Construction should start as soon as possible.

Yes

No

103533

Bar Hill has only had one point of access for a long time and is
therefore long overdue for improvement.

Yes

No

103542, 101886,
101910

This is well overdue.

Yes

No

Yes

The Highways Agency would be responsible for maintaining the condition improved
A14 and A1.

General Agreement
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Maintenance of the local roads within Cambridge is the responsibility of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. This would include the detrunked sections of A14.

The Highways Agency would progress the scheme to an accelerated delivery
programme.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Pleased that there will be a 'local' road.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

102805

The provision of local access routes is a good development.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

101792

Get on with it

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102798

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Date consulted

Local access road should have a segregated cycle path.

Yes

No

Over 12 km of continuous shared NMU facility would be provided from Mill Road,
Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the
carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide connections
to existing/severed bridleways.

It is not clear from the plans whether a high quality tarmac cycle
path will be provided along this whole route. This would be
welcomed.

No

No

Details of the track are to be developed at the detailed design stage. Surfacing
would be designed to suit the usage.

200005

University of
Cambridge

Supportive of the inclusion of a separate NMU path, but raise
the following objections regarding quality:
•

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

A much higher design standard is required due to the high
levels of cycling in the Cambridge area. The levels of
cycling are also likely to increase significantly when the
scheme is completed.

•

The cycle path must be separated from the carriageway by
a wider verge of at least 1m width to include a sound and
light barrier.

•

The cycle path width must be increased to at least 3.5m
and ideally 4.0m wide to the suit the high levels of cycling
and support higher commuting speeds and high usage.

•

A 3m grass strip should be provided to allow horses and
cycles to pass safely, with narrower sections only used
where this is unavoidable due to bridges/underpasses etc.

•

The NMU paths must be high enough quality to become a
preferred route for cyclists and pedestrians.

•

Alternatively, unidirectional cycle paths could be provided
on both sides of the carriageway in some locations e.g.
where no light barrier can be provided. This will require
additional crossing points.

•

Support duly noted.

Yes

Insufficient detail on the type of NMU crossings on the local
access roads. An acceptable standard of crossings must be
provided (either controlled crossings or a large central
island crossing).
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•

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways
Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for
Transport standards.

•

It would not be possible or affordable to provide a further three metre wide
strip for equestrians on this corridor. However verges would be provided
at the rear of the NMU facility throughout much of the length. NMU facilities
have been considered on both sides of the carriageways at various
locations, but these are problematic because some users may still use
these as two way facilities, and the width would be less appropriate than
having one wider facility. Additionally, there would be more crossing points.
A facility on one side can be wider and thus meet all NMU needs more
appropriately.

•

NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would
be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for nonmotorised users, and the Department for Transport standards.

No

Whilst some consideration has been given to cycling in the
proposals, there is not adequate provision to cater for a full
range of cyclists travelling in both directions, to be able to use
the road safely and confidently, especially as the new serviceroad arrangement for carrying local traffic is highly likely to
increase the amount of traffic on the bridge crossing the A14
and even more so once the Northstowe development is built.
Presently this raised crossing carries only traffic between
Oakington and Dry Drayton and local traffic entering and exiting
the A14. However, in addition to existing traffic, the proposal
appears to accommodate all local traffic from the villages
between Swavesey and Girton which in the past would have
remained travelling on the A14.

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton,
Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development
and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges
would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be reestablished at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins
Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord
Road to New Barns Lane.

Main concerns with the plan are:

104931

The proposed A14 cycle routes appear to cater for cycle traffic
travelling alongside the A14 service road but there does not
appear to be any proposal to cater for cycling from junction 30
to or from the centre of Oakington or the centre of Dry Drayton.
Concern that the widened A14 and new service road will
increase the nominal speed and volume of traffic of the
Oakington and Dry Drayton roads and that the safety of cyclists
will have to be considered via more cycle lane provision.

Yes

No

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways
Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and other relevant standards.
They would cater for the expected number of users travelling in both directions.

Where cycle paths are provided adjacent to main roads, cyclists
are often bullied by motorists to use these facilities only and to
stay off the road. Therefore, any cycle lanes must be designed
in such a way to be attractive to be used by cyclists by having
sufficiently smooth surfaces, wide enough lanes, continuity in
layout, minimal kerbs and ideally to minimise yielding to
motorised traffic. The guided busway is a good example to
follow for this.

Details of the track including type of surfacing would be developed at the
detailed design stage.
Any extension of the NMU route to Dry Drayton or Oakington would be a matter
for Cambridgeshire County Council.

As a local resident and as somebody who tries to use
sustainable transport to travel to work between Oakington and
Dry Drayton, every attempt should be made to allow people to
use appropriate forms of transport between villages and to
dissuade people from feeling they have to drive a car to be
safe.
•

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with
the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the
Department for Transport standards.

•

A crossing point would be provided on the southern roundabout at Dry
Drayton to allow connection of the NMU facilities.

•

The arrangements at the Dry Drayton north roundabout has been altered
and would now accommodate NMU crossing points on all arms.

•

The provision of an additional NMU facility from Dry Drayton to Bar Hill on
the south side of the A14 has been considered but it is not considered that
this would be required by the scheme, and does not provide the wider

Comments specific to the NMU path near Dry Drayton bridge:

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

•

The proposed NMU path is too close to the local access
road and requires some light and sound screening.

•

An NMU crossing is required on the SW arm of the
Madingley roundabout to connect the two proposed NMU
paths.

•

Yes

An NMU crossing is required on the SE arm of the Dry
Drayton side roundabout to provide NMU connectivity in all
directions. The path should also be linked towards
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Yes

connectivity of the current proposals.

Madingley.

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee
(NJDCC)

•

A new NMU connection is required from the Madingley
Road directly into the east of Bar Hill.

•

NMU provision is required across the Dry Drayton bridge to
create a continuous segregated route for NMU: this will be a
busy bridge and it is not satisfactory to force NMU to share
space with motor vehicles on the bridge.

The proposals represent an opportunity for the linking of several
previously severed bridleways to link to the proposed local
access roads. Details of the provision and linkage of bridleways
is requested.

•

No

No

•

Routes should be at least 3m wide.

•

A gap of at least 2m should be provided between the Local
Access Road and the path where possible to reduce the
perception of danger and improve amenity for
non‐motorised users.

•

Existing bridleways that would be severed by the scheme would reconnect into the
NMU facility on the local access road. This would also provide a new continuous
route across the A14 for previously severed bridleways such as Bridleway Dry
Drayton 12. These can be seen on the General Arrangement drawings included in
the Development Consent Order submission (ref. 2.2).
Support duly noted. The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in
accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the
Department for Transport standards.

Supportive of the proposed cycle routes subject to the following
comments
Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee
(NJDCC)

NMU facilities would be provided on Dry Drayton Bridge and would provide
a continuous segregated route between the NMU shared facilities located
on the local access road north and south of the A14.

No

No

Additional information is requested on the proposed
provision for cyclists, pedestrians and horse riders.

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

Concerns regarding the alignment of the NMU path for following
reasons:
•

Loss of agricultural land and an increase in land requiring
maintenance at the public expense.

•

Request that the NMU path is realigned adjacent to the A14
to minimise land take.

•

Concerns that this route will be most attractive to those
seeking to set up unauthorised encampments. Details are
sought of the measures to prevent unauthorised vehicular
access.

University of
Cambridge
•

Details are sought on how this route is to be shared with
NMU members of the public, the University’s farm vehicles
and vehicles from the other authorised users including
residential properties.

•

Confirmation is sought that maintenance liability of this
route must be at the public expense, not the users.

No

No

Comments regarding NMU provision:
British Horse
Society

•

•

It must be noted that horse riders and horse carriage drivers
are non – motorised road users and need to be catered for
in the scheme.

Yes

NMU facilities need to cater to all users and not just walkers
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•

The alignment of the track has been designed to minimise impact on
agricultural land and existing established vegetation. The access track
would be 3.5m wide, enough for a single line of traffic. Passing points
would be provided to at safe locations to allow oncoming vehicles to pass.

•

Specific details of security measures to discourage illegal encampment
would be developed at detailed design.

•

Details of the surface treatment for the track would be developed at the
detailed design stage, recognising that the track would need to be wide
enough for agricultural vehicles and NMUs to pass each other safely.

•

Maintenance liability would need to be apportioned by the maintaining
authority across organisations using it.

•

It would not be possible for drivers of horse drawn vehicles to use the NMU
facilities as these are classified as vehicles, and their use would not be
commensurate with safety of other users.

•

All of the facilities provided at new over-bridges would be intended for use
by pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians (with the exception of Swavesey
NMU Bridge), as would be the shared NMU facility alongside the local

No

access road.

and cyclists.

104568, 54160,
Swavesey
Bridleways

•

The opportunity needs to be taken wherever possible to
ameliorate the severance of public rights of way that
occurred when the original dualling of the A14 took place.

•

Only a surface with a traditional top-grit should be used if
carriage drivers and horses are to use it without the
likelihood of slipping. BHS standard advice should be
adhered to.

Supportive of the provision for NMU.

Yes

No

Suitable provision must be given to NMU, including:
100983, 102863,
104526, 104826,
104805, 104933

100983

•

The separation of pedestrians from cyclists.

•

Safe and pleasant routes to be maintained and increased.

•

Priority at junctions, as per Dutch design standards or
equivalent.

Bridges should be provided to enable access to this local
access road from footpaths on the other side of the A14, for
example at Washpit Road in Girton, there is currently no way to
access the local access road due to the presence of the
motorway.

Yes

Yes

No

•

Existing bridleways that would be severed by the scheme would be
reconnected into the NMU facility on the local access road. This would also
provide a new continuous route across the A14 for previously severed
bridleways such as Bridleway Dry Drayton 12. These can be seen on the
General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent
Order submission (ref 2.2).

•

Where new bridleways would be provided these would be of a compacted,
loose material surface to cater for all NMU users.

Support is duly noted.

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards.

Yes

Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey with additional
NMU crossing facilities at Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges, providing
locations to cross the A14. A network of NMU connections around the Girton
Interchange area would allow interconnection of all the NMU routes including
Bridleway Madingley 6, although the existing direct path (including an at grade
crossing of the A14) would be stopped up and replaced with a safer route. This can
be seen in the General Arrangement drawings included in the Development
Consent order submission.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

101026

More cycleways should be provided as part of this scheme,
including one between Longstanton and Bar Hill as this road is
narrow and busy.

101089

Is there any cycle way along these roads? At the Girton
interchange, will it still be possible to get from Washpit Lane to
the bridleway that goes to Madingley woods, or will this right of
way be extinguished?

Yes

No

Combined footway/cycleways would be included on the local access road .A
network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes including Washpit Lane to Madingley Woods,
although the existing direct path (including an at grade crossing of the A14) would
be stopped up and replaced with a safer route.

101833

This will allow cyclists to commute from Bar Hill to Cambridge.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

101973

Suggest including a dedicated cycle lane to join Huntingdon
Road.

Yes

No

The proposed local access road would include a dedicated shared NMU facility
running parallel to the carriageway, from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge.

101998

Suggest that Girton interchange includes a cycle way running
NW to SE as a strategic access route. Not clear that this will
happen at the moment.

No

A network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes. The proposed route for users travelling from
the northeast to southwest quadrants of Girton Interchange would be via Girton
Accommodation Bridge and footpaths Girton 4 and 5 (proposed to be upgraded to

Yes

Yes
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bridleway status by Cambridgeshire County Council). This can be seen in the
General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission. Traffic signals would be provided (by the developer) at the North West
Cambridge development junction with the A1307 Huntingdon Road.

54636

Query whether the NMU route is planned to be a segregated
high quality cycling route and whether the width would be
comparable to the guided bus path.

102863

The currently inaccessible bridleway that should go unimpeded
from Washpit Road, Girton towards the American Cemetery
requires an underpass at the eastbound A14 to accommodate
the bridleway with suitable width provided for horse riders.

101084

Concerns regarding the NMU path alongside the road between
Swavesey junction and Bar Hill, which is routed around the rear
of a site east of Buckingway Business Park. The location of this
path will be considered too dangerous to use, particularly at
night.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The NMU facility can be used as a cycle and footpath and would apply to the entire
length of the local access road. The exact design of the path is under discussion
however, the Highways Agency envisages that it would be comparable to the
guided busway and non-motorised route.

No

A network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes including Washpit Lane to Madingley Woods,
although the existing direct path (including an at grade crossing of the A14) would
be stopped up and replaced with reasonably convenient alternative safer routes.

No

NMU route could not be located to the front of the commercial area due to
restricted space along the local access road to the front of the development. Due to
the restricted space a safe NMU route for all users could not be provided on this
short section of local access road. Discussions are ongoing with land owners
(private land) concerning the provision of access. Lighting is a consideration for the
path.

The path should instead be provided across the front of the
business park site, if necessary using a clearly marked on-road
route with cyclists symbols on the tarmac.

103539

Dedicated and separate cycleways would be positive.

Yes

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards. The facilities would generally be shared use and segregated from the
trafficked carriageway.

104526, 104826

The proposals should encourage those travelling to Cambridge
to use non-motorised methods.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The scheme would offer connectivity which should build on
the culture in the area for non-motorised travel.

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

This would open up possibilities for NMU.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

104563

The current NMU proposals do not provide sufficient separation
of cyclists and motorised traffic. This should be improved to
encourage maximum usage and provide maximum protection to
cyclists.

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards. This would include sufficient separation from motorised traffic according
to design standards.

Yes

The NMU path between Bar Hill Junction and Girton must be
adequately linked into the streets of Girton, and it should be
continued eastwards to link with the former Cambridge Road at
Histon. The benefits would be:
•
104568, Swavesey
Bridleways

This would give direct NMU access between adjoining
villages and onwards to the Regional College, Cambridge
Science Park, other major workplace areas and the new
Darwin Green development.

•

Reducing car-dependency from which Bar Hill has long
suffered.

•

Due to the high levels of cycling in this area already
inadequate provision would cause serious problems.

The NMU link from Bar Hill has been amended and would now tie into Girton at
Weavers Field.
Yes
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Yes

Provision of NMU facilities beyond Girton on the north side of Cambridge Northern
Bypass has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. Discussions
concluded that Darwin Green development would be the driver/facilitator for
additional NMU facilities in this area.

The existing Dry Drayton to Oakington bridge is too narrow to
provide an adequate NMU path. Alternative solutions are:
104568, Swavesey
Bridleways

104568

No

Use of traffic calming measures to improve safety for NMU
users and make traffic aware of the presence of NMU.

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards. There would be marginal narrowing at Dry Drayton bridge and at Bulls
Close, where existing structures are being used for the local access road.

The road between Dry Drayton and Oakington is the route of
the Pathfinder Way long distance footpath, and needs NMU
provision extending to the villages, not just in the vicinity of the
A14 as proposed. This will raise NMU safety and convenience
to acceptable levels.

No

The sections of local roads extending north and south from the proposed Dry
Drayton and Oakington Roundabouts respectively are beyond the scope of the
Development Consent Order and land take required for the scheme. Provision of
NMU facilities on these lengths would be a matter for Cambridgeshire County
Council.

•

Provision of a wider bridge.

•

Yes

Yes

104595

There is no provision for NMU. Provision for NMU will increase
the traveller density and hence the traffic capacity of the
scheme.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

104641

The NMU route should join up to Histon.

Yes

No

Provision of NMU facilities on the north side of the A14 in this area has been
discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council. The view was taken that the
Darwin Green development is the driver for NMU facilities in this area.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

No

Comment duly noted. The scheme would offer improved connectivity for NMUs
through the proposed continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton
to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and Swavesey. The
scheme would take full advantage of the opportunities to improve connectivity for
Bar Hill.

104641

Priority should be given to NMU, including a link without having
to walk one's bicycle.

Yes

104641

Bar Hill is very cut off from Cambridge if you wish to cycle and
there are opportunities here to improve the connectivity.

104645

Insufficient detail has been provided on how the proposals will
provide an improved environment for NMU, including the
provision of a crossing over the A14 for safe NMU access to
Boxworth. Any access road proposal will be unacceptable
unless it can demonstrate sufficient provision for NMU.

Yes

Yes

The A14 crossing point for NMUs accessing Boxworth has been revised
subsequent to the formal consultation in the Spring. The revised NMU bridge at
the Swavesey junction would offer a safer passage for NMUs removing the need to
cross at grade the A14 slip/link roads.

54160

The plans do not show the details of the NMU paths. They
should be:

Yes

No

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users. The NMU route along the local access road would be a

Yes
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Swavesey
Bridleways

•

A width of 4m.

•

Separated from the road by at least 1m grass verge.

•

Lit.

•

Designed for high speed cycling (15-20mph) so tight radii
curves should be avoided where possible.

NMU provision should include equestrians, not just walkers and
cyclists.

high quality, paved, 3m to 4m wide shared use facility segregated from the
trafficked carriageway by a 1m hard strip and 0.8m grassed verge. Lighting of NMU
facilities along the local access road would generally only be lit at junctions.

Yes

No

Concerns regarding inadequate provision for cyclists travelling
in both directions over junction 30, including:
•

•
104931

NMU facilities would be provided on Dry Drayton Bridge and would provide a
continuous segregated route between the NMU shared facilities located on the
local access road north and south of the A14.

Cyclists will be unable to use the road safely and
confidently, especially due to the likely traffic increases from
the new service-road arrangement and the Northstowe
development.
Only one cycle lane is provided on the north-side, therefore
cyclists travelling from Oakington to Dry Drayton will have to
cross 6 lanes of traffic, which is more dangerous than
current arrangements.

The proposed continuous shared NMU facility between Mill Road, Fenstanton and
the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge would be available for use by
pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians. The route would be linked at Bar Hill and
Swavesey junctions to the south-west side of A14 by NMU bridges (the one at Bar
Hill available to equestrians, cyclists, pedestrians and the one at Swavesey to
pedestrians and cyclists.

Yes

Yes

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards.
A crossing point would be provided on the southern roundabout at Dry Drayton to
allow connection of the NMU facilities.

•

There is no provision for those cycling from junction 30 to or
from the centre of Oakington or the centre of Dry Drayton.

The arrangements at the Dry Drayton north roundabout have been altered and
would now accommodate NMU crossing points on all arms.

•

The widened A14 and new service road will increase the
nominal speed and volume of traffic of the Oakington and
Dry Drayton roads, therefore more cycle lanes should be
provided.

No additional NMU facilities would be provided on Oakington Road into Cambridge.

104931

Any cycle lanes must be attractive to cyclists by having smooth
surfaces, wide lanes, continuity in layout, minimal kerbs and
ideally to minimise yielding to motorised traffic. The guided
busway is a good example.

Yes

No

The NMU facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department for Transport
standards.

104935

There is benefit in the NMU following a direct route, with a small
amount of separation, which would also have the benefit of
sharing the clear road signage displayed for motorists.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The design of the local access road and NMU facilities,
including the signage would be to the Highways Agency’s Standards.

No

A network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes including Bridleway Madingley 6, although
the existing direct path (including an at grade crossing of the A14) would be
stopped up and replaced with a safer route.

104960

The bridleway route through Girton Interchange will be blocked.

Yes

104976

The proposed cycle route should be a sufficient distance from
the A14 so that cyclists are not exposed to traffic exhaust and
other fumes. Suggest that from Fenstanton to the Catch Hall
farm, the cycle route is at least 50m from the A14 or a
protective noise/air pollution barrier is put in place.

Yes

No

It would not be practical to move the NMU 50 metres from the A14 as this would
lead to an increase in the land required and make maintenance more difficult.
Noise barriers would be placed between the A14 and local access road as
required.

104977

The scheme should fully address the recommendations for
improved cycle access made for the Cambridge Cycling
Campaign.

Yes

No

The recommendations from the Cambridge Cycling Campaign have been taken
into consideration.
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Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted. The primary objective of the scheme is to provide a solution to
existing and future congestion on this critical road. The scheme would also help to
unlock growth, enabling development to proceed, leading to increased economic
growth regionally and nationally. The scheme aims to create a positive legacy for
local communities and businesses.

104511

It should be ensured that property values are not negatively
affected.

Yes

No

With regards to property devaluation and the process to claim under Part I of the
Land compensation Act 1973, the ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation
booklet 4: compensation to residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) sets out
potential reasons to make a claim. Part I of the Land Compensation Act 1973
(Section 3) also outlines what to include for the claim.
Once a Development Consent Order (DCO) is granted the Highways Agency, on
behalf of the Secretary of State, has to serve a notice (that is, negotiate) on
everyone with an interest in, or the power to sell or release the land required for a
highway improvement. The notice provides details of the land to be compulsorily
purchased; requires interested parties to confirm details of interest in the land (ie
whether you are a freeholder, leaseholder, tenant, etc); states that the Highways
Agency is willing to negotiate in order to agree the compensation payable; and
starts the process of agreeing the compensation payable to you.
Comment is duly noted.

104609

The impact on existing property is limited.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The Highways Agency has been mindful to keep the impact on property to a
minimum whilst ensuring the best solution for the scheme.

Land requirements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
The new local access road looks to improve connectivity and help to segregate
long distance traffic from local road traffic, improving journey time reliability. The
scheme aims to create a positive legacy for local communities and businesses.

104982

Service roads were built around Fenstanton during the
construction of the bypass in the early 1960s and late 1970s.
These resulted in the division of the village and loss of
farmland.

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have
been assessed in the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 the Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of
scheme largely comprises high quality agricultural land and therefore the scheme
and alternatives considered would inevitably impact on agricultural land.
Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated the compensation would be via a district valuer to ensure a fair value is received.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage on completion of the scheme where practicable. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil having regard for the Defra Code of Practice
are discussed in the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and will continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.
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The old A14 at Fenstanton would see a large reduction in traffic as a result of the
scheme. A new NMU route to the south of Fenstanton would improve its
connectivity into the footpath/cycle network and would allow cyclists a direct safe
route to Cambridge.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural land.
The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement. This strategic infrastructure scheme would inevitably require land, much
of which is currently in private ownership; primarily this comprises agricultural land.
The footprint of the scheme has been carefully design to minimise land take, to
avoid sensitive sites and reduce severance.

104481

The land take is too great.

Yes

No

The Land Plans (document reference 2.3) and Works Plans (document reference
2.4) show the land that is required to construct and operate the proposed scheme.
The Statement of Reasons (document reference 4.1) provides an explanation of
why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
The scheme would only permanently retain land required for the long term function
of the road. Areas of land shown for construction compounds and soil storage
would only be taken temporarily and be returned to the land owner following
restoration to existing use.
In some cases land may be acquired to allow the scheme to provide or remove
rights to other parties and generally to allow working space for construction. It is the
intention of the scheme to then return land to the current land owner where the
landowner agrees and retain only the land required for the long term functioning of
the road and meet essential environmental commitments.

Safety
Consultee(s)
Joint Parishes
HCV (villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

101008

Summary of consultee comment

The combined dual and single carriageway local access roads
between Fen Drayton and Girton could make the local roads
more hazardous for vulnerable users. This could be mitigated
by allowing for some safe separation from vehicles with a large
difference in mass and speed, particularly on the dual
carriageway sections between Dry Drayton and Fen Drayton.

Many minor roads and private houses currently run straight into
the existing A14, and are a source of traffic bunching and
accidents. Such minor entries and exits must be removed from
the through route.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The NMU facilities extend for over 12 km alongside the local access road between
the outskirts of Cambridge and Fenstanton. The facility has been designed to
current good practice standards and includes a separation from the main
carriageway of the local access road. There would be a fence and also vehicle
restraint system between the local access road and the A14. The NMU route is on
the opposite side of the local access road from the A14.

No

(S7) Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals
would be built to modern highways standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD.
The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade separated junctions and no
direct access to properties from the new road. This would introduce better lane
control, providing adequate capacity for the predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to reduce the number of accidents.

54297

A safer merge system should be provided.

Yes

No

102843

Supportive of the removal of the Dry Drayton junction of the A14,

Yes

No
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Merges and diverges at proposed junctions are designed to comply with current
standards and predicted traffic flows. This would increase capacity and safety at
these junctions.

Support for the scheme duly noted.

which is currently a very dangerous junction.

53913

Concerns regarding accident risk when traffic towards
Cambridge merges on the Huntingdon road during off-peak
times when vehicles travelling at speed off the A14 do not
realise there is local traffic merging from the right.

Yes

Yes

The Girton interchange design has been revised subsequent to eh consultation to
take the southbound connection into Cambridge. The merge has been removed
and there would now be a separate diverge joining the local access road via a
roundabout. One of the main objectives of the proposed scheme is to improve
safety by designing the scheme to modern highway standards, introducing better
lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels.

103534

Removing local traffic from the A14 and reducing the number of
junctions should have a significant impact on safety.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

54192

The scheme does not include a route to the rear of the sewage farm. An NMU
route is proposed, however, to the rear/north of the commercial properties nearby
as at this point there is limited space to provide a full width NMU route adjacent to
the local access road. Further studies would be undertaken to establish whether
this can be relocated to the front of the properties during further stages of the
scheme.

Unclear why the relief road is routed around the north of the
sewage works – this could be a potential area for accidents.

Yes

No

The local access road is routed to the south of the sewage works and is considered
a safe alignment.
There is a section of the NMU path to the north east of the sewage works that
routes away from the local access road around the north of adjacent commercial
properties. This alignment allows a safe cross-sectional width to be maintained
along the NMU path.

104771

This will allow safer travelling.

104935

Concerns about safety if a local access road is used for dual-use
without some separation from vehicles. This could unintentionally
cause annoyance and frustration to drivers on a single
carriageway wishing to overtake slower cyclists, pedestrians and
horse riders.

101763

Safer for local traffic.

Yes

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

No

In addition to the local access road the proposals provide a dedicated NMU route
running parallel to the carriageway. The Highways Agency has also sought to link
in to a number of existing NMU routes meaning non-motorised travel options would
be more attractive than is currently the case

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)
Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee
(NJDCC)

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee
(NJDCC)

Summary of consultee comment
Concerns that the proposed local access road and junction
arrangements will be unable to adapt or respond to changes in
flow, incidents, and slow‐moving traffic (such as agricultural
vehicles).

Concerns that the dependence on a single junction to connect
Northstowe with the strategic road network would result in
significant reassignment of traffic to the local road network
should the Bar Hill junction fail for some reason. The resilience
of the proposed local access road would be improved by a dual
carriageway east of Bar Hill.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency has published a Transport Assessment report which
demonstrates that the local access roads and junctions have adequate capacity to
deal with predicted traffic levels up until the design year 2035.

Yes

The A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridge area in the period up to 2035. The scheme
design is based on traffic forecasts from a road traffic model which includes all
development that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. Overall housing and employment
growth is constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January
2013) at district level across the study area. This includes the Northstowe
development.
Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the formal
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consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500
homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments
have therefore been included within the traffic modelling and several amendments,
including capacity improvements at Bar Hill junction, have been made to the design
to ensure that the scheme would accommodate these developments.
The impact of the scheme on the strategic and local highways network is reported
in the Transport Assessment published by the Highways Agency as part of the
DCO submission.

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic
on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic.
The local access road would enable all local road junctions and private
accesses to be removed from this section of the A14. This would improve
safety and traffic flow on the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the
upgraded Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions. The local access road would also
enable local traffic to avoid the A14.
101022

Cannot see the purpose of the new local road, far better to just
add an additional lane for the entire length, so 4 lanes as far as
Bar Hill, Longstanton, Willingham turning then 3 from there
onwards.

104825

The Avenue needs to be stopped up and not connect with the
new local access road so as to prevent Madingley becoming a
rat run with much more traffic than before.

101024, 54297,
101973, 53810

Suggest that the proposed road should be a dual
carriageway/motorway, not a single carriageway as proposed.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Avenue currently connects directly to the A14 westbound carriageway.
Under the scheme this access would be closed and replaced by a connection
to the local access road between Swavesey and Girton to maintain local
access. The closure of the Avenue is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

No

The scheme, including the new local access roads, has been designed to
accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridge area in the period up
to 2035. These traffic forecasts indicate that a single carriageway would be the
most appropriate standard for the local access road.

Suggest that the proposals include an option to widen the road
to dual carriageway in the future for the following reasons:
101973

•

Traffic movements are expected to increase in future years
due to Northstowe development.

•

The Guided Busway will only absorb a limited number of
commuters.

Yes

The scheme would also achieve additional capacity on the A14 which would
allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14.
In addition to the local access road it would be necessary to widen the A14
from three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the
section between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in
each direction. This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and
improve safety. The scheme would also improve traffic flow through upgrades
to Girton Interchange and with an additional lane in both directions between the
A14 West and A14 East slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge
and diverge arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428 join. .

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge area in the period up to 2035. The scheme design is based on
traffic forecasts from a road traffic model which includes all development that are
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. Overall housing and employment growth is constrained to the
National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across
the study area. This includes the Northstowe development.
The impact of the scheme on the strategic and local highways network is reported
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in the Transport Assessment published by the Highways Agency as part of the
DCO submission.

101018

Building an extra lane into the proposals would be more cost
effective in the long term.

101809

A similar requirement for local access roads into Buckden
should be addressed.

102892

Query whether a dual carriageway local road between Fen
Drayton and Swavesey is necessary? Surely a decent single
carriageway would be perfectly adequate, cheaper and require
less land.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Traffic models predict that the single carriageway sections of the local access road
would have adequate capacity for the design life of the scheme. Additional lanes
wold be added to the existing A14 under the scheme. This would deliver significant
capacity benefits. The economic benefits of the scheme would justify the increased
capacity. The addition of further capacity that is unnecessary for the design life of
the scheme would undermine the economic benefits of the scheme.

No

Improvements to the A1 through Buckden are beyond the scope of this scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Strategy studies and would target future improvements where
need is greatest.

No

The existing A14 near Fenstanton would be de-trunked and converted to local use
and as result traffic levels on this section in 2035 would fall from 87,000 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 35,600 vehicles per day. These traffic forecasts
indicate that a dual carriageway would be the most appropriate standard for the
local access road.

53913

Unsure if it will cope with the volume of traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The scheme design is based on traffic
forecasts from a road traffic model which includes all development that are
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the
National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across
the study area. Further detail on the traffic model is reported in Chapter 3 of the
Transport Assessment which forms part of this DCO submission.

54192

Request that another route is provided out of Bar Hill as part of
the upgrade; perhaps around the rear of the cemetery.

Yes

No

A new access route into and out of Bar Hill is not provided as part of this scheme.
This would need to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local
Highway Authority.

104864

200021

Consideration should be given to more local access roads.

Yes

A junction for the A428 onto the south bound M11 will
significantly help the local traffic along Madingley road.

Yes

No

No

This would be a matter to be considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the
Local Highway Authority.

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow for travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The scheme does include improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the
traffic flow for all existing movements. The design would accommodate future traffic
forecasts and improve safety.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

101973

Summary of consultee comment

Suggest including a dedicated bus lane (not guided bus) to join

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
layout would perform adequately with predicted design year traffic levels including

Huntingdon Road.

development proposals at Northstowe and NW Cambridge. These indicate there is
no requirement for a dedicated bus lane. The existing bridge of Huntingdon road
over A14/A428 would be reused, with both existing city-bound traffic lane and the
bus lane being reallocated as traffic lanes.
Local public transport bodies have been consulted and their requirements
incorporated into the scheme.

102863

Emphasis and suitable provision must be given to public
transport.

Yes

No

Local public transport bodies have been consulted and their requirements have
been incorporated into the scheme. Bus stops have been included on the local
access road at Swavesey junction and adjacent to the Crematorium.

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

This would open up possibilities for local public transport.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency supports the use of public transport.

104826

The proposals should encourage those travelling to Cambridge
to use public transport.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency supports the use of public transport.

104923

This is an ideal opportunity to incorporate bus lanes.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed local
access road and its junctions would perform adequately with current predicted
traffic levels including development proposals at Northstowe. These indicate there
is no requirement for a dedicated bus lane.
The scheme proposals have not incorporated bus lanes but would not discourage
the use of bus services using this new local road, by providing suitable
uncongested routes for local traffic. Local public transport bodies have been
consulted and their requirements incorporated into the scheme.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

101100

101109

Summary of consultee comment

The single carriageway road to Girton is likely to be very slow
moving.

This stretch is particularly congested.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise need
to use the A14.

No

The scheme would alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of
the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an
existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

101791

Now the Dairy has gone it is still a very busy area.

Yes

No

The scheme would alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of
the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as an
existing bottleneck. The existing A14 near Fenstanton would be de-trunked and
converted to local use and as result traffic levels adjacent to Fenstanton would fall
from 87000 vehicles per day to 35600 vehicles per day in 2035.

104531

Improving the local road network up to Bar Hill will be beneficial
in avoiding the current congestion with long distance traffic on
shopping journeys to the supermarket in Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
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104786

The narrowing of the A428 to one lane at the M11/A14 junction
will exacerbate congestion problems for those entering
Cambridge from Cambourne. Widening the A428 would ensure
that the traffic can merge while maintaining flow.

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500 vehicles
per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.

Holywell-cumNeedingworth
Parish Council

Concerns regarding the interchange where the local road will
meet the new road, specifically if it is likely to be a bottleneck
due to volumes of local traffic.

No

No

The Swavesey junction would provide access to the local access road between
Fen Drayton and Girton, Cambridge Services, the improved A14 for strategic road
traffic and the de-trunked A14 for local traffic. As a result, daily traffic flows at the
Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 10,900 vehicles per day in 2014 to
45,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035. The proposed layout for the Swavesey
Junction has been designed to ensure that the predicted traffic levels can be
accommodated without significant levels of congestion.

54216

It will further reduce potential future rush hour traffic from the
A14 and Girton interchange.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Not convinced that the proposed route would be effective in
reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic (CPRE commissioned research for
Beyond Transport Infrastructure report 2006).

Yes

No

The scheme is designed to accommodate future traffic growth and alleviate
congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to ensure that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic
levels.

105060

Will ease traffic flow.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

University of
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment

Traffic impact of the local access road is uncertain, as are
conditions. Further information is sought as to how the scheme
provides resilience.

Date consulted

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes. A new local
access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and Girton. This
road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be removed from
this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on the A14.
Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar Hill
junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the A14.
Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300 vehicles
per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate capacity
to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

101831

Would encourage yet more traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional
traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing trips
diverting back on to the A14.
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103560

Abbots Ripton
Parish Council

This will increase the flow of traffic and greatly reduce the
current pinch points.
The more difficult it is made to use an alternative route, the less
likely it is that it will increase the traffic flow through Abbots
Ripton.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Gallagher Estates

The local access roads will help to improve traffic flow on the
A14.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104771

This will allow faster travelling.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104867, 104868

This will help reduce the volume of traffic on the main A14.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

101836

This should help traffic from Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

102785

This would greatly improve traffic between Huntingdon and
Cambridge.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

103479

Traffic may be reduced in other areas as they will no longer
need to drive through them to get to the A14.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

104658

This could allow relief in the event of an incident on the A14.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment is duly noted.
A number of major developments are proposed within the vicinity of Girton
including NIAB and north-west Cambridge. These developments will contribute to
the forecast growth in traffic on local roads. Without the scheme, the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on Cambridge Road are
expected to increase from 6,900 vehicles per day in 2014 to 11,900 by 2035 (an
increase of 72%) Similarly, daily traffic flows on Huntingdon Road are forecast to
increase from 10,900 vehicles per day in 2014 to 13,800 by 2035 (an increase of
27%). With the scheme, daily traffic flows on these roads are forecast to increase
to 13,200 vehicles per day and 17,000 vehicles per day respectively. The scheme
would therefore reduce the expected increase in traffic.

104969

Supportive if this would result in less traffic joining the A14 at
Girton.

Yes

No

102814

It should be ensured that adequate and improved signage is
provided.

Yes

No

Strategic and local destinations would be signed as agreed with the relevant
highway authorities. Destination signs would generally be mounted on overhead
gantries to improve visibility and would be design to current industry standards.

102863

The speed limit along this stretch should be set at 30mph with
the possible introduction of average speed cameras set
between the proposed roundabout and the existing camera on
Huntingdon Road.

Yes

No

Speed limits on the local access road would be agreed in consultation with the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. The speed limit in built up
urban areas would be 30mph, while other areas would be 50mph or the national
speed limit.

101959

Madingley should not be accessible via the local access road
without significant traffic calming and weight restrictions being

Yes

No

The Avenue would have a connection onto the local access road to maintain local
access. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on
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The Avenue would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to 3,800 vehicles
per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of the scheme, traffic
flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400 vehicles per day. This level of
traffic is well within the capacity for a road of this standard. Speed limits and traffic
calming measures on local roads fall outside the scope of the scheme and are a
matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

in place first. It is a small, rural village with narrow roads and
houses close to the highway. Through traffic is already a major
concern of the village due to weight, volume and excessive
speeds and noise.

103597

103597

104825

104885

With 80,000+ vehicles at the moment what stage in the future
will four/five lanes be needed. Do not minimise the new local
roads.

This whole scheme relies on local roads being continued without them four lanes would be needed each way all the way.

The new local access road created and the stopping up of
existing access points to the A14 creates the potential for
vastly increased traffic flows on local radial routes which have
not been modelled in any level of detail.

Any new local access roads should be 'resident access only'
and created in such a way as to minimise the opportunity for
commuters to take short cuts through unregistered roads and
small villages such as Conington and Knapwell. This through
traffic typically speeds (as evidenced by speedwatch scheme
data), and creates increased risk to walkers and families

University of
Cambridge

Further information is sought regarding the flows on the new
local access road to understand the impacts on the users of
Huntingdon Road.

103579

Concerned that the local road proposed between Swavesey
and Girton, which will also have to cope with the future
Northstowe traffic will be insufficient to sustain the proposed

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035. Analysis of traffic forecasts shows a single
carriageway local access road is the appropriate solution.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme would
provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of improved connections and
the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes, including Brampton
Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future
development. While some local road would experience an increase in traffic as a
result of the Scheme.

Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from a
reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The local access road and adjacent NMU facilities would be designed to modern
standards to provide a safe solution for all users.

No

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise need
to use the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels up until the year 2035.
This includes the first and second phases of the Northstowe development
(approximately 5,000 homes).

population growth.
101806

Keeping local traffic off the main A14 is sensible and any
efforts in this regard are welcomed.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

101941

Suggest that lorries are not permitted to use this road. Concern
that some lorries will use this road to access overnight parking
places.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council who would determine any
restrictions on use.

Facilitates separation of local from trunk traffic.

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

200012
Support for the scheme duly noted

Local road network
Consultee(s)
Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Support for the proposal as it impacts on local traffic passing to
and from Huntingdon.

Highways Agency’s response

104916

This is unacceptable to local traffic and will increase local
journey times.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes. .

104947

Ideal for local traffic and would ease use on the main section.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the base with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result a
number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Traffic would inevitably look for all available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme proposals provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes and three to four lanes, removing the number of local
accesses onto the A14, the provision of the new local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton and the provision of a free flowing bypass south of Huntingdon.

104976

Local residents affected by additional traffic on new local roads
should be properly protected.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

University of
Cambridge

101078

Summary of consultee comment

There is a risk of rat-running from the A14 through to
Huntingdon Road in the event of incidents on A14 or M11 near
Girton.

Potential rat runs for all the new development in the area.

Date consulted

No

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
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reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from a
reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

102863

104752

The local access road should not become a rat run or diversion
route for vehicles seeking to avoid an accident on the A14.

The proposed junctions will result in more rat running.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Traffic would inevitably look for all available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme proposals provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes and three to four lanes, removing the number of local
accesses onto the A14, the provision of the new local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton and the provision of a free flowing bypass south of Huntingdon.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from a
reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

55774

The purpose of access roads should be to expressly deter
cross country rat running through unsuitable villages and
roads. Sufficient budget and plans should be implemented to
support villages in achieving this.

104770

Not supportive of a link from the local access road to the village
of Madingley via The Avenue, as this could be used by
motorists attempting to avoid problems on the road system or
using Madingley as a cut-through to access West Cambridge
/Madingley Road.

104825

The new local access will connect with The Avenue thereby
creating a rat run between the A14, A1303 and M11 and
increasing the potential traffic flows through Madingley.

54675

There should be no diversions through Fenstanton when
accidents occur.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

With the provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of
a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide
significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is
expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced.

The Avenue would have a connection onto the local access road to maintain local
access. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on
The Avenue would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to 3,800 vehicles
per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of the scheme, traffic
flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400 vehicles per day. This level of
traffic is well within the capacity for a road of this standard. Speed limits and traffic
calming measures on local roads fall outside the scope of the scheme and are a
matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
With the provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton combined with the creation of
a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge would provide
significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is
expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced.

Traffic would inevitably look for all available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme proposals provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or from three to four lanes, removing the number of local
accesses onto the A14, the provision of the new local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton and the provision of a free-flowing bypass south of Huntingdon.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
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In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.

104804

There is no bypass included to eliminate rat running between
the A14 and A428 through villages such as Hilton.

Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant
reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from a
reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic
flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The Highways Agency's interim traffic forecasts indicate that there would be a 6%
increase in daily traffic flows on the B1040 through Hilton if the proposed A14
improvement scheme goes ahead. While some of this traffic would be using the
B1040 to access the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass, this would be offset to
some extent by local traffic diverting back on to the A14.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

It is unclear which A14 scheme proposals have been assessed
within the Transport Modelling (the January 2014 scheme or the
April 2014 scheme). The impact on the flow along the M11 is
not fully understood – this may be affected by a higher capacity
A14 to the north / east.
University of
Cambridge

53810

This is particularly important in terms of understanding the
traffic impacts associated with the changes to the local access
road alignment near Girton Interchange which currently crosses
a series of University-owned farms. It is unclear whether the
impacts have been fully tested and therefore whether the
implications on the local network are fully understood. Further
details are sought.

The traffic predictions do not appear to be correct.

No

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency’s interim traffic forecasts that were presented at the formal
consultation were based on the January 2014 scheme. Since the formal
consultation the traffic model has been updated using a range of up-to-date traffic
data and validated against traffic conditions in 2014.The latest proposals take
account of the changes made to the scheme including those made in response to
feedback from the consultation.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).
The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the

project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.
Traffic management
Consultee(s)

104770

Summary of consultee comment

Please add weight restriction signs down to 3 tons to this local
road.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Unclear which local road is being referred to.

Yes

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Yes

Any weight restrictions on local roads would be the responsibility of the Local
Authority.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.13.

Swavesey Junction

E.13.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 13 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
General design
Slip roads
Consultee(s)

Boxworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

If local traffic is to use the new A14 the current scheme requires
that most of the 36,000 vehicles joining the A14 from
Huntingdon, St Ives and Fenstanton heading east will have to
traverse a roundabout on the way to the slip road, and those
returning westwards will have to encounter three roundabouts
before getting back onto the old A14. This is not ideal for this
volume of traffic, it would be simpler to create a slip road access
to the A14 prior to the Swavesey junction for those travelling
east. The matter of westbound traffic is not so simple and will
require considerable thought.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An eastbound slip road from the existing de-trunked A14 and any modifications to
the proposed A14 would require additional bridges and additional land acquisition.
The designed junction requires only one new road bridge and can accommodate
the level of traffic using the junction therefore reducing the impact and cost.
Additionally, the principle traffic flows between the de-trunked A14 and the
proposed A14 east of Swavesey do not conflict. Trips from St Ives to/from the west
would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the Godmanchester
junction. Trips to the east would join the de-trunked A14 (following the same route
as currently used).Traffic assessments for 2035 indicate that the junction would
work satisfactorily for the predicted traffic levels. Details of the traffic assessments
can be found in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted
with the Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

A traffic model has been used to forecast the expected travel demand both with
and without the scheme in place in the opening year (2020) and a design year
fifteen years after opening (2035). The resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in
Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted with the
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Boxworth Parish
Council, Conington
Parish Council

The proposals are likely to cause congestion during rush hours
at the Swavesey junction as all traffic to/from Huntingdon, St
Ives, Cambridge, the Cambridge Services and the road north /
south between Boxworth and Swavesey would use this junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The de-trunked A14 is expected to see a significant reduction in flow and
congestion as a result of the proposals. Journeys between St Ives and the A14
West or A1 North would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the
Godmanchester junction. Journeys to the east would join the de-trunked A14
(following the same route as currently used) and the transfer onto the A14 at
Swavesey. Local traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge or other villages
along the A14 corridor would join the local access road.
As a result of consultation a slip road from the westbound carriageway which
connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout would be incorporated into the
scheme. This would provide a dedicated slip road for service area traffic as well as
for local traffic to Boxworth. Separating this traffic from the main junction would
improve the operation of the southern roundabout of Swavesey Junction
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Daily traffic flows at Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from around
13,000 vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the
proposed scheme. The proposed layout for Swavesey Junction has been
designed to ensure the principle traffic flows between the de-trunked A14 and the
proposed A14 east of Swavesey do not conflict and that the predicted traffic levels
can be accommodated without significant levels of congestion in the peak hour
both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken
and the results are summarised in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Swavesey Junction layout has been designed to ensure that the predicted traffic
levels would be accommodated without significant levels of congestion at peak
hour both in 2020 and 2035.

Boxworth
Council

Conington
Council

Parish

Parish

The proposed level of traffic flowing round the Swavesey
junction together with existing local traffic to the Cambridge
Services and the road north / south between Boxworth and
Swavesey has the potential to cause significant disruption
particularly during the rush hours.

A junction for St Ives is essential in this scheme to manage
traffic flow.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

As a result of consultation and further traffic modelling, a slip road from the
westbound carriageway which connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout
would be incorporated into the scheme. This would provide a dedicated slip road
for service area traffic as well as for local traffic to Boxworth. Separating this traffic
from the main junction would improve the operation of the southern roundabout of
Swavesey Junction.

A junction at St Ives is not part of the scheme. Journeys between St Ives and the
A14 West or A1 North would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at
the Godmanchester junction. Journey times would take longer compared to using
the existing A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. The Transport
Assessment indicates that journey times would typically increase by 4-5 minutes,
with similar journey times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon
or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Journeys to the east would join the detrunked A14 (following the same route as currently used) and the transfer on to the
A14 at Swavesey. Local traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge or other
villages along the A14 corridor would join the local access road.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

Conington Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed scheme provides no junction for traffic travelling
towards Cambridge from Huntingdon and St Ives, which includes
traffic travelling from the villages to the north of the Great Ouse.
In the proposed design, traffic from these locations will enter the
new A14 via a roundabout at the Trinity Foot (Swavesey)
junction. This will cause huge tailbacks, prompting commuter
traffic to take circuitous avoidance routes through villages.

Highways Agency’s response
Traffic from St Ives and Huntingdon would be able to access Cambridge using the
proposed new local access road or the A14 (following the same route as currently
used) and the transfer on to the A14 at Swavesey.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Swavesey junction has been designed to ensure that the predicted traffic
levels could be accommodated without significant levels of congestion in the peak
hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational assessments have been
undertaken and the results are summarised in Section 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
Additional capacity on the A14 combined with the local access road would reduce
the likelihood of commuter traffic diverting through villages
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E.13.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

No Section 42(1)(b) responses received on this section.
(Part 2)
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E.13.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 13 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Future growth
Consultee(s)
105104

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The planning application is the subject of a ‘notice of non-determination’

Concerns regarding the proposed truck stop and fuel station,
overnight accommodation building, utility building and vehicle
cleaning facilities proposed at the Trinity Foot site (as submitted
in outline planning application S/1197/14/OL in May 2014):
•

•
•

•

•

The proposed lorry park is a much needed facility along this
stretch of the A14, which both the Highways Agency and the
Freight Transport Association have supported.
The proposal is reliant upon the existing road network and
uses the existing slip roads serving the A14.
The proposed changes to Junction 28 (the proposed
Swavesey Junction) now show a slip road running directly
through the existing Trinity Foot building, the plan also
includes two balancing ponds and areas of proposed
woodland and proposed intermittent trees and shrubs on the
application site. This is a conflict between what has been
applied for and the proposed layout of the revised Junction
28 (Swavesey Junction). The proposed A14 layout does not
allow a redesign of the proposals, effectively ending the
project.
During previous meetings with the Highways Agency, the
option to provide the facilities within either a revised layout
or elsewhere on the junction had been discussed. If this was
the case the land would need to be acquired through a
Compulsory Purchase Order. It was implied that land
transfers could be an option to ensure the facilities were
provided, subject to planning.
The scheme should work around the proposed application
site, however, it is appreciated that this may not be possible
and we would be happy to discuss other potential options for
providing the facilities at the junction.

Highways Agency’s response

The proposed truck stop does not form part of scheme proposals however
engagement with the affected landowners is ongoing and will continue throughout
the programme.
The Highways Agency continues to support the principle of provision of Truck
stops at suitable locations by private operators.
Facilities for overnight parking would be provided at private-sector operated service
areas. There are currently three existing privately-operated truck stop service
areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of
the proposed A14 improvement.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

Amendments have been made to the proposed scheme to improve Swavesey
junction. The main change would be to incorporate a slip road from the westbound
carriageway that connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout to improve
access to Cambridge Services for westbound traffic and so reduce traffic at the
southern roundabout of Swavesey junction.

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

101766

Summary of consultee comment

Improve junctions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

102821

The changes to the Cambridge services junction are minimal,
the junction is poorly designed and will not cope with potential
new traffic from planned new housing developments north of
Cambridge.

The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth up
to the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This forecast includes the first and second phases of the
Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). Northstowe (10,000
homes).
Yes

No

Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.
The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
It has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to the year 2035.
The junction assessments can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

54632

The junction at Swavesey is poorly planned and will lead to
congestion for those wanting to join the A14 from the old road.
There does not appear to be enough space in the junction to
allow for a good flow of traffic. It appears that traffic coming
along the 'old A14' from the St Ives direction will go down to one
lane before filtering on to the A14. This does not seem to be a
good option, however with the plans not yet finalised it is difficult
to comment with confidence as this layout might be changed.

Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.
The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
Traffic travelling along the 'old A14' from the direction of St Ives would be able to
use two lanes through the northern roundabout. Two lanes would then also be
provided on the eastbound merge slip road before merging with the A14.
Yes

No

Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up
to the year 2035. The junction assessments can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered
both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives.
Options were the subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some options
offered lower financial costs they would result in greater adverse environmental
and social effects
Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.

101768

Part of Swavesey junction is valid in each opposite direction but
the new bridge is very large compared to a refresh of the
present one - the excess roundabouts will cause more problems
than they solve especially in bad weather. Longer slip roads no
problem. Large articulated lorries will not manage it with the new
layout and new length of trailer.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The proposed design including roundabouts provides a cost effective layout that
limits conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14
and the A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local
access road.
The existing bridge would not be long enough to span the proposed road layout or
wide enough to accommodate predicted traffic flows. In addition the alignment of
the bridge would not comply with the visibility requirements of modern highway
standards as defined in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB).
Large articulated vehicles would be catered for through following DMRB.
The junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to the
year 2035. The junction assessment can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
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Assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
102844

Concern about the proposed junction between the existing and
new A14s, and would prefer this to be grade separated rather
than a roundabout.

The proposed design of Swavesey junction provides a cost effective layout that
limits conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14
and the A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local
access road.
Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

103562

At Swavesey junction, traffic from Huntingdon and St Ives will
join the new road via a roundabout. This will be a bottleneck. It
was expected that the existing road would merge seamlessly
into the new one. Can this junction be reconsidered with a better
merging configuration?

Providing a layout which would include grade separated links between the existing
A14 and the widened A14 would require significantly more road construction, at
least two additional bridges and considerably more associated land take. These
links would significantly increase the cost of the scheme, result in additional
environmental impacts and are not considered necessary to meet the objectives of
the scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme.
The proposed design of Swavesey junction provides a cost effective layout that
limits conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14
and the A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local
access road.

Yes

No

Providing a layout which would enable traffic from Huntingdon and St Ives to avoid
the roundabout would require a grade separated link between the existing A14 and
the widened A14 to be provided. This would require significantly more road
construction, at least one additional bridge and considerably more associated land
take. It would significantly increase the cost of the scheme, result in additional
environmental impacts and is not considered necessary to meet the objectives of
the scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction is capable
of accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant levels of
congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these detailed
operational assessments are documented in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
104718

I believe the Swavesey junction has too many roundabouts and
could be greatly simplified, thereby mitigating some further
adverse environmental impacts of the proposed scheme.

Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.

Yes

No

The proposed design including roundabouts provides a cost effective layout that
limits conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14
and the A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local
access road.
Details about environmental mitigation measures proposed for the scheme can be
found in the Environmental Statement.

103600

Swavesey looks unnecessarily complex

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local
roads and links to Cambridge services.
Yes
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No

The proposed design including roundabouts provides a cost effective layout that
limits conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14
and the A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local
access road.

104971

Include a direct connection from the east to the roundabout by
the services. Access to / from the services for westbound traffic
is too complicated.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

103546

The Swavesey junction is going to be a very busy interchange,
perhaps it should be a roundabout style as Bar Hill.

Following consultation the design has been changed to incorporate a slip road from
the westbound carriageway that connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout.
This would provide a dedicated slip road for service area traffic as well as local
traffic for Boxworth. Separating this traffic from the main junction would ease traffic
pressures at the southern roundabout of Swavesey Junction.
The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of both
local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.

Yes

No

Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198 via the
existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic would use Swavesey Junction
or the local access road.
A roundabout style layout similar to Bar Hill would not suit this location. The
geometry of the de-trunked A14, local access road and the eastbound merge and
diverge slip roads would be difficult to accommodate without a secondary
roundabout to the north. The arrangement would significantly increase cost as an
additional bridge and significantly more earthworks would be required.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

102863

Summary of consultee comment
The proposed new NMU path alongside the local access road
must be built to a higher standard. The proposed arrangement is
too close to the carriageway. The design needs to include some
light and sound screening between the path and the carriageway
for the whole of this section.
The new NMU bridge is welcome. Need to improve the NMU
junction on the north side of this bridge (where the bridge joins
the E-W NMU path. A wider radius is needed to enable cycles to
access the new bridge when approaching along the new NMU
path from the east (e.g. add a jug-handle loop).
The NMU path on the south side of the A14 should be extended
both across and a short distance beyond the services
roundabout – including a new island to provide a refuge for
crossing the Cambridge Service arm. This is needed to allow
NMUs to cross the services arm and access the road to
Boxworth. Ideally, the path should terminate with a build out to
protect the NMUs where they re-join the road.
It is understood that a new NMU path will be constructed
alongside the Buckingway Road to Swavesey (heading north).
The proposed new NMU path should (of course) connect into
this path.
Swavesey - the road layout of 4 high speed roundabouts
(vehicular traffic joining at speeds descending from 70mph) will
prevent all but the bravest / most experienced cyclists from
attempting to use. From this design it would not surprise me to
hear of cyclist deaths in the future.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) for the provision of
facilities for non-motorised users, and other relevant standards.
Minor modifications to the NMU path to provide a larger radius where the link from
the NMU bridge joins the NMU route on the LAR for NMU traffic approaching from
the easterly direction would be considered during detail design.

Yes

No

Following consultation, the proposed NMU access has been amended to remove
several conflicts. The proposed NMU bridge would now span the link road and the
only NMU crossing required would be on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge
Services roundabout. This would be negotiated through refuges which support two
way NMU traffic, providing a link between Swavesey NMU bridge and Cambridge
Services and Boxworth.
The NMU route would connect to the new NMU path being constructed on Bucking
Way Road.
Further minor modifications to the design within the land acquisition can be
considered during detailed design such as extending the NMU route across the
service road and building out to protect NMU’s as they cross the road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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No

Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges are proposed at
Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
Following consultation, the proposed NMU access has been amended to remove
several conflicts. The proposed NMU bridge would now span the link road and the
only NMU crossing required would be on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge
Services roundabout. This would be negotiated through refuges which support two
way NMU traffic, providing a link between Swavesey NMU bridge and Cambridge
Services and Boxworth.

101089

103546

The Swavesey junction looks particularly hostile for cycling. The
A14 even now presents a formidable barrier for both cyclists and
pedestrians, necessitating long detours to safely cross. This
state of affairs does not seem to be improved by the current
junction designs (or maybe it is, but the documents don't
mention it).
Very pleased to see the new NMU bridge for Swavesey junction,
separate to the vehicle flyover.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

No

The only location where NMU’s would need to cross live traffic at the roundabouts
would be across the northern arm (Bucking Way Road) of the Anderson Road
roundabout adjacent to Buckingway Business Park and at the Boxworth Road arm
of the Cambridge Services roundabout.
Following consultation, the proposed NMU access has been amended to remove
several conflicts. The proposed NMU bridge would now span the link road and the
only NMU crossing required would be on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge
Services roundabout. This would be negotiated through refuges which support two
way NMU traffic, providing a link between Swavesey NMU bridge and Cambridge
Services and Boxworth.

Support duly noted.

Traffic
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

101766

Summary of consultee comment

Improve traffic flow at Swavesey Junction.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A traffic model has been used to forecast the expected travel demand both with
and without the scheme in place in the opening year (2020) and a design year
fifteen years after opening (2035). The resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in
Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted with the
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Yes
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No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from around
13,000 vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the
proposed scheme. The proposed layout for the Swavesey junction has been
designed to ensure that the predicted traffic levels could be accommodated without
significant levels of congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed
operational assessments have been undertaken and the results are summarised in
the Transport Assessment.

E.13.4

Section 47 – local community

Appendix E Table 13 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

104489

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed system will take away traffic using the services,
affecting business.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

As a result of the consultation and further traffic modelling, the design has been
changed to incorporate an additional slip road from the A14 westbound carriageway
that connects directly to the Cambridge Services roundabout. This would simplify
and shorten the route for westbound traffic wishing to access Cambridge Services.
The route for eastbound traffic would remain unchanged from the layout presented at
consultation but would be marginally longer and would include an additional junction
to negotiate in the form of a roundabout compared to the existing situation. Clear
signage however would be provided from all directions to direct traffic to the services.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10 April 2014
Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The majority of the proposed slip road is on embankment and
therefore will be significantly more expensive to construct than
modifications to the existing slip.

Yes

No

It is not possible to utilise the existing westbound slip roads because the widening of
the A14 in this location would require their removal. In addition the current
arrangement of the slip roads even with modification would not provide sufficient
capacity to cater for forecasted levels of traffic between the de-trunked A14 and the
proposed eastbound A14 as well as traffic using Cambridge Services..

No

An additional lane between the southern roundabout and the Cambridge Services
roundabout was looked at however it was discounted on operational safety grounds.
Providing an additional slip road from the westbound carriageway which connects
directly to the existing Cambridge Services roundabout would also improve the overall
traffic performance of the junction and provide a dedicated slip road for westbound
traffic heading for Cambridge Services. The cost of the additional slip road to the
design has been accounted for within the business Transport Assessment and is
reflected within the Section 5 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted
with the DCO application.

10 April 2014

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

It may be necessary to provide a two lane northbound link from
the Service Area roundabout to the new southern dumbbell. This
will be a modest increase of road construction from the currently
proposed link and therefore, in overall cost terms would be more
effective than the creation of a new slip road.

Yes

10 April 2014

101768

Swavesey seems a little over the top and very expensive for
what you have there.

Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local roads
and links to Cambridge services.

Yes

No

The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to
the year 2035. The junction assessments can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

An option would be to retain both north and west bound slips in
their current arrangement. This would remove the need for one
of the roundabouts and hence reduce overall construction costs.

10 April 2014
Yes
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No

The current arrangement of the slip roads with one roundabout would not provide
sufficient capacity or provide an acceptable layout to cater for forecasted levels of
traffic between the de-trunked A14 and the proposed eastbound A14 as well as traffic
using Cambridge Services.

Environmental
Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken, including assessment with respect
to Boxworth End, and this is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The
section of the A14 from Swavesey junction to Milton would benefit from low noise
road surfacing. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance
with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by
the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In summary the operational assessment
concludes that residual noise and vibration adverse effects on the majority of
receptors and communities in this area would be avoided and no residual likely
significant adverse effects have been predicted at Boxworth End.

10 April 2014

104789

Noise reduction bunds/barriers around Swavesey junction to
reduce road noise in Boxworth End would be welcome.

Yes

10 April 2014

104789

An assessment of likely significant effects on non-motorised users (NMU), including
cyclists and walkers, has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the
Environmental Statement. New provision would be made for NMU between Fen

Drayton and Girton that would be immediately adjacent (0.7 metre separation
distance) to dual carriageways between Fen Drayton and Swavesey. Between
Swavesey and Girton it would run immediately adjacent to the proposed local
access road. A separation in accordance with design standards would be provided

Cycle paths must be shielded from the road as the noise and
pollution including spray in wet weather makes cycling or
walking near dual carriageways very unpleasant.

Yes

No

between the NMU facility and the edge of the carriageway lane. Where the local
access road (which incorporates NMU facilities segregated from the carriageway)
runs adjacent to the A14 main carriageway, fencing would be provided to avoid
headlight dazzle between the roads. Additionally, consideration will be given in
detailed design to provision of solar powered road studs to assist cyclists on NMU
facilities where the road is not lit. Alternatively NMU could use the route to the

north of the A14, where there would be a landscaped buffer (variable width)
between the path and the improved A14.
Further information required
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104481

104789

What are these improvements?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of consultation comments modifications to Swavesey junction have been
made to improve operational capacity and include improvements to roundabout
geometry and the addition of adding a dedicated westbound diverge for Cambridge
Services and Boxworth. An NMU bridge would now provide access across the A14,
the local access road and the Cambridge Services link road linking to Boxworth Road
and Buckingway Road.

Some better maps showing the proposed NMU routes and
footpath rights of way would be useful.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. Specific Rights of Way and access plans of the scheme, including
NMU routes, have been submitted as part of this DCO application. (Document
Reference 2.5). The details of this junction can be found at Sheets 17 and 18 of these
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plans.
The Highways Agency has taken account of traffic to and from Cambridge Services in
the traffic forecasts.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

It is requested that the Highways Agency provide details of the
local Junction modelling together with confirmation that the
above traffic flows forecasts to and from the Service Area have
been included.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 10,900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035, with the scheme
in place. The proposed layout for the Swavesey junction has been designed to ensure
that the predicted traffic levels can be accommodated without significant levels of
congestion.
Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken and the results are
summarised in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local roads
and links to Cambridge services.

104481

Swavesey: What are these improvements?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to
the year 2035. The junction assessments can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The Highways Agency has taken account of traffic to and from Cambridge Services in
the traffic forecasts and since the formal consultation, has engaged further with Extra
MSA confirming details of the traffic modelling.
It is requested that the HA provide details of the local Junction
modelling together with confirmation that traffic flows forecasts
provided to and from the Service Area have been included.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 10,900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035, with the scheme
in place. The proposed layout for the Swavesey Junction has been designed to
ensure that the predicted traffic levels can be accommodated without significant
levels of congestion.
Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken and the results are
summarised in the Transport Assessment.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

104493

Summary of consultee comment

You must consider the traffic generated by Northstowe and the
limited capacity of the B1050 which is already overcrowded at
present. It was originally agreed that Northstowe traffic should
avoid the B1050 and be directed to the A14 at Dry Drayton.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The Bar Hill junction would be designed to accommodate the first and second phases
of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme design
for the junction between the B1050 Hatton’s Road and the local access road has
been changed since the formal consultation. One of the proposed ‘loop roads’ has
been removed. The eastern loop would be retained and traffic signal control added to
accommodate traffic movements and non-motorised users. The proposed layout of
the B1050 has also been amended subsequent to the consultation to provide two
lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the southern access to the
Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe and A14 projects would
commence construction at a similar time. A common tie in point on the B1050 would
be include in the design which means that the A14 and Northstowe projects could tie
in with little modification.
Allowance has been made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to accommodate
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the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). Earthworks and structures
would be constructed with sufficient capacity to accommodate an enlarged junction
within the highway boundary.

104568

The North West Cambridge development is very large, and will
need access to the countryside, and its employees who live in
the villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The junctions along the A14 improvement scheme would be designed to
accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to
2035. The Highways Agency’s road traffic model includes all development
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to the
National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the
study area.
The North West Cambridge development is included within these forecasts and
therefore the impact of the traffic generated by this development has been taken into
account in the scheme design.
The scheme would provide access to the strategic road network and the local road
network for the development and hence connection to the surrounding countryside.

General design
Motorway standards
Consultee(s)

101849

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Even though provision of a dual carriageway link would provide operational benefits
the additional cost would not be justified.

The link road north of the proposed Swavesey junction, from the
former A14 to the business park, ought to be a dual carriageway.
Even if capacity calculations do not immediately suggest the
need the closeness of the two roundabouts suggests that the
arrangement would be operationally more successful if a dual
carriageway were provided over this length.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to
the year 2035 including on the link to the Buckingway business park roundabout. The
junction assessment can be found in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
has been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

Highways Agency’s response
Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local roads
and links to Cambridge services.

54082, 103600

The junction seems to be too complex for this traffic, which could
cause tailbacks.

10 April 2014

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Yes

No

The proposed design provides a cost effective layout that limits conflict between
principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the A14, and local
traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
Swavesey junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to
the year 2035. The junction assessment can be found in Section 7 of the Transport
Assessment, which has been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

General agreement
Consultee(s)

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104808

The proposals for Swavesey junctions appear to provide
satisfactory local access between the corridor communities and
business and commercial centres.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

104873

Swavesey looks good.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

Road Haulage
Association

Agreement with the proposals for improvement at Swavesey.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted

104762

Cannot research and comment outside our immediate area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104489, 104511

There is nothing wrong with the present junction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A traffic model has been used to forecast the expected travel demand both with and
without the scheme in place. The findings of this modelling exercise are documented
in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted with the DCO
application. The Highways Agency has produced traffic forecasts for 2020, which is
the year that the scheme is expected to open; and for 2035, which is a future year
used to assess whether the design of the scheme would be able to accommodate the
predicted traffic in that future year. This is in accordance with industry standard
methods of assessing traffic growth in the UK.
Even though the existing junction performs adequately at present the proposed
scheme would require the existing junction to be reconstructed to enable connection
between several routes including the proposed A14, the local access roads, the detrunked A14, several other local roads and links to Cambridge services .
Improvement to Swavesey junction would be necessary as it would provide
connections between several routes including the proposed A14, the local access
roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local roads and links to Cambridge services.

102373

Swavesey: I feel these junctions work ok at present and unless it
is needed then perhaps we should leave them alone.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104870

Not necessary if the southern bypass is not built.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The junctions along the scheme, including Swavesey have also been designed to
accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to
2035 and include all development considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely'
by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation
on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the
main alternative scheme options that have been considered. The layout as
presented would not be required if the southern bypass was not constructed however
under the current scheme it would be required.
The Transport Assessment document which has been submitted with the DCO
application explains how the scheme has been developed over time. It confirms
options considered and how these were refined in order to arrive at the scheme
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detailed within the DCO application.
Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)
104502

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Anything to aid access - those familiar with the arrangement can
currently intimidate new users who are travelling at the same
speed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. Improving access and connectivity are key objectives of the
scheme. These objectives would be achieved by providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels and building the scheme in accordance with current highway
standards.

Swavesey is necessary because of the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass joining the rest of the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comments are duly noted

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104568, 104789

NMU provision at Swavesey junction is welcomed, particularly
the Swavesey NMU bridge, very pleased that this is separate to
the vehicle flyover.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

104568, 104789,
104741

Recommend the reduction and proper segregated provision for
NMU access around the Cambridge Services roundabout for
access to Boxworth Village and (1.6km on a country lane) and
Swavesey (3km from village centre on a minor local road). This
is likely to be a very busy junction and could be hazardous for
cyclists without a segregated path.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Following consultation, the NMU access has been amended to remove several
conflicts. The NMU bridge would span the link road and the only NMU crossing
required would be on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge Services roundabout.

104741

Welcome the NMU bridge at Swavesey, as the Cambridge
Services Overbridge is far too heavily-trafficked to be seen as a
safe NMU crossing point, and as this will enable Swavesey area
equestrians and other NMU users to reach Boxworth bridleway
from Swavesey.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Yes

Following consultation, the proposed NMU access has been amended to remove
several conflicts. The proposed NMU bridge would now span the link road and the
only NMU crossing required would be on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge
Services roundabout. This would be negotiated through refuges which support two
way NMU traffic, providing a link between Swavesey NMU bridge and Cambridge
Services and Boxworth. Details of NMU flows can be found in Appendix 15.1 of the
Environmental Statement.

104939

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The scheme will need to consider NMU access across the arm
at the Cambridge Services. Details of current NMU flows are not
available nor are precise details as to how these will be
accommodated in terms of crossing points.

10 April 2014

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted for the NMU bridge at Swavesey.

104789

Swavesey NMU bridge is a great improvement. It would be good
to see the NMU cycle paths follow the road in all stages as well
as a new path along the de-trunked A14 between Swavesey and
Huntingdon, and more NMU bridges along the route would be
nice.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Provision of NMU facilities alongside the Huntingdon Southern Bypass has been
assessed but the cost would be substantial, and would not be justified by
predicted usage levels and patterns. The proposed shared NMU facilities along
the local access road between Girton and Fenstanton, which include proposed
provision for cyclists, would provide a route from Fenstanton to Cambridge.
Considerations for NMU provision on the detrunked section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Fenstanton fall outside the scope of the scheme and would be a
matter for Cambridgeshire County Council.
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Property and land
Land requirements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

102964

Consultee owns an area of land at Swavesey junction, around
the Trinity Foot public house at junction 28. A planning
application to build a lorry park with associated facilities on this
site was submitted in 2013 and this was subsequently
withdrawn. The Highways Agency made no objection to the
proposal. I am currently working on putting together a revised
outline application, and this will hopefully be submitted to South
Cambridgeshire District Council in the next two weeks. This
again seeks a lorry park with capacity for 80 lorries, as well as a
hotel, fuelling station and retention of the restaurant. At a
meeting held in February 2014, there was no objection in
principle and there was support for the principle of a lorry park
given the need on this stretch of the road. Should the A14
alterations come to fruition, the need will likely increase given
the removal of lay-bys. The proposed plans for the Swavesey
junction show a slip-road onto the east bound A14 cutting
through the site and the building itself. The slip road off the A14
east bound also cuts a corner of the site. The proposal also
shows a balancing pond on the site and proposed
planting. From the proposed A14 plans, the lorry park proposed
cannot be achieved. Query over whether the junction could be
realigned to allow for access into the site and allow the provision
of the lorry park within the road layout. This will require safe
access, presumably off a roundabout, and space to screen
accordingly. At the meeting with the Highways Agency, the idea
of land-swap was discussed. The Trinity Foot site would need to
be compulsory purchased, and this may lead to the opportunity
for the lorry park to be relocated within the junction. Obviously
this would be subject to planning.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The planning application is the subject of a ‘notice of non-determination’
The proposed truck stop does not form part of scheme proposals however
engagement with the affected landowners is ongoing and will continue throughout the
programme.
The Highways Agency continues to support the principle of provision of Truck stops at
suitable locations by private operators.
Facilities for overnight parking would be provided at private-sector operated service
areas. There are currently three existing privately-operated truck stop service areas
(Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the
proposed A14 improvement.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Permission to construct a lorry park would be a matter for the local planning authority.
The Highways Agency has designed a junction layout that meets the scheme
requirements whilst minimising impact on the environment and land owners. The
land acquisition proposals would not preclude the land owner from applying to the
relevant authority to provide a truck stop in the future.

The junction layout has been designed to current industry design standards including
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), which has informed the scale of
the junction and the land required. Additional land has been reserved for mitigation
measures and other construction activities.
104568

Is there a need for such a large area of land take for this
junction?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why the
Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land. Land
required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and seeks to
avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Highways Agency’s response

104490

104502

104867

The Swavesey junction design should improve safety.

New road users can currently be intimidated by those familiar
with the current junction who are travelling at speed.

Swavesey is presently unsafe to cope with existing traffic levels.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD),
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver behaviour currently
experienced.

In common with standard practice the scheme has been developed with an emphasis
on safe operation for all users. The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)
includes design measures to regulate speeds at junctions. To ensure the junction is
easily navigable appropriate and clear signage would be provided.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposed layout
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), and includes design measures to regulate speeds at junctions and to
ensure that the roundabout would operate safely. Measures include restricting
approach geometry, providing adequate approach visibility and providing appropriate
warning signs and road markings. The sizes of the roundabouts offer a balance
between safe operation and operational traffic capacity.
The junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic level up to the
year 2035. The junction assessment can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment, which has been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO)
application.

Yes

The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations
and General Directions (TSRGD) includes design measures to regulate speeds at
junctions and to ensure that the roundabout would operate safely. Measures include
restricting approach geometry, providing adequate approach visibility and providing
appropriate warning signs and road markings. The sizes of the roundabouts offer a
balance between safe operation and operational traffic capacity. The roundabout size
at Cambridge Services has been dictated by the existing layout.

Yes

Yes

The design has been changed to incorporate a slip road from the westbound
carriageway that connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout. This would
provide a dedicated slip road for service area traffic as well as local traffic for
Boxworth. Separating this traffic from the main junction would ease traffic pressures
at the southern roundabout of Swavesey Junction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

To ensure the junction is easily navigable, appropriate and clear signage would be
provided

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104568, 104741,
104789

The size and geometry of the roundabouts at the Swavesey
Junction, including the services roundabout, will encourage
unduly fast traffic speeds and measures to slow traffic should be
considered.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

Any changes to Junction 28 that do not adequately preserve
ease of access to the Service Area by the travelling public would
result in significant adverse impact in terms of highway safety
and amenity.

10 April 2014

102814

How clear will the signage be? Do not want to enter the wrong
carriageway.

10 April 2014

Yes

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

103562

Summary of consultee comment

The proposals are likely to cause congestion during rush hours
at the Swavesey junction as all traffic to/from Huntingdon, St
Ives, Cambridge, the Cambridge Services and the road north /
south between Boxworth and Swavesey would use this junction.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
A traffic model has been used to forecast the expected travel demand both with and
without the scheme in place in the opening year (2020) and a design year fifteen
years after opening (2035). The resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in Section
7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted with the Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

The de-trunked A14 is expected to see a significant reduction in flow and congestion
as a result of the proposals. Journeys between St Ives and the A14 West or A1 North
would be able to join the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the Godmanchester
junction. Journeys to the east would join the de-trunked A14 (following the same
route as currently used) and the transfer on to the A14 at Swavesey. Local traffic
travelling towards north-west Cambridge or other villages along the A14 corridor
would join the local access road.
Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 13,000
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the proposed
scheme. The proposed layout for the Swavesey Junction has been designed to
ensure that the predicted traffic levels could be accommodated without significant
levels of congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational
assessments have been undertaken and the results are summarised in Section 7 of
the Transport Assessment.

53989

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

102789

104483

104868

The junction at Swavesey looks underpowered, given that it is to
become the sole access from Huntingdon, Godmanchester, St
Ives, south/eastwards to Cambridge and beyond
It is considered essential that the modelling progresses with
reference to actual flows using the [Cambridge] Service Area at
present. It is understood that this is not currently the case. Traffic
usage of the Service Area correlates most closely with level of
passing traffic. The site has a permanent traffic counter at the
access which records all inbound movements. Data for this has
been provided for a one week period over March 2014 and on a
weekly basis for 2013 and 2014 to date. Based on a 24 hour
average, this shows a ‘turn in’ rate of around 6.6 – 7% of all
passing traffic. Existing AADT on the A14 is circa 71,000
vehicles of which 21% are HGVs. Based on the PEIR
assessments the flow past the site on the A14 is forecast to
increase to 106,000 by 2035. Assuming that turn in rates will
remain constant the resulting hourly inbound flows which need to
be accommodated are as set out in Table 1. These are inbound
flows only. Generally dwell times are less than 1 hour so
outbound flows can be taken as the same as the previous hour.
Around 20% of all movements are HGVs.
Swavesey: This will allow quicker exit and safer to traffic thus
preventing tailback queues

There is a need to increase flow of traffic.

At Swavesey there is too high level of traffic and bad accident
zone.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction is capable of
accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant levels of congestion in
the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these detailed operational
assessments are documented in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

The Highways Agency has taken account of traffic to and from Cambridge Services in
the traffic forecasts.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 10,900
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035, with the scheme
in place. The proposed layout for the Swavesey junction has been designed to ensure
that the predicted traffic levels can be accommodated without significant levels of
congestion.
Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken and the results are
summarised in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

No

No

Comment noted.
Comment noted. Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the
junction is capable of accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant
levels of congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these
detailed operational assessments are documented in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposed layout
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD). This together with providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels
would improve safety at the junction and would be expected to reduce the number of
accidents as set out in the Transport Assessment

The proposed design of Swavesey junction provides a cost effective layout that limits
conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the
A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.

104966

Due to the large volume of traffic that will filter down (from the
villages to the north of St Ives, surrounding villages and from St
Ives itself) the current plan for it to culminate into a series of
roundabouts, also feed by the busy Swavesey road will cause
large congestion at peak periods. It would be better served as a
dedicated slip road which would have a minor effect on total
travel time however creating better traffic flow over the area as a
whole.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Providing a dedicated slip road for traffic from Huntingdon and St Ives would require a
grade separated link between the existing A14 and the widened A14 to be provided.
This would require significantly more road construction, at least one additional bridge
and considerably more associated land take. It would significantly increase the cost of
the scheme, result in additional environmental impacts and is not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction is capable of
accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant levels of congestion in
the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these detailed operational
assessments are documented in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Swavesey junction provides connections between several routes including the
proposed A14, the local access roads, the de-trunked A14, several other local roads
and links to Cambridge services.

102805

102785

The Swavesey junction as proposed may well lead to local
congestion caused by crossing traffic flows created by access to
Cambridge Services, as seen where the A43 joins the M40.

10 April 2014

Swavesey proposals will improve tailbacks in this area and be
safer to all traffic.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposed design including roundabouts provides a cost effective layout that limits
conflict between principal traffic flows heading between the de-trunked A14 and the
A14, and local traffic wishing to avoid the A14 travelling via the local access road.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction is capable of
accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant levels of congestion in
the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these detailed operational
assessments are documented in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has
been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted
A traffic model has been used to forecast the expected travel demand both with and
without the scheme in place in the opening year (2020) and a design year fifteen
years after opening (2035). The resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in Section
7 of the Transport Assessment, which has been submitted with the Development
Consent Order (DCO) application.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

At present the access and junction arrangements to the
Cambridge Services accommodate only the Service Area,
Business Park and local rural communities and therefore
operate without significant delay. The introduction of a new
junction to accommodate significant flows to the ‘old’ A14
section makes the capacity of the junction far more critical to not
cause junction delays and reduce accessibility to the Service
Area.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 13,000
vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the proposed
scheme. The proposed layout for the Swavesey Junction has been designed to
ensure the main traffic flows between the de-trunked A14 and the proposed A14 east
of Swavesey do not conflict and that the predicted traffic levels can be
accommodated without significant levels of congestion in the peak hour both in 2020
and 2035. Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken and the results
are summarised in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment.
As a result of formal consultation and further traffic modelling, a slip road from the
westbound carriageway which connects to the Cambridge Services roundabout has
been incorporated into the scheme. This would provide a dedicated slip road for
service area traffic as well as for local traffic from Boxworth. Separating this traffic
from the main junction will improve the operation of the southern roundabout of
Swavesey Junction.

Traffic flow
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The introduction of a new junction to accommodate significant
flows to the ‘old’ A14 section makes the designed capacity of the
junction critical to avoid delays and reduced accessibility to the
Service Area.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The new layout would increase the journey distance for those
travelling to the Service Area by 1.2km for north westbound
traffic. In the context of the likely traffic flows, this is cumulatively
significant.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Noted. Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction is
capable of accommodating the predicted traffic levels without significant levels of
congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. The results of these detailed
operational assessments are documented in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment,
which has been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
As a result of the formal consultation and further traffic modelling, the design of the
Swavesey junction has been changed to incorporate a slip road from the westbound
carriageway that connects to the Cambridge services roundabout. The journey
distance to access the Service Area for westbound traffic would be similar to the
current situation.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
The Swavesey junction would link the local access road between Fen Drayton and
Girton, the Cambridge Services, the improved A14 for strategic road traffic and the
de-trunked A14 for local traffic. The junction would provide a most direct route for
traffic heading in the direction of Huntingdon.

54082

There will still be a high demand of traffic exiting the new A14
and accessing the Swavesey junction to get on to the de-trunked
A14 to Huntingdon, especially at peak hours. This will be
exacerbated by the lack of westbound exits on the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass because there is no alternative for traffic to
take.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on the
right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters from
local traffic. The scheme aims to reduce the volume of traffic that uses local roads to
avoid congestion on the A14. Limiting westbound exits on the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would control these local connection routes.
Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction performs
satisfactorily to accommodate predicted traffic flows. Daily traffic flows at the
Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from 13,000 vehicles per day in 2014 to
45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the proposed scheme. The proposed layout for
the Swavesey Junction has been designed to ensure that the predicted traffic levels
can be accommodated without significant levels of congestion in the peak hour both
in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken and the
results are summarised in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

Summary of consultee comment

There is no detailed information on demand flow. The PEIR
contains no reference to traffic capacity studies and it is
understood that this work is on-going.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to support the DCO Application. This
includes the use of transport models to forecast the expected travel demand both with
and without the scheme in place. The Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM),
which incorporates land use planning and transport mode choice elements, has been
used to forecast the demand for travel between origin and destination zones by
different modes of transport. The CSRM traffic growth forecasts are fed into a road
traffic model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road Model). This
model is used to forecast the routes that traffic would take between each pair of origin
and destination zones.

Further information about the traffic modelling can be found in the Transport
Assessment which has been submitted with the application for a DCO. Information
regarding the modelling process can be found in Section 3 of Transport Assessment,
while the resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in in Section 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

It is essential that the modelling progresses with reference to
actual flows using the Cambridge Service Area at present.
Traffic usage of the Service Area correlates most closely with
level of passing traffic. The site has a permanent traffic counter
recording all inbound movements. Data for this has been
provided for a one week period in March 2014 and on a weekly
basis for 2013 and 2014 to date. Based on the PEIR
assessments the flow past the site on the A14 is forecast to
increase to 106,000 by 2035. Assuming that turn in rates will
remain constant the resulting hourly inbound flows which need to
be accommodated has been provided. Generally dwell times are
less than one hour so outbound flows can be taken as the same
as the previous hour.

10 April 2014

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Yes

No

Daily traffic flows at the Swavesey junction are forecast to increase from around
13,000 vehicles per day in 2014 to 45,800 vehicles per day in 2035 with the proposed
scheme. The proposed layout for the Swavesey Junction has been designed to
ensure that the predicted traffic levels could be accommodated without significant
levels of congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational
assessments (including in relation to Cambridge Services) have been undertaken and
the results are summarised in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The Highway Agency’s traffic forecasts assume that the volume of traffic using the
Cambridge Services would increase proportionately with the volume of traffic passing
through the junction.

Other
Cambridge Services
Consultee(s)

101849

104568

104789

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The link to Cambridge Services at Swavesey is less convenient
than would be preferred; is it possible to configure the
north/westbound exit slip road to ease access into the service
area, reducing stress on the link road.

The large roundabout at Cambridge Services seems oversized.
This should be reduced with proper segregated provision for
NMU access around it from Boxworth (1.6km on a country lane)
and Swavesey (3km from village centre on a minor local road).

Measures to slow traffic entering and exiting Cambridge
Services should be considered.

Any changes to Junction 28 which do not adequately preserve
ease of access to the Service Area by the travelling public would
result in significant adverse impact in terms of highway safety
and amenity.

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed to
incorporate a slip road from the westbound carriageway that connects direct to the
Cambridge Services roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route for traffic
wishing to access Cambridge Services. Signage on the A14 would provide directions
to the service area.
The design for the roundabout at Cambridge Services utilises the existing
roundabout. Utilising the existing roundabout would help minimise scheme cost and
help reduce disruption to the local area.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Following consultation, the proposed NMU access has been amended to remove
several conflicts. The proposed NMU bridge now spans the link road and the only
crossing required is on the Boxworth Road leg of the Cambridge Services
roundabout.
Design measures to regulate speeds at junctions including restricting approach
geometry, providing adequate approach visibility and providing appropriate warning
signs and road markings would be considered in accordance with the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD) .
The design of the roundabouts at Swavesey junction takes these safety standards
into consideration. The revised link road to the Cambridge Services and the alignment
of the slip road direct from the A14 westbound would both help to reduce approach
speeds to the roundabout.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Yes

As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed to
incorporate a slip road direct from the A14 westbound carriageway to the Cambridge
Services roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route for westbound traffic
wishing to access Cambridge Services.

A14 eastbound traffic would utilise the main Swavesey junction thereby easing
access for traffic heading to the Service Area.
Adequate signage to the service area would also encourage use and help to provide
safe and easy transit.
Design measures to regulate speeds at junctions including restricting approach
geometry, providing adequate approach visibility and providing appropriate warning
signs and road markings be considered in accordance with the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD) to ensure that the road arrangement would operate safely.
101886

These proposals for Swavesey provide a viable alternative route
for local and non-motorway traffic over short distances and are
really necessary.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

The chosen configuration offers a logical separation of the likely
major traffic streams through the Junction at the Cambridge
Services, however at this stage it is not possible to confirm what
impact the revised access arrangement will have in terms of
additional delay to users of the Service Area.

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

Extra MSA
Cambridge Ltd

At present the access and junctions arrangements
accommodate only the Service Area, Business Park and the
local rural communities and therefore operate without significant
delay. The introduction of a new junction to accommodate
significant flows to the ‘old’ A14 section makes the capacity of
the junction more critical so as not to cause junction delays and
reduced accessibility to the Service Area.

The proposed Junction layout concept currently disconnects the
Service Area from the Junction. This will adversely impact on the
actual and perceived accessibility of the Service Area for road
users. The new layout would increase the journey distance for
the travelling public to the Service Area by 1.2km for north
westbound traffic. In the context of the likely traffic flows this is
cumulatively significant.

An option could be to retain both north westbound slips in their
current arrangement. This would remove the need for one of the
roundabouts.

It is considered that a more appropriate solution would be to
retain the existing northwest bound slip in its current location to
access the Service Area existing roundabout. It will remove the

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Support is duly noted
As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed to
incorporate a slip road from the westbound carriageway that connects to the
Cambridge Services roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route for
westbound traffic to be similar to the current situation.
The overall design of Swavesey Junction would help improve traffic flow, thereby
reducing congestion and user delay.
The roundabouts at Swavesey junction offer a route to the local access road between
Fen Drayton and Girton, the Service Area, the improved A14 for strategic road traffic
and the de-trunked A14 for local traffic. This is essential in order to achieve the aim
of keeping local road users separate from strategic or long distance traffic.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to ensure the junction would perform
satisfactorily to accommodate predicted traffic flows. Further to this modelling and to
the receipt of consultation comments several amendments have been made to the
design to improve the junction. The main change has been to incorporate a slip road
from the westbound carriageway that connects to the Service Area roundabout. This
would simplify and shorten the route for traffic wishing to access Cambridge Services.
Other improvements have included modifications to roundabouts to optimise traffic
capacity. The NMU bridge and associated ramps have also been modified to provide
better and safer connectivity to Cambridge Services and Boxworth. Details of the
traffic modelling can be found in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment, which has
been submitted with the Development Consent Order (DCO) application.

Yes

As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed to
incorporate a slip road from the westbound carriageway that connects to the
Cambridge Services roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route for traffic
wishing to access Cambridge Services. Adequate signage to the Service Area would
also encourage use.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It is not possible to utilise the existing westbound slip roads because the widening of
the A14 in this location would require their removal. The current arrangement of the
slip roads with one roundabout would not provide sufficient capacity or provide an
acceptable layout to cater for forecasted levels of traffic between the de-trunked A14
and the proposed eastbound A14 as well as traffic using Cambridge Services.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

As a result of the consultation and traffic modelling, the design has been changed to
incorporate a slip road from the westbound carriageway that connects directly to the
existing Cambridge Services roundabout. This would simplify and shorten the route
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need for a wholly new slip road to be built.

for traffic wishing to access Cambridge Services.
The new alignment of the mainline A14 prevents re-use of the existing northwest
bound slip road.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.14.

Bar Hill

E.14.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 14 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Highways Agency’s response
Construction traffic would be restricted from entering Bar Hill.

All construction traffic should be kept away from Bar Hill as there
is only one entrance / exit into Bar Hill.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes seeking
to avoid local roads where practicable. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

Further information on how materials, such as hard rock, will be
brought to the site is required.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general provisions for
traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes
through worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce
the use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction
traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.

Environmental
Flooding
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Bar Hill Parish
Council
There should be no possibility of flooding once the work has
taken place. There has been a great deal of work done to the
balancing lake in Bar Hill and further works are planned to keep
water flow working efficiently. This work should not have been
done in vain.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
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greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This would mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.
Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result of the road and
embankment, floodplain compensation would be provided to avoid change to the
existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail how these
measures would be implemented.
The location of the existing Bar Hill balancing lake may need to be modified slightly
to accommodate access to the junction, but the existing storage volume of the lake
would be maintained.

Landscape
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Bar Hill Parish
Council

With regard to landscaping, will there be soil barriers and
planting created on either side of the barriers, and will wildlife
corridors be created, if so where will these be located?

Highways Agency’s response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and tree and
shrub planting at the Bar Hill junction - see the Outline Environmental Design
drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

An assessment of likely significant effects on nature conservation and proposals
for mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
Specifically in the vicinity of Bar Hill, ecological mitigation would include:
replacement woodland planting; guiding planting for bats to lead to existing
culverts in conjunction with sensitive lighting; hop over planting for bats; a general
wildlife underpass; and a biodiversity mitigation area to include ponds and
grassland planting.

Noise
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Highways Agency’s response
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

Bar Hill already experiences noise pollution from the A14, this
should not be increased once the work has been completed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Noise barriers would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable, taking into consideration benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability and other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
provided at Important Areas (identified by the Round 2 noise mapping carried out
in 2012), where they would substantially reduce the existing high noise levels.
Important Area 5140 is located to the north of Bar Hill close to the A14 and the
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Environmental Statement identifies proposed mitigation in the form of a 120m long
3m high noise barrier, which is shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.
In summary, noise levels are not predicted to appreciably change due to the
scheme in the Bar Hill area.
Bar Hill Parish
Council

A low noise road surface should be used.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The current proposal is to use ‘low noise’ surfacing throughout the scheme.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Bar Hill Parish
Council

When the Northstowe development has been finished in its
entirety the link road should be fully 'built out' to take into
account the increased traffic, which will come on to the Bar Hill
junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows
including the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx.
5,000 homes). As a result of consultation the layout of the B1050 has been
amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and
the interface with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development.
Both the Northstowe and A14 projects could start construction at a similar time. A
common tie in point on the B1050 has been included in the design which means
that the A14 and Northstowe projects could tie in with little modification.
As part of the A14 scheme, allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.

Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council
The only access to Northstowe will be at Bar Hill junction. Any
road from Northstowe planned to feed into the Oakington - Dry
Drayton Road at a later phase of the development would be a
natural escape route should the Bar Hill roundabout be
inoperative. All this traffic passing through Bar Hill junction will
have a negative effect on the traffic to and from Oakington to the
A14, which will also be forced to go through Bar Hill junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows
including the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx.
5,000 homes). The Highways Agency has also prepared traffic forecasts which
take account of the full build out of Northstowe including potential proposed access
onto Dry Drayton Road. An allowance has also been made for the Bar Hill junction
to be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
The first and second phases of Northstowe do not include a connection to the
scheme at Dry Drayton roundabout. Planning applications proposing road
connections via Oakington at later stages of the Northstowe development would be
subject to a separate planning application.

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)
Bar Hill Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed plans of the junction look quite complicated.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Comment noted.
Yes
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Highways Agency’s response

Bar Hill junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback.
This would include removal of the western loop road between Hattons Road and

the local access road north of the grade-separated roundabout. The eastern loop
has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all traffic
movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.
The junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which
include the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes)
with sufficient land safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Traffic
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
Oakington &
Westwick Parish
Council

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

If the Oakington to A14 junction is closed then all Northstowe
and Oakington to A14 traffic will be routed through the Bar Hill
junction. This is an issue as there will only be one access point
to the A14 for all Northstowe and Oakington traffic. All of the
traffic passing through the Bar Hill junction will have a very
negative effect on the traffic users to and from Oakington to the
A14.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Will the junction at Bar Hill be robust and fit for purpose?
Substantial traffic flows will be passing through the junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

There are concerns that the 'on / off' access at Bar Hill will be
too busy when the new road from Northstowe joins the A14 at
Bar Hill.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Bar Hill Parish
Council

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecasts
traffic flows up until year 2035, including the first and second phases of the
Northstowe development (approx.. 5,000 homes). In addition allowance has been
made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full
build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). Earthworks and structures would be
constructed that are capable of accommodating an enlarged junction within the
highway boundary.
The operational performance of the junction has been checked to ensure there
should be no unacceptable levels of congestion at the junction thereby minimising
the effect on users from Oakington.
The junction design has been simplified in response to public consultation
feedback. The proposed layout now encompasses a large grade-separated
roundabout, with a new signalised junction to the north which provides the
connection to the local access road. The layout of the B1050 has also been
amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and
the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)
Bar Hill Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Up to date full traffic flow forecast for peak times (am and pm)
into and out of Bar Hill are requested. This should include traffic
into Bar Hill from the A14 in all directions and also the traffic flow
from the local roads such as Hattons Road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
No
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Highways Agency’s response
This information is available in the Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment, which
has been submitted with the DCO application. This includes information about
forecast traffic flows around the Bar Hill junction in the AM peak, inter-peak and
PM peak hours as well as AADT flows on key links.

E.14.2

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 14 Part 2 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Future growth
Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The proposed grade separated gyratory junction will provide
additional capacity which will assist in delivering the Alconbury /
Northstowe development.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Consultee(s)
Cambridge City
Council

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The new Bar Hill junction will improve the current layout with the
provision of adequate slip roads.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

No

The grade separated junction between the proposed local
access road running along the A14 and Hattons Road is in
anticipation to the high traffic volume that the junction will
experience in the future.

No

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.
Comment noted. Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast
includes the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx.
5,000 homes). The scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction
to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The design of the junction between the B1050 Hatton’s Road and the local access
road has been modified since the consultation. The western ‘loop road’ has been
removed. The eastern loop has been retained but traffic signal control has been
added to accommodate traffic movements as well as non-motorised users.

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)
Cambridge City
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The new Bar Hill junction will allow the proposed carriageway
widening.

Highways Agency’s response

Comment noted. The proposed Bar Hill junction would allow three lanes in each
direction to be provided.).

Slip roads
Consultee(s)
Cambridge City
Council

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)
Cambridge City
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The provision of the NMU links from Bar Hill to Alconbury, or
Cambridge, along the new local access road are welcomed.
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Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

letter)

Histon and
Impington Parish
Council

A difficult gradient may be experienced on the approach arms of
the footbridge. NMUs will be required to cross at grade in
several locations on roads that will carry significant traffic.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

NMU links do not seem to have priority over side roads or
accesses which can potentially discourage use, particularly for
commuting.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The design does not provide, at this stage, sufficient information
to know if safe crossings for NMUs can be achieved on the
crossings at grade.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The proposed junction at Bar Hill requires local traffic accessing
the A14 from our villages to turn right across a likely constant
stream of traffic travelling south. This needs redesigning.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes
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The gradients on approach to all NMU bridges have been designed in accordance
with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) BD29/04, ‘Design criteria
for footbridge’. Signalised toucan crossings would be provided at the crossings of
the B1050 Hattons Road junction with the local access road and the crossing from
the local access road to Bar Hill NMU bridge.
The NMU route would have priority at accesses on the local access road, however
for safety reasons (particularly of NMUs) they would have to give way at side road
junctions. At junctions such as at Robin’s Lane predicted traffic flow is low and so
users should normally be able to cross easily.At Bar Hill link to the B1050 Hattons
Road a signal controlled crossing would be provided.
NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users, and the Department for Transport standards.
The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop between Hattons Road and the local access road. The
eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all
traffic movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.
Traffic modelling demonstrates that the junction layout would have sufficient
capacity to accommodate the forecast traffic flows. The Bar Hill junction has been
designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which include the first and second
phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land
safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full
build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

E.14.3

Section 47 – local community

Appendix E Table 14 Part 3 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)
102828

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to year
2035 including development proposals at Northstowe. The local access road would
also assist with access to and from Bar Hill. Additional routes out of Bar Hill other
than via Bar Hill junction would not form part of the strategic network and would
therefore be a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency have worked closely with Northstowe
developers to ensure junction capacity improvements at the Bar
Hill junction are sufficient to accommodate the full build out of
the Northstowe site. This is recognised and fully supported.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

From the plans it looks like there is still only a single route in and
out of Bar Hill. It is already very difficult to get out of Bar Hill onto
the A14 during rush hour and at least one extra route may help
alleviate this. This could possibly be in the form of an additional
exit from Bar Hill directly onto the A14 west bound without
having to go through the village centre itself.

Future growth
Consultee(s)
105110

Support is duly noted.

General design
Slip roads
Consultee(s)
105127
The general arrangement of two successive merge lanes
immediately before and after the service station is unconventional and would create confusion and is likely to lead to
safety hazards at this location. Vehicles would be accelerating
away from the roundabout / service station and would not be
able to appreciate the presence of diverge / merge lanes.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The layout has been modified to provide a dedicated service road which would
pass in front of the service station in a similar position to the existing slip road. The
main A14 alignment has been shifted away from the service station to provide
space for the west bound merge slip road. Adequate space has been provided
between the service road and the merge lane to enable physical separation and
suitable barriers to be installed. The successive merge layout of the service road
complies fully with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). Access via
Bar Hill junction and the service road directly off the slip road would create a safe
means of access and would offer a considerable improvement in safety over the
existing situation.

The Bar Hill and Girton junction improvements will increase
traffic capacity on the A14 and at Bar Hill will provide effective
access for Northstowe related traffic which will be important for
the delivery and promotion of the new town.
Gallagher Estates
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Support is duly noted

General agreement (other)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support is duly noted.

101967

The proposal has to be an improvement.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104808

The proposals for Bar Hill junctions appear to provide
satisfactory local access between the corridor communities and
business and commercial centres.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104873

Bar Hill proposal looks good.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

102814

The Bar Hill proposals seem fairly straightforward going to and
from Tesco and the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

102785

Bar Hill proposals can only improve all traffic onto new A14.
Girton.

Support is duly noted.

Support is duly noted.
Comment noted

Support is duly noted.
10 April 2014

Yes

No
Support is duly noted.

Road Haulage
Association

Agreement with the proposals for improvement at Bar Hill.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted
104762

Cannot research and comment outside our immediate area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

General disagreement (includes not needed, general disagreement)
Consultee(s)

102373

Summary of consultee comment

There is no great need for improvements at Bar Hill.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

MRH (GB) Limited objects to the proposed Bar Hill junction
improvements and the revised vehicular access arrangement to
serve the existing Lolworth Service Station.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by

Change to

105127

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Considerations for the junction have included the first and second phases of
Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land safeguarded to allow
the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes). The proposed Bar Hill junction improvements is
considered necessary to facilitate such growth.
The design of the scheme at this location has been modified since the formal
consultation. The scheme design now provides a dedicated service road that would
pass in front of the service station in a similar position to the current slip road. In
addition, the main A14 alignment has been shifted away from the service station to
provide adequate space for the westbound merge slip road. Adequate space has
been provided between the service road and the merge lane to enable suitable
barriers to be installed. This would create safe access via the Bar Hill junction and
would offer a considerable improvement in safety over the current situation.

Safety
Consultee(s)
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Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
105127

105127

The revised access arrangement for the service station is
unsatisfactory on highway safety grounds and likely to create
confusion and safety hazards both for traffic visiting the service
station and those on the A14.
The A14 traffic visiting the service station would have to rely
solely on the advance signage both on the west bound
carriageway of the A14 before Bar Hill junction and at the new
grade separated roundabout junction.

proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The layout has been modified to provide a dedicated service road to provide safe
access to the service station directly from the west bound slip road. This would
maintain safe access via the Bar Hill junction and would offer a considerable
improvement in safety over the current situation.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Advance signage would be carefully considered to provide adequate advance
warning of the services for traffic on the A14 and for traffic within the junction itself.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Other (Service Area Operation)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105127

101886

102803

The revised junction layout and access arrangement would have
a significant impact on the operational aspects of the existing
service station facilities which consists of a fuel forecourt, a
restaurant and a hotel.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Direct access to the service station would no longer be available from the A14.
However, the Bar Hill junction layout has been modified to provide a dedicated
service road to provide safe access to the service station directly from the west
bound slip road. This would provide safe access via the Bar Hill junction and would
offer a considerable improvement in safety over the current situation.
The service station would be signposted from the A14 westbound and within Bar
Hill junction.

These proposals for Bar Hill provide a viable alternative route for
local and non motorway traffic over short distances and are
necessary.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Comment noted.
Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). In addition allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.

Bar Hill is quite a major junction

10 April 2014

Yes
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E.14.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 14 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)
54192
102796
101913, 104881,
104991

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

There is an opportunity to improve access to Bar Hill that is not
really being taken.
Traffic travelling to the Tesco superstore needs improved
access.
Single entry/exit at Bar Hill is inadequate; it needs a second
entry/exit to Bar Hill.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Improvements to access to Bar Hill are separate from the A14 junction
improvements, and are a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridge County
Council, not the Highways Agency. The A14 scheme does not preclude access
improvements to Bar Hill being promoted separately.

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to year
2035 including development proposals at Northstowe.

104729

The Bar Hill junction could easily become unusable.

Yes

No

From material received concerning the Northstowe development,
part of the B1050 is to be upgraded to dual carriageway. Does
this mean there will be two lots of major road works here in the
future, with the second lot being remedial for the first lot that are
planned?

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

102201

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). In addition allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
As a result of consultation the layout of the B1050 has also been amended to
provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface
with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the
Northstowe and A14 projects could start construction at a similar time. A common
tie in point on the existing B1050 has been included in the design which means that
either the A14 or Northstowe projects could tie in with each other with little
modification.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102201

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is considered necessary to facilitate growth and the benefits of the
scheme are considered to outweigh the loss of the existing roundabout in this case

A few years ago we suffered the building of a new roundabout at
the cost of £1 million, and this ‘new’ roundabout will now be
obsolete. Another waste of money.

Yes
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No

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which
include the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes)
with sufficient land safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). This would

require replacement of the roundabout because it would not offer sufficient capacity
to satisfy growth forecasts.
104366

Removing the two loop roads from the design between the
Cambridge to Huntingdon local road and the Bar Hill to
Longstanton Road in favour of a simple roundabout will be
cheaper because there will be less carriageway to be
constructed and it would eliminate the need for a bridge.

The design of the junction between the B1050 Hatton’s Road and the local access
road has been modified since consultation. The western ‘loop road’ has been
removed. The eastern loop has been retained but traffic signal control has been
added to accommodate traffic movements as well as non-motorised users.
A roundabout was considered but it was assessed that this arrangement would not
address operational requirements or satisfies other constraints in this location. It
would require considerable additional earthworks and would therefore require
significantly more land compared to the current proposals.

Yes

Yes

A roundabout would also require all local traffic, including NMU’s, travelling along
the local access road between Swavesey and Dry Drayton to negotiate the
roundabout and would need to be large to accommodate the predicted traffic and
the approach geometry of the roads..
As the local access road is a key route for NMU’s a roundabout would lead to more
conflicts with vehicular traffic as NMU’s would have to negotiate the roundabout..
The NMU’s would also need to negotiate relatively steep gradients on the approach
to the roundabout. By separating the local traffic and NMU’s by means of an
underbridge enables both local traffic and NMU’s to be kept separate thus
removing many of the potential conflicts and issues. It also enables NMUs travelling
along the local access road to avoid steeper gradients.
These considerations offset the additional cost of the bridge.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton

Air quality monitoring points on the A14 at Bar Hill demonstrate
excessive traffic-generated air pollution levels. Additional, higher
speed, traffic flows with higher exhaust emissions due to greater
flow rates, arising from this scheme, will make this situation
worse for residents.

102798

Bar Hill is currently very noisy now with traffic from A14 and air
quality is already poor.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.
The predicted changes in NO2 and PM10 concentrations
are negligible to small in Bar Hill in 2020 and 2035.

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation throughout the scheme
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Noise barriers would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable, taking into consideration benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability and other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would also be
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provided at Important Areas (identified by the Round 2 noise mapping carried out in
2012), where they would substantially reduce the existing high noise levels.
Important Area 5140 is located to the north of Bar Hill close to the A14 and the
Environmental Statement identifies proposed mitigation in the form of a 120m long
3m high noise barrier, which is shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental
Statement.
In summary, noise levels are not predicted to appreciably change due to the
scheme in the Bar Hill area.

103539
The residents of Bar Hill will benefit from the proposed
improvements at Bar Hill junction from a pollution point of view.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.
The predicted changes in NO2 and PM10 concentrations
are negligible to small in Bar Hill in 2020 and 2035.
Support is duly noted. Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part
of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme. The predicted changes in NO2 and PM10
concentrations are negligible to small in Bar Hill in 2020 and 2035.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102798, 104565,
104984

Highways Agency’s response
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes. The design of
the junction between the B1050 Hatton’s Road and the local access road has also
been modified since consultation. The western ‘loop road’ has been removed. The
eastern loop has been retained but traffic signal control has been added to
accommodate traffic movements as well as non-motorised users.

This junction needs improving to accommodate the new
Northstowe development.

Yes

Yes

The layout of the B1050 has also been amended to provide two lanes in each
direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface with the southern access to
the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe and A14 projects could
start construction at a similar time. A common tie in point on the existing B1050 has
been included in the design which means that either the A14 or Northstowe
projects could tie in with each other with little modification.
Allowance has been made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to accommodate
the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). This includes providing
earthworks and structures that would be capable of accommodating an enlarged
junction.

102827
The new development at Northstowe will impact the Bar Hill
junction and traffic estimates estimating this in the past have
been incorrect.

Yes
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Yes

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the l consultation. Since then further
consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice received from the
local planning authorities indicates that a number of other developments, including
the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the Northstowe
development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely' to go
ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the traffic

modelling and amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate them.
The design of the Bar Hill junction has been reviewed to ensure it can
accommodate the first and second phases of the Northstowe development
(approximately 5,000 homes). The design of the junction between the B1050
Hatton’s Road and the local access road has been changed since consultation.
The eastern ‘loop road’ has been removed. The eastern loop has been retained but
traffic signal control has been added to accommodate traffic movements as well as
NMUs.
The layout of the B1050 has also been amended to provide two lanes in each
direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface with the southern access to
the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe and A14 projects could
start construction at a similar time. A common tie in point on the existing B1050 has
been included in the design which means that either the A14 or Northstowe
projects could tie in with each other with little modification.
104517

The future-proofing work which the Highways Agency have
undertaken with regard to the accommodation of the full
potential Northstowe development proposals within the Bar Hill
interchange improvements is recognised and supported.

Yes

No

104744

Support is duly noted.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth
within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road traffic model includes all
developments that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.

There is a great deal of development planned along the A428
corridor, as well as at Northstowe, and something must be done
in this scheme to relieve the congestion in the mornings on
Madingley Hill.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Madingley Hill (Church Street) are not expected to change as a
result of the scheme, with daily traffic flows forecast to remain at around 3,000
vehicles per day in 2035 with and without the scheme.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.
Safety is a key objective of the scheme and all Non-Motorised User (NMU)
movements would be accommodated by an NMU bridge and signal controlled
junctions. The Highways Agency has participated in targeted conversations with
NMU groups to arrive at these proposals.

104958

When Northstowe has been completed there will not be
sufficient gaps to allow cyclists to cross this junction safely.

Yes

No

As part of the Northstowe development a section of the B1050
will already be upgraded to dual carriageway, however the A14
proposes work here, therefore why is the first lot of work
required if the A14 changes the works that will have been
undertaken?

Yes

Yes

102201
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NMU connectivity would be included at the Bar Hill junction, including a dedicated
NMU bridge linking Bar Hill to the local access road north of the A14 and signal
controlled crossings at the junction on the local access road. The NMU route would
continue north along the eastern side the B1050 Hatton’s Road connecting to the
NMU route on the eastern side of the proposed Northstowe southern access road.
Ongoing engagement with the developers of Northstowe is and as a result of
consultation the layout of the B1050 has also been amended to provide two lanes
in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface with the southern
access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe and A14
projects could start construction at a similar time. A common tie in point on the
existing B1050 has been included in the design which means that either the A14 or
Northstowe projects could tie in with each other with little modification.

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

104568

53913

103582

Summary of consultee comment

The provision of dual carriageway for the access road to Bar Hill
is excessive, and the geometry of the roundabout is too
tangential, encouraging unacceptably high vehicle speeds at the
entrance to the community. Query over the need for dual
carriageway at the southern end of Haddon’s Road, since
Northstowe, for which it is the principal access to the A14, is
being designed to demonstrate a very low private car usage, and
is understand to provide “nil detriment” in its effect on the trunk
road network.

The T-junctions will be too busy and dangerous. There is a
need for more roundabouts.

There are not enough exits, funneling traffic through Bar Hill
junction, which is already congested. The proposals do not seem
to take Northstowe into account.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). As a result of consultation the layout of the B1050 has been amended to
provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface
with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the
Northstowe and A14 projects could start construction at a similar time. A common
tie in point on the B1050 has been included in the design which means that the A14
and Northstowe projects could tie in with little modification.

Yes

No

As part of the A14 scheme, allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase by approximately 74% as a result of
the scheme. The majority of this growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase
Two development, which is dependent on the A14 improvements.
Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop between Hattons Road and the local access road. The
eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all
traffic movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The local access road is a key route for NMU’s. Roundabouts would lead to more
conflicts with traffic as NMU’s would have to negotiate some of the busy arms of
the roundabouts which would be a safety concern. A traffic signal controlled
crossing would provide a safer means of crossing.
Traffic modelling demonstrates that the junction layout would have sufficient
capacity to accommodate the forecast traffic flows. The Bar Hill junction has been
designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which include the first and second
phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land
safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full
build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge, diverge and weaving assessments including
the section between Swavesey and Girton. These demonstrate that the scheme
would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
In addition operational capacity assessments have been undertaken on junctions
along the route of the scheme including at Swavesey and Bar Hill for 2020 (the
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opening year) and 2035 (a future forecast year). Further information relating to
these studies and assessments can be found in the Transport Assessment which
forms part of this DCO submission.
The Bar Hill junction in particular has been designed to accommodate forecast
traffic flows which include the first and second phases of Northstowe
(approximately 5,000 homes) includes earthworks and structures that are capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).

104903

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee

The new plans do not seem to include a dedicated lane for
motorists entering the east bound A14 from Bar Hill. This will
create an unnecessarily dangerous situation, with heavy traffic
from Bar Hill entering the A14. This may also cause east bound
vehicles on the A14 to swerve onto outer lanes to avoid traffic
coming from Bar Hill. If there should be an accident near Bar
Hill, it may further complicate and block traffic downstream to
Cambridge and the M11 not far away. Request for the dedicated
lane to be retained.
There is a need to ensure that the Bar Hill junction can
accommodate all of Phase 1 and Phase 2 traffic and has the
capacity to be expanded to take account of future phases. It is
understood that the upgrade of the A14 has been bought
forward partly as a result of the planned developments along this
corridor, of which Northstowe will be a major settlement. The
vast majority of the additional traffic flow generated by
Northstowe will use the Bar Hill junction via a new dual‐
carriageway southern access road that is proposed from the
south of Northstowe southwestwards to a point on the B1050
that is approximately 100m from the A14 junction at Bar Hill, this
part of the B1050 having been dualled. It is understood that the
current design of the Bar Hill junction caters for the provision of
1500 dwellings only. It is suggested that the improved Bar Hill
junction should be designed for the provision of 5000 dwellings
and the uses in the proposed Town Centre and that it should
therefore cater for both Phases 1 and 2 of Northstowe.
It is also understood that the proposals are also designed so as
to be able to accommodate a wider road layout when this is
required for the full build out of Northstowe. Request for details
of the design and modelling of the junction, and how this would
need to adapt to be able to cater for the full build out.
It is noted from the Preliminary Traffic Report of April 2014 that
the improved A14 will lead to an 8% increase in traffic flows
along the B1050 by 2035. This is expected as the increased
capacity of the A14 will attract trips that had previously routed
away from the A14 to avoid delays. The assessment of the
modelling for the Bar Hill junction will need to demonstrate that
this increase as well as that related to Northstowe can be
accommodated.

Yes

No

The junction layouts have been designed in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). At Bar Hill junction a (dedicated) lane gain
using the nearside lane on the eastbound merge slip road would be provided. This
would be a similar to the existing arrangement except that the A14 from Bar Hill to
Girton would be a four lane dual carriageway. Appropriate signage and road
markings would be provided to clearly indicate the arrangement.

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). As a result of consultation the layout of the B1050 has been amended to
provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and the interface
with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the
Northstowe and A14 projects could start construction at a similar time. A common
tie in point on the B1050 has been included in the design which means that the A14
and Northstowe projects could tie in with little modification.
As part of the A14 scheme, allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
No

Yes

Engagement with the developers of Northstowe is ongoing which includes the
exchange and co-ordination of relevant design and modelling data.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase by approximately 74% as a result of
the scheme. The majority of this growth is attributable to the Northstowe Phase
Two development, which is dependent on the A14 improvements.
Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
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Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee

The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop between Hattons Road and the local access road. The
eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all
traffic movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.

The complex nature of the design of the Bar Hill junction with
two access roads linking the local access road to the dual
carriageway, and to the B1050, could be confusing for motorists
using the junction. Clarification is sought on whether there is
scope for a simpler arrangement at the junction, particularly
given the request to take into account the future land‐
take/structures needed at the junction when Northstowe is fully
built.

No

Yes

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). In addition allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to year
2035 including development proposals at Northstowe.

102897

The problem will arise with the junction layout, particularly
junction 29 Bar Hill. It will bottleneck, causing off slip congestion
backing onto A14.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link and
junction capacity studies, and junction merge, diverge and weaving assessments
including the section between Swavesey and Girton. These demonstrate that the
scheme would have adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels,
including weaving at junctions up until the design year 2035.
For further details refer to the Transport Assessment.

101768

Bar Hill is a little over the top. The roundabout may be a little
compressed for when Northstowe is fully built. The shape of the
new relief local road goes a long way into agricultural land.

Yes

No

104939
There should not be a widening to four lanes each way.

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). In addition allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
The alignment of the local access road has resulted from consideration of a number
of constraints. These have included the drainage mitigation ponds, the NMU bridge
ramp, the slip road earthworks and the position of Hatton Road bridge which is
dictated visibility issues in relation to the main roundabout.

Yes

No

Comment Noted. The scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model used to assess the capacity required includes all development
proposals that are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire and therefore traffic modelling demonstrates
that four lanes would be required.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

Yes

The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop between Hattons Road and the local access road. The
eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all

Junction design
Consultee(s)
101852, 104565,
104366

Summary of consultee comment
The local access road requires traffic from Cambridge to turn
right across east bound traffic at the Bar Hill junctions to access
both Bar Hill and Longstanton- this could be mitigated with

Date consulted
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roundabouts.

traffic movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.
The local access road is a key route for NMU’s. A roundabout would lead to more
conflicts with traffic as NMU’s would have to negotiate the busy arm of the
roundabout which would be a safety concern. A traffic signal controlled crossing
would provide a safer means of crossing.

102798, 104565
This junction/roundabout design needs to be improved to
accommodate Northstowe traffic.

Yes

Yes

57336

Some modification of this junction is inevitable but could be
reduced if the Huntingdon Southern Bypass is not constructed
and the existing A14 is developed.

Yes

No

104984

103539

Traffic modelling demonstrates that the junction layout would have sufficient
capacity to accommodate the forecast traffic flows. The Bar Hill junction has been
designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows which include the first and second
phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land
safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full
build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The layout of junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows
which include the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately 5,000
homes) with sufficient land safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
There would be less modification required to the existing junction if the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass was not constructed however alternative routes have been
considered over significant period of time. Originally twenty one route options were
considered for the alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options by
identifying scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the
best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was
not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These
six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing the design of the junctions to
reflect motorway standards would be outside of the scope for the scheme.

The new A14 will be, in all but name, a motorway and therefore
the design of junctions should reflect this.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed in accordance with the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and the junctions have been designed in accordance
with the requirements of all-purpose trunk roads.

Residents of Bar Hill will benefit from the proposed
improvements at these junctions as their journeys will be less
stressful, quicker and more efficient.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Slip roads
Consultee(s)
104675

104903

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

There is very little run up to gain sufficient speed joining the A14
from Bar Hill.

New plans do not include a dedicated lane for motorists entering
the east bound A14 from Bar Hill. The current dedicated lane for
joining traffic should be retained.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
The junction layout has been designed in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). The length and layout of the entry slip
roads therefore have been designed to enable sufficient time and distance in both
directions to allow acceleration up to an appropriate speed to join the main A14
carriageway.
The junction layouts have been designed in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). At Bar Hill junction a (dedicated) lane gain
using the nearside lane on the eastbound merge slip road would be provided. This
would be a similar to the existing arrangement except that the A14 from Bar Hill to

Girton would be a four lane dual carriageway. Appropriate signage and road
markings would be provided to clearly indicate the arrangement.
General disagreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104667

Bar Hill is satisfactory as it is now.

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Considerations for the junction have included the first and second phases of
Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land safeguarded to allow
the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes). The proposed Bar Hill junction improvements is
considered necessary to facilitate such growth.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Agreed. New 'Low Noise' road surfacing material would be provided..

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)

101048, 104502
104493
104870

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Bar Hill can be very much a pinch point and area of accidents so
the improved junction is desirable.
The new road surface is essential.

Bar Hill is a major contributor to the present A14 traffic problems
and an alternative route in and out of this community is required.

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to year
2035 including development proposals at Northstowe. The local access road would
also assist with access to and from Bar Hill. Additional routes out of Bar Hill other
than via Bar Hill junction would not form part of the strategic network and would
therefore be a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101026
There is no provision for cyclists at the Bar Hill junction. A
common route out of Bar Hill is towards Longstanton. It is not
clear how a cyclist would do this with the current plan other than
dicing with the traffic at both roundabouts.
101833
104744

The non-motorised traffic bridge at Bar Hill is important - please
ensure it is kept in the plans.
At Bar Hill the proposed route for NMUs, who will be going from
Bar Hill to the Guided Bus at Longstanton, or to Swavesey and
Northstowe Village Colleges, is particularly tortuous, it involves
numerous unnecessary climbs. If designed like this it will not be
used, a better solution must be designed.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
A dedicated non-motorised user (NMU) bridge is proposed linking Bar Hill to the
local access road north of the A14. This bridge would link to an NMU route on the
local access road joining to the B1050 Hatton's Road. The NMU route would
extend north east along the new eastern loop road and continue north along the
B1050 Hattons Road to New Close Farm.
Support duly noted. The Highways Agency agrees and the NMU bridge continues
to form part of the scheme.
A dedicated NMU bridge is proposed linking Bar Hill to the local access road north
of the A14. This bridge would link to an NMU route on the local access route joining
to the B1050 Hattons Road. Gradients on the approaches to NMU bridges at Bar
Hill and Swavesey would be designed in accordance with current practice for NMU
facility design and would not involve unnecessary climbs.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

104568

104741

The proposed new NMU path alongside the local access road
must be built to a higher standard. The proposed arrangement is
too close to the carriageway. The design needs to include some
light and sound screening between the path and the
carriageway for the whole of this section.
The connection to NMU bridge on the North side of the A14 is
unclear. Assumption that there is an at-grade crossing of the
local access road. If so, this must be a controlled crossing
because this will be a fast and busy section of road.
The two NMU path crossings on the arms of Hattons Road must
both also be controlled crossings because this will be a fast and
busy section of road.
The new NMU bridge is welcome. The access ramps must be
designed to maintain a reasonable gradient for cyclists (max
5%) and may need to include more gentle curves to achieve this
gradient and allow easy cycling with larger cycles. The NMU
path on the south side should be extended as far as possible
into Bar Hill – at least to the boundary of the A14 scheme.
The proposed NMU path that approaches from the west and
connects from the path to the planned NMU path alongside
Hatton Road should be rerouted to follow the base of the
embankment and thus avoid the extra climb and fall that result
from the proposed alignment adjacent to the road.
At Bar Hill Junction the provision of NMU routes and the NMU
bridge is welcomed.
The NMU provision at Bar Hill is welcomed as this enables
equestrians and other NMU users from Longstanton area to
access the Bar Hill-Dry Drayton bridleway. Agreement with the
points raised by Sustrans on the bridge design and Haddons
Road southern end dual carriageway to discourage unduly fast
traffic speeds.

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users. This includes the design of shared use facilities.
The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop. The eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal
control added to accommodate all traffic movements as well as the requirements of
NMU's.

Yes

Yes

The NMU bridge would link Bar Hill to the local access road north of the A14. A
signal controlled crossing would be included to provide a safe crossing point foe
NMU’s to connect to the local access road NMU route and the NMU route joining to
the B1050 Hatton's Road.
The gradient of the NMU route would not exceed 5% and in most instances it
would be much less than 5%
The NMU route to the south of the A14 would continue to the extent of the scheme
at the interface with the existing section of Saxon Way.
Re-routing the NMU route to the bottom of the embankment was discounted due to
concerns over maintenance and security.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

101089

No clear provision for cyclists at the Bar Hill junction.

Yes

No

102863

At Bar Hill, the road that runs from Longstanton is used as a
public path and is currently blocked off by the A14. It ought to be
connected to a road that pedestrians, horse riders and cyclists
could access at the Bar Hill end. Similarly, the proposed high
speed roundabout over the A14 virtually blocks vulnerable road
users. If an underpass was provided, it could fulfil both roles.

Yes

No
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At Bar Hill, the scheme includes a dedicated NMU bridge linking Bar Hill to the
local access road north of the A14. This bridge would link to an NMU route on the
local access route joining to the B1050 Hattons Road.
In addition the design has been modified to provide a signal controlled crossing at
the junction between the loop road and the local access road to ensure safe
crossing points for NMU’s.
The NMU bridge would link Bar Hill to the local access road north of the A14. A
signal controlled crossing would be included to provide a safe crossing point for
NMUs to connect to the local access road NMU route and the NMU route joining to
the B1050 Hatton's Road.

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee

The proposed dedicated cycle bridge over the A14 at the Bar
Hill junction is welcomed. It is appreciated that there is a need to
raise the cycle route to gain height to cross this bridge.
However, it is of concern that to the north‐east of the A14, the
cycle route is also raised up to follow the route of the dual
carriageway of the B1050 as it approaches the A14. It is strongly
suggested that the cycle route is maintained at the associated
level of the local access road in order that cyclists accessing Bar
Hill are not required to climb two gradients. Quality cycle routes
should also be tied in with those being provided as part of the
southern access road to be built by the Homes and
Communities Agency (HCA) and the proposed cycle route to be
provided along the B1050 from Longstanton to be built by
Cambridgeshire County Council assisted by funding from the
planning agreement to the phase 1 consent.

No

No
The gradient of the NMU route would not exceed the recommended maximum of
5% and in most instances it would be much less than 5%
A connection to the B1050 Hatton's Road NMU route to Northstowe would be
provided however re-routing it to the bottom of the embankment was discounted
due to concerns over maintenance and security.

104598

104741

Motorised vehicle users will be given priority at Bar Hill junction
and cyclists will have to wait for a gap in the traffic to cross.
Sufficient gaps are unlikely to exist to allow cyclists a timely way
to cross this junction. A tunnel should be incorporated to allow
cyclists uninterrupted access.

Yes

Yes

Safety is a key objective of the scheme and the Highways Agency has participated
in targeted consultation with NMU groups to arrive at these proposals.
At Bar Hill, the scheme includes a dedicated NMU bridge linking Bar Hill to the
local access road north of the A14. This bridge would link to an NMU route on the
local access route joining to the B1050 Hatton's Road A bridge is preferred to a
tunnel as users would be less inclined to use a tunnel as it would appear less safe.
In addition the design has been modified to provide a signal controlled crossing at
the junction between the loop road and the local access road to ensure safe
crossing points for NMU’s.

Non-Motorised User (NMU) provisions at Bar Hill are welcomed.
They would enable equestrians and other NMU users from the
Longstanton area to access the Bar Hill to Dry Drayton
bridleway.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Change to
proposal?

Highways
Agency’s
response

Property and land
Land
Summary of
consultee
comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

104366

The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop. The eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal
control added to accommodate all traffic movements as well as the requirements of
NMU's.
The two loop roads between the Cambridge to Huntingdon local
road and the Bar Hill to Longstanton Road should be replaced
with a roundabout to take less land.

Yes

Yes

A roundabout was considered but it was assessed that this arrangement would not
address operational requirements or satisfy other constraints in this location. It
would require considerable additional earthworks and would therefore require
significantly more land compared to the current proposals.
The local access road is also a key route for NMU’s. A roundabout would lead to
more conflicts with traffic as NMU’s would have to negotiate the roundabout which
would be a safety concern.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
101852, 104366,
104565

104502, 104984

104867

104903

The junction design requires traffic to turn right across east
bound traffic at the Bar Hill junctions to access the Cambridge to
Huntingdon local road and the Bar Hill to Longstanton Road.
This will be a point of accidents and this could be mitigated with
roundabouts which would improve safety.
There are frequent accidents at Bar Hill so any modern
improvements welcomed.

Yes

Yes

The junction layout has been modified to remove one of the loops. The eastern
loop is retained and traffic signal control added to deal with all traffic movements
as well as the requirements of NMU's. Traffic studies indicate that this layout would
perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels including development
proposals at Northstowe.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Bar Hill has high numbers of accidents which shows this is a
very bad junction.

Yes

No

The plans do not seem to include a dedicated lane for motorists
entering the east bound A14 from Bar Hill, this will create an
unnecessarily dangerous situation, with heavy traffic from Bar
Hill entering the A14. This may also cause east bound vehicles
on the A14 to swerve onto outer lanes to avoid traffic coming
from Bar Hill.

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD). The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions
and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to reduce the number of accidents.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels.
This in turn would help to moderate dangerous manoeuvres.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)
101048, 101791

The Bar Hill junction can be very much a pinch point and a
nightmare during busy periods so improved junctions are
desirable.

Date consulted

101852, 104565
The proposed junction design requires traffic to turn right across
east bound traffic at the Bar Hill junctions to access the
Cambridge to Huntingdon local road and the Bar Hill to
Longstanton Road, this will be a point of delays.

Yes

Yes

102789

At Bar Hill, rural traffic will not tailback onto and off the new A14.

Yes

No

104483

There is a need to increase flow of traffic and help local traffic.

Yes

No

104868

There is high traffic and bad road layout at Bar Hill.

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

Support duly noted.
The design of the Bar Hill junction has been modified in response to public
consultation feedback. The eastern ‘loop road’ has been removed and traffic signal
control has been added to the eastern loop to accommodate traffic movements and
non-motorised users. This would assist right turns at his junction. The layout of the
B1050 has also been amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the
Bar Hill junction and the interface with the southern access to the Northstowe
Phase 2 development. The traffic modelling demonstrates that layout would
accommodate forecast traffic flows up until year 2035.
Comment noted
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions
when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The junction layout has been modified in response to consultation feedback to
remove the western loop between Hattons Road and the local access road. The
eastern loop has been retained with traffic signal control added to accommodate all
traffic movements as well as the requirements of NMU's.

Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows including
the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). In addition allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction to be
expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000
homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that would be capable
of accommodating an enlarged junction.
104744

Traffic flows on Madingley Hill (Church Street) are not expected to change as a
result of the scheme, with daily traffic flows forecast to remain at around 3,000
vehicles per day in 2035 with and without the scheme. Modifications to Madingley
Hill are outside the scope of the scheme.

Something must be done in this scheme to relieve the
congestion on Madingley Hill.

Yes

No
Improvements to the A428 are not included within scheme. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

Local road network
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The design of the Bar Hill junction has been simplified in response to public
consultation feedback. The western ‘loop road’ has been removed. The eastern
loop has been retained but traffic signal control has been added to accommodate
traffic movements as well as non-motorised users. The layout of the B1050 has
also been amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill
junction and the interface with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2
development.

104565

Traffic from Bar Hill and Longstanton / Northstowe has to use a
pair of 'T' junctions to join the local access road. This will be a
point of delays and accidents, making local traffic join the A14 as
this will be a quicker route. There should be two roundabouts
instead of the 'T' junctions.

Yes

Yes

Traffic studies demonstrate that this layout would perform adequately with current
predicted traffic levels including development proposals at Northstowe and
therefore less likely to deter local traffic from using the local access road.
Further details can be found in the Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
Roundabouts were considered but it was assessed that this arrangement would not
address operational requirements or satisfy other constraints in this location.
As the local access road would be a key route for NMU’s a roundabout would lead
to more conflicts with vehicular traffic as NMU’s would have to negotiate the
roundabout.
The local access road would provide an alternative route to the A14 for local traffic.

104658
Through-road access from Bar Hill to Dry Drayton would reduce
contention from the A14, it is not clear why this route is not
accessible to vehicles.

200026

Local access to Cambridge from Bar Hill only appears to lead to
Huntingdon Road via uncertain road junctions.

Yes

Yes

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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No

No

Additional routes out of Bar Hill other than via Bar Hill junction would not form part
of the strategic network and would therefore be a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme includes a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton.
Accesses from the local road network are limited to Bar Hill and Swavesey on this
stretch where the aim is to separate long distance traffic that is using the A14 from
local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E15.0

Girton interchange

E15.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 15 Part 1: Girton interchange – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Madingley Parish
Council
Serious concerns that the A428 (E) cannot access the M11 and
Huntingdon Road. Until this happens we object to the
Cambridgeshire Transport Plan and the South Cambridgeshire
District Council Development Plan.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for traffic movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme (ref. 7.1). The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11
via the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route
Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Environmental
Heritage
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

English Heritage
The application should consider the potential impact on the
Grade II* listed Girton College with mitigation measures applied
where appropriate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The impact of the scheme on Girton College has been considered and
reported in the environmental impact assessment, details of which are provided
in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. No mitigation measures are
proposed and the significance of residual heritage effect on Girton College has
been assessed as neutral.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Need for the proposals
Consultee(s)
Hilton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Proposed improvements at Girton interchange are welcome.

Support duly noted.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)
Histon & Impington

Summary of consultee comment
The Woodhouse Accommodation Bridge is a key piece of NMU
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Highways Agency’s response
Improving this as an NMU route is the responsibility of Cambridgeshire County

Parish Council

infrastructure. Connecting this into the Guided Busway and
Girton would provide safe access avoiding the B1049 and
Huntingdon Road.

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Council. This section of the A14 is not planned to be developed as part of the
scheme. From consultation with Cambridgeshire County Council it is deemed that
provision of NMU facilities in this area would form part of the Darwin Green
development proposals.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Madingley Parish
Council
Without an A428 (E) link to the M11 the traffic exiting the A428
and joining the A1303 at Madingley Hill will remain at an
unacceptable capacity and will pose a constant safety risk.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic
Journey times
Consultee(s)
Hilton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Average journey times through the new Girton interchange
should be reduced, and proposed improvements here are
welcome.
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Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

E15.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 15 Part 2: Girton interchange – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Following improvement to the A14 the capacity of the northern
section of the M11 is likely to become a significant constraint on
future growth in the region.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Improvements to the M11 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The proposed scheme does not provide additional movements
between the A428 (E) and M11 (S) at the Girton interchange.

Future growth
Consultee(s)
Essex County
Council

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)
Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Consideration should be given to relocating the slip road junction
where Cambridge bound traffic leaves the A14 to join the A1307.
The current proposal shows this to be a tight left hand bend
before southbound traffic movements merge with traffic travelling
eastbound.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip
road.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment
Concerns regarding provision for cyclists and pedestrians
between Foot Path Girton 5 and Foot Path Girton 4:
•
•

The A1307 will be a busy and fast-moving dual
carriageway and it will not be easy or safe to cross.
The scheme should consider pedestrian and cycle links

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes
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Yes

A toucan crossing facility would be provided at this crossing point to cater for the
NMU movements. Additionally, Cambridgeshire County Council proposes to
convert Foot Path Girton 5 and Foot Path Girton 4: to bridleways to link to the
wider facilities being provided north and west of Girton interchange as part of the

across the Huntingdon Road, in particular linking up with
the toucan crossing planned for the access road to the
North West Cambridge development.
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

There will be significant numbers of pedestrian and cycle
movements in this area.

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Confirmation is sought that the bridleway at the western edge of
the new A14 link will have a hard surface.

Cambridge City
Council

The new NMU access appears to provide additional connection
which should encourage more people to cycle on this corridor.

scheme. A shared use link would also be provided on the east side of A1307 to
link the toucan crossing to Foot Path Girton 5 (to become a bridleway).
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Following consultation with Cambridgeshire County Council it was agreed that the
bridleway would have a compacted, loose material surface to cater for all NMU
users.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suffolk County
Council
Traffic using the A14 through the proposed Girton interchange
will need careful management in order to minimise the risk of
incidents and accidents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Suffolk County
Council

Highways Agency’s response

Comment noted. [Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated
junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road. This would
Introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to reduce the number of accidents. In addition the
scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction would
operate safely and efficiently.

Safety concerns about the design of Girton interchange in terms
of how local traffic will be merged with the A14 traffic travelling
into the city.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip
road.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency should consider additional movements at
the Girton interchange, principally A428 to A14, and A428 to
M11, particularly in light of growth plans in the A428 corridor in
South Cambridgeshire and beyond.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

If the Route Based Strategy for the A428 is not included in the
proposals it should be brought forward urgently to address the
link between the A428 / A1307 and the M11.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

No

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council
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The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council
Essex County
Council

The Highways Agency should upgrade the A1303 to
accommodate trunk road traffic.
The Highways Agency should consider the options for
improvements to increase capacity on the A428 between Caxton
Gibbet and the A1.
The Highways Agency should consider improvement to the M11
between J11 and J14 in the short term and improvement north
of J8 in the longer term.

letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

where need is greatest.
Improvements to the A1303 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Improvements to the M11 south of junction 14 (Girton Interchange) are not
included within the A14 improvement scheme. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Essex County
Council

The M11 to the west of Cambridge is currently operating close to
its design capacity. Highways Agency data predicts that
following improvements to the A14, the capacity of the M11 (N)
is likely to lead to worsened congestion.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. Additionally the Highway’s
Agency traffic forecasts indicate that daily flows on the M11 to the south of Girton
interchange are forecast to increase by less than 10% with the scheme.
Improvements to the M11 beyond Girton interchange fall outside of the scope of
the scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the
Trunk Road network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Suffolk County
Council
The slip road junction where Cambridge bound traffic leaves the
A14 to join the A1307 should be moved to reduce potential
conflicts and help manage trunk road traffic through the Girton
interchange.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Girton interchange currently provides free flowing traffic towards
the A428.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Cambridge City
Council
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Highways Agency’s response
Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip
road.
The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange
has been designed for safer and freer flowing traffic movements. It would remove
the existing A14 westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow
connection. The movement from the A14 westbound onto the A428 would remain
free flow via a diverge with two lanes on the connector road.

Cambridge City
Council
Removing the loop and existing weaving conflict with the M11
traffic will reduce conflict at the junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Comment is duly noted. The A14 westbound movement through this loop would be
removed under the scheme with a free flow link for the A14 westbound traffic
provided which would improve this movement. The loop would be kept for
emergency and maintenance access. The loop from the M11 northbound to A14
eastbound would be retained and a recommended speed limit, possibly of 40mph
or less would apply.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)
Suffolk County
Council

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council,
Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns about the design of Girton interchange in terms of
movements into and out of Cambridge via the existing A1307
dual carriageway, in particular how local traffic movements will
be merged with southbound A14 traffic travelling into the city and
the potential impact on strategic eastbound traffic movements.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Additional movements at Girton interchange should be
addressed as part of the current scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip
road.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

E15.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 15 Part 3: Girton interchange – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104508

54593

Link to the A428 please.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Girton interchange improves the A14 access.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
Comment is duly noted.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)
Trinity College
Cambridge

105030

Summary of consultee comment

The proposals will result in a significant loss of agricultural land
from a relatively small farming unit, Ladysmith Farm. Other land,
whilst not indicated as within the area of land take, will be
severely restricted in continued use as productive arable land.

The impact of the roadworks on adjacent land drainage is a
particular issue. Request to be consulted, at an early stage, on
and reach agreement to, all drainage provision and proposals for
mitigation.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
It is noted that the scheme would impact upon Trinity College land. This impact is
discussed in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. During the detailed
design the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design especially in terms of
drainage features and maximise the usability of remaining land. The Highways
Agency would work with the landowner and tenant farmer to ensure that
accommodation works and accesses facilitate required movements.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The assessment has concluded the
need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (ES) (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,

These mitigation measures would impact on the land take. During the detailed
design the Highways Agency would aim to refine the design and maximise the
usability of remaining land. The Highways Agency would work with landowners and
tenant farmers to ensure that the scheme and associated accommodation works
and access facilitate easy usage where possible.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)
Trinity College
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment

What noise and light pollution mitigation measures are to be
included?

10 April 2014

Yes
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transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
appropriate precautions to prevent unnecessary disturbance to communities from
noise and lighting, including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or
low vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment, as well as appropriate positioning and direction of
lighting, and use of motion sensors. At construction sites where potentially
significant light impacts are identified, the main contractors would develop and
implement lighting controls as part of their Environmental Management System.
Further detail of environmental management during the construction period can be
found in Chapter 3 of the CoCP, whilst further detail of lighting during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the CoCP.
Measures required to mitigate potential impacts of noise pollution have been
described in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and noise
barriers. Noise important area (IA) 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to
the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form of noise
barriers, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the ES. An assessment of lighting impacts has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light
sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub planting where
appropriate. A degree of dimming and variable operation could also be
implemented. A detailed assessment of lighting impacts on residential properties
would form part of the detailed design of the scheme.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the ES. The Register of
Environmental Actions and Commitments (Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings
together the various items of environmental mitigation borne from the
environmental assessment process that has informed the ES.

Gallagher Estates

101766

The Girton interchange improvements will increase traffic
capacity on the A14.

Please make Girton interchange easier, for example not allowing
A14 traffic to turn off onto the A428. The A428 straight on at
present, many people miss the junction and end up on A428.
This road and A1198 cannot cope with traffic.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The eastbound connection of the A14 west of Girton to A14 east of Girton would be
two lanes which is sufficient for forecast traffic growth to 2035.

The improvements would increase capacity and safety at the junction.
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104891

There has already been an increase in noise and an adverse
visual impact (such as flashing lights and construction noise
late in the evening and at night) during the ongoing widening
adjacent to Girton village. This is likely to worsen.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement, including noise and light, and are reported in the corresponding chapter
of the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Appendix 20.2) . The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be
applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general
site operations, traffic and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body. This approach to
managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with Girton
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant effects.
[E7] An assessment of the likely significant noise and vibration effects has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since
the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. Noise Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton
close to the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form
of noise barriers, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES. No residual

104762

The two local relief roads and the remodelling of Girton
interchange will create more issues with noise, run-off and
pollution.

significant noise effects are identified as a result of the Girton interchange
improvements.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

[Model response] The likely significant effects on on air quality are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
ES. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result
of the scheme.
[Model response] A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended
to the ES. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a
range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

105079

Rectory Farm Cottage will be much closer to the dual
carriageway and therefore will be affected by noise, light and air
pollution, as well as significant visual impact. There is no
provision within the proposals for mitigation for diminishing the
visual impact other than planting on the embankment.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Potential noise, light, air pollution and visual impacts on Rectory
Farm Cottage could potentially affect the viability of future
development at this site (conversion of buildings into either
residential or commercial uses under general permitted
development rights).

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes

105079

Likely significant effects on air quality, landscape, and noise and vibration, are
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported, along
with proposals for mitigation, in Chapters 8, 10 and 14 of the Environmental
Statement (ES).
In relation to assessment of effects for topics that use traffic data, such as air
quality and noise, the developments assessed are limited to those included in the
traffic model. In accordance with paragraph 3.2.4 of WebTAG Unit M4, those
developments classified as ‘near certain’ and ‘more than likely’ were included and
those categorised as ‘reasonably foreseeable’ or ‘hypothetical’ were excluded. As
such, potential developments have not been included in this assessment.
Assessment of cumulative effects is reported in Chapter 18 of the ES. This
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includes assessment in relation to reasonably foreseeable developments, including
planning applications for which EIA is a requirement, that have been submitted for
determination and that planning permission has either been granted for or is
pending a decision, and major development schemes for which specific policies,
development briefs, supplementary guidance or area action plans are identified
and included in the relevant development plan. Other potential future
developments have not been included in the assessment.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the ES (Appendix 20.2),
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction period,
including community relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
and, landscape and visual amenity would be mitigated, including requirements for
suitable control of construction noise, dust, lighting and protection of existing and
new vegetation areas.
No operational mitigation for air quality pollution was required as no significant
impacts were identified.
Initial proposals indicated a 5-7m wide belt of trees and shrubs between the
proposed road and drainage ditch. The environmental mitigation proposals have
been altered subsequent to consultation to include another 10m wide strip of trees
and shrubs on the Rectory Farm Cottage side of the proposed ditch that would
create a 15–17m band of dense vegetation between Rectory Farm Cottage and the
highway. The existing trees near to the cottage would be retained. In addition, the
plot between Rectory Farm Cottage and the proposed highway (south of the
existing track at the cottage and north of the proposed borrow pit area) is proposed
as a permanent mitigation area for badgers. This area would be planted
predominantly as woodland, adding a further 60m of trees between the highway
and the cottage. The field north of the track, and north-east of the farm buildings
would become a temporary badger mitigation area sown as grassland, which
would be returned to the original landowner after completion of construction. Views
to the north and north-east from the cottage would continue to be screened by farm
buildings close to the property. Furthermore, various measures are proposed to
minimise light spill from the scheme during operation, including the careful
placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off
properties and the use of tree and shrub planting where appropriate. A degree of
dimming and variable operation may also be implemented. A detailed assessment
of lighting impacts on residential properties would form part of the detailed design
of the scheme.
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the ES. The Register of
Environmental Actions and Commitments (Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings
together the various items of environmental mitigation borne from the
environmental assessment process that has informed the ES.
Mitigation
Consultee(s)
Trinity College
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

What measures, in addition to the inclusion of balancing ponds,
are proposed in relation to the scheme? You should bear in mind

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (ES). In summary this assessment has concluded that

the increased rate of run-off from hard surfaces combined with
existing shallow gradients and sluggish flow rates.

there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and
flood compensation areas.
Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated in balancing ponds,
which would be designed to store the runoff from a 100-year return period flood
event plus an allowance for climate change. The outflow from these ponds would
be reduced to greenfield rates to mimic the response of the natural environment to
rainfall and would not exceed flows that would arise from the undeveloped site.
Floodplain compensation would be provided along the length of the scheme to
mitigate for the loss of areas of existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) – see the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the ES.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)
Trinity College
Cambridge

The scheme design includes large areas for construction notably areas for soil
storage and site construction, these areas would therefore only be required for
construction.

We object to the inclusion of the land at Ladysmith Farm within
the scheme if not required for the construction of the road
system. Please define the intended use of this land.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The assessment has concluded the
need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency.
The land that is required to construct and operate the scheme within Ladysmith
Farm includes both temporary construction areas and permanent balancing ponds.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

105030

Request for confirmation that full consideration is given to the
impact of land take upon existing field boundaries, hedges and
ditches to ensure new field boundaries do not render fields
unworkable due to shape and size. Early consultation will be
necessary.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The assessment has concluded the
need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency.
The scheme would impact on productive farmland. This is discussed in Chapter 16
of the Environmental Statement. During the detailed design the Highways Agency
would aim to refine the design and maximise the usability of remaining land. The
Highways Agency would work with landowners and tenant farmers to ensure that
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accommodation works and access facilitate easy usage where possible.
Church
Commissioners

The large areas of land locked in the centre of the main Girton
interchange should be allocated in the future either as an
environmental mitigation area or be returned to agricultural uses.

This land is not required for construction or environmental mitigation and would
remain in the current ownership. Existing access arrangements would be retained
off the local access road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Property and land devaluation
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Numerous amendments have been made to the layout of Girton interchange to
help reduce impacts on farming operations, including in relation to Ladysmith Farm
land. Replacement special category land has been removed. Further
consideration has concluded that the land that would be taken for the scheme
would not meet the criteria for replacement land to be required. Balancing ponds
and associated landscaping have been moved to suit landowner preferences, and
to minimize permanent land take where possible.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and mitigation
measures have been identified which are considered necessary as a result of the
likely effects of the scheme. The LVIA and mitigation proposals are reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The mitigation measures have
been refined since the formal consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Details of the environmental
mitigation can be found in the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained
on Figure 3.2 of the ES. The Register of Environmental Actions and Commitments
(Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings together the various items of environmental
mitigation borne from the environmental assessment process that has informed the
ES.
The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme includes all
development that is considered to be 'near certain' and 'more than likely.' The
scheme design does not consider potential developments.
Assessment of cumulative effects is reported in Chapter 18 of the ES. This
includes assessment in relation to reasonably foreseeable developments, including
planning applications for which EIA is a requirement, that have been submitted for
determination and that planning permission has either been granted for or is
pending a decision, and major development schemes for which specific policies,
development briefs, supplementary guidance or area action plans are identified
and included in the relevant development plan. Other potential future
developments have not been included in the assessment.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Trinity College
Cambridge

Is the extent of landscaping at Ladysmith Farm necessary?
Please bear in mind that this land sits on the northern edge of
the city and as such is potentially valuable development land.

Traffic
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
54593

Summary of consultee comment
The natural flow east to west is the A14/A428.
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Comment is duly noted

E15.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 15 Part 4: Girton interchange – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the journey time
savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill and Girton.
Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct access to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the need to join the
A14 entirely.

No

Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the journey time
savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill and Traffic
travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct access to the A1307
Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the need to join the A14
entirely.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

101850

It will not be possible to access Girton easily.

Yes

104531
Girton village does not have good links to the A14 (E), M11 (S)
and A428 (W). One of the current routes from the village is to
drive up to the Oakington/Dry Drayton Junction. This route is to
be closed off as part of the upgrade, which will further distance
the village from the main long-distance road network.

Yes

104585
It will not be possible from Coton onto A14 (E), or west on the
A428 from the M11.

Yes

53810
There is not enough connectivity at the Girton interchange.
There should be access from the local roads to / from the M11
and A14 (E).

Yes

104916

University of
Cambridge

There is still no continuous road from the A14 Newmarket
stretch with the A14 Huntingdon stretch, a key problem with the
existing stretch of road.

Yes

No

The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west on
the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more free-flowing
traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and replace
this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a new local
access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

The impacts on the access to farmland should be considered in
detail, particularly in the vicinity of the Girton interchange and
further details should be provided. The new local access road
will affect areas of farmland that appear to be encircled by roads,

Yes

No

Access to land that is not identified as being required for permanent or temporary
construction related reasons would be maintained. Where existing accesses would
be stopped up an alternative would be provided. Rights of Way and Access plans
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and means of access to these parcels is unclear.

are provided as part of the DCO submission (ref 2.5).
Some of access arrangements have been modified following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with consultees with an interest in the land affected by the
scheme.

University of
Cambridge

The direct agricultural access to the A14, located 160m to the
south-east of the Cambridge Service Area provides an important
point of access to the western-most field of Yarmouth Farm. It
appears that this existing access is to be severed by these
proposals. We disagree with the suggested access rationale,
and seek that the westbound access be retained.

Yes

No

Direct access onto 3 lane dual carriageway roads is recognised as a safety risk
and the Highways Agency will design out such accesses from improvement
schemes. The Lolworth junction is from the new local access road that runs
parallel to the A14 between the Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions. Alternative farm
access is available from the local road and a farm access track provided from
Robin's Lane.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

University of
Cambridge
It appears that there would be minimal change in the level of
accessibility to Huntingdon Road and Madingley Road.

17 local community
consultees
(101056, 101017,
101861, 101783,
101962, 102833,
55758, 104537,
104715, 104730,
104734, 104798,
104804, 104916,
102366, 54700,
Conington Village
Meeting
8 local community
consultees
(102823, 103582,
104603, 104799,
104916, 104976,
54700, 102843)
University of
Cambridge

The Girton interchange needs to provide a link for traffic from the
A428 (E) onto the M11 (S). This would remove the need for this
traffic having to travel along the heavily congested A1303 to the
M11.

Yes

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Not enough exits and links to the M11.

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

The design no longer accommodates for additional access to the
M11 – we agree with the provision of a reduced movement
Girton interchange scheme.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the

102823, 54700
Additional movements between the A428 and M11 would
improve traffic locally.

Yes

102880, 104770
The Girton interchange does not address the need for more
routes to/from the A428.

Yes
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A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
104730
Would like to see a connection between A428 (E) and A14 (N).

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

104916, 104976
The proposals still do not allow ready movement between the
M11, A428 and A14.

Agricultural and Business Impact
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

University of
Cambridge
The new local access road will affect areas of farmland owned
by the university that appear to be encircled by roads, and
means of access to these parcels is unclear.

Highways Agency’s response
Access to land that is not identified as being required for permanent or temporary
construction related reasons would be maintained. Where existing accesses would
be stopped up an alternative would be provided. Rights of Way and Access plans
are provided as part of the DCO submission (ref 2.5).

Yes

Yes

Some of access arrangements have been modified following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with consultees with an interest in the land affected by the
scheme.
.

University of
Cambridge
The works will permanently take out productive farmland at the
university.

Yes

Yes

University of
Cambridge
The use of farmland returned after construction works is likely to
be unsuitable for future agricultural use.

Yes

n/a

University of
Cambridge
The works appear poorly designed with respect to the needs of
the farms. Consideration should be given to re-designing this in
conjunction with the university to reduce the impact on the farm
operations.

Yes

Yes

It is noted that the scheme would impact University of Cambridge land, taking
productive farmland. This is discussed in Chapter 16 of the Environmental
Statement. During the detailed design the Highways Agency would aim to refine
the design and maximise the usability of remaining land. The Highways Agency
would work with the landowner and tenant farmer to ensure that accommodation
works and access facilitate easy usage where possible.
The Highways Agency is aware that returning land to agriculture after construction
operations is difficult and it often takes time for the land to return to its original
state. If the quality is reduced this will be a subject to a compensation claim. .
Where land is to be used solely for soil storage then it is considered that a return to
agriculture is realistic with quality being maintained after a period of time following
works completion.
It is noted that the scheme would impact upon University of Cambridge farming
operations, taking productive farmland and affecting operations.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
A flood risk assessment has also been undertaken and is appended to the
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Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have
been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and
ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
University of
Cambridge
The tenant farmer is likely to lose his ‘Agricultural Holdings Act
Tenancy’ over the area.

University of
Cambridge

University of
Cambridge

Consultee(s)

The university requests that consideration be given to re-locating
the attenuation ponds and the area indicated as ‘Potential
Replacement Special Category Land’ to reduce the land-take
from the future usable agricultural land.

The university seeks a realignment of the scheme boundary to
minimise land loss to agriculture.

Summary of consultee comment

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.
Where owners, occupiers or other parties can demonstrate adverse effect as a
result of the scheme, they may have the right to claim compensation for those
losses. Compensation would be provided in accordance with the standard legal
procedures.

Yes

Yes

Comments are noted and efforts have been made to reduce the land take. The
need for replacement special category land has been removed during design
development and no longer forms part of the scheme proposals. The area of land
inside the Girton loop has been removed from the scheme red line boundary.
Balancing ponds have been modified but cannot be removed because they are
essential to the drainage of the highway.
The boundary at FP Girton 4 has been reduced and the Special Category Land to
the east of the footpath is not required so has been excluded from the red line
boundary.

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104531

This closure of the Oakington/Dry Drayton Junction will further
distance the village from the main long-distance road network.

Yes

No

Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the journey time
savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill and Girton.
Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct access to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the need to join the
A14 entirely.

104625

Improvements would better serve the community by following
the existing road alignment.

Yes

No

The proposals utilise existing road infrastructure where it is feasible.

104825, 54700

Local footpaths and tracks that currently pass under the A14 and
connect the parish of Girton and Madingley will be removed and
no consideration given as to how local residents will travel
between the parishes without making a substantial detour.
The remodelling of the Girton interchange should include a
bridge linking up the existing rights of way to Dry Drayton and
Girton villages. A pleasant walking route between villages could
help to improve social interaction between inhabitants of these
villages.

Yes

Yes

An alternative NMU route would be provided which connects Girton to bridleway
Madingley 2. The route would consist of a shared footpath/cycle path from
Weavers Field to Girton Accommodation Bridge. From there the route would travel
west on footpaths Girton 4 and 5 (to be upgraded to bridleway status by
Cambridgeshire County Council), crossing the A1307 Huntingdon Road via a
signalised crossing facility. A new bridleway would then extend from footpath
Girton 5 to bridleway Madingley 2.
Access from Girton to Dry Drayton village would be achieved via the access
track/bridleway which extends from Girton Accommodation Bridge to Dry Drayton
Road roundabout on the north side of the A14, with connection to Girton Village by
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way of a shared cycleway/footpath between Weavers Field and Girton
Accommodation Bridge. Shared NMU facilities are proposed on Dry Drayton
Bridge connecting to the shared NMU path along Longstanton Road.

104825

104483

The proposed scheme stops up the existing 'left in, left out'
connection with The Avenue to the A14, replacing it with a Tjunction onto a new single carriageway local access road. The
Avenue used to connect Madingley to Girton before the A14,
and is now redundant and should be stopped up entirely.
Residents of Madingley would be no worse of as a result.

Yes

There is a need for help for Girton village

Yes

100983

No

Yes

Yes
Girton is very cut off from the neighbouring countryside to the
west, just as Madingley is to the east. The proposed footpath
closure makes the situation even worse. The only proposed
access to the countryside is via roadside footpaths on the new
access road, which are generally pretty unpleasant.

The Avenue currently connects directly to the A14 westbound carriageway. Under
the scheme this access would be closed and replaced by a connection to the local
access road between Swavesey and Girton to maintain local access. The closure
of the Avenue is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the journey time
savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill and Traffic
travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct access to the A1307
Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the need to join the A14
entirely.

No

An alternative NMU route would be provided which connects Girton to bridleway
Madingley 2. The route would consist of a shared footpath/cycle path from
Weavers Field to Girton Accommodation Bridge. From there the route would travel
west on footpaths Girton 4 and 5 (to be upgraded to bridleway status by
Cambridgeshire County Council), crossing the A1307 Huntingdon Road via a
signalised crossing facility. A new bridleway would then extend from footpath
Girton 5 to bridleway Madingley 2. This route would minimise the length of the
journey in which the NMU facility runs parallel to the road.

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

101107
A new cloverleaf for traffic from the A428 to get direct access to
the M11 (S) would be a cost effective measure to allow the A428
to take some of the load from the A14 during the construction
works.

University of
Cambridge
University of
Cambridge

This acknowledges there may be temporary severance of
access to areas of farmland as a result of construction haul
routes or construction related land-use requirements.

The plans show large areas within the university’s ownership
within the DCO boundary, for site construction compounds and
other purposes. Further details are sought by the university
regarding the likely use of this land and whether it is allocated for
temporary use during construction or permanent use.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13 both during construction and
following opening.

No

Areas of land required for temporary use during the construction period are
identified on the scheme plans. Access to land that is not identified as being
required for specific construction related reasons would be maintained.

No

The book of reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of land.
If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land required for the scheme. The notice would provide details of
the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for the
compensation payable. Prior to compulsorily purchase a process of negotiation for
the potential to seek land by agreement would take place

104762

Flood mitigation in this area should be first on the construction
list because of the effect of compacting the gault clay by any
engineering plant. This should be taken into account both in the
extraction of engineering clay and in road construction.

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for handling construction materials and sequencing the works. It
would be reviewed by the Highways Agency. Construction phasing would ensure
flood mitigation areas would be dug out early in programme, and in some cases
the material used for construction (where suitable)
Further detail on road drainage, the water environment and flood risk during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 14 of the CoCP.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support duly noted

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101016

The new arrangements, although clearly not a cheap option,
look to be a huge improvement on the current layout.

54700

It would be more economical to allow for eastbound and
westbound slips between the A428 and M11 in the current
scheme, rather than at a later date.

Date consulted

Yes

Money should be spent on existing junctions to prevent the need
to spend on other improvements.

Yes

200009

No

Highways Agency’s response

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay-bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The proposed A14 improvement scheme
would reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses directly onto the
trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency
of incidents on the mainline.
The scheme aims to improve the standards of those junctions that would remain
which would increase capacity and safety.

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

104762

Summary of consultee comment

The two local relief roads and the remodelling of Girton
interchange will create more issues with noise, run-off and
pollution.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in
response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work. Noise
Important Area 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to the A14 and the ES
identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form of noise barriers, which are
shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
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assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the ES. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the ES. In
summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas.
These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the
mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
102914

Support is duly noted.

Whilst the impact on the environment is unfortunate this layout is
necessary to manage the volume of traffic.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings, along with proposals to
mitigate likely significant effects, are reported in the Environmental Statement (ES).
Details of the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the ES. The Register of
Environmental Actions and Commitments (Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings
together the various items of environmental mitigation borne from the
environmental assessment process that has informed the ES.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic have been assessed as part of
the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the Code of Construction Practice)
to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic around Girton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.

104575

University of
Cambridge

104762

The current works around the Girton junction encourage
avoidance of that part of the A14. There are pot holes in the road
where the cats eyes have been removed, and there is just too
much traffic.

Yes

No

The previous proposal for the provision of a five movement
interchange would have had a greater environmental impact on
the area.

Yes

No

The Washpit and Beck are rated as having poor surface water
quality. This should not be used as an excuse to ignore the
impact of the scheme on them. In the past 40 years a steady
decline in biodiversity has been noted since the widening of the
A14 and changes in farming practice. There is no known action
by any environmental agency to halt this. The present scheme is
an opportunity to reverse 40 years of bad practice. Children play
in these streams. If the pollution levels from increased run-off
are to be ignored, then they should be issued with a health
warning to local residents.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably have
some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts have been
assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement (including, where
appropriate, with respect to Girton. This includes the Code of Construction Practice
(COCP) (Environmental Appendices 6.4) The COCP outlines the standard of work
that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce
including general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations and
which would apply to construction work undertaken in or near Girton.

Support is duly noted.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have
been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and
are reported in the corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
The Highways Agency continues to consult with the Environment Agency on the
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details of the drainage and pollution control strategy, which are summarised in
outline in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement. There is no intention to use
soakaways in the drainage design. No runoff infiltration measures are proposed
along the scheme as the geology is unsuitable.
101954

The Girton Village Plan 2011 states that the Highways Agency
should be aware of Girton’s need to reduce noise and air
pollution from the A14.

Yes

No

101954

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
The likely significant effects on air quality have been reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement (ES). The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

Extracts from Girton Village Plan 2011:
Evidence from village survey: Opposition to increased noise
(81.1%) and air pollution (85.7%). Support for reduced noise
(86.5%) and air pollution (84.7%).

Yes

No

Evidence from survey of pupils at Girton Glebe: Opposition to
increased noise (97.5%) and air pollution (97%). Support for
reduced noise (83%) and air pollution (100%).

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into
the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise
barriers would also be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined under the
Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014). Noise IA 5043 is located to the south of Girton close to
the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise barriers. On
the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m long and 4m high
absorptive barrier west of Girton Road is to replace the existing 2m reflective
barrier and a 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier is proposed east of
Girton Road. On the southern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 110m
long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and 40m long 3m high
absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road is proposed. The barriers are shown
on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
Details of all the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the ES. The Register of
Environmental Actions and Commitments (Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings
together the various items of environmental mitigation borne from the
environmental assessment process that has informed the ES.

Air
Consultee(s)
104647, 104820

Summary of consultee comment
Concerned about the increased air pollution those living close to
the Girton interchange will experience and appropriate mitigation

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that

measures should be implemented.

would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction dust. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
Likely significant effects on air quality around Girton interchange are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes no significant
effects occur as a result of the scheme.

104976

The alternative route proposed as part of this scheme would be via the local
access road and Bar Hill Junction and eastbound on the A14. Removing the
existing Dry Drayton Junction would make this journey slightly longer, but would
improve the traffic flow on the A14. .

There remains no access to the A14 (E) without going through
the neighbouring village of Histon or Cambridge. Both are
congested and both have air quality problems

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. Some of these mitigation
measures have been added to the scheme following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case
scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing
flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water
courses in the vicinity of the scheme, including those in the Girton area. The runoff
from the new areas of highway would be attenuated in balancing ponds, which
would be designed to store the runoff from a 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. The outflow from these ponds would be reduced to
greenfield rates to mimic the response of the natural / undeveloped site to rainfall
and not increase flows. All existing culverts would remain unchanged. New
culverts would be sized to convey the 100-year event peak flow plus an allowance
for climate change, unless with the agreement of the relevant flood risk
management authority.

No

The run-off from the new areas of highway will be attenuated in balancing
ponds which would be designed to store the runoff from a 100 year return
period event plus an allowance for climate change. The outflow from these
ponds would ensure that flows are not increased as a result of the scheme.
Mitigation for Washpit Brook and Beck Brook would be provided in the form of
floodplain compensation areas. Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
This includes assessment in relation to the proposed local access road. The
assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the
scheme.

Flooding
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101060

Please confirm there will be no added risk of flooding in the
Girton area.

University of
Cambridge

Girton Village currently experiences flooding. The university has
ensured that the drainage strategy for the North West
Cambridge development results in a reduced run-off into
Washpit Brook to ameliorate existing conditions in Girton. The
university seeks further details of the proposals to this discharge
of run-off into Washpit Brook, and seeks reassurance that these

Yes

Yes
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104762

attenuation measures will not cause problems in the long-term
with the existing drainage problems of Beck Brook in the village
of Girton and areas near the Washpit Brook.

concludes that the residual significance of effect on Washpit Brook and Beck
Brook would be neutral.

Concern that increase in what is now effectively four road lanes
to 12 will create a huge increase in runoff. Are the two ponds
shown within and north of the Girton interchange supposed to
trap all the water flow from the new roads and the interchange?
Given the size of the junction, it is not clear how this is possible.
What is the dotted blue line joining the pond just north of the
junction and the Washpit? Is this an overflow into the Washpit?
The Washpit/Beck river system has flooded houses in Girton in
1978, 2001, 2012 and 2013, and there must be no increase in
water flow into this system at any time.
Section 9.2.13 of the Preliminary Environmental Information
Report does not mention the Washpit, yet in the Scoping Report
Table 15.3, Flood Risk in Washpit and Beck is assessed as
‘High’. In the Scoping Opinion Report local river flooding for
Girton was deemed high risk by Girton Parish Council. Strong
support for the existence of A14 balancing ponds at all junctions;
there are none for the Beck (flowing towards Girton) or the
Washpit. Section 9.3.9 omits Girton, which has flooded more
often than Oakington.

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement, including in relation to the Washpit Brook and Beck
Brook/Cottenham Lode. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas, including within and in the vicinity of Girton interchange.
These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency.
Additional flood compensation has been added next to Girton interchange since
the formal consultation. The Outline Environmental Design drawings (OED)
contained on Fig 3.2 of the Environmental Statement illustrates the proposed
balancing ponds and floodplain compensation areas. The dotted blue line is an
outfall ditch from the attenuation pond. The flood risk assessment presents a
worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme, including Washpit Brook and Beck
Brook/Cottenham Lode.

Yes

Yes

Noise
Consultee(s)
104576, 102851,
104576, 104647,
104820, 104825,
104905, 104912,
101954

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about the increased noise pollution for those living
close to the Girton interchange will experience - you should
consider noise pollution much more. A higher priority should be
given to mitigating and monitoring noise levels to the
surrounding villages through measures such as acoustic
barriers, tree planting / woodlands and noise reducing road
surfaces.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2), outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.

Yes

Yes
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
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barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise important areas (IA), as defined
under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would
prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice guidance
and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). Noise IA 5043 is located to the south of
Girton close to the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation in the form of
noise barriers. On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass a 390m
long and 4m high absorptive barrier west of Girton Road is to replace the existing
2m reflective barrier and a 100m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier is
proposed east of Girton Road. On the southern side of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass a 110m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier west of Girton Road and
40m long 3m high absorptive noise barrier east of Girton Road is proposed. The
barriers are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES. The Register of Environmental
Actions and Commitments (Appendix 20.1 of the ES) brings together the various
items of environmental mitigation borne from the environmental assessment
process that has informed the ES.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organisation
guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes account of the absolute
and baseline levels.

104762

Measured noise levels are dated 2003, 2006 and 2008; is this
still accurate? Girton levels are 55-60 decibels daytime, 51-55 at
night. From personal observation, noise is very dependent on
wind direction. Does the modelling take account of this?

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and sections of
existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional
computer prediction model of the study area has been constructed. The model
includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Noise prediction
method assumes an adverse wind direction, i.e. wind blowing from the road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.

104762

According to the environmental report the A14 corridor AQMA
comes very close to Girton, and makes no allowance for wind
effects. There is no obvious provision for hedgerows or
embankments or any kind of sound/pollution/visual screening
between Girton and the new scheme. Raised roads are going to
exacerbate all these issues, and have not been accounted for.

Yes
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No

A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014) to provide a preliminary account of
the environmental issues. Likely significant effects on air quality have since been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Hourly sequential meteorological
data for the latest year of complete data (2013) from the Met Office station at

Support for the comments of Histon Parish Council concerning
these points.

Mildenhall located approximately 36km from the scheme were used in this
assessment as it is the closest and most representative of the scheme. A wind
rose derived from data obtained from the Mildenhall meteorological station area is
shown in Appendix 8.1 of the ES.
The A14 Corridor Air Quality Management Area is an area where the local
authority has identified that national air quality objectives could be exceeded. In
summary the air quality assessment concludes that the scheme would contribute
to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme, including the A14
corridor AQMA.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
noise barriers. Noise important area (IA) 5043 is located to the south of Girton
close to the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form
of noise barriers, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
along with mitigation proposals in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures have been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. Details of all the environmental mitigation can be found in the Outline
Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the ES.

104576

The increase in raised roads at the M11 interchange will create
more traffic noise in Girton.

Yes

No

104825

The new 70mph dual westbound carriageway of the A14 will be
raised on an embankment without any proposed mitigation
measure to reduce the noise pollution that Madingley residents
will suffer as a result.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
noise barriers. Noise important area (IA) 5043 is located to the south of Girton
close to the A14 and the ES identifies additional mitigation for that area in the form
of noise barriers, which are shown on Figure 14.6 of the ES.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at the village of Madingley as a result of the scheme. As such
noise barriers are not proposed.

54700

The scheme as shown would require walkers to stay on the road
from Dry Drayton all the way across the A14 then transfer to a
track which, being close to the A14, would be exposed to traffic
noise all the way. An option would be to add a bridge where The
Avenue crosses the M11 and A14. Walkers from Dry Drayton
could then join the proposed track near Grange Farm. To
minimise the noise experienced by walkers I would recommend
that this track be diverted to the existing Grange Farm eastern
access track.

Yes
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No

The cost of constructing a bridge at The Avenue would be significant.
Hedging with intermittent trees would be planted along the sections of the access
track/bridleway between the track and the A14 to provide visual separation.
Grange Farm eastern access track is outside the scheme boundary.

Visual
Consultee(s)
104625

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Visual intrusion not dealt with effectively.

Consultee(s)

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
along with mitigation proposals in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement
(ES). A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and planting. Details of all the environmental mitigation
can be found in the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure
3.2 of the ES.

Mitigation
Consultee(s)
Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge Group)

There should be grass planting rather than trees at the
roundabout to give visibility.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
along with mitigation proposals in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement
(ES). A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design
including ground shaping and planting. Details of all the environmental mitigation
can be found in the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2
of the ES.
The landscape treatment at the roundabout has been designed to maintain
adequate visibility across the roundabout for the safety of various users, including
walkers and cyclists.

Further information required
Consultee(s)

104808

Summary of consultee comment

The Girton interchange looks very complicated and details are
unclear from the consultation brochure. It is assumed that the
junction is a 'full' interchange covering all changes in direction.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Yes

Yes
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
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In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on to the A1307
Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from the A14 eastbound slip road at Girton
interchange would have been retained. The design has been changed and it would
now be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further
south. This would remove the existing diverge improving safety and capacity.

101822

Unclear from the drawings how the new Girton interchange will
work. This needs to be addressed, in particular where traffic
from the A14 westbound and the M11 northbound meet and
have to merge or cross each other within a short period).
Request for this part of the scheme fully explained.

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

102880, 104734,
104786, 104799,
102366, 104359,
Conington Village
Meeting - <No
issue id>)

These plans make no allowance for the extra traffic that will
result from future development in the area, and will result in
issues with traffic flow in the area.

Yes

No

104927

Proposals linked with future development projects.

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge
The impact on the flow along the M11 is not fully understood –
this may be affected by a higher capacity A14 to the north / east.
This may have implications with regards to access to the North
West Cambridge development.

University of
Cambridge

The university seeks further details of the proposals, and
confirmation with further modelling, that it will not impact upon
the capacity of the proposed Huntingdon Road West Junction.
The delivery date for this Huntingdon Road West Junction has
yet to be determined, but is unlikely to be delivered before 20172018.
The current scheme includes toucan crossings of the north-west
and south-western arms not shown on the A14 Proposed
Scheme General Arrangement plans.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts take account of planned development in
Cambridgeshire that it considered near certain or more than likely to go ahead in
the period to 2035. These assumptions have been agreed with the local planning
authorities. Overall growth is constrained to national housing and employment
forecasts. Developments considered are reported included in the Transport
Assessment (ref. 7.2)

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
Improve the access onto the A1307. . Findings from Junction Operational
Assessments are reported included in chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (ref.
7.2)
A summary of the operational assessment of this junction is reported in Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment and demonstrates that it would operate within design
standards for this type of junction and would not cause capacity issues.

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process would be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by
2020. Highways Agency would coordinate with local authorities and developers
regarding the delivery of the Huntingdon Road upgrade.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant
environmental effects are included in the Environmental Statement which forms
part of the DCO submission. The proposed toucan crossings would be retained as
part of the A14 Scheme.

The university further seeks confirmation that the delivery of the
consented Huntingdon Road West Junction will not be
compromised or delayed unduly by the A14 Improvement works.
General design
Road widening
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Consultee(s)
104786, 102366,
104359

54632

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Serious concerns over proposals to narrow the A428 down to a
single lane to allow traffic from the M11 to join the A14.Traffic
from the A428 already queues at Girton, which is currently 2
lanes, where the M11 joins the A428/A14. If the A428 is reduced
down to a single lane the queues will become worse. This
section requires widening, not restricting, to solve the problem.

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its
Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Traffic flow will be improved with the A14, north of Cambridge,
being widened to 3 lanes.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

104846

104927

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity.

Widening the carriageway used for A14 traffic at the M11 from
one to two lanes makes a fundamental change in the traffic
patterns and speeds.

Yes

No

Supplementary A428 widening is positive.

Yes

No

Support duly noted

103536

102851

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows in 2035 would
exceed the capacity of the current single lane configuration and therefore
additional capacity is required to accommodate the forecast demand.

The proposals only allow two lanes in each direction along the
A14 through route, this should be increased to 3 lanes.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Clarification required on what will be done where the road
reaches Girton. If it joins the High Street, it is a bad idea.

Yes

No

The local access road would connect with Huntingdon Road at Girton. This would
provide access to Cambridge via the Huntingdon Road for local traffic using the
local access road and avoids the need to join the mainline A14.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Narrowing
Consultee(s)
102366, 104359,
104786

Summary of consultee comment

Serious concerns over proposals to narrow A428 (E) down to a
single lane.

Date consulted

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.

102914, 105121,
54632

55542

Highways Agency’s response

Current single carriageways at Girton interchange cause a
nightmare.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

The A428 seems to end with a single carriageway when it joins
the A14 - is this only one lane?

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
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vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.
Alignment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104625
Improvements would better serve the community by following
the existing road alignment.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme would widen the existing carriageway to provide an additional lane in
each direction on the A14 between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31
(Girton) and between Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton). These and
other improvements as part of the scheme would accommodate future traffic
growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times. Extensive traffic
modelling studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed
layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of this scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.

University of
Cambridge

The university seeks a realignment of the scheme boundary to
minimise agricultural land loss.

Yes

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase a process of negotiation
for the potential to seek land by agreement would take place.
Land take required by the Scheme would be minimised to reduce scheme cost and
disruption to land owners

Dual carriageway standards
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

101040
The road linking the A14 from Bar Hill to the A14 eastbound
needs to be a dual carriageway.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

101763

Summary of consultee comment

The design at Girton junction is too complex.

Date consulted

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that Girton Junction would
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operate safely and efficiently.

104159

The existing Girton interchange is very poorly designed and
anything would be an improvement.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

200027

Girton urgently need reconfiguring.

Yes

No

The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional lane on
the A14 West to the A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to the A14
West slip roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

101016, 101851,
54160, 54632,
104515

The new arrangements look to be a huge improvement on the
current layout, removing the need for traffic to cross over,
providing sensible westbound options, and making leaving the
M11 to head east on the A14 much more straightforward.

Yes

No

Support duly noted

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain, All A14 junctions would be grade separated. . This
would increase capacity and safety at these junctions.

101019
The principle route of travel should be the A14. Going from west
to east there needs to be 2 lanes coming off the M11. Going
from east to west there needs to be less of a corner with the slip
road starting between the two bridges and curving upwards.

Yes

101058
Build it with flyovers at every possibility - no roundabouts.

Yes

101100
The key issue at Girton is how traffic leaves the A14, when it
becomes the M11 to re-join it - this causes huge queues.
Widening the road before and after will not remove this
bottleneck.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

104828

The Girton interchange is confusing for those who do not know
the route as we do.

Yes

No

The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction would
operate efficiently.

102880

So far as I understand the proposals forgotten, they seem to me
to be in the right direction. The present M11/A14 is a nightmare.
It should never have been constructed in its present fashion and
must be replaced by something that is much safer and more
efficient to use. Whether they proposals are sufficient I am not
qualified to judge.

Yes

No

54120

There is a need to ensure that traffic coming from Cambridge
can easily access the old A14 to get to
Godmanchester/Huntingdon. The junction is another example of

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diver
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ge arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would
be widened from three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Traffic coming from Cambridge on the A1307 would use the new local access road
and slip road to access the A14 westbound carriageway towards Huntingdon. They
could also choose to use the new local access road north of Girton interchange.

building 6 roads where 2 would do.
101807

There are too many lanes at Girton, confusing the layout to join
M11.

Yes

No

The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction would
operate efficiently.

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane

No

The junction at Madingley Rise would be required in order to provide access into
Cambridge for traffic using the A428. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
indicates that traffic flows on the A428 between Cambourne and Cambridge would
be reduced by approximately 13% as a result of the A14 scheme, with a reduction
in the traffic leaving the A428 at Madingley Rise to access Cambridge. Closure of
this junction is outside of the objectives and scope of the scheme.

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction..
The scheme would reduce the number of junctions and local accesses directly
onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the
frequency of incidents on the mainline. The scheme would also reduce the volume
of traffic that uses local roads to avoid congestion on the A14. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. The
scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently provided
such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase the cost of
the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered necessary to
meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme. The
scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the A1303
Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

102833
Please ensure there are 2 lanes on the A428 (E) to the A14.

Yes

102833
Close the junction at Madingley Rise to ease traffic into
Cambridge.

Yes

104481

Just needs an extra lane and nothing else.

Yes

104603

The proposal here seems to be a mass of roads meandering
around with no clear strategy and even less access to/from the
M11. The entire junction needs a radical re-think.

Yes

104799
Entry and exit both ways on A14 / M11 Girton interchange
required to alleviate A1303 cut through to M11 from A428.

Yes

104881, 104932

National Farmers

The design retains the tight "clover leaf" which causes lorries to
lose control.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency are removing the A14 westbound movement through this
loop and providing a free flow link for the A14 westbound traffic which would
improve this movement. The loop would be kept for emergency and maintenance
access. The loop from the M11 northbound to A14 eastbound would be retained.

A four way North-South interchange at Girton should be

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
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Union (NFU)

104846

104744

considered instead, this would provide long term resistance and
keep traffic away from Madingley.

provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

The junction design should consider having the A1307 traffic
leaving from the left of the A14, requiring an additional bridge.
Alternatively the A1307 exit slip should leave from the left of the
M11 after the A14/M11 split, shortly before the Bull Close bridge,
with motorway regulations only coming into force after this new
A1307 slip road.

Yes

There is a great deal of development planned along the A428
corridor, as well as at Northstowe, and something must be done
in this scheme to relieve the congestion in the mornings on
Madingley Hill. Local commuter traffic and strategic traffic (A428
to M11S) both use this route, and the junction at Girton, if
improved, could take the A428 to M11 South movement away
from this area. If this link is too expensive to add at this stage,
then at the very least the design should not preclude it being
added later.

Yes

Yes

No

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
Improve the access onto the A1307.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13 and does not preclude further
developments between the A428 and M11 south.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows traffic flows on
the Madingley Road in the vicinity of the M11 would reduce as a result of the
scheme, due to traffic transferring from the A428 on to the A14. Further in to the
city, there is expected to be limited change in traffic flows on Madingley Road.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

200009

Summary of consultee comment

A major of congestion along the A14 from Huntingdon to Girton
is the poor access to slip roads, where they are not long enough
and have poor visibility.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

101849

101849

Highways Agency’s response

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity.
The offside diverge from the A14 eastbound to Cambridge
remains unsatisfactory.

Yes

Yes

The links to A428 seem to have a single running lane over an
unnecessarily long distance.

Yes

No
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In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on to the A1307
Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have been retained.
The design has been change and it would now be closed with a new access to the
A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would improve the access
onto the A1307.
The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that

peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane
104819
Re-design the current max 40mph single lane slip road.

104571

Yes

It seems that the planners are missing a huge opportunity to add
slip roads to the M11 at Junction 13 for incoming/exiting north
bound traffic. This would alleviate Madingley/Madingley
Road/Huntingdon Road of a huge amount of commuter traffic
which will only worsen when the North West Cambridge
development has been completed.

Yes

No

No

The A14 westbound movement through this loop would be removed under the
scheme with a free flow link for the A14 westbound traffic provided which would
improve this movement. The loop would be kept for emergency and maintenance
access. The loop from the M11 northbound to A14 eastbound would be retained
and a recommended speed limit, possibly of 40mph or less would apply.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13 and does not preclude further
developments between the A428 and M11 south.
.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows traffic flows on
the Madingley Road in the vicinity of the M11 would reduce as a result of the
scheme, due to traffic transferring from the A428 on to the A14. Further in to the
city, there is expected to be limited change in traffic flows on Madingley Road.

Truck stop
Proposals not fit for purpose
Consultee(s)

101763

104849

Summary of consultee comment

Missed an opportunity to build a flyover or roundabout to provide
connections:
• Between the M11, A14 and A428
Access to the A428 from the north and south.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

Further improvements needed, including capacity.

Yes

No

The Girton interchange requires a complete revamp - this is not
it.

Yes

No

104916
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The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13. The scheme design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the Trunk Road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest..

General disagreement
Consultee(s)
104489

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Try to avoid this junction.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

101962, 102834,
104576

101768, 102814,
104585, University
of Cambridge

Comment duly noted.

There is not enough detail or information with respect to the
changes at the Girton interchange.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. The
scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently provided
such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase the cost of
the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered necessary to
meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme. The
scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the A1303
Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Mapping is not clear.

Yes

No

Comment noted. Updated plans of the scheme have been submitted as part of the
DCO application

No

The orange line is a non-motorised user (NMU) facility with bridleway status
meaning it can be used by pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians, and would be the
diverted route of the existing bridleway Madingley 2. Following consultation with
Cambridgeshire County Council it was agreed that the bridleway would have a
compacted, loose material surface to cater for all NMU users.

54636
Is the thin orange line west of the new embankment for the new
A14 link a cycle path/footpath? What is the proposed nature of
the surface? Is this to replace the Madingley 6 bridleway?

Yes

University of
Cambridge

University of
Cambridge

Highways Agency’s response

The modelling work undertaken and journey time analysis does
not report impacts on the M11 in the vicinity of the Girton
interchange both with and without the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

Under the proposed A14 improvement scheme, although the number of lanes on
the A14 to the north-west of Girton interchange would be increased, the number of
lanes feeding the M11 would be unchanged. The increase in capacity on the A14
to the north of Girton would reduce congestion at Girton interchange which would
improve conditions on the M11. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that there traffic flows on the M11 would increase by around 10% as a result of the
scheme.

The university seeks further information to demonstrate that the
attenuation ponds have been designed to minimise useable farm
land, reassurance that these attenuation measures will not

Yes

Yes

Preliminary design has been undertaken to establish the size of ponds required for
highway drainage. Ponds would be sized to attenuate and treat surface water runoff from the highway up to the 100yr return period, plus climate change, as
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required by Environment Agency (EA) national guidelines.
Flood plain compensation areas would be provided to compensate for any
encroachment by the Scheme into the floodplain. These would be equivalent in
size to the area of floodplain lost.
The combined effect of surface water attenuation and floodplain compensation
would mitigate any adverse effects on flooding.
Further efforts will be made to minimise the land that is required through the
detailed design phase of the scheme
The soil storage area would be for temporary use and would remain in the current
ownership and be returned in a condition suitable to continue with current usage
on completion of the scheme

cause problems in the long-term with the existing drainage
problems of Beck Brook in the village of Girton and further
details regarding the likely use of land and whether it is allocated
for temporary use during construction or permanent use.

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.
University of
Cambridge
University of
Cambridge

Further clarity is sought to the use of the proposed ‘potential
replacement special category land’ within the ownership of
Girton College.

Yes

No continuation sheet exists south of Sheet 21. The university
seeks definition of the scheme boundary termination to the south
along the M11.

Yes

Locations of replacement special category land have been removed following the
consultation.

Yes

No

The southern limit of the scheme is shown on the inset on sheet 21 of the
Proposed Scheme General Arrangement and is indicated by the redline just south
of Footpath Girton 5 which crosses under the M11. Updated plans of the scheme
have been submitted as part of the DCO application (General arrangement Plans).

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Need for the proposals
Essential / Needed
Consultee(s)
101016, 102856,
104547

102373

Summary of consultee comment
Girton interchange improvements - hallelujah! The existing
layout is dreadful, with M11/A14 traffic crossing over one
another at speed. Improvements are urgently needed

Girton interchange needs to be done and any improvement
would be beneficial.

Date consulted

Yes

No

Support duly noted
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange
and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East
slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Girton interchange improvements are essential. The current
layout is awful.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

104912

I acknowledge the potential importance of the proposed A14
scheme for many local residents and businesses.

Yes

No

Support duly noted

101067, 101851,

The current Girton interchange needs improving, the new

Yes

No

Support duly noted

104873
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102803, 55574,
103534, 103573,
104502, 104653,
104759, 54632,
104922

junction design at Girton appears to be much simpler and safer.

Overdue
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104515

Bringing the Girton interchange, and A14 in general, up to an
acceptable standard represents a long overdue investment in
the future of East Anglia and the United Kingdom.

Consultee(s)
104976, 100983,
57314, 54700,
Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge
Group), Swavesey
& District
Bridleways
Association (SDBA)

Summary of consultee comment

A foot bridge, or other, suitable for all forms of non-motorised
traffic and wide enough to accommodate mixed uses without
conflict, should be provided for the footpath (Bridleway 6) from
the end of Washpit Lane across to Madingley/Coton.

Date consulted

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A network of NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow
interconnection of all the NMU routes. The proposed route for travelling from the
northeast to southwest quadrants of Girton Interchange would use Girton
Accommodation Bridge and footpaths Girton 4 and 5 (proposed to be upgraded to
bridleway status by Cambridgeshire County Council). These are shown in the
General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission. Traffic signals would be provided (by the developer) at the North West
Cambridge development junction with the A1307 Huntingdon Road.

Yes

University of
Cambridge

To help mitigate the impact on farm operations, the university
seeks the opportunity to extinguish the existing Footpath 8
alignment, and to re-route it along the new single carriageway
road and along Beck Brook before re-joining the existing route.

Yes

No

101998

Could Girton interchange have a cycle way put through it northwest to south-east as a strategic access route?

Yes

No

Local footpaths will be closed with no consideration given as to
how local residents (e.g. to/from Girton, Coton, Madingley) and
walkers will be able to travel across the road without making a
substantial detour (3+ miles). These routes are used more often
than you might think by walkers and runners.

Yes

No

Options for the retention of the footpaths should be considered
so that it restores connection between Girton, Madingley and
Coton, without the need for a large detour. Options could include
a footbridge or underpass suitable for all forms of non-motorised
traffic allowing a more direct NMU route with less vertical
deviation.

Yes

No

104976, 104825,
100983

54160, 104976,
54700, Swavesey
& District
Bridleways
Association (SDBA)
104976

The A14 is currently a difficult crossing to make and only
suitable for fit and confident pedestrians.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes
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No

Support duly noted

Footpath Girton 8 has not been realigned because this is not required for the
purpose of the road improvement scheme.

There are no plans to provide an underpass or footbridge at Girton. A network of
NMU connections around the Girton Interchange area would allow interconnection
of all the NMU routes. The proposed route for travelling from the northeast to
southwest quadrants of Girton Interchange would use Girton Accommodation
Bridge and footpaths Girton 4 and 5 (proposed to be upgraded to bridleway status
by Cambridgeshire County Council). These are shown on the General
Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order submission.
Traffic signals would be provided (by the developer) at the North West Cambridge
development junction with the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Chapter 15 of the
Environmental Statement examines the effects on all travellers from the scheme,
including non-motorised users. A summary of NMU survey results is provided in
Appendix 15.1 in Volume 3 of the Environmental Statement.
Crossing of the A14 would be achieved either via Girton Accommodation Bridge or
the existing Dry Drayton junction bridge which would be modified to accommodate
the NMU route and crossings. Both are connected by new NMU paths and
bridleways.

54636
What is the proposed nature of the surface of the NMU path?
Will this replace the Madingley 6 Bridleway?

Yes

No

After consultation with Cambridgeshire County Council Public Rights of Way
Officer and Cycling officers the decision was made that the bridleway would have a
compacted, loose material surface to cater for all NMU users. Bridleway Madingley
would be realigned and connect into the NMU facilities proposed along the local
access road at Girton Roundabout West.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

100983, 54700

The only proposed access to the countryside is via roadside
footpaths on the new access road, which are generally pretty
unpleasant, and often unsafe for child cyclists.

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

The new NMU route starting from Huntingdon Road and
continuing on south side of slip road to connect into local access
road is welcome. But the proposed quality of the route is not
acceptable. The proposed new NMU path alongside the local
access road must be built to a higher standard. The proposed
arrangement is too close to the carriageway. The design needs
to include some light and sound screening between the path and
the carriageway for the whole of this section.
There is a need to add a signal controlled crossing of
Huntingdon Road at the eastern end of cycle path.
The new NMU route starting from Girton Accommodation bridge
and then continuing on the north side of A14 to the Dry Drayton
bridge is welcome. But some further details need to be included,
in particular:
a) need to upgrade Girton FP4 to bridleway status at least from
Huntingdon Road to the accommodation bridge to allow use by
cyclists to connect from Huntingdon Road and to connect into
Girton (see (b)).
b) need to add the missing cycle connection into Girton (into
Weavers Way or into St Vincents Close) to complete the
connection into Girton for cyclists.
c) need to provide an additional section of segregated/off-road
cycle lane along the north side of Huntingdon Road to connect
the end of FP4/new bridle path to the new NMU route on the
south side of Huntingdon Rd. This should connect into a new
signal controlled crossing - see comment 2 above.
The plans show the Madingley BW6 being severed by the new
A14 access ramp. This severance is not necessary and the
plans should maintain BW6 along the existing line by including a
box culvert underpass on the access ramp. The resulting BW 6
can then connect more directly into the new NMU path on the
south side of the local access road. This would provide a better
desire line for walkers and cyclists between Madingley and
Girton.
When combined with Comments 3 & 4 above there is a near
restoration of the NMU route into Girton via Washpit Lane. The

Yes

NMU facilities would be designed to current DMRB standards and provide a safe
layout. The layouts would be developed during the detailed design.
Girton FP 4 would be upgraded to a bridleway by Cambridgeshire County Council.
Access from Girton to Dry Drayton village would be achieved via the access
track/bridleway which extends from Girton Accommodation Bridge to Dry Drayton
Road roundabout on the north side of the A14, with connection to Girton Village by
way of a shared cycleway/footpath between Weavers Field and Girton
Accommodation Bridge.
A section of NMU path would be included between Girton FP4 and the signal
controlled crossing.
Shared NMU facilities are proposed on Dry Drayton Bridge connecting to the
shared NMU path along Longstanton Road.
Yes

Yes

Madingley Bridleway 6 would be stopped up and an alternative connection
provided around the base of the westbound link.
A safe direct connection from Madingley Bridleway 6 to Washpit Lane would
require significant structural works at significant cost to cross high speed
carriageways and would not be provided as part of the scheme. Alternative safe
routes around Girton Interchange would be provided.
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current broken route requires NMUs to cross the fast eastbound
slip road to get to Washpit Lane: this is already a dangerous and
difficult crossing and will get much worse with the expected
higher traffic volumes and higher speed. Therefore a good
addition would be to create a new underpass under this slip road
to connect BW6 directly into Washpit Lane via the new NMU
path on the north side of the A14.

104568

104960

Near Girton Interchange the Girton accommodation bridge
(public footpath) and its right of way continuation south and
westward needs to be upgraded as a general NMU route linking
to the North West Cambridge development and onwards to
Coton and Madingley, linking with all other rights of way in this
area. This would restore access between neighbouring villages
and to the wider countryside which since the construction of the
A14 and M11 interchange has been severed.
In the event of changes then dedicated routes for non-motorised
users need to be developed. They need to be attractive and
direct. It seems that a bridleway route through the Girton
interchange to Washpit Lane and then to Girton is being closed.
This is another example of how roads are either blocking rights
of way, or creating situations that are so intimidating that they
create barriers.

Yes

No

Girton Footpaths 4 and 5 would be upgraded to a bridleway by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
Upgrading footpaths into to NMU routes outside the scheme such as those into
Madingley is the responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

A safe direct connection from Madingley Bridleway 6 to Washpit Lane would
require significant structural works at significant cost to cross high speed
carriageways and would not be provided as part of the scheme. Alternative safe
routes around Girton Interchange would be provided.

Swavesey &
District Bridleways
Association (SDBA)

Request the upgrade of Foot Path Girton 4 to a bridleway to give
access from Huntingdon Road to Girton Accommodation bridge,
and hence onto the new NMU path on the north side of the A14.

Yes

Yes

Footpaths Girton 4 and 5 would be upgraded to bridleway status by
Cambridgeshire County Council providing access from Huntingdon Road to Girton
Accommodation Bridge.

2 local community
consultees
(Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge Group)

We are pleased with the consideration given to footpaths and
bridleways and particularly appreciate the provisions for nonmotorised users (NMUs) and local access road around the
difficult Girton interchange.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge Group)

An NMU path should be provided from Bridleway 6, running in a
northerly direction below the embankment alongside the new
A14 westbound link road, to join the NMU at the roundabout just
north west of new Girton interchange bridge.

Yes

Yes

It is proposed that diverted bridleway Madingley 2 would extend north along the
foot of the A14 westbound link embankment and connect to Girton Roundabout
West.

Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge Group)

The proposed signalised junction near Girton College should
have full pedestrianised facilities and a safe path between the
junction and Girton Footpath 4. The connection between Girton
Footpath 4 and Girton Footpath 5 is well used by walkers.

Yes

Yes

Traffic signals would be provided (by the developer) at the North West Cambridge
development junction with the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Cambridgeshire County
Council would ensure that a toucan crossing facility is provided in this to cater for
crossing movements.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and
all travellers during construction. Where appropriate, routes through worksites for
construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding access

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)
University of
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment

This acknowledges there may be temporary severance of
access to areas of farmland as a result of construction haul
routes or construction related land-use requirements.

Date consulted

Yes
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routes to construction sites. The effect of construction traffic on local roads has
been considered in the Environmental Statement. Areas of land required for
temporary use during the construction period are identified on the scheme plans.
Access to land that is not identified as being required for specific construction
related reasons would be maintained
University of
Cambridge

University of
Cambridge

University of
Cambridge

The maintenance of the westbound access could result in the
removal of the proposed Robins Lane overbridge, reducing landtake within the Clare College Farm area.

Yes

The university seeks further information to demonstrate that the
designed has minimise land take.

Yes

Further details are sought by the university regarding the likely
use of this land and whether it is allocated for temporary use
during construction or permanent use.

Yes

No

Direct access onto 3 lane dual carriageway roads is recognised as a safety risk
and it is the Highways Agency’s policy to design out such accesses from
improvement schemes. The Robin’s Lane junction with the new local access road
would provide access to Lolworth via the overbridge. Farm access would be
available via Robin’s Lane by means of farm access tracks provided on Robin's
Lane.

Yes

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of this scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase a process of negotiation
for the potential to seek land by agreement would take place.
Land take required by the Scheme would be minimised to reduce scheme cost and
disruption to land owners

University of
Cambridge

University of
Cambridge

The university agrees with the provision of a reduced-movement
Girton interchange scheme – the previous proposal for the
provision of a five movement interchange would have had much
greater land-take within university land ownership.

Yes

As the proposed Huntingdon Road West Junction works are not
conditional upon or a requirement of the A14 scheme delivery,
the university seeks the removal of these proposals from the
A14 scheme boundary.

No

Agreement duly noted.

Yes

Yes

The scheme boundary has been modified to exclude junction works within the
Northwest Cambridge Junction. It is the Highways Agency's intention that the
modifications to Huntingdon Road as part of the A14 Improvement Scheme would
tie into the proposed Northwest Cambridge junction. Signalised crossings at the
junction would be retained or upgraded to allow bridleway crossing. Traffic
modelling has been undertaken which shows the junction would have sufficient
capacity.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Safety
Consultee(s)
101000, 55574,
102856, 103534,
104502, 104515,
104810, 104828

Summary of consultee comment
The Girton interchange is currently very dangerous and
confusing with frequent accidents due to the crossover of traffic.
The proposals will remove this crossover and make the junction
much safer.

Date consulted

101849

101939

Highways Agency’s response

Single lane running will cause frustration and potential risktaking.

Yes

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane

The present access roads at Girton need to be changed for
safety.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
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safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
The new local access road would provide direct access from Cambridge to the
Avenue into Madingley, thus alleviating the current problems.

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme. The scheme would be
designed and built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels.

101089

The Girton Interchange is subjectively dangerous, particularly
trying to get onto the road to Madingley from Huntingdon road
when there is a lot of traffic.

Yes

No

55530

The present Girton interchange is very dangerous.

Yes

No

The junction would be improved in accordance with current industry standards.

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange
and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East
slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into
Cambridge from this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307
created on the M11 slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge
and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.

No

The Highways Agency are removing the A14 westbound movement through this
loop and providing a free flow link for the A14 westbound traffic which will improve
this movement. The loop will be kept for emergency and maintenance access.
The loop from the M11 northbound to A14 eastbound will be retained.

104867

104846

Girton interchange is a dangerous junction not designed for
current traffic levels

Yes

The path of southbound traffic exiting A14 onto A1307 into
Cambridge has to pull off the A14 from lane 2 onto an exit slip
on the right side of the road, putting this traffic, which includes
slower and less manoeuvrable vehicles such as buses, in
conflict with faster-moving traffic remaining on the A14 – this
could prove dangerous.

Yes

104881
It retains the tight "clover leaf" which causes lorries to lose
control.

Yes

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.
200012

The current clover leaf layout at Girton is dangerous and forces
all traffic to change lanes.

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD,
introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels.
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.
In addition the scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton
Junction would operate safely and efficiently.

Safety paraphernalia
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

103531
Ramblers’
Association
(Cambridge Group)

Needs careful consideration of signposting.

No

The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction would
operate efficiently.

Yes

No

It is the Highways Agency's intention that the modifications to Huntingdon Road as
part of the A14 scheme would tie into the proposed Northwest Cambridge junction.
Signalised crossings at the junction would be retained or upgraded to allow
bridleway crossing. Traffic modelling has been undertaken which shows the
junction would have sufficient capacity.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

The proposed signalised junction near Girton College should
have full pedestrianised facilities.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange
and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East
slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

57344

Girton is another muddle. It is better to demolish all existing and
start again. It needs a spaghetti junction type of resolution.

Yes

Yes

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on to the A1307
Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from the A14 eastbound slip road at Girton
interchange would have been retained. The design has been changed and it would
now be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further
south. This would remove the existing diverge improving safety and capacity.

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Current junction regularly causes delays, both at the junction
and in the surrounding areas.

Yes

No

At peak times traffic is queued back along the A14 due to the
bottleneck caused by the slip road taking vehicles from the A14

Yes

No

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)
101000, 101100,
104922, 104976,
102366
101040
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The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and

eastbound onto the Cambridge Northern Bypass.
101058, 104909

replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.

The proposals at the Girton interchange still result in congestion.

Yes

No

Widening the road before and after the A14 / M11 junction will
not remove the bottleneck.

Yes

No

101100

101849

54304

Congestion is likely at the offside diverge from the A14
eastbound to Cambridge as A14 traffic attempts to move over to
the nearside to diverge.

It will provide more capacity for another major congestion black
spot at the Girton Interchange.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety. An
additional lane on the A14 East to the A14 West slip roads. It also includes
changes to the merge and diverge arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428
join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from three lanes to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The current proposal would be to remove the offside diverge from the A14
eastbound link onto the A1307. It would be replaced with a more intuitive nearside
diverge off the M11 and onto the A1307 via a new roundabout. This would provide
a safer solution for road users.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange
and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East
slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

104744

101035

Girton should be a junction which caters for all movements
whether via the main A14/M1/A428 or the local road. An extra
link from the roundabout on the local road to the west of the
Girton junction should be added, to allow the left turn from the
A428 via the local road onto the A14N. This could also allow the
same link in the opposite direction, just adding one bridge over
the A428 to take one lane across to join from the left onto the
A428W.

Congestion at Girton needs addressing.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows traffic flows on
the Madingley Road in the vicinity of the M11 would reduce as a result of the
scheme, due to traffic transferring from the A428 on to the A14. Further in to the
city, there is expected to be limited change in traffic flows on Madingley Road.
Improvements to the A428 are not included within the A14 improvement scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Traffic forecasts provided in the Transport Assessment show that traffic flows on
the section of the A428 to the west of the A1198 would not change significantly in
the either the year of opening (2020) or the design year (2035), with daily traffic
flows forecast to decrease by approximately 1% per day in both cases.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip

roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

102785

The congestion problem here has been ongoing for many years.

Yes

No

102789

Regarding Girton, whilst the new local access road is a benefit,
the traffic congestion from Huntingdon to Girton on a single slip
road is going east is a serious problem.

Yes

Yes

102863

Girton interchange should be to motorway standards.

Yes

No

104868

Girton has high traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from
this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11
slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only
A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the northbound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of
the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add significantly to scheme cost and
is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104921

The road does not perform in this area due the configuration at
Girton interchange.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
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The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in the
volume of traffic using the key radial routes into Cambridge from the A14 as a
result of the scheme.

101861, 101962,
104734, 104799,
102366, 54700
The single carriageway on Maddeningly Road is severely
congested during peak times causing delays to both the M11
and traffic into Cambridge city centre. The situation is
compounded by the A428 (E) traffic trying to reach the M11 (S).

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Madingley Road are expected to be slightly reduced by the
scheme as some traffic transfers back on to the A14 corridor due to the reduction
in congestion and delay.
The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. The management
of traffic on Madingley Road is a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

104531

The closure of the Oakington/Dry Drayton junction route will
increase congestion along Huntingdon and Madingley Road.

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) would be closed in the scheme, for two
safety-driven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5 km
(0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the Highways Agency’s
recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and introduces a conflict where
traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to cross traffic leaving the A14 at
Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen the A14 to four lanes in each
direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would
need to cross more lanes of traffic. These are significant road safety issues that
have the potential to cause congestion and delays. The Highways Agency
therefore considers it is most appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the
surrounding villages maintained via the proposed local access road.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane

104734
Creating a link between the A428 (E) and M11 (S) would greatly
improve the congestion in this area.

Yes

102366, 104359
If the A428 is reduced down to a single lane you will be
worsening queues for traffic flowing onto the A14.

Yes

104734, 104799,
102366, 104359

A number of major developments are proposed within the vicinity of Girton
Interchange including NIAB and north-west Cambridge development. These
developments will contribute to the forecast growth traffic on local roads.

Future development will worsen congestion at the Girton
interchange.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year of 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be ‘near certain’ or ‘more than likely’.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridge.
The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

101851, 104653

The new junction is simpler and therefore should improve traffic
flow.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted

101886

The greatest improvement at Girton will be the long overdue
elimination of the tight left hand circuit to move from the
westbound A14 to the northbound M11/westbound A14 junction.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

102816

At Girton the changes seem excellent for the main flows of
traffic, which is the most important thing. There should be
connections from the local access road (and A1307) to the M11
and North Cambridge Bypass. Currently traffic heading from the
M11 or bypass can head directly to the Crematorium / Dry
Drayton / Oakington.
Agree that the Dry Drayton junction should be closed, but only if
the replacement local access road has a connection at Girton.
Otherwise traffic for this junction will have to head all the way
around the Bar Hill roundabout, which is a significantly longer
route and adds to the potential congestion problems there.
The most obvious omission is the link from the M11 to the local
access road. There is an existing slip road which could provide
this link (the one currently used by westbound A14 traffic) but
the proposal is to close this. This seems very misguided. The
reverse movement should also be provided, together with links
to the North Cambridge Bypass. As well as providing the extra
connections for the new local access road, this would also be
very useful for traffic from North-West Cambridge on the A1307.
Currently it is very difficult to travel from Girton to the M11, or
from North-West Cambridge to the A14E. This traffic has to head
into the city and use a very congested part of the ring road. Not
providing these movements at Girton is a missed opportunity to
reduce the amount of traffic which runs through Cambridge. This
will become all the more important with the building of the new
development in North-West Cambridge.

102823

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its Route Based Strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

Yes

No

Traffic travelling between the local access road and M11 would need to travel via
Bar Hill junction, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km compared with the
existing arrangement via Dry Drayton junction. The Transport Assessment
indicates that the additional journey time of this diversion would be offset by the
journey time savings due to the improved operation of the A14 between Bar Hill
and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge would have direct
access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access road, avoiding the
need to join the A14 entirely.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The junction at Madingley Rise would be required to provide access into
Cambridge for traffic using the A428. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
indicates that traffic flows on the A428 between Cambourne and Cambridge would
be reduced by approximately 13% as a result of the A14 scheme, with a reduction
in the traffic leaving the A428 at Madingley Rise to access Cambridge. Closure of
this junction is outside of the objectives and scope of the scheme.

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.

Yes
Additional movements between the A428 and M11 would
improve traffic flow at Madingley Hill.

102833
Close the junction at Madingley Rise to ease traffic flow into
Cambridge.

Yes

55669, 104909,
104916
The Girton interchange could have been designed for much
better flow of traffic.

Yes
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104786, 104799

These plans make no allowance for extra traffic and actually
make the current traffic flow situation worse, constricting the
A428 to one lane where the M11 and A14 join it.

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section
between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction.
This design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane

54632

Traffic flow would be improved as a result of the A14 north of
Cambridge being widened.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional lane on the
A14 West to A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to the A14 West slip
roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge arrangements where the
M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from three lanes to
four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between
Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This
design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour flows on the A14
between Girton and Bar Hill would be well within the capacity of a four lane
standard road.

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. In the scheme presented at consultation the existing access on
to the A1307 Huntingdon Road into Cambridge from this slip road would have
been retained. The design has been change and it would now be closed with a
new access to the A1307 created on the M11 slightly further south. This would
remove the existing diverge and ensure that only A14 bound traffic is using this slip
road.

No

Comment is duly noted.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101100

The key issue at Girton is how traffic leaves the A14 when it
becomes the M11 to re-join it - this causes significant queues.

Yes

102851, 104625
Routing does not address traffic movements effectively at Girton
interchange.

104825

The new A14 westbound dual carriageway will carry more than
twice the amount of traffic that currently travels on this section of
road.

Yes

Yes

104846
From the design it appears that southbound traffic exiting the
A14 onto the A1307 has to pull off the A14 from lane 2 onto an
exit slip on the right side of the road. It appears that lane
markings would funnel all A14 traffic into a single lane at the
M11 fork, which would seem at odds with the traffic volumes.

102914

This layout is necessary to manage the volume of traffic on this
strategic route and the major intersection between the A14, M11
and A428.

Yes

Yes

Local road network
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
At the Girton interchange, the local access road would use the existing Bulls Close
underbridge to cross under the M11 and the existing Huntingdon Road bridge to
cross the A14. To the north of Girton interchange the local access road would
cross the A14 at the existing Dry Drayton junction overbridge.

101768
Where does the local access road cross the A14?

Yes

No

How will the local access road go into and out of Cambridge?

Yes

No

102814

53810, 104916
There should be access to and from the local roads and the
M11, A14 and A428.

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Yes

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This route is forecast to carry 14,700 vehicles per day, which would otherwise
need to use the A14.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

53810
The local road does not serve its purpose and only provides
access to Cambridge.

Traffic on the local access road heading into/out of Cambridge would use the
existing A1307 Huntingdon Road which would be converted to a two way
carriageway utilising existing infrastructure such as Bulls Close Underbridge.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

104976
There remains no access to the A14 (E) without going through
the neighbouring village of Histon or Cambridge.
Conington Village
Meeting

Yes

No

Access to the A14 (E) to/from the village of Girton would be unchanged from the
existing situation. Traffic to the A14 (W) would no longer be able to use the Dry
Drayton junction (Junction 30) as this would be one of the junctions to be closed
for safety reasons.
The Transport Assessment indicates that that there would be some transfer of
traffic from Madingley Road to Huntingdon Road as a result of the scheme.

Commuters in south Cambridge from Cambourne are forced to
either queue down Madingley Hill for an hour each morning or
drive through villages, usually Knapwell and Boxworth, to join
the A14 at the Trinity Foot junction.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The Transport Assessment also demonstrates that the scheme has adequate
capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up
until the end of 2035.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)
University of
Cambridge

Summary of consultee comment
Measures should be provided to control vehicle speeds in this
area to protect users of the access in and out of the proposed
Huntingdon Road West Junction and to ensure:
i) Vulnerable road users in the vicinity of the North West
Cambridge development are able to use the junction safely; and

Date consulted

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD.
Improvements are expected to reduce the number of accidents.
The HA continues to engage with Cambridgeshire County Council on the detailed
design of local roads.

ii) Ensure safe access to the university-controlled farm land to
the north-east.
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104912, 101954
Impose a 50 mph speed limit for traffic adjacent to Girton village.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

This is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply. The scheme would separate local traffic from long-distance and commuter
traffic with the introduction of the local access road between Fen Drayton and
Girton. In addition, the scheme removes domestic and commercial frontages onto
the A14 and provides extra capacity in both the three-lane and four-lane dual
carriageway sections. These improvements would provide a freer flowing A14.

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

24847

Has any further modelling been carried out on additional
movements at the Girton interchange?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
There has been no further modelling specifically on the impact of providing
additional movement at the Girton interchange.

University of
Cambridge
The modelling work undertaken and journey time analysis does
not report impacts on the M11 in the vicinity of the Girton
interchange with and without the proposed scheme. The impact
on the flow along the M11 is therefore not fully understood and
this may be affected by a higher capacity A14.

University of
Cambridge

Yes

Further details and modelling is required to show that the A14
proposals will not impact upon the capacity of the proposed
Huntingdon Road West Junction.

No

The Highway’s Agency traffic forecasts indicate that daily flows on the M11 to the
south of Girton interchange are forecast to increase by less than 10% with the
scheme.
The scheme includes improvements to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic
flow for all existing movements. This includes provision of an additional lane on the
A14 West to A14 East and an additional lane on the A14 East to the A14 West slip
roads. It also includes changes to the merge and diverge arrangements where the
M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from three lanes to
four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between
Bar Hill and Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This
design would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (Section 7.7) summarises the operational
assessments that have been undertaken for the North West Cambridge junction.
These indicate that the junction is forecast to operate well within capacity, both
with and without the A14 scheme.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Noted.

Other (no comment)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

104954

No additional comments.

Date consulted

104939

104762

Highways Agency’s response

Girton is already being built.

Yes

No

The scheme currently under construction is widening the section of A14 from
Histon Junction (Junction 32) to Milton Junction (Junction 33) only and includes
improvements to the east facing slip roads at Girton Interchange.
The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Scheme would provide much further safety and
capacity improvements to A14 mainline and associated junctions extending from
A1(M).

Cannot research and comment on Swavesey and Bar Hill
junctions as it is outside of the immediate area.

Yes

No

No comment noted.
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*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E16.0

Junctions – General

E16.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 16 Part 1: Junctions - General – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

Offord Cluny &
Offord D’Arcy
Parish Council

Summary of consultee comment

The Highways Agency also plans to improve the junctions at
Girton, Histon and Milton. This appears to be an eminently
sensible strategy – because it actually addresses the root cause
of much of the congestion. Traffic heading towards Cambridge
has to negotiate the over-complicated junction at Girton and
maybe the junctions at Histon and Milton where long tailbacks
block the inside lane of a dual carriageway already merging with
faster moving traffic from the Eastbound A428. If similar sensible
measures were applied to the existing A14, then most of the
issues regarding congestion caused by accidents and
breakdowns would also be addressed.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 truck road will become worse and be
a constraint to growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area. The scheme would
provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would
help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey
reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the
effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

In the vicinity of Cambridge, the scheme would provide increased capacity for local
and strategic traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes
in each direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon. The scheme would maintain all the principal
traffic movements through the proposed improved Girton interchange and would
improve traffic flows from east to west on the A14. The layout has been designed
to enable safer and more free-flowing traffic movements. It would remove the
existing A14 westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow
connection. The scheme also includes improvements to both Histon and Milton
junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at these
junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme
does not go ahead.
Further details can be found in the Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Future growth
Consultee(s)

Lolworth Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about the impact the Northstowe development will
have on these junctions. We seek further reassurance on long
term capacity and resilience.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035 including the
first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000
homes). The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts include all developments that
are considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire, including the Alconbury and Northstowe
developments. Overall housing and employment growth is then constrained to the
national projections at district level across the study area.
The Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions have been designed to ensure that the
predicted traffic levels would be accommodated without significant levels of
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congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational
assessments have been undertaken and the results are summarised in Section 7
of the Transport Assessment.
Allowance has also been made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). This
includes safeguarding land and providing earthworks and structures that are
capable of accommodating an enlarged junction.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 between the Bar Hill junction and the southern access to the Northstowe
development would increase from 19,500 vehicles per day to 33,900 vehicles per
day (+74%) as a result of the A14 scheme. The majority of this growth is
attributable to the Northstowe Phase Two development which is dependent on the
A14 improvements.
Lolworth Parish
Meeting

Concern regarding what effect the Northstowe development will
have on the road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Traffic flows on the B1050 to the north of the Northstowe southern access would
be slightly reduced as some development traffic diverts on to the southern access
road.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme
does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to accommodate the
potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

Summary of consultee comment

Ensure the junctions to the new A14 are fit for purpose, including
their ability to cope with all commuter traffic going to / from
Cambridge.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response

Junctions have been designed in accordance with the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB). Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to demonstrate that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted
traffic levels up until the design year 2035. All new junctions have been designed
to accommodate the forecast flows with some reserve capacity. The local access
road, parallel to the trunk road has been designed for local commuter traffic to
Cambridge.
Further details can be found in the Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)

Anglian Water

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Anglian Water has assets throughout the development area and
should be contacted independently for full details of the assets
that will be affected.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response

The Highways Agency has engaged with Anglian Water and are in discussions
regarding the scheme in relation to Anglian Water’s assets.

letter)
Scheme scope
Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

Associated British
Ports

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Consideration should be given to other forms of commuting such
as the guided busway and other public transport choices to /
from Cambridge.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Traffic
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Associated British
Ports

Summary of consultee comment

It is the local traffic, not strategic traffic, which impacts on the
A14 performance as a direct result of the high levels of
commuting into and out of Cambridge. These junctions will
continue to have an impact on peak performance.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A new local access road is proposed parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road would enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar
Hill junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the
A14. Traffic forecasts indicate that this road would carry approximately 4,300
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to travel on the A14.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed junction layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Further details
can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Associated British
Ports

Summary of consultee comment

Consideration should be given to the use of peak time traffic
lights so that the impact on the main A14 can be managed.

Date consulted
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Peak time traffic lights are used to control the entry of traffic to busy motorways
and trunk roads at peak times. Such a facility alone would not resolve the current
congestion problems with the A14 and once the improvement scheme is put in
place this tool is not considered necessary.

E16.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 16 Part 2: Junctions – General – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
General design
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme will be an
all-purpose road as opposed to a motorway. The junction
spacing between Girton and Swavesey is significantly less than
the standards usually applied to motorways.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would be able to merge better together over this section. Addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), and in this case would add significantly to
scheme costs and would not be economically justified. Hard shoulders on
motorways are being converted to running lanes, so any further provision would be
better as more running lanes, not hard shoulder.

E16.3. Section 42(1)(d) – land interests
Appendix E Table 16 Part 3: Junctions - General – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Community
Consultee(s)

102877

Summary of consultee comment

Severe permanent impact on local residents.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people, enabling
better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It would help to
keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads, providing people
with less congested and safer access to services and amenities. In addition, the
new links provided by the scheme would enable safer, more extensive routes for
non-motorised user (NMU).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Cost
Consultee(s)

102877

Summary of consultee comment

Huge expense for the project.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

102877

Summary of consultee comment

Severe permanent impact on the environment.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19. The Highways
Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Further information required
Consultee(s)
55622

Summary of consultee comment

Have not been provided with sufficient information to fully
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Highways Agency’s response

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the

understand these proposals.

scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are included in
the Environmental Statement and Transport Assessment which form part of the
DCO submission.

General design
Road widening
Consultee(s)

104803

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The general widening of the A14 between Swavesey and Girton
is the maximum benefit for the minimum impact as the proposals
will use the existing A14 route without re-routing it across
currently untouched land.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Support for the general widening of this section is duly noted.

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

55624

Indeed a junction with the A428.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.

Junction design
Consultee(s)

103547

Summary of consultee comment

The only junction I have a problem with is the junction at
Lolworth.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The direct but limited access from Lolworth to the A14 is being replaced by a new
junction from the new local access road that runs parallel to the A14 between the
Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions. This would provide safer and improved access
for Lolworth both to the east towards Huntingdon and west towards via Robin's
Lane.

104850

The A14 should stay on its existing route past Fenstanton before
diverting to the new A14, with a junction at St Ives Galley Hill
rather than the proposed Swavesey junction. This would ease
the problems of rat running through Fenstanton and would be
much cheaper.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Alternative routes for the proposed scheme have been considered in the route
development phase and these routes were subject to consultation. A key reason
for the proposed route deviating from the line of the existing A14 at Swavesey is air
quality considerations at Fenstanton. An option similar to that described was set
out in a consultation in 2006/2007 and rejected by the majority of respondents.

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Traffic
Traffic flow
Consultee(s)
105060, 105061

These proposals will ease congestion and improve traffic flow.

Support is duly noted.

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

102877

Summary of consultee comment

Increase in traffic will negate the imagined benefit of the
scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions. This should provide congestion relief benefit for several years.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

105060

The proposed works at Swavesey junction will ease congestion
and improve traffic flow.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105060

The proposed works at Bar Hill junction will ease congestion and
improve traffic flow.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105060

The proposed works at Girton junction will ease congestion and
improve traffic flow.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support for the scheme duly noted
Support for the scheme duly noted
Support for the scheme duly noted

Local road network
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions.

101070

All of the junctions need improvement, however it remains that
the local access routes need to be improved to encourage local
traffic to use it.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The new local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton would run parallel to
the new A14 and provide access to both properties and businesses along the
corridor. The route would separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic
and would enable local traffic to avoid the A14. The local access road would also
provide improved facilities for non-motorised users.
Traffic forecasts indicate that for the forecast level of traffic a road of this standard
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would operate well within the capacity until the design year 2035.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed junction layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Further
details can be found in Section 7.7 (Table 7.57) ‘Operational Assessments’ of the
Transport Assessment.
Support for the scheme duly noted.
101761

102880

No longer need to use the A14 to Cambridge.

The existing M11 and A14 need to be safer and more efficient.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes the development of a local access road between Huntingdon
and north-west Cambridge that would provide an alternative route for local traffic.
This would avoid the need to use the A14. This route is forecast to carry 14,700
vehicles per day, which would otherwise need to use the A14 mainline.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Other (No comment)
Consultee(s)
103495, 104512,
104643, 104902,
104959

103495

Summary of consultee comment

No further comments to add.

There will be chaos during the redesign of the Hinchingbrooke
Park Road junction.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No response.
The remodelling of Hinchinbrook junction would not be undertaken until the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass had been opened. Once the bypass is open the
traffic flow on the A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to fall by over 60% at the
year of opening 2020. Further details of the future network performance can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment. The flow on Thrapston Road
would also fall by 60% in the year of opening with the scheme.
The Highways Agency would employ an experienced contractor to undertake the
remodelling work and the contractor would employ staged construction and traffic
management techniques to minimise disruption during construction.
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E16.4 Section 47 – local community*
Appendix E Table 16 Part 4: Junctions - General – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
General access
Access
Consultee(s)

101865

101890

104691

101981

104755

Summary of consultee comment

Need to get non-local traffic moving through the junctions quickly
to allow local traffic to get around for work and pleasure easily.

Improvements required to make it easier for local traffic to
access local villages, towns and cities.

Ensure good access is provided for locals in the proposals.

Provides access to local villages and from northern Cambridge.

The proposals should allow for future communities to easily
access necessary services and reliable public transport links to
reduce car-usage.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts, including the junctions would accommodate predicted traffic
levels.
In addition, to ensure the junction is easily navigable appropriate and clear signage
would be provided in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD).
The new local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton would run parallel to
the new A14 and provide access to both properties and businesses along the
corridor. The route would separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic,
as well as providing an improvement in facilities for non-motorised users.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts, including the junctions would accommodate predicted traffic
levels.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

The provision of a new local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton would
separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic. The local access roads
would enable all local road junctions and direct private accesses to be removed
from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on the A14 and make for
safer and easier connections for local road users to businesses and properties on
this corridor. Points of access onto the A14 from the local access roads would be
limited to dedicated junctions at Swavesey and Bar Hill, making it less attractive for
long distance traffic to use them as a viable parallel alternative to the A14.

No

Comment is duly noted. The provision of a new local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton would separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic.
The local access roads would enable all local road junctions and direct private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14 and make for safer and easier connections for local road users to
businesses and properties on this corridor. Points of access onto the A14 from the
local access roads would be limited to dedicated junctions at Swavesey and Bar
Hill, making it less attractive for long distance traffic to use them as a viable parallel
alternative to the A14.

No

The provision of a new local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton would
separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic. The local access roads
would enable all local road junctions and direct private accesses to be removed
from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on the A14 and make for
safer and easier connections for local road users to businesses and properties on
this corridor. Points of access onto the A14 from the local access roads would be
limited to dedicated junctions at Swavesey and Bar Hill, making it less attractive for
long distance traffic to use them as a viable parallel alternative to the A14. The

local access road would be used by local public transport and connect routes to
existing transport links.
Around 15 km of new NMU facilities would also be provided as part of the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement. Of this, over 12 km would form a
continuous facility from Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the
carriageway, to provide links to and from Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to future development at Northstowe. Additionally, two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey, improved crossing
facilities for NMUs in Huntingdon, and re-established bridleway links at Brampton.
The design standards for these routes are based on desirable rather than minimum
standards.

104913

104914

Concerned about the new access to the crematorium.

Local traffic into Cambridge has been considered.

Yes

Yes

No

Access from the east and north approaching on the A14 would require traffic to
remain on the A14 to the Bar Hill Junction at which point it could link to the local
access road to travel to the crematorium. This is not as direct as the current
arrangement however safety is much improved and direct access onto the A14
would not be an acceptable alternative on the grounds of safety. The Highways
Agency would continue to consult with the City Council during the detailed design
phase to address signing issues. From Cambridge, access to the crematorium
would be from the local access road which would be an extension of Huntingdon
Road. There would be no need to travel on the A14.

No

Comment noted. The provision of a new local access road between Fen Drayton
and Girton would separate local traffic from long distance, strategic traffic. The
local access roads would enable all local road junctions and direct private
accesses to be removed from the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow
on the A14 and make for safer and easier connections for local road users to
businesses and properties on this corridor. Accesses onto the A14 from the local
access roads would be limited to dedicated junctions at Swavesey and Bar Hill,
making it less attractive for long distance traffic to use them as a viable parallel
alternative to the A14.
Built more than three decades ago, the Highways Agency recognises the A14 was
not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that now uses it. The
proposed A14 improvement scheme would alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck.

103526

Due to the inability of the A14 to cope with current freight traffic
we have to use smaller, existing side roads to get anywhere on
time.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate
future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impacts of accidents and
lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the route. The scheme
would also separate, where possible, long distance traffic that is using the A14 for
strategic journeys from local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west
Cambridge by providing a new local access road that runs parallel with the A14
mainline.
The traffic modelling indicates that the additional capacity introduced by the A14
improvement scheme would result in traffic returning to use the main road.

Joint Parishes HCV

It is proposed that access onto the A14 for local residents from
some local villages, such as Cottenham, would change from Dry
Drayton northbound, to Bar Hill, at a location where Bar Hill has
one main access road and as such is vulnerable to traffic

Yes
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No

Residents of Girton, Oakington, Cottenham and Dry Drayton would need to travel
via Bar Hill to access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of
approximately 3.2km compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport
Assessment indicates that the additional journey time of this diversion would be
offset by the journey time savings due to the improved operation of the A14

congestion on local roads when an incident does occur.

between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, avoiding the need to join the A14 entirely.
Significant upgrade works are proposed at Bar Hill Junction. It is designed to
accommodate future traffic forecasts up until the year 2035.
Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

Community
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of the scheme largely
comprises high quality agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives
considered would inevitably impact on agricultural land.

101869

The scheme will cause the loss of land, animals and ultimately
my livelihood.

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated.
Where used temporarily land would be returned to a condition suitable to continue
with current usage on completion of the scheme where practicable. Mitigation
measures to protect and reuse soil have regard for the Defra Code of Practice.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.

103526

The villages of Swavesey and Bar Hill are too close to your
proposals and will be subject to miserable conditions.

Yes

No

The environmental impacts on local communities and human health, and on other
interests which would arise from the scheme (including the villages of Swavesey
and Bar Hill), have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment. This is reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 16
and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement (ES). A summary of all likely
significant impacts is included in Chapter 19 of the ES.
Residents of Swavesey and Bar Hill would benefit from the scheme through; better
non-motorised user (NMU) connectivity due to provision of NMU tracks/routes;
better and more reliable access to Cambridge and Huntingdon via the local access
road; more reliable journey times; less congestion; and less rat running.

Community impact
Consultee(s)
53810

103526

Summary of consultee comment
There are very significant and detrimental impacts to my own
village due to closing one of the A14 junctions and not providing
adequate alternate connectivity.

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass should not link back at
Swavesey at all but swoop down lower avoiding Swavesey and

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This will increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Access to the A14 would be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey and
Bar Hill. The local access roads would also enable local traffic to avoid the A14.

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number

Bar Hill. Swavesey and Bar Hill will need to cope with the same
miserable conditions that Godmanchester residents have
previously coped with.

of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road including
routes to the south of the existing A14 running along the line of the A428. This
was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. The
southern routes were not selected for further study, This ensured that additional
money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same
outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

Construction
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been considered for every environmental topic in the Environmental
Statement (ES) and are reported in the corresponding chapter of the ES.

101091

Construction will cause congestion.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on all travellers have been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 15 of the
Environmental Statement. In summary the assessment concludes that during
construction, it is anticipated that there would be an increase in driver stress.
However, with this would be reduced by implementation of the mitigation set out in
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) appended to the ES (Appendix 20.2)
enabling drivers to be aware of likely disruptions and plan their routes and journeys
accordingly. The effects on any particular section of route would be relatively short
term since works would be planned to maintain traffic flows as much as possible.
The CoCP outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by
the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction period,
including community relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body.
Once the road is built and open traffic congestion would reduce.

101101

Concern that construction works could produce more delays on
the existing A14 junctions.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management, and would be reviewed by the Highways
Agency.
Although some disruption is likely, optimal phasing of works along with effective
traffic management would minimise disruption. This includes significant works
being conducted offline with temporary haul routes created to cater for a large
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amount of construction traffic (see Appendix 3.2 in the ES for details).
The phasing of construction would be developed to create an efficient cost
effective programme, whilst minimising disruption and ensuring safety standards
for all are met.
The COCP outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.

101107

The scheme has potential to be hugely disruptive during the
construction period if the phasing is not right. A longer overall
scheme may be better with all alternative routes in place first
before disruption the existing road network. If the A428/Girton
interchange was done early, this would allow the A428 to take
some of the A14 load during construction.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would include details of
their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of construction vehicles
and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

Cost
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

104707

This solution is overly engineered and too expensive.

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented. Originally
twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the
best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the
Highways Agency is now pursuing.
In addition the scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth
up to the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more
than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the local
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The Highways Agency does not consider that the solution is overly engineered.
The scheme has been carefully designed to provide a high quality route to modern
standards which would and provide adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels
and improve safety for all users.
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104916

The junctions do not add value and instead just expand the
footprint of the road, rather than resolve the questions.

Yes

No

The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
Extensive traffic modelling, including operational assessments, has been
undertaken to ensure the proposed junctions adequately accommodate predicted
traffic flows. Junction performance is critical to ensure traffic would exit and access
the A14 efficiently and safely without affecting mainline traffic flow.
Details of the operational assessments for junctions are provided in the Transport
Assessment.

104943

There is too much expenditure on this project.

Yes

No

The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Environmental
General
Consultee(s)

104488

55534

Summary of consultee comment

Concerned about considerations of climate change.

Environmental impacts should be minimised.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes
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No

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden and traffic levels at the Buckden roundabout are not
expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme. This junction is
recognised as a bottleneck on the A1. The potential for any future improvements
to this junction will be considered as part of the Highways Agency’s route-based
strategy studies.

102813

There is an increase of noise in the Buckden area and more
heavy traffic. With the roundabout it will cause more problems

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The noise and vibration assessment has not identified any significant adverse
noise and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.

Ecology
Consultee(s)

104755

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Bridges needed to protect local biodiversity and the natural
environment. Use sound barriers and landscaping to increase
biodiversity and habitat corridors.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for mitigation
are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures, including mounding and planting where appropriate, are
informed by the combined assessment work for landscape and visual, noise, and
ecology. They include consideration of ecological connectivity and wildlife
corridors. The environmental mitigation that would be provided is shown in the
Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.

103526

You should provide wildlife bridges because this is humane and
helps fragile British wildlife.

A need for bespoke wildlife or green bridges has not been identified within the
mitigation, however, there are numerous wildlife crossings beneath the road and
the planting design would channel wildlife movements at key locations to aid safer
crossings. The environmental mitigation that would be provided is shown in the
Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Fig 3.2 of the Environmental
Statement.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. A three-dimensional model of the study area has
been constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or

Noise
Consultee(s)

104616

Summary of consultee comment

Noise pollution on neighbouring areas should be taken into
account.

Date consulted

Yes
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reflect noise. The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and
sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in noise
level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the
technical assessment work.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

104805

In this area the A14 is high compared to surrounding land and
there should be sound barriers provided, the A14 can be already
be heard over a mile away from the far side of Oakington.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed. The model
includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other
structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. The noise study
area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as
600metres around new or altered highways and sections of existing roads within
1km of the new works subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a
result of the scheme on opening. Oakington is at least 1.5km from the existing and
proposed A14scheme and hence is not included.

Further information required
Consultee(s)

101822, 102882,
54120, 104718,
104757

Summary of consultee comment

Struggling to fully understand the proposals from the drawings
provided.

Date consulted

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
th

nd

A series of large exhibition events were held from 8 April to 2 June to provide an
opportunity to view proposals and to discuss any queries or concerns with
members of the project team
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
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customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant effects
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.
A Non-Technical Summary (NTS) is submitted with the ES that supports the DCO
application. This provides a good overview of the project and impacts.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
103489

I do not have enough information about these proposals to make
a justified comment.

Yes

No

- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant effects
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.

104637

A map or summary of proposals should be included in this
questionnaire. This questionnaire will be dominated by nonworking respondents who have the time to read up on the
proposals and will not be a fair reflection of local opinion.

The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
Yes

No

This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant effects
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.
A Non-Technical Summary (NTS) is submitted with the Environmental Statement
that supports the DCO application. This provides a good overview of the project
and impacts.

104671

No information provided on local implications.

Yes
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No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.

The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant effects
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of the
scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information documents
were published and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues.
These provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic
information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels
- Preliminary Environmental Information
- Preliminary Traffic Information
104719, 104752

Details of these proposals are hard to find / limited so I am
unable to express an opinion.

- Scheme Drawings
Yes

No

Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation, should
customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the likely significant effects
are included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.
A Non-Technical Summary (NTS) is submitted with the Environmental Statement
that supports the DCO application. This provides a good overview of the project
and impacts.
Page 51 of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme, April 2014
public consultation brochure states: ‘The existing A14 junction at Dry Drayton
(Oakington) would be closed and incorporated into the local access road.’

104805

You fail to mention the closure of Oakington junction.

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) is one of the junctions that would be closed.
There are two main reasons for this, both of which are safety driven. Firstly, the
Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5km from the Bar Hill junction, which is
well below the Highways Agency’s recommended junction spacing of 2km and
introduces a conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to
cross traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen
the A14 to four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic joining
the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes of traffic. These are
significant road safety issues that have the potential to cause congestion and
delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is most appropriate to close
Junction 30, with access to the surrounding villages maintained via the proposed
local access road.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
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that the additional journey time associated with this diversion would be offset by
the journey time savings associated with the improved operation of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, avoiding the need to join the A14 entirely.
Future growth
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101023

Bar Hill and Swavesey may expand into larger settlements
serving the growing sub-region in terms of housing, retail and
leisure facility provision. There should be better integration of
junction capacity with future town extensions in these areas,
which even though do not have planning permission yet, are
likely to happen as part of natural growth.

Yes

No

101045

Ensure that junctions can cope with expansion to the roads in
the future.

Yes

No

101774

It will be necessary to increase access capacity giving regard to
Northstowe.

Yes

Yes

103526

You will struggle to improve this areas traffic needs with
Northstowe on top of it all.

Yes

Yes

104607

Insufficient access for Northstowe traffic.

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed A14 improvement scheme, including its junctions, would
accommodate forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up
to 2035. The road traffic model includes all developments that are considered to
be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, including the Alconbury and Northstowe (first and second phases
(approx. 5,000 homes)) developments. Overall housing and employment growth
constrained to the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at
district level across the study area.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model
(CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of England Regional Model (EERM).
Traffic growth in EERM is based on population, housing and employment growth
forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model.
Consequently, the Highways Agency's traffic forecasts do take account of likely
future traffic growth, although individual developments may not be represented
explicitly.
The Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions have been designed to ensure that the
predicted traffic levels would be accommodated without significant levels of
congestion in the peak hour both in 2020 and 2035. Detailed operational
assessments have been undertaken and the results are summarised in Section 7
of the Transport Assessment.

101925

The Northstowe access plans need to be added onto the A14
plans.

Yes

Yes

The design of the Bar Hill junction has been developed subsequent to the formal
consultation. One of the loop roads has been removed. The eastern loop is
retained and traffic signal control has been added to accommodate traffic
movements and non-motorised users. The layout of the B1050 has also been
amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and
the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2 development. Both the Northstowe
and A14 projects are planned to start construction at a similar time. A common tie
in point on the B1050 has been include in the design which means that the A14
and Northstowe projects can tie in with little modification.
Allowance has also been made for the Bar Hill junction to be expanded to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). This
includes safeguarding land and providing earthworks and structures that are
capable of accommodating an enlarged junction.

102876

104849

The junctions improve the current situation and will help others
to invest in the east for future developments.

The new town of Waterbeach has not been taken into account.

Yes

Yes
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No

Support is duly noted. Unlocking growth is a core objective of the A14 Cambridge
to Huntingdon scheme.

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the full build out of Alconbury Weald, the second phase of

the Northstowe development (3,500 homes) and Waterbeach are now considered
'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have therefore been included
within the latest traffic modelling and several amendments have been made to the
design to ensure that the scheme would accommodate these developments.
General design
Hard shoulder / Laybys
Consultee(s)

102881, 104705,
104843

Summary of consultee comment

The laybys along this stretch need to be removed.

100998

More lanes and a better Girton interchange will reduce
congestion

104898

There is no detailed plan for improvements to Milton junction,
only vague references to it. Of particular interest is the matter of
improving access to the A14 eastbound from Milton village and
high street. Even the current design of the exit of the road from
Tesco up to the roundabout should have included expansion to 3
lanes at the junction to accommodate eastbound traffic. As it
stands this traffic is held up in all the other congestion of traffic
either going down Milton road southbound or the A14
westbound. This extra lane should ideally also extend down to
the Tesco roundabout to alleviate the chronic congestion often
experienced there. A design for a comprehensive solution to this
problem using an additional smaller roundabout built over the
current "spare" land just to the east of this junction and adjacent
to Tesco seems an ideal solution to this problem. Even an
additional slip road off the Tesco roundabout in front of the Glass
World building and feeding south east to join the current A14
eastbound on-ramp from Milton would go a long way to solving
this problem.

55758

Uncertain about the junctions near Hilton. To travel north, would
want to access the road at Wood Green interchange.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions, lay-bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents on the route. The proposed A14 improvement scheme
would reduce the number of junctions and remove local accesses directly onto the
trunk road. .There is no intention to provide lay-bys along the new A14 for general
use. Instead emergency refuge areas would be provided solely for use in
emergencies.

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.

The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads and adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north. An extra lane
would also be added over the east bridge on the circulatory increasing the capacity
of the movement into Cambridge. This would ensure that, despite the forecast
increase in traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions including congestion
with the scheme would be no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Yes

No

Cambridge Road is the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives
the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the
scheme objectives.

Yes
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No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This will increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Access to the A14 would be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey and
Bar Hill and a partial junction at Ermine Street. The local access roads would also
enable local traffic to avoid the A14.

The Wood Green junction on Ermine Street could be accessed from Hilton via
Graveley Way west and A1198 north in order to continue a journey northwards on
the A14.

55758

As long as the proposal ends in a more sensible junction at
Girton than the crazy existing system, where traffic funnels down
to one lane west-east or circles a single lane loop with everyone
crossing over east-west then this could be a satisfactory
alternative to a new road.

Yes

No

104932

The cloverleaf junction remains which is a bad and dangerous
junction.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also provide a
new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road.

The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD) and would improve safety for all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.

101836

Aim to improve safety.

Yes

No

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility, gradeseparated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from a
local road constructed alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or
from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon.
Improved safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.

Truck stop
Consultee(s)

104851

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Another truck stop will be required around this area, truckers
from Felixstowe and Harwich find it difficult to find anywhere to
park and the services are always full by early evening.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Facilities for overnight parking would be provided at private-sector operated
service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop service
areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the boundary of
the proposed A14 improvement. It is understood there are proposals to expand the
provision of HGV parking at the Cambridge Service Area.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Motorway standards
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

54297

Proposals should be built up to motorway standard.

Yes

No

55530

The road is used as though it is a motorway, but the junctions
are not of motorway standard.

Yes

No
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The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and changing this section to motorway would
be inconsistent as well as t outside the scope for the scheme. Although the new
A14 would incorporate many features (such as gantry signing) that are currently
provided on motorways the road would continue to be designated an all- purpose
trunk road

Built more than three decades ago, the Highways Agency recognises the A14 was
not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic that now uses it. The
proposed A14 improvement scheme would alleviate the existing issues with

congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
an existing bottleneck.
The proposed scheme would provide an all-purpose trunk road as the A14 is
currently. Junctions would be designed to the current Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to
establish that the proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels at
the design year 2035. All of the new junctions have been designed to
accommodate the forecast flows with some reserve capacity
Junction design
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Support for proposed layout at Bar Hill duly noted.

101763

101763

Supportive about the proposed layout at Bar Hill. However,
unsupportive of connection to the B1050 which should be a dual
carriageway.

The design at Swavesey junction is too complex.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme has been informed by traffic forecasts that take account of the
Northstowe development including the proposed access on to Dry Drayton Road.
Land has been safeguarded at Bar Hill to allow this junction to be expanded in the
future to accommodate the traffic generated by the full development. In addition
allowance has also been made for widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two
lane dual carriageway to connect to the proposed southern access road and new
roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase Two
development. Any further improvements to the local and strategic road network
that would be required to support subsequent phases of the Northstowe
development would need to be agreed by the developer with the local planning
authority in consultation with the local highway authority.
The scheme is designed to modern road standards as set out by the DMRB and
TSRGD and would improve safety for all users. Junctions are designed to cater for
predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned
developments.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that junctions would operate
safely and efficiently.

104965

Concerned at the over-engineered approach to the proposed
junctions.

Yes

No

104826

These junction designs are too complex, I cannot see how they
will work in practice.

Yes

No

102015

No use having adequate roads and inadequate junctions.

Yes
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No

The A14 improvement scheme, including its junctions, would accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all developments that are considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with
overall housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End
Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council
and Huntingdonshire District Council) regarding future development assumptions.
The latest advice received from the local planning authorities indicates that a
number of other developments, including the full build out of Alconbury and the
second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered
'more than likely' to go ahead. These developments have therefore been explicitly
included in the latest traffic forecasts although the overall level of growth remains
constrained to NTEM. For example, the Bar Hill junction has been designed to
accommodate forecast traffic flows which include the first two phases of
Northstowe (approximately 5,000 homes) with sufficient land safeguarded to allow

the junction to be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The scheme has been designed to modern road standards as set out in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General
Directions (TSRGD), providing safe, well-engineered and adequately signed
junctions. Extensive traffic modelling studies and operational assessments have
also been undertaken to demonstrate that the proposed layouts can accommodate
predicted traffic levels at opening and up until the design year 2035.

Much of the problem of the A14 is caused by traffic behaviour at
junctions, therefore improvements to the junction design area
are required - but without the other elements of this project.

Yes

No

Babergh District
Council

All junctions will need upgrading.

Yes

No

103488

The current design of the junctions renders them inefficient.

Yes

No

103593

Minimising the number of junctions, at the same time as
improving access to the trunk road for traffic starting and
terminating journeys locally, is clearly the best compromise
between conveniences on the one hand and traffic flow and road
safety on the other.

101845

102802,104622,

104580

Local feeder roads should be either side of the junctions to avoid
complicated junctions and improve traffic flow.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment is duly noted. Built more than three decades ago, the Highways Agency
recognises the A14 was not designed to accommodate the daily volume of traffic
that now uses it. The proposed scheme has been designed to modern road
standards as set in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic
Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD). This, along with the provision
of adequate capacity, would mean driver behaviour is likely to change at junctions,
as individuals are less likely to take risks to avoid congestion.
Junctions have been designed in accordance with the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB). Extensive traffic modelling studies have been
undertaken to demonstrate that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted
traffic levels up until the design year 2035. All new junctions have been designed
to accommodate the forecast flows with some reserve capacity.
In response to consultation feedback. Refinement and modifications have been
made to the junctions to improve the capacity and make better provision for future
housing developments such as those proposed at Northstowe.
Comment is duly noted. The removal of existing frontages like the Cambridge
Crematorium and junctions (with the exception of Bar Hill and Swavesey), would
serve to allow better traffic flow and reduce conflict points. Junctions are being
rationalised with one junction, the current Dry Drayton junction, being removed
from the A14 and only remaining as part of the parallel local access road
The scheme includes the provision of a parallel local access road between Fen
Drayton and Girton which would segregate local traffic from long distance and
commuter traffic. The scheme would remove existing frontages from A14 such as
the Cambridge Crematorium and reduce the number of local junctions (with the
exception of Bar Hill and Swavesey) which would now be available via the access
road and would serve to allow better traffic flow and reduce conflict points on the
A14 for strategic, long distance traffic.
The scheme would also mean traffic on the de-trunked A14 between Swavesey
and Huntingdon would largely have local destinations.

Analysis has shown that the proposed local access road should be of single
carriageway standard. Provision of an additional local access road or dual
carriageway standard would complicate the junctions further and not provide
good value for money.

104705

Get rid of the petrol stations that access directly onto the A14
and close the Lolworth and Conington accesses.

Yes

No

Neither Conington, Lolworth nor the petrol stations would have direct access to the
improved A14. The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not have a direct access
for Conington although local traffic would retain existing access arrangements to
the de-trunked A14 for local journeys, using these to access the improved A14 for
longer distance journeys. Lolworth would have access to the local access road
and could use Bar Hill or Swavesey to access the A14 for long distance journeys.

104958

Doubts regarding the ability of the junction, as designed, to

Yes

No

Extensive traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed
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handle the increased traffic for the local roads servicing Dry
Drayton and for the projected increase in traffic from Northstowe
joining the A14.

junction layout would perform adequately with current predicted traffic levels
including development proposals at Northstowe and the local roads servicing Dry
Drayton.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. Considerations for the
junction have included the first and second phases of Northstowe (approximately
5,000 homes) with sufficient land safeguarded to allow the junction to be expanded
to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Further details can be found in the Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment

104579

The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of both
local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.

Must ensure junctions to the new A14 at Swavesey and Wood
Green are fit for purpose.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The respondents comment does not indicate the sections which are flawed or how
these could be improved. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken
to establish that the proposed junctions and scheme layout are appropriate for
future needs.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198 via the
existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic would use Swavesey Junction
or the local access road.

Slip roads
Consultee(s)

102902, 104721,
104757, 104882

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The current slip roads are not long enough, therefore improving
these junctions and making them safer will be a positive change.
The free flow connections to the A14 will be beneficial.

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

Proposals not fit for purpose
Consultee(s)

101011

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

I think the design is fundamentally flawed.

Non-motorised users
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

University of
Cambridge

Broadly in agreement but still unsure if the provision for cyclists
is as good as it could be.

Yes

No

104595

There does not seem to provision for anything but motor traffic.
Providing for non-motorised traffic will increase the traffic
capacity of the scheme, because the maximum traveller density
is higher.

Yes

No

104980

These are poor junctions and should be improved to make them
fit for purpose, particularly for those not in motor vehicles.

Yes

No

104526

Get the details for NMUs right.

Yes

No
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Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.
Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton
Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.The NMU

104645

Any changes to the junctions must take the opportunity to
restore and improve rights-of-way across the route, such as
would be suitable for cycling and walking. The current proposals
appear not to do so, and in fact risk worsening the situation.

Yes

No

104755

Bridges needed for non-motorised road-users.

Yes

No

104977

The design should take more account of cyclists in a zone where
far higher levels of cyclist use can be expected the future.

Yes

No

104977

A better quality cyclist and pedestrian route is needed between
the new NW Cambridge development and Madingley.

Yes

No

The proposal of a bridge for Non-Motorised Users (NMUs) at
Swavesey junction is excellent. However, the connection to the
roundabout on the Southern side, and hence Boxworth road, is
poor. It is suggested that either:

101084

facilities and crossings would be designed in accordance with the the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users, and other relevant standards.

Improvements to the A428 are not included within the scheme. However footpaths
Girton 4 and 5 on either side of the A1307 Huntingdon Road would be upgraded to
bridleway status by Cambridgeshire County Council. Traffic signals would be
provided (by the developer) at the North West Cambridge development junction
with the A1307, with Cambridgeshire County Council crossing is ensuring that a
toucan crossing facility is provided to cater for crossing movements. A new
bridleway would extend from footpath Girton 5 to Madingley Accommodation
Bridge.

Subsequent to consultation, the design of the NMU bridge and junction layout at
Swavesey has been modified to improve safety and the connectivity to Boxworth
and Cambridge Services.

a) Ensure there is dropped kerb access to the roundabout
at the foot of the NMU bridge south of the new road.
This would give the option to approach on the road from
Boxworth as now, and exit the roundabout onto the path.
b) Complete the last part of the path around the
roundabout. This would give the option to exit Boxworth
road approaching the roundabout from the south, and
cross the road heading west before turning up the NMU
bridge.
Option A would be faster in both directions, but perhaps less
likely to encourage new cyclists.

Yes

Yes

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The NMU Bridge would now extend over the A14 link road; therefore NMUs
traveling from Boxworth would be able to access the Swavesey NMU Bridge
without having to enter the roundabout. The roundabout at Boxworth
Road/Cambridge Services junction would be negotiated through refuges which
would support two way NMU traffic and permit users to wait in the middle to cross
traffic lanes providing access to Cambridge Services.

Property and land
Asset protection
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted.

53845

Improvement to these junctions to improve traffic flow would be
positive if done without taking up any more additional land than
is necessary.

Yes

No

Combating congestion is one of the Scheme objectives in order to make travel
more reliable. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure
that the proposed junctions and scheme layout would also have sufficient capacity
for predicted future traffic levels.
The Highways Agency would minimise land take required for the Scheme. Ongoing
engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land affected by
the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of the scheme in
response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Safety
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

deadline?
Support for the scheme duly noted

103482, 104895,
104926, 104979

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring proposals would be
built to modern highways standards (including lane widths and junction merge/
diverge lengths) as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB)
and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD).

The current junctions are dangerous, with short on and off ramps
and narrow lanes. Accidents are frequent, contributing further to
frequent and unpredictable delays on the A14.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and
remove direct access to properties onto the A14. The scheme would provide
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and also introduce better lane control,
thereby helping to reduce the number of incidents.
These steps would help to combat congestion and make travel in the area both
safer and more reliable.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring proposals would be
built to modern highways standards as set out in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD).

55530, 104977

All of these junctions are potentially dangerous. Designs
encourage unduly fast traffic speeds for local connections.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and
would remove direct access to properties onto the A14. The scheme would provide
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and also introduce better lane control,
thereby helping to reduce the number of incidents.
Junction layouts would be designed to provide adequate capacity for predicted
traffic flows, whilst also encouraging safe and controlled movement.
As a result of the consultation, the alignment of the link road between Swavesey
Junction and the roundabout at Cambridge Services would be revised to reduce
speeds.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
Consultee(s)

101018

101087

101951

Summary of consultee comment

Alternative proposals needed so the villages around Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Girton junctions cannot directly access the A14.

A14 should be transformed into the M11, the junctions would
then be appropriate.

The traffic issues caused by the guided bus crossing in St Ives
should be solved.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Yes

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A local access road would be provided that would parallel the new A14 between
Fen Drayton and Girton. This would enable people from local villages around
Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton to avoid the need to use the A14.

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The scheme would incorporate a dual four
lane carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton. This would enable
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would be able to merge more easily over this section. The addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB). It would add significant cost to the scheme
and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

No

The Highways Agency manages the strategic road network. The guided busway
forms part of county transport network and is the responsibility local authority.
Traffic issues related to the busway fall outside the scope of the scheme and as
such would be a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Assessment of the junctions forms part of the overall traffic assessment of the
scheme.

104707

Improve the current A14 and then assess whether we need
better junctions.

Yes

No

The A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035 including the
first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx. 5,000 homes).
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts include all developments that are
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire, including the Alconbury and Northstowe developments.
Overall housing and employment growth is then constrained to the national
projections at district level across the study area. As such it is unlikely that the
current junction arrangements would accommodate the predicted traffic levels.
Detailed operational assessments have been undertaken which demonstrate that
the proposed junctions would have adequate capacity to deal with predicted traffic
levels up until the design year 2035. Details can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
The Highways Agency would continue to evaluate the effectiveness of the
junctions following completion of the scheme..

104729)
Why has no Oakington / Dry Drayton option been considered?

Yes

No

The decision to close The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) was due mainly to
two safety-driven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5
km (0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the Highways
Agency’s recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and introduces a
conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to cross traffic
leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen the A14 to
four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic joining the A14 at
Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes of traffic. These are significant road
safety issues that have the potential to cause congestion and delays. The
Highways Agency therefore considers it is most appropriate to close Junction 30,
with access to the surrounding villages maintained via the proposed local access
road.
Residents of Girton, Oakington and Dry Drayton would need to travel via Bar Hill to
access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of approximately 3.2km
compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport Assessment indicates
that the additional journey time associated with this diversion would be offset by
the journey time savings associated with the improved operation of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, entirely avoiding the need to join the A14.

104958

Preferred option would be the Dry Drayton/A428 dualroundabout design. This would be the best design to ensure a
steady flow of traffic.

104969

Why not have similar junction improvements at Hemingford, St
Ives and Fen Drayton on the existing A14 and thus remove the
entire requirement for the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

Yes

Yes
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No

It is not clear which option this refers to. Six alternative options for the scheme
emerged from the Highways Agency Study in May 2012. These options were
consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the
selection of a preferred option and a further formal consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass which forms part of the scheme would have
more capacity than the current A14 and would be designed to a higher standard in
terms of junctions, lay-bys and accesses. This would reduce the number of
incidents with reduced an associated reduction in the likelihood of a full road

closure.
The existing route through Huntingdon is not suitable for widening due to existing
infrastructure, including the restriction of the viaduct over the East Coast Main
Line.
The A14 between Swavesey and Girton would be supported by a local access
road and would be widened to provide an additional lane in each direction. The
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which forms part of the scheme would provide free
flowing carriageways between Swavesey through to just east of Ellington. The
existing A14 route through Huntingdon would be predominantly used by local
traffic. It would not be viable to have the same segregation of local road and
strategic traffic using the existing A14 through the Hemingford, St Ives and Fen
Drayton due to severe constraints of the existing infrastructure.

Conington Village
Meeting

102876

103526

103526

Disappointed at the omission of a roundabout on the existing
A14 between Conington and Fen Drayton. It would connect
Conington by road to the guided busway and also provide a
viable cycle route between Conington, the guided busway and
Swavesey Village College. We are open minded about the
connection to Fen Drayton being via a roundabout or a bridge
over the existing road.

East Anglia needs a better road network to the A11 N and
London.

Why are you not building the scheme which avoided Swavesey
and Bar Hill?

You need a bypass at Willingham.

Yes

Yes

No

The roundabout at this location primarily served a change in standard from dual
carriageway to single carriageway. When the single carriageway section was
changed to a dual carriageway due to capacity reasons, the roundabout was no
longer necessary. The Highways Agency has reviewed the need for a roundabout
and it was concluded that this was not justified by traffic flows. Future
considerations for the de-trunked A14 would be a matter for Cambridgeshire
County Council.

No

Comment noted, the recently published Road Investment Strategy sets out
Government plans for improving the road network. The A14 improvement scheme
is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of
the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target
future improvements where need is greatest.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a further
formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design
has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Swavesey and Bar Hill junctions are fundamental to the objectives of the
scheme. The Swavesey junction would provide roundabouts that offer a route to
the local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton, the service area, the
improved A14 for strategic road traffic and the de-trunked A14 for local traffic. This
would be essential to achieving the aim of keeping local road users separate from
strategic or long distance traffic. Similarly the junction layout at Bar Hill would
perform a similar function and is designed to incorporate development proposals at
Northstowe.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
Willingham lies on the B1050 between Earith and Longstanton. This is a County
Road and therefore the issue of a bypass for Willingham is a matter for
Cambridgeshire County Council.
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104837

54700

101012

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase
the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via the
A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

Work could have been completed years ago to make a junction
to join the A428 and the M11. It is absolutely ridiculous that
traffic heading south has to come off the A428 in towards
Cambridge, be held up at traffic lights, before being able to head
south on the M11. The tailback on the A14 heading eastward at
the Girton interchange could be overcome by creating a second
lane so the the A14 "sweeps" around towards Newmarket, just
like the A1 "sweeps" onto the A14 west of Huntingdon. The
present Girton interchange is a disaster. Split the levels insted of
expecting cars to be watching out from all angles to try and find
a space to cross lanes.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows traffic flows on
the Madingley Road in the vicinity of the M11 would reduce as a result of the
scheme, due to traffic transferring from the A428 on to the A14. Further in to the
city, there is expected to be limited change in traffic flows on Madingley Road.
A number of arrangements have been explored at Girton with the current design
chosen for development. Girton interchange has been designed to modern
standards and able to cater for forecasted traffic up until the year 2035. It is also
designed to improve traffic flow, improve safety and as a result journey reliability.

The level of traffic capacity proposed does not seem
unreasonable but I would like to see a bridge added at the
eastern end of this section to link existing rights of way serving
Dry Drayton and Girton village.The layout at the proposed new
bridge at Bar Hill could be improved, though it is certainly much
better than the previous proposal which would have put the
bridge west of the B1050.

Yes

No

A safe direct connection from Madingley Bridleway 6 across the M11 and A14 to
Washpit Lane would require significant structural works at significant cost to cross
high speed carriageways and would not be provided as part of the scheme.
Alternative safe routes around Girton Interchange would be provided.
Comment on Bar Hill duly noted

Agreement with the proposals, although consider the right hand
access to Girton from the A14 (south bound) as something
which should be stopped up, as this is an unexpected local exit
on the wrong side of the trunk road in the middle of a busy
intersection where the majority of movements are made up of
long distance traffic.

Yes

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from
this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11
slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only
A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Other infrastructure
Consultee(s)

101867

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Try to reduce road travel and instead encourage more effective
bus services in the area.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Traffic
Congestion
Consultee(s)

101109

Summary of consultee comment
It makes sense to undertake these improvements as part of the
proposed works, this stretch is particularly congested and the
improvements will ease this.

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

102862

This is an area of extreme congestion at nearly all times of day
and badly needs improvement.

Yes

No

104663, 105062

The current road causes bottle necks at these locations,
therefore this is a solution I agree with to resolve the problems.

Yes

No

101921

Please ensure there are no more delays around these junctions.

Yes

No

102897

These proposals will lead to congestion.

Yes

No

104966

Due the large volume of traffic that will filter from the villages to
the north of St Ives, surrounding villages and from St Ives itself,
the current plan to culminate into a series of roundabouts will
cause a lot of congestion at peak periods.

Yes

No

104598

104598

Unhappy with the closure of junction 30 [Dry Drayton]. A lot of
villagers from Oakington, Girton, Histon, Cottenham and other
surrounding villages use this junction to access the A14. Locals
will have to use the Histon junction instead. Histon already has
traffic problems and is unable to cope with any extra traffic.

Unhappy with the closure of junction 30 [Dry Drayton]. A lot of
villagers from Oakington, Girton, Histon, Cottenham and other
surrounding villages use this junction to access the A14. Locals
will have to use the Histon junction instead. Histon already has
traffic problems and is unable to cope with any extra traffic.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Highways Agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one of
the major road gateways in to the East of England region. The A14 improvement
scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on
the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged
as an existing bottleneck.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed junction layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Details of
which can be found in Section 7.7 (Table 7.57) ‘Operational Assessments’ of the
Transport Assessment.

Residents of Girton, Oakington, Cottenham and Dry Drayton would need to
travel via Bar Hill to access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of
approximately 3.2km compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport
Assessment indicates that the additional journey time of this diversion would
be offset by the journey time savings due to the improved operation of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, avoiding the need to join the A14 entirely.
Histon slips are designed to be improved, including widening and realignment
works. The A14 itself would be widened from 2 to 3 lanes.
Residents of Girton, Oakington, Cottenham and Dry Drayton would need to travel
via Bar Hill to access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of
approximately 3.2km compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport
Assessment indicates that the additional journey time of this diversion would be
offset by the journey time savings due to the improved operation of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, avoiding the need to join the A14 entirely.
Histon slips are designed to be improved, including widening and realignment
works. The A14 itself would be widened from 2 to 3 lanes.

104546

This will facilitate traffic flows, provided that the Girton and
Spittals interchanges are properly reconfigured. The present
traffic congestion and delays on the A14 are a legacy of the
inadequate design of the direction changes at these two
junctions (e.g., merging the then A604 with the then A45 at
Girton) in the 1990s.

104731

There is serious congestion at Spittals Junction

55758

There is concern that more traffic will use Hilton if the junctions
do not allow people to take direct routes. The B1040 through the
village should be banned to heavy lorries.

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety, ensuring the
proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB
and TSRGD, introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. Introducing junctions results in merging traffic and poorer
lane control. The scheme junction locations have been optimised for capacity,
connectivity, safety and cost.

No

The scheme would relieve traffic congestion at the Spittals Junction as strategic
traffic would divert onto the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and would no longer
use Spittals Junction. Further information on traffic forecasts is contained in
Chapter 7, Transport Assessment.

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily

traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The B1040 is a local road under the control of the local road authority
Cambridgeshire County Council. Restrictions on this road would be a matter for
them.

104914

An unfortunate neccessity which hopefully will keep traffic
flowing at A14/M11 junction

Yes

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton Interchange and
with an additional lane in both directions between the A14 West and A14 East slip
roads. The scheme would also change the merge and diverge arrangements
where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition, the A14 would be widened from
three to four lanes in each direction between Girton and Bar Hill. This design would
accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
Further information on traffic forecasts is contained in Chapter 7, Transport
Assessment.

104964

Northstowe Joint
Development
Control Committee

Very sensible to reduce the number of junctions. Only concern is
whether the junctions between Girton and Swavesey on the local
road are have sufficient provision (e.g. traffic lights) to cope with
the likely demand, particularly once Northstowe is fully complete.

In addition to the dual carriageway Northstowe southern access
road which connects to Bar Hill, Northstowe is intended to
provide a second southern access road connecting to the
current Dry Drayton interchange. The reduced level of access
now proposed at the A14 / Dry Drayton Road junction is a major
concern. The proposals mean that traffic from Northstowe, Dry
Drayton and Oakington can only access the M11 and the
Cambridge Northern Bypass via the Bar Hill junction as the
Local Access Road only takes traffic on to Huntingdon Road and
into Cambridge. The previous A14 upgrade proposal had the
Local Access Road being a dual carriageway for its whole
length, but additionally (in some variations) the Dry Drayton
interchange was going to be operational. So the Local Access
Road capacity has been drastically reduced, whilst the traffic it
will have to cope with (Dry Drayton traffic wanting to go to the
M11 or the Cambridge Northern Bypass) has been considerably
increased. Requestion better understanding of the detailed
routeing assumptions for Northstowe‐related traffic including that
to and from Cambridge

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This will increase capacity and safety at these
junctions. Access to the A14 would be via dedicated junctions at Swavesey and
Bar Hill and a partial junction at Ermine Street. The local access roads would also
enable local traffic to avoid the A14.
The Highways Agency has maintained engagement with the developers of
Northstowe and it understood that the connection from Northstowe to Dry Drayton
Road has been removed from the proposals for the second phase of Northstowe
development.

Yes

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This forecast includes the first
and second phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes)
excluding the Dry Drayton link. The scheme does not preclude the future
expansion of the junction to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe
(10,000 homes) and the subsequent provision of the Dry Drayton link road.
In addition in response to public consultation feedback the design of the Bar Hill
junction has been modified. The eastern ‘loop road’ has been removed and traffic
signal control has been added to the eastern loop to accommodate traffic
movements and non-motorised users. The layout of the B1050 has also been
amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill junction and
the interface with the proposed southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2
development. The traffic modelling demonstrates that layout would accommodate
forecast traffic flows up until year 2035.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on local
access road would be well within the capacity of a road of this standard and that a
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dual carriageway would not be necessary therefore the design has been changed
to reflect this.

Joint Parishes HCV

The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Improvements at Histon
Junction roundabout have been provided; a third flare for the B1049 Cambridge
Road North on the approach to the roundabout has been added to improve
capacity. This would ensure that, despite the forecast increase in traffic flows at
these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no worse than if the
scheme does not go ahead.

Heading southbound, Histon is prone to significant congestion
along the B1049 to the A14 junction where any delay at the
Histon slip road bloks the A14 roundabout. Currently the Dry
Drayton route onto the A14 is the least congested access road
for several villages to join the A14 and consideration should be
given to its retention or another practical alternative

Yes

Yes
Residents of Girton, Oakington, Cottenham and Dry Drayton would need to travel
via Bar Hill to access the M11 and A14 East, an additional distance of
approximately 3.2km compared with the existing arrangement. The Transport
Assessment indicates that the additional journey time of this diversion would be
offset by the journey time savings due to the improved operation of the A14
between Bar Hill and Girton. Traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have direct access to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from the local access
road, avoiding the need to join the A14 entirely.

The M11 is justifiable but not the local road into Cambridge and
this will result in slow moving traffic in the offside lanes
conflicting with fast moving traffic seeking to stay on the A14. A
Layout D1 diverge between the M11 and A14 with the nearside
M11 lane continuing as a lane drop for the local access to
Cambridge would be far better in my view.

Yes

101836

Aim to reduce congestion.

Yes

No

101767

All these junctions will need upgrading to avoid congestion in
other places

Yes

No

102827

When it comes to the link at Girton, Swavesey, Huntingdon and
Ellington there will be long, long queues.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

102809

Yes

Access to the eastbound A14 at Girton from the A14 southbound would remain,
and the existing slip road would be widened from one to two lanes to provide
additional capacity. The existing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road from
this slip road would be closed with a new access to the A1307 created on the M11
slightly further south. This would remove the existing diverge and ensure that only
A14 bound traffic is using this slip road.
Merges/diverges have been designed to DMRB standards, based on forecasted
traffic flows. The chosen arrangement offers better traffic flow and safety compared
to alternatives explored.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
The A14, including junctions, have been designed to accommodate forecasted
traffic up until the year 2035.Traffic information can be found in the Transport
Assessment.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

54216, 102867

Current junctions are poor with slow traffic entering and leaving
the junctions.

Yes

No

101926

These junctions are currently unacceptable as there is heavy
traffic especially at peak times. Most of the time traffic is at a
standstill.

Yes

No

These will need improving to cope with the increase in traffic

Yes

101064, 101101,
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Yes

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme includes substantial alterations to the Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton
junctions. The junction layouts have been designed to accommodate the forecast
traffic flow using these junctions. The Highways Agency is satisfied that the
proposed junctions would operate satisfactorily at peak times.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed junction layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. Details of
which can be found in Section 7.7 (Table 7.57) ‘Operational Assessments’ of the

102013, 101908,
101951, 101913,
104684, 104986

Transport Assessment.

flow.

101857

I welcome the improvements, this will ease existing traffic flow
problems at these junctions and will have a positive effect on
journeys along this stretch.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

101877

Differentiating traffic types would smooth flow rates.

Yes

No

101895

Improvements required to allow non-local traffic to get through
the county quickly without adding to local congestion or being
detained by local traffic.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14.

101980

Smooth flowing traffic needs to be achieved at all junctions to
reduce congestion and accident risk.

Yes

No

53860

Quick movement of traffic on and off the A14, at the junctions, is
required to accommodate the necessary widening of the A14.

Yes

No

104652

Keep traffic moving.

Yes

No

104652

104757

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14.

Local traffic needs to move smoothly and safely on and off the
major trunk roads. Through traffic needs to flow freely and
logically as it routes north, south, east and west.

Yes

There should still be reasonable free-flow for traffic flowing from
the A14 into the M11 in both directions.

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has many
junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these junctions
interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and potential for
accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the number of junctions
and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This would improve the flow of
traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route into
Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for
safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop and
replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that congestion and delay on the
A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme
did not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that for the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey time reliability and help

Traffic movements
Consultee(s)

101844

101878

Summary of consultee comment

The current proposals are based on traffic volume issues,
however increases in traffic over the next few years will render
the changes redundant and result in the same situation as
current.

The current road cannot accommodate traffic right now.

Date consulted

Yes

Yes
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reduce the frequency of accidents.
104833

103526

102216

The junctions will help increase current capacity.

Yes

You need to remember the type of traffic using the A14. It
replaced a rail link so it works twice as hard as any normal road
by carrying freight.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

No

HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14 would remain largely
unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the proportion of HGVs is
expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the increased numbers of
cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme could
accommodate predicted HGV levels. One of the scheme objectives is to connect
people by placing the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up local capacity.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards with additional
lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.
The traffic forecasts indicate that while there has been some decline in traffic levels
in the region in recent years due to the economic downturn, traffic is again starting
to grow and the committed and planned future development in the region will only
increase the demand for road travel.

In spite of congestion at some times of the day, there is currently
adequate capacity on the M11 and A14 and this will only ease
as road use continues to decline.

Yes

No

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the base with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result
a number of villages, including Knapwell, would benefit from a reduction in through
traffic.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

Rat running
Consultee(s)

55774

Date consulted

Any access roads should be set up to deter cross country ratrunning through unsuitable villages such as Knapwell, and
budget and plans should be implemented to support villages in
achieving these ends.

Traffic management
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101079

A restriction on lorries overtaking at certain times would improve
traffic flow dramatically.

Yes

No

Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel slightly
faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity and is
therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application. The provision of a high
quality route designed to modern standards with additional lanes would lessen the
effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

104534

Differentiate traffic types.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
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capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14.

104882

Speed restrictions at peak times on slip roads should be
implemented..

Yes

No

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of
accidents. The use of traffic signals on entry slip roads is not part of the scheme.
The Transport Assessment indicated that the proposed scheme will have sufficient
capacity until 2035, therefore speed restrictions are not considered necessary.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Traffic modelling
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).

103601

Presuming the traffic modelling is correct.

Yes

No

The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the
project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.

104958

There are significant business developments at the industrial
estate in Bar Hill and Dry Drayton which lead to a large traffic
flows at peak hours, I do not believe the current design will be
able to handle this peak – although if you had provided traffic
modelling data this could answer our concerns.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth. Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to
establish that the proposed junction layouts can accommodate predicted traffic
levels. Details of which can be found in section 7.7 (Table 7.57) ‘Operational
Assessments’ of the Transport Assessment

Other (no comment)
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

100979, 101003,
101024, 101035,
101090, 101812,
101818, 101837,
101874, 54504,

No further comments to add.

Date consulted
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Highways Agency’s response

No response.

101896, 101897,
101945, 102805,
102809, 102817,
102972, 103516,
103518, 103530,
103566, 54205,
104512, 104553,
104566, 104704,
104708, 104723,
104749, 104765,
104779, 104782,
104818, 104847,
104848, 104861,
104864, 104891,
104936, 104960,
104970, 104994

101860

104837

You cannot please everyone all of the time, but the project
should aim to where possible.

Yes

No

Engagement with consultees with an interest in the scheme is ongoing. Several
amendments have been made to the design and incorporated into the scheme as
a result of consultations. Where practicable the Highways Agency endeavours to
accommodate reasonable requests.
The DCO submission provides details of how the Highways Agency has developed
the scheme including amendments incorporated into the scheme as part of the
consultation process.

Hard to imagine how the roads will work.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed in accordance with the current Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), providing safe and well signed roads and junctions, which would have
the capacity for the forecast traffic levels.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General agreement
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

101848

Junction needs improving.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and safety at these
junctions.

101792

It is 10 years late get on with it.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be
complete towards mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the
road open to traffic by 2020.

No comment
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

101801

Rarely use these junctions, so have not looked too closely at the
plans for them.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Change to
proposal?
No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted. The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to
improve the standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity
and safety at these junctions.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.17.

Demolition of existing A14 viaduct, and related changes to local roads, in Huntingdon

E.17.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 17 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. Access to Hinchingbrooke School and the Hospital would be improved by the
scheme, with the Views Common Link providing a new route in from the A1 to the
north and the A14 to the west.

General access
Access

Brampton Parish
Council

Brampton Parish
Council

Concerns regarding access for local residents to the hospital,
Hinchingbrooke School, the station and the town.

Concerns regarding safe access onto the old A14 once the
viaduct is demolished.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Access onto the old A14 would be improved once the viaduct is demolished. The
viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
The junctions onto the A14, in conjunction with all of the junctions for the scheme,
are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic growth, taking
into account planned developments.

Brampton Parish
Council

Concerns regarding the poor access arrangements for the
station east car park.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Environmental
Archaeology/heritage
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No

Access to the railway station would be improved once the viaduct is demolished.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station. The existing access to
the station east car park would be closed and two new accesses to the station
would be created.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

English Heritage

The proposed scheme offers mixed effects for the historic
environment of Huntingdon and Godmanchester.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

English Heritage

The reduction in traffic using the de-trunked A14 north-west of
the Swavesey junction should have beneficial effects on
Fenstanton Conservation Area and its listed buildings, and we
hope that some enhancements can be made to the setting of
these heritage assets.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

English Heritage

The same applies to the Grade II* listed Manor House just to the
west of Fenstanton and a number of Grade II listed buildings to
the north of the Manor House at Manor Farm and Hall Green
Farm. These effects should be considered by the DCO
application.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage (including with
respect to heritage assets in Huntingdon and Godmanchester) has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including English Heritage, in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the
environmental impact assessment were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application. A range of mitigation measures have been
proposed to reduce the residual significance of effect on archaeological remains
and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece excavation, archaeological strip
map and sample, earthwork survey, watching brief, photographic survey and
landscape planting. Measures to reduce potential impacts on historic buildings
have also been incorporated into the design throughout its development to achieve
mitigation through design. In summary the cultural heritage assessment concludes
that the construction of the scheme would result in adverse and beneficial effects
on known archaeological remains, historic buildings and the historic landscape.
Comment noted
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
This assessment includes consideration of whether the scheme will enhance the
setting of heritage assets. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including English Heritage, in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the environmental impact assessment were shared
with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage (including with
respect to Manor House and Hall Green Farm) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency
has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including English
Heritage, in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the environmental impact
assessment were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
DCO application. A range of mitigation measures have been proposed to reduce
the residual significance of effect on archaeological remains and the historic
landscape, comprising set-piece excavation, archaeological strip map and sample,
earthwork survey, watching brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.
Measures to reduce potential impacts on historic buildings have also been
incorporated into the design throughout its development to achieve mitigation
through design. In summary the cultural heritage assessment concludes that the
construction of the scheme would result in adverse and beneficial effects on known
archaeological remains, historic buildings and the historic landscape.
The assessment concludes that a minor beneficial noise impact has been identified
on Manor House. Hall Green Farmhouse were considered as part of the
assessment, but a visual inspection and analysis of noise and traffic data for the
scheme indicated there would be no likelihood of significant effects and further
more detailed assessment was not required.

Comments regarding heritage issues:
English Heritage

•

Do not object to the principle of the scheme, but keen to
ensure that the significance of heritage assets is conserved

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

•
Yes
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Yes

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

and enhanced.
The removal of the viaduct will reduce traffic and improve
the character and appearance of Huntingdon Conservation
Area and the setting of the scheduled Huntingdon Castle
and many listed buildings.
New access roads into the town should relieve traffic
movements through Godmanchester Conservation Area and
over the scheduled and Grade I listed medieval bridge.
The creation of new access roads will potentially harm
heritage assets including parts of Huntingdon Conservation
Area, Views Common, Mill Common and the Grade I listed
Hinchingbrooke House.
The provision of new access roads into Huntingdon could
impact considerably on the significance of Mill Common.
Clarification is required on the exact impacts on the
scheduled monument.
Concerns regarding the roundabout east of Mill Common,
which will harm the significance of the common, its
archaeology and the wider conservation area. This seems
an over-engineered solution and it is recommended that a
signal controlled T-junction is provided to reduce loss of the
Common and reduce harm to the historic environment.
Elevations and cross-sections of this part of the scheme
should be provided with the DCO application.
Query the necessity of a roundabout on Views Common as
traffic will only be travelling in one direction to and from the
town centre. A signal controlled T-junction would involve less
land take and would impact less on Views Common.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

letter)

•
•
•

•

•

•
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stakeholders including English Heritage, in undertaking this assessment. The
findings of the environmental impact assessment were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application. A range of
mitigation measures have been proposed to reduce the residual significance of
effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape, comprising setpiece excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork survey,
watching brief, photographic survey and landscape planting. Measures to
reduce potential impacts on historic buildings have also been incorporated into
the design throughout its development to achieve mitigation through design. In
summary the cultural heritage assessment concludes that the construction of
the scheme would result in adverse and beneficial effects on known
archaeological remains, historic buildings and the historic landscape.
Comment noted.
Comment noted.
In summary, following mitigation through design to minimise impacts, the
cultural heritage assessment concludes that the significance of effect of
construction on the Huntingdon Conservation Area would be large adverse,
due to permanent land take from Mill Common and, to a lesser extent, Views
Common. The significance of effect of construction on the setting of
Hinchingbrooke House would be slight adverse. During the operation of the
scheme, adverse and beneficial impacts have been identified on Huntingdon
Conservation Area and historic buildings around Mill Common; adverse as a
result of the introduction and operation of the scheme across the Mill and
Views Commons, and beneficial due to the removal of the A14 viaduct, and
reduced traffic levels along the existing A14 carriageway. The residual effect
on Hinchingbrooke House would be slight adverse. Archaeological features
would be impacted by the scheme, although Huntingdon Castle sites east of
the proposed works and therefore would not experience significant disruption;
the proposed mitigation measure of preservation by record would reduce the
residual significance.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English
Heritage, changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to
reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic
structures and Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at
Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and
the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill
Common road to reduce land take further.
Cross-sections and vertical alignment information for the scheme is provided in
the Engineering Section Drawings (Document Reference 2.9) that form part of
the development consent order application. The mitigation measures proposed
to reduce the residual significance of effects includes, the selection of paving
materials and street furniture to complement those in use in the Huntingdon
Conservation Area and landscape planting to filter views and enhance the
approach to the town centre
The roundabout to the Views Common Link facilitates the change in standard
of road from dual carriageway on the de-trunked A14 to single carriageway on
the Views Common Link. It allows for a sharp change in direction minimising
the space needed for a 90 degree bend in the road. A signal controlled ‘T’

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
junction is not possible as there is only a single movement so there is no traffic
conflict to control with signals.

Landscape

Parish Council of
Offord Cluny and
Offord D’Arcy

This will remove a considerable part of Huntingdon’s green
leisure spaces, Mill Common and Views Common. This land is
held in trust for the people of Huntingdon.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

It is understood that the main reason for removal of the viaduct
is to free up Local Authority opportunities for local regeneration
and economic development and if retained, the viaduct would
conflict with local plans.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment recognises that
the presence of the Mill Common and Views Common grasslands used for grazing
give parts of the west side of Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. Further
to consultation changes have been made to the scheme design at Mill Common to
reduce the scheme footprint by changing a roundabout to a signal controlled
junction.
Yes

Yes

In summary the assessment concludes that following establishment of mitigation
planting, the scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common and
Mill Common, with moderate adverse effects predicted on the central parts of
Views Common and large adverse effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill
Common. There would, however, also be large beneficial effects within the
Huntingdon station environs from the removal of the existing A14 viaduct,
embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the landform and scale of the
landscape, and the visual connectivity between Views Common and Mill Common.

Future growth

Associated British
Ports

Yes

Yes

The replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with new local road connections is a
key requirement of Huntingdonshire District Council. It would provide both
environmental and regeneration benefits for Huntingdon and would also reduce
traffic flows on other key radial routes into the town. It would also provide a greater
choice of routes to and from local towns and villages.

General design
De-trunking A14

English Heritage

It must be ensured that long distance through traffic is
discouraged from using the de-trunked road around Huntingdon,
as this could negate many of the environmental benefits to the
town.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Concerns regarding replacement of the loss of parking in the
east side upper car park.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the viaduct
with local road connections would also provide improved access to Huntingdon
town centre which would have environmental and regeneration benefits for the
town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes.
An improved journey time and reliability for through traffic using the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass as well as a dual 3 carriageway for the main stretch
of the road would encourage strategic traffic to utilise the new and widened road.
The removal of the viaduct would also discourage strategic traffic from using the
de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon.

Parking
Brampton Parish
Council

Non-motorised users
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No

The Highways Agency continues to have ongoing engagement with
Cambridgeshire County Council and rail operator to ensure that sufficient parking
will be continued to be provided at the station following completion of the scheme.

Consultee(s)

Brampton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns regarding the need for safe and convenient cycle
access through this increasingly complex area.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Pedestrian/cycle crossing points at all of the junctions affected in Huntingdon and
the access into the station are currently being reviewed with a view to providing an
appropriate balance between NMU safety and convenience and highway capacity.
In particular, single stage crossings at the junctions with optimisation to minimise
NMU waiting times would be favoured.

Other
Huntingdon Viaduct
Object to the removal of the viaduct, for reasons including:

Comments duly noted.

•
•

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

•

•
•

•
Offord Cluny &
Offord D’Arcy
Parish Council,
Abbots Ripton
Parish Council,
Buckden Parish
Council, Parish
Council of Offord
Cluny and Offord
D’Arcy

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

It will be detrimental in the longer term.
The Highways Authority does not have the figures for the
anticipated future traffic movements and the possible
pollution levels.
The retention of the viaduct would not prevent any major
development – the only losses will be Open Space HW7 and
a small area of the Employment Location HW5.
It will result in slow moving and often stationary traffic on the
Brampton Road, thereby increasing pollution.
It will be less cost effective in the long term and offer less
capacity as it will only provide six lanes, whereas the
retained viaduct would provide ten lanes.
The loss of the Huntingdon and Godmanchester bypass will
impact traffic flow between the East Coast ports and the
Midlands/the North, and will create problems for the
movement of traffic and pedestrians in Huntingdon.
It will result in a labyrinth of roads with over eleven road
junctions on an 800 yard stretch of the Brampton Road.
It will result in more vehicle movements on the Brampton
Road.
The new road junctions and traffic lights will cause
significant congestion and additional delays for vehicles and
pedestrians trying to reach the Railway Station,
Hinchingbrooke Hospital (including A&E), Hinchingbrooke
School, the Police Headquarters and other already planned
development in the area.
Previously published plans and figures did not take into
account the newly constructed Ermine Street to Brampton
Road link road.
The additional slow moving traffic will increase pollution in
an area with pedestrians.
It will be more difficult for local traffic to move from one side
of Huntingdon.
It will have a knock-on effect for traffic in the villages of
Buckden, the Offords, Diddington and Southoe.
Traffic from the north and west of Huntingdon will find it
more difficult to travel round Huntingdon and
Godmanchester and to destinations to the east of

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Yes

No
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal of
the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections
that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre from all directions, with
traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town forecast to
be reduced as a consequence.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented. The
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Huntingdon and vice versa.
The retention of the viaduct would allow the easy flow of
traffic from the North via the A1 to the East, South and East
London and vice versa.
The retention of the viaduct could reduce the need for a new
six lane road and thus greatly reduce the cost of the
development.
It would cost less to repair or replace the viaduct.
The retention of the viaduct and bypass would provide a
readily available relief road in the case of an inevitable
accident or other hold-up on either road.
A second viaduct less than a mile away will be retained –
this viaduct was built at the same time, in the same
vernacular and using the same materials as that adjacent to
the station. Unclear why one is deemed fit for retention and
one must be demolished.
The Highways Agency’s website states that following
remedial work and additional reinforcing the viaduct is
expected to be viable “for the foreseeable future”. It is
assumed this means at least as long as the life of the A14 –
30 years.
Query what contingency plans are in place for re-rerouting
traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
existing viaduct over the River Ouse is a different form of construction and does
not have the same problems as the viaduct over the railway. In order for the local
road network to function after the existing A14 is detrunked, the crossing of the
River Ouse is required and the old bridge carrying the B1044 does not have the
required capacity.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to 2100 vehicles per hour in
each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

Associated British
Ports

Further consideration should be given to the future capacity of
the Southern Bypass section and the number of lanes proposed.
Whilst road from Spittals Interchange to Brampton Hut provides
a potential diversion route and will be enhanced through creation
of a second east/west link (D2AP) using the new Southern
bypass, it is unclear whether the existing A1 and new stretch of
A14 from Brampton to Ellington will provide resilience and be
capable of operating independently and offering an alternative in
the event that either the A1 or A14 is closed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the Brampton Interchange, where
traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic on this section of the
A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in each direction in
2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.
In the unlikely event of a full closure, pre-agreed diversion routes would be
employed.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
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Consultee(s)

Brampton Parish
Council

Summary of consultee comment

To relieve predicted traffic flow problems on Edison Bell Way, it
is recommended the road is expanded back to three lanes in the
eastbound direction. The existing footpath and cycle lane should
be replaced by a dedicated footbridge over both Edison Bell
Way and the railway cutting.

Date consulted

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The newly constructed Edison Bell Way meets Brampton Road and the Mill
Common Link at a busy urban junction with significant pedestrian movements and
it is anticipated that the junction would be stressed at peak times. The signal
design would optimise the performance of the junction balanced between the need
for pedestrian and vehicle movements and therefore Edison Bell expansion to
three lanes does not form part of the A14 scheme.
The Local Authority would become responsible for this layout and any plans to
make any further improvements in the future.

Traffic
Traffic flow
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a strategic
highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14
Road Model).

Brampton Parish
Council

Early estimates of traffic volumes were the subject of ridicule
and were patently absurd. The alternative route suggested to
mitigate flows through Brampton (Spittals, Ermine Street, Iron
Bridge) suffers the highest level of delay in the area. It is
anticipated that demand on this route will increase with ever
expanding houses on Hinchingbrooke Park and the development
of ex RAF Brampton, the planned Sainsbury’s mega store and
the gradual accretion of the hotel, shops, parking and
accommodation along Edison Bell Way.

The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase of the
project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly collected in
2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent traffic data and
has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of up-todate traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data, traffic
count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop a new
traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic conditions in
2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is significantly enhanced
compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater confidence in the
underlying traffic representation.
Since the formal consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire
(Cambridge City Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and
Huntingdonshire District Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major
developments in the area. This has included the identification of additional
planned development, including the West of Railway, George Street/Ermine Street
development sites in Huntingdon and RAF Brampton. These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth.

Brampton Parish
Council

Traffic from the east turning into Edison Bell Way has restricted
capacity, thereby increasing the build-up of vehicles delaying
traffic attempting to exit from Hinchingbrooke Park Estate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

It is unclear where this comment is referring to but it is assumed that it related to
the provision of the right turn movement from Brampton Road into Hinchingbrooke
Park Road and the subsequent right turn into the Views Common Link.
Yes
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Yes

Since the formal consultation, the design of these junctions has been changed to
remove these right turn movements. Instead, traffic wishing to access Views
Common Link from Brampton Road would use the existing underpass to access
the new Hinchingbrooke Park Road/Views Common Link junction. The Transport
Assessment indicates that this junction is forecast to operate well within capacity in
2035.

E.17.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 17 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
Access to the railway station would be improved once the viaduct is demolished.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Concerns regarding the need to provide and maintain access to
Huntingdon Rail Station. Recommend continued discussions
relating to the overall design and alternative design proposals
that minimise the impact further.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The existing access to the station would be closed and two new accesses to the
station east car park would be created.
Yes

No

Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic
growth, taking into account planned developments.
The Highways Agency continues to have ongoing engagement with
Huntingdonshire District Council.

Environmental
General
Huntingdonshire
District Council

A new offline route is the only opportunity to address
environmental impact issues which currently exist within urban
areas of Huntingdon and other areas.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment noted.

A new offline route is the only opportunity to address air quality
impact issues which currently exist within urban areas of
Huntingdon and other areas.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Air
Huntingdonshire
District Council

Archaeology/heritage
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A range
of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual significance of
effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece
excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork survey, watching
brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Concerns regarding significant heritage issues at Mill Common
and in the vicinity of Hinchingbrooke House. Recommend
continued discussions relating to the overall design and
alternative design proposals that minimise the impact further.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road.
In summary, following mitigation through design to minimise impacts, the cultural
heritage assessment concludes that the significance of effect of construction on
the Huntingdon Conservation Area would be large adverse, due in part to
permanent land take from Mill Common and, to a lesser extent, Views Common.
The significance of effect of construction on the setting of Hinchingbrooke House
would be slight adverse. During the operation of the scheme, adverse and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
beneficial impacts have been identified on the Huntingdon Conservation Area and
historic buildings around Mill Common; adverse as a result of the introduction and
operation of the scheme across Mill Common and Views Common, and beneficial
due to the removal of the A14 viaduct, and reduced traffic levels along the existing
A14 carriageway. The residual effect on Hinchingbrooke House would be slight
adverse.
The mitigation measures proposed to reduce the residual significance of effects
includes the selection of paving materials and street furniture to complement those
in use in the Huntingdon Conservation Area and landscape planting to filter views
and enhance the approach to the town centre.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Due weight must be given to the impacts of the scheme in the
wider arena of Huntingdon’s historic environment and any final
scheme must minimise impact and enhance these to create an
appropriate legacy. This is of particular relevance at Post Street
in Godmanchester and across the Medieval Town Bridge at the
River Great Ouse that connects Godmanchester to Huntingdon.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES),
including an assessment of the likely significant effects of the scheme on the wider
area including the town bridge and Post Street in Godmanchester. The
assessment concludes that there would be a moderate beneficial effect on both
assets.
Chapter 10 of the ES presents landscape mitigation measures in regard to heritage
assets in Huntingdon including new mass planting to replace vegetation lost to the
scheme, and individual tree planting and replacement fencing to provide an
appropriate setting reflecting the local heritage context.

Landscape
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged in ongoing
dialogue with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment
Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the DCO application.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Detailed discussions required to minimise the environmental
impact on the commons.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

Following consultation, changes were made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on
historic structures and Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout
at Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the
new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common
road.
A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and planting at the Commons. The landscape and visual impact
assessment (Chapter 10 of the ES) recognises that the presence of the Mill
Common and Views Common grassland used for grazing give parts of the west
side of Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. In summary the assessment
concludes that following establishment of mitigation planting, the scheme would
slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common and Mill Common, with moderate
adverse effects predicted on the central parts of Views Common and large adverse
effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill Common. There would, however, also
be large beneficial effects within the Huntingdon Station environs from the removal
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the
landform and scale of the landscape, and the visual connectivity between Views
Common and Mill Common.
The assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage, reported within
Chapter 9 of the ES, concludes that during the operation of the scheme, adverse
and beneficial impacts have been identified on Huntingdon Conservation Area and
historic buildings around Mill Common; adverse as a result of the introduction and
operation of the scheme across Mill Common and Views Common, and beneficial
due to the removal of the A14 viaduct, and reduced traffic levels along the existing
A14 carriageway.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Supportive of the ranking within the Landscape character
assessment and the identification of all trees with TPO status.
Recommend continued dialogue and joint working to reach
agreement on a range of interventions to mitigate any impact as
far as possible.

Concerns regarding the physical impact on Mill Common and
Views Common. Recommend continued discussions relating to
the overall design and alternative design proposals that minimise
the impact further.

Supportive of the extensive work undertaken to identify and rank
heritage and conservation issues. Recommend continued
dialogue and joint working to reach agreement on a range of
interventions to mitigate any impact as far as possible.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage
and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were
shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement, including reporting on landscape
character assessment and trees subject to tree preservation orders. A range of
mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground
shaping and planting.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road. This has lessened
the physical impact of the scheme on Mill Common and Views Common.

Yes
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No

Support is duly noted. Likely significant effects on the heritage environment as a
result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part
of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings
are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged
with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to
the submission of the DCO application. Dialogue will be continued with the local
authority throughout the DCO examination process, and a Statement of Common
Ground will be agreed.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

A new offline route is the only opportunity to address noise
impact issues which currently exist within urban areas of
Huntingdon and other areas.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Detailed discussions required regarding the Hinchingbrooke
Park Road junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to have ongoing engagement with
Cambridgeshire County Council in relation to this junction.

Yes

No

Comment noted

No

Huntingdon Railway Viaduct would be removed as part of the proposals submitted
in the DCO application. The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of
new local road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town
Centre.

No

NMU counts carried out suggest the existing facility on the rail bridge has capacity
for existing flows, and that therefore a separate cycle/footbridge would not be
needed however we would be completing a Statement of Common Ground with
Cambridgeshire County Council on this and other issues, and they would also be
involved in both the Stakeholder Engagement Forum and supporting Infrastructure
Focus Group.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response

Noise
Huntingdonshire
District Council
General design
Junction design
Cambridgeshire
County Council

Need for the proposals
Cambridgeshire
County Council

Supportive of the demolition of the viaduct and the related
changes to the local roads, subject to ongoing detailed
discussions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Support for the scheme and the agreed financial contribution
remains dependant on the removal of the viaduct and its
replacement with a new local road network.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Non-motorised users

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Detailed discussions required regarding the potential for a
separate cycle / footbridge adjacent to the Brampton Road
railway bridge following removal of the viaduct.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Scheme scope
The Hinchingbrooke/ Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the
additional traffic travelling through it via the Views Common Link. As a result the
scheme includes a significant remodelled junction to accommodate the higher
forecast traffic flows.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Request that continuing design and stakeholder dialogue
considers the merit of providing an additional road-based link
from Parkway to a de-trunked A14 across Views Common to
further minimise traffic impact at the Hinchingbrooke Park Road
junction.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A number of alternative arrangements have been explored which indicates that a
link between the Parkway and de-trunked A14 would not be necessary as
operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction layout would operate
within capacity up to the year 2035. Other factors including land take and
environmental consideration have also formed a part in the chosen alignment.
Details of the operational assessments for this junction are provided in the
Transport Assessment. Any additional links or connections onto the de-trunked
A14 would be for Local Authority consideration and is not necessary based on the
Highways Agency’s assessment of the impacts of the scheme.
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E.17.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 17 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access

104512

56695

The proposals do not provide safe pedestrian access to the
Station Cottages as there will be no pavement. Safe pedestrian
and vehicular access must be provided to these properties.

Clients wishing to access their land to the east or west of
Huntingdon could face a journey time of up to 2 hours, which is
uneconomic and unpractical.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Vehicular and pedestrian access to Station Cottages would be via the station car
park as existing. The scheme includes a controlled crossing point for nonmotorised users at the northern station access junction, which tie in to the wider
network of NMU routes and would provide a safe route across the Mill Common
Link.

No

Journey times between areas to the east and west of Huntingdon via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the existing
A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. The Transport Assessment
indicates that journey times would typically increase by 4-5 minutes, with similar
journey times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Under the scheme, agricultural vehicles would, by
permit from the County Council, be allowed to cross through Huntingdon using the
new local routes as an exemption to the existing weight limits.

No

Although current access points are to be removed, alternative access has been
provided for Lattenbury farm as part of the scheme and the Highways Agency
engagement with landowners is ongoing. The bridge would have the capacity to
carry any STGO Category 2 vehicle.

No

The scheme would remain an all-purpose road accessible by agricultural vehicles
licensed to travel on public highway. The additional local access road running
parallel to the existing A14 would be designed to accommodate such vehicles and
provide a route to the new junctions providing access onto the A14. There should
be no requirement to travel through villages that are not currently used by these
vehicles. The new roads and property entrances are designed to allow for modern
agricultural machinery where required.

Concerns regarding loss of access to Lattenbury Farm:
•

•
105076

•
•

It should be ensured that access to the property is not
adversely affected by the proposals and the effects of the
scheme on the retained land and businesses are mitigated.
Any affected access points must be provided with suitable
replacements.
Request that suitable new replacement field accesses are
provided, as per the field immediately to the north.
It must be ensured that the proposed bridge over the A14 is
capable of taking large modern agricultural machinery and
HGVs in terms of width (at least 5m between bridge
parapets), weight limit (44 tonnes) and gradient (suitable for
fully laden vehicles).

10 April 2014

Yes

Various modelling tests should be used to ascertain which
vehicles for agricultural purposes can travel on which roads at a
logistical and operational level. Will the following vehicles be
suitable to travel through the various villages with restrictions
currently applicable?
•
56695
•

•

Case Quadtrack: 16.3 tonnes, 7.5 metres long, articulated
steer, often carrying mounted implements up to 5m long and
3 metres wide.
Simba Solo Cultivation Equipment: 3m wide and 10m long,
pulled by the Case Quadtrack giving a combined length of
17.5m.
Combine Harvester + Trailer: 9.3 tonnes, 4m wide, rear
wheel steer and combined length when towing trailer in
excess of 25m with travel speeds below 20mph.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Tractor and Bale Trailer: trailer pivot steers from the front,
causing increased corner cutting and heights similar to that
of a double decker bus.

There is also a need to be mindful that agricultural machinery is
constantly evolving and increasing in size to meet the demands
of modern commercial farming.
Landro &
Hinchingbrooke
Water Tower
Limited

Object to the loss of the adjacent access way to the water tower.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Under the scheme, an alternative access would be provided on Views Common
Link.

104472

If Top Farm Hemingford Abbots in severed, then appropriate
mitigation must be put in place to ensure that it is still possible to
access the land south of the new alignment, including suitable
metalled access tracks and gateways will be required where
necessary.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

A vehicular access for the landowner from the north side to the south side of the
A14 has been added into the scheme. Access tracks would be surfaced where
deemed appropriate.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The emergency access has been reconfigured and moved away from the area of
concern.

No

Journey times between areas to the east and west of Huntingdon via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the existing
A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. The Transport Assessment
indicates that journey times would typically increase by 4-5 minutes, with similar
journey times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Under the scheme, agricultural vehicles would, by
permit from the County Council, be allowed to cross through Huntingdon using the
new local routes as an exemption to the existing weight limits.

The proposed emergency maintenance access at Top Farm
Hemingford Abbots:
104472

105003

•
•

It will create a security breach for unwanted trespassers etc.
It leaves an unworkable taper at the end of the most
westerly field

The removal of the viaduct will have an impact on access to
farming land to the east and west of the viaduct.

10 April 2014

Yes

Agricultural and Business Impact

56695

56695

The proposed A14 re-routing will mean that direct access is lost
in a number of locations for agricultural parties. Where it would
be possible to use the new bypass, there would be a reluctance
to do so with agricultural machines. This is because they travel
at low speeds, are designed for fields and sharing a new bypass
with HGVs is likely to raise serious safety concerns. Their
alternative options are restricted due to weight restrictions, such
as the Brampton Road, which has a 7.5 tonne limit. Such
restrictions will preclude the majority of agricultural vehicles from
being permitted to use the road.

Concerns regarding animal health issues due to the predicted
increased journey times to farmsteads. A two hour journey would
therefore make farming this land unsuitable.

Comment duly noted. The Highways Agency has considered the movement of
agricultural vehicles. Where possible agricultural vehicles would use local roads.
They would not be prohibited from the A14 and be able to use the A14 when this is
not possible.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The proposals would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the
DMRB and TSRGD. The scheme provides good forward visibility which will allow
other vehicles to see slower moving and large Agricultural vehicles and drive
accordingly.
Following the formal consultation the Highways Agency is continuing to engage
with landowners and the National Farmers Union.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the viaduct
with local road connections would also provide improved access to Huntingdon

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
town centre which would reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme. Further, the Transport Assessment indicates that journey times between
east and west would typically only increase by 4-5 minutes, with similar journey
times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Under the scheme, agricultural vehicles would, by
permit from the County Council, be allowed to cross through Huntingdon using the
new local routes as an exemption to the existing weight limits.

56695

104472

105003

Suggest that a meeting is held with other farmers in the area
who will be affected by the proposals to ensure that all issues
are addressed.

The increased journey times and severance of farming land at
Top Farm Hemingford Abbots will reduce the economic viability
of farming this land, therefore minimising productivity.

The removal of the viaduct will change the way Views Common
is farmed.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

Construction

104717

101036

There would potentially be substantial impacts in relation to the
work on the Huntingdon viaduct and the connection of the
current A14 to the local road network as well as to the
construction of new access roads to the Huntingdon railway
station, but it is assumed that these would only be temporary
and that measures would be taken in order to minimize the
impact on the Station Cottages - and that access to the
properties would be ensured at all times.

Query over what the disruption will be like in Mill Common road
for construction of the drain outlet. Query over whether the
consultee will be contacted on this matter as it seems to be very
close to property.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

30 April 2014

Yes

No
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Demolition of the Viaduct is likely to cause some disruption to the local area
however this would be mitigated as far as reasonably practicable,
The demolition works as well as the new links within Huntingdon would be
conducted once the new road is open for traffic.
Construction phasing (see Appendix 3.2 of the Environmental Statement for
preliminary phasing) would ensure station access is maintained or a temporary
access is provided when required.
The new link road can predominantly be constructed offline meaning minimal
disruption to local traffic.
Contractors would work in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice
which gives guidance and best practice working methods to reduce or avoid
impacts to the local environment.
Preliminary construction phasing has been assessed and can be found in
Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental Statement. Some disruption around Mill
common is likely; however, the scope of work surrounding the drainage outlet at
Mill common is not envisaged to be significant, therefore disruption would not last
for a long period of time. Traffic management and the use of signage would be
implemented where required to further mitigate disruption.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Detailed construction phasing would be developed once the main contractor is
appointed.

Cost
102820

The viaduct has only just been rebuilt at a significant cost.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

103529

Concerns regarding the wastage of 7 million pounds of tax
payers money which was spent on the viaduct.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre from
all directions, with traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to
the town forecast to be reduced as a consequence.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

104508

The viaduct removal is an unnecessary waste of public money
for a link that provides the quickest link across Huntingdon.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

104611

Not seen any information on the business case for building a
separate more southerly entrance to the station. Unconvinced on
the need especially after the amount of time and money spent
revamping the entrance on Brampton road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The design with two accesses has been developed in consultation with
Cambridgeshire County Council and Huntingdonshire District Council. By providing
a new access to the main section of the car park traffic movements in front of the
station building are reduced which is beneficial in terms of safety/,

Yes

Following consultation, changes were made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on
historic structures and Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout
at Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the
new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common

Environmental
General

104512

The proposed new access road to Huntingdon station cuts
through a conservation area. Trees or hedges in gardens
immediately adjacent to the new proposed road cannot be cut
without obtaining permission. Surely a road being built will
destroy the conservation area. Has this been taken into

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

account?

102793

Comments on movements of roundabout providing entry into
Huntingdon town centre closer to Mill Common, affecting
pollution in Mill Common. Please provide the most effective
noise/pollution barrier.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

101036

Concerns over the amount of land being taken from Mill
Common between the current road Mill Common and the
proposed Mill Common roundabout. It is understood that this
land was part of the castle fortifications and was/should be
protected.

30 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
road.
A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground modelling and planting at the Commons. The landscape and visual impact
assessment (Chapter 10 of the ES) recognises that the presence of the Mill
Common and Views Common grassland used for grazing give parts of the west
side of Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. In summary the assessment
concludes that following establishment of mitigation planting, the scheme would
slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common and Mill Common, with moderate
adverse effects predicted on the central parts of Views Common and large adverse
effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill Common. There would, however, also
be large beneficial effects within the Huntingdon Station environs from the removal
of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the
landform and scale of the landscape, and the visual connectivity between Views
Common and Mill Common.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an
assessment of noise related to traffic volumes and speeds and mitigation
measures for noise.
In the general Huntingdon area, the noise and vibration assessment has identified
that the provision of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial
effect on a large number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14
including those at Mill Common road. No specific additional noise mitigation
measures such as noise barriers are identified as being required in this area.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further.
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A range
of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual significance of
effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece
excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork survey, watching
brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road.
In summary, following mitigation through design to minimise impacts, the cultural
heritage assessment concludes that the significance of effect of construction on
the Huntingdon Conservation Area would be large adverse, due in part to
permanent land take from Mill Common and, to a lesser extent, Views Common.
During the operation of the scheme, adverse and beneficial impacts have been
identified on the Huntingdon Conservation Area and historic buildings around Mill
Common; adverse as a result of the introduction and operation of the scheme
across the Mill and Views Commons, and beneficial due to the removal of the A14
viaduct, and reduced traffic levels along the existing A14 carriageway.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

101036

Whatever the case, the road surface of the river viaduct at
Huntingdon should be replaced with a low noise surface - the
current surface is very noisy.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.
The current proposal is that the scheme would use 'low noise' road surfacing
material. The Highways Agency no longer permits use of concrete or hot rolled
asphalt.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The assessment identifies large beneficial effects within
the Huntingdon station environs from the removal of the existing A14 viaduct,
embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the landform and scale of the
landscape. Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being
relocated to the new bypass would also be expected to improve air quality in the
locality.

200029

The proposed station access will have substantial avoidable
negative impacts on the local environment.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The highway engineering and non-motorised user facility design in Huntingdon
town centre take account of key heritage considerations. The design of the station
approaches has been subject to extensive consultation with Huntingdonshire
District Council, Cambridgeshire County Council and English Heritage.
Chapter 4 of the ES provides an overview of the main alternatives considered in
the scheme development, including historic optioneering and consultation in
relation to different options.. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from
the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted
on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The scheme alternatives were not developed in sufficient detail to have
alternatives designs for the station approaches. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation, in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. The proposed station access alignment has been
adjusted in this area. The permissive footpath from Mill Common to the station
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Highways Agency’s response
would not be stopped up as a result of the scheme.

Air

104512

200029

Query what pollution protection will provided to residents of the
Station Cottages, located immediately in front of the new station
access. There will be a high volume of slow moving traffic on the
access road at rush hour and after a train arrives. The impacts
will be very different in nature to the current A14 and could have
a serious impact on residents’ quality of life and property values.

The proposed station access will lead to significant increased
pollution.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are
predicted. Air quality in Huntingdon is generally predicted to improve as a result of
the scheme, with the largest improvements along the existing A14, since the rerouting of traffic onto the new road takes traffic away from the urban areas.
The Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES). The assessment identifies large beneficial effects
within the Huntingdon station environs from the removal of the existing A14
viaduct. Impacts on air quality have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the ES. Reduced traffic
volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the new bypass
would also be expected to improve air quality in the station locality.

Archaeology/heritage
An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES). A
range of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual
significance of effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape,
comprising set-piece excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork
survey, watching brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.

104611

Object to the loss of a conservation area and archaeological site.

10 April 2014)

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road.
In summary the cultural heritage assessment concludes that the significance of
effect of construction on the Huntingdon Conservation Area would be large
adverse, due to permanent land take from Mill Common and, to a lesser extent,
Views Common. During the operation of the scheme, adverse and beneficial
impacts have been identified on Huntingdon Conservation Area; adverse as a
result of the introduction and operation of the scheme across the Mill and Views
Commons, and beneficial due to the removal of the A14 viaduct, and reduced
traffic levels along the existing A14 carriageway. There is potential loss of
archaeological remains on Mill Common through the construction of the Pathfinder
Link and on archaeological remains through the construction of the Views
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Common Link. Risk to archaeological remains would be mitigated through
appropriate archaeological investigations and a watching brief during ground
works.
The mitigation measures proposed to reduce the residual significance of effects
includes the selection of paving materials and street furniture to complement those
in use in the Huntingdon Conservation Area and landscape planting to filter views
and enhance the approach to the town centre.

104643

Construction of a roundabout and associated slip roads at Mill
Common will damage roman remains that are beneath the
Common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

An assessment of likely significant effects on cultural heritage has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement. A range
of mitigation measures has been proposed to reduce the residual significance of
effect on archaeological remains and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece
excavation, archaeological strip map and sample, earthwork survey, watching
brief, photographic survey and landscape planting.
In summary the cultural heritage assessment concludes that there is little evidence
for Roman activity within the footprint of the Pathfinder Link road. Previous studies
indicate that this area was subject to medieval and later quarrying activity. A
programme of archaeological recording has been recommended for this area.

Ecology

54551

The proposed ecology mitigation area identified between Depden
Farm and the proposed road is excessive and unnecessary.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation in this area of the
scheme is designed to protect and enhance habitat for the European protected
species great crested newt. Following the initial consultation the layout of the
junction was changed here to reduce landscape impact and rationalise agricultural
impact. As a result, the area of ecological mitigation at Depden Farm has been
significantly reduced compared to the area indicated during consultation. The
Highways Agency is required to both adhere to national and European legislation
and to enhance the ecology of the site in line with the National Planning Policy
Framework, which requires no net loss in biodiversity as a result of development.
An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency is
required to both adhere to national and European legislation and to enhance the
ecology of the site in line with the National Planning Policy Framework, which
requires no net loss in biodiversity as a result of development. Mitigation areas to
protect and enhance habitat for the European protected species are therefore
proposed across the scheme. It is unclear which mitigation area the comment
refers to. However, following consultation and further technical assessment, all
ecology mitigation areas have been reviewed and the size and location of some
areas have changed. The mitigation areas are shown in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

Concerns regarding the proposed ecological area on the northern
side, the contents of which has not been defined. Recommend
that if necessary, this ecological area is placed on the southern
boundary to free up additional farming space and potentially
achieving better ecological results.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

54551

At the public exhibition, the direction in which the water in the
drainage ditch at the northern boundary of Depden Farm flows
was incorrectly referenced.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. As the scheme would not impact upon this watercourse the
direction of flow arrow has been removed from the DCO plans.

104472

Concerns regarding the proposed balancing pond to be
constructed between the Top Farm track and the new proposed

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there

105003

Flooding
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

road:
•
•

Highways Agency’s response
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme The pond has been sized in accordance with Highways Agency design
criteria to contain the rainfall runoff from the road that results from a 1 in 100 return
period storm event plus an allowance for climate change. It is envisaged that
access to the pond would be from the existing farm track that would run from the
new junction to the west adjacent to the Huntingdonshire District Council Award
Drain. Security arrangements would be agreed during the detailed design phase.

The size of the pond will effectively take out an entire field.
Query how this will be accessed and whether there will be
any security issues from this. It is assumed that an access
way will need to be installed from the highway, which would
then provide easy access into the rear of Top Farm yard.
Clarification is required as to how this will be managed.

Landscape

101779

104611

Consideration should be given to screening (preferably
landscaping) between the slip road into the station and Mill
Common.

Object to the loss of open space.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting. Both individual trees and woodland planting are proposed to provide
screening of the new station access in views from Mill Common road. In summary
the LVIA concludes that following establishment of the planting the significance of
visual effects on properties close to the access would be slight adverse. There
would be glimpses of traffic associated with the station access visible to the north
from properties and there would also be some loss of mature vegetation in the
views, although views would be partially screened by planting.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the
assessment concludes that the scheme would adversely affect privately owned
green space within Huntingdon, including the eastern part of Views Common and
parts of Mill Common.. However, landscape mitigation within Huntingdon would
soften the intrusiveness of the proposed link roads within these areas, and
minimise impacts on Views Common and Mill Common as far as practicable.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further. The removal
of the viaduct and its embankments would help to mitigate the loss of privately
owned green space, particularly that of Views Common.

104611

In order to minimise the loss of land and open space at Mill
Common open space, the existing A14 should be linked to the
existing Huntingdon ring road at the most easterly point as near
as possible to the existing Mill Common / Castle Hill access

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. In summary the
assessment concludes that the scheme would adversely affect privately owned
green space within Huntingdon, including parts of Mill Common, which is identified
as Open Spaces and Gaps for Protection (Policy EN15) within Huntingdonshire
Local Plan 1995 and Local Plan Alteration 2002. However, landscape mitigation
within Huntingdon would soften the intrusiveness of the proposed link road within
this area, and minimise impacts on the open nature of Mill Common as far as
practicable.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
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Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction, enabling the new Pathfinder Link road to be
moved closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take.

104611

Clarification is sought on what the “potential replacement special
category land” is opposite Huntingdon station. This is already a
popular walking route.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Since the consultation, areas of potential ‘replacement land’, previously identified
to be provided in exchange for SCL (which was proposed to be acquired) have
been removed from the scheme because there is no longer a need for acquisition
of the SCL which they were proposed to replace
The junctions are designed to serve local development plan aspirations which
make provision for some development in the Huntingdon Conservation Area.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon. The junctions would be accompanied by public realm (landscape and
materials) specifications and designs appropriate for each location to reflect the
local townscape character.

104611

The proposed third party townscape improvements at new
junction layouts will result in more development in a conservation
area.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104643

Construction of a roundabout and associated slip roads at Mill
Common will spoil the landscape of the historic Huntingdon
common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

104735

Construction of a roundabout at Mill Common will be an eyesore
within the green area.

104850

The new junction at Huntingdon Railway Station requires land at
Huntingdon Freemans Common.

54551

The proposals disregard existing planting at Depden Farm which
has been established for approximately 10 years.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment recognises that
the presence of the Mill Common grassland used for grazing contributes to a
distinctive ‘pastoral’ character within parts of the west side of Huntingdon.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further. In summary
the assessment concludes that the scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within
Mill Common, with large adverse effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill
Common, following establishment of proposed planting. There would, however,
also be large beneficial effects within the Huntingdon station environs from the
removal of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for
the landform and scale of the landscape.
The new junctions in the vicinity of the station make use of the existing station car
park and the existing A14 footprint as well as some land to the south of the existing
A14. Encroachment of Mill Common, which is the land referred to here, is at its
western end and would be minimal.
The existing planting discussed in this comment falls outside the DCO boundary
and so would not be affected by construction activities. The mitigation provided by
the scheme - see Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement, would be further
refined at the detail design stage and would take in to account existing vegetation.

Landro &
Hinchingbrooke
Water Tower
Limited

Object to the proposed woodland around the existing water tower.

10 April 2014)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The water tower is currently set
beyond the substantial belts of established vegetation on the existing A14
embankments, when seen from Views Common. The proposed planting would
mitigate the loss of the existing vegetation and provide a ‘soft’ woodland edge to
Views Common at this location. It also ties in and complements the existing
Hinchingbrooke tree belt that runs along the south west boundary of Views
Common.

105123

The proposed roundabout at Mill Common would have a negative

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Following consultation, changes
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impact on the character of this semi-rural lane.

Huntingdon
Freemen’s Trust

The Trustees object to the proposed planting of trees along those
frontages of Mill Common which abut Huntingdon Ring Road and
Brampton Road, as it would detract from the current open views
enjoyed from the Town Centre.

Highways Agency’s response
have been made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon, specifically the
removal of the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced with a traffic
signal controlled junction. The new Pathfinder Link road with its associated traffic
and lighting would, however,; still result in some adverse landscape/townscape
and visual effects, but such effects would be less than those resulting from the
roundabout option. The revised configuration would bring the Pathfinder Link road
nearer to the Mill Common road from which it would be separated by an
embankment which would sever or interrupt views from the road across Mill
Common and hence reduce its semi-rural character.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Relatively open views would be
retained from the town centre since the trees would be widely spaced and would
have clear stems to over 2.5m above ground level at the time of planting and 4m to
5m and greater, in the fullness of time. The tree canopies would be managed by
the local highways authority, Cambridgeshire County Council in the long term to
maintain their form. The avenue tree planting provides a strong design element
which complements existing historic lines of trees along The Walks North and
along Brampton Road and contributes positively to the inevitable changes in the
character of Mill Common at the interface of the proposals with Huntingdon Ring
Road and Brampton Road. Notwithstanding this, the number of trees proposed
could be reduced and their spacing/arrangement could be modified to increase
openness and this would be a consideration during detailed design.

Light
200000

Overhead lighting must be limited and better designed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented
to reduce significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and
the use of tree and shrub planting.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.

200000

Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided at
junctions for overriding safety reasons.

If road lighting is essential, it should be designed so that its
impacts on the skyline are limited and the appearance of the
countryside is maintained.

105123

The proposed roundabout at Mill Common would produce
troublesome, unwanted light pollution at night.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including landscape
and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include minimising
the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a system is
deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources with sharp cut-off
properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation, would reduce the effect of
lighting on the surrounding environment.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Yes

The general proposals for highway lighting which would be installed as part of the
scheme are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement. A landscape and
visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of
the Environmental Statement; this includes an assessment of the likely significant

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
effects of lighting. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting
columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of
tree and shrub planting where appropriate. A degree of dimming and variable
operation may also be implemented. A detailed assessment of lighting impacts on
residential properties would form part of the detailed design of the scheme.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout in a currently unlit part of Mill Common
has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction nearer the existing
currently lit urban part of the town to mitigate against the negative effects on Mill
Common and reduce the lighting effects. Within Huntingdon, the Pathfinder Link
and Mill Common Link and junctions, would also be lit, which would have an
adverse impact on views from surrounding properties and on paths across the
adjacent areas of the Commons. Some new lighting along the Mill Common Link
would be just visible from parts of Portholme meadow to the south.

Noise
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise.

101813

Due to the increased proximity between the A14 and Mill
Common, a high quality effective noise barrier should be
erected. The current noise barrier should extended further
towards the bridge, be more substantial and nearer the A14. We
rely on your expertise to design a good noise barrier but would
appreciate an opportunity to discuss the noise pollution model
once it is complete and being given a chance to provide some
input.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing
and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Existing
noise barriers would be retained, augmented and additional barriers would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation.
In Huntingdon, the assessment has identified that the provision of the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would have a beneficial noise impact on a large number of
dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14, including those at Mill
Common. No specific additional noise mitigation measures such as noise barriers
are identified as being required in this area.

104512

Query what noise protection will provided to residents of the
Station Cottages, located immediately in front of the new station
access. There will be a high volume of slow moving traffic on the
access road at rush hour and after a train arrives. The impacts
will be very different in nature to the current A14 and could have
a serious impact on residents’ quality of life and property values.

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an
assessment of noise related to traffic volumes and speeds and mitigation
measures for noise.
10 April 2014

Yes
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No

In the general Huntingdon area , the noise and vibration assessment has identified
that the provision of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial
effect on a large number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14,
including Station Cottages. No specific additional noise mitigation measures such
as noise barriers are identified as being required in this area.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been undertaken
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an
assessment of noise related to traffic volumes and speeds and mitigation
measures for noise.

104643

Construction of a roundabout and associated slip roads at Mill
Common will create more noise for the houses along Mill
Common Lane than they currently experience from the A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

In the general Huntingdon area, the noise and vibration assessment has identified
that the provision of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial
effect on a large number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14
including those at Mill Common road. No specific additional noise mitigation
measures such as noise barriers are identified as being required in this area.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further.

104735

Construction of a roundabout at Mill Common will increase noise
due to vehicles slowing/accelerating on approach and exit.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. The noise impacts, including impacts to Mill
Common, Huntingdon, which would arise from the proposed scheme, have been
assessed as part of the assessment. The noise assessment methodology is that
described in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (HD213/11 Revision 1).
The method notes that speed variations associated with junctions would result in a
trade-off between the effects of reducing speed and the additional engine noise
generated by deceleration and acceleration. Hence the prediction of noise should
assume a mean speed appropriate to the segment of road under assessment.
In Huntingdon, the noise and vibration assessment has identified that the provision
of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large
number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14. Following
consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon,
specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the
existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further.

Further Information Required
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
56695

Whilst appreciating that time is of the essence, request for a
meeting in order to explain in more detail why it is imperative
that suitable provisions are put in place should the viaduct be
removed as proposed.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Highways Agency continues to engage with local land owners and those with
an interest in the scheme.
The scheme would not cause agricultural vehicles to change route to pass through
villages. Managing the local road network is a matter for the local road authority
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Future growth
Object to the impact of the scheme on the consented conversion
of the water tower to offices:
Landro &
Hinchingbrooke
Water Tower
Limited

104850

•

•
•

The woodland proposed would have a significantly
detrimental effect on the future office scheme due to the
existing presence of woodland.
Access to the rear of the water tower would be lost.
The proposal takes no account of future plans for this area,
which we own, and intend to develop to a business park.

The development at Alconbury Weald and the land adjacent to
the police headquarters will put additional pressure on the
junction at Huntingdon Railway Station and all the surrounding
roads.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment noted. The scheme includes a new access road of the new Views
Common link road. This would provide access to the water tower and surrounding
area. There is no intention or proposal to plant on the water tower land or obstruct
the Water Tower development site. Access off the Brampton Road remains
unchanged. If the water tower site has rights of access from the rear I.e. Views
Common these would remain unchanged.
The Highways Agency is in discussions with the developer of the water tower and
will continue to do so.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Alconbury Weald development
and the second phase of the Northstowe development.
All of the junctions within the scheme are designed to cater for predicted traffic
arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.
Details of the operational assessments are provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.

General design
De-trunking the A14

105003

As an additional point, the land currently benefits from a good
drainage system which will need to be addressed as part of the
Accommodation Works in order to ensure that this is not
disrupted.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.
Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or close
to water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs, or groundwater. The main
contractors will consult with the Environment Agency (and any other relevant
statutory authorities) regarding the measures to be implemented to contain and
manage surface water runoff from the construction site to prevent deterioration of
the water environment and other potential adverse impacts including changes to
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

102955

As a minor benefit, a revised layout at the turn for Hemingford
Abbots would significantly shorten the route thereto from
Huntingdon (which is a bus route, Whippet 5).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101036

Could the river Viaduct be single carriageway (perhaps the other
carriage being given over to cycle way)?

30 April 2014

Yes

No

101779

The new slip road into the station crosses a low area which
floods in the winter months. Please consider the effect of
drainage on this area to ensure no excess water drains onto Mill
Common (private road) as the residents are required to pay to
maintain this road.

55622

The de-trunked A14 will still be an important road for local traffic.
It is important that a reasonable level of traffic still uses the old
road, otherwise the problems of the current road will be
transferred to the new road and substantial levels of traffic will
be forced into Huntingdon and Godmanchester, particularly
when an incident occurs. These two centres are already
congested and the removal of the viaduct will cause gridlock.

Highways Agency’s response
flow volume, water levels and water quality. Appropriate measures, such as
keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to reduce blockage risk
would be implemented by the main contractors. Further detail on road drainage,
the water environment and flood risk during the construction period is provided in
Chapter 14 of the Code of Construction Practice, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement – see Appendix 20.2.
The Highways Agency acknowledges that land drainage systems are essential to
maintain high quality farmland in the area. Where these systems would be
severed, they would be reinstated as part of the accommodation works in
consultation with the land owner / farmer.
The existing A14 would be de-trunked between Huntingdon and Swavesey and
would become a local road under the control of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council. Traffic between Huntingdon and Hemingford
Abbots would be able to use the existing route with the benefit of reduced traffic
flow on the de-trunked A14.
The de-trunked A14 would become a local road which is the responsibility of the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. This would be a matter
for them.
The drainage design would collect water from the highway and direct it to outfalls
all designed in accordance with Highways Agency standards, DMRB.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or close
to water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs, or groundwater. The main
contractors will consult with the Environment Agency (and any other relevant
statutory authorities) regarding the measures to be implemented to contain and
manage surface water runoff from the construction site to prevent deterioration of
the water environment and other potential adverse impacts including changes to
flow volume, water levels and water quality. Appropriate measures, such as
keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to reduce blockage risk
would be implemented by the main contractors. Further detail on road drainage,
the water environment and flood risk during the construction period is provided in
Chapter 14 of the Code of Construction Practice, which forms part of the
Environmental Statement – see Appendix 20.2.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via
the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure.

105054

53805

Objection to the de-trunking of the A14 which affords the client
good and efficient access between the farm at Fenstanton and
Sawtry. The alternative route through Huntingdon will
necessitate agricultural machinery and vehicles travelling
through or close to Huntingdon Town Centre. Request that the
existing A14 route through Huntingdon retains its trunk road
status as it is, and will remain, of national importance.

Concerns regarding the future maintenance of the detrunked
A14. Responsibility will be transferred to the Local Authority,
meaning that the local community will have to fund the future
maintenance of a road that will have a significant negative
impact on them.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns, villages and landowners. The
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would also provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would reduce traffic flows on
other key radial routes.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The roads within Cambridge are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council and responsibility for the detrunked section of the
A14 will pass to them. The Highways Agency will liaise closely with
Cambridgeshire County Council on the handover of this section of road.

Junction design
Concerns regarding the proposed roundabout on Mill Common,
including:
•
•
101779

•

It is unnecessarily large for a local road network.
It is sited in a place which cuts up the green space of Mill
Common in three places.
It has motorway style lighting which will be intrusive on the
rural character of the Conservation Area and on the
established residential properties of Mill Common.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the DCO application.

Further consideration should be given to the size, siting and
elevation of the roundabout, possibly considering traffic lights
instead and using low level lighting to minimise the impact on
the residential property locally.
54593

The closure of the existing A14 through Huntingdon results in a

Following consultation the scheme, at this location, has been changed from a
roundabout to a signalised junction to substantially mitigate against the negative
effects on Mill Common and reduce the lighting effects.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The junctions of the scheme have been designed to cater for predicted traffic and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

series of sub standard urban junctions in the centre of
Huntingdon which will act as a deterrent even to local traffic (e.g.
movement between Great Stukeley and Cambridge).

Highways Agency’s response
NMU movements arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned
developments.

Concerns regarding proposed junction onto the ring road:
•
•
105114

The proposals will make it near impossible to turn right from
Pathfinder Link.
The junction between Primrose Lane and Hartford Road is
also a very busy junction and any traffic coming down
Primrose Lane needing to turn onto the ring road faces the
same problem; turning right across a busy road with
inadequate holding areas.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The junctions on the Pathfinder Link would be signalised to optimise traffic
movement.
The junction of Primrose Lane and Hartford Road would need to be considered by
Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local Highway Authority

Suggest that this junction is properly assessed and sensibly laid
out.
Need for the proposals
101036, 200043

Supportive of the proposed scheme in this area.

Noted.

Non-motorised users

105046

Cambridge Group
of the Ramblers'
Association

Cambridge Group
of the Ramblers'
Association

101779

The location of footpath Fen Stanton 6 and footpath Fen Stanton
14 are noted. These appear to be severed by the new road
without provision for a footbridge. Will these footpaths be
stopped up as a result of the scheme?
Request that it should be made possible to cross the de-trunked
A14 on foot close to point K marked on the below copy of sheet
13. One possible way of achieving this would be to realign the
new New Barns Lane Bridge to meet the detrunked A14
opposite Cambridge Road (at point K marked on the below copy
of sheet 13). This would enable a signalled crossing (or possibly
roundabout) to be provided. This would give a direct vehicular,
as well as NMU, route from Fen Drayton to Conington.
Request that the NMU which is provided from the Swavesey
junction, is continued all the way to Cambridge Road, Fen
Drayton at point K marked on the below copy of sheet 13,
instead of ending at point L marked on the below copy of sheet
13.
Due to the loss of the footpath from Mill Common into the
Station Car Park, it should be ensured that safe pedestrian
access from Mill Common into the station area is retained for
residents and others. This should include a path and a safe
crossing point into the car park.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The shared NMU facilities along the local access road would now extend along the
de-trunked A14 to Mill Road, Fenstanton.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

•
•

It will make it difficult and unpleasant to walk from
Huntingdon town centre to Port Holme meadow.
This walk an important asset and leisure facility for the town
and access to it would be seriously impaired by these

Mill Common (road) is the only permissive footpath identified within the area.
Continued access to this footpath at its western end, where it may be affected by
the proposed slip road, would be continued and the detail of this would be
addressed in the detailed design process for the scheme.
There is no plan to alter the permissive path/access [at its eastern end]

Concerns regarding impact on the walk across Mill Common,
including:
104643, 104735

Where footpaths Fenstanton 6 and 14 would be severed by the new road
alignment an alternative shared NMU crossing facility would be provided on
Conington Road bridge and tie into the realigned footpath Fenstanton 6. Details
can of the layout of can be seen in the General Arrangement Plans included in the
Development Consent Order submission.
The existing at-grade footpath crossing point would be retained at this location.
The reduced traffic flow on the de-trunked A14 at this point, should permit sufficient
gaps to enable users to cross.
In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives
the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the
scheme objectives.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Existing NMU facilities within Mill Common and along Mill Common road under the
existing A14 would be maintained and would provide access to Portholme
Meadow.
The scheme design would provide a signalised crossing where the new Mill
Common Link crosses the existing NMU facility at the station access junction.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

proposals.
Concerned about the proposal to remove the footpath
connecting the cycle-way across Mill Common to Brampton
Road:
•
104750

•

104902

The proposed zig-zag path to the station is suitable for
pedestrians including the disabled but not cyclists (current
usage between 8am and 9am is between 50 and 60
cyclists).
If the existing path is not re-instated cyclists are unlikely to
use the proposed path, resulting in wasted money.

Further consideration should be given to better cycling provision
for local residents.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Subsequent to consultation, the scheme design has been modified. Signalised
NMU crossings would be provided from Mill Common to Huntingdon Station
entrance. The scheme design can be seen on Sheet Huntingdon 002 the General
Arrangement drawings (Document Reference 2.2) included in the Development
Consent Order submission.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Careful consideration has been given to the provision of safe
NMU facilities within Huntingdon

Consideration should be given to the existing footpath from Mill
Common to Huntingdon station car park, including:
•

•

102971, 104506

•
•
•

•

The path is not an official public right of way but has been in
use for over 40 years and is therefore ranked as a public
path.
The path is used regularly by residents on Mill Common,
Waters Meet and Castle Hill Road.
The proposed detrunked road cuts across the footpath.
Query the position of this path when the slip road into the
station car park is constructed.
Suggest the cheapest and safest solution to avoid conflict
with the detrunked road is to construct steps from Mill
Common into the station car park.
However, to concede a public right of way conflicts with
some residents of Mill Common’s legal responsibility given
by their deeds for the construction, maintenance and access
along the road.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Mill Common (road) is the only permissive footpath identified within the area.
Continued access to this footpath at its western end, where it may be affected by
the slip road, would be continued and the detail of this would be addressed in the
design process for the scheme.
It is not planned to change permanently this permissive access [at its eastern end]
as a result of the scheme.

Other
Huntingdon Viaduct

103495, 104508,
54551

The viaduct should be retained, for reasons including:

Comments duly noted.

•

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

•
•

The existing viaduct and dual carriageway would provide an
alternative route in the event of an accident or roadworks.
It will result in less loss of agricultural land.
It will allow the maintenance of 5 east-west lanes of dual
carriageway through the district in the form of the existing
A14, which should not be detrunked, and the new A14.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Object to the removal of the viaduct, for reasons including:
104578, Wood
Green, The
Animals Charity,
54551

•
•
•

Unclear on the need for viaduct removal as conflicting
reports cite it’s lifespan between 5 and 50 years.
It will render the existing road completely useless.
It will remove an effective diversion should there be an issue
with the bypass.

10 April 2014

Yes
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The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge. These new connections will involve minimal

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•
•
•

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
loss to agricultural land.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality..

It is a waste of a valuable resource in the Highways Agency
network.
The viaduct has now been upgraded therefore removal is no
longer justified.
Since 2010 there have been significant expenditure on the
viaduct which should have overcome concerns for the
structure.
The case for closure of the existing A14 is on the short term
expediency in the light of plans for Huntingdon Town
Centre.

The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre from
all directions, with traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to
the town forecast to be reduced as a consequence.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Supportive of the removal of the viaduct, for reasons including:
101070, 104512,
104643, 200029,
55622, 105060,
105061

•
•
•
•

It urgently needs to either be rebuilt or demolished, and this
seems to be the most cost effective.
It will be beneficial.
If the viaduct needs replacing, a new one should be built.
The lifespan of the viaduct is overdue.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted

101855

The viaduct is an appalling eyesore that greets everyone who
enters Huntingdon from Brampton.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

Domino UK Ltd

Appreciate that this will avoid the cost of upkeep and potentially
avoid the route being used as a convenient short cut.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support duly noted

200035

The viaduct has been continually strengthened and will reach a
point when it cannot bear the traffic load.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

Property and land
Asset protection
Huntingdon
Freemen’s Trust

Confirmation is sought that in the event of the old A14
embankment being removed, this land will be returned to the
ownership of the Trustees and not the ownership of any other
parties.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It is the Highways Agency’s intention that, subject to negotiation with Huntingdon
Freemen’s Trust, the land under the existing A14 embankment which is being
removed as part of the improvements in Huntingdon, would become part of Views
Common, which is owned by the Trust.

Huntingdon

The Trustees will lose a considerable area of land and seek

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
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Consultee(s)
Freemen’s Trust

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.

clarification from the Charity Commission regarding their position
regarding compulsory purchase.

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the Highways Agency
would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by agreement.

Huntingdon
Freemen’s Trust

Clarification is sought on what is proposed for the “potential
replacement special category land” where the old A14
embankment is removed. It is hoped that this will provide
replacement land for the Trustees, and is not made available to
parties other than the Trustees who may be losing land
elsewhere.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Having considered the current use of land at Views Common, the Highways
Agency has concluded that the land does not come within the legal definitions of
‘common’ land or ‘open space’ and is therefore not ‘special category land’. As a
result, there is no statutory requirement to provide replacement land in exchange
for the land at Views Common which is proposed to be acquired for the
scheme. However, it is the Highways Agency’s intention that, subject to
negotiation with Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust, the land under the existing A14
embankment which is being removed as part of the improvements in Huntingdon,
would become part of Views Common, which is owned by the Trust.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for the
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.

105076

The proposed scheme will take land from Lattenbury Farm. It
should be ensured that the property is not adversely affected by
the proposals and the effects of the scheme on the retained land
and businesses are mitigated.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those with
an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would provide
details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of negotiation for
the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the Highways Agency
would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by agreement
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.

Landro &
Hinchingbrooke
Water Tower
Limited

104472

Parts of the viaduct land should be returned to our title under
Crithchell Down, as inheritors for the original title.

Concerns regarding land at Top Farm Hemingford Abbots, which
would be severed and approximately 29 acres (11.72 hectares)
of arable land would be lost.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Where a highway is being stopped up (as is the case with the A14 on the
Huntingdon viaduct) it is usual for the land to be returned to the original title
holders unless it is required for other purposes such as landscaping/mitigation
works.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct and
operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation of why
the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory purchase land.
Land required has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and
seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.

Property and land devaluation
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Consultee(s)

200029

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed station access will lead to a reduction in property
values for the Station Cottages.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.

Safety

200029

The proposed station access will be dangerous to navigate for
children walking or cycling to school or the town centre.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The design of NMU crossings would be developed in the detailed design stage and
would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for nonmotorised users, and the Department of Transport standards. Signalised NMU
crossings are proposed at Brampton Road/Mill Common link junction, and between
Mill Common and Huntingdon Station entrance.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

104643

101766

104508

It was noted at one of the A14 consultation exhibitions that the
new roundabout proposed to be built on Mill Common was
needed in order to take traffic away from the medieval bridge at
Godmanchester. It is suggested that the possibility of
dismantling Godmanchester Bridge, stone by stone, and moving
it to a nearby location where it could continue in use as a foot
bridge is considered. A new road bridge could then be built over
the river at Godmanchester, and the current road layout into
Huntingdon continue in use. There would be no need to create a
roundabout and slip roads on Mill Common. Traffic volumes
through Godmanchester would still be reduced, because only
local traffic would use the bridge. Traffic from beyond
Godmanchester, or from the farther end of Godmanchester,
which was heading for Huntingdon station, or for the large stores
on the Stukeley Road, would take the former A14 and exit at the
station, or use the new link road which has already been built
near Huntingdon station.

It is manic at present on the A428 which I think if improved
would help existing A14 now.

The proposals will not cope with future traffic.

Currently the A14 carries strategic traffic through Huntingdon and access to the
town is via Godmanchester. The scheme would improve access to Huntingdon by
removing the Huntingdon viaduct and providing new local road connections. This
can be achieved without impacting on the existing Godmanchester bridge.
The Highways Agency has considered the suggestion to move the Godmanchester
bridge and concludes that this is not practical or necessary to achieve the scheme
objectives.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Improvements to the A428 are outside the scope of the scheme. However the
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
The option of improving the A428 has been considered in the A14 Study
commissioned by the Department for Transport in 2011 but was discounted
because it would not address the problem with the Huntingdon Viaduct or Spittalls
junction.
The A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035. The road
traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire, with overall
housing and employment growth constrained to the National Trip End Model
(NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district level across the study area.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Following consultation the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced
with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been
moved closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further

104735

104803

The recently constructed new link road approaching the railway
station would suit the construction far better than the proposed
roundabout on Mill Common.

Unconvinced that the current proposal is the solution.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

Originally, twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Originally, twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
reports the reasons why these were rejected. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and why we have pursued this proposal.
The Highways Agency has reviewed consultation comments and there were no
alternatives suggested that would offer the same benefit for less.
An environment impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, improving conditions for strategic through flow, long distant
commuters and local traffic.

104893

The new road is too far away from Huntingdon for it to aid in any
way.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from A1 North via
the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing route without the
scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Strategic traffic would transfer onto the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass,
significantly reducing traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles relocated to the new
bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on local landscape and communities and would open up
opportunities for the local landscape.

55696

The existing road should be retained with improvements.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local highway authority; in this case Cambridgeshire County Council.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
This de-trunked section of road would continue to be in use for access into
Huntingdon. A new link road would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with
the Huntingdon ring road near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the
railway station and from the north and west by constructing a new link road from
Brampton Road to connect with the de-trunked A14 to the west.
Any future considerations for this stretch of road would then be for Cambridgeshire
County Council to consider.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre.

105060

Unclear on the reasons for the roundabout and roads to the ring
road and Mill Common, and believe that a new road should be
provided after the viaduct to join the ring road so traffic can still
turn off to St Mary Street.

The proposed roundabout provides a connection for a link road across to the ring
road with connections to Princes Street and St Mary’s Street.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive Traffic modelling and Operational assessments indicate that the
proposed junction layout would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details
of the operational assessments for this junction are provided in the Transport
Assessment.
Any additional links or connections onto the de-trunked A14 would be for Local
Authority consideration and is not necessary based on the Highways Agency’s
assessment of the impacts of the scheme.

105061

54593

Recommend that the viaduct at Mill Common is also removed as
it is an eyesore.

The A14 through Huntingdon should be temporarily retained to
ensure maximum capacity on the road network and to ensure
pressure is maintained for the A428 Caxton Gibbet to Black Cat
link to be provided as soon as possible.

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would improve access into Huntingdon.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on the local landscape and communities and would open up
opportunities for the local townscape.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme would also transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which
would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction as a result.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy
studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

54593

Following construction of the A428 Caxton Gibbet to Black Cat
link and de-trunking of the A14 through Huntingdon,
consideration could be given to upgrading the A14 to motorway
standards between Ellington and Histon. This will ensure that we
get a fit for purpose east west road network in this district in the
quickest possible time which will facilitate the development and
prosperity of Cambridgeshire. It is not realistic to consider the
A14 in isolation of the A428.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Case for the Scheme document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
notably the draft National Policy Statement for National Networks.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and
minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway would have many
consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of hard shoulder
would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet
the scheme objectives.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The A14 improvement
scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development growth within
Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

104472

The new road should be realigned approximately 150m south to
allow for the holding at Top Farm Hemingford Abbots to be kept
as a single parcel rather than severed into two parcels.

The scheme has been designed to avoid sensitive sites and minimise land
severance. Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees, including Mr
Winter with an interest in the land affected by the scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet34: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
It is unclear which existing underpass is being referred to.

105003

It is requested that during construction, the existing underpass
beneath the A14 is upgraded and enlarged in line with modern
agricultural needs to ensure it is able to take large agricultural
machines.

The existing Mill Common underpass is to be retained as part of the scheme.
Widening of existing underpasses is beyond the scope of this scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees, including Mr King with an
interest in the land affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made
to the design of the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land
interests.
The A14 scheme would provide a journey time saving between Alconbury and
Milton. The Alconbury to Peterborough benefits would not be diluted as the
scheme effectively transfers traffic from the A14 Spur on to the A1, so this traffic
would still benefit from the improvements on the A1(M) to the north.

54593

The proposals will dilute some of the benefits of the A1(M)
Alconbury to Peterborough Scheme due to the effective closure
of the link between Alconbury Hill and the A14 Spittals
roundabout (A14 through Huntingdon).

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard. Traffic would therefore bypass the
existing section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid
Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions.
As a result of this re-routing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. The scheme would effectively transfer
traffic from the A14 Spur on to the A1, therefore this traffic would still benefit from
the improvements on the A1(M) to the north.
The A14 between Alconbury and Spittals would be retained, but would be
significantly be relieved of traffic, with predominantly only local traffic using it.

Traffic
Congestion
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Consultee(s)

56695

Summary of consultee comment
I understand that other agricultural parties have raised concerns
that they have regarding the implications of removing the
existing A14 Viaduct. The proposed A14 re-routing will mean
that direct access is lost in a number of locations for my clients.
Furthermore, where it would be possible to use the new bypass,
my clients would be reluctant to do so with agricultural
machines. By the very nature of agricultural vehicles, they travel
at low speeds as they are designed for fields, not roads.
However road travel is still essential. If they were to use the new
bypass, sharing it with HGV’s traveling at speed, the results are
likely to be disastrous. Once that option is discounted, they are
forced to look for alternative routes. However, their options are
immediately restricted due to weight restrictions on the obvious
alternative routes, such as the Brampton Road which has a 7.5
tonne limit. This restriction will preclude the majority of
agricultural vehicles from being permitted to use the road.
Consultee was advised that it was possible to run various
modelling tests to ascertain which vehicles can travel on which
roads from a logistical and operational level. To that end, listed
below are the larger machines that are regularly taken on the
road, together with the relevant specifications:

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns, villages and landowners. The
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would also provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would reduce traffic flows on
other key radial routes.
The weight restriction on Brampton Road would be lifted for agricultural vehicles.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

•

56695

101036

Case Quadtrack; 16.3 tonnes; 7.5 metres long, articulated
steer; Often carrying mounted implements up to 5m long - 3 metres wide;
• Simba Solo Cultivation Equipment ; 3m wide; 10m long;
Pulled by the Case Quadtrack (above), giving a combined
length of 17.5m;
• 9.3 tonnes Combine Harvester + Trailer; 4m wide; Rear
wheel steer; Combined length when towing trailer in excess
of 25m;Travel speeds below 20mph
• Tractor and Bale Trailer; Trailer pivot steers from the front,
causing increased corner cutting; Heights similar to that of a
double decker bus.
Would these vehicles be suitable to travelling through the
various villages with restrictions currently applicable? Whilst
doing this, please also be mindful that agricultural machinery is
constantly evolving and increasing in size to meet the demands
of modern commercial farming.
The river viaduct that will remain is still dual carriageway, this
will mean that traffic funnelling into the single carriageway at the
Mill Common roundabout, this may cause too much congestion,
certainly at peak times, for residents of Mill Common, Waters
Meet and the future developments to be able to access the
Huntingdon ring road via the proposed junction north of the
proposed Mill Common roundabout. It would be good to see this
river crossing in the context of the old HuntingdonGodmanchester crossing, what will the traffic flows be like, will
the old bridge be one-way?

The scheme would not cause agricultural vehicles to change route to pass through
villages. Managing the local road network is a matter for the local road authority
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Traffic flow on the de-trunked A14 east of the river crossing would decrease
substantially with the scheme in place. Flow on this road is forecast to reduce by
approximately 63% in the year of opening, assumed to be 2020 and 66% in the
design year 2035, reducing congestion. The scheme does not involve any works
to make the river crossing one-way.
30 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The de-trunked A14 would become a local road under the control of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council future traffic management
arrangements would be a matter for them.

101766

If the new shuts down due to accident, where does all the traffic
go?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

It will cause congestion in Huntingdon for reasons including:
•
104564, 104798,
104844, 104850,
104508

•

The existing traffic levels will be combined with the new
shops planned, existing schools and hospital, and Brampton
traffic.
Removing the viaduct will create major queues on all roads
leading to and from the new junction at Huntingdon Railway
Station.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

In the event of the A14 becoming closed due to an incident, traffic would inevitably
look for available diversions as it does now. However, the scheme would provide
extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four
lanes.
Routes that are currently available for traffic diversions in the event of closures of
the existing A14, principally the A428, would remain available on completion of the
scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these
improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction which would come under increasing stress if
the scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate
that daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection
to the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
indicates that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme,
depending on the priority given to Non-Motorised Users which will be matter for the
local highways authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
Any further changes to this junction are a matter for Huntingdonshire District
Council and the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Traffic flow
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

55669

Demolition of the viaduct will cause significant inconvenience to
local traffic and is likely to encourage more traffic onto adjacent
roads.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on other
radial routes would be largely unchanged.
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Consultee(s)

104501

Summary of consultee comment

It will lead to more traffic on the Huntingdon ring road.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
the de-trunked section of the A14 between the Spittals interchange and
Godmanchester would reduce from 90,500 vehicles per day without the scheme to
17,000 vehicles per day with the scheme.

104766

It will cause significant impact on the traffic between Spittals and
Godmanchester and cause difficulties in Huntingdon Town
Centre. Query what is proposed to deal with the impact of the
removal of the viaduct.

101036

There Huntingdon town centre section needs to take the plans
for traffic flows between Godmanchester and Huntingdon via
both the A14 river viaduct and the old medieval town bridge.

54551

It will create a bottleneck in Huntingdon town centre so that
traffic travelling from Godmanchester westwards will divert to
use the A1198 and similarly traffic approaching Godmanchester
from the north will divert to the A1198 rather than use the
existing highway network.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough.

No

A new Brampton road alignment would improve accessibility into Huntingdon from
the south and east by connecting the existing A14 directly with Huntingdon Ring
Road near the bus station with the railway station, and from the north and west by
constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the
west.

No

Traffic from Godmanchester travelling towards the A14 West is expected to use
the A1198 to access the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as this would be quicker
than travelling through Huntingdon town centre. Journey times between
Godmanchester and the A1 North would typically increase by four to five minutes,
with similar journey times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon
or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Local traffic from St Ives and areas to the
north would have a choice of routes, with the route selected depending on the
origin and destination of the journey and the prevailing traffic conditions.

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes into Huntingdon, including The Avenue in Godmanchester,
Thrapston Road and Buckden Road in Brampton and the town centre ring road.
Traffic flows on other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

Rat running

Domino UK Ltd

Concerned that it may cause more traffic to have to use other
routes.

10 April 2014

Yes

Traffic management

55669

Suggest that the viaduct is retained and a weight restriction
imposed to minimise any wear and tear on the structure. This
would retain the most flexible use of the current resources and
minimise impact on Huntingdon and surrounding residents.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities which retaining the viaduct with weight limits would prevent.
10 April 2014

Yes

No
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

56695

Request confirmation as to whether the vehicles currently used
(Case Quadtrack, Simba Solo Cultivation Equipment, Combine
Harvester and Trailer, Tractor and Bale Trailer) would be
suitable to travelling through the roads and villages. It should
also be noted that agricultural machinery is constantly evolving
and increasing in size, therefore the proposed solution will need
to be sustainable for the future.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

The scheme would not cause agricultural vehicles to change route to pass through
villages. Managing the local road network is a matter for the local highways
authority Cambridgeshire County Council.

E.17.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 17 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access

101064

Improved access to the hospital and station would seem to be
sensible priorities.

Yes

No

101806, 104875

The Huntingdon Viaduct should be kept for A1 north traffic.

Yes

No

6452

Access to Hinchingbrooke Hospital should be improved further.

Yes

No

Access to the railway station should be improved further by
keeping the dual carriageway all the way through, and creating
access to the railway station, or creating a new road from this
section.
11543

The traffic going to the A1 North is penalised by going to
Brampton and should continue along the A14 through
Huntingdon. There will be considerable less traffic here, as all
through traffic will no longer be here and the A141 could be a
local boulevard-style road.

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre. Traffic
levels would reduce and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town
would reduce. Access to Hinchingbrooke School and the Hospital would be
improved by the scheme, with the Views Common Link providing a new route in
from the A1 to the north and the A14 to the west. Traffic from the east would
benefit from improved access to the station and town centre avoiding the Town
Bridge.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic by encouraging local traffic to use the local access road and the
de-trunked section of A14. Restricting access from the A1 onto the de-trunked A14
would help achieve this.
In addition the majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability.
The proposals would provide much easier direct access to the hospital from the
existing A14 north and south.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard. Traffic would therefore bypass the
existing section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon.

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. Through traffic, therefore, is not
anticipated to significantly inhibit access to the station.

11550

It is likely that the road layout around the railway station can be
improved; particularly the left turn towards Brampton can be
arranged.

Yes

No

The road layout in the area of the station, the junction between Brampton Road,
Mill Common Link and Edison Bell Way, has to balance the requirements of traffic
and the safety of the heavy non-motorised user use at this location. The proposals
including details of the signal arrangements have been discussed with
Cambridgeshire County Council and Huntingdonshire District Council.

11575

The revised scheme for the station/hospital access roads will
considerably improve access to these areas.

Yes

No

Noted.

11574

It would cause confusion and make it harder for Huntingdon to
access Cambridge and its surrounding areas. Satellite
navigation systems would cause major issues if they had not
been updated.

No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the
residents of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes.

37089, 37099,
37102, 30785,
30798, 30799,
37128, 37271

Concern about the new road layout causing increased
congestion and reduced access the hospital (ambulance
access), police HQ, and railway station.

The road layout in the Hinchingbrooke area has been changed since the layout
presented at the consultation to improve its operation.
Yes

No

The road layout in the area of the station, the junction between Brampton Road,
Mill Common Link and Edison Bell Way, has to balance the requirements of traffic
and the safety of the heavy non-motorised user use at this location. The proposals
including details of the signal arrangements have been discussed with
Cambridgeshire County Council and Huntingdonshire District Council.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard. Traffic would therefore bypass the
existing section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon.

28179

Access to the railway station should be improved by preventing
traffic using it as an alternative route.

Yes

No

30815

This prevents HGVs from using the existing road. This provides
easier access to Huntingdon from the east.

Yes

No

Noted. The route through Huntingdon will be subject to the existing 7.5 tonne
weight restriction.

No

The A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to remove through traffic
from the existing A14 through Huntingdon. The local road connections would
enhance the accessibility of Huntingdon from the old A14 and provide alternative
routes towards Godmanchester and St Ives that are not currently available. The
Highways Agency's traffic forecasts contained within the Transport Assessment
indicate that the replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections
would reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes into Huntingdon, including The
Avenue and Brampton Road. The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals
Interchange would also be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for
traffic on the A141. As a result, the Agency's forecasts indicate that traffic flows on
the A141 would increase but queues and delays would be reduced.

37176

Local access to Godmanchester and St Ives will become more
of a nightmare than it already is.

Yes

As a result of this re-routing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. Through traffic, therefore, is not
anticipated to significantly inhibit access to the station.

The proposed scheme improves access into the centre of Huntingdon and so
access to these facilities will not be affected.
37183

This will negatively affect access to the leisure facilities to the
north of Huntingdon for residents in Hilton and will significantly
increase their mileage when accessing the A1 north to Leeds.

37232

Depends how difficult it would be for village traffic to access the
motorway.

37297

It will make access to Huntingdon from the south and west more
difficult.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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No

Regarding access to the A1 north, residents in Hilton will be able to join the new
Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198 Ermine Street Junction. Whilst the
route is longer, this will afford an easier journey than the existing route with the
improved standard of the new A14 and widened A1..

No

Traffic from villages to the south of Huntingdon will be able to join the A14
westbound at the new A1198 Ermine Street junction and eastbound via the detrunked A14 and Swavesey junction.

No

Access to Huntingdon from the west will be improved with the Views Common link.
Access from the south is unchanged in route, With traffic from the east for
Huntingdon no longer having to pass through Godmanchester, using the detrunked A14 instead; this will ease access from the south.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

37302

Access to Hinchingbrooke Hospital, Hinchingbrooke School, the
Police HQ and residential properties which have no alternative
access roads would be difficult due to traffic congestion.

200030

Date consulted

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The road layout in the Hinchingbrooke area has been changed since the layout
presented at the consultation to improve its operation and thus access to these
facilities.

Yes

No

Contractors would work in accordance to the Code of Construction Practice and
implement mitigation measures where appropriate. There is likely to be disruption
to the local network in the short term, however with effective traffic management
and phasing (see Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental Statement), impacts on local
services would be minimised as far as reasonably practicable.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites
and reduce severance.

Yes

This is all proposed on the road leading to the hospital, railway
station, school etc.

Consultee(s)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Agricultural and Business Impact

37158

Concerned about the loss of good farm land for no real good
reason.

Yes

Community
A range of further environmental mitigation measures would be implemented at
Hilton and across the rest of the scheme to reduce significant environmental
effects. Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by a significant amount of intervening field boundary vegetation
so that visual effects would be of low significance.
200031

Object to the way in which the views of residents in Hilton have
not been taken into account by the Highways Agency and those
councillors and politicians meant to represent the community.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment (Application Document Reference 5.2) indicates that
there would be a reduction in traffic flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by the year 2035 daily traffic
flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4% from
5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4,600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3,300 vehicles
per day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

30773

Removal of the viaduct would improve the life of the community
living under the A14.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

30796

It will greatly improve the quality of life for those living in
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

37146

Homeowners in the area purchased their houses in full
knowledge of how the roads are, and are accustomed to it.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

200000

This will benefit both Huntingdon and Godmanchester. It will
payback residents for the other negative effects of the scheme
such as loss of landscape and countryside.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement (ES

200000

Demolition of the existing A14 should allow a new common area
to be landscaped for the local community.

Following consultation, changes were made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on
historic structures and Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the removal of
the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the
existing Mill Common road.
Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and planting. The landscape and visual impact assessment
(Chapter 10 of the ES) recognises that the presence of the Mill Common and
Views Common grazing lands give parts of the west side of Huntingdon a
distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. In summary the assessment concludes that the
scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common and Mill Common,
with moderate adverse effects predicted on the central parts of Views Common
and large adverse effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill Common, following
establishment of proposed planting. There would, however, also be large beneficial
effects within the Huntingdon station environs from the removal of the existing A14
viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the landform and scale of
the landscape.

Cost

104499

Spending money on viaduct repairs just to remove it is not
necessary, and a waste of money. Just to please
Huntingdonshire District Council.

101806

It would save millions by not building a new A1 at Brampton or
turning it into a 5 line super-highway, and save people heading
north a few minutes. This seems the most logical idea.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
The scheme has been designed with several objectives in mind, including
increasing capacity, enabling growth and improving safety.
A number of alternative options have been consulted on with the Highways Agency
developing the chosen one based on a number of factors including the benefits of
the scheme.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.

6419

The cost of demolishing the viaduct is small compared to adding
lanes in the future.

6419

The cost of demolishing the viaduct and creating the
replacement local road must equal the cost of the maintenance
work required.

11530

It seems uneconomical to do anything other than remove the
viaduct.

Yes

No
Comments duly noted.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

This is a very expensive part of the A14 to maintain with a
horrible camber and bends.

Yes

No

30777, 37293,
37306, 45689

This will avoid long-term maintenance and repair costs for the
existing viaduct.

Yes

No

37307

Originally thought leaving the existing A14 as a fall-back route
would be best, however it appears the cost is too high.

Yes

No

11601, 28176

Supportive if the viaduct is not cost effective to maintain/repair
costs are prohibitive.

Yes

No

28178

Closure of the existing A14 trunk road by removing the viaduct
and the proposal to build a new Huntingdon southern bypass is
a massive waste of previous road investment.

Yes

No

Query how much money has been spent on the
maintenance/upgrading of the viaduct, and is therefore being
wasted, including public money.

Yes

No

Consultee(s)

37291

37321, 37326

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Highways Agency’s response

Originally twenty-two alternative options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This
ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would
fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were consulted on as
part of the subject of Autumn 2013 options consultation in September / October
2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this preferred
option.. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives' outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

37301

37097

37102

This will be more expensive than adopting the alternative 'Option
5'.

It appears to be a crude attempt to save capital expenditure at
the expense of an increased cost of accidents that has prompted
this.

It is claimed that if the viaduct were retained, Cambridgeshire
County Council would inherit a very costly maintenance legacy,
however much of the heavy traffic would transfer to the new A14
route, therefore the stress on the viaduct will be massively
relieved and the maintenance costs will be far lower.

Yes

Yes

No

No

‘Option 5’ included the construction of a Huntingdon Southern Bypass (with two
lanes in each direction, rather than the three lanes of the scheme) and the
retention of the existing viaduct at Huntingdon. Although ‘Option 5’ would provide
higher net present value and benefit-to-cost ratio when compared to the scheme, it
would offer only short term relief of congestion and would require a further
improvement scheme to provide additional capacity within 10 to 15 years at further
cost. The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered
to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of
the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents [compared to the existing roads].
Comments duly noted.

Yes
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No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would remove this liability from the Highways Agency and
Cambridgeshire County Council in the future and reduce the severing effect it has
on the local landscape and communities.

Consultee(s)

34192

37298

28162, 30766,
37083, 37174,
37267, 37310

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass. This would enable enough additional capacity to accommodate the
forecast increase in traffic flows associated with long distance traffic between the
A1 to the north and the A14 to the east that would switch to the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, and therefore would need to remain on the A1 as far as
Brampton Interchange. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic
flows on the A1 to the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
not change significantly. In the year 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this
section of the A1 are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing
from 53,400 vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with
the scheme. Further details are provided in the Transport Assessment.

The whole scheme results in excessive costs, which could be
avoided and if all traffic is directed on a new road south of
Huntingdon then inevitably the A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury will have to be widened resulting in more
unnecessary expenditure. Currently there are four road lanes
heading north to the junction of the A1 and A14 at Alconbury.
The removal of the viaduct will remove two of them.

Yes

No

A cost for the sake of it.

Yes

No

This is a waste of (public) money.

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards,
and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for
money.
Further details of the funding can be found in the Funding Statement, document
reference 4.2.

Environmental
General

104920

The Highways Agency seeks to argue that, even though they
are causing severe adverse impact on the landscape in one
area, they will be improving it in another by removing the
Huntingdon viaduct over the railway. This argument is fallacious
as by far the larger adverse impact on the landscape caused by
the current A14 is the river crossing between Godmanchester
and Huntingdon which impacts severely on both Port Holme
Meadow and Mill Common. There is no proposal to remove this
bridge as to do so would cause increased traffic over the old
town bridge, therefore there is unlikely to be a significant
improvement in the overall landscape by removing the viaduct
and we do not believe in the concept of trading one view against
another in this manner. Further the new network of roads in
Huntington will take land form Mill Common, the last remaining
bit of green space near the town centre, not a good trade off.

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Yes
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Yes

A landscape and visual impact assessment and heritage and archaeological
assessment have been undertaken and are reported in Chapter 10 and 9 of the
Environmental Statement. Local landscape character have been considered as
part of the LVIA and in the design of a range of mitigation measures integral to the
scheme, which include ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting to
screen where appropriate the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme
into the wider landscape. Wherever necessary to achieve the required mitigation
sufficient land has been included in the scheme boundary. It is not therefore
necessary to rely upon any off site planting to deliver the mitigation and hence offsite planting does not form part of the Development Consent Order application.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The environmental mitigation proposals can be seen in the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
The Mill Common link has been redesigned to minimise impact. The originally
proposed roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction
and the new Mill Common link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill
Common taking substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It has not been
possible to reduce the scale of the Views Common Link. However the impact of
this new road would be offset by the removal of the existing viaduct approach
embankment.
Some verge of Mill Common is lost while Views Common has significant
alterations including both a new road through the middle and the removal of the
existing A14 overpass.
The environmental impacts that would arise from the proposed scheme are
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included
in Chapter 19. A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The
introduction and improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the
character of the landscape. Landscape works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts. Landscape earthworks and tree and shrub planting
would help to soften views of the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.

104490

Concern over loss of the common on the Huntingdon ring road
and its environmental impact.

Yes

No

54216

If the viaduct remains it would become a short cut for the A14
and would continue to have a detrimental impact on air quality,
vehicular congestion and in effect keep the status quo as
currently.

Yes

No
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Within Huntingdon the scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas
of land used for grazing at Views Common and on the grazing land at Mill
Common. However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east
of the proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme. This would extend the common and reduce severance caused by the
existing A14. This would offset the loss of land which would be used to construct
the proposed roundabout. Tree planting is already present along the existing A14
along the edge of the commons, so that new tree planting along the proposed
roads would not be detrimental to the character of the commons. Planting details
within Huntingdon would be specified at the detail design stage to be appropriate
to the urban character.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. Impacts on air
quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the ES. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

104530

Concern for the environment and 'health' of Huntingdon /
Godmanchester. The Commons as they are the 'Lungs' of the
Towns and provide recreation and a connection with
surrounding countryside and farmers. This scheme does
propose building link roads on the Commons- it will need to be
ensure that this does not lead to the loss of a major part of the
Commons.. Any building has to be a 'necessary evil' and must,
by its nature, be minimal and not lead to a pattern where the
lands can be divided up and sold off 'salami' fashion. The
connection into Godmanchester has to be carefully examined. A
scheme that would ensure the Godmanchester/Huntingdon link
cannot be a rat run to avoid the Southern bypass would be
welcomed.

The impacts on human health which would arise from the scheme are assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and the findings are reported in
Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. This assessment of effect on
human health indicates that the scheme would have beneficial effects on health,
with improvements expected in various areas of relevance to health. With the
implementation of mitigation measures, the assessment has not identified any
significant adverse health effects likely to arise from the scheme.

Yes

No

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly reduced
with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon. The replacement of
the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. In
particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while daily traffic flows
on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day (43%).
The likely significant effects on air quality on Huntingdon and Godmanchester,
which would arise from the scheme, are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment. They are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that improvements would be
expected in Huntingdon and Godmanchester.
The scheme would have some local urbanising effect on areas of land used for
grazing at Views Common and on the land used for grazing at Mill Common.
However, the section of the existing A14 and its embankment to the east of the
proposed Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme.
This would extend that space and reduce severance caused by the existing A14,
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and help to mitigate any urbanising effects.
The introduction of the new highway infrastructure would result in the loss of some
open space and privately owned green space, however the section of the existing
A14 embankment to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed
as part of the scheme, which would create new privately owned green space within
Views Common. The removal of the existing A14 viaduct and its associated traffic,
embankment and sign gantries would cause localised beneficial townscape and
visual effects as well as improvements to noise and air quality conditions. The A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would provide a
high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of an
additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of ‘ratrunning’ traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest
that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local
roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes
would experience higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

11612

The building of the proposed southern bypass will itself offer
considerable environmental benefits to part of Huntingdon by
instantly reducing traffic by in excess of 50%.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

11625

This will improve the environment.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

28187

Removal of the viaduct will have a positive environmental impact
on Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the whole scheme including the A1 northbound have been assessed
as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

28189

30774

30774

Concerns about the environmental disbenefits for traffic from the
A1 northbound to Huntingdon and Godmanchester.

Yes

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.. The resulting reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to
vehicles being relocated to the new bypass would be expected to improve air
quality in the locality as set out in the Environmental Statement

Removal of the viaduct will result in more environmental impacts
than retaining the viaduct. There are many talented engineers,
architects and technology who should be able to work around
existing structures, keeping the impact on the environment
minimal.

Yes

No

This will improve the environment and landscape for this area. It
also removes a height restriction that the new strengthening

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

Support is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

works have introduced.

30789

This may be the reason why the unique countryside and
environment in this area may be destroyed.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. It sets out the impacts on the countryside and the
measures being taken to mitigate against any adverse impacts.. Further, the
environmental impact assessment included an assessment of impacts on
community across the area of the scheme. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement and indicate no large
adverse impacts for any community.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed and
is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement The wider region in the
vicinity of the scheme largely comprises countryside and therefore the scheme and
alternatives considered would inevitably impact on countryside.

37072

The route should cause the least impact to the county. The
proposed scheme tears up the county and does not consider
those who have chosen to live in the countryside.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. It sets out the impacts on the countryside and the
measures being taken to mitigate against any adverse impacts. Further, the
environmental impact assessment included an assessment of impacts on
community across the area of the scheme. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement and indicate no large
adverse impacts for any community.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed and
is reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement The wider region in the
vicinity of the scheme largely comprises countryside and therefore the scheme and
alternatives considered would inevitably impact on countryside.

37072

37292

Consideration should be given to climate change.

The environmental strategy, data/impact assessments are
incomplete and way behind.

Yes

Yes
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No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for National
Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has been taken into
account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and mitigation of the scheme.
The scheme road drainage would include an allowance for the effects of climate
change by increasing rainfall intensities of the design storms by 20% over and
above current design rainfall intensities. The flood risk assessment includes
allowance for climate change, as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental
Statement (ES). Greenhouse gases associated with climate change are
considered in Chapter 8 of the ES. Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon
footprint baseline and makes recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon
emissions.

No

The preliminary environmental information report published for consultation in April
2014 presented a preliminary account of environmental issues. The aim of the
document was to provide the public with sufficient understanding of the design and
environmental issues to be able to develop a good understanding of the proposed
scheme, so that they could give informed responses as part of the consultation.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

37312

The local environment will be greatly improved.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
Assessments of likely significant effects of air quality and noise and vibration have
been undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported
in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES).
In summary, the assessment of air quality concludes that during operation, no
exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted across the scheme. Air
quality in Huntingdon, including the area around the Station Cottages is generally
predicted to improve as a result of the scheme, with the largest improvements
along the existing A14, since the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic
away from the urban areas.

Concerns about the environmental quality for residents of
Station Cottages:
•
200032

•

There will be significant air pollution from slow moving traffic
with cold engines using the proposed new access road to
the station car park and queuing at the junction with the
former A14.
Substantial barriers are needed along the access road to
minimise noise, air and light pollution.

Yes

No

In Huntingdon, the noise and vibration assessment has identified that the provision
of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large
number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14, including at the
Station Cottages. No specific additional noise mitigation measures such as noise
barriers are identified as being required in this area.
The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the scheme
are set out in Chapter 3 of the ES. An assessment of lighting impacts has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects
including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use of controllable light
sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub planting where
appropriate. A degree of dimming and variable operation may also be
implemented. A detailed assessment of lighting impacts on residential properties
such as the Station Cottages would form part of the detailed design of the scheme.
Impacts on air quality and noise have been assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental
Statement (ES).

35161

Query what environmental mitigation is proposed during
construction and operation for residents living on the proposed
new access to Huntingdon station. The access road will be
located immediately to the rear of the properties and will be very
busy at rush hour and at times immediately after a train has
arrived. Mitigation against noise and pollutants is required.

Yes

No

There is potential of noise impacts around Huntingdon including around the railway
station and existing Huntingdon A14 Viaduct during construction. The Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the ES (see Appendix 20,2) which
forms part of this DCO, outlines the control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable
control of construction noise (such as the use of noise screening and low noise
equipment) and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant
local authority or statutory environmental body.
The noise and vibration assessment indicates that moderate construction vibration
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impacts are predicted at residential properties in this area, which are located within
25m of a location where vibratory compaction activities are proposed. At these
locations, a significant effect would be avoided by using alternative compaction
methods such as lower vibration compaction plant or static rollers. The selection
of the lower vibration processes would be used to reduce the vibration levels as
low as reasonably practicable. With this mitigation in place it is not considered that
the residual effects would be significant.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is generally predicted to improve as a result of the scheme
with the largest improvements along the existing A14, since the re-routing of traffic
onto the new road takes traffic away from the urban areas.
In Huntingdon, the noise and vibration assessment has identified that the provision
of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect on a large
number of dwellings along and adjacent to the de-trunked A14. No specific
additional noise mitigation measures such as noise barriers are identified as being
required in this area when the scheme is in operation.

37193

37235, 45218

This will have a considerable impact on the town environment.

Brampton will be impacted on both sides; on one side by higher
pollution levels and on the other side by congestion from local
people going into Huntingdon rather than using the A14.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. Further, as part of the scheme, the demolition of the
viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect on the
local landscape and communities, and would open up positive opportunities for the
local townscape.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are
predicted. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions
experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the
scheme, including Brampton AQMA. An AQMA is where the local authority has
identified a location where national air quality objectives could be exceeded. The
air quality assessment in summary concludes that predicted concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter (PM10) for the operational
phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in all future modelled
scenarios, at all modelled receptors, including the homes in Brampton close to the
scheme.
Traffic through Brampton village on the B1514 is forecast to decrease, as some
through traffic is expected to transfer onto the de-trunked A14. Daily traffic on
Buckden Road through the village would be expected to reduce from 12,800
vehicles per day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease).
Daily traffic flows on Thrapston Road through the village would be reduced from
10,200 to 3,900 vehicles per day (a 62% decrease).

45570

The opportunity must be taken to reduce the current adverse
noise and visual impact, and environmental damage currently

Yes
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Yes

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

caused by the occupation of the two ancient commons.

Highways Agency’s response
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES).
Following consultation, changes were made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on
historic structures and the Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the
roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled
junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the existing
Mill Common road.
A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and planting. The landscape and visual impact assessment
(Chapter 10 of the ES) recognises that the presence of the Mill Common and
Views Common grassland used for grazing give parts of the west side of
Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. In summary the assessment
concludes that the scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within Views Common
and Mill Common, with moderate adverse effects predicted on the central parts of
Views Common and large adverse effects predicted on the eastern part of Mill
Common, following establishment of proposed planting. There would, however,
also be large beneficial effects within the immediate Huntingdon station environs
from the removal of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries,
particularly for the landform and scale of the landscape.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the ES. In Huntingdon, the assessment has identified that the
provision of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have a beneficial effect,
including noise, on a large number of dwellings and areas along and adjacent to
the de-trunked A14.

Air
Consultee(s)

5961, 6421

11532

Summary of consultee comment

The removal of the viaduct will encourage more vehicles into the
Huntingdon town centre, thereby increasing pollution rather than
reducing it.

In order to minimise emissions and fumes, traffic should be kept
moving as much as possible, and high fences or embankments
provided as in Milton Keynes.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are
predicted. Air quality in Huntingdon is generally predicted to improve as a result of
the scheme, since the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic away from
the urban areas as demonstrated in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been
added to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to
consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.

11596, 30812

It will remove traffic going through Huntingdon, thereby reducing
pollutants.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and
removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local
landscape and communities and would open up opportunities for the local
townscape. The proposed new local road connections created by the removal of
the viaduct would provide improved access into Huntingdon. Reduced traffic
volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the new bypass
would be expected to improve air quality in the locality as demonstrated in Chapter
8 of the

28180

Retention of the viaduct would reduce pollution around
Brampton which is a concern of residents.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.
Impacts on air quality have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 8 of
the Environmental Statement. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the six four air quality management areas
(AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme, including Brampton AQMA. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. The air quality assessment in summary concludes
that predicted concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and fine particulate matter
(PM10) for the operational phase of the scheme would be below objective levels in
all future modelled scenarios, at all modelled receptors, including the homes in
Brampton close to the scheme.

30796

It will greatly improve the air quality for residents in Huntingdon.

37095

The current viaduct creates air quality issues.

37262

Residents south of Huntingdon who work north of Huntingdon
would have a longer journey causing more air pollution.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The proposed new local road connections created by the removal of the viaduct
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. Reduced traffic volumes in the
town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the new bypass would be expected
to improve air quality in the locality.

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. Although the journey distance from Godmanchester to the A1 via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would increase, the journey times via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be significantly less compared to using the
existing A14 route, thus air pollution would not be increased.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
objectives are predicted. The scheme would contribute to decreasing the air
pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality management areas (AQMA)
in the vicinity of the scheme as demonstrated in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The proposed new local road connections would provide improved
access into Huntingdon.

200030

The removal of the viaduct would create more pollution due to
slow moving and stationary traffic and due to new developments
on the new road from Crow Bridge to Brampton Road.

Yes

No

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality created by the
removal of the viaduct as demonstrated in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. The
scheme would contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at
the four air quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The proposed new local road connections would provide improved
access into Huntingdon.

37106, 200033

The additional slow-moving and stationary traffic from the
removal of the viaduct will create increased pollution in an area
where people, young, old and possibly infirm, will be walking or
cycling to school, hospital, railway station and town centre.

Yes

No

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality created by the
removal of the viaduct as demonstrated in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.
During operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. Air
quality in Huntingdon is generally predicted to improve as a result of the scheme,
with the largest improvements along the existing A14, since the re-routing of traffic
onto the new road takes traffic away from the urban areas. The scheme would
contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air
quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme, including
Huntingdon AQMA.

Archaeology/heritage

37111, 37203

Allowing the dual carriageways of the detrunked A14 to enter the
central area of Huntingdon as proposed would bring in high
levels of traffic to a most attractive, historic streetscape, which
contains many listed buildings, and be extremely damaging.

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development. An assessment of likely significant effects on
cultural heritage has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 9 of the
Environmental Statement (ES). A range of mitigation measures have been
proposed to reduce the residual significance of effect on archaeological remains

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and the historic landscape, comprising set-piece excavation, archaeological strip
map and sample, earthwork survey, watching brief, photographic survey and
landscape planting.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures and
Huntingdon Conservation Area; specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road. In summary the
cultural heritage assessment concludes that the significance of effect of
construction on the Huntingdon Conservation Area would be large adverse, due to
permanent land take from Mill Common and, to a lesser extent, Views Common.
During the operation of the scheme, adverse and beneficial impacts have been
identified on Huntingdon Conservation Area and historic buildings around Mill
Common; adverse as a result of the introduction and operation of the scheme
across the Mill and Views Commons, and beneficial due to the removal of the A14
viaduct, and reduced traffic levels along the existing A14 carriageway.

Flooding
Concerns regarding flooding in the river area around the
Offords:
•
•

30778

•

•

The area is prone to flooding.
The railway line currently acts as a natural dyke/barrier and
effectively protects the village, except during freak weather
patterns.
The design does not account for disruption in the river flow
that such a major construction can have and the potential
flooding threat to the Offord villages and the outlying area.
There is a critical point near the Grade I listed St Peter's
church in Offord D’Arcy, where the backing up of water
could lead to considerable pressure on the track as well as
the drain off areas.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. Some of these mitigation measures have been added to the
scheme following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment
Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with
the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be
adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme. In
relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the loss of
floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak water level (a
localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance probability flood
event). However, the assessment concludes that the scheme would not have a
likely significant adverse effect on flood risk to property. There would be no
change in Standard of Protection to any property.

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting. In
summary the assessment concludes that the scheme would adversely affect
privately owned green space within Huntingdon, including the eastern part of
Views Common and parts of Mill Common. However, landscape mitigation within
Huntingdon would soften the intrusiveness of the proposed link roads within these
areas, and minimise impacts on Views Common and Mill Common as far as
practicable. Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and
English Heritage, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved

Impact on Mill Common and Views Common

Campaign Protect
Rural England
(CPRE)

Concerns regarding the loss of open space within Huntingdon
and the visual impact on Mill Common and Views Common. The
importance of maintaining the visual integrity of the commons
within Huntingdon should be a priority.

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further. The removal
of the existing A14 viaduct and its associated traffic, embankment and sign
gantries help to mitigate the loss of privately owned green space, particularly that
of Views Common, and would cause localised beneficial landscape and visual
effects of high significance.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the
Huntingdon Conservation Area, and Mill Common and Views Common; including
the removal of the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road.

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

Concern regarding the proposed road across the Commons to
serve local traffic. This must be engineered to be as unobtrusive
as possible and preserve the nature of the Common land as the
lungs of Huntingdon.

6432

Unsure who will use such a small green space.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures has been built in to the scheme design including
ground shaping and planting. The landscape and visual impact assessment in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement recognises that the presence of the
Mill Common and Views Common grassland used for grazing give parts of the
west side of Huntingdon a distinctive ‘pastoral’ character. In summary the
assessment concludes that the scheme would slightly reduce tranquillity within
Views Common and Mill Common, with moderate adverse effects predicted on the
central parts of Views Common and large adverse effects predicted on the eastern
part of Mill Common, following establishment of proposed planting. However, the
section of the existing A14 embankment to the east of the Views Common
roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme, which would create new
green space and reduce severance caused by the existing A14. There would also
be large beneficial effects within the Huntingdon station environs from the removal
of the existing A14 viaduct, embankment and sign gantries, particularly for the
landform and scale of the landscape which would cause localised beneficial
landscape and visual effects of high significance
Comment noted.
Neither Views Common nor Mill Common are being removed.

11539

20059, 28181,
30786, 35209,
37135, 37218,
37259, 37318

It is important to ensure that the Common land affected by the
proposals is replaced.

Concerns regarding impacts on the Huntingdon Commons and
green areas, for reasons including:
•

Yes

Yes

Huntingdon is a very small market town not an expanding
city.
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Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the
Huntingdon Conservation Area, and Mill Common and Views Common; including
the removal of the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road. Ecological mitigation proposals have also
been refined to minimise land take and impact to Views Common. The Views
Common Link would impact on Views Common, however, the section of the
existing A14 embankment to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be
removed as part of the scheme, which would create new green space and reduce
severance caused by the existing A14.
Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the design of the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the
overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the
Huntingdon Conservation Area, and Mill Common and Views Common; including

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•
•

•

37104

37203

37209

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

the removal of the roundabout at Mill Common which has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road. Ecological mitigation proposals have also
been refined to minimise land take and impact to Views Common. The Views
Common Link would impact on Views Common, however, the section of the
existing A14 embankment to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be
removed as part of the scheme, which would create new green space and reduce
severance caused by the existing A14.

The road would cut into the common.
Huntingdon has had more than its fair share of poor
infrastructure design and impact – please do not erode the
common further.
Mill Common will be destroyed by the construction of the
new road and roundabout.

There is no need to destroy Mill Common. There is a real
opportunity for Huntingdon to completely rethink the
opportunities of road changes and pedestrianisation within the
town and no need to destroy valuable green space so close to a
town centre. A modern market town has to differentiate itself
from other places to attract visitors to make the centre viable.
There is no necessity to keep this element of the plans but to
allow funds to make improvements following much more
widespread and detailed consultation at a local level.

Traffic levels predicted at 33,500 on Mill Common and 13,500 on
Views Common are unacceptably high.

Unconvinced of the need for the first Huntingdon exit onto the
ring road by the bus garage. It does not serve any town centre
car parks and will result in the loss of the Common to be
replaced by a large roundabout. However, the demolition of the
A14 would allow a new common area, which must be excellently
landscaped to mitigate the effect and improve the townscape of
Huntingdon.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme
footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the Huntingdon
Conservation Area and Mill Common and Views Common; including the removal of
the roundabout at Mill Common, which has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the
existing Mill Common road. Ecological mitigation proposals have also been refined
to minimise land take and impact to Views Common. The Views Common Link
would impact on Views Common, however, the section of the existing A14
embankment to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed as
part of the scheme, which would create new green space and reduce severance
caused by the existing A14.

No

No traffic levels on Mill Common and Views Common have been published to
date. Information on traffic forecasts for these two areas can be found in the
Transport Assessment. Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District
Council and English Heritage, changes were made to the scheme in Huntingdon to
reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant effects on historic
structures, the Huntingdon Conservation Area and Mill Common and Views
Common; including the removal of the roundabout at Mill Common, which has
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link
road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road. Ecological
mitigation proposals have also been refined to minimise land take and impact to
Views Common. The Views Common Link would impact on Views Common,
however, the section of the existing A14 embankment to the east of the Views
Common roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme, which would
create new green space and reduce severance caused by the existing A14

Yes

The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Following consultation with
Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage, changes were made to the
scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme footprint and likely significant
effects on historic structures, the Huntingdon Conservation Area, Mill Common and
Views Common; including the removal of the roundabout at Mill Common, which
has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder
Link road has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common road. The
Pathfinder Link road provides an additional route onto the ring road that reduces
traffic at the Brampton Road junction. The section of the existing A14 embankment
to the east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the
scheme, which would create new green space and reduce severance caused by
the existing A14. Grassland and some proposed tree and woodland planting is

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
proposed in the area of the demolished viaduct. The landscape mitigation is
presented in figures to Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response to
consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. The link roads are needed to
facilitate access to the town from the existing A14 which would become de-trunked
under the scheme. Careful thought has been given to integrating the link roads into
the existing landscape of Mill Common and Views Common as part of scheme
design.

45239

The proposed new local roads will sever Huntingdon’s unique
network of commons that was initiated when the existing A14
was built. The section of the existing route north of the station
should be returned to grass, and the Views Common and Mill
Common link roads abandoned.

Yes

No

Comment received
by deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme
footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the Huntingdon
Conservation Area, Mill Common and Views Common; including the removal of the
roundabout at Mill Common, which has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the
existing Mill Common road. The section of the existing A14 embankment to the
east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme,
which would create new green space and reduce severance caused by the existing
A14. Grassland and some proposed tree and woodland planting is proposed in the
area of the demolished viaduct. The landscape mitigation is presented in figures to
Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement.

Landscape
Date
consulted

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Highways Agency’s response

4545, 6440, 11567,
11580, 11583,
11582, 11584,
11591, 11514,
11602, 11613,
11550, 11618,
28164, 28173,
28196, 28203,
30771, 30782,
30816, 37088,
37095, 37130,
37145, 30765,
37268, 37282,
37288, 37312,
45744

The viaduct is an eyesore/blight on the town and environment.

Yes

No

6422

The viaduct is a blot on the landscape, and makes Huntingdon
little more than a dormitory town. Removal of the viaduct should
enable the whole streetscape to become far softer.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

6447

Very unsightly for very little gain.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Comment noted.
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Consultee(s)

11583

17216

Summary of consultee comment
The viaduct particularly blights the area around the station and
The Old Bridge Hotel. The hotel would benefit greatly from its
removal.

Consideration should be given to screening (preferably
landscaping) between the slip road into the station and Mill
Common.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?
Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Comment noted.

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement (ES). A range of mitigation
measures has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and
planting – see Figure 3.2 of the ES. Both individual trees and woodland planting
are proposed to provide screening of the new station access in views from Mill
Common road.
In summary the LVIA concludes that following establishment of the planting the
significance of visual effects on properties close to the access would be slight
adverse. There would be glimpses of traffic associated with the station access
visible to the north from properties, and there would also be some loss of mature
vegetation in the views, although views would be partially screened by planting.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures
has been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting.
The removal of the existing A14 viaduct and its associated traffic, embankment
and sign gantries would cause localised beneficial landscape and visual effects of
high significance.

30799

Query how the townscape of Huntingdon would be improved by
replacing a bridge with even more roads, when Huntingdon
already has more roads than town.

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

37113
37171

37276

This will improve the look of the station area immensely.
It will improve the overall aesthetic of the area.

The new route goes considerably south of Huntingdon creating
impact on new villages and countryside currently unaffected.

Yes
Yes

No
No

Comment noted
Comment noted
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES)(Chapters 7-18).

Yes
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No

Chapter 4 of the ES provides an overview of the main alternatives considered in
the scheme development, including historic optioneering and consultation in
relation to different options. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from
the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted
on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.
The EIA includes an assessment of impacts on the communities affected. The
findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the ES which finds that
no community is largely adversely environmentally impacted by the scheme.
The Transport Assessment also outlines that the main traffic impact on the
surrounding villages is to reduce the traffic flow on the main routes through the
villages.

37306

This will improve the skyline, which is no doubt important to local
residents.

Yes

No

Comment noted.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement (ES).
Chapter 4 of the ES provides an overview of the main alternatives considered in
the scheme development, including historic optioneering and consultation in
relation to different options. Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from
the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted
on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies.

37308

There should be more effective and imaginative ways to improve
transit across the region without despoiling the areas around
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The viaduct in Huntingdon would be removed and replaced with new local road
connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road
would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and
east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near
the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The demolition
of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it
has on the local landscape and communities.

200031

Residents of Hilton living in the conservation area must adhere
to the rules regarding development, yet the Highways Agency is
proposing to erect a six-lane highway within clear sight and
earshot of that protected area of natural beauty.

Yes
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No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts and proposals for mitigation are
reported within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. This includes an
assessment of impacts on landscape character and addresses how the scheme
would relate to landscape policy and designations. It is not considered that the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
landscape setting of Hilton Conservation Area would be significantly affected
because of the distance between the scheme and the designated area. Distant
views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered
by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would be of
low significance.

37074

Concerned about the loss of the green space to the new
roundabout.

Yes

Yes

Following consultation with Huntingdonshire District Council and English Heritage,
changes were made to the scheme in Huntingdon to reduce the overall scheme
footprint and likely significant effects on historic structures, the Huntingdon
Conservation Area, Mill Common and Views Common; including the removal of
the roundabout at Mill Common, which has been replaced with a traffic signal
controlled junction, and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved closer to the
existing Mill Common road. The section of the existing A14 embankment to the
east of the Views Common roundabout would be removed as part of the scheme,
which would create new green space and reduce severance caused by the existing
A14.

No

Comment noted.

Noise
11596, 28165,
30812

It will remove noise generating traffic through Huntingdon.

Yes

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered
highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a
change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A
three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has been
constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as
well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect
noise.

Concerns regarding noise levels produced on the elevated
section of the proposed road:
•

•

•
•
30778

•

•
•

•

Project noise models had not been made at the time of the
consultation, however the design should take this into
account at the earliest stage of inception.
No provision for acoustic panel shielding over the section
crossing the river and railway where traffic noise will be
amplified across the surface of the water.
Unclear if there was further screening and shielding either
side of the river and rail.
Unclear if the road was in cutting or on embankment, which
would have an impact on noise levels.
The projected build could replicate the noise pollution levels
that affected the current A14 route through
Godmanchester/Huntingdon, which would have been a
consideration in having the road taken out of Huntingdon in
the first place.
This could transpose noise problems out of town and into
the country.
Noise pollution will have an impact on the wildlife and local
people, further reinforcing the need for sympathetic design
and effective acoustic shielding.
In an area under constant pressure of re-development,
areas affected by noise pollution need to protected.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing (including across scheme bridges) and landscaped earthworks to
mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as
required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability,
other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works,
which would reduce noise impacts. The assessment has not identified a
requirement for acoustic barriers on the crossings of the river Great Ouse and the
East Coast mainline railway.
Additional mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
During operation, over 2,900 dwellings along the existing A14 corridor through
Huntingdon, Godmanchester and Fenstanton and many sensitive non-residential
facilities would benefit from noise reductions as a result of the scheme. These
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Highways Agency’s response
improvements would result mainly from re-routeing traffic out of town and along the
new bypass.

37095

The current viaduct creates noise issues.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. The volume of traffic passing through the Spittals
Interchange would be significantly reduced, which would free-up capacity for traffic
on the A141. Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents
close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane
capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

37150

Need to install noise reduction barriers along the existing A141
northern bypass to protect residents from increased traffic
volume, especially as this will become a recognised diversion
route in the event of closure of the A14 between Brampton and
Swavesey.

Yes

No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
A noise and vibration impact and effect assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the consultation
period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical assessment work.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused
by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The Environmental Statement identifies a reduction in road traffic on the A141 and
a range of effects from negligible to moderate beneficial, depending on the exact
location along the A141 with no additional mitigation required. Figure 14.7 of the
Environmental Statement shows the scheme impacts. Installation of noise barriers
along the A141 is therefore outside of the scope of the scheme.

37295

The vast redirection of traffic to the south of Brampton will cause
significant noise pollution in this area.

Yes
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No

An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the scheme
and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is potential of
noise impacts around isolated areas of Brampton villages during construction at
approximately ten dwellings at the south west corner of RAF Brampton during the
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
operation of borrow pits and soil storage. In addition, Landsmans Limited has been
identified as being subject to significant noise effects during soil storage and
Buckden bridge construction works. The Environmental Statement includes a
range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the
Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing and the
use of noise screening and low noise equipment. No significant residual adverse
effects from noise pollution are predicted for Brampton.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise
road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account
of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. There would be significant
adverse effects in the west of Brampton and the western edge of RAF Brampton
(south of Brampton village). A 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top
of a 2m high false cutting has been included in the scheme design to the west of
Brampton to mitigate against this. There would, however, also be significant
beneficial effects alongside the de-trafficked A14 to the north and east of
Brampton. The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant
adverse noise and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.

104626, 104650,
102843, 104518,
104543, 104653,
104537, 104698, ,
104544, 104576,
101917, 104707,
101032, , 104785,
104787, 104820,
104824, 104829,
104849, 104934,
104962, 45662,
36049, 200035,
200036, 300076

Consultee(s)

200034

Concerns over noise pollution potentially caused by the scheme.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. Noise barriers would also be provided at Important Areas (identified
by the Round 2 noise mapping carried out in 2012), where they would substantially
reduce the existing high noise levels.

Summary of consultee comment

Noise queries at Godmanchester.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. During operation, approximately
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
3,000 dwellings along the existing A14 corridor through Huntingdon,
Godmanchester and Fenstanton and many sensitive non-residential facilities would
benefit from noise reductions as a result of the scheme. These improvements
would result mainly from re-routeing traffic out of town and along the new bypass.
Noise improvements would also result from the provision of low noise road
surfacing, and a number of noise barriers along the modified sections of the
existing A1 and A14.

30373

The road will be a permanent source of continual noise.

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to
reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to
do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings.

Health

37086

Accept the proposed changes to local roads as long as the
health of local people is not negatively affected.

Yes

No

The potential effects on human health of the scheme have been assessed and the
findings are reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would have
an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease especially in
Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would contribute to
decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air quality
management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme, including the Huntingdon
AQMA. An AQMA is where the local authority has identified a location where
national air quality objectives could be exceeded.
The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise effects during construction;
however, once operational the scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900
dwellings. Some noise increases are identified mainly along the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the
alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
The assessment of potential effects on human health indicates that the scheme
would have beneficial effects on health, with improvements expected in various
areas of relevance to health. With the implementation of mitigation measures, the
assessment has not identified any significant adverse health effects likely to arise
from the scheme.

Future growth

11510

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities

Consideration should be given to the Huntingdon West
development.
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Highways Agency’s response
in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Huntingdon West development.

102880

The assessment assumes that the detrunked road and its
access roads are sufficient to carry present and future traffic
volumes. These will need to be examined in detail.

Yes

No

Traffic on the de-trunked A14 is forecast to be less with the scheme in place. The
A14 would become a local road under the control of the local road authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council. Details of the future network performance can be
found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment which provides forecast traffic
flows on the de-trunked A14 and access roads.

37122, 37175,
37186

The proposals will allow growth/improvement in Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

11639

It would be good to remove the A14 through Huntingdon Castle
site and thereby restore the area and unlock tourism
possibilities.

Yes

No

This section of the A14 would be retained as part of the scheme, but would detrunked and significantly relieved of traffic. Responsibility for unlocking the tourism
potential of the site is outside the scope of this scheme.

30765

The scheme will help the Huntingdon local development plan
progress.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

37096

37104

It is desirable for the development of the Huntingdon East area
as the removal of the viaduct will reduce the traffic through
Godmanchester, mitigating some of the extra traffic that will be
caused by the large housing development planned at Bearscroft.

Staff at the exhibition had no idea of real traffic flows in
Huntingdon and the impact of the new Edison Bell Way and the
new Sainsbury’s store.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Bearscroft Farm development.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic levels around
Godmanchester would be reduced by the scheme, with the A14, A1198 and The
Avenue all benefiting from lower daily traffic flows.

Yes

No

] The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This includes the George Street / Ermine Street development
site.
The Highways Agency’s traffic model has been validated against traffic conditions
in early 2014, before Edison Bell Way was open to traffic. However, this link is
included within the traffic forecasts both with and without the scheme.

37131

Consideration should be given to the Alconbury Weald
development.

37318

The demolition of the viaduct is only required by
Huntingdonshire District Council to enable the creation of a
shopping area in an attempt to stop the decline of Huntingdon.

200037

Request confirmation that the next traffic modelling will take into
account the developments proposed in the draft
Huntingdonshire Local Plan, in particular the Bearscroft and

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Alconbury Weald development and the
second phase of the Northstowe development.

Yes

No

The replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with new local road connections is a
key requirement of Huntingdonshire District Council. It would provide both
environmental and regeneration benefits for Huntingdon and would also reduce
traffic flows on other key radial routes into the town. It would also provide a greater
choice of routes to and from local towns and villages.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'

Yes
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Wyton developments, and the new road proposed from the
Hartford roundabout to the existing A14 junction in
Godmanchester. Seek confirmation on the impacts of these
developments and the new A14 roads on traffic flows through
Huntingdon and Godmanchester and the A1198.

Highways Agency’s response
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Bearscroft Farm development. If the new
road from Hartford across river to Cow lane is ‘more than likely’ to go ahead, this
would be accounted for in the traffic model.
The proposed development at Wyton Airfield has not been included in the
forecasts. While the site is included in Huntingdonshire’s draft Local Plan to 2036,
this document is not expected to be approved until early 2016 according to the
timetable set out in the Local Development Scheme. Consequently,
Huntingdonshire District Council has advised that the development does not
currently have sufficient certainty to be included in the ‘core’ scenario for the A14
scheme in accordance with DfT WebTAG guidance.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

General design
De-trunking of A14
Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

103579

104741

The NMU paths that are proposed appear to end at the detrunked section of the A14. A new high quality NMU path is
needed for the full length of the de-trunked A14 and the
proposed NMU path must connect into this path.
Please could the county council consider extending the NMU
provision from Swavesey to Huntingdon to join up these
communities and make the most of the opportunities it offers our
area.
Support for Sustrans' response about the de-trunked A14: it
should become a local access road and single-carriageway,
which leaves the other single carriageway to be a high quality
NMU greenway, fully linked to the existing NMU rights of way as
part of a wider, integrated multi-modal project for the A14
corridor. This also discourages traffic from rat running between
Swavesey and Huntingdon. We propose using the northside
carriageway, and providing a 2.5m hard-sealed surface with a
2m soft (grass) verge, thus allowing NMU users the choice. Long
distance walkers may find grass surfaces less tiring to their feet,
and many equestrians find grass less wearing to horse's
shoes/feet, while many cyclists may prefer the hard-sealed
surface.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Object to the lack of information regarding the de-trunked A14:
•
Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

•
•

The consultation documents provide no details for the
redevelopment of the de-trunked sections of the A14.
Object to the scheme unless plans for the full de-trunked
section of road are included.
Understand that the details for the de-trunked road are to be
negotiated between the County Council and the Highways
Agency as part of the handover of the road but it is not
acceptable to proceed until these details are decided.

The shared NMU facilities along the local access road would now extend along the
de-trunked A14 to Mill Road, Fenstanton. Provision of NMU facilities along the
remaining section of the de-trunked A14 would be the responsibility of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The shared NMU facilities along the local access road would now extend along the
de-trunked A14 to Mill Road, Fenstanton. Provision of NMU facilities along the
remaining section of the de-trunked A14 would be the responsibility of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

The shared NMU facilities along the local access road would now extend along the
de-trunked A14 to Mill Road, Fenstanton. Provision of NMU facilities along the
remaining section of the de-trunked A14 would be the responsibility of the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. The section from
Godmanchester to Swavesey is predicted to have relatively high flows which would
preclude capacity reduction.

Details for the de-trunked A14 and associated NMU routes are to be discussed
between the Highways Agency and Cambridgeshire County Council who would be
responsible for this section of road.
Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
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•

•
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west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

De-trunking of this old road presents a major opportunity for
historic wrongs to be corrected, including the conversion of
old railway lines into NMU routes.
It is unacceptable for the de-trunked road to be retained in
its current state with no plans for remedial works. It is rare
for a large section of motorway standard dual carriageway to
be de-trunked and this is likely a first time for the UK.

Recommend the following minimum changes regarding the detrunked A14:
•

•

Cyclist Touring
Club (CTC)

•

•

Reduce the capacity of the road in line with the projected
reduction in traffic volumes. This will also reduce the risk of
through traffic on this road and extra traffic on the
Huntingdon ring road.
The spare width of the carriageway should be used to create
a major new NMU route along the full length of the detrunked road to at least the Godmanchester exit, and ideally
all the way to Huntingdon.
The central reservation and other “motorway-standard”
elements should be removed from the road as part of the
wider restoration of the many north-south NMU connections
that were severed by the old road.
Preferred option would be for one complete carriageway (i.e.
half of the de-trunked road) to be converted into an NMU
route, with the other carriageway converted into a single
track main road. Alternatively an NMU route could be
provided on both sides of a small dual carriageway, provided
that these dual sided NMU paths meet the minimum
standards.

6414

The de-trunking of the A14 route would help to reduce traffic and
noise for locals.

37090

De-trunking will increase local council tax.

53913, 103532,
104851, 105114,
105058

Signage is hugely important.

104568

The provision of a dual three lane carriageway parallel to the detrunked A14 is excessive.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

Yes

No

Council tax is a matter for local authorities.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver
behaviour currently experienced. The scheme includes enhanced on-road
technology and signing to manage traffic flow and provide advance warning of
traffic conditions. This would introduce better lane control, providing adequate
capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time
reliability and reduce the number of accidents.

No

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic travelling
between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route would have three
lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and would bypass the
section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
and Spittals junctions that are already busy at peak times. It would also separate
long distance traffic from local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue
to use the existing A14.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating additional
capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using alternative routes
to divert back onto the A14. Traffic will inevitably look for available diversions when
accidents close roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in
increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104568

There hasn’t been enough consideration given to alternative
routes for freight and passenger transportation.

Yes

No

In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction
with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look
at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3), which was
produced in November 2012 comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public
transport, rail freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the
study. The public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride
site and the introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements
with Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between
the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton.
All of these developments have now been introduced. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.

(37091)

The de-trunking of the road leaving two lanes will attract traffic
using Huntingdon as a short cut.

Yes

No

(37227)

The existing A14 should be downgraded so that communities
lying between the existing and proposed new alignment do not
suffer the adverse effects of a major road on both sides of them.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The A14 would be de-trunked and become a local road with
significant reduction in traffic.

(37325)

The de-trunked A14 should be reduced to single carriageway so
that the released space can be used for urban realm
improvements such as improved cyclist and pedestrian routes,
improved planting and enhanced architectural setting of
Huntingdon's buildings.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The de-trunked A14 would need to be two lanes to cater for
future traffic.

Cllr Ian Bates

Query what condition and standard the A14 will be in when it is
detrunked and handed over.

Yes

No

Discussions and negotiations will be held with Cambridgeshire County Council
over the expected conditions and standard that usually accompanies de-trunking.
However at this stage, we do not next expect to undertake any significant re-
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction of the A14 prior to de-trunking, except for the usual annual
maintenance

Alignment

(37194)

The proposals seem to offer quite contorted routes.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

Yes

No

(37134)

Junctions on the new road are further away so that some
provision for local traffic crossing the river in addition to the old
bridge is needed.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

(37201)

The first roundabout on the existing A14 southbound appears to
serve no purpose.

Yes

No

The Mill Common roundabout and Mill Common link provide access to the
Huntingdon Ring Road. Following consultation the scheme, at this location, has
been changed from a roundabout to a signalised junction.

Junction design

Concerns regarding the proposed junctions to access the
western car parks of the railway station:
•
•
(37286)
•

•

The maps are out of date therefore the proposed junctions
have been overlooked and are undersized.
The existing access road is narrow and insufficient,
therefore traffic queuing to leave/enter the station presents a
safety conflict with pedestrians and cyclists.
Additional planting is proposed to this already narrow access
road and the turning lanes provided on the Brampton Road
appear too short.
Creating a larger junction to these two car parks would seem
sensible. Huntingdon is well connected with London via the
railway and I believe that benefit should be shared with the
surrounding area.

The Highways Agency continues to have ongoing engagement with
Cambridgeshire County Council and rail operator as to the station locality.

Yes

Yes

Access to the station will be from two locations along the detrunked A14 and these
junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic and NMU movements arising
from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.
Modelling of junction signal timings has been adjusted to consider more time for
NMU movements at peak times.

Concerns regarding the proposed roundabout at Mill
Common:
•
•
300068

•

A dual carriageway feeding into the roundabout would make
it very large.
A very large roundabout would require a lot of safety
lighting, which would produce much light pollution on Mill
Common Lane (currently a private unlit road). Estimate that
this 24-hour light pollution could be on the scale of a football
stadium.
Suggest that the roundabout is relocated to the bottom of
Mill Common and the existing bridge is removed to
incorporate this. This would reduce the height and impact of
the roundabout. There should be enough distance from the

Following consultation the scheme, at this location, has been changed to a
signalised junction, significantly reducing the lighting required

Yes
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Yes

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme, including the signalised junction at Mill Common, have
been replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link
road assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has
been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

bridge at Castle Hill over the river to drop down to Mill
Common level.

Cllr Mike Shellens

Query what the impact of the scheme is on the following key
junctions: Ironbridge (Huntingdon), Hartford Road Roundabout
(North Huntingdon) and Harrison Way (St Ives).

(37320)

Supportive of the proposed new Mill Common roundabout.

45795

Doubts about the capacity of the proposed expanded junction
between the station, Edison Bell Way and Brampton Road to
cope with the additional traffic accessing it from the old A14.
Longer queues are already experienced since the inclusion of an
additional arm at the junction and the subsequent reductions in
'green' time for Brampton Road and the station. The chaos for
station users and residents of Station Cottages following train
arrivals has been compounded by the removal of a second exit
lane for left turning traffic.

45795

(45676)

Doubts about the capacity of the two new junctions between
Hinchingbrooke Park Road, Brampton Road and the proposed
new link to Alconbury. This new link may improve conditions in
the town centre but is also likely to increase traffic along
Hinchingbrooke Park Road and add to existing long queues at
peak times. This road is the sole access to the hospital,
secondary school and the sizeable residential areas of
Hinchingbrooke Park. The provision of a second access to the
hospital direct from the Alconbury link road would help ease the
situation at the new junctions and congestion on Hinchingbrooke
Park Road.

Object to the situation of the junctions due to the impact it will
have on Hilton and increased traffic as a result. The road
straightening will make traffic faster through the village.

Junctions are designed to cater for predicted traffic and NMU movements arising
from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments. The
assessment of junctions is covered in chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Hartford road, Stukeley road (leading to the Ironbridge junction) and several parts
of the A1096 have been assessed and details can be found within the Transport
Assessment,
Support duly noted

Junctions across the scheme, including that at the intersection of Edison Bell Way
and Brampton Road are designed to cater for predicted traffic and NMU
movements arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned
developments. The assessment of junctions is covered in chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

Junctions across the scheme, including that at the intersection of Edison Bell Way
and Brampton Road are designed to cater for predicted traffic and NMU
movements arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned
developments. The assessment of junctions is covered in chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Parking

(28172)

The station car park is very full already. Query whether there will
be any displacement of parking spaces and if so whether
alternative arrangements will be made to retain, or preferably
increase parking capacity at the station.

Yes

No

(28200)

Huntingdon needs to be ready for an increased need for parking
at the terminal points.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Parking is a matter for local authorities.

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

The Highways Agency continues to have ongoing engagement with
Cambridgeshire County Council and rail operator.

General disagreement

(6435)

(11534)

It is currently a shambles.

It is not appropriate to remove the existing A14. Query what will
happen when there is an accident on the new A14.

Yes

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current A14
and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and accesses.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less susceptible to a full
carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore expected to be
reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less severe. There
would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message
signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance
and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.

20059, 28181

Opposed to the proposals.

(28204)

Strongly disagree, it is pointless and will cause great
inconvenience to local people.

(30791)

104602, 103514,
104603

This seems to be the major weakness for those travelling from
the North to Cambridge.

Demolition of the Huntingdon Viaduct would have a massively
detrimental effect on local traffic.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic. The
replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with new local road connections is a key
requirement of Huntingdonshire District Council. It would provide both
environmental and regeneration benefits for Huntingdon and would also reduce
traffic flows on other key radial routes into the town. It would also provide a
greater choice of routes to and from local towns and villages.
The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

Yes
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No

The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to
13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while daily traffic
flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per
day (a 43% decrease)

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

104936

The scheme is a waste of money and will not improve the
Huntingdon area at all.

(37178)

This offers no benefit to the trunk road system and is a wish of
Huntingdon District Council.

(37206)

Demolition of the viaduct and construction of the proposed route
will have adverse effects.

(37154)

It is an absurd proposal and should never be allowed to happen.

(37292)

The whole scheme is flawed.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

Yes

No

Yes

No

(11563)

The justification seems weak.

Yes

No

(30797)

Query whether this is necessary.

Yes

No

(37180)

Unclear on the purpose of the work.

Yes

No

37173, 37301,
37224

This is unnecessary.

Yes

No

(37183)

This is wasteful and unnecessary.

Yes

No
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The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes . In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
Comments noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre,
which would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to
the town.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre,
which would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to
the town.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

(37208)

Do not see the need for a brand new road.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to a large labour market, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.

Further information required
Comment noted.
Traffic travelling to St Ives from the A14 West would have a choice of routes. The
signed route would be via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and A1198 to the
detrunked A14 at Godmanchester, with the remainder of the route being as
existing. Alternatively, traffic could travel via the A141 and A1123.

(6454)

A clear diagram should be produced showing the proposed
route from one end of the de-trunked A14 through Huntingdon to
the other end of the de-trunked A14.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
Those trips which must approach the south of Huntingdon on the old A14 would be
able to use Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to reach the A141
avoiding travelling on either the ring road or Brampton Road.
Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon would benefit from direct access to the
de-trunked A14 where it connects into the existing network of roads in Huntingdon
town centre. This route would be relieved of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Plans of the detrunked A14 can be found in the De-trunking and General
Arrangement Plans submitted with the development consent order application
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
(Document Reference Numbers 2.7 and 2.2)

(37139)

The consultation material is not user friendly.

104712

Object to the way in which consultation has been implemented.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Huntingdon &
Godmanchester
Civic Society

The Huntingdon Southern bypass will correct the previous error
of constructing a viaduct rather than taking traffic away from the
towns. A trunked road away from the town allows for future
extension and development or even upgrading to motorway
status. Removing through traffic from the viaduct will allow the
two boroughs to be reconnected with each other and the Ouse
Valley/Portholme area.

Yes

No

(6429)

Removing the viaduct and construction of local county roads will
improve Huntingdon's links and reduce severance.

Yes

No

(6417)

The changes to local roads should proceed as proposed.

Yes

No

(11530)

It seems uneconomical to do anything other than remove the
viaduct.

Yes

No

Yes

No

(11553)

Support the removal of the viaduct as it has caused many
problems lately and is an eyesore. Whatever is planned should
be done sympathetically.

Yes

No

104845

The changes with keeping the existing A14 road in a detrunked
capacity are welcomed.

Yes

No

(11559)

Supportive of de-trunking the old A14 and the changes to local
roads in Huntingdon given that the new A14 will not be a toll
road.

The public consultation has been carried out in accordance with good practice.

General Agreement

Comment duly noted.
The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

It will be beneficial for Huntingdon, for reasons including:

11552, 11566,
11599, 11600,
28186, 28188

•
•
•
•
•
•

It will make Huntingdon a much more pleasant place.
It will hopefully enable more town centre development.
It will improve central Huntingdon.
Huntingdon residents are looking forward to all the
improvements to the local traffic.
It will result in less traffic, noise and pollution in the area
where the existing road goes through Huntingdon.
It will be beneficial for the residents of Huntingdon.

Support is duly noted

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
Yes

No
Comment noted.

(11564, 37070)

The current road cannot be widened so is not suitable. It will
also be very expensive to maintain in the future.

Yes

No

(11565)

The existing viaduct is now an eyesore and as long as access
to Huntingdon from the south is maintained in some way it will

Yes

No
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The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
Support is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

be a benefit. The overall plan seems sensible.

Highways Agency’s response
A new link road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon
from the south and east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the
railway station and from the north and west by constructing a new link road from
Brampton Road to connect with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast
Mainline railway would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
Comment noted.

(11585)

The town will benefit from not having a motorway dissecting it
and the town needs to embrace its one good point; the river.

Yes

No

(11591)

It is a great idea.

Yes

No

(11597)

Appreciate that it will be difficult but in order to benefit from
something you have to go through challenges.

Yes

No

(11615)

Only became convinced of this after attending the meeting in
Hilton village hall and receiving a face-to-face explanation.

Yes

No

(11643)

It makes sense and has been designed very well, north and
south.

Yes

No

(11669)

Fully endorse the proposals and wish that construction could
start sooner.

Yes

No

(28184)

This is vital to support the local economy and improve traffic
movements in Huntingdon and the surrounding area. It should
be done as soon as possible.

(28197)

A better road has to be a positive.

(28199)

The existing trunk road to Huntingdon is very poor in principle.
The proposals would seem to make use of the existing
investments to improve the traffic flow in and through
Huntingdon.

(28203)

The removal of the viaduct will benefit the town.

(30768)

The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would reduce the
severing effect it has on the local landscape and communities.

Support is duly noted

Support is duly noted.
Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Yes

No

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.
The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

Yes

No

Anything that relieves traffic flow around Huntingdon must be
beneficial.

Yes

No

(28199)

There are likely to be teething problems, but the proposals are
interesting and promising.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

(28205)

Unsure how much of the viaduct will be demolished. Support the
demolition of the whole length west of the junction with the
A1198, to include the unattractive river crossing.

Yes

No

The whole of the viaduct in the centre of Huntingdon, over Brampton Road and the
railway, will be removed. The river crossing is retained, this forms part of the new
route from the east into Huntingdon via the de-trunked A14, avoiding
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Godmanchester.

(30804)

It looks interesting and could work.

(37075)

The new proposal with 5 lanes will work.

(37078)

It seems acceptable.

(37082)

It will be an improvement

(37103)

The sooner Huntingdon is a pleasant town again the better.

(37162)

If the road must go ahead then these proposals seem well
thought through. When completed it will be interesting to see
how many vehicles still try to access the A14 at Godmanchester
using the new road network from the end of the old A14 at
Spittals.

(37167)

Very supportive. It is essential to the management of traffic
through Godmanchester as it will provide the desperately
needed additional river crossing to relieve the medieval bridge
for traffic into Huntingdon and especially with the ill-conceived
Bearscroft development.

(28168)

This is vital to the reduction of traffic through Godmanchester.

(37290)

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

The traffic analysis within the Transport Assessment shows that the proposed
arrangements provide sufficient capacity.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards
mid-2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.

Support duly noted. By providing a new route along the de-trunked A14 into
Huntingdon, this traffic will no longer have to pass through Godmanchester.
Traffic on the de-trunked A14 between Alconbury and Huntingdon, between
Brampton Hut and Huntingdon and between Huntingdon and Godmanchester
would decrease by more than 10% with the scheme compared to no scheme in the
opening year 2020 and the design year 2035. Further details of traffic flows on the
de-trunked A14 can be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Yes

No

Yes

No

It is probably the best that could be done in the circumstances,
and should benefit residents of Godmanchester.

Yes

No

(30767)

It will be better for Godmanchester.

Yes

No

(11603)

Not an expert but can see this working.

Yes

No

(37309)

Fully supportive as the viaduct requires removal as soon as
possible and changes to local roads will be a great
improvement.

Yes

No

(37309)

Supportive of the improvements around Huntingdon.

Yes

No

(37170)

Supportive as the new by-pass should cope.

Yes

No

(37171)

It will improve road use for locals.

Yes

No

Comments noted.

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. The traffic analysis within the Transport Assessment shows that the
proposed arrangements provide sufficient capacity.

Support is duly noted.

(11610)

Modernisation and investment is much needed, and will in turn
have a more positive impact on the local area.

Yes
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The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. The traffic analysis within the Transport Assessment shows that the
proposed arrangements provide sufficient capacity.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

(28169)

This is definitely required.

(37290)

Appreciate that the use of highly corrosive salt during cold
weather brought a serious problem.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised users
(28195)

No consideration has been given to walking or cycling.

Extensive NMU facilities to ensure and convenience for those users are proposed.

(30775)

Query what the intended cycling route is between Huntingdon
and the Hinchingbrooke area.

No

Under the scheme, the existing routes for NMUs between Huntingdon and
Hinchingbrooke would be retained, Where new link roads would intersect the
routes, signalised facilities are proposed, to maximise safety and convenience of
NMUs.

(37093)

The A14 viaduct should be converted for use by non-motorised
users, allowing many to avoid the one-way system in
Huntingdon and providing a real benefit by increasing route
choices. This is particularly appropriate if the argument is that
the viaduct is not strong enough to take HGVs.

No

Under the scheme, the viaduct would be demolished so as to provide visual
improvements in the area adjacent to the viaduct and Huntingdon Station.
Removal of the viaduct and development of the replacement road network would
also support increased NMU usage in the Huntingdon Town Centre. Improvements
to the Huntingdon NMU network will include X, Y , and Z.

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
highway authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a
position to handle the considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road.

No

Single stage toucan crossings would be provided at the junctions of Views
Common Link /Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Brampton Road/Hinchingbrooke
Park Road, both close to Hinchingbrooke School and optimisation to minimise
NMU delay, and maximise safety are planned.

No

Under the scheme, the viaduct would be demolished so as to provide visual
improvements in the area adjacent to the viaduct and Huntingdon Station.
Removal of the viaduct and development of the replacement road network would
also support increased NMU usage in the Huntingdon Town Centre. Improvements
to the Huntingdon NMU network will include X, Y , and Z.

Yes

No

The scheme would significantly decrease the traffic flow within Huntingdon as
seen in chapter seven of the Transport Assessment. Extensive NMU facilities
would be provided in Huntingdon which are designed to maintain existing routes
and ensure their convenience and safe usage by NMU traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme would significantly decrease the traffic flow within Huntingdon as
seen in chapter seven of the Transport Assessment. Extensive NMU facilities
would be provided in Huntingdon which are designed to maintain existing routes

Yes

Yes

Recommend that one side of the former A14 trunk road should
be used as a top-quality landscaped greenway for NMU, for
reasons including:
•
(37203, 45570)

•

It would provide a much needed walking, cycling and horseriding link between Huntingdon and Godmanchester, linking
through to Alconbury and Hinchingbrooke with its country
park.
Huntingdon town centre already suffers from excessive
motor traffic, which reduces local residents’ ability and
inclination to walk and cycle.

(45570)

The multi-stage cycle/pedestrian crossings proposed close to
Hinchingbrooke School, on busy NMU routes and part of the
National Cycle Network, are unacceptable as they give priority
to motor traffic and would discourage walking and cycling.

(45570)

The viaduct should be closed to all traffic except for cycles,
pedestrians, buses and emergency vehicles. All other local
motor traffic should be routed via the detrunked roads. This
would enable a far higher proportion of people in
Godmanchester and Huntingdon to make their regular journeys
between the two towns by healthy, sustainable means.

(37120)

There is no provision for anything but motor traffic. Provision for
NMU would increase the traffic capacity of the scheme by
increasing the maximum traveller density.

(37141)

The proposed scheme is a huge opportunity lost to improve the
environment in Huntingdon by reducing the dominance of motor
vehicles in the centre and to Godmanchester. The amount and
size of roads should be reduced and more space given to

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

cycling and walking.

and ensure their convenience and safe usage by NMU traffic.

(37182)

There seems to be a typical lack of planning for pedestrians and
bikes. The opportunity should be taken to construct the new
roads with high quality Dutch style cycle tracks, to make cycling
feel safe and convenient, and so reduce car dependence.

No

Shared footway/cycleway facilities would be provided on the southeast side of the
Views Common Link. No plans to provide NMU facilities along Mill Common link as
this location is already serviced by existing NMU facilities within Mill Common. The
existing National Cycle Routes 12 and 15 would be retained with signalised NMU
crossings provided at junctions, as seen in the General Arrangement drawings
included in the Development Consent Order submission. The signalised junctions
are planned to be optimised to minimise NMU delays and maximise their safety.

(37209)

Support the removal of all car and lorry traffic from the ancient
Huntingdon/Godmanchester bridge once the new road is
opened. This should be used for pedestrians, cyclists, buses
and taxis only to protect this iconic structure and continue the
green agenda that remains Government policy. Access from
Godmanchester by car will be easy via the new road and the
bridge will not be needed for cars.

No

Under the scheme, the viaduct would be demolished so as to provide visual
improvements in the area adjacent to the viaduct and Huntingdon Station.
Removal of the viaduct and development of the replacement road network would
also support local aspirations for the development of and improvements within
Huntingdon.

(37209)

Full consideration should be given to the safety and
convenience of all cyclists, especially those going to
Hinchingbrooke school.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. Consideration would be given to safety of NMUs within
Huntingdon and Hinchingbrooke, and a number of facilities designed to optimise
convenience and safety of NMUs is planned.

(37225)

Request that segregated cycle paths are provided alongside
roads.

Yes

No

Where NMU facilities would be provided they would be shared footway/cycleway
facilities.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Consideration should be given to the existing footpath from Mill
Common to Huntingdon station car park:
•
300069

•
•

Cllr Mike Shellens

(41001)

It has been used for over 40 years and is therefore ranked
as a public path.
The path is used regularly by residents on Mill Common,
Watersmeet and Castle Hill Road.
No provision has been made at this stage to show the
position of this path when the slip road into the station car
park is constructed. Request confirmation that this will be
addressed.

Request that an off-road cycle link to Godmanchester is
provided adjacent to the Mill Common Link/former A14 to
provide an alternative to the existing route via Post Street/The
Avenue which is considered to be dangerous.

Request that a new NMU path is provided along the detrunked
A14 between Swavesey and Huntingdon.

There is no plan to alter the permissive path/access.
The existing national cycle route/footpath across Mill Common would have a
signalised crossing of Mill Common Link.

Yes

Yes

No

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to the local
highway authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a
position to handle the considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road. No NMU
route would be proposed along Mill Common Link from Huntingdon Station
entrance to Pathfinder Link as an existing NMU route is provided across Mill
Common linking with existing facilities.
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road.

Other
Huntingdon Viaduct
Comment duly noted.
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local
road connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre from
all directions, with traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to
the town forecast to be reduced as a consequence.

Jonathan Djanogly
MP

Residents in Buckden and some residents in Brampton continue
to campaign for the viaduct to be retained, on the basis that it
will reduce a feeling of enclosure for the Brampton village.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Brampton A14
Campaign Group

There is no rational argument for removing the viaduct and
reducing A14 capacity when increased capacity is being sought.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
Support duly noted.

New Anglia LEP

Accept that the removal of the viaduct offers significant local
benefits and support the proposal, provided that the Highways
Agency can provide reassurances about the overall resilience
and capacity of the scheme, given the significant growth
planned for Cambridgeshire and the wider region.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. This includes the Alconbury Weald development
and the second phase of the Northstowe development.
All of the junctions within the scheme are designed to cater for predicted traffic
arising from forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.
Details of the operational assessments are provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

101784, 101018,
102849

The Huntingdon Viaduct should be retained for safety reasons.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Better flow and management of traffic would reduce improve safety for road users
and pedestrians as it would reduce the risk of incident. The removal of the viaduct
would increase space for footpaths, improving safety for non-motorise users. .
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.

101784; 101018;
102849

The Huntingdon Viaduct should be retained for safety reasons.

Yes

No
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
Road Haulage
Association

Do not support the removal of the viaduct but understand the
reasoning behind this part of the scheme.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

(6414, 37096,
37098, 37104,
37147, 30765,
37145, 37195,
37205, 37241,
37256)

Support removal of the viaduct.

Yes

No

Support duly noted

(6418, 11554,
30799, 37100,
37102, 37115,
37126, 37132,
37165, 37265,
37187, 37132,
37191, 37202,
37228, 37234,
37236, 37239,
37240, 37257,
37248, 37280,
37302, 37304)

(6426, 6427,
11671, 30776,
30783, 30799,
30808, 37067,
37149, 37260,
37281, 37327)

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct should be repaired/improved/rebuilt and the old
route retained.

Yes

No

Unclear on the reasons for removal of the viaduct, including:
•
•
•

Nothing wrong with it.
Query why a good road should be removed.
There is still need for a bridge over the river at
Godmanchester, which would render the new road on Mill
Common unnecessary.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
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Highways Agency’s response
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.

The removal of the A14 viaduct makes sense from a
condition/maintenance point of view, including:
•
(6428, 6444,
11527, 11539,
11583, 11588,
11604, 11614,
11647, 30814,
37077, 37117,
37156, 37175,
37215)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HDC and the rates payers will be relieved that the viaduct
will not be maintainable at our expense when the road is detrunked.
Money has already been wasted twice on major repairs,
and the viaduct should be removed before it blocks the East
Coast Main Line.
It is operating beyond it's planned life span.
It is so heavily supported and monitored, something drastic
has to be done.
It is a weak bridge.
It is in very poor condition.
It is deteriorating and needs a sustainable solution.
It is expensive to maintain.
It is no longer fit for purpose and will be a burden on the
public purse (either local or national).
It is understood the viaduct is on ‘borrowed time’ due to
safety issues.

Yes

No

Removal of the viaduct will result in further traffic/congestion in
Huntingdon, including:
•
(6430, 11558,
11581, 11671,
28206, 30790,
30798, 30799,
37077, 37089,
37091, 37108,
37131, 37134,
37152, 37157,
37169, 37176,
37177, 37187,
37202, 37217,
37224, 37240,
37241, 37251)

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

It will worsen a bottleneck in an already over congested
Huntingdon.
The ring road is already slow-moving.
It will cause severe congestion on Brampton Road.
Support removal of the viaduct but it will likely make the
already congested Huntingdon ring road even worse.
Traffic travelling to the business parks etc. on the west side
of Huntingdon would have to go through the town, creating
a bottleneck.
It will remove the option for traffic wishing to bypass the
centre of Huntingdon and force it into that already
congested area.
Traffic from the dual carriageway will be routed onto the
same road as two schools, a hospital, a police and fire HQ,
many homes and a country park in Hinchingbrooke. This
will have a catastrophic traffic impact and will cause
problems for the emergency services getting to/from the
hospital and put lives at risk.
It will increase congestion from Brampton to Huntingdon
and vice versa. Traffic has already slowed since the
changes in May 2014 and will likely result in more than 5
minute waits after the viaduct is removed.

Support duly noted.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
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Summary of consultee comment
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

5796, 5964, 6426,
11601, 11623,
11657, 28174,
28162, 28163,
28170, 28180,
30766, 30780,
30793, 30799,
37070, 37079,
37080, 37083,
37099, 37102,
37240, 37241,
37251, 37272,
37073, 37131,
37174, 37224,
37239, 37257,
37267, 37330

5796, 5964, 6426,
6450, 11576,
30798

(6419)

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.

The area is already congested at peak times.
Query why the road should go through Huntingdon if the
traffic volume is so high.
This will negatively affect Huntingdon town centre and
cause much additional congestion in the Brampton Road
area.
Brampton Road, the school and hospital are already heavily
congested. Removing the viaduct will cause more problems
as local traffic will have to go through Huntingdon.
Huntingdon roads do not have sufficient capacity for the
extra traffic. Removal of the viaduct would radically change
the town's design and force traffic through there.
The viaduct carries cross town local traffic without needing
to join town and school traffic.
It could cause gridlock in Huntingdon if/when there are
problems on the A14.
Congestion in Huntingdon would affect the hospital and a
major school in close proximity.
Ideally the viaduct would remain to minimise unnecessary
traffic through the town although its costly maintenance is
noted.
Concern that the traffic solutions may not adequately
convey the additional traffic with a potential pinch point
being at the Ermine Street/Stukeley Road rail bridge.

The removal of the viaduct will result in the loss of an alternative
route for local traffic, including when the new A14 is closed due
to maintenance or an incident.

Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented. As a
result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly reduced with
consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes . In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Retention of the viaduct would allow a quicker and more direct
route to/from the north via the A1, including:
•

The likely traffic increases as a result of economic
prosperity emphasise the importance of retaining this
capacity.

Retaining the viaduct would provide additional capacity now and

Highways Agency’s response

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response

future-proof the solution.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The viaduct has an extended life span:
(5819, 9601,
11558, 28170,
28178, 28191,
30793, 37070,
37091, 37116,
37133, 37136,
37137, 37146,
37151, 37160,
37161, 37168,
37169, 37177,
37224, 37245,
37248, 37261,
37273, 37274,
37277, 37285,
37295, 37298,
37299, 37311,
37316, 37318,
37319, 37332,
45425, 105117,
104970

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

The extended lifespan makes demolition unnecessary.
It has recently been strengthened (at significant expense).
The Highways Agency have stated that the viaduct is viable
for the foreseeable future (25-50+ year life expectancy).
When the viaduct does reach the end of its lifespan, it is
feasible to replace the bridge beams whilst maintaining the
existing bridge abutments. This could be done with
minimum disruption as the A14 (M) will be in use.
Demolition of the viaduct would cost more money.
Even if a Huntingdon Southern Bypass is built this will reach
capacity in 10-20 years. Retaining the trunk road will
provide a medium term solution for road traffic flow between
the A1 and A14.
Years have been spent keeping the viaduct serviceable.
The strengthening works required money, materials and
time (due to delays during construction works) which would
be wasted.
The viaduct’s lifespan is a convenient excuse for
implementing the scheme.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. Further, the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the Brampton Interchange, where
traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic on this section of the
A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in each direction in
2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

The viaduct should be retained with a weight limit, for reasons
including:
•
(5781, 6417,
11617, 28191,
28202, 30801,
37094, 37149,
37269, 37333)

•
•

•

If the road is detrunked and a weight limit used, the two
large proposed interchanges in the middle of Huntingdon
will not be needed.
Sections of the old A14 and the A1 also serve the local
community, as well as their capacity as major trunk roads.
Removing the viaduct will cause a bottleneck by Huntingdon
station, therefore a weight restriction of 4 tonnes should be
applied to keep larger vehicles off the viaduct.
Although the condition of the viaduct and concrete is an
issue, retention with a weight limit would prevent damage
from HGVs.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to
be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

It would provide much needed east west capacity, local
convenience, an alternative relief road when an incident
occurs on the new by-pass, and reduced costs allowing the
savings to be allocated to further road improvements.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
The current viaduct is unsafe, including:
•
(11527, 28190,
37075, 37143,
37161, 37264)

•
•
•

(5796, 5964, 6426)

It frequently requires checks and improvement, therefore
funds are better spent on replacing the viaduct with a new
road layout.
It has required continuous expensive upgrading for safety
reasons.
It is the only way to deal with the structurally unsafe viaduct.
It is dangerous.

Closing the viaduct and leaving a 16 mile stretch of dual
carriageway surplus to requirements seems completely
ridiculous.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Comment duly noted.

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.
The de-trunked section of the A14 will be retained as a dual carriageway and will
be utilised as a local road for the villages surrounding Huntingdon to link to each
other and for local traffic to be separated from the strategic traffic that will run
along the Huntingdon South Bypass.

(6436)

Object to the demolition of the viaduct as it will effectively cut off
Huntingdon from the South as Cambridge-bound traffic would
have to travel to Brampton Hut. It is clearly being done on cost
grounds.

Yes

No

Cambridge bound traffic would use the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon to
Swavesey junction and the either the A14 or the new local access road to
Cambridge.
Support duly noted.

(6445)

The viaduct must be removed but concerned that some lorry
traffic from Haven ports to Alconbury will still try to route through
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic, such as lorries from the Haven Ports
on to the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked
A14 would be significantly reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of
Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes . In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)

(11557)

Understand that the viaduct is at risk, however the proposed
changes will not cope with the traffic when there is a problem on
the new A14.

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

(11588)

(11593)

If there is no tolling then there is less need for an alternative
route so the viaduct should be demolished.

Unsure how just the removal of the viaduct will benefit the local
roads.

Yes

Yes

No

Comments duly noted

No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town. As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new
local road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A
new link road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from
the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring
road near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and
from the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to
connect with the A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
Although the journey distance from Godmanchester to the A1 via the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would increase, the journey times via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be significantly less compared to using the existing A14
route.

(11612)

The demolition of the viaduct and downgrading of the existing
A14 will increase journey times on the north/south route, will
necessitate the widening of the A1 for no other reason than to
take the north/south traffic flow from a perfectly good existing
road and remove an existing good quality diversionary route in
the event of an accident or incident on the new road.

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

(11657)

Evidence the M25 – the viaduct should be retained until the
A428 from Cambridge to St Neots is upgraded to dual and the
A1 similarly upgraded to provide an alternate traffic flow. A
twelfth century packbridge between Godmanchester and
Huntingdon should not still be relied on as an integral part of our
road network.

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

(28200)

The removal of the bridge and thus negative aspects of Spittals
should relieve traffic. The pressure on the 14th century bridge
will hopefully reduce and work should be considered (and
influenced by the HA) to make crossing the bridge simpler,
perhaps with traffic lights.

(30798)

Retention of the viaduct was considered during the review
period and the local councils were against it, however the
results of the demolition are uncertain and once it is removed
there is no way the road can be improved.

Yes

(37131)

The Huntingdon bypass and viaduct was originally built because
most traffic needed to be somewhere else. This is still the case.
There is no valid economic case for demolition of the viaduct.

Yes

(37148)

Removal of the viaduct is unnecessary.

Comments duly noted.
Yes

No

Comments duly noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Yes

Object to the removal of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•

(37154)
•

It will be detrimental to Huntingdon residents who will have
to cope with the remaining traffic, for example northbound
traffic from places such as Godmanchester and Hemingford
and long distance HGV traffic wanting a shorter route at offpeak times.
There is significant existing under provision of roads, and
removing the viaduct will detract from the belated A14
improvement scheme.

The roads within Huntingdon are the responsibility of the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council, including the Huntingdon Town Bridge.

Yes
No

(37159)

We can only assume that the information we have received that
the bridge is unsafe and irreparable is correct.

Yes

(37097, 37239)

Retention of the viaduct would allow east-west traffic to be
separated from north-south traffic.

Yes

(37234)

The viaduct is useful in that it allows traffic to bypass
Huntingdon and filter it into the busy ring road through other
roads.

(37239)

Object to the removal of the viaduct and related changes to
local roads in Huntingdon as this route has benefit to traffic

Yes

Yes

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

wishing to go north on the A1. The proposed changes to local
roads in Huntingdon are insufficient to cope with the amount of
traffic that would potentially look to continue to go through
Huntingdon to access the A1 via that link.
(37240, 37244)

Local people would rather retain the viaduct. Cambridgeshire
and Huntingdonshire Councils wish to remove it, and are on a
different agenda to the people they claim to represent.

(37266)

During the Autumn 2013 Consultation more than 50% of
respondents wanted the viaduct to be retained. Removal of
tolling is not a valid reason for ignoring this view. Huntingdon is
a small town – the proposal seems to be a case of the ‘tail
wagging the dog’.

Yes

(5796, 5964, 6426)

Retention of the viaduct would provide more capacity.

Yes

(6416)

The viaduct is currently under 24 hour surveillance so to remove
this can only be seen as a good move.

Yes

(37138)

It is dependent on what would happen with the new A14, and
whether HGVs would be prevented from overtaking.

that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

No

Comments duly noted.

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and the
rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most appropriate
route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The scheme aims to
improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to Huntingdon section of the
A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other less suitable roads.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
15mph faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase capacity
and is therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.

(6434)

The viaduct is unsightly and limits growth of Huntingdon.

Yes

No

(6434, 37166)

The viaduct needs removing before it falls down.

Yes

No

(6455)

Object to the destruction of existing roadway as it will not return
any developed land to agricultural green space.

Yes

(11520)

It removes a perfectly good viaduct and takes away valuable
green belt land.

Yes

(17273)

Removal of the viaduct and construction of a new A1 does not
make financial sense. Suggest that the road is de-trunked
through Huntingdon for a couple of miles and speed limit
reduced here to 50mph with local roads off to the station.

Yes

Do not understand why a perfectly good viaduct and its feeder
roads up to the A1 N should be demolished. Recommend that
the viaduct and the south and westward relief roads are
retained.

Yes

(11549)

Comment duly noted.
Support duly noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
Comment duly noted.

(6457)

The viaduct will be redundant.

Yes

No

(11518)

It would appear that the civil engineers are running out of ideas
to keep the viaduct up.

Yes

No

(11548)

The viaduct is ugly and unsafe, it is best removed given that the
new A14 will now provide the major route.

Yes

No

Support duly noted

(11568)

The viaduct should only be removed if the southern bypass
goes ahead – otherwise it should be retained and upgraded.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The Huntingdon Southern bypass would be constructed as
part of the A14 Improvement Scheme.

Comment duly noted

Support duly noted.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

(11573)

The removal of the bridge at Huntingdon will improve that area,
although a major concern must be the impact on traffic levels in
the local area.

Yes

No

Object to the removal of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•

•
(30799)
•
•
•

(28163)

Traffic exiting at the station roundabout to access the new
link road to the A14 would be required to cross
Hinchingbrooke Road, which serves a school, a large
housing estate, the hospital and police HQ.
Traffic going north or west from Godmanchester will travel
through Huntingdon to access the A14 rather than
bypassing Huntingdon as is the case now.
Traffic travelling from Alconbury to Cambridge will travel
through Huntingdon and cause chaos.
Do not believe that building the proposed additional roads
and junctions is cheaper than building a new bridge.
Query how the townscape of Huntingdon will be improved
by replacing a bridge with even more roads, the place has
more roads than town already.

This road should remain as an alternative for smaller vehicles.

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements, such as from
Godmanchester or Alconbury to Cambridge, via the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes, including Brampton

Consultee(s)

(37155)

Summary of consultee comment
The current viaduct can be upgraded along with widening of that
section of the A14.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

The removal of the viaduct is the most ridiculous part of the
scheme and will remove a valuable road for no reason other
than the wishes of Huntingdonshire District Council. 80% of
people would support the retention of the viaduct.

Yes

No

The bridge is an essential part of travel to the north through
Huntingdon. Traffic will be significantly less after the bypass is
open.

Yes

No

(30777, 37197)

The viaduct has come to the end of its useful life.

Yes

No

(37231)

The viaduct should be repaired and utilised as a relief road.

Yes

No

(37090)

Removal of the viaduct will remove one HGV route across the
railway and the Great Ouse, thereby reducing the resilience of
the trunk road network. There will be hold-ups on the new
bypass and the remnants of the current A14 will deliver diverted
traffic into Huntingdon itself, exacerbating congestion.

Yes

No

The viaduct has a limited lifespan. As long as suitable entry and
exits are provided on each side then it is acceptable.

Yes

No

(28191)

(37094)

(37256)

(6419, 11617,
37154)

Removal of the viaduct is a waste of a resource.

Yes

No

(11659)

The viaduct is unsightly and the artist impression of the railway
station area after removal of the viaduct looks much better than

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future
development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.

Comment duly noted.

Comment duly noted
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented. The
replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide improved
access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
route. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 23000 vehicles per
day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while
daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100
vehicles per day (-43%).
Comment duly noted
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)
Support duly noted

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

it is now.
(28191)

Removal of the viaduct will worsen existing congestion
problems in Brampton and Godmanchester in the mornings.

(30792)

A significant volume of traffic which travels north-south will still
travel via Huntingdon, rather than the junctions proposed on a
southern by-pass. To mitigate traffic congestion in Huntingdon,
the viaduct and current road should therefore be retained.

(30776)

Removal of the viaduct is perhaps the most contentious issue.
Some traffic travelling south on the A1 from Norman Cross will
still use the current A14 link and if this road drops down into
Huntingdon this is likely to lead to congestion in Huntingdon.

(37150)

Support the demolition of the viaduct but concerned about the
impact on the A141 from Spittals interchange, which is already
highly congested. This will likely increase as local traffic from
Peterborough and the North will seek an alternate route to St
Ives. This is likely to be exacerbated by the increased
population forecast as a result of the development of Alconbury
Weald.

(30766, 37083,
37174, 37267)

This will remove a perfectly satisfactory route for northerly traffic
and by directing all the traffic on the new road, further expense
will be required to upgrade/widen the road from Brampton to
Alconbury. The removal of the road through Huntingdon is a
desire of the local district and county council and it does not
make economic sense.

(11657, 11675,
37079, 34062,
45659)
(28176,
34064)

Yes

Yes

No

No

The viaduct should be retained (as a local route).

Yes

No

Removal of the viaduct removes the most direct route for
northbound traffic.

Yes

No

Object to the removal of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•

•
37275, 57366
•

•

•

It will result in a farcical road construction, taking traffic off
the detrunked A14, around Huntingdon and back onto the
detrunked A14.
The section of the detrunked A14 to be removed either side
of the viaduct is minimal and the proposed route will cause
considerable congestion at peak times.
Where incidents occur on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
it will result in a bottleneck for traffic seeking an alternative
route.
The viaduct should be retained, replacing the bridge if
deemed necessary and avoiding building on the Views
Common Link.
The removal of the viaduct is strongly supported by

Yes

No

As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes . In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)

The A141 north of Huntingdon is forecasted to experience a reduction in traffic by
4% in 2035 if the scheme foes ahead when compared to if it does not. The Traffic
Assessment details traffic flows for a number of key routes including around
Spittals and St Ives.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town. The major strategic
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Huntingdon District Council, potentially because the
financial responsibility for the upkeep of the bridge would
transfer from the Highways Agency to the local authority.

diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the
A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure

(28185)

It is well known that this will create a massive traffic problem in
Huntington and the reason for demolishing the viaduct is simply
money.

Yes

No

(28206)

Replacing the A14 viaduct, although expensive, would be better
than taking traffic into Huntingdon, as the ring road is already
slow-moving.

Yes

No

(30781)

The demolition of the viaduct is totally unnecessary and displays
a piecemeal attitude to road and infrastructure. Consideration
must be given to the country as a whole, not just Huntingdon,
which has been subject to several works already.

Yes

No

(30793)

The ‘Huntingdon Fathers’ have a wish list to remove the viaduct
due to visual impact, however it does not sever Huntingdon in
two.

Yes

No

•
•

(37106)
•

•

•

•

It will permanently close the existing bypass and result in
the loss of 12 miles of road incorporating the A1M and A14
trunk routes.
It will result in a labyrinth of roads with over eleven road
junctions on an 800 yard stretch of the Brampton Road.
The retention of the viaduct and the bypass would allow the
easy flow of traffic from the North via the A1 to the East,
South and East London and vice versa. This will improve
the flow of traffic from the east and south east coast ports to
the Midlands and the North, and will also avoid the potential
traffic disruption of the future developments on Alconbury
Airfield.
The retention of the viaduct will effectively provide ten lanes
of motorway standard road instead of the proposed six,
exceeding the medium term predicted traffic requirement.
The retention of the viaduct would lead to an overall
reduction in costs and provide the area with two roads for
the price of the one proposed.
The retention of the viaduct and bypass would provide a
readily available relief road in the case of an inevitable
accident or other hold-up on either road.
The published plans do not indicate any major development
that would not be possible with the viaduct retained. The
only losses for future development will be Open Space HW7
and a small area of the Employment Location HW5.

Comment duly noted

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Object to the demolition of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•

Highways Agency’s response

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
Yes

No
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town. Alternative routes or
diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy that would be agreed
with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
Major developments would be restricted due the congestion issues which are
largely forecast to increase if the scheme does not go ahead. Demolishing the
viaduct furthers the goal of ensuring the right traffic is placed on the right road.
Strategic traffic would be discouraged from using the detrunked A14 and therefore
this would enable segregation on through traffic and local traffic, reducing traffic
flow in and around Huntingdon as well as reducing HGVs through the town.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

(37196)

The viaduct will not be needed when the new road is in place.

(11592, 28169,
30777, 37196)

If the viaduct is not demolished it will be used as an alternative
route or rat run.

(37119)

(37182)

Yes

No

Yes

No

It would still be preferable for the local communities surrounding
Huntingdon to be able to use the existing A14 and junctions.

Yes

No

Removal of the viaduct should improve Huntingdon town centre.

Yes

No

Query why none of the proposals include replacing the current
viaduct.

Yes

No

(37299)

Retaining the viaduct will allow the existing A14 to stay open.

Yes

No

(37301)

There is no need to demolish the Huntingdon viaduct in the
foreseeable future.

Yes

No

(37305)

Object to the removal of a perfectly sound piece of infrastructure
that has provided good service for many years, only to build a
replacement on a greenfield site across unspoilt countryside.
Better to make use of, and build on, existing infrastructure than
demolish and start again somewhere else.

Yes

No

Demolition of the existing viaduct because it is at the end of its

Comment duly noted
The detrunked A14 would still remain operational with two lanes of traffic in both
directions for the majority of the stretch (the new routes in Huntingdon would be
predominantly one lane in each direction).

(37279)

(37308)

Comment duly noted

Yes
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No

The intention is to ensure the right traffic is on the right road, with local movements
taking place on the de-trunked A14 and new local access road between
Fenstanton and Cambridge. .
Support duly noted
Six alternative options, some of which included the retention of the viaduct, for the
scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These
options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This
led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Comments duly noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

life seems unfounded.
(37311)

Retaining the viaduct would provide residents with greater
flexibility and ease local travel.

Yes

No

(37319)

It would be a complete waste of tax payers’ money to remove
the viaduct. A perfectly adequate road would be cut into two
based on the argument of cost of replacing the viaduct in a
number of years.

Yes

No

(10333)

Removal of the viaduct seems to serve no real purpose at
present.

Yes

No

(37333)

The viaduct provides an effective route to bypass the urban
area of Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Object to the demolition of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•
•

34396, 37336
•
•

55527

It is the main route for traffic from Alconbury and further
north.
There is a proposed new business development and
housing in Alconbury and it would result in a longer journey
to access the A14. It is not feasible to expect that huge
amount of traffic to pass through Huntingdon to access the
A14.
The viaduct should be repaired and the A14 should be
widened and follow its current route.
Do not understand the need for the new road near
Spaldwick which will only help traffic coming from the
Birmingham end of the A14 and not the north/A1. It will lead
to horrendous congestion in Huntingdon as there is and
always will be insufficient road infrastructure there.

Little attention has been paid to the concerns regarding the
demolition of the viaduct and the closure of the existing dual
carriageway Huntingdon by-pass.

55527

•

It is essential for quality of life in the Huntingdon area.
It would be a national disgrace and a waste of public money
to remove a good road such as the existing A14. It is only
reasonable for the public to expect the Highways Agency to
seek to obtain the best value for money.
It opens up different options for resolving the A14 issues.

(5840)

It does not seem a good idea to destroy the existing road by
removing the viaduct.

104970

The removal of the viaduct and retention of the existing two lane
A14 either side will involve bringing the existing A14 down into a
residential/hospital/major school area, via various roundabouts

station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been carried out across the
scheme, including in and around Huntingdon to assess the impacts of the
proposed works. Details of this along with proposed mitigation measures can be
found in the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

The viaduct should be retained for the following reasons:
•
•

Highways Agency’s response
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development. A number of
options have been consulted on which has led to the current scheme being
selected for development based on a number of factors including the benefits
achievable.
The scheme is designed to accommodate forecasted traffic including ‘more than
likely’ developments up until the year 2035.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

and traffic light schemes to take the traffic back up again to the
elevated level.
Object to the removal of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•

•
(9623)

•

The environmental impacts to part of Huntingdon will be
reduced due to the construction of the new southern bypass
taking all the east/westbound traffic off the road anyway.
It was claimed at the exhibition that the main object of
removing the viaduct was to ensure that as much traffic as
possible was encouraged to use the new toll road, however
as the proposal for tolling has been removed this is now
longer an issue.
It is claimed that the viaduct will require maintenance as it is
approaching 40 years, however such an important structure
must have had a design life in excess of 40 years.

Object to the removal of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•
•
(9601)
•
•
•

(37318)

(37320)

The viaduct provides the best route for east to north traffic
from the current A14 to the A1M.
It would force traffic to make a much longer journey and
greatly increase the construction works and the cost of the
proposal.
There is no justification for spending £1.5 billion pounds to
provide a bypass for a town of 20,000 people.
If Huntingdon Council do not like the viaduct they should
support a switch from road to rail to reduce traffic.
It will generate road traffic and force locals to suffer the
noise and pollution.

Query the justification for removal of the viaduct given that the
viaduct a mile further on, crossing the river Ouse, was built at
the same time and in the same vernacular and is being
retained.

Would be preferable to keep the route on viaduct if possible,
otherwise the proposals seem reasonable.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Object to the demolition of the viaduct for the following reasons:
•
(37329)

•

•

Traffic will divert into Huntingdon when an accident occurs
on the new A14.
Object to the removal of existing roads, which have already
had money spent on them, when there are clearly not
enough in the first place.
Huntingdon District Council wish to have the viaduct
removed in order to encourage customers to the businesses

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes
in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Yes

No
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

in Huntingdon and are not concerned about access to
Cambridge or Peterborough.

(37296)

Do not agree with demolition of the viaduct. Retention of the
viaduct, together with the dualling of the A428 from Caxton
Gibbet to the Black Cat Roundabout would provide more routes
for traffic when incidents occur on the new A14. Without the
viaduct and an improved A428, traffic avoiding congestion on
the A14 will seek alternative routes through local villages as
happens now.

(34064, 34192)

The viaduct would have provided a contingency option when the
proposed new road is closed by an incident. Huntingdon is not
suited to large volumes of overflow traffic and the only other
option is the A428 which has limited capacity as it is not dualled
throughout and the current Black Cat roundabout where it
meets the A1 is not suited to such traffic volumes. If the viaduct
is retained the Spittals roundabout in Huntingdon could be
restricted to access for northerly traffic only, except in the case
of an incident.

(37330)

If the viaduct is demolished then all diverted traffic is likely to
end up on the single carriageway section of the A428 from St.
Neots to Caxton.

Highways Agency’s response
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town. Alternative routes or
diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy that would be agreed
with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and
minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

(45744)

The viaduct should never have been built and needs to be
removed as soon as possible.

102790

The residents and Councillors of Huntingdon supported the
original construction of the viaduct as it removed heavy traffic
from the centre of Huntingdon. Now they want it demolished for
further development, and to provide Huntingdon with some
improved air quality and reduced noise at the tax payers’ cost.

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Support duly noted

Comments duly noted

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

54568

Supportive of the removal of the viaduct and resulting
construction work. It is noted that the viaduct would not be
demolished until the completion of all improvements.

104701

Supportive in principle of the demolition of the unsightly and
costly to maintain viaduct, and appreciate that this provides an
opportunity for local road improvements to be undertaken.

300070

The viaduct should be retained as in this period of railway
expansion many of the national assets formerly belonging to the
railway network need to be retained for further reopening and
expansion of existing rail operations.

(5815)

This route allows for the removal of the decaying concrete
viaduct.

(5819)

Retaining the viaduct would save many hundreds of thousands
of pounds, relieve a very large amount of disruption and remove
a large amount of criticism from locals. The proposals have no
logic.

(34072)

The viaduct and the Huntingdon by-pass should be retained to
avoid Huntingdon locals being forced onto local roads and
through the town centre. This is unacceptable and would quickly
bring public calls for the bridge to be replaced.

(45463)

Object to the removal of the viaduct as this will spoil the route to
the north, and this road would not carry much traffic once the
bypass is complete.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

•
300007
•
•

(9541)

300007

The Highways Authority does not have the figures for the
anticipated future traffic movements and the possible
pollution levels.
Concerns regarding the effect on local residents both during
and after construction.
Significant concerns regarding the effect on the future free
flow of traffic in and around Huntingdon.
It will permanently close the elevated Huntingdon and
Godmanchester bypass to through traffic, resulting in the
loss of 12 miles of road incorporating the A1M and A14
trunk routes.

Suggest that provision of a through route without demolishing
the viaduct would benefit those going to the A1 as the route to
the A1 is longer.

Support duly noted

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment duly noted
Comments duly noted.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements from the
Huntingdon and Godmanchester bypass to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass,
traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes, including Brampton Road and
The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which would reduce traffic levels
and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Yes

No

The viaduct should be retained for the following reasons:
•

Support duly noted

Comment duly noted. The Highways Agency has consulted with Network Rail as
part of the formal consultation process. The design has been developed to ensure
the future development of the East Coast Mainline would not be compromised by
the A14 improvement scheme.

Concerns regarding the removal of the viaduct:
•

Highways Agency’s response

The published plans do not indicate any major development
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The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

(45563)

(11561)

Abbots Ripton
Parish Council

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

that would not be possible with the viaduct retained. The
only losses for future development will be Open Space HW7
and a small area of the Employment Location HW5.
The movement of traffic at a high level is likely to be
considerably less polluting than the slow moving and often
stationary that would result on the Brampton Road if the
viaduct was removed.
Retention of the viaduct will not be more expensive (as
suggested by the Highways Agency) as it will provide ten
traffic lanes whereas the proposed plan will only provide six.
Query if the A14 will have to be widened to twelve lanes in
the future.
It would allow the easy flow of traffic from the north via the
A1 to the east, south and east London and vice versa,
thereby improving the free flow of traffic from the east and
south east coast ports to the Midlands and the North.
It will avoid the potential traffic disruption arising from future
developments on Alconbury Airfield.
It will effectively provide ten lanes of motorway standard
road instead of six, potentially exceeding the medium term
predicted traffic requirement.
It could reduce the need for a new six lane road and thus
greatly reduce the cost of the development.
It would provide a readily available relief road in the case of
an incident on either road.

Huntingdon District Council will support the removal of the
viaduct and trunk, which seems more important than the
surrounding villages.

Demolition of the viaduct would create danger for
Hinchingbrooke School pupils and increased congestion in
Huntingdon.

Highways Agency’s response
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)

Yes

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 23000 vehicles per
day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (-42%), while
daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100
vehicles per day (-43%).

Object to the removal of the viaduct, for reasons including:

Comments duly noted.

•
•

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

•

•

It will be detrimental in the longer term.
The Highways Authority does not have the figures for the
anticipated future traffic movements and the possible
pollution levels.
The retention of the viaduct would not prevent any major
development – the only losses will be Open Space HW7
and a small area of the Employment Location HW5.
It will result in slow moving and often stationary traffic on the
Brampton Road, thereby increasing pollution.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.

It will be less cost effective in the long term and offer less
capacity as it will only provide six lanes, whereas the
retained viaduct would provide ten lanes.
The loss of the Huntingdon and Godmanchester bypass will
impact traffic flow between the East Coast ports and the
Midlands/the North, and will create problems for the
movement of traffic and pedestrians in Huntingdon.
It will result in a labyrinth of roads with over eleven road
junctions on an 800 yard stretch of the Brampton Road.
It will result in more vehicle movements on the Brampton
Road.
The new road junctions and traffic lights will cause
significant congestion and additional delays for vehicles and
pedestrians trying to reach the Railway Station,
Hinchingbrooke Hospital (including A&E), Hinchingbrooke
School, the Police Headquarters and other already planned
development in the area.
Previously published plans and figures did not take into
account the newly constructed Ermine Street to Brampton
Road link road.
The additional slow moving traffic will increase pollution in
an area with pedestrians.
It will be more difficult for local traffic to move from one side
of Huntingdon.
It will have a knock-on effect for traffic in the villages of
Buckden, the Offords, Diddington and Southoe.
Traffic from the north and west of Huntingdon will find it
more difficult to travel round Huntingdon and
Godmanchester and to destinations to the east of
Huntingdon and vice versa.
The retention of the viaduct would allow the easy flow of
traffic from the North via the A1 to the East, South and East
London and vice versa.
The retention of the viaduct could reduce the need for a
new six lane road and thus greatly reduce the cost of the
development.
It would cost less to repair or replace the viaduct.
The retention of the viaduct and bypass would provide a
readily available relief road in the case of an inevitable
accident or other hold-up on either road.
A second viaduct less than a mile away will be retained –
this viaduct was built at the same time, in the same
vernacular and using the same materials as that adjacent to
the station. Unclear why one is deemed fit for retention and
one must be demolished.
• The Highways Agency’s website states that following
remedial work and additional reinforcing the viaduct is
expected to be viable “for the foreseeable future”. It is

The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. The removal
of the Huntingdon Viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections
that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre from all directions,
with traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the town
forecast to be reduced as a consequence.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented. The
existing viaduct over the River Ouse is a different form of construction and does
not have the same problems as the viaduct over the railway. In order for the local
road network to function after the existing A14 is detrunked, the crossing of the
River Ouse is required and the old bridge carrying the B1044 does not have the
required capacity.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

assumed this means at least as long as the life of the A14 –
30 years.
Query what contingency plans are in place for re-rerouting
traffic.

Property and land
Property and land devaluation

(37086)

Accept the proposed changes to local roads as long as the
security of local people, including their house and its value, are
not negatively affected.

Safety
(11606)

Safety will be improved.

(30787)

This is a danger waiting to happen.

Yes

No

Improving safety is key objective of the scheme ensuring the proposals would be
built to modern highways standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
reduce the number of accidents. The contractors appointed to build the scheme
would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in accordance with the
Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These
plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management and the
routing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the
Highways Agency.

(37221)

It will make the A14 a safer road and will be better for
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

Yes

No

Yes

No

The Huntingdon/Godmanchester bridge carries a local road which is the
responsibility of the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. This
would be a matter for them.

No

The de-trunked A14 would become a local road which is the responsibility of the
local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. This would be a matter
for them.

104701

Concerns about the safety of residents of Station Cottages and
pedestrians and bus passengers using the station.
Considerable thought needs to be given to the pedestrian
facilities required if the current dangerous conditions are not to
be perpetuated and safety is not to be compromised.

Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme. There would be new NMU
facilities provided around the station, enabling access to the station for NMUs from
all directions with safe crossing areas and mid road islands designed,

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

103597

104526

With the new road arrangement at Huntingdon in place why not
shut the Huntingdon/Godmanchester bridge - to all vehicles other than bicycles etc and emergency traffic. Is there a real
need for the short spur road on View Common - would the other
end road not be sufficient?
Concerned with the Milton to roughly St Ives stretch. The "old"
A14 should be retained as a severely traffic-calmed, width
restricted route suitable for use by non-motorised users.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104663

The current road which meets with the M11 both directions
bottle necks at these locations so this is a solution I agree with.
If the same can be achieved along that road between
Huntingdon and Swavesey would mean no need for a new road

Yes

No

103594

The route proposed should be tried out before the demolition of
the viaduct over Huntingdon and findings considered before
demolition.

Yes

No

101807

The current A14 between Girton and Huntington should be used
as part of development into M11 extension to A1(M).

Yes

No

(6415)

To ensure effective traffic flow, agree that the existing A14
should remain in place. Recommend that this could potentially
become a HGV route, allowing commuter traffic a separate,
more free flowing route on the new road (or vice versa).

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 Study, undertaken by the Department for Transport in 2011/2012
identified that there is severe congestion at several sections and junctions of the
A14 under normal conditions. Analysis during the morning and evening peak
times showed that there are several locations where the average traffic speed is
below 20mph. The scheme is designed to combat congestion and to provide a
modern, high standard strategic route that has the capacity and resilience to cope
with the expected growth in road traffic for the next 20 years. Additional link
capacity is required to achieve this.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link will be able to better merge together over this section. The addition of
hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB standards, would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
objectives.
Comments Noted.

Yes

No

One of the scheme objectives is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads and freeing up local capacity. The proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would provide a route for long distant and strategic through-flow traffic
including HGVs, whilst the existing A14 would remain to allow access to
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
The route is an all-purpose road, consistent with the rest of the A14 route.

(6423)

Should make this the M14 or A14(M).

Yes

No

Changing the road category to motorway would have many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. The addition of hard shoulder would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme
objectives.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

(11522)

(28175)

Traffic should be taken away from Huntingdon in the form of a
bypass with a continuous road without traffic lights or
roundabouts.

Instead of creating a new roundabout north of the railway,

Support for Huntingdon Southern Bypass duly noted.
Yes

No

Yes

No
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The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed to modern road standards with
grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
This will allow free-flow of traffic as suggested.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

consideration should be given to abandoning the existing route
south from the Spittals roundabout. Those travelling south could
then either go west to join the new A14 or travel down Ermine
Street to join the ring road, those travelling east could use the
A141. If the section of the road south of Spittals remains
commercial, drivers will continue to use the de-trunked road and
will consequently result in congestion at the junctions around the
station/Brampton Road/Edison Bell Relief road.

(28178)

Even if a Huntingdon southern bypass is built this will reach
capacity in 10-20 years. Retention of the existing A14 trunk road
will provide a medium term solution for road traffic flow between
the A1 and A14.

route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of the day compared to the existing A14 route without
the scheme.
Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between Ellington
and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange. De-trunking is the
process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway authority control; in
this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

•
•
•

This will be a significantly lower cost solution.
The A14 is simply being widened for the most part from
East Cambridge to the Cambridge services.
This would be important in the likely event of the route being
used as a diversion route when the new road is closed.

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. . Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to
establish that the proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The
A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also
help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route. The scheme
would unlock growth, enabling major residential and commercial developments to
proceed and continuing to increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.

Suggest that the existing A14 is widened, for reasons including:

(28178, 37201)

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally, twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later
refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best
value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the Highways
Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the
reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing
options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also
help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.. In the unlikely
event of a full carriageway closure, diversion routes employed in these
circumstances would be agreed in advance and would be agreed with the relevant
local authority in order to minimise local disruption.

(28182)

The original proposal was the best, but was abandoned five
years ago.

Yes
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No

Originally, twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The previous scheme did not offer the same benefits as the current scheme
chosen.

(30799)

(37105)

The new link road has just been built which already increases
the concrete collar. If the viaduct must be removed then the new
access road could be built off the new Edison Bell Way.

The new route should pass closer to Huntington to minimise the
impact on currently unaffected land and villages.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
Yes

Yes

No

No

A number of arrangement have been explored with the current alignment designed
to accommodate forecasted traffic up until 2035. The east coast mainline to the
west would make an access route of Edison Bell Way impractical and costly.
The scheme however would link in with Edison Bell Way with a new junction at the
intersection of Edison Bell Way, Brampton Road and
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally, twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later
refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best
value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the Highways
Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the
reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing
options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard. Traffic would therefore bypass the
existing section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon. This would avoid
Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions.

(37150)

Measures are needed to reroute the A141 towards March away
from the Huntingdon northern bypass to remove bottlenecks at
the roundabouts on the A141.

Yes

No

As a result of this re-routing of strategic traffic, the volume of traffic using the detrunked A14 through Huntingdon is forecast to be significantly reduced, with a
large proportion of the remaining traffic being local movements to and from
Huntingdon and the surrounding villages.
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this
junction. Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which
would benefit traffic on A141.

(37164)

The current dual carriageway needs to be retained.

Yes

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the
considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road.as a dual carriageway

(37179)

A more cost effective solution would have been to improve the
existing A14, therefore the new road should have followed the
line of the existing A14.

Yes
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No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally, twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later
refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best
value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the Highways
Agency is now pursuing.. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the
reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing
options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.

(37220)

The existing route of the A14 should be maintained.

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Yes

No
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the
considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road. Upgrading of the existing route
through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the scheme and has
increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.

(37257)

If it is necessary to remove the viaduct, query why the whole of
the elevated section between Godmanchester and Huntingdon
is not removed, allowing Godmanchester to retain its village
status.

Yes

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. The East Coast Mainline railway would then be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road Bridge.
Other elevated sections of the A14 in the Godmanchester area are still required to
provide crossing of the River Great Ouse, B1044, and A14/ A1198 junction
roundabout.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

(37244)

(37281)

No roads down to Brampton road or the ring road.

There must be a solution allowing single lane use by cars and
single decker buses, which would provide significant
improvements for local traffic.

Yes

Yes
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No

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and
regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial
routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035
daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day
without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of
42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally, twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later
refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best
value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the Highways
Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing
options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
A new local access road would run parallel to the A14 between Swavesey and
Girton. This road will enable all local road junctions and private accesses to be
removed from this section of the A14. This would improve safety and traffic flow on
the A14. Access to the A14 would then be via the upgraded Swavesey and Bar Hill
junctions. The local access road would also enable local traffic to avoid the A14.

(37298)

If the A428 were upgraded, traffic over the viaduct would
diminish.

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further key
information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It confirms
the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR) representing high value
for money. It considers the scheme against planning and government policy,
Originally, twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing. The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would be designed to a higher standard than the existing road, with fewer
intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys. The A428 is out of the scope of
the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the
improved A14, which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the
A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of
the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.

(37315)

2 local community
consultees (37203,
45570)

Similar results could be achieved at a fraction of the cost by
either improving or replacing the viaduct with upgrades to the
current A14.

Yes

No

Recommend that the detrunked A14 here and elsewhere in the
entire proposals is reduced to local road status by its reduction
to single carriageway, for reasons including:
•

Yes
Though in the immediate term this capacity reduction would
cost more than simply declaring the dual carriageway to be
a local access road, the benefits for Huntingdon would be

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally, twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was later
refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both the best
value for money and the best solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured
that additional money was not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer
the same outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in
September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that the Highways
Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the
reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the best-performing
options were those which provided a full Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local highway
authority control; in this case the local highway authority is Cambridgeshire County
Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be de-trunked between
Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the
considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road such as reduction to single
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

54700

105058

104712

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

enormous.
Towns and cities whose streets are primarily traffic corridors
are not valued and do not prosper.

The Hinchingbrooke complex should be linked to the Spittals
interchange by a busway or by a general purpose road. This
could be a ‘spine’ bus route between Huntingdon town centre
and station, Hinchingbrooke Hospital, and the new community
at Alconbury Weald.

A dedicated lane should be created from the A14 westbound to
the Spittals interchange roundabout at Huntingdon. This would
make the trip towards Brampton Hut less congested at Spittals
interchange.

Contractual mitigation measures should be included for Hilton. It
is essential that these measures are an integral part of the
tender process rather than an afterthought should there be any
money left at the end of the building process.

Highways Agency’s response
carriageway.

A new link road from Hinchingbrooke Park Road to the detrunked A14 forms part
of the scheme. This would allow travel from the Hinchingbrooke complex to spittals
junction.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this
junction. Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which
would benefit traffic on A141.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a new route for long distant
and strategic traffic. As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the
proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be
significantly reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
Three of the four arms at the Spittals roundabout are expected to see a reduction
in traffic as a result of the scheme removing the strategic through traffic from this
junction. Consequently, fewer delays at this junction would be expected, which
would benefit traffic on A141.
Comments Noted.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage
and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this
would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks.

Yes

No
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 28% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

37106, 300007

A cheaper option would be to repair or replace the viaduct and
construct a new four lane road, which would allow the easy
movement of traffic and still provide ample capacity for forecast
traffic requirements. It could provide the area with two roads for
the price of the one proposed.

Originally, twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
reports the reasons why these were rejected.
Yes

No

The six options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
the reason why the Highways Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent
residents.
The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments would also reduce
the severing effect it has on local landscape and communities and would open up
opportunities for the local landscape.

55527

An alternative option would be to prepare plans and costings for
adding extra lanes to the existing A14 route between Swavesey
and Spittals. This would leave sufficient funds to dual the A428
between Caxton Gibbet and the A1 Black Cat roundabout which
would provide major benefits to Cambridgeshire residents and
through traffic from Suffolk and Norfolk. This development would
open up a much shorter HGV route between Girton the M1 and
the Midlands/south west with significant economic benefits.

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a number
of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including the
development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception of the
A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six alternative options for the
scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These
options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This
led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
rejected. In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to
the consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option
gives the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to
the scheme objectives.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would transfer
strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a significant
reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and
minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
Comment noted.

(5779)

(34072)

The planned improvements do not go far enough.

The existing A14 route should be improved and the A428
between Caxton Gibbett and Black Roundabout (A1) should be
dualled to reduce A14 traffic. Traffic on the A14 has likely fallen
in recent years but traffic on the A1 traffic has increased – query
what is proposed to improve the A1.

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The A14
improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast development
growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the road.
This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six alternative options for the
scheme emerged from the Department for Transport Study in May 2012. These
options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This
led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took
place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies.

Yes

No

Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement reports the reasons why these were
rejected. The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, The Highways
Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a significant reduction in
traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction
as a result. A number of other local roads would also benefit from a reduction in
traffic flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic flows as local
traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction between Alconbury and
the new Brampton Interchange with the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This
would provide three lanes in each direction on this section. The widening of the
remainder of the two lane A1 has not been included within the scheme as is not
affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to meet the scheme
objectives as defined in the Case of the Scheme. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based
strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.

(11627)

Suggest that the underpass by Hinchingbrooke School is closed
and used as a safe drop-off and pick-up point once the
improvements are complete, for the following reasons:
•

Yes

No

The existing Brampton Road underpass access to Hinchingbrooke School would
be retained as part of the scheme.
The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to

It would prevent the current build-up of cars at school times
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•
•
•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

on the Brampton Road.
It would also negate drivers needing to impact an already
busy junction at the hospital/school turn off.
There is no provision at the school for parents to safely
park.
Suggest that the junction at the top of the underpass road
onto Brampton Road is re-designed to alleviate traffic
congestion at peak school times.

Highways Agency’s response
13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while daily traffic
flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per
day (a 43% decrease) . The A1123 in St Ives is also forecast to benefit with daily
traffic flows in 2035 reducing from 15,000 to 14,300 vehicles per day as a result of
the scheme (a 5% decrease). By transferring strategic and long distant traffic onto
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the centre of Huntingdon will be significantly
relieved of existing traffic and congestion.
Improvements to school drop off points and parking is outside the scheme scope
and would need to be considered by the Cambridgeshire County Council, the
Local Highway Authority.

Other infrastructure

(11562)

One carriageway of the existing A14 should be set aside for use
as a railway.

Yes

(11599)

Recommend that Huntingdon Bus Station and Huntingdon Train
Station are merged.

Yes

(28195)

There are no park and ride car parks included.

Yes

(37286)

The removal of the viaduct has the potential to make the station
extremely accessible (much more accessible than neighbouring
stations at Peterborough, St Neots and Cambridge). Suggest
that the land to the north of the viaduct, where the ramp is to be
removed, is turned into additional park and ride space for
London commuters. This would lead to the potential
improvement of rail services, which in turn would make
Huntingdon a much more appealing location for London

No

Comments duly noted
No

Yes
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures, and this did not include conversion of the existing
A14 to railway.. This included rail improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton
line and the development of a guided busway. All of the measures have now been
delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an
important outstanding development. More recently, in 2011 a study was
commissioned by the Department for Transport, in conjunction with the county
councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal
transport solutions to the issues of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon. A third A14 study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in
November 2012 comprising an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail
freight and highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The
public transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new
and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the
Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of
sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight
package was forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by
up to 11 percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast
growth in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14
trunk road

Improvements to park and ride and Bus services within Cambridge and are not
included within the A14 improvement scheme and are the responsibility of
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

workers, and all the benefits that could bring.
Traffic
Congestion

102799

At Godmanchester, emergency vehicles frequently come
through the village heading for the A14 either on their way to an
incident on the A14 or just off. In addition as soon as an incident
or improvement/roadworks occurs Godmanchester becomes a
standstill. Road rage is rife with commuters not allowing locals
out. This leads onto Huntingdon ring road which again clogs and
this is assuming no additional accidents occur. Are there
areas/lanes for emergency vehicles to use to access/exit road
by section if the road is blocked?

103545

The de-trunking of the A14 and demolition of the railway bridge
in Huntingdon will result in a longer journey time, poorer road
conditions, and increased fuel usage for those, like me, who
commute north to south along the A14.

The 14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
Yes

Yes

No

No

104668

The way the junctions are set up will mean there will be a lot
more traffic through the village going between Godmanchester
and St Ives.

Yes

No

103539

Traffic north of Bar Hill where the current A14 reverts to dualcarriageway capacity only, for years has been much more
greatly affected by congestion, unless those forewarned avoid
this part of the route.

Yes

No
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In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern Huntingdon
would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it connects into the
existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This route would be relieved
of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access the detrunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in Huntingdon town
centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed local
access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic travelling
to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14 mainline to access
the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit from the increased road
capacity on this section of the A14.
Junctions have been designed to modern standards and would be able to cope
with forecasted traffic up to the year 2035.
The Transport Assessment details the A1123 (through St Ives) would experience a
5% reduction in traffic in 2020 with the scheme when compared to without.
The existing A14 would be de-trunked up to Swavesey Junction which would then
connect to the newly constructed local access road. This would allow local traffic to
travel from Huntingdon to Cambridgeshire without going on to the new and
widened A14.
The traffic level for 2020 over the de-trunked A14 is forecasted to have AADT
(annual average daily traffic) of 29,100 with the scheme compared to 78,600
without the scheme. This is a significant reduction in traffic flow as a result of the
scheme which would improve traffic flow and safety.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

57318

If the proposed demolition section of the road from junction 24
(Godmanchester) to junction 23 (Spittals) was to remain the
traffic going west which is the majority travelling on the A14
departs at Swavesey onto the new road; that just leaves the
traffic going north which is a big reduction.

Yes

No

54216

If the viaduct remains it would become a short cut for the A14
and would continue to have a detrimental impact vehicular
congestion and in effect keep the status quo as currently.

Yes

No

101052

Weight limits must be considered to restrict HGVs.

Yes

No

101096

Proposals will impede traffic flow from M11/A14 East to A1
North

Yes

No

101809

Assumption that the traffic using the route through
Hinchingbrooke and Huntingdon is expected to be light. Will
there be restrictions?

Yes

No

101762

There is a need to look again at the road link between Mill
Common Roundabout to View Common Roundabout. Brampton
Road past the station will be a huge bottleneck - this road needs
redesigning with greater capacity.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment noted. The traffic level for 2020 over the de-trunked A14 is forecasted to
have AADT (annual average daily traffic) of 29,100 with the scheme compared to
78,600 without the scheme. This is a significant reduction in traffic flow as a result
of the scheme which would improve traffic flow and safety.
Further details can be found in the Transport Assessment.
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic on
the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance commuters
from local traffic. The removal of the Viaduct supports and reinforces this objective.
Traffic forecasts indicate significant reductions in traffic over the old A14 and a
number of radial routes in and around Huntingdon. Further details can be found
within the Transport Assessment.
Local roads including the de-trunked A14 would be under the responsibility of the
local council.
Traffic flow between the M11 at Girton and the A1 is forecasted to significantly
improve, as detailed in the Transport Assessment.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the standards
of those junctions that remain. This would improve free flow of traffic, increase
capacity and improve safety at these junctions.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge..
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development. Any restrictions would become the responsibility
of the local road authority Cambridgeshire County Council.
The Huntingdon viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road
connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road
would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and
east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near
the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the
north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be
crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The proposed access road across Mill Common from the detrunked A14 to
Huntingdon ring road has been redesigned with a signalised junction instead of a
roundabout, resulting a more compact footprint, and less landtake from Mill
Common.

(11574)

(11590)

It would also cause congestion in Godmanchester, which is
already an issue in rush hour.

This will cause severe congestion on the A1/A14 and in
Huntingdon, Buckden, Brampton, St Neots and Godmanchester.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue from Godmanchester. Traffic flows on the
A1198 and other roads around Godmanchester would also be reduced by the
scheme as local traffic utilises the de-trunked A14 to access Huntingdon town
centre, as stated in the Transport Assessment.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes including The Avenue in Godmanchester and Thrapston Road
and Buckden Road in Brampton. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be
largely unchanged.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be a limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden, The Offords, Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton as a
result of the scheme.

(28172)

The new access road between the hospital and police
headquarters could cause a bottleneck at the Brampton road
junction by Hinchingbrooke School. The area is already very
congested at peak times and school finishing times.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme, however, the Hinchingbrooke
Road/Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic
travelling through it via the Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the
junction are forecast to increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). The scheme
includes a significantly remodelled junction to accommodate these higher forecast
traffic flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction layout
would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the operational
assessments for this junction are provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester and Thrapston Road
and Buckden Road in Brampton.

(37091)

200038
104518

It is unlikely to reduce congestion in Huntingdon centre and will
make it harder for locals to access Huntingdon as there will be
more traffic arriving at the junction at the bridge (which is
already congested with local traffic alone).

Traffic congestion within Brampton and the centre of Huntingdon
will cause chaos and damage health.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
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Highways Agency’s response
Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 42%), while daily traffic
flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day
(a decrease of 43%). Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from
12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26%
decrease).
The impacts on noise, air quality, landscape, local communities, together with
flood risks, which would arise from the proposed scheme, are assessed as part of
the Environmental Impact Assessment. This is reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
Environmental Statement.

(37125, 37249)

(37135)

(37238)

This will create/worsen traffic congestion in Huntingdon.

It has the potential to clog up the local roads which are already
really busy around Hinchingbrooke school/hospital and
Huntingdon train station.

Single carriageway roads in this part of the route will cause
severe congestion.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester and Thrapston Road
and Buckden Road in Brampton. Traffic flows on the town centre ring road would
also be reduced. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme, however, the Hinchingbrooke
Road/Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic
travelling through it via the Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the
junction are forecast to increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). The scheme
includes a significantly remodelled junction to accommodate these higher forecast
traffic flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction layout
would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the operational
assessments for this junction are provided in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment.
Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. Further improvements to this junction
are a matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with single carriageway local road connections would reduce
traffic flows on other key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester
and Thrapston Road and Buckden Road in Brampton. Traffic flows on the town
centre ring road would also be reduced. Traffic flows on other radial routes would
be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035 such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
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Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester and Thrapston Road
and Buckden Road in Brampton. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be
largely unchanged.

(37259)

Particularly concerned about congestion on Brampton Road.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.

(37270)

(37278)

Query the effect of traffic flow through the roads in Brampton
and Buckden.

It would cause more congestion in Huntingdon and the new road
is too far away from Huntingdon for it to aid in any way.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease) , while daily
traffic flows on the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to
3,900 vehicles per day (a 62% decrease) and that daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to
24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%). .The Transport Assessment
demonstrates that there would be a limited change in traffic levels in Buckden, The
Offords, Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

Removal of the viaduct will result in congestion in Huntingdon,
including:
•
(37323)

•

•

It will bring serious problems to the area and Huntingdon
residents in particular.
This is a local by-pass used by everyone and as there is no
alternative (other than a narrow six hundred year old
bridge), traffic congestion in the town centre would be
inevitable.
Shops and other businesses in Huntingdon would lose
business as people would opt to go to other towns.

Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality. Local
businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to commute into

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and out of the area. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more
effectively and provide capacity to allow a number of major residential
developments to proceed,

(37335)

(45707)

Demolition of the viaduct will cause more traffic congestion due
to the unnecessary re-routing of vehicles.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

It should ease congestion.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

(37149)

Concerns regarding the new road layout around Huntingdon
station, which will become severely grid-locked at times. The
needs of local people are not being sufficiently addressed in the
desire to provide a new major trunk road.

Yes

No

Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.

(37252)

Concerns about the effect of increased traffic on Brampton and
Huntingdon Roads which are severely congested at rush hour
and to which there is no easy alternative.

Yes

No

102880

Will improve traffic flow through Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease) , while daily
traffic flows on the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to
3,900 vehicles per day (a 62% decrease).Traffic flows on Brampton Road between
Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison Bell Way are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme. Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment
indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from
23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a 42% decrease)
Support for the scheme duly noted.

Traffic flow
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,

The most significant local effect will be in the traffic patterns in
and around Huntingdon and the surrounding villages. The
journey between the existing Spittals roundabout and St Ives
would be two miles longer along an inconvenient route which will

Date consulted

Yes
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No

Highways Agency’s response
Journey times for local traffic between areas to the east and west of Huntingdon
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would take longer as a result of the
scheme. The Highways Agency’s indicates that journey times would typically
increase by 4-5 minutes, with similar journey times predicted whether this traffic

Consultee(s)
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

encourage HCV drivers not to follow the County Strategic
Freight Route when travelling north-south, but to follow more
direct routes on minor roads across the fens. Additional HCV
traffic wishing to reach Huntingdon will be encouraged to use
the A1123 through St Ives. Sufficient consideration as not been
given to these two impacts and mitigation.

Highways Agency’s response
travels through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.

Concerns regarding traffic flow in Huntingdon, including:
•

(37277, 37279,
37301, 37302)

•

•

•

(6448)

Traffic will be forced into the centre of Huntingdon and will
especially impact on the Hinchingbrooke area which only
has one route in and out to the hospital and the houses
around it.
Unsure how changes will affect traffic flow in and around
Huntingdon. For example it could make getting to the
western Industrial Areas (e.g. Ermine Business Park) from
the East very difficult.
It will lead to more traffic using town centre roads in order to
access the de-trunked A14 to travel either to Cambridge or
north to Peterborough.
It would lead to heavy traffic through Huntingdon and cause
lots of problems for locals.

Unsure if this will worsen traffic flow in Huntingdon, which is
already quite slow around the one way system.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease).

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that although it would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.

(6453)

Severe doubts as to the long term benefit for the Huntingdon
area due to the potentially large impact on local traffic and
medium distance transit traffic.

Yes

No

The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction
14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by approximately one
minute.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would benefit local traffic
travelling north to Peterborough and east to Cambridge.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to 2100 vehicles per hour in
each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the Brampton Interchange, where
traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic on this section of the
A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in each direction in
2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

(11632)

Traffic levels in Huntingdon will remain quite high and there is a
risk that reasonable amounts of traffic from the A1(M) from the
north will still approach via this route. Unconvinced that the
proposed layout will be able to handle all the traffic that will want
to use it.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that although it would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.
The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction
14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by approximately one
minute.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would benefit local traffic
travelling north to Peterborough and east to Cambridge.

(11663)

(28159)

This area is a bottleneck at the moment beyond CambridgeHuntingdon lane reductions.

This will be much better for traffic travelling out of Huntingdon
town centre and will reduce traffic along Cambridge Road into
Godmanchester.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

(28160)

Traffic flow would be badly affected.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

Yes

No

(28161)

This will improve traffic flow to the station and to Huntingdon
town centre. It will also reduce traffic hold-ups along Cambridge
Road in Godmanchester.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

(28176)

Road design and traffic control at Brampton Road and
elsewhere in Huntingdon linking forward to the A1 northbound
should ensure smooth and speedy traffic flow, for example at
rush hour, in that area once the viaduct is removed.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

(28180)

Concerned that removal of the viaduct will increase traffic on
local roads, particularly due to the weight restrictions on
Brampton Road. Recommend that a delay is built in to the
proposals to evaluate traffic flows on both the old and new A14
before the final decision is taken to demolish the viaduct.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows
on Buckden Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 8,700 vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

(28195)

The dual carriageways appear to feed onto single carriageways
with multiple junctions so in the event of traffic diversions this
will be a major bottleneck.

Yes
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No

Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The junctions onto the A14, in conjunction with all of the junctions for the scheme,
are designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from forecast traffic growth, taking
into account planned developments.

(30780)

This is a major flaw in the scheme since it forces all traffic to use
the new roads.

(30793)

Object to the demolition of an A road when it is known that traffic
volumes will definitely increase. The existing A14 (soon to be
M14) will be widened to deal with increased capacity, as per the
M25.

(30794)

This will push all the extra traffic for St Ives, Wisbeach, Kings
Lynn, Norwich and others through Huntingdon.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

No

As a result of the removal of the viaduct and the transfer of strategic traffic
movements to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the Spittals interchange would
therefore be significantly relieved of traffic, with only more local traffic using it.
As a consequence, traffic from St Ives, Wisbech and Kings Lynn is expected to
use the A141 and de-trunked A14 to access the A1 and the A14 west.

(30813)

This helps traffic not going through Godmanchester. Traffic flow
in Huntingdon should be considered – it is a long way round at
places.

Yes

No

Traffic from Godmanchester travelling towards the A14 West is expected to use
the A1198 to access the Huntingdon as this would be quicker than travelling
through Huntingdon town centre. Journey times between Godmanchester and the
A1 North would typically increase by four to five minutes, with similar journey times
predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. Local traffic from St Ives and areas to the north would have a
choice of routes, with the route selected depending on the origin and destination of
the journey and the prevailing traffic conditions.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

(37101)

There would be far too much traffic through Huntingdon with the
proposed changes.

(37102)

The journey from Hilton to Peterborough would require extra
mileage and fuel by using the new A14 and its indirect course
around Brampton Hut or the de-trunked A14 into and around
Huntingdon town to join the link road in order to access the
present A14-A1(M) spur. Removal of the viaduct is another
gratuitously damaging and regressive proposal of the scheme.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and longdistance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for
each group of travellers.

Yes
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No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that although it would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
scheme.

(37140)

Insufficient consideration has been given to the progress of local
Huntingdon traffic.

(37151)

This will force more traffic onto local roads.

(37288)

The proposals will divert traffic away from the town centre.

(37295)

The vast redirection of traffic to the south of Brampton will cause
significant traffic volume in this area.

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Yes

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Yes

No
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows
on Buckden Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without the scheme
to 8,700 vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).

(37286)

(37318)

(37319)

The removal of the viaduct will create a pinch point where the
A1198 meets the planned new A14. East Huntingdon traffic
trying to avoid Spittals coupled with Godmanchester,
Hemingfords, St Ives and villages north of St Ives trying to travel
westbound are all going to be funnelled down the A1198 leading
to considerable delays at peak periods.

This will not improve traffic flow in Huntingdon.

A large number of vehicles will continue to use this section of
road, especially due to the retention of the main junction onto
this A14 spur north of Alconbury. There are existing problems on
the road between Brampton and Huntingdon especially at peak
times. If additional traffic is to come down this road (which is
likely with the proposed development of the former Alconbury
base) then gridlock will occur in this area.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows on the A1198 in the vicinity
of WGAS would be significantly reduced by the scheme. In the year 2035 daily
traffic flows in both directions on this section of the A1198, to the north of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, are forecast to be reduced by approximately 40%
The A1198 junction has been designed to cater for predicted traffic arising from
forecast traffic growth, taking into account planned developments.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows
on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).
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Consultee(s)

(45239)

Summary of consultee comment
Support the proposed linkage of the existing road to the George
Street/Brampton Road intersection as it would facilitate the
removal of traffic from Godmanchester (though the scheme as
shown does not include elements which would ensure that this
removal was permanent). The route from the south could then
terminate at or near the junction with the road between
Huntingdon and Brampton (George St/Brampton Road), the
station approach road, and the recently opened link road to
Ermine St.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Support is duly noted.

The Views Common Link and Mill Common Link, while busy, would carry
significantly lower traffic flows than the existing A14 through Huntingdon if the
scheme does not go ahead. Consequently the impacts on the commons should
be reduced. Since the formal consultation, the design of the Pathfinder Link
between the de-trunked A14 and the town centre ring road has been redesigned to
further reduce the impact on Mill Common.

200039

The Mill Common link and the Views Common link will worsen
the impact of road traffic on the commons, thereby contradicting
the main potential benefit of removing the viaduct.

200037

Request details on the traffic flows predicted over the old bridge
from Godmanchester to Huntingdon as that information was not
available at the exhibition.

200039

The paucity of measures to reduce capacity on sections of the
route which should be relieved by the new A14 means that in
future traffic is likely to build up again on these sections of the
route. Local authorities will be encouraged to allow traffic
intensive developments rather than sustainable travel options.

200040

No account has been made for the traffic attempting to enter or
leave Huntingdon along the Brampton Road, which already
suffers during peak periods and would be worsened by the
proposed scheme. This would be further worsened by the
proposed development of the Alconbury air base.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The Mill Common link has been
redesigned to minimise impact. The originally proposed roundabout has been
replaced with a traffic signal controlled junction and the new Mill Common link road
has been moved closer to the existing Mill Common taking substantially less land
than the earlier proposal. It has not been possible to reduce the scale of the Views
Common Link. However the impact of this new road is offset by the removal of the
existing viaduct approach embankment. Some verge of Mill Common is lost while
Views common has significant alterations including both a new road through the
middle and the removal of the existing A14 overpass. Visual impacts will be
addressed in the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, the results of which
will be reported in the Environmental Statement along with details of any mitigation
considered appropriate.
The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to
13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease).
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The introduction of traffic management measures on local roads in Huntingdon is a
matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely',
including the Alconbury Weald development. Details of these developments have
been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)

Object to the proposed connection between the truncated A14
spur and Hinchingbrooke Park Road, for the following reasons:
•

•

•
200041

•
•

•

•

Traffic entering Huntingdon along the A14 link will pass
under the Spittals roundabout in order to access the town
centre, thereby unbalancing the current traffic levels and
concentrating most of the town centre traffic into one access
route, namely Brampton Road. Access via this route has
already been impeded by the junction with the new western
bypass.
The maximum traffic levels at the proposed connection
would coincide with maximum traffic levels normally
experienced along Hinchingbrooke Park Road and
maximum pedestrian and cycle traffic for access to
Hinchingbrooke School, Cromwell Primary School and the
hospital.
This would significantly increase the risk of accidents and
injuries to pedestrians and cyclists.
This would significantly increase delays to traffic seeking
access to the railway station and town centre.
A simpler and cheaper access to Hinchingbrooke Hospital
could be provided if a short access road limited to
emergency vehicles only was built from the eastern side of
the interchange directly to the A & E department. The
remainder of the spur to the east of this junction and the
viaduct would be removed.
Insufficient consideration has been given to the effect of this
proposal. There is no evidence of any assessment of
current traffic flows along the two main feeder roads to the
town centre.
This would result in an unnecessary and avoidable cost.
Estimate that several million pounds could be saved by
abandoning the link and using the spoil from the
embankment to the east of the proposed Views Common
roundabout to fill the cutting between the west of that
roundabout and Spittals.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme, however, the Hinchingbrooke
Road/Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic
travelling through it via the Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the
junction are forecast to increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). As a result the
scheme includes a significant remodelled junction to accommodate these higher
forecast traffic flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction
layout would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the
operational assessments for this junction are provided in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
Yes

No

Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)
Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
All of the junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre that would be modified by the
scheme have been designed to include controlled crossing facilities for nonmotorised users. These facilities would ensure that pedestrians and cyclists could
negotiate these junctions safely.
Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.

200042

Query the reason for the forecast 50% reduction in AADT flows
on Thrapston Road – where is this traffic diverting to and which
routes is it following?

Yes
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No

Traffic travelling into Huntingdon town centre from the A1 North currently leaves
the A1 at the Brampton Hut interchange to join the A14 and then leave at the
Racecourse junction, continuing towards Huntingdon via Thrapston Road and
Brampton Road. With the scheme, this traffic is forecast to leave the A1 to the
north of Alconbury, joining the A14 Spur and continue in to Huntingdon via the
Views Common Link and Brampton Road, avoiding the Racecourse junction and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Thrapston Road
Traffic travelling from the A14 in the west to destinations to the north and east of
Huntingdon currently leaves the A14 at the Racecourse junction, and continues
through Huntingdon town centre via Thrapston Road and Brampton Road. With
the scheme, this traffic is forecast to remain on the de-trunked A14 to the Spittals
interchange and then use the A141, bypassing Brampton and Huntingdon town
centre.
What is considered to be an acceptable delay will vary from scheme to scheme. A
basic principle is that a new road scheme should, as a minimum, seek to achieve
nil-detriment – i.e. conditions should be no worse with the scheme than if the
scheme did not go ahead. However, in some circumstances it may be acceptable
to increase delay to achieve a specific aim (e.g. to discourage rat-running or make
better provision for non-motorised users).

Query how traffic delay is measured, including:

200042

•
•
•

What is considered to be an acceptable level of delay?
What is the forecast average (IP) and peak (AM, PM) delay
at the Brampton Road/Edison Bell Way signalised junction?
If the delay at this junction exceeds acceptable levels, what
is the alternative?

Yes

No

Removal of the viaduct and subsequent removal of the
Huntingdon and Godmanchester bypass will result in traffic
issues, including:
•

•

•
37106, 200033
•

•

•

It will have far-reaching effects on the free flow of traffic
between the East Coast ports and the Midlands and the
North.
It will create problems for the movement of traffic and
pedestrians in the area of Huntingdon around the railway
station, hospital (including A&E), police headquarters and a
major secondary school.
It will affect the flow of traffic in Huntingdon and have a
knock-on effect on the villages of Buckden, The Offords,
Diddington and Southoe.
There will be more vehicle movements on the Brampton
Road and it seems very likely that when the new figures are
eventually published they will indicate a greater increase.
The extra traffic is likely to be slow moving or stationary due
to the new road junctions and traffic lights. This will cause
significant congestion and additional delays for vehicles and
pedestrians trying to reach the railway station,
Hinchingbrooke hospital (including A&E), Hinchingbrooke
school, the police headquarters and other already planned
development in the area.
Local traffic moving from one side of Huntingdon will find it

Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment concludes that the replacement of the Huntingdon viaduct with local
road connections would reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes, including
The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and Buckden Road in Brampton
and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be
largely unchanged.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme, however, the Hinchingbrooke
Road/Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic
travelling through it via the Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the
junction are forecast to increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). As a result the
scheme includes a significant remodelled junction to accommodate these higher
forecast traffic flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction
layout would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the
operational assessments for this junction are provided in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•

•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)

more difficult than at present and at busy periods may have
to drive an additional 12 miles to their destinations.
Local traffic unable to cross from one side of Huntington will
move to the nearest River Ouse crossing to the south of
Huntingdon, making the already constricted crossing
between Buckden and The Offords increasingly dangerous
and increasing traffic through Buckden.
Traffic from the north and west of Huntingdon will find it
more difficult to travel round Huntingdon and
Godmanchester and to destinations to the east of
Huntingdon and vice versa.

Huntingdonshire District Council acknowledges that the Brampton Road/Edison
Bell Way junction is a busy junction that would come under increasing stress if the
scheme does not go ahead. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that
daily traffic flows would increase at this junction in 2035 due to the connection to
the Mill Common Link. However Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates
that the operation of the junction could be improved by the scheme, depending on
the priority given to Non-Motorised Users. The future operation of this junction is a
matter for Huntingdonshire District Council and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be a limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden, The Offords, Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton as a
result of the scheme.

37106, 200033

The previously published plans and figures did not take into
account the newly constructed Ermine Street to Brampton Road
link road.

(35367)

Concerns regarding delays or stoppages when options are
restricted on the minor road between Buckden and Huntingdon,
which will be bisected by the new road.

(5783)

It would effectively split the traffic using the north south M11-A1
route and the east west A14 traffic.

(5792)

It is totally illogical that heavy traffic transiting between the
Midlands and the east/south-east has to halt at two sets of traffic
lights and two roundabouts. These delays lead to considerable
tailbacks and subsequent 'plug flow' leading to harmonic travel
and causing accidents and/or traffic jams. A clear road will allow
traffic to travel smoothly, especially if controlled by some form of
speed indicators, such as that used on the M25 around
Heathrow.

(34312)

Concerns about the potential traffic flow if the viaduct is
removed, particularly in Brampton.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic model has been validated against traffic conditions
in early 2014, before Edison Bell Way was open to traffic. However, this link is
included within the traffic forecasts both with and without the scheme.

Yes

No

A new overbridge would be built where the B1043 crosses the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, ensuring that access is maintained between Godmanchester
and The Offords. Diversion routes would be provided where necessary during
construction and provided for in the Code of Construction Practice appended to
the Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands and
East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11 motorways. It
also serves as an important local commuter route in the region. The scheme
would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the construction of the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out local traffic via the access
road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability and reduced
congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial traffic.

Yes

Yes

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Yes

No

Traffic volumes through Brampton are forecast to decrease, as traffic travelling to
and from Huntingdon would instead use the de-trunked section of the A14.
Daily traffic flows on Buckden Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per
day to 9,500 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 26% decrease) , while daily
traffic flows on the Thrapston Road would be expected to reduce from 10,200 to
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
3,900 vehicles per day (a 62% decrease).

(30320)

Removal of the viaduct could increase traffic around the
Brampton Road bridge causing delays to local traffic. Query
what contingency plans are in place should this bottle neck
delay ambulances and people getting to the hospital.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

(37111)

(37121)

Unsure how the predicted levels of traffic through Huntingdon
town centre area shown in the Consultation Brochure (33,500 on
Mill Common and 13,500 on Views Common) can be considered
acceptable.

It would be preferable to retain the existing route. Despite the
increased distance, it seems unlikely that the new route (via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass) between Cambridge and the
north will be faster, given that the amount of traffic using the old
route would be considerably reduced. However on balance, the
removal of the existing route may benefit Huntingdon residents,
and the journey time via the old route is unlikely to be
significantly less than via the new route.

Yes

No

The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead. Following
consultation, the Mill Common link has been redesigned to minimise impact. The
originally proposed roundabout has been replaced with a traffic signal controlled
junction and the new Mill Common link road has been moved closer to the existing
Mill Common taking substantially less land than the earlier proposal. It has not
been possible to reduce the scale of the Views Common Link. However the impact
of this new road is offset by the removal of the existing viaduct approach
embankment. Some verge of Mill Common is lost while Views common has
significant alterations including both a new road through the middle and the
removal of the existing A14 overpass
The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. The replacement of the viaduct
with local road connections would also provide improved access to Huntingdon
town centre which would have environmental and regeneration benefits for the
town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that although it would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.
The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction
14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by approximately one
minute.

Local road network
Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,

It is already a local planning condition that HCV traffic from the
quarries and recycling plant in the Block Fen area travelling
to/from the planned Northstowe and West Cambridge
developments travel via the A141 and A14. The removal of the
viaduct will make the replacement seem an even more
circuitous route, which drivers will resist and eventually re-route

Yes
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No

The A141, A1123 and A1096 are identified as strategic routes in the
Cambridgeshire Advisory Freight Map. HGV traffic wishing to access the
Northstowe and North-West Cambridge developments would be expected to use
these roads, joining the de-trunked A14 at the Galley Hill junction and the joining
the A14 at Swavesey. The management of HGV’s on local roads is a matter for
the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Consultee(s)
Sutton and
Wilburton)
Joint Parishes HCV
(villages of
Bluntisham,
Cottenham, Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

(6416)

(6431)

(6433)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The A1096, A1123 and A141 are identified as strategic routes in the
Cambridgeshire Advisory Freight Map. HGV traffic wishing to access north and
west Huntingdon and Alconbury would be expected to use the A1123 and A141,
joining the de-trunked A14 at Spittals interchange. HGV traffic wishing to access
east Huntingdon and Godmanchester would be expected to use the A1096, joining
the de-trunked A14 at the Galley Hill junction. The management of HGV’s on local
roads is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

along more direct, minor, fen roads and through villages.

The planned layout of the new road and the removal of the
viaduct means that no perceptibly direct route avoiding St Ives
will be available for HCV traffic from Needingworth quarry to
travel to Huntingdon and Alconbury. Drivers will therefore be
encouraged to use the A1123/A141 route.

Concerns regarding the diversion of traffic off the de-trunked
A14 into an already busy town centre. A major overhaul of all
roads and the overall system in Huntingdon is required as this
would make the area around the ring road and station busier
than it currently is, particularly with the addition of the
development near the station.

This will be a great inconvenience to people that have to travel
to Huntingdon to work.

It will deter traffic from using the old A14 but will put more
pressure on the northern Huntingdon Ring Road for local traffic
travelling west from the villages east of Huntingdon.
This road is already busy. Currently this traffic can go to the
south of Huntingdon and join the A14 at A1198 junction and go
north on current A14.

Yes

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.'
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire. This includes planned development in Huntingdon.
Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows in the
town centre and station area, and on other key radial routes, including The Avenue
in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and Buckden Road in Brampton and on the
town centre ring road. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be largely
unchanged.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough to the north, Kettering to the west and Cambridge to the east.
Traffic from Godmanchester travelling towards the A14 West is expected to use
the A1198 to access the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as this would be quicker
than travelling through Huntingdon town centre. Journey times between
Godmanchester and the A1 North would typically increase by four to five minutes,
with similar journey times predicted whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon
or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Local traffic from St Ives and areas to the
north would have a choice of routes, with the route selected depending on the
origin and destination of the journey and the prevailing traffic conditions.

Yes

No
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The A141 north of Spittals junction is forecasted to see a 4% reduction in traffic if
the scheme were to go ahead when compared to if not. Further details can be
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Highways Agency’s response
found in the Transport Assessment.
Long-distance HGV movements between the A14 east and the A1 north / A14
west would be expected to use the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as this route
would be quicker than travelling through Huntingdon town centre.

(37123)

This will increase use of local roads by HGVs.

Yes

No

Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.
The management of HGV’s on local roads is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

(11573)

It would cause confusion, and make it harder for Huntingdon to
access Cambridge and its surrounding areas. It would also
cause congestion in Godmanchester, which is an issue already
present in rush hour.

Yes

No

] The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough to the north, Kettering to the west and Cambridge to the east.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue from Godmanchester. Traffic flows on the
A1198 and other roads around Godmanchester would also be reduced by the
scheme as local traffic utilises the de-trunked A14 to access Huntingdon town
centre.
Comment is duly noted.

(37202)

Adding the extra link to the inner ring road north of the river will
be a major advantage for Godmanchester.

Yes

No

Concerned that if there is an accident closing the new A14,
traffic will divert onto the old A14 and the local road network in
Huntingdon:
(6425, 11556)

(6428)

•
•
•

This will cause congestion in the centre of Huntingdon
This may cause conflicts with vulnerable road users.
Appreciate the viaduct is reaching the end of its economic
life, but any redesign of Huntingdon needs to consider
diversion routes when an accident occurs.

Unconvinced of the suitability of the alternative routes through

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue from Godmanchester. Traffic flows on the
A1198 and other roads around Godmanchester would also be reduced by the
scheme as local traffic utilises the de-trunked A14 to access Huntingdon town
centre.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Yes
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No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Huntingdon for local traffic.

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035; such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.

(6439)

Local roads will need widening and reinforcing to cater for all the
additional traffic.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Yes

No

The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035; such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Any works required to local roads as a result of changed traffic patterns would be
agreed with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The demolition of the viaduct would only occur after the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass had been opened. However, it is necessary to remove the viaduct in order
to construct the local road connections.

(37258)

Query whether the remaining road system be able to cope with
the remaining local traffic. This will likely only become clear after
the event and may be too late. Perhaps time should be left
between completion of the new road and demolition of the
viaduct.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035; such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Comment is duly noted.

(6446)

Not familiar with all the local authority's justifications for this or
precisely how it fits into longer term plans, but it is clearly
necessary to integrate the old road into the local road network.

Yes
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No

The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre, which
would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes in to the
town.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

(6454)

Understand the requirement to remove the viaduct, however
there is no clear route from St Ives on the de-trunked A14 to
Peterborough via the A1 without having to go through
Huntingdon. The creation of new roads has been mentioned,
which will connect to and use existing Huntingdon routes such
as the ring road and Brampton road in Huntingdon. Local
residents know that these two routes are totally congested at the
best of times, and driving through Huntingdon is a nightmare.

(11543)

Traffic travelling to the A1 North is penalised by going to
Brampton and should continue along the A14 through
Huntingdon. There will be considerable less traffic here, as all
through traffic will no longer be here and the A141 could be a
local boulevard-style road. The dual carriageway should be kept
all the way through, with provision to access the railway station,
or create a new road from this section.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Traffic travelling from St Ives towards the A1 north would have a choice of
routes. The most likely route is via the A1123 and A141, which would become a
more attractive route as a result of the relief of traffic from the de-trunked A14 and
the Spittals interchange in particular. Alternatively, it would be able to access the
A1 using the new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass via the A1198 south of
Godmanchester. Traffic would also be able to travel through Huntingdon on the
de-trunked A14 using Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to reach
the A141. The choice of route is likely to depend on the journey origin and
destination and the prevailing traffic conditions.

No

Traffic travelling from areas to the east of Huntingdon towards the A1 north would
have a choice of routes. It would be able to access the A1 using the new A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass via the A1198 south of
Godmanchester. Alternatively traffic would be able to travel through Huntingdon
on the de-trunked A14 using Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to
reach the A141. Traffic from St Ives may use the A1123 and A141. The choice of
route is likely to depend on the journey origin and destination and the prevailing
traffic conditions.
The highway connections in Huntingdon town centre that would replace the
viaduct are intended to serve local traffic movements. Strategic traffic would be
expected to use the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass avoiding Huntingdon
entirely.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that although it would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme.

(11571)

The highway links through Huntingdon seem unnecessarily
indirect and awkward. Given the high standard of the route
either side, this is unlikely to dissuade many drivers from using
this route. A weakness of the A14 southern bypass proposal is a
lack of resilience (especially as it is not proposed to be a
motorway with a hard shoulder) and during incidents on the A14
(or the A1 in the Alconbury-St Neots area) it can be expected
that a lot of traffic will re-route through Huntingdon. The layout
proposed will not cope well with that scenario.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy
that would be agreed with the relevant local authority. The major strategic
diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the
A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
Improving safety is a key objective of the scheme, ensuring the proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD. The
scheme provides good forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct
access to properties from the new road. This would Introduce better lane control,
providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby expected to
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Highways Agency’s response
reduce the number of accidents.

(37182)

Unclear whether the proposals for new roads are correct.

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035 such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

(11611)

(11625)

This will hopefully take through traffic out of Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

This will take through traffic out of Huntingdon and reduce traffic
numbers on the de-trunked Huntingdon to Fen Drayton road.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
Long-distance HGV movements between the A14 east and the A1 north / A14
west would be expected to use the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as this route
would be quicker than travelling through Huntingdon town centre.

(28193)

It should prevent heavy vehicles from cutting through
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.
The management of HGV’s on local roads is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

(28189)

Concerned about the increased journey time for traffic from the
A1 northbound direction to Huntingdon and Godmanchester.
Appreciate the benefits of removing the viaduct however the
proposed changes to local roads could lead to significant delays
and congestion in Huntingdon town centre. Anything that can be
done to increase capacity on these new roads, reduce the
number of junctions, or perhaps even defer a final decision on
demolition until the traffic flows post the new road are
understood would be helpful.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme. The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury
(Junction 14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes
quicker via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the
morning peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by
approximately one minute.
Yes

No

Journey times between Godmanchester and Alconbury via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the existing A14 without
the scheme. The Transport Assessment suggests that journey times would
typically increase by four to five minutes, with similar journey times predicted
whether this traffic travels through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon Southern
Bypass.
The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the old A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough to the north, Kettering to the west and Cambridge to the east.

(28194)

(28199)

Traffic travelling from the Cambridge side to the Huntingdon
industrial estates and trading areas will have an unappealing
journey. Traffic will have to continue along the A14 and
effectively double back, or come off at Fenstanton or
Godmanchester.

It must be ensured that the detrunked road and its access roads
are sufficient to carry present and future traffic volumes. These
will need to be examined in detail by any enquiry.

Yes

No

Traffic travelling from areas to the east of Huntingdon passing through the
Huntingdon industrial and trading areas towards the A1 north would have a choice
of routes. It would be able to access the A1 using the new A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass via the A1198 south of Godmanchester. Alternatively traffic
would be able to travel through Huntingdon on the de-trunked A14 using Edison
Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to reach the A141. Traffic from St
Ives may use the A1123 and A141. The choice of route is likely to depend on the
journey origin and destination and the prevailing traffic conditions.
Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through HGV movements.

Yes

No

The scheme, including the de-trunking of the existing road, has been designed to
accommodate development growth up to the year 2035. The road traffic model
used to inform the design of the scheme includes all development that is
considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely.' Details of these developments
have been provided by the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. This
includes planned developments in Huntingdon, Brampton and Godmanchester as
well as the Alconbury Weald development and Northstowe Phase Two.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

(30775)

(30788)

There will be a certain amount of traffic attempting to continue
following the line of the old A14, effectively bypassing
Huntingdon but too local to use the new A14 route. It is not clear
whether the route this traffic will take will have sufficient
capacity. Query whether it will be a busy rat-run which
effectively cuts the western part of the town off.

The disadvantage of losing the through route of the old A14 is
significant, and outweighs any local advantage to Huntingdon.
This would also create considerable congestion on the old A14
coming into the new section, and would involve a lot of

Yes

No

Local traffic travelling from areas to the east of Huntingdon towards the A1 north
would have a choice of routes. It would be able to access the A1 using the new
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass via the A1198 south of
Godmanchester. Alternatively traffic would be able to travel through Huntingdon
on the de-trunked A14 using Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to
reach the A141. Traffic from St Ives may use the A1123 and A141. The choice of
route is likely to depend on the journey origin and destination and the prevailing
traffic conditions.
Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through HGV movements.

Yes
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No

The transfer of strategic traffic on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would
significantly reduce traffic flows on the existing A14 with benefits for the residents
of Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages. The replacement of the
viaduct with local road connections would also provide improved access to

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

expensive and unnecessary reconstruction and new roads in
that area.

Highways Agency’s response
Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental and regeneration
benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key radial routes. The
improved access to the de-trunked A14 from Huntingdon would improve access to
Peterborough to the north, Kettering to the west and Cambridge to the east.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes into Huntingdon, including The Avenue in Godmanchester,
Thrapston Road and Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road.
Traffic flows on other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035 such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

(30794)

The A14 and the A1 south of Brampton need sorting out
immediately but the plan for the local roads is without any
intelligent forethought. This will push all the extra traffic for St
Ives, Wisbech, Kings Lynn, Norwich and others through
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts contained within the Transport
Assessment indicate that annual average daily traffic flow on the A1 between
Brampton Hut and the Brampton interchange would be 50,100 vehicles per day in
2035 without the scheme. The daily flow on this section of the A1 would be
increased to 92,000 vehicles per day if the proposed scheme goes ahead. Daily
traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass between Ellington and the A1 are
forecast to be around 49300 vehicles per day (2-way) in 2035 with the scheme,
giving a total flow of 141,300 vehicles per day past Brampton.
However, the proposed scheme moves the A1, which carries the higher flows,
further away from the village. This means that the number of vehicles on the
carriageway closest to Brampton (the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass) will
actually be reduced.
As a result of the removal of the viaduct and the transfer of strategic traffic
movements to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the Spittals interchange would
therefore be significantly relieved of traffic, with only more local traffic using it.
As a consequence, traffic from St Ives, Wisbech and Kings Lynn is expected to
use the A141 and de-trunked A14 to access the A1 and the A14 west. Further,
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows
on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).

(30805)

Supportive of the proposals although suggest that for the
improvement to Huntingdon, the one way system should be
abandoned and the inner ring road made two-way.

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
Yes

No

The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
Any changes to the town centre ring road are a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

(30815)

This prevents HGVs from using the existing road.

Yes
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No

Long-distance HGV movements between the A14 east and the A1 north / A14

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
west would be expected to use the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as this route
would be quicker than travelling through Huntingdon town centre.
Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.
The management of HGV’s on local roads is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Concerns regarding the realigned roads:
•

•

•
(37098)
•

•

It will create congestion along the 200 yard stretch of road
from the Hinchingbrooke Wall to the Edison Bell junction,
creating long queues into Brampton and into the Park
estate.
The road under the present viaduct needs to be widened so
that the filter lane into Edison Bell operates efficiently. This
would mean providing a new pedestrian/cycle bridge over
the railway.
It may also be necessary to create an extra lane from the
Hinchingbrooke junction to the railway station by taking a
few yards off the green space on the left approaching
Huntingdon.
The road layout outside the school entrance could cause
difficulties and it is hoped that detailed discussions have
taken place with the school.
Ideally, a link from the de-trunked A14 into the
Hinchingbrooke area should not cross the police playing
fields but should be nearer Spittals and link with the corner
of Parkway. This would allow easier access to the hospital
for people coming from the west and allow residents and
workers in the Hinchingbrooke Park estate to get out to the
main road system without having to go down
Hinchingbrooke Park Road.

Traffic flows on Brampton Road between Hinchingbrooke Park Road and Edison
Bell Way are not expected to change significantly as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease)
The average and peak NMU demand on the northern footway/cycle path of
Brampton Road is catered for adequately by the existing width of path available.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly as a result of the scheme, however, the Hinchingbrooke
Road/Brampton Road junction is forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic
travelling through it via the Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the
junction are forecast to increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). As a result the
scheme includes a significant remodelled junction to accommodate these higher
forecast traffic flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction
layout would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the
operational assessments for this junction are provided in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.
The removal of the viaduct and replacement with local roads will improve access
to the hospital from the north and west as traffic will be able to use the Views
Common Link. Access to the hospital from the east would be largely unchanged
from the existing situation, although traffic from outside Huntingdon would benefit
from improved access into the town centre.

Traffic travelling from St Ives to the A1 north and A14 West would have a choice of
routes. The signed route would be via the de-trunked A14 and A1198, joining the
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the A1198 junction to the south of
Godmanchester. Alternatively, traffic could travel via the A141 and A1123.
(37172)

Concerned that local traffic will be pushed south to the St. Ives
junction.

Yes

No

(6424)

This removes any alternative route.

Yes

No
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The local road network and junction within Huntingdon would be improved, largely
improving traffic flow in and around Huntingdon. The Transport Assessment
forecasts a minimal change in traffic flows as a result of the scheme, with a 5%
reduction on the A1123 through St Ives with the scheme when compared to
without.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would allow
motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

(6442)

Unclear what effect this will have on Huntingdon. Assume it will
avoid a rat run but query whether it would it serve as a diversion
route in case of need.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would allow
motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.

(37166)

Unsure about the impact of any new link roads or where exactly
they will be once the viaduct is removed.

Yes
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No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections that
would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would be
constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and east by
connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the bus
station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north and
west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the detrunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using
the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes,
including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating capacity
for potential future development.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.

(37210)

(37286)

103566

As long as local traffic is not forced to use new roads instead of
existing connections.

The removal of the viaduct with the existing A14 merging into
local roads does not leave a viable alternate route when an
incident or accident occurs on the new A14, which is expected
to carry in excess of 60000 vehicles annually.

Yes

No

Local traffic travelling from areas to the east of Huntingdon towards the A1 north
would have a choice of routes. It would be able to access the A1 using the new
A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass via the A1198 south of
Godmanchester. Alternatively traffic would be able to travel through Huntingdon
on the de-trunked A14 using Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and Stukeley Road to
reach the A141. Traffic from St Ives may use the A1123 and A141. The choice of
route is likely to depend on the journey origin and destination and the prevailing
traffic conditions.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

Yes

No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the scheme includes emergency
slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The major
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or
the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure. The
scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would allow
motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be generally be a reduction
in traffic flows through local villages and roads as a result of the scheme. This
reduction would result from traffic diverting back on to the improved A14.

Unsure of the affect this might have on local roads.

Rat running
(11655)

(30793)

This will avoid a potential rat run provided that the new road to
the rear of the police HQ is fit for purpose and can cope with
traffic flows.

Removal of the viaduct will inevitably lead to rat runs through
villages during congestion periods.

Yes

No

The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035 such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of
an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.

Yes

No

It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced.
Further, Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily
traffic flows on Buckden Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 8,700 vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).
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Highways Agency’s response
There would be a limited change in traffic levels in Buckden, The Offords,
Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton as a result of the scheme
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged.

(37111)

The surviving major roads and proposed link roads to Brampton
Road would be likely to attract a lot of rat running traffic using
them as a short cut instead of the new southern bypass.

Yes

No

The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead. Further, Chapter 7 of
the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows on Buckden
Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8,700
vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to
24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the current
A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys and
accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.

(37153)

Cannot understand how traffic entering and exiting Huntingdon
will flow without creating a rat run when the proposed new A14
is busy.

Yes

No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme includes
emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions,
which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway
closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message
signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance
and ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented.
Further, Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily
traffic flows on Buckden Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 8,700 vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).

104532

Queried whether diversions will be routed sympathetically to
avoid rat running through Hilton.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a slight reduction in traffic
flows on the B1040 through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would
result from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Way,
with daily traffic flows forecast to reduce by more than 25%. Alternative routes or
diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational Strategy that would be agreed
with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
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employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that effective
diversion routes can be implemented.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme would
provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the provision of
an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and
between Histon and Milton, combined with the creation of a new local access road
between Huntingdon and Cambridge, would provide significantly higher capacity at
the eastern end of this section of the A14.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced.

(37252)

Concerns about the potential impact of traffic rat-running
through Brampton.

Abbots Ripton
Parish Council

The removal of the viaduct would mean that the B1090 would be
a quicker option than the A141 for traffic traveling from the north
of the county towards Cambridge. This would substantially
increase the volume of traffic travelling through Abbots Ripton
directly by the primary school.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester, Thrapston Road and
Buckden Road in Brampton and on the town centre ring road. Traffic flows on
other radial routes would be largely unchanged. Further, Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment [Table 7.6] indicates that daily traffic flows on Buckden
Road would reduce from 11,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8,700
vehicles per day with the scheme (-21%), and that daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 25,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to
24,600 vehicles per day with the scheme (-3%).
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that there would be limited
change in traffic flows through Abbots Ripton as a result of the scheme. Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment indicates that daily traffic flows on the B1090 Station
Road through Abbots Ripton would increase by less than 5%, from 6,700 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 7,000 vehicles per day with the scheme.

Traffic management
Comment is duly noted.
Road Haulage
Association

Pleased to see that essential traffic weighing under 7.5 tonnes
would still be able to travel through Huntingdon using new
roundabouts and Brampton Road.

Cllr Mike Shellens

Query how the scheme would deal with the potential for HGV
traffic to reroute through Huntingdon following the removal of the
viaduct. Brampton Parish Council would like to see a 7.5T
weight limit introduced on Mill Common Link plus a physical
restriction in the form of a width restriction such as rising
bollards, although it is noted that this must be capable of
accommodating emergency vehicles.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.
Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.
The introduction of other traffic management measures to deter through HGV
movements is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.
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54700

(6456)

Summary of consultee comment
The existing A14 will provide an alternative route between
Godmanchester and Huntingdon, therefore Huntingdon town
bridge should be closed to general traffic and open only to
buses, bicycles and other specific uses such as emergency
vehicles. This would ensure that Godmanchester receives long
term relief from the scheme.

It will be essential to restrict large volumes of traffic, particularly
HGVs, using the old route as a cut through.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including Huntingdon Town Bridge.
The closure of the town bridge to general traffic is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

No

Some HGVs would still need to use the de-trunked A14 to gain access to
Huntingdon and other towns and villages along the A14 corridor. The existing
weight restriction in Huntingdon would cover the new routes into the town (Views
Common Link and de-trunked A14) to prevent through movements.

Other

102899

I strongly object to the demolition of the current A14 section at
Huntingdon. The rod and bridges are of good condition so it is
absolutely senseless to demolish this section.

Yes

No

104719

Disagree with the removal of the viaduct – this takes away road
capacity.

Yes

No

200000

Ensure full consideration is given to the safety and convenience
of all cyclists especially those going to Hinchingbrooke school.

Yes

No

200000

Viaduct should be used for pedestrians, cyclists, buses and taxis
only to protect this iconic structure and continue the green
agenda that remains Government policy.

Yes

No
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The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
The majority of the Huntingdon viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability. The removal of the Huntingdon
viaduct would enable the creation of new local road connections that provide
improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre. The proposed scheme still
provides a route for through traffic, but as a much less attractive route in terms of
travel time than use of the southern bypass.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to the
new bypass would be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its replacement with new local road
connections would provide improved access into Huntingdon town centre from the
east and west. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that as a result of
these improved connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via
the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key
radial routes in to the town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be
reduced, creating capacity for potential future development. Due to the differences
in road heights, it is not possible to deliver these local road connections without
removing the viaduct. The viaduct has a limited life and retaining it would
inevitably require future work at further public expense.
As part of the scheme approximately 12 miles of the existing A14 would be detrunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between Alconbury and Spittals
interchange. De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to
the local authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. These de-trunked sections of the A14 would
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remain in place for local traffic and be handed over to Cambridgeshire County
Council.

102899

The demolition of the viaduct at Huntingdon is silly; it is of good
construction and vital to local people.

Yes

No

103514

Regarding the Huntingdon viaduct, why demolish an existing
road which has had big money spent in recent years. As HGVs
use the new A14 from Ellington to Swavesey, the traffic count on
the viaduct will reduce, thus prolonging the life. The reason for
demolishing seems to come from Huntingdonshire District
Council plans for the town centre!

Yes

No

101913

There is no room nearer Hunting don and the bridge over by the
station is costing a fortune to keep up.

Yes

No

102821

Closure of the existing A14 trunk road by removing the viaduct
at Huntingdon and the proposal to build a new southern
Huntingdon bypass is a massive waste of previous road
investment.
The Viaduct at Huntingdon has been strengthened with a 2550+ year life expectancy; again removal will be an enormous
waste of previous road investment. Even if a Huntingdon
southern bypass is built this will reach capacity in 10-20 years,
keeping the existing A14 trunk road will provide a medium term
solution for road traffic flow between the A1 and A14.
Why is the existing A14 not simply being widened between the
A1 and A14 at the Cambridge services? This will be a
significantly lower cost solution - the A14 is simply being
widened for the most part from East Cambridge to the
Cambridge services.

Yes

No
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The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
Support for demolition of viaduct noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion
on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is
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acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional capacity to support
future growth.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be built to a ‘Dual 2 All
Purpose’ standard (i.e. two lanes in each direction) between Ellington and the new
Brampton Interchange with the A1. By the year 2035, peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 1550 to2100 vehicles per hour in
each direction, which is well within the capacity of this standard of road.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be increased to ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’
standard (i.e. three lanes in each direction) after the new Brampton Interchange,
where the traffic from the A1 would join the new route. Peak hour traffic flows on
this section of the A14 are forecast to be around 3050-3900 vehicles per hour in
each direction in 2035. This is well within the capacity of this standard of road.

104731

The old Huntingdon flyover should be demolished, it is an
eyesore that blights the town.

104920

Objection to the removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct on a number
of grounds, but most notably on the appalling waste of costs, as
the current viaduct could be repaired at less cost than it would
take to remove it an provide an alternative road network.
Objections to the removal of the viaduct on the grounds that it
will result in further loss of common land, will add to congestion
along the Huntingdon Road and be an appalling waste of the
existing infrastructure, especially as the viaduct was recently
strengthened at considerable cost.

Yes

No

104498

Do not like the idea of moving the viaduct after spending lots of
money to repair it.

Yes

No

Yes
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No

Support for demolition of viaduct noted.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
Following consultation, changes have been made to the design of the scheme in
Huntingdon, specifically the roundabout at Mill Common has been replaced with a
traffic signal controlled junction and the new Pathfinder Link road has been moved
closer to the existing Mill Common road to reduce land take further.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

54494

Why remove the road viaduct? Leave it as is, this gives even
more capacity, along with a good diversion route for the
occasions when the new road is blocked/closed. This would also
allow people approaching from the A1 north of Alconbury a
quicker and shorter route compared to the new road which
seems to favour people approaching from the west. Closing the
viaduct and leaving a 16 mile stretch of dual carriage way
surplus to requirements seems completely ridiculous.

Yes

No

103542

Preference to keep the flyover at Huntingdon open as this would
provide an alternative route if the new A14 is blocked by an
accident

Yes

No

55534

It all seems unnecessary when the existing A14 could be
retained and used. Demolition of the viaduct over the railway
(despite a spend of £7m recently) seems to be the driving force
over the scheme. access to our local hospital (Hinchingbrooke)
will be via narrow two-way roads in Huntingdon which will, in
rush hours, lead to potentially fatal delays in instituting
treatment.

Yes

No

101784

To demolish the viaduct would be foolish in the extreme, and it
must be updated and maintained as an emergency route. To
destroy an expensive existing asset would be utterly wrong, and
I urge this as the only change to the proposals

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly ongoing maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal
of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape
and communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
Access to Hinchingbrooke Hospital would be improved by the scheme, with the
Views Common Link providing a new route in from the A1 to the north and the A14
to the west.
Flow on the A14 from Spittals junction into Huntingdon would be greatly reduced
with the scheme. Forecast flows would reduce by 65% in the opening year,
assumed to be 2020, and 68% in the design year, 2035, compared to forecast
flows without the scheme. Further details on the future network performance can
be found in the Transport Assessment.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.

101796

The viaduct should be retained with the option of opening it as a
diversionary route should there be a major incident on the new
road.

Yes

No

200028

By moving the roundabout closer to Mill Common, it will no
longer be possible to develop on the existing A14.

Yes

No

101803

Leave the existing road intact, it can act as an overspill,
alternative in case of blockage and would not involve the costs
of demolition - bit of a win-win-win there.

Yes

No

101767

Very expensive to maintain and to demolish. Less traffic, less
wear and tear. Put on the back burner.

Yes

No

101768

If it remained it would divide 50% of the traffic for the following
intersections. Plus if there's a blockage accident at 30mph it
gives a relief route for a few hours.

Yes

No
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As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
Some land around Mill Common will be required for the proposed new roundabout.
However, the demolition of the Huntingdon viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities. New local link road connections would open up other new
development opportunities.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required for
construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons sets out the
case for the acquisition of this land.
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road near the
bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from the north
and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect with the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline railway would be crossed using the
existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing. These improvements to the access to
Huntingdon would not be possible with the viaduct retained.
As part of the scheme the Huntingdon viaduct would be removed and replaced
with new local road connections that would provide improved access into
Huntingdon. A new link road would be constructed to improve accessibility into
Huntingdon from the south and east by connecting the old A14 directly with the
Huntingdon ring road near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the
railway station and from the north and west by constructing a new link road from
Brampton Road to connect with the A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline
railway would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge, as existing.
These improvements to the access to Huntingdon would not be possible if the detrunked A14 was removed south of Spittals.
Access to Hinchingbrooke Hospital would be improved by the scheme, with the
Views Common Link providing a new route in from the A1 to the north and the A14
to the west.
The HA has considered the option suggested in response to the consultation,
however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the scheme
objectives. Flow on the A14 from Spittals junction into Huntingdon would be greatly
reduced with the scheme. Forecast flows would reduce by 65% in the opening
year, assumed to be 2020, and 68% in the design year, 2035, compared to
forecast flows without the scheme. Further details on the future network
performance can be found in the Transport Assessment.

All traffic from north will join the road to and from hospital and
school, even with traffic lights this will put lives at risk and might
hinder ambulances rushing to A&E. Could the present A14 not
end at Spittals Roundabout and the whole section should be
removed.

Yes

No

101067

The improvements around Huntingdon look good.

Yes

No

104530

This scheme is long overdue.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Support duly noted

Yes

No

Support duly noted

102814

General Agreement

Any economic issues that threaten the removal of the viaduct
should be rejected at all costs. This is the most important
change in the entire project.
Many people will object to the removal of the bridge over the
railway at Huntingdon but it has to be removed - the whole
101857
nature of our town and the approaches to Godmanchester will
be restored to their original vision.
*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
105062
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Support duly noted
Support duly noted.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Appendix E.

Comments and responses

E.18.

Other comments

E.18.1

Section 42(1)(a) – prescribed consultees

Appendix E Table 18 Part 1 – prescribed consultee consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

9 May 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access
National Grid
(National Grid
Electricity
Transmission plc
(NGET) and
National Grid Gas
plc (NGG)

Access to National Grid Pipelines must not be impacted on
during the construction period.

Access to all National Grid Pipelines would be maintained during construction.
Chapter 15 in the CoCP outlines access routes for construction traffic.

Borrow Pits
Lafarge Tarmac

Concerned about the requirements relating to minerals extraction
and the legacy impacts of the works (Lafarge tarmac).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

9 May 2014

Yes

No

Borrow pits would be excavated for use to construct the sub-base for the road,
embankments and noise/visual bunds. Construction works including mineral
extraction would be conducted in accordance with the CoCP. Chapter 11 of the
CoCP outlines best practice for material management.

Construction
National Grid
(National Grid
Electricity
Transmission plc
(NGET) and
National Grid Gas
plc (NGG)

Hilton Parish
Council

National Grid requires to be consulted prior to the diversion of
apparatus in order to integrate plans into the DCO.

The construction phase is scheduled to last for many years and
the impact on the village could be significant if mitigation
measures are not enforced. Such measures should include the
location of contractor sites to ensure that access is via suitable
'A' roads and not through the village. Further, the use of 'Borrow
Pits' should be restricted to a minimum and not beyond the
construction phase.

All utility service providers for utilities which may require diversions have been
contacted and would be consulted throughout the process.
These plans have been included in the DCO process.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.
Mitigation measures have been proposed and would form part of the scheme. This
would include the creation of haul routes where practicable which would run
adjacent to the scheme or in some instances within the trace of the new road.
Access to compound sites, borrow pits and general construction areas could be
accessed via these temporary routes thereby minimising disruption.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have
been assessed as part of the ES, and the approach (as set out in the CoCP) to
managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
construction traffic in Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.

Borrow pits would be used during construction and be restored after for agricultural
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
or leisure use.
A number of environmental assessments have been carried out for Brampton
including air pollution, noise and vibration pollution as well as several others, details
of which can be found in the Environmental Statement.

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy Parish
Council

The impact of ten lanes of motorway adjacent to Brampton –
now with the additional burden of having major materials
extraction performed in a “Borrow Pit” located nearby.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Brampton as a result of the scheme.
Mitigation measures including noise/landscape bunds (to the east of the existing
A1) form part of the scheme which would reduce the environmental impact of the
new road.
Borrow pits would be used during construction and be restored after for agricultural
or leisure use.

Consultation Process

Lolworth Parish
Meeting

Madingley Parish
Council

More information is required regarding screening and fencing.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Consultation has been inadequate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Yes

No

Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA).
Mitigation measures including screening and fencing would be implemented where
required. Impacts would be assessed on an ongoing basis, with mitigation
measures developed and assessed.

Public consultation spanned across several areas which would be affected as a
result of the scheme. This period lasted several weeks. The aim was to inform all
those affected were consulted and gain feedback as a result.

Brampton Parish
Council

Not received enough information.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Brampton Parish
Council, Hilton
Parish Council

The opportunity to discuss this further with the HA would be
welcomed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

Health and Safety
Executive

Will the proposed route fall within the HSE’s consultation
distances?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local authorities and other key
stakeholders including HSE since the formal consultation. This would be continued
through the DCO process and would address enquiries such as this.

Alconbury and
Ellington Internal
Drainage Board

A lack of information has been provided regarding the space
allowance around water courses.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage,
local authorities and Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs), in undertaking the
environmental impact assessment including the flood risk assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
Mitigation measures to prevent damage to water courses, including preserving
space allowances, would be implemented where required. This would be agreed
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
with key environmental stakeholders such as the Internal Drainage Boards affected
by the scheme.

Hilton Parish
Council

The effect on transport journeys around the area has not been
made clear.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice
(Appendix 20.2 of the Environment Statement), prior to the commencement of any
works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic management
and the routeing of construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by
the Highways Agency.
Traffic disruption would be minimised with invasive works taking place during offpeak hours.
Once complete, the scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate
congestion and enhance journey reliability.

Conington Village
Meeting

There has not been enough consultation for those living in
Conington.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

National Grid,
National Grid
Electricity
Transmission Plc
(NGET) and
National Grid Gas
Plc (NGG)

Request that the potential impact on National Grid’s existing
assets is considered in the application documents, including in
the Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Concern regarding the environmental impact of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local
authorities and other key stakeholders since the formal consultation. This would be
continued through the DCO process and would address enquiries such as this.
Consultation with Conington and several other local communities would form part of
the ongoing design process.

No

The Environmental Statement identifies and assesses the likely significant effects
on community and private assets from the scheme. The findings of this
assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation
measures are proposed in order to minimise any significant adverse effects.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement.

Environmental
General

57257

Lolworth Parish
Council

Unable to support the proposed environmental mitigation
measures due to insufficient detail.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.
Yes
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No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
application.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken (including, where
relevant, the likely significant environmental effects of the scheme on Fenstanton
village) and is reported in the Environmental Statement (see Chapters 8 to 17). A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects.
Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected to
reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8,700 vehicles per day
with the scheme (a decrease 23%).
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has been built into
the scheme design including noise bunds and barriers. In summary the assessment
concludes that in the vicinity of Fenstanton, increases in sound from road traffic are
forecast for properties closest to the scheme. The Highways Agency would
continue to seek reasonably practicable measures to further reduce or avoid these
significant effects. In doing so the Highways Agency would continue to engage
with stakeholders to fully understand the receptor, its use and the benefit of the
measures. The outcome of these activities would be reflected in the environmental
minimum requirements. For dwellings to the south of Fenstanton close to the A14
there is a forecast reduction in noise from road traffic.

The Parish Council reserves the right to make further comment,
when more detail is made available in respect of the impact of
the following on Fenstanton Village and its residents:

Fenstanton Parish
Council

•
•
•
•

Noise Pollution
Air Pollution
Visual Pollution
Water & Flooding risks

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes that no
exceedances of air quality objectives are expected. The Hemingford to Fenstanton
air quality management areas (AQMA) are all predicted to have improvements in
air quality concentrations.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation measures has
been built in to the scheme design including ground shaping and planting. Views
towards the scheme from visual receptors on the southern edge of Fenstanton and
Fen Drayton would be distant and beyond traffic on the existing A14 so that visual
effects would again be of low significance.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there is
a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. Rainfall runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and
outflow reduced to greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period
event plus an allowance for climate change. This will mimic the response of the
natural environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site. Where existing floodplain (Flood Zone 3) is removed as a result
of the road and embankment, floodplain compensation will be provided to avoid
change to the existing flood risk. The flood risk assessment demonstrates in detail
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
how these measures would be implemented.

Lolworth Parish
Council

More details of screening and fencing are required.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The impact on heritage assets should be considered and
Cambridgeshire County Council’s archaeology service should be
consulted.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscape works are proposed to
lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include environmental bunds,
where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views towards the scheme, the use
of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive locations, and native tree and shrub
planting. The planting proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that
would, over time, provide screening to views of the scheme and would generally
reduce the significance of visual effects in the long term. Details of the
environmental mitigation can be found on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.

No

Impacts on heritage assessed are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 9 of
the Environmental Statement. The assessment included consultation with a range
of stakeholders including the Cambridgeshire County Council historic environment
team.

Heritage

St John College
Cambridge

Yes

Noise

Milton Parish
Council

Sound barriers need to be put in place near the country park.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce
or remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so
in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental
impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. Noise barriers would
also be provided at Important Areas (identified by the Round 2 noise mapping
carried out in 2012), where they would substantially reduce the existing high noise
levels.
Based on the assessment undertaken, noise barriers were not found to be
warranted near Milton Country Park.

Water

Natural England

Revisions to the scheme include at least one borrow pit in close
proximity to Brampton Wood SSSI. The ES must include a
detailed assessment of effects on the natural environment,
including groundwater and changes in hydrology and/or water
quality, in particular on the interest features of Brampton Wood.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Likely significant adverse ecological effects are not expected for Brampton Wood
SSSI and it has therefore been screened out of the assessment of ecological
impacts (refer to Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement). This is due to the
inclusion of the design mitigation, specifically through the use of avoidance
measures and the implementation of best practices measures. An assessment of
hydrological impacts has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 17 of the
Environmental Statement.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme

Further information required
Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

The Highways Agency made some modifications to the original
proposal, published in the document “A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme April 2014."
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

None of these modifications apply to the road as it traverses the
Ouse Valley in the vicinity of the Offords. Therefore much of this
submission is as 13th October 2013, with some amendments
made in the light of further details becoming available – all of
which seemed to indicate that the situation with regard to the
Offords is now rather worse than previously indicated.

Highways Agency’s response
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
Mitigation measures form part of the scheme including landscape bunds which
would help minimise the impact. The road alignment currently to the north of the
Offords needs to be raised over the Great Ouse River and the east coast mainline.
Shortly after this point (to the east of the east coast mainline), the vertical alignment
drops and is largely within a cutting up to Ermine Street Junction. Therefore
impacts to Offord would be minimised.

Future growth
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 between the Bar Hill junction and the southern access to the Northstowe
development would increase from 19,500 vehicles per day to 33,900 vehicles per
day (+74%) as a result of the A14 scheme. The majority of this growth is
attributable to the Northstowe Phase Two development which is dependent on the
A14 improvements.
Lolworth Parish
Meeting

Concern regarding what effect the Northstowe development will
have on the road.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Traffic flows on the B1050 to the north of the Northstowe southern access would be
slightly reduced as some development traffic diverts on to the southern access
road.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme
does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to accommodate the
potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

The fact that by its very existence the new A14 will facilitate new
developments along its route, will encourage workers in
Cambridge to move further afield to take advantage of cheaper
property prices until the levels of congestion increase such that
average journey times increase back to today’s levels.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

The road should be widened to three lanes from Fen Ditton to
Milton.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

10 April 2014

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The scheme is designed to cater for forecast traffic up to the design year 2035.
The Transport Assessment indicates there would not be a significant increase in
traffic volumes as a result of the scheme. Further detail on the future network
performance can be found in the Transport Assessment.

Yes

No

The section of A14 between Milton and Fen Ditton is outside the scope of the
scheme. The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Yes

No

Comment noted. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key

Yes

General design
Road widening
Milton Parish
Council
Drainage
Old West IDB

There must be a stringent maintenance regime for any
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
balancing ponds/ water courses constructed.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

(Section 42
consultation letter)

Highways Agency’s response
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, local authorities
and Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs), in undertaking the flood risk assessment.
Engagement and consultation with key stakeholders would be maintained
throughout the design and construction process. Maintenance strategies would be
developed and implemented by the relevant body responsible for adoption of the
asset.

Motorway standards

Conington Village
Meeting

This road should be built as a motorway.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it enables
traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the A14 or heading
south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and
the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this section. The addition of the
hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in accordance with the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add significantly to
scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

Truck stop
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a much
higher standard than the existing road with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys.
Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

There should be proper truck stops built into the scheme to
prevent lorries from stopping in laybys.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
the length of the scheme. It is not intended that these would be available for
overnight truck parking. The exact location of these emergency refuges would be
determined at the detailed design stage. Facilities for overnight parking will be
available at private-sector operated service areas. There are currently three
privately operated truck stop service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and
Cambridge Services) within the boundary of the scheme.
The development of additional provision through the private sector would be
subject to a separate planning proposal to the relevant local authority.

Non-motorised users

Offord Darcy and
Offord Cluny Parish
Council

Oakington and
Westwick Parish
Council

The current road carries fast moving cars and should be made
safer for pedestrians and cyclists by upgrading the bridal way.

There is limited connectivity for cyclists leading to or from
junctions.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

It is not clear as to which location on the scheme these comments refer. However,
under the scheme new bridleways would be provided at Brampton, over 12 km of
continuous shared NMU facility, segregated from the carriageway, would be
provided from Fenstanton to A1307 Huntingdon Road, to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Existing
NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s
Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities
for non-motorised users, and the Department of Transport standards.

Yes
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No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Bar Hill and Cambridge
A dedicated NMU bridge is proposed linking Bar Hill to the local access road north
of the A14. This bridge links to an NMU route on the local access route joining to
the B1050 Hattons Road.

Concern that rights of way will not be preserved.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Under the scheme, existing public rights of way would be either maintained or
reconnected to the new NMU facilities which would be provided using reasonably
convenient diversions. Details of the NMU provision within the scheme can be seen
in the General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission at Document Reference 2.2

Fenstanton Parish
Council

Fenstanton Parish Council comment relates support supported
of Contact ID 53849. Reserve the right to comment until we
receive confirmation that a satisfactory solution to their concerns
has been reached.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. The Highways Agency will address all comments received.

Anglian Water

The route must take into account water and sewerage services
and any required protection for them.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

No

The Highways Agency and its agents have entered discussions with water
suppliers and drainage authorities to maintain potable water and drainage services
affected by the scheme during, and after, construction. Appropriate protection and
diversionary measures would be applied.

Network Rail
Infrastructure
Limited

Any changes to rail must be reported to network rail- this
includes level crossings, access, underground services.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is in continued consultation with the consultee. Any
information regarding the impact of the scheme on National Rail assets or
underground services, and the methods of mitigation would be provided prior to the
commencement of construction.

National Grid
(National Grid
Electricity
Transmission plc
(NGET) and
National Grid Gas
plc (NGG)

What consideration has been given regarding National Grid
electricity Transmission?

9 May 2014

Yes

No

National Grid electricity power transmission equipment is not affected by the
scheme.

No

Comment noted. The contractor appointed for construction of the scheme has a
statutory duty to coordinate construction activities including in relation to statutory
undertakers apparatus. This would include the production of a method statement
which would address health, safety, site security and environmental issues. Further
information can be found in Chapter 3 of the CoCP.

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

Property and land

Yes

Safety
National Grid
(National Grid
Electricity
Transmission plc
(NGET) and
National Grid Gas
plc (NGG)

If any excavation works are planned within 3 meters of National
grid high pressure pipelines, or within 10 meters of an above
ground installation then a safe working method must be agreed
prior to works.

9 May 2014

Health and Safety
Executive

The scheme should take into account relevant health and safety
requirements which are found on the HSE website.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Parish Council of
Offord Cluny and
Offord Darcy

A plan needs to be enforced for when there is an accident on
the A14 bypass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Yes
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No

No

Comment noted. One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. All
statutory obligations in relation to health and safety are a core requirement for
development of the scheme, and will be included as part of the Code for
Construction Practice
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Comment
received by
deadline?

Date consulted

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Scheme Scope

Buckden Parish
Council

The Council is concerned that the recommended alternative
route for traffic when there is a blockage on the A14 will
continue to be via the A1 and A428. This will mean that an
already, at times, overloaded will become jammed or at the very
best very slow moving. At peak times now the Buckden
roundabout (which is the last roundabout driving north to
Newcastle) has queues up to a mile long both to the north and
south. Further problems will inevitably mean that drivers will look
for alternative routes through the villages to the east and west of
the A1. Buckden and the Offords will be seriously affected. It is
strongly recommended that all HGV be banned from Buckden
and Mill Road leading to the Godmanchester to Offords road.
This is already the case in Kimbolton. Whilst this will mitigate the
problem the only real solution is for improvements to the A1 and
an eventual Buckden and Diddington A1 bypass.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than
the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore
expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less
severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure.
Closures/diversions
The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of any carriageway closure.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.
The new route would be more resilient to disruption meaning it will operate more
effectively. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message
signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and
ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented. This would also have
the benefit of reducing rat-running behaviour with several villages forecasted to see
a reduction in traffic flows Additionally the Transport Assessment demonstrates that
there would be limited change in traffic levels in Buckden and there would be a
reduction in traffic on the B1514 in Brampton village

Traffic
Congestion

Parish Council of
Offord Cluny and
Offord Darcy

Workers from Cambridge will start to move further afield when
the bypass is complete and commute into work, this will cause
the congestion to get worse again.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts also take account of changing travel
patterns associated with these developments and the improvement to the A14.

Buckden Parish
Council

The Council is concerned that the recommended alternative
route for traffic when there is a blockage on the A14 will
continue to be via the A1 and A428. This will mean that an
already, at times, overloaded road will become jammed or at the
very best very slow moving. At peak times now the Buckden
roundabout (which is the last roundabout driving north to
Newcastle) has queues up to a mile long both to the north and

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes
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No

The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the
A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
However the likelihood of diversion requirements would be significantly reduced.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which
would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented. This would also have the benefit of
reducing rat-running behaviour with several villages forecasted to see a reduction

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

in traffic flows (see Transport Assessment for details).
The local highway authority Cambridgeshire County Council would be responsible
for the imposition of HGV bans in the local villages. Further improvements to the A1
are outside the scope of this scheme.

south. Further problems will inevitably mean that drivers will look
for alternative routes through the villages to the east and west of
the A1. Buckden and the Offords will be seriously affected. It is
strongly recommended that all HGV be banned from Buckden
and Mill Road leading to the Godmanchester to Offords road.
This is already the case in Kimbolton. Whilst this will mitigate the
problem the only real solution is for improvements to the A1 and
an eventual Buckden and Diddington A1 bypass.

Offord Cluny &
Offord Darcy
Parish Council

Ellington Parish
Council

Concerned with how the soil from the embankments north of the
Offords will be moved from the borrow pits. Routes currently run
through Buckden or Godmanchester; if these are used
disruption to local traffic will be immense during that period of
construction. Is an alternative route proposed?

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The scheme includes the creation of haul routes which would run throughout the
scheme where practicable. A haul route would be created within the trace of the
new Huntingdon bypass. Material from the borrow pits (as well as cuttings from the
trace) would be transported along this haul route to enable the construction of the
embankments.
The haul routes would need to cross several local roads which would be done
under local traffic management. The likely significant effects from construction
traffic on traffic in local villages have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
above approach (and further set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of
construction would be applied in connection with [construction traffic in the Offords
where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

Concern over traffic finding routes through villages (Rat Runs).

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

Where practicable, haul routes would be created across the scheme, This would
segregate significant construction traffic from public traffic, This along with optimal
construction phasing (see appendix 3.2 in the ES for preliminary phasing) and
efficient traffic management would help manage rat-running behaviour. The likely
significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (and further set out in the
CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
[construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects.

There are only three crossings over the River Ouse between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, please reconsider this for traffic
flow purposes.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the trunk road network. The provision of
additional crossing points over the River Ouse is a matter for the local highway
authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Traffic flow
Oakington and
Westwick Parish
Council

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’.
Details of these developments have been provided by the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire.
Boxworth Parish
Meeting

The road has not been designed to cater for future increased
traffic flows- in particular HGVs.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts allow for traffic growth associated with this
future development. The forecasts also for growth in HGV traffic based on the
Department for Transport long-term road-freight forecasts.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to
lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the
route.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on The
Avenue in Madingley would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to 3,800
vehicles per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of the scheme,
traffic flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400 vehicles per day. This
level of traffic is well within the capacity for a road of this standard.

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic
that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would
also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide
access for local traffic, including that generated by new developments. The
Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme would result in a reduction in
through traffic at several towns and villages along the A14 route. .

No

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic
flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better
lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of accidents.

Traffic movements

Madingley Parish
Council

Traffic movements in the village of Madingley should be
respected and acted upon.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Rat running

Ellington Parish
Council

Concern many villages may become rat runs.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Traffic management schemes have been inadequate.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Traffic management
Lolworth Parish
Meeting

Hemingford Grey
Parish Council

Concern that with reduced traffic on the current A14 it may
become a race track- speed cameras and calming zones need
to be put in place.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

Yes

No

The de-trunked A14 would be significantly relieved of traffic by the proposed
scheme but would remain a busy route carrying local traffic to and from Huntingdon
and surrounding towns and villages. Speed limits on the de-trunked A14 would be
agreed in consultation with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.
The future operation and management of vehicles speeds on this section of road
would be a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

Traffic modelling

Fenstanton Parish
Council

There needs to be more traffic modelling carried out in relation
to local roads.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s road traffic model takes account of the impact of the
scheme on the trunk road network and local roads. The impact of the scheme on
local roads is reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment and is being
discussed with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected to
reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8700 vehicles per day
with the scheme (a decrease of 23%).

Support for the proposal

Associated British
Ports

It is important that transport needs are addressed to reduce the
current congestion but to also provide local and strategic growth
capacity.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation letter)

Yes
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No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally. The scheme is specifically intended to
alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between
Huntingdon and Cambridge, which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck and
create additional capacity to support future growth.

E.18.2

Section 42(1)(b) – local authorities

Appendix E Table 18 Part 2 – local authority consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts,
including impacts to the crematorium, have been considered for every
environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement.
Contractors would work in accordance to the Code of Construction Practice which
includes the mitigation of noise, dust, vibration (among many others) during
construction.

No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been conducted across the
scheme including around borrow pits, details of which can be found in the
Environmental Statement.
During construction, contractors would work in accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice which sets out measures which would help mitigate and
control impacts as a result of construction.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow pits.
Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives: providing future
agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.

No

Borrow pits would be use temporarily during construction and be restored once
construction is complete.
Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of
the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives: providing
future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.

No

A large amount of earthworks would be sourced from borrow pits, flood
compensation areas and cuttings to form the new road. Other materials for
pavement and other construction would be sourced from appropriate suppliers

Access

Cambridge City
Council

Concern over implications for the operation of and access to
Cambridge Crematorium. Three large borrow pits are identified
opposite the Crematorium on the opposing side of the A14. The
noise created during construction is again a concern on the
tranquillity of the site and further information on when the
‘indicative noise barriers’, between the A14 and Crematorium,
will be in place is needed to judge the expected level of noise
impact. Borrow pits for construction mineral extraction is being
sited the other side of the A14 and their operation has potential
to increased noise and disturbance at the crematorium site.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Borrow Pits

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Cambridgeshire
County Council

It will be important that the environmental impacts of borrow pits
are fully explored, and particularly mitigation measures during
their use. Where practicable these should be returned to
agriculture. Future purpose and management of these areas
should be identified from the outset where not being returned to
agriculture. The Highways Agency should explore fully the
opportunities they provide for biodiversity and amenity, including
consulting with local communities, having regard to long-term
management and maintenance.
The Council notes the proposed use of Borrow Pits as a source
of construction material for the proposed scheme and welcomes
continued dialogue on the future use of these, post-scheme
construction. This formed part of the Council’s ‘Scoping Opinion’
response to the Planning Inspectorate on the Draft
Environmental Impact Assessment where the Council stated that
particular weight and regard on the future use of these features
post-project completion was necessary as part of the overall
legacy of the scheme, including their visual impact, future roles,
scope for innovative treatments and biodiversity improvements
and maintenance of these across the local community. It is of
vital that the long-term future of these is identified and tied into
the wider delivery of Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity needs
within this part of the County and that the required level of
funding is secured at the earliest opportunity to ensure that the
future viability of such a significant legacy is secured.
Some 7 million tonnes of materials are likely to be needed and
initial comments on the appraisal of prospective borrow pit sites
were given and further information sought on other sources of

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
materials, ie redundant airfields, imported hard rock. The
conditions for restoration of borrow pits has also been given.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

letter)

Highways Agency’s response
where required, details of which are currently being explored.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme and would help
achieve a positive legacy. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported
within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides background to
the restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two
main objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by
local factors.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment.
The borrow pit site located across the scheme would be utilised very frequently
and therefore there would be some impact to the local environment. These impacts
would be mitigated and minimised as far as reasonably practicable.
Contractors would work in accordance to the Code of Construction Practice which
includes the mitigation of noise, dust, vibration (among many others) during
construction.
These impacts, including impacts to the crematorium, have been considered for
every environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures, such
as noise barriers have been included in the scheme and would be implemented
where appropriate.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

In the longer term as part of future legacy, it is also requested
that the future of planned Borrow Pits in this area are also linked
to these requirements.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Cambridge City
Council

There are three proposed Borrow Pits (for construction mineral
extraction) proposed to be sited on the other side of the A14.
Their operation, plus the new access location has potential to
increased noise and disturbance at the Crematorium site. Any
impact upon the tranquillity of the site will be of concern and it’s
not clear whether the ‘indicative noise barriers’ will be sufficient
to mitigate this impact.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme will have a positive impact on poverty in the area.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

Construction should commence by late 2016.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

N

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016.
This would allow a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by
2020.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

There is a need for definitive details on the sources of materials
and disposal of waste from the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Approved local financial contribution is conditional on the
construction works commence by late 2016.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Community
Cambridge City
Council
Construction
Huntingdonshire
District Council
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A large amount of earthworks would be sourced from borrow pits which would be
located close to the scheme. Other materials would be sourced from appropriate
suppliers where required, details of which are currently being explored. The
majority of proposed borrow pits are at locations allocated in the Cambridgeshire
Minerals Local Plan.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost
benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete mid-2016, allowing
a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

Consultation Process
Suffolk County
Council,
Huntingdonshire
District Council

Appreciates the opportunity to comment on the scheme and
requests that all views expressed by local authorities are
considered.

Suffolk County
Council

The Highways agency needs to remain open to stakeholder and
community feedback in order to be consistent with the Planning
Act 2008.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Opportunity to discuss options further with the HA would be
welcomed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

Huntingdonshire
District Council

The council needs to remain engaged in the current proposals to
help deliver the best possible solution for Huntingdon.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. Engagement and consultation with key stakeholders would
be maintained throughout the design and construction process.

Cambridge City
Council

There are a number of issues that have not been addressed in
the consultation.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

There is a lack of information on traffic data.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Cambridge City
Council

There is no data on traffic flows near the M11 and more
information is required in the Preliminary Traffic Report.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Proposed Scheme General Arrangement maps need to be
clarified and improved to include ecological mitigation areas and
special land categories.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridge City
Council

Cambridge City
Council

There is some key information required regarding NMU.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Cambridge City

The full understanding of air quality implications and whether

10 April 2014

Comment is duly noted. Engagement and consultation with key stakeholders would
be maintained throughout the design and construction process.

Traffic forecasts have been modelled using housing and employment data
provided by the local authorities and through the use of the DfT’s National Trip End
Model (NTEM) datasets. Further traffic information can be found within the
Transport Assessment.
No

Comment is duly noted.
Yes

Yes

No

Automatic traffic counts have been undertaken over on several sites including the
M11. This information can be found in Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment.
Traffic modelling to roads near the M11 have been carried out which can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

No

The general arrangements drawings would be further developed as the scheme
progresses. In order to improve drawing clarity, only certain layers have been
selected for these drawings. Plans setting out special category land can be found
at Document Reference 2.11, and mitigation drawings can be found within the
Environment Statement.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility
from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge,
segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey,
Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided
at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

Yes

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further sharing of traffic modelling has taken place with the local
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Consultee(s)
Council

Summary of consultee comment
appropriate mitigation is provided is reliant on more detailed
traffic modelling and subsequent assessment of these issues
which will be available from July 4th.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions.
Final traffic modelling figures can be found within the Transport Assessment.
Further traffic information can be found within the Transport Assessment.

Cambridgeshire
County Council

There is a need for final traffic forecasts upon which a number of
assessment and design metrics will depend.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further sharing of traffic modelling has taken place with the local
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions.
Final traffic modelling figures can be found within the Transport Assessment.
Further traffic information can be found within the Transport Assessment.

Further information required

Bedford Borough
Council

The traffic report focuses on the area covered by the scheme
improvements, with little consideration on the wider effects, other
than reporting some flows. A number of journey time predictions
are included in the traffic report, however these all start at Girton
and proceed northwards. Therefore, there is no way to assess
what impact the scheme will have on journey times on the A14
Cambridge Northern Bypass. Considering that improvements to
this part of the A14 are included in the scheme, and the journey
time predictions must be available, it is extremely concerning
that they have omitted from the report. It implies that either the
results are not positive, or that the impacts on journeys other
than on the improved section of the A14 have not been
considered. Neither scenario gives confidence that conditions
will be improved for journeys using the A428.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council is aware that the draft Felixstowe to
Midlands Route Strategy Evidence Report includes the following
statement in paragraph 4.2.1 "There is opportunity to improve
resilience through the provision of hard shoulders or wide hardstrips on planned upgraded sections of the A14 through
Cambridgeshire ...”

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Cambridge City
Council

There are a number of detailed technical issues relevant to the
impacts upon the city that need to be satisfactorily addressed,
these relate to: Congestion and vehicle movement; Walking and
cycling; Air quality; noise and vibration; Impact on the access,
setting and operation of Cambridge Crematorium.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Future growth
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The journey time information presented at the formal consultation was based on
the interim traffic forecasts and focussed on traffic movements that would be
diverted via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The Highways Agency’s latest
traffic forecasts contained within the Transport Assessment indicate that in 2035
journey times on the Cambridge Northern Bypass between Girton and Milton would
be reduced by around 1 minute in both directions as a result of the scheme.

Comment duly noted.
Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
The current scheme includes the creation of the new road as well as widening of
the existing A14 between Swavesey and Hilton Junction.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards, would add significantly to
scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives
The Transport Assessment details forecasted traffic volumes for a number of roads
around the scheme.
A number of environmental assessments have been carried for several areas,
including Cambridge crematorium, across the scheme including air quality, noise
and vibration pollution as well as several others, details of which can be found in
the Environmental Statement.
A new access road would be created via the new local road for access to
Cambridge crematorium.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Suffolk County
Council

It is essential to take into account all future development
aspirations, including within Suffolk and full development at
Northstowe and Alconbury.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Suffolk County
Council

The County Council believes that it is essential to take into
account the high growth scenario with full development at
Northstowe and Alconbury in order to meet the objectives of:
• combating congestion: making the route between Huntingdon
and Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future
traffic growth;
• unlocking growth: enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed, leading to increased economic
growth, regionally and nationally; and
• improving safety: designing the proposed scheme to modern
highway standards, introducing better lane control, and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Bedford Borough
Council

Bedford Borough Council has an interest in this scheme because
of the impact this scheme could have on the A421 Bedford
Southern Bypass, the A1 Black Cat roundabout and the A428
between the A1 and Cambridge. This road links Cambridge with
St Neots, Bedford and Milton Keynes, and is an essential part of
the economy of the sub-region. To aid and encourage economic
growth it is important that conditions on this route are not
adversely impacted. The Preliminary Traffic Report provides
traffic flows as AADTs only. Whilst this is sufficient to give an
overall picture of how traffic will affect local residents, it does not
enable an accurate assessment of how changes in flows will
impact on road users. Bedford Borough Council wishes to
ensure that connectivity between Bedford and Cambridge is
maintained and improved, including capacity and journey time.
The scheme has the potential to improve the journey between
Bedford and Cambridge, if the result of the traffic reduction on
the A428 is vehicles diverting on to the A14 instead. However, if
the reduction in traffic on the A428 is as a response to increasing
flows and congestion on the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass,
that would reflect a worsening in connectivity between
Cambridge and Bedford.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

It is essential to take into account all future development
aspirations including within Suffolk and Northstowe.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’,
including Northstowe and Alconbury developments. Further details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or 'more than likely’,
including Northstowe and Alconbury developments. Further details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also
help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the
high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route which would
significantly improve safety when travelling the new A14 and also the local road
network.

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.

Yes

No

Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.
This suggests that journeys between Bedford and Cambridge via the A428 would
see some benefit, particularly around Girton when compared to the existing layout.
The Transport Assessment submitted with the DCO application contains further
details on traffic modelling,

Yes
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No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
local planning authorities.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge SubRegional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the
A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual
developments have not been specifically considered outside of Cambridgeshire.

Essex County
Council

Suffolk County
Council

Concern that the scheme is not going to be resilient in the future.

Concern regarding the overall resilience of the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to the
year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the scheme
includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be 'near certain'
or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

General design
Hard Shoulders
The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.

Bedford Borough
Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Suffolk County
Council

It is unfortunate that the design does not allow for two lanes of
traffic to be retained for this movement. The reasons for the
traffic reduction on the A428 are not stated in the traffic report.
Given the information above it is feasible to see how a reduction
in the number of lanes between the A428 and the A14
Cambridge Northern Bypass, coupled with an increase in flow on
the A14 Cambridge Northern

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The scheme now subject to public consultation, is similar to that
reported last October but incorporates some important changes:
The proposed alignment of the route in the Brampton area is
significantly changed.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The road needs to have hard shoulders for emergency services.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.
Better flow at Girton interchange would also improve traffic flow between the A428
and the A14. The scheme will also involve the widening of the Cambridge Northern
Bypass between Histon and Milton.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted. A number of changes have been made since
the previous consultation, based on a number of factors, including input from
stakeholders.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not compliant with the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), and would add significantly to
scheme costs. It is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities along
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the length of the proposed improvement scheme.

General
General agreement
South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

In response to the decision to remove tolling, the Council is
pleased that local residents would no longer be charged to use
the road.

Suffolk County
Council

Strongly supports early construction and delivery of this vital
project.

Cambridge City
Council

The council supports the A14 improvement scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted, Early construction is anticipated to commence
in spring 2016, with overall delivery of the scheme by the end of the decade.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

No

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and
Girton Interchange.
Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.
The Transport Assessment submitted with the DCO application sets out full traffic
modelling data for the scheme.

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities accessible to cyclists would be
provided as part of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a
continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links
between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the
Northstowe development and to provide connections to existing/severed
bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed
by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between
Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to moderate the type of driver

General disagreement

Bedford Borough
Council

It would appear that little consideration has been given to the
impact that this scheme will have on traffic using the A428,
despite the A428 and the A14 being considered jointly in the
Felixstowe to Midlands Route Study. Until the Borough Council
can be confident that connectivity between Bedford and
Cambridge will be maintained or improved, it is unable to give
this scheme full support. The confidence required will be
obtained from the provision of further outputs from the traffic
model, and it is requested that the Highways Agency engages in
a more meaningful dialogue with local authorities about the
impacts of this scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Non-motorised users

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The new route must deliver segregated cycling provision of a
high quality, reflecting best practice standards rather than
minimum standards. This includes delivering a path of suitable
width, surfacing, separation from the road carriageway (by grass
verge or hedge), and junction standards, to accommodate high
volumes of cyclists safely and conveniently. Desire lines of users
should be considered through the design process, rather than
designing the route an afterthought. There are a number of
locations along the route where this needs further consideration.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

The road should be designed to modern highway standards in
order to improve safety. This should be done with better lane
control and providing adequate capacity for traffic.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Safety

Suffolk County
Council

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
behaviour currently experienced.
No road is immune to accidents however the Highways Agency endeavours to
minimise the likelihood of one occurring.

Suffolk County
Council

Concern that the new scheme will not be immune to accidents.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals would
be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) and the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions
(TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to reduce the likelihood of accidents
occurring.
Alternative routes or diversion routes would be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the unlikely The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14
would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the
carriageway closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Cambridgeshire
County Council

Suffolk County
Council

Comment Noted.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Comment duly noted. This matter would be discussed with Cambridgeshire County
Council and the Department for Transport.

Notes that the project as proposed will improve journey times
between Girton and Ellington and between Girton and
Alconbury;

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted. Journey time, reliability and safety between
Ellington and Girton would improve as a result of the scheme.

The County Council believes that the provision of additional
lanes on the proposed scheme between the A14 at Girton and
A1 at Alconbury will be valuable in managing vehicle
breakdowns and accidents and also make routine roadworks
easier, safer and less disruptive to carry out, which in turn would
go a long way to alleviating the concerns that the County Council
has about safety, resilience and long term capacity of this critical
part of the trunk road network. This would meet the following
objectives of the project:
• combat congestion: making the route between Huntingdon and

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.
The scheme is designed with a number of objectives in mind, including improving
journey reliability, improving safety, combating congestion, enabling economic
growth as well as creating a positive legacy for the local and wider community.

There is a need for agreement surrounding areas of joint
responsibility during construction and during operation.

Discussions are needed with the Department for Transport and
the Highways Agency regarding funding issues for the new local
roads and de-trunked roads.
A thorough examination of the state and sufficiency of the detrunked lengths of A14 will be needed on completion of the
improvement scheme before any ongoing maintenance funding
can be determined and agreed.

Engagement is ongoing with national and local authorities and other stakeholders
since the formal consultation in order to develop the proposals and clarify
ownership and future maintenance responsibilities.

Other

Suffolk County
Council

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Cambridge City
Council

Huntingdonshire
District Council

Summary of consultee comment
Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future traffic
growth;
• unlock growth: enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed, leading to increased economic
growth, regionally and nationally;
• improve safety: designing the proposed scheme to modern
highway standards, introducing better lane control, and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels; and
• create a positive legacy: recognising the wider benefits of the
road improvement scheme for local communities and
businesses.
As part of the process of responding to the Highways Agency,
now and in future the Council will be mindful to monitor
economic benefits that have the potential to make a positive
impact upon addressing poverty in the City, this could be during
the construction stage and in the longer term and as a legacy of
the scheme.
Approved local financial contribution is conditional on the overall
scheme including the removal of Huntingdon Viaduct and the
creation of an improved new local road network for Huntingdon.
The District Council reserves its position on matters of detail,
such as the appropriate level of mitigation required to minimise
the impact of the development on villages affected by the
proposed scheme

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

. A core objective of the scheme is to enable economic growth both locally and
nationally as well as creating a positive legacy.

The Huntingdon Viaduct works and other works within Huntingdon are forecast to
start construction early 2020, soon after the new road is open.
The Highways Agency continues to liaise with Huntingdonshire District Council to
agree the scheme detail.

Traffic
Journey Times
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035, with a
consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of transport including
by road.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that congestion and delay on the A14
between Huntingdon and Cambridge would continue to worsen if the scheme did
not go ahead, leading to significantly extended journey times and greater
unreliability.
Suffolk County
Council

Journey times will only be slightly better in 2035 than they will be
in 2020 with the scheme.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that although there would be a longer
route than the existing route through Huntingdon, journey times from the A1 North
via the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker for the majority of
movements at most times of day compared to the existing A14 route without the
scheme..
The journey time between the A1/A14 Spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction
14) and Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via
the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by approximately one
minute.

Bedford Borough
Council

It is noted in the Preliminary Traffic Report that the AADT traffic
flow on the A428 to the west of Cambridge falls when the

10 April 2014
(Section 42

Yes
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No

The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, this would
result in a reduction of traffic flows on the existing A428 between the A1198 and

Consultee(s)

Suffolk County
Council

Suffolk County

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

scheme is implemented. Without more detailed information it is
difficult to determine whether the predicted change in flow is
consistent across the day or whether it applies to one time of
day or potentially one class of road user (commuter, leisure,
business, car, HGV etc). There are two potential reasons why
traffic volumes may fall on the A428 to the west of Cambridge.
•The lack of capacity on the current route is causing vehicles to
divert to the A428 to reach the Midlands via the A1 or A421,
which will return to the A14 following completion of the scheme
•The increase in flow on the A14 after the scheme results in a
lack of capacity for traffic from the A428, causing vehicles to
divert away from the A428 and A14 The information provided is
insufficient to allow a conclusion to be reached on which of the
potential reasons is correct. However, it is noted that the A14
Cambridge Northern Bypass is predicted to have a significant
increase in traffic, to 82500 vehicles AADT (9% increase) in
2020 rising to 96000 vehicles AADT (13% increase) in 2035.
This increase is similar to the increase predicted for the A14
north of Cambridge. It is also noted that the design of the Girton
interchange reduces the capacity for movements between the
A428 and the A14 Cambridge northern bypass to one lane from
the existing two.
The availability of alternative routes for diverted traffic are limited
and restricted, in particular it is unlikely that the following routes
will be able to carry any significant volumes of diverted traffic:
• the A428 between Cambridge and St Neots, which includes
single carriageway sections of road that currently carry between
17000 and 21000 vehicles per day AADF (source DfT) and are
forecast to carry 27000 vehicles per day AADT in 2020 and
31500 vehicles per day AADT in 2035. In reality by 2035 this
road will be operating close to capacity during peak periods and
under significant pressure for most of the working day;
• the A1198 between the A428 and Godmanchester is a single
carriageway road that currently carries between 9500 and 11500
vehicles per day AADF (source DfT) and is forecast to carry
15000 vehicles per day AADT in 2020 and 19000 vehicles per
day AADT in 2035. By 2035 this road will have some spare
capacity, although this is insignificant given the potential demand
arising from diverted traffic movements;
• the existing D2AP A1 between St Neots and Brampton Hut falls
short of current design standards and is forecast to carry 72000
vehicles per day AADT in 2035, which indicates that operating
conditions will be similar to, or worse than, conditions currently
experienced on the A14 between Girton and Swavesey; and
• changes to the road network at Huntingdon will significantly
restrict the capacity of the detrunked A14 and HGV restrictions
are expected to be applied to control HGV movements on this
route;
The County Council notes that trips between Girton and

consultation
letter)

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Girton Interchange.
Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to the west of the
A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows forecast to decrease
By approximately 1% per day.
The A428 eastbound carriageway would be reduced from two lanes to one as it
passes through the Girton interchange. The Transport Assessment indicates that
peak hour traffic levels on this road would be approximately 1,000 to 1,500
vehicles per hour, which is well within the capacity of a single lane.
The traffic on the Cambridge Northern Bypass is forecasted to increase, however
this section would be widened from a 2 lane to a 3 lane carriageway which would
increase capacity.
Flow between the M11, A428 and A14 would also improve as part of the design
which would significantly help alleviate the bottleneck effect currently experienced
at Girton.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close roads,
however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity
from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would enable
traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The diversion routes
employed in these circumstances would be agreed in advance and would depend
on the location and severity of the incident. The strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the
location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well in
advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.
Under the emergency conditions of a road closure it is inevitable that some delay
would occur and it is not practical to provide a diversion route that is capable of
carrying strategic traffic in the event of an incident.
Weight limits in Huntingdon will continue to be retained following the completion of
the scheme apart from some licenced exceptions for essential agricultural vehicle
movements.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The route would be slightly longer (by approximately 2km) from Ellington to Girton,
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Consultee(s)
Council

Summary of consultee comment
Alconbury will incur additional costs as this is a longer route
compared to using the existing A14 through Huntingdon. This
partly explains the lower journey time benefits; the project as
proposed will nevertheless improve overall journey times
between Girton and Ellington and between Girton and
Alconbury.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Highways Agency’s response
however would offer several benefits. Journey time, reliability and safety between
Ellington and Girton and between Alconbury and Girton would improve as a result
of the scheme.

Traffic flow
Suffolk County
Council

This road will be operating close to capacity during peak hours.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

Traffic management

Essex County
Council

The whole scheme should be national speed limit.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit would
apply along the majority of the route. The only exceptions would be the free flow
slip roads at Brampton and the A14 westbound link from the Cambridge Northern
Bypass towards Huntingdon where a 50mph speed limit would apply for safety
reasons. An advisory speed limit of 50mph would remain on the slip road from the
M11 North to the A14 East.
Speed limits on the de-trunked A14 and local access road would be agreed in
consultation with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council

Traffic modelling
Comment is duly noted.

Cambridge City
Council

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The CHARM Model will help with traffic flow data.

Developments such as Waterbeach, Bourn Airfield and
Cambourne West have not been included in the traffic modelling.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

Yes
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No

It is important that there is consistency between the model used for the
assessment of the scheme and models used for the purposes of local planning and
development control. Consequently, the Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road
Model (CHARM) used to assess the scheme, is underpinned by data from the
Cambridge Sub-regional Model (CSRM), which is widely used for strategic
planning and major transport/development schemes in the county

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning authorities
in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice
received from the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other
developments, including the developments at Waterbeach, Bourn Airfield and
Cambourne West are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These
developments have therefore been included within the traffic modelling and
amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the scheme would
accommodate these developments.

E.18.3

Section 42(1)(d) – land interests

Appendix E Table 18 Part 3 – land interests consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access

104732

101070

104717

Appropriate gated field accesses will need to be provided at
appropriate access points from public highways to prevent
unauthorised access.

The proposed scheme may damage access to Crouchfield Villa.

Access to Huntingdon railway Station needs to be considered.

14 May 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

A number of new accesses would be created as part of the scheme. These would
be designed in accordance with DMRB (design manual for roads and bridges)
standards. Discussions continue with affected land owners as to the suitability of
accesses.
Following formal consultation the scheme has been amended. The existing access
would be stopped up and a new access provided via the local access road.
Following the formal consultation the Highways Agency will maintain ongoing
engagement with the landowners.

No

Access to the railway station would be improved once the viaduct is demolished.
As part of the scheme the viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local
road connections that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link
road would be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road
near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and from
the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to connect
with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The existing access to the station would be
closed and two new accesses to the station would be created on the Mill Common
Link.

104803

Is there any information on the bridle path that crosses R.
Lenton's land? Beacon Field Equine have an informal
agreement to access from this land, however with the A14
cutting straight through, will there be any provision for this?

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Under the scheme, bridleway Hemingford Abbots 10 would be severed by the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would be realigned along the southern edge of
the A14 and would connect into NMU crossing facilities which would be provided
on Mere Way bridge. Access from Beacon Field Equine Centre to bridleway
Hemingford Abbots 10 would be provided via shared NMU crossing facilities at
Ermine Street junction which would connect to the bridleway on the southern side
of the proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

104732

Gated field access will be required from public access points.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

Appropriate boundary fencing and security measures would be provided subject to
agreement with the landowners and local authorities as part of the accommodation
works across the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

No

Borrow pits would be used temporarily during the construction period and would be
restored after construction.
Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of
the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives: providing
future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and

Agricultural and Business Impact
54593

This will provide employers with access to more extensive
labour markets.

Borrow Pits

Church
Commissioners

Comments on the Borrow Pits and their future use and
ownership.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

St John's College
(Cambridge)

Land acquired for use as a borrow pit will have no value to the
Highways Agency following the completion of the development.
The Highways Agency have therefore indicated that they would
look to return such sites to the original owners, or to sell these
on the open market. If there is a lack of surplus material to fill the
borrow pit holes, then landowners should be granted consent for
inert landfill as part of the DCO process, to enable them to
reinstate the land to agricultural use.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

56698

Issue of borrow pits and contractors’ compounds which are all
included within the red line scheme boundary. Traditionally these
have been matters of separate negotiation between landowners
and contractors. Request clarification to establish the basis on
which compensation is paid for these areas in the event that
land is acquired as part of the Scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

104438

How is the field marked 5 to be managed during works? Request
that a Method Statement is agreed to ensure that it is returned
after completion of works in a suitable condition to be used for
agricultural crop productions, with drains replaced and topsoil
stripped and replaced. Nothing should be buried within the land.

28 May 2014

Yes

No

104438

How is the Borrow Pit 6 area to be managed after the completion
of the scheme? Will it remain in Highways Agency ownership?
Concern about its use by travellers and by a possible lack of
active management of the land becoming a source of heavy
weed infestation. Will the borrow pits become lakes or remain as
dry hollows?

28 May 2014

Yes

No

St John's College
(Cambridge)

The Highways Agency have identified potential borrow pits along
the length of the scheme. However no assessment has been

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
Borrow pit areas would be returned to landowner where possible.
Borrow pits would be used temporarily during the construction period and would be
restored after construction.
Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of
the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives: providing
future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
Borrow pit areas would be returned to landowner where possible. Granting
consent for inert landfill is outside the scope of this scheme and would need to be
discussed with the local minerals authority Cambridgeshire County Council.
Areas such as borrow pits, compound sites, flood compensation areas would be
used on a temporary basis during the construction period .
Where possible, these areas would be reinstated to a pre-construction state and
returned to landowners. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives:
providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing),
and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation for temporary possession. Compensation would be
provided in accordance with the standard legal procedures and would be dealt with
by the Highways Agency.
The area to the southwest of Swavesey Junction would be used as a borrow pit
area (BP5). This area would involve the excavation of material which would be
used to carry out the earthworks across the scheme.
Restoration of borrow pits are proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement.
Topsoil would be stripped, stored and replaced. The contractors appointed to build
the scheme would be required to submit plans for the construction work, in
accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the commencement of
any works. These plans would include details of their proposals for traffic
management and the routing of construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by
the Highways Agency
Borrow pit restoration including BP6 form a part of the scheme, and possession will
be taken on a temporary basis.
Restoration of the borrow pits have two main objectives: providing future
agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of
the borrow pits.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works.
A number of geotechnical investigations have been conducted which have
assessed the volume and quality of the material at each of the borrow pit sites.

Consultee(s)

St John's College
(Cambridge)

104438

Summary of consultee comment
made to determine the volume of material at each site and
whether or not the areas identified provide suitable volumes of
material. Such assessments should have been undertaken prior
to the proposed design being released for consultation.
The indicative scheme boundary includes areas for proposed
borrow pits. These borrow pits are required in order to provide
necessary aggregate for the construction of the new road. The
Highways Agency has been unable to offer landowners any
comfort that they will be adequately compensated for the loss of
such aggregates. If the use of borrow pits is needed to limit the
carbon foot print of the scheme through utilising locally sourced
materials, then landowners must be appropriately compensated.
Objection to the need for borrow pits when excess clay material
is available from adjacent NIAB development sites, depending
upon co-ordinated supply for the A14 project. This would provide
a more sustainable provision of the necessary material as it
would prevent the loss of a significant area of agricultural land
from production.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
This along with other factors have specified the location of the borrow pits along
the scheme.

10 April 2014

28 May 2014

Yes

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
The Highways Agency will engage in discussions with landowners to reach
agreement under the terms of the current legislation.

No

The A14 scheme requires a significant amount of material in order to construct the
road. Material supply is still under consideration with a number of options currently
being explored.

104850

Villages close to the construction site will experience dramatic
change of the landscape caused by the planned new road and
the borrow pits.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

54715

The use of borrow pits should be restricted to a minimum and
not beyond the construction phase.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105066

Concern about the number and extent of the areas proposed for
borrow pits, how they will be dealt with by way of compensation
and how they will be left on completion of the scheme. It is
understood that further consultation will be undertaken following
harvesting of the oilseed rape crops to the east of the A1 (c5
weeks) and winter wheat crops to the west (c7-9 weeks).

30 April 2014

Yes

No

105079

A section of the farm is shown as being taken by a potential
borrow pit of some 10m deep with a further section enclosed
with a limit of the area defined as borrow pit – presumably as
this is not worked it will be used for storage of materials. There is

30 April 2014

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably have
some impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts, and the
impacts of the operation of the scheme have been considered for every
environmental topic in the Environmental Statement and are reported in the
corresponding chapter of the Environmental Statement. For construction
purposes, this includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP). The CoCP
outlines the standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to
the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations.
Mitigation measures would be implemented where appropriate in accordance with
the Code of Construction Practice and the Environment Statement.
Borrow pits would be used temporarily during the construction period and be
restored after completion.
Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of
the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives: providing
future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors
Six borrow pit locations are proposed across the scheme which would supply
material for the construction of the road.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
The Highways Agency will engage in discussions with landowners to reach
agreement under the terms of the current legislation.
A portion of Rectory farm to the southwest of Brampton Hut Junction would be
used for material excavation and forms part of the borrow pit. Borrow pits would be
restored following construction. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is
reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

no further detail. A substantial extent of the holding is affected
and there appears to be an un-necessary amount of land taken
for this prospective, as yet unspecified, use.

104732

Our client is very concerned about the number and extent of the
areas proposed for borrow pits, how they will be dealt with by
way of compensation and how they will be left on completion of
the scheme. It is understood that further consultation will be
undertaken following harvesting of the oilseed rape crops to the
east of the A1 (c5 weeks) an winter wheat crops to the west (c-9
weeks).

Highways Agency’s response
background to the restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow
pits has two main objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational
possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the
balance determined by local factors

14 May 2014

Yes

No

Six borrow pit locations are proposed across the scheme which would supply
material for the construction of the road.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
The Highways Agency will engage in discussions with landowners to reach
agreement under the terms of the current legislation.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment, including impacts to a number of
villages, as a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been
assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and
the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency
has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the
Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the subject
of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current proposals that
the Highways Agency is now pursuing.

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work. Mitigation includes a noise barrier in
the vicinity pf the crematorium. In summary the noise assessment concludes that
there would be a minor reduction in disturbance to visitors to the crematorium due
to reduction in external road traffic noise.

No

Core working hours would be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The construction workforce would
adhere to these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably
practicable. Certain invasive works would occur during off peak hours including the
use of night work.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit plans

Community

105047

104564

105061

It appears that there was been insufficient consideration to the
impact that such development will have on villages.

The scheme hasn’t changed within the 21 years of consultation
and is still too close to properties.

The proposed road is too near the crematorium and
remembrance woodland.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Consultation Process

104850

Villages close to the construction site will experience excessive
noise going into the night, increased traffic while the existing
route is disrupted; and increased traffic where the construction
site offices and accommodation for the construction workers and
their equipment is based.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

54715

Summary of consultee comment

The construction phase is scheduled to last for many years and
the impact on the village could be significant if measures are not
enforced. Such measures should include the location of
contractor sites to ensure that access is not through the village.
No construction traffic should be permitted through the village.
Site access must be possible via main trunk routes

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

104732

Our client is concerned about the number and extent of the
proposed compound areas and in particular their re-instatement
and configuration on completion of the works to the extent that
our client reserves its position on whether such areas will be
accepted back.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

103547, 104472,
54593, 54755

There has been a lack of consultation.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

30322, 104798,
53849, 105019

There wasn’t enough information at the public consultations and
the representatives didn’t have enough knowledge of the
scheme.

Ebeni Ltd, 104454

The reason for the revised routing has not been explained.

Highways Agency’s response
for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice,
prior to the commencement of any works. This includes the use of best practice
methods including measures to mitigate and minimise impact to the local
environment such as air pollution, noise pollution, lighting impacts as well as many
others. Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These
impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement
where measures to mitigate likely significant adverse impacts are also reported ,
including the COCP. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or
statutory environmental body.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid-2016,
allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic by 2020.
Measures to help control construction traffic form part of the scheme. This would
include the creation of haul routes where practicable which would run adjacent to
the scheme or in some instances within the trace of the new road. Access to
compound sites, borrow pits and general construction areas could be accessed via
these temporary routes where possible and this would thereby minimise disruption.
Construction traffic would utilise haul routes, the trunk route and main route
network and seek to avoid local roads as far as practicable. The likely significant
effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have been assessed as
part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the
impacts of construction would be applied in connection with [construction traffic in
local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
Compound sites would be used during construction as a base of operations, where
facilities such as offices, welfare would be located as well as in certain instances
materials and equipment. These areas would be used temporarily and be returned
to a pre-construction state as far as reasonably practicable.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 3: compensation to
agricultural owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim
and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance
with the standard legal procedures.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design (within the constraints of
the DCO) and construction to accommodate access requirements where possible
and maximise the suitability of residual land parcels for agriculture.

Comment is duly noted. Engagement and consultation with key stakeholders would
be maintained throughout the design and construction process.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes
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No

No

(A12) Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option
which was consulted on and took place from April to June 2014. The design has

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
been refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have
been considered.

104611, 300041

The maps need to be better- maps do not explain the shading
used, lack of legends.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

105032, 30322

The consultation for Hilton Residents was inadequate.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

55622, 105114

The whole consultation was poor.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Public consultation spanned across several areas which would be affected as a
result of the scheme. This period lasted several weeks. The aim was to inform all
those affected were consulted and gain feedback as a result. The Highways
Agency will continue to consult with stakeholders throughout the scheme
development.

102203

The consultation booklet was superb.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

54551, 105066,
105076, 105086,
104732, MRH (GB)
Limited, Menzies
Hotel (Shaun Van
Looy),

Opportunities to discuss these points in person would be
welcomed.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

St John’s College
(Cambridge)

Many landowners did not receive the consultation booklet.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’ where you can request
information.
Six borrow pit areas would be located across the scheme which would serve as a
source of foundation material for the highway.

St John’s College
(Cambridge)

There has been a lack of information regarding borrow pits.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

106000

Request that hard copies of all documents are sent by mail.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

South
Cambridgeshire
District Council

The Highways Agency should continue to work with the Council
on local environmental issues such as noise, artificial lighting, air
quality, contaminated land, drainage and water environment
(including SCDC award drains), ecology, heritage, and
landscape impact as the scheme progresses including
consideration of the interrelationships between these issues and
cumulative effects.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits are reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design that would be
used for the borrow pits. The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main
objectives: restoration to agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet informal
recreation such as walking and fishing and also for biodiversity with the balance
determined by local factors.
Comment duly noted.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and mitigation measures have been identified accordingly.). The
EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental stakeholders
including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local
authorities in undertaking this assessment and considering proposed mitigation.
The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the
submission of the Development Consent Order application.
An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
foreseeable development has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 18 of
the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of the cumulative impacts of the scheme with other reasonably
foreseeable development, and an assessment of the compounding effects from
interacting environmental impacts have been undertaken and are reported in
Chapter 18 of the Environmental Statement.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.

103529

At a public meeting in Hilton Methodist Church there were no
diagrams or information detailing the measures to be
undertaken. As work was apparently still being undertaken, it
was not possible to discuss the significant concerns regarding
the impact of the road in this area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings and proposed mitigation are
reported in the Environmental Statement. Assessment relating to air quality and
noise are reported in the Chapters 8 and 14. The outline environmental mitigation
design is presented in Figure 3.2.
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

55669

The documents produced so far do not contain sufficient detail
to enable us to make a proper judgement of the effect of the new
road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’ where you can request
information.

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’ where you can request
information.

Concerns regarding consultation information as summarised
below.
•
•
•
55622

•
•

The information provided is too vague and incomplete to
enable a meaningful response.
The documents are full of broad ‘generalisms’ and bland
reassurances which are of no use.
Proper consultation on environmental issues has not taken
place.
No provision of a detailed set of proposals for the mitigation
of environmental impacts.
Local residents who will be impacted by the scheme have a
right to see detailed plans for environmental mitigation, to be
able to influence those plans to a significant degree, and to
be sure that plans to construct this new road will not be
given the go-ahead until agreement has been reached with
the local community on environmental mitigation measures.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Environmental
General

54755

The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.

A raised carriageway height will compound the visual intrusion
on Hilton village. In addition to the day time view and night time
headlights, the bridges that will cross the new road will need to
be built to a significant height (10m has been suggested). This
will add to the intrusion, day and night and bring that intrusion
closer to the village where the crossing roads commence their
gradient.
If this was a cost saving measure it would be more
understandable, in that the depth of the cutting south of
Woodgreen would be reduced if the spoil was redistributed down
the route towards Hilton as currently planned. If this is the
reason for the road to be elevated the Highways Agency should
make this clear so it can be openly debated. What would be a
more considerate solution, albeit perhaps more expensive,
would be to dig the cutting 3m deeper and use the extra spoil to
build a higher bund south of the road to protect Hilton from noise
and visual intrusion; at the same time the road would be back to
current ground level further reducing the impact.

30 April 2014

No

No

A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the
scheme design for the bypass including ground shaping and extensive tree and
shrub planting. Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Hilton would
be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would
generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation
planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting
would be mature. The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to
2 metres in height above the road level on the south side of the new road in
several locations including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be
provided on the bund. - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained
in Figure 3.2 of the ES.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for the villages of Hilton.

105106

With the pressure on water use within agriculture our client is
considering using the water present in the reinstated aggregate
extraction areas for agricultural crops. Any further aggregate
area needs to have the reinstatement carefully considered and
agreed. Although it has been mentioned above the
reinstatement of the worked aggregate area must be undertaken
with full consultation and agreement. The back filling with inert
material, or use as a water storage area are just two options
open to this site.

The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The wider region in the vicinity of the scheme largely
comprises high quality agricultural land and therefore the scheme and alternatives
considered would inevitably impact on agricultural land.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Land take has been restricted to only that which is necessary for the scheme or
construction. Where land would be required land owners would be compensated.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further detail on
the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides backgrounds to the restoration design of the borrow
pits. The restoration of the borrow pits has two main objectives providing future
agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking or fishing), and
contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local factors.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture.

104732

Concern about the location and design of the flood plain
compensation areas and query over their necessity as by
definition such areas of land are liable to flood more frequently. it
is understood that their design is unresolved and will be the
subject of further consultation.

14 May 2014

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that there
is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood
compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
where necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions
would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of
the scheme. Flood compensation areas are shown on the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative process
of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The scheme
design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback and further
technical assessment.

55622

Insufficient information and detail has been made available.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
The impact of the scheme on agricultural land and farms has been assessed as
part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement.

56695

Request for meetings with any other relevant colleagues in order
to have a round table discussion on the best solution. It is
important to not underestimate this issue

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

The geometry of the east-west route through Huntingdon has been checked to
confirm that agricultural vehicles can negotiate the route and agricultural vehicles
would be allowed, by consent of the Council, to exceed the weight restrictions.
The Highways Agency is working with local agricultural users and the National
Farmers Union, and would continue through detail design and construction to
accommodate access requirements where possible and maximise the suitability of
residual land parcels for agriculture

St John's College
(Cambridge)

The Highways Agency have made very little effort to engage
with landowners affected by this Scheme, and to address
relevant issues and concerns. The timetable for the proposed
application further suggests that an inadequate period of time
has been allowed for to hold further consultation and as such we
are opposed to this Scheme being carried out under the DCO
process.

10 April 2014

Yes
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Yes

The DCO application timetable has been revised since that suggest in April 2014 to
allow further time for consultation and engagement. The Highways Agency has
engaged with all land interests both through the formal consultation and informal
engagement, including meetings with St Johns College.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available online and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local
authorities and other stakeholders since the formal consultation. This has included
the sharing of updated traffic and environmental information, including drafts of the
Environmental Statement, prior to the submission of the DCO application.

55622

The details provided by the Highways Agency or their
subcontractor has not been anywhere close to detailed enough
in order to provide a basis for answering this question. It is
nothing short of deception that this process should be dressed
up as a consultation when the public have so little information on
the detail of the scheme.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

53849

Information booklet received did not make it clear how Old
Clayfields will be affected by the proposed road. No one at the
exhibition was able to provide any clear answers and the plans
available raised further concerns.

10 April 2014

No

Yes

102955

Disappointed not to have received additional explanations as to
why some of the amendments cannot be changed, as opposed
to just being told that it is not possible.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

105032

There was an exhibition in Hilton in the second half of 2013.
There were no answers to question around effect on the village,
height the road and measures to provide some respite to the
noise and pollution. It was explained that the detail would be
sorted out during further consultation in Spring 2014, which

30 April 2014

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available online and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA), including assessment of the area in the vicinity of Old
Clayfields. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement.
The Highways Agency has engaged with all land interests both through the formal
consultation and informal engagement, including meeting with land interest for Old
Clayfields. Concern raised regarding the attenuation pond access track, adjacent
to the property, have been addressed by realigning the track away from the
property.

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) preliminary
environmental and traffic information documents were published and made
available online and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an initial
statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area. Many amendments to the design have been made in response to
consultation where practicable. The Highways Agency has engaged with all land
interests both through the formal consultation and informal engagement and have
given full explanation where adjustments are unable to be made.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period that did occur in April 2014
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published and
made available online and at a range of consultation venues. These provided an
initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information available for the
scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken place with local

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

never happened and opportunity was never given until now to
make my feelings known.

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
authorities and other stakeholders since the formal consultation. This has included
the sharing of updated traffic and environmental information, including drafts of the
Environmental Statement (ES), prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the ES. The
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground level.
Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges and
associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
The environmental impact assessment includes an assessment of impacts on
community. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the ES.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and
the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in
Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the
scheme design for the bypass including ground shaping and extensive tree and
shrub planting. Views towards the scheme and traffic movement from Hilton would
be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation, so that visual effects would
generally be of low significance. The proposed environmental bund and mitigation
planting would further restrict views, particularly in the long term when planting
would be mature. The mitigation proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to
2 metres in height above the road level on the south side of the new road in
several locations including to the north of Hilton. In addition planting would be
provided on the bund. - see the Outline Environmental Design Drawings contained
in Figure 3.2 of the ES.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. No significant residual adverse effects from noise pollution are
predicted for the villages of Hilton.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The air quality assessment concludes no significant residual adverse
effects from air pollution are predicted for Hilton.

54593

Lack of foresight and lack of investment has for too long been a
feature of the road network in this district.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would meet the
whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and Local Enterprise
Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100 million towards the
scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following opening. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost
benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction and
operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant
legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England,
English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings
of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO
application.

104501

The bridge and flyover over East coast Mainline and river
increase light, air and noise pollution.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement reports the noise impacts and
mitigation for the scheme’s section 2 and this includes the bridge structures over
the river and East Coast Mainline. No receptors in the vicinity of the East Coast
Mainline and the river are identified as having significant adverse noise effects due
to the scheme. Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement identifies the likely
significant landscape and visual effects. Mitigation to minimise visual impacts and
to integrate the scheme with the surrounding landscape, includes planting on
embankments near the railway to screen views from Offord Cluny to the south and
for views from hillside properties to the north.
Impacts on air quality are assessed within Chapter 8 of the Environmental
Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as
a result of the scheme.

105030

Full consideration should be taken regarding hedgerows, field
boundaries and ditches.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are reported
within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to reduce the impact
of the scheme on ecology has been identified, which seeks to avoid impacts in the
first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure away from sensitive habitat,
and timing works to avoid sensitive periods. Other principles adopted in the
mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal
corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural planting (in conjunction
with fencing and sensitive lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with
new landscaping using native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of
watercourses where practicable; and create new habitats along the highways

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
estate in order to achieve net habitat gain. Native tree and shrub planting on and
adjacent to highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses
and shelterbelts in order to mitigate for ecological impacts and help integrate the
scheme into the existing landscape pattern where appropriate.

Noise

104756

104902

Would like to know the outcome of the noise surveys from the
proposed flyover.

10 April 2014

A section of the A14 has been identified under the Noise Action
Plan as requiring action already and the proposed widening of
the road will only serve to increase the noise levels recorded.

Yes

Yes

No

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed
into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme design since the consultation period, in response to consultation
feedback and the technical assessment work.
An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation,
including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be
installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various
locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder
consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise
insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.
A number of noise Important Areas have been identified under the Noise Action
Plan: Roads (including Major Roads) (Noise Action Plan) (Defra, 2014). The
Highways Agency is already investigating and implementing mitigation in these
areas. The scheme would benefit these areas along the de-trunked A14. Noise
barriers would also be provided at Important Areas where they would prevent
unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant adverse effects
in line with Government noise policy - planning practice guidance and Action Plan
for Roads (Defra, 2014).

104756

Unsure on the potential increase in noise pollution to our
property.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken and is reported
in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement – this assessment has taken into
account receptors that are likely to experience significant noise effects as a result
of the scheme.

Future growth

AXA REIM
(Northstowe)

No restrictions should be placed on economic development
opportunities as a result of the road.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse and
be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and Huntingdon
area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets, requiring people to
commute into and out of the area. Businesses also depend on efficient freight
movements. The scheme would allow local businesses to operate more efficiently
and provide capacity to support proposed residential growth.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme has
adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response

General design
Alignment
45337

The station access road is not integral to the project.

A significant number of people use the station every day. Access to the station
would be required to accommodate these numbers and therefore would be
required as part of the Huntingdon improvement works.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate
much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of
noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

102820, 103529,
104893

The road should be further away from Hilton.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted for
Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be
filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects
would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 2% decrease). Further information on traffic forecasts can
be found in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Huntingdon viaduct

54755

At first glance it is hard to understand why the new road has to
come quite so close to Hilton. The natural arc of the road would
take it somewhat further north, and pass the Woodgreen Animal
Shelter to the north. As it is shown on the latest HA map it
seems to dip unnecessarily towards Hilton.
Still have not heard an understandable explanation as to why
the road will be elevated 2-3m above the surrounding ground
level. The reason given was drainage and potential floor risk.
And yet it still does not make sense considering how much
higher the new road would be in respect to the existing road
which, incidentally has an underpass at Fenstanton which to my
knowledge has never flooded.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on pipes
and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high enough to allow a
drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also beneficial to have a
longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow to the outfalls from the
road into the drainage system. The level of the road also needs to be high enough
to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass beneath the highway.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013
options consultation and included routes further away from Hilton. This study
concluded that a northern route would be longer across open countryside risking
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
greater environmental impact and greater impact on populous areas
This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the scheme
took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered
The existing road would have been constructed before more onerous design
standards were introduced that are designed to limit flood risk and limit
contamination of local water courses.

56698

Views are welcome as to whether works associated with detrunking the existing A14 fall within the distance limits set out in
Section 239 of the Highways Act 1980?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The extent of the existing A14 de-trunking is shown on the De-trunking Plans
(Regulation 5(2)(o)) Sheets 1 to 15. The land to be used for works associated with
the de-trunking is shown on the Land Plans (Regulation 5(2)(i)) Sheets 1, 5 and 30
to 40.
The works associated with the de-trunking of the existing A14 fall within the
distance limits defined by section 239 and Schedule 18 of the Highways Act 1980.

54593

56695

Noted the positive movement in the current consultation away
from the idea of a toll road which is considered a positive and
helpful development.

Why is it imperative that the viaduct should be removed?

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

No

The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered to be
a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal of the
embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities.

General Disagreement

54551; 102955

Objections to the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is acknowledged as
an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth, enhance journey reliability and help reduce the
frequency of accidents.

Need for the proposals

Domino UK Ltd

The work needs to be done as a high priority.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Gallagher Estates

This work is essential for economic growth in the area.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to increased
economic growth, regionally and nationally.

AXA REIM
(Northstowe)

Pleased funding is from a range of governments and
partnerships.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
Support for the scheme is duly noted.

AXA REIM
(Northstowe)

The date of completion for the works is welcomed.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Consultee(s)
54593

Summary of consultee comment
Pleased that the toll road idea is no longer being used.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

Under the scheme, existing bridleways severed by the A14 Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would be reconnected or diverted, and NMU crossing facilities would be
provided on the bridges between Offord Road and New Barns Lane.

Highways Agency’s response

Non-motorised users
The Occupier

37748

39657

Pleased to see there is a separate cycle/foot path along the local
road.

There is now a problem with exercising horses around the
Offords.

There hasn’t been enough consideration given to bridal ways.

10 April 2014

Yes

Any issues concerning the control of exercising horses will be undertaken by
Huntingdon District Council.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Careful consideration would be given to the provision of facilities for equestrians
within the scheme. This would include the reconnection of severed bridleways and
the provision of new NMU facilities available to equestrians. Details of which can
be seen in the General Arrangement drawings included in the Development
Consent Order submission.

Property & Land

56698

56698

56698

104732

Seeking confirmation that client will receive full commercial
value for any clay or minerals removed from borrow pits as if
they were an independent landowner outside the scheme. If, for
argument’s sake, there was no ballast material anywhere along
the route then the Highways Agency through their contractors
would have little option but to go and pay full commercial value
from an independent mineral operator. Taking Compulsory
Purchase rules the argument could be made that the Highways
Agency would pay compensation ignoring the effect of the
scheme, depriving clients of mineral value.
Are you able to give an understanding that commercial
compensation will be paid for mineral value associated with
borrow pits and the Highways Agency will not seek to restrict
compensation to existing agricultural value only?
It would be helpful to have a statement by the Highways Agency
as to the position on fees incurred in the run up to the making of
formal Orders in due course, and in particular re-assurance as to
the position in the event that the Highways Agency withdraws
from the scheme at any stage in the process.
Unclear on the distinction between the DCO process and the
CPO process. Assuming that Compulsory Acquisition will still
take place under the existing legislation. Will the Compulsory
Purchase Order be made under the Highways Act 1980? If it is
not made under the 1980 Act, can you clarify under what Act the
Compulsory Acquisition will take place.
It is imperative that appropriate provision is made or access to
and egress from the centre of farming operations at Park Farm,
Brampton, to our clients land holdings and connected farming
operations west of the A1/A14 and Southoe.

10 April 2014

Yes

The Highways Agency will engage in discussions with landowners to reach
agreement under the terms of the current legislation.

No

The Highways Agency is engaging in discussion with landowners and/or their
Agents in order to reach agreement on the payment of fees.

The compulsory acquisition of land would not be under the Highways Act 1980.
The relevant Acts for acquisition under DCO are the Planning Act 2008, the
Compulsory Purchase Act 1965 and the Land Compensation Act 1973.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

14 May 2014

Yes

No
An access track would be provided from Park Road to Buckden Road to the east of
the new A14 alignment. Access to land to the west of the A1/A14 from Park Farm
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Change to
proposal?

Large slow moving machinery needs to travel between Park
Farm (East), Brampton Lodge, Park Farm (West) and Southoe.
Articulated grain lorries need to travel between the A14 (East)
and Park Farm.

Highways Agency’s response
would be achieved via Grafham Road Bridge. Where vehicles would be too wide
for the B1514 Buckden Road bridge Mere Lane would be improved as required to
be fit for use by vehicles.
The bridleway would be provided to connect the NMU facilities provided at
Grafham Road Bridge to the A1/A14 Over-Bridge, bridleway Brampton 19 and
footpath Brampton 15. Any fencing required between the bridleway and the lakes
in this area would be deemed accommodation works and therefore dealt with in
detailed design.
Footpath Brampton 15 which currently extends from Belle Isle in Brampton to the
existing A1 would now connect into the access ramp and steps at the A1/A14
Over-Bridge which would include NMU crossing facilities. This route would provide
access to Brampton Hut services and Brampton Woods. The link to Brampton Hut
services would provide links to employment opportunities and facilities at the
services.

The foregoing necessitates an accommodation track from Park
Road to Buckden Road, being able to travel under the single
carriageway former railway bridge on the B1514 under the A1.
For wide vehicles, not capable of passing through the B1514
bridge, it would seem appropriate to surface Mere Lane, linking
to Grafham Road or provide a suitable internal accommodation
track on the west side of Brampton Interchange and provide a
suitable internal accommodation track to Park Farm (West).
Our client is very concerned about profligation of proposed New
Bridleways and particularly that between Park Road and West
Ed which it doesn’t accept, as there is no need for it and it
would give rise to grave security and safety concerns in the
vicinity of the private fishing lakes at Park Road. Our client also
questions the need for the link from the F.P from Belle Isle to
Brampton Hut roundabout, as it goes nowhere at Brampton Hut.

105047

104732

56698

104438

It appears that there has been insufficient consideration to the
impact that such development will have on property valuation.

The surface treatment of internal farm tracks, which will need to
be of concrete, is of concern and will need to be addressed to
ensure that the specification is suitable for heavy and wide farm
traffic.
Noted a general trend to include much more land than was
traditionally associated with a draft compulsory purchase order
and in particular, extensive land take associated with habitat
schemes, flood plain compensation and borrow pits to name
some of the more significant areas. Unclear on these areas to
be acquired freehold from our clients or whether they are areas
which will be acquired on short term licence basis with a view to
returning the land to our clients once habitat, flood
compensation has been created. In general terms it is
anticipated that reduce permanent land take would be sought as
much as possible as there will be few opportunities of acquiring
replacement farmland in the immediate area.
Objection to a field being included within the compulsory
purchase order area, as it apparently has no function for the
borrow pits.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

14 May 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Impacts on private property have been assessed and can be found in Chapter 16
in the Environmental Statement.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a claim and
the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in accordance with
the standard legal procedures.

All accesses have been designed according to DMRB (design manual for roads
and bridges) standards. Talks with landowners would continue during the design
process to ensure access tracks have been designed to meet the requirements.

A number of areas would be utilised on a temporary basis during construction and
would be reinstated and returned to the landowner where possible. These areas
include borrow pits, compound sites, soil storage areas, flood compensation areas.
The areas acquired on a permanent and temporary basis are shown on the Land
Plans included in the DCO application. The Highways Agency would not wish to
retain ownership of land that is not needed for the permanent works.

Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the land
affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the design of
the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land interests.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

The field referred to has been identified for borrow pit excavation.
Chivers Farms Limited have a number of concerns and requests
regarding access to land and properties:
•

•

•
104438
•

•

Questions raised in regard to how the access point of
the roundabout it to be treated to prevent trespassing
and also how the track itself will be fenced;
The design specification of the accommodation track will
be used by six dwellings as well as a commercial
farmyard, Highways Agency maintenance vehicles and
Heavy Good Vehicles (HGVs). Therefore, a 3m track is
not considered adequate;
Request to see the detailed design of the ‘T’ junction at
point 2 on the plan, as this will have to be suitable for
HGVs.
Is there to be a vehicular access from Washpit Pit Road
onto the new track? If so, there is concern that the track
will become a rat-run from Girton to the A14;
Questions in regard to access to the cottages that are in
third party ownership. Is there to be a gate on the track
beyond this access, to the south? How is the repairing
liability for the track to be defined, as it services
properties in multiple ownership? There should be a
place for service vehicles, for example, refuse lorries, to
turn at this point.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Appropriate boundary fencing and security measures to maintain NMU access
would be provided subject to agreement with the landowner as part of the
accommodation works.
An appropriate track specification and arrangements to enable HGV access
including at Grange Farm would be provided subject to agreement with the
landowner.
There would be no vehicular access from Washpit Road onto the new track.
However access for NMU’s would be provided.
The provision of a gate to the east of the cottages would be subject to agreement
with the appropriate parties.
Suitable turning arrangements for service and delivery vehicles would be provided
at the cottages.
Engagement with affected parties is ongoing and would include discussion
regarding maintenance liability for the track.

Safety
The current road is not designed to accommodate the volume of traffic
experienced. This is therefore a leading factor in many of the accidents on this
road. The scheme seeks to address this issue.

54593

The A14 should be upgraded as part of the scheme to improve
safety.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes a local access road between Fen Drayton and Girton.
Accesses from the local road network are limited to Bar Hill and Swavesey on this
stretch where the aim is to separate long distance traffic that is using the A14 from
local traffic travelling between Huntingdon and north-west Cambridge. The
existing section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Swavesey would be
detrunked and become part of the local access road. The resultant reduction in
traffic and in particular HGVs would improve safety.
Further improvements to this section of the A14 would be the responsibility of the
local highway authority following completion of the scheme.

Scheme scope
Other infrastructure
103529

More goods should be carried by train to reduce the number of
lorries.

10 April 2014

Yes
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No

Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on rail transport, it does not
preclude future developments in rail or other public transport systems. The need
for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the Cambridge to Huntingdon

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study identified a package of measures
which included remodelling of sections of the railway between Felixstowe and
Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14 study
(A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012 comprised an
appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway packages
identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport package included
proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction of new local bus
services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City Centre. The rail
freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded strategic rail freight
infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe branch line and the
Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was forecast to reduce HGV
traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11 percent, which would offset
between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth in HGV traffic between 2011
and 2031. However, the public transport package would equate to a reduction of
less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the A14 trunk road.
HGV’s currently account for approximately a quarter of the traffic on the A14
between Cambridge and Huntingdon, although the exact proportion varies along
the length of the route from 18% on the Cambridge Northern Bypass to around
27% between Swavesey and Bar Hill. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that the proportion of HGVs using the A14 would remain largely
unchanged if the scheme did not go ahead. However, the proportion of HGVs is
expected to fall by 2-3% with the scheme as a result of the increased numbers of
cars and light vehicles using the route. Traffic modelling and operational
assessments has been undertaken to ensure that the design of the scheme could
accommodate predicted HGV levels.

Other

56695

Whilst appreciating time is of the essence, request to meet in
order to explain in more detail why it is imperative that suitable
provisions are put in place should the viaduct be removed as
proposed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to engage with local land owners and those with
an interest in the scheme.
The scheme would not cause agricultural vehicles to change route to pass through
villages. Managing the local road network is a matter for the local road authority
Cambridgeshire County Council.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. A number of accesses have been included in the design to
cater for agricultural vehicles.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic flows
through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result from traffic
diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be significantly relieved of

Traffic
Traffic flow

56695

104798

It is imperative that the Highways Agency appreciate the amount
of agricultural vehicles using this stretch of road, and the
potential issues that will be caused if the matter is not
appropriately addressed at this stage.
The fact that there is no junction at St Ives means that a large
number of cars/lorries will come south into our village and then
across to the A1198 - their sat navs will instruct them to do this.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The appalling traffic through our village will get even worse - and
no-one is addressing this. The Girton junction - why are you not
linking the A428 to the southbound M11?

Highways Agency’s response
traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily
traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the
scheme. A greater reduction is forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows
(2-way) falling from 4600 vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per
day with the scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality route
that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each direction
on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and Milton
combined with the creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and
Cambridge would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this
section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat running' traffic would be
reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts suggest that there would be a
significant reduction in traffic flows on both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A number of other local roads would also
benefit from a reduction in traffic flows, however, some routes would experience
higher traffic flows as local traffic reroutes back on to the A14.
Improvements to the A428 are outside the scope of the scheme however the
Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the Trunk Road network
through the Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

104512

A previous version of this scheme modelled traffic traveling
along the proposed access road at a constant 30 miles per hour.
This is not realistic and must be considered in the new modelling
that must be done.

The Highways Agency’s road traffic model forecasts average traffic speeds on
each section of road, taking account of the posted speed limit and the volume of
traffic using the route. Consequently, as traffic levels increase the average speed
would reduce, with the model taking account of the consequential impacts on
journey times and delays.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

It is unclear which section of the scheme this comment refers to. The Huntingdon
Southern Bypass will be all all-purpose A road and has therefore been modelled
with a posted speed limit of 70mph. The speed limits on the local access road
would be agreed in consultation with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire
County Council. However, for the purposes of assessing the impacts of the
scheme, this road has been modelled with a posted speed limit of 50mph between
Swavesey and Girton.
The Highways Agency’s road traffic model takes account of the re-routeing of
traffic that currently uses the A14 through Huntingdon.

101036

Huntingdon town centre needs to take the plans for traffic flows
between Godmanchester and Huntingdon between the A1
viaduct and the old medieval bridge.

30 April 2014

Yes

No

Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment concludes that the replacement of the
Huntingdon viaduct with local road connections would reduce traffic flows on other
key radial routes, including The Avenue in Godmanchester and Thrapston Road
and Buckden Road in Brampton. Traffic flows on the town centre ring road would
also be reduced. Traffic flows on other radial routes would be largely unchanged.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been designed to
accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035; such that conditions with the
scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.
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E.18.4

Section 47 – local community*

Appendix E Table 18 Part 4 – local community consultation responses by sub-topic
Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

General access
Access

101826

101087

Will access be maintained along the Offord to
Godmanchester road at all times?

Maintaining access to the new A14 for bypassed towns and
villages needs to be considered.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The route between Offord and Godmanchester would be maintained
throughout construction.
A haul route would cross the B1043 at the intersection of the new road which
would require local traffic management.
The construction of the new over bridge could be largely conducted offline
meaning minimal disruption to traffic. During tie in works (the new bridge to
existing road) the road would require temporary traffic management or a
diversion route for a short period.
The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has
many junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the
number of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This
would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the
mainline.
The limited accesses on to the new A14 limits the amount of rat running
through villages and also helps segregate through traffic and local traffic.

101925

102843

The scheme needs further thought as to how access to
Cambridge will be successful.

Yes

Reservations regarding the lack of southbound access to the
M11 from the new local access road.

Yes

No

No
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The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern
Huntingdon would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it
connects into the existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This
route would be relieved of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed
local access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic
travelling to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14
mainline to access the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit
from the increased road capacity on this section of the A14.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided at the Girton interchange such as the A428 to M11. These additional
connections would increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental
impacts and are not considered necessary to meet the objectives of the
scheme as set out in the Case for the Scheme.
It would be possible to use the local access road up to Bar Hill junction and
then join the A14 eastbound. From this point, free flow access to the M11
southbound is available.
The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been designed for safer
and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and westbound
directions of the A14.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104971

Greater connections are needed with St Ives.

Yes

No

104871

The Offords community is denied access to the proposed
new A1198 junction.

Yes

No

30648

If you live in St Ives how do you access the road?

Yes

No

103598

There should be separate access to Bar Hill.

Yes

No

104502

There should be more than one exit to Bar Hill, thus
alleviating congestion issues around the junction.

Yes

No

104724

How will Offord link up with Buckden?

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Traffic travelling from St Ives to the A14 West or A1 North would have a
choice of routes. The signed route would be via the A1096, de-trunked A14
and A1198 to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Alternatively, traffic could
travel via the A141 and A1123 and join the detrunked-A14 or A14 Spur at
Spittals. Traffic from St Ives travelling east towards Cambridge would be
expected to use the A1096 and de-trunked A14, joining the A14 at the
Swavesey junction.
The Offords can access the new junction using the B1043 Offord Road and
A1198 via Godmanchester. This would allow access to the A14 westbound
only.
Traffic travelling from St Ives to the A14 West or A1 North would have a
choice of routes. The signed route would be via the A1096, de-trunked A14
and A1198 to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Alternatively, traffic could
travel via the A141 and A1123 and join the detrunked-A14 or A14 Spur at
Spittals. Traffic from St Ives travelling east towards Cambridge would be
expected to use the A1096 and de-trunked A14, joining the A14 at the
Swavesey junction.
The scheme maintains the existing point of access to Bar Hill. Extensive
traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed Bar Hill
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to
year 2035 including development proposals at Northstowe. This can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The local access road would also assist with access to and from Bar Hill.
Additional routes out of Bar Hill are a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme maintains the existing point of access to Bar Hill. Extensive
traffic studies have been undertaken to establish that the proposed Bar Hill
junction layout would perform adequately with predicted traffic levels up to
year 2035 including development proposals at Northstowe. This can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The local access road would also assist with access to and from Bar Hill.
Additional routes out of Bar Hill are a matter for the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Access from The Offords to Buckden would not be affected by the scheme.
Traffic would continue to travel via Station Lane and Mill Road.

Agricultural and Business Impact
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
high value for money.
Hilton Action
on Traffic
(HAT) Group

The current scheme remains an expensive option with the
sole apparent focus on improving road capacity between
north Cambridge and the A1 with little consideration for local
businesses and communities.

Yes

No
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One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally. This would be achieved
be increasing local capacity, organising traffic flow i.e. through traffic on the
new road, and local traffic on the de-trunked A14 and new local route. The
Transport Assessment sets out that the scheme has been designed to
accommodate development growth up to the year 2035.

Consultee(s)

Suffolk
Chamber of
Commerce

Joint Parishes
HCV

101774

300042

53845,
300043,
300044

300045,
300046,
300047

104593

300048

Summary of consultee comment
It is essential to take into account all future development
aspirations, not only those locally such as Northstowe and
Alconbury, but also the planned economic and business
growth along the entire A14 route, particularly from within
Suffolk that forms a key part of one of the few areas of the
UK that provides positive financial contributions to the
Exchequer.
It is probable that the dissection of some major farms with no
alternative direct routes for farm vehicles will make them
unviable as businesses. To what extent has this been
analysed?
The proposed improvements will increase the use and
connection of Stansted Airport and professional services in
Cambridge.

Ownership for affected farms whose gravel has been
extracted should be returned.

The scheme will take up vast amount of good agricultural
land.

The scheme will impact on farm businesses.

The new A14 will prevent farmers from doing what they have
been doing their whole lives.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.

Yes

No

A number of new accesses for farms and private property form part of the
scheme. Consultations with landowners have taken place and would continue
throughout the design process to ensure access requirements have been
met.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors. Land would be returned to land owners where
possible, with other being managed by local authorities.

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the
scheme and its alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it
comprises much of the local area.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken that includes an
assessment of impacts on community and private assets including agricultural
land. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive
sites and reduce severance.

No

The impacts on agricultural land and farms are described in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. Although land take will occur as a result of the
scheme, this route was the best option in terms of the benefits offered and
costs. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Many farms will be dissected with no direct routes for farm
vehicles making them unviable as businesses.

Yes

No

The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts of the
scheme and its alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it
comprises much of the local area. The design of the scheme seeks to avoid
sensitive sites and reduce severance.

Digging borrow pits will further damage the countryside, and

Yes

No

The road has been designed according to modern standards. The vertical

Borrow Pits
104885
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

instead cuttings should be created to minimise noise and
visual impact, and create spare soil

104921

Borrow Pits should be for construction only and should
cease to be operational after completion of the scheme. An
acceptable environmental plan to be agreed, such as
landscaping for a conservation area to offset the scale of this
development.

Yes

No

104926

All borrow pits should be restored to usable land and not
become more water filled holes.

Yes

No

104938

Request for better understanding of the proposals for the
sourcing of materials, that iss borrow pits, the construction
then disposal of waste from this scheme.

Yes

No

55530

The construction phase will impinge on village life with
construction traffic and compound sites. Local “Borrow Pits”
are part of the scheme to extract significant quantities of
gravel for the construction and could continue to be used
industrially once a precedent has been set.

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
alignment of the road has been determined by a number of factors, including
safety and particularly drainage. The road has been elevated in some
instances to meet minimum drainage requirements. Cuttings have been
designed where appropriate and suitable as well as mitigation measures
including landscape bunds.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.
Borrow pits would be used during construction and would be restored after
completion.
Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of
the Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors
Borrow pits would supply the significant amount of earthworks for the scheme.
Borrow pits would be excavated during construction and restored following
construction (further information can be found in Appendix 3.2 in the
Environmental Statement).
Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general
provisions and management of material resources. All waste would be
managed in such a way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the
environment. The main contractors would be responsible for reducing waste
generated from the construction activities. This will include measures such as
careful storage of materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste
management plan (SWMP) will be prepared in accordance with the Waste
and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) guidance. The effect of the
scheme in terms of waste generation and material resources is considered in
the ES.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The likely
significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP)
to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid or reduce any
likely significant adverse effects.

102963

The proposal involves the digging of Borrow Pits BP1 and
BP2 just to the north of Offord. Offord & Buckden Angling
Society has over 250 members and all of our fishing is River
based at the moment. We would welcome the addition of
some still water fishing to offer our members in the
future and would ask that consideration is given to some of
the pits being made available for fishing for our Society. We
also note that there is a proposed pond at the junction of the
new A14 and the Offord to Godmanchester road that could
also be of interest to us as a fishery. Obviously any Fishery
would need to have access for vehicles.

Yes

No

104764

Some of the material for the bypass will be sourced from
borrow pits, one of which will be off the B1040, north of
Hilton near to the junction with the current A14. This land will
need to be restored to an acceptable environmental
condition once its function has been served.

Yes

No

104360

One of the Borrow Pits is reasonably close, and the amount
of earth which needs to be moved is considerable in terms of
lorry movements. The drivers concerned will no doubt have
their advised routes but Sat-Navs provide alternatives
particularly in times of road hold-ups for which the A14 is
notorious, and it is this probability that causes great concern
to Fen Drayton.

Yes

No

104546

There are proposed sites for borrow pits within a short
distance from Hilton. Access routes to these sites should be
such that contractors' traffic does not affect the village. At
the conclusion of the works, the borrow pit sites should be
sympathetically landscaped and returned to the natural
environment.

Yes

No
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Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factor.
The pond adjacent to the B1043 is a drainage balancing pond that would not
be suitable for fishing because it is a functioning part of the highway
infrastructure and would have an outfall that would lead to the pond emptying
during dry weather.
Borrow pits would supply earthworks needs for the scheme and used during
construction.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factor.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes
seeking to avoid local roads where practicable. This includes the creation of
haul routes where possible to segregate construction traffic and public traffic
as far as possible.
Construction traffic would also use the main trunk road and main road
network and avoid using local roads as far as reasonably practicable.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered and can
be found in Appendix 3.2 in the Environmental Statement.
Haul routes would be created within the trace of the new road and be used to
move earthworks from the borrow pits to the required areas. Access routes
would be via the haul route, avoiding local and public roads as far as
possible.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
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Highways Agency’s response
determined by local factor.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. A detailed assessment of noise
and vibration has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the scheme and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is the potential
for noise impacts during construction. The Environmental Statement includes
a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see Appendix 20.2
of the Environmental Statement.

104556

Excessive noise, dust and construction lorries at borrow pits
south and west of Brampton

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider
and implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the
works including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The CoCP applies across the scheme, including
at Brampton.
Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality
during construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution,
odour and exhaust emission during the construction works, including
mitigation of potential adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring
measures, and general site management. Chapter 6 sets out the measures
which would be implemented to limit pollution from construction plant vehicles
and the transportation / storage of materials. The likely significant effects on
air quality from construction have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied in connection with
Brampton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.

54486

Brampton is affected far more greatly by borrow pits than
other areas, why?

Yes

No
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The borrow pit locations have been selected based on the local geology and
the geographic location to the works, so to get optimal and efficient use of the
locally won material. The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Minerals and
Waste Development Plan Document (CCC & PCC, Feb 2012) identifies a
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Highways Agency’s response
number of areas adjacent and near to the route corridor that are potential
sources of minerals. Several of these have been historically earmarked for the
A14 improvement works and as such any material excavated from them can
only be used for the A14 scheme.
The scheme required a significant amount of material, particularly to the west
of Brampton. The new A1 and A14 as well as the proposed noise bund would
require significant material. The River Great Ouse and East Coast Main Line
present an obstacle to transporting material from further to the east. This
leads to the pits being close to Brampton and sized to provide material for the
local works.
Following construction, borrow pits would be restored. Further detail on the
proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental
Statement, which provides background to the restoration design of the borrow
pits.

104674

By its very nature road construction can lead to negative
effects for everyone, should that be digging up fields,
destroying hedgerows, possible water pollution, a high
number of large vehicle movements, the digging of borrow
pits and the noise, to be honest there is very little to be
positive about with this type of construction.

Yes

No

104808

Concerned about noise particularly from borrow pit working.

Yes

No

104848

Extraction from borrow pits 1 and 2 looks to have potential
for noise and dust pollution for Brampton. Unclear where the
entrance/exit for borrow pit 2 will be, therefore what potential
impact there might be for traffic on the narrow Buckden
Road in that area.

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption
to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control
of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body. Chapter 13 of the
CoCP sets out that the main contractors would assess, consider and
implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the
works including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The CoCP applies across the scheme, including
at Brampton.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider
and implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the
works including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The CoCP applies across the scheme, including
at borrow pits.
Vehicles exiting from borrow pit 1 and 2 would on the whole exit directly into
the works area and look to avoid where possible, the use of local roads. In the
even that local roads are required to be used, the contractor appointed to
build the scheme would liaise with the local highway authority as appropriate.
Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality
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104860

Borrow Pits should be for construction only and should
cease to be operational after completion of the scheme. An
acceptable environmental plan to be agreed, such as
landscaping for a conservation area to offset the scale of this
development.

Yes

No

55530

Local “Borrow Pits” (Hilton) are part of the scheme to extract
significant quantities of gravel for the construction causing
further scarring of the landscape and a precedent for them to
continue being used industrially after the road is built.

Yes

No

104913

There will undoubtedly be problems even though the use of
borrow pits will help.

Yes

No

104920

The borrow pits to the west of the re-routed A1 will have a
hugely detrimental effect on Brampton Woods, a SSSI as
excavation of this magnitude is bound to interfere with the
ecology. The dust will also be blowing across to Brampton, a
village which seems to suffer most for these proposals.

Yes

No

104969

Concerned about the impact (both during and after
construction) of the proposed adjacent "borrow pit" and the
consequent multitude of lorry journeys that will result. For the

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
during construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution,
odour and exhaust emission during the construction works, including
mitigation of potential adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring
measures, and general site management. Chapter 6 sets out the measures
which would be implemented to limit pollution from construction plant vehicles
and the transportation / storage of materials. The likely significant effects on
air quality from construction have been assessed as part of the ES and the
approach in the CoCP to mitigating effects would be applied in connection
with Buckden and the surrounding area, where necessary to avoid or reduce
any likely significant adverse effects.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background information to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main objectives:
providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking and
fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local
factors.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background information to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main objectives:
providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking and
fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local
factors.
Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale would inevitably
have some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (COCP) (Environmental Appendix
20.2). The CoCP outlines the standard of work that would be applied by the
Highways Agency to the construction workforce including general site
operations, traffic and environmental considerations
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale, including
works related to the borrow pits) would inevitably have some impacts on local
communities and the environment. These impacts have been assessed and
are reported in the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the
standards of work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the
construction workforce including general site operations, traffic and
environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies suitable control measures
of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with
the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
Likely significant adverse ecological effects are not expected for Brampton
Wood SSSI and it has therefore been screened out of the assessment of
ecological impacts (refer to Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement). This
is due to the inclusion of the design mitigation, specifically through the use of
avoidance measures and the implementation of best practices measures.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
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Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. A detailed assessment of noise
and vibration has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the scheme and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is the potential
for noise impacts during construction. The Environmental Statement includes
a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see Appendix 20.2
of the Environmental Statement.

Offords the impact after the construction period is just as bad
as that during it.

Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider
and implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the
works including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The CoCP applies across the scheme, including
at the Offords. Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the
scheme. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix
3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides background information
to the restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking and fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.

104970

To form the massive embankments needed around
Brampton, borrow pits will be dug in the surrounding area
thus causing a massive visual impact to the area.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background information to the
restoration design of the borrow pits to ensure that the visual impact of the
borrow pits will be minimised following completion of the scheme. Restoration
has two main objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational
possibilities (such as walking and fishing), and contributing to biodiversity,
with the balance determined by local factors.
The construction impacts on the landscape and the countryside have been
assessed and are reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.
The Code of Construction Practice (CoCP), appended to the Environmental
Statement (Appendix 20.2) , outlines the control measures and standards that
would be applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors
throughout the construction period, including community relations, general
site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The
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Consultee(s)

104703

Summary of consultee comment

In addition to the massively negative impact of the road
itself, the construction phase will cause huge problems to the
village including construction traffic and compound sites as
well as extraction of gravel from local Borrow Pits.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
CoCP identifies appropriate control measures that would be put in place to
protect landscape and visual amenity in rural and urban areas from
construction activities, including provision of temporary protective fencing and,
protection of existing and new vegetation areas. Further detail of landscape
mitigation during the construction period is provided in Chapter 10 of the
CoCP.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. A detailed assessment of noise
and vibration has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the scheme and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is the potential
for noise impacts during construction. The Environmental Statement includes
a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see Appendix 20.2
of the Environmental Statement.
Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects as part of the scheme. The main contractors would assess, consider
and implement best practicable means to control noise and vibration from the
works including noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), appropriate construction phasing, acoustic enclosures
and screening of equipment. The CoCP applies across the scheme, including
at Brampton. Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the
scheme. Further detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix
3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides background information
to the restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking and fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.

104926

All borrow pits should be restored to usable land and not
become more water filled holes.

Yes

No
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Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background information to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main objectives:
providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking and
fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

104600

No acceptable long term environment plan for borrow pits.

Yes

No

54082,
29770, 32682

Borrow pits should be used for something productive rather
than just environmental or recreational purposes.

Yes

No

55530,
46347,
35371,
46025,
32738,
45790,
300049

Borrow pits should be for construction only and should cease
to be operational after completion of the scheme.

Yes

Boxworth
Parish
Meeting,
45821,
45821,
300050

Concerns that borrow pits will be used for landfill or for other
commercial activity. Also concerns design over access to
borrow pits located in Boxworth.

35075,
38398,
35376,
35410; 32687

Digging borrow pits will further destroy the countryside.

35100,
45946,
46187,
32686,
32684,
300051,
300052

Borrow pits should be restored after and not left.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
factors.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported in Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background information to the
restoration design of the borrow pits. Restoration has two main objectives:
providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as walking and
fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance determined by local
factors.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.
A temporary haul route would be constructed for access to borrow pit 5
located near Boxworth and would be managed through the Code for
Construction Practice

Yes

Yes

No

No

45483,
300053

Who is going to manage the borrow pits after construction?

Yes

No

45414,
45587,

Concern regarding the environmental impact the borrow pits
will have.

Yes

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.

Borrow pit restoration designs are currently being developed with a number of
options including creating public areas, lakes, returning land to agriculture.
Land would be returned to land owners where possible, with other being
managed by local authorities.

Borrow pits would be excavated during the construction period.
Restoration of the borrow pits are proposed as part of the scheme. Further
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46008,
300054
46008,
45993, 46057

Concern regarding the affect the borrow pits may have on
local communities.

Yes

No

32621,
46347, 32619
35179,
35279,
300055
46346,
46348,
46346,
45923,
46346, 46348

45925

35184,
35252,
35335,
35363,
35380, 45310

35199, 35436

Concern regarding the lorry movements when taking soil
from the borrow pits to the new location.

Compensation should be paid to those whose land is being
taken by the borrow pits.

Concern that the proposed borrow pits will not contain
enough materials.

Concern regarding the visual/noise impact of the borrow pits.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits have two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.
Borrow pits would be excavated during the construction period. Haul routes
would be created where possible to avoid construction vehicles congesting
the local road network. Management of this route would be set in accordance
with the Code for Construction Practice.
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a
claim and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in
accordance with the standard legal procedures.
Geotechnical surveys have been conducted to determine the likely quantity
and quality of material available. This has been a factor in determining the
location of the borrow pits across the scheme.
Estimates suggest the borrow pits contain sufficient material to supply the
schemes earthworks requirements.

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and
vibration mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme,
including construction of the borrow pits. This would include noise and
vibration control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the
scheme during construction have been considered in the Environmental
Statement.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

The effect of the borrow pits seems to be worse for
Brampton.

Yes

No

The borrow pits are located with consideration for geology and proximity to fill
areas to minimise heavy traffic movements. The contractors appointed to
build the scheme would be required to submit plans for the construction work,
in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice, prior to the
commencement of any works. These plans would be reviewed and approved
by the Highways Agency.
Impacts on air quality of the scheme, including construction of the borrow pits,
are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.

35223, 35438

Increase in air pollution around the borrow pits.

Yes

No
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The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

Consultee(s)

300056

104860,
104703

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Lack of entry and exit information for borrow pits.

Borrow pits should be used in the construction period only
and should cease to be operational after the completion of
the scheme.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction of the
scheme, including borrow pits accesses. Where appropriate, routes through
worksites for construction vehicles would be provided, in order to reduce the
use of public roads. The construction team would consult with the local
authorities regarding access routes to construction sites. The effect of
construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the Environmental
Statement.

No

(Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. Restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
Yes

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)
300057

35404

Concern that old borrow pits will be used for landfill.

There will be problems with the borrow pits.

Yes

Yes

Highways Agency’s response

No

Borrow pits would be excavated during the construction period. During
construction there would be continual use of borrow pits with many
movements occurring in and out of the area daily. Temporary haul routes and
accesses would be created where possible to mitigate impacts surrounding
borrow pits.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would be
reviewed and approved by the Highways Agency.

Community

55774

The new route should pass closer to Huntington and much
closer to the current A14 than proposed, to minimise the new
impacts on currently unaffected land, prime agricultural land
and villages. It should also all be put in cutting to minimise
environmental impacts and the need for borrow pits. It
should expressly avoid impact on villages including Hilton
and Conington by running as close to the current A14 as
possible.

Yes

No
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Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives and included routes further away from Hilton. This study
concluded that a northern route would be longer across open countryside
risking greater environmental impact and greater impact on populous
areas. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme which
would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were the
subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the current
proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. The current scheme
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Highways Agency’s response
offer better benefits compared to other alternatives explored.
Part of the scheme (mainly between the east coast mainline and Ermine
Street Junction) would be in cutting. Drainage considerations along with other
factors have inputted into the vertical alignment which adhere to standards.
Mitigation measures form part of the scheme, including noise and landscape
bunds, which would reduce the impact to the local community as far as
reasonably practicable.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been conducted across the
scheme, details of which can be found in the Environmental Statement.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
high value for money.

Hilton Action
on Traffic
(HAT) Group

54676

Joint Parishes
HCV

The current scheme remains an expensive option with the
sole apparent focus on improving road capacity between
north Cambridge and the A1 with little consideration for local
businesses and communities.

Yes

I would also like the Highways Authority to consider what a
huge impact the proposed scheme will have on local
residents and urge that consideration is given to local
residents in the form of cycle ways for instance which are
much needed but severely lacking in funding from local
government.

The local County 'a' roads are not technically capable of
providing the alternative routes which HCV drivers will take
without increased disturbance to the villages through which
they pass. None of these villages has been consulted about
the traffic impacts on their communities.

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally. This would be achieved
be increasing local capacity, organising traffic flow i.e. through traffic on the
new road, and local traffic on the de-trunked A14 and new local route.
Extensive NMU including cycle facilities form part of the scheme.
Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways
would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes
severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
The environmental impact assessment has included an assessment of
impacts on communities and this has helped improve the design and
identified mitigation measures to reduce impacts. The findings of this
assessment are reported throughout the Environmental Statement by
environmental topic.

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme
would provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the
provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and between Histon and Milton, combined with the
creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of
the A14.
The scheme aims to reduce traffic flow, especially HGV traffic, through local
villages. The scheme would enable this objective by placing the right traffic on
the right road, with strategic traffic travelling on the new Huntingdon Southern
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Bypass, freeing up local capacity. The proposed local access road improves
the connection between local villages.
The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less susceptible to
a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is therefore expected to
be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less severe.
There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure and therefore a
reduced requirement for alternatives/diversions.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. A
number of villages would see a reduction in traffic flow with the scheme.
Details of traffic volumes can be found in the Transport Assessment.

Joint Parishes
HCV

There is no evidence that the effects on local route and
communities have been accurately modelled or that
mitigating measures have been properly considered.

10104,
101826,
104498,
104499,
104828,
104871

101952,
104986,
30640 +2

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Offords have been overlooked again, with significant
adverse effects expected.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme has blighted neighbourhoods and
continues to do so.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been carried out to assess a
number of impacts to the local community including noise, air quality,
landscape, transport, nature and many more, Details of this assessment
along with proposed mitigation measures can be found in the Environmental
Statement.
Comments noted. The route is around 1km from the nearest property in
Offord Cluny. Daily traffic levels on the B1043 in Offord Cluny are forecast to
rise by approximately 10%, while Offord D’Arcy would benefit from a 25%
reduction in traffic.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. A range of mitigation measures would
be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. The impacts on
noise, air quality, landscape, local communities, together with flood risks,
which would arise from the proposed scheme, are assessed as part of the
Environmental Impact Assessment. This is reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
Environmental Statement.
Connington, Hilton, Buckden and Offord Cluny and Offord D’Arcy are likely to
experience slight to moderate adverse impacts due to the scheme acting as a
barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route
negates much of this impact.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme.

103565

The scheme should revert back to the old scheme as it
lessens the impact on Brampton Village.

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation measures,
including a noise bund to the east of the existing A1 would mitigate the
impacts on Brampton.
The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while
daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a 43% decrease).

The proposed route is detrimental and unhelpful to the
residents of Hilton and neighbouring villages.

Yes

No

The proposal should be mindful of the economic benefits
that have potential to make a positive impact upon
addressing poverty in the city.

Yes

No

104541,
104976

The scheme reflects an astonishing lack of concern over the
welfare of local residents.

Yes

No

103559,
101867,
104893,
102902

Concerns the scheme will damage the countryside and have
a negative impact on several Cambridgeshire villages.

Yes

No

103588,
104482,
104511,
104709,
104712,
105032,
55530,
104915

Concerns over the negative impacts the scheme will have on
Hilton.

Yes

No

104543

Buckden has been ignored.

Yes

No

104546

300058
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An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement),
though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of
this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. During construction, this would include
adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate
construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate
signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During
operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks.
Support for the scheme duly noted. One of the key objectives of the scheme
is to unlock growth, enabling major residential and commercial developments
to proceed and contributing to increased economic growth, regionally and
nationally.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Connington, Hilton,
Buckden and Offord Cluny and Offord D’Arcy are likely to experience slight to
moderate adverse impacts due to the scheme acting as a barrier to
movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route negates much
of this impact.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Hilton is likely to
experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to movement),
though the provision of overpasses along the route would mitigate much of
this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects. No significant residual adverse effects from
noise or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the
provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise
screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the
use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Connington, Hilton, Buckden and Offord Cluny and Offord D’Arcy are likely to
experience slight to moderate adverse impacts due to the scheme acting as a
barrier to movement, though the provision of overpasses along the route
negates much of this impact.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104698,
104871

It would be positive if something could be offered back to the
community – funding for a cycle path or improvements to the
road between Offord Cluny and Godmanchester have been
mentioned.

Yes

No

104528

The new roads will lower the standard of living of people
living near them.

Yes

No

300059

Concern that there has not been enough modelling or
mitigating measures considered for the impacts on local
communities.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
A new NMU facility will be provided along the B1043, travelling over the
Huntingdon southern bypass. In addition, NMU routes in local communities
would likely capture the benefits of reduced severance, though where access
is disrupted during and after construction, alternative routes would be
provided
The impacts on landscape and local communities, which would arise from the
proposed scheme, are assessed as part of the Environmental Impact
Assessment. This is reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme Environmental Statement.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

Community Facilities
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the
land affected by the scheme.

University of
Cambridge

The Development Control Order would seek powers for the
Highways Agency to take temporary possession of land
following discussions with the owners, as well as
compulsorily acquire land and rights over land. The
Highways Agency’s land requirements in the vicinity of the
Girton Interchange and the local access road are extensive,
and should be discussed and refined in consultation with the
University.

Sport England

Would not object to a major infrastructure project such as
this, provided it does not adversely affect any existing sports
facilities or playing fields. Should any facilities be lost we
would expect replacement facilities to be provided as part of
the project. It is not possible to comment further on the
proposals at this stage as the plans are only ‘thematic’ rather
than detailed at this stage. However, if the detailed
proposals would have an impact on any existing facilities
such as playing fields, golf courses, sports halls, tennis
courts etc. then we would welcome the opportunity for early
discussions on how any impacts could be mitigated.

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required
for the construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons
sets out the case for the acquisition of this land.
10 April 2014

10 April 2014

No

Yes

No

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those
with an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would
provide details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of
negotiation for the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the
Highways Agency would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by
agreement.

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. Included in this
chapter is a summary of effects on community facilities and private property
(Leisure and recreational businesses, Golf Course).

Construction

104477,
105105

After construction the borrow pits should be made into
nature reserves.

Yes

No
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Restoration of the borrow pits is included as part of the scheme – see
Appendix 3.3 of the Environmental Statement, which provides background to
the restoration design. The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main
objectives: restoration to agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet
informal recreation such as walking, and also for biodiversity with the balance
determined by local factors. Some borrow pits also provide a flood
compensation function as shown on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement .

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Some borrow pits may longer term be suitable for management as nature
reserves, however this is not a specific end use within the proposals set out in
the DCO application.

55530,
104668,
54660,
105105,
103588

The construction process will impinge on village life.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impact on local communities and the environment. These impacts
have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement. This
includes the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP ) (Appendix 20.2) The
CoCP outlines the standards of works that would be applied by the Highways
Agency to the construction workforce including general site operations, traffic
and environmental considerations
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

University of
Cambridge

The DCO submission should include a Code of Construction
Practice, supported by site-specific traffic management plans
and an assessment of construction impacts.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement includes the Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (Environmental Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the standards of
work that would be applied by the Highways Agency to the construction
workforce including general site operations, traffic and environmental
considerations.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.

104848

The environmental mitigation seems comprehensive
however will only be applied "where practicable". Unsure
how the Highways Agency will determine between what is
practicable or desirable.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA), and mitigation measures have been identified as
part of this assessment. The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19 and
mitigation measures are illustrated on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings on Figure 3.2.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English
Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order (DCO) application.
Mitigation will be secured by way of requirements in the DCO that the scheme
is undertaken in accordance with (i) the Code of Construction Practice (which
includes detailed provision on mitigation of construction impacts), (ii) specific
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
mitigation obligations in key topic areas such as landscaping, drainage and
contaminated land and (iii) the scheme design shown on the plans submitted
with the DCO. Parallel with this, the Highways Agency will place a contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to comply with
the DCO requirements. Discharge of these requirements would be by consent
from the Secretary of State, generally following consultation with the relevant
planning or environmental authority.
The Highways Agency will also place a more detailed contractual
responsibility on detailed design and construction contractors to design and
construct the project providing the same level of mitigation as the
environmental design in Figure 3.2 of the ES and the Register of
Environmental Actions and Commitments.

27755
34886

34932,
35059,
35074, 35121

The road is too close to the built up area of Brampton and
Buckden.
It is under a mile from the first house in Buckden.

It is in close proximity to Hilton (approx. 700-800m) – half the
distance of the current A14.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

(A12) Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April
to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines
the main alternative scheme The scheme is designed to modern road
standards as set out by the DMRB and TSRGD and would improve safety for
all users.
The following elements of the design would help improve safety.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass is designed with good forward visibility,
grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties from the new
road.
Access to properties would no longer be from the A14, instead would be from
a local road constructed alongside the truck road between Girton and Fen
Drayton or from the de-trunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and
Huntingdon.
Safety on local side roads would result from lower traffic volumes and the
lower proportion of heavy good vehicles.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant environmental effects.
During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice, the use of appropriate construction phasing, the provision of
alternative routes with adequate signage and the use of noise screens and
low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Assessments of air
quality, landscape and visual and noise impacts on the Offords, Buckden,
Brampton and Hilton are reported in Chapters 8, 10 and 14, of the
Environmental Statement.

101826

What route will the construction vehicles be taking to access
the Huntingdon southern bypass site. How will the

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies how
disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for
suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to
engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental
body. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the
general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate,
the main contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by
construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main
contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes
that may be used by the main contractors to access the construction sites.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced
materials. The main contractors would implement traffic management
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public
roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in
the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG)
would be formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be
chaired by the employer’s representative and includes representatives from
the employer, main contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency
services. The main contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding
traffic management and other traffic related measures (including NMU issues)
to be implemented in accordance with the CoCP. The members of the
TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to be followed if there are any
disputes regarding the traffic management and other traffic related measures
to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be channelled through
the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).

construction hours and vehicles be monitored and results
reported to the public? Who will be accountable to rectify any
impacts that transgress acceptable levels

55530

The construction phase will impinge on village life with
construction traffic and compound sites.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction

Consultee(s)

104360

104633

Summary of consultee comment

Concern about traffic routing and control particularly
regarding heavy construction traffic.

The construction area around Brampton will impinge on all
traffic in the area, allowing Brampton to become a rat run.
There will be noticeable increase in air pollution and air
quality caused by trucks , borrow pits use, night works and
increased traffic for the foreseeable future.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No
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Highways Agency’s response
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported , including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body.
The effect of construction traffic on local roads has been considered in the
Environmental Statement. A traffic management working group (TMWG)
would be formed for the scheme at the construction phase which would be
chaired by the employer’s representative and includes representatives from
the employer, main contractors, local roads authorities and the emergency
services. The main contractors would consult with the TMWG regarding
traffic management and other traffic related measures (including NMU issues)
to be implemented in accordance with the CoCP. The members of the
TMWG would agree a resolution procedure to be followed if there are any
disputes regarding the traffic management and other traffic related measures
to be implemented. All queries and complaint would be channelled through
the Highways Agency information line (HAIL).
Where practicable, haul routes would be created across the scheme, This
would segregate significant construction traffic from public traffic, This along
with optimal construction phasing (see appendix 3.2 in the ES for preliminary
phasing) and efficient traffic management would help manage rat-running
behaviour
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. Chapter 15 of the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic,
transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme, including at
Brampton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need
to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads
authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors
to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would
be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would
be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The
CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality
during construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution,
odour and exhaust emission during the construction works, including
mitigation of potential adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring
measures, and general site management. Chapter 6 sets out the measures
which would be implemented to limit pollution from construction plant vehicles
and the transportation / storage of materials. The likely significant effects on
air quality from construction have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied in connection with
Brampton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects

104674

By its very nature road construction can lead to negative
effects for everyone, should that be digging up fields,
destroying hedgerows, possible water pollution, a high
number of large vehicle movements, the digging of borrow
pits and the noise, to be honest there is very little to be
positive about with this type of construction.

Yes

No

104712

Concern over construction traffic through the village of
Hilton, construction noise, especially piling at bridges,
construction dust and emissions' effect on air quality, visual
impact, rat-running through the village as traffic avoid
construction areas.

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate likely significant adverse impacts are
also reported , including the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix
20.2). The CoCP outlines the control measures and standards that would be
applied by the Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the
construction period, including community relations, general site operations,
transport and traffic, and environmental considerations. The CoCP identifies
how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including requirements for
suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would be subject to
engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Hilton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would
be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise
and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
authority or statutory environmental body. Chapter 15 of the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic,
transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme, including at
Hilton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul routes
through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use
public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities
regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access
the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited,
as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on
the local road network. Access along other local roads would be restricted
but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally
sourced materials. The main contractors would implement traffic management
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public
roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in
the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2). Details of
construction traffic movements and traffic management measures can be
found in Appendix 3.2 of the Environment Statement.

104860

An acceptable environmental plan should be agreed, such
as landscaping for a conservation area to offset the scale of
this development. No construction traffic should be permitted
through the village (Hilton). Site access must be possible via
main trunk routes.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme,
including at Hilton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide
haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the
need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads
authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors
to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would
be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would
be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The
CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
Chapter 6 of the CoCP outlines the proposed management of air quality
during construction. The main contractors would manage dust, air pollution,
odour and exhaust emission during the construction works, including
mitigation of potential adverse effects, dust and air pollution monitoring
measures, and general site management. Chapter 6 sets out the measures
which would be implemented to limit pollution from construction plant vehicles
and the transportation / storage of materials. The likely significant effects on
air quality from construction have been assessed as part of the ES, and the
approach in the CoCP to managing this would be applied in connection with
Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse
effects.
A detailed assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of
the environmental impact assessment (EIA) for construction and Hilton and is
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. There is the potential
for noise impacts during construction. The Environmental Statement includes
a range of mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant adverse environmental effects, which for construction, would
include adherence tp the CoCP.

55530

The construction traffic and compound sites will affect Hilton
village life and walking, cycling or driving around the village.

Yes

No

Hilton Parish
Council A14
Action Group

The historic village of Hilton bears the brunt of conditions
during construction with borrow pits and a contractor
compound sited just north of the village with the prospect of
noise from extraction and contractor traffic through the
village.

Yes

No
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Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme,
including at Hilton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide
haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the
need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads
authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors
to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would
be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would
be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The
CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2). The likely significant effects from construction traffic on
traffic in local villages have been assessed as part of the ES, and the above
approach (as set out in the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction
would be applied in connection with [construction traffic in Hilton where
necessary to avoid or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Hilton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would
be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise
and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local
authority or statutory environmental body. Chapter 15 of the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general provisions for traffic,
transport and all travellers. It applies across the scheme, including at
Hilton. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide haul routes
through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the need to use
public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads authorities
regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors to access
the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would be limited,
as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on
the local road network. Access along other local roads would be restricted
but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally
sourced materials. The main contractors would implement traffic management

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public
roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in
the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2). The likely
significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages have been
assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in the CoCP)
to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in connection with
[construction traffic in Hilton where necessary to avoid or reduce any likely
significant adverse effects. Chapter 13 of the CoCP outlines a range of noise
and vibration mitigation measures which would be implemented to reduce
significant environmental effects as part of the scheme. The main contractors
would assess, consider and implement best practicable means to control
noise and vibration from the works including noise and vibration control at
source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), appropriate construction
phasing, acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. These methods to
manage and minimise the effects of noise and vibration during construction
would apply to construction work undertaken in or near the Hilton area.

104973

Proximity to the village means inevitable rat-running of heavy
traffic and local traffic trying to avoid the disruptions.

Yes

No

Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. Where appropriate, the main
contractors would provide haul routes through the works for use by
construction vehicles to reduce the need to use public roads. The main
contractors would consult with local roads authorities regarding access routes
that may be used by the main contractors to access the construction sites.
Access routes for construction traffic would be limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road network and main roads on the local road
network. Access along other local roads would be restricted but may be
necessary, for example, to enable transport or delivery of locally sourced
materials. The main contractors would implement traffic management
measures during the construction of the scheme on or adjacent to public
roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The CoCP is reported in
the appendices to the Environmental Statement (Appendix 20.2).
The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages
have been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in
the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104360

Concerns about traffic during construction phase routing and
control particularly regarding heavy construction traffic.

Yes

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme. The
CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be mitigated, including

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
requirements for suitable control of construction noise and dust. These would
be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority or statutory
environmental body. Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP)
sets out the general provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers. It applies
across the scheme. Where appropriate, the main contractors would provide
haul routes through the works for use by construction vehicles to reduce the
need to use public roads. The main contractors would consult with local roads
authorities regarding access routes that may be used by the main contractors
to access the construction sites. Access routes for construction traffic would
be limited, as far as reasonably practicable, to the trunk road network and
main roads on the local road network. Access along other local roads would
be restricted but may be necessary, for example, to enable transport or
delivery of locally sourced materials. The main contractors would implement
traffic management measures during the construction of the scheme on or
adjacent to public roads, cycle tracks and other paths as necessary. The
CoCP is reported in the appendices to the Environmental Statement
(Appendix 20.2).
The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages
have been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in
the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.

104703

101781

In addition to the massively negative impact of the road
itself, the construction phase will cause huge problems to the
village including construction traffic and compound sites.

Would like the more invasive works to coincide with the
College’s break periods.

Yes

Yes

No

No
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These
impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of
the Environmental Statement.
Effective construction phasing along with efficient traffic management would
minimise impacts during construction. Preliminary construction phasing
(appendix 3.2 in the ES) allows significant works to be constructed offline with
construction movements taking place largely on temporarily created haul
routes. This would mitigate impacts to villages and the local community due to
construction.
Contractors would work in accordance with the Code of Construction Practice
which sets out guidelines and best practice for controlling and mitigating
impacts during construction.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic on traffic in local villages
have been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in
the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with construction traffic in local villages where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Agency.
Disruptive works would be limited to off-peak hours or night time work where
practicable. Local engagement would continue throughout construction.
Works at sensitive sites would take into account local conditions and develop
a methodology which would minimise disruption where practicable.

104637

300060

101181

The works need to be phased properly to avoid congestion.

It is vital that necessary transport infrastructure is delivered
in a timely manner so minimal disruption is caused.

The start date should be brought forward a year.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Traffic management would be in place during construction of the scheme to
mitigate disruption to road users and the surrounding community. This would
involve taking a programme-wide view of traffic management proposals in
order to minimise road-user delays through the works and to minimise
inconvenience to local properties and businesses. The safety of vulnerable
road-user groups such as pedestrians and cyclists would be a particular
consideration.
Construction materials would be transported to site via designated routes
seeking avoiding local roads where practicable.
Haul routes would be used where possible to reduce disruption to the local
road network.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.
Construction cannot begin until DCO planning permission has been granted.

101015

Make sure the work is right.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

The construction works should commence by late 2016.

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.

300061

104700

Concerns over the impacts construction will have on access
to Addenbrooke’s Hospital and Stansted Airport.

Yes

No

The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.
Addenbrooke’s Hospital and Stansted Airport are located south of the
scheme. Construction traffic would mainly use temporary haul routes (close to
the scheme) and larger roads. Impacts to the aforementioned accesses would
be minimal.

Consultation Process

101967

Planners of the proposal have not taken advice from local
planners and councils.

Yes

No

Ongoing talks have taken place with all local planning authorities and will
continue to do so. The consultation process has also enabled positive and
negative issues to be rose which has resulted in several design changes. .

104546

There is confusion as to the height of the new road close to
Hilton, as well as bridges to be constructed.

Yes

No

On roads in the vicinity of Hilton, bridges would be constructed crossing over
the A14 at Potton Road, Hilton Road, Conington Road and New Barns Lane.
These side road bridges would be elevated to a height of approximately 8.5m
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Consultee(s)

Lolworth
Parish
Meeting

104520,
104523,
104541,
104734,
101032,
104805,
104837,
104904,
104697,
55584,
102638,
102642,
54551,
102912,
105019,
105028;
101845 +3
104630,
104707,
104712,
104752,
104880,
104973,
Bedford
Group of
Internal
Drainage
Boards,

Summary of consultee comment

There is a lack of information regarding screening/fencing.

There has been a lack of information given to local residents.

Date consulted

10 April 2014

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
above the A14 level in order to provide headroom for traffic on the A14. The
A14 carriageway would be elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be
high enough to enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and
discharged to a balancing pond before it is released into watercourses. There
needs to be a slope on pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the
road being high enough to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse
level. It is also beneficial to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help
the water flow to the outfalls from the road into the drainage system. The level
of the road also needs to be high enough to allow culverts carrying
watercourses to pass beneath the highway. This results in the A14 being
above ground level at Potton Road (approximately 2.8m above existing
ground level) Hilton Road (approximately 2.7m above existing ground level),
Conington Road (approximately 1.1m above existing ground level) and New
Barns Lane (approximately 3.4m above existing ground level).
An assessment of likely significant effects on landscape is provided in chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation identified (Figures 10.7 and
10.8) to help screen the highway and traffic flow and integrate the scheme
into the wider landscape, includes environmental bunds and extensive tree
and shrub planting.

Public consultation spanned across several areas which would be affected as
a result of the scheme. This period lasted several weeks. The aim was to
inform all those affected were consulted and gain feedback as a result.
Information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the ‘A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

The information provided is inadequate.

Yes

No
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The public consultation was based on preliminary data and assessments.
This allowed design changes to be made as a result of the feedback received
from the consultation process. Information is constantly being developed as
the scheme progresses.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

105045,
105028,
54755,
105130,
5959, 5983,
10182,
30307,
30322,
36519, 5169,
5346, 5462,
36482,
36602,
32687, +8
104633,
104675,
103588,
104798,
104837,
104927,
104985,
104454, +1

Local people have not been listened to.

Yes

No

Comments noted. Ongoing talks remain between planners and key local
stakeholders such as local planning authorities and parish councils. The
consultation process enabled positive and negative issues to be raised. A
large amount of feedback was obtained as a result of the consultation process
which prompted several design changes throughout the scheme.

102808

The consultation documents did not provide vertical
elevation information.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

101945

Having consultations with the public without the finalised
EIA, prevents one developing a clear agree/disagree
statement.

Yes

No

103588,
45145, 4267,
+2

104488, +1

There doesn’t appear to have been a consultation process
with decisions already made.

The consultation should include alternatives.

Comments noted.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The consultation process has enabled positive and negative issues to be
raised which has resulted in several design changes.
The consultation process aimed at informing the public of Highways Agency’s
proposals. With the objective of receiving feedback in order to further develop
the scheme to ensure benefits to the local and wider community are
maximised where possible.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
Comments noted.

54632, +1

Disappointed that the consultation period closed without
plans being finalised.

Yes

No

104895,

There is a huge potential for bias affecting the outcome of

Yes

No
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The consultation process was based on the best information available at the
time. Ongoing talks would remain between planners and key stakeholders
throughout the design and construction stages. Information would become
available as the scheme progresses.

Consultee(s)
105130

104968, 4560

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

consultations.

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency has undertaken an on-going programme of
consultation with the local community and wider stakeholders and has
considered the feedback received in the development of the A14 Cambridge
to Huntington improvement scheme (“the scheme”).
The Highways Agency fully recognises the benefits of pre-application
consultation. Pre-application consultation is a statutory requirement for
Development Consent Order (DCO) applications under the Planning Act
2008, whilst associated guidance also promotes additional informal nonstatutory engagement.

Proposals have not kept up to date with proposed changes
that have received central government approval.

Yes

No

Pre-application consultation has helped shape the scheme so that it is better
developed and understood by the public. Important issues have been
considered and addressed in advance of the submission of the DCO
application to the Secretary of State. Further details of the consultation can
be found in the Consultation Report.
Chapter 3 of the Transport Assessment details the road improvement
schemes have been included in the highway assignment model to account for
schemes implemented between 2006 and 2014.

55591

The reasons for the revised routing have not been explained.

Yes

No

(A12) Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
The route option is based on several factors including, environmental impact,
impact on the local community, cost, and safety considerations among others.

Conington
Village
Meeting

Omission of Conington from materials and route maps.

104617,
105029

A public enquiry is needed to allay the fears of local
residents.

54767

Concerns that those most affected have not been given
adequate opportunity to make comments as no advertising
about this consultation has occurred.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. Final drawings would display appropriate areas.

Yes

No

The scheme is progressing as a Development Consent Order, which will
involve a six month public examination process.

No

It is not always possible for us to hold exhibitions in all the affected areas;
however the number of exhibitions were unprecedented for a Highways
Agency scheme. The consultation included 22 exhibitions at individual
locations, a full set of consultation documents available on the Highways
Agency website, information points as widely available as Suffolk County
Council offices and web chats hosted by the various scheme experts. The
Highways Agency has completed an Equality Impact Assessment and
building accessibility checklists which show how we have looked at inclusivity
of the entire engagement process.

Yes
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response

105129

Cannot find any alternatives to the proposed route and
hence do not know if other routes have been considered.

Yes

No

(A12) Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

104939

There has been a lack of consultation in the Sawtry area and
in Peterborough.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This
forecast includes the first and second phases of the Northstowe development
(approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme does not preclude the future
expansion of the junction to accommodate the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes).

No

A number of consultation events were conducted at several locations across
the scheme. It is not always possible for us to hold exhibitions in all the
affected areas; however the number of exhibitions were unprecedented for a
Highways Agency scheme. The consultation included 22 exhibitions at
individual locations (including Conington), a full set of consultation documents
available on the Highways Agency website, information points as widely
available as Suffolk County Council offices and web chats hosted by the
various scheme experts. The Highways Agency has completed an Equality
Impact Assessment and building accessibility checklists which show how we
have looked at inclusivity of the entire engagement process. The Highways
Agency would continue to communicate with key stakeholders including local
communities.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency will continue to assess the road network and carry out
improvements where need is greatest. The Highways Agency's traffic
forecasts suggest that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on
both the A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a
result. Traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the section of the A428 to
the west of the A1198 would not change significantly, with daily traffic flows
forecast to decrease By approximately 1% per day.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. Further information regarding traffic counts and traffic
modelling can be found in the Transport Assessment.

300062,
Lolworth
Parish
Meeting

Conington
Village
Meeting

There has been a lack of information/reassurance regarding
the long-term capacity and resilience of the Northstowe
development and its impact on junctions.

No effective consultation with Conington residents, seeking
constructive engagement with Agency.

Abbotsley
Parish
Council

Request for a future development plan with a wider view to
include the A14 and A428 combined.

103565

Lack of information in the public consultation booklet
regarding existing traffic volumes on the A14 and A1.

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

103565

More information required regarding the A14 as a ‘TransEuropean Transport network’.

Yes

No

The A14 trunk road which forms part of the trans-European transport network
designated by the EU, provides a vital east-west corridor between the
Midlands and East Anglia and joins north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11
motorways. It also serves as an important commuter route in the local region.

104703

Footprint data should be established.

Yes

No

A scheme boundary will be submitted as part of the DCO application which
shows the footprint of the scheme, both temporary and permanent land take.

103517

The use of aerial photographs made it difficult to establish

Yes

No

Mitigation measures such as mitigation and shielding will be set out in the
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Consultee(s)

102224

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

exact areas of mitigation, shielding etc.

Environmental drawings set out in the Environment Statement

When will the proposed scheme be complete?

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020. Works within Huntingdon would begin once the new A14 is
constructed and live.
It is not always possible for us to hold exhibitions in all the affected areas,
however the number of exhibitions were unprecedented for a Highways
Agency scheme. The consultation included 22 exhibitions at individual
locations, a full set of consultation documents available on the Highways
Agency website, information points as widely available as Suffolk County
Council offices and web chats hosted by the various scheme experts. The
Highways Agency has completed an Equality Impact Assessment and
building accessibility checklists which show how we have looked at inclusivity
of the entire engagement process. The public will also be able to participate in
the Development Consent Order examination process.

Yes

105030;
105086; +1

There should be more road shows and consultation
opportunities where opinions can be expressed.

Yes

No

102203
+10

The consultation itself and the consultation booklet were
very good.

Yes

No

102882,
105132,
104738

Disappointment with the online questionnaire formconfusing, doesn’t allow you to see your responses, unable
to print.

Yes

No

300063

There needs to be more maps that identify ‘special category
land’ and ‘ecology mitigation areas’.

Yes

No

102206

Unable to get hold of the Highways Agency to ask them
questions.

Yes

No

Contact information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the
‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

105122,
105130,
32639 +1

There are contradictions within the consultation booklet.

v Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

Comment is duly noted.

105003,
105109 +3

Concern that comments made will not be adequately
considered.

Yes

No

Ongoing talks remain between planners and key stakeholders. The
consultation process has also enabled positive and negative issues to be
raised which has resulted in several design changes. It is not always possible
for us to hold exhibitions in all the affected areas; however the number of
exhibitions were unprecedented for a Highways Agency scheme. The
consultation included 22 exhibitions at individual locations, a full set of
consultation documents available on the Highways Agency website,
information points as widely available as Suffolk County Council offices and
web chats hosted by the various scheme experts. The Highways Agency has
completed an Equality Impact Assessment and building accessibility
checklists which show how we have looked at inclusivity of the entire
engagement process. The public will also be able to participate in the
Development Consent Order examination process.

105019,
103584,
57155,
27770,

Representatives at the consultation had a lack of knowledge
of the scheme.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

30293, +2

10086,
10096,
10138,
27763,
27772,
27775,
30295,
30301, 4489,
101845

There is a lack of information regarding certain aspects of
the environmental impact.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Environmental impacts would be assessed on an ongoing basis as the
scheme design progresses,

10091
; 105130,
18834 +2
55584,
105128,
105130,
10096,
30317,
36527, +1

Consultation is too narrow and misses wider issues of the
road.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.
Disappointed with the way the consultation was conducted.

Yes

No

Chapter 16 of the Environment Statement discusses the impacts on the
community of the scheme. It sets out the following impacts on Hilton:
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted
for Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton

105128

Lack of consultation about the impact the road will have on
Hilton.

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Yes

No

Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse
visual effects would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

102882
Lack of information regarding mitigation proposals.

Yes

No

30309, 36521

There was no executive summary.

Yes

No

5204

There should be no more consultations.

Yes

No

35912

Very poor consultation for the residents of Alconbury.

Yes

No

104597,
104869

104488

Lack of information regarding how the works will reduce
noise pollution during construction.

The consultation should include alternatives including rail
schemes, cycle schemes and extending of the guided
busway.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The Environmental Statement outlines mitigation measures proposed across
the scheme. These include noise bunds, visual bunds, fencing/screening
among others. Mitigation measures would be in place both temporarily (during
construction) and permanently.
A Non-Technical Summary of the Environment Statement will be available as
Document Reference 6.2. There will also be a 'Case for the Scheme'
(Document Reference 7.1) document which summarises the need for the
scheme.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice outlines the noise and
vibration mitigation measures that would be adhered to as part of the scheme.
This would include noise and vibration control at source (such as quiet or low
vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and screening of equipment. The
noise and vibration effects of the scheme during construction have been
considered in the Environmental Statement
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
Around 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a
continuous facility from Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the
carriageway, to provide links to/from Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and
Cambridge, and to link to future development at Northstowe. Additionally, two
NMU bridges are being provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey, improved crossing
facilities for NMUs in Huntingdon, and re-established bridleway links at
Brampton. The design standards for these routes are based on desirable
rather than minimum standards.
Alternative route options have been considered and consulted on during
2013, and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or increase
costs when compared with the proposed scheme.

101064

The report makes no reference to the Bearscroft
Development and the impacts this may have in traffic flow.

Yes

No

104595

Lack of information on NMU proposals provided.

Yes

No
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The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely', including the Bearscroft Development..' Details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire.
Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide
links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to
the Northstowe development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

Yes

No

The road model extends over a wide area which is shown in Chapter 3 of the
Transport Assessment.
Traffic would inevitably look for available diversions when accidents close
roads, however, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane
capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.
This would help mitigate impacts to the surrounding areas as a result of the
scheme.

Unaware of plans so cannot comment.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Had not seen the map.

Yes

No

Scheme information can be found on the Highways Agency website for the
‘A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme’.

Abbots Ripton
Parish
Council;
102013

The consideration of the effect further out has not been
considered.

104684
101062

10 April 2014

Cost

104650

This is an unnecessary high cost project, there are a number
of other equally effective identified options that are a huge
saving in both cost, landscape destruction and noise
pollution.

Yes

No

104819

The previous cancelled approved scheme cost was approx.
1.1billion. This proposed scheme is costing 1.5billion, and is
clearly a bodge job cutting costs all over the place at the
detriment of the long term benefits. How come the scheme is

Yes

No
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The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money. Further details on the economic Case for the Scheme can
be found in the Case for the Scheme document submitted with the DCO

Consultee(s)

104920

Summary of consultee comment
costing 20% more, when inflation has been running at a few
percent each year. Especially, considering the this a "COST
CUT" design, clearly this cannot be cost effective. Just how
much would the previous cancelled approved scheme cost
today? Just who is pocketing all that extra public money?
Although the Consultation document does not deal with the
costs of the proposal, this is by far the most expensive road
scheme in the current road building programme and there
must be a proper examination of the perceived benefits and
the costs. last tie around the scheme was modelled under
the ‘New Approach to Appraisal’ which offsets the benefits
derived from indirect taxation such as increased fuel duty
against the cost of the road thus giving a higher benefit cost
ratio. Under the guidelines which operate from 2010 these
revenues will not be used to reduce PVC and thus the BCR
for this particular road will be considerably lower, possibly
negative, under the new methodology. As taxpayers we
must challenge the metrics used to justify the funding of this
road from the public purse.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
application.

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
high value for money. Further details on the economic Case for the Scheme
can be found in the Case for the Scheme document submitted with the DCO
application.
Yes

No

Your comments on indirect taxation are duly noted. Indirect tax revenues are
now known as ‘Wider Public Finances’ and are included in the calculation of
Present Value Benefits (PVB) under current Department for Transport
guidance.

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
high value for money.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

Hilton Action
on Traffic
(HAT) Group

The current scheme remains an expensive option with the
sole apparent focus on improving road capacity between
north Cambridge and the A1 with little consideration for local
businesses and communities.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. This would also be the case
with the proposed local access road, which would in part provide access for
local traffic, including that generated by new developments. As a result a
number of villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic
The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern
Huntingdon would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it
connects into the existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This
route would be relieved of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Traffic on the western and northern side of Huntingdon could either access
the de-trunked A14 via the proposed network of at-grade junctions in
Huntingdon town centre or could use the A14 and A1 to join the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Beyond Swavesey, commuter traffic travelling towards north-west Cambridge
would have a choice of routes, with both the A14 mainline and the proposed
local access road providing access on to the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Traffic
travelling to other areas of Cambridge would be expected to use the A14
mainline to access the Cambridge Northern Bypass or M11 and would benefit
from the increased road capacity on this section of the A14.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents. Cambridgeshire
County Council has been consulted throughout the scheme development
process.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

54700

Concern about the cost of the proposals. Can it really be
right, at a time when Cambridgeshire County Council is
cutting back on bus support for lack of funding, to spend the
best part of a millennium's worth of bus subsidies for the
entire county on a single road project? At the very least the
Government should return the contributions which it asked
from the county council and district councils, and tell them to
counterbalance its own spending on roads by using the
money for public transport.

Yes

No

102373

When the M25 was built in London it was meant to be the
saviour of the A406 North Circular Road which did not
happen and traffic just increased to take over the extra
capacity. The same will happen here and nothing will be
gained from a lot of money wasted.

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.

53845

As ever the scheme is still being pushed ahead with its
1.5bn+ price-tag without first of all looking into the causes of
the congestion and trying to eradicate or much reduce these
causes. If this is not done and the present proposals just go
ahead without this prior action then the £1.5bn+ will be a
complete waste of public money as the problem will just reemerge again in a very short period of time and we will be
back to square one.

53845

Appreciation that the Highways Agency are only acting upon
instructions from Government but if the current proposals do
go ahead, particularly if nothing is done regarding eliminating
or much reducing the causes of the congestion, then those
responsible for implementation must be made fully
accountable. It is not just the economics of the current
proposals that are concerning (adding a further £1.5bn+ to
our national debt that is presently in excess of £1.25tn) but
the tackling of the problem by outdated and inefficient means
that will be further damaging both to the environment and
our agriculture.

Yes

No

More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional
capacity to support future growth.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.

101033,
104556,
104626,
104650,
104518,
104705,
53845,
104843,
104916,
104934,
104943,
104969,
35342,
300064

Cost of the scheme is too expensive.

103530

The scheme is basically the same as the tolling proposal,
however there have been no efforts to reduce costs.

Yes

No

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line
with industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which
concludes high value for money.

104816,
104890

The scheme is a waste of money as it will be an
environmental disaster.

Yes

No

The cost of the scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line
with industry standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which
concludes high value for money.

104630

Current plans seem to be dominated by cost rather than
economic growth.

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of the funding would come from central Government which would
meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The cost of the scheme is
proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost benefit
analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money
Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter
5 of the Case for the Scheme.

Yes

No

The overarching scheme objectives have shaped the development of the
scheme, which aims to deliver increased economic growth by enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed; to connect people by
freeing up local capacity for all road users; and to create a positive legacy for
local communities and businesses.

57318

The Prime Minister stated in December that the A14 upgrade
would be totally funded by the Government.

Yes

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of the funding would come from central Government which would
meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The cost of the scheme is
proportionate to its size, in line with industry standards, and a cost benefit
analysis has concluded that it would provide high value for money.

54632

Disappointed the scheme has progressed with the local

Yes

No

The cost of developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources.
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

authorities having to make financial contributions.

Highways Agency’s response
The largest proportion of funding would come from central government, who
would meet the whole cost at the time of construction. Also, the local
authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships in Greater Cambridge have
jointly pledged a contribution of £100m towards the scheme,
Further details of the economic Case for the Scheme can be found in Chapter
5 of the Case for the Scheme.
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the de-trunked A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.

104936

The scheme is a waste of money and will not improve the
Huntingdon area at all.

Yes

No

The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key
radial routes. In particular, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate
that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000
vehicles per day without the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a decrease of 42%), while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will
be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%)
.

101092

101084

Agree with the project but concerned it will either be delayed
or rejected and will not come in at the estimated £1.5Bn.

It appears the scheme will take a vast amount of land and
cost a lot of money.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. We believe the delivery programme is as
short as can be achieved within UK legislation.
The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct
and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation
of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory
purchase land. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
high value for money.

104782

104870

The cost of the scheme would be better used on maintaining
existing roads.

The scheme has never been costed or if it has, the cost of it
published.

Yes

Yes

No

This option was selected as the proposed option in the A14 Study on the
basis that it had a higher benefit-cost ratio than the other options, which
included the option of maintaining existing roads.

No

The cost of developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources.
The largest proportion of the funding would come from central Government
which would meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The cost of the
scheme is proportionate to the size of the scheme as in line with industry
standards. A cost benefit analysis has been undertaken, which concludes
high value for money.
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Consultee(s)

Conington
Village
Meeting

2 Community
Consultees

Summary of consultee comment

Local residents are contributing to the cost of the A14
construction via contributions to local councils.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

10 April 2014

Yes

Will be a waste of money unless the congestion problem is
eradicated.

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of the funding would come from central Government which would
meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and
Local Enterprise Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100
million towards the scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following
opening. The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with
industry standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would
provide high value for money.

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

Environmental
General
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation
feedback and further technical assessment.

104915

The environmental impact work should have been complete
at the consultation stage.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an EIA. The EIA
has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice
guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. A
summary is included in Chapter 19.
The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English
Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.

5957, 5966,
5995, 10072,
10080,
10087,
10089,
10098,
10112,
10116,
10119,
10134,
10136,
10160,
27754,
27766,

General support for and acceptance of the impact
assessment and the proposed environmental mitigation
measures.

Yes

No
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Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Details of the proposed planting are provided in Chapter 3, Chapter 10 and
Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. The planting proposals would
establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide
screening to views of the scheme and would generally reduce the significance
of visual effects in the long term. Specification of the species, planting
densities, and the size and age of planting stock would be determined during
the detailed design stage. There may be appropriate locations for semimature trees to be specified, however, smaller planting stock is generally
specified to promote successful establishment since failure rates are greater
with larger planting stock. Mitigation planting Is expected to become
established by year 15, however the use of larger planting stock will be used
locally where appropriate to provide an immediate landscape effect (e.g.
within Huntingdon town centre).

27771,
27781,
27784,
27790,
27792,
30292,
30294,
30298,
30299,
30302,
30318,
30331,
30340,
34854,
34888,
34899,
34931,
34953,
34987,
35013,
35037,
35068,
35080,
35086,
35112,
45701,
10077)
104495,
104532,
104688,
104695,
104724,
104749,
104808,
104834,
104864,
104969,
104973

55788

Concerned that planting would take many years to mature
and screening will therefore be insufficient.

Query how the potential adverse environmental impacts
(noise, light and air pollution) arising from ten lanes of traffic
within yards of Brampton can be overcome by any
mitigation.

Yes

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment (including on Brampton) as a
result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed
as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance
and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement – see Chapters
8, 10 and 14 relating to air quality, landscape and visual and noise.
The area directly north of Brampton is expected to be beneficially affected as
traffic flows reduce in this area due to the introduction of the scheme and
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
hence noise levels would reduce. Properties at the western edge of
Brampton are predicted to experience an increase in sound from road traffic.
In this area, a 1000m long 2m high absorptive noise barrier on top of a 2m
high false cutting has been included in the scheme design. Lighting would be
provided at junctions for overriding safety reasons. Various measures are
proposed to minimise light spill, including the careful selection of lighting
equipment, lighting levels, arrangement, dimming facilities and lantern
shields. With respect to the impacts of the scheme on air quality, the
assessment concludes that no significant adverse effects would occur as a
result of the scheme.

101818,
101863
101845
101845

31692

102801

102813

Concerns about the environmental impacts of the scheme.

Yes

No

It was suggested by staff at the consultation that mitigation
would do little in reality to really reduce the environmental
impacts.

Yes

No

The proposed improvements are a tired old response to
climate change and environmental issues.

Yes

No

Concerns that environmental issues cannot be met by
transferring traffic to other modes.

Request an independent review of the environmental plan.

To access the A14, locals will be required to travel to
Brampton Hut which will cost money.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects. During construction, this would include adherence to
the Code of Construction Practice, the use of appropriate construction
phasing, the provision of alternative routes with adequate signage and the
use of noise screens and low noise equipment. During operation, this would
include the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks. Mitigation measures are in accordance with recognised standards
and best practice and have been designed to reduce would lessen the likely
significant adverse environmental effects caused by the scheme as far as
possible.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application. The EIA has been undertaken
by suitably qualified and experienced specialists with a duty to follow
professional codes of conduct and act independently of commercial interest
and in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on all travellers, including vehicle
travellers, have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental Statement.
Local traffic currently has to travel via the Brampton Hut junction to access the
A14. In this respect there would be no change as a result of the scheme,
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Highways Agency’s response
except that traffic travelling east would re-join the A1 southbound and then
transfer on to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at the new Brampton
Interchange, while traffic travelling west would join the A14 at the new
Ellington junction. Neither journey would be significantly longer than the
existing routes, while the new routes would be expected to be quicker due to
the increased capacity provided. As such, the Highways Agency would not
expect the cost of making these journeys to change materially as a result of
the scheme.

Not seen any mitigation proposals for Cambridge.

102882

103489,
104633,
104905,
104973

Yes

No

•

In Hilton, which is already the worst area for Europe’s
pollution.
Planting of trees along the new dual carriageway
elevated access is unlikely to mitigate the noise impact.

Yes

No

103517,
104601,
104781,
104625,
104808,
104851,
104970,
55527

•

•

•

The river area around the Offords is prone to flooding
and the railway line currently acts as a barrier protecting
the village.
No provision in the preliminary design to account for
disruption in the river flow that such a major construction
can have and the possibility of significant backing up of
large volumes of water around the proposed road
viaduct.
Potential flooding threat to the Offord villages and the
outlying area unless the design takes this into account at
the outset.
The backing up of water could lead to considerable

It is recognised that whilst vegetation in line of sight between a sound source
and receiver may appear to provide some noise screening, it has negligible
beneficial effect in terms of noise reduction. An assessment of noise impacts
and effects has been undertaken as part of the environmental impact
assessment (including in relation to Hilton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. The Environmental Statement has not identified
any significant adverse noise effects at the village of Hilton during scheme
operation, as a result of the scheme.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken (fully considering all locations
mentioned in the consultee comment) and is appended to the Environmental
Statement.

Concerns regarding flooding, including:
•

The scheme is expected to improve conditions for traffic commuting towards
Cambridge. Local traffic from Huntingdon and surrounding towns and villages
would benefit from a choice of routes. Traffic from central and eastern
Huntingdon would benefit from direct access to the de-trunked A14 where it
connects into the existing network of roads in Huntingdon town centre. This
route would be relieved of traffic and therefore more reliable.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment (including with respect to Hilton) and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme. No
significant residual adverse effects from air pollution are predicted for Hilton.

There are not sufficient air quality mitigation proposals in
place, including:
•

Likely significant effects on the environment (including, where relevant, in
relation to Cambridge) as a result of the construction and operation of the
scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact assessment
(EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation
and best practice guidance and the findings are reported in the Environmental
Statement. A summary is included in Chapter 19.

Yes

No

Hydraulic modelling has been used where available to determine existing
flood levels and to test the impact of the scheme. Where the potential impact
upon water levels is greater than negligible for the 1% (1 in 100) annual
exceedance probability (AEP) event, mitigation is proposed which aims to
achieve a neutral impact upon flood levels. Where required, level-for-level
floodplain compensation storage is proposed as mitigation and has been
located as close as practicable to the area of loss.
In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

•
•
•
•
•

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

pressure at a critical pinch point near the Grade I listed
St Peter’s Church, Offord Darcy.
Increased risk of flooding to surrounding villages.
This will lead to a greater footprint and increased
flooding risk.
Unsure how existing flooding issues will be addressed.
Building an embankment and bridge across the Great
Ouse valley will increase flood risk.
Increased flood risk in Brampton due to increased
surface runoff from the roads, especially the elevation
sections.

Highways Agency’s response
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding
conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water courses
in the vicinity of the scheme.
In relation to the river Great Ouse, proposed mitigation would account for the
loss of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the increase in peak
water level (a localised 5mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100) Annual Exceedance
probability flood event). In relation to Brampton Brook, proposed mitigation
would account for the loss of floodplain, but might not fully compensate for the
increase in peak water level (a localised 250mm rise for a 1% (1 in 100)
Annual Exceedance probability flood event). However, the assessment
concludes that the scheme would not have a likely significant adverse effect
on flood risk to property. There would be no change in Standard of Protection
to any property.
Flood compensation areas are shown on the Outline Environmental Design
drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area.

103529

At a public meeting in Hilton Methodist Church there were no
diagrams or information detailing the measures to be
undertaken. As work was apparently still being undertaken, it
was not possible to discuss the significant concerns
regarding the impact of the road in this area.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings and proposed
mitigation are reported in the Environmental Statement. Assessment relating
to air quality and noise are reported in the Chapters 8 and 14. The outline
environmental mitigation design is presented in Figure 3.2
Ongoing engagement has been held with consultees with an interest in the
land affected by the scheme. Several amendments have been made to the
design of the scheme in response to the specific requirements of these land
interests.

5972

They should not take five years to deliver - hurry up!

Yes

No

Comment duly noted.

10168

No concerns - this development has needed doing for years.

Yes

No

30308

This is overdue.

Yes

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.

104645

The proposals will blight a large stretch of countryside and
will increase the noise and pollution along several existing
sections of the A14. The proposal provides no details on
any mitigation measures beyond creating landscaped
"woodland" in certain areas. Artificial woodland alongside a

Yes

No

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement (ES). The Highways Agency has engaged

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

busy dual carriageway is no more than window-dressing. It
has no leisure value and does nothing to counteract the
fundamentally harmful impact of the road.

Highways Agency’s response
with a range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment
Agency, Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in
undertaking this assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these
stakeholders prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. The introduction and improvement of
major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the landscape and
remove substantial areas of countryside (predominantly land in arable
farming); this would be most marked on the offline section between Brampton
and Fenstanton, however the environmental mitigation works would lessen
impacts and create a nett increase in valuable semi-natural habitats.
Environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub planting would help to
screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme into the wider
landscape whilst reflecting local landscape patterns and features and by use
of locally occurring native species.
A noise impact assessment for the scheme has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to
cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the
barriers and stakeholder consultation.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
ES. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme.

104863

What mitigation is being provided for surrounding the village
of Brampton with 10 lanes of motorway and bridging the
Ouse Valley way?

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works
are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include
environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views
towards the scheme, the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive
locations, and native tree and shrub planting. The planting proposals would
establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
screening to views of the scheme and would generally reduce the significance
of visual effects in the long term. Mitigation measures near Brampton include
landscape bunds and native tree and shrub planting to screen highways and
traffic. These mitigation measures are identified in the Outline Environmental
Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation and included routes further away from
Hilton and Conington. This study concluded that a northern route would be
longer across open countryside risking greater environmental impact and
greater impact on populous areas

55774

The new route should pass closer to Huntington and much
closer to the current A14 than proposed, to minimise the new
impacts on currently unaffected land, prime agricultural land
and villages. It should also all be put in cutting to minimise
environmental impacts and the need for borrow pits. It
should expressly avoid impact on villages including Hilton
and Conington by running as close to the current A14 as
possible.

Yes

No

Chapter 16 of the ES also covers impacts on community. In summary, the
assessment of community effects concludes that Hilton and Conington are
likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to the potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would
mitigate much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with
adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks. Mitigation measures are identified in
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the
ES.

Substantial natural banking needs to be constructed. This
needs to be of sufficient height and planting density,
including semi mature trees, to limit all forms of pollution.
(noting that the current design proposal includes for a bund
of just 1metre above the carriageway level)
104921

Footprint data is needed for conditions in the village “prescheme” to be recorded, including noise, air quality and
traffic movements. Monies need to be reserved for “postscheme” mitigation measures such as traffic calming. This to
ensure that the adverse effects of the scheme on village life
are minimised

This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation on the
scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been refined
further since the formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and
ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines
the main alternative scheme options that have been considered. The likely
significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms have been
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The impacts of the scheme
and its alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises
much of the local area.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement (ES). Baseline data for noise and air quality
has been used. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on communities have been
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are reported in
Chapter 16 of the ES.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
ES. The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a
result of the scheme and as such no mitigation is proposed.
A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) and assessment of likely
significant effects on noise and vibration have been undertaken and are
reported in Chapters 10 and 14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce the noise and visual impact of
the scheme once built and in use. This includes the alignment of the route
itself, the use of cuttings, low-noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to minimise adverse impacts. Mitigation measures are identified in
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained on Figure 3.2 of the
ES.
Traffic forecasts have been modelled using housing and employment data
provided by the local authorities and through the use of the DfT’s National
Trip End Model (NTEM) datasets. The Transport Assessment demonstrates
that the scheme would result in a reduction in through traffic at several towns
and villages along the A14 route.

103526

54700

Big roads need to be well away from residential areas and
should provide wildlife bridges because this is humane and
helps fragile British wildlife. Let's make the A14 a statement
of developmental excellence and consider people and
wildlife as well as freight traffic. If they had left in the railway
between Cambridge and Huntingdon it would have helped
you to plan this traffic solution.

The extra vehicles on the combination of the new and
existing A14 will add to problems, some of which will also
affect the A14 itself, include noise, air pollution, danger and
congestion.

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people,
enabling better connected communities and unlocking economic growth. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable
safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU).
Yes

Yes

No

No
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An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
Maintaining landscape and habitat connectivity has been a core aim of the
design mitigation. This has been achieved largely via the use of appropriate
habitat creation, landscaping, including tall screen planting and the provision
of suitably located and designed culverts in conjunction with fencing and
sensitive lighting. No significant effects on nature and conservation are
predicted as a result of severance.' No requirement has been identified for
dedicated wildlife bridges.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement (ES). Baseline data for noise and air quality
has been used. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key
environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Assessment of air quality, noise and human health impacts are reported in
Chapters 8 and 14, and Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement. The
scheme is designed to take traffic away from areas where emissions would
have an effect on residents. Traffic air emissions are predicted to decrease
especially in Huntingdon and along the de-trunked A14. The scheme would
contribute to decreasing the air pollution emissions experienced at the four air
quality management areas (AQMA) in the vicinity of the scheme. An AQMA is
where the local authority has identified a location where national air quality
objectives could be exceeded. The scheme would result in some likely
adverse noise effects during construction; however, once operational the
scheme would offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings. Some noise
increases are identified, mainly along the proposed Huntingdon Southern
Bypass, however, extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks which
would mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. The health assessment
indicates that the scheme would have beneficial effects on
health. Accessibility and connectivity, especially for non-motorised users
would likely see significant beneficial improvements and improved transport
links would help business opportunities, reduce road accident rates and
reduce traffic flows on many local roads.

105120

The proposal defined the land that would build on as lowgrade agricultural land. To define land solely by its crop
growing potential is to ignore the importance of grass,
pasture and any trees and hedging. These areas have
importance not least for insects that pollinate our crops.
Burying 4-5 SqKm under tarmac not to be dismissed lightly.
It means we should be looking to the time when scheme is
operational and vehicle fuels more expensive and not so
available.

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment, including ecological impacts, as
a result of the construction and operation of the scheme have been assessed
as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been
undertaken in accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance
and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement (ES). The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English
Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
DCO application.
The likely significant effects of the scheme on agricultural land and farms
have been assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 16 of the ES. The impacts of the scheme and its
alternatives on agricultural land are very important, as it comprises much of
the local area. A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) has also
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES, including
assessment of impacts to trees and hedges. Land take has been restricted to
only that which is necessary for the scheme or construction.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic
flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton Road would be reduced by around 4%
from 5,800 vehicles per day without the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day
with the scheme.

102880

Concerns over the environmental effects of traffic using the
B1040 and Fenstanton Road.

Yes

No

Traffic flows through Fenstanton are forecast to decrease as a result of the
scheme. Daily traffic flows on the High Street in the year 2035 are expected
to reduce from 11,300 vehicles per day without the scheme to 8700 vehicles
per day with the scheme (a decrease of 23%).
Environmental impacts as a result of traffic reduction would benefit the local
community.

104509

Concerns over environmental impacts associated with the
construction phase.

Yes

No

Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These
impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of
the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be
applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works.

104943

The countryside and environment is of greater urgency than
noise and fuel pollution.

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Consultee(s)

104980

104967

Summary of consultee comment

Unsure of the need to create a huge new piece of transport
infrastructure through a piece of peaceful rural land.

Scientific modelling needs to be carried out by independent
parties.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

No

Highways Agency’s response
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands
and East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11
motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.
The scheme would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the
construction of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out
local traffic via the access road and the de-trunked section of A14. . Journey
time reliability and reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic
commercial traffic.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Air
An assessment of the impacts of the air quality has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement, The air quality EU limit
values and UK air quality objectives for NO2 and PM10 which apply to the
scheme are also provided in this chapter. The assessment in summary
concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
104719

There will be increased air pollution during construction and
operation of the scheme.

Yes

No

During operation, although air quality will decrease in some areas, no
exceedances of air quality objectives are predicted and as such no mitigation
is proposed. The scheme is also predicted to improve air quality in a number
of areas including AMQAs across the scheme area.
Chapter 6 of the Code of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the proposed management of air quality
during construction.

103592

Concerns over impacts on air quality to the Kings Hedges
Investments Limited development parcels.

Yes

No
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Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
No exceedances of air quality objectives are expected across the scheme and
at the land owned by King Hedges Investments Limited

Consultee(s)

103594

104597

104626,
104669,
192843,
104518,
104543,
104698,
102793,
104587,
104653,
104544,
104820,
104829,
104879,
45662;
36049,
104837,
104528

Summary of consultee comment

There needs to be effective measures to reduce air pollution
in residential areas.

Lack of information regarding how the works will reduce
pollution during construction.

Concerns over pollution caused by the scheme.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
No exceedances of air quality objectives are expected across the whole
scheme, including areas adjacent to residential areas. As such, no mitigation
measures are proposed. Air Quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a
result of the scheme with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality
Management Area improving.

No

An assessment of air quality impacts during construction has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The
assessment identified there are areas across the scheme where mitigation
would be required to limit the impact from construction and demolition related
dust. The mitigation measures to limit the impact would be applied at all sites
where dust producing activities would be taking place. The methods of dust
suppression would follow current construction and demolition site best
practice and set out in the Code of Construction Practice.

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
No exceedances of air quality objectives are expected across the whole
scheme. Air Quality in Huntingdon is predicted to benefit as a result of the
scheme with pollutant concentrations in the Air Quality Management Area
improving.

Ecology

104872

No mention of invertebrates.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
Terrestrial and aquatic invertebrate surveys were undertaken to inform the
assessment and requirements for mitigation. No significant adverse effects
on invertebrate are anticipated, with positive effects being predicted due to
habitat creation.

104887

There is no section on biodiversity although there appear to
be measures planned. Query if these have been based on
an assessment of the environmental impact, or if they are
standard responses based on assumptions.

Yes

No

An assessment of likely significant ecological impacts (including with respect
to biodiversity)effects and proposals for mitigation are reported within Chapter
11 of the Environmental Statement.
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Consultee(s)

104653

104762

103522

Summary of consultee comment

Concerns over the impacts on biodiversity from the road
around Hilton.

There is opportunity to enhance the environment and
increase biodiversity.

A combined wildlife enhancement scheme involving
extensive tree planting along the A1/A14 corridor would help
mitigate effects.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation, based on
extensive baseline survey data, are reported within Chapter 11 of the
Environmental Statement. Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on
ecology has been identified, which seeks to avoid impacts in the first instance,
through carefully siting infrastructure away from sensitive habitat, and timing
works to avoid sensitive periods. Other principles adopted in the mitigation
strategy are to ensure no net loss of valued habitats; maintain dispersal
corridors across the scheme using culverts and structural planting; increase
connectivity along the scheme with new landscaping using native, locally
appropriate species; and create new habitats along the highways estate in
order to achieve net habitat gain. In the area of new road proposed north of
Hilton, specific ecological mitigation included within the scheme design
includes underpasses for badger and otter, integral bat boxes in the West
Brook Bridge, hop over planting for bats and a dedicated great crested newt
mitigation area and underpass. These features would be complemented by
suitable landscape planting and should ensure connectivity across the new
road for wildlife and the provision of appropriate semi-natural habitats.

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are
reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. The scheme
would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat, comprising
predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which would be
of greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it would
replace. The restored semi-natural habitats would provide a connective
corridor within the farmland landscape, linking adjacent habitats and
enhancing the ability for wildlife to move through the landscape.

No

An assessment of ecological impacts and proposals for mitigation are
reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement. Mitigation to
reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified, which seeks
to avoid impacts in the first instance, through carefully siting infrastructure
away from sensitive habitat, and timing works to avoid sensitive periods.
Other principles adopted in the mitigation strategy are to ensure no net loss of
valued habitats; maintain dispersal corridors across the scheme using
culverts and structural planting (in conjunction with fencing and sensitive
lighting); increase connectivity along the scheme with new landscaping using
native, locally appropriate species; minimise culverting of watercourses where
practicable; and create new habitats along the highways estate in order to
achieve net habitat gain. Native tree and shrub planting on and adjacent to
highway earthworks would be carried out to create woodlands, copses and
shelterbelts in order to mitigate for ecological impacts and help integrate the
scheme into the existing landscape pattern where appropriate.

Flooding
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Consultee(s)

(45520)

104664

Summary of consultee comment

The consultation has been farcical, with representatives
having been completely unable to respond to questions,
including basic questions. The community are still waiting
answers as the consultation concludes.

Insufficient clarification provided on the drainage implications
for Hilton which has a low water table and long history of
flooding.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken (including with respect to
Hilton) and is appended to the Environmental Statement. In summary this
assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation
measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment
Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that
with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not
be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the
scheme.
The provision of floodplain compensation for the West Brook at Hilton as
mitigation would result in a neutral effect on flood risk for all the watercourses
in the Hilton area

102880

A failure to construct adequate and effective drainage
measures under the A14 will increase the flood risk to Hilton.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas including for the West Brook at Hilton. These
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where necessary
following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the Environment
Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and concludes that
with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not
be adversely affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the
scheme.
The provision of floodplain compensation as mitigation will result in a neutral
effect on flood risk for all the watercourses in the Hilton area.

104762

Run off will be increased and mitigation looks insufficient to
prevent flooding. Care must be taken to not increase flood
risk in the area.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst
case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
Measures would be implemented during construction for any works within or
close to water bodies, other watercourses, lakes, reservoirs, or groundwater.
The main contractors will consult with the Environment Agency (and any other
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
relevant statutory authorities) regarding the measures to be implemented to
contain and manage surface water runoff from the construction site to prevent
deterioration of the water environment and other potential adverse impacts
including changes to flow volume, water levels and water quality. Appropriate
measures, such as keeping watercourses clear of obstructions and debris to
reduce blockage risk would be implemented by the main contractors. Further
detail on road drainage, the water environment and flood risk during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 14 of the Code of Construction
Practice, which forms part of the Environmental Statement – see Appendix
20.2.
Comment is noted.

104754

104754

Landscape is a critical issue.

Trees should be limited as far as possible.

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to
integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts.
Native tree and shrub planting on and adjacent to highway earthworks would
be carried out to create woodlands, copses and shelterbelts in order to break
up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic and lighting, and to help
integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.

104546,
104851

104913

There must be consideration and detailed information on
measures to mitigate flood risk.

It is absolutely vital that the highways department of the
county council are given all the details unearthed by Carillion
about the way that rainwater from the existing A14 outside
Fenstanton gets into Hall Green Brook.

Yes

Yes

No

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst
case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). The flood risk assessment
includes review of the existing/pre-scheme flood risk from all sources,
including information from previous flood events including for the West Brook
(also known as Hall Green Brook).
In summary this assessment has concluded that there is a need for a range of
mitigation measures including balancing ponds and flood compensation
areas. These mitigation measures have been added to the scheme where
necessary following the consultation and ongoing engagement with the
Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst case scenario and
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
concludes that with the mitigation measures in place, existing flooding
conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most water Rainfall
runoff from new areas of road would be attenuated and outflow reduced to
greenfield rates for all events up to the 100-year return period event plus an
allowance for climate change. This will mimic the response of the natural
environment to rainfall and not exceed the flows that would arise from the
undeveloped site.

104737

Concerns that no space or allowance has been made for
maintenance of watercourses.

Yes

No

The environmental impacts, which would arise from the proposed scheme are
assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and reported,
along with proposals for mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. The
mitigation is designed to allow space for maintenance. A summary is
included in Chapter 19.

Landscape
Comment is noted.

104754

104754

Landscape is a critical issue.

Trees should be limited as far as possible.

Yes

Yes

No

No

An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts. Environmental bunds and extensive tree and
shrub planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to
integrate the scheme into the wider landscape.
An assessment of landscape and visual impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The introduction and
improvement of major highway infrastructure would affect the character of the
landscape. Landscape mitigation works are proposed to lessen the
landscape and visual impacts.
Native tree and shrub planting on and adjacent to highway earthworks would
be carried out to create woodlands, copses and shelterbelts in order to break
up the scale of the road, screen structures, traffic and lighting, and to help
integrate the scheme into the existing landscape pattern.

104553

The potential impact on landscape has been inadequately
covered, with more explanation of why cuttings aren’t being
used more needed.

Yes

No
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A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A variety of
landscaping works are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme.
These include environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to
help limit views towards the scheme, the use of cuttings to screen traffic in
sensitive locations, and native tree and shrub planting. The planting
proposals would establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time,
provide screening to views of the scheme and would generally reduce the
significance of visual effects in the long term.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104650

There are a number of other identified options that represent
a huge saving in terms of landscape destruction.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

104754

The critical issues are landscaping.

Yes

No

Noted.

No

The proposal to designate the Ouse Valley as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty has been acknowledged in the Landscape and Visual Impact
assessment within Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high
sensitivity and value of the Ouse valley has been recorded and impacts on
this landscape have been assessed and mitigation proposals identified – see
the Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

No

A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. A variety of
landscaping works are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme,
including ground shaping and extensive tree and shrub planting - see the
Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

104843

104861

The loss of countryside – indeed a proposed Area of
Outstanding natural beauty cannot be justified.

To see a huge road construction would devastate the
landscape.

Yes

Yes

104626,
104934

The Ouse Valley area would be decimated by the scheme.

Yes

No

A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken and
is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. The high
sensitivity and value of the Ouse Valley landscape has been acknowledged.
A range of mitigation measures have been built in to the scheme design,
including extensive tree and shrub planting within the Ouse Valley - see the
Outline Environmental Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

104088

Landscape planting should be done at an early stage so that
it is established and effective at an early stage.

Yes

No

Noted. Mass planting of smaller material at an early stage will lead to rapid
establishment of a sustainable visual screen.

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the
scheme are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The
mainline of the A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at
all of the roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces.
An assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been
undertaken (including in relation to local villages including Hilton, Brampton
and Offord Cluny) and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. The A14 and
overbridges north of Hilton would not be lit, and neither would the A14/river
Great Ouse viaduct north of Offord Cluny, so that there would be no adverse
effects as a result of lighting on the villages of Hilton or Offord Cluny. Lighting
on the A14 east of Brampton Wood would be visible from the eastern
periphery of the woodland only, and would cause visual effects of relatively
minor significance. Lighting along the A14 to the south west of Brampton

Light
101020,
102856,
104670,
55530,
104952,
104953,
104985,
105027,
57336,
102641,
45923

Concerns about increases in light pollution, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Hilton due to the proximity of the road.
In Hilton due to the need for greater mitigation.
In Brampton due to the proximity of the road and the
type of junctions.
In all the local villages.
In Offord Cluny due to the construction of the bridge.
At Brampton Wood, where woodland should be
provided.
Insufficient information on the lighting scheme.
Impacts should be minimised.

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
would cause some adverse visual effects on views from the periphery of
Brampton. A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce
likely significant environmental effects including the careful placement of
lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties
and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable
operation could also be implemented.
Lighting provision is minimised to reduce light pollution but would be provided
at junctions for overriding safety reasons.

104754

104579

If road lighting is essential, it should be designed so that its
impacts on the skyline are limited and the appearance of the
countryside is maintained.

Yes

Must ensure any lighting is minimal to avoid light pollution.

Yes

No

Concerns over issues of light pollution.

Yes

No

No

104698,
104653,
104754,
104917,
104934

An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including
landscape and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement.
Mitigation measures to restrict light pollution from the scheme include
minimising the impact of road lighting through careful placement where such a
system is deemed essential. The use of modern, controllable light sources
with sharp cut-off properties, coupled with dynamic systems of operation,
would reduce the effect of lighting on the surrounding environment.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is
reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter 10 of the
Environmental Statement. Impacts from lighting would be reduced as far as
practical although would inevitably cause some adverse effects. The most
adverse impacts would be caused during construction of the scheme. A range
of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
environmental effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the
use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and
shrub planting.
At construction sites where potentially significant light impacts are identified,
the main contractors would develop and implement lighting controls as part of
their Environmental Management System. Further detail of lighting during the
construction period is provided in Chapter 5 of the Code of Construction
Practice.

Noise

104543,
104544

Buckden will be less than half a mile from the six lanes of
traffic. Think of the noise and pollution for Buckden.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise impacts and effects has been undertaken as part of
the environmental impact assessment and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to
cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the
barriers and stakeholder consultation.
The Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse noise
and vibration effects at Buckden Village as a result of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Environmental Statement.

54205,
104764,
105105,
105109,
105120,
55515,
105128,
104759,
54676,
104668,
104546,
104600,
104707,
104752

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy.
Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers
and stakeholder consultation.

This will cause more noise pollution for Hilton.

Yes

No

Joint Parishes
HCV (villages
of Bluntisham,
Cottenham,
Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

Mitigation bunds of up to two metres in height above the road level would be
provided on the south side of the new road at several locations including to
the north of Hilton - see the Outline Environmental Design drawings
contained in Figure 3.2 of the Environmental Statement. Dense planting
would be provided on the bunds.
During scheme operation, the noise impact assessment reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement has not identified any significant adverse
noise effects at the village of Hilton as a result of the scheme.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement) outlines the noise and vibration mitigation
measures which would be adhered to as part of the scheme. The main
contractors will assess, consider and implement means to control noise and
vibration from the works. This would include noise and vibration control at
source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic enclosures and
screening of equipment.

55669

There does not appear to be any noise mitigation measures.
If it is intended to use the 2m visual bunds for noise
mitigation, these will be far too ineffective. More effective
methods include double skinned reflective barriers, such as
recommended by a sound consultant during the consultation
for the last proposal for the A14 in 2010.

(35129)

Insufficient consideration given to noise. A 30-50% increase
in traffic on the A14 alone will give rise to a significant in
traffic noise that will travel further and affect more people.
The additional traffic will also impact noise levels around
local roads. A small decrease in dB from a modern road

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of the environmental impacts, including impacts and effects
on noise and local communities, has been undertaken and is reported in the
Environmental Statement (Chapters 14). Extensive mitigation measures have
been considered during construction and designed into the scheme to reduce
noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low
noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and
reduce noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed highways
standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove
significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in
accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken
account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation
works, which would reduce noise impacts.

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce significant noise effects. During
construction, this would include adherence to the Code of Construction
Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement.)
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

surface will not compensate for the additional traffic and it
would require ongoing maintenance.

Highways Agency’s response
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011) as 600metres around new
or altered highways and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new
works subject to a change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of
the scheme on opening. A three-dimensional computer prediction model of
the study area has been constructed. The model includes terrain data,
ground cover types, road links as well as buildings and other structures,
including bridges that might screen or reflect noise. Assessment of
operational noise change uses a comparison of traffic data projected with and
without the scheme, both in the opening year (2020), and in the future
assessment year (2035), i.e. the year of maximum projected traffic flow within
15 years of opening. The assessment has focused on the long term noise
effects (i.e. with-scheme 2035 vs without-scheme 2020) as required by DMRB
HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011). The do-minimum 2035 was also
considered to determine whether any significant effects identified are a
consequence of traffic growth.
The design and construction of the scheme would be carried out in
accordance with current standards so that poor road surfaces and sub-grade
conditions are not evident when the scheme is open to traffic. The design
and construction of the scheme would be undertaken in accordance with the
DMRB HD213/11 (Highways Agency et al., 2011), relevant local authority
standards and the Manual of Contract Documents for Highway Works
(MCHW), as appropriate. These documents set out the standards and
specifications to be met for road design and construction, including, but not
limited to, the road foundations, earthworks, bridges and road pavement.
The new trunk roads would be provided and maintained to acceptable
standards in line with the maintenance requirements for the trunk road
network in England.
Changes in car technology may lead to lower levels of noise from the scheme
than predicted by the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) (Department
of Transport Welsh Office, 1988) on low speed roads. On higher speed roads,
tyre sound dominates and hence the output of CRTN continues to be the
robust method to estimate the future noise levels caused by the scheme.
Noise barriers and landscape barriers would be designed in accordance with
DMRB, HA 65/94 Design Guide for Environmental Barriers (Highways Agency
1994) and HA 66/95 Environmental Barriers: Technical Requirements
(Highways Agency 1995).
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings,
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact
and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do
so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation
works, which would reduce noise impacts.
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Highways Agency’s response
During construction, noise would affect residents at areas including south of
Girton interchange and south of the Cambridge Northern Bypass. Site
specific noise controls would be agreed with the local authorities before
construction is started. Noise insulation would be provided for qualifying
properties close to construction activities where noise would otherwise be
disruptive.
During operation, over 2,900 dwellings along the existing A14 corridor through
Huntingdon, Godmanchester and Fenstanton and many sensitive nonresidential facilities, including Hinchingbrooke Hospital, Stukeley Meadow
Primary School and Hemingford Nursery School would benefit from noise
reductions as a result of the scheme. These improvements would result
mainly from the re-routeing traffic out of town and along the new bypass.
Noise improvements also result from the provision of low noise road
surfacing, and a number of noise barriers along the modified sections of the
existing A1 and A14, including the Cambridge Northern Bypass. Existing
noise barriers would be enhanced by the scheme at a number of locations,
particularly at Girton and Impington. These noise reductions are in line with
the aim of Government noise policy to improve health and quality of life,
where possible.
There would be around 330 dwellings with a minor adverse or greater noise
impact predominantly along the new bypass section of the scheme between
Brampton interchange and Fen Drayton. The magnitude of noise increases
and the number of people adversely affected by them has been minimised by
noise mitigation integrated into the scheme, in line with the aim of
Government noise policy to minimise as far as sustainable adverse impact on
health and quality of life. Mitigation measures designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation include careful design of the alignment
and cuttings, the use of low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
installation of noise fence barriers at a number of locations.
A small number of residential properties situated close to the scheme would
qualify for noise insulation under the Government’s regulations. Noise
insulation combined with mitigation integrated into the scheme would avoid
any significant adverse impact on health and quality of life, consistent with
Government noise policy.

(35118)

Unclear on what is intended along the entire route. In the
section north of Bar Hill there should be additional noisescreening for the village.

Yes

Yes
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An assessment of the noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken (including in relation to Bar Hill) and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would
be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise effects at
various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with Government
noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit compared to
cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the
barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected
properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise
impacts.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Noise barriers would also be provided at noise Important Areas, as defined
under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would
prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice
guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan,
Important Area 5140 is located alongside the A14 at Bar Hill. On the south
side of J29, (of the A14) and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of a 3m high reflective barrier which would control traffic
noise at Rhadegund Cottages, Bar Hill within this Important Area. The barrier
is shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.

(35102)

(45461)

There will be an overall reduction in noise and vibration
affecting towns and villages.

A bund of 1 metre will do nothing to reduce noise pollution.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Support is duly noted.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
Details of the noise mitigation including barrier heights are provided in Table
14.21, and the location of the noise mitigation is shown on Figure 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement.

(34874)

It has yet to be shown how the proposal will address the
various European legislation with regards to noise.

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which
are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes
account of the baseline levels.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

103592

Concerns over potentially adverse noise impacts on Kings
Hedges Investments Limited development parcels.

As part of the requirements of an ES the scheme needs to take account of
national policy and guidelines, which includes the Noise Action Plan: Roads
(including Major Roads)[1] (hereafter referred to as the ‘Action Plan’), which is
designed to address the management of noise issues and effects from major
roads in England under the terms of the Environmental Noise (England)
Regulations 2006[2] as amended (the “Regulations”). These Regulations
transpose Directive 2002/49/EC[3] relating to the Assessment and
Management of Environmental Noise. This directive is commonly referred to
as the Environmental Noise Directive (END). The END does not set any limit
value, nor does it prescribe the measures to be used in the action plans,
which remain at the discretion of the competent authorities.
Yes

No

The Government intends that the action planning process should contribute to
delivering the vision and aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England [4].
The design of the proposed scheme has considered and addressed the vision
and aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England regarding noise impacts
on health and quality of life.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2014). Noise Action
Plan: Roads (Including Major Roads), Environmental Noise (England)
Regulations 2006, as amended.
[2] The Environmental Noise (England) Regulations 2006 (as amended 2008,
2009).
[3] European Union (2002). Directive (2002/49/EC) of the European
Parliament and of the Council relating to the assessment and management of
environmental noise.
[4] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

(34884)

Unable to find figures on noise pollution in Buckden.

Yes

No
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An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment (including in
relation to Buckden) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental
Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment
and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required
to reduce or remove significant noise effects at various locations where
sustainable to do so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of
barriers has taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering
practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers and
stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly affected properties may
qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
During scheme operation, the Environmental Statement has not identified any
significant adverse effects at the village of Buckden as a result of the scheme.
Noise and vibration impacts are shown on Figure 14.7 of the Environmental
Statement.

(34915)

The proposed route from Fen Drayton to Brampton is
proposed to be 2 to 3 meters high, yet it is not explained how
noise will be mitigated.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects of the scheme
(including the stretch between Fen Drayton and Brampton) has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures
have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during
operation, including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and
landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Noise
barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant noise
effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance with
Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of benefit
compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental impacts
caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. In addition, significantly
affected properties may qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce
noise impacts.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken
(including with respect to Elsworth village) and is reported in Chapter 14 of
the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken as part of the environmental impact assessment for construction
and operation of the scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the
Environmental Statement.

(34871)

No bund or noise mitigation is provided on the south side of
the west-bound carriageway between the Conington Fenstanton minor road and Hilton - Fenstanton minor road.
This will have a severe impact on residents in the northern
part of Elsworth village.

10 April 2014
(Section 42
consultation
letter)

Yes

No

The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and
sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in
noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A
three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has been
constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen
or reflect noise. Noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction,
ie wind blowing from the road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings,
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact
and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do
so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation. .
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation
works, which would reduce noise impacts.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant
noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance
with Government noise policy.
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Highways Agency’s response
Elsworth village is in excess of 3km from the scheme and the Environmental
Statement has not identified any likely significant adverse noise and vibration
effects at the village as a result of the scheme.

104719

There will be increased noise pollution during construction
and operation of the scheme.

Yes

No

A noise impact and vibration assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback
and the technical assessment work.
Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the
ES, outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that would be
adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the
scheme during construction have been considered in the ES.
A noise and vibration impact assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation
measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts
during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback
and the technical assessment work..

104762

Does noise modelling take wind directions into account?
There appears to be insufficient noise mitigation provided for
the raised road design that will increase noise levels.

Yes

No

A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed. The
model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links as well as
buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen or reflect
noise. The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways
and sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a
change in noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on
opening.
The Highways Agency has established significance effect criteria, which are
based on the latest government noise policy and World Health Organization
guidance. The significance of effect takes account of the baseline levels.
The methodology set out in Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN)
(Department of Transport and Welsh Office, 1988) has been used to predict
the change in noise level resulting from the change in road traffic during and
due to construction of the scheme. The CRTN procedures assume typical
worst case noise propagation scenarios which are consistent with moderately
adverse wind velocities in all directions.

(27783)

(27789)

Greater consideration should be given to reducing the noise
from traffic on the villages around Cambridge (e.g. Histon,
Impington, Girton).
Doubtful that the current plans provide sufficient noise

Yes

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.

No

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which
are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

screening to those villages most affected, like Hilton.

(30295)

Based on the public consultations, there are insufficient
noise mitigation proposals in place, such as a six foot
standard barrier which is far from adequate.

Highways Agency’s response
Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of effect takes
account of the absolute and baseline levels.

Yes

No

A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
noise effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code
of Construction Practice (Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement).
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and
sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in
noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A
three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has been
constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen
or reflect noise. Noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction,
ie wind blowing from the road.

30335,
34911,
34938,
34939, 35106

The noise mitigation proposals are insufficient.

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings,
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact
and reduce noise. Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do
so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation
works, which would reduce noise impacts. Friesland Farm has been identified
in the Environmental Statement as a potential noise insulation qualifier.
Noise barriers would also be provided at Important Areas, as defined under
the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would
prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice
guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). Under the Action Plan, for
example, several Important Areas have been identified along the Cambridge
Northern Bypass and the Environmental Statement identifies additional
mitigation in the form of noise barriers at these areas.
The design of the proposed scheme has considered and addressed the vision
and aims of the Noise Policy Statement for England [1] regarding noise
impacts on health and quality of life.
The noise mitigation measures for the scheme are shown on Figure 14.6 of
the Environmental Statement. The impacts and effects on wildlife are reported
in Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
[1] Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2010). Noise Policy
Statement for England.

(34894)

Concerns about noise and the design of noise barriers. The
proposals clearly need further development in this area.

Yes

No

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken for construction and operation of the scheme and is reported in
Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
noise effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code
of Construction Practice (see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental Statement).
The noise study area is primarily defined in the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges HD213/11 as 600metres around new or altered highways and
sections of existing roads within 1km of the new works subject to a change in
noise level of more than 1dB(A) as a result of the scheme on opening. A
three-dimensional computer prediction model of the study area has been
constructed. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road links
as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might screen
or reflect noise. Noise prediction method assumes an adverse wind direction,
ie wind blowing from the road.
Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including the alignment and cuttings,
low noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks to mitigate visual impact
and reduce noise. In addition, latest technology appropriately designed
highways standard noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or
remove significant noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do
so in accordance with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has
taken account of benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other
environmental impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.
In addition, significantly affected properties may qualify for noise insulation
works, which would reduce noise impacts.
Noise barriers would also be provided a noise Important Areas, as defined
under the Noise Action Plan for Major Roads (Defra 2014), where they would
prevent unacceptable adverse noise effects or sustainably avoid significant
adverse effects in line with Government noise policy, planning practice
guidance and Action Plan for Roads (Defra, 2014). For example, Important
Area 6109 is located to the south of Impington close to the A14 and the
Environmental Statement identifies additional mitigation in the form of noise
barriers: On the northern side of the Cambridge Northern Bypass 320m long
and 4m high absorptive barrier replacing existing 2m high barrier and also
extending west by 250m with 3m high absorptive barrier. The barriers are
shown on Figure 14.6 of the Environmental Statement.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact and vibration assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Extensive
mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation including the alignment and cuttings, low noise road
surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce
noise. Additional noise mitigation measures have been added to the scheme
design since the consultation period, in response to consultation feedback
and the technical assessment work.

Concerns regarding noise as summarised below.
•

(34900)

•
•

•

The construction of the noise barrier on the south side of
the A14 resulted in increased noise for Impington as it
bounces off the barrier and is exacerbated by the
prevailing wind.
Noise reduction measures would be limited.
The traffic projections only include agreed new
developments, and exclude new docks, some of
Northstowe, Waterbeach barracks development and
others, therefore noise could eventually become
unbearable.
Noise reduction measures seem to be an afterthought
and insufficient budget has been assigned.

Yes

(34905)

There are multiple examples around Cambridge where the
road has either been in cutting or bunds provided on either
side to reduce the impact of the noise.

Yes

No

(34906,
45384)

Query whether low noise road surfaces will be provided.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Chapter 13 of the Code of Construction Practice – see Appendix 20.2 of the
ES, outlines the noise and vibration mitigation measures that would be
adhered to as part of the scheme. This would include noise and vibration
control at source (such as quiet or low vibration equipment), acoustic
enclosures and screening of equipment. The noise and vibration effects of the
scheme during construction have been considered in the ES.

Carbon Footprint
102863

104800

The report ignores all the consequences of failure to mitigate
for the effects of climate change by promoting fossil fuelled
transportation.

The Highways Agency should be proposing more long-term
solutions to climate change.

Yes

No

Must ensure adequate landscaping to minimise visual
pollution.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has
been taken into account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and
mitigation of the scheme. The scheme road drainage would include an
allowance for the effects of climate change by increasing rainfall intensities of
the design storms by 20% over and above current design rainfall
intensities. The flood risk assessment includes allowance for climate change,
as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Greenhouse
gases associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions. In addition the
individual topic chapters 8 -18 refer to consideration of climate change where
relevant to the assessment and mitigation of that topic.

Visual
104579
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An assessment of the impacts of the scheme on the landscape has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Concerns over visual pollution of the scheme.
104626,
104653,
104824,
104869

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Landscaping works are proposed to lessen the landscape and visual impacts.
Carefully designed environmental bunds and extensive tree and shrub
planting would help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the
scheme into the wider landscape.

Mitigation
An assessment of noise and vibration has been undertaken as part of the
environmental impact assessment for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
An assessment of likely significant effects on the environment including
landscape and light pollution has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
10 of the Environmental Statement. Lighting provision is minimised to reduce
light pollution but would be provided at junctions for overriding safety reasons.
102880

Screening from noise and light pollution should be greater
than in the proposals

Yes

No

Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise and visual impacts during operation, including the alignment and
cuttings, low-noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and extensive tree
and shrub planting to screen scheme infrastructure such as lighting.
Noise barriers, would be installed as required to reduce or remove significant
noise effects at various locations where sustainable to do so in accordance
with Government noise policy. Provision of barriers has taken account of
benefit compared to cost, engineering practicability, other environmental
impacts caused by the barriers and stakeholder consultation.

104630,
103588,
104880

104915

There is not enough being done to mitigate the impacts of
the new road near Hilton.

There is no strategy in place to manage noise, emissions
and particulates.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported,
along with proposed mitigation, in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English
Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
DCO application.
Mitigation for the scheme includes landscape bunds and planting along the
southern side of the road to reduce noise impacts and to screen views of the
road and traffic in the vicinity of Hilton. Figure 3.2, sheets 10 and 11 show the
outline design plans for the section near Hilton. Further information on the
noise assessment and air quality assessment is provided in chapters 14 and
10 of the Environmental Statement
Assessment of the schemes likely significant effects on air quality showed no
predicted exceedances of air quality objectives across the scheme area at
human or ecological receptors therefore no mitigation was required for the
operational phase. Further information in air quality assessment is provided in
Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
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Consultee(s)

101769

45790;
46096,
37771,
46025, 45200
+1

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

It is essential a quiet running surface is used at the Girton
Interchange.

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

An acceptable environmental plan should be agreed such as
landscaping to offset the scale of the development.

Yes

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported, along with
proposed mitigation, in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement. Figure
14.7 sheet 15 identifies scheme mitigation and likely significant effects near
the Girton Interchange. The current proposal is that the scheme would use
'Low Noise' road surfacing material. The Highways Agency no longer permits
use of concrete or hot rolled asphalt.

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported,
along with proposed mitigation for all factors including landscaping, in the
Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a range
of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural
England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Further information required

Extra MSA
Cambridge
Ltd

There is no detailed information on demand flow. The PEIR
contains no reference to traffic capacity studies and it is
understood that this work is on-going.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Extensive traffic modelling has been undertaken to support the DCO
Application. This includes the use of transport models to forecast the
expected travel demand both with and without the scheme in place. The
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM), which incorporates land use
planning and transport mode choice elements, has been used to forecast the
demand for travel between origin and destination zones by different modes of
transport. The CSRM traffic growth forecasts are fed into a road traffic model,
known as CHARM (Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road Model). This model
is used to forecast the routes that traffic would take between each pair of
origin and destination zones.
Further information about the traffic modelling can be found in the Transport
Assessment which has been submitted with the application for a DCO.
Information regarding the modelling process can be found in Section 3 of
Transport Assessment, while the resultant traffic forecasts are summarised in
in Section 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104505

104830,
104477,
105083,
54660

There is little detailed information on the scheme in the
current documentation regarding the impact on pollution
such as noise and air.

There needs to be more information regarding borrow pits
and reconstruction.

Yes

Yes

No

Assessments of air quality and noise impacts have been undertaken and are
reported in Chapters 8 and 14 of the Environmental Statement. During
operation, no exceedances of UK air quality objectives are predicted. A range
of mitigation measures would also be implemented to reduce significant noise
effects.

No

Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides backgrounds to the restoration
design of the borrow pits. The restoration of the borrow pits has two main
objectives: providing future agricultural or recreational possibilities (such as
walking or fishing), and contributing to biodiversity, with the balance
determined by local factors.
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Consultee(s)

102641

Summary of consultee comment

a. What is the distance from the shop in Hilton, via B1040,
to middle of the A14 bypass?
b. What is the distance from the village hall, via the Hilton
Road, to the middle of the A14 bypass?
c. Does the B1040 Potton Road bridge and the Hilton Road
bridge goes over or under the A14 bypass?
d. What is the height of the proposed A14? What will it be
raised by?

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
a) The distance is approximately 1.6 km (1 mile)
b) The distance is approximately 1.9 km (1.2 miles)
c) It can be confirmed that both the B1040 Potton road and Hilton road
bridges will go over the proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
d) At the B1040 Potton Road proposed crossing the A14 would be at
approximately 2.7m above ground level. At the Hilton road crossing
the A14 would be at approximately 2.8m above ground level
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would
mitigate much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice including
the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screens and
low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.

105098
105130,
104477,
102641,
54660, A14C002

Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise
or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
There is very little consideration of Hilton.

Yes

No

Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views
towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered
by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would
be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14).

101771

Highways agency should visit some residential areas to
understand the need for the proposal to be reconstituted.

Yes

No
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Representatives from the Highways Agency have visited sections of the
scheme route. Arising from their visits an environmental impact assessment
has been undertaken which includes an assessment of impacts on
community. The findings of this assessment are reported in Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement. These findings have informed the design for a
number of sections along the route.

Consultee(s)

103517

Summary of consultee comment

There was no specific information regarding projected noise
levels produced on the major elevated section of the
proposed road which will be over a kilometre in length and,
as the road crosses both the river and high voltage lines for
the main arterial rail road, in excess of 12 metres in height.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The likely significant noise effects of the river and valley crossing have been
assessed and reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement
Mitigation has been identified as appropriate having regard for the elevated
structure and embankments. Differences in noise transmission from elevated
sources have been fully taken in to account. The design levels are the lowest
that are practical given engineering constraints on the scheme, such as
clearance requirements and effective drainage.

Yes

No

A three-dimensional model of the study area has been constructed to assess
noise impacts. The model includes terrain data, ground cover types, road
links as well as buildings and other structures, including bridges that might
screen or reflect noise. The Highways Agency has established scheme
significance criteria, which are based on the latest government noise policy
and World Health Organization guidance. The assessment of significance of
effect takes account of the baseline levels. Mitigation would be specified and
included in the scheme proposals where the modelling and assessment
shows a need.
During the formal consultation both preliminary environmental and traffic
information documents were available, providing an initial statement of the
main environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
This was intended to give stakeholders an understanding of the key issues
and enable them to prepare well informed responses to the consultation.

103517

Major concerns regarding the building of the road near
Offord D’Arcy. Although there was detailed information
regarding the overall design and route of the road, there was
no information available at that stage regarding certain
aspects of the environmental impact on the area in the valley
near the Offord villages and the consequential effect on the
residents of the area.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the
impacts (including those at Offord D’Arcy and the surrounding villages) are
included in the Environmental Statement.
Following on from this EIA, extensive mitigation measures for the scheme
were drawn up, again in consultation with key stakeholders. -Details can be
found in the Environmental Statement including the Outline Environmental
Design drawings contained in Figure 3.2.

103517

The use of aerial photographs made it difficult to establish
exact areas of mitigation, shielding etc.

Yes

No

Mitigation measures such as mitigation and shielding will be set out in the
Environmental drawings set out in the Environment Statement

104961,
105085

The time period for consultation was inadequate.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency has satisfied the statutory requirements for formal
consultation for the DCO application. The number of exhibitions that were
made available was unprecedented for a Highways Agency scheme and
included 22 exhibitions at individual locations, a full set of consultation
documents available on the Highways Agency website, information points as
widely available as Suffolk County Council offices and web chats hosted by
the various scheme experts.

105124,
105100,

More information is required to justify the height of the
bypass.

Yes

No

The design levels are the lowest that are practical given engineering
constraints on the scheme, such as clearance requirements and effective
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

105122,
104764,
105105,
55515,10480
4

Highways Agency’s response
drainage. More information of the level of the scheme can be seen in the
Engineering Sections Drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
There has been no consultation, residents have just been
told what will be.
104904,
104986,
105098,
103588)

It is clear that there is actually no consultation process and
that all decisions are already made. This seems both unfair
and contrary to the Planning Act 2008 which asserts that
local people should influence the actual outcomes of the
process.

The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
Yes

No

This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
As part of the planning process we are taking account of and having regard
for all consultation responses.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are
included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.
There has been ongoing engagement with key stakeholders and landholders.
At the next stage the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) will seek written
representations from members of the public and people will be able to register
to speak at hearings.

2830,
103479,
103517 ,
104553,
104759,
105093
45951

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
There is not enough information regarding environmental
mitigation and/or impacts.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are
included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.

101962

The map does not have a key and the links to literature
cannot be found.

Yes

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are
included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission. The Planning Inspectorate will upload the whole of the planning
submission onto the world wide web and paper copies will be made available
for viewing locally. The public are able to make representations to the
Planning Inspectorate and can ask to speak at hearings.

104505

Concern over the lack of specific detail in the proposals
presented by the Highways Agency and inability to provide
answers in relation to pollution levels, noise levels, flooding
risk and impact of wildlife. If this is the case, how
can proposals be presented with any credibility?

Yes

No

Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement.
The assessment in summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result
of the scheme.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise
effects during construction; however, once operational the scheme would
offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation
and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment
presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
This chapter considers impacts from habitat loss, changes in environmental
conditions (such as water quality and water levels), disturbance, severance,
fragmentation and species mortality both during construction and operation.
Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified.
The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat,
comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which
would be of greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it
would replace.

(46221)

Staff at presentations have been unable to provide answers
to key questions in relation to pollution levels, noise levels,
flooding risk and impact of wildlife. The stock answer has
always been "still to be considered".

Yes

No
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At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on air quality, ecology, noise and vibration, and
flooding are assessed as part of the environmental impact assessment and
are reported in Chapters 8, 11, 14 and Appendix 17.1 of the Environmental
Statement.

(46212)

2 local
community
consultees
(35107,
46095)

This was a highly selective consultation.

Yes

No

Reserving comment until further information is provided,
including:
•
•

•

A discussion with the Highways Agency;
The final Traffic Forecast on the new A14, the old local
road, the B1040 and the Graveley Way (in Hilton), the
A1096, and the Low Road (Fenstanton); and
A comprehensive Environmental Statement.

Yes

No

Comments received in response to the formal consultation have been
considered in developing the preliminary scheme design and Environmental
Statement. The environmental impact assessment has been undertaken in
accordance with relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the
findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The Consultation
Report has been prepared to present the responses received and how they
have been taken into account.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

(46011)

Query why more detailed information was not provided, such
as noise modelling, which was done at the same stage of
previous consultations on the A14.

Yes

No
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A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). This included a preliminary
account of environmental issues, such as noise. It was noted that the
scheme presented during consultation was being developed as part of an
iterative process of scheme development and environmental impact
assessment (EIA). The scheme design has since been refined in response to
consultation feedback and further technical assessment. The detailed
environmental impact assessment, including assessment of likely significant

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
effects on noise for the scheme was therefore not available at the time of the
consultation.
.
Comment noted.

(45967)

102641

(45818)

The consultation deadline should have been extended until a
draft Environmental Statement was available.

Request details of drainage in respect of flooding mitigation
through this area.

Request to see the environmental assessment to ensure that
local conditions are fully understood and taken into account.
Hope to see the benefits to local traffic movements
demonstrated.

Yes

Yes

No

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst
case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes.
Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment.

(34881)

Staff provided vague answers about the impact this scheme
would have on our local environment.

Yes

No
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At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback
and further technical assessment.

104970

(35126)

(35125)

Insufficient information provided, only information from the
staff was that there will be lighting at the junctions and
overhead sign gantries but no other information was
available for the local community, on which to make
informed comment.

Staff at the exhibitions did not provide sufficient responses
and the information available at the consultation was not
detailed enough for a proper discussion.

The Environmental Statement will only be published after the
announced route proposal, which makes a nonsense of the
whole exercise.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the
scheme are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The
mainline of the A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at
all of the roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces.
An assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation
measures would be implemented to reduce likely significant environmental
effects including the careful placement of lighting columns, the use of
controllable light sources with cut-off properties and the use of tree and shrub
planting. A degree of dimming and variable operation could also be
implemented.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

(35110)

The questionnaire is fundamentally flawed as it assumes
that the respondent supports the proposed scheme.

Yes

No

The questionnaire provided the option to disagree with the scheme.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014) details of
the scheme including preliminary environmental and traffic information
documents were published and made available on line and at a range of
consultation venues. These provided an initial statement of the main
environmental and traffic information available for the scheme area.
The following consultation documents were available on the consultation web
page
- Scheme brochure
- Exhibition panels

103566

Reliable information does not seem to be available, nor is it
likely to be before the consultation period comes to an end.
How can a decision be reached without all the relevant data?

- Preliminary Environmental Information
Yes

No

- Preliminary Traffic Information
- Scheme Drawings
Consultation materials were also available to view at numerous community
centres.
The Highways Agency also provided contact details on all documentation,
should customers wish to learn more about proposals.
This was intended to give members of the public an understanding of the key
issues and enable them to prepare informed responses to the consultation.
Updated details of the scheme and an assessment of the impacts are
included in the Environmental Statement which forms part of the DCO
submission.

16 local
community
consultees
(17779,
34890,
34945,
34997,
35041,
35056,
35082,
35098,
35106,
35111,

The environmental mitigation measures are inadequate.

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

35114,
35125,
35129,
35127,
45277,
46150)
An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement
including Figures indicating the location of noise barriers.

(35027)

Request clarity on the criteria used to decide when and
where noise barriers will be erected, including maps clearly
indicating the areas where the use of noise barriers are
being considered or evaluated.

Yes

No

(34913)

The broad approach covers various areas, but these are
only set out in outline.

Yes

No

(35062)

Insufficient details of measures to reduce environmental
impact through noise, air quality and visual impact.

Yes

No

(35001)

There is no mention of our village.

Yes

No

(35018)

The brochure presents a blinkered view of environmental
impact.

Yes

No

(34913)

The broad approach covers various areas, but these are
only set out in outline.

Yes

No

(34917)

Insufficient data is provided on the impacts. Quotes from
representatives have admitted to a complete lack of data.

Yes

No

(45145)

Reliable information does not seem to be available nor is it
likely to be before the consultation period comes to an end.

The Highways Agency has established scheme significance criteria, which
are based on the latest government noise policy and World Health
Organization guidance. With respect to noise barriers, the Environmental
Statement identifies where significant adverse noise effects are likely and
where mitigation is required taking account of benefit compared to cost,
engineering practicability, other environmental impacts caused by the barriers
and stakeholder consultation.

The brochure contained a description of the junction but not an extract of the
scheme drawing showing it. A drawing of the A1198 junction is available on
the Highways Agency’s website at
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
302055/Proposed_Scheme_GA_P0_09.pdf
along with the other drawings of the scheme.

The brochure contained a description of the junction but not an extract of the
scheme drawing showing it. A drawing of the A1198 junction is available on
the Highways Agency’s website at
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
302055/Proposed_Scheme_GA_P0_09.pdf
along with the other drawings of the scheme.

Yes

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement.
The assessment of impacts on community and private assets, including
agricultural land are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.

(45145)
14 local
community
consultees
(34891,
34912,
45145,
34930,
34990,
35012,
35033,
35043,
35093,
35102,
35129,
45967,
46212,
46229)

(30336)

(10091)

Reliable information does not seem to be available nor is it
likely to be before the consultation period comes to an end.

It is not possible to make a judgement on the environmental
impacts/mitigation due to insufficient information.

Yes

Yes

No

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement.

The consultation document does not provide sufficient detail
about either the proposed scheme or the potential adverse
environmental impacts and mitigation. The proposals are
very vague regarding how adverse impacts will be monitored
and provides very little detail on any proposed mitigation
measures.

Request details of the proposed route A1189 junction and
query why it was not in the public consultation brochure.

The assessment of impacts on community and private assets, including
agricultural land are reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
The design of the scheme seeks to avoid sensitive sites and reduce
severance.
Yes

Yes

No

No

The brochure contained a description of the junction but not an extract of the
scheme drawing showing it. A drawing of the A1198 junction is available on
the Highways Agency’s website at
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
302055/Proposed_Scheme_GA_P0_09.pdf
along with the other drawings of the scheme.

6 local
community

It was difficult/impossible to find the environmental
information.

Yes

No
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At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

consultees
(5959, 5983,
30317,
34875,
34898,
35016)

Highways Agency’s response
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.

4 local
community
consultees
(30293,
34861,
34960,
35064)

Staff at the exhibition were unable to explain how deep the
cutting in Offord Hill would be as the road approaches Offord
Cluny and at what point it would have to rise to approach the
bridge. There was also a lack of clarity in terms of what
mitigation measures might be in place.

Yes

No

On the approach to the new B1043 Offord Road Bridge from Offord Cluny, the
A14 would gradually rise to approximately 8m above the existing ground level.
East of the new Offord Bridge, the depth of cutting starts from approximately
0.4m and increases to a maximum depth of 7.5m, at a point 800m east of the
new Offord Road Bridge.
A Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the Environmental Statement. Landscaping works
are proposed to lessen the visual impacts of the scheme. These include
environmental bunds, where practicable and appropriate, to help limit views
towards the scheme, the use of false cuttings to screen traffic in sensitive
locations, and native tree and shrub planting. The planting proposals would
establish belts of screening vegetation that would, over time, provide
screening to views of the scheme and would generally reduce the significance
of visual effects in the long term.
Comment duly noted.

(30309)

An executive summary should have been provided.

Yes

No

A non-technical summary of the Preliminary Environmental Information
Report (Highways Agency, April 2014) was included in the report. A nontechnical summary of the Environmental Statement is provided as part of the
DCO application.
A scheme of this scale would inevitably have some impact on the local
community and environment. Knowing this a number of options have been put
forward and considered.

(30317)

Environmental mitigation measures are irrelevant as the
scheme is in the wrong location – it should not be so close to
some of the most beautiful villages in England.

Yes

No

(A12) Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April
to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines
the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by the scheme, would enhance
cycle and pedestrian access. Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement
(6.2) reports an assessment of impacts on communities.
Mitigation measures would reduce the impacts associated with the scheme
which is heavily outweighed by the benefits as a result of the scheme for the
local and wider community.
Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment and are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in Chapter
8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in summary concludes no
significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work. The scheme would result in some likely adverse noise
effects during construction; however, once operational the scheme would
offer noise reductions to over 2,900 dwellings.

104505

Lack of clarity relating to pollution levels, noise levels,
flooding risk and impact of wildlife.

Yes

No

A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement (Appendix 17.1). In summary this assessment has
concluded that there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including
balancing ponds and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures
have been added to the scheme where necessary following the consultation
and ongoing engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment
presents a worst case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation
measures in place, existing flooding conditions would not be adversely
affected in relation to most water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
This chapter considers impacts from habitat loss, changes in environmental
conditions (such as water quality and water levels), disturbance, severance,
fragmentation and species mortality both during construction and operation.
Mitigation to reduce the impact of the scheme on ecology has been identified.
The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural habitat,
comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed woodland, which
would be of greater general biodiversity value than the arable habitat which it
would replace.

104503,
104698

Staff at the exhibition advised that there will inevitably be
light pollution as a bridge has to be constructed to cross the
railway line and river, which will be highly visible to residents

Yes

No
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The general proposals for highway lighting to be installed as part of the
scheme are set out in Chapter 3 of the Environmental Statement (ES). The
mainline of the A14 would not generally be lit but lighting would be provided at
all of the roundabouts at the proposed junctions and at other major interfaces.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

in Offord Cluny.

101105,
102015, West
Anglia
Trading
Association,
102206,
104569,
104932,
Concord
Lifting
Equipment,
Papworth
Everard
Parish
Council,
105062

54486

(34969)

Highways Agency’s response
An assessment of likely significant visual effects of lighting has been
undertaken and is reported in Chapter 10 of the ES (including with respect to
Offord Cluny). A range of mitigation measures would be implemented to
reduce likely significant environmental effects including the careful placement
of lighting columns, the use of controllable light sources with cut-off properties
and the use of tree and shrub planting. A degree of dimming and variable
operation could also be implemented. No new road lighting is proposed in the
immediate vicinity of Offord Cluny and no significant adverse impacts on
lighting are predicted for these villages.

Air quality will be improved, including:
•
•
•

•
•

In Huntingdon.
On Castle Hills (ancient Monument), the South end of
Town (Conservation area) and Portholme (SSSI).
Better air quality than the current road, particularly
around the villages through which the A14 currently
passes.
Improving traffic flow and reducing congestion will
reduce the adverse effect on air quality.
Residents in Godmanchester will benefit from the
reduction in emissions. Residents elsewhere will also
not have to suffer that much.

The impact on local residents is glossed over and not
addressed.

Due to the attempt to rush through the Development
Consent Order application, the consultation process was
conducted before any proper environmental investigations
were completed, therefore the information provided was
unspecific and uninformative.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Support is duly noted. Impacts on air quality are assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment and are reported, along with proposals for
mitigation, in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes no significant effects occur as a result of the scheme.

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable
safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU). The
Environmental Statement reports an assessment of impacts on local
communities and any proposed mitigation measures (including Chapter 8 Air
Quality, Chapter 14 Noise and Chapter 16 Community and Private Assets).
A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.

Yes

No
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Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

(34913)

The broad approach covers various areas, but these are
only set out in outline.

Yes

No

(34917)

Insufficient data is provided on the impacts. Quotes from
representatives have admitted to a complete lack of data.

Yes

No

The brochure contained a description of the junction but not an extract of the
scheme drawing showing it. A drawing of the A1198 junction is available on
the Highways Agency’s website at
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
302055/Proposed_Scheme_GA_P0_09.pdf

(35001)

There is no mention of our village.

Yes

No

along with the other drawings of the scheme.

A preliminary environmental information report was made available during the
formal consultation period (April – June 2014). It was noted that the scheme
presented during consultation was being developed as part of an iterative
process of scheme development and environmental impact assessment. The
scheme design has since been refined in response to consultation feedback.

(35033)

Until the proposal has been presented with all the details
what promises can be made that any such proposed
mitigation will be put in place.

Yes

No

Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA). The EIA has been undertaken in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance and the findings are reported
in the Environmental Statement. The Highways Agency has engaged with a
range of key environmental stakeholders including the Environment Agency,
Natural England, English Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this
assessment. The findings of the EIA were shared with these stakeholders
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

An assessment of noise and vibration impacts and effects from construction
and operation of the scheme has been undertaken (including in relation to
Brampton) and is reported in Chapter 14 of the Environmental Statement.
Appendix 14.4 of the Environmental Statement presents details of
construction activities, including those at borrow pits, and assessment. A
range of mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce significant
noise effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code
of Construction Practice. In addition, significantly affected properties may
qualify for noise insulation works, which would reduce noise impacts.

(35035)

No reference has been made to the noise pollution from the
accompanying proposed gravel extraction works in
Brampton.

Yes

No

The Environmental Statement identifies likely temporary significant
construction noise effects at approximately 10 dwellings at the south west
corner of RAF Brampton base due to the number of people exposed to
construction noise adverse effects and their close proximity to one another.
However, the level of noise would not cause significant adverse effects on
health and quality of life i.e. the noise is intrusive but not disruptive as set out
in Planning Practice Guidance-Noise (DCLG, 2014). In addition, significant
noise effects have been identified at the non-residential receptor of
Landsmans Limited, Brampton Road during the daytime during soil storage
and construction of Buckden Bridge.

104830

Request more details on the mitigation measures with regard

Yes

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

to the New Huntingdon Southern Bypass, including
measures for the residents of Hilton and outlying houses
with regard to noise, air and light pollution, vibration, dust
and wildlife habitats.

Highways Agency’s response
assessment of impacts on local communities (including Hilton). The findings
of this assessment are reported throughout the Environmental Statement by
topic (including Chapter 8 Air Quality, Chapter 14 Noise and Chapter 16
Community and Private Assets).
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would
mitigate much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with
adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality at Hilton
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise, vibration or air pollution are
predicted for Hilton.
Visual impacts at Hilton
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse
visual effects would be of low significance.
Traffic at Hilton
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
An assessment of likely significant ecological effects and proposals for
mitigation are reported within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement.
The only designated site to be directly affected in terms of land loss is the
Buckden Gravel Pits County Wildlife Site, which would be crossed by a
viaduct/bridge for the new offline Huntingdon Southern Bypass. Whilst small
areas of habitat will be permanently lost, the scheme includes the provision of
reshaped and re-planted edges as part of the restoration to the remaining
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
waterbodies within this part of the Buckden Gravel Pits CWS which would
provide marginal habitats as mitigation for the loss of open water and aquatic
habitats. The scheme would lead to a net gain of 271ha of semi-natural
habitat, comprising predominantly semi-natural grassland and mixed
woodland, which would be of greater general biodiversity value than the
arable habitat which it would replace.

104645

The proposal is deplorably vague on any kind of mitigation
whatever -- "designing the proposed scheme to avoid or
reduce impacts upon heritage assets" sounds nice, but what
does it mean, and is it achievable? There is no evidence that
anything can or will be done to mitigate the inevitable
negative consequences for the environment.

Yes

No

101000

Detail is not clear.

Yes

No

101043

Your online materials are impenetrable to anyone without an
hour to spare.

Yes

No

101818

There have been so many different versions of the plans I
am confused as to what has already been proposed

Yes

No

101945

Since the final design of the raised A14 section and the
details associated with noise and pollution controls has not
been completed, it is difficult to agree with the design.

Yes

No

Environmental mitigation is proposed in the form of landscaping and planting.
The alignment of the proposals has been subject to an environmental impact
assessment including specified mitigation measures, and the Environmental
Statement forms part of this DCO.
A range of consultation material was provided in accordance with the
Statement of Community Consultation (included in Appendix A) including at
several public exhibitions, drop off points and online. The Highways Agency
also publicised the Highways Agency Information Line, a telephone line where
queries and further information could be requested.
A range of consultation material was provided online in accordance with the
Statement of Community Consultation (included in Appendix A) including at
several public exhibitions, drop off points and online. The Highways Agency
also publicised the Highways Agency Information Line, a telephone line where
queries and further information could be requested.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years and many options
have been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at
key stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations
with interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.
The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be up to 3.5m above existing ground
level. Some of the side roads would be carried over the bypass with bridges
and associated earthworks rising approximately 8m above the bypass. The
carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high enough to
enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to a balancing
pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a slope on
pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road being high
enough to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is also
beneficial to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water flow
to the outfalls from the road into the drainage system. The level of the road
also needs to be high enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to pass
beneath the highway.
A landscape and visual impact assessment has been undertaken and is
reported in Chapter 10 of the ES. A range of mitigation measures have been
built in to the scheme design for the bypass including ground shaping and
extensive tree and shrub planting. Views towards the scheme and traffic
movement from Hilton would be distant and filtered by intervening vegetation,
so that visual effects would generally be of low significance. The proposed
environmental bund and mitigation planting would further restrict views,
particularly in the long term when planting would be mature. The mitigation
proposals would provide a mitigation bund of up to 2 metres in height above
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
the road level on the south side of the new road in several locations. In
addition planting would be provided on the bund. - see the Outline
Environmental Design Drawings contained in Figure 3.2 of the ES.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the ES. Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the
scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including the alignment and
cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks to mitigate visual
impact and reduce noise. No significant residual adverse effects from noise
pollution are predicted for the villages around the scheme

104505

A detailed explanation would be beneficial on why it changed
from 2013. Did you get it wrong in 2013?

Yes

No

104637

A summary document would have been helpful.

Yes

No

104853

There seems to be more consultations for improvements
than actual improvements. An agreement should be made
and the works carried out, this could go on for another 5
years without any resolution and every year more and more
vehicles are taking to the roads

Yes

No

102808

The proposals give no definitive guidance on noise
mitigation. Will this mean the minimum is employed?

Yes

No

54632

No information provided regarding, the route the information
has not been forthcoming. This information will be available
soon but that is too late for this period of consultation. This
included details of how high the proposed road will be as it
passed north of our village together with firm details of what

Yes

No
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There have been several changes to the scheme since consultation in 2013.
These changes have been made in light of new information as well as through
continued consultation with stakeholders. The preliminary design stage (which
is the stage prior to DCO application) aims to continually improve the scheme
and maximise the benefits the scheme would offer whilst also minimising
impacts. The Highways Agency seeks to make improvements to the scheme
where possible by ensuring a number of options have been explored and
consulted on. This has led to the design consulted in 2014 which has since
had several minor-moderate design changes.
Comment duly noted. At the commencement of the formal consultation period
(April 2014) preliminary information documents were published and made
available online and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal
engagement has taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders
since the formal consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic
and environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental
Statement, prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A number of options have been explored to ensure the optimum design can
be chosen and developed which would offer the most benefits. The DCO
application is set to be submitted late 2014, which would see the detailed
design stage process start early 2015. At this stage the scheme would not
significantly change.
It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
There have been several changes to the scheme since consultation in 2013.
These changes have been made in light of new information as well as through
continued consultation with stakeholders. The preliminary design stage (which
is the stage prior to DCO application) aims to continually improve the scheme
and maximise the benefits the scheme would offer whilst also minimising

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

mitigation will be in place. Is the Highways Agency proposing
to come out to the villages again when the actual details
have been finalised and how you expect individuals to have
been able to comment at this time with any confidence when
the proposals are not finalised?

Highways Agency’s response
impacts. The Highways Agency seeks to make improvements to the scheme
where possible by ensuring a number of options have been explored and
consulted on. This has led to the design consulted in 2014 which has since
had several minor-moderate design changes.
The scheme has been developed over a number of years. Many options have
been considered and evaluated. Formal consultation has been held at key
stages of the development process together with ongoing consultations with
interested parties. The current scheme is a result of this process to date.

105130

Major concerns over the consultation process.

Yes

No

As a result of engagements with consultees with an interest in the scheme
several amendments have since been made to the design and incorporated
into the scheme. Where practicable the Highways Agency endeavours to
accommodate reasonable requests.
This Consultation Report provides details of how the Highways Agency has
developed the scheme including amendments incorporated into the scheme
as part of the consultation
Several footways and byways are proposed around Hilton including a
realigned route over the new Hilton bridge. This would allow connectivity to
the new NMU facilities between Fenstanton and Cambridge via the local road
network.
Impacts on Hilton as a result of the scheme have been assessed and can be
found in the Environmental Statement.

104477

The legacy is non-existent as far as Hilton is concerned with
no provision for cycle and walking routes or nature
conservancy. In fact Hilton barely gets a mention in the
display documentation and neither there are there drawings
showing Hilton in detail.

No

No

102641

Can the Highways Agency provide a detailed large scale
map of the route giving OS 6 figure map references for its
track passed the village of Hilton?

Yes

No

A14 scheme information, including drawings can be found via the Highways
Agency website.

No

An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.
Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would
mitigate much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice, the use of
appropriate construction phasing, the provision of alternative routes with
adequate signage and the use of noise screens and low noise equipment.
During operation, this would include the use of cuttings, low-noise road
surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement.
No significant residual adverse effects from noise or air pollution are predicted
for Hilton.
Distant views towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton
would be filtered by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse
visual effects would be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts

Design should be led by the priorities for the scheme not
landfill errors from the past (such as that at Swavesey) or
bridge shortcomings (such as Huntingdon).

54660

With no consistency in the designers (or even design
companies) the design has progressed without continuity
and failed to take account early input and considerations to
the detriment of Hilton. The current design / option is not
acceptable and should be abandoned but as a minimum pay
far greater attention to mitigating the effects on the village of
Hilton.

Yes
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101925

The Northstowe access routes should be shown on this plan.

Yes

No

104905

No details available about possible use of village roads
during construction period nor of impact of construction 'HQ'
at the end of the Avenue, Madingley.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.
The Highways Agency would make provision for the developer of Northstowe
to link into the scheme on the B1050 north of the Bar Hill Junction.
The proposed traffic management of the construction of the scheme has
developed as the scheme itself has progressed. Construction works
associated with a road scheme of this scale would inevitably have some
impacts on local communities and the environment. These impacts have now
been assessed and are reported in the Environmental Statement where
measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP outlines the control
measures and standards that would be applied by the Highways Agency and
its main contractors throughout the construction period, including community
relations, general site operations, transport and traffic, and environmental
considerations. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities would be
mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction noise and
dust. These would be subject to engagement with the relevant local authority
or statutory environmental body. A detailed assessment of noise & vibration
has been undertaken along with an assessment of air quality as part of the
environmental impact assessment (EIA) for construction and operation of the
scheme and is reported in Chapter 14 and Chapter 6 respectively, of the
Environmental Statement. There is the potential for noise impacts during
construction. The Environmental Statement includes a range of mitigation
measures which would be implemented to reduce significant environmental
effects. During construction, this would include adherence to the Code of
Construction Practice, (CoCP) - see Appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement.
The likely significant effects from construction traffic [on traffic in local villages]
have been assessed as part of the ES, and the above approach (as set out in
the CoCP) to managing the impacts of construction would be applied in
connection with [construction traffic in local villages] where necessary to avoid
or reduce any likely significant adverse effects.
The Transport Assessment also sets out that traffic flows on the Avenue
would be reduced as a result of the scheme.

101848

Too many objections to mention specifics, especially as you
have not given sufficient information to inform me to make
comments of value

Yes

No

104487

Why was there no consultation at Alconbury?

Yes

No
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
A series of public exhibitions were held from Tuesday 8 April 2014 to 15 June
2014 at 31 locations along the route of the scheme. The closest consultations
to Alconbury were at Brampton and Buckden. The materials used in the

Consultee(s)

55549

104642

104693

Summary of consultee comment

Not yet well enough detailed

There was absolutely no consultation in Alconbury itself - the
nearest consultation was in Brampton - and as a result very
few people locally are aware of the impact that will ensue.
Neither the local Parish Council nor District Councillor have
gone to any effort to ensure the local populace understand
what is happening.
Yes in broad terms I agree although the term three lane dual
carriage way in the brochure is not good English. It is a three
lane carriageway.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Yes

Change to
proposal?

No

Highways Agency’s response
exhibitions remain available to view on GOV.UK:
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary information documents were published and made available online
and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal engagement has
taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.

Yes

No

A series of public exhibitions were held from Tuesday 8 April 2014 to 15 June
2014 at 31 locations along the route of the scheme. The closest consultations
to Alconbury were at Brampton and Buckden. The materials used in the
exhibitions remain available to view on GOV.UK:

Yes

No

Comment noted

No

Information regarding the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement
Scheme, including the latest information about the timing of the scheme,
would be available on the Highways Agency website.
A series of public exhibitions were held from Tuesday 8 April 2014 to 15 June
2014 at 31 locations along the route of the scheme. The closest consultations
to Alconbury were at Brampton and Buckden. The materials used in the
exhibitions remain available to view on GOV.UK:

104875

Keeping public informed about location, timing and progress
would help.

104970

The changes made to the A1 proposals highlights the need
for a proper consultation with the local community who
already utilise these roads on a daily basis and will suffer
further from this increase in traffic volumes on the approach
to Brampton.

Yes

No

101000

A concern given the lack of data on the website.

Yes

No

54297

Plenty of advance information would be good.

Yes

No

101845

More honesty is required.

Yes

No

101845

The consultation material is very light on the areas of serious
and dramatic impact whilst focusing on the supposed
benefits to areas where the road will no longer be. Hardly a
great boon to those in the newly affected areas. The one
mocked up picture of the Ouse Valley crossing is hardly
sufficient to show the reality of the effect on the local
countryside. More needs to be shown in an honest and open
way.

Yes

Yes

No
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At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary information documents were published and made available online
and at a range of consultation venues.
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary information documents were published and made available online
and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal engagement has
taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
All impacts of the scheme both positive and adverse have been assessed in
the environmental impact assessment (EIA) . These impacts include noise,
vibration, air quality, landscape and many others. Details of this assessment
along with proposed mitigation measures can be found within the
Environment Statement.
An environmental impact assessment (EIA) has been carried out for several
areas across the scheme, including the Ouse Valley. These impacts include
noise, vibration, air quality, landscape and many others. Details of this
assessment along with proposed mitigation measures can be found within the
Environment Statement.

Consultee(s)

101913
101916

Summary of consultee comment
Just get on with it. There has been far too many consultation
periods already.
We need lots of information shared over a variety of
channels. Regular updates and reviews shared on TV and
radio, along with route signs.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
Comment duly noted. Subject to the Development consent Order being
granted, the scheme could start around spring 2016
Comment noted. A number of media avenues would be explored and utilised
to inform and ensure confusion is minimised. Information about the scheme
can be found via the Highways Agency website.
Comment noted. Consultation with stakeholders has been and would continue
to form part of the design and construction process. This would ensure
information is shared, benefits are maximised and impacts are mitigated.
Comment duly noted. Subject to the Development consent Order being
granted, the scheme could start around spring 2016
At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary information documents were published and made available online
and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal engagement has
taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
Comment duly noted. At the commencement of the formal consultation period
(April 2014) preliminary information documents were published and made
available online and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal
engagement has taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders
since the formal consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic
and environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental
Statement, prior to the submission of the DCO application.

103521

Information is critical to success of project.

Yes

No

101913

There have been too many consultations already. Just get
on with it before you need more.

Yes

No

104520

There is so little information available. The public
consultation has been so minimal it makes it difficult to have
a knowledgeable opinion.

Yes

No

104636

Any further comment is difficult to make as the precise plans
have not been made available.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Comment noted.

Yes

No

Comment noted.

100983

104759

The consultation material is misleading in terms of the colour
coding for traffic increase on the roads surrounding Girton,
and that they should be red, not orange.
You say that the proposals for the widening of the A14 from
Galley Hill to The Hemmingfords was not pursued further
due to the majority of respondents to that consultation not
finding favour with the option. Please provide assurance that
should the majority of those who respond to this consultation
not find favour with these plans, then they will not be
pursued further.

104751

There has been a lack of consultation with representatives of
Hilton about the route.

Yes

No

104982

I believe that there should at least be a public enquiry with
the broadest terms of reference to ensure that whatever
happens results in a proper and radical long term solution to
road building not just in Cambridgeshire but also nationwide.

Yes

No

105125

Exhibition staff held little local knowledge in the scheme
which raises concerns.

Yes

No
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At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary information documents were published and made available online
and at a range of consultation venues. Ongoing informal engagement has
taken place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
A Development Consent Order (DCO) is the means of obtaining permission
for developments categorised as Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIP). This includes energy, transport, water and waste projects. This
process has been introduced by the Government and replaces the Public
Inquiry process.
Comment duly noted.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
A Development Consent Order (DCO) is the means of obtaining permission
for developments categorised as Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIP). This includes energy, transport, water and waste projects. This
process has been introduced by the Government and replaces the Public
Inquiry process.
Comment noted. The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year
2035 the scheme has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic
levels, including weaving at junctions up until the year 2035. Since the formal
consultation the local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City
Council, South Cambridgeshire District Council and Huntingdonshire District
Council) have confirmed the likelihood of additional major developments in
the area. This has included the identification of additional planned
development, including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase
of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes). These developments have
therefore been included in the Transport Assessment and the design of the
scheme has been amended to account for this growth. Details of further
developments considered within the traffic model can be found in the
Transport Assessment.

55515

Due process is not being observed. The previous
consultation included a public enquiry, why not now?

Yes

No

105120

This scheme is not well argued and is very selective in the
criteria used to support its case. There is a sense that it will
go ahead no matter what with no more than superficial
tinkering at the edges. The report on which it is based
(CHUMMS) was not well researched in the first place but is
now so old that any of its recommendations require
reappraisal.

Yes

No

55527

Pleased that the Government and the Highways Agency
have at last listened to the overwhelming concerns at the
introduction of tolls on the proposed new A14 road.

Yes

No

Comment duly noted

Northstowe
Joint
Development
Control
Committee

Monitoring of post-construction performance was discussed
and it was requested that the POPE process cover NMU
facilities.

No

This is a standard Department for Transport guidance as issued by WebTAG.
The local roads including NMU facilities are included in the project's safety
objective and after performance via the POPE process would consider all of
the areas covered in the project safety objectives.

10 April 2014

No

Future growth

105122

The planning of the new A14 and even further development
around this area appears to be happening piecemeal. It is
frightening that no one wants to hear another point of view
and it is essential to the future safety and prosperity of this
area that due consideration is given to the effects of the new
route.

Hutchison
Ports (UK)
Limited

The proposed improvements will address the current
capacity constraints on this section of the A14. There are
also issues with the resilience of this section of road coupled
with few or no efficient alternative routes. For this reason,
Hutchison Ports (UK) would welcome the inclusion of hard
shoulders in the design of the new sections of road, as well
as those sections to be the subject of on-line widening, and
hopes they can be incorporated into the scheme.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No
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The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. An environmental impact
assessment (EIA) has been carried out for the scheme. These impacts
include noise, vibration, air quality, landscape and many others. Details of this
assessment along with proposed mitigation measures can be found within the
Environment Statement.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. There would
be no public use lay-bys, only emergency use lay-bys would be provided.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented. The number of incidents is
therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident
should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road
closure.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the current
Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.

Suffolk
Chamber of
Commerce

It is essential to take into account all future development
aspirations, not only those locally such as Northstowe and
Alconbury, but also the planned economic and business
growth along the entire A14 route, particularly from within
Suffolk that forms a key part of one of the few areas of the
UK that provides positive financial contributions to the
Exchequer

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
102814,
103526,
103553,
102843 +1

Concerns over provisions for additional projected traffic from
Northstowe and expanding villages.

Yes

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The
scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Any improvements to the local road network that are required to deliver the
second or subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to
be agreed between the developer and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

101763, +1

There is no provision for the new town at Northstowe at Dry
Drayton junction.

Yes

No

Drayton junction (Junction 30) would be closed in the scheme, for two safetydriven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less than 1.5 km
(0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the Highways
Agency’s recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and introduces a
conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has to cross
traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to widen
the A14 to four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton, traffic
joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes of traffic.
These are significant road safety issues that have the potential to cause
congestion and delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is most
appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the surrounding villages
maintained via the proposed local access road.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast traffic flows
including the first and second phases of the Northstowe development (approx.
5,000 homes). As a result of consultation The layout of the B1050 would has
been amended to provide two lanes in each direction between the Bar Hill
junction and the interface with the southern access to the Northstowe Phase 2
development. Both the Northstowe and A14 projects could start construction
at a similar time. A common tie in point on the B1050 has been included in the
design which means that the A14 and Northstowe projects could tie in with
little modification.
As part of the A14 scheme, allowance would be made for the Bar Hill junction
to be expanded to accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe
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Highways Agency’s response
(10,000 homes). This includes providing earthworks and structures that
would be capable of accommodating an enlarged junction.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The
scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes). Any
improvements to the local road network that are required to deliver the
second or subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to
be agreed between the developer and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

3 Community
consultees

Concern about the overall resilience of the scheme.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

1 Community
consultee

University of
Cambridge

104939

Design implementation should be coordinated with planned
developments.

It has been unclear what has been assumed for in terms of
future NIAB development.

The preferred scheme appears to show a desire to maximise
the scale of road construction throughout the area,
regardless of the needs of likely future traffic or efficient use
of public funds.

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. The forecasts include the Darwin
Green (NIAB) and North-West Cambridge developments.

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 Main
Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
This is achieved with a combination of offline new construction and online
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Highways Agency’s response
widening works to maximise use of existing infrastructure whilst creating new
routes which caters for demand up until 2035.

104693

Gallagher
Estates

101844;
Boxworth
Parish
Meeting

104849

The improvements are welcome however they are not
durable.

The proposed scheme will be crucial for the delivery of
Northstowe and other major developments and for economic
growth in the area which is of regional and national
significance.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods
vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.
Comment duly noted. One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock
growth, enabling major residential and commercial developments to proceed
and contributing to increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.

10 April 2014

Concerns over predicted future growth and whether the
proposed plans will be sufficient to accommodate this.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely ' such as Northstowe. Details of these
developments have been provided by the local planning authorities.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

The new town of Waterbeach has not been taken into
account.

Abbotsley
Parish
Council +1

Concerns that traffic projections will be made worse by
housing developments at Loves Farm and Wintringham.

1 Community
consultee

It is vital that the HA work closely with the Brookgate

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the
formal consultation further consultation has taken place with the local
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the full build out of
Alconbury Weald, the second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500
homes) and Waterbeach are now considered 'more than likely' to go
ahead. These developments have therefore been included within the latest
traffic modelling and several amendments have been made to the design to
ensure that the scheme would accommodate these developments.

Yes

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the formal consultation. Since the
formal consultation further consultation has taken place with the local
planning authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development
assumptions. The latest advice received from the local planning authorities
indicates that a number of other developments, including the St Neots
Eastern Expansion area incorporating Loves Farm and Wintringham Farm
developments, are now considered 'more than likely' to go ahead. These
developments have therefore been included within the latest traffic modelling
and several amendments have been made to the design to ensure that the
scheme would accommodate these developments.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the

Yes

10 April 2014
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development to ensure future growth and transport links.

scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. The forecasts include
committed and planned developments in Cambridge City centre including the
Brookgate site.

5 Community
consultees

It is essential to take into account all future development
aspirations including within Suffolk and the development at
Northstowe and Alconbury.

1 Community
consultee

Concern that people will move out of Cambridge to take
advantage of the new road which will then take traffic levels
back to how they are today.

Yes

Yes

No

No

1 Community
consultee
Has the scheme considered long term traffic forecasts within
the surrounding network? There seems to be no evidence to
suggest that the problem will not just be moved further along
the road.

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities. This includes the Alconbury
development and the second phase of the Northstowe development.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk
(and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic
forecasts, although individual developments have not been specifically
considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk
(and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic
forecasts, although individual developments have not been specifically
considered outside of Cambridgeshire.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104881

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development in Cambridgeshire that is considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been
provided by the local planning authorities.
There appears to be no provision for future access to/from
Northstowe.

Yes

No

The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The
scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
Any improvements to the local road network that are required to deliver the
second or subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to
be agreed between the developer and the local highway authority,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

103531

The scheme should be used to support training and

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency’s encourages the use of local labour and the provision

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment
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Change to
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employment for the local area.

Highways Agency’s response
of training opportunities on its projects.
Contractors would be required to employ appropriately qualified persons.
Adequate training would need to be provided were required. Further
information can be found in Chapter 3 of the Code of Construction Practice.

103542

The A14 is a terrible road to drive and the problems are
becoming a limiting factor in staff recruitment for Cambridge
based organisations.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods
vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.
One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.

General design
Road widening

104819

Why were some of the design principles (missing local and
distance traffic) of the previous cancelled approved scheme
not retained for this scheme?

Yes

No

The A14 scheme development has progressed over a period of time. The
A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including
the development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception
of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been
implemented. Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the
alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options by identifying
scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the best
solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was
not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same
outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this
preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives'
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

104819

If the design models for the previous cancelled approved
scheme were correct, why have they not been used this
time, thus producing the same design?

54192

Lay-bys should be made for emergencies only. Currently
they are used extensively by large articulated vehicles that
cause chaos when emerging from them. It is very dangerous
and creates accidents.

Yes

No

Lay-bys would be provided for emergency use only. Lay-by provision is
limited to emergency use in order to improve safety. There are a number of
local services along the route which would be available for traffic to stop for
drivers to rest.

104860

The carriageway should be built at the minimum elevated
level. The existing A14 is not elevated near
Fenstanton/Hilton, so why does the Scheme require the

Yes

No

The carriageway is elevated to aid drainage. The road needs to be high
enough to enable water to be collected in pipes or ditches and discharged to
a balancing pond before it is released into watercourses. There needs to be a

Yes

No
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The A14 scheme development has progressed over a period of time, the
design model being refined and updated throughout the process.
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carriageway to be elevated to such a significant level.

Highways Agency’s response
slope on pipes and ditches conveying water which results in the road being
high enough to allow a drop from carriageway level to watercourse level. It is
also beneficial to have a longitudinal fall on the carriageway to help the water
flow to the outfalls from the road into the drainage system. The level of the
road also needs to be high enough to allow culverts carrying watercourses to
pass beneath the highway.
The existing road would have been constructed before more onerous design
standards were introduced that are designed to limit flood risk and limit
contamination of local water courses.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

55745

All major roads should be three lane as a minimum standard.

Yes

No

In addition, the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design
would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme would also provide increased capacity for local and strategic
traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each
direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon.

103533

It is not clear whether the entire 21-mile routes is planned to
be 6-lane. The original A14 was first planed as a two-lane
highway (one lane each way) but was fortunately eventually
built as 4-lane. Had it been built at that time as a 6-lane
highway, it would have saved immense sums over the period
since then, and would have averted the need for an upgrade
now. It would be beneficial to confirm that 6 lanes are
planned for the entire route. If not, that should be publicised expect great public anxiety if a lesser road is to be built.

The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

Yes

No

In addition, the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design
would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme would also provide increased capacity for local and strategic
traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each
direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
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Highways Agency’s response
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire

105020

Layby should be closed and proper sleep over areas with no
charge but no camping, no fires and no dumping. Heavily
police and cameras £500 fine for breaking the rules. You will
soon get the improvements paid for by law breakers but the
money must be shared equally to highway and police.

Hutchison
Ports (UK)
Limited

The proposed improvements will address the current
capacity constraints on this section of the A14. There are
also issues with the resilience of this section of road coupled
with few or no efficient alternative routes. For this reason,
[Hutchison Ports (UK)] HPUK would welcome the inclusion
of hard shoulders in the design of the new sections of road,
as well as those sections to be the subject of on-line
widening, and hopes they can be incorporated into the
scheme.

Suffolk
Chamber of
Commerce

The proposed improvements must be designed so that they
are resilient and allow for not just the predicted heavy traffic
flows but also the disruption that will inevitably occur as a
result of accidents, extreme weather, and so on. It will be
essential that the resilience of this major new route is
carefully considered and evaluated with the provision of hard
shoulders included within the evaluation

Suffolk
Chamber of
Commerce

Road
Haulage
Association

Every effort should be made by the Agency to work with
public partners and the private sector to ensure that
adequate provision is designed in, and provided, for lorry
parking along the new routes and those scheduled for
improvement. Current provision is poor and the proposed
development presents a unique and one-off opportunity to
address this need from the outset.
Reservations around the provision of safe and secure truck
parking facilities on the new route, given that the distribution
and logistics industry often requires drivers to be away from
base overnight. Industry working practices, which aim to
ensure that goods are delivered in the most efficient and
cost effective way, mean that well sited and affordable truck
parks are essential otherwise drivers will have to stop in laybys at night and will not have access to the proper bathroom
and toilet facilities they should be entitled to expect.
Later in our response we focus more fully on the problems
faced by hauliers using the A14 related to the shortage of
truck stops near the route. The absence of adequate
stopping facilities means that there is a greater risk of drivers
being involved in accidents, and of loads being vulnerable to
criminality as well as making it more likely that drivers will
stop in places that cause inconvenience to local residents.
The issue appears to have been ignored, in the light of

No

No

Lay-bys would be provided for emergency use only. Lay-by provision is
limited to emergency use in order to improve safety. There are a number of
local services along the route which would be available for traffic to stop for
drivers to rest. The Highways Agency does not operate service areas, this
form of provision comes from the private sector.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

However, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane
capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the current DMRB
standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not considered
necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

However, the scheme would provide extra resilience in increasing lane
capacity from two to three lanes or three to four lanes.

There are a number of local services along the route which would be available
for traffic to stop for drivers to rest.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities
along the length of the proposed improvement scheme. It is not intended that
these would be available for overnight truck parking. The exact location of
these emergency refuges will be determined at the detailed design
stage. Facilities for overnight parking will be available at private-sector
operated service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck
stop service areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within
the boundary of the scheme.
10 April 2014

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response

repeated assurances from officials that the issue would be
fully considered. The A14 revision presented a golden
opportunity to demonstrate that renewed impetus, to which
the RHA and the haulage industry would have reacted
positively, and instead the impetus appears to have
dissipated.
Comments are duly noted.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

104755

The A14 needs to be 3-lane to alleviate traffic delays and
accidents.

Yes

No

In addition, the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design
would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme would also provide increased capacity for local and strategic
traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each
direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon.
The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road
network including sections of the A14 outside the scope of this scheme
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

103531

The whole route should be 6 lanes.

Yes

No

In addition, the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each
direction between Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and
Swavesey widened from two to three lanes in each direction. This design
would accommodate future traffic forecasts and improve safety.
The scheme would also provide increased capacity for local and strategic
traffic by widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each
direction. This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint
Scheme’ between Girton and Histon.
The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road
network including sections of the A14 outside the scope of this scheme
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through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.

101768

1 Community
consultee

Intersection of A14 to A428/A14 towards Histon needs
extending to 3-lanes.

Yes

No

No
The A14 should be wider and should not have hard
shoulders.

Yes

The Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’ between Girton and Histon is
currently under construction. This will provide 3 lanes in each direction
between Girton and Histon in conjunction with the widening of the A14
between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction.
The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in accordance with the
current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

102800

The A14 should be made into 3 lanes in each direction, with
one of these then used for lorries.

Yes

No

104674

Disagreement with any plans to widen existing roads.

Yes

No

The scheme also includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14
between Junction 28 (Swavesey) and Junction 31 (Girton) and between
Junction 32 (Histon) and Junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to the
Girton Interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate
future traffic growth and alleviate congestion on the A14 at peak times.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to ensure that the
proposed layouts would accommodate predicted traffic levels including HGV’s
without providing dedicated lanes.
The Highways Agency believes the widening of existing roads will alleviate
congestion both in the present, and in the future when increased traffic is
expected on roads.
The scheme would provide a high quality route for long distance traffic
travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This new route
would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and Swavesey and
would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through Huntingdon,
including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are already busy at
peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from local traffic
accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing A14.

104568

The provision of a dual three lane carriageway parallel to the
de-trunked A14 is excessive.

Yes

No
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A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic will inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes.

Consultee(s)

Babergh
District
Council
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.

Grade separation and room for lane expansion is required to
minimise disruption.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
The proposed junctions on the new A14 will be grade separated however the
provision of room for lane expansion would add significantly to scheme cost
and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
Comment noted.

101791

There needs to be more space on the road to segregate
wide lorries from domestic cars.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the
route.
The scheme have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and
Swavesey and would provide extra resilience by increasing lane capacity from
two to three lanes or three to four lanes between Swavesey and Girton. This
would help to segregate vehicle types.

Diversion routes

102785

104552

Between Swavesey and Girton detours have had to be made
to avoid these areas.

Concerns that recommended alternative routes for traffic will
be via the already overloaded A1 and A428.

Yes

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes. The proposed local access road would also provide an
alternative route for local traffic. As a result of these proposals a number of
towns and villages would benefit from a reduction in through traffic.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes. Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in
an Operational Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The
diversion routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in
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Highways Agency’s response
advance and would depend on the location and severity of the incident. The
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428
or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well
in advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

102789

Significant congestion between Swavesey and Girton often
causes diversions via St Ives.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic would inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes. between Swavesey and Girton. The proposed local
access road would also provide an alternative route for local traffic. As a
result of these proposals a number of towns villages would benefit from a
reduction in through traffic. The major strategic diversion routes for this
section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending
on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

1 Community
consultee

More thought should be given to what will happen in the
event of an accident on the new A14.

Yes

No

Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The
diversion routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in
advance and would depend on the location and severity of the incident. The
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428
or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes signing equipment to advise motorists of incidents well
in advance, and ensure that effective diversion routes could be implemented.

Alignment
Details on the typical construction methods to be used for the scheme
including the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.2 of the
Environmental Statement,
Con 8
105105

Environmental impacts of creating borrow pits.

Yes

No

The environmental impacts which would arise from the proposed scheme,
including borrow pits have been assessed as part of the environmental impact
assessment. They are reported, along with proposals for mitigation, in the
Environmental Statement.
Restoration of the borrow pits is proposed as part of the scheme. Further
detail on the proposed borrow pits is reported within Appendix 3.3 of the
Environmental Statement, which provides background to the restoration
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Highways Agency’s response
design of the borrow pits. The restoration of the borrow pits follows two main
objectives: restoration to agriculture where possible; or provision of quiet
informal recreation such as walking and also for biodiversity with the balance
determined by local factors.

101018,
101883,
104520
104534,
104606,
104707,
104719,
104847,
104869,
104987
105085,
105109
105128,
105122,
105098,
105120
104719,
103588,
104752

The proposed road should be moved north.

102912

a. Distance between Swavesey and Alconbury using the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass
b. Between Alconbury and Swavesey would you also be
able to provide me with the distance between the same
points on the current A14?

104523,
55758,
104653,
104675,
104709,
104720,
104830,
55530,
37910,
104961,
105027,
105083,
105088,
105101,
105105,
104536,
105126,
104764,

Yes

No

The route chosen for the scheme was informed by consultation processes.
Six route options for the scheme emerged from the Department of Transport
Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn
2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred route option
and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April to June
2014 on this preferred option. The design has been refined further since the
formal consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing
technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main
Alternatives' outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.
Alternative route options, including options similar to that described have
been considered and rejected as they do not offer the same benefits and or
increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme. A route alignment
further to the north, closer to the existing A14 would have increased direct
impact on properties. Further information on the evolution of the A14 scheme
can be found in Chapter 4 of the Case for the Scheme, which forms part of
this DCO application.

Yes

No

a) The distance measured from the Swavesey junction, via the
Huntingdon Bypass to the A14 and A1, to the Alconbury junction is
22km (13.5 miles).
b) Swavesey to Alconbury via the existing A14 is 18.5km (11.5 miles)
(measured to equivalent position on A14 spur to Alconbury junction
on A1.
The environmental impacts on local communities, including Hilton which
would arise from the proposed scheme have been assessed as part of the
environmental impact assessment. Any impacts, along with proposals for
mitigation, are reported in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme Environmental Statement.
An environmental impact assessment has been undertaken which includes an
assessment of impacts on community. The findings of this assessment are
reported in Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement.

The proposed route is too close to Hilton.

Yes

No

Hilton is likely to experience slight adverse impacts (due to potential barrier to
movement), though the provision of overpasses along the route would
mitigate much of this impact. A range of mitigation measures would be
implemented to reduce significant environmental effects. During construction,
this would include adherence to the Code of Construction Practice including
the use of appropriate construction phasing and the use of noise screens and
low noise equipment. During operation, this would include the use of cuttings,
low-noise road surfacing and landscaped earthworks.
Noise and air quality effects on Hilton have been assessed in the
Environmental Statement. No significant residual adverse effects from noise
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105128,
104505,
105088,
105093,
105126,
104961,
105124,
104668,
105098,
104703,
55530,
103529,
104482,
104511,
104600,
104703,
104880,
104961,
104980,
54192, 54192

35896

104860

Highways Agency’s response
or air pollution are predicted for Hilton.
Views of the scheme from Hilton have been considered. Distant views
towards the scheme from the northern peripheries of Hilton would be filtered
by intervening field boundary vegetation so that adverse visual effects would
be of low significance.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
forecast on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (a 2% decrease)Further information on traffic forecasts can be found
in Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment (paragraph 7.5.14).

The new alignment doesn’t need to be so close to Hilton

The carriageway should be built at the minimum elevated
level.

Yes

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012, including routes further away from Hilton..
These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation
on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been
refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

No

The elevation of the road would be built at the minimum possible elevation
after consideration of constraints such as minimum flood levels, drainage,
clearance at bridges and the requirements of safe vertical alignment design.
Excessive vertical elevation is avoided wherever possible as this would be
uneconomical and likely to have greater environmental impact.
The elevation of the road would be built at the minimum possible elevation
after consideration of constraints such as minimum flood levels, drainage,
clearance at bridges and the requirements of safe vertical alignment design.
Excessive vertical elevation is avoided wherever possible as this would be
uneconomical and likely to have greater environmental impact.

102788

Concerns whether the level of the new road is correct.

Yes

No

101011

There is a better route that avoids combining the two major
trunk roads and offers alternative routes.

Yes

No

104672

The proposed route should be moved north between
Fenstanton and Godmanchester.

Yes

No

104862

A bypass to the north of Huntingdon would be a better
option.

Yes

No
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Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that
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Highways Agency’s response
have been considered.

104507

Would have preferred option 6.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that
have been considered.
Option 6 was discounted on the basis that it was forecast to offer low value for
money would generate fewer benefits and have a higher cost than the other
options.

104520

Why does the road need to be 3m high

101036

There Huntingdon town centre section needs to take the
plans for traffic flows between Godmanchester and
Huntingdon via both the A14 river viaduct and the old
medieval town bridge.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

105130

The route should avoid Hilton.

No

101828

The rerouted A14 will pass too close to the village of
Brampton.

Yes

No

102810

The route should follow the old A14 and must be further
away from Hilton.

Yes

No

55758,
104532,
101032,

The road should be further away from Hilton.

Yes

No
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The elevation of the road would be built at the minimum possible elevation
after consideration of constraints such as minimum flood levels, drainage,
clearance at bridges and the requirements of safe vertical alignment design.
Excessive vertical elevation is avoided wherever possible as this would be
uneconomical and likely to have greater environmental impact.
A new Brampton road alignment would improve accessibility into Huntingdon
from the south and east by connecting the existing A14 directly with
Huntingdon Ring Road near the bus station with the railway station, and from
the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to
connect with the A14 to the west.

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012, including routes further away from Hilton.
These options were consulted on as part of the Autumn 2013 options
consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred option and a consultation
on the scheme took place from April to June 2014. The design has been
refined further since the formal consultation in response to consultation
feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental
Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been
considered.

Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme. A route further west would increase impact on Brampton
Wood SSSI and potentially require reconfiguration of Ellington junction which
would add to the cost of the scheme.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design has been refined further since the formal consultation in response

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104880,
104961

104485

104957

Highways Agency’s response
to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter 4 of the
Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme options that
have been considered.

The creation of ten lanes of proposed motorway so close to
Brampton village is unacceptable.

Yes

The proposed A14 should be moved further north to reduce
impacts on the local community and livelihoods.

Yes

No

No

Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme. A route further west would increase impact on Brampton
Wood SSSI and potentially require reconfiguration of Ellington junction which
would add to the cost of the scheme.
Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012 [including having the route in a more northern
alignment than the current scheme]. These options were consulted on as part
of the Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a
preferred option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to
June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal consultation
in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. Chapter
4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative scheme
options that have been considered.

Motorway standards

104954

The new roads should be built to motorway standard.

Yes

No

101807

There should be a reconsideration of transforming existing
A14 Girton to Huntingdon into M11 and joining the road to
the A1 behind Huntingdon.

Yes

No

101946

Overall the scheme would be welcome, however DMRB
guidance suggests a three-or even four lane motorway
would be appropriate for such high traffic levels.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic and would also add significantly to
scheme costs rendering it unaffordable.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed scheme can accommodate predicted traffic levels.
Further upgrading to motorway by adding a full hard shoulder is not
considered as cost effective use of taxpayer’s money. Alternative route
options have been considered and rejected as they do not offer the same
benefits and or increase costs when compared with the proposed scheme.
As part of the scheme development the Highways Agency has carried out link
capacity studies and junction merge diverge and weaving assessments.
These demonstrate that the scheme would have adequate capacity to
accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at junctions up until
the design year 2035. Further information can be found in Chapter 7 of the
Transport Assessment, which forms part of this DCO submission.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic and would also add significantly to
scheme costs rendering it unaffordable.

Conington
Village
Meeting

The A14 should be built as a motorway if it is to form part of
the trans-European transport network.

101067

There should be sections of managed motorway
implemented, whilst there is a concern that there might not
be a hard shoulder along the new route.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

The requirement for roads forming part of the Trans European Network is that
they shall be composed of motorways and high quality roads. As a high
quality road, the scheme fulfils this requirement.
The scheme includes Intelligent transport systems (ITS).
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Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it
enables traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the
A14 or heading south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the
northbound M11 and the A14 link would allow traffic to merge better over this
section. The addition of the hard shoulder to the all-purpose road is not in the
current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standard, would add
significantly to scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.

101075,
102809,
104834

The whole A14 should be upgraded to a motorway if funds
are available.

Yes

No

Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic and would also add significantly to
scheme costs rendering it unaffordable.

Junction design

101064

Not sure why two roundabouts are required on the A1198
where it crosses the new bypass.

Yes

No

104806

There is a need for alterations to the current proposals to
better connect significant junctions to the west bound
direction of travel.

Yes

No

The A1198 junction has been designed to accommodate the forecast traffic
levels up to the year 2035. A junction would be required at the head of each
slip road with the A1198 however simple T-junctions would not accommodate
the predicted traffic flows whereas roundabouts would. A single
large roundabout with two bridges would not be economically justified.
The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of
both local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.
Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198
via the existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic would use
Swavesey Junction or the local access road.
Bar Hill junction would provide alternative access routes for Bar Hill and
although these would be via the junction roundabout, the local access road
would enable local traffic to avoid the A14.

101852

The new Bar Hill junction layout only leaves Bar Hill with one
access/egress route.

Yes

No

The junction layout would also provide a safer and more free-flowing access
route which together with the improvements to the A14 would be less
susceptible to blockage.
In addition a dedicated NMU bridge would link Bar Hill to the NMU route on
the local access road north of the A14 and would also provide NMU
connectivity to Northstowe via the B1050 Hattons Road.

101846

101762

Would like to see the removal of give way junctions onto the
A14 as this is far more dangerous than slip roads which link
in.

The A14/A1198 junction should be a full access junction
rather than the current design for traffic currently denied
access.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has
many junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the
number of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This
would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the
mainline.
The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of
both local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.
Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized and designed for
predicted traffic. Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street
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Highways Agency’s response
junction on the A1198 via the existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound
traffic would use Swavesey Junction or the local access road.

102827,
Conington
Village
meeting, +1

Consideration should be given to a hard shoulder.

Yes

No

The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not compliant with the
current Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), and would add
significantly to scheme costs. It is not considered necessary to meet the
scheme objectives.
The Highways Agency would provide adequate emergency refuge facilities
along the length of the proposed improvement scheme.

102787,
102814

Suggest a review of Girton junction.

Yes

No

As a result of consultation a review of Girton interchange has been
undertaken and minor modifications have been made however the scheme
does not include provision for movements that are not currently provided such
as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would increase the cost of
the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not considered
necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the Case for the
Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and the M11 via
the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.

104579

Must ensure junctions to the new A14 at Swavesey and
Wood Green are fit for purpose.

Yes

No

The A1198 and Swavesey junctions have been designed to accommodate the
forecast traffic levels up to the year 2035. These forecasts take account of
both local commuters and long distance traffic on the A14.

104698

There should be access to the A14 in an easterly direction
from the A1198.

Yes

No

Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198
via the existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic would use
Swavesey Junction or the local access road.
The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route
into Cambridge.
The scheme would maintain all the principal traffic movements through the
improved Girton interchange and would improve traffic flows from east to west
on the A14. The layout has been designed to enable safer and more freeflowing traffic movements. It would remove the existing A14 westbound loop
and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection. It would also
provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon Road. Under
the proposals, the A428 eastbound carriageway would also be reduced from
two lanes to one lane as it passes through the Girton interchange. The
Highway Agency's traffic forecasts indicate that peak hour traffic levels on the
A428 eastbound through Girton would be well within the capacity of a single
lane. Peak hour traffic flows on the A14 eastbound and westbound slip roads
would be well within the capacity of a two-lane slip road.

55758

The junctions need to be designed correctly and eliminate
the mess seen at Girton and on both sides of the A428.

104717

The current plans for the Huntingdon railway station access
need to be improved.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency believe the scheme would improve access to
Huntingdon railway station. A new access road would be provided as well as
a proposed byway from Brampton Road.

52907

The scheme will remove the junction between Oakington
and Dry Drayton.

Yes

No

The Dry Drayton junction (Junction 30) would be closed in the scheme, for
two safety-driven reasons. Firstly, the Dry Drayton junction is located less
than 1.5 km (0.9 miles) from the Bar Hill junction, which is well below the

Yes

No
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Highways Agency’s response
Highways Agency’s recommended junction spacing of 2 km (1.2 miles) and
introduces a conflict where traffic joining the A14 at Bar Hill (Junction 29) has
to cross traffic leaving the A14 at Dry Drayton. Secondly, with the proposal to
widen the A14 to four lanes in each direction between Bar Hill and Girton,
traffic joining the A14 at Dry Drayton would need to cross more lanes of
traffic. These are significant road safety issues that have the potential to
cause congestion and delays. The Highways Agency therefore considers it is
most appropriate to close Junction 30, with access to the surrounding villages
maintained via the proposed local access road.

104984

Planners are still making the same mistake of building
restricted access junctions.

Yes

No

The proposed scheme includes constructing roads and junctions to modern
design standards which would increase resilience and improve safety.

Slip roads

The Occupier

There should be the construction of two slip roads
connecting the M11 to Madingley Road north of junction 13.

Yes

No

This particular junction is out of the scope of the scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the Trunk Road network through
its Route Based Strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
Swavesey Junction and Ermine Street junctions are sized for predicted traffic.
Westbound traffic from St Ives can use Ermine Street junction on the A1198
via the existing A14 and Godmanchester. Eastbound traffic can use
Swavesey Junction or the local access road. It is therefore not proposed to
provide east facing slip roads except for emergency access.

104484

The southern bypass/A1198 interchange should include
ramps from/to Cambridge.

Yes

No

Concerns about lorries leaving the A14 for overnight parking.

Yes

No

The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has
many junctions and accesses. Vehicles leaving and joining the A14 at these
junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the congestion and
potential for accidents. The A14 improvement scheme would reduce the
number of junctions and local accesses directly onto the trunk road. This
would improve the flow of traffic and reduce the frequency of incidents on the
mainline.

Truck stop
101941
4 Community
Consultees

Additional free overnight lorry parking is needed in the area.

Yes

No

There should be a truck stop at Alconbury.

Yes

No

104858

Major concern over the proposed drainage from new roads.

Yes

No

Old West IDB

The Old West District Board would like promises that surface
water from the new highway is balanced and discharged into
the local drainage network at greenfield run off rates.

Yes

No

54192, 3+
102792

Facilities for overnight parking will be available at private sector-operated
service areas. There are currently three privately operated truck stop service
areas (Brampton Hut, Alconbury and Cambridge Services) within the
boundary of the scheme.

Drainage

10 April 2014
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Comment noted. The highway drainage has been designed to include for
attenuation of the additional runoff that would result from the scheme. This
would limit discharges to receiving watercourses to greenfield rates to mimic
the natural (undeveloped) catchment’s response to rainfall.
A flood risk assessment has been undertaken and is appended to the
Environmental Statement. In summary this assessment has concluded that
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Comment
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Highways Agency’s response
there is a need for a range of mitigation measures including balancing ponds
and flood compensation areas. These mitigation measures have been added
to the scheme where necessary following the consultation and ongoing
engagement with the Environment Agency. The assessment presents a worst
case scenario and concludes that with the mitigation measures in place,
existing flooding conditions would not be adversely affected in relation to most
water courses in the vicinity of the scheme.

Huntingdon viaduct
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered
to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal
of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local
landscape and communities.

101784,
101018,
102849

The Huntingdon Viaduct should be retained for safety
reasons.

Yes

No

The viaduct would be removed and replaced with new local road connections
that would provide improved access into Huntingdon. A new link road would
be constructed to improve accessibility into Huntingdon from the south and
east by connecting the de-trunked A14 directly with the Huntingdon ring road
near the bus station, with Brampton Road adjacent to the railway station and
from the north and west by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road
to connect with the de-trunked A14 to the west. The East Coast Mainline
railway would be crossed using the existing Brampton Road bridge.
The Transport Assessment concludes that as a result of these improved
connections and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial
routes, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced,
creating capacity for potential future development.
Better flow and management of traffic would reduce improve safety for road
users and pedestrians as it would reduce the risk of incident. The removal of
the viaduct would increase space for footpaths, improving safety for nonmotorise users. .
The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is considered
to be a costly maintenance liability. The demolition of the viaduct and removal
of the embankments would reduce the severing effect it has on the local
landscape and communities and would open up opportunities for the local
townscape.

54434

Removal of viaduct would reduce capacity, and remove a
good diversion route for when the new road is
blocked/closed.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity than the
current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of junctions, lay-bys
and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less
susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of incidents is
therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident
should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road
closure.
Closures/diversions
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme
includes emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198
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Highways Agency’s response
junctions, which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the
A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location
of the carriageway closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted
variable message signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of
incidents well in advance and ensure that effective diversion routes can be
implemented.
The removal of the viaduct would enable the creation of new local road
connections that provide improved access into Huntingdon Town Centre,
which would reduce traffic levels and delays on a number of other key routes
in to the town.

104602,
103514,
104603

Demolition of the Huntingdon Viaduct would have a
massively detrimental effect on local traffic.

Yes

No

101806,
104875

The Huntingdon Viaduct should be kept for A1 north traffic.

Yes

No

102790

The viaduct should be retained as traffic going north would
leave traffic going west at Swavesey, saving the cost of
demolition.

Yes

No

In addition the majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old and is
considered to be a costly maintenance liability.

105062

Any economic issues that threaten the removal of the
viaduct should be rejected at all costs.

Yes

No

Support noted. The majority of the viaduct structure is almost 40 years old
and is considered to be a costly maintenance liability which its removal will
alleviate

The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while
daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a 43% decrease)
A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic
on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic by encouraging local traffic to use the local
access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Restricting access from the
A1 onto the de-trunked A14 would help achieve this.

General disagreement
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

104719

The proposal will not improvement the current situation.

Yes

No

The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including
the development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception
of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.
Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. The study comprised a review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including northern and southern bypasses of Huntingdon). The
analysis of these options resulted in the shortlisting of six highways options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. The analysis
showed that the best-performing options were those which provided a full
Huntingdon Southern Bypass. These six options were the subject of
consultation in September / October 2013 and the reason why the Highways
Agency is now pursuing the current proposal.
Upgrading of the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same
benefits as the proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on
adjacent residents.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to
the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district
level across the study area.
Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road will become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour market,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Local businesses also
depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local
businesses to operate more effectively and provide capacity to allow a
number of major residential developments to proceed.

104932

More planning and thought had gone into producing the
earlier version and it was based on more accurate traffic
information. This new plan has been rushed.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department for
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014.
The design underwent a reassessment and development ahead of the 2014
consultation and has been refined further since the formal consultation in
response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical studies. The traffic
modelling has also continued to be developed and refined and the results are
reported in the Traffic Assessment.
Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement outlines the main alternative
scheme options that have been considered.

(46221)

There is an overall lack of planning and consideration of all
factors which should be taken into consideration in any
proposal of this size and cost.

Yes

No

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) is an important statutory process
required for the scheme, which brings together the assessment of the likely
significant effects arising from the construction and operation of the
scheme. The EIA is reported in the Environmental Statement, which ensures
decision making is based on comprehensive environmental information and
considers likely significant environmental effects.
Likely significant effects on the environment as a result of the construction
and operation of the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental
impact assessment (EIA)). The EIA has been undertaken by suitably qualified
and experienced specialists with a duty to follow professional codes of
conduct and act independently of commercial interest and in accordance with
relevant legislation and best practice guidance. The EIA has been part of an
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
iterative process of consultation, design and assessment over the past year
leading up to the submission of the Development Consent Order
application and the findings are reported in the Environmental Statement. The
Highways Agency has engaged with a range of key environmental
stakeholders including the Environment Agency, Natural England, English
Heritage and local authorities in undertaking this assessment. The findings of
the EIA were shared with these stakeholders prior to the submission of the
Development Consent Order application.

2 local
community
consultees
(35045,
35132)

101072

The proposed approach is a token gesture.

Yes

No

The scheme is a misguided attempt to de-trunk the existing
capacity.

Yes

No

The approach needs a complete re-think.

Yes

No

Six alternative options for the scheme emerged from the Department of
Transport Study in May 2012. These options were consulted on as part of the
Autumn 2013 options consultation. This led to the selection of a preferred
option and a further formal consultation on the scheme took place from April
to June 2014. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 Main Alternatives of the Environmental Statement outlines
the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic
on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

1 Community
consultee
101845;
45662
8 Community
consultee
101870,
103523,
104665,
11173,
36636,
35243,
101869

General Disagreement with the scheme.

104532

The need for the A14 is debatable as the new Gateway
Docks will reduce traffic loads.

Yes

Yes

No

No
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

The new Gateway Docks will reduce the amount of HGVs on the A14,
however with a significant amount of developments planned in
Cambridgeshire; the upgrading of the A14 to alleviate congestion is still
required. The first phase of Northstowe (approximately 1,500 homes) will add

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
a significant amount of road users; whilst the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes) will add even more, alongside many other
developments that are considered to be 'more than likely'.

103548

104636,
104719,
104916,
36587

104921

104503

The new road will require much higher maintenance and is
unnecessary when the A14 could have been widened.

The problems with the A14 will not be addressed by the
proposals.

Widening the A14 will create more traffic on local roads
rather than providing sensible alternatives.

General disagreement with scheme as the Offords will
suffer.

The proposals are designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic
using the Huntingdon southern bypass, separating out local traffic via the
local access road and the de-trunked section of A14.
Yes

Yes

No

No

There are no positive impacts of the scheme.

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. The proposals are designed to provide a strategic solution
for through traffic using the Huntingdon southern bypass, separating out local
traffic via the local access road and the de-trunked section of A14.

A core objective of the scheme is to connect people by placing the right traffic
on the right roads, separating strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic.
Yes

Yes

No

No

1 Community
consultee
104522,
36527

The road is designed to modern standards significantly increasing safety ,
journey reliability, and journey time when compared to the existing A14. Any
maintenance work will be conducted in a manner that ensures limited
disruption to road users and local residents.

Yes

No

The widened A14 would as well as the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass
would provide capacity for strategic and long distance movements. Whilst the
new local access road, which connects to the existing, A14 provides capacity
for local movements.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme. The impacts on noise, air quality, landscape, local
communities, together with flood risks, which would arise from the proposed
scheme, are assessed as part of the Environmental Impact Assessment. The
Transport Assessment demonstrates that there would be a limited change in
traffic levels in Buckden, The Offords, Diddington, Southoe and Little Paxton
as a result of the scheme.
In each chapter of the Environmental Statement the Highways Agency has
described the positive impacts the scheme will have. The main positives as a
result of the scheme would be to:
• combat congestion between Huntingdon and Cambridge;
• increase economic growth by enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed;
• connect people by placing the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up
local capacity for all road users;
• improve safety by modernising highway standards, introducing better lane
control, and providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels; and
• create a positive legacy for local communities and businesses.

104825

The whole scheme fails to address the needs to the
Cambridge sub-region and the local community.

Yes

No
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The proposals are designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic
using the Huntingdon southern bypass, thus creating a new local transport
infrastructure via the local access road and the de-trunked section of A14.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing issues with
congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck, and create additional
capacity to support future growth for both the sub and wider regions.

35250

100984,
101008,
101028,
101092,
101105,
101865,
101910,
101964,
101980,
102802,
102831,
102862,
103544,
103549,
103556,
104574,
104644,
104655,
104681,
55758,
104530,
104718,
104806,
104947,
104949

100997

The scheme will be ready to start work and then something
will cause a set back

The proposed improvements are long overdue.

The scheme wouldn’t be required if other options were
pursued.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.Careful planning would be carried out prior to construction which
would help mitigate possible issues.

No

Noted. The highways Agency appreciates the need for improvements to
address known issues with congestion and journey time reliability. But more
than three decades, the road was not designed to accommodate the daily
volume of traffic that now uses it. Previous schemes have unfortunately been
shelved on the basis of affordability.

No

Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme.

104822,
35918,
104969

The scheme is unnecessary.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area.

104708,
104771,
104818,
104920,
104926,
10493, +1

Nothing to add.

Yes

No

Comment noted.
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Consultee(s)

101795

Summary of consultee comment

The proposed designs are poor.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted. The scheme has been designed to provide additional
road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve
traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision
of a high quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce
the frequency and impact of accidents and to lessen the effects of the high
numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that use the route.

Need for the proposals
300035

It is overdue. Start the works right away.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

101815

The works should start at the earliest opportunity.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted.

The proposed scheme is a far better solution than the Toll
proposal.

Yes

No

9 Community
Consultees
100979,
54045,
104894, +5
100981,
52896,
101057,
101073,
101029,
101075,
101081,
101109,
101942,
101838,
101815,
101856,
101782,
101878,
101898,
101965,
101974,
102903,
103479,
103482,
103519,
103573,
103596,
104493,
104547,
104671,
35940, +1
101913,
101920,
101937,
102006,
102839,

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

There are no concerns with the scheme.

Would like to see work started promptly and in budget.

Yes

Yes

No

No
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It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

102844,
102865,
102881,
103483,
103488,
103516,
103527,
103534,
103536,
54305,
103560,
103600,
103601,
104690,
104691,
104699,
104734,
104790,
104854,
104909,
38447,
54192,
101860,
101874,
101901,
101939,
104729,
54675,
104914, +2
102868

No comment other than to implement the scheme at the
earliest opportunity.

Yes

No

101048

In favour of scheduled improvements that could bring major
benefits to a main route from the region to the motorway
network.

Yes

No

101802

Support for the scheme as long as its strategic objectives –
including supporting the long term growth of Stansted
Airport, are achieved.

Yes

No

101886

These proposals can only improve what is a dangerous and
unreliable major conduit through the country.

Yes

No

104831

Hopeful the scheme solves the current problems as quickly
as possible.

Yes

No

54082

Overall support for the scheme, however environmental,
ecological and community concerns must be considered.

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

It is anticipated that the statutory DCO process will be complete towards mid2016, allowing a construction start on site in 2016 with the road open to traffic
by 2020.
.

Yes

No
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Impacts on the environment as a result of the construction and operation of
the scheme have been assessed as part of an environmental impact
assessment (EIA). This includes creation of habitats for local wildlife, impact

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
to noise, air, agriculture, water among several others.

101836,
Associated
British Ports

The whole scheme is needed to allow the east of England to
develop.

Yes

No

101874

The scheme is an excellent idea but think that the A14 will
be impossible beyond Ellington.

Yes

No

101904

Overall support that the government is now looking at using
capital for national infrastructure.

Yes

No

104517

Full support for the A14 improvement proposals and the
justification for them as set out in the Highways Agency
consultation.

Yes

No

104692,
104756

These roads are desperately required, to both improve the
road access for local people, and to improve the experience
of others passing through on their journey Easy-West.

Yes

No

102843,
104746,
Chelmsford
City Council,
104946,
102638

Overall agreement.

Yes

No

104845

The changes with keeping the existing A14 road in a
detrunked capacity are welcomed.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme is duly noted.

Non-motorised users

104754

The rural routes that are used by walkers and cyclists should
be protected and enhanced.

Swavesey
Bridleways

The inclusion of a high quality, cohesive, permeable NMU
network to run is the best way of mitigating potential adverse
environmental impacts by offering health benefits to NMU
users and decreased traffic levels to motorised users.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

The environmental impacts on NMU in the area must be
identified.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

Supportive of the inclusion of a qualitative assessment in the
ES of potential impacts on NMU and bus users in terms of
safety, security, delays, route continuity etc.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

The scheme aims to protect and enhance rural NMU routes. This would be
accomplished through the provision of 30km of new NMU facilities within the
scheme. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings
would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU
routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.
An assessment of all traveller impacts (including on non-motorised users) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement. There is currently limited provision to travel between settlements
along the A14 corridor (Huntingdon and Cambridge) by transport modes other
than motor vehicle. Access to bus stops on the A14, between Swavesey and
Girton, is difficult and hazardous. There is a network of public rights of way
throughout the study area but historic works to the A1 and A14 have
truncated some routes with many public rights of way now terminating at the
existing trunk roads and with no means to extend walking, cycling or
equestrian journeys.
The scheme would have the following beneficial effects upon travellers:
•
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a new shared NMU facility between Fenstanton and Girton, which
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response

•

•
•
•
•

would provide new, safer opportunities to travel by modes other than
the car between settlements along the A14 corridor at this location;
the de-trunking of the existing A14 alignment between Brampton Hut
and Swavesey would lead to a reduction in traffic volumes, making
conditions safer for cyclists;
the provision of dedicated footways and cycleways at new junctions
on the A14;
two purpose built NMU bridges (Swavesey and Bar Hill) would
provide links for local communities to key employment sites;
improved access to bus stops which would be relocated on the local
access road and accessible from the new NMU facility; and
new bridleways would be provided near Brampton to reconnect
bridleways previously severed by original A1 widening, connecting
Brampton to Brampton Wood and the Brampton Hut services.

Associated health impacts have been identified in the Health Impact
Assessment reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.
Swavesey
Bridleways

The inclusion of a high quality, cohesive, permeable NMU
network to run is the best way of mitigating potential adverse
environmental impacts by offering health benefits to NMU
users and decreased traffic levels to motorised users.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

The environmental impacts on NMU in the area must be
identified.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

University of
Cambridge

Supportive of the inclusion of a qualitative assessment in the
ES of potential impacts on NMU and bus users in terms of
safety, security, delays, route continuity etc.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

(34933)

Insufficient emphasis and consideration has been given to
non-motorised traffic, therefore the benefits to health and the
environment are reduced.

Yes

Suggest that bridges are provided for NMU to protect local
biodiversity and the natural environment.

Yes

(34992)

An assessment of all traveller impacts (including on non-motorised users) has
been undertaken and is reported in Chapter 15 of the Environmental
Statement. There is currently limited provision to travel between settlements
along the A14 corridor (Huntingdon and Cambridge) by transport modes other
than motor vehicle. Access to bus stops on the A14, between Swavesey and
Girton, is difficult and hazardous. There is a network of public rights of way
throughout the study area but historic works to the A1 and A14 have
truncated some routes with many public rights of way now terminating at the
existing trunk roads and with no means to extend walking, cycling or
equestrian journeys.
The scheme would have the following beneficial effects upon travellers:

No

No

•

•

•
•
(35020)

Supportive of the proposed cycle paths provided they are
built to Dutch equivalent standards and re-link villages
currently severed by the A14.

Yes

No

•
•

a new shared NMU facility between Fenstanton and Girton, which
would provide new, safer opportunities to travel by modes other than
the car between settlements along the A14 corridor at this location;
the de-trunking of the existing A14 alignment between Brampton Hut
and Swavesey would lead to a reduction in traffic volumes, making
conditions safer for cyclists;
the provision of dedicated footways and cycleways at new junctions
on the A14;
two purpose built NMU bridges (Swavesey and Bar Hill) would
provide links for local communities to key employment sites;
improved access to bus stops which would be relocated on the local
access road and accessible from the new NMU facility; and
new bridleways would be provided near Brampton to reconnect
bridleways previously severed by original A1 widening, connecting
Brampton to Brampton Wood and the Brampton Hut services.

Associated health impacts have been identified in the Health Impact
Assessment reported in Appendix 18.1 of the Environmental Statement.
104477

The legacy is non-existent as far as Hilton is concerned with
no provision for cycle and walking routes or nature

No

No
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Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be
reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. Provision of

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

conservancy.

101089

More thought should be put into the provision for cycling in
this scheme to encourage this mode of transport over car
use (obviously this only affects local traffic). Particularly
being able to cross the A14 and safe negotiation of the
junctions. What provision for cycling will there be on the local
access roads alongside the main A14? Even at the moment
getting to Bar Hill in particular from the north side of the A14
is either very dangerous (B1050) or unpleasant and long
(Swavesey or Oakington).

104768

It appears that the link between Conington and Fen Drayton
will not be reinstated. This link is needed by cyclists and
vulnerable users

101084

102882

The proposal of a bridge for non-motorised users is
excellent, but after going to that expense, the connection to
the roundabout on the Southern side, and hence Boxworth
road, is poor. Why does the bridge connect only one way on
the roundabout? Suggest either:
a) Ensure there is dropped kerb access to the roundabout at
the foot of the NMU bridge south of the new road. This would
give the option to approach on the road from Boxworth as
now, and exit the roundabout onto the path. Ideally facing up
the hill, but turning around at this point would surely be
preferable to going all the way around the roundabout the
wrong way on a path. It would also allow a cyclist heading
south over the bridge to re-join the road immediately if
heading towards Boxworth, saving sometime over the
proposed loop.
b) Complete the last part of the path around the roundabout.
This would give the option to exit the Boxworth road
approaching the roundabout from the south, and cross the
road heading west before turning up the NMU bridge.
Option (a) would be faster in both directions, but perhaps
less likely to encourage new cyclists. As is shown in the
current plans I will be noticeably slower heading south, and
considerably delayed heading north, for no clear benefit.
This seems daft when the expensive bit (the bridge) has
been provided!
One problem is that predicted traffic volumes without the
scheme are much higher than historic trends. Cambridge

Highways Agency’s response
NMU facilities within Hilton would be outside the scope of the scheme and
would be the responsibility of the local authority.

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways
would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes
severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. The provision of these
facilities would aim to encourage all modes of non-motorised transportation,
including cycling.
Access from Fen Drayton to Conington could be achieved via footpath Fen
Drayton 3, the existing crossing of the A14 (which would be retained) and the
diverted footpath Conington 2, with NMU crossing facilities provided on New
Barns Lane bridge.

Since consultation, NMU bridge has been redesigned. The new layout of the
junction can be seen in the General Arrangement Plans included in the
Development Consent Order submission. The NMU bridge would now span
over the link road and connect into the southern arm of Boxworth roundabout.
This would allow NMUs approaching from the south to access the NMU
bridge directly from Boxworth Road. Access to Cambridge services would be
achieved through un-controlled crossing of the roundabout with a refuge.

Comment duly noted. Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road
would become worse and be a constraint to housing and business growth in

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

traffic levels have not followed national trends in the last 15
years but have remained largely static, as I understand it,
accompanied by one of the largest increases in public
transport usage outside London along with by far the largest
cycling modal share figures in the country.

54676

The Highways Authority should consider what a huge impact
the proposed scheme will have on local residents and urge
that consideration is given to local residents in the form of
cycle ways for instance which are much needed but severely
lacking in funding from local government.

104460

Objection to the configuration of NMU adjacent to new local
roads.

104460

Concerned that full opportunity is not being taken to improve
accessibility for those on foot, cycle or horse. In recent
times, in many locations, such users have been
disenfranchised from the use of roads or public rights of way
that cross them. This is because of the speeds and volumes
of motor traffic. Many short utility trips in the area are now
made by car rather than on foot or cycle. Longer utility or
leisure trips for Non Motorised Users (NMUs) near the A14
are impossible or unpleasant, even though no formal
prohibitions exist.

104460

104460

In mitigation, the current proposed scheme is a huge
improvement on the previous one in terms of NMU provision.
Several groups including the local Ramblers Association,
Sustrans, the local CTC, Cambridge Cycling Campaign, and
local equestrians, have joined forces under the banner
‘A14NMU’. I support the concerns of all these groups.
Configuration of NMU adjacent to new local roads - In

Highways Agency’s response
the Cambridge and Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to a
large labour markets, requiring people to commute into and out of the area.
Businesses also depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would
allow local businesses to operate more efficiently and provide capacity to
support proposed residential growth. Approximately 30 km of new NMU
facilities would be provided as part of the scheme and would encourage the
use of non-motorised modes of transportation.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways
would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes
severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be reconnected at
bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane. The provision of these
facilities would aim to encourage all modes of non-motorised transportation,
including cycling.

No

Under the scheme, over 12 km of continuous shared NMU facility would be
provided from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey. The configuration
of the NMU facilities along the local access road aims to provide connection
between local communities.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme and aim to improve facilities for NMUs. Of this, over 12 km would be
provided in a continuous shared NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to
the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway,
to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and
to link to the Northstowe development and to provide connections to
existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill
and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further
NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges.
Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be
reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to New Barns Lane.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
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Comment duly noted.

This matter has been considered in detail from a number of perspectives.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

diagrams, the NMU path is adjacent to the local road with a
swale or ditch to the rear. National statistics show that some
10% of all pedestrians killed have been hit by a vehicle that
has left the road. Placing the NMU route to the rear of any
ditch or swale would give greater protection to such users,
as well is reducing the effects from noise, particulate
pollution and dazzling from headlights. It was implied that
this would be difficult because if the ditch or swale were
adjacent to the road a crash barrier would be a requirement.
It seems unreasonable to have this requirement (if it exists)
yet put vulnerable road users in such danger adjacent to a
road without the protection of a barrier. Many of these NMU
routes will be busy, and would clearly be safer and more
pleasant if to the rear of any swale or ditch. Swales and
ditches would be highly unlikely to contain deep water, so
the dangers of vehicle occupants drowning, would be far
lower than the risk of serious injury or death to those on the
adjacent NMU paths. Put the NMU route to rear of any ditch
or swale.

104460

Whilst it is recognised that some users may welcome the ability to use the
facility away from the carriageway, there is a need for pedestrians to access
bus stops along the local access road, and additionally, there are a number of
intersections with existing bridleways. Placing all of these users on a path at
the rear of a continuous swale would reduce opportunities to cross to the
edge of the carriageway to access premises or bus services, or to move from
the carriageway to the NMU facility without the need for regular crossing
points. It would create potential difficulties for access for maintenance for road
workers, and potentially could create security issues or safety issues for
users, being remote from the carriageway – should a collision or incident
occur, access by emergency services could be delayed or jeopardised. On
balance, the swales have been located at the rear of the highway, but use of
solar studs would be considered for night time guidance at the detailed design
stage.

It is pleasing to see that the Highways Agency has taken
considerable efforts to improve conditions for NMUs over
much of this stretch of A14, which are great improvements
upon previous schemes. Hope that it will be possible for the
final scheme to include further positive changes for NMUs.

Yes

No

a) be set back from the roads by 2-3m with a hedge or fence
and barriers to reduce dazzle, noise and the danger of
vehicles veering off the road.
Yes

b) where shared by cyclists and pedestrians, paths should
be of at least 4m width and appropriately surfaced

No

c) shared paths should ideally include a grade separation
between the cycle track and pedestrian footpath

Remain ready to work with your engineers and designers to

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways
Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users. This includes the design of
shared use facilities.
The facilities would be shared NMU facilities.
It would not be possible or affordable to provide a further three metre wide
strip for equestrians on this corridor. However verges would be provided at
the rear of the NMU facility throughout much of the length.

d) if a grass verge is included for use by both horses and
pedestrians, it should be of at least 3m width.
Cyclist

Comment duly noted. Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be
provided as part of the scheme and aim to improve facilities for NMUs. Of this,
over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU facility from Mill
Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated
from the carriageway, to provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar
Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe development and to provide
connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two NMU bridges would be
provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at
Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be provided on Robins Lane and
Dry Drayton Bridges. Existing NMU routes severed by the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass would be reconnected at bridges between Offord Road to
New Barns Lane.
The proposed verge width is 0.8 m, which when combined with the 1.0 m
wide hard strip to the carriageway, would provide a separation of 1.8 m. This
complies with HA standard TA90. It is not proposed to provide a hedge but
night time guidance has been discussed with Cambridgeshire County Council
and the use of solar powered studs has been used successfully elsewhere.

Paths which run alongside major roads should conform to
the following requirements:

105023

Highways Agency’s response

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency has been involved in early and ongoing engagement

Consultee(s)
Touring Club
(CTC)

Summary of consultee comment

Cambridge has the highest levels of cycling in the UK and
these high levels must be recognised and reflected in this
scheme. Minimum standards are not acceptable for new
NMU facilities in this location.

National
Farmers
Union (NFU)

Within the consultation document, the diversion of public
Rights of Way has been mentioned. It is essential that
diversions of any Rights of Ways and bridleways are done in
negotiation with the landowners and farmers.

101065, 5989

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

achieve the best possible NMU provision for this scheme.
Objection to the poor quality of some aspects of the NMU
provision as currently proposed.

Cyclist
Touring Club
(CTC)

Northstowe
Joint
Development
Control
Committee

Date consulted

It is requested that the POPE process cover NMU facilities.

Any upgrade to the scheme should include a comprehensive
dedicated cycling infrastructure to connect Bar Hill and
surrounding villages to the city.

Highways Agency’s response
with the Cyclists Touring Group

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

The designs developed for the NMU facilities would use desirable rather than
minimum widths and standards. Conservative usage of 360 NMUs per hour
would be catered for from Fenstanton to Dry Drayton, and 480 per hour from
Dry Drayton towards Cambridge in the design. The layouts have been
discussed in detail with the Traffic Authority, Cambridgeshire County Council,
who would be responsible for the facilities on handover after construction.
There are a limited number of public rights of way diversions/new facilities
away from the highway. These are included in the red line boundary and will
be dealt with in a similar way to the remainder of the highway scheme.
This is a standard Department for Transport guidance as issued by WebTAG.
The local roads including NMU facilities are included in the project's safety
objective and after performance via the POPE process would consider all of
the areas covered in the project safety objectives.
Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Two
NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and bridleways
would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings would be
provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges.
The 12 km of shared NMU facility which includes the two bridges could be
used for both cyclists and pedestrians. The remaining would be a mixture of
footpaths, cycle paths and bridleways.
It would be possible to cycle between Bar Hill and villages connected to the
local access road.

101098,
54227, +1

The proposed improvements should focus on making the
current A14 safer to cycle on.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the A1307 Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide links between
Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to the Northstowe
development and to provide connections to existing/severed bridleways. Any
NMU considerations on the de-trunked section of the A14 would be for
Cambridgeshire County Council to consider.
The 12 km of shared NMU facility which includes the two bridges could be
used for both cyclists and pedestrians. The remaining would be a mixture of
footpaths, cycle paths and bridleways.
It would be possible to cycle between Bar Hill and villages connected to the
local access road.

101026

A good scheme but it is not just about cars/lorries.

Yes

No
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Comment duly noted. Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

101812

A cycle route should be provided from Spaldwick to Ellington
to Brampton along the A14.

Yes

No

104634

A cycle route should be implemented to Brampton and
Ellington.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
provided as part of the scheme.
The local highway authority would be responsible for considering proposals to
extend cycle paths and bridleways from Brampton to Ellington. Under the
scheme, NMU facilities would provide links between Brampton Village,
Brampton Hut services and Brampton Woods; this would include a mixture of
footpaths and byways and does not include a cycle route.
The local highway authority would be responsible for considering proposals to
extend cycle paths and bridleways from Brampton to Ellington.
Under the scheme, NMU facilities would provide links between Brampton
Village, Brampton Hut services and Brampton Woods; this would include a
mixture of footpaths and byways and does not include a cycle route.
The new A14 would not have any NMU facilities. NMU infrastructure would be
available on the new local access road.

103550

There should be a new cycle route provided to Cambridge
along the new A14 route.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared
(pedestrians and cyclists) NMU facility from Mill Road, Fenstanton to the
A1307 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to
provide links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge., and to
link to the Northstowe development and to provide connections to
existing/severed bridleways.

101841, +1

Concerns over how the plans will affect current paths.

Yes

No

As part of the scheme, all existing NMU routes would either be maintained or
reconnected to the new NMU facilities which would be provided using
reasonably convenient diversions. Details of these routes can be seen in the
General Arrangement drawings, Rights of Way and Access Plans included in
the Development Consent Order submission and Schedule 4 of the draft
Development Consent Order.

101852, +1

The provision of an NMU route between Bar Hill and
Cambridge is a positive one.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

101858

Consideration should be given to develop a cycle way from
the Offords to Godmanchester.

Yes

No

Provision of NMU facilities in this area would be outside the scope of the
scheme and would be the responsibility of the local highway authority.

101998

Would like to see extensive bike ways from the university
north-west developments linked into the scheme.

Yes

The Occupier
+1

There should be a segregation of cyclists and pedestrians on
NMU routes.

Yes

104495,
104602,

Cycle path should be provided along the southern bypass as

Yes

No

No

Proposals to extend cycle paths from the university northwest Cambridge
development would be a matter for the local highway authority. However a
signalised NMU crossing, including for cyclists, would be provided as part of
the northwest Cambridge development and would connect into the schemes
NMU facilities on the A1307 Huntingdon Road. Details of which can be seen
in the General Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent
Order submission.

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme. Of this, over 12 km would be provided in a continuous shared NMU
facility which would be segregated from traffic.
The NMU routes have been designed in accordance with DMRB standards
and have sufficient capacity to cope with traffic for all NMUs.

No
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The proposal for an NMU facility alongside the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
has been assessed. However, the cost of widening the structures, and their

Consultee(s)
54160

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

well as the old A14.

Highways Agency’s response
approach earthworks, specifically the River Great Ouse Viaduct and the East
Coast Main Line Railway Bridge to include NMU facilities would be
substantial, and would not be justified by potential usage levels and patterns.
The NMU facilities along the local access road from Girton to Fenstanton in
addition to existing NMU facilities would provide a route from Huntingdon to
Cambridge.
Provision of NMU facilities along the de-trunked section of the A14 would be a
matter for Cambridgeshire County Council.

104863, +2

Any development should have dedicated cycle tracks/ paths
with safe distances from road traffic.

Yes

No

Under the scheme, the NMU facilities would be shared use, and would be
designed in accordance with the Highways Agency’s Standards, the Design
Manual for Roads and Bridges for the provision of facilities for non-motorised
users, and the Department of Transport standards.

104531

Agreement with cycle routes provided although making a
cycleway from Madingley and Dry Drayton into Cambridge
should be a priority.

Yes

No

Approximately 2.5 km of new shared NMU facilities would be provided from
Oakington Road to the A1307, Huntingdon Road and would connect into
existing NMU routes.

104568, +1

Support for the current proposals, which provide an
opportunity to redress the balance in favour of NMUs.

Yes

No

Support duly noted.

104579

Concerns over the preservation of rights of way that cross
the line of the new road.

Yes

No

Under the scheme, existing public rights of way would be either maintained or
reconnected to the new NMU facilities which would be provided using
reasonably convenient diversions. Details of these can be seen in the General
Arrangement drawings included in the Development Consent Order
submission.

104727,
104741

The scheme will hopefully provide good cycle and equestrian
access wherever possible.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme.

103579

Pleased with the NMU provision but would like to see an
extension of the NMU provision from Swavesey to
Huntingdon.

Yes

No

Subsequent to consultation, the shared NMU facility planned along the local
access road would now extend along the de-trunked section of the A14 to
Fenstanton. Further NMU facilities along the de-trunked A14 to Huntingdon
would be a matter for Cambridgeshire County Council.

104828

A cycle path should be provided from Offord to
Godmanchester.

Yes

No

Provision of NMU facilities in this area would be outside the scope of the
scheme and would be the responsibility of the local highway authority.

104847

There should be an investment in safer cycle routes between
Godmanchester, Huntingdon and St Ives.

Yes

No

Provision of NMU facilities in these areas would be outside the scope of the
scheme and would be the responsibility of the local highway authority.

No

The scheme has been developed to avoid or reduce potential impacts on
NMU, such as ensuring public rights of way are diverted and crossing points
would be provided to allow NMU to cross new highway safely and as
conveniently as possible.

104746

New footpaths should be provided off-road.

Yes

104754,
Hemingford
Grey Parish
Council, +2

The scheme needs to ensure NMU routes are protected and
enhanced.

Yes

No

The NMU proposals would provide additional linkages, link existing severed
routes and provide new opportunities for NMU traffic between significant
generators, future developments, and residential areas through the extensive
network of NMU routes proposed, 30 km in total, of which 12 km links Girton
with Fenstanton in the facility proposed along the Local Access Road.

1 Community
consultee

The footpath between Fen Drayton and Conington must be
reinstated as part of these works.

Yes

No

Footpath Fen Drayton 3 would connect into the new shared NMU facility on
the local access road. Users could then use the existing at grade crossing
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

104773,
35000

point which would be retained to access the NMU facilities which would be
provided on New Barns Lane Bridge and footpath Conington 2 to access
Conington.

104085

Proposed cycleways should be built to a good standard.

Yes

No

The NMU facilities would be designed in accordance with the Highways
Agency’s Standards, the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges for the
provision of facilities for non-motorised users, and the Department of
Transport standards.

104933,
103572

Hopeful an over-bridge is provided by bike to a cycleway
alongside the local road.

Yes

No

Two NMU bridges would be provided at Bar Hill and Swavesey and
bridleways would be re-established at Brampton. Further NMU crossings
would be provided on Robins Lane and Dry Drayton Bridges.

104977

Hopeful the opportunity to allow people to choose bikes
instead of the car is grasped.

Yes

No

Approximately 30 km of new NMU facilities would be provided as part of the
scheme, which would promote the use of non-motorised modes of transport.

No

Approximately 30 km of NMU facilities would be provided within the scheme,
which would include two new dedicated NMU bridges at Swavesey and Bar
Hill. This represents a significant investment in NMU facilities for the area
around the scheme.

Cyclist
Touring Club
(CTC)

1 Community
consultee

5977

There should be a minimum budget of 2-3% of the overall
budget for NMU services. This would give a budget of
roughly £50 million.

10 April 2014

NMU should be continually monitored even after the scheme
has been completed.

Yes

Yes

No

The monitoring of the effects of the scheme would be carried out in the
Highways Agency’s Post Opening Project Evaluation (POPE) process. In view
of the extent of NMU facilities provided as part of the scheme, the POPE
process would need to include NMUs.
Although the POPE process would review safety, a separate monitoring
process is planned as part of the Operational Safety Plan – NMU safety is an
element which would be monitored.

Concern that the new cycle route won’t provide any benefits
to cyclists.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased provision for cyclists and other NMUs to
the north west of Cambridge. Specifically there would be NMU provision for
the length of the local access road and an NMU path would link the Dry
Drayton Road to the Girton Grange Accommodation bridge.

Property and land
Land required for the scheme

104520

Concerns over the amount of land required for bunds.

Yes

No

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct
and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation
of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory
purchase land. Land required has been informed by an environmental impact
assessment and seeks to avoid sensitive resources and significant effects.
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required
for the construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons
sets out the case for the acquisition of this land.

University of
Cambridge

Cambridge university wish to be reimbursed for the loss of
their land and for the cost of hiring consultants to deal with
the matter.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those
with an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would
provide details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of
negotiation for the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the
Highways Agency would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
agreement
The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a
claim and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in
accordance with the standard legal procedures.

1 Community
consultee

1 Community
consultee

Concern duly noted. The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details
of the land required for the construction and operation of the scheme. The
Statement of Reasons sets out the case for the acquisition of this land.
Concerns that the highways agency are taking advantage of
compulsory purchases.

Yes

Some areas of land should be temporarily purchase not
compulsorily purchased.

Yes

No

The ‘Compulsory purchase and compensation booklet 4: compensation to
residential owners and occupiers’ (2010) provides guidance on making a
claim and the rights for compensation. Compensation would be provided in
accordance with the standard legal procedures.

No

The Land Plans and Works Plans show the land that is required to construct
and operate the scheme. The Statement of Reasons provides an explanation
of why the Highways Agency may require legal powers to compulsory
purchase land or to temporarily take possession of the land. Land required
has been informed by an environmental impact assessment and seeks to
avoid sensitive resources and significant effects. The land indicated as being
required for temporary construction purposes would be included in the DCO in
order that Highways Agency could be sure of having sufficient land available
for the construction process.

No

Where possible land would remain in the current ownership and be returned
in a condition suitable to continue with current usage on completion of the
scheme. Structures built as part of the scheme would be designed and
constructed in accordance with the appropriate standards so as to minimise
the impact on adjacent land.

No

The Highways Agency and its agents have entered discussions with water
suppliers and drainage authorities to maintain potable water and drainage
services affected by the scheme during, and after, construction. Appropriate
protection and diversionary measures would be applied.

Asset protection
Network Rail
Infrastructure
Ltd

35186

Concerns over structures built on land adjacent to Network
Rail’s and subsurface works taking place on Network Rail’s
land.

10 April 2014

The planned works must not disrupt water and sewerage
infrastructure.

Yes

Yes

The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required
for the construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons
sets out the case for the acquisition of this land.
University of
Cambridge

A large amount of land owned by Cambridge University will
be required to deliver the new A14. This may affect the
university’s long term developments and academic research.

2 Community
consultees
104558

Anglian water require the standard protected easement
widths for water mains and sewage pipes for any requests
for alteration or removal.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No
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If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those
with an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would
provide details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of
negotiation for the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the
Highways Agency would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by
agreement
Where the scheme would impact upon water and wastewater assets the
standard protected easement widths for these assets would be provided and
any requests for alteration or removal to be conducted in accordance with the
Water Industry Act 1991.

Consultee(s)

National Grid
(National Grid
Electricity
Transmission
plc (NGET)
and National
Grid Gas plc
(NGG)

2 Community
Consultees

Summary of consultee comment

The national grid must be informed of any land take by the
HA- All consultations should be sent to the following:
DCOConsultations@nationalgrid.com as well as by post to
the following address: The Company Secretary,1-3 The
Strand, London.

Concerns regarding the national grid pipelines and overhead
wires that may be exposed and unsafe. It is suggested that
these cables etc. must be easily accessible to ensure safe
working conditions.

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The Book of Reference and Land Plans provide details of the land required
for the construction and operation of the scheme. The Statement of Reasons
sets out the case for the acquisition of this land.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

If the DCO is granted, the Highways Agency would serve a notice on all those
with an interest in the land that is required for the scheme. The notice would
provide details of the land to be compulsorily purchased and the process of
negotiation for the compensation payable. Prior to compulsory purchase the
Highways Agency would wherever practicable seek to acquire the land by
agreement
Before the commencement of construction the required risk assessments and
method statements would be prepared identifying the potential risks, hazards
and methods of mitigation to ensure safe working conditions.

Property and land devaluation

101917

104625,
104917

104606, +1

Concerns over the devaluation of property in Brampton or
Offord.

Concern over the reduction in value of properties nearby.

The designers must work hard to mitigate effects upon
existing properties near the Huntingdon bypass.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The Highways Agency have liaised and are liaising with land owners and
communities directly impacted by the scheme. The Highways Agency is
happy to discuss the impact on land and property, including the impact on
property and house prices on an individual basis.

No

The Highways Agency have liaised and are liaising with land owners and
communities directly impacted by the scheme. The Highways Agency is
happy to discuss the impact on land and property, including the impact on
property and house prices on an individual basis.

No

.Extensive mitigation measures have been designed into the scheme to
reduce noise impacts during operation, including around the new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. These measures include cuttings (to lower the road as far
as possible), low noise road surfacing and landscape earthworks running
parallel to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass over certain stretched to mitigate
visual impact and reduce noise.

104882

The proposed scheme will damage house prices in Hilton
and will make the address less desirable.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency have liaised and are liaising with land owners and
communities directly impacted by the scheme. The Highways Agency is
happy to discuss the impact on land and property, including the impact on
property and house prices on an individual basis.

38415

Would like to see the purchase of land finalised.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is doing their upmost to process payments as quickly
and efficiently as possible.

No

The Highways Agency would endeavour to make the delivery programme as
short as possible in accordance with UK legislation to ensure any impacts on
security of access are minimised.

No

Junctions within the scheme would be designed in accordance with the
Highways Agency’s standards for the predicted traffic flows, while ensuring
user safety. Where access to properties would be affected, an alternative
means of access would be provided.

Security
101051

The scheme needs to be secure.

103575

The scheme will take more land between junctions 26 & 27,
affecting access to property’s and safety.

Yes

Yes
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to
moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced.

Safety

101787

104625,
53845

The road is not fit for purpose, whilst drivers have developed
dangerous driving habits based on the design of the road
and the volume of traffic.

Issues with permanent scheme safety in the village.

Yes

Yes

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable
safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU)
Chapter 16 of the Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of
impacts on communities.

101875, +1

A solution has been needed for years with a high number of
accidents on the road.

Yes

No

Support duly noted. The scheme would provide additional road capacity to
accommodate future traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow,
alleviate congestion and enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high
quality route designed to modern standards should also help reduce the
frequency and impacts of accidents and lessen the effects of the high
numbers of HGVs that use the route.
Support duly noted.

102867, +2

55774

The proposals will take through traffic away from local routes
and will improve safety.

The County Council and developers have a duty of
responsibility for ensuring road safety in villages that will be
affected by the construction.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The scheme aims to improve access and safety of travel for local people. It
would help to keep heavy, through-traffic away from urban and village roads,
providing people with less congested and safer access to services and
amenities. In addition, the new links provided by the scheme would enable
safer, more extensive routes for non-motorised user (NMU). Chapter 16 of the
Environmental Statement (6.2) reports an assessment of impacts on
communities.
Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale will inevitably
have some impacts on local communities and the environment. These
impacts have been considered for every environmental topic in the
Environmental Statement and are reported in the corresponding chapter of
the Environmental Statement. This includes the Code of Construction
Practice (CoCP). The CoCP outlines the standards of work that would be
applied by the Highways Agency to the construction workforce including
general site operations, traffic and environmental considerations.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.
The safety of vulnerable road-user groups such as pedestrians and cyclists
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would be a particular consideration.

Hemingford
Grey Parish
Council

With reduced traffic the existing road could become a ‘race
track’.

104696

Any proposals to reduce accidents are supported.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

No

No

The use of electronic signage would form a permanent part of the scheme. A
number of gantries and accompanying signage would be constructed which
would allow traffic flow to be controlled in a safe manner. .
Support duly noted.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routing of
construction vehicles, and would be reviewed by the Highways Agency.

104981

The current A14 should be made safer during the building of
the new A14.

Yes

No

Phasing of works would be developed and optimized to ensure significant
works would be conducted offline and therefore not impose significant safety
risks to the workforce and the local environment.
Construction traffic would use haul routes where possible to segregate
construction traffic from the road network and thereby minimise safety impacts
surrounding construction.

1 Community
consultee

45257

Consideration should be given to the disposal of waste in
relation to health and safety.

Problem junctions such as Girton should be completely
redesigned in order to make the area safer.

Yes

Yes

No

Chapter 11 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general
provisions and management of material resources. All waste would be
managed in such a way as to prevent harm to human health, amenity and the
environment. The main contractors would be responsible for reducing waste
generated from the construction activities. This will include measures such as
careful storage of materials on site and ‘just in time’ deliveries. A site waste
management plan (SWMP) will be prepared in accordance with the Waste
and Resources Action Programme (WRAP) guidance. The effect of the
scheme in terms of waste generation and material resources is considered in
the ES.

No

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route
into Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been
designed for safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and
westbound directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14
westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.
It would also provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon
Road.

No

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
junction 28 (Swavesey) and junction 31 (Girton) and between junction 32
(Histon) and junction 33 (Milton) as well as improvements to Girton
interchange. These improvements are designed to accommodate future
growth and alleviate congestion at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling
studies have been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed layouts
would accommodate predicted traffic levels.

Scheme scope
Scheme scope

104692

The proposals do not go far enough. Widening projects only
ever seem to increase the number of lanes by 1, it would be
much more cost-efficient in the long term, and a more
sensible strategy to future proof these roads past the initial
few months. These projects seem to take so long between
the initial suggestion and the completion of works that by the
time the work is complete, the solution is out of date. Widen
this stretch between Swavesey and Girton, and put 4 lanes

Yes
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in.
The existing A14 between Alconbury and Swavesey and between Brampton
Hut and Spittals junction would be de-trunked and become local roads under
the control of the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council. Any future management of these roads would be a matter for them.
104804

Widen the remainder of the A14 from A1 to Swavesey.

103526

Need for a Willingham bypass. The Councillors of this area
have been campaigning for a Willingham bypass for 16
years With 10,000 more homes and likely double more
inhabitants this sixteen year old problem can only become a
devastating planning oversight. Without this bypass the
traffic issues we face now will still be with us even after
some 77 million pounds of public money has been spent
because the Government plans to let 10,000 news homes
settle in the very area close to where our highways feed our
HGV traffic through from North to South. Does the proposed
upgrade take the development of Northstowe seriously, or
are corners being cut which affect your constituents now and
the 10,000 potential new voters ? Does the Conservative
party have what it takes to manage development and really
improve key transport routes for all users ?

Yes

No

The traffic forecasts show that traffic flows on the existing A14 would
decrease with the scheme in place. At the design year, 2035 the de-trunked
A14 is forecast to carry 60% less traffic with the scheme than without
it. Further details of the future network performance can be found in Chapter
7 of the Transport Assessment.
The A14 scheme is being progressed by the Highways Agency. The
Highways Agency is an executive of the Department for Transport and
implements highway schemes on the strategic road network in accordance
with Government policy.
Roads through Willingham are not strategic roads and are under the control of
the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council. A bypass would
be a matter for them.

Yes

No

The scheme has been informed by traffic forecasts that take account of the
Northstowe development including the proposed access on to Dry Drayton
Road. Land has been safeguarded at Bar Hill to allow this junction to be
expanded in the future to accommodate the traffic generated by the full
development. In addition allowance has also been made for widening of the
B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two lane dual carriageway to connect to the
proposed southern access road and new roundabout on the B1050 that are
proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase Two development. Any further
improvements to the local and strategic road network that would be required
to support subsequent phases of the Northstowe development would need to
be agreed by the developer with the local planning authority in consultation
with the local highway authority.
The A14 scheme development has progressed over a period of time. The
A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including
the development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception
of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been implemented.

104819

The previous cancelled approved scheme was said to be the
best idea possible, why has this not been offered?

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013.
This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this
preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
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consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives'
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.
The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in CHUMMS (the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study). The study recommended a
number of improvements to infrastructure, including public transport including
the development of a guided busway. All of the measures with the exception
of the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme have now been
implemented. Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the
alignment of the road. This was later refined to six options by identifying
scheme options which offered both the best value for money and the best
solutions to the scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was
not spent on a scheme which would fundamentally offer the same
outcome. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013.

Campaign for
Better
Transport
(CfBT)

Minor junction changes (especially if these also reduce
severance and improve conditions for cycling, walking and
other non-motorised traffic) and work to provide safer
overtaking and more refuges for use during incidents and
breakdowns on the A14, as well as similar small
improvements to diversion routes used during incidents,
would potentially be useful elements of a package-style
scheme that also invested in infrastructure and support for
local public transport, rail alternatives and express coaches
for longer journeys, and active travel.

This led to the selection of a preferred route option and a further formal
consultation on the scheme took place from April to June 2014 on this
preferred option. The design has been refined further since the formal
consultation in response to consultation feedback and ongoing technical
studies. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement entitled 'Main Alternatives'
outlines the main alternative scheme options that have been considered.

10 April 2014

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.
An objective of the scheme, set out in Chapter 3 of the Case for the Scheme
is to improve safety reduce driver stress by keeping the right traffic on the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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Change to
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Highways Agency’s response
right roads and providing safe local access for pedestrians and other nonmotorised road users. The scheme would help to keep heavy, through-traffic
away from urban and village roads, providing people with less congested and
safer access to services and amenities. In addition NMU links, provided by
the scheme, would enhance cycle and pedestrian access, thus positively
affecting the villages.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the
route. Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part
of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide
links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to
the Northstowe development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and
Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

104920

In summary the following should be explored as alternatives
to building a new road:
● Rail offers a safe freight bypass along the A14 corridor to
the West Midlands. Each train to and from Felixstowe can
remove 50 long distance HGVs from the route and produce
70% less carbon dioxide emissions than the equivalent road
journey. Using rail freight produces 3.4 times less CO2 per
tonne-km than road transport (Source DFT Logistics
Perspective Dec 2008).
● Existing average speed cameras and the introduction of
Corridor Traffic Management along the whole route has
helped ease congestion as well as reduce accidents. The
effects of these combined measures should be reported and
analysed before a decision to spend further money on
providing a three lane highway is made.
● Government should re-assess its road pricing strategy to
ensure that HGVs and other vehicles pay a proper and
appropriate proportion of the real costs of providing and
maintaining roads, including the costs of dealing with
accidents and resulting congestion, added burden on Health
Service as result of living close to busy roads, and clean up
costs of dealing with resultant pollution.
● Assessment of other alternative means of transport for
both long and short journeys should be undertaken, and the
effects of the Guided Bus assessed before a decision is
made. In particular lack of suitable attractive routes for Nonmotorised users should be addressed in order to minimise
the current level of short journeys along the current route
due to lack of cycle routes, footpaths and bridleways.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
A14 trunk road.
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The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
Road pricing strategy is beyond the scope of the scheme and beyond the
remit of the Highways Agency.
The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the
route. Approximately 15 km of new NMU facilities are being provided as part
of the scheme. Of this, over 12 km is provided in a continuous facility from
Huntingdon Road to Cambridge, segregated from the carriageway, to provide
links between Fenstanton, Swavesey, Bar Hill and Cambridge, and to link to
the Northstowe development. Two NMU bridges are proposed at Bar Hill and
Swavesey and bridleways would be re-established at Brampton.

54700

Support can only be provided if a new A14 formed part of a
multi-modal package aimed at solving a wider range of the
transport problems of the area.

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Stud ( CHUMMS, 2001)identified a
package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and development of a guided busway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures which included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme as an important outstanding development.
More recently, in 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for
Transport, in conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk
and Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues
of congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. A third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3) was then produced in November 2012 comprising
an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and highway
packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public transport
package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the introduction
of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with Cambridge City
Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for new and expanded
strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links between the Felixstowe
branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton. The rail freight package was
forecast to reduce HGV traffic on the A14 in the core study area by up to 11
percent, which would offset between 60 and 80 percent of the forecast growth
in HGV traffic between 2011 and 2031. The public transport package would
equate to a reduction of less than one percent of the peak-hour traffic on the
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A14 trunk road.

104873

Hinchingbrooke Park needs an additional exit to alleviate
congestion issues.

Yes

No

Traffic flows on Hinchingbrooke Park Road are not expected to change
significantly; however, the Hinchingbrooke Road/Brampton Road junction is
forecast to get busier due to the additional traffic travelling through it via the
Views Common Link. Daily traffic flows through the junction are forecast to
increase from 7,100 to 17,500 (+146%). As a result the scheme includes a
significant remodelled junction to accommodate these higher forecast traffic
flows. Operational assessments indicate that the proposed junction layout
would operate within capacity up to the year 2035. Details of the operational
assessments for this junction are provided in the Transport Assessment. The
Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on Brampton
Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the scheme to
13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while daily traffic
flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to 12,100 vehicles
per day (a 43% decrease)
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Upgrading of
the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the
proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.

8372

104943,
104880,
102794,
57336,
104674

Current junctions should be improved instead of the bypass
with a smaller new road to bypass the viaduct only.

The existing A14 should be improved.

Yes

Yes

No

No
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The section of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon currently has
many junctions, lay bys and local accesses. Traffic leaving and joining the
A14 at these junctions interrupts the flow of traffic and contributes to the
congestion and potential for accidents on the route. The A14 improvement
scheme would reduce the number of junctions, lay-bys and local accesses
directly onto the trunk road. This should help to improve the flow of traffic and
reduce the frequency of incidents on the mainline. In addition we have also
considered the option suggested in response to the consultation, however,
the Highways Agency does not consider this option gives the same benefits
as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution to the scheme
objectives.

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
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the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Upgrading of
the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the
proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an
extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

103521

Please consider widening the A14 past Milton.

Yes

No

Widening of the A14 past Milton has not been included within the scheme as
is not affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to meet the
scheme objectives as defined in the Case for the Scheme. The Highways
Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through
its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements where
need is greatest.
Comment Noted.

101899

Urgent need to reduce traffic on the A428 and make
commuting to Cambridge possible from the West.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency recognises that some traffic already uses the A1198
and A428 to avoid the most congested sections of the A14, and this is
forecast to worsen over time if the proposed scheme does not go ahead.
The A14 improvement scheme would create additional capacity on the A14
that would not only accommodate future traffic growth but allow traffic that is
currently using alternative routes to divert back on to the A14.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

101010

The scheme should form part of a larger plan for making the
A14 a motorway from the M6 to the coast.

Yes

No

53860,
103559,
104780

The existing road should have been widened rather than
building through green belt land.

Yes

No
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Both of these routes form part of the Highways Agency’s route based strategy
which sets out the Highways Agency’s strategy for the routes.
Changing the proposed road category to motorway has many consequences
particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although providing a dual four lane
carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and Girton is unusual, it
enables traffic to select the correct lane before either carrying on along the
A14 or heading south along the M11. Likewise four lanes emerging from the
north bound M11 and the A14 link will be able to better merge together over
this section. The addition of hard shoulder to all-purpose road is not in the
current DMRB standards, would add significantly to scheme cost and is not
considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
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101930

There should be more focus on developing motorways in
Suffolk.

Yes

No

104958

A study should be funded to convince companies to change
their working hours, which would reduce the number of cars
on the road during peak hours.

Yes

No

Highways Agency’s response
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Upgrading of
the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the
proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.
The proposed scheme has been developed based on several studies and
consultations. The A14 scheme is one of a number of measures identified in
CHUMMS (the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study). The A14 Study
initiated in 2011 comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor. The analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways
options. These six options were the subject of consultation in September /
October 2013 which informed the development of the current proposed
scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Improvements in Suffolk are outside the scope of this scheme however the
Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road network
through its route-based strategy studies and will target future improvements
where need is greatest.
Noted.
Such a study is outside the scope of the Highways Agency.
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be
delivered.

104923

2 Community
Consultees

Improving roads is not part of the long term plan, the
emphasis should be on adopting long term strategies which
encourage development of local economies, without the
need for long commutes and wasteful transporting of goods
and commodities.

Yes

No

The solution should be to create more space on current
roads.

Yes

No
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The Cambridge sub-region is one of the fastest growing areas of the United
Kingdom in terms of population and economy. Between now and 2031, its
population is expected to grow by 23 per cent, driving a 22 per cent increase
in jobs. However, congestion is regularly cited by business as a constraint on
growth. The Cambridgeshire Local Transport Plan 2011-2031
(Cambridgeshire County Council, June 2014) notes that delivery of the joint
development strategy for Cambridgeshire is threatened by congestion on the
A14. Major developments, such as the new 10,000- home village at
Northstowe, the Alconbury Enterprise Zone, and expansion on the northern
and eastern fringes of Cambridge, are reliant on an improved A14.
In Huntingdon, the demolition of the viaduct and removal of the embankments
would reduce the severing effect it has on the local landscape and
communities and would open up opportunities for the local townscape.
Reduced traffic volumes in the town centre due to vehicles being relocated to
the new bypass would also be expected to improve air quality in the locality.
A number of options where assessed and the scheme presented at the
consultation was chosen based on a number of factors. In order to meet
future traffic demands a mixture of new road and widening of the existing A14
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has been chosen in order to optimize the capacity of the road and the
associated benefits, including significantly better traffic flow, safety standards
and journey reliability which could not be achieved to the same effect if only
current roads where to be widened.
The existing de-trunked A14 would still be utilised by local traffic once the new
Huntingdon Bypass is completed.

101792

103576

The A1 south needs upgrading as well to reduce traffic
congestion.

The tolling system scheme would have been better.

The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1
Yes

Yes

No

No

The widening of the remainder of the two lane A1 has not been included
within the scheme as is not necessary to meet the scheme objectives as
defined in the Case of the Scheme. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based
strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14
would be dropped and the scheme would progress with central government
and local authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the A14
improvement scheme.
There is currently no ambition to revert to tolling and current guidance from
government is that this would only be a consideration for new roads.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks.

104485

The northern route around St Ives should have been chosen.

Yes

No

Originally twenty-two route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which
offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option
gives the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution
to the scheme objectives.

1 Community
consultee
104485,
102914

The A428 should be dual carriageway from Cambridge to
the Black Cat roundabout.

Yes

No
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The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104571

There should be access from/to the north from the M11 at
junction 13.

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would
increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not
considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and
the M11 via the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104626,
104723,
104724,
104922

The A428 should be improved between Caxton Gibbet and
St Neots.

Yes

No

The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton Junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an
extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

104730

The scheme should be extended eastwards to nine mile hill.

Yes

No

Widening of the A14 to the east past Milton Junction has not been included
within the scheme as is not affordable under current funding scenarios or
necessary to meet the scheme objectives as defined in the Case for the
Scheme. The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk
road network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Support noted.

101849

The scheme should not detract from the need to improve the
A428 between the A1 and A1198.

Yes

No

The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.

102788

The A14 is busier than the A1 so why change it.

Yes

No

The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be
delivered.

104497

The bridge from Brampton to Brampton Woods should

Yes

No

The proposed improvement plans would include a replacement Brampton
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

remain over the A1 and proposed A14.

104875

Improvements are needed on Brampton Road to handle
increasing traffic flows.

Highways Agency’s response
Road bridge over the A1 and A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass, connecting
Brampton to Brampton Woods.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct and its
replacement with new local road connections would provide improved access
into Huntingdon town centre from the east and west. The Highways Agency's
interim traffic forecasts suggest that as a result of these improved connections
and the re-routeing of strategic traffic movements via the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic levels on a number of other key radial routes in to the
town, including Brampton Road and The Avenue, would be reduced, creating
capacity for potential future development.
The Transport Assessment indicates that in 2035 daily traffic flows on
Brampton Road would be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without the
scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a 42% decrease) , while
daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge would be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a 43% decrease) . The A1123 in St Ives is also
forecast to benefit with daily traffic flows in 2035 reducing from 15,000 to
14,300 vehicles per day as a result of the scheme (a 5% decrease).
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks.

104835,
104988

A northern improvement scheme would achieve more
objectives.

Yes

No

104934, +1

A better option would be to dual the whole A428.

Yes

No

104652

Major improvements are needed on the A428 to Wyboston
link road.

Yes

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. In
addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option
gives the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution
to the scheme objectives.
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be
delivered.
The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104715

A new road should be inserted from the A428 to M11.

Yes

No

The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would
increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not
considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme. The scheme would allow travel between the A428 and
the M11 via the A1303 Madingley Road and M11 Junction 13.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks.

104544,
104593

There should have been a northern bypass built adjacent to
Brampton and Buckden.

Yes

No

Originally twenty one route options were considered for the alignment of the
road. This was later refined to six options by identifying scheme options
which offered both the best value for money and the best solutions to the
scheme objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a
scheme which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six
options were the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and
inform the current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing.
In addition we have also considered the option suggested in response to the
consultation, however, the Highways Agency does not consider this option
gives the same benefits as the proposed scheme and is not the best solution
to the scheme objectives.

54230

Godmanchester foot bridge should be moved with a new
road bridge built in its place.

Yes

No

De-trunking is the process of returning a Highways Agency road to local
highway authority control; in this case the local highway authority is
Cambridgeshire County Council. Approximately 12 miles of the existing A14
would be de-trunked between Ellington and Swavesey and between
Alconbury and Spittals interchange.
Cambridgeshire County Council would be in a position to handle the
considerations of NMUs for this stretch of road.
The need to demolish Godmanchester footbridge and replace with a road
bridge is outside the scope this scheme.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be
delivered.

104678

The A421 should be made a dual carriageway before any
improvements to the A14 take place.

Yes

No

The A428 and A421 are out of the scope of the scheme. However, the
scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104817

Alternative routes should be proposed that will not unfairly
penalise the area.

Yes

No

The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally twenty
one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. This was
later refined to six options by identifying scheme options which offered both
the best value for money and the best solutions to the scheme
objectives. This ensured that additional money was not spent on a scheme
which would fundamentally offer the same outcome. These six options were
the subject of consultation in September / October 2013 and inform the
current proposals that the Highways Agency is now pursuing. Upgrading of
the existing route through Huntingdon does not give the same benefits as the
proposed scheme and has increased negative impacts on adjacent residents.

104828

The dangerous bends between Offord and Godmanchester
should be straightened.

Yes

No

Improvements to the B1043 between Offord D’Arcy and Godmanchester are
not included within the A14 improvement scheme. This would need to be
considered by Cambridgeshire County Council, the Local Highway Authority.

104855

A local road should be added onto the Ouse crossing to,
thus removing the level crossing.

No

Removal of the existing level crossing across eat coast mainline at Offord
Cluny is outside the scope of this Highways Agency scheme. Provision of an
alternative to the level crossing is a matter for Network Rail and
Cambridgeshire County Council.

Yes

Comment noted.
104845

300065

A key concern is to provide alternative sensible options to
the toll road.

The only real solution is for improvements to the A1 and an
eventual Buckden and Diddington bypass.

Yes

Yes

No

No
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The government announced in December 2013 that plans to toll the A14
would be dropped and the scheme would progress with central government
and local authority funding. Tolling is no longer proposed as part of the A14
improvement scheme.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1.The widening of the remainder of the two lane A1 has not
been included within the scheme as is not necessary to meet the scheme
objectives as defined in the Case of the Scheme. The Highways Agency
continues to review the operation of the trunk road network through its routebased strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is
greatest.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) which
considered journeys north of Cambridge. The study identified a package of
measures which included remodelling of sections of the railway between
Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a guided busway. The A14
improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

104954

There should be a longer term plan for a new route from
around Bar Hill to the A14 east of Cambridge.

Yes

No

The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate
forecast development growth within Cambridge in the period up to 2035. The
road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be 'near
certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to
the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district
level across the study area.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would
increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not
considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme.

101861

The opportunity to link the A428 with the M11 south has
been missed, causing congestion on Madingley Road as it
handles both M11 and Cambridge City traffic.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to a higher
standard than the existing road, with fewer intersections and no private
accesses or lay-bys. The scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the
improved A14, which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on
the A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the
west of the Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Transport Assessment shows that daily traffic flows on the A1303
Madingley Road east of M11 would decrease from forecast 19,800 vehicles
per day in 2035 without the scheme to 18,200 with the scheme (8%
decrease).

101915,
102834,
102835

The planned improvements to the A428 need reconsidering
to ease congestion.

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts contained in Chapter 3 of the
Transport Assessment indicate that traffic levels on the A428 would be
reduced by the proposed scheme as some long-distance traffic diverts back
on to the A14. Under the proposed A14 improvement scheme, the A428
approach to Girton Interchange would be reduced from 2 lanes to 1 lane in
each direction as it passes through the Girton interchange. Traffic on this
section of the A428 is lower than farther to the west as some trips leave the
A428 prior to the Girton interchange, using the A1303 to access Cambridge or
join the M11. The reduced traffic flows on this section of A428 are forecast to
be well within the capacity of a single lane. The replacement of the merge for
traffic joining the A14 from the M11 south with a lane gain arrangement
should also improve road safety on this section of road.
The remainder of the A428 is out of the scope of the scheme. However, the
scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would
result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
The A428 is outside the scope of the scheme. However, the scheme would
transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14, which would result in a
significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the east of the Caxton
Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the Caxton Gibbet
junction.
Similarly, as a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, there would also be a significant reduction in
traffic on the A1198 and other surrounding routes.

104489

The A428 should be upgraded as any road closures on the
A14 lead to local towns and villages becoming gridlocked.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and be designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. Hence, the number of incidents is expected
to be reduced and the consequence of each incident should be less severe.
There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road closure. The new
southern bypass would be designed to a much higher standard than the
existing road, with fewer intersections and no private accesses or lay-bys.
The proposed dual three-lane cross section would also be less susceptible to
a full carriageway blockage. Consequently, the Highways Agency expects
that there would be fewer accidents on the new road with the likelihood of a
full carriageway closure also reduced.
In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the diversion routes
employed would be agreed in advance and would depend on the location and
severity of the incident.
The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing,
which would allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and
ensure that effective diversion routes can be implemented. Traffic inevitably
looks for all available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the
scheme proposals provide extra resilience to help prevent impacting local
roads.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 to the north of Bar Hill would increase by approximately 74% as a
result of the scheme. The majority of this growth is attributable to the
Northstowe Phase Two development, which is dependent on the A14
improvements.

101086

There are no plans regarding the B1050 which is a major
issue for locals.

Yes

No

The scheme includes the widening of the B1050 over a short section to the
north of Bar Hill to a two lane dual carriageway. This would connect to the
southern access road and new roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed
as part of the Northstowe Phase Two development.
As a local road, improvements to the B1050, beyond the proposed A14 Bar
Hill junction improvements described, would be a matter for Cambridge
County Council not the Highways Agency. This scheme does not preclude
them being promoted separately.

102815

Works at the A428 to Black Cat at the A1 should take
precedence.

Yes

No
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The A428 and Black Cat roundabout improvements are outside the scope of

Consultee(s)

55745 +1

104861,
102004

101903 +1

101962

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

The A428 must form part of the plans due to the rapid
expansion of housing in the area of St. Neots.

Yes

No

Improvements are needed on the A428, whilst a new link to
Black Cat roundabout is also needed.

Yes

Summary of consultee comment

In addition to widening the A14, the A1 should be considered
as well.

General agreement but should consider the A428 eastbound
to M11 southbound movement.

Date consulted

No

Highways Agency’s response
the scheme.
However, the scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the
east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the
Caxton Gibbet junction.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the new Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1

Yes

Yes

No

No

The widening of the remainder of the two lane A1 has not been included
within the scheme as is not necessary to meet the scheme objectives as
defined in the Case of the Scheme. The Highways Agency continues to
review the operation of the trunk road network through its route-based
strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
The scheme does not include provision for movements that are not currently
provided such as the A428 to M11. These additional connections would
increase the cost of the scheme, result in environmental impacts and are not
considered necessary to meet the objectives of the scheme as set out in the
Case for the Scheme. The A428 is out of the scope of the scheme.
However, the scheme would transfer strategic traffic on to the improved A14,
which would result in a significant reduction of traffic flows on the A428 to the
east of the Caxton Gibbet junction, and minor reduction to the west of the
Caxton Gibbet junction. The Highways Agency continues to review the
operation of the trunk road network through its route-based strategy studies
and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed
A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.

101987

The A14/A1 interchange must be looked at again to future
proof the inevitable redevelopment and upgrade to the A1
between this exchange and Biggleswade.

The road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to
the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district
level across the study area.
Yes

No
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Since the interim traffic forecasts that informed the public consultation were
produced, there have been further discussions with the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire (Cambridge City Council, South
Cambridgeshire District Council and Huntingdonshire District Council)
regarding future development assumptions. The latest advice received from
the local planning authorities indicates that a number of other developments,
including the full build out of Alconbury and the second phase of the
Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now considered 'more than likely'
to go ahead. These developments have therefore been explicitly included in
the latest traffic forecasts although the overall level of growth remains

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
constrained to NTEM.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of England Regional Model
(EERM). EERM includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model.
Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14
corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although individual
developments will not be represented explicitly.

102833

Please ensure there are 2 lanes eastbound on A428 to A14,
and consider adding an A428 to M11 south junction, close to
the one at Madingley rise to ease traffic into Cambridge.

Yes

No

Under the proposed A14 improvement scheme, the A428 approach would be
reduced from 2 lanes to 1 lane in each direction as it passes through the
Girton interchange. Traffic on this section of the A428 is lower than farther to
the west as some trips leave the A428 prior to the Girton interchange, using
the A1303 to access Cambridge or join the M11. The Highways Agency's
interim traffic forecasts indicate that traffic levels on the A428 would be
reduced by the proposed scheme as some long-distance traffic diverts back
on to the A14. The reduced traffic flows on this section of the A428 are
forecast to be well within the capacity of a single lane. The replacement of the
merge for traffic joining the A14 from the M11 south with a lane gain
arrangement should also improve road safety on this section of road.
The proposed A14 improvement scheme includes substantial improvements
to the Girton interchange to improve the traffic flow for all existing movements.
The proposals do not include the provision for movements that are not
currently provided such as the A428 to M11 due to the cost and
environmental impacts associated with making these additional
connections. However, the proposed layout does not preclude the provision of
additional movements in the future should further funding become available.
Access from the A428 to the M11 would still be possible via the A1303 St
Neots road.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an
extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

102888

Concerns that the area between junction 35 and 36 isn’t
ignored.

Yes

No

Widening of the A14 past Milton has not been included within the scheme as
is not affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to meet the
scheme objectives as defined in the Case for the Scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

103510 +2

Please consider a bypass for Buckden.

Yes

No

The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be
delivered.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives.
The A14 Study comprised the review of possible transport options in the A14
corridor (including on-line highway widening of existing A14). Originally
twenty-one route options were considered for the alignment of the road. The
analysis of these options presented a shortlisted six highways options.
Options were the subject of a cost-benefit analysis exercise. Whilst some
options offered lower financial costs they would result in greater adverse
environmental and social effects. Chapter 4 of the Environmental Statement
reports the reasons why these were rejected. The analysis showed that the
best-performing options were those which provided a full Huntingdon
Southern Bypass.
Alternative route options have been considered and rejected as they do not
offer the same benefits and or increase costs when compared with the
proposed scheme.

104707

A two-way junction should be provided between the B1040
and the new road.

Yes

No

104804

There should be a bypass included for Hilton by providing
access to the new road at the B1040 and A1198.

Yes

No

104805

Access to the southbound A1 should be included.

Yes

No

One of the main objectives of the proposed scheme would be to improve
safety by designing the scheme to modern highway standards with good
forward visibility, grade-separated junctions and no direct access to properties
from the new road. Providing a grade separated junction at B1040 would
require additional land take and would be prohibitively expensive.
The scheme would not preclude the addition of a link to/from the A14 to the
A1 south of Brampton in the future. The Highways Agency will continue to
review the operation of the Trunk Road network through the Route Based
Strategy studies and will target future improvements where need is greatest.
At present this is outside of the scope and affordability of the scheme.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives.
The scheme would enhance capacity at Milton junction by improving the west
facing slip roads, adding a dedicated left turn to the A10 north and adding an
extra lane over the east bridge on the circulatory.

Milton Parish
Council

Should widen the road from Milton to Fen Ditton to three
lanes.

Yes

No

Widening of the A14 past Milton has not been included within the scheme as
is not affordable under current funding scenarios or necessary to meet the
scheme objectives as defined in the Case for the Scheme.
The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

104719,
104921

Widening the A14 will only encourage even greater volumes
of road based traffic, rather than providing sensible
sustainable alternatives to enable freight movement and
local commuting.

Yes

No
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The need for the A14 improvement scheme was identified from the
Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001). The study
identified a package of measures which included remodelling of sections of
the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton and the development of a
guided busway. The A14 improvement scheme is the remaining scheme to be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
delivered.
The CHUMMS study identified that public transport can contribute to a
solution but not a complete solution in itself.
The scheme provides dual three lane carriageway for the majority of the route
between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The only exceptions would be the dual
four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Girton and dual two lane
carriageway between Brampton and just east of Ellington, which have been
sized to forecast traffic.
Traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to
ensure that the design of the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV
levels. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards
with additional lanes would lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other
road users.
The traffic model indicates that the lane provision included in the current
proposals will deliver significant capacity benefits compared to the situation if
the scheme did not go ahead.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic. The proposals allow for a
separation of traffic with commuting traffic able to use the local access road
and avoid joining the A14 at all.

EU/Regional/National Context
54216,
104765

The work should start urgently and benefit the wider UK, the
region and the majority of local people, not the minority.

Yes

No

101048

East Anglia will become better connected.

Yes

No

Support noted.
Support noted.
The highways agency recognises the strategic importance of the A14 as one
of the major road gateways in to the east of England region.

102900

Joint Parishes
HCV (villages
of Bluntisham,
Cottenham,
Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

The main aim should be to provide east-west flow, which will
alleviate the pressure on the M25.

There is a £300m deficit for the repair fund and there has
been no evidence that EU has been approached for funding.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The A14 improvement scheme is specifically intended to alleviate the existing
issues with congestion on the section of the A14 between Huntingdon and
Cambridge which is acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme
would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth
and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and enhance
journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to modern
standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of accidents and
to lessen the effects of the high numbers of heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) that
use the route.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would
meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and
Local Enterprise Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100
million towards the scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following
opening.
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
high value for money.

Comments Noted.
The ‘Case for the Scheme’ document sets out the need for the scheme, the
objectives to be addressed, and the options considered. It provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of
the proposed option chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It
confirms the economic case with a scheme benefit-cost ratio (BCR)
representing high value for money. It considers the scheme against planning
and government policy, notably the draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks.
One of the benefits of the proposed scheme is increased capacity and
resilience of a critical part of the trans-European Network, and improved links
to and from the east coast ports.

1 Community
consultee

The A14 is national road which is part of the EU strategic
network and it should be planned accordingly along its whole
length, not just patched in places like our local roads.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency continues to review the operation of the trunk road
network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.
Extensive traffic modelling studies have been undertaken to establish that the
proposed layouts can accommodate predicted traffic levels. The proposed
A14 improvement scheme has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035.
The road traffic model includes all development that are considered to be
'near certain' or 'more than likely' by the local planning authorities in
Cambridgeshire, with overall housing and employment growth constrained to
the National Trip End Model (NTEM version 6.2, January 2013) at district
level across the study area.
Growth outside the study area is derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM), which is in turn based on the East of England Regional Model
(EERM). EERM includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts which are also constrained to the National Trip End Model.
Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along the A14
corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts.

Other infrastructure
104568

There hasn’t been enough consideration given to alternative
routes for freight and passenger transportation.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
In 2011 a study was commissioned by the Department for Transport, in
conjunction with the county councils of Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and
Northamptonshire, to look at multi-modal transport solutions to the issues of
congestion of the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The third A14
study (A14 Study Output 3), which was produced in November 2012
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
comprised an appraisal of the shortlisted public transport, rail freight and
highway packages identified in the previous stage of the study. The public
transport package included proposals for a new park-and-ride site and the
introduction of new local bus services to connect outlying settlements with
Cambridge City Centre. The rail freight package consisted of proposals for
new and expanded strategic rail freight infrastructure, including new links
between the Felixstowe branch line and the Great Eastern Mainline and the
remodelling of sections of the railway between Felixstowe and Nuneaton.
All of these developments have now been introduced. The A14 improvement
scheme is the remaining scheme to be delivered.

Joint Parishes
HCV (villages
of Bluntisham,
Cottenham,
Earith,
Haddenham,
Hilton, Mepal,
Sutton and
Wilburton)

104656

101024

104868,
104937,
104952,
101023,

Has there been any consideration for the rise of fuel prices
and the reduction of commuting due to working from home?

The whole scheme is unnecessary, especially if a
determined effort to deal with traffic using a railway
connection from the East Coast to the Midlands was made.

The high volume road freight vehicles using the A14 deserve
better provision of facilities to support the trucking industry.

Public transport should be developed instead.

10 April 2014

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

The overall level of growth in the Highways Agency's traffic forecasts is based
on growth factors from national data sources to ensure consistency with other
transport schemes. These growth forecasts take account of changing fuel
costs and employment patterns as well as changes in population and
employment across the UK. The growth forecasts also takes account of the
specific developments that are considered ‘near certain’ or ‘more than likely’
to come forward in the period 2035.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
The department for transport policy is not to provide overnight truck stop
facilities. There are currently truck stop facilities at Alconbury, Brampton hut
and Cambridge services. The development of additional provision through the
private sector would be subject to a separate planning proposal to the
relevant local authority.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on public transport, it
does not preclude future developments in rail or other public transport
systems.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
Whilst the A14 improvement scheme does not focus on public transport, it
does not preclude future developments in rail or other public transport
systems.

103539

A more integrated plan of bus, rail and private road uses is
needed.

Yes

No
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The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Any further schemes to link these uses would be a matter for further study led
by Cambridgeshire County Council

104502,
104687,
45774, +1

104532,
Campaign to
Protect Rural
England
(CPRE)

101896

104800

104552

53845,
Network Rail
Infrastructure
Ltd +1

The rail line between Cambridge and Bedford should be
reintroduced to alleviate congestion.

Existing rail links should be improved to relieve some of the
A14 usage regarding HCVs.

Yes

10 April 2014

Should have constructed a railway rather than the guided
busway, which would have reduced the traffic on the A14.

Yes

The expansion of the A14 should be replaced with
investment in low carbon infrastructure instead.

Yes

Alternatives packages to should be considered. These
include: improvements on the Felixstowe-Nuneaton rail
freight line, extension of the guided busway and re-opening
of the Cambridge-Bedford rail line.

Moving long distance freight onto railways would reduce
congestion of roads.

Yes

Yes

10 April 2014

Yes

No

No

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would also help to alleviate congestion and improve journey
reliability. The development of additional provision through other sectors such
as rail would be subject to a separate proposal to the relevant authority.
The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures that public authorities have gone on to
deliver. This included rail improvements with the Felixstowe to Nuneaton line
and the development of a guided busway rather than a railway. All of the
measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

No

In line with the requirements of the Draft National Policy Statement for
National Networks (Department for Transport, 2013), climate change has
been taken into account as an intrinsic part of the planning, design and
mitigation of the scheme. The scheme road drainage would include an
allowance for the effects of climate change by increasing rainfall intensities of
the design storms by 20% over and above current design rainfall
intensities. The flood risk assessment includes allowance for climate change,
as explained in Chapter 17 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Greenhouse
gases associated with climate change are considered in Chapter 8 of the ES.
Appendix 13.2 of the ES presents the carbon footprint baseline and makes
recommendations for intervention to reduce carbon emissions.

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
The development of additional provision through other sectors such as rail
would be subject to a separate proposal to the relevant authority.

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.
Material from borrow pits would be excavated during construction which
would minimise movement distances. Other materials required would also
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
require transportation. Transport options including Rail would be assessed
and chosen based on their benefits when compared to alternatives.

104843,
(46099),
102206

There should be efforts directed into improving rail routes.

Yes

No

The Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal Study (CHUMMS, 2001) identified
a package of transport measures. This included rail improvements with the
Felixstowe to Nuneaton line and the development of a guided busway. All of
the measures have now been delivered leaving the A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon Improvement Scheme as an important outstanding development.

104851

There should be more pressure on companies to use the
CGB as this would reduce traffic volumes.

Yes

No

Comment noted. National government policy encourages companies to adopt
greener transport policies and the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi Modal
Study (CHUMMS, 2001) was intended to provide viable transport alternatives
to facilitate this. The guided busway delivered as part of this study now
provides a viable option for local commuters.

54700

A ferry link across the Great Ouse should be considered.

Yes

No

Comment noted. A ferry link is outside the scope of the scheme and would
therefore be a matter for the Local Authority to consider in the future.

Traffic
Congestion
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate
capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

(10117)

It will encourage more traffic and congestion.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future
traffic growth and would help to improve traffic flow, alleviate congestion and
enhance journey reliability. The provision of a high quality route designed to
modern standards should also help reduce the frequency and impact of
accidents and to lessen the effects of the high numbers of HGVs that use the
route.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated as a direct result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that the scheme has adequate
capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including weaving at
junctions up until the year 2035.

104938

Request to see the proposals for traffic signage throughout
this area.

Yes

No

103550

If you live in St. Ives, how do you access this marvellous
new road? By driving all the way to Brampton or Swavesey
first?

Yes

No

104662

Make sure the construction traffic is heavily conditioned at
planning stage.

Yes

No
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Detailed traffic signage information would be developed during the detailed
design stage. All traffic signs would be designed to standards as set out by
the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs
Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD).
It is possible to join the new A14 from St Ives via Swavesey Junction, or
alternatively, it is possible to join the A14 westbound via the new Ermine
Street Junction on the A1198.
The existing A14 would still be in operation and would be de-trunked, catering
mainly for local traffic movements.
Chapter 15 of the Code of Construction Practice sets out the general
provisions for traffic, transport and all travellers during construction. Where
appropriate, routes through worksites for construction vehicles would be
provided, in order to reduce the use of public roads. Temporary haul routes

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

104976

The upgraded A14 will bring additional traffic and thus
additional noise and air pollution to the area.

104976

There will be a knock-on effect on to the local roads that are
not part of the scheme that has not been accounted for. The
relief on the current roads will be temporary; it is a wellknown fact that new improved road schemes, by their very
nature, attract additional and in many cases, unpredicted
traffic. Safety could be improved by redesigning problem
junctions, sorting out other junctions and the introduction of
variable speed signage for busy periods.

Yes

No

54192

In the short term, before construction begins, the A14 needs
variable speed limits and peak time restriction of larger
vehicles in the outside lane. Lay-bys should be made for
emergencies only. Currently they are used extensively by
large articulated vehicles that cause chaos when emerging
from them. It's very, very dangerous and creates accidents.
Even after the upgrade we will still need the variable speed
control.

Yes

No

Southoe and
Midloe Parish

The results of the traffic flow modelling carried out during the
study indicate that there will be an increase in volumes on

Yes

No

Yes

10 April 2014

No
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Highways Agency’s response
would also be created where reasonably possible which would run adjacent to
the scheme or within the trace of the new road. This along with traffic
management would mitigate the impacts construction traffic would have.
The construction team would consult with the local authorities regarding
access routes to construction sites. The effect of construction traffic on local
roads has been considered in the Environmental Statement.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
A noise impact assessment has been undertaken and is reported in Chapter
14 of the Environmental Statement. Extensive mitigation measures have been
designed into the scheme to reduce noise impacts during operation including
the alignment and cuttings, low noise road surfacing and landscape
earthworks to mitigate visual impact and reduce noise.. Additional noise
mitigation measures have been added to the scheme design since the
consultation period, in response to consultation feedback and the technical
assessment work.
Likely significant effects on air quality, a factor which could affect human
health are assessed in the environmental impact assessment and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Statement. The assessment in
summary concludes that the scheme would bring improvements for
Huntingdon residents and for communities near the detrunked A14. Small
increases in traffic emissions are predicted in certain areas, but no
exceedances of the air quality objectives are predicted.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
The scheme includes a mixture of new road, widening works and junction
improvements in order to significantly improve capacity, safety, traffic flow and
promote economic growth both regionally and nationally.
A number of alternative proposals has been explored and consulted on which
has led to the chosen proposal being developed.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. There would
be no public use lay-bys, only emergency use lay-bys would be provided.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented. The number of incidents is
therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each incident
should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a full road
closure.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment indicates that traffic flows on the A1
to the south of the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change

Consultee(s)
Council

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

that section of the A1 south of Buckden. This results from
the interaction of the improved A14 with the A428, A421 and
other roads to the south.
The average speed camera scheme has contributed to the
safety on this section of the A1, but the volume of traffic
remains and, the speed restriction will have increased the
density of traffic per kilometre of road. At peak times, leaving
or entering the villages remains a worrying and timeconsuming operation.
Hence, this Council is concerned that no alleviation
measures are proposed.

Highways Agency’s response
significantly. In the year 2035, daily traffic flows (two-way) on this section of
the A1 are forecast to rise by 2% as a result of the scheme, increasing from
53,400 vehicles per day without the scheme to 54,600 vehicles per day with
the scheme.

104487

Traffic is forecast to almost double (Alconbury).

Yes

No

Interim traffic forecasts were presented at the consultation. Since the formal
consultation further consultation has taken place with the local planning
authorities in Cambridgeshire regarding future development assumptions. The
latest advice received from the local planning authorities indicates that a
number of other developments, including the full build of Alconbury and the
second phase of the Northstowe development (3,500 homes) are now
considered ‘more than likely’ to go ahead. These developments have
therefore been included within the traffic modelling and amendments have
been made to the design to ensure that the scheme would accommodate
them.

104970

Concern raised was that the existing A1 just south of the
A1/A14 divergence, there is a 50mph speed restriction as
the A1 passes around the outskirts of Buckden. The new
scheme must also look into this section, as looking at the
plan there will be traffic joining the A1 from the A14 at the
same point as the 50mph restriction comes into force and
hence a likely congestion/accident blackspot.

Yes

No

The 50mph zone would not overlap with the extents of the scheme therefore
would not affect flow across the alignment.

Campaign
Protect Rural
England
(CPRE)

Not persuaded that the proposed route would be effective in
reducing traffic and congestion. It is proven that new roads
generate more traffic.

53836

Gridlock in surrounding towns/villages. If the A14 is affected
by an incident now, my journey from Needingworth into St
Ives can take anything up to an hour with the A1123 bypass
blocked with all vehicles from cars to lorries. The Guided
Busway traffic lights do nothing to aid this flow of traffic. The
roundabout where A1123 and A1096 converge by the Marsh
Harrier pub also has an issue where one of the two lanes
has been cut off by an unnecessary pedestrian island which
restricts the flow of anyone wishing to travel east to west
towards Huntingdon

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
Extensive traffic modelling has been carried out which show traffic benefits in
a number of areas. Details of which can be found in the Transport
Assessment.
The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme
would provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the
provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and between Histon and Milton, combined with the
creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of
the A14.
It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced.
The Transport Assessment shows a 5% reduction in traffic on the A1123
(through St Ives) in 2035 with the scheme when compared to without.
The local road network is the responsibility of the local council in this case
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Highways Agency’s response
Cambridgeshire County Council.

57336

104884

The 24/7 HGV ban must be retained after construction and
further traffic calming measures will be required on the
B1040 at both ends of the village and midway through the
village. Similar traffic calming measures will be required on
the Hilton Road from Fenstanton before traffic enters the
village and the existing calming measures on Graveley Way
be enhanced, this to ensure rat-running through Hilton is
made as inconvenient as possible for all traffic.

Whilst the new highway will have an additional 50% capacity
it being a single route through the area will do little for the
locality in alleviating congestion when the inevitable
incidents occur, resulting in a continuance of the existing ratrunning through our towns and villages. Drivers will be
‘stuck’ in congestion on the new highway between the very
limited number of junctions and as we know only too well
from the experience of the current A14 the whole area will
come to halt as drivers trying to avoid the congestion seek
alternative routes.

Yes

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of
incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each
incident should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a
full road closure.
Closures/diversions
Yes

No

The assumptions regarding projected traffic volumes are
unclear and / or understated, and may lead to the capacity of
the new road being exceeded early in the road’s life. For
example:

105112

a. The projections for the new major housing and other
developments around Cambridge which have been built into
the traffic models appear to significantly understate the likely
volumes of traffic (e.g. traffic volumes based on 1,500
homes, rather the planned 10,000 homes)

The local road network and any measures/restrictions are the responsibility of
the local council, in this case, Cambridgeshire County Council. Existing
weight limits on HGVs in Hilton would be continued.
During construction, construction traffic would use temporary haul routes as
well as the trunk road and main road network and avoid using local roads as
far as reasonably practicable.

Yes

No

b. Assumptions regarding the additional traffic using the
upgraded A14 due to its attractiveness as a ‘through route’
for UK traffic and HGV traffic from continental Europe do not
seem to be available. Based on the experience of the
upgrade of the A604 to the A14, there is a history of these
being understated, which has led to the current congested
situation. Could the Highways Agency please provide details
of all the assumptions regarding the type and volume of
traffic assumed to be using the upgraded A14 for the next 30

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme
includes emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198
junctions, which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the
A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location
of the carriageway closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted
variable message signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of
incidents well in advance and ensure that effective diversion routes can be
implemented.
The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely.' Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire. This includes the planned
development at Alconbury Weald and the second phase of the Northstowe
development as well as numerous other planned major developments in
Cambridgeshire. The local planning authorities have advised that
developments such as RAF Wyton and subsequent phases of Northstowe do
not currently have sufficient certainty to be included in the traffic forecasts for
the A14 scheme.
Growth in traffic outside the study area has been considered by use of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). This takes account of population,
housing and employment growth forecasts and future growth in strategic
traffic and road freight.
Further information about the growth assumptions that underpin the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 3 of the Transport
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Assessment.

years?

54700

102216

106029

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme
would provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the
provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and between Histon and Milton, combined with the
creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of
the A14.

The extra vehicles on the combination of the new and
existing A14 will also add to traffic problems on the local
roads which these vehicles will use to start and complete
their journeys. These problems, some of which will also
affect the A14 itself, include the abstraction of patronage
from public transport which is already insufficient to underpin
an adequate network.

Yes

The oil price is expected to increase to £140/barrel by 2016
and this will reduce road traffic further and even the
frequency of giant container ships will decline, which
although more efficient in fuel use will still be subject to
higher fuel costs.

Yes

Concerned that the recommended alternative route for traffic
when there is a blockage on the A14 will continue to be via
the A1 and A428. This will mean that an already, at times,
overloaded will become jammed or at the very best very
slow moving. At peak times now the Buckden roundabout
(which is the last roundabout driving north to Newcastle) has
queues up to a mile long both to the north and south. Further
problems will inevitably mean that drivers will look for
alternative routes through the villages to the east and west of
the A1. Buckden and the Offords will be seriously affected. It
is strongly recommended that all HGV be banned from
Buckden and Mill Road leading to the Godmanchester to
Offords road. This is already the case in Kimbolton. Whilst
this will mitigate the problem the only real solution is for
improvements to the A1 and an eventual Buckden and
Diddington A1 bypass.

Highways Agency’s response

No

No

It is expected that the amount of ‘rat-running’ traffic would be reduced. The
Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
The Transport Assessment also shows a number of traffic flow reductions for
several surrounding villages once the scheme is complete.
Comment Noted.
Growth in traffic outside the study area has been considered by use of the
Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). This takes account of population,
housing and employment growth forecasts and future growth in strategic
traffic and road freight.
Further information about the growth assumptions that underpin the Highways
Agency’s traffic forecasts can be found in Chapter 3 of the Transport
Assessment.
The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of
incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each
incident should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a
full road closure and therefore a reduced likelihood for alternative/diversion
requirements.
Closures/diversions

Yes

No

In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme
includes emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198
junctions, which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the
A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location
of the carriageway closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted
variable message signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of
incidents well in advance and ensure that effective diversion routes can be
implemented.
The local road network is the responsibility of the local council in this case
Cambridgeshire County Council.
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with industry
standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would provide
value for money.

53845

As ever the scheme is still being pushed ahead with its
1.5bn+ price-tag without first of all looking into the causes of
the congestion and trying to eradicate or much reduce these
causes. If this is not done and the present proposals just go
ahead without this prior action then the £1.5bn+ will be a
complete waste of public money as the problem will just reemerge again in a very short period of time and we will be
back to square one.

Yes

No

The A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass constructed as part of the scheme
would provide a high quality route that avoids Huntingdon. In addition, the
provision of an additional lane in each direction on the A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and between Histon and Milton, combined with the
creation of a new local access road between Huntingdon and Cambridge,
would provide significantly higher capacity at the eastern end of this section of
the A14.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.

Suffolk
Chamber of
Commerce

Request that the design of the project will be sufficient to
ensure that there is no congestion by the completion date.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Over Parish
Council

The study of local roads details certain well-defined sections
where traffic flows are forecast for various dates and
development scenarios, e.g. 'High Street (through Over)',
'High Street (through Swavesey)'. However, the only
measurement section on the B1050, which will be greatly
impacted by the development of Northstowe is 'Station Road
(through Willingham)'. This is a most surprising location
since it would only experience Northstowe traffic that is
heading north, whereas the vast majority of new traffic is
likely to head south towards Bar Hill and the A14. We
believe that the section of the B1050 that needs you close
attention is Hattons Road (Longstanton to Bar Hill) which is
regularly completely congested at peak hours now, before
any Northstowe traffic comes into the reckoning.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

101998 +1

Overall positive on a route that is almost permanently
congested.

Yes

No

These improvements are designed to accommodate future growth and
alleviate congestion at peak times. Extensive traffic modelling studies have
been undertaken in order to ensure that the proposed layouts would
accommodate predicted traffic levels and alleviate congestion.
At the formal consultation, traffic forecasts were presented for a selection of
links across the area that is expected to be affected by the scheme. Since
the formal consultation, the Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been
updated, with the latest forecasts reported in Chapter 7 of the Transport
Assessment. This includes further information about the impact of the
scheme on the B1050 to the south of Longstanton and the future operation of
the Bar Hill junction, including the additional traffic generated by the
Northstowe Phase 2 development.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate the first and second
phases of the Northstowe development (approximately 5,000 homes). The
scheme does not preclude the future expansion of the junction to
accommodate the potential full build out of Northstowe (10,000 homes).
The local impacts of the Northstowe Phase 2 development are reported in the
Transport Assessment submitted with the planning application.
Support is duly noted.
The improvements to junctions in Huntingdon Town Centre have been
designed to accommodate the forecast traffic flows in 2035, such that
conditions with the scheme are no worse than if the scheme does not go
ahead.

104518

Traffic congestion within Brampton and the centre of
Huntingdon will cause chaos and damage health.

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that in 2035 daily traffic
flows on Brampton Road will be reduced from 23,000 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 13,400 vehicles per day with the scheme (a decrease of 42%),
while daily traffic flows on the Town Bridge will be reduced from 21,100 to
12,100 vehicles per day (a decrease of 43%). Daily traffic flows on Buckden
Road would be reduced from 12,800 vehicles per day to 9,500 vehicles per
day with the scheme (a 26% decrease).

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
The impacts on noise, air quality, landscape, local communities, together with
flood risks, which would arise from the proposed scheme, are assessed as
part of the Environmental Impact Assessment. This is reported, along with
proposals for mitigation, in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme Environmental Statement.

104721

104869

102201

Major concern that the bottleneck will just move further down
the A1.

Yes

The diversion of A1 traffic further south to access the A14
could result in even greater congestion.

Yes

The new road will still be subject to congestion delays.

Yes

No

No

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts [contained within the Transport
Assessment] indicate that traffic flows on the A1 to the south of the proposed
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would not change significantly.
The scheme includes an additional lane in each direction on the A1 between
Alconbury and the proposed Brampton interchange with the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. This would provide three lanes in each direction on this
section of the A1. The additional capacity that this would create is primarily
required to accommodate the forecast increase in traffic flows associated with
long distance traffic travelling between the A1 to the north and the A14 to the
east that would switch on to the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass and
therefore would need to remain on the A1 for longer.

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on the
B1050 (Hattons Road) to the north of Bar Hill would increase by
approximately 74% as a result of the scheme. The majority of this growth is
attributable to the Northstowe Phase 2 development, which is dependent on
the A14 improvements.

Over Parish
Council

Concerns over increased congestion at Hatton’s road once
Northstowe has been developed.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

The scheme includes the widening of the B1050 north of Bar Hill to a two lane
dual carriageway. This would connect to the southern access road and new
roundabout on the B1050 that are proposed as part of the Northstowe Phase
2 development.
The Bar Hill junction has been designed to accommodate forecast
development growth within Cambridgeshire up to the year 2035. This
forecast includes the first and second phases of the Northstowe development
(approximately 5,000 homes). The scheme does not preclude the future
expansion of the junction to accommodate the potential full build out of
Northstowe (10,000 homes).

14339

101107

Broadly supportive of the scheme, however unsure how detrunking the old A14 will assist the problem of traffic flow and
congestion.

The plans to undertake limited work to the A428/Girton
interchange will not resolve congestion.

Yes

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. De-trunking the existing A14 and extending
it into the new Local Access Road will separate local traffic from the strategic
traffic using the new A14.

No

The scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton
Interchange and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14
West and A14 East slip roads. The scheme would also change the merge
and diverge arrangements where the M11, A14 and A428 join. In addition,
the A14 would be widened from three to four lanes in each direction between
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
Girton and Bar Hill, with the section between Bar Hill and Swavesey widened
from two to three lanes in each direction. This design would accommodate
future traffic forecasts, improve safety and reduce congestion. See Chapter 7
of the Transport Assessment for forecasted traffic details.
Significant growth is expected in Cambridgeshire in the period up to 2035,
with a consequential increase in the demand for travel by all modes of
transport including by road.

104935

The B1049 is expected to become significantly more
congested, regardless of measures taken.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 will become worse, which would
put greater pressure on local roads as traffic diverts to avoid congestion. The
scheme would provide additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic
growth and would also help to alleviate congestion and improve journey
reliability. The provision of additional capacity on the Cambridge Northern
Bypass through widening (between Milton and Histon Junction results in
some re-routing of traffic from B1049 Histon Road to A1309 Milton Road.
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment shows a 4% decrease in traffic for the
B1049 (north of A14 ) and a 2% increase in traffic (south of A14) if the
scheme where to go ahead compared to if not.

Traffic flow
As a result of the transfer of strategic traffic on to the proposed Huntingdon
Southern Bypass, traffic flows on the existing A14 would be significantly
reduced with consequential benefits for the residents of Huntingdon.
The replacement of the viaduct with local road connections would provide
improved access to Huntingdon town centre which would have environmental
and regeneration benefits for the town and reduce traffic flows on other key
radial routes.

(45361)

The proposed new route loops further south of the A1,
encouraging traffic movements through either Huntingdon or
St. Ives. The proposals for a single carriageway around
Huntingdon rail station would transfer the current
Godmanchester commuter jams to new locations. Rail
commuters and those who live east of Huntingdon (but work
west of Huntingdon) would still need to use this route.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that although the route through
Huntingdon would be longer journey times from the A1 North via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be quicker compared to using the
existing A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. The journey time
between the A1/A14 spur junction north of Alconbury (Junction 14) and
Swavesey (Junction 28) would be approximately 2-5 minutes quicker via the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, except for southbound traffic in the morning
peak hour, where the journey time is forecast to increase by around one
minute.
Journey times between Godmanchester and Alconbury via the A14
Huntingdon Southern Bypass would take longer compared to using the
existing A14 route if the scheme were not to go ahead. The Transport
Assessment indicates that journey times would typically increase by 4-5
minutes, with similar journey times predicted whether this traffic travels
through Huntingdon or via the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.

101032

Free-flowing junctions must be placed at the junctions of
major trunk roads, roundabouts are just bottlenecks, and are
not capable of coping with the volume of traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and
safety at these junctions. The scheme does not introduce roundabouts on the
A1 or new A14 alignment.

101825

Concerns over slow-moving traffic.

Yes

No

The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
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Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

104696 +2

Any proposal to improve the flow of traffic is welcomed.

Oakington
and Westwick
Parish
Council

Little or no attention has been paid to the traffic that has to
cross the River Ouse where there are current hold ups.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No

The provision of additional capacity on local roads crossing the River Ouse is
a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and
safety at these junctions

101824, +1

Junctions between the A1 and A14 at Brampton, and
between the A14 and M11 at Cambridge should be free
flowing.

Yes

No

Free flow slip roads at Brampton are designed as 'interchange links' with
design speeds of 85 km per hour (53 miles per hour). Traffic would have to be
diverged off the mainline to be on these links, full mainline standard speeds
(120 km per hour (75 miles per hour)) would apply,
Similarly, the scheme would improve traffic flow through upgrades to Girton
Interchange and with an additional lane in both directions between the A14
West and A14 East slip roads.

101806

1 Community
consultee

1 Community
consultee

104851

All junctions must be free flow.

Yes

No

The scheme aims to reduce the number of junctions and to improve the
standards of those junctions that remain. This would increase capacity and
safety at these junctions as well as allow free flow of traffic. The scheme does
not introduce roundabouts on the A1 or A14 alignment, helping to promote
free flowing traffic.

There should be free flowing traffic through the village of
Madingley.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic flows on The
Avenue in Madingley would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to
3,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of
the scheme, traffic flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400
vehicles per day. This level of traffic is well within the capacity for a road of
this standard.

The project will improve journey times

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

The Department for Transport policy is not to provide new roadside services
on Highways Agency routes. The development of provision is the
responsibility of private sector operatives and would be subject to separate
planning proposals to the relevant local authority.

An additional service area or the extension of existing
services is needed to accommodate traffic flow.

Yes

Traffic movements

101844,
104625,
104642,
104787, +1

Concerns over the issue of increased traffic loading before
and during construction.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering
the needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has
significant experience in delivering major road improvement projects.
The contractors appointed to build the scheme would be required to submit
plans for the construction work, in accordance with the Code of Construction
Practice, prior to the commencement of any works. These plans would
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Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
include details of their proposals for traffic management and the routeing of
construction vehicles and would be reviewed and approved by the Highways
Agency.

14392

Concerns that improving the roads will increase the numbers
on it.

Yes

No

104908

Junction 21 and 23 of the existing detrunked A14 should be
renumbered as the A141 to make it clear this is the route
from the A1 and A14 west to the A141.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.
The renumbering of the de-trunked A14between junctions 21 and 23 is
planned to be the A141. However, any numbering would be agreed in
consultation with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.
Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass are forecast to be
around 95,500 vehicles per day (two-way) which is well within the capacity for
a ‘Dual 3 All Purpose’ standard road.

1 Community
consultee

Concern that the new bypass is only fit for off-peak travel.

101768

On figure 16, it would appear the route to Ely off the M11
North is not available or North Cambridge A10. This will lead
to through traffic in Cambridge and surrounding district.

Yes

No

There would be no change in the access between the M11 South and existing
A14 East as part of the scheme.

101908

Complete support for the scheme with the hope that it eases
the volume of traffic along the A428 between St Neots and
Cambridge.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

Yes

No
The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.

The Highways Agency will develop specific actions and apply industry best
practice, to mitigate the disruption that construction may cause, considering
the needs of road users, residents and businesses. The Agency has
significant experience in delivering major road improvement projects.

102863,
104534

Concerns that the scheme will not solve traffic volume
problems, with congestion from construction expected in the
short term and the encouragement of increased traffic in the
long term.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
The Transport Assessment concludes that the amount of additional traffic
generated solely as a result of the scheme would be small. The majority of
the traffic growth is due to planned development in the region and existing
trips diverting back on to the A14.

4 Community
consultee
104705,
104515,
104707

The proposals do not offer the increased capacity required to
meet the demands of a fast expanding region.

Yes

No

The scheme has been designed to accommodate development growth up to
the year 2035. The road traffic model used to inform the design of the
scheme includes all development that is considered to be 'near certain' or
'more than likely’. Details of these developments have been provided by the
local planning authorities in Cambridgeshire.
Growth outside the study area has been considered by use of the Cambridge
Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and
employment growth forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk
(and elsewhere along the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
forecasts, although individual developments have not been specifically
considered outside of Cambridgeshire.

102896

The proposals only consider Huntingdon and Cambridge
traffic.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14It is expected that the amount of
'rat running' traffic would be reduced. Growth outside the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area has been considered by use of the Cambridge Sub-Regional
Model (CSRM). It includes population, housing and employment growth
forecasts. Consequently, development growth in Suffolk (and elsewhere along
the A14 corridor) is allowed for in the Agency's traffic forecasts, although
individual developments have not been specifically considered outside of
Cambridgeshire.
The traffic forecasts indicate that while there has been some decline in traffic
levels in the region in recent years due to the economic downturn, traffic is
again starting to grow and the committed and planned future development in
the region will only increase the demand for road travel.

102216

In spite of congestion at some times of the day, there is
currently adequate capacity on the M11 and A14 and this will
only ease as road use continues to decline.

Yes

No

Without improvement, congestion on the A14 trunk road would become worse
and be a constraint to housing and business growth in the Cambridge and
Huntingdon area. Local businesses need access to large labour markets,
requiring people to commute into and out of the area. Businesses also
depend on efficient freight movements. The scheme would allow local
businesses to operate more efficiently and provide capacity to support
proposed residential growth.

104566

Consideration should be taken for road users involved in this
project.

Yes

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. It is expected that the amount
of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced.

101925 +1

The scheme is well thought through for the movement of
people and goods.

Yes

No

Support is duly noted.

No

The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that traffic flows in
Godmanchester would be reduced as a result of the scheme as traffic
requiring access to Huntingdon would stay on the de-trunked A14 rather than
routeing through Godmanchester. Daily traffic flows on the Huntingdon town
bridge are forecast to be reduced by over 40% as a result.

No

The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands
and East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11
motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.
The scheme is designed to provide a strategic solution for through traffic
using the Huntingdon Southern Bypass, separating out local traffic via the
local access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey time reliability
and reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic commercial

102799

300066

Concerns over issues of high traffic volumes around in
Godmanchester.

There is currently too much traffic in these areas.

Yes

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
traffic.

300019

Improvements are needed due to the volume of traffic.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

No

The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow
traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14.
This would also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would
in part provide access for local traffic, including that generated by new
developments. As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction
in through traffic.

Local road network

Over Parish
Council

104966

Concerns over vehicle movement numbers expected on
local roads and potential congestion.

There are not enough provisions for traffic around St Ives,
Hemingfords and the northerly villages.

10 April 2014

Yes

The Transport Assessment demonstrates that in the year 2035 the scheme
has adequate capacity to accommodate predicted traffic levels, including
weaving at junctions up until the year 2035.The Transport Assessment
concludes that the amount of additional traffic generated as a direct result of
the scheme would be small.

Yes

No

There would be no change in access to St Ives and the Hemmingfords as a
result of the scheme. Traffic travelling eastbound would join the de-trunked
A14 and then transfer on to the A14 at the Swavesey junction. Traffic
travelling westbound would have a choice of routes. It would be able to
access the A1 using the new A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass via the A1198
south of Godmanchester. Alternatively traffic would be able to travel through
Huntingdon on the de-trunked A14 using Edison Bell Way, Ermine Street and
Stukeley Road or via Brampton Road and the Views Common Link. Traffic
from St Ives may use the A1123 and A141. The choice of route is likely to
depend on the journey origin and destination and the prevailing traffic
conditions.
The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow
traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14.
This would also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would
in part provide access for local traffic, including that generated by new
developments. As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction
in through traffic.

1 Community
consultee

The other alternative option for the when the bypass is
closed is already at full capacity and experiences extreme
congestion, this must be considered in the plans.

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would have more capacity
than the current A14 and is designed to a higher standard in terms of
junctions, lay-bys and accesses. The proposed dual three-lane cross section
would also be less susceptible to a full carriageway blockage. The number of
incidents is therefore expected to be reduced and the consequence of each
incident should be less severe. There would also be a reduced likelihood of a
full road closure.
Yes

No
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In the unlikely event of a full carriageway closure, the proposed scheme
includes emergency slip roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198
junctions, which would enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon
Southern Bypass. The major strategic diversion routes for this section of the
A14 would be via the A1/A428 or the A1198/A428, depending on the location
of the carriageway closure. The proposed scheme includes gantry mounted
variable message signing, which would allow motorists to be advised of
incidents well in advance and ensure that effective diversion routes can be

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
received by
deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Highways Agency’s response
implemented.
The scheme includes a number of improvements to the Girton interchange,
including improvements to the access in to Cambridge. The current offside
diverge from the A14 eastbound link onto the A1307 would be removed. It
would be replaced with a more intuitive nearside diverge off the M11 and onto
the A1307 via a new roundabout. This would provide a safer solution for road
users.

101857

Be careful to get the Cambridge local traffic filters fast and
smooth otherwise the money will be wasted.

Yes

No

The scheme would provide increased capacity for local and strategic traffic by
widening the A14 between Histon and Milton to three lanes in each direction.
This is in addition to the current Highways Agency ‘Pinchpoint Scheme’
between Girton and Histon. The scheme also includes improvements to both
Histon and Milton junctions to ensure that, despite the forecast increase in
traffic flows at these junctions, future conditions with the scheme would be no
worse than if the scheme does not go ahead.

104537

The restoration of Madingley village connections via the
proposed local access road is welcomed.

Yes

No

Comment is duly noted.

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. This scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. Traffic will inevitably look for
available diversions when accidents close roads, however, the scheme would
provide extra resilience in increasing lane capacity from two to three lanes or
three to four lanes.

300034

Should be local road only.

Yes

Rat running
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a slight reduction in
traffic flows on the B1040 through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This
reduction would result from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14,
which would be significantly relieved of traffic. A greater reduction is forecast
on Graveley Way, with daily traffic flows forecast to reduce by more than
25%.
Alternative routes or diversion routes will be prescribed in an Operational
Strategy that would be agreed with the relevant local authority.
104532

Queried whether diversions will be routed sympathetically to
avoid rat running through Hilton.

Yes

No

In the event of a full carriageway closure the scheme includes emergency slip
roads at the Brampton Interchange and new A1198 junctions, which would
enable traffic to be taken off the A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass. The
diversion routes employed in these circumstances would be agreed in
advance and would depend on the location and severity of the incident. The
strategic diversion routes for this section of the A14 would be via the A1/A428
or the A1198/A428, depending on the location of the carriageway closure.
The scheme includes gantry mounted variable message signing, which would
allow motorists to be advised of incidents well in advance and ensure that
effective diversion routes can be implemented.

Hilton Parish

The scheme will exacerbate rat-running along the B1020.

Yes

No
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The scheme would create additional capacity on the A14 that would allow

Consultee(s)

Summary of consultee comment

Date consulted

Comment
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deadline?

Change to
proposal?

Council A14
Action Group

104532,
104546,
104625,
102843,
104707,
104885,
104917,
Ellington
Parish
Council

104826,
104860

Highways Agency’s response
traffic that is currently using alternative routes to divert back onto the A14.
This would also be the case with the proposed local access road, which would
in part provide access for local traffic, including that generated by new
developments. As a result a number of villages would benefit from a reduction
in through traffic.

Concerns over rat running through local villages.

Major concerns that proposals will increase rat running
through Fenstanton and Hilton as traffic cuts through.

Yes

Yes

No

No

A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. It is expected that the amount
of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced. The Transport Assessment concludes
that the amount of additional traffic generated as a direct result of the scheme
would be small.
A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic and
long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of
road for each group of travellers. The scheme would achieve this by creating
additional capacity on the A14 that would allow traffic that is currently using
alternative routes to divert back onto the A14. It is expected that the amount
of 'rat running' traffic would be reduced.
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. Traffic flows in Fenstanton are not forecast to
change significantly as a result of the scheme.

104520,
104653

There will be a large increase in traffic through Hilton.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. Traffic flows in Fenstanton are not forecast to
change significantly as a result of the scheme.

101032

The proposed junctions between the new A14 and A1198
and B1040, are almost sure to increase traffic through the
village.

Yes

No

The Transport Assessment concluded the increase in traffic as a direct result
of the scheme would be small.

No

The proposed A14 Huntingdon Southern Bypass would provide a high quality
route that avoids Huntingdon, while the provision of an additional lane in each
direction on the A14 between Swavesey and Girton and between Histon and
Milton combined with the creation of a new local access road between
Huntingdon and Cambridge will provide significantly higher capacity at the
eastern end of this section of the A14. It is expected that the amount of 'rat
running' traffic would be reduced. The Highways Agency's traffic forecasts
suggest that there would be a significant reduction in traffic flows on both the
A1198 and A428 to the east of the Caxton Gibbet junction as a result. A
number of other local roads would also benefit from a reduction in traffic
flows, however, some routes would experience higher traffic flows as local
traffic reroutes back on to the A14.

102880

Increase in rat-running through Hilton between St Ives and
the A14/A1198 junction by cars and HGVs.

Yes
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Highways Agency’s response
The Transport Assessment indicates that there would be a reduction in traffic
flows through Hilton as a result of the scheme. This reduction would result
from traffic diverting back on to the de-trunked A14, which would be
significantly relieved of traffic. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts
indicate that by year 2035 daily traffic flows (2-way) on the B1040 Potton
Road would be reduced by around 4% from 5,800 vehicles per day without
the scheme to 5,600 vehicles per day with the scheme. A greater reduction is
forecast on Graveley Road, with daily traffic flows (2-way) falling from 4600
vehicles per day without the scheme to 3300 vehicles per day with the
scheme (-28%). Further information on traffic forecasts can be found in
Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

Traffic management

101959

It depends if Highways and the County Council will fund
traffic calming and HGV restrictions for Madingley.

Yes

No

The Avenue would have a connection onto the local access road to maintain
local access. The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts indicate that daily traffic
flows on The Avenue would increase from 3,100 vehicles per day currently to
3,800 vehicles per day in the year 2035 without the scheme. As a result of
the scheme, traffic flows on this route are forecast to increase to 6,400
vehicles per day. This level of traffic is well within the capacity for a road of
this standard
The introduction of traffic management measures on local roads is a matter
for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

100997

Suggestions regarding traffic management:
1: Upgrade the Girton/Cambridge interchange so that traffic
does not 'leave' the A14 just to re-join it again.
2: Upgrade the Huntingdon interchange for the reasons
given above.
3: Build several 3-lane stretches between Cambridge and
Huntingdon (where possible) to help flow of traffic.

The Highways Agency recognises Girton junction is a complex and heavily
trafficked intersection between a motorway, two A-roads, and an arterial route
into Cambridge. The proposed layout for the Girton interchange has been
designed for safer and freer flowing traffic movements in both eastbound and
westbound directions of the A14. It would remove the existing A14
westbound loop and replace this with a safer dedicated free-flow connection.
It would also provide a new local access road into Cambridge via Huntingdon
Road.

Yes

No

4: In all two-lane areas that would be remaining between
Cambridge and Huntingdon, restrict HGV traffic to inside
lane only

Around Huntingdon, the scheme would provide a high quality route for long
distance traffic travelling between the M11/A14 East and A1/A14 West. This
new route would have three lanes in each direction between the A1 and
Swavesey and would bypass the section of the A14 that passes through
Huntingdon, including the Brampton Hut and Spittals junctions that are
already busy at peak times. It would also separate long distance traffic from
local traffic accessing Huntingdon, which would continue to use the existing
A14.
The scheme includes a dual four lane carriageway between Bar Hill and
Girton and a dual three-lane carriageway between Bar Hill and Swavesey.
Traffic forecasts indicate that this would deliver significant capacity benefits
compared to the situation if the scheme did not go ahead.
Whilst restricting HGVs to the nearside lane might allow car drivers to travel
slightly faster, it would do little to improve total throughput and increase
capacity and is therefore not proposed as part of the DCO application.

101817,
104486

The scheme must give clear directions to the Cambridge
Crematorium, whilst access to the Crematorium must be

Yes

No
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Direct access from the A14 to the crematorium would be removed. An
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clear and safe.

Highways Agency’s response
alternative dedicated access would be provided via the local access road.
This would serve to allow better traffic flow and reduce conflict points on the
A14 whilst access to the crematorium would become both easier and safer
and more dignified.
Access to the crematorium from the M11 would be via the Bar Hill junction, a
diversion of around three miles. Alternative routes from junction 13 using local
roads would also be available

104579

There needs to be speed cameras on the new road, whilst
cameras must be maintained on the old A14.

Yes

No

The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce
the number of accidents.
Traffic management will be in place on various aspects of the new road. For
further details see Chapter 7 of the Transport Assessment.

104487

101839

55574

All HGVs should be routed from Brampton Hut to Spittals
roundabout and onwards.

Concerns over whether LCVs will be banned from the
outside lane of the 3 and 4 lane road sections.

It is vital HGVs are kept out of the outside lane as this
causes the majority of congestion.

Yes

No

The A14 is one of the primary routes between the East of England region and
the rest of the UK. The Highways Agency considers that it is the most
appropriate route for HGV traffic travelling to and from the Haven ports. The
scheme aims to improve conditions for all drivers on the Cambridge to
Huntingdon section of the A14 rather than to divert HGV traffic on to other
less suitable roads.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards would
lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

Yes

No

Traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to
ensure that the design of the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV
levels.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards would
lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

Yes

No

Traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to
ensure that the design of the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV
levels.
The provision of a high quality route designed to modern standards would
lessen the effects of HGVs overtaking on other road users.

104532

Overtaking HGVs cause tailbacks with traffic.

Yes

No

Traffic modelling and operational assessments have been undertaken to
ensure that the design of the scheme could accommodate predicted HGV
levels.
The scheme would include signage to help ensure that the Girton Junction
would operate efficiently.

101847

Concern over the poor signage after the Girton Interchange
heading towards Huntingdon, which causes congestion.

Yes

No

46216

Aspects of the old scheme were better than the current
scheme, for example the old scheme looked at the 50 mph

Yes

No
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The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce
the number of accidents.
The section of the A1 past Buckden falls outside of the scope of the scheme.
The Highways Agency will continue to review the operation of the trunk road
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Summary of consultee comment
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Comment
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Change to
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speed limit on the A1 as it goes round Buckden.

network through its route-based strategy studies and will target future
improvements where need is greatest.

Signage is hugely important.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to
moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced. The scheme
includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic flow and
provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better lane
control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of
accidents.

General agreement; however there should be weight
restrictions on bridges and local roads.

Yes

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The
imposition of weight restrictions on local roads is a matter for the local
highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council.

1 Community
consultee
53913,
103532,
104851,
105114,
105058

102856,
104832, +1

1 Community
consultee
54192, 45774

104653

Highways Agency’s response

Variable speed limits should be implemented on the A14.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to
moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced, meaning that a
reduction in speed limits is not necessary.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce
the number of accidents.

There should be a lorry ban implemented on local roads and
speed reduction measures.

Lolworth
Parish
Meeting +1

Previous traffic management schemes have been
unsuccessful.

105037, +1

Average speeds should be reduced to 56 mpg, the HGV
governor speeds, during peak periods.

No

The Highways Agency is responsible for the strategic road network. The
imposition of weight restrictions and traffic management measures on local
roads is a matter for the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County
Council.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to
moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced. The scheme
includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage traffic flow and
provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would introduce better lane
control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels and is thereby
expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce the number of
accidents.

Yes

No

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to improve safety. The proposals
would be built to modern highway standards as set out by the Design Manual
for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and The Traffic Signs Regulations and

Yes

10 April 2014
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Highways Agency’s response
General Directions (TSRGD), introducing better lane control and providing
adequate capacity for predicted traffic levels. This in turn would help to
moderate the type of driver behaviour currently experienced, meaning that a
reduction in speed limits is not necessary.
The scheme includes enhanced on-road technology and signing to manage
traffic flow and provide advance warning of traffic conditions. This would
introduce better lane control, providing adequate capacity for predicted traffic
levels and is thereby expected to improve journey time reliability and reduce
the number of accidents.

1 Community
consultee

The entire route should be suitable for traffic to travel at the
national speed limit without the need for additional speed
enforcements.

Yes

No

The A14 is an all-purpose trunk road and therefore the national speed limit
would apply along the majority of the route. The only exceptions would be the
free flow slip roads at Brampton and the A14 westbound link from the
Cambridge Northern Bypass towards Huntingdon where a 50mph speed limit
would apply for safety reasons. An advisory speed limit of 50mph would
remain on the slip road from the M11 North to the A14 East.
Speed limits on the de-trunked A14 and local access road would be agreed in
consultation with the local highway authority, Cambridgeshire County Council

Traffic modelling

Cambridgeshi
re County
Council,
Huntingdonsh
ire District
Council

There is a need for final traffic forecasts.

10 April 2014

Yes

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The Highways Agency’s latest traffic forecasts are reported in the Transport
Assessment, which forms part of the DCO Application.
The Highways Agency’s traffic forecasts have been produced using a
strategic highway assignment model, known as CHARM (Cambridge to
Huntingdon A14 Road Model).

102864,
45385, +3

Concerns over the reliability of the traffic model.

Yes

No

The interim traffic forecasts presented at the Public Consultation events in
May/June 2014 were based on CHARM1, which is an enhanced version of
the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM) used during the Options phase
of the project. CHARM1 incorporates traffic data that were predominantly
collected in 2006 and 2007, which has been supplemented with more recent
traffic data and has been validated against traffic conditions in 2011.
In parallel with the development and application of CHARM1, the Agency
undertook an extensive data collection exercise in early 2014. A range of upto-date traffic data were collected, including anonymised mobile phone data,
traffic count data and journey time data. This data has been used to develop
a new traffic model, known as CHARM2, which is validated against traffic
conditions in 2014. The model performance against DfT guidance is
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Highways Agency’s response
significantly enhanced compared with CHARM1 and therefore there is greater
confidence in the underlying traffic representation.

102851, +1

More information is required with regards specific
assumptions made for the modelling of each road in the
traffic simulation.

Yes

No

At the commencement of the formal consultation period (April 2014)
preliminary environmental and traffic information documents were published
and made available on line and at a range of consultation venues. These
provided an initial statement of the main environmental and traffic information
available for the scheme area. Ongoing informal engagement has taken
place with local authorities and other stakeholders since the formal
consultation. This has included the sharing of updated traffic and
environmental information, including drafts of the Environmental Statement,
prior to the submission of the DCO application.
The Highways Agency’s latest traffic forecasts and the models used are
reported in the Transport Assessment, which forms part of the DCO
Application.

Other
300034

Reference to comments made in a different section of the
questionnaire.

Yes

No

Noted.

No

The Highways Agency would remain responsible for the trunk road network
which includes the new A14 and A1. HA contracts maintenance activities for
HA roads to the ASC (Asset Support Contractor) formally known as the MAC
(Managing Agent Contractor) as well as other specialist providers which
would be agreed upon.

What are the proposed maintenance agreements, after
construction who will be responsible for repairs and what will
be timescale to effect the repairs? How will this be monitored
and results reported to the public? Who will be accountable
to rectify any impacts that transgress acceptable levels?

Yes

104671

Everything will be passed, a date set to commence the long
awaited scheme and a General Election will take place. Like
last time an excuse will be found i.e. no money and the
scheme will go back to square one yet again.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. Subject to the Development consent
Order being granted, the scheme could start around spring 2016.

104819

Will a civil servant will personally named as responsible for
the scheme?

Yes

No

Comment noted. Information not known. The Highways Agency are
responsible for delivery of the scheme.

101826

105037

The A45 when first planned should have taken sufficient land
on which to widen as required in the future. Are we destined
to make the same mistake once more? What is sorely
needed is a motorway from Felixstowe to the Midlands.
Scrap High-speed rail plans and build this motorway. It
should have four lanes, but that will not happen. The past
shows we no longer build what is really needed.

The existing A14 would be de-trunked which would fall under the
responsibility of Cambridgeshire County Council following construction.

Yes

No
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The Highways Agency has a great deal of experience is delivering large
highways schemes which have proved beneficial in the past. Lessons learnt,
including those on the A45 project, would help inform the design and
management processes. Changing the proposed road category to motorway
has many consequences particularly for non-motorway traffic. Although
providing a dual four lane carriageway all-purpose road between Bar Hill and
Girton is unusual, it enables traffic to select the correct lane before either
carrying on along the A14 or heading south along the M11. Likewise four
lanes emerging from the north bound M11 and the A14 link will be able to
better merge together over this section. The addition of hard shoulder to allpurpose road is not in the current DMRB standards, would add significantly to
scheme cost and is not considered necessary to meet the scheme objectives.
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Highways Agency’s response
The scheme has a number of key objectives.

Joint Parishes
HCV

This remains an expensive scheme which lacks both
strategic and local thinking. It remains focused on a single
objective, improving road capacity between north Cambridge
and the A1. The information continues to demonstrate little
or no consideration of many strategic issues. The A14 is
national road which is part of the EU strategic network and it
should be planned accordingly along its whole length, not
just patched in places like our local roads. It should be
planned with the input of the EU, the ports and Network Rail,
not just as a short stretch of English trunk road.

One of the key objectives of the scheme is to unlock growth, enabling major
residential and commercial developments to proceed and contributing to
increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
The A14 trunk road provides a vital east-west corridor between the Midlands
and East Anglia and joining north-south routes via the A1(M) and M11
motorways. It also serves as an important local commuter route in the region.
The scheme would provide a strategic solution for through traffic with the
construction of the Huntingdon Southern Bypass which would separate out
local traffic via the access road and the de-trunked section of A14. Journey
time reliability and reduced congestion would benefit both local and strategic
commercial traffic.
10 April 2014

Yes

No

A number of stakeholders have been consulted with including regional
councils, Networks Rail and many other key stakeholders in order to ensure
the scheme is as informed as possible and therefore is able to deliver a
number of benefits.
Government has announced up to £1.5bn to fund the scheme. The cost of
developing the scheme would be met from a number of sources. The largest
proportion of funding would come from central Government, which would
meet the whole cost at the time of construction. The local authorities and
Local Enterprise Partnerships in Cambridgeshire have pledged a total of £100
million towards the scheme, to be recovered over a 25 year period following
opening. The cost of the scheme is proportionate to its size, in line with
industry standards, and a cost benefit analysis has concluded that it would
provide high value for money.

This scheme should be funded accordingly, by national
government and the EU and not by our local councils or their
business generation partners.

General
General agreement

101812

Looks fine as far as it goes. But will need to see the detailed
layout of the roads and the construction phasing
arrangements.

Yes

No

The design of the road layout can be seen in the General Arrangement Plans
(Document Reference 2.2). Further detail on the design for the scheme and
information on optimal construction phasing would be available during the
detailed design stage.

104693

Agree in broad terms although the term three lane dual
carriage way in the brochure is not good English. It is a three
lane carriageway.

Yes

No

Comment noted

102206

Hope that if these improvements can be made then the date
of implementation will not be too much delayed.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. Subject to the Development consent
Order being granted, the scheme could start around spring 2016.

Yes

No

Support for the scheme duly noted. Subject to the Development consent
Order being granted, the scheme could start around spring 2016.

No

No

Support for the scheme duly noted

104363
Northstowe
Joint
Development
Control
Committee

Overall support of the proposal and after many years of
debate, would request that work starts at the earliest
opportunity.
Welcome the work that has been done to date and look
forward to continuing to working with the Highways Agency to
refine the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement
Scheme so that it best serves the local communities and the
proposed town of Northstowe.
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Highways Agency’s response

No comment

104724

104818

I don't quite understand how this will all link up.

Not sure what the difference is.

Yes

Yes

No

No

The roundabouts at Swavesey junction would offer a route to the local access
road between Fen Drayton and Girton, the Service Area, the improved A14
for strategic road traffic and the de-trunked A14 for local traffic. This is
essential in order to achieve the aim of keeping local road users separate
from strategic or long distance traffic.
There have been several minor and major changes since the public
consultation held in 2013 which were reflected in the consultation materials
provided in 2014. These stretch from design changes to economic ones, such
as the removal of tolling.
Details of the scheme can be found via the Highways Agency website.

General Disagreement

104662

This will lead to an endless stream of construction traffic.

Yes

No

104982

Objection to the proposed improvement to the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon.

Yes

No

101869

The Highways Agency could plan this with any common
sense.

Yes

No

*All section 47 Consultees were consulted in the period 7 April 2014 – 15 June 2014.
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Construction works associated with a road scheme of this scale would
inevitably have some impacts on local communities and the environment.
These impacts have been assessed and are reported in the Environmental
Statement where measures to mitigate impacts are also reported, including
the Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Appendix 20.2). The CoCP
outlines the control measures and standards that would be applied by the
Highways Agency and its main contractors throughout the construction
period, including community relations, general site operations, transport and
traffic, and environmental considerations. It applies across the scheme,
including at Brampton. The CoCP identifies how disruption to communities
would be mitigated, including requirements for suitable control of construction
traffic, noise and dust. These would be subject to engagement with the
relevant local authority or statutory environmental body.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.
The scheme is intended to alleviate the existing issues with congestion on the
section of the A14 between Huntingdon and Cambridge which is
acknowledged as an existing bottleneck. The scheme would provide
additional road capacity to accommodate future traffic growth, enhance
journey reliability and help reduce the frequency of accidents.

